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Foreword
“The Physics of the B Factories” describes a decade long
eﬀort of physicists in the quest for the precise determina-
tion of asymmetry — broken symmetry — between par-
ticles and anti-particles. We now recognize that the mat-
ter we see around us is the residue — one part in a bil-
lion — of the matter and antimatter that existed in the
early universe, most of which annihilated into the cosmic
background radiation that bathes us. But the question re-
mains: how did the baryonic matter-antimatter asymme-
try arise? This book describes the work done by some 1000
physicists and engineers from around the globe on two
experimental facilities built to test our understanding of
this phenomenon, one at the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory in California, USA, and a second at the KEK
Laboratory, Tsukuba, Japan, and what we have learned
from them in broadening our understanding of nature.
Why is our universe dominated by the matter of which
we are made rather than equal parts of matter and anti-
matter? This question has puzzled physicists for decades.
However, this was not the question we addressed when we
wrote the paper on CP violation in 1972. Our question
was whether we can explain the CP violation observed in
the K meson decay within the framework of the renor-
malizable gauge theory. At that time, Sakharov’s seminal
paper was already published, but it did not attract our
attention. If we were aware of the paper, we would have
been misled into seeking a model satisfying Sakharov’s
conditions and our paper might not have appeared.
In our paper, we discussed that we need new parti-
cles in order to accommodate CP violation into the renor-
malizable electroweak theory, and proposed the six-quark
scheme as one of the possible ways introducing new parti-
cles. We thought that the six-quark scheme is very inter-
esting, but it was just a possibility. The situation changed
when the tau-lepton was found and it was followed by
the discovery of the Upsilon particle. The existence of
the third generation became reality. However, it was still
uncertain whether the mixing of the six quarks is a real
origin of the observed CP violation. Theoretical calcula-
tion of CP asymmetries in the neutral K meson system
contains uncertainty from strong interaction eﬀects. What
settled this problem were the B Factories built at SLAC
and KEK.
These B Factories are extraordinary in many ways. In
order to fulﬁll the requirements of special experiments, the
beam energies of the colliding electron and positron are
asymmetric, and the luminosity is unprecedentedly high.
It is also remarkable that severe competition between the
two laboratories boosted their performance. One of us (M.
Kobayashi) has been watching the development at KEK
very closely as the director of the Institute of Particle and
Nuclear Studies of KEK for a period of time. As witnesses,
we appreciate the amazing achievement of those who par-
ticipated in these projects at both laboratories.
The B Factories have contributed a great deal to our
understanding of particle physics, as documented in this
book. In particular, thanks to the high luminosity far ex-
ceeding the design value, experimental groups measured
mixing angles precisely and veriﬁed that the dominant
source of CP violation observed in the laboratory exper-
iments is ﬂavor mixing among the three generations of
quarks. Obviously we owe our Nobel Prize to this result.
Now we are awaiting the operation of the next-
generation Super B Factories. In spite of its great suc-
cess, the Standard Model is not an ultimate theory. For
example, it is not thought to be possible for the matter
dominance of the universe to be explained by the Stan-
dard Model. This means that there will still be unknown
particles and unknown interactions. We have a lot of the-
oretical speculations but experimental means are rather
limited. There are great expectations for the Super B Fac-
tories to reveal a clue to the world beyond the Standard
Model.
Makoto Kobayashi
Honorary Professor Emeritus
KEK
Toshihide Maskawa
Director General
Kobayashi-Maskawa Institute for the Origin of Particles
and the Universe
Nagoya University
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Preface
The inspiration for this book came from Franc¸ois le Diberder.
During his term as spokesperson for BABAR he laid down
a vision for the two B Factory detector collaborations,
BABAR and Belle, to work together on a book that would
describe the methodologies used and physics results ob-
tained by those experiments. A key ideal emphasized from
the outset was that this book should be written from a
pedagogical perspective; it should be of interest to the
student and expert alike. This vision was presented dur-
ing a BABAR collaboration meeting on the island of Elba
in May 2008 and a follow up Belle collaboration meeting
at KEK, with visiting colleagues from the BABAR collab-
oration, and was embraced by the community. A number
of workshops involving people from the theoretical com-
munity as well as the two collaborations were held on four
continents over the following years. The resulting book,
“The Physics of the B Factories”, is a testament to the
way that this concept captured the zeitgeist on both sides
of the Paciﬁc Ocean.
This book is divided into three parts, the ﬁrst of which
provides a brief description of the B Factories, including
a short (though not exhaustive) historical perspective, as
well as descriptions of the detectors, ancillary data acqui-
sition systems and data (re)processing systems that were
built by the two detector collaborations in the late 1990’s.
The second part of the book discusses tools and meth-
ods that are frequently used when analyzing the data col-
lected. These range from details of low level reconstruction
algorithms and abstract summaries of statistical methods
to high level prescriptions used when evaluating system-
atic uncertainties on measurements of observables. The
third part of the book is devoted to physics results. This
includes suﬃcient theoretical discussion in order for the
reader to understand the context of the work being de-
scribed. We are indebted to our colleagues from the the-
oretical community who have helped us achieve our goal
of explaining the physics of the B Factories in a broader
context.
It should be noted that both B Factory experiments
are still actively publishing results and as a result the work
presented here is a snapshot of the output of the B Fac-
tories up to some point in time. Where appropriate, mea-
surements from other experiments have been mentioned,
however the focus of this book is on the output of the B
Factories. As a result, any brief description of important
work by others should be interpreted as a suggestion for
further reading on a given topic.
Just as there are two B Factories, many of the observ-
ables studied or used in this book have a dual notation in
the literature. While preparing this book we have placed
the emphasis on the physics rather than trivialities such as
convention. The most notable instance of this issue found
here is that of the nomenclature used for the angles of
the Unitarity Triangle. In order to retain a pedagogical
approach we chose a method for selecting between the
two notations that is symbolic of their equivalence from
the perspective of physics. This choice was decided on the
outcome of a coin ﬂip.
It has been a privilege for us to work with our col-
leagues from the experimental and theoretical communi-
ties while compiling this book. The journey of preparing
this tome has been as rewarding as being a part of the
individual collaborations. This book has come into exis-
tence because of the eﬀorts of the many people who have
devoted their time and eﬀort writing contributions found
herein, and it belongs to the community who helped create
it.
Adrian Bevan
Queen Mary University of London
Bosˇtjan Golob
University of Ljubljana
Jozˇef Stefan Institute
Thomas Mannel
University of Siegen
Soeren Prell
Iowa State University
Bruce Yabsley
University of Sydney
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How to cite this work:
The journal version of this book should be used as the correct citation, and the full citation reference is
“Ed. A.J. Bevan, B. Golob, Th. Mannel, S. Prell, and B.D. Yabsley,
SLAC-PUB-15968, KEK Preprint 2014-3.”
Please note that this is the oﬃcial version of The Physics of the B Factories. An auxiliary version of this book will
be made available online, both on arXiv and the INSPIRE database, under the same entry as the oﬃcial version of
the book. The oﬃcial version of the book uses the notation φ1, φ2, φ3 for the angles of the Unitarity Triangle, and
the auxiliary version uses the notation β, α, γ.
A note on conventions:
This book follows common practice in particle physics by using a relaxed system of natural units. The reduced
Planck constant  is set to unity, and electromagnetic expressions include the ﬁne structure constant α rather than
dimensionful constants. Nevertheless, the units of energy (GeV,MeV, etc.) are distinguished from those of momentum
(GeV/c,MeV/c) and mass (GeV/c2,MeV/c2); when length and time are explicitly mentioned, and especially in detector-
related discussions, meters and seconds are used rather than the reciprocal of energy.
The treatment of charge conjugation depends on the context. Many analyses are motivated by possible diﬀerences
between the behaviour of B0 and B0: in such cases, samples of the two states are distinguished. When describing the
method, however, if the text speciﬁes reconstruction of B0 → π+D− with D− → K+π−π−, it is usually implied that
the equivalent procedure is followed for the charge conjugate mode B0 → π−D+ with D+ → K−π+π+. From time to
time, explicit statements are made to resolve potential ambiguities.
Citations follow the author-year format, used in a ﬂexible way. The most common form is surrounded by parenthe-
ses (Kobayashi and Maskawa, 1973). However, about 20% of cases incorporate the names of the authors into the
grammar of the sentence, as when referring to the classic paper of Kobayashi and Maskawa (1973). Variant forms are
used within the text of a parenthesis; all should be clear from the context.
The only unusual feature is the use of three bibliographies: one for BABAR papers (page 806), one for Belle papers
(page 822), and one for other references (page 835). To avoid tedium, the “et al.” is omitted for B Factory papers,
citing only the ﬁrst author of full BABAR Collaboration authorlists (Aubert, 2001e), and either the ﬁrst member (Choi,
2011) or the whole of the ﬁrst-authorship group (Mizuk, Danilov, 2006) for full Belle Collaboration authorlists. Long
authorlists for “other” references are treated normally. The great majority of BABAR papers have either Aubert, del
Amo Sanchez, or Lees as ﬁrst author; most early Belle papers have Abe, but from 2002 onwards show great variety.
Results are described as being from BABAR or Belle if the responsible experiment is not already apparent from the
context. Occasionally, a BABAR paper and a Belle paper will be cited together, for example in a quoted average or in
the body of a table. It should always be clear which bibliography is meant.
In such a long work, there is inevitably some variation in style and usage. As editors, we have endeavoured to keep
this to a minimum.
Eur. Phys. J. C74 (2014) 3026,
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Part A
The facilities
Chapter 1
The B Factories
Editors:
David Leith (BABAR)
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Peter Kriˇzan, Leo Piilonen, Blair Ratcliﬀ, Guy Wormser
1.1 Introduction
In their classic paper, Kobayashi and Maskawa (1973,
“KM”) pointed out that CP violation could be natu-
rally incorporated into the Standard Model (SM) as an
irreducible complex phase in the weak interaction quark-
ﬂavor-mixing matrix if the number of quark ﬂavors was
six. This was remarkable because at that time only the
three quarks of the original Gell-Mann (1964) and Zweig
(1964a) quark model — i.e., the u-, d- and s-quarks —
were experimentally established. The situation changed
dramatically in late 1974 with the discovery of the c-
quark at Brookhaven (Aubert et al., 1974) and SLAC (Au-
gustin et al., 1974) and the 1977 discovery of the b-
quark at Fermilab (Herb et al., 1977). By 1980, the
KM idea, by then embodied in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) quark ﬂavor mixing matrix (Cabibbo,
1963; Kobayashi and Maskawa, 1973), was accepted as an
integral component of the Standard Model, even though
its raison d’etre, the CP -violating complex phase, had not
been measured (Kelly et al., 1980).
1.1.1 Testing the KM idea
In the early 1980’s, when the experimental state-of-the-art
in B meson physics was deﬁned by the CLEO experiment,
where the measurements were based on data samples of
a few tens of events (Bebek et al., 1981; Chadwick et al.,
1981), Bigi, Carter, and Sanda published papers exploring
the possibilities of using B meson decays to test the valid-
ity of the KM six-quark mechanism for CP violation (Bigi
and Sanda, 1981, 1984; Carter and Sanda, 1980, 1981).
They concluded that for a relatively small range of the
CKM-matrix parameter-space that was allowed at that
time — a range that corresponds to a substantial prob-
ability for B0 − B0 mixing and a long B meson lifetime
— large CP violation might be observable in neutral B
meson decays to CP eigenstates, such as B0 → J/ψK0S .
However, in the early 1980’s, no decays of this type had
been seen; we now know that their branching fractions are
∼ 0.1% or less. A reasonable conclusion that could be de-
rived from these papers at that time was that deﬁnitive
tests of the KM idea were hopelessly impractical.
1.1.2 Three miracles
Subsequently, three remarkable developments occurred
that completely turned the tables. These included the ﬁrst
emergence of evidence of a long B meson lifetime from
experiments at SLAC (Fernandez et al., 1983; Lockyer
et al., 1983), and the unexpected discovery by the AR-
GUS experiment at DESY in 1987 of a substantial rate for
B0 −B0 mixing (Albrecht et al., 1987b). These measure-
ments indicated that the CKM-matrix parameters are, in
fact, in the range that is accessible to tests of the KM
idea. This was helped along by many well-attended in-
ternational workshops1 developing each of the diﬀerent
technical approaches and reﬁning the requirements and
speciﬁcations for each. It became clear that CP violation,
at the level manifest in the Standard Model, could be ex-
perimentally observable somewhere other than in neutral
kaons: namely, in the B0−B0 system. Moreover large CP
violation was expected, rather than the one-in-a-thousand
eﬀect seen in K decay. In addition, Bigi and Sanda (1981)
had shown that a measurement of CP violation in neutral
B meson decays to CP eigenstates could be clearly in-
terpreted without theoretical uncertainties. However, an
experiment to observe CP violation in B decays would
require about a thousand-fold larger data samples of B
mesons than had been gathered heretofore.
The two fortuitous circumstances mentioned above
were accompanied by a third “miracle”: extraordinary
improvements in the performance of e+e− storage rings,
with order-of-magnitude luminosity improvements occur-
ring approximately every seven years. In 1980, the original
CESR collider typically produced ∼ 30 BB meson pairs
per day; thirty years later, the two B Factories, KEKB
and PEP-II, routinely produced more than one million BB
meson pairs per day, a nearly ﬁve orders-of-magnitude im-
provement! The B Factories built on the success of CESR
at Cornell and DORIS-II at DESY to achieve these pro-
duction rates. These developments were accompanied by
less miraculous, but still impressive, advances in the capa-
bilities of large solid-angle detectors, especially in the abil-
ity of data acquisition systems to handle the huge event
rates associated with the available luminosities, precision
tracking and vertexing devices, and the software and stor-
age technologies required to deal with these large data
samples.
1 The main workshops include: Heidelberg (Schubert and
Waldi, 1986), Stanford (Bloom, Friedsam, and Fridman, 1988;
Hitlin, 1990), Courmayeur (De Sanctis, Greco, Piccolo, and
Tazzari, 1988), Zuoz (Locher, 1988), Los Angeles (Cline
and Fridman, 1988; Cline and Stork, 1987), Blois (Cline
and Fridman, 1991), Syracuse (Goldberg and Stone, 1989),
Tsukuba (Kikutani and Matsuda, 1993; Ozaki and Sato, 1991;
Yoshimura, 1989), Vancouver (MacFarlane and Ng, 1991), and
Hamburg (Aleksan and Ali, 1993).
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The remainder of this chapter discusses the historical
route taken to develop the ideas necessary to build a B
Factory (Section 1.2), followed by an overview of the two
storage rings that were built to provide a source of B0B0
meson pairs to explore the B Factory scientiﬁc program
(Section 1.3). A review of general issues concerning the
detector requirements for a B Factory is presented in Sec-
tion 1.4; a more detailed discussion of the two detectors
realized can be found in Chapter 2. We conclude with a
brief look at the early physics discoveries of the B Facto-
ries (Section 1.5).
1.2 The path to the B Factories
1.2.1 Requirements for a B Factory
The time-dependent method for testing the KM idea is
based on the fact that there are decays with interfering
amplitudes (see Fig. 1.2.1) where the interference term
contains V ∗cdVcbVtdV
∗
tb. The phase of this quartet of CKM
matrix elements is φ1 = β. Note that the BABAR exper-
iment uses β to denote this angle, whereas the Belle ex-
periment reports results in terms of φ1; further notational
diﬀerences are discussed in Chapter 16. In the following
we will use the φ1 notation for this phase. The “golden
observable” for its determination is the CP asymmetry
between B0 → J/ψK0S and B0 → J/ψK0S . At the B Fac-
tories, neutral B mesons are created in pairs at a center-
of-mass energy corresponding to the Υ (4S). As a result
the wave function of the B0B0 pairs is in a P -wave en-
tangled state, until one of the mesons decays. A further
complication arises as neutral B mesons mix with a char-
acteristic frequency Δmd, so one computes the asymme-
try as a function of the proper time diﬀerence between
the decays of two mesons in an event, and uses knowl-
edge of B0B0 mixing to infer the ﬂavor of one of the B
mesons (decaying into a CP eigenstate) relative to that
of the other B decaying into a ﬂavor speciﬁc ﬁnal state.
This initial state preparation at the Υ (4S) enables one to
determine the ﬂavor of the b quark for the ﬂavor speciﬁc
ﬁnal states with a high eﬃciency.
The amplitude for the direct decay B0 → J/ψK0S ,
shown in the upper right panel of Fig 1.2.1, is proportional
to the Vcb CKM matrix element. The decay can also pro-
ceed via the two-step process B0 → B0 → J/ψK0S , shown
in the bottom-right panel of the ﬁgure. The phase diﬀer-
ence between these two amplitudes is 2φ1.
The technique for performing the interference mea-
surement is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.2. A B0B0 pair pro-
duced via Υ (4S) → B0B0 decay is entangled in a coherent
quantum state until one of the mesons decays. Most B0
meson decays produce ﬂavor-speciﬁc ﬁnal states, i.e., the
ﬁnal-state particles can be used to determine whether the
decaying meson was a B0 or a B0. For example, a K+
meson in the ﬁnal state signals a high likelihood for the
B → D → K+ decay chain and, thus, a higher probability
that the parent meson was a B0 rather than a B0. Such
a decay is called a “ﬂavor-tag” decay. At the time this
B meson decays (t1 in the ﬁgure), the accompanying B
meson’s ﬂavor is speciﬁed as being the opposite.
Figure 1.2.2. An illustration of the B Factory ﬂagship mea-
surement of sin 2φ1 = sin 2β.
This accompanying meson then propagates in time and
the quark ﬂavor content can oscillate from an unmixed
state into a mixed one, until it decays (at time t2). If it de-
cays into a CP eigenstate such as J/ψK0S , the unmixed and
mixed ﬂavor components interfere, producing diﬀerent de-
cay rates for B0-tagged and B0-tagged mesons. A similar
pattern occurs for those cases where the CP eigenstate de-
cay occurs before the ﬂavor tag decay (i.e. t2 ≤ t1) except
that in this case the common phase from the mixing dia-
gram has opposite sign. Thus, for B0-tagged events, the in-
terference is destructive for negative values of Δt = t2−t1
and constructive for positive Δt values, as indicated in
the graph in the lower part of the ﬁgure, where the Δt
dependence for B0-tagged events is shown in units of τB ,
the B0 lifetime (≈ 1.5 ps). The time-integrated asymme-
try is zero; asymmetries only show up in the decay-time-
dependence of the ﬂavor-tagged distributions. The inter-
ference in B0-tagged events has the opposite pattern, i.e.,
constructive interference for negative Δt and destructive
interference for positive Δt. Detailed discussions of ﬂavor
tagging and time-dependent CP asymmetry measurement
techniques used by the B Factories can be found in Chap-
ters 8 and 10, respectively.
These considerations set the base-line requirements for
an experiment to measure the CP -violating phases us-
ing the time-dependent CP asymmetry technique at the
Υ (4S):
High luminosity: The branching fraction for the B0 →
J/ψK0S decay, the most prominent mode that is use-
ful for these measurements, is ∼ 0.04% and that for
J/ψ → +− (where  = e, μ) is ∼ 12%. Thus, tens
of millions of B0B0 pairs are needed. For an e+e− col-
lider operating at the Υ (4S), this requires integrated
luminosities of ∼ 30 fb−1 or more.
Boosted B0B0 pairs: The B0 and B0 mesons must have
decay lengths in the laboratory that are suﬃciently
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Figure 1.2.1. (left) The dominant quark-line diagrams for B0 − B0 mixing. (right) The interfering diagrams used for the φ1
measurement. As the direct B0 decay produces K0, and the B0 decay produces K0, the relative phase between B0 → B0 →
J/ψK0S and B
0 → J/ψK0S contains an additional term due to K0 −K0 mixing (not shown).
long so that the time sequence of their decays can be
measured. Also it should be noted that Υ (4S) mesons
produced in symmetric colliders are almost at rest in
the laboratory frame, and as a consequence one can
only measure functions of t1 + t2, for which any CP
asymmetry vanishes. Both of these reasons impose the
requirement of an asymmetric energy e+e− collision in
the laboratory frame of reference (see Section 1.2.3).
High-resolution and large-coverage detector with
excellent particle identiﬁcation: The measured am-
plitude of the CP -violating asymmetry is directly
proportional to the detector’s ability to reconstruct
and ﬂavor-tag the accompanying B meson.
1.2.2 Early proposals
At the time, the most successful studies of B mesons were
being performed at the CESR and DORIS II e+e− col-
liders operating at the center-of-mass (CM) energy corre-
sponding to the Υ (4S) resonance, which, because it decays
into BB (and nothing else) nearly 100% of the time, is a
copious source of B mesons in a clean, low-background en-
vironment. Also, luminosities of ∼ 1032 cm−2 s−1, while a
signiﬁcant advance over previous machines, are two orders-
of-magnitude too low to provide samples of B meson de-
cays that are adequate for the CP violation measurements.
During the late 1980’s a very large number of concepts
(twenty-two in all) emerged on the international scene to
test CP violation in B mesons. Both Hitlin (2005) and
Schubert (2007) have presented detailed reviews of these
proposals, and how they synergistically evolved to the two
B Factories that were eventually built.
1.2.3 Asymmetric colliders
In the late 1980s, as the TRISTAN program at KEK (High
Energy Accelerator Research Organization, Tsukuba,
Japan) and the SLC program at SLAC (SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory, Stanford, USA) were winding
down, workshops and task forces were formed at both labs
to investigate possible facilities to attack the CP violation
problem. In 1987, at a specialized workshop at UCLA that
was focused on possibilities for using linear e+e− colliders
for B physics, Pier Oddone proposed a novel concept of an
asymmetric-energy, circular e+e− collider. This would op-
erate at the Υ (4S) and produce B mesons with a lab-frame
boost suﬃcient to enable decay-time-dependent measure-
ments (Oddone, 1987), as discussed in Section 1.2.1. The
experimental and analysis details on how one might eﬀec-
tively detect CP violation in such asymmetric decays are
described in Aleksan, Bartelt, Burchat, and Seiden (1989).
Within the US, the 1990 HEPAP Panel on “The HEP
Research Program for the 1990’s” (Sciulli et al., 1990),
recommended that the US should study the science op-
portunities and technical requirements of a B Factory as a
possible component of the future US accelerator program,
and vigorously support the necessary R&D funding. Two
years later, the next HEPAP Panel (Witherell et al., 1992)
recommended that a B Factory be constructed in the US
under all budget scenarios under consideration. In the fall
of 1992 the Oﬃce of Management and Budget (OMB)
and the White House were assembling the budget proposal
for ﬁscal year 1994, and included possible initial funding
for a B Factory. Both California and New York congres-
sional delegates were working towards the interests of their
constituencies. In April 1993 the OMB asked the DOE
and NSF to convene a joint review of the two projects,
both having already done careful reviews of their respec-
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tive proposals — SLAC by DOE and Cornell by NSF.
This review (Kowalski et al., 1993) was charged to look at
both projects separately and non-competitively, and as-
sess their suitability for the task ahead and the risks that
each project posed with respect to achieving the goals, the
schedule, and the cost. That fall, Congress recommended
incremental growth for HEP funding, including $36 mil-
lion to start the construction of a B Factory, with the
choice of site awaiting the decision from this review. In Oc-
tober 1993 on the basis of this review Secretary of Energy
Hazel O’Leary made the decision to go ahead with the con-
struction of the SLAC facility (O’Leary, 1993), and that
same month President Clinton announced the construc-
tion of a B Factory at SLAC, as a Presidential Initiative,
with a four year ﬁnancial proﬁle (Clinton, 1993). A man-
agement team was immediately formed to design and build
the PEP-II collider under the leadership of Jonathan Dor-
fan (SLAC), together with Tom Eliof (LBL) and Robert
Yamamoto (LLNL). Complementing this team, an Interim
International Advisory Committee was formed by the lab
management to advise on the formation of the BABAR
collaboration’s ﬁrst committees. The detector evolution
from this point onward is discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 1.4. In the shadow of the cancellation of the Super-
conductiong Super Collider (SSC) project in Texas in Oc-
tober, 1993, the HEPAP Panel on “The Vision for the
Future of HEP” (Drell et al., 1994) was quickly assembled
and charged; it met through the short period December
1993 and March 1994. They presented HEPAP, DOE, and
Congress with a strong vision of how to pull the US HEP
program back from the brink caused by the SSC cancel-
lation decision, and set a path to a healthy, competitive
international research program. This plan strongly recom-
mended continuing forward with both the main Injector
project at FNAL and the B Factory at SLAC. The three-
lab (SLAC, LBL, LLNL) B Factory team worked well to-
gether, smoothly solving the problems that arise in all
high-tech construction projects, and bringing the project
in “on-time” and “on-budget”. The high energy ring was
completed and beam stored by mid 1997, and the low en-
ergy ring was completed, with beam stored, a year later.
First collisions were observed that same month, and ﬁrst
collisions with the BABAR detector in place were observed
in May 1999. Design luminosity was achieved in the fall
of 2000.
In Japan, the ﬁrst oﬃcial presentation for a B Factory
construction took place at the TRISTAN Program Advi-
sory Committee (TPAC) in March 1991. The committee
members heard the progress report on the feasibility stud-
ies for the machine design and detector conﬁguration that
were accumulated from the past several year’s work. The
committee was convinced that constructing a B Factory
at KEK was suﬃciently feasible and the project should
nicely ﬁt in as a third stage of the TRISTAN project. The
committee recommended that KEK should proceed with
its construction and, due to the highly competitive situa-
tion worldwide, aim for the earliest possible completion of
the project. With this oﬃcial TPAC recommendation, and
expression of support from the international community in
the form of letters from prominent ﬁgures and presence at
well-attended meetings, the KEK management began to
talk to the funding agency of the Japanese Government
and to rearrange the laboratory resources toward the new
project.
Of the original leading B Factory proposals mentioned
in Section 1.2.2 above, only these two B Factory projects,
both based on the Oddone concept of asymmetric energy
electron-positron storage rings, PEP-II (PEP-II, 1993) and
KEKB (Abe et al., 1993), were to survive. BABAR at PEP-
II was approved in 1993, and Belle at KEKB was approved
the following year, in 1994.
1.2.4 A diﬀerent approach
Meanwhile a diﬀerent approach, aimed at using B mesons
produced in hadron collisions, was pursued by HERA-
B (Hartouni et al., 1995; Padilla, 2000). Here, the plan
was to place thin metal targets inside the halo of the
proton beam in the HERA electron-proton collider and
run parasitically with other HERA experiments. A draw-
back was that the cross section for producing B mesons
in proton-nuclear collisions at the available CM energy is
a tiny fraction (∼ 10−6) of the total hadronic cross sec-
tion. Although serious diﬃculties were anticipated with
this approach, the project was approved in 1995 with an
expected data-taking start in 1998, one year ahead of the
expected start-up of PEP-II and KEKB. Ultimately, how-
ever, the huge non-B meson background turned out to
be too diﬃcult to contend with and this approach proved
not to be competitive with the asymmetric e+e− collider
approach.
In 1994, the year that the SLAC and KEK B Factories
were approved, three sets of proponents for a dedicated B
physics experiment at the LHC were encouraged to “join
together to prepare a letter of intent for a new collider
mode b experiment to be submitted to the LHCC” (Kirse-
bom et al., 1995). The three projects were called COBEX,
GAJET, and LHB, and the merger resulted in the LHCb
experiment. The experimental design for LHCb is similar
to that of HERA-B, in that it is a single-arm spectrom-
eter. Unlike HERA-B, which relied on a target to cre-
ate B mesons, LHCb relies on production of B mesons
from pp collisions at the LHC. A dedicated spectrometer
in the forward region is chosen to take advantage of the
large cross section in the forward-backward direction. The
LHCb experiment started taking data in 2008, when the
LHC started collisions. Another proposed experiment to
study CP violation in a hadronic environment was put
forward, with the aim of using the Tevatron at Fermilab.
This was called the BTeV experiment and it was to have
been a two-arm spectrometer, each arm being similar in
design to LHCb (Santoro et al., 1999). Only the HERA-B
and LHCb experiments were constructed and took data.
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Figure 1.3.1. Schematic view of the PEP-II (left) and KEKB (right) rings. At PEP-II, the two beams are stacked one on top
of the other; the BABAR experiment is located in an experimental hall at the single interaction region, within region 2 of the
PEP-II complex. At KEKB, the two beams are side-by-side, and intersect in the Tsukuba area experimental hall where the
Belle detector was placed.
1.3 PEP-II and KEKB
PEP-II was located in the tunnel that had housed the
32GeV center-of-mass energy PEP e+e− storage ring,2
while the KEKB ring was in the 64GeV center-of-mass
energy e+e− TRISTAN storage accelerator tunnel. Fig-
ure 1.3.1 shows a schematic overview of the PEP-II and
KEKB rings.
Both projects included conversions to meet the B Fac-
tory requirements, namely an instantaneous luminosity in
excess of 1033 cm−2 s−1 and a boost factor (of the CM
frame relative to the laboratory) suﬃcient for observing
the time evolution of B decays. To achieve these require-
ments, however, some considerable challenges had to be
addressed.
Asymmetric energies mean a dedicated ring for each
beam. In order to reach a high integrated luminosity one
requires an intense positron source and on-energy injec-
tion for both rings. For KEKB, this meant that the in-
jection linear accelerator (Linac) energy had to be raised
from 2.5GeV to 8 GeV in order to provide for on-energy
injection of 8 GeV electrons and suﬃcient production of
3.5 GeV positrons. PEP-II had the advantage of the ex-
isting powerful SLAC Linac, which could provide the re-
quired electron and positron beams with minimal modi-
ﬁcations. Both facilities used high-energy electron beams
2 A maximum center-of-mass energy of 29GeV was achieved
during the lifetime of PEP.
and low-energy positron beams in order to avoid beam-
instability problems due to ion trapping, which are most
serious at lower energies. Both facilities had only one in-
teraction region (IR) for the detector in order to optimize
the luminosity. The luminosity of an e+e− storage ring is
given by
L = Nbne−ne+f
Aeﬀ
(1.3.1)
where the numbers of electrons and positrons in each bunch
are given by ne− and ne+ , Nb is the number of bunches,
f is the circulation frequency, and Aeﬀ is the eﬀective
cross-sectional overlapping transverse area of the beams at
the interaction point (IP). While the ﬁve parameters are
independent at lower beam currents, at high beam cur-
rents Aeﬀ becomes strongly beam-current dependent. As
the product Nbne−ne+ is increased, Aeﬀ increases, thereby
limiting the luminosity.
Particles inside a beam bunch are deﬂected when they
pass through the collective electromagnetic ﬁelds of the
oncoming beam bunch at the IP; as a result, the on-
coming bunch collectively acts as a focusing lens. How-
ever, these beam-beam eﬀects are highly non-linear and
produce spreads in the operating point in the betatron-
oscillation tune plane, causing considerable complications
in the machine operation. These beam-beam interactions,
which become larger as the bunch charges are increased,
also limit the luminosity by enlarging Aeﬀ .
Attempts to raise the luminosity by raising Nb, the
number of bunches in each ring, face a diﬀerent prob-
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lem. When a beam bunch circulates with small separa-
tion intervals from other bunches, it feels some eﬀects of
the other bunches caused by residual oscillating electro-
magnetic ﬁelds produced in the beam chambers and other
ring components by the preceding bunches. These eﬀects
can drive coupled-bunch instabilities throughout the en-
tire ring that grow as the beam currents increase. Coupled-
bunch instabilities in the electron ring are also caused by
the presence of residual-gas ions and, for the positron ring,
clouds of photoelectrons generated by synchrotron X-rays
hitting the beam chamber walls and by photoelectrons
reaccelerated by the beam striking the walls to make sec-
ondary yields.
In addition to driving coupled-bunch instabilities, the
presence of ions and electron clouds enlarges the beam
sizes, sometimes leading to beam losses throughout the
ring. In fact, this eﬀect turned out to be the most se-
rious problem for both projects, especially “blow-up” of
the positron beam caused by the photoelectron clouds.
Large beam currents also imposed serious challenges
for the hardware components along the rings. A high-
quality vacuum had to be kept in the beam chambers to
ensure reasonably long beam lifetimes in an environment
where the chamber walls were constantly bombarded by
huge ﬂuxes of synchrotron X-rays. Heat energy accumu-
lated in the ring components had to be removed eﬃciently.
Tireless eﬀorts were made throughout the entire period of
operation to keep improving the performance of critical
hardware components and for ﬁnding optimum operating
conditions, which were often far from those carefully de-
veloped during the design stage. Movable masks used to
scrape away unwanted beam-halo particles turned out to
be a particularly diﬃcult challenge.
A background simulation eﬀort started in BABAR im-
mediately to focus on the ingredients that should be inte-
grated in the PEP-II machine design, namely collimators
and synchrotron radiation masks.
The conclusions of these early simulations were clear:
– The background would be severe.
– The uncertainties in the simulation were very large due
to many reasons (incomplete knowledge of the physical
sources, incomplete description of the machine, crude
assumptions on the machine vacuum, etc.).
– An experimental approach to try to control all these
approaches was mandatory. This led to the creation of
a commissioning detector which started in 1996 (see
Section 1.4.3.1).
– The detector design, which was proceeding, had to
adopt a safety factor of 10 relative to all background
predictions. This “administrative” rule turned out to
be extremely diﬃcult to meet initially, and led to
changes in the technical implementation of several de-
tector components, but turned out to be very wise and
had many pay-oﬀs in the long term.
Many collimators were proposed, with ﬁxed or movable
jaws, for inclusion at key locations. It turned out that it
was diﬃcult and very costly to implement them all, so
only a select few were installed. At Belle, several versions
of movable masks were used, each version being a gradual
improvement on the previous one.
In a two-ring machine with small bunch spacings, a
beam-separation scheme is needed to divert the beams
as they leave the IP in order to avoid parasitic interac-
tions. PEP-II used a head-on collision scheme with near-
IP bending magnets to steer the e+ and e− beam bunches
away from each other as soon as possible after the colli-
sion. KEKB, on the other hand, used a scheme in which
the two beams collide with a small (±11 mrad) crossing
angle. While this scheme had the considerable merit of al-
lowing for shorter bunch spacing and more available space
for the detector components near the IP, it was not with-
out risk. A previous attempt to use a small but ﬁnite-angle
crossing scheme in the DORIS ring at DESY (Piwinski,
1977) had problems that were attributed to beam insta-
bilities from unwanted couplings between betatron and
synchrotron motions caused by the crossing angle, and it
was generally believed that this eﬀect would get worse
at larger crossing angles. However, a theoretical study
(Hirata, 1995) concluded that a large horizontal cross-
ing angle in KEKB would, in fact, not be very harmful;
based on this, a ﬁnite crossing angle was incorporated at
an early stage of the design process. Ultimately, crossing-
angle-induced transverse-longitudinal couplings were can-
celed by the use of the world’s ﬁrst operational set of su-
perconducting crab cavities that realign the directions of
the beam bunches so they pass through each other head-
on (Hosoyama et al., 2008). These were installed in Jan-
uary 2007; with the cavities, and with chromatically cor-
rected IP beta functions, KEKB eventually reached a peak
luminosity of 2.1 × 1034 cm−2 s−1, more than twice the
original design goal.
As a result of due care and attention in the design
of the machines, the excellent performance of the KEKB
and PEP-II colliders was comfortably suﬃcient to allow
BABAR and Belle to verify the Kobayashi-Maskawa theory
of CP violation, and, in addition, provide opportunities for
a number of other measurements and discoveries, many of
which were well beyond the scope of the original physics
goals listed in the 1994 Belle Letter of Intent (Cheng et al.,
1994) and the BABAR Physics Book (Harrison and Quinn,
1998). The machine parameters for the two B Factories
during the ﬁnal stages of their operation are given in Ta-
ble 1.3.1.
1.4 Detectors for the B Factories
The B Factories have a common set of design require-
ments which are driven by the physics goals laid down in
Section 1.2. The resulting detector designs for BABAR and
Belle are, broadly speaking, quite similar, with similar op-
erational performance. Any diﬀerences resulted from con-
ditions expected from the PEP-II and KEKB accelerator
complexes and the technical competences and available re-
sources of the groups who built the various sub-systems.
The main requirements are as follows
Light material (i.e. high X0) for the inner detector:
The beam pipe, for the length corresponding to the
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Table 1.3.1. Machine parameters of PEP-II and KEKB during the last stage of their operation.
Parameters PEP-II KEKB
Beam energy (GeV) 9.0 (e−), 3.1 (e+) 8.0 (e−), 3.5 (e+)
Beam current (A) 1.8 (e−), 2.7 (e+) 1.2 (e−), 1.6 (e+)
Beam size at IP x (μm) 140 80
y (μm) 3 1
z (mm) 8.5 5
Luminosity (cm−2 s−1) 1.2× 1034 2.1× 1034
Number of beam bunches 1732 1584
Bunch spacing (m) 1.25 1.84
Beam crossing angle (mrad) 0 (head-on) ±11 (crab-crossing)
solid angle subtended by the active region of the
B Factory detectors, was made of beryllium with
a cooled channel between inner and outer walls.
Beryllium was chosen to minimize the amount of ma-
terial in terms of radiation length, to reduce multiple
scattering and energy loss of particles crossing the
beam pipe.
Vertexing capability: The key to measuring CP vio-
lating asymmetries is the precise determination of the
decay vertex of each B meson in an event. The only
viable technology to use at the time the B Factories
were being constructed was a silicon-strip-based vertex
detector.
Particle identiﬁcation: In order to classify particles in
the ﬁnal states of interest, over a broad range of mo-
mentum, it is not possible to rely on a single parti-
cle identiﬁcation technology. Both experiments con-
structed drift chambers with suﬃciently good speciﬁc
energy loss (dE/dx) measurement capability to per-
form charged particle identiﬁcation for low momen-
tum tracks. This was supplemented at Belle by a
Time-Of-Flight system, and an aerogel-based Cheren-
kov detector for characterizing high momentum parti-
cles. At BABAR, high momentum track identiﬁcation
was achieved via the Detector of Internally Reﬂected
Cherenkov light (DIRC), which was proposed by Blair
Ratcliﬀ (Ratcliﬀ, 1993; Schwiening et al., 2001).
Electromagnetic calorimetry: Many ﬁnal states of in-
terest, including B0 → J/ψK0S where J/ψ → e+e−,
require that one is able to measure the energy of
both electrons and neutral particles. The technology
adopted by the B Factories was inspired by the CLEO
electromagnetic calorimeter (Kubota et al., 1992):
both experiments used CsI(Tl) crystal calorimeters.
K0
L
and muon identiﬁcation: The expected CP asym-
metries in B0 → J/ψK0S and B0 → J/ψK0L are equal
in magnitude and opposite in sign: it was realized that
to verify any observation of CP violation in B de-
cays, it would be important to measure both of these
modes. Given the lifetime diﬀerence between K0S and
K0L mesons, the K
0
S mesons would be expected to de-
cay in the beam pipe or silicon detector, whereas most
K0L mesons would pass through the inner part of the
detector without decaying. Detection requirements for
K0L mesons were similar to those required for eﬃcient
muon identiﬁcation, which was important in order to
detect the J/ψ → μ+μ− contributions for CP asymme-
try measurements. As a result, the outer parts of the
two B Factory detectors were instrumented with layers
of active detector sandwiched between absorber ma-
terial. Belle adopted ﬂoat-glass based Resistive Plate
Chambers (RPCs) operating in limited-streamer mode.
BABAR initially adopted a Bakelite-based RPC solu-
tion for its K0L and muon identiﬁcation. However, soon
after operation started it was clear that this needed to
be replaced, and a system of Limited Streamer Tubes
(LST’s) was successfully installed to replace the RPCs
for the remainder of BABAR’s operational lifetime (see
Sections 1.4.3.6 and 2.2.5).
Data handling capability: The design goals of the B
Factories were ambitious. If these were to be met, then
a signiﬁcant amount of data would have to be trans-
ferred from the detector system front-end, classiﬁed
by a trigger system, and stored for subsequent process-
ing. As the B Factory design luminosity was surpassed,
the data ﬂow and oﬄine computing systems had to be
adapted in order to keep up with the output of the
machine, and allow members of the Collaborations to
produce the physics results that appear in this book.
A more detailed discussion on the B Factory detectors
and readout can be found in Chapter 2, and an overview
of data taking and Monte Carlo production required for
physics analysis can be found in Chapter 3.
1.4.1 The BABAR detector collaboration
The SLAC management decided that with the approval
of the B Factory as a new element of the national HEP
accelerator program, it should explore how CERN had
managed the growing of the large, international collabo-
rations which had designed, built and operated the large
detectors at that laboratory. CERN Research Directors
Pierre Dariullat and Lorenzo Foa were very generous in
providing access to the lab archives, and engaged in full
discussions on the CERN procedures and processes, iden-
tifying both the strengths and weaknesses. These visits
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were very helpful in guiding the initial planning at SLAC.
Several other visits to Europe allowed gathering a “tem-
porary international advisory committee” (see below) to
listen to their collective wisdom, and advice on moving
forward with the formation of national core groups for
the detector communities within Italy, France, Germany,
UK and the US.
The CERN discussions emphasized the central impor-
tance of gathering representatives of all the international
agencies involved, to oversee their investments in the sci-
entiﬁc collaboration. It was the ﬁrst time that SLAC, or
indeed any DOE Oﬃce of High Energy Physics (OHEP)
lab, organized an external group of representatives of fund-
ing agencies from around the world to regularly review one
of its experiments, and the ﬁrst time that major construc-
tion and operational funding from non-DOE sources came
to a SLAC experiment. All of this was done through the
International Finance Committee (IFC), which will be de-
scribed later. This committee was a major player in the
story of the construction of the BABAR experiment, but
also in continuing operational support, and indeed was a
central ﬁgure in solving the serious computing problem in
2001 that was caused by the accelerator team outperform-
ing the PEP-II design luminosity (Section 1.4.3.5).
The international community working on the detector
design for the SLAC-hosted asymmetric B Factory held
its inaugural gathering at the end of 1993, as the culmina-
tion of a two year period of many workshops and detector
meetings preparing for a B Factory, hopefully to be built
at SLAC. Over the next year there were seven more col-
laboration meetings preparing the Letter of Intent and the
Technical Design Report, and working through the ﬁnal
choices of technology and performance speciﬁcations for
each detector sub-system. SLAC management recruited
a short-lived, yet very important, Interim International
Advisory Committee in 1993, to advise the lab on for-
mation of the BABAR collaboration’s ﬁrst committees and
identify and recruit those top level scientists. The target
committee was an Interim International Steering Commit-
tee formed in early 1994 with a very important charge. It
was to advise the laboratory on creating a detector R&D
program (which was funded originally by SLAC, but later
substantially supplemented by DOE/OHEP); to select an
initial Executive Board of the collaboration; to write the
original governance document and socialize it within the
collaboration; and to choose the ﬁrst Collaboration Coun-
cil. This they did in short order and, having completed
their job, the group just as quickly dissolved, with the
thanks of the laboratory management.
The ﬁrst Collaboration Council, in May 1994, quickly
gave formal blessing to the collaboration’s Governance
document, and chose a Nominating Committee to search
for the ﬁrst spokesperson of the detector collaboration, fol-
lowing the search process deﬁned in the newly passed gov-
ernance rules. The Council ratiﬁed the Executive Board
selection, and voted on the name for the collaboration,
establishing the little French Elephant BABAR on “his”
way to having an impressive citation count.3 It was a pro-
ductive ﬁrst Council meeting, and a great kick-oﬀ for the
BABAR collaboration. Just seven weeks later, at the July
1994 Collaboration Meeting, the Council formally rati-
ﬁed the nomination of David Hitlin as the ﬁrst BABAR
Spokesperson. Indeed, he had been ﬁlling the role of in-
terim spokesman of this proto-BABAR community since
the late 1980’s, and had coordinated and led the ﬁrst ﬁve
formal meetings of the collaboration.
The detector collaboration had a single spokesperson
through the entire construction and commissioning peri-
ods, and through the ﬁrst years of data taking. From that
point forward a new spokesperson was chosen from the col-
laboration every two years.4 This group of seven individ-
uals were able stewards of the scientiﬁc life of the BABAR
collaboration. Their distinct visions on how to guide the
experiment forward, their use of the associated strong
management teams and their scientiﬁc judgment was no
small part of the scientiﬁc success of BABAR. Within the
BABAR collaboration the spokesperson is the chief oﬃcer
of the collaboration, responsible for all scientiﬁc, technical,
organizational, and ﬁnancial aﬀairs of the collaboration,
and represents the collaboration to the SLAC laboratory,
to the DOE/OHEP, and to the international funding agen-
cies, represented by the IFC. The spokesperson is assisted
in this heavy responsibility by a Senior Management Team
for day-to-day decisions, and by an Executive Board which
the spokesperson chairs. The Senior Management Team is
chosen by the Spokesperson and ratiﬁed by the Executive
Board and the Council.5 The Executive Board is repre-
sentative of the regional composition of the collaboration,
and consists of members distinguished by their scientiﬁc
judgment, their technical expertise, and their commitment
to the experiment, and is chosen by the Council through
an election process. The technical life of the collaboration
was managed by the Technical Coordinator, who chaired
the Technical Board. This was normally a twenty mem-
ber group comprised of the detector system managers,
the lead engineering staﬀ, the computing leadership, and
representatives from the accelerator collider team. For an
important period of the life of BABAR, starting in 1999
for about two years, this group was expanded to include
3 The name BABAR is derived from B and B-bar. The BABAR
elephant and the many distinctive likenesses of that character,
are used with permission of Laurent de Brunhoﬀ, negotiated
by David Hitlin. All copyrights were reserved to the owner,
which changed to Nelvans after the late 1990’s.
4 BABAR Detector Spokespersons: David Hitlin (1993–2000),
A. J. Stewart (Stew) Smith (2000–2002), Marcello Giorgi
(2002–2004), David MacFarlane (2004–2006), Hassan Jawah-
ery (2006–2008), Franc¸ois Le Diberder (2008–2010), J. Michael
Roney (2010–).
5 As part of the transition from detector construction to op-
eration and data taking and physics analysis, a Senior Manage-
ment team was formed in 2000, which included the Spokesper-
son, the Technical Coordinator, a senior technical advisor and
lab contact if not covered by the Technical Coordinator, the
Physics Analysis Coordinator, the Computing Coordinator and
deputy, the past Spokesperson, and the Spokesperson-elect.
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a much broader membership and called the Augmented
Technical Board, which included all of the old Technical
Board but also all of the leaders from electronics, online
and oﬀ-line monitoring, computing, physics planning, and
analysis machinery — a cadre of about 50 staﬀ. For these
two years this body worked hard and was a very important
part of the BABAR story; they can take a lot of the credit
for bringing the detector operations and the physics pro-
duction activity into a true “factory mode,” alongside the
operations of the PEP-II accelerator complex. The collab-
oration has been well served by the ﬁve strong scientists
who served as the BABAR Technical Coordinator6 provid-
ing sound technical judgment and strong commitment to
top level detector performance and to high eﬃciency up-
time.
The collaboration is represented by a Council7 with an
elected chair and deputy, and made up of representatives
from each institution participating in the detector collab-
oration. The Council is the principal governing body of
the collaboration. The Council selects the Spokesperson
Nominating Committee, ratiﬁes the Spokesperson nom-
ination, and the selection of the Executive Board. The
Council appoints the operating committees of the collabo-
ration — Membership, Speakers Bureau, and Publications
Board. The Council has the unusual power to request a
full review from the Spokesperson of any decision or action
for which it deems such accountability was necessary, and
could remove the Executive Board, or even the Spokesper-
son, under very strict conditions, if this unlikely situation
should occur. This served as a balance to the strong and
independent authority given to the BABAR Spokesperson
under the collaboration’s governance (see above).
The experiment began in 1993 and by 1995 had 483
members from 77 institutions, drawn from 10 countries —
Canada, China, France, Germany, Italy, Norway, Russia,
Taiwan, the UK, and the US. By 2005, the collaboration
had grown to 625 members, from 80 institutions and 12
countries — with Israel, India, Netherlands and Spain hav-
ing joined in the meantime, and China and Taiwan leav-
ing. By January 2013 the active membership was still 325,
of whom 51 were postdoctoral researchers and 56 graduate
students. The experiment has produced 505 PhD theses,
a number which is still growing, and is a remarkable tes-
tament to the intellectual life of the experiment and the
breadth of its academic reach. The collaboration has pro-
duced more than one paper each week during a six year
period (2004 through 2009) in the world’s leading peer-
reviewed journals, and a total by fall 2012 of 507 papers.
6 BABAR Technical Coordinators: Vera Lu¨th (1994–1997),
Jonathan Dorfan (1997–1999), A. J. Stewart (Stew) Smith
(1999–2000), Yannis Karyotakis (2000–2003), Bill Wisniewski
(2003–2011).
7 The BABAR Collaboration Council was formed under action
of the Steering Committee (chaired by Pier Oddone), in May
1994 with the ﬁrst chair being Livio Piemontese (1994), fol-
lowed by Bob Wilson (1996), Erwin Gabathuler (1998), Patri-
cia Rankin (2000), Klaus Schubert (2002), Frank Porter (2004),
Gerard Bonneaud (2006), David Leith (2008), George Laﬀerty
(2010), Brian Meadows (2012), and Fabrizio Bianchi (2014).
We can celebrate that not only have both the BABAR and
Belle experiments been “factories” of physics, producing
new results over a broad spectrum of topics, but they have
been veritable factories in producing candidates for new
academic appointments for universities around the world
from the pool of graduate students and post doctoral re-
searchers who received their training on the BABAR and
Belle experiments. They have outstanding training with
both technical and operational experience with large de-
tectors and running accelerators, and computing and data
production on a factory scale, and hands-on development
of creative data analyses in a small group environment.
In order for collaborators to be considered as authors
on BABAR, they ﬁrst must perform a substantial service
to the experiment, either through the construction or op-
eration of hardware, or by taking on some technical or
administrative role required to maintain the quality of
physics output from the experiment. Having qualiﬁed for
authorship, a BABAR collaborator automatically signs pa-
pers. The authors appear in the author-list in alphabet-
ical order by institute. As a result there is, in general,
no direct correlation between the lead authors of a given
analysis and the initial authors of a given BABAR paper.
On occasion, where non-BABAR collaborators (mainly stu-
dents) have made signiﬁcant contributions to an analysis,
requests have been made for those people to be added to
the author list on the paper describing that analysis in
detail. Such requests, while never a foregone conclusion,
were generally granted.
1.4.2 Formation of the Belle collaboration
The Belle collaboration was oﬃcially formed at a one-
day meeting held at Osaka University on October 7, 1993,
where it was formally decided that the results of the previ-
ously held workshops (Abe et al., 1993) were encouraging
enough to merit proceeding towards the development of a
Letter of Intent during the next year (Cheng et al., 1994).
This was followed by a series of meetings at which details
of the detector design and issues of collaboration gover-
nance were discussed.
The collaboration organization was discussed at a sec-
ond meeting at KEK on November 19–20, 1993. Here, it
was decided that there would be three co-spokespersons,
one representing each of the major constituencies of the
collaboration: the KEK group, non-KEK Japanese groups,
and groups from outside of Japan. All three spokesper-
sons were elected by the full collaboration. In the begin-
ning they served for a three year term that could be re-
newed. This rule was later changed to a two year term and
limiting renewals to a single term. In addition, it was de-
cided to have an Institutional Board (IB) comprised of the
spokespersons and one representative from each of the col-
laborating institutions,8 to deal with organizational and
personnel issues, and an Executive Board (EB) consisting
8 Belle Institutional Board chairs: Yasushi Watanabe (1994–
2000), Seishi Noguchi (1994–2000), Leo Piilonen (2000–2012),
Christoph Schwanda (2012–).
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of about ten members selected by the spokespersons to
advise them on technical and scientiﬁc issues.9 Important
matters are discussed in the IB or EB and then proposed
to a general meeting of the collaboration. The general or-
ganizational principle has been that, insofar as possible,
decisions are made at general group meetings, either by
consensus or by a vote of those present. Urgent decisions
are made by the spokespersons in consultation with the
EB. This organization proved to be reasonably success-
ful; when the experiment switched from the construction
to the operating phase in 1999, a task force was formed
to re-examine the organizational structure, but eventually
only minor changes in the basic structure were adopted.
The name “Belle” (proposed by A. Abashian, Virginia
Tech) was adopted by a group vote at the third group
meeting held in January 1994 at Nara Women’s Univer-
sity.10 The Belle logo (proposed by T. Matsumoto, To-
hoku) was selected by a vote at the sixth group meeting
at Tohoku University in February 1995.
The experiment began in late 1993 with 136 members
from 39 institutions from 7 countries — Japan, China, In-
dia, Korea, Russia, Taiwan and the US. The ﬁrst spokesper-
sons11 were F. Takasaki, S. Suzuki, and S. Olsen. By 2008,
the Collaboration had grown to 275 members, from 60
institutions and 15 countries — with Australia, Austria,
Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, and
Switzerland having joined in the meantime. Up to fall
2012, the Collaboration published 370 papers in scientiﬁc
journals.
Two unique features of the Belle publication policy,
developed after considerable discussion and ﬁnalized at a
meeting at KEK in November 2001, are worth noting:
Authorship conﬁrmation: In Belle, there is no default
author list and authorship on a Belle paper is not auto-
matic. An important rule is that after a paper draft has
received approval from its internal referees and the rel-
evant physics conveners, it is posted for general review
by all eligible authors.12 During the review period, a
9 Belle Executive Board chairs: Kazuo Abe (1994–2000), Dan
Marlow (2000–2002), Alex Bondar (2002–2010), Simon Eidel-
man (2010–2012), Tom Browder (2012–2013), and Toru Iijima
(2013– ).
10 The name Belle is a pun on beauty, the quark of primary
interest for the B Factories, which led to a natural choice for
the name of the commissioning detector discussed later in this
chapter: BEAST. The name can also be decomposed as B-el-le
implying electrons (el) and their opposite — positrons (le) —
colliding to produce B mesons.
11 Belle Detector Spokespersons: Fumihiko Takasaki (1994–
2003), Shiro Suzuki (1994–2000), Steve Olsen (1994–2006), Hi-
roaki Aihara (2000–2006), Masanori Yamauchi (2003–2009),
Tom Browder (2006–2012), Toru Iijima (2006–2012), Yoshihide
Sakai (2009–), Leo Piilonen (2012–), Hisaki Hayashii (2012 –).
12 Eligible authors are those members of the collaboration
that actively contributed to Belle for at least six months in
form of construction, maintenance or operation of the detector,
software development, contributing to ongoing analyses, etc.
They are also required to take a certain number of experimental
shifts.
collaborator is required to conﬁrm his/her authorship
by submitting the statement: “I have read this paper
and agree with its conclusions. Please include me as
an author.” Only then is he/she included in the au-
thor list.
Author-list name order: In principle, the order of the
names in the author list is alphabetic. However, the
persons responsible for preparing a paper can propose
to the spokespersons that a single person or a small
group of people be listed as ﬁrst authors. In general,
the spokespersons have approved such requests, the
exceptions being for important papers central to the
main goals of the Belle program (e.g., precision mea-
surements of sin 2φ1) or cases where the proponents
cannot agree on the speciﬁc name order. In these cases,
the author list is strictly alphabetic.
When this policy was adopted, it was with the explicit
proviso that it could be re-examined and modiﬁed at any
time. However, it has proven to be quite popular among
Belle collaboration members and has never been modiﬁed.
Almost all Belle papers since 2002 have had a ﬁrst-author
group, with up to seven collaborators appearing out of
alphabetical order at the start of the list; the number of
conﬁrming authors has been, on average, about half of the
total number of eligible authors.
1.4.3 Building the BABAR detector
The BABAR collaboration faced a set of design challenges
as they prepared their Letter of Intent (LOI) during the
period spring 1993 through summer 1994. These included
a long list of issues demanding detailed analysis to arrive
at conclusions — inheriting an Experimental Hall which
was smaller, and had too low a beam height, for an opti-
mal “start-from-scratch” design; determining how to meet
the stringent speciﬁcations for the silicon vertex detector
and drift chamber tracker to manage both the spatial res-
olution to measure the separated B decay vertices and
at the same time handle measuring with adequate pre-
cision the broad momentum spectrum of the produced
tracks; meeting the strong speciﬁcations for the charged
particle identiﬁcation along with good photon detection
for both position and energy measurement, and for reli-
able muon and K0
L detection. The actual LOI document
was produced over a few months, was completed in June
1994, and quickly approved by the SLAC Experimental
Program Advisory Committee (EPAC) in July, only one
month later.
As with all high tech projects, the detector design, con-
struction, and commissioning came along with its prob-
lems. Fitting the collaboration’s ambitions to the avail-
able budget was a stringent constraint at the outset. A
great deal of hard work went into deﬁning the technical
details for the ﬁnal sub-systems in the short nine month
period between the submission of the BABAR Letter of In-
tent and the submission of the Technical Design Report, in
February 1995. The TDR had essentially the ﬁnal vertex
detector geometry and technical description, a new Drift
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Chamber design with ﬂat aluminum end plates instead of
a cleverly shaped carbon ﬁber construction, the choice of
the internally reﬂected Cherenkov detector, DIRC, and its
quartz bar radiators for the particle identiﬁcation system,
and ﬁnalizing the choice of the muon detector technology
as Resistive Plate Chambers, RPC’s. Later on there were
other surprises that emerged and had to be dealt with
promptly; the ﬂux return iron for the magnet had produc-
tion schedule problems from the Japanese supplier as did
the superconducting magnet coil from Italy, but the IFC
came through with an added incentive clause to the mag-
net steel contract, and the lab management’s connections
to the US Air Force helped bring the delayed supercon-
ducting coil to SLAC on time, via “air mail” on a C5A,
as part of a crew training ﬂight. Learning how to grow
the cesium iodide crystals and managing the salt deliv-
ery schedule for the large electromagnetic calorimeter, and
how to successfully polish the quartz bars for the DIRC
particle identiﬁcation system to the exacting dimensional
optical speciﬁcations, were time-consuming problems that
emerged during construction, looked as though they might
cause serious schedule problems, required creativity and
focused commitment, but were ﬁnally solved in time for
detector turn-on.
1.4.3.1 The PEP-II commissioning run
Immediately after PEP-II approval in June 1993, it was
realized that, because of the existence of the PEP tunnel
and the signiﬁcant reuse of PEP machine components,
that PEP-II machine would be ready one or two years be-
fore the BABAR detector would be. This was considered as
a good opportunity to be able to tune the machine without
the complications of detector protection and to provide a
fast start for BABAR. The machine had to reach a lumi-
nosity 100 times higher than previously achieved and was
doing so with much higher currents. The potential threat
posed by backgrounds induced by such currents was con-
siderable. A few years previously at SLAC, muons from
the SLC tunnel had been compromising the Mark-II/SLC
detector performance, and therefore there was a high de-
gree of consciousness of these issues among members of
the PEP-II machine group.
In 1996 there was a call proposing the instrumenta-
tion, at minimal costs, of the PEP-II IR in the absence
of BABAR during two running campaigns: a short one, in
1997, where only the HER ring would be available, and
another one in 1998 with both rings. The goal of this in-
strumentation was manifold:
– understand and quantify the various background sources
in both rings,
– provide to the machine reliable background sensors,
so background could be reduced while tuning the ma-
chine,
– test prototypes of ﬁnal BABAR elements to understand
their sensitivity to background,
– test the radiation protection and abort mechanism sys-
tem.
It was of course not possible to cover all these issues
with a very small number of detectors since some of the
requirements were potentially conﬂicting with each other.
BABAR therefore adopted a “wideband” approach where
a variety of detectors were assembled for the commission-
ing detector. PIN-diodes, silicon strip detector modules,
similar to the ﬁnal BABAR ones, a newly built mini-TPC,
and reused straw tubes were used to understand the back-
ground resulting in charged particles, whereas a newly
built movable ring of thallium-doped CsI (or CsI(Tl)) crys-
tals, similar to the BABAR ones, were used to monitor
neutral background. DIRC and IFR prototypes comple-
mented this equipment.
This set-up and the 1997 and 1998 campaigns turned
out to be successful. The large backgrounds observed were
mostly due to the not-yet-scrubbed state of the rings; their
various sources were understood, and their variation with
current properly measured. After the required tuning, sim-
ulations were able to reproduce the observed background
to within 50%. The correct strategy for a fast start to the
BABAR experiment in 1999 was established, together with
a ﬂexible and reliable abort system.
1.4.3.2 The BABAR background remediation eﬀort and
detector commissioning
Since BABAR’s high potential vulnerability to PEP-II back-
ground had been demonstrated both from simulations and
from the 1997–1998 background measurement campaign
described above, in 1998 a background remediation eﬀort
was set up to precisely quantify the adverse eﬀects en-
gendered by high background on the BABAR detector and
physics analysis. Four areas were identiﬁed:
1. long term degradation due to integrated dose,
2. immediate damage due to a radiation burst,
3. high occupancy in the detectors leading to ghosts or
to ineﬃciency,
4. large dead-time in electronics read out leading to dead
time and/or ineﬃciency.
This remediation group took many important decisions to
protect BABAR in both the short and long term, based
on background extrapolations taking account of future
running conditions: a very comprehensive set of dosime-
ters were installed throughout the detector, and an abort
strategy was put in place to avoid item (2). The weakest
points in the data acquisition (DAQ) chain were identi-
ﬁed as bottlenecks two years before they needed upgrad-
ing. As a result the DIRC and drift chamber electronics
were partially upgraded in good time and without lim-
iting data taking. Good running conditions were deﬁned
in order that BABAR did not accumulate data that would
prove not to be useful.
A strict policy to use up allowed radiation exposure
as a function of the integrated luminosity was deﬁned. A
10% occupancy limit in the drift chamber and the vertex
detector were thus deﬁned so as to guarantee good physics
output, and were correlated to real time background sen-
sors incorporated in the machine diagnostics system to
prevent running in worse conditions.
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Another crucial aspect of this task force was to prepare
a set of 25 machine-detector interface experts that pro-
vided 24-7 support in the PEP-II control room, during the
ﬁrst four years of BABAR data taking. These background
shifts proved invaluable to further the understanding and
control of the background issues and to disseminate back-
ground related issues to the PEP-II operations crew.
The ﬁrst short run took place in May 1999, to be
followed by a short shut-down to install the full DIRC
system, and then operations began again in late Octo-
ber. Physics running began in late 1999 and continued
through 2008, when the experiment was turned oﬀ with
the PEP-II collider having achieved design luminosity
(3 × 1033 cm−2s−1) within one year of operation. Dur-
ing its ﬁnal year the PEP-II collider ran regularly at a
daily integrated luminosity of over seven times the design
value, with record high circulating currents of both elec-
trons and positrons, and accumulating 557 fb−1 of data
in the BABAR detector. Background issues were always
present during the lifetime of BABAR, but these were suc-
cessfully managed to prevent them from seriously damag-
ing the experiment. Once routine operation of PEP-II and
BABAR had been achieved, the background remediation
eﬀort underwent a transition to the Machine-Detector-
Interface (MDI) working group that was responsible for
maintaining a watchful eye on the background conditions
expected within the detector, and over time learned (with
the help of accelerator physicists from PEP-II) to use
data from both the machine and the detector to measure
beam parameters such as emittances, the betatron oscilla-
tion amplitude at the IP, and estimates of the beam sizes
for bunches of electrons and positrons (Kozanecki et al.,
2009). This background remediation and MDI eﬀort was
key to BABAR’s high luminosity running and was the re-
sult of the hard work of many people from all parts of the
PEP-II and BABAR teams.
1.4.3.3 Other beam-related backgrounds encountered
In addition to the expected background eﬀects dominated
by beam-gas terms, some unexpected sources came along
the way:
– A luminosity term was readily observed in addition
to single beam backgrounds and to backgrounds in-
duced by beam-beam eﬀects. This luminosity term was
traced to the presence of oﬀ-momentum electrons or
positrons after radiative Bhabha scattering. The un-
fortunate presence of a dipole magnetic ﬁeld at the IP
made BABAR very sensitive to these luminosity terms
that became relatively more and more important as
the machine was getting scrubbed and its peak lumi-
nosity increased.
– Electron cloud eﬀects were analyzed in early studies
in 1993-1994: they cause bunch-to-bunch instabilities
believed to be damped by the proposed feedback sys-
tems. In 1999 electron cloud eﬀects were experimen-
tally observed by huge pressure increases in the LER
above thresholds and by intra-bunch size enlargement
unaﬀected by bunch-by-bunch feedbacks. The machine
was immediately equipped wherever possible with ca-
ble coils around the beam pipe providing a 50 Gauss
protecting ﬁeld that pushed the current thresholds far
away. Nevertheless, the electron cloud eﬀect was re-
sponsible for a signiﬁcant increase of the positron beam
size with current that would ﬁnally limit the maximum
achievable luminosity.
– Neutron induced background, where neutrons are pro-
duced by few-MeV gamma photonuclear reactions, were
found to be quite signiﬁcant in some sub-detectors and
even dominant in the case of the IFR.
1.4.3.4 BABAR reviews and oversight committees
The detector design and construction were formally over-
seen by two committees that were standard to the normal
SLAC way of doing things — a DOE Lehman Review
process for agency oversight of construction readiness and
budget soundness, and the usual laboratory Experimen-
tal Program Advisory Committee, which had stewardship
over the SLAC experimental program. There were two
other new, and very important, very helpful, international
committees as partners in the detector building story —
a Technical Review Committee (the Gilchriese Commit-
tee), and the International Finance Committee, the IFC.
The Technical Review Committee worked closely with
the Detector collaboration, met twice per year through
the construction period, and provided advice to both the
Spokesperson and the laboratory. The committee worked
in sub-committees on speciﬁc aspects of the detector con-
struction, or as requested by either the Spokesperson or
the Research Director. In practice, the collaboration used
this committee in its preparation for the formal techni-
cal reviews by DOE — the Lehman Reviews. The IFC
met twice per year to review progress of the construction,
discuss with the lab management and the Spokesperson
progress and concerns, and to set homework for lab and
collaboration. Members of the group were very used to
working together from many years doing just this same ex-
ercise at CERN, trusted each other and the agencies they
represented, and took a strong, stewarding responsibility
for their new charge — the ﬂedgling North American-
hosted BABAR experiment. They met by phone in be-
tween regular face-to-face sessions when serious, time-
urgent problems came up, and were very eﬀective in ﬁnd-
ing solutions to the unexpected problems when they arose.
The IFC were able to ensure that BABAR could draw to-
gether a critical mass of manpower and institutional sup-
port from each of the regions working on the experiment,
to ensure success on the central areas of the experiment
construction. They, as a group, appreciated that SLAC
and the US would carry the largest share of the expenses
for building and operating the experiment, but partici-
pated in solving all of the many problems that arose as
“our joint problem”. Largely because of their long history
on other experiments at CERN, and the mutual trust they
had built up, they were a very important component in
guiding and enabling an extraordinary experiment. Both
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committees continued their important stewardship roles
beyond the end of the construction.
The Technical Review Committee was called back when
the lab and the experiment ran into computing problems
because the machine performance surpassed the design
luminosity, causing a computing load that could not be
handled by the laboratory alone, without severe ﬁnancial
hardship. They were also called to help as the detector
proposed hardware upgrades to several sub-systems. They
performed spectacularly, once again.
The IFC, by the constitution, continued the twice-a-
year oversight of the detector collaboration through the
operational phase of the BABAR experiment. Again, this
was a familiar role, as they worked in a similar way at
CERN.
The IFC determined the Common Fund component of
the construction budget and the operating budget, and
negotiated with the lab and the Spokesperson on both of
these important, but thorny issues. The ﬁnancial needs
of the collaboration were presented by the Spokesperson
after discussion with the laboratory management, while
the decision making on what ﬁnancial support would ac-
tually be provided was the IFC’s job. They also deﬁned
how each region would meet their share of these costs.
Typically this was by a negotiated mix of head-count and
system responsibility determining the cost sharing in the
construction phase, and essentially it was by participating
head-count for the operational phase. During construction
this Common Fund was around $4 M per year, totaling
$15.4 M over the construction period, and about $2.7 M
per year during the operations period, until the computing
crisis (see the following two sections).
The DOE Lehmann Committee formally base-lined the
detector budget in late 1995. Each member of the Tech-
nical Review Committee had an individual system assign-
ment, and through the full construction and commission-
ing schedule these connections were maintained and pro-
vided timely advice to the construction team and up-to-
date information to the review panel as a whole, and to the
lab management. The IFC was a very helpful resource for
both the laboratory and for the experiment. They brought
a diﬀerent kind of management layer into the lab — a tech-
nically savvy group, and a small enough group to have
strong working relationships between each other, in com-
mand of substantial ﬁnancial resources, and very commit-
ted to the success of the BABAR project. The Technical
Review Committee was rather stable in its membership
throughout the period of construction, with only a few
people stepping down and requiring replacement. How-
ever the IFC was rather diﬀerent, in that the heads of
each of the international partner agency oﬃces rotated
quite frequently.
1.4.3.5 Computing
From the beginning SLAC had proposed that the lab would
provide the computing hardware resources, both process-
ing and data storage, for the BABAR experiment. The
collaboration, on their part, was to provide the required
trained manpower needed to create the software tools and
handle the data analysis. Early on, the IFC agreed to sup-
port a model for computing where computer profession-
als were hired to work alongside computer-savvy collab-
oration physicists. This was a very important early in-
vestment that strategically enabled the rest of the BABAR
computing story and bolstered the scientiﬁc output of the
experiment. The cost of this manpower was borne by the
Common Fund.
Computing became a serious problem around the year
2000 as the PEP-II collider luminosity climbed past the
design luminosity and eventually grew to three times that.
The cost of upgrading the BABAR computing center to
handle the increased data analysis and data processing
was more than the lab budget could handle. In addition,
the existing BABAR computing model did not scale to the
large number of machines that would be required to keep
up with the data taking. The IFC was sympathetic, but
requested that the Technical Review Committee examine
the problem, and carefully review the technical details of
the collaboration’s proposal along with the proposed cost
model. The new costs were much too large for the non-
US countries to support directly with cash. This turned
out to be a blessing in disguise because the European IFC
members proposed an alternative in which the computing
load would be distributed among several “Tier A” com-
puting centers in Europe, in addition to SLAC. Europe
had built up a large computing capacity in anticipation
of the coming LHC experiments, most of which was ly-
ing fallow as the LHC turn-on was delayed. The proposed
BABAR computing model successfully passed the techni-
cal review by the Technical Review Committee, and at a
special meeting in Paris in January 2001 the IFC formally
agreed that the costs of computing for the BABAR experi-
ment, beyond those to support the original PEP-II design
luminosity, should be shared by the whole collaboration.
In retrospect this spark of creativity not only saved the
BABAR experiment, but helped set the stage for interna-
tional grid computing in HEP.
As part of the examination of the computing crisis, the
collaboration rethought the needed changes to the existing
computing model, and a small, passionate, very focused
group worked to implement an entirely new computing
model. The largest change was moving from the Objectiv-
ity data base system to a Root-based system, which was
done in 2003-2004, but beyond that there were continued
optimizations over the following years. The implementa-
tion of the new arrangement for handling computing at
the distributed agency computing centers was put in place
in 2003, with the international Tier A site system set up
with SLAC, CCIN2P3 Lyon (France), INFN Padova and
CNAF (Italy), GridKa (Germany), RAL (UK) and lat-
terly U. of Victoria (Canada) making up the nodes. The
core computing (CPU and disk) came two thirds from
SLAC and one third from the other sites. Two years later,
this sharing was ﬁfty-ﬁfty through the intense analysis pe-
riod. This high volume, distributed computing environ-
ment was the ﬁrst successful example of large scale pro-
duction distributed computing (also known as Grid Com-
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puting) in HEP in an actual data-taking experiment. The
BABAR collaboration set up a Computing Steering Com-
mittee, which twice a year examined the foreseen needs
for processor power and storage, and reported to the IFC.
This ranks among the great achievements of the collab-
oration and of the funding agencies within the IFC. It
built on the large international investment in Grid com-
puting, and on very good international networking. The
new computing model, including the change to the Root
data analysis framework, was in operation by mid 2003
(well ahead of schedule), and allowed the experiment to
keep processing the data, even at the higher luminosities.
1.4.3.6 Sub-system upgrades
BABAR, the lab, and the Technical Review Committee en-
gaged in a review of each of the detector sub-systems in
the 2003, with the outcome that all of the systems were
expected to manage the increases in luminosity promised
by the accelerator team, with just nominal improvements
(even the expected increased backgrounds), with one ex-
ception — the muon system’s IFR chambers. The IFR
sub-system had become a serious problem around 2001,
with dropping eﬃciency as the accumulated radiation dose
increased. New muon chambers had to be designed and
built, and then the installation of the new technology suc-
cessfully implemented without an undue hit to data tak-
ing. This was another multi-lab and multi-nation eﬀort
to execute this detector upgrade rapidly while still taking
data. The collaboration made a heroic eﬀort and made
very good progress in production of replacement detec-
tors — this time LST’s, which were essentially completed
by the end of 2004. Installation in the detector was not
completed until 2006, due to a chain of unfortunate ac-
cidents unrelated to BABAR. The new chambers worked
very well, and for the remaining running BABAR had high
eﬃciency muon tagging.
1.4.4 Building the Belle detector
As with BABAR, the construction phase of the Belle de-
tector had to resolve a number of technical challenges in
order to provide a design that would work suﬃciently well
to deliver the physics goals of the B Factory. As is typical
with particle physics experiments, some of the sub-systems
under consideration for Belle had proposed variants that
had to be studied in detail (Section 1.4.4.1). Along the way
the Belle detector team were also presented with several
unexpected problems that required timely resolution (Sec-
tion 1.4.4.2). The commissioning period and the ﬁrst years
of full Belle operation are discussed in Sections 1.4.4.3
and 1.4.4.4 respectively.
1.4.4.1 Design choices and related issues
Beam pipe: The beryllium beam pipe section is made
of two concentric cylinders and an intermediate cool-
ing channel. The only supplier for beryllium in such a
conﬁguration was Electrofusion in California. Because
of its toxicity, it was only with considerable diﬃculty
that the import of beryllium was allowed by Japan
Customs oﬃcers.
Silicon: The silicon detector — a key component for the
success of a B Factory experiment — was originally
planned to use a custom designed Application Spe-
ciﬁc Integrated Circuit (ASIC), however as discussed
in Section 1.4.4.2, the then-standard Honeywell tech-
nology for radiation-hard ASIC design could not be
used for a project in Japan. As a result, the choice of
which ASIC to use had to be changed to allow a work-
ing vertex detector to be assembled and installed in
time for data taking, while a suitable radiation-hard
design was developed for a subsequent detector.
Drift chamber: The Central Drift Chamber (CDC) de-
sign originally envisaged two chambers: an inner “pre-
cision chamber” with two wire layers and three cathode-
strip readout surfaces that focused on high spatial res-
olution and the provision of z-direction information for
triggering and an outer 48-layer closed-cell drift cham-
ber for momentum and dE/dx measurements.
Since most of the particles produced in B meson decays
have relatively low momentum, multiple scattering is
a major contributor to momentum measurement pre-
cision. Because of this, and in order to maximize the
chamber’s transparency to synchrotron X-rays, consid-
erable eﬀort was made to increase the eﬀective radia-
tion length of the chamber. This included the use of a
helium-based chamber gas and aluminum ﬁeld wires
with no gold plating, both unique features at that
time (Uno et al., 1993). Eventually, the inner precision
chamber and the outer tracker were both incorporated
into a single, common gas vessel and their intervening
gas barrier was eliminated.
Particle identiﬁcation: A number of technologies were
investigated for an eﬃcient charged particle identiﬁ-
cation system for higher momentum tracks. These in-
cluded a Time-Of-Flight (TOF) system, an array of
aerogel radiators (ACC) developed in collaboration
with Matsushita Electric (Enomoto et al., 1993), and
DIRC for the barrel region following the design concept
developed for BABAR (Ratcliﬀ, 1993) and a focusing
DIRC for the forward end-cap region (Kamae et al.,
1996; Lu et al., 1996). The choice of aerogel for both
the barrel and end-cap was ﬁnally made by an ad-hoc
task force appointed by the spokespersons. Their main
reason for the selection of the aerogel option was its
overall simplicity and minimal impact on the design
of the accelerator and other detector components. The
aerogel system served the Belle experiment well.
In addition to a cylindrical array of 128 4-cm-thick
scintillators as a TOF system, for additional charged
particle identiﬁcation capability, it was also decided
to include a second layer of 64 4-mm-thick counters
(the TSC) to form a track-trigger. The TSC-TOF was
initially considered to be a unnecessary redundancy.
The subsequent issues with regard to de-scoping the
SVX trigger capability (Section 1.4.4.2) meant that
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the provision of this redundancy proved to be a wise
choice. The fast L0 triggers generated from TSC-TOF
coincidences are an essential part of the Belle DAQ
system.
K0
L
-muon detector: For the detection technology of the
“KLM” (Belle’s instrumented return yoke) LST’s and
RPC’s were considered; RPCs were ﬁnally selected be-
cause of their robustness and simplicity. The key com-
ponents in an RPC are the highly resistive planar elec-
trodes that require very smooth surfaces in order to
avoid non-particle induced electromagnetic discharges.
Various electrode materials were studied including oil-
covered Bakelite, dry Bakelite, ABS and PVC plas-
tic, and ﬂoat glass. It was found that ABS plastic
and ﬂoat glass had acceptable eﬃciency and lifetime
properties and glass electrodes were selected because
of their availability and low price (Morgan, 1995). This
was the ﬁrst use of glass electrodes in a large-scale RPC
system. These worked well as long as care was taken
to avoid any moisture contamination in the operating
gas.
1.4.4.2 Belle construction: two major crises
The Belle and KEKB Letters of Intent, submitted in
April 1994, resulted in the approval of the project by
the Japanese government, and construction started soon
thereafter. The detector construction had two major
crises: the failure of the initially planned technology for
the silicon vertex detector and the collapse of the support
structure for the CsI crystals of the barrel electromagnetic
calorimeter.
SVX failure
A complication arose in the design of the ASIC chip,
called SMAASH (with both analog and digital pipelines,
on-board data sparsiﬁcation, and trigger signals derived
from 32-bit digital OR circuits; Yokoyama et al., 1997),
intended for front-end readout of the SVX detector. US
export restrictions meant that the chip design program
also had to incorporate the development of the required
radiation-hard techniques for the SMAASH ASIC chip. In
early 1997, technical problems with the chip development
caused the SVX subsystem project to fall well behind the
schedule needed to be ready in time for the August 1998
installation date. Following a June 1997 recommendation
of a review panel of international experts chaired by P.
Weilhammer of CERN, Belle abandoned the SVX and re-
designed the entire system, settling for a more modest ar-
rangement, SVD1, based on commercially available, non-
radiation-hard components, that met the angular accep-
tance and signal-to-noise requirements, but with no trig-
gering capability and a marginally acceptable data acqui-
sition rate. SVD1 (Alimonti, 2000) was a three-layer array
of double-sided silicon detectors (DSSD) that were fabri-
cated by Hamamatsu Photonics using a design that was
originally developed for the DELPHI experiment’s micro-
vertex detector. The readout was based on the VA1 front-
end chip that was commercially available from the IDE AS
company in Oslo, Norway. In a crash program involving
a close collaboration among thirteen diﬀerent groups in
Belle and the KEK mechanical shop, SVD1 was designed
and constructed and ready to be installed in Belle by the
beginning of October 1998. By that time, the Belle roll-in
date had been shifted to February 1999. To compensate
for SVD1’s lack of internal trigger capabilities, a fast L0
trigger derived from TSC-TOF coincidences was used to
latch the SVD response for potentially interesting beam-
crossings while the slower L1 trigger decision was being
made.
Because it was a relatively primitive system, enough
spare parts and a prototype frame were available to per-
mit the assembly of a spare device, SVD1.1. During all
of the data-taking prior to the installation of SVD2 in
2003 (Natkaniec, 2006), Belle maintained a spare, replace-
ment vertex detector that was ready to be installed. The
original version was eventually replaced after radiation
damage in summer 1999, and was replaced again by a
more radiation-hard version a year later.
Collapse of the CsI crystal support frame
In the Belle calorimeter design, the crystals are supported
by a honeycomb cell structure formed by 0.5-mm-thick
aluminum ﬁns stretched between a 1.6-mm-thick aluminum
inner cylinder and an 8-mm-thick stainless steel outer
cylinder. The ﬁns and the inner cylinder were originally
welded together and bolted to the outer supporting cylin-
der.
In May 1998, when the loading of the crystals into
the structure and the associated cabling was nearly com-
plete, and just weeks before the scheduled date for instal-
lation of the ECL into the Belle structure, severe defor-
mations to the structure were evident and loud ominous
sounds were heard when the partially ﬁlled support struc-
ture was rotated. These were caused by failures of many
of the welds between the thin aluminum vanes and the
inner cylinder. After removing all of the crystals and ca-
bles, a major renovation of the structure was undertaken
that stiﬀened the outer support cylinder and used bolts
and washers to connect the aluminum vanes to the inner
cylinder. This required a delay of the Belle roll-in date
from August 1998 until February 1999. The modiﬁcations
to the support structure were completed by mid-August
and crystal re-installation and re-cabling were completed
in September.
1.4.4.3 KEKB/Belle commissioning and early running
The original schedule, in which Belle and KEKB were
commissioned at the same time, was changed. The initial
KEKB commissioning occurred without Belle in place. In-
stead, a modest commissioning detector, called BEAST,
was installed to provide feedback to KEKB on background
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conditions during the machine study and tuning period.
During the initial KEKB beam commissioning period, the
fully assembled Belle was commissioned in the rolled-out
position using cosmic rays.
KEKB commissioning run
The initial KEKB commissioning run started in Decem-
ber 1998 and was reasonably successful, but not with-
out mishap. The injection system, including the positron
source, worked well, although sometimes positron injec-
tion produced large radiation doses in BEAST. The closed-
orbit deviations in both rings were corrected to less than 1
mm, which indicated that the magnets were well aligned.
In the high-energy ring (HER), a 250 mA electron beam
(∼ 0.25 times the design value) was stored with a re-
spectable 60 minute lifetime. In the low-energy ring (LER),
a 370 mA positron beam was stored (∼ 0.15 times the de-
sign value).
In February, during high-current operation of the HER,
the intense synchrotron radiation fan generated in the
downstream superconducting IR quadrupoles — through
which the exiting electron beam passes oﬀ-axis and, thus,
in a region of high ﬁeld — burned a hole through a down-
stream section of the aluminium beam-pipe, causing a
catastrophic vacuum system failure. A replacement pipe
section, made from aluminum, was quickly fabricated and
installed. Subsequent simultaneous running of both the
LER and HER produced collisions with a luminosity that
was estimated to be ∼ 1030 cm2 s−1. BEAST measure-
ments indicated that the SVD occupancy rates would prob-
ably be tolerable, but the large radiation doses that some-
times occurred during positron injection posed some dan-
ger. In addition, BEAST results indicated that the CDC
occupancy levels and CsI pedestal widths would be very
high during high-current operation of the HER.
Belle commissioning run
The commissioning of the fully assembled Belle detector
and solenoid with cosmic rays in the rolled-out position
also started in December 1998. This allowed for a complete
relative alignment in space and time of all the detector
subsystems and exposed some problems with the detector
and the data acquisition system. The SVD1 and CDC spa-
tial resolutions and the overall pT resolution of the CDC
were measured to be near the design value. The other sub-
systems, including the trigger and the DAQ software, also
performed well. One major problem was an eﬃciency drop
in the resistive-plate chambers of the K0L-muon detector,
which was caused by minute levels of water vapor contam-
ination in the chamber gas. This was cured by replacing
all 5 km of polyoleﬁn tubing in the gas distribution system
with copper.
1.4.4.4 Early operation
Belle rolled into place on May 1, 1999 and saw ﬁrst col-
lisions (25 mA positron beam on a 9 mA electron beam)
on June 1. Early running was plagued by high occupancy
in the CDC caused by synchrotron radiation produced
by the electron beam. The origin of this problem was
traced to back-scattered X-rays from the aluminum sec-
tion of the down-stream beam-pipe that was installed dur-
ing the KEKB commissioning run. In addition, in July,
there was an abrupt deterioration in the performance of
the inner-most layer of SVD1.0. This was found to be due
to low-energy synchrotron X-rays produced in one of the
upstream correction magnets in the HER.
The ﬁrst run managed to map out the Υ (4S) peak, and
was then terminated in August. In the ensuing two-month
shutdown, the downstream aluminum pipe was replaced
with a copper version, SVD1 was replaced by the SVD1.1
spare, the CDC grounding was improved and additional
beam halo masks were incorporated inside the HER to
reduce backgrounds from spent electrons. Software cur-
rent limits were established on the upstream correction
magnets to prevent a repetition of the conditions that
destroyed SVD1.0. Although the front-end electronics for
SVD1.1 were not radiation hard, subsequent versions of
the VA1 chip were fabricated with smaller feature sizes,
and these were found to be quite radiation hard (Taylor,
2003).
Electron cloud instability
These ﬁxes were eﬀective and in the next run—Belle’s ﬁrst
physics run—Belle collected a 28 pb−1 data sample at the
Υ (4S) peak containing 76k hadronic events with all de-
tector sub-systems operating at near-design performance
levels. The peak machine luminosity was 3.1×1032 cm2s−1
but attempts to go above this level were stymied by a
blow-up of the positron beam size. This was traced to the
electron cloud instability, in which photo-electrons from
the vacuum chamber wall produced by synchrotron X-rays
from one positron bunch experience a Coulomb attraction
to the following positron bunch. The cure for this was the
establishment of a weak magnetic ﬁeld near the vacuum
chamber wall that bends the photo-electrons back into the
wall. The ﬁrst attempt at doing this in the LER involved
attaching a large number of small permanent magnets to
the beam pipe, which was only modestly successful. The
real cure to the problem was achieved by the painstaking
wrapping of solenoidal coils around all exposed sections of
the LER beam pipe, as was the case with PEP-II.
1.5 Physics at last
The KEK and SLAC B Factories were under constant
examination to improve the respective accelerator teams’
understanding of beam optics, accelerator controls, and
all aspects of collider operations; the instantaneous lumi-
nosity increased gradually and steadily with the passage
of time. Both machines quickly passed their design lumi-
nosities. The PEP II luminosity passed 1 × 1033 cm2 s−1
in 1999, and reached 2× 1033 cm2 s−1 early in 2000. The
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KEKB peak luminosity passed 1× 1033 cm2 s−1 in Febru-
ary 2000 and reached 2 × 1033 cm2 s−1 by the summer,
later reaching 3.4×1033 cm2 s−1 in April 2001, the largest
luminosity then achieved in colliders. Over the life of the
B Factories there was a further improvement by a factor
of six at both facilities: see Table 1.3.1.
There were two very diﬀerent kind of collaborations
going on between the two B Factory communities: the
collaboration between the accelerator groups, and that be-
tween the detector and physics analysis groups. The accel-
erator collaboration was both close and collegial. On each
occasion when one or the other group were faced with a
new phenomenon on their suite of accelerators or control
systems or simulation systems, they would be in touch,
and most often a small crew of experts from the “other
team” would appear in their control room trying to help
diagnose the new behavior. This joint facing of each new
problem was certainly a component of the increased per-
formance of both machines. The competition between the
two teams was also very important in motivating careful
attention to up-time, and to optimum performance. The
detector/physics teams, by contrast, were relatively sep-
arate. One explanation of this comes from the desire not
to share “too much” the details of data analysis, so that
any discovery made would be independently veriﬁed by
the other experiment. A secondary concern was to ensure
that knowledge of analysis techniques and systematic un-
certainties from one experiment did not unintentionally
lead to a bias on the results, and “too good” agreement
between Belle and BABAR. In any case, while there were
occasional requests for help or advice on problems, details
of on-going analyses were treated as conﬁdential.
The initial aim of both experiments was to present
ﬁrst results at the ICHEP 2000 meeting in Osaka, Japan.
Belle submitted 17 papers to this conference, most of
these using 5.6 fb−1 of data, whereas BABAR submitted
15 papers based on a data sample of 9.8 fb−1. Belle’s
ﬁrst journal paper, a measurement of the B0 − B0 mix-
ing parameter Δmd, was submitted to Physical Review
Letters in November 2000 (Abe, 2001b) and the ﬁrst
BABAR paper accepted for publication was measurement
of time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0 meson decay
and was submitted to Physical Review Letters in Febru-
ary 2001 (Aubert, 2001a). These ﬁrst publications were a
taste of things to come.
1.5.1 Establishing CP violation in B meson decay
Following the initial results shown in Osaka, the two B
Factories continued to work in competition with one an-
other toward the goal of determining the level of CP vi-
olation manifest in B meson decay. The two experiments
had similar strategies: to accumulate as much data as pos-
sible in time for the next summer conference season. By
the time of the 2001 summer conference season BABAR and
Belle had accumulated, and processed for physics analysis,
approximately 29 fb−1 of data each at the Υ (4S) peak.
At the 2001 Europhysics Conference on HEP BABAR
announced the result sin 2β = 0.59 ± 0.14(stat) ±
0.05(syst), a 4.1σ deviation from the CP conserving solu-
tion of sin 2β = sin 2φ1 = 0. At the same time this result
was submitted for publication. A few weeks later at the
2001 Lepton-Photon conference, Belle announced their re-
sult sin 2φ1 = 0.99±0.14(stat)±0.06(syst), a 6σ deviation
from the CP conserving solution. These BABAR (Aubert,
2001e) and Belle (Abe, 2001g) results were published as
back-to-back articles in the August 27, 2001 issue of Phys-
ical Review Letters. The Belle and BABAR central values
straddled predictions based on the KM model — and they
were consistent with each other. Together the B Factory
results clearly established the existence of CP violation in
the B meson system. More details of these and subsequent
measurements of φ1 = β can be found in Chapter 17.6.
1.5.2 The premature end of BABAR data taking
As a result of budgetary decisions within the US, data tak-
ing with BABAR was curtailed and the experiment stopped
running in 2008. However, the BABAR management, sup-
ported by SLAC, was able to work with the funding agency
representatives in order to ensure that a series of planned
special runs at center-of-mass energies away from the Υ (4S)
would be allowed to go ahead before the shut-down. As a
result BABAR accumulated data at the Υ (3S) and Υ (2S),
and performed an energy scan above the Υ (4S). The most
signiﬁcant result from these runs was the discovery of the
ηb, the long-sought-after ground state of the bb system
(Section 18.4). The measurement of the ratio of hadrons
to di-lepton pairs can be used to obtain a precision de-
termination of the b quark mass as discussed in the same
section.
1.5.3 The ﬁnal Belle data taking runs
The ﬁnal beam abort ceremony of KEKB/Belle took place
at KEK on June 30, 2010. The last data taking period
was devoted mainly to an energy scan around the Υ (5S),
collecting more than 21 fb−1 of data (see Section 3.2 for
details on data taking).
The end of Belle data taking was triggered by two
considerations. First, Belle accumulated data in excess of
1 ab−1 in accordance with the plan put forward before the
start of operation. Second, it was time to start work on
the upgrade of the facility, both the accelerator (to Super-
KEKB) and the detector (to Belle II).
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The collaborations and detectors
Editors:
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Additional section writers:
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2.1 Introduction
The BABAR and Belle detectors have been primarily de-
signed to study CP violation in the B meson sector. In ad-
dition, they aimed to precisely measure decays of bottom
mesons, charm mesons and τ leptons. They also searched
for rare or forbidden processes in the Standard Model. As
described in detail in this book, all these original goals
have been reached and in many cases exceeded, thanks to
the very high integrated luminosity delivered by the two
B Factories (PEP-II and KEKB, see Chapter 1), to the
quality of the physics analysis stimulated by the fruitful
competition between the two experiments, and, last but
not least, to the excellent performance of the two detec-
tors, maintained over almost a full decade-long operation
period. In the following, the main characteristics of BABAR
and Belle are reviewed and compared, while the main in-
formation about the evolution of these detectors during
the data taking period can be found in Section 3.2. These
two chapters, however, only provide an introduction to
the two B Factory detectors and to their years of opera-
tion. For more details, the reader should consult speciﬁc
detector papers from BABAR (Aubert, 2002j, 2013) and
Belle (Abashian, 2002b; Brodzicka, 2012), as well as the
references therein. A summary of the two detector main
characteristics can be found in Table 2.2.1 located at the
end of this chapter.
Both e+e− colliders operated mainly at the center-of-
mass energy of 10.58 GeV which corresponds to the mass
of the Υ (4S) resonance which decays almost exclusively
(with branching fraction greater than 96%) to charged or
neutral B meson pairs (Beringer et al., 2012).
In a Υ (4S) decay, neutral B mesons are produced
in a coherent quantum state |B0, B0〉 = (|B0〉|B0〉 −
|B0〉|B0〉)/√2, which means that, until one meson decays,
there is always one B0 and one B0 in spite of B0 − B0
mixing. Studying their decays often requires one to recon-
struct B decay vertices and to measure the ﬂight times
of these mesons – in particular for time-dependent CP vi-
olation analysis. As they are produced almost at rest in
the Υ (4S) rest frame – the mass of the resonance is just
above the BB production threshold – the only way to
have B vertices displaced from the e+e− collision point
is to boost these particles. This is achieved by choosing
diﬀerent energies for the two beams – see Table 2.1.1.
Neglecting a very small beam crossing angle (in KEKB),
the kinematic parameters of Υ (4S) in the laboratory frame
(i.e. detector rest frame) are:
β =
pΥ (4S) × c
EΥ (4S)
=
E− − E+
E− + E+
(2.1.1)
γ =
1√
1− β2 =
E− + E+
2
√
E−E+
(2.1.2)
βγ =
E− − E+
2
√
E−E+
(2.1.3)
Asymmetric colliders require asymmetric detectors, de-
signed to maximize their acceptance. By convention, their
‘forward’ and ‘backward’ sides are deﬁned relative to the
high energy beam. With the large boost, more particles are
produced on average in the forward direction, as shown on
the BABAR and Belle protractors displayed in Figure 2.1.1.
Therefore, both detectors have more instrumentation on
the forward side (extended polar angle coverage including
a forward electromagnetic calorimeter) and they are oﬀ-
set relative to the interaction point (IP) by a few tens of
centimeters in the direction of the low energy beam.
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Figure 2.1.1. This plot shows the relationship between polar
angles in the center-of-mass and laboratory frames for BABAR
(red curve, solid line) and Belle (blue curve, dotted line). The
corresponding vertical lines deﬁne the angular acceptance of
the two detectors.
The Belle and BABAR detectors must fulﬁll stringent
requirements imposed by the physics goals of the two ex-
periments.
– An acceptance close to 4π and extended in the forward
region, as explained above.
– An excellent vertex resolution (∼100 μm), both along
the beam direction and in the transverse plane.
– Very high reconstruction eﬃciencies for charged par-
ticles and photons, down to momenta of a few tens
of MeV/c.
– Very good momentum resolution for a wide range of
momenta, to help separating signal from background.
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Table 2.1.1. Beam energies, corresponding Lorentz factor, and beam crossing angle of the B Factories for the nominal Υ (4S)
running.
B Factory e− beam energy e+ beam energy Lorentz factor crossing angle
E− (GeV) E+ (GeV) βγ ϕ (mrad)
PEP-II 9.0 3.1 0.56 0
KEKB 8.0 3.5 0.425 22
– Precise measurements of photon energy and position,
from 20 MeV to 8 GeV in order to reconstruct π0
mesons or radiative decays.
– Highly eﬃcient particle identiﬁcation for electrons and
muons, as well as a π/K separation over a wide range
of momenta – from ∼0.6 GeV/c to ∼4 GeV/c.
– A fast and reliable trigger, and online data acquisition
system able to acquire good quality data, to process
the data live, and ﬁnally to store it pending oﬄine
reconstruction
– A high radiation tolerance and the capability to oper-
ate eﬃciently in the presence of high-background lev-
els.
Both detectors have the same structure with a cylindri-
cal symmetry around the beam axis. They are of compact
design with their size being a trade-oﬀ between the need
for a large tracking system and the need to minimize the
volume of the calorimeter, by far the most expensive sin-
gle component of the detector. The forward and backward
acceptances are constrained by the beamline geometry. Al-
though the BABAR and Belle collaborations made diﬀerent
technological choices for their detector components, they
have similar subdetectors, each with well-deﬁned func-
tions. Going from the inside to the outside of the BABAR
and Belle detectors, one ﬁnds successively:
– A charged particle tracking system, made of two com-
ponents.
– A silicon detector, known as the SVT (‘Silicon Ver-
tex Tracker’) in BABAR, and the SVD (‘Silicon Ver-
tex Detector’) in Belle, made of double-sided strip
layers to measure charged particle tracks just out-
side the beam pipe. This detector is used to recon-
struct vertices (both primary and secondary), mea-
sures the momentum of low-energy charged parti-
cles which do not reach the outer detectors due to
the strong longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld and provide
inputs (angles and positions) to the second tracking
detector, a drift chamber, which lies just beyond its
outer radius – see below for details.
– A drift chamber, known in BABAR as DCH (‘Drift
CHamber’) and in Belle as the CDC (‘Central Drift
Chamber’), which measures the momentum and
the energy loss (dE/dx) of the charged particles
which cross its sensitive volume. The latter infor-
mation is useful for particle identiﬁcation (PID).
– A solenoid cryostat located between the electromag-
netic calorimeter and the instrumented ﬂux return –
these two detectors are described below. The cryostat
is needed by the superconducting solenoid that pro-
vides a 1.5 T longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld in which both
tracking devices are embedded.
– PID detectors designed to distinguish the numerous
pions from the rarer kaons from a momentum of about
500 MeV/c to the kinematic limit of 4.5 GeV/c.
– BABAR is using a novel device called DIRC (Adam,
2005) – ‘Detector of Internally Reﬂected Cherenkov
light’ – which covers the barrel region.
– Belle has two types of PID detectors: Aerogel Che-
renkov Counters (‘ACC’) covering both the bar-
rel and the forward regions; additional Time-Of-
Flight (‘TOF’) counters in the barrel region with
a ∼100 ps resolution which makes them eﬃcient in
separating charged particles up to 1.2 GeV/c, as
the particle ﬂight path from the IP to the TOF
counters is about 1.2 m.
– The BABAR (EMC) and Belle (ECL) calorimeters;
these are highly-segmented arrays of thallium-doped
cesium iodide – in short CsI(Tl) – crystals assembled
in a projective geometry. The BABAR EMC consists of
a barrel and a forward end cap while the Belle ECL in-
cludes a barrel, a forward end cap and a backward end
cap. Both calorimeters cover about 90% of the total
solid angle. In addition to the ECL, Belle developed a
special extreme forward calorimeter (the EFC), made
of radiation-hard BGO (Bismuth Germanate Oxide or
Bi4Ge3O12) crystals. Mounted on the ﬁnal quadrupoles
close to the beam pipe, it provided information on the
instantaneous luminosity and the machine background
which helped optimize KEKB operation.
– An instrumented ﬂux return, designed to identify
muons and to detect neutral hadrons (primarily K0L
and neutrons), and divided into three regions: central
barrel, forward and backward end caps. The BABAR
IFR (‘Instrumented Flux Return’) consists of alterna-
tive layers of glass-electrode-resistive plate chambers
(RPC’s) and steel of the magnet ﬂux return. Origi-
nally, there were 19 RPC layers in the barrel and 18 in
the end caps. Second-generation RPCs were installed
in the forward end cap in 2002 while RPCs were re-
placed by Limited Streamer Tubes (LSTs) in the barrel
in the period 2004-2006. Belle K0
L and Muon detec-
tion system (KLM) was designed designed similarly
and employed alternating layers of RPC’s (15 in the
barrel and 14 in the end caps) and 4.7 cm-thick iron
plates.
– A two-level trigger with a hardware Level-1 (L1) fol-
lowed by a software Level-3 (L3). The L1 trigger com-
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bines track and energy triggers with information from
the muon detectors and the decision to accept/reject
an event is taken by a central trigger system called
GLT (‘GLobal Trigger’) by BABAR and GDL (‘Global
Decision Logic’) by Belle. The L3 trigger level runs
on the online computer farm. The two trigger systems
have similar design characteristics: a L1-accepted rate
of O(kHz) and L3-accepted rate of O(100 Hz), for a few
percent dead time and an event size of about 30 kB.
Obviously these parameters have evolved during the
data taking as luminosity and backgrounds increased.
Both the BABAR and Belle triggers have been found
to be robust, reliable and eﬃcient in a wide range of
data taking conditions, including runs at lighter Υ res-
onances or at Υ (5S) and above.
2.1.1 The BABAR and Belle collaborations
BABAR
The size of the BABAR collaboration reached a maximum
in 2004-2005 with more than 600 collaborators. At the end
of 2012, there were still 325 BABAR collaborators belonging
to 73 institutions.
The BABAR collaboration is led by a spokesperson
whose term is three years. He/she is selected by an ad hoc
search committee whose choice is then validated by the
BABAR Council. The Council is the main body of the col-
laboration and gathers representatives from all BABAR in-
stitutions. All important decisions (changes in the BABAR
management, turnovers in the various BABAR committees,
application of a new institution wishing to join BABAR,
etc.) are subject to ratiﬁcation by the Council. During
the ﬁrst year following his/her election, the spokesperson-
elect works in the senior management team with the cur-
rent spokesperson who is ending his/her term. The other
members of the senior management are the technical co-
ordinator, the physics analysis coordinator (PAC) and the
computing coordinator. The PAC and computing coordi-
nator are usually aided by a deputy who is expected to
become the head of the corresponding oﬃce later. The
two other BABAR boards are the Executive Board which
includes representatives from the diﬀerent countries in-
volved in BABAR and the Technical Board (TB). The TB
focuses on the detector running; each BABAR system (the
various sub-detectors, the online and trigger groups, the
machine detector interface, etc.) is represented there by
two system managers, at least one of whom is based at
SLAC.
The physics analysis organization is led by a PAC and
a deputy-PAC (DPAC). The PAC term is two years: one
as DPAC, the other as PAC on charge. Analysis Work-
ing Groups (AWGs), led by up to three people depending
on the workload, gather together analysis topics which
belong to the same ﬁeld, e.g. ‘charmonium’ or ‘charm-
less B-decays’. Analysts regularly report the progress of
their work at AWG meetings during which group discus-
sions help the analysis to move forward. Analysis develop-
ments and details are described in BABAR Analysis Doc-
uments (a.k.a. ‘BADs’) stored in the BABAR CVS repos-
itory. Usually, an analysis has one or more ‘supporting
BADs’ (which are private BABAR documents) and one
journal draft BAD which will ultimately be submitted for
publication. Readers from within the AWG are chosen to
read in detail the supporting BAD(s) of an analysis once
it is in an advanced stage. When this part is completed,
a Review Committee (RC) made up of three people (not
all from the AWG) is formed. The RC and the analysts
then work in close contact (phone or in-person meetings,
exchanges on internal forums, etc.) to ﬁnalize the analysis,
validate its results and complete the journal draft.
The BABAR collaboration as a whole has two main
ways to get involved with the review of an analysis which
is close to completion. One is the ‘Collaboration Wide
Talk’ (CWT) which is held during either a physics meet-
ing or a plenary session of a BABAR quarterly collaboration
meeting. The CWT describes the whole analysis, usually
including systematic uncertainties and the unblinded re-
sults – the permission for unblinding is given by the RC
(see Chapter 14 about blind analysis). The last global
step is the ‘Collaboration Wide Review’ (CWR), a two
week-period during which BABAR collaborators proof read
the draft of the written document which summarizes the
whole analysis – either a journal paper or a physics note
if the result is initially only to be shown at conferences.
Finally, a journal draft is examined by two ‘Final Read-
ers’ (FR) prior to being submitted. The PAC and the
DPAC follow all the on going analyses in parallel and can
step in at any time to request more information, clarify a
potential issue, remind about the coming deadlines, etc.
The CWR and FR steps are managed by the ‘Publica-
tion Board’ which also follows the correspondence between
analysts and journal referees. Finally, the assignment of
BABAR talks (obtained by the PAC who is in direct con-
tact with conference organizers) is the responsibility of the
‘Speakers Bureau’.
The analysis review process described above has been
continued since the completion of the data taking so as
to maintain the high quality of the BABAR scientiﬁc pro-
duction. An internal forum system and various databases
provide permanent documentation of the on-going analy-
ses and of their review process, to the whole collaboration.
The Authorship of each paper is automatically granted to
all current members of the BABAR collaboration; people
who contributed signiﬁcantly to this paper without being
oﬃcial BABAR members are added to that particular au-
thor list. People usually start signing BABAR papers one
year after becoming a BABAR member, and remain author
one year after leaving the collaboration.
Belle
The size of the Belle collaboration grew with time and
reached a maximum in 2012, two years after data taking
ended, with about 470 collaborators from 72 institutions
in 16 countries.
The Belle collaboration is led by three spokespersons
whose term is two years with a maximum of three con-
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secutive terms. One spokesperson is from KEK, one from
Japanese Universities and one from the non-Japanese in-
stitutions. The spokespersons are elected by the staﬀ mem-
bers of the whole collaboration. Spokespersons are respon-
sible for running the collaboration, representing its inter-
ests in the institutions and with national funding agencies,
and for allocating the available resources among the dif-
ferent subgroups.
The main body of the collaboration assembles three
times a year at the Belle General Meeting (BGM), and
between BGMs, decisions are enacted by the spokesper-
sons and the Executive Board (EB). The role of the Exec-
utive Board, which is made up of the three spokespersons,
three members from KEK, three members from Japanese
institutions, and three members from institutions outside
Japan, is to advise the spokespersons on scientiﬁc and
technical matters, and to ratify all important decisions.
The EB usually meets monthly.
Each collaborating institution selects a representative
to sit on the The Institutional Board (IB), which meets
at each BGM. The IB deals with organizational, manage-
ment, and personnel issues, including admitting new col-
laborators, modiﬁcations of the group’s organization, initi-
ating the spokespersons’ selection process, etc. The IB also
makes recommendations concerning potential new mem-
bers during a general meeting. The resignation of mem-
bers or institutions is treated similarly. The IB also func-
tions as a “KEKB users’ organization”. It gathers com-
plaints and/or suggestions regarding KEK and asks KEK
for improvements. Various institutional matters are also
discussed by the IB, i.e. items concerning each institu-
tion’s interest, such as students’ thesis topics, etc. The
Belle management also includes two physics analysis co-
ordinators and the computing coordinator.
The organization of the physics analysis is similar to
BABAR. Working Groups (WG) led by one or two per-
sons gather together analyses that belong to the same
ﬁeld, e.g., charmonium or charmless B decays. Analysts
report regularly the progress of their work at WG meet-
ings during which group discussions help the analysis to
move forward. Analysis developments and details are de-
scribed in written documents - so called Belle Notes. Usu-
ally, an analysis has one or more supporting Belle Note
resulting in a journal draft to be submitted for publica-
tion. When an analysis is judged to be mature enough,
a refereeing committee (RC) of three collaboration mem-
bers is formed. The RC and the analysts then work in close
contact (phone or in-person meetings, E-mail exchanges,
videoconferences etc.) to ﬁnalize the analysis, validate its
results and complete the journal draft.
In addition to BGMs the results of analyses close
to completion are discussed at Belle Analysis Meetings
(BAM) usually held three times a year. When the RC
and the analysts decide that the analysis is complete, a
collaboration-wide review starts, a two week-period dur-
ing which Belle colleagues proof read the ﬁnal document,
a draft of a journal publication. These steps are managed
by the Publication Council which follows up on the corre-
spondence between analysts and journal referees and has
the general task of maintaining high quality of the Belle
papers. Finally, a so called authorship conﬁrmation pro-
cedure is started by the general consent of the referees.
Authorship of each paper is not automatic in Belle. Those
eligible for authorship are supposed to read the ﬁnal draft
and choose one of the three possibilities: agreement with
the paper conclusions and willingness to become an au-
thor, non-authorship because of disagreement with the
conclusions or because of insuﬃcient contribution.
The assignment of Belle talks is the responsibility of
the spokespersons who are in direct contact with confer-
ence organizers and inform the collaboration about the
forthcoming scientiﬁc meetings.
2.1.2 The BABAR detector
Figure 2.1.2 (Aubert, 2002j) shows longitudinal and end
views of the BABAR detector. The end view shows the
forward side of BABAR; on the backward side one would
see the toroidal water tank (also called ‘StandOﬀ Box’, in
short SOB) which contains the 10,752 DIRC photomulti-
pliers (PMTs) detecting the Cherenkov photons created in
the quartz bars. The right-handed BABAR coordinate sys-
tem is shown on both pictures: the z-axis coincides with
the axis of the DCH, which is oﬀset by about 20 mrad rela-
tive to the beam axis in the horizontal plane – this rotation
helps to minimize the perturbation of the beams by the
BABAR solenoidal ﬁeld which is parallel to the axis of the
DCH. The y-axis is vertical and points upward while the x-
axis points away from the center of the PEP-II rings. One
commonly uses another coordinate system as well, with z
unchanged, θ the polar angle deﬁned with respect to this
axis (θ = 0 corresponds to the most forward direction),
and φ the azimuthal angle – unless otherwise stated, the
BABAR detector is assumed to have a cylindrical symme-
try. Figure 2.1.3 shows photographs of the BABAR detector
seen from the backward end (left picture) and of the SVT
(right picture).
2.1.3 The Belle detector
The schematic longitudinal cross section of the Belle de-
tector is shown in Figure 2.1.4. Individual subdetectors
as listed in Section 2.1 are denoted in the ﬁgure. The full
detector is composed of the barrel part and of the forward
(in the direction of the incoming e− beam) and the back-
ward (in the direction of the incoming e+ beam) endcaps.
The coordinate system used is similar to that of BABAR;
the z-axis is in the opposite direction of the e+ beam (note
that this is not exactly the same as the direction of the
e− beam due to a ﬁnite crossing-angle of the beams), the
y-axis is vertical and the x-axis horizontal away from the
center of the KEKB ring.
Photographs of the Belle detector are shown in Fig-
ure 2.1.5.
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Figure 2.1.2. (top) Longitudinal and (bottom) end view of the BABAR detector (Aubert, 2002j).
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Figure 2.1.3. (left) View of the BABAR detector from the backward end, with the magnetic shield rolled out of the way to
reveal the PMTs of the DIRC. The central support tube, with the SVT as well as the B1 and Q1 (dipole and quadrupole)
magnets of the interaction region beam delivery system (right) was removed from the detector for maintenance at the time this
photograph was taken.
2.2 BABAR and Belle comparative descriptions
This section provides a comparison of the diﬀerent BABAR
and Belle components, classiﬁed by function: ﬁrst the sub-
detectors, then the trigger, the online and Data AcQui-
sition (DAQ) systems and ﬁnally the background protec-
tion system. As previously mentioned, the detector journal
publications from each collaboration should be consulted
for more detailed explanations of the detectors discussed
below. Information about the PEP-II trickle injection sys-
tem can be found in Section 3.2.2. Also, a casual reader not
interested in the technical details of the detector setup and
performances can move directly to Section 2.2.9 in which
a summary of the comparison between the two detectors
is provided.
2.2.1 Silicon detector
BABAR
As shown on Figure 2.2.1, the BABAR SVT is made of
ﬁve layers: three close to the beryllium beam pipe to per-
form impact parameter measurements and two at a larger
radius to help pattern recognition in the tracking system
(SVT and DCH) and to perform stand-alone low-pT track-
ing: only tracks with momentum greater than 120 MeV/c
can be reliably measured in the DCH. The inner three lay-
ers are primarily used for vertex measurements while the
outer two, located much further away, help the track ex-
trapolation to the DCH. The end view in Fig. 2.2.1 shows
the number of SVT modules: 6, 6, 6, 16 and 18 for layers
1 to 5 respectively. It also shows that the two outer layers
are divided into two sub-layers each, located at slightly
diﬀerent radii to ensure a small azimuthal overlap be-
tween modules. A similar overlap exists for the inner 3
layers which are tilted by 5◦. The three inner layers are
straight while the outer two are arch-shaped to minimize
the amount of silicon required to cover the solid angle and
hence the amount of silicon that a track would have to
pass through in the forward or backward regions of the
SVT: only about 4% X0.13 The angular coverage is from
20 degrees to 150 degrees in the laboratory frame: 90%
of the solid angle is covered in the center-of-mass frame.
The total active area of silicon is close to 1 m2 for about
150,000 channels. Each SVT module is divided electrically
in two half-modules which are readout at the ends. All sen-
sors are double-sided: on one side, the strips are parallel
13 The quantity X0 is called the radiation length.
Figure 2.2.1. Longitudinal – unless otherwise mentioned,
all subdetectors are axially symmetric around the detector
principle axis – and transverse sections of the 5-layer BABAR
SVT (Aubert, 2002j). The 27.9 mm diameter beampipe visible
in the center of the SVT is composed of two beryllium layers
with a water channel between them for cooling purpose.
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Figure 2.1.4. Longitudinal (top), adapted from (Abashian, 2002b), and transverse (bottom) cross sections of the Belle detector.
to the beam and measure the azimuthal angle φ and the
radius of the hit r; on the other side the strips are trans-
verse and measure the z coordinate. The SVT consists of
340 sensors which are aligned in situ relative one-another
using dimuon and cosmic ray events. This local alignment
is quite stable over time: it only needs to be updated when
something ‘signiﬁcant’ occurs in the BABAR detector hall:
a detector access or a quench of the superconducting coil
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Figure 2.1.5. Left: View of the Tsukuba detector hall with the Belle detector. The beamline enters from the bottom left
through the detector end cap. Right: Beamline view of the detector. From the outer to the inner part the KLM modules, ECL
modules, ACC PMT’s and the CDC end ﬂange can be seen (see the text for description of subdetectors).
for instance. Once this is done, the SVT is considered as
a rigid single body and one can check its alignment with
respect to the DCH. This global alignment is updated af-
ter every run (about once an hour): the newly computed
alignment constants are then used to reconstruct tracks
during the following run, data from which a new set of
constants is extracted and so on. This procedure, called
rolling calibration, is used by most of the BABAR systems
and allows one to monitor changes in detector calibration
which occur for the whole detector about once a day, be-
tween two successive periods of data taking.
Obviously the SVT is a very sensitive device which
could be damaged by radiation as it is very close to the IP.
Damage could come from two eﬀects: either a huge burst of
radiation destroying instantaneously some channels, or the
integrated dose exceeding the SVT radiation budget and
leading to permanent damage. To mitigate such problems,
a dedicated system called SVTRAD has been developed:
this continuously monitors the radiation levels in the SVT
and can either temporarily inhibit the injection or even
force a beam abort if the instantaneous dose is deemed to
be too high. More information about the SVTRAD system
can be found in Section 2.2.8 below.
During the whole data taking period, the SVT perfor-
mance was constantly monitored while studies were done
regularly to predict future performance based on the ex-
pected increase of the beam currents and of the luminosity.
The main eﬀects of the evolving running conditions to the
SVT were twofold: occupancy-induced damage and radia-
tion damage. While the former is an instantaneous eﬀect
which can be mitigated by limiting the occupancy in the
most aﬀected layers, the latter gets integrated over time.
Both the modules and the front-end electronics suﬀer from
this degradation. There is no way to recover the lost per-
formance, except by replacing any damaged components –
which was not attempted on the SVT. The consequences
of these eﬀects are the reduction of the collected charge
and the increase of the noise. Both eﬀects limit the SVT
performance and have been taken into account to deﬁne
the operating mode of this sub-system.
Over the nine years of operation, the average eﬃciency
of the SVT modules (computed for each half-module by
dividing the number of hits associated to tracks with the
number of tracks crossing that particular module) was
above 95%, excluding a few percent of defective half-
modules. Some half-modules had issues with individual
channels; however, these had no signiﬁcant impact on the
overall eﬃciency as usually two or more strips are used to
detect charge in a given layer crossed by a charged parti-
cle. The z and rφ resolutions range from ∼15 to ∼40 μm
depending on the layer and on the measured quantity. The
best results are obtained for tracks with a polar angle close
to 90◦ while resolution degrades slowly in the forward and
backward directions. Measurements of dE/dx allow the
SVT to achieve a 2σ separation between kaons and pions
up to a momentum of 500 MeV/c.
Belle
The Belle SVD has been improved step by step after the
commissioning of the Belle detector in 1999. In the ﬁrst 3
years, the ﬁrst system, called SVD1, which consisted of 3
layers of AC coupled double-sided silicon-strip detectors
(DSSD) read out with VA1 readout chip (Gamma-Medica,
1999), was used. As SVD1 was the ﬁrst silicon vertex de-
tector built at KEK, a conservative design was chosen. Its
coverage was 23◦ < θ < 140◦ while the full acceptance of
the Belle detector was 17◦ < θ < 150◦. The limited radi-
ation hardness of the VA1 chip AMS 1.2 μm (200 krad)
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and its long shaping time (2.8 μsec) discouraged aggres-
sive operation of the KEKB collider. In addition, since the
Belle readout electronics were set to the ground level, and
the bias voltage was applied across the dielectric in the
coupling capacitor of the DSSD, a few pinholes appeared
in the dielectric each year.
Because of these problems, the Belle collaboration
started the upgrade of the SVD before the start of KEKB
operation. In 2000, all SVD ladders were replaced utiliz-
ing an upgraded VA1 AMS 0.8 μm chip (Aihara, 2000b)
whose radiation tolerance improved to 1 Mrad.
A major upgrade was done in summer 2003. The sec-
ond generation silicon vertex detector, SVD2 (Natkaniec,
2006), consisting of 4 layers of DSSD and covering the
full angular acceptance (17◦ < θ < 150◦), was installed
(Fig. 2.2.2). The inner radius of the beam pipe was re-
duced from 20 mm to 15 mm (Abe, 2004i). The radii of
the SVD2 layers are 20 mm, 44 mm, 70 mm and 88 mm. As
the KEKB luminosity increased after SVD2 was installed,
85 % of Belle data were taken with SVD2.
Figure 2.2.2. The longitudinal cross section of Belle’s SVD2
(Natkaniec, 2006). The layer 1 and layer 4 ladders are also
depicted. The radii of layers 1 to 4 are 20, 44, 70 and 88 mm,
respectively. SVD2 covers the whole Belle acceptance (17◦ <
θ < 150◦) shown by dashed lines.
SVD2 also utilized a newly-developed chip, VA1TA,
which had a 0.8 μsec peaking time and a radiation toler-
ance of 20 Mrad (AMS 0.35 μm technology) (Yokoyama,
2001). The control register was made of triple-module-
redundancy logic to avoid and detect single-event upsets
(SEUs). Thanks to the short shaping time, the contribu-
tion of the dark current to the overall noise was not sub-
stantial. The voltage from the low-voltage power supply
was increased to be above the bias voltage and the rate of
pinhole appearance was reduced dramatically. SVD2 was
operated for eight years without major problems.
The material in front of the CDC innermost layer is
the beam pipe (0.62% X0), four layers of strip sensors
(1.71% X0), the SVD CFRP (carbon ﬁber reinforced poly-
mer) cover (0.23% X0) and the CDC inner CFRP cylinder
(0.17% X0) totaling 2.73% X0. The SVD sensor align-
ment is done among DSSDs (internal) and with respect to
the CDC (global). Both internal and global alignment pa-
rameters are determined for every KEKB run period. No
signiﬁcant change in alignment parameters was observed
throughout the experiment.
The impact parameter resolution in r-φ and r-Z was
measured to be σr = 21.9 ⊕ 35.5/p μm and σZ = 27.8 ⊕
31.9/p μm, respectively, where p represents the track mo-
mentum in GeV/c and the ⊕ sign denotes summation in
quadrature (Abe, 2004h).
The hit occupancy in the inner most layer remained in
the range 5-7% at the highest luminosity of 2×1034/ s/ cm2
without degradation of the detector performance.
There is an important diﬀerence in the positioning of
the silicon detector and hence its role as a part of the
tracking system between BABAR and Belle. In the case of
BABAR the SVT is installed inside a support tube. As a
result, the innermost radius of DCH is 236 mm and the ra-
dius of the outermost layer of the SVT is 140 mm. There-
fore, eﬃcient low-momentum track-reconstruction capa-
bility of the SVT was required and the 5-layer design was
a natural choice. In the case of Belle, the SVD is supported
by the CDC, with the radii of the outermost SVD layer
and the innermost CDC layer being 90mm and 110mm, re-
spectively. The reconstruction of low pt tracks can be done
by the CDC. Thus, the main purpose of the Belle SVD is
to extrapolate the tracks reconstructed in the CDC to
the decay vertices inside the beam pipe. The reconstruc-
tion of low pT tracks with the CDC is eﬃcient down to
70 MeV/c (Dungel, 2007).
2.2.2 Drift chamber
BABAR
Figure 2.2.3. Longitudinal section of the BABAR DCH (Au-
bert, 2002j) with the principal dimensions given in millimeters.
Like the whole BABAR detector, the 40-layer drift chamber is
oﬀset by 370 mm from the IP. The electronics are located be-
hind the backward end plate. The DCH coverage, deﬁned by
requiring that at least half of the layers are traversed by the
tracks, extends from 17.2◦ to 152.6◦ in polar angle.
Figure 2.2.3 shows a longitudinal section of the BABAR
DCH which performs both the tracking and part of the
PID for charged particles – the latter is possible thanks to
measurements of track ionization losses (dE/dx). Indeed,
low momentum tracks do not reach the DIRC and so only
the tracking system can help identify them. Moreover, the
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DIRC only covers the BABAR barrel section which means
that the DCH is the only detector available to perform
PID on the forward side of BABAR. The DCH is also a key
component of the L1-trigger level. The DCH readout elec-
tronics, mounted on the backward end plate of the cham-
ber, were upgraded in 2004-2005 to cope with the trigger
rate increase associated with the increase of the PEP-II
luminosity and with the corresponding increase of back-
ground. In particular, the new readout boards included
FPGAs responsible for performing the feature extraction
step (extraction of physical signals from the raw data; gain
and pedestal corrections; data sparsiﬁcation and data for-
matting) prior to transferring the data from the front-end
boards to the DAQ modules. Previously, feature extrac-
tion was performed in the DAQ modules. These new chips
were sensitive to SEUs occurring at a rate of a few per day
in the whole DCH electronics. Therefore, a dedicated sys-
tem was set up to monitor the behavior of the new DCH
front-end boards and to reload in a few seconds the chip
ﬁrmware, should errors be detected.
The DCH counts 40 layers of small hexagonal cells
of which 24 are placed at small stereo angles (about 50-
70 mrad) to provide z information. The ﬁeld wires are
made of aluminum and the gas mixture is 80:20 He-
lium:Isobutane in order to minimize multiple scattering
inside the DCH (the material inside the chamber only
counts for 0.2% X0). The 40 layers are gathered in 10 ‘su-
perlayers’ in which all layers have the same orientation.
Labeling ‘A’ an axial DCH superlayer (which stereo angle
is null), ‘U’ a superlayer with positive stereo angle and
‘V’ a superlayer with negative stereo angle, the pattern of
the BABAR DCH can be written: ‘AUVAUVAUVA’. This
particular alternation optimizes the performance and the
reliability of the DCH.
Like the SVT, the DCH is a delicate system which
must be monitored continuously and carefully to detect
any unsafe condition and mitigate it in the appropriate
way. Particular examples of monitoring (with hardware
and software systems) included the DCH gas mixture com-
position and potential gas leakage, and the high-voltage
(HV) settings of each group of wires. The monitoring sys-
tems were continuously improved over the years to mini-
mize the dead time of the DCH without bypassing safety
requirements. In the ﬁnal implementation, if the current
of a given channel was found to be too high, the corre-
sponding voltage was reduced until the current fell below
a safe threshold, at which point the HV would be ramped
up again. During this process, all the other HV settings
were unchanged, allowing data taking to proceed. In ad-
dition, a real time software process was able to predict
the DCH current during running, using several monitoring
variables that were independent (beam currents, various
background levels readout by sensors, etc.). In this way,
the DCH would only switch from the injectable voltage
level to the running one if the beam conditions were good
enough to ensure a safe operation of the chamber when it
would reach its working point. Apart from a small number
of wires which were damaged by a HV incident during the
BABAR commissioning phase, the whole DCH worked well
during the whole data taking period. The DCH nominal
HV was regularly raised during the data taking to correct
for gain losses due to aging: while the nominal HV level
was 1960 V, the initial setting was 1900 V; by the end
of data taking, it had been raised to 1945 V – one volt
corresponds to about 1% on the gain. Loss of gain due to
wire aging was 11% over the life of the chamber. The DCH
performed as expected during all the BABAR data taking,
both as the main component of the tracking system and
as an important contributor to BABAR PID, with a mea-
sured dE/dx resolution of about 8%, close to the design
value of 7%.
Belle
The Belle Central Drift Chamber (CDC) plays several im-
portant roles. First, it reconstructs charged particle tracks,
precisely measures their hit coordinates in the detector
volume, and enables reconstruction of their momenta.
Second, it provides particle identiﬁcation information us-
ing measurements of dE/dx within its gas volume. Low-
momentum tracks, which do not reach the particle iden-
tiﬁcation system, can be identiﬁed using the CDC alone.
Finally, it provides eﬃcient and reliable trigger signals for
charged particles.
Since the majority of the particles in B meson decays
have momenta lower than 1GeV/c, minimization of multi-
ple scattering is important for improving the momentum
resolution. Therefore, a gas mixture of 50% He and 50%
C2H6 was chosen, which, because of the low Z nature of
the gases, provided optimal momentum resolution while
retaining good energy loss resolution.
The structure of the CDC is shown in Fig. 2.2.4. It is
asymmetric in the z direction with an angular coverage of
17◦ ≤ θ ≤ 150◦ and has a maximum wire length of 2400
mm. The inner radius of the CDC lies at 80mm, and the
detector has no inner wall in order to minimize multiple
scattering in the material that lies within the radius of
the ﬁrst wire layer and to ensure good tracking eﬃciency
for low-pt tracks. The outer radius is 880 mm. In the for-
ward and backward directions at small r, the CDC has the
shape of a truncated cone. This allows for the necessary
space to accommodate the accelerator components while
keeping the maximum available acceptance. The chamber
has 50 cylindrical layers, each containing between three
and six either axial or small-angle stereo layers, and three
cathode strip layers. The CDC has total of 8400 drift cells.
The two innermost super-layers are composed of three lay-
ers each and the three outer stereo super-layers are com-
posed of four layers each. When combined with the cath-
ode strips, this provides a high-eﬃciency fast z-trigger.
For each stereo super-layer, the stereo angle was deter-
mined by maximizing the z-measurement capability while
keeping the gain variations along the wire below 10%. The
sense wires are made of gold-plated tungsten and have the
diameter of 30 μm, while the aluminum ﬁeld shaping wires
have the diameter of 126 μm.
In all layers, except the three innermost, the maximum
drift distance is between 8 mm and 10 mm. In the radial
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direction the thickness of drift cells ranges from 15.5 mm
to 17 mm. In the innermost layers the cells are smaller
and signals are read out by cathode strips. Staggering of
the neighboring radial layers within a super-layer in the φ
direction by half cell helps in resolving left-right ambigu-
ities.
The CDC read-out electronics consists of Radeka-type
pre-ampliﬁers which amplify the signal and send it to mod-
ules performing shaping, discrimination and charge(Q)-to-
time(T) conversion. These modules are placed in the elec-
tronics hut and are connected to pre-ampliﬁers via ∼30 m
long twisted pair cables. The technique used is a simple
extension of the ordinary TDC/ADC readout scheme, but
allows Belle to measure both, timing and charge of the sig-
nals, using multi-hit TDC’s only.
In summer 2003, the cathode part, which corresponds
to the inner most three layers, was replaced with a new
chamber in order to provide space for SVD2. The new
chamber consists of two layers with smaller cells about
5 mm × 5 mm due to limited space and reducing the
occupancy. The maximum drift time becomes shorter; less
than 100 nsec in the 1.5 T magnetic ﬁeld.
The high voltage applied to the sense wires was kept for
11-years of operation without serious radiation damage.
After detailed alignment and calibration, the overall spa-
tial resolution is around 130 μm, as expected. The track-
ing system consisting of the SVD and CDC provides rather
good momentum resolution, especially for low-momentum
tracks thanks to the minimization of material inside the
inner radius of the CDC:
σpT /pT = 0.0019pT ⊕ 0.0030/β [pT : GeV/c].
The resolution on dE/dx, which is important for PID,
was 7% for minimum-ionizing particles. The r−φ trigger
of the CDC provides a highly eﬃcient and reliable trigger
signal. The z trigger that uses the cathode strips works
well in reducing the rate of the charged trigger by a factor
of three without sacriﬁcing any physics events.
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2.2.3 Charged particle identiﬁcation
Principles of the charged particle identiﬁcation and their
technological realization used in both detectors are de-
scribed in the following. Readers interested mainly in the
methods and performance of the PID systems may obtain
more details from a separate chapter on charged particle
identiﬁcation, Chapter 5.
2.2.3.1 BABAR
Figure 2.2.5. Principle of the BABAR DIRC (Aubert, 2002j) –
note that this schematic is inverted with respect to the other
pictures showing longitudinal sections of BABAR or of one of its
components: the forward (backward) side of the detector is on
the left (right) side of the picture.
Many detectors contribute to the BABAR PID system:
the SVT and DCH via measurements of the speciﬁc en-
ergy loss dE/dx for charged particles crossing their active
area; the EMC for electron identiﬁcation and the IFR for
the muons. But its main component is the DIRC which
dominates the π/K separation power at high momentum
by measuring the emission angle θC of the Cherenkov light
produced by a charged particle crossing a quartz bar ra-
diator (see Fig. 2.2.5). The dimension of each quartz bar
is 4.9 m × 6 cm2.
Charged tracks crossing a quartz bar at a velocity
greater than the speed of light in that medium produce
light through the Cherenkov eﬀect. A fraction of these
photons propagate to the backward bar end through total
internal reﬂection – the forward bar end is instrumented
with a mirror to reﬂect forward photons backward. Then,
they exit the quartz bar through the quartz wedge which
reﬂects them at a large angle with respect to the bar axis.
Traveling through the ultra-pure water contained in the
SOB, they are ﬁnally detected by one of the 10,752 PMTs
located about 1.2 m away from the bar end (located be-
yond the backward end of the magnet). Not only the po-
sitions of the detected photons but also their arrival times
are used to reconstruct the Cherenkov angle at which they
were emitted.
The large water tank of the BABAR DIRC was sensitive
to backgrounds resulting mainly from neutrons interact-
ing with the H2O molecules. Moreover, it was a permanent
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concern as water could leak in the boxes containing the
DIRC quartz bars (called ‘barboxes’) and from there reach
other parts of the BABAR detector, causing serious and
permanent damage to the apparatus. Therefore, the DIRC
group had to design a sophisticated system monitoring in
real time the humidity outside the SOB and triggering a
quick water dump, should a leak be detected. In addition,
N2 was continuously ﬂowing in the DIRC barboxes to keep
the quartz bars dry – drops of water would have spoiled
the quartz optical properties. Lastly, the SOB was full of
ultra-pure water (a potential environmental hazard) run-
ning in closed circuit and which had to be continuously
puriﬁed by a dedicated water plant.
The DIRC reconstruction associates PMT hits with
charged tracks crossing the quartz bars with a momentum
above the Cherenkov threshold. In addition to background
hits which can potentially ‘hide’ the image of the Cheren-
kov ring on the PMT array, a complication arises from the
fact that the actual path of a given photon between its
origin, somewhere along the charged particle track in the
quartz, and its detection is unknown. For each detected
photon, there are 16 ambiguities coming from our igno-
rance in the number and of the nature of the reﬂections
undergone by the photon in the quartz. Fortunately, most
of them can be rejected as un-physical or leading to an
inconsistent timing for the hit – the DIRC is truly a 3D-
imaging device, which uses both the position and timing
information to reconstruct its data. The ambiguities re-
duce typically to three and are used in the reconstruction
algorithms based on an unbinned maximum likelihood for-
malism – see Chapter 11. Their outputs are usually a like-
lihood value for each of the ﬁve ‘stable’ charged particle
types (e, μ, π, K and p) plus an estimation of the Cheren-
kov angle θC and of the number of signal and background
photons, if enough photons have been found for that par-
ticular track. The angle resolutions achieved are typically
10 mrad per photon and 2.5 mrad per track, a level only
10% larger than the DIRC design goal. This is suﬃcient to
separate kaons from pions by more than 4 σ at 3 GeV/c.
2.2.3.2 Belle
Particle identiﬁcation at Belle, in particular for kaons and
pions, is performed by combined information from three
detector elements; the time-of-ﬂight detector (TOF), aero-
gel Cherenkov counter (ACC) and dE/dx in the CDC. In
this section, brief speciﬁcations of two of these detectors
(TOF and ACC) are summarized. A description of the
CDC is given in Section 2.2.2.
Time-of-ﬂight system
The time-of-ﬂight (TOF) system consists of a barrel of 128
plastic scintillator counters and can distinguish between
kaons and pions for tracks with momenta below 1.2 GeV/c.
The system is designed to have time resolution of 100 ps
for muon tracks (Kichimi, 2000).
One TOF module (the entire system comprises 64 mod-
ules) is shown in Figure 2.2.6. Each module consists of two
TOF counters and one thin trigger scintillation counter
(TSC). Fine-mesh PMTs are attached to the both ends
of the TOF counter and the backward end of the TSC
counter. The acceptance is 33◦ - 121◦ in the laboratory
polar angle, and the minimum transverse momentum to
reach a TOF counter is 0.28 GeV/c. The two-layer con-
ﬁguration of TSC and TOF counters with 1.5 cm air gap
removes photon-conversion triggers due to a huge photon
background caused by spent particle hits on the beam pipe
near the interaction region.
Figure 2.2.6. One TOF module consisting of two TOF coun-
ters and one TSC counter. The scales are in mm.
The TOF readout system records a set of charges Qi
and timings Ti from the rising edges of discriminator out-
puts for each PMT signal from the TOF detector. Fig-
ure 2.2.7 shows the block diagram of the timing measure-
ment utilizing the Time Stretcher (TS) circuit. The cir-
cuit ﬁnds the ﬁrst rising edge T2 of the TS reference clock
(reduced radio-frequency - RF - signal of the KEKB ac-
celerator with a frequency of 508.9 MHz) following the
rising edge T1 of the TOF signal, and expands the time
interval (T2 − T1) by a factor of 20, for the timing of the
following pulse (T3 − T2). These measured times are read
out with Belle standard FASTBUS TDCs with a 0.5 ns
least signiﬁcant bit (LSB), providing a 25 ps LSB as a re-
sult. A further time-walk correction is applied for timing
variation due to a pulse charge, ΔTi∼1/
√
Qi.
The TOF system measures time of ﬂight for charged
tracks reconstructed by the CDC and requires addition-
ally the beam collision time for each event, tIP. It is deter-
mined by the RF clock signal used as a reference, and the
time oﬀset is calibrated oﬄine on a run-by-run basis using
a large sample of μ-pair events (γγ → μ+μ−) with a pu-
rity better than 98%. The expected TOF for each muon
track is calculated, taking into account its ﬂight length
measured by the CDC, and the oﬀset is tuned to give a
zero deviation on average between the calculation and the
TOF measurement for each PMT.
Determination of the collision timing for TOF mea-
surement has an ambiguity of an integer multiple of 1.96 ns
in each event corresponding to the period of the RF clock.
This ambiguity can be solved in almost all cases, assigning
the velocity of light to high momentum tracks in an event
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Figure 2.2.7. Time Stretcher TDC scheme for Belle’s TOF
sub-system. The TS reference clock of approximately 8 ns is
generated from the KEKB RF signal of 508.9 MHz (Abashian,
2002b).
(or, equivalently, assigning the pion mass to the tracks).
When the pion-mass assumption fails, the kaon or proton
mass is tried.
Long-term variation of the time resolution of the TOF
system was monitored using the μ-pair samples. The res-
olution of 110 ps measured in 2008 (Kichimi, 2010) was
degraded from the initial resolution of 96 ps obtained in
1999. The 110 ps resolution includes a systematic error
of 40 ps in total from timing jitters in the detector and
accelerator electronics, calculation from μ-track informa-
tion, and the collision position spread due to a beam bunch
length. The degradation in timing performance is mainly
due to aging, a reduction of the attenuation length and
light yield in the TOF scintillation counters over the ten
year running period. Pion tracks have a slightly worse av-
erage time resolution, typically by 10 ps, due to a nuclear
scattering eﬀect.
Aerogel Cherenkov counters
Figure 2.2.8 shows the conﬁguration of the Belle Aerogel
Cherenkov counter (ACC; Iijima, 2000). The polar angle
coverage is 33.3◦ < θ < 127.9◦ in the barrel, and 13.6◦ <
θ < 33.4◦ in the forward endcap. The detector is built from
aerogel modules of ten distinct types, varying in refractive
index (n = 1.010, 1.013, 1.015, 1.020, 1.028, or 1.030), and
in the number (one or two) and size (2-, 2.5-, or 3-inch
diameter) of photomultiplier tubes used to detect photons,
according to their position in polar angle.
The barrel device consists of 60 identical sectors in the
φ direction, and 16 modules are arranged in each sector.
The typical size of one module is approximately 120 ×
120×120 mm3, occupied with a silica aerogel radiator. The
aerogel radiator volume is covered with a white reﬂector
with high reﬂectivity (larger than 93%); it is supported
by a 0.1 mm thick aluminum wall.
Each counter is viewed by one or two ﬁne-mesh PMT(s)
to detect Cherenkov light in an axial magnetic ﬁeld of
1.5 T. The PMT diameters were chosen to be either 2”,
2.5”, or 3”, depending on refractive indices since larger
index aerogel generates more photons and the acceptance
of a PMT can be smaller as a result.
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Figure 2.2.8. From (Abashian, 2002b). Layout of the ACC
system consisting of 16-module lineup for the barrel and 5-layer
modules for the end cap regions of the Belle detector.
The end cap device is divided into 12 identical sectors
in φ, and each sector contains 19 modules, which are con-
ﬁgured to have 5-layer structure in the radial direction.
Each counter module contains a ∼ 100 × 100 × 100 mm3
radiator volume followed by an air light-guide, and then
one 3” PMT is attached. This module is made of 0.5 mm-
thick CFRP to reduce material while remaining rigid. The
CFRP inner wall is covered with the same white reﬂector
as used for the barrel. As there is no TOF coverage in the
endcap regions, in order to achieve the required K–π sep-
aration for tracks with momenta < 1.5 GeV/c, the ACC
endcap aerogel system has a refractive index of 1.03.
Output signals are ampliﬁed by front-end electronics
attached to the PMT backplane and are sent to a charge-
to-time conversion circuit and subsequently digitized using
a TDC.
The calibration constants for all PMTs are obtained
by μ-pair events collected in the beam collisions and daily
PMT responses during experiments are monitored by the
illuminating LED system, which is installed on all counter
modules. The eﬀective number of photoelectrons extracted
from LED data as a function of the integrated luminosity
for a typical PMT is plotted in Figure 2.2.9. The luminos-
ity range plotted (up to 300 fb−1) corresponds to almost
6 years from the beginning of operation. The variation is
less than 5% over this period and this stability is found to
be suﬃcient.
2.2.4 Electromagnetic calorimeter
BABAR
Figure 2.2.10 shows the longitudinal cross-section of the
BABAR EMC. Its polar angle coverage ranges from 15.8◦ to
141.8◦ which corresponds to around 90% of the solid angle
in the center-of-mass system. The cylindrical barrel is di-
vided into 48 rings of 120 CsI(Tl) crystals each while the
end cap holds 820 crystals assembled in eight rings. These
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Figure 2.2.9. The relative pulse height as a function of inte-
grated luminosity for a typical PMT of ACC.
Figure 2.2.10. Longitudinal section of the BABAR EMC (Au-
bert, 2002j) showing the arrangement of the 56 CsI(Tl) crystal
rings: 48 for the barrel and 8 for the forward end cap. All di-
mensions quoted on the drawing are in mm.
add up to a total of 6,580 crystals among which only three
had their readout chain permanently broken by the end of
the data taking period. The penetrating particles – in par-
ticular electrons and photons – initiate showers in crystals
and cause the CsI to scintillate; the amount of light de-
pends on the energy deposited in the calorimeter by each
particle. The crystals are supported at the outer radius to
avoid pre-showers (i.e. particles producing showers in the
material in front of the calorimeter). It is worth noting
that the crystals are organized in a quasi-projective ge-
ometry: they all point to a position near the IP, oﬀset just
enough to avoid the possibility of having particles going
completely through non-instrumented gaps of the EMC.
The amount of material between the IP and the EMC
ranges between 0.3 and 0.6 X0 except for the 3 most for-
ward rings of the forward end cap, which see elements of
the beamline and of the SVT readout system. These rings
are shadowed by up to 3 X0 and have been mainly in-
cluded to ensure shower containment close to the end of
the calorimeter acceptance.
There are two kinds of calibration for the EMC: a
low-energy calibration using a 6.13 MeV radioactive pho-
ton source (ﬂuorinert irradiated by neutrons) and a high-
energy calibration using reconstructed Bhabha events. The
source (Bhabha) calibration was performed about once ev-
ery 1-2 weeks (a few times a year). In addition, a light
pulser was used to monitor the light response of each in-
dividual crystal on a daily basis in order to identify po-
tential problematic areas. The radiation dose received by
the EMC over the years of data taking had no signiﬁcant
impact on its performance.
The EMC energy resolution σE/E varies from 5% at
6.13 MeV to about 2% at 7.5GeV, an energy probed us-
ing Bhabha events. The angular resolution is 12 mrad
(3 mrad) at low (high) energy. The π0 measured mass
is in agreement with the PDG value and has a resolu-
tion of about 7 MeV/c2. Finally, the EMC provides the
main discrimination variable to identify electrons: the ra-
tio E/p of the shower energy to the track momentum –
other PID inputs are the DCH dE/dx and the θC value
measured by the DIRC. The electron identiﬁcation proba-
bility is around 90% on average with a pion contamination
of 15−30%, depending on the track momentum and polar
angle.
Belle
The overall conﬁguration of the Belle calorimeter, ECL,
is shown in Figure 2.2.11.
The ECL consists of a barrel section and two end caps
of segmented arrays of CsI(Tl) crystals. The former part
is 3.0 m long and has an inner radius of 1.25 m. The end
caps are located at z = +2.0 m and z = −1.0 m. The
ECL is composed of 8736 CsI(Tl) crystals in total. The
scintillation light produced by particles in the crystals is
detected with silicon photodiodes.
Each crystal has a tower-like shape and points almost
to the interaction point. The crystals are tilted by a small
angle in the θ and φ directions to prevent photons escaping
through the gaps between the crystals. The angular cov-
erage of the ECL is 17.0◦ < θ < 150.0◦ (total solid-angle
coverage of 91% of 4π). Small gaps are left intentionally
between the barrel and end cap crystals providing the nec-
essary space for cables and supporting parts of the inner
detector (these gaps result in a loss of acceptance at the
level of 3%).
The amount of material in front of the ECL ranges
between 0.3 to 0.8 X0.
The calorimeter is calibrated using Bhabha scatter-
ing and e+e− → γγ events. For the two innermost layers
of crystals in the forward and backward end caps, cos-
mic ray interactions are used for calibration. The Bhabha
calibration is performed once every 1-2 months. The elec-
tronic channel transition coeﬃcients are monitored every
day with a test pulse generator.
The radiation dose received by the ECL varies from
100 rads for barrel crystals to about 700 rads for forward
end cap crystals. The degradation of the light output due
to the overall dose was less than 5% and had no signiﬁcant
impact on ECL performance.
The ECL energy resolution varies from 4% at 100 MeV
to about 1.6% at 8 GeV. The angular resolution is about
13 mrad (3 mrad) at low (high) energies. Such an energy
and angular resolution provides a π0 mass resolution of
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Figure 2.2.11. From (Abashian, 2002b). Overall conﬁguration of the Belle ECL.
about 4.5MeV/c2. The ECL provides the main parame-
ter for electron/hadron separation: the ratio E/p of the
shower energy to the track momentum.
In addition the ECL is used to provide the Belle online
luminosity monitoring system. The rate of Bhabha events
is measured using geometrical coincidences of high energy
deposits in the forward and backward ECL. This system
provides a stable accurate luminosity measurement during
an experimental run as well as during injection periods.
2.2.5 Muon detector
BABAR
Figure 2.2.12. Overview of the BABAR IFR at the end of the
data taking period (Aubert, 2013): the barrel sextants made
of 12 LST layers are visible in the left picture while the for-
ward and backward end doors appear on the right. The forward
RPCs (16 layers) have all been changed whereas the backward
ones are still the original detectors.
The ﬁnal layout of the BABAR IFR – with, in particu-
lar, LST modules in all sextants of the barrel region – is
shown in Figure 2.2.12.
The steel of the magnet ﬂux return is ﬁnely segmented
into 18 plates of increasing thickness: from 2 cm for the
nine inner plates to 10 cm for the outermost ones. When
data taking started, the BABAR IFR was instrumented
with more than 800 RPCs, organized in 19 layers in the
barrel region (divided itself into six sextants) and 18 in the
end doors. These detectors quickly showed serious aging
problems (Anulli, 2002, 2003; Piccolo, 2002, 2003) and the
deterioration of their performance lead directly to a reduc-
tion of the BABAR muon identiﬁcation capability. Overall,
6-17% of the muons were lost due to problems in the IFR.
Although several attempts were made to ﬁx the RPCs
and to limit the rate of degradation, it was ﬁnally decided
to replace most of these detectors. This was by far the
largest BABAR upgrade and it was successfully completed
in a 4-year period in various steps.
The RPCs in the backward end cap were never re-
placed. Due to the boost, they had low rates and covered
a small solid angle. In 2002, more than 200 new RPCs were
installed in the forward end cap (Anulli, 2005a). Their per-
formance was signiﬁcantly improved with respect to the
original RPCs (Anulli, 2005b). These detectors neverthe-
less required constant maintenance and upgrades (Band,
2006; Ferroni, 2009) until the end of the data taking, in or-
der to maintain their eﬃciency and their reliability while
the luminosity was increasing. In particular, the chambers
with the highest rates were operated in avalanche mode
from 2006.
The ﬁrst two barrel sextants were replaced during the
summer 2004 shutdown, only one and a half years after
the decision to proceed with this upgrade had been taken.
An extensive review process lead to the choice of the Lim-
ited Streamer Tube (LST) (Andreotti, 2003) technology
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to replace the existing RPCs. The procedure consisted of
replacing 12 RPC layers by LSTs and to ﬁll the remaining
gaps with brass – the outermost layer (#19) could not be
instrumented due to a geometrical interference. Increasing
the total absorber thickness allowed the improvement of
the pion rejection of the muon PID algorithms. The last
four barrel sextants were replaced during the fall 2006
shutdown.
The LST eﬃciency was measured using di-muon events.
On average, it was 88% at the end of the data taking,
slightly below the geometrical acceptance of 92%. The dif-
ference was mainly due to a few misfunctioning or broken
channels.
Belle
The muon and KL detector subsystem of Belle identiﬁes
KL mesons and muons above 600 MeV/c with high eﬃ-
ciency. The barrel-shaped region around the interaction
point covers a polar angular range of 45◦ to 125◦ while
the forward and backward end caps extend this range to
between 20◦ and 155◦.
This system consists of alternating layers of double-gap
resistive plate counters and 4.7 cm thick iron plates. There
are 15 detector layers and 14 iron layers in the octagonal
barrel region and 14 detector layers and 14 iron layers in
each end cap. The iron plates provide a total of 3.9 interac-
tion lengths of material (in addition to the 0.8 interaction
lengths in the ECL) for a hadron traveling normal to the
detector planes. The hadronic shower from a KL interac-
tion determines its direction (assuming an origin at the
e+e− interaction point) but not its energy. The range and
transverse deﬂection of a non-showering charged particle
discriminates between muons and hadrons (π± or K±).
The active elements are double-gap glass-electrode
RPCs operating in limited streamer mode. Each 2 mm
gas gap is sandwiched between ﬂoat-glass electrodes with
a bulk resistivity of 1012−13 Ω · cm (Figure 2.2.13). The
non ﬂammable gas mixture consists of 62% HFC-134a,
30% argon, and 8% butane-silver.14 An ionizing particle
traversing the gap initiates a streamer in the gas that
results in a local discharge of the electrodes. This dis-
charge is limited by the high resistivity of the glass and
the quenching characteristics of the gas. A discharge in
either gas gap induces signals on both of the orthogonal
external copper-strip planes. Each ∼5 cm wide strip forms
a ∼50 Ω transmission line with an adjacent ground plane.
In the barrel (but not the end caps), a 100Ω resistor con-
nects the pickup strip to ground at the readout end to
minimize reﬂections; it also reduces the pulse height into
the front-end electronics by a factor of two.
The barrel RPCs, made in the US, use 2.4 mm thick
ﬂoat glass (73% SiO2, 14% Na2O, 9% CaO, and 4% trace
elements). The end cap RPCs, made in Japan, use 2.0 mm
thick ﬂoat glass (70–74%SiO2, 12–16%Na2O, 6–12%CaO,
0–2% Al2O3, and 0–4% MgO).
14 Butane-silver is a mixture of approximately 70% n-butane
and 30% iso-butane.
Figure 2.2.13. Exploded cross section of a Belle superlayer
double-gap RPC module.
The VISyN system by LeCroy (now Universal Voltron-
ics) is used to distribute high voltage, with Model 1458
mainframes and 1468P and 1469N modules. For each RPC,
a positive voltage of +4.7 kV (+4.5 kV) is applied to the
barrel (end cap) anode plates and −3.5 kV to the cathode
plates. Eight (ﬁve) anode plates in the barrel (end cap)
are driven by a common HV channel while each cathode
plane is driven by its own HV channel. The dark current
is approximately ∼1μA/m2 or 5 mA total; most of this
ﬂows through the noryl spacers.
Pulses travel from the 38,000 RPC cathode strips along
twisted-pair cables, between 3 and 6 meters long, to front-
end electronics on the magnet yoke periphery. The typical
100 mV pulse has a FWHM of under 50 ns and a rise time
of under 5 ns. The dark rate in a typical detector module is
under 0.03 Hz/ cm2 with few spurious discharges or after
pulses. The signal threshold for discriminating these pulses
is 40 mV (70 mV) in the barrel (end caps). The double-
gap design results in a superlayer eﬃciency of over 98%
despite the lower (90% to 95%) eﬃciency of a single RPC
layer. Robustness against several failure modes is achieved
by having independent gas and high voltage supplies for
each RPC layer within a module. Hit position is resolved
to about 1.1 cm when either one or two adjacent strips
ﬁre, resulting in an angular resolution of under 10 mrad
from the interaction point.
The Belle RPCs have performed reliably and without
evidence of failures or physical deterioration throughout
Belle’s lifespan. However, the RPCs are rate-limited by the
glass-electrode resistivity, so the eﬃciency of the modestly
shielded end cap RPCs suﬀered during high-luminosity
operation from soft neutrons produced in beamline struc-
tures. This was mitigated by the addition of external
polyethylene shielding outside the end caps in Belle’s later
years, but more such shielding would have been needed to
eliminate the eﬃciency drop.
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2.2.6 Trigger
BABAR
As already discussed above, the BABAR trigger is imple-
mented as a two-level hierarchy, with the L1 (hardware)
followed by the L3 (software). Its combined eﬃciency at
the Υ (4S) resonance energy matches its requirements:
more than 99% for BB decays, more than 95% for con-
tinuum decays (uu, dd, ss cc) and still around 92% for ττ
events. This trigger was very ﬂexible, as illustrated by the
quick and complex modiﬁcations of the L3 trigger lines
implemented during the last few months of the BABAR
running, when data were taken at the Υ (2S) and Υ (3S)
resonances and a ﬁnal energy scan above the Υ (4S) was
performed. It was also robust against background: trigger
rates much higher than the design values for both L1 and
L3 were achieved as luminosity was increasing, while the
dead-time remained relatively constant, around the 1%
design value.
The BABAR L1-trigger uses information coming from
the DCH for charged tracks, from showers in EMC and
from the IFR. The corresponding ﬁrst two triggers –
Drift Chamber Trigger (DCT) and ElectroMagnetic Trig-
ger (EMT) – fulﬁll all trigger requirements independently
and are highly redundant, which boosts the global L1 ef-
ﬁciency and allows one to measure the eﬃciency of these
components using data. Originally, the DCT only pro-
vided r and φ information; in 2005, 3D-tracking was im-
plemented in L1 to add z-information which allowed one
to reject background events (scattered beam-gas particles
hitting the beam pipe) where tracks were produced tens
of centimeters away from the IP. This upgrade gave the
system more headroom to follow the increases of luminos-
ity and background without generating a signiﬁcant dead
time, especially during the ﬁnal period of data taking. The
third L1 input trigger, the IFR Trigger (IFT), is mostly
used for tests: IFR plateau measurements, cosmics trigger,
etc. Some work was required after the IFR barrel upgrade
to align in time the RPC and LST signals, the latter com-
ing in about 0.6μs later.
Information coming from the three components de-
scribed above are received by the GLT which processes
all these primitives and sends out some triggers to the
central BABAR DAQ system. At this stage, a trigger can
be masked (for instance if it corresponds to a known tem-
porarily noisy EMC crystal) or prescaled (meaning that
not all selected events are registered; in particular, events
identiﬁed as Bhabha at the trigger level are prescaled).
If a valid trigger remains at this stage, the DAQ system
issues a L1 Accept signal and the entire event is readout.
The BABAR L3-trigger reﬁnes and augments the L1
selection methods. It has been implemented in such a
way that a wide range of algorithms can be used to se-
lect events independently of one another. Their logic and
their parameters are set in software and these ﬁlters have
access to the full event to make their decision. First, L3 in-
put lines are deﬁned by using a logical OR of any number
of L1 output lines. Then, one or more scripts are executed
for each ﬁring L3 input line and return a yes/no ﬂag de-
pending on whether the event passes this step. Finally,
L3 output lines are the logical OR of selected L3 script
ﬂags; these ﬂags can also be used as vetoes, for instance
to reject Bhabha events which would have been accepted
otherwise. Thanks to the spare capacity planned for at the
time the L3 system was designed, it could log data at a
much higher rate than anticipated: close to 800 Hz at the
end of the Υ (3S) data taking, to be compared with the
initial expectation of 120 Hz.
Moving from the regular Υ (4S) data taking to the
Υ (3S) run during which new physics (NP) decays were
sought after, the trigger had to identify completely diﬀer-
ent topologies of events. Indeed, part of the signal decays
were containing particles invisible to BABAR which would
take away a signiﬁcant fraction of the energy-momentum
available for the collision. Whereas BB events exhibit
large visible energy, high multiplicity or high transverse
activity, the decays of interest of the Υ (3S) are charac-
terized by low visible energy and low multiplicity. This
new approach was implemented in three successive steps
which required the design of new L1 and L3 trigger lines,
such as new L3 ﬁlters. These updates were done carefully,
checking at each step that the trigger rates would not ex-
ceed the capabilities of the system. They were successful,
allowing the BABAR collaboration to collect large datasets
at the Υ (2S) and Υ (3S) resonances.
Belle
The trigger system of the Belle detector consists of sub-
triggers and the global decision logic (GDL) - constituents
of the Level 1 (L1) hardware trigger - and of Level 3 (L3)
software trigger. The sub-triggers are formed by signals
from the CDC, ECL, TOF, and KLM sub-detectors. The
GDL receives summary information from each sub-trigger,
then makes a logical combination of sub-trigger informa-
tion to trigger on hadronic (BB and continuum) events,
Bhabha and μ+μ− pair events, etc. Three independent
triggers are prepared for the hadronic events; they require
either three or more charged track candidates, high lev-
els of deposited energy in the ECL (with a veto on the
ECL trigger for Bhabha events) or four isolated neutral
clusters in the ECL. The L3 software trigger ran on the
online computer farm (see Section 2.2.7). Events triggered
by L1 as Bhabha, μ+μ− pairs, two-photon events, cosmic
rays or events with high deposited energy in the ECL, by-
pass the L3 trigger decision. The events triggered by the
presence of charged track candidates are passed to the L3
trigger to determine the presence of actual good charged
particle tracks, thus reducing the size of the raw data be-
ing recorded.
The eﬃciencies of the L1 triggers for hadronic events
can be measured using the redundancy of the three se-
lection requirements mentioned above because they are
almost independent. The overall eﬃciency for hadronic
events is estimated to be more than 99%.
At the beginning of the experiment Belle experienced a
high trigger rate caused by the beam background. Signals
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arising from this background caused the trigger rate to
be nearly the DAQ upper limit of 200 Hz even while run-
ning at very low luminosity. The rate of the two-charged-
track trigger was especially high because of the low pt
tracks originating from the beam-nucleus interactions. To
reduce such a high trigger rate, the requirement of coinci-
dence with outer sub-triggers, such as a TOF hit and/or
an ECL isolated cluster, was added. Figure 2.2.14 shows
the average trigger rate as a function of the experiment
number.15 The green curve shows the average total current
of KEKB. The highest total current was 3000 mA around
experiment 50. The sudden drop of the total current at
experiment 57 was due to the crab cavity installation at
KEKB. The red curve shows the average trigger rate. It
was as high as 500 Hz around experiment 50, which cor-
responds to the highest total current and luminosity. In
early experiments, high background was indicated by the
normalized trigger rate, the blue curve in Figure 2.2.14,
deﬁned as the the average trigger rate divided by the av-
erage luminosity (called the eﬀective cross section). This
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Figure 2.2.14. Average trigger rate as a function of the ex-
periment number for Belle.
rate is normalized to the trigger rate with the luminosity
1×1034 cm−2 s−1. It was higher than 1200 Hz at the begin-
ning of operation, and dropped dramatically as the total
current increased (and hence the luminosity increased).
After experiment 33 the rate was stable below 400 Hz,
which was interpreted as an amelioration of the vacuum
around the IP with the higher beam current. In a special
run in experiment 47, the luminosity components in the
trigger rate were measured to be about 190 Hz in the nor-
malized trigger rate. The noise-to-signal ratio (N/S) was
calculated to be about 5.6 in experiment 7, and about 1 or
smaller after experiment 37, an indication of the cleaner
environment of KEKB operation.
15 An extended period of operation is referred to as an exper-
iment within Belle, see Chapter 3. The corresponding nomen-
clature on BABAR is a Run.
2.2.7 Online and DAQ
BABAR
The high-level design of the BABAR online system (Au-
bert, 2002j) remained unchanged during the whole data
taking period. The DAQ chain starts from the common
front-end electronics, includes the embedded processors
in the readout modules (which start processing the data
fragments coming from the detector after a Level 1 ac-
cept), the network event builder, the Level 3 trigger and
the event logging system. While the design remained con-
stant, the system itself evolved signiﬁcantly over the time
to follow the progress in hardware technology, and to cope
with the changes in data taking conditions: higher lumi-
nosity, larger backgrounds, longer periods of data taking
thanks to the trickle injection mode (see Section 3.2.2 for
details), and so on. Several other developments were made
with the intent of making the overall system more robust,
better performing, and easier to use. For all upgrades, the
philosophy was ﬁrst to maximize the performance of the
existing hardware, and only then to plan a hardware up-
grade.
With PEP-II operated in trickle injection mode, data
taking could occur continuously during one day or more.
Therefore special emphasis was put on the data taking
eﬃciency. The aim was to minimize the time spent by the
detector in any non-data-taking state (calibration, error
recovery, transition from ‘injectable’ mode to ‘runnable’
mode, procedure to begin a new run, etc.). Maximizing
the BABAR duty cycle required a continuous monitoring
of the whole system and attention to detail. While the
online system had already been designed to minimize the
DAQ dead time, new features were introduced, parts of
the system were improved, and procedures modiﬁed to
increase the detector uptime despite the more challenging
environment. One concrete example of this evolution was
the reduction of staﬃng for the detector operation, as the
online control and monitoring system was simpliﬁed and
automated.
Moreover, as explained in Chapter 3, the PEP-II op-
eration in trickle injection mode required developments in
the trigger and the DAQ, in order to make the detector
insensitive to the background bursts associated with the
continuous injection. Dedicated monitoring was added to
allow detailed data quality analysis in real time.
The CPUs and the operating system used by the
BABAR online system evolved over the years, switching
from vendor-speciﬁc products to commodity systems. This
allowed control of the cost of the upgrades of the online
system and to provide enough headroom to anticipate the
increase of luminosity and background. Most of the online
software was written in C++; various scripting languages
were used as well, such as Java for graphical tools.
An important evolution of the online system was the
replacement of Objectivity-based databases by Root-based
ones. Several reasons explain this migration, which culmi-
nated in 2006 with the decision to stop using Objectivity
in BABAR. Indeed, there were many concerns regarding
the support and the maintenance cost of this software,
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plus some technical issues. All these changes were care-
fully planned to make sure they would have no impact on
the data taking.
Belle
The original requirement for the Belle Data Acquisition
System (Belle DAQ) was to read out event fragments from
8 detector subsystems with a total data size of 40 kbytes
at a maximum rate of 500 Hz, and to record the data after
event building and data reduction by real time processing.
Figure 2.2.15 shows the conﬁguration of the DAQ sys-
tem at the beginning of the experiment. The readout sys-
tem is designed to utilize the uniﬁed technology based on
the Q-to-T conversion combined with the common FAST-
BUS multi-hit TDC (LeCroy 1877S), except for the SVD
readout. The data are read by the VME processor and
collected by the specially-designed event builder, and then
processed by the online computer farm equipped with a
large number of VME processor modules where high level
software triggering is performed. The data are ﬁnally sent
to the KEK Computer Center via ∼2 km optical ﬁber
links and recorded on digital video tapes.16
Figure 2.2.15. The conﬁguration of the Belle DAQ system at
the beginning of the experiment.
However, since the system was implemented using
1990’s-era information technology, maintenance of the sys-
tem was diﬃcult in the long run. In addition, the FAST-
BUS based readout system is not pipelined and it has a
readout dead time of more than 10% at the design max-
imum trigger rate of 500 Hz. The trigger rate at the be-
ginning of data taking was 200 Hz and the dead time
was manageable, but the rate increase was foreseen as the
luminosity improves.
Belle started the ‘continuous’ upgrade of the system
to keep up with the luminosity increase. The ﬁrst step
was made in 2001 to replace the event builder and VME
based online computer farm with a set of Linux PC servers
16 These are the same tape format as previously used by some
TV broadcasting companies.
(EFARM) connected via Fast Ethernet ﬁbers. The level
3 data reduction which was performed in VME proces-
sors was ported to the EFARM. The system became more
maintainable for a longer term operation as a result of this
upgrade.
In 2003, the real time reconstruction farm (RFARM)
was introduced. The system is a large scale PC farm di-
rectly fed by the event builder, and real time full event
reconstruction is performed utilizing parallel processing of
events. The processing results such as the reconstructed
IP position were also fed back to the accelerator control,
which greatly contributed to the improvement of luminos-
ity. In the same year, the improvement of the FASTBUS
readout was also made so as to reduce the readout dead
time by a factor of four.
An improvement to the back-end system was made in
2005, when a second EFARM and RFARM were added in
order to have suﬃcient bandwidth and processing power
to cope with the expected increase in luminosity.
For further reduction of the readout dead time, an up-
grade of the FASTBUS readout system, to a pipelined
version, was started. A new TDC was developed based on
COPPER, a common pipeline readout module developed
at KEK (Figure 2.2.16). The TDC is designed to be plug-
compatible with LeCroy 1877S, allowing the use of the
same detector front-end electronics without any modiﬁ-
cations. The upgrade was performed detector by detector
starting from the CDC in 2007 utilizing the short shut-
down time during summer and winter. By 2009, ﬁve de-
tector subsystems were upgraded resulting in a reduction
in dead time to less than 1%. Figure 2.2.17 shows the Belle
DAQ conﬁguration at the end of data taking.
2.2.8 Background and mitigation
BABAR
Predicting accurately the background level using dedi-
cated simulations is not an easy task, whether the detector
plans to run at the intensity or at the energy frontier. Yet,
background is a major concern for any HEP experiment
as it can severely impact the data taking: ﬁrst, by slowing
down the acquisition system and creating dead time; then,
by decreasing the quality of the logged data when signal
signatures get lost in a mass of random hits; ﬁnally, by
degrading or even destroying detector components. There-
fore, special care is given to design detectors able to handle
background levels corresponding to the predictions (with
signiﬁcant safety margins added), while numerous probes
monitor the background during the data taking. When
the conditions become unsafe for the detector, automated
systems make its HV ramp down to safer levels and can
even dump the beams.
Figure 2.2.18 shows an overview of the BABAR back-
ground monitoring system: several probes monitor quanti-
ties sensitive to background (radiation doses, rates recorded
by scaler boards, channel currents, etc.) in real time and
compare the measured values with pre-deﬁned alarm lev-
els. The status of each variable (in alarm or not) is indi-
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Figure 2.2.17. The conﬁguration of the Belle DAQ system at the end of data taking.
Figure 2.2.18. Snapshot of the global BABAR background display (Aubert, 2013) taken at a time when the background was
low: all but a couple of probes are green which, in the BABAR framework, means ‘safe level’ – alarm states are indicated by
yellow (warning level reached) and red (concern) colors. This display was available 24/7 in the control room to help shifters
get a real time overview of the background levels around the BABAR detector. The longitudinal and end cross-sections show the
locations of the background probes which survey all systems: SVT radiation monitors, current levels in the DCH superlayers,
rates in the DIRC, EMC and IFR or neutron rates on both ends of the beampipe.
cated by the color of the display. New alarms produce vi-
sual and audio alerts in the control room while automated
systems can modify the detector state or even abort the
beams if the background becomes worrisome.
There were two main active detector protection sys-
tems in BABAR to ensure a safe operation of the sensi-
tive tracking system. First, the SVTRAD which monitored
both the instantaneous and the integrated radiation doses
received by the SVT. Originally, rates were measured by
12 PIN diodes located on both ends of the SVT in three
horizontal planes (one at the beam level, the other two
3 cm above/below it) and on the inside and outside of
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Figure 2.2.16. A pipeline TDC module based on COPPER.
the PEP-II rings. As expected, the middle-plane diodes
accumulated the highest radiation doses and started to
become less reliable due to damage. Therefore, in 2002
two diamond sensors were added to the SVTRAD sys-
tem – this was the ﬁrst time such sensors were used in
a HEP experiment – and they worked well until the end
of the data taking. Another advantage of these detectors
with respect to the PIN diodes is that they are insensitive
to temperature ﬂuctuations. The maximum total dose af-
ter nine years of operations was measured to be around
4 MRad, i.e. less than the SVT radiation budget, set to
5 MRad. The SVTRAD was also able to abort the beams,
either when instantaneous doses were too high or because
the integrated dose was consistently above some thresh-
old during 10 consecutive minutes. Beam aborts induced
by the SVTRAD protection system occurred a few times
a day on average. When PEP-II started to deliver beams
in trickle injection mode (particles are injected in existing
bunches at a few Hz frequency, see Section 3.2.2 for de-
tails), the SVTRAD was modiﬁed to monitor in addition
the dose associated with each injection of particles in the
collider rings. This provided a complementary feedback on
the trickle injection quality. The second active protection
system was based on the monitoring of the DCH currents
and was used to prevent damage to the drift chamber wires
and the associated front-end electronics; it is described
above in Section 2.2.2.
The main BABAR background probes were also dis-
played in the accelerator control room, providing valuable
information about the beam status and helping operators
reduce the background levels. For instance, the accelerator
crew was notiﬁed when the SVTRAD 10-minute counter
was enabled; this signal would tell them that the beams
were to be tuned and that they also had some time to try
and ﬁx the problem before a beam abort would be issued.
In addition to the real-time monitoring and protec-
tion system, various shieldings around BABAR have been
built and improved over the years. The main additions
with respect to the original detector design have been a
DIRC shielding around the beamline components at the
backward end and shielding walls on the forward side of
BABAR to protect the outer IFR layers.
2.2.9 Conclusion: main common points, main
diﬀerences
Table 2.2.1 summarizes in a single page the typical perfor-
mances of the BABAR and Belle detectors. Of course the
signals detected by the individual subdetectors need to be
combined and converted into data used for physics mea-
surements. Various methods and tools are used for this
data reconstruction which are beyond the scope of this
book. Typical performances of combined tracking, charged
particle identiﬁcation and neutral particle reconstruction
are also given in Table 2.2.1. More information can be
found in the detector articles published by the two col-
laborations and in this book, in particular for PID – see
Chapter 5 – and for tracking and vertexing – see Chap-
ter 6.
Both detectors reached their design performance and
were robust enough to keep them almost constant while
the luminosity delivered by the colliders was increasing.
Both data taking periods were about a decade long, al-
lowing BABAR and Belle to collect huge datasets which
made possible the impressive harvest of physics results
achieved by the two collaborations. The detector upgrades
described in Section 3.2 were mainly driven by the lumi-
nosity increase although both experiments had a subdetec-
tor weaker than the others: the silicon tracker for Belle and
the muon detector for BABAR. Several technological and
conceptual breakthroughs were made by the B Factories,
among which the BABAR DIRC (a new concept of ring-
imaging Cherenkov PID detector), the use of the object-
oriented language C++ for the experiment software, or
the development of distributing computing. Now, they all
are well-established in the HEP community.
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Chapter 3
Data processing and Monte Carlo
production
Editors:
Fabrizio Bianchi and Nicolas Arnaud (BABAR)
Shoji Uno (Belle)
Additional section writers:
Concetta Cartaro, Christopher Hearty, Ryosuke Itoh, Leo
Piilonen, Teela Pulliam, Dennis Wright
3.1 Introduction: general organization of the
data taking, data reconstruction and MC
production
The BABAR and Belle experiments have collected around
one Petabyte of raw data each. These data have been cal-
ibrated, the events reconstructed, and collections of se-
lected events produced. Monte Carlo events (MC) have
been generated and reconstructed with the same code used
for the detector data. The total amount of data produced
by BABAR and Belle were over six Petabytes and over three
Petabytes respectively. Over the years, both collabora-
tions have developed computing models that have proven
to be highly successful in handling the amount of data
produced, and in supporting the physics analysis activi-
ties. The main elements of the two computing models are
outlined in this introductory section and will be described
in more detail in the remainder of this chapter.
The ‘raw data’ coming from the detectors have been
permanently stored on tape, calibrated, and reconstructed
usually within 48 hours of the actual data taking. Recon-
structed data have been permanently stored in a format
suitable for subsequent physics analysis.
Many samples of Monte Carlo events, corresponding
to diﬀerent sets of physics channels, have been generated
and reconstructed in the same way. In addition to the
physics triggers, the data acquisition also recorded ran-
dom triggers that have been used to create ‘background
frames’ that have been superimposed on the generated
Monte Carlo events to account for the eﬀects of the ma-
chine background and of electronic noise, before the re-
construction step.
Detector and Monte Carlo data have been centrally
‘skimmed’ to produce subsets of selected events, the ‘skims’,
designed for a speciﬁc area of analysis. Skims are very con-
venient for physics analysis, but they increase the storage
requirements because the same event can be present in
more than one skim.
The quality of the detector data and of the simulated
events has been monitored through all the steps of pro-
cessing.
From time to time, as improvements in detector cali-
bration constants and/or in the code were implemented,
the detector data have been reprocessed and new samples
of simulated data generated. When sets of new skims be-
come available, an additional skim cycle has been run on
all the events.
BABAR has been one of the ﬁrst experiments to adopt
the C++ programming language to write oﬄine and on-
line software. In the mid-nineties, when this decision was
taken, the dominant language in the High Energy Physics
(HEP) community was Fortran 77. However, problems
and limitations associated with this language were becom-
ing very clear and BABAR chose early to commit to the
C++ technology because there was the perception that
the HEP computing model was a very good match to an
object-oriented design. At ﬁrst, the C++ expertise was
limited to few collaborators, who started oﬀering tutorials.
Starting in 1996, formal training courses were oﬀered to
the collaboration members and rapidly produced a shared
vocabulary and set of concepts that were immensely help-
ful in the actual software development. The ﬁnal outcome
of this eﬀort was the over 3 million lines of code that today
constitutes the BABAR oﬄine software.
Belle data processing and analysis code (called Belle
AnalysiS Framework - basf) was developed in C++ with
an extensive use of adjoined tools (e.g. the CLHEP library
(CLHEP, 2008) for which some of the Belle members were
the initial developers). The simulation tool, GEANT3 (Brun,
Bruyant, Maire, McPherson, and Zanarini, 1987), on the
other hand, was written in Fortran.
Belle data were stored using the PANTHER banks event
store based on the entity-relationship model (Putzer,
1989) and developed speciﬁcally for this experiment.
PANTHER banks (Adachi, 2004) oﬀered a satisfactory stor-
age throughout the data taking and reliable usage in the
data analysis process. Due to the large volume of recorded
data centralized skimming was used (see Section 3.5) in
order to facilitate subsequent analysis of events. Further-
more, at the level of speciﬁc analysis, additional skimming
was performed, resulting in the so called index ﬁles, pro-
viding unique event identiﬁers that enable processing of
selected events only.
Similarly large data volumes produced by BABAR were
anticipated to make it impossible to routinely run on all
the data. At ﬁrst, BABAR decided to use an event store
based on the object-oriented database technology that was
expected to solve the problem of an eﬃcient and scal-
able access to the data. The end result of this work was
what, at the time, was the world’s largest object-oriented
database. Unfortunately, it soon became clear that data
volumes and usage patterns were exceeding the capabili-
ties of the technologies that were available at that time.
A lot of eﬀort went into mitigating these problems. Fi-
nally, the working solution identiﬁed was to handle data
persistency using Root I/O which oﬀers the advantages
of its lightweight interface and built-in data compression.
In this context, client/server data access was a very im-
portant issue and the bundled data server, rootd, was in-
suﬃcient for BABAR’s need. A better performing solution
was developed starting from rootd and taking advantage
of the experience made with the object-oriented database.
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The result of this eﬀort was a data server named XRootD
(Furano and Hanushevsky, 2010).
BABAR was the ﬁrst HEP experiment to eﬀectively use
geographically distributed resources, because the amount
of computing needed to satisfy the production and anal-
ysis requirements exceeded what was possible at SLAC.
Grid computing tools became available too late for the B
Factories and BABAR solved the problem by assigning spe-
ciﬁc production tasks and datasets to diﬀerent computing
centers. Only 20-30% of Monte Carlo data where produced
using Grid resources with the aid of speciﬁc software tools.
Belle (re-)processed the recorded data centrally at KEK
while the production of simulation was dispersed among
the collaborating institutions. As with BABAR, a signiﬁ-
cant part of MC simulation was produced at remote sites.
3.2 Data taking
BABAR started taking physics data in October 1999 after
an extensive period of commissioning of both the collider
and the detector. The data taking ended on April 7th 2008,
about six months earlier than planned, due to budget con-
straints at the US Department Of Energy (DOE) level.
The BABAR data taking can be divided into seven main
periods, called ‘Runs’,17 for which details are given below.
The equivalent of the BABAR Run is called ‘Experiment’
at Belle.
Two consecutive BABAR Runs are separated by a shut-
down period usually lasting a few months and during
which various operations are performed by the PEP-II
and BABAR teams: repairs, ﬁxes and maintenance, both
at the hardware and software levels. The longest BABAR
shutdown took place between Runs 4 and 5 (from August
2004 to April 2005) as the start of the new data taking
period was delayed due to an electrical accident at SLAC:
all work procedures had to be reviewed and improved in
order to reinforce the site-wide safety best practice.
BABAR Runs 1 to 6 data were taken at (or near) the
energy of the Υ (4S) resonance (10.58 GeV). About 90% of
these data were taken at the peak of the resonance (‘on-
resonance’ data) to maximize the number of produced BB
pairs. The remaining ∼10% were taken about 40 MeV be-
low (‘oﬀ-resonance’ data) to study non-B backgrounds,
in particular the production of light quark and τ pairs
called ‘continuum’. Taking advantage of years of contin-
uous improvements and upgrades, both on the machine
and detector sides, Run 7 was expected to increase the
size of the BABAR dataset by 50% in about a year. Once
this goal would have been achieved, it was planned to
end the data taking by running at other energies, below
and above the Υ (4S) resonance. When it became clear
shortly before Christmas 2007 that Run 7 was going to be
much shorter than anticipated due to the lack of funding,
the BABAR management reacted quickly and decided to
17 In the following the word “run” is used to identify a small
data acquisition batch up to a few hours long, i.e. the basic
unit of the BABAR and Belle data taking system, not to be
confused with the “Run” deﬁned here.
stop the Υ (4S) resonance data taking – which had just
restarted a week earlier. Instead, data were taken at the
Υ (3S) resonance during two months; then, the collision en-
ergy was moved to the Υ (2S) resonance for about a month.
In both cases, on- and oﬀ-resonance data were recorded.
Finally, the energy region above the Υ (4S) resonance up
to 11.2 GeV was scanned during the last 10 days of data
taking.
Although originally designed to be a ﬁxed-energy ma-
chine, PEP-II performed remarkably well during Run 7
and all of the CM energy changes were done by moving
the energy of the HER beam, keeping the LER one ﬁxed.
At the Υ (2S) energy (10.02 GeV), the HER orbit was
quite close to the vacuum beam pipe in the interaction
region (IR), leading to a trade-oﬀ between luminosity and
background. At 11 GeV and above, synchrotron radiation
became the dominant issue and the HER current had to
be decreased, which had a direct impact on the delivered
luminosity. On the BABAR side, the trigger was the main
system impacted by the changes of the running energy as
the data taking goal moved from selecting BB events with
large visible energy, high multiplicity and/or high trans-
verse energy to looking for decays with low visible energy
and low multiplicity. These changes had to be made while
the data taking was ongoing and occurred thanks to the
ﬂexibility of the BABAR trigger design.
Belle started taking data on June 1st 1999. After that,
data taking has been continuous for 6-9 months every year
until the ﬁnal shutdown on June 30th 2010. After each ma-
jor shutdown a new “Experiment” started. Hence the Belle
data are grouped into experiments 7 to 73, where only odd
numbers are used.18 Experiments 7 - 27 are recorded us-
ing the ﬁrst Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD1) and the rest
with the second (SVD2) detector (see Section 2.2.1). There
were two scheduled shutdowns every year, in summer and
winter. The summer shutdown took about three months or
more for maintenance and hardware replacements within
the Belle detector as well as in the KEKB accelerator. The
winter shutdowns were shorter, typically one month long.
In the last three years of operation, the winter shutdowns
were slightly extended due to budget constraints. Beside
these shutdowns one day every two weeks was devoted to
maintenance of the accelerator and detector. Typically af-
ter each experiment cosmic ray data was taken with the
Belle solenoid turned oﬀ for the purpose of detector align-
ments. Belle took data mostly at the energy of the Υ (4S)
resonance in order to study B meson decays. For the pur-
pose of the background estimation arising from the non-B
meson events the oﬀ-resonance data was collected 60 MeV
below the resonance peak energy, for around 10% of the
running time, approximately every two months. Similar
oﬀ-resonance data taking was performed also for the data
taken at other Υ resonances. Note that the BABAR oﬀ-
resonance data taking was performed 40 MeV below the
Υ (4S) mass, a diﬀerence which has no impact on the usage
of this data.
18 For various reasons some experiment numbers are not used:
experiment 29, 57 and 59.
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The ﬁrst Belle non-Υ (4S) data was taken at the energy
of Υ (5S) resonance for 3 days in 2005. During the following
year in the last week of February, Υ (3S) resonance data
was taken to enable the search for invisible particles from
decays of the Υ (1S) resonance. The last Υ (4S) resonance
data was taken in June 2008. After that, Υ (1S) (second
half of June 2008), Υ (2S) (December 2008 and November
2009) and Υ (5S) resonance data were taken, and energy
scans between the Υ (4S) and Υ (6S) were carried out in
the last two years of operation. The Υ (1S) The CM en-
ergy change was rather smoothly performed, keeping the
same ratio of the beam energies in the KEKB rings. Dur-
ing that time, the magnetic ﬁelds of the Belle solenoid
and super-conducting ﬁnal focusing magnet were kept at
the same values. The luminosity decreased at lower CM
energies for reasons which have not been well understood.
The beam background did not change by a large amount
when running at diﬀerent energies. The same was true for
the trigger rates, where the increase of the cross-section
at lower energy resonances was canceled by a lower lumi-
nosity. Looser trigger requirements were adopted for two
charged track events in the case of the Υ (3S) data taking
to achieve the physics goals of the Υ (3S) programme.
3.2.1 Integrated luminosity vs. time; luminosity
counting
The integrated luminosity collected by Belle for each CM
energy is listed in Table 3.2.1 and is calculated using
Bhabha events, where the ﬁnal state electrons are de-
tected in the barrel part of the detector, and after re-
moving runs deemed to be unusable for physics studies
(so-called bad runs) because of detector-related issues.
The Belle integrated luminosity as a function of time is
shown in Fig 3.2.1. As well as the luminosity measure-
ment, the counting of recorded Υ (nS) events is done using
the method described in Section 3.6.2. The yields obtained
are presented in Table 3.2.2.
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Figure 3.2.1. Evolution of the Belle integrated luminosity. A
detailed breakdown of datasets is given in Table 3.2.1.
The systematic error on the luminosity measurement
is about 1.4% and the statistical error is usually small
compared to the systematic error. The latter is dominated
by the uncertainty of the Monte Carlo generator used to
calculate the cross-section for Bhabha events. The Υ (4S)
dataset is split into two periods, named SVD1 and SVD2,
which correspond to diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the Silicon
Vertex Detector, as explained in the following section. All
other resonance and scan data were taken in the SVD2
conﬁguration.
Lees (2013i) describes the methods used to measure
the BABAR time-integrated luminosities at the Υ (2S),
Υ (3S), and Υ (4S) resonances, as well as in the contin-
uum regions below each of these resonances. For each
running period at ﬁxed energy, the luminosity was com-
puted oﬄine, using Bhabha (e+e− → e+e−) and di-
muon ( e+e− → μ+μ−) events for Runs 1-6 and only
Bhabha events for Run 7 – due to uncertainties in the
large Υ → μ+μ− background. No detailed analysis could
be performed for the ﬁnal scan data because of the short
duration of the running at each scan point (only about
5 pb−1). Therefore, the corresponding luminosity is only
an estimation taken from (Aubert, 2009x). The systematic
error on the luminosity measurement is about 0.5% for the
data collected at the Υ (4S) and 0.6% (0.7%) for data col-
lected at the Υ (3S) (Υ (2S)). Table 3.2.1 and Fig. 3.2.2
show the luminosity integrated by BABAR, broken down
by CM energy.
In addition to measuring the luminosity, the number
of Υ particles in the diﬀerent datasets is also computed
using a common method referred to as ‘B-counting’ for
the Υ (4S) running. This number is found by counting
the hadronic events in the on-resonance dataset and sub-
tracting the contribution coming from the continuum, es-
timated using oﬀ-resonance data and properly scaled to
the peak energy – see Section 3.6.2 for details. The ﬁnal
results are shown in Table 3.2.2.
Table 3.2.2. Number of Υ particles in the diﬀerent BABAR and
Belle datasets
Experiment Resonance Υ number
BABAR Υ (4S) (471.0± 2.8)× 106
Υ (3S) (121.3± 1.2)× 106
Υ (2S) (98.3± 0.9)× 106
Belle Υ (5S) (7.1± 1.3)× 106
Υ (4S) - SVD1 (152± 1)× 106
Υ (4S) - SVD2 (620± 9)× 106
Υ (3S) (11± 0.3)× 106
Υ (2S) (158± 4)× 106
Υ (1S) (102± 2)× 106
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Table 3.2.1. Summary of the luminosity integrated by BABAR and Belle, broken down by CM energy.
Experiment Resonance On-resonance Oﬀ-resonance
Luminosity (fb−1) Luminosity (fb−1)
BABAR Υ (4S) 424.2 43.9
Υ (3S) 28.0 2.6
Υ (2S) 13.6 1.4
Scan > Υ (4S) n/a ∼4
Belle Υ (5S) 121.4 1.7
Υ (4S) - SVD1 140.0 15.6
Υ (4S) - SVD2 571.0 73.8
Υ (3S) 2.9 0.2
Υ (2S) 24.9 1.7
Υ (1S) 5.7 1.8
Scan > Υ (4S) n/a 27.6
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Figure 3.2.2. Evolution of the diﬀerent BABAR datasets with
time. The top plot shows the luminosity integrated during
the Υ (4S) running periods, on-resonance (blue curve) and
oﬀ-resonance (red curve) operation. The bottom plot focuses
on the last BABAR running period (Run 7) which lasted less
than four months and during which three diﬀerent data tak-
ing phases occurred: Υ (3S) (red curve shows the on-resonance
dataset; the purple one the oﬀ-resonance), Υ (2S) (blue curve
for the on-resonance data, black for the oﬀ-resonance) and ﬁ-
nally a scan between the Υ (4S) energy and 11.2 GeV (green
curve).
3.2.2 Major hardware/online upgrades which modiﬁed
the quality of BABAR data
This section summarizes the upgrades to the BABAR de-
tector and also describes the ‘trickle injection’ mode which
allowed PEP-II to keep the luminosity (and hence the de-
tector data taking conditions) stable during most of the
run. In the following, the ‘forward’ and ‘backward’ sides of
the detector are deﬁned relative to the high energy beam.
Detector upgrades
Over the years, the main BABAR activities during the shut-
downs between Runs were related to the Instrumented
Flux Return (IFR). Indeed, from the very beginning of the
data taking, the resistive plate chambers (RPCs) showed
severe aging all around the detector. Attempts were made
to slow down the performance degradation but it became
clear soon enough that the whole system needed an up-
grade involving the replacement of most of the muon cham-
bers. This project was completed with the following se-
quence:
– 12 forward RPCs were replaced between Run 1 and
Run 2.
– The remaining forward RPCs were replaced between
Runs 2 and 3. Brass was installed in the forward IFR
to increase the total absorber thickness.
– The ﬁrst two Limited Streamer Tube (LST) sextants
were installed between Runs 4 and 5 and the last four
between Runs 5 and 6.
Another important area of detector-related work was
background mitigation and system upgrades, to cope with
the instantaneous luminosity increase over the years –
PEP-II exceeded its design luminosity goal by a factor
four. These issues were addressed in various ways:
– Addition of shielding in various places around the de-
tector (inside the PEP-II tunnel entrance on the back-
ward side, in front of the IFR end-cap, etc.).
– Replacement of the Detector of Internally Reﬂected
Cherenkov light (DIRC) and Drift Chamber (DCH)
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front-end electronics to deal with the increase of the
instantaneous luminosity over time.
– Online software developments (mainly for the Silicon
Vertex Tracker (SVT), the DIRC and the EMC) to
speed up the readout of the detector after a L1-accept
and hence to be able to run at higher trigger rate while
keeping the DAQ dead time low.
The trigger system also underwent upgrades, primarily
the inclusion of 3D-tracking information in the L1 DCT
trigger to remove background events in which scattered
beam-gas particles would hit the beam pipe about 20 cm
away from the IP. This new system was tested in parallel
to the old one at the end of Run 4 and was used from Run
5 onwards. The IFR component of the trigger also had
to be updated when RPCs were replaced by LSTs which
had a diﬀerent latency. Finally, as explained above, sev-
eral changes were made to the trigger system (both to L1
and L3) in early 2008 during Run 7, as the characteristics
of the events needed for the physics analysis during this
period were completely diﬀerent from those recorded at
the Υ (4S) resonance.
Trickle injection
When BABAR started taking data, PEP-II was operat-
ing in ﬁll-and-coast mode during which the injection and
data taking periods were clearly separated. No attempt
was made to inject the beams during a data taking run.
Therefore, both currents (and consequently the instanta-
neous luminosity) were slowly decreasing over time. When
they had dropped by about 30-50%, data taking was ended
and the detector HV ramped down. Once BABAR was in
a safe mode insensitive to the potentially-high injection
backgrounds, the beams were replenished. Then, the HV
were raised again and the DAQ restarted when they had
reached their nominal values. The whole procedure (end
of the actual run; BABAR transition from runnable to in-
jectable states; beam injection; BABAR transition from in-
jectable to runnable; beginning of a new run) would take
around 5 minutes. The duration of each ﬁll was adjusted
depending on the machine conditions, in order to maxi-
mize the amount of integrated data. But the average lu-
minosity delivered by PEP-II was only ∼70% of the peak
luminosity.
A major improvement took place in 2004 when a new
mode of operation called ‘trickle injection’ was introduced.
The beam currents were kept constant thanks to a con-
tinuous injection of particles into the least ﬁlled bunches,
without interrupting the data taking. The average lumi-
nosity immediately grew up by about 40% and the increase
of the integrated luminosity was even larger than the gain
directly provided by improving the duty cycle of the ma-
chine. Indeed, operating the accelerator near the peak lu-
minosity at all times and with constant currents, allowed
the PEP-II crew to improve the tuning of the beams and
to reach new standards of performance and stability from
which BABAR beneﬁted as well.
The main challenge of this new running mode (ﬁrst
established with one beam, some months later with both)
was to inject enough particles into the rings, while keep-
ing the background levels low for BABAR. Quickly, it be-
came clear that the newly-injected bunches were causing
background bursts: events with many hits in all detector
components were saturating the DAQ and causing high
dead time. This background in phase with the injected
bunch lasted up to a few thousands revolutions after the
injection, until the excitations induced by the particles
added to the bunch got damped. As it was possible to
know exactly which bunches had been recently reﬁlled and
where they were located in the ring at any time (techni-
cally speaking, the BABAR clock was locked to the PEP-II
timing system and markers were recorded for each injected
bunch), the solution to this problem was to inhibit the
trigger when one such bunch was close enough to the de-
tector. These online vetoes were extended oﬄine when the
data were reconstructed, to make sure that the trickle in-
jection background would not impact the physics. Indeed,
no signiﬁcant diﬀerence was ever found between events
recorded just outside the trickle injection inhibit windows
and those selected far away from any injected bunch. The
trickle injection frequency was 5 Hz for the HER and 10
Hz for the LER, resulting in a dead time of 1.4% for the
HER and 1.9% for the LER, 3.3% in total.
At the end of the commissioning phase which lasted a
few months in total, the trickle injection mode became the
default conﬁguration for PEP-II. A constant and detailed
monitoring, both on the detector and machine sides, al-
lowed to operate the B Factory safely in these conditions
until the end of the data taking, not only at the Υ (4S) res-
onance, but also from the Υ (2S) energy up to 11.2GeV.
The veto regions did not change over time and induced a
dead time of ∼1% (∼0.5%) for the LER (HER) beam. As
the HER and LER inhibit windows did not overlap due
to the low injection frequencies, the total dead time was
the sum of the two contributions, a small price to pay for
the signiﬁcant increase in integrated luminosity described
above. As described in Section 2.2.7, the BABAR online
system had to be signiﬁcantly modiﬁed to follow this sig-
niﬁcant change of the machine operations: not only had
the detector control system to allow injection during data
taking, but the DAQ system also had to accommodate
much longer periods of continuous data taking.
Summary
Both the detector improvements and the PEP-II trickle
injection mode allowed BABAR to accumulate good data
at a rate which increased over the years. More informa-
tion about these diﬀerent types of upgrades can be found
in (Aubert, 2013).
3.2.3 Major hardware/online upgrades which modiﬁed
the quality of Belle data
Detector upgrades
Belle encountered serious beam background in the begin-
ning of the experiment. The radiation damage on the read-
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out electronics chips of the silicon vertex detector (SVD1)
was serious and the detector was replaced several times.
Finally, the second type of silicon vertex detector (SVD2),
which used so-called radiation hard electronics, was in-
stalled during the summer of 2003. At the same time,
the inner part of the central drift chamber was also re-
placed with a compact small cell type drift chamber in
order to make space for four instead of only three SVD
layers. The diameter of the beam pipe was changed from
40 mm to 30 mm enabling the radius of the innermost
SVD layer to be reduced to 20 mm in order to achieve a
better vertex resolution; also the angular coverage of the
silicon vertex detector was matched to that of other detec-
tors (17◦ ≤ θ ≤ 150◦). This was the only major hardware
change in the whole running period of the Belle detector
and more information can be found in Chapter 2.
Other detector modules have been used without any
major replacement. Unfortunately, the outermost two lay-
ers of the 14 resistive plate chambers used in the muon
and KL detector could not be operated due to the neu-
tron background created by the radiative Bhabha events.
However, the muon identiﬁcation capability was not sig-
niﬁcantly aﬀected. After the summer of 2003 the beam
background was not so serious despite an increase of the
luminosity to twice the design value.
Apart from the silicon vertex detector, the Belle data
acquisition system used one type of multi-hit TDC mod-
ule. The module did not have a pipe-line readout scheme.
Therefore, the readout dead time was larger than at BABAR.
Several eﬀorts have been made in order to reduce the dead
time. Finally, the readout modules were replaced gradu-
ally with a pipe-line TDC for most of the sub-detectors
rather late in the running period.
Continuous injection and Crab cavities
Belle turned oﬀ the detector high voltage during beam
injection as commonly done at other experiments. The in-
jection time took slightly longer than at PEP-II causing a
slightly lower average luminosity. In order to reduce such
a time loss, a continuous injection scheme was adopted
from January of 2004. The detector high voltage was kept
on and the trigger signals were vetoed for 3.5 ms just after
each beam injection. The scheme caused 3.5% dead time
only in the case of a 10 Hz injection rate. After adopt-
ing continuous injection, the KEKB machine beams be-
came stable and the peak luminosity was improved due to
the constant beam currents. The obvious diﬀerence in the
beam currents and luminosity before and after adoption
of the continuous injection scheme is shown in Fig. 3.2.3
(Abe et al., 2013). The eﬀect of the scheme can also be
seen in Fig. 3.2.1 as an increased slope of the integrated
luminosity after the beginning of 2004.
Another important upgrade of the beam optics took
place in February 2007. At that time Crab cavities (Ya-
mamoto et al., 2010) were introduced. These are RF de-
ﬂectors providing the electron and positron bunches inside
the KEKB accelerator rings, which at the interaction point
have a crossing angle of 22 mrad, with a rotational kick
Figure 3.2.3. Comparison of beam currents and luminosity of
KEKB before (top) and after (bottom) adoption of the contin-
uous injection scheme. The top two panels of each plot show
the electron and positron beam currents (red) and the third
panel shows the luminosity (yellow). From (Abe et al., 2013).
in order to undergo a head-on collision. The schematic
principle of the Crab cavities operation is shown in Fig.
3.2.4. The installation of the cavities into the KEKB was
not without problems, as can be also observed by a short-
lasting plateau at the beginning of 2007 in the integrated
luminosity curve (Fig. 3.2.1). While the increase in the
luminosity after the installation was modest, the beam
induced backgrounds were reduced.
Figure 3.2.4. Schematic principle of Crab cavities opera-
tion leading to head-on collisions in KEKB despite the ﬁnite
crossing-angle of electron and positron bunches.
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3.3 Data Reconstruction
3.3.1 Introduction
Both BABAR and Belle developed tools to process raw data
in a timely way. The reconstruction also provides another
layer of data quality checks besides those performed in the
control room by looking at strip charts and histograms
ﬁlled during data collection.
3.3.2 The BABAR prompt reconstruction
3.3.2.1 Data processing
The BABAR data are processed in a two pass Prompt Re-
construction (PR) system. The raw data (XTC ﬁles) are
read in each pass, once to compute time-dependent or
detector speciﬁc calibration constants, and then again to
fully reconstruct the data. The system is named Prompt
since the calibration pass is done within a few hours of
collecting data and the reconstruction pass is completed
within 12 hours.
The ﬁrst pass, the Prompt Calibration (PC) fully re-
constructs a representative subset of the raw data. The
actual percentage of data used depends on the number
of events in the XTC ﬁle. The PC pass computes vari-
ous calibration constants which are recorded in the Con-
ditions Database (CDB). The CDB tracks information re-
lated to the detector systems and the beam conditions as
a function of data-collecting time. Most calibrations are
calculated for each run, but a subset of these calibrations
needs information collected over multiple runs and were
then called Rolling Calibrations. A separate database was
used to collect inputs from each run for the Rolling Cali-
brations. When enough statistics were collected, or some
other criteria met, a Rolling Calibration was performed.
An example of this procedure is the determination of the
beamspot rolling calibrations described in Section 6.4. The
output of both single run and rolling calibrations are writ-
ten to the CDB with a validity period corresponding to
the span of runs used. A copy of the updated conditions
database is made available for the full event reconstruc-
tion (the second PR pass), for more speciﬁc physics event
selection (skimming) and for general data analysis.
The second pass, the Event Reconstruction (ER), reads
the raw data from the XTC ﬁles, the conditions and cal-
ibrations from the CDB, and performs the full physics
event reconstruction; track ﬁnding, vertexing, PID, etc.
Interleaved with this processing are two stages of event-
ﬁltering. The ﬁrst uses only L3 output-line information
(Section 2.2.6) to reduce the contribution of events col-
lected solely for diagnostic or detector-calibration pur-
poses (e.g., Bhabha events, used for EMC calibration, etc.,
are reduced by a factor of 15 beyond the factors already
applied in L3). The second, which follows DCH-track and
EMC-cluster reconstruction, tests events against about a
dozen physics-motivated ﬁlters. One ﬁlter is highly eﬃ-
cient for BB ﬁnal states, but much less eﬃcient for some
other processes. Hence additional ﬁlters address particular
low-multiplicity states relevant to tau physics, two-photon
physics, and so on. If an event satisﬁes any of these ﬁlters,
or the earlier L3-based ﬁlter stage, it is saved. Reasons for
saving it are recorded with the event.
The output of the ER pass, the reconstructed events,
is written to data collections which are archived and then
made accessible to the skimming system and to the ana-
lysts. BABAR originally used an object-oriented database
technology (Objectivity/DB) to store both the conditions
and the reconstructed events, but later switched to a ﬁle-
based Root I/O system (XRootD), ﬁrst migrating the data
storage (2003) and then also the conditions database (2007).
3.3.2.2 Reprocessing
During the life of BABAR, as in any active experiment,
the data reconstruction algorithms and the detector cal-
ibrations are constantly being improved. In order for the
physics analysis to beneﬁt from these improvements, it is
necessary to reprocess the accumulated dataset, starting
from the raw data. In BABAR, this reprocessing was done
about once a year, in parallel with the prompt processing
of the incoming data. The total throughput and resources
needed for the reprocessing often exceeded the correspond-
ing need for the current data. The allocation of resources
needed to perform a reprocessing of the BABAR dataset
was driven by several facts: ﬁrst, the moment when a sta-
ble and improved reconstruction framework was available;
then, the deadline by which to make the reprocessed data
available for physics analysis, in order to prepare results
for the next round of conferences; ﬁnally, the size of the
particular dataset to reprocess.
The optimization of resources for the reprocessing is
accomplished by breaking the conditions time-line into in-
tervals and running separate instance of the two-pass pro-
cessing system for each interval. The calibrations are com-
puted within each separate interval and data run ranges
corresponding to each interval can be processed in paral-
lel. The reprocessed condition intervals are then merged
into the Master CDB covering the whole time-line. The
Master CDB is then used for accessing the current and
reprocessed data.
A comprehensive bookkeeping system, based on a re-
lational SQL database (Oracle or MYSQL), keeps track of
all processing and reprocessing jobs indexed by run num-
ber. It records the date, time, software release and cal-
ibration used for that (re)processing of the data run, as
well as status of the job (completed, failed, etc.) and other
statistical quantities.
3.3.3 The Belle data reconstruction
3.3.3.1 Data processing
There are three major periods in the Belle data processing
scheme, designed to cope with increasing event rate as well
as to monitor data quality more reliably.
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In the 1st period from 1999 to 2003, raw data acquired
in the Belle DAQ system are recorded to tape. Then, once
a tape becomes full and is released from the drive, oﬀ-
line processing starts reading raw data to perform event
reconstruction (Adachi, 2004). This method only allows
one to monitor data quality with a delay of several hours
since one has to wait for a tape release to trigger the pro-
cessing. In this ﬁrst processing step, detector calibration
constants are not updated and are usually taken from the
previous experimental period with some necessary extrap-
olations applied. If one needs to process a run immediately
after it has ﬁnished, that is possible, but only by forcing
a change of tape. The delay in having processed data is
reduced for that run at a cost of adding an overall delay,
corresponding to the tape change, for processing all data.
The reconstructed data are written to tape as a data sum-
mary tape (DST). Then the next step called “skimming” is
done by reading DST (see Section 3.5.3), where one cre-
ates datasets containing physics events such as Bhabha
events, μ-pair events, and hadronic events on disk which
can be accessed by users. Those physics datasets are used
for checking detector response and producing calibration
constants.
To improve the reconstruction chain, a computing clus-
ter (PC farm) for a real-time reconstruction (RFARM)
was introduced in 2003. Data sent by the DAQ system
are received by the PC farm and reconstruction is done in
parallel to the data acquisition (Itoh, 2005a). Output data
are written in a hierarchy mass storage system (HSM) con-
sisting of disks with a tape library as backend (Katayama,
2005). This upgrade enables Belle to obtain reconstructed
events shortly after online data-taking, and precise data
monitoring becomes much more reliable. The data quality
assurance is one of the duties of persons on shift during
the data taking. The skimming to select physics events
is also carried out in the same way as before to provide
calibration data for detector experts.
Following the initial success of the ﬁrst RFARM sys-
tem, the computing power in the RFARM doubled in or-
der to be able to keep up with increasing luminosities in
2005. This conﬁguration can process events at the highest
KEKB luminosity without delay.
The Belle experiment employs a unique software frame-
work basf (Belle AnalysiS Framework) and traditional
data manipulation system with a zlib compression capa-
bility (PANTHER ) throughout for all phases in event pro-
cessing and this simple management was scalable using the
processing scheme mentioned above (Adachi, 2004). The
software has been widely used not only for event recon-
struction, but for all physics analyses without any serious
issues.
3.3.3.2 Reprocessing
Belle reprocesses all of the raw data once the detector
calibration constants are obtained (Ronga, Adachi, and
Katayama, 2004). Usually the ﬁrst half of the annual data
recorded from spring to summer is reprocessed to produce
analysis datasets used to obtain new results to be pre-
sented in the summer conferences and the rest of raw data
from autumn to winter is reprocessed for the winter con-
ferences. The calibration constants used for reprocessing
are computed by the detector experts using the physics
events described above, once the experimental period (a
couple of months) is completed, and another set of con-
stants computed directly from data. Once constants for all
detector elements are updated in the database (based on
PostgreSQL) the reprocessing is carried out. In this step,
output data are recorded in a compact form eﬀectively
used for physics analysis (mini-DST, MDST) on disk. Ma-
jor physics analysis skims such as events containing J/ψ
candidates from B decays are produced in an organized
fashion to speed up individual analysis. More background-
tolerant tracking algorithms (combination of Hough and
conformal transformation) and improved calibration con-
stants (polar angle dependent threshold for shower clus-
ters in the ECL, new SVD alignment resulting in smaller
Δz bias for several experiments - see Section 6) are devel-
oped using a large amount of data, making detailed stud-
ies of detector response possible. These new features are
applied in a consistent way by reprocessing the raw data
sample of ∼ 560 fb−1 (experiment 31 to 55) taken with the
SVD2 vertex detector (see Section 2.2.1), in the so called
“grand reprocessing”, and the data processing of later ex-
periments. The “grand reprocessing” was started in July
2009 and completed (including the calibration part) by
February 2010. Due to lack of time and manpower avail-
able, many shorter runs of the earlier part of the Belle
data sample, taken with the SVD1 vertex detector, were
not included in this eﬀort. At the same time new sets of
Monte Carlo events are simulated with up-to-date decay
information to improve the understanding of the nature of
background. All Belle ﬁnal physics results are in principle
obtained from datasets produced in the grand reprocess-
ing.
3.4 Monte Carlo simulation production
3.4.1 Introduction
Several Monte Carlo event generators are used to simulate
the ﬁnal states of e+e− collisions. A ﬁnal state is repre-
sented by a set of four-vectors originating from a com-
mon vertex near the e+e− interaction point or from the
source of a particular background. Once produced, the
four-vectors are passed by the software framework to the
detector simulation where they are tracked in the detec-
tor, taking into account the interaction between the parti-
cles and the diﬀerent materials, and the electronic signals
which mimic the detector response are computed.
In the following sections the Monte Carlo simulation
production at BABAR is described, followed by Section 3.4.5
detailing some diﬀerences in the approach taken by Belle.
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3.4.2 Event generators
The generators depend on theoretical models of inter-
actions to calculate the four-vectors. A combination of
events from both signal and background generators is re-
quired in order to produce a simulated event stream real-
istic enough to be essentially indistinguishable from real
data. A variety of generators makes this possible, as well
as allowing individual sources of signal or background to
be studied independently.
3.4.2.1 Signal generators
The production of hadronic events from the e+e− collision
through the decay of the Upsilon resonances and the direct
production of uu, dd, ss and cc pairs, is handled by the
EvtGen (Lange, 2001) package and the Jetset generator,
otherwise known as Pythia (Sjo¨strand, 1995). Collision
vertices are sampled from beam parameters in the PEP
conditions database or ASCII ﬁles. These parameters in-
clude beam energies, boosts and spot sizes.
B decays, including CP -violating and other complex
sequential decays are simulated using EvtGen. EvtGen is a
framework in which new decay simulations can be added
as modules. It uses decay amplitudes instead of probabil-
ities for each node in the decay tree in order to simulate
the entire decay chain, including all angular correlations.
It also has detailed models for semileptonic decays and an
interface to Jetset for the generation of continuum events
(uu, dd, ss and cc production), and for generic hadronic
decays including those of B mesons.
Lepton pair events were simulated with KK2F (Jadach,
Ward, and Was, 2000), which is a high precision elec-
troweak Standard Model generator for e+e− → τ+τ−
and e+e− → μ+μ− events, amongst others. It takes into
account QED radiative corrections (up to second order),
including hard bremsstrahlung. When τ pair events are
produced, the τ decays are handled by the TAUOLA gen-
erator (Davidson, Nanava, Przedzinski, Richter-Was, and
Was, 2012).
AfkQed (Czyz and Ku¨hn, 2001) was used to generate
hard photons from initial and ﬁnal state radiation using
lowest-order QED calculations. Other generators used in-
cluded Gamgam, which produces exclusive 2-photon decays
of B0’s, Diag36 (Berends, Daverveldt, and Kleiss, 1986),
which generates 4-lepton ﬁnal states, and SingleParticle,
which generates one particle per event, using user-speciﬁed
parameters.
To compute the PEP luminosity and the Bhabha scat-
tering cross section BHWIDE (Jadach, Placzek, and Ward,
1997), a wide-angle Bhabha generator which has a the-
oretical accuracy of 0.5%, and BHLUMI (Jadach, Placzek,
Richter-Was, Ward, and Was, 1997), a small-angle Bhabha
generator, were used.
3.4.2.2 Background generators
In real data, several background processes contribute to
events and mimic (or hide) real signals. Some of these
backgrounds may be removed during the data analysis,
while others may not. In either case, it is necessary to sim-
ulate them in order to aid background subtraction or to
mix them with the simulated signal. These backgrounds
include Bhabha scattering, bremsstrahlung, QED back-
ground, initial state radiation, machine background, and
cosmic rays.
Luminosity backgrounds from electrons or positrons
striking the beamline or other machine elements outside
the nominal detector acceptance, were simulated using
BHWIDE and BHLUMI .
Lepton pair and two-photon events from QED back-
ground were generated by Bkqed (Berends and Kleiss,
1981) which also includes eﬀects from radiative photons.
Machine backgrounds due to electrons and positrons
striking apertures and photons from Compton scatter-
ing and bremsstrahlung from beam gas are simulated by
TurtleRead (Barlow et al., 2005) which reads ASCII ﬁles
written by the Decay Turtle ray-tracing program.
Cosmic ray muons were another source of background
triggers for BABAR. To estimate this, the HemiCosm code
shot muons inward from the upper hemisphere surround-
ing the volume of the simulated detector. The muons were
sampled from the usual zenith angle distribution and one
of three available momentum spectra.
All these background generators where mostly used
during the design and construction phase of the BABAR
detector. After the start of the data-taking the eﬀect of the
diﬀerent backgrounds processes, including machine back-
ground and background hits from the detector electronic
noise, was simulated by superimposing recorded random
triggers to the signal events.
3.4.3 Detector Simulation
The purpose of the BABAR detector simulation is to take
four-vectors from the generator stage and transport them
through the detector geometry, where energy loss, pro-
duction of secondaries, multiple scattering and decays can
occur. As these particles pass through sensitive regions of
the detector, their energy, charge and angle information
is collected in order to generate raw, idealized hits, which
consist of positions and energy deposits in the detector.
These quantities are stored in persistent containers in the
database for later use in the simulation of the detector
response where idealized information is converted to re-
alistic detector hits, blended with background data, and
digitized. The resulting realistic hits are then passed to
the reconstruction code where the full simulated event is
built for later comparison with real events.
3.4.3.1 Bogus, SimApp, and GEANT4
The software package which handled the generation of the
raw hits on BABAR is called Bogus. It was an applica-
tion layer built on top of the GEANT4 simulation toolkit
(Agostinelli et al., 2003) and was designed to model the
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BABAR detector geometry and materials, propagate par-
ticles through a varying magnetic ﬁeld, perform particle
interactions and decays, and provide scoring of detector
hits.
Bogus was integrated into the BABAR software frame-
work and designed to be fully compatible with its event
scheme, allowing Monte-Carlo truth information to be ad-
ded to the simulated BABAR event. The code which accom-
plished this, BfmModule, initialized the GEANT4 kernel, ex-
tracted event generator tracks from the framework event,
invoked GEANT4 to propagate these tracks through the de-
tector and wrote the propagated tracks and produced sec-
ondaries into the event framework.
This event was then passed to SimApp, the package re-
sponsible for simulating the detector response. Beginning
with hits from Bogus, it converted them to digitizations
which mimicked the real electronic output of the detector,
that is, the ADC and TDC words. These were then mixed
with corresponding digitizations from background frames
obtained from random triggers recorded by the data ac-
quisition.
Trigger conditions corresponding to a particular month
of data-taking (see Section 3.4.4) were ﬁnally applied to
the full event which was then sent to the reconstruction.
3.4.3.2 Physics and transport processes
The physics of the initial e+e− collisions and the decays
of short-lived hadrons were handled by the event gen-
erators discussed above. All other physics processes, in-
cluding Ks and Λ decays, and π and K decays in ﬂight,
were supplied by GEANT4. In terms of shower development
in the detector, by far the most important are the stan-
dard electromagnetic processes of multiple scattering, ion-
ization, bremsstrahlung, pair production, Compton scat-
tering and photoelectric eﬀect. These processes are suﬃ-
cient to describe accurately the energy distribution in the
EMC. Hadronic processes, though less frequent, are im-
portant for the propagation of hadrons produced in the
initial interaction and the hadronic secondaries they in
turn produce. The processes used included elastic scatter-
ing and capture, as implemented by the GEANT4 version
of the Gheisha hadronic code (Fesefeldt, 1985), and in-
elastic scattering as implemented by the GEANT4 version
of the Bertini cascade (Bertini and Guthrie, 1971). The
latter was especially useful for a reasonable propagation
of kaons from B decays.
The decay of long-lived particles was also handled by
GEANT4, which used PDG (Beringer et al., 2012) branching
ratios to determine the ﬁnal state of the decays.
The default particle transport code in GEANT4 is a
Runge-Kutta stepper, but for BABAR this was deemed too
slow. It was replaced by a specialized helical stepper which
took advantage of the near-uniform BABAR magnetic ﬁeld
by taking large steps and using exact calculations of the
intersection of helical tracks and volume boundaries.
3.4.4 MC production systems
Quite early in the history of the BABAR experiment, the
simulation production used computing resources coming
from over 17 production sites across the globe. Such dis-
tributed production was possible because the only data
that needed to be available at the production sites were
the background event collections and the conditions. More-
over, a missing production due to failed jobs was simply
replaced with a new production of the same decay mode,
but with diﬀerent random number generation seeds. All
this resulted in simple production management tools that
were easy to install at production sites.
In BABAR, simulation production is done on a ‘per
month’ basis, using background frames and conditions and
calibrations corresponding to a speciﬁc month of data tak-
ing. Conditions and calibrations are read from the MySQL
conditions database and were previously computed during
the prompt calibration pass of the reconstruction of raw
data or with a special oﬄine analysis of the raw data for
those conditions that require data samples larger than a
single run.
The production is carried out in cycles correspond-
ing to major updates in the simulation or reconstruction
code. In all cycles, the number of Monte Carlo events
was much larger than the number of events collected by
BABAR. In the ﬁnal cycle, the number of bb and cc events
corresponded to a luminosity ten times higher than the
luminosity of the detector data and to a luminosity three
times higher for continuum events.
Unlike the detector data, the simulated data are auto-
matically marked ‘good’ in the bookkeeping database.
Before simulation production at a site can start, a
test production must be run and compared to the exact
same production performed at SLAC. This tests the re-
lease installation, the accuracy of the conditions exported
to the site, and the availability of the background collec-
tions. Recently, most of the major simulation productions
have been done oﬀ-site while specialized productions were
mostly done at SLAC (for maximum control). However,
having multiple sites has been very useful when several
varieties of production needed to be done at the same
time.
All the Monte Carlo event collections are imported at
SLAC and stored in a High Performance Storage System
(HPSS, a large tape storage robot). From SLAC, they are
exported to the remote sites according to the requests of
the Analysis Working Groups (AWGs) that are doing their
analysis at that site.
Currently, simulation production remains distributed
although an eventual collapse back onto SLAC is foreseen.
3.4.5 Diﬀerences between BABAR and Belle simulations
Rather than implement stand-alone programs for event
generation and simulation in Belle, these codes were in-
tegrated into the basf as user modules. In this way, a
user could run an entire Monte Carlo production sequence
— generation, simulation, reconstruction, skimming, and
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analysis — in one basf job and therefore is able to take
advantage of the parallel-processing of events built into
basf if desired.
In practice, event generation in Belle was done in
single-processing mode to avoid inadvertent repetition or
overlap of random number sequences. The output ﬁles
from this generation step were fed to the subsequent
parallel-processing job for simulation and analysis (gen-
erated events were processed by several processors, one
event at a time by each processor).
3.4.5.1 Generators
In addition to EvtGen (Lange, 2001), Belle used the qq98
(CLEO, 1996) event generator in the early years for B de-
cays. Other generators used by Belle included CTOY (writ-
ten for Belle based on the HemiCosm code) for cosmic
ray muons, SG for single tracks (including cosmic rays),
BHLUMI (Jadach, Placzek, Richter-Was, Ward, and Was,
1997) for lepton pairs (with TAUOLA (Davidson, Nanava,
Przedzinski, Richter-Was, and Was, 2012) for subsequent
τ decays), KK (Jadach, Ward, and Was, 2000) for fermion
pairs, and AAFH (Berends, Daverveldt, and Kleiss, 1986)
for two-photon production of fermion pairs.
3.4.5.2 Detector simulation
Belle used the Fortran-based GEANT3 (Brun, Bruyant,
Maire, McPherson, and Zanarini, 1987) toolkit for de-
tector simulation (this was the dominant motivation for
Belle’s continued support of Fortran, alongside C++, in
its software library). C++ wrappers were incorporated
around the GEANT3 toolkit to embed it within the basf.
GEANT3 was supplemented with a Cherenkov-light simula-
tion (written in C++) to model light propagation within
the Aerogel Cherenkov Counters (ACC). Four-vectors of
the generated particles in an event were passed to GEANT3,
which then pass them through the model of the Belle ge-
ometry and generate hits in the sensitive elements. Decays
of long-lived particles such as K0
S mesons were handled by
GEANT3. The simulation accounted for the evolution of the
real detector’s behavior (dead or hot channels, eﬃciency
changes, geometry changes, and trigger-parameter tuning)
via information tabulated in the master database by ex-
periment and run number. Through user hooks provided
in GEANT3, these hits were digitized (simulated ADC, TDC
and latch responses) tailored to the detector element so
that the output data stream would mimic the appearance
of the real data, supplemented with the additional “truth”
information from the simulation. At the conclusion of the
simulation of each event, additional hits from real back-
ground events (recorded with a random trigger and ﬁltered
to avoid any events with reconstructed tracks or clusters)
were superimposed on the event to mimic the background
activity in each detector element. The method developed
consists of overlaying a random-triggered real beam back-
ground event to a simulated signal event. The random-
triggered event is taken during a beam run with a typical
rate of 1-2 Hz. The beam background ﬁle, the collection of
the random-triggered events, is created for each run. The
beam background overlay procedure is applied to the out-
put after the detector simulation. Thanks to this method,
the run-dependent beam background eﬀects can be repro-
duced in the simulation. However, because this overlay
process is done after the digitization step, it is not pos-
sible to consider a pile-up eﬀect of electric charge before
the digitization. A data ﬁle containing these background
events was recorded for each run. Background events were
selected at random from the ﬁles for a given Experiment
when simulating Monte Carlo data early on within Belle.
Later in the life of the experiment background events were
selected sequentially from the corresponding background
ﬁle for a given run.
3.4.5.3 Geometry
The detailed Belle detector geometry was modeled for
GEANT3 in a manner similar to that of BABAR for GEANT4.
The magnetic ﬁeld in Belle’s interior was obtained from a
tabulated map of the ﬁeld’s radial and axial components
that extended from the beamlines to the yoke’s exterior
surface; this ﬁeld was used by GEANT3 for charged particle
propagation. No uniform-ﬁeld approximations were made
in the Belle simulation.
3.4.5.4 Physics and transport processes
Propagation, decay and interactions of all particles ex-
cept the Cherenkov photons in the ACC were handled
by the GEANT3 toolkit. Also for the most demanding
part, the Belle electromagnetic-calorimeter (ECL) simu-
lation, no fast (i.e., parametric) simulations were used.
The Fluka (Fasso, Ferrari, Ranft, and Sala, 1993) code
embedded in GEANT3 was used to simulate hadronic inter-
actions.
3.4.5.5 Post-simulation track extrapolation
In the analysis phase of each event, whether simulated or
real, Belle utilized the GEANT track-extrapolation pack-
age distributed with GEANT3 to extrapolate each recon-
structed charged track from the outer surface of the Cen-
tral Drift Chamber (CDC) through the outer detectors;
ACC, Time-of-Flight (TOF), ECL, and K0
L and μ detec-
tor (KLM). This proved quite useful in matching tracks
to hits in these outer detectors.
3.4.5.6 MC production systems on Belle
Generation, simulation, and reconstruction of e+e− →
τ+τ− (γ) was done for the most part at Nagoya University
and the output data ﬁles were stored there.
Monte Carlo production of generic BB decays, con-
tinuum (e+e− → qq) processes, and other speciﬁc signal
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processes were handled by KEK and the other institutions
with signiﬁcant computing resources. Grid computing be-
came available for Belle’s use fairly late in its lifetime and
therefore did not play a signiﬁcant role in Monte Carlo
production. In Belle, the Monte Carlo Production Man-
ager utilized a web-based production scheme that har-
nessed the CPU and storage capabilities at the remote
institutions; the grid was treated as one of these 22 re-
mote sites.
Each production cycle was deﬁned by a set of exper-
iments (and all of the real-data runs within each experi-
ment) and the Belle software library that had been used
to process the real data therein. Ten times the real inte-
grated luminosity in bb events and six times that in contin-
uum events (with cc handled separately from the lighter
quarks) were produced in each MC production cycle. For
data samples taken at energies other than Υ (4S) six times
the accumulated luminosity in the data were simulated.
The Production Manager would ﬁrst coordinate with
each of the Site Managers to ensure that the remote site
had the proper Belle software library installed and oper-
ating properly; this was done by exercising the remote
library via several test jobs and then comparing sev-
eral thousand output histograms with the reference his-
tograms at KEK. The Site Manager at each validated
site was then permitted to request the simulation of a
sequence of experiments and runs via the web interface,
upon which the KEK-generated event ﬁles and the cor-
responding background-event ﬁles were delivered to the
remote site for MC production. Each job’s simulated, re-
constructed, analyzed and ﬁltered outputs were delivered
to KEK and tracked by the Site Manager, who was re-
sponsible for restarting any failed jobs. Each output ﬁle
was read back in entirety upon delivery to KEK to ver-
ify its integrity. Once all jobs in the requested sequence
were completed and delivered successfully, the Site Man-
ager would record this via the web interface. On rare oc-
casions when a site fell behind signiﬁcantly in its commit-
ment to deliver the requested sequence, the Production
Manager would consult with the other Site Managers and
then transfer the sequence to another site with spare ca-
pacity. KEK produced about half of Belle’s generic-MC
events; the other institutions produced the remainder (see
Fig. 3.4.1).
3.5 Event skimming
3.5.1 Introduction: purpose of event skimming
The amount of detector and Monte Carlo data is such that
it would be highly ineﬃcient to have all analysts reading
the full data sample. The identiﬁed solution was to cen-
trally run an extra production step, the skimming, where
events passing diﬀerent sets of physics-motivated criteria
were written to separate streams, the skims.
Each skim was optimized for a group of analyses us-
ing common sets of selected events as input. The fact
that some analyses reached completion and new analy-
ses started, resulted in skim deﬁnitions that were chang-
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Figure 3.4.1. Generic MC production in Belle at remote sites
(circa 2008).
ing with time, new skims being added to production while
others became obsolete and were removed. The two experi-
ments adopted diﬀerent skimming philosophies, BABAR in-
troduced a large number of skims speciﬁc to analysis top-
ics, whereas Belle had a limited number of skims strongly
related to the selection of events produced in a type of pro-
cess. The BABAR methodology is described below, and is
followed by a more detailed description of the Belle skims
as an illustration of how one can identify events of a given
type.
3.5.2 Skimming in BABAR
BABAR analysis eﬀort is organized into AWGs and each
AWG is assigned to a particular site for the bulk of their
analysis work. The skims relevant to a speciﬁc AWG are
exported to the site of the AWG.
Events are organized into lists referred to as ‘collec-
tions’. Events from the full reconstruction steps go into
the ‘AllEvent’ collections. The outputs of the skimming
step consist of the ‘AllEventSkim’ collections (with all the
events that passed the skimming step) and of a set of col-
lections for each skim. Skims can either be a full copy of
the selected events (deep copy skims) or pointers to the
events in the ‘AllEventSkim’ collections (pointer skims).
The choice of the type of skims used depends on the frac-
tion of selected events, on the need for detailed detector
data, and on the availability of the ‘AllEventSkim’ collec-
tions at the AWG site.
Skim production was done in Skim Cycles and a cou-
ple of cycles had more than 200 output streams. Each ‘Al-
lEvents’ collection, corresponding to a single run, was bro-
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ken into pieces and each piece was skimmed. The output
streams coming from the pieces of the same ‘AllEvents’
collection are then merged. Finally, in order to create
skimmed collections with a reasonable number of events,
streams coming from diﬀerent AllEvents collections were
merged.
Only the ‘AllEvents’ collections declared ‘good’ by the
‘Data Quality Group’ (see Section 3.6) were used as input
for the skimming procedure. All the skim jobs must have
been completed and the output streams merged success-
fully to declare the skimming of several AllEvents collec-
tions which are part of the same skimming job as good.
To have an eﬃcient skimming production, monitoring, job
crash recovery, disk clean up, and eﬃcient data distribu-
tion are all critical elements. A set of software tools was
developed to make this production possible.
As mentioned above, the level of analysis pre-selection
that is available in skimming depends on the AWG re-
quirements. To illustrate this one can consider the example
a number of diﬀerent Charmless B decays to four-particle
ﬁnal states (where each particle is one of the following: π±,
K±, π0, K0S) which are studied within the so-called Quasi-
Two-Body AWG within BABAR. A set of skims associated
with these ﬁnal states was developed by members of that
working group to isolate B decays of particular interest.
While each of the possible ﬁnal states is topologically sim-
ilar, and in turn the analysis strategies for these decays are
similar, there are diﬀerent requirements placed on diﬀerent
channels. Hence analyses would use dedicated skims for a
given combination of topology and ﬁnal state. The decay
B0 → ρ+ρ− has two charged and two neutral pions in
the ﬁnal state. This used the ‘BFourHHPP’ skim variant,
where H denotes a charged hadron (without any PID con-
straints imposed), while P denotes a neutral pion decaying
into two photons. Similarly the decays to the four charged
track ﬁnal states B0 → ρ0ρ0 and B0 → K∗K∗ (with sub-
sequent K∗ → Kπ decay) used the ‘BFourHHHH’ skim. In
this way each of these skims can be used to study a number
of similar ﬁnal states minimizing the time required by the
data analyst to process the data. The ensemble of similar
four body skims was also made available as the ‘BFour-
Body’ skim. This skim methodology is applied across the
BABAR AWG system, where some skims are speciﬁc to the
analysis of a given decay, while others are usable for a set
of similar decays.
3.5.3 Skimming in Belle
After data processing, events taken by Belle are classi-
ﬁed into several categories. Some of the categories such
as Bhabha events, muon pair events and γ pair events
are used for detector calibration, while the following three
categories are used for physics analyses:
1. a skim for hadronic events, called HadronBJ, which is
mainly used for analyses of B and charm mesons,
2. a skim for τ -pair events, called TauSkim, which is
mainly used for analyses of τ leptons, and
3. a skim for low multiplicity events, called LowMult,
which is mainly used for two photon analyses
Further skims that contain smaller categories of physics
events are made from these three basic skims and provided
to individual analyses, so that users usually do not need
to run over a huge number of events in the basic skim. De-
tails of the second stage skim are described in the section
of each analysis. Classiﬁcation conditions for the three ba-
sic skims are described in the rest of this subsection.
Hadronic event skim:
HadronBJ events are selected primarily based on track
multiplicity and visible energy: the event must have at
least three charged tracks with a transverse momentum
greater than 0.1 GeV/c that originate from the vicinity
of interaction point (|Δr| < 2 cm and |Δz| < 4 cm), and
the sum of the energy of charged tracks and reconstructed
photons (E∗vis) must be greater than 20% of
√
s. Note that
all observables denoted by an asterix are measured in the
CM frame.
These two selection criteria remove the majority of
beam gas background and two-photon events. Beam gas
background is further reduced by requiring the primary
vertex position of the event, when the vertex is well-
reconstructed, to be |Δr| ≤ 3.5 cm and |Δz| ≤ 1.5 cm.
Background events from radiative Bhabha and higher mul-
tiplicity QED processes are suppressed by requiring that
two or more ECL clusters are detected at large angle
(−0.7 < cos θ∗ < 0.9), the average ECL cluster energy
below 1 GeV, and the total ECL cluster energy (E∗sum)
to be below 80% of
√
s. E∗sum is also required to be
greater than 18% of
√
s since there are τ -pair, beam gas
and two photon events that have low energy sum. How-
ever, this condition is rather tight for light quark pair
production events (e+e− → q q with q = u, d, s, c), and
hence a conditional selection is applied: E∗sum > 0.18
√
s
or HJM > 1.8 GeV/c2, where HJM stands for heavy
jet mass, which is the invariant mass of particles found
in hemispheres perpendicular to the event thrust axis.
The HJM is the most eﬀective variable to remove τ -pair
events, and it is required to exceed 25% of E∗vis. However,
in order to regain qq events, a conditional selection is re-
quired: HJM/E∗vis > 0.25 or HJM > 1.8 GeV/c
2. These
general conditions to select hadronic events turned out
not to be very eﬃcient for inclusive ψ events. Therefore,
the events with J/ψ and ψ(2S) candidates are explicitly
added to HadronBJ.
Tau pair events: TauSkim
Signatures of the τ -pair production, e+e− → τ+τ−(γ), are
low-multiplicity and missing-momentum. Since at least
two-neutrinos are missing in τ -pair events, tight kinematic
constraints can not be applied. So TauSkim is designed
to reduce well deﬁned Bhabha, qq/BB, two-photon and
beam-gas background.
TauSkim events are selected primarily based on track
multiplicity and the position of the event vertex: the num-
ber of charged tracks in an event must be at least two
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and less than 8, where each track must have a trans-
verse momentum greater than 0.1 GeV/c and originate
from the vicinity of the interaction point (|Δr| < 2 cm
and |Δz| < 5 cm). The net charge of the event Q must be
|Q| ≤ 2. Beam gas background is reduced by requiring the
primary vertex position of the event to be |Δrv| ≤ 1.0 cm
and |Δzv| ≤ 3.0 cm.
Background from (radiative) Bhabha events is sup-
pressed by requiring the sum of ECL clusters in CM (E∗sum)
to be below 11 GeV, and the polar angle of the missing
momentum in the CM frame to be between 5◦ and 175◦
for two track events.
Background from two-photon events is reduced by re-
quiring the maximum of the transverse momentum of the
charged tracks (Pmaxt ) to be greater than 0.5 GeV/c and
the sum of the visible energy E∗vis greater than 3 GeV,
where E∗vis is the sum of the absolute momentum of charged
tracks multiplied by c and the photon-cluster energies in
the CM: the photon cluster is the ECL cluster to which
no charged tracks are associated. Even if E∗vis is less than
3 GeV, the events are accepted if Pmaxt > 1.0 GeV/c.
In order to further reduce the (radiative) Bhabha events,
events with 2-4 charged tracks are rejected if the total en-
ergy E∗tot is greater than 9 GeV and the number of clusters
in the barrel region (30◦ < θ∗ < 130◦) is less than two,
where E∗tot is the sum of of the visible energy and the
absolute value of the missing momentum (E∗tot = E
∗
vis +
c|p∗miss|). This condition reduces (radiative) Bhabha events
where one electron or positron is detected in the Bar-
rel calorimeter, but the energies of the other electron or
photons are not measured correctly either by starting to
shower in the tracking volume or missing energy from the
shower in the gap between the barrel and end cap of the
calorimeter.
With these selection criteria, about 80% of tau-pair
events are kept while Bhabha and two-photon events are
reduced to an acceptable level. If the events are passed by
both the TauSkim and HadronBJ conditions, the events
are kept in HadronBJ, while the remaining ones are kept in
TauSkim. As a result both HadronBJ and TauSkim events
are processed in physics analyses using the TauSkim sam-
ple.
The low-multiplicity skim
The low-multiplicity (LowMult) skimming of Belle data
processing provides event-data collections mainly for anal-
yses of zero-tag two-photon processes with an exclusive
ﬁnal-state system, γγ → X, including charged tracks in
the ﬁnal state (see Chapter 22 for the description of two-
photon processes). The charged multiplicity of the target
events is required to be two or four because of charge con-
servation, and the total visible energy is expected to be
much smaller than the energy of the e+e− collision.
The minimum requirement of the transverse momen-
tum pt for charged tracks in two track events is chosen
to be 0.3 GeV/c. Tracks must originate from the vicin-
ity of the interaction point, which is |Δr| < 1 cm and
|Δz| < 5 cm. For the four track events the additional
two tracks are required to satisfy looser selection crite-
ria, pt > 0.1 GeV/c, |Δr| < 5 cm and |Δz| < 5 cm. For
the four-track events, a looser constraint for the impact
parameter of tracks is adopted to collect the K0SK
0
S ﬁnal-
state events.
Only events with smaller visible energy, with the sum
of absolute momentum of tracks Σ|p| < 6 GeV/c and the
sum of calorimeter cluster energies E∗sum < 6 GeV, are
collected, thus rejecting QED backgrounds with the full
energy of beam collision deposited in the detector.
A further requirement on the missing-mass squared
MM2 > 2GeV2/c4 is imposed to reject radiative events
such as μμγ where the photon travels in the forward direc-
tion and remains undetected. Any constraints originating
from the trigger or particle-identiﬁcation are not included
in the requirements, in order to avoid introducing system-
atic uncertainties on the skimming eﬃciency from these
sources.
In two photon events an approximate transverse-
momentum (pt) balance is expected. This was used in
skimming of events with two charged tracks, applying
loose selection on pt balance (where in the calculation
of pt one also takes into account the calorimeter energy
deposits for any number of γ or π0 candidates).
In addition, to salvage physics events where a track is
mis-reconstructed or originates from noise (or from sec-
ondary interactions), a sub-category of events is skimmed
using a condition on the visible energy E∗vis < 4 GeV,
when the event has at least two tracks. Processes with
six tracks, such as D+D− production, can be explored
in this sub-category, although the skimmed data must be
used together with the TauSkim and/or HadronBJ skims
to recuperate events with the visible energy exceeding the
above condition.
3.6 Data quality and B counting
3.6.1 The control of data quality
Data quality control is crucial at each step of the data ac-
quisition, from the initial readout of the detector following
a positive trigger, to the ﬁnal physics analysis. Therefore,
BABAR and Belle have deﬁned detailed procedures to val-
idate each step of the data processing and to identify as
quickly as possible any new hardware or software problem.
These prescriptions have evolved over the years while the
experiments were gaining experience. In the following, we
will mainly focus on the ﬁnal versions of the data qual-
ity procedures which were in use at the end of the data
taking.
3.6.1.1 Online data quality control in BABAR
The ﬁrst level of data quality control is done in the control
room. The shift crew relies on information from the slow
control monitoring and DAQ systems to make sure that
the detector is taking good data in a smooth way. Should
an unexpected event occur, the diagnostics of the situation
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and the following actions are guided by well-established
recovery procedures. If needed, the shift crew can also seek
help by contacting a team of on-call experts – at least one
per critical system of the experiment.
In BABAR, the standard shift crew was made of two
people: the ‘pilot’, in charge of controlling the ﬂow of the
main data acquisition elements, and the ‘Data Quality
Manager’ (DQM), whose main task was to check moni-
toring plots continuously. These histograms, classiﬁed by
subsystem (SVT, DCH, etc.), accumulated data in real
time during a run (usually about an hour long, unless a
beam abort or some hardware problem ended it prema-
turely). About 15-20% of the events accepted by the L1
(hardware) trigger level were used for this fast monitor-
ing. Most histograms could be directly compared with ref-
erence ones, automatically selected by the control system
depending on the data taking conditions (colliding beams,
single beam or cosmic events). Detailed guidance was also
provided by each BABAR system to help the shift crew as-
sess the quality of the runs. Therefore, it was very easy to
spot a change in the behavior of a given hardware compo-
nent (readout section with an occupancy unusually low or
high, noisy channels, etc.) and to react appropriately. This
information, combined with the detector status provided
by the slow monitoring system (high voltage, low voltage,
gas ﬂow, temperature, etc.), allowed the shift crew to ﬂag
each run after it had ended. Flags assigned at the subsys-
tem level included ‘good’, ‘bad’, ‘unknown’, and ‘ﬂawed’.
The ﬁrst three have obvious meanings while the fourth one
was used to mark data in which the quality was not per-
fect, but would be worth processing for oﬄine checks by
experts. The global run ﬂag was the worst among the sub-
system ﬂags: for instance, one subsystem ﬂagged ‘ﬂawed’
while the other ones got the mark ‘good’ would result with
the run being assigned ‘ﬂawed’ as global ﬂag. Shift crews
had two hours to ﬂag a run after its end. This delay gave
shifters the opportunity to get expert advice when needed.
To avoid PC processing delays, it was crucial to give the
right ﬂag to each run in a timely manner as only colliding
beam runs with ‘good’ or ‘ﬂawed’ ﬂag were automatically
processed. Runs initially marked ‘bad’ and re-qualiﬁed as
‘good’ later could only be processed during the next round
of reprocessing; in the meantime, their data were unavail-
able.
Most of the raw data that was marked ‘bad’ suﬀered
from hardware failure. Although such a failure may have
occurred in the ﬁnal part of a run, all its data were po-
tentially lost as the entire run would not be processed. In
the worst case, up to an hour of BABAR data would be
declared unusable, even if the failure occurred only in the
last few seconds of data taking. Therefore, a software tool
was developed during the ﬁnal reprocessing to truncate
these problematic runs and recover some good data. This
procedure was conceptually simple, but involved signiﬁ-
cant bookkeeping subtleties. Ultimately, this tool added
about 1 fb−1 to the ﬁnal Υ (4S) dataset.
3.6.1.2 Control of the data processing quality in BABAR
Data processing procedures could be subject to various
problems, even when working with raw data designated
as ‘good’. To handle such complexities, this stage required
dedicated quality assurance (QA) procedures which had to
be (re)done for a given run each time it was (re)processed.
Only runs that were declared good after data processing
were included in the datasets used for physics analysis.
The two steps of the BABAR processing (PC and ER)
generated a large number of Root histograms. The Data
Quality Group (DQG), led by an experienced BABAR mem-
ber, analyzed the primary histograms produced by the
processing, and was responsible for the quality control of
data produced by the experiment. This group also checked
the consistency of the skimmed data, and validated soft-
ware releases used to generate Monte-Carlo events. The
DQG met weekly at SLAC – to facilitate face-to-face col-
laboration between the online and oﬄine teams – to assess
the quality of the runs processed in the past week. Experts
(one per subsystem) used logbook entries and QA his-
tograms to ﬂag each processed run. They could also look
at stripcharts showing the run-by-run evolution of key QA
quantities (both at the detector level and after the event
reconstruction) versus time. These were very useful to help
identify trends which could indicate a developing problem.
The processing classiﬁcation was similar to the one used
for online data: a run could be declared ‘good’, ‘ﬂawed’
(meaning worth reprocessing, either immediately or after
some further data correction) or ‘bad’. This global ﬂag,
with optional related comments, was added to a database
which kept track of all these checks and ensured that at
most a single processing of a given run was used by ana-
lysts. Selecting good runs was of course a key task for the
DQG group; but experts were also working hard to distin-
guish runs which were bad for well-identiﬁed and perma-
nent reasons from those which might be later reprocessed
successfully. To give an idea of the amount of work per-
formed by the DQG, one can note that the whole BABAR
dataset (Υ (4S), Υ (2S), Υ (3S) and the ﬁnal energy scan)
contains more than 35,000 physics runs in total. Only the
common and constant eﬀorts of both the operations and
computing teams allowed BABAR to log 95% of the lumi-
nosity delivered by PEP-II and to give the analysts 99%
of this dataset for physics. Indeed, a few fb−1 of data
were recovered during the ﬁnal reprocessing of the Υ (4S)
dataset in 2008.
3.6.1.3 Data quality monitoring in Belle
The monitoring of data quality was done in two levels
at Belle. The ﬁrst was the real time monitoring of de-
tector signals based on sampled level 1 triggered events,
which is called the Data Quality Monitor (DQM). The
data of 10-20% of triggered events were sampled at the
event builder and sent to the monitor PCs. The data were
analyzed to examine the detailed operating status of each
detector, and histograms were accumulated including the
detector hit-map, the gain variation, etc. The histograms
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were placed in a shared memory so that the contents could
be referred to without interrupting the data taking and
are transferred to the browsing PC on request over the
network. The task of monitoring the data was performed
every 15 minutes by one member of the Belle shift crew,
the so called “non-expert” shifter. Of course the title is
misleading since the physicist on shift needed to be well
acquainted with the detector in order to observe any de-
viation of the monitored distributions of recorded events
from the expected ones. However it is true that the second
shift member, the “expert” shifter, was usually a more se-
nior member of the collaboration responsible for the data
acquisition and the slow control monitors. In case of de-
viations evident in the DQM which the “expert” shifter
was unable to resolve the corresponding detector experts
were called in order to resolve any issues.
The second level of data quality check is the monitor-
ing of data quality of the full event reconstruction and
event classiﬁcation. During the DST production, various
higher level quantities were accumulated in histograms to
facilitate maintaining a high data quality for physics anal-
ysis. This system is called the Quality Assurance Monitor
(QAM), and is maintained by the QAM group. The his-
tograms are checked whenever the DST for one run was
made. At the beginning of the experiment, the DST pro-
duction was performed oﬄine and it took a few days to to
obtain the result from the QAM. Therefore, timely feed-
back to the team responsible for data taking was diﬃcult.
After the introduction of RFARM in 2003, the DST pro-
duction was fully integrated as a real time processing step,
and the QAM was merged with the DQM. The RFARM
was capable of full event reconstruction together with the
event type classiﬁcation, and the versatile monitoring of
speciﬁc physics quantities became possible.
A mechanism to collect histograms from nodes pro-
cessing data in parallel was implemented in RFARM and
the histograms were collected and merged every 3 min-
utes during data taking. The resulting histograms were
sent to the monitor PC of the DQM over the network so
that they could be treated as a part of DQM histograms.
The shifters checked both of DQM and QAM histograms
in real time to verify and ensure the high quality of data
being recorded.
The real time monitoring of QAM provided by RFARM
was a powerful tool for the special runs such as the energy
scan. For example, the distribution of the Fox-Wolfram
moment ratio (R2, see Chapter 9) could be obtained for
hadronic events during data taking, giving the fraction of
BB events in the sample in real time, and it was possible
to know the beam energy of the current scan point pre-
cisely. It enabled “on-the-ﬂy” determination of next scan-
ning point so that the energy scan could be performed
eﬃciently.
3.6.2 B-counting techniques
Knowing with the best possible precision and with well
understood errors the number of B meson pairs in the
used data sample is of paramount importance for many of
the analyses performed at the B Factories. The techniques
developed by BABAR and Belle to compute this number for
a given set of data were made part of the central produc-
tion activities to enforce quality control and consistency
of the results.
3.6.2.1 B-counting in BABAR
For the Υ (4S) running periods, the number of BB events
in BABAR was computed by subtracting the number of
hadronic events due to continuum interactions from the
total number of the events in the on-resonance data set:
NBB = (NH −Nμ ·Roff · κ)/BB (3.6.1)
where
– NH is the number of events satisfying the hadronic
event selection in the on-resonance data;
– Nμ is the number of events satisfying muon pair selec-
tion criteria in the on-resonance data;
– Roff is the ratio of selected hadronic events to se-
lected muon pair events in the oﬀ-resonance (contin-
uum) data;
– κ ≡ 
′
μ·σ′μ
μ·σμ ·
P
i i·σiP
i 
′
i·σ′i corrects for the changes in con-
tinuum production cross section (σ) and eﬃciency for
satisfying the selection criteria () between on and oﬀ-
resonance center-of-mass energies. Oﬀ-resonance quan-
tities are denoted by a prime. The subscript μ refers to
muon pair events; the various contributions to the con-
tinuum hadronic cross section, primarily e+e− → qq,
are denoted by the subscript i. Since the muon pair
and qq cross sections vary similarly with
√
s (0.7% dif-
ference between on- and oﬀ-resonance), κ has a value
close to 1. The quantity Nμ ·Roff · κ is then the num-
ber of continuum hadronic events in the on-resonance
dataset.
– BB = 0.940 is the eﬃciency for produced BB events
to satisfy the hadronic event selection, calculated un-
der the assumption that
B(Υ (4S) → B+B−) = B(Υ (4S) → B0B0) = 0.5.
(3.6.2)
Variations in the amount of non-BB decays of the
Υ (4S), and in the branching ratios of B+B− and B0B0,
are included in the systematic error, but are not sig-
niﬁcant.
The numbers of hadronic events and muon pairs for
each run was found as part of the skimming process (see
Section 3.5 above). The hadronic event selection was based
on the number of charged tracks (≥ 3), the total measured
energy, the event shape, the location of the event ver-
tex, and the momentum of the highest momentum track.
Muon pair events were selected using the invariant mass
of the two tracks, the angle between them, and the energy
associated with each track in the calorimeter. When no
energy was associated with either track, at least one of
the tracks was required to be identiﬁed as a muon in the
IFR. This happened in roughly the 0.5% of the events,
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when backgrounds in the calorimeter (such as out-of-time
Bhabha events) would cause a timing mismatch between
the calorimeter and the tracking system.
The selection criteria were tuned to maximize eﬃciency
for BB and μ+μ− events while minimizing sensitivity to
beam backgrounds. In particular, the analysis minimized
the time variation of the eﬃciency for simulated qq and
μ+μ− events.
The residual non-statistical time variations of the eﬃ-
ciencies result in an uncertainty in κ and a corresponding
0.27% systematic error on NBB . The other signiﬁcant con-
tributions to the overall 0.6% uncertainty on NBB include
0.36% from the uncertainty in the fraction of events that
fail the selection criteria, mostly low multiplicity BB de-
cays that fail the requirement on the number of charged
tracks, and 0.40% from the uncertainty in the modeling
of the total energy distribution that translates into an un-
certainty on the fraction of the events that fail the energy
cut.
The total number of BB events (McGregor, 2008) in
the nominal full dataset is NBB = (471.0± 2.8)× 106. In
addition to the overall number quoted above, NBB was
tabulated for each run so that analysts could obtain B-
counting and luminosity values for any subset of the full
Υ (4S) dataset.
The numbers of Υ (3S) and Υ (2S) mesons produced
in data sets collected at these resonances have been found
using a similar analysis. In this case, the oﬀ-resonance con-
tinuum scaling was performed using e+e− → γγ events,
due to the non-negligible Υ → μ+μ− branching fraction.
The hadronic selection criteria were also modiﬁed for these
analyses.
The Υ (3S) and Υ (2S) datasets contain (121.3± 1.2)×
106 and (98.3± 0.9) × 106 Upsilons, respectively. These
numbers are calculated using hadronic events, with a cor-
rection for the fraction of leptonic decays that fail the
hadronic selection.
The primary contributions to the systematic errors are
uncertainties on the eﬃciency of the total energy selection
(0.6%), the requirement on the number of tracks (0.4%),
and the uncertainty on the Υ → +− branching fractions
(0.5%).
3.6.2.2 B-counting in Belle
The ﬁnal Belle Υ (4S) dataset contains (771.6± 10.6)×106
BB events. As in the BABAR B-counting scheme, this
number is obtained by a subtraction of oﬀ-resonance ha-
dronic contributions, as measured by the number of events
in the previously described HadronBJ skim, from the to-
tal number of on-resonance hadronic events. In the Belle
case, this is calculated as:
NBB =
Non − r(qq¯)αNoffqq¯
BB
(3.6.3)
where
– Non is the number of events satisfying the hadronic
event selection in the on-resonance data;
– r(qq¯) is the ratio of eﬃciency for qq¯ events oﬀ-resonance
to the eﬃciency for those on-resonance;
– α is the ratio of the number of Bhabha (e+e−) events or
μ-pair events observed on-resonance to those observed
oﬀ-resonance. This is described in more detail below;
– Noffqq¯ is the number of events satisfying the hadronic
event selection in the oﬀ-resonance data;
– BB is the eﬃciency of the Υ (4S) → BB event selec-
tion criteria for on-resonance data.
The values of BB remained relatively stable through-
out the lifetime of Belle. Although it was evaluated on
an experiment-by-experiment basis, typical values were
around 99% and diﬀered by less than 0.5% over all ex-
periments. The eﬃciency for qq¯ events showed no strong
dependence on energy, so r(qq¯) was determined to be very
near to 1, with variations of less than 0.3% over all data
taking periods.
Aside from diﬀerences in these numerical constants,
there is a notable diﬀerence from the BABAR approach. For
most data taking periods, the oﬀ-resonance contributions
are scaled using Bhabha events, rather than μ-pair events.
Originally, the average of α as calculated with Bhabha
events and μ-pair events was used for the ﬁnal calcula-
tion. However, for data taken after spring of 2003, the
μ-pair eﬃciency became signiﬁcantly less stable. This is
attributed multiple eﬀects, including changes to the trig-
ger masks used in the dimuon event identiﬁcation, as well
as some inherent instability due to intrinsic timing varia-
tions in a subset of these trigger masks. For data following
this period, only Bhabha events are used to calculate the
value of α.
Since the rate of fermion pair production is identical
regardless of the type of fermion produced, the approach is
eﬀectively equivalent, regardless of whether e+e− or μ+μ−
events are considered. However, the periods when both
methods can be used to calculate α allow an estimate of
systematic uncertainty on this value. This was determined
to be a 0.5% uncertainty. This value is considered repre-
sentative of the uncertainty on α, even during data taking
periods when μ-pair events were not used for this calcula-
tion.
Systematic uncertainties are also assigned on the value
of r(qq¯), but these are a minor contribution to the overall
error, less than 0.2% for all experiments. This uncertainty
is consistent with the level of variation seen in qq¯ eﬃciency
as a function of run range during a single experiment, as
evaluated by Monte Carlo events generated with condi-
tions matched to those of the corresponding running pe-
riod. A sideband in the z-position of the measured event
vertex is used to study systematic uncertainties due to the
inclusion of beam gas events, but such uncertainties are
below 0.1%.
Ultimately, the uncertainty on NBB is dominated by
the systematic uncertainty from α, and is approximately
1.5% for most of the Belle data.
The B-counting and b cross section measurement
methodology used by Belle in the context of B0s mesons
collected at the Υ (5S) is discussed in detail Chapter 23.
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Figure 3.7.1. The LTDA cluster provides both storage and CPU resources in order to support analysis of BABAR data in
the future. It includes database servers, code repositories, user home directories, working areas, production areas, and XRootD
disk space. The isolation of back versioned components running on the batch system is implemented with ﬁrewall rules: virtual
machines (VM’s) are not allowed to connect to either the SLAC network or the world, and only well deﬁned services are allowed
between the VM network and the service network – see text for details.
3.7 Long Term Data Access system
3.7.1 The BABAR approach
The Long Term Data Access (LTDA) system is designed
to preserve the capability of analyzing the BABAR data
until at least the end of 2018. This requires the support
of code, repositories, data, databases, storage, and CPU
capacity. Special attention has to be devoted to the docu-
mentation. The system maintenance eﬀort has to be min-
imized, including hardware maintenance, operating sys-
tems (OS) upgrades, tool upgrades, code validation, etc.
The use of a contained system oﬀers a controlled environ-
ment and simpliﬁes documentation and user support. The
BABAR analysis environment is supported with a frozen
operating system infrastructure rather than actively mi-
grating to future software environment as needed. The
BABAR framework preserves its full capability of expan-
sion and development, and is able to support future new
analyses.
A long-lived frozen BABAR environment has to be
maintained despite the evolving nature of hardware and
OS. Also the support of back versioned OS is diﬃcult,
because future security exploits will require unknown
patches. Hardware virtualization solves the hardware sup-
port problem for the foreseeable future and the use of OS
images on virtual machines (VM’s) solves the system ad-
ministration problem, replacing it with the easier manage-
ment of a small number of OS images.
The design of the LTDA cluster architecture takes into
account the possibility that systems can be compromised
from the security point of view and, in order to reduce
risk to an acceptable level, a risk-based approach has been
taken:
– Assume that systems that can be compromised, are
actually compromised.
– Compromised components of the LTDA will be de-
tectable by logging and monitoring.
– The LTDA will prevent accidental modiﬁcation or dele-
tion of the data.
– The dynamic creation of VM’s from read-only images
adds a small layer of security, by avoiding the compro-
mised elements from being persisted beyond the de-
struction of the VM.
A representation of the cluster together with the lay-
out of the network is shown in Figure 3.7.1. All sessions
requiring back versioned platforms, including interactive
sessions for debugging, run in VM’s on the batch system.
The isolation of the back versioned components is realized
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through ﬁrewall rules that are implemented in the LTDA
switch. The LTDA network is composed of three subnets
to which diﬀerent elements of the cluster are attached. All
the back versioned components (VM’s) are connected to
a VM subnet (BBR-LTDA-VM) and connection rules are
enforced with the service network, (BBR-LTDA-SRV) in-
cluding the VM’s physical hosts and other infrastructure
servers (always patched and up to date), and the login
network (BBR-LTDA-LOGIN, always patched and up to
date). The login pool is the only point of access for the
users.
The LTDA batch resources are managed by PBS Torque
(Torque, 2012) and Maui Scheduler (Adaptive Comput-
ing, 2012) is used as the job scheduler. The virtualiza-
tion layer is implemented using QEMU (Qemu, 2012) and
KVM (KVM, 2012). The data to which the user jobs need
to access are managed by XRootD and staged on the disks
of the batch servers on demand. Each batch and XRootD
server has 12 disks of 2 TB, 11 of which are dedicated
to XRootD. The last 2 TB disk of each server is used as a
scratch area by the VM’s running on the node. Each batch
server has 12 physical cores of which one is dedicated to
the host itself and the XRootD service. The other 11 cores
are used to run virtual machines. With hyper-threading
on, each node can run up to 22 VM’s. The cluster also
includes 20 servers used uniquely as a batch resource.
The LTDA cluster has been running in production
mode since March 2012. All the active BABAR users have
an account on the cluster with a 1GB NFS home direc-
tory. So far about 50 users have run jobs on the system
while about 15 of them have made heavy use of the sys-
tem. About 2 million jobs have been completed in the last
year.
In almost one year of active use some ﬁne tuning has
been necessary. NFS connection parameters have been
adapted to handle the high number of NFS accesses occur-
ring when the queues are ﬁlled to their maximum capacity.
On two occasions an upgrade of the host kernels has dis-
rupted the system network. We have now established a
validation procedure which allows us to test all the up-
grades on a test machine, conﬁgured exactly like a batch
server, before they are deployed to the entire cluster.
Monitoring of the servers, the services and the batch
queues is also implemented. So far the cluster has met and
exceeded the expectations.
3.7.2 The Belle approach
The Belle group recently discussed their policy on data
preservation (Akopov et al., 2012). It was decided that the
Belle data will not be released to the public domain until
the time the statistics of Belle II supersedes the Belle data
and all Belle members (and Belle II members) lose inter-
est in Belle data. This situation will likely occur around
2017-2018, a couple of years after the commissioning of
the SuperKEKB accelerator. Two approaches are consid-
ered to provide an environment to access Belle data even
in the Belle II experiment period. One is porting the Belle
software to the new computing system for the Belle II ex-
periment. The other is converting the Belle data to the
data format adopted in Belle II so that it can be read
in the Belle II software framework. The former approach
does not require signiﬁcant modiﬁcations of the current
software. However, every time the computing system is
replaced with a new one (which typically takes place ev-
ery three or four years at KEK) the portability of the
data has to be conﬁrmed. For the latter case, one needs
to prepare conversion software from the Belle data format
to the Belle II one. Furthermore, the Belle data conver-
sion has to be done in a systematic manner considering
the available hardware and human resource. But once it
is converted, Belle users can keep using it in the Belle II
software framework. In both cases, the current Belle data
has to be migrated to a new format.
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Tools and methods
Chapter 4
Multivariate methods and analysis
optimization
Editors:
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Multivariate analysis (MVA) is widely used to extract
discriminating information from data. This chapter pro-
vides a general discussion of the most relevant MVA tools
used by BABAR and Belle, their mathematical proper-
ties, and optimization methods. Speciﬁc multivariate al-
gorithms used for charged particle identiﬁcation (PID),
B-ﬂavor tagging and discrimination against background
are described in Chapters 5, 8, and 9, respectively.
4.1 Introduction
The goal of analysis optimization is to make optimal use
of the available data to perform a measurement of phys-
ical interest. Depending on the circumstance, the exact
meaning of “optimal” may diﬀer. However, the essential
notions are those of eﬃciency (minimizing variance) and
robustness. The goal of eﬃciency must be interpreted in
the context of being unbiased, or negligibly biased. Ro-
bustness is used here in the broader sense, including both
sensitivity to model errors and sensitivity to statistical
outliers. An analysis that minimizes statistical uncertain-
ties may not be optimal if the systematic uncertainties are
large.
With the large, complex event samples from present
experiments, plus the improvements in computing tech-
nology, analysis methods have evolved. This evolution has
been aided by advances in the available statistical method-
ologies.
The optimization problem may be viewed as a problem
in classiﬁcation: For example, we wish to classify a set of
events according to “signal” or “background”. Thus, we
have the problem of optimizing a binary decision process.
This may be generalized to more than two classes, but
the binary decision covers much of what we do. Another
possible approach is to deﬁne some weight, or probability
for each event to belong to the various classes. The tech-
nique of sPlots, discussed in Chapter 11, provides such
an example.
It should be remarked that there are many variations
on the methods presented. The discussion here is introduc-
tory rather than comprehensive. The reader is referred to
the text by Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (2009) for a
more complete treatment of most of this material.
4.2 Notation
As is common in physics, we adopt an informal notation
eschewing a notational distinction between a random vari-
able and an instance. Our variables may be discrete or
continuous, but for convenience the treatment here is in
terms of continuous variables. The particle physics notion
of an “event” maps easily onto the statistical concept of
“event”.
We suppose that each event corresponds to an inde-
pendent identical random sampling in an -dimensional
sampling space. An event is described by the vector x =
(x1, . . . , x	). The variables used to optimize the selection
of events are called “selection variables”. We’ll denote
these with the symbol s = (s1, . . . , sk). These are func-
tions of the sampling vector, s = s(x). In some cases, s
is simply a subset of the x variables. The dimension, k,
of s may itself be varied during the optimization process.
The term multivariate is used to describe situations where
we analyse a multi-dimensional hyperspace s, using some
well deﬁned methodology.
The means of the selection variables are denoted ξ =
(ξ1, . . . , ξk). The covariance matrix is
Σ = E
[
(s− ξ)(s− ξ)T ] , (4.2.1)
where the “E” denotes expectation value. Uncertain pa-
rameters of the distribution of the selection variables are
denoted with θ. If there are r such parameters, we de-
note them as θ = (θ1, . . . , θr). The quantities ξ and Σ
may be functions of θ. Estimators for θ are denoted θ̂.
If the sampling distribution for the selection variables is
multivariate normal, the corresponding density is
N(s; ξ, Σ) ≡ 1√
(2π)k det Σ
exp
[
−1
2
(s− ξ)TΣ−1(s− ξ)
]
.
(4.2.2)
4.3 Figures of merit
We often reduce the optimization of an analysis to the
problem of maximizing or minimizing the expected value
of a ﬁgure of merit (FOM). “Loss functions”, typically
making some estimate of error rate, are often used for
this, and are discussed, for example, in Hastie, Tibshirani,
and Friedman (2009). Here, we mention some of the more
common FOMs used speciﬁcally in particle physics.
If we are looking for some yet unobserved new eﬀect,
we might optimize on the expected signiﬁcance of that
new eﬀect. Suppose S is the expected number of signal
events after selection (depending on the analysis), and B
is the expected number of background events, which we
assume we can estimate from known processes. The to-
tal number of events observed is N , including both signal
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and background. The size of a possible signal is estimated
according to Ŝ = N−B. An estimate for the size of ﬂuctu-
ations in background is
√
B. Thus, S/
√
B is related to the
signiﬁcance of a possible signal. In such a measurement,
this provides a ﬁgure of merit to be maximized. The left
side of Fig. 4.3.1 shows an example of this (with detection
eﬃciency substituting for S, that is, the eﬃciency is S
divided by expected number of produced signal events in
the dataset) in the Belle analysis searching for τ → hh′
lepton ﬂavor violating decays (Miyazaki, 2013). Another
example can be found in Section 18.4.4.2, where the anal-
yses that resulted in the observation of ηb(1S) and ηb(2S)
mesons used the test statistic S/
√
B to optimize event
selection criteria.
Another approach to a ﬁgure of merit for the case of
a search for a new eﬀect has been suggested by Punzi
(2003b). This approach deﬁnes a “sensitivity region” for
the possible parameters, m, of the new eﬀect. This def-
inition is based on the conﬁdence level of the region for
m that will be quoted if evidence for a new eﬀect is not
claimed. The ﬁgure of merit then corresponds to maximiz-
ing the size of the sensitivity region. A simple form of this
ﬁgure of merit is

nσ/2 +
√
B
, (4.3.1)
where  is the eﬃciency to observe a signal event, B is the
expected background, and nσ is the desired one-tailed sig-
niﬁcance (in order to claim a discovery) of an observation
expressed in standard deviations of a Gaussian probability
distribution. This FOM has been used in some analyses,
for example, in BABAR’s search for for B+ → +ν	 recoil-
ing against B− → D0−ν¯X (Aubert, 2010a).
On the other hand, we may wish to get the most pre-
cise measurement of some known process. In this case,
the signal is proportional to S, and the estimated error
on the signal is
√
S + B (i.e., the expected ﬂuctuation on
the total number of events). Thus, to optimize on preci-
sion (of signal yield), we wish to maximize the expected
value of S/
√
S + B. This can be viewed in an equivalent
form: suppose that there are a total of NS signal events
in the dataset before event selection. Selection involves
some eﬃciency, , to select signal events, so that we ex-
pect S = NS . Then this FOM may be expressed as√
NS
√
 · S/(S + B), where the factor S/(S + B) is the
signal purity in the selected sample. This makes explicit
the trade-oﬀ between eﬃciency and purity in the opti-
mization.
Of course, the idea of optimizing precision applies more
generally than measurements of signal strength, for exam-
ple in the measurement of CP asymmetries. An example
of optimizing on expected precision is shown in the right
side of Fig. 4.3.1, for the Belle analysis measuring yCP in
D0 −D0 mixing (Staric, 2007).
In practice, in a complicated analysis, the optimization
process is usually broken into more-or-less disjoint aspects,
such as topological background suppression (e.g., Chap-
ter 9) or particle identiﬁcation (Chapter 5). For these sit-
uations we often optimize on the signal purity, S/(S +B),
or equivalently, the “signal-to-noise”: S/B. For example,
in the optimization of PID, the goal is to get the best
eﬃciency for the desired particle type for a given con-
tamination probability, or variations on this idea. A use-
ful graphical tool is known (from its engineering origins)
as the “receiver operating characteristic”, a plot showing
the trade-oﬀ between eﬃciency and purity, or variants.
Fig. 4.4.1 provides an example in the context of PID, dis-
cussed later in this chapter. The idea is used as well in B
meson reconstruction, for example in Fig. 7.4.3. Depend-
ing on the application, it may be acceptable to have a
greater or lesser contamination. That is, we may not op-
timize strictly on the particle identiﬁcation purity in the
context of a given analysis. This leads to the provision of
several PID selectors. In principle, the particle identiﬁca-
tion could be optimized along with the subsequent analy-
sis, but this is unwieldy, and the provision of a choice of se-
lectors approximates this. Providing pre-deﬁned selectors
also facilitates re-use of work done to estimate systematic
uncertainties.
There are still other ﬁgures of merit that may be
used in classiﬁcation problems. The misclassiﬁcation error,
equal to the fraction of the sample that is incorrectly clas-
siﬁed may be used. In building decision trees, two variants
of this idea are commonly adopted, the “Gini index” and
the “cross-entropy”. These FOMs are available in most
multivariate classiﬁcation packages in use in HEP and are
deﬁned below in the discussion on decision trees, although
their application is not limited to decision trees.
4.4 Methods
Statistical methods and tools of increasing sophistication
used to optimize analyzes are described in the remainder
of this chapter. Beforehand, it is important to stress that
for many methods to be successful, two mandatory steps
are required : training and validation. There are a few ex-
ceptions to this rule, where one can analytically compute
the parameters required to perform an optimization.
It is dangerous to optimize a selection with the ac-
tual data that is to be used in the measurement. Such
an approach is prone to tuning on ﬂuctuations and the
production of biases. For a simple example, suppose we
are tuning an analysis for a particular signal, using the
actual data. If we try to optimize S/B, say, we will ﬁnd
selection criteria that tend to favor signal-like events, tun-
ing on any upward ﬂuctuations. This will tend to bias our
measurement of the signal strength toward high values.
Nevertheless, this has been done extensively in particle
physics, sometimes successfully, but sometimes with dis-
astrous results. With an awareness of the issues, BABAR
and Belle have gone to some length to avoid relying on the
measurement data for the optimization. Note that these
issues are discussed in a somewhat diﬀerent context in
Chapter 14.
Thus, BABAR and Belle take the approach of using a
training dataset for the optimization. This could be simu-
lated data, sidebands to the data that will not be used in
the measurement, or a dataset that has similarities with
the measurement data. A feature of the training dataset is
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Figure 4.3.1. Examples of ﬁgures of merit used in optimization of Belle analyses. Left: Optimization on /
√
B in the search for
the lepton ﬂavor violating decay τ → μππ (see Chapter 20). The horizontal axis is the cosine of the angle between the missing
momentum vector and the direction of the tagging charged particle, in the CM frame. Belle internal, from the (Miyazaki, 2013)
analysis. Right: Optimization on expected uncertainty in the measurement of the yCP parameter in D
0−D0, see Section 19.2.3.
The horizontal axis is the measured kinetic energy released in the candidate D∗ decay. Belle internal, from the (Staric, 2007)
analysis.
that it is known (or known well enough) which class each
event belongs to, so that the FOM may be computed. The
selection criteria are optimized using the training dataset,
then applied to perform the desired measurement.
A further reﬁnement in method is the notion of val-
idation. It is possible that the training dataset contains
ﬂuctuations that result in criteria that are not broadly
optimal. This is related to the problem of “over-training”,
in which the training provides a model exquisitely tuned
to the training sample, but with no real advantage on an
independent sample. Eﬀectively, the model is made very
complicated when the underlying distribution is simpler.
Since the training must be useful on an independent sam-
ple (it has to “generalize”), this erratic tendency has to
be regularized in some way. For example, another dataset
may be used to “validate” the selection and stop the op-
timization procedure (training) when no further improve-
ment is obtained. This helps to avoid the phenomenon
of over-training. A variant on this is “cross-validation”,
in which the training dataset is split into multiple equal
subsets, and each of the subsets is used to validate the
training on the remaining (aggregated) subsets.
The estimate of the eﬃciency obtained using the train-
ing/validation datasets may be biased too high. This is be-
cause the ﬁnal selection criteria actually depend on both
the training and validation datasets, and ﬂuctuations in
either dataset may aﬀect the tuning in the optimization.
To avoid this, a further independent “test” dataset, not
used in the optimization process, may be used to obtain
an unbiased eﬃciency estimate.
Some classiﬁcation methods lend themselves more eas-
ily than others to interpretation, for example, in deciding
how important the various inputs are. However, for a com-
plicated problem a dedicated procedure may be required
to understand which variables are most important, and
perhaps eliminate ones that are not useful. A simple ap-
proach is to remove one or more variables at a time to see
the eﬀect of this on the classiﬁer performance.
4.4.1 Rectangular cuts
When variables are uncorrelated, a selection may be op-
timized by looking at the eﬀect of each variable in turn.
This gives a selection region that is a hyper-rectangle in
the space of selection variables, with sides aligned with
the coordinate axes of the selection variables. Such selec-
tion criteria are known as rectangular cuts. They have the
merits of ease of application, optimization, and interpre-
tation. They are widely used, especially in “pre-selection”
(e.g., skim production) where the selection is still rela-
tively inclusive, and more sophisticated optimization is
not essential.
This simple approach may be used even if variables
are correlated, however the result may no longer be op-
timal. In this case it may be possible to do considerably
better with more sophisticated methods. For example, a
reﬁnement is possible, in which arbitrary regions of sample
space may be approximated by sequences of rectangular
cuts. A form of this approach is the technique of the de-
cision tree, described further below.
When there are correlations among variables, we may
also look for transformations that produce a set of uncor-
related variables, and then apply rectangular cuts in the
transformed space.
4.4.2 Likelihood method
The likelihood function provides a mapping of the obser-
vations with often beneﬁcial properties. This is employed,
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for example, in the “likelihood method” for particle iden-
tiﬁcation (Chapter 5). In this approach, detector measure-
ments such as dE/dx, time-of-ﬂight, calorimeter response,
and muon detector response are combined by multiplying
their likelihoods for a given particle type interpretation.
Then rectangular cuts are applied to ratios of these likeli-
hoods for diﬀerent particle hypotheses. This approach to
combining the available information has the merits of ease
of application and interpretation. It also has some moti-
vation from the fact that the likelihood ratio provides a
uniformly most powerful test in the case of simple hy-
potheses. Table 5.2.1 shows a comparison of “cut-based”
(that is, making rectangular cuts on the basic detector
quantities) and “likelihood based” muon selection: for an
eﬃciency loss of less than 10%, the likelihood method de-
creases the pion contamination by approximately 30%.
The likelihood function is constructed from the sam-
pling p.d.f., so the form of the distribution must be known
including any correlations among variables. This can be a
diﬃculty with this approach if this information is not read-
ily available. The “supervised learning” methods (neural
networks and decision trees) described below have an ad-
vantage in this respect, because subtle features, includ-
ing correlations, are usually included automatically in the
training samples. Maximum likelihood ﬁts have been used
widely at the B Factories and are discussed in Chapter 11.
4.4.3 Linear discriminants
A linear discriminant is some linear function of the sample
event variables:
L = A + B · s, (4.4.1)
where A and B are independent of s. The idea here is that
L may be such that it tends to take on diﬀerent values for
diﬀerent classes (i.e., signal or background) of event. Thus,
L may be useful for event classiﬁcation. The optimization
process here is to select those values of A and B that
produce the best FOM.
The most commonly used linear discriminant is the
“Fisher discriminant” (Fisher, 1936), motivated in the
case of multivariate normal sampling. If signal is described
by fS(s) = N(s; ξS , ΣS) and background by fB(s) =
N(s; ξB, ΣB), we may form the logarithm of the likeli-
hood ratio for an event to be signal or background:
lnλ = ln
wSfS(s)
wBfB(s)
= ln
wS
wB
− 1
2
ln
det ΣS
det ΣB
− 1
2
(
ξTS Σ
−1
S ξS − ξTBΣ−1B ξB
)
+sT
(
Σ−1S ξS −Σ−1B ξB
)− 1
2
sT
(
Σ−1S −Σ−1B
)
s,
(4.4.2)
where wS and wB are the probabilities (weights) for an
event to be signal or background, respectively. If the co-
variance matrices for signal and background are the same,
ΣS = ΣB = Σ, then
lnλ = ln
wS
wB
− 1
2
(
ξTS Σ
−1ξS − ξTBΣ−1ξB
)
+ (ξS − ξB)T Σ−1s. (4.4.3)
This is now a linear expression in s, referred to as the
“Fisher discriminant”.
If any of ξB,S or ΣB,S are unknown, they must be esti-
mated, for example with a least-squares or maximum like-
lihood ﬁt to the entire dataset. It is important to remem-
ber the assumption that ΣB = ΣS . There is no general
reason why this should be true. If not equal, improve-
ment (possibly substantial) in the analysis may some-
times be obtained with the full “quadratic discriminant”
of Eq. (4.4.2). This is discussed and demonstrated with
a simple example in Narsky (2005b, Section 2.1). Linear
discriminants have been used widely at the B Factories,
for example see Section 9.5 which contains a detailed de-
scription of the Belle strategy for continuum background
suppression for B meson decay analyses.
4.4.4 Neural nets
The basis of the neural net (see, for example, Haykin
(2009); MacKay (2003) for thorough developments) is a
model for biological neurons, in which the ﬁring of a neu-
ron occurs once the summed “inputs” cross some thresh-
old. In practice, this discontinuous behavior is smoothed
out to a continuous function such as the sigmoid:
σ(X) =
1
1 + e−X
, (4.4.4)
where X is a parameterized function of the inputs (for
example, Eq. (4.4.5) below). As with other classiﬁcation
methods, the neural net is trained, validated, and tested
on datasets with known outcomes. The training involves
optimizing the values of parameters in the net to, for ex-
ample, minimize classiﬁcation error.
The simplest neural net consists of one “neuron”. Sup-
pose the function X is of the linear form X =
∑k
i=1 wisi+b
(which is the same form as a Fisher discriminant). To use
this net as a binary classiﬁer, we choose a threshold Xc
such that if X > Xc, the net returns a one, otherwise it
returns a zero. Such a basic element is called a “percep-
tron”, which represents a decision boundary in the prob-
lem space. Complex networks may be built out of these.
Note that the function of the parameters w is to assign
weights to the diﬀerent inputs, and the parameter b acts
as a “bias”, changing the location of the decision threshold
but not the relative weightings.
A feed-forward neural net (or “multilayer perceptron”)
consists of layers – an input layer, an output layer, and
any number of “hidden” layers in between. Each layer has
a number of nodes that take inputs from the next lower
layer and provide outputs to the next higher layer. The
input layer consists simply of the k selection variables
si, i = 1, . . . , k, each variable represented by a node. Let
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us suppose for this discussion that our network has a sin-
gle hidden layer. Each node in the hidden layer represents
a numeric value obtained by a non-linear transformation
on a linear combination of the input nodes. For example,
using the sigmoid, the hidden nodes h1, . . . , hp compute
the values:
hi = σ
⎛⎝ k∑
j=1
wijsj + bi
⎞⎠ , i = 1, . . . , p. (4.4.5)
The inclusion of a constant bias term, bi, may be thought
of as including a linear term corresponding to an addi-
tional input equal to the constant one.
The output layer may consist of multiple nodes for
multiple classes; often we have two output nodes, which
logically may be taken as a single output, as appropriate
for the two-class “signal” vs “background” selection. We
will assume this case here. The output is computed from
the hidden layer by taking linear combinations of the hid-
den layer results,
yj = aj +
p∑
i=1
cjihi, j = 1, 2. (4.4.6)
We may then obtain a number between 0 and 1 expressing
the output of the neural net, for example, by
t = ey1/ (ey1 + ey2) , (4.4.7)
where y1 is the “signal” class output. In the two class
problem, a single output is often taken using the sigmoid
where t ≡ σ(y2 − y1); Eq. (4.4.7) is a generalization that
may be extended to an arbitrary number of classes. Once
the neural net is trained, large values of t indicate signal;
an analysis can make an event selection based on t. It
may be remarked that the diﬀerence between the neural
net and a linear model is the use of non-linear “activation
functions”; in the present example, the sigmoid.
Training of the neural net consists in searching for opti-
mal values of the net parameters, where optimal is deﬁned
in terms of minimizing a measure of the classiﬁcation er-
ror rate. For the example net, this training corresponds to
ﬁnding values for the p× k parameters w, the p parame-
ters b, the two parameters a, and the 2× p parameters c.
The optimal values are often found by a gradient descent
method, referred to as “back propagation” in this context.
A popular methodology is the Bayesian neural net-
work (for example see the discussion on hadronic tag re-
construction for Belle in Section 7.4.1). In this case, the
output of the net is interpreted as a posterior probability
to be, e.g., signal. Regularization of the network may be
achieved with the help of prior distributions (often Gaus-
sian) in the parameters.
4.4.5 Binary decision trees
The idea of a binary decision tree [see for example Hastie,
Tibshirani, and Friedman (2009, Chapter 9)] is a recur-
sive search for the best binary selection over the set of
variables. Given a (training) dataset, we search for the
variable and a selection (or “cut”) value which provides
the best FOM. This split results in two “nodes”, one classi-
ﬁed as “signal”, the other as “background”. A new search
is applied to each of these nodes, resulting in two further
splits. The process is repeated until further splits do not
improve the FOM or fall below a speciﬁed minimum num-
ber of events. Trees that are grown by the latter criteria
may be “pruned” to eliminate splits that fail some worthi-
ness criterion. The result is a set of rectangular regions in
our selection variable space, each classiﬁed as either signal
or background. In the tree analogy, the set of ﬁnal nodes
at the end of the chain are called “leaves”’.
In binary decision trees, a commonly used FOM, be-
sides simply computing the average error (misclassiﬁca-
tion error), is the “Gini index”, G(p) = −2p(1−p), where
p is the fraction of correctly classiﬁed events at the given
node. For example this FOM has been used in a num-
ber of inclusive B → X+− analyses described in Sec-
tion 17.9. A similar alternative is the “cross-entropy”,
Q(p) = p log p+(1−p) log(1−p). At each split, the values
of Q of the two daughter nodes are added, weighted by
the numbers of events (or other weights). The split that
maximizes this sum is chosen. However, these FOMs are
not necessarily the ones we really wish to optimize on, and
some available tools permit user-deﬁned FOMs.
An individual decision tree is a “weak” classiﬁer (or
“weak learner”) in general. That is, it has a probability
greater than random of making a correct classiﬁcation,
but possibly not much greater. It has been trained with a
particular set of assumptions, such as the relative impor-
tance of training events. Better predictive power may be
obtained with methods that combine decision trees trained
in diﬀerent ways. We introduce some of these techniques
below.
A feature of decision trees is that they are intuitive. We
can follow the progress along the tree and see how deci-
sions are being made as well as see the relative importance
of the diﬀerent inputs as discriminators. By studying the
trees produced in a given problem, we may eliminate vari-
ables that have little separation power, or are redundant
with other variables.
4.4.6 Boosting
The idea of boosting [see for example Hastie, Tibshirani,
and Friedman (2009, Chapter 10)] is to take a set of weak
learners and combine them in such a way as to obtain
a “strong learner”: roughly, a classiﬁer whose output er-
ror can be made arbitrarily small in a computationally
eﬃcient manner. Here, we introduce the technique in the
context of boosting decision trees, although it can be used
as well with other classiﬁers, such as neural nets.
In boosting trees, we take the results of training a tree
and increase the weight (“boost”) of misclassiﬁed events in
forming a new tree. This process is repeated, and the out-
puts of the trees combined. For example, we consider the
popular adaptive “AdAboost” methodology (Freund and
Schapire, 1997; Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman, 2009):
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– Start by assigning an equal weight to each event.
– Train a tree with these weights.
– Compute the weighted average error  over all events.
– Compute α = log [(1− )/].
– Increase the weight of misclassiﬁed events by a factor
of eα.
– Repeat the training with these weights, using the same
classiﬁcation algorithm.
After some desired number of iterations, the classiﬁcation
of an event is computed as an average over all of the trees,
weighted by their values of α. The AdAboost is set as
a default option within Toolkit for Multivariate Analysis
(TMVA) and is used for the ﬁnal BABAR PID algorithm
discussed in Chapter 5.
4.4.7 Bagging and random forest
In “bagging” [Bootstrap AGGregatING; see, e.g., Hastie,
Tibshirani, and Friedman (2009, Chapter 8)] decision trees
(or other classiﬁers in general) are constructed many times
on bootstrap replicas of the training data. A bootstrap
replica is a sampling, with replacement (that is, the da-
tum is “returned” to the sample before the next sampling),
of events from the training dataset. An event may appear
multiple times in the replica. The point of the bootstrap
is that the dataset itself is used as an empirical estimator
for the underlying sampling distribution. Hence, multi-
ple occurrences of an event are simply a consequence of
identically distributed, independent samplings from this
density estimator. The bootstrap replication results in an-
other training dataset of the same size as the original. The
ﬁnal classiﬁer is obtained by taking the majority vote of
the individual classiﬁers.
If each bagging replica is passed through the same
training algorithm, there will generally be signiﬁcant cor-
relations among the resulting decision trees. This tendency
can be mitigated by the “random forest”. In a random for-
est, each decision begins with choosing a random subset of
the selection variables to be used in determining the split
for that node. The sum of exclusive b → sγ analysis from
BABAR described in Section 17.9.2.4 uses two random for-
est classiﬁers, one to perform best candidate selection and
a second to provide background suppression.
4.4.8 Error correcting output code
We may consider the situation with multiple output classes,
but where one is still interested in the binary question
of determining whether the event belongs to a particular
class or not. For example, suppose we have the classes e,
π, K, p. There may be discriminants among all of these,
and we may train classiﬁers to distinguish among binary
partitions of this set of classes. That is, we might have
a classiﬁer that preferentially returns a 1 for classes e or
π and a −1 for K, or p. We could train diﬀerent classi-
ﬁers for every such partition of the classes, resulting in an
“exhaustive matrix”. The aggregate of these classiﬁers is
used in classifying an event. The technology of digital er-
ror correction may be used for this, in a method referred
to as “error-correcting output codes” (ECOC) (Dietterich
and Bakiri, 1995).
An event is classiﬁed by evaluating each of the classi-
ﬁers to give a vector consisting of the numbers−1 and 1 for
the event. The soft Hamming distances (Hamming, 1950)
between this vector and the expected vectors for each class
are calculated, where the soft Hamming distance between
two binary strings of equal length is the sum of squares of
the diﬀerences at each position of the vector. This yields
a vector of numbers with length equal to the number of
classes. In the simplest case we can take the class with
minimum soft Hamming distance to be the resulting class.
The idea is that an individual classiﬁer might make an er-
ror, but this error may be corrected by the redundancy in
the combination of the classiﬁers. For instance in BABAR
many analyses have diﬀerent PID requirements on the eﬃ-
ciency and mis-identiﬁcation rate implying diﬀerent levels
of tightness in the selection. Instead of assigning the class
with the minimum soft Hamming distance, a cut is applied
based on the soft Hamming for the particular class and the
ratios of soft Hamming distance of the particular class to
those of the other classes. For example, for electron selec-
tion, we cut on Se and Se/SK , Se/Sπ, Se/Sp where Sx is
the soft Hamming distance for class x. The disadvantage
of the ECOC approach is in the need to build the classi-
ﬁers for the exhaustive matrix, which becomes daunting
if the number of classes becomes large.
BABAR eventually applied the ECOC approach in the
evolution of its particle identiﬁcation algorithm (Chap-
ter 5), where the results of several bagged decision tree
classiﬁers are combined. We may get an idea of the impact
from Fig. 4.4.1, which compares three methods for particle
identiﬁcation: a likelihood-based selector (Section 4.4.2);
a selector using bagged decision trees (Section 4.4.7) with
a non-exhaustive error correction matrix; and a selector
using bagged decision trees with an exhaustive error cor-
rection matrix. In the case of the non-exhaustive matrix,
the classiﬁers used are one-vs-one classiﬁers, comparing
the pion with kaon hypothesis, pion with electron, etc.
In Fig. 4.4.1, top (for π−K separation), we see that the
non-exhaustive ECOC performs similarly with the likeli-
hood selector. When we go to an exhaustive ECOC selec-
tion we ﬁnd a notable improvement in mis-identiﬁcation
for the same eﬃciency. In the bottom plot (for e− π sep-
aration) the non-exhaustive ECOC is tuned to somewhat
higher eﬃciency, but yields much poorer mis-identiﬁcation
than the likelihood selector. Note that this is in contrast
with the situation for the π −K separation: relative clas-
siﬁer performance can depend substantially on the prob-
lem. Finding the optimal approach may require extensive
study, including consideration of systematics as well as
performance. However, in this case tuning an exhaustive
ECOC to the same eﬃciency as the likelihood selector
again provides a lower misidentiﬁcation for the same eﬃ-
ciency.
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Figure 4.4.1. Performance of various particle identiﬁcation selections in BABAR. The horizontal axis is momentum, and the
vertical axis is either eﬃciency (circles) or a factor (for visibility) times the mis-identiﬁcation probability (triangles). Gray
symbols indicate a selector based on a likelihoods; open symbols indicate a selector based on bagged decision trees with a
non-exhaustive error correction matrix (see text); black symbols indicate a selector based on bagged decision trees with an
exhaustive error correction matrix. Top: Performance of kaon selection. The pion mis-identiﬁcation probabilities are multiplied
by four. Bottom: Performance of electron selection. The pion mis-identiﬁcation probabilities are multiplied by ﬁfty.
4.5 Available tools
There are two general purpose toolkits implementing many
of these algorithms that have become the most widely used
in our analyses:
– StatPatternRecognition (Narsky, 2005b)
– TMVA (“Toolkit for Multivariate Analysis”; Hoecker
et al., 2007)
For neural nets, popular packages are:
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– Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator (SNNS; Zell et al.,
1995)
– NeuroBayes (Feindt and Kerzel, 2006; Phi-T, 2008)
Implementations of various classiﬁers may be found as well
in the broader toolkits:
– The R project (R Project Contributors, 1997)
– S-PLUS (TIBCO, 2008) (a commercial alternative to
R)
– MATLAB (MathWorks, 1984)
These should not be taken as exhaustive lists, only pro-
viding those packages most commonly seen in the present
context.
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Chapter 5
Charged particle identiﬁcation
Editors:
Alessandro Gaz (BABAR)
Shohei Nishida (Belle)
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present the implementation and per-
formance of charged particle identiﬁcation (PID) at Belle
and BABAR.
After a brief introduction, the algorithms and statisti-
cal tools used by the two experiments are discussed (Sec-
tion 5.2). The PID algorithms that give the ultimate per-
formance are based on multivariate techniques, described
in detail in Chapter 4. Some examples of the typical per-
formance of the particle identiﬁcation algorithms (PID se-
lectors) are then given, along with a discussion on PID-
related error sources, for both BABAR (Section 5.3) and
Belle (Section 5.4).
The identiﬁcation of charged particles stable enough to
be detected (electrons, muons, pions, kaons, and protons)
plays a central role in the physics program of the BABAR
and Belle experiments. Not only are very good PID capa-
bilities required for separating hadronic ﬁnal states of B
decays such as π+π−, K±π∓, K+K−, and many others,
but the PID performance is crucial for the ﬂavor-tagging
of the B mesons (see Chapter 8). B0 candidates are dis-
tinguished from B0 candidates based on the identiﬁcation
of their decay products such as high-momentum charged
leptons (e or μ) or charged kaons. More generally PID very
often provides powerful tools to reduce the backgrounds
arising from ﬁnal states which diﬀer from that under study
by swapping one of its particles with one of diﬀerent ﬂavor.
5.1.1 Deﬁnitions
The performance of a PID selector dedicated to the identi-
ﬁcation of charged particles of type α (α = e, μ, π, K, p)
is characterized by an eﬃciency and a set of mis-identiﬁca-
tion probabilities.
The PID eﬃciency of particle type α is computed as
the fraction of successfully identiﬁed α tracks among all
the α tracks reconstructed and selected for a particular
analysis, while the mis-identiﬁcation probabilities are the
probabilities that particles of type β, γ, . . . , are incorrectly
identiﬁed as α.
In many cases the quantities deﬁned above depend on
the momentum and on the polar and azimuthal angles of
the tracks. Therefore the performance of PID selectors is
studied and determined in bins of (p, θ, φ).
5.1.2 Subdetectors providing PID information
BABAR uses the information from all of its subdetectors as
inputs for the PID selectors. Measurements of the energy
loss dE/dx of a charged track are provided by the SVT
and the DCH. The number of Cherenkov photons and the
measurement of their angle with respect to the incident
track are provided by the DIRC, while the EMC is respon-
sible for the measurement of the deposited energy and of
quantities describing the shape of the shower associated
with a track (such as the lateral and the Zernike moments
(Zernike, 1934)), which can be used to distinguish lep-
tonic and hadronic tracks. Finally most information (such
as the number of iron layers traversed by the candidate
track, and variables related to the shape of the cluster)
relevant to the identiﬁcation of muons is provided by the
IFR.
Belle uses similar input information. Measurements of
the dE/dx of a charged track are provided by the CDC. A
TOF counter measures the time of ﬂight of a charged par-
ticle from the interaction point to the counter, from which
the velocity of the particle can be measured (Kichimi,
2000). The number of Cherenkov photons at the ACC pro-
vides separation for higher momenta (Iijima, 2000). Infor-
mation from the ECL, together with that from the CDC
and ACC, is used for electron identiﬁcation (Hanagaki,
Kakuno, Ikeda, Iijima, and Tsukamoto, 2002). The KLM
is responsible for muon identiﬁcation (Abashian, 2002a).
5.2 PID algorithms and multivariate methods
In the most simple method, PID selectors are based on
cuts applied to the most relevant variables for every par-
ticle type (e.g. E/p for electrons, the distance traveled in
the return yoke for muons, the Cherenkov angle for K/π
separation, ...). Better performance is obtained with the
use of likelihood based selectors, in which the information
from the various subdetectors is used to compute a set of
likelihoods Lk that the measured properties of the charged
track in question would be produced by a true k-particle.
For an example of implementation of a selector based on
likelihood ratios, see Eq. (5.2.1). Belle has always used
selectors based on likelihood ratios throughout the whole
life of the experiment.
Cut and likelihood based selectors are very stable over
the data-taking periods and do not need re-tuning to com-
pensate for the aging of the detectors and the changes
introduced by the reprocessing of the data. However, sig-
niﬁcant improvements can be achieved by considering a
larger set of variables, even some with very mild discrim-
ination power, in the implementation of PID selectors.
BABAR uses more sophisticated statistical tools such as
Neural Networks (NN), Bagged Decision Trees (BDT),
and Error Correcting Output Code (ECOC) algorithms,
to accommodate a large number of input variables (up to
36) and the signiﬁcant correlations among them.
Due to their higher sensitivity to variations in the per-
formance of the detector, the selectors based on multivari-
ate methods need to be re-trained on data control samples
(see Section 5.3) after every major change in the recon-
struction algorithms. Particularly important for BABAR,
which was aﬀected by large variations in the performance
of the IFR, is the inclusion of the data taking period as
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one of the input variables, in order to take into account
the loss of eﬃciency in speciﬁc regions of the detector.
In the following sections the more reﬁned algorithms
implemented at Belle and BABAR will be described.
5.2.1 Belle algorithms
The PID at Belle is based on likelihood ratios. For hadron
identiﬁcation, likelihoods for a candidate particle α are
calculated based on dE/dx information from the CDC
(LCDCα ), time of ﬂight from the TOF (L
TOF
α ) and the num-
ber of photons from the ACC (LACCα ), respectively. Then,
the likelihood ratios
L(α : β) =
LCDCα L
TOF
α L
ACC
α
LCDCα L
TOF
α L
ACC
α + LCDCβ L
TOF
β L
ACC
β
(5.2.1)
are calculated and used for identiﬁcation. For example,
pions (kaons) can be selected by requiring a low (high)
value of L(K : π), and protons are typically identiﬁed
with requirements on both L(p : K) and L(p : π). The cut
value applied to the likelihood ratios can be optimized
depending on the analysis.
For electron identiﬁcation, in addition to LCDCα and
LACCα , information from the ECL (matching of the posi-
tions of the track and the energy cluster, E/p, and trans-
verse shower shape) is used to form likelihood ratios. There
is a small region around θ ∼ 125◦ with low electron iden-
tiﬁcation performance because of a small gap between the
barrel ECL and backward endcap ECL. For muon identiﬁ-
cation, reconstructed hits in the KLM are compared to the
extrapolation of the CDC track, using the diﬀerence ΔR
between the measured and expected range of the track,
and the statistic χ2r constructed from the transverse de-
viations of all hits associated to the track, normalized by
the number of hits. Likelihoods for the muon, pion, and
kaon hypotheses are formed based on p.d.f.s in ΔR and
χ2r. The likelihood ratio Lμ/(Lμ + Lπ + LK) is then used
as a discriminating variable.
5.2.2 BABAR algorithms
In BABAR, the ultimate performance in the selection of
muons is achieved with an algorithm based on Bagged De-
cision Trees (Narsky, 2005a; also discussed in Section 4.4.7
of this Book). The algorithm takes as input 30 variables:
in addition to variables related to the length and the shape
of the IFR cluster associated to the candidate track and
the measurement of the energy deposited in the EMC,
the variables related to the shape of the cluster in the
calorimeter, the number of Cherenkov photons, the open-
ing angle of the Cherenkov cone, and the number of DCH
hits and the dE/dx measured in the DCH are also used.
The training of the selectors is performed on high pu-
rity data samples of muons and pions, subdivided in 720
bins of p, θ, and charge. Candidate tracks are randomly
discarded in order to have the same number of muons and
pions in the same bin. This allows the use of the p, θ, and
charge variables in the tree without introducing any bias
due to the diﬀerent (p, θ) spectrum of the source sample.
The source sample is then randomly split into a training
and a testing sample. Four diﬀerent levels of tightness are
designed for the muon selector (VeryLoose, Loose, Tight,
and VeryTight); the cuts on the output of the classiﬁer are
designed such that either the muon selection eﬃciency or
the pion mis-identiﬁcation probability are kept constant.
The target eﬃciencies (besides the very low-momentum
part of the spectrum, where few muons can be identiﬁed)
are 90%, 80%, 70%, and 60% and the target pion mis-
identiﬁcation probabilities are 5%, 3%, 2%, and 1.2%. Two
additional selectors, optimized for muons in the momen-
tum range [0.3, 0.7] GeV/c, with a target eﬃciency of 70%
and 60% have been developed. With roughly the same ef-
ﬁciency, the BDT based muon selectors are signiﬁcantly
more eﬀective in rejecting the pion contamination with
respect to the selectors based on Neural Networks, as can
be seen from Table 5.2.1.
For the other charged particles (electrons, pions, kaons,
and protons), a class of selectors based on the Error Cor-
recting Output Code algorithms (Dietterich and Bakiri,
1995) is used. The discrimination is based on 36 variables
from the four inner subdetectors: SVT, DCH, DIRC, and
EMC. Candidate e, π, K, and p are separated by means
of several binary classiﬁers (in our case BDT’s) combined
through an exhaustive matrix (see Chapter 4). The use of
the exhaustive matrix ensures the robustness of this type
of selector against potential mis-classiﬁcations of some of
the binary classiﬁers. The selectors are trained on high
purity data samples (see Section 5.3) and the cuts on the
outputs of the binary classiﬁers are tuned in such a way
that the selection eﬃciency matches that of the analogous
likelihood based selectors. Six levels of tightness are pro-
vided (SuperLoose, VeryLoose, Loose, Tight, VeryTight,
and SuperTight). At the same level of eﬃciency, the mis-
identiﬁcation rate for the ECOC algorithms is signiﬁcantly
lower than that of the likelihood based selectors (see Table
5.2.1).
Table 5.2.1. Eﬃciencies and mis-identiﬁcation rates (aver-
aged over the momentum and polar angle spectra) for diﬀerent
kinds of muon and kaon BABAR PID selectors, all using Tight
requirements. The quoted uncertainty represents the typical
statistical uncertainty in each bin of the tables that measures
the performance of the supported selectors. No systematic un-
certainty has been included.
Muon selector eﬃciency (%) π mis-id rate (%)
Cut based 65.0 ± 0.5 1.43 ± 0.05
NN 60.5 ± 0.5 0.97 ± 0.05
BDT 59.4 ± 0.5 0.76 ± 0.05
Kaon selector eﬃciency (%) π mis-id rate (%)
Cut based 80.2 ± 0.2 1.39 ± 0.07
Likelihood based 83.0 ± 0.2 1.47 ± 0.07
ECOC 84.2 ± 0.2 1.10 ± 0.07
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5.3 BABAR PID performance and systematics
The tuning of the PID selectors and the assessment of
their performance takes advantage of high purity samples
of tracks selected from the data. A large number of elec-
tron and muon tracks is selected from e+e− → e+e−(γ),
μ+μ−(γ) processes, with minimal cuts on the kinematics
of the event, on the quality of both the candidate track
and of the other track in the event, and on the basic PID
properties (to distinguish electrons from muons). For some
low-statistics cross-checks, a sample of electrons (muons)
from the decays B → J/ψK(∗), J/ψ → e+e− (μ+μ−) has
also been used.
K and π candidates are selected from D∗+ → D0π+,
D0 → K−π+. The K/π assignment is done based on the
charge of the soft pion from the D∗+ decay. The purity
of the sample is increased by applying quality cuts on the
reconstructed tracks, and rejecting fake D0’s using cuts
on the invariant mass of the reconstructed D0 candidate
and on the likelihood that the K and π tracks originate
from a common vertex. Additional π samples, especially
important for measuring the mistagging of pions as muons
at high momentum (where the population of D0 → K−π+
is low) are obtained from K0S → π+π− decays and from
e+e− → τ+τ− events where one τ (tag) has one charged
particle among its decay products and the other decays to
a ﬁnal state with three charged particles. Finally a high-
purity sample of protons is obtained from Λ0 → pπ− de-
cays, by taking advantage of the long lifetime of the Λ0
baryon. The purity of the sample is enhanced by apply-
ing cuts on the quality of the candidate tracks and on
the probability that the proton and pion tracks are con-
sistent with originating from the same displaced vertex.
Some examples of performance of the BABAR selectors are
displayed in Table 5.2.1 and in Figure 5.3.1.
These high purity samples are utilized in the training
of the more advanced PID algorithms and in establish-
ing the performance of all the selectors. Depending on the
available statistics, the control samples are divided into
several bins with diﬀerent (p, θ). In the case of the muon
selectors at BABAR, the samples are also subdivided in 6
bins of φ, to better characterize the degradation of the
RPC chambers and the staged upgrade of the barrel sec-
tion with LST detectors (see Chapter 2). Each of the se-
lectors is applied to every bin of the control samples and
the eﬃciencies for both the data (εdata) and the simulation
(εMC) are computed. The tables of eﬃciencies thus built
are then used to correct the simulation so that its PID per-
formance matches that of the data. One of the most widely
used algorithms to apply this correction in BABAR is the
so-called PID-tweaking . In the case where εdata = εMC,
no correction is applied, whereas if εdata < εMC a MC
track that passes the selector is randomly discarded with
probability
εdata
εMC
. (5.3.1)
In the case εdata > εMC, a MC track that does not pass
the selection is accepted with probability
(εdata − εMC) 1
εMC
. (5.3.2)
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Figure 5.3.2. Muon selection eﬃciencies for a typical BABAR
cut-based muon selector as a function of the data taking period.
The eﬃciencies are computed only for the barrel region. The
loss in performance due to the degradation of the RPC detector
during the early phases of the data taking is evident, as is the
full recovery with the installation of the LST’s, completed after
the end of Run5.
At the end of the BABAR experiment, the size of the typi-
cal correction applied by the PID-tweaking algorithm was
about one percent.
5.3.1 History of PID performance in BABAR
For the BABAR experiment, the most important issue af-
fecting the stability of PID performance was the degrada-
tion of the eﬃciency of the RPC chambers (see Chapter 2).
This is visible from Fig. 5.3.2, which shows the eﬃciency
of one of the cut-based muon selectors as a function of the
data-taking period. This loss of performance was also one
of the main motivations to develop muon selectors relying
on variables in addition to those measured by the IFR.
5.3.2 Systematic eﬀects
Both experiments rely on high-purity data samples to as-
sess the performance of PID selectors and correct the sim-
ulation so that it matches the data as much as possible.
Several ways exist to estimate the systematic uncertainty
in a measurement related to PID requirements. It is not
possible to establish a recommended way to proceed for all
analyses, since in general the performance of each selector
can be sensitive to the charged and neutral multiplicity
of the events studied. For example, the performance of
electron and muon selectors is studied in low multiplicity
events, thus some care must be taken when applying these
selectors to B-decays, where the multiplicity of the ﬁnal
states is substantially higher.
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Figure 5.3.1. Performance of some typical BABAR PID selectors for electrons (top left plot), muons (top right), pions (middle
left), kaons (middle right), and protons (bottom) as a function of the momentum of the candidate charged track. The solid
(black) dots represent the eﬃciency, which can be read oﬀ the left axis, of the particular selectors, while the empty (red) squares
show the complement (e.g. kaon for the pion selector, and pion for all other selectors) mis-identiﬁcation probability (right axis).
Note that the vertical scale diﬀers from plot to plot.
In BABAR, many of the analyses estimate the system-
atic uncertainty on the PID performance by taking the dif-
ference of the signal reconstruction eﬃciency in the simu-
lation obtained by applying or not applying the correction
(usually the PID-tweaking) based on the eﬃciency tables
described above. For some analyses where the relative con-
tribution of the PID to the total systematic uncertainty is
large, or there is a sizable dependence on the multiplici-
ties and the topologies of the events, alternative strategies
have been applied, and where possible the performance of
the chosen selector(s) has been checked in control sam-
ples with similar track multiplicities and topologies of the
channel under study.
5.4 Belle PID performance and systematics
In Belle, the PID performance of the kaon and pion iden-
tiﬁcation algorithm is estimated using the decay D∗+ →
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D0π+ followed by D0 → K−π+, similar to BABAR. Fig-
ure 5.4.1 (a) and (b) shows typical curves of the eﬃciencies
and mis-identiﬁcation rates for the kaon and pion iden-
tiﬁcation in the barrel region, studied with this control
sample. Discrepancies between data and MC can be seen,
especially in the mis-identiﬁcation.
In the study of the kaon and pion identiﬁcation, the
control sample is divided into 384 bins, i.e. 32 momen-
tum (p) bins and 12 polar angle (θ) bins. The momen-
tum range is divided into 100 (200) MeV/c bins below
(above) 3 GeV/c. The polar angle subdivision is based
on the structure of the ACC: one θ bin for the backward
endcap (with no ACC), and one bin for each of the ten
types of aerogel counter module in the barrel and forward
endcap, except for the large polar angle range covered by
the n = 1.010 modules, which is divided in two (see Fig-
ure 2.2.8, and the accompanying text in Section 2.2.3).
For each bin, the eﬃciency and mis-identiﬁcation rate
for K and π are estimated both for the data and the MC
for diﬀerent PID selections. The relevant value for general
analyses is the ratio of the eﬃciency or mis-identiﬁcation
rate between the data and the MC: Rl = datal /
MC
l and
its uncertainty, where l is the bin index. These quantities
are provided as a look-up table for general use in Belle
analyses. The eﬃciency (mis-identiﬁcation rate) ratio and
its uncertainty for a given analysis, which is quoted as the
systematic uncertainty from PID, can then be calculated
by
R =
1
N
∑
l
nlRl, (5.4.1)
and
δR =
1
N
⎛⎝√∑
l
(nlδRstatl )
2 +
∑
l
nlδR
syst
l
⎞⎠+ δRconst,
(5.4.2)
where Rl is the eﬃciency ratio in bin l, nl is the number
of tracks in that bin (analysis dependent), and N =
∑
nl.
The parameters δRstatl and δR
syst
l are respectively the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties in bin l obtained from
the control sample study; δRconst is an additional system-
atic uncertainty, independent of (p, θ), based on variations
in eﬃciency between diﬀerent data taking periods (“exper-
iments” in Belle nomenclature: see Section 3.2). In this
way, the correction factor and the systematic error can be
automatically calculated. The typical systematic uncer-
tainty δR for kaon and pion identiﬁcation at Belle is 0.8%.
In physics analyses that measure a direct CP asymmetry,
the systematic error due to an asymmetry in the PID eﬃ-
ciency between positive and negative charged tracks needs
to be estimated. This error can be calculated by using the
tables for Rl, δRstatl , and δR
syst
l , which are provided sep-
arately for positive and negative particles.
The study of the proton identiﬁcation is performed
with Λ → pπ−, using the same binning for θ as above,
but with only 12 bins for momentum. The typical proton
eﬃciency is shown in Fig. 5.4.1 (c).
For the study of the lepton identiﬁcation, the two-
photon process e+e− → e+e−+− ( = e, μ) is used to
obtain high statistics electron and muon samples. The con-
trol sample is divided into 70 bins (10 momentum bins in
500 MeV/c steps and 7 polar angle bins). The eﬃciencies
of the lepton identiﬁcations estimated using this process
are shown in Fig. 5.4.1 (d) and (e). Since the above pro-
cess leads to low track-multiplicity events, inclusive J/ψ
events (J/ψ → +−) are also used as a control sample,
mainly for the estimation of a possible performance diﬀer-
ence between low-multiplicity events and hadronic events.
The mis-identiﬁcation rates of the lepton identiﬁcation for
pions and kaons, are studied using a control sample of
K0S → ππ and D∗+ → D0π+ → K−π+π+.
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Figure 5.4.1. Performance of the PID at Belle as a function of the momentum of the candidate charged track for the data and
MC-simulated events. (a) Performance of kaon identiﬁcation: kaon eﬃciency and pion mis-identiﬁcation rate. (b) Performance
of pion identiﬁcation: pion eﬃciency and kaon mis-identiﬁcation rate. (c) Performance of proton identiﬁcation. (d) Performance
of electron identiﬁcation. (e) Performance of muon identiﬁcation. In (c), (d) and (e), only eﬃciencies respectively for protons,
electrons and muons are shown for the data and MC simulated events.
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6.1 The role of vertexing in the B Factories
A vertex algorithm is a procedure by which the param-
eters of a decay vertex or interaction vertex are deter-
mined from the reconstructed parameters of the outgoing
particles. In the simplest case the outgoing particles are
charged particles that are either stable or have a large cτ
(where τ is the particle lifetime) compared to the dimen-
sions of the detector, namely electrons, muons, protons
and charged pions and kaons. These particles are recon-
structed as charged particle trajectories (or ‘tracks’) in the
tracking detectors and their reconstructed parameters are
the track parameters. More complicated vertex algorithms
involve ﬁnal states that include not only tracks, but also
photons or other decaying particles.
The role of vertexing algorithms in the B Factory ex-
periments can roughly be divided in three parts. First,
vertex ﬁts are used to obtain the parameters of recon-
structed ‘composite’ particles from their decay products,
i.e. charged particle trajectories and photon calorimeter
clusters. These parameters are usually the vertex position,
momentum and invariant mass of the decaying particle.
However, also the decay length of an unstable particle in-
side a decay chain (such as the D meson in a B → Dπ de-
cay), or the decay time diﬀerence Δt of the two B mesons
from an Υ (4S) decay, can be computed with a vertex ﬁt.
Second, the χ2 of a vertex ﬁt is used to suppress com-
binatorial background in the selection of composite par-
ticles. Apart from a few cases of decays in ﬂight (pions
and long lived strange hadrons), the decay products from
most composite particles all originate from a small region
around the interaction point. The track parameter resolu-
tion of B Factories is just suﬃcient to separate the decay
vertices of bottom and charm mesons. When searching
for exclusive decays a requirement on the vertex χ2 pro-
vides an eﬃcient way to reject wrong combinations from
the composite particle candidates. The χ2 plays a simi-
lar role in the reconstruction of the primary interaction
vertex or in the reconstruction of the ‘second’ B vertex
for the determination of B meson decay time diﬀerence.
In that case the contribution of individual tracks to the
vertex χ2 is used to select the subset of tracks that best
determines the vertex position.
Finally, vertexing is used in the calibration and mon-
itoring of the position and size of the interaction region.
As we shall see, information on the average position of the
primary vertex can be used as a constraint in vertex ﬁts.
In the BABAR and Belle experiments the beam parame-
ters are also fed back in real time to the accelerator for
diagnostics.
This chapter is organized as follows. The parameteri-
zation of reconstructed tracks, which deﬁnes the input to
the vertex algorithms, is described in Section 6.2. Vertex
ﬁtting algorithms are discussed in Section 6.3. The cali-
bration of the interaction region for use in vertex ﬁts is de-
scribed in Section 6.4. An important application of vertex
ﬁts is the determination of decay times, in particular the
B meson decay time diﬀerence Δt. The demands on ver-
tex resolution in the B Factory experiments are primarily
determined by the requirement that Δt be measured with
suﬃcient precision to probe B0B0 oscillations. The proce-
dures by which the decay time diﬀerence is estimated and
its resolution calibrated are discussed in Sections 6.5.
6.2 Track parameterization and resolution
If stochastic processes like energy loss and multiple scat-
tering in detector material are ignored, the trajectory of
a charged particle in a magnetic ﬁeld can be described by
ﬁve parameters. In a uniform magnetic ﬁeld the trajectory
follows a helix. The helix axis is parallel to the magnetic
ﬁeld, which in the B Factory solenoids is almost parallel
to the e+-e− beam axis.
Even in the case that the ﬁeld is not uniform or ma-
terial eﬀects cannot be ignored, the track can locally be
parameterized as a helix. With respect to a conveniently
chosen pivot point, the parameters can be deﬁned as (see
Chapter 2 for the deﬁnition of the coordinate system)
dρ or d0 signed distance in the x-y plane from the
pivotal point to the helix,
φ0 azimuthal angle from the pivotal point to
the helix center,
κ or ω inverse of the track transverse momentum
times charge of the track, κ = e/pt
dz or z0 signed distance along the z axis from the
pivotal point to the helix,
tanλ tangent of the dip angle.
The two experiments follow a slightly diﬀerent notation
and deﬁnition. When two names are shown in the ﬁrst
column of the table above, the ﬁrst is for Belle and the
second for BABAR . The sign of the inverse transverse mo-
mentum κ coincides with the sign of the charge of the
particle. If the pivot point is the origin, then dρ is the
(signed)19 minimum distance to the z-axis and dz is the
z-coordinate of the point-of-closest approach to the origin.
The azimuthal coordinate φ is the angle of the transverse
momentum vector with the x axis in BABAR while the co-
ordinate φ + φ0 is the angle of the transverse momentum
vector with the y axis in Belle. In the following we use
the Belle deﬁnition, illustrated in Fig. 6.2.1. The BABAR
deﬁnition can be found in (Hulsbergen, 2005).
19 Sign of dρ: for e > 0 and the pivot point lying outside
the helix projection to the (x, y) plane then dρ > 0; for the
pivot point inside the helix projection dρ < 0. For e < 0 this
deﬁnition is reversed.
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Figure 6.2.1. Schematic representations of the helix pa-
rameterization for a positively (top) and negatively (bottom)
charged track in the (x, y) plane used at Belle. Magnetic ﬁeld is
in the direction of the z-axis. Vector rp determines position of
the pivot point. Other vectors in the ﬁgure are deﬁned as r =
rp+sgn(e)w−v, where w = sgn(e)(dρ+ρ)(cosφ0, sinφ0), v =
ρ(cos (φ0 + φ), sin (φ0 + φ)).
The charged particle position along the track trajec-
tory can be represented using a running parameter φ as
x(φ) = xp + dρ cos φ0 + ρ{cos φ0 − cos(φ0 + φ)},
y(φ) = yp + dρ sin φ0 + ρ{sinφ0 − sin(φ0 + φ)},
z(φ) = zp + dz − rφ tanλ, (6.2.1)
where (xp, yp, zp) is the pivot point and ρ = 1/Bzκ is
the (signed) curvature radius with Bz representing the
strength of the magnetic ﬁeld. Using pt = e/κ the mo-
mentum vector along the trajectory is given by
px(φ) = −pt sin(φ0 + φ),
py(φ) = pt cos(φ0 + φ), (6.2.2)
pz(φ) = pt tanλ.
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Figure 6.2.2. Measurements of the diﬀerences between the ﬁt-
ted track parameters of the top and bottom stubs of cosmic ray
muons with a momentum above 2 GeV/c in BABAR. The data
are shown as points, Monte Carlo simulation as histograms.
The (blue) smooth curves are the results of a Gaussian ﬁt to
the data. From (Brown, Gritsan, Guo, and Roberts, 2009).
Expressions for the inverse transformation — from posi-
tion and momentum vector to helix parameters — and
the corresponding Jacobian can be found in (Hulsbergen,
2005).
The helix track parameters are determined by a ﬁt to
the measured hit coordinates along the track. Both Belle
and BABAR use a track ﬁt based on a Kalman ﬁlter (Fruh-
wirth, 1987). The BABAR track ﬁt is described in (Brown,
1997). The track parameter resolution is determined by
the number of hits and the hit resolution, and by multi-
ple scattering and energy loss. For the resolution on the
direction and position of the track the ﬁrst two layers in
the vertex detector are most important. However, for the
extrapolation to the interaction point the curvature res-
olution is relevant as well. Both B Factory experiments
feature a multi-layer vertex detector (Section 2.2.1) with
a hit resolution in the range 10−50 μm to precisely mea-
sure impact parameters. A precise curvature resolution is
facilitated by a large drift chamber.
An estimate of the track resolution in data can be ob-
tained from cosmic ray events. The muon trajectory is
reconstructed as two separate segments in the top and
bottom halves of the tracking detector. The diﬀerence or
‘residual’ between the reconstructed parameter of the seg-
ments at their point of closest approach is representative
for the actual parameter resolution, after a correction with
a factor
√
2. The distribution of the residuals is shown
in Figure 6.2.2 for muons with momenta above 2 GeV/c
in BABAR data and Monte Carlo. From a ﬁt with a sin-
gle Gaussian to these distributions the single-track reso-
lution in data is estimated as 29 μm for z0, 24 μm for d0,
0.45 mrad for φ0 and 0.53 ·10−3 for tanλ (Brown, Gritsan,
Guo, and Roberts, 2009) (see Chapter 2 for a discussion
of the pT resolution). The parameter resolution in Belle
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is similar. It should be noted, however, that due to the
contribution from multiple scattering the resolutions are
a rather strong function of momentum. For example, in
BABAR the d0 resolution at pT ≈ 0.1 GeV/c2 is over a
factor 5 worse than at pT ≈ 3 GeV/c2 (Aubert, 2002j).
Besides the track parameters the track ﬁt also com-
putes a track parameter covariance matrix, which can be
used in vertex ﬁts. The covariance matrix is among oth-
ers a function of the estimated uncertainty in the hit co-
ordinates and the estimated RMS of the scattering angle
distribution. Due to pattern recognition mistakes and sim-
pliﬁcations in the track model, the estimated track param-
eter uncertainty may not perfectly reﬂect the RMS of the
error distribution. In Belle these imperfections are com-
pensated by scale factors that depend on track pT and
tanλ. The scale factors are calibrated with cosmic ray
events and simulations. In Babar such scale factors are
not used.
6.3 Vertex ﬁtting by χ2 minimization
The B Factory experiments have deployed several imple-
mentations of vertex ﬁts. A complete description of these
algorithms is outside the scope of this book. In the fol-
lowing we sketch the formalism of a generic minimum χ2
vertex algorithm. A pedagogical introduction to vertex ﬁt-
ting can be found in the lectures by P. Avery (Avery, 1991,
1998).
To start, we consider a collection of N charged tracks
and use a χ2 minimization algorithm to determine the
best vertex out of which they emerge. Once that is done,
the vertex can be improved by adding neutral particles,
enforcing mass constraints to the in-going or some of the
outgoing composite particles, and requiring consistency of
the vertex location with the collider luminous region. The
goodness of a ﬁt is measured by testing the compatibility
of the minimum χ2 with the expected probability distri-
bution of a χ2 with the relevant number of degrees of
freedom.
Following the notation in (Fruhwirth, 1987) we denote
the reconstructed helix parameters of track i by pi and
the corresponding covariance matrix by Vi. Given a set of
N outgoing tracks each labeled with an index i, the χ2 of
the vertex can be generically written as
χ2 =
N∑
i=1
[pi − hi(x, qi)]T V −1i [pi − hi(x, qi)] (6.3.1)
where x is a 3D vector representing the ﬁtted vertex po-
sition, qi is the ﬁtted momentum vector of the outgoing
track and hi, the measurement model, is a function of x
and qi that expresses the parameters of the helical tra-
jectory of the charged particle emerging from the vertex
with momentum qi.
The solution to the vertex ﬁt is the set of parameters
ξ̂ ≡ (x, q1 . . . qN ) that minimizes the χ2. In case the func-
tion hi is linear in the parameters ξ, the solution can be
expressed generically as
ξ̂ = ξ0 −
[
d2χ2
dξ2
(ξ0)
]−1
dχ2
dξ
(ξ0) (6.3.2)
where ξ0 is an arbitrary starting point for ξ. The inverse
of the second derivative matrix on the right hand side is
also half the covariance matrix for ξ̂. If the derivative of hi
is denoted by Hi, this leads to the well known expression
for the linear least squares estimator,
ξ̂ = ξ0 − C
∑
i
HTi V
−1
i [pi − hi(x, qi)] (6.3.3)
with the covariance matrix
C =
(∑
i
HTi V
−1
i Hi
)−1
. (6.3.4)
For vertex ﬁts to helix trajectories the function hi is not
linear and hence its derivative Hi not constant. In that
case the minimum is obtained by starting from a suitable
expansion point ξ0 and iteratively applying Eq. (6.3.2)
until a certain convergence criterion is met, usually a min-
imum change in the χ2.
There are two ﬂavors of measurement models for tracks
in vertex ﬁts: If the parameters pi are helix parame-
ters, the measurement model is given by the inverse of
Eq. (6.2.1) and Eq. (6.2.2) above. Alternatively, the track
parameters can also be translated into position and mo-
mentum space using Eq. (6.2.1) and Eq. (6.2.2). In this
case the measurement model is trivial, but has one dimen-
sion more than the original ﬁve parameter helix. Further-
more, since the transformation only applies to a particular
point on the helix, it needs to be repeated if the vertex
position estimate changes between iterations.
The number of degrees of freedom of the computed χ2
is NDOF ≡ 2N − 3, i.e. the diﬀerence between the num-
ber of measurements, 5N (5 helix parameters per track)
and the number of ﬁtted parameters 3(N + 1) (3 vertex
coordinates and 3 momentum components per track). As-
suming that the uncertainties on the track parameters are
correctly estimated i.e. that they are representative of the
RMS of the error distribution, the minimum χ2 follows
the probability distribution of a χ2 variate with NDOF
degrees of freedom whose expectation value equals NDOF .
A goodness of ﬁt requirement is usually derived from χ2
and NDOF to retain the acceptable N -prong vertices e.g.
in the selection of event data samples.
The vertex ﬁtting formalism can be extended with ad-
ditional constraints, such as prior knowledge of the vertex
position (for example from knowledge of the interaction
point, IP) or the known mass of the decaying particle.
Such constraints always take the form of a constraint equa-
tion
f(ξ) = 0. (6.3.5)
A distinction can be made between exact constraints and
constraints that have an associated uncertainty. The latter
are sometimes called ‘χ2 constraints’. Mass constraints are
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usually (but not always) implemented as exact constraints
while IP constraints are an example of a χ2 constraint. Ex-
act constraints can be implemented by using a Lagrange
multiplier. They add a term to the χ2
Δχ2 = λf(ξ) (6.3.6)
where the Lagrange multiplier λ is treated as an addi-
tional parameter in the vertex ﬁt. An alternative (more
eﬃcient) method to deal with exact constraints is dis-
cussed in (Hulsbergen, 2005). For one-dimensional con-
straints with an uncertainty σ the χ2 contribution is
Δχ2 =
f(ξ)2
σ2
. (6.3.7)
This expression can be generalized to more than one di-
mension by writing it in a matrix notation. Note that each
independent constraint adds one degree of freedom to the
χ2.
The vertex ﬁt can also be extended to include re-
constructed neutral particles. Photons reconstructed as
calorimeter clusters do not add position information to
the vertex, but they contribute to the momentum, and
aﬀect the χ2 minimization once mass constraints are ap-
plied.
Several vertex ﬁts are implemented in sequence to re-
construct decay trees that involve more than one decay
vertex, e.g. B → DX transitions. Such decay trees are
usually reconstructed by starting from the most down-
stream vertex and working towards the mother of the de-
cay trees: ﬁrst ﬁt the D vertex, then use the result to ﬁt
the B (this approach is sometimes called leaf-by-leaf ﬁt-
ting). Other more global associations of constraints are
implemented for decay trees with leaves or branches with
many neutral particles (Hulsbergen, 2005).
The vertex ﬁts applied in the B Factory experiments
are essentially extensions of the scheme above – see in par-
ticular (Tanaka, 2001) for Belle and (Hulsbergen, 2005) for
BABAR. Implementations of the vertex ﬁtting algorithm
diﬀer both in the parameterization of the problem and in
the way the χ2 is minimized. As outlined above, tracks
can be parameterized in terms of helix coordinates or (lo-
cally) in terms of Cartesian coordinates. The latter leads
to simpler expressions for derivatives, but may lead to
slower convergence because derivatives vary more rapidly
along the track.
For the minimization both the global χ2 ﬁt technique
described above and the Kalman ﬁlter are used. Even
for algorithms that seemingly use the same minimization
scheme, the implementations may diﬀer. To our knowl-
edge, the most eﬃcient method to ﬁt tracks to a common
vertex is the algorithm developed by Billoir, Fruhwirth,
and Regler (1985), presented in slightly diﬀerent from in
(Fruhwirth, 1987). This algorithm was extended with a
mass constraint in (Amoraal et al., 2013).
Not all algorithms are applicable to all vertexing prob-
lems. The general leaf-by-leaf approach for decay tree ﬁt-
ting cannot easily be applied to the reconstruction of e.g.
K0
S → π0π0 or B0 → K0Sπ0. For these types of decay
trees a ‘global’ decay tree ﬁt can be used (Hulsbergen,
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Figure 6.3.1. Residual (left) and pull (right) of the decay
vertex z position of reconstructed B0 → J/ψK0S candidates in
a BABAR simulated data sample. Fits to a double Gaussian are
superimposed.
2005). The latter also has the advantage that one has ac-
cess to the vertex-constrained parameters of all particles
in the decay tree. However, this algorithm computes a
single covariance matrix for all of the parameters in the
decay tree, making it noticeably slower than a leaf-by-leaf
approach. The CPU consumption of vertex algorithms is
often a concern because of the combinatoric background
in the reconstruction and selection of composite particles.
A strict control on the accuracy of the vertex recon-
struction is mandatory for the B Factory experiments
where the primary goal is to determine time-dependent
CP asymmetries from the distance between two vertices.
This is illustrated in Figure 6.3.1 which shows the resid-
uals and pull20 for the decay vertex z position of recon-
structed B0 → J/ψK0S (J/ψ → μ+μ−) candidates from
a sample of simulated data taken from BABAR. The ver-
tex resolution depends on the topology of the decay and
the direction and momenta of the ﬁnal state particles and
especially on whether the K0S particles decays inside or
outside the vertex detector volume. These eﬀects are ac-
counted for in the per-event reconstruction uncertainty,
the estimate of which is computed by the vertex ﬁt al-
gorithm. Due to spread in the estimated uncertainty, the
vertex resolution is not a Gaussian distribution. However,
the pull distribution is reasonably Gaussian with an RMS
value close to unity, indicating that the uncertainties are
correctly estimated.
For this decay the z residual distribution has an RMS
of about 70 μm. A double Gaussian ﬁt returns a core com-
ponent, which corresponds to about three quarters of the
distribution, with a standard deviation equal to 40 μm.
The resolution in the transverse coordinates is compara-
ble to that in z: about 50 μm.
Figure 6.3.2 shows the reconstructed mass of B± →
J/ψK± decays in data, from BABAR, ﬁtted both with and
without a mass constraint on the J/ψ → μ+μ− decay.
The mass constraint improves the accuracy of the derived
J/ψ momentum and this leads to a large improvement
in the B± invariant mass resolution. The improvement in
mass resolution is comparable to what one would obtain
20 A ‘pull’ is a residual divided by its estimated uncertainty.
See also Section 11.5.2.
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Figure 6.3.2. Distribution of the reconstructed invariant mass
of B± → J/ψK± decays in BABAR data with and without en-
forcement of a mass constraint on the J/ψ → μ+μ− decay
vertex leaf.
by considering the B±-J/ψ mass diﬀerence instead of the
B± mass. However, the advantage of applying the mass-
constrained vertex ﬁt is that the resolution on both the
vertex position and on the B momentum are improved.
6.4 Primary vertex reconstruction and
beamspot calibration
The majority of beam-beam collisions occur in a tiny re-
gion in the center of the detectors, the interaction region or
beamspot. The size of the interaction region is determined
by beam optics and has varied through the B Factory
runs. It is typically 1 mm along the beam (z), 100 μm in
the horizontal direction (x) and a few μm in the vertical
direction (y).
The position and size of the beamspot are used as a
constraint in the reconstruction of the B0B0 decay time
diﬀerence Δt. Since the beamspot is smallest in the verti-
cal plane, the vertical coordinate is the most constraining.
In the directions along x and z the beamspot is not smaller
than a typical B decay length, which is about 25 μm in
the transverse plane and about 200 μm along the z-axis,
and its constraint plays a marginal role.
The position and shape of the interaction region vary
with time and needs to be carefully calibrated and moni-
tored. The calibration is based on the spatial distribution
of reconstructed primary vertices (PVs). In the produc-
tion of a B0B0 or B+B− pair at the Υ (4S) resonance
there are no particles originating from the primary col-
lision point other than the B mesons themselves. Con-
sequently, the primary vertex cannot be directly recon-
structed in these decays and the beamspot calibration in-
stead relies on continuum events. Bhabha and di-muon
events have the advantage that there are only two tracks
in the event, that have both relatively high momentum
and are guaranteed to originate from the PV. Hadronic
events have more tracks and consequently a smaller sta-
tistical per-event uncertainty on the vertex position, but
they are polluted by a bb¯ contribution. The calibration
x
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Figure 6.4.1. Distribution of the x (top), y (middle), and z
(bottom) position of reconstructed primary vertices in a typical
Belle run (Exp. 5, run 333). From (Tomura, 2002a).
in BABAR relies both on two-prong events and on multi-
hadron events with at least 5 tracks. The calibration pro-
cedure in Belle uses only multi-hadron events (Tomura,
2002a).
An example of the distribution of the position of recon-
structed primary vertices in hadronic events in a typical
Belle run is shown in Figure 6.4.1. In the y direction the
RMS of the distribution is dominated by the vertex reso-
lution. In the z direction it is dominated by the beamspot
size, while in the x direction it is a combination of both.
The distribution of PV positions is characterized by an
average position, the direction of its three principal axes
(which are close, but not identical to the x, y and z axis;
see Chapter 2) and the RMS along each axis. The cali-
brated position, rotation and sizes are determined from
moments of (BABAR) or ﬁts to (Belle) the (x, y, z) distri-
bution of PVs.
To determine the size of the beamspot the vertex reso-
lution must be ‘subtracted’. In the vertical direction since
the resolution is so much wider than the beam size, the
beam spread must be estimated by other means. In BABAR
the size in y is computed from the luminosity reported by
the accelerator (Chapter 1). In Belle it is obtained from
measurements of the size of the HER and LER beams by
the accelerator (Tomura, 2002a). When the beamspot is
used as a constraint in vertex ﬁts, its size always appears
in quadrature with the actual vertex resolution. Hence,
it is important to know the size in the vertical direction
precisely.
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Figure 6.4.2. Average primary vertex position in x (top), y
(center) and z (bottom) as a function of run number in Belle
data. From (Tomura, 2002a).
To accommodate variations over time the calibration
procedure is performed in time slices. Belle ﬁts the mean
position with the other parameters (the widths and the
rotation angles) ﬁxed for every O(104) events. BABAR up-
dates all parameters every ∼ 10 minute interval, corre-
sponding to approximately the same number of selected
events. Figure 6.4.2 shows the average primary vertex po-
sition as a function of run number in the early days of
Belle. In this period the typical duration of a run was
about 2 hours. Under stable conditions, the variation of
the position within a run is much smaller, typically of the
order of 10 μm in x, 1 μm in y and 100 μm in z in both
experiments.
In vertex reconstruction the average beamspot can be
used as a constraint on the production vertex of the B (or
D, or τ) particle. The χ2 contribution takes the form, cf.
Eq. (6.3.7),
Δχ2 =
⎛⎝xp − xIPyp − yIP
zp − zIP
⎞⎠T V −1IP
⎛⎝xp − xIPyp − yIP
zp − zIP
⎞⎠ (6.4.1)
where xp are the parameters of the production vertex in
the vertex ﬁt, xIP is the position of the center of the
beamspot and VIP is a 3× 3 covariance matrix, represen-
tative of the size of the beamspot. In Belle the constraint
is only applied to the coordinates in the transverse plane;
in BABAR both the 2D and 3D constraint are used, de-
pending on the vertex algorithm. Figure 6.4.3 shows the
D∗+ − D0 mass diﬀerence in e+e− → D∗+X continuum
events where we have selected D∗+ → D0π+ decays with
D0 → K−π+ with and without the constraint that the
D∗+ originates from the beamspot. Due to its low mo-
mentum the direction of the soft pion is very sensitive
to multiple scattering. Requiring it to originate from the
interaction region substantially improves the mass resolu-
tion.
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Figure 6.4.3. Distribution of the reconstructed D∗+ − D0
mass diﬀerence in D∗+ → D0π+ decays with D0 → K−π+
from BABAR continuum data with and without a primary vertex
constraint.
In some applications, such as for D∗ from B decays or
the reconstruction of the associated B vertex for Δt recon-
struction in Belle, the beamspot is used as a constraint on
a decay vertex. In this case the size of the beamspot must
be increased with the eﬀective width of the decay length
distribution of the (mother) particle, schematically,
VIP,tot = VIP + Vﬂight . (6.4.2)
Both experiments add the RMS of the B decay length dis-
tribution in the transverse plane (about 25 μm, see Fig-
ure 6.4.4) in quadrature with the calibrated beamspot size
to obtain an eﬀective size appropriate for B decay prod-
ucts. This mostly aﬀects the size in y.
Finally, although these quantities do not directly per-
tain to the vertex algorithms, it is convenient in the char-
acterization of the beamspot, to mention the calibration
of the beam kinematics. The beam energies are used in
the computation of e.g. the beam-energy-constrained mass
(Chapter 9) and the proper decay time. In principle, there
are six unknown parameters related to the incident beams,
namely the 3-momenta of the electron and positron beam.
In practice, the beam-directions are close enough to their
nominal direction that only the relative direction matters,
reducing the number of degrees of freedom to four. These
are parameterized by the center-of-momentum energy
√
s
and by the boost vector.
Both experiments calibrate
√
s with the kinematics of
fully reconstructed hadronic B decays. In particular, a
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Figure 6.4.4. Distribution of the B meson ﬂight length in the
y direction in Belle simulated data. A ﬁt to a single Gaussian
(red), with a width of 25 μm, is superimposed.
deviation of
√
s from nominal can be directly inferred from
a shift of the beam-energy-constrained mass relative to
the nominal B mass. The uncertainty is dominated by the
uncertainty on the nominal B mass.
In Belle the boost vector is suﬃciently constant that
it has been ﬁxed to its nominal value for the entire period
of data taking. In BABAR the boost vector is calibrated
on a run-by-run basis using the four-momentum sum in
dimuon events. Note that due to eﬀects of initial and ﬁnal
state radiation, the latter is not a very sensitive probe of√
s.
6.5 Δt determination
The analysis of time-dependent CP violation in decays
of neutral B mesons at the e+e− B Factories requires
measurement of the decay time diﬀerence Δt of the two
B mesons in the event (see Chapter 10). The procedures
to reconstruct the vertex of the ‘tagging’ B and extract
the decay time diﬀerence are described in (Tajima, 2004)
for Belle and (Aubert, 2001c, 2002a) for BABAR, to which
the reader is referred for details.
We denote the reconstructed B meson that decays to
the ﬁnal state of interest as Brec. We label the other B
meson by Btag, because its decay products are used to
determine the ﬂavor of Brec at Δt = 0. In an asymmet-
ric e+e− B Factory the determination of Δt is derived
from the measurement of the diﬀerence in the decay ver-
tex positions of Brec and Btag along the boost axis, which
is approximately the z axis. Consequently, we talk about
the Δz measurement and the Δz to Δt conversion.
By far the dominant contribution to the resolution on
Δt is the Δz resolution. For most analyses the latter is in
turn dominated by the Btag vertex resolution. The deter-
mination of the Brec vertex position is performed with a
standard vertex ﬁt, as described above. The reconstruc-
tion of the Btag vertex position is more complicated since
it requires the selection of the subset of tracks that directly
originate from the Btag vertex.
6.5.1 Reconstruction of the Btag vertex
Figure 6.5.1 shows schematically the topology of an event
with the Brec and Btag decays. Since there are no other
particles in the event beside the two B mesons, all tracks
that are not associated to Brec, i.e. tracks from the rest
of the event (ROE), necessarily originate from the Btag
decay. However, a couple of experimental complications
make the reconstruction of the Btag vertex position non-
trivial. First, in only a small fraction of events, are all the
decay products of the Btag inside the acceptance of the
detector, hence a strategy based on a full reconstruction
is excluded.21
 
Figure 6.5.1. Schematic view of the geometry in the yz plane
for a Υ (4S) → BB decay. For fully reconstructed decay modes,
the line of ﬂight of the Btag can be estimated from the (reverse)
momentum vector and the vertex position of Brec, and from
the beamspot position in the xy plane and the Υ (4S) average
boost. Note that the scale in the y direction is substantially
magniﬁed compared to that in the z direction. From (Aubert,
2002a).
Second, most Btag mesons decay to an open-charmed
particle with at least one additional vertex after a ﬂight
length comparable to the decay length of a B meson. The
confusion in the assignment of the tracks between these
vertices biases the measurement of the Btag position and
degrades the Btag vertex resolution.
The strategy to select the optimal set of tracks is sim-
ilar in both experiments. First, from the tracks in the
ROE a subset is selected that satisﬁes requirements like a
minimum number of vertex detector hits and a maximum
transverse distance to the interaction region. Tracks from
reconstructed photon conversions and V 0 decays (a neu-
tral particle decaying into two charged tracks, for exam-
ple K0S → π+π−) are either removed or replaced with the
mother particle. Subsequently, all tracks are combined in
a single vertex using the interaction region as a constraint.
If the χ2 of the vertex is larger than a certain criterion,
the worst track is removed and the vertex reﬁtted. This
procedure is repeated until the criterion is satisﬁed or no
tracks are left. In BABAR the criterion is a maximum con-
tribution to the χ2 of 6 for each track, while in Belle the
21 Also the sum of branching fractions of decays used in typ-
ical full reconstruction, see Chapter 7, is small.
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criterion is a maximum vertex χ2 of 20 per degree of free-
dom (since a track contributes two degrees of freedom, the
BABAR criterion is substantially tighter than the Belle cri-
terion). In Belle tracks that have been identiﬁed as high
pT leptons by the ﬂavor tagging algorithm are always kept
since those have a large probability to originate from the
Btag vertex.
If the beamspot is used as a constraint in the Btag ver-
tex reconstruction, even vertices with a single track can
be reconstructed. The experiments exploit the beamspot
diﬀerently. In Belle the constraint is an ellipsoid in the
xy plane, increased in size to account for the Btag trans-
verse motion, as explained in Section 6.4. This use of the
beamspot leads to a small bias that is proportional to the
Btag decay time and is treated as a systematic uncertainty.
In BABAR the Btag direction and origin are reconstructed
with a vertex ﬁt using the Brec vertex and momentum and
the calibrated beamspot position and Υ (4S) momentum.
This Btag ‘pseudo-particle’ is subsequently used as any
other track in the Btag vertex reconstruction. The advan-
tage of this approach is that there is no bias due to the
beamspot constraint. However, it can only be applied to
analyses with a fully reconstructed Brec.
Since the Btag vertex has in general fewer tracks than
the Brec vertex and may be contaminated by D daughter
tracks, the Δz resolution is dominated by the Btag z po-
sition resolution. The latter is in the range 100− 200 μm,
which has to be compared to a typical resolution of the
Brec vertex of 50 μm. As the total resolution is of the or-
der of the B mixing period, accurate knowledge of the
resolution is essential when Δt is used in maximum like-
lihood ﬁts to extract the parameters for time-dependent
CP violation. The calibration of the so-called resolution
function is discussed below.
6.5.2 From vertex positions to Δt
To be sensitive to time-dependent CP violating eﬀects the
vertex resolution must be suﬃcient to resolve the oscilla-
tions due to B0B0 mixing in the decay time distribution.
Given a proper decay time t and a momentum vector p,
the diﬀerence between the production and decay vertex
positions of a B meson is given by
xdecay − xprod = pc
mc2
c t (6.5.1)
where we have explicitly included factors c to express
momentum and mass in units of energy. At the Υ (4S)
resonance the B momentum in the Υ (4S) rest frame is
p∗B ≈ 340 MeV/c. With a lifetime of 1.5 ps, the B0 decay
length in the Υ (4S) frame is only ∼ 30 μm, small com-
pared to the typical resolution of vertex detectors. This
is the main motivation for constructing an asymmetric B
Factory: the boost of the Υ (4S) system increases the de-
cay length, making the measurement of the decay time
possible.
If the z-axis is chosen along the boost direction, the
experimental resolution on the B meson decay time dif-
ference is dominated by the resolution on the decay vertex
z position. The displacement in z of one of the B mesons
is related to its proper decay time t by
zdecay − zprod = γ
(
α cos θ + β
√
1 + α2
)
ct (6.5.2)
where γ and β are the boost parameters from the Υ (4S)
frame to the lab frame and θ and α = p∗Bc/mBc
2 are the
polar angle and boost factor of the B in the Υ (4S) frame.
Since no tracks originate from the production vertex,
the sensitivity to the decay time diﬀerence of the B mesons
comes mainly through the diﬀerence in the z positions of
the decay vertices. As the polar angles of the two B mesons
are exactly opposite, the diﬀerence in the z positions can
be expressed as
z1−z2 = γβ
√
1 + α2c(t1−t2)+γα cos θc(t1+t2). (6.5.3)
If the small parameter α ≈ 0.06 is ignored, one obtains
the well known approximation
Δt = Δz/γβc. (6.5.4)
This expression is used for all time-dependent analyses in
Belle and for those without a fully reconstructed Brec in
BABAR. The average value for the boost factor is βγ = 0.55
in BABAR and βγ = 0.42 in Belle. It is calculated directly
from the beam energies and has a typical uncertainty of
0.1%. For a typical Δz resolution of 100 μm, the Δt res-
olution is 0.6 ps, a bit less than half the B lifetime and
small compared to the B0 oscillation period of ∼ 12.5 ps.
Ignoring the second term in Eq. (6.5.3) leads to a
cos θ and decay time dependent bias. If the detection ef-
ﬁciency is symmetric in cos θ, the expectation value of
the bias is zero.22 Ignoring the acceptance and taking
P (cos θ) ∝ 1−cos2 θ, the RMS of this term is 2γαcτB0/
√
5,
or about 30 μm (taking 〈t1 + t2〉 ∼ 2τB0). Consequently,
its contribution to the resolution is small but not negligi-
ble.
In the case of a fully reconstructed Brec the momentum
direction is measured with suﬃcient precision to correct
for the B momentum in the Υ (4S) frame. However, as can
be seen in Eq. (6.5.3) the correction depends on the sum of
the decay times, t1+t2, which can only be determined with
very poor resolution. BABAR has used the estimate t1 +
t2 = τB+|Δt| to correct for the measured Brec momentum
direction and extract Δt from Eq. (6.5.3), giving
Δt =
Δz/c − γα cos θ τB
γβ + sγα cos θ
(6.5.5)
where s is the sign of Δz and terms quadratic in α have
been ignored. The distribution of the event-by-event dif-
ference between Δt computed with Eq. (6.5.4) and Eq.
(6.5.5) has an RMS of 0.20 ps. Therefore, for a typical
resolution of 0.6 ps, the cos θ correction improves the Δt
resolution by about 5% (Aubert, 2002a).
Equation (6.5.5) is used for most B decays to hadronic
ﬁnal states in BABAR, while Eq (6.5.4) is used for semi-
leptonic modes. In Belle the correction is not applied, but
22 Assuming that also the distribution of events is symmetric
in cos θ, which is valid in the case of BB events.
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included in the resolution model. The contribution to the
resolution is computed on a per-event basis for fully recon-
structed ﬁnal states and empirically parameterized from
simulated events for the semi-leptonic modes.
The time-dependent analysis of decays B0 → K0Sπ0
and B0 → K0Sπ0γ is particularly challenging because there
are no tracks directly originating from the Brec vertex. In
early analyses in BABAR (Aubert, 2004q), the Brec vertex
position was estimated from the intersection of the tra-
jectories of one or both K0S daughters with the beamspot.
The implementation was similar to the reconstruction of
Btag vertices with a single track and the standard Δz to
Δt conversion (see above) was used. This method suﬀers
from a bias, small compared to the resolution, but irre-
ducible.
Eventually BABAR developed a third method that
makes use of a decay tree ﬁt (Hulsbergen, 2005) which was
applied to a number of decays including B0 → K0SK0SK0S .
In this algorithm the decay time diﬀerence Δt is extracted
from a single vertex ﬁt to the Υ (4S) → B0B0 decay tree,
using all reconstructed particles associated with Brec and
Btag and knowledge of the average interaction point and
Υ (4S) momentum. The particles missing from the Btag
vertex are parameterized as a single unconstrained four-
vector at the Btag vertex. This algorithm maximally ex-
ploits all available information from reconstruction and
beam parameter calibration. It is interesting that it ob-
tains a competitive resolution only if a constraint on the
B decay time sum is applied. The latter is implemented
as a χ2 constraint t1 + t2 = 2τB with (RMS) uncertainty√
2τB . Note that this approach is similar but not identical
to the substitution t1 + t2 = τB + |Δt| applied in the ‘mo-
mentum corrected’ method described above. It has been
veriﬁed that such a constraint does not bias the Δt mea-
surement. However, since this method does not lead to
a signiﬁcant improvement in resolution, it has only been
applied to studies of B0 → K0Sπ0 and alike.
6.5.3 Δt resolution function
To account for the ﬁnite decay time resolution the p.d.f.
describing the physical time evolution in a time-dependent
analysis is convolved with a resolution function which is
the response function that describes the distribution of the
observed decay time as a function of the true decay time
Δttrue. To ﬁrst order the resolution function is a Gaus-
sian function with zero mean and a width corresponding
to the average resolution. In practice, the deviations from
a Gaussian are important. The parameterization and cal-
ibration of the resolution function is described in detail
in Section 10.4. Here, we brieﬂy emphasize features of the
vertex resolution that impact the Δt resolution in time-
dependent analyses.
The estimated uncertainty in the Btag vertex z posi-
tion is a function of the number of tracks assigned to the
vertex and the direction and momentum of those tracks.
It diﬀers substantially between events, leading to a large
variation in the estimated uncertainty on Δt, as shown in
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Fig. 6.5.2. The estimated event-by-event uncertainty on
Δt is denoted by σΔt.
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Figure 6.5.3. RMS of the δt = Δt − Δttrue distribution in
BABAR simulated events as a function of the estimated event-
by-event uncertainty in Δt. From (Aubert, 2002a).
To beneﬁt statistically from this variation the esti-
mated uncertainty is used in the parameterization of the
resolution function. Fig. 6.5.3 shows the actual Δt resolu-
tion — deﬁned as the RMS of the error distribution — in
simulated BABAR events as a function of the estimated un-
certainty σΔt. The linear correlation illustrates that σΔt
is a good measure for the actual resolution, although a
scaling factor of approximately 1.1 must be applied to ob-
tain pulls with unit RMS. Therefore, the parameterization
of the resolution function typically uses a width that is
proportional to σΔt. The proportionality factor is derived
from the data.
The bias due to tracks from D daughters depends on
the direction of the D meson in the B rest frame: If the D
meson moves approximately perpendicular to the z axis,
the z positions of D and B vertices coincide and the bias
is small. Due to the boost of the D meson in the B frame,
in such events the D daughter trajectories also have a
relatively large angle with respect to the beam direction,
leading to a small vertex position uncertainty. It is for this
reason that both experiments observe that the bias from
D daughter tracks is roughly proportional to the per-event
estimated uncertainty on the Btag vertex z position, as il-
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Figure 6.5.4. Mean of the δt = Δt − Δttrue distribution in
BABAR simulated events as a function of the estimated event-
by-event uncertainty in Δt. From (Aubert, 2002a).
lustrated in Figure 6.5.4. Therefore, the parameterization
of the resolution function for B decays often also uses a
mean that is proportional to σΔt.
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Chapter 7
B-meson reconstruction
Editors:
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The BABAR and Belle detectors were designed and
built to detect and reconstruct particles produced in e+e−
collisions and their decay products. Particles with long
enough lifetimes or stable particles that deposit signals
in subdetectors which in turn allow the measurements of
their momenta or energies and consequently their four-
momenta (see Chapters 2 and 5 for more details) are: e±,
μ±, π±, K±, p, p, γ, and K0L and are commonly collec-
tively referred to as ﬁnal state particles. Particles such as
B mesons and charm mesons decay inside the beam pipe
close to the interaction point. In order to study the proper-
ties of B mesons, or other short-lived particles, they must
ﬁrst be reconstructed from their ﬁnal state particles.
Reconstruction of B mesons proceeds via summing the
momenta of all ﬁnal state particles to check for consis-
tency with speciﬁc exclusive B-meson decays. The goal is
to measure the four-momentum vector of a reconstructed
B meson, or to at least identify particles in an event aris-
ing from the same B meson. Candidates are identiﬁed by
utilizing discriminating variables sensitive to the B-meson
properties. The building of these candidates from their
ﬁnal state particle momenta is referred to as exclusive
B-meson reconstruction or also full hadronic reconstruc-
tion and is described in detail in Section 7.1. Full recon-
struction of (semi-) leptonic B-meson decays is not possi-
ble because the neutrinos leave the detectors undetected
and hence the momentum they carry is not measured
directly. However, due to the experimental setup of B
Factories additional kinematic constraints can be applied
which allow us to infer the neutrino or semi-leptonically
decaying B-meson momentum indirectly. The constraints
and methods are described in more detail in Sections 7.2
and 7.4. As explained in Section 7.3 the unique kinematic
properties of B-meson decays to D∗± mesons permit a
partial reconstruction approach, without recourse to con-
straining the entirety of the B decay. As a consequence
the partial reconstruction eﬃciency of B mesons is much
higher than that achieved by more exclusive techniques.
The choice of the most suitable reconstruction method in
any given analysis depends on the studied decay mode and
the physics parameters of interest.
The rest of this chapter describes the methods – proce-
dures and main kinematical constraints – used by BABAR
and Belle to reconstruct and identify decays of B mesons.
In each subsection example B-meson decay modes are
used for illustration of the reconstruction procedures. The
techniques relevant to the reconstruction of charm, tau
and other events are described in other chapters.
7.1 Full hadronic B-meson reconstruction
In most of the analyses we wish to extract some physics pa-
rameters of interest for a given speciﬁc exclusive B-meson
decay mode, meaning that the entire B-meson decay chain
from intermediate particles to all ﬁnal state particles is
reconstructed. For example, B0 → D∗−π+ decays can be
reconstructed from ﬁnal state particles produced in the
following exclusive decay chain:
B0 → D∗−π+
↪→ D0π−
↪→ K+π−π0
↪→ γγ. (7.1.1)
In exclusive reconstruction the reconstruction of the de-
cay chain proceeds from bottom up. First the selection
of tracks and clusters not associated with any track is
performed. The former are used to construct ﬁnal state
charged particle candidates (i.e. to determine their four-
momentum vector), K± and π± in the above example, and
the latter to construct photon candidates as described in
Chapter 2. In the next stages all decaying particles in the
decay chain are reconstructed: two photon candidates are
combined to form π0 meson candidates; D0 candidates are
formed by combining K+, π− and π0 candidates; D∗− by
pairing D0 candidates from the previous level and a neg-
atively charged pion; and ﬁnally the D∗− and π+ candi-
dates are combined to form the B0 candidates. At each
stage the four-momentum of a decaying particle is given
by the sum of the four-momenta of its decay products
following the momentum conservation rule.
Not all combinations of two or more particles which
form the ‘mother’ particle candidates are correct. Wrong
combinations (or background candidates) can be roughly
divided into two categories:23 combinatorial background
and physics background. Combinatorial background can-
didates are random combinations of particles which are
not produced in a decay of the same particle. For example,
in an event two π0 mesons are produced and both decay
into two photons. If all four photons are detected then six
diﬀerent π0 candidates (two photon combinations) can be
reconstructed in total – two of them represent correctly re-
constructed π0 mesons (signal candidates) while the other
four represent combinatorial background candidates. Sim-
ilarly, the B0 candidate in our example can be a combi-
nation of correctly reconstructed D∗− and π+ candidates,
where the former originates from one B-meson decay and
the latter from the decay of the second B meson produced
in the same event. Another large source of combinatorial
background are events in which a light quark–anti-quark
pair is produced instead of a pair of B mesons – so called
continuum events (see Chapter 9). The ‘continuum’ back-
ground is usually the dominant background for rare B-
meson decay studies (decays of B mesons that do not
proceed through the dominant b → c transition). Much
eﬀort has therefore been invested in the development of
23 Background composition strongly depends on the studied
B-meson decay mode. Here only a general overview is given.
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Figure 7.1.1. Invariant mass distribution of D0 candidates
reconstructed in K−π+π0 (left) and D∗+−D0 mass diﬀerence
for D∗+ candidates reconstructed in D0π+ and D0 in K−π+π0
decay modes (right) in simulated events. The correctly recon-
structed D0 (D∗+) candidates peak at the nominal D0 mass
(D∗+−D0 mass diﬀerence) indicated by vertical dashed lines.
Full histograms show the contribution of background candi-
dates. The signal regions are indicated by the two vertical lines.
continuum suppression techniques. They are described in
detail in Chapter 9.
The physics background originates from speciﬁc B-
meson decays to ﬁnal states which can be easily misiden-
tiﬁed as the ﬁnal state under study. For example, consider
the charmless B+ → K+π−π+ decays. The same or a
very similar ﬁnal state can also be achieved in many other
B-meson decays, like for example: the B+ → D0π+ →
K+π−π+ decay chain leads to the same ﬁnal state; B+ →
D0π+ → K+K−π+ and B+ → K+J/ψ → K+μ−μ+,
where in the former case the K− from the D0 decay is
mis-identiﬁed as π− and in the latter the two muons as
pions, respectively; B+ → D0π+ → K+π−π+π0, B+ →
D0ρ+ → K+π−π+π0 and B+ → K+η′ → K+π−π+γ de-
cays have four-body ﬁnal states but can still contaminate
signal candidates when the π0 or γ are not reconstructed.
Physics backgrounds are potentially more dangerous than
combinatorial background because their distributions of-
ten peak around same values as distributions of the signal
decay mode.
In the rest of this section most commonly used kine-
matical constraints which can help to reduce the contribu-
tion of combinatorial as well as physics backgrounds are
discussed.
7.1.1 Kinematical discrimination of B mesons
7.1.1.1 Invariant mass and mass diﬀerence
In the case of B-meson decays via intermediate resonances,
as shown in Equation (7.1.1), the most straightforward
way to suppress the contribution of combinatorial back-
ground is to select only candidates populating the regions
around the nominal masses (signal regions) of the decay-
ing particles in the invariant mass distributions. Figure
7.1.1 shows for example the invariant mass distribution of
D0 candidates reconstructed in the K−π+π0 decay mode
(charge conjugation is implied). In this example a clear
signal peak is visible over the smooth contribution of com-
binatorial background candidates. By selecting candidates
that populate the signal region, indicated by two vertical
lines, large amounts of combinatorial background are re-
jected while retaining almost all signal D0 candidates. The
signal region varies for diﬀerent particles and even for the
same particle reconstructed in diﬀerent decay modes. In
general, the invariant mass distribution of signal candi-
dates is given by a convolution of the particle’s true line-
shape (usually a relativistic Breit-Wigner) and a detector
resolution (usually described by the Gaussian function)
stemming from the experimental uncertainty in the deter-
mination of momenta of the particle’s decay products. It
therefore depends on the resolution achieved in a given
decay mode and the natural width of the reconstructed
particle, if it’s comparable or larger to the resolution. In
case of D0 mesons the natural width is negligible com-
pared to the detector resolution which ranges from around
5-6 MeV/c2 in decay modes to charged ﬁnal state par-
ticles only (e.g. K−π+, K−π+π+π−) and up to around
12 MeV/c2 in decay modes with one neutral pion. Com-
posite particles whose natural width is much larger than
the invariant mass resolution are for example K∗(892) and
ρ(770) with natural widths around 50 and 150 MeV/c2,
respectively.
In the example B-meson decay the D∗+ mesons are re-
constructed in the D0π+ decay mode. The energy release
in the D∗+ → D0π+ decay is very small (The D∗+ mass
is only about 6 MeV/c2 above the D0π+ threshold). The
D∗+ momentum measurement is dominated by the D0
momentum. The pion has low momentum, whose magni-
tude and direction are well measured. Therefore, most of
the uncertainty in the D∗’s momentum results from the
measurement resolution of the D0 momentum. This in-
troduces a correlation between the measured D0 and D∗
invariant masses. Due to this correlation, the experimen-
tal smearing of the D0 momentum (partly) cancels in the
D∗+ −D0 mass diﬀerence, Δm = m(D∗+)−m(D0). The
mass diﬀerence has a much better resolution and discrimi-
nates more eﬀectively between signal D∗+ and background
than the D∗+ invariant mass. Figure 7.1.1 shows the mass
diﬀerence distribution for D∗+ → D0π+ decays, where
the D0 is reconstructed in the K−π+π0 mode. As can be
seen the mass diﬀerence is about an order of magnitude
better resolved than the mass of the D0. The mass diﬀer-
ence is commonly used to discriminate between the signal
and background for particles reconstructed from compos-
ite particles with small energy released in the decay; apart
from D∗ mesons, such cases include also excited charm
baryons decaying to Λc, charmonium(-like) states decay-
ing to J/ψ, etc.
Kinematic ﬁtting can improve the momentum (invari-
ant mass) resolution of reconstructed particles and there-
fore also the signal and background discrimination. Details
of kinematic ﬁtting and performance improvements that
can be achieved are described in Chapter 6.
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7.1.1.2 Energy diﬀerence ΔE and beam-energy substituted
mass mES
In principle, the invariant mass of B mesons could also
be used to distinguish between signal and background B-
meson candidates. However, as it will be explained in what
follows, the experimental setup of the B Factories allows
one to set additional kinematical constraints which im-
prove the knowledge of the B-meson’s momentum and
hence allow for better signal and background discrimina-
tion.
The Υ (4S) decays in two same-mass particles, B and
B, thus imposing two constraints in the CM frame. If the
B meson is correctly reconstructed, the energy of its decay
products has to be equal to half the CM energy or equal
to the beam energy in the Υ (4S) rest frame,24 and its
reconstructed mass has to be equal to that of the B meson:
Erec = E

beam =
√
s/2, (7.1.2)
mrec = mB . (7.1.3)
In order to exploit the speciﬁcs of B-meson decay kine-
matics, two variables are deﬁned, the beam-energy substi-
tuted mass, mES, and the energy diﬀerence, ΔE. They
together exploit in an optimal way the information con-
tained in the equations above.
The energy diﬀerence ΔE can be expressed in a
Lorentz-invariant form as
ΔE = (2qBq0 − s) /2
√
s, (7.1.4)
where
√
s = 2Ebeam is the total energy of the e
+e− system
in the CM frame, and qB and q0 = (E0,p0) are the Lorentz
four-vectors representing the energy-momentum of the B
candidate and of the e+e− system, q0 = qe+ + qe− . In the
CM frame, ΔE takes the more familiar form
ΔE = EB − Ebeam, (7.1.5)
where EB is the reconstructed energy of the B meson.
The uncertainty of ΔE originates from the error in the
B-meson energy measurement, σ2EB , and the beam energy
spread, σ2Ebeam :
σ2ΔE = σ
2
EB
+ σ2Ebeam . (7.1.6)
The ΔE resolution receives a sizable contribution from
the beam energy spread, but is generally dominated by
detector energy resolution (this being the dominant term
for modes involving photons). Figure 7.1.2 (a and b) shows
the ΔE distributions for two cases: B+ → K0Sπ+, K0S →
π+π− and B+ → K+π0, π0 → γγ. A clear diﬀerence in
the ΔE resolution is seen between decay modes with and
without photons in the ﬁnal state. The long tail at low
ΔE for the B0 → K+π0 signals comes from the photon
shower leakage in the calorimeter crystals.
The measurement error σEB receives contributions
from the errors in the absolute values of the momenta
24 All quantities with a star symbol () are estimated in the
CM frame unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 7.1.2. The ΔE and mES distributions for (a and c)
B+ → K0Sπ+ and (b and d) B+ → K+π0. Solid line his-
tograms are signal events generated using GEANT Monte Carlo
and dotted histograms are from the continuum MC. The signal
resolution in ΔE is much worse for B+ → K+π0, due to the
neutral pion present in the ﬁnal state, but the diﬀerence is less
pronounced in mES as explained in the text.
of the decay products. The momenta of the B-meson de-
cay products can be combined in a second variable that
is only weakly correlated to ΔE. This is possible if the
variable depends on the small three-momentum of the B
meson to which the larger momenta of the B decay prod-
ucts contribute with opposing signs in the CM frame. The
pioneering experiments invented for this purpose a beam-
energy constrained mass. While ARGUS did actually a
ﬁt of the B-meson four momentum with the B-meson
energy constrained to the beam energy, CLEO used a
simpler approach adopted also at Belle, substituting the
B energy with the beam energy, which is what we call
the beam-energy substituted mass or beam-energy con-
strained mass25
mCLEOES = mbc =
√
E2beam − p2B , (7.1.7)
where pB is the CM momentum of the B meson, derived
from the momenta of their decay products, and the B-
meson energy is substituted by Ebeam.
The idea behind ΔE is diﬀerent and complementary
to that of mES. Whereas the latter is by construction in-
dependent of the mass hypothesis for each of the particles,
ΔE depends strongly on them. If, for example, a kaon is
misidentiﬁed as a pion, its energy, and consequently that
of the B candidate, will be smaller than its true energy.
The event then will be shifted towards negative values of
ΔE. In contrast, the distribution for signal events peaks
25 Since only the three-momentum of the B-meson candidate
is used, this quantity is not Lorentz-invariant.
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at zero as expected, making ΔE especially helpful for dis-
criminating from physics background events involving mis-
identiﬁcation. On the other hand, mES will not change if
a particle is misidentiﬁed, leading to peaking background
from true B decays with incorrectly assigned particle iden-
tities.
While this is true for symmetric-energy e+e− collid-
ers operating at the Y(4S) (such as CLEO), where the
laboratory system and the CM system are identical, it
does not hold for the asymmetric B Factories. The B mo-
mentum vector can only be boosted to the CM frame af-
ter masses have been assigned, and the result depends on
these mass assignments, although much weaker than for
ΔE. To strictly keep mass independence, BABAR is using a
modiﬁed variable, which makes use of the three-momenta
in the laboratory system and of the beam energy in the
CM system:
mES =
√
(s/2 + pBp0)
2
/E20 − p2B . (7.1.8)
where (E0,p0) is the four-momentum of the CM system in
the laboratory. This deﬁnition is identical with Eq. (7.1.7)
if the laboratory system is the CM system, i.e., at a
symmetric-energy collider. But due to the weak mass de-
pendence, the behavior of mES and mbc are largely the
same even at asymmetric colliders and therefore through-
out this book the common notation mES will be used for
both of them. When presenting beam-energy substituted
mass or beam-energy constrained mass distributions the
reader should keep in mind that Belle uses the deﬁnition
given in Eq. (7.1.7) while BABAR uses the deﬁnition given
in Eq. (7.1.8).26
To appreciate this subtlety, we approximate mES ≈
mbc, where the approximation arises from the uncertainty
in the B momentum measurement (boosted to the CM
frame), σ2pB , and the beam energy spread, σ
2
Ebeam
:
σ2mES ≈ σ2Ebeam +
(
pB
mB
)2
σ2pB . (7.1.9)
As the B mesons are almost at rest in the CM frame,
pB/mB ≈ 0.06, the second term in the above equation
gets small and the resolution in mES is dominated by
the spread in the beam energy. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.1.2 (c and d) which shows the mES distributions
for B+ → K0Sπ+ and B+ → K+π0. The signal resolu-
tion in mES is much less aﬀected by the uncertainty in
the measured B-meson four-momentum compared to ΔE.
For signal events, mES yields the mass of the B meson and
shows a clean peak. For continuum events, composed of
light quarks, the only way of reaching the B rest mass
is by artiﬁcially associating random particles. As a conse-
quence, their distribution displays a slowly varying shape,
as expected from their combinatorial nature.
The mES resolution is around 3 MeV/c2 when no neu-
tral particles contribute to the ﬁnal state. The resolution
26 As to any rule there is also an exception to this one: In the
measurement reported by Belle in Abe (2001f) the deﬁnition
Eq. (7.1.8) is used.
for ΔE more strongly depends on the B-meson decay
mode: it is much larger for low mass ﬁnal states such as
π+π− (Lees (2013b) quotes σΔE ∼ 29 MeV) than for
high mass ﬁnal states such as D(∗)D(∗)K (del Amo San-
chez (2011e) quotes σΔE between 6 and 14 MeV for modes
with zero or one D∗0 meson in the ﬁnal state).
The energy diﬀerence and beam substituted mass, de-
ﬁned in Eqs (7.1.5) and (7.1.8), exploit optimally the kine-
matical constraints from the Υ (4S) decay to two B mesons.
A small correlation between the ΔE and mES variables fol-
lows from their common inputs – the beam energy, mea-
sured momentum of charged particles and energy of neu-
trals. The correlation from the energy measurement be-
comes severe if the ﬁnal state particles contain high energy
photons, as shown in the top scatter plot in Figure 7.1.3.
The correlation coeﬃcient is +18% for mES and ΔE in
B+ → K+π0. The correlation can be reduced by calcu-
lating mES after modifying the magnitude of the π0 mo-
mentum but retaining its direction to constrain the recon-
structed B energy to be the beam energy.27 The bottom
scatter plot in Figure 7.1.3 shows that the correlation be-
tween the modiﬁed mES and ΔE is reduced and the corre-
sponding correlation coeﬃcient is −4% (Duh, 2012). This
technique is found useful only for two-body B decays with
a hard photon, π0 or η → γγ meson in the ﬁnal state. For
other B decays with soft photons only, the modiﬁed mES
has similar distribution as that of mES because the mES
resolution is dominated by the beam-energy spread. Fur-
thermore, the modiﬁcation does not artiﬁcially create an
enhancement in mES for the continuum background.
For ﬁnal states with heavy particles, in particular B
decays to baryons, the correlation becomes strong since
the beam energy spread σEbeam dominates in both vari-
ables. The diﬀerence between the mean beam energy used
in the calculation of ΔE and mES and the true beam en-
ergy of the event is the same, hence this contribution alone
would lead to 100% correlation. Therefore, in these analy-
ses other pairs of variables are preferred. If ΔE is replaced
by the invariant mass
mB =
√
E2B − p2B (7.1.10)
of the reconstructed B candidate, this variable will not de-
pend on the beam energy at all and the correlation with
mES becomes again very small, as shown in Fig. 7.1.4: dis-
tributions from simulated events B0 → Λ+c pπ+π− in ΔE
vs mES with a correlation coeﬃcient of −29% compared to
mB vs mES with a correlation coeﬃcient of (−2.3±0.5)%
(Lees, 2013h).
27 In the calculation of the modiﬁed mES (using Eq. 7.1.7)
the momentum of the B meson given as pB = pK+ + pπ0 is
replaced with pB = pK+ +
q
(E2beam − EK+)2 −M2π0 ·
p
π0
|p
π0 |
,
where Mπ0 is the nominal mass of π
0, and pK+ (pπ0) is the
measured K+ (π0) momentum.
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Figure 7.1.3. The ΔE vs mES (= mbc) distributions for the
B+ → K+π0 signals. The top plot is for the original mES
deﬁnition and the bottom is for the modiﬁed mES case. Belle
internal, from the Duh (2012) analysis.
7.1.1.3 Signal yield extraction
After the reconstruction and selection of a speciﬁc exclu-
sive B-meson decay is performed the next step is to de-
termine the number of correctly reconstructed B-meson
candidates. Most often the signal yield is extracted by per-
forming an extended maximum likelihood ﬁt to the two di-
mensional ΔE-mES distribution. In studies in which there
is negligible correlation between the two variables the dis-
tribution of events can be modeled by a product of two
one dimensional probability density functions. The ΔE
and mES distributions of signal B-meson candidates are
often modeled with a Gaussian function (or sum of two
or more Gaussian functions). The background candidates
are modeled in mES with an empirical function introduced
by the ARGUS collaboration (Albrecht et al., 1990a):
Argus(mES|mthr, c) = mES
√
1−
(
mES
mthr
)2
×
exp
[
−c
(
1−
(
mES
mthr
)2)]
, (7.1.11)
where mthr represents the endpoint in mES distribution
and c is a free shape parameter. Background in ΔE is
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Figure 7.1.4. Distributions from B0 → Λ+c pπ+π− events
(Monte Carlo). The top plot is for ΔE vs mES showing a
strong correlation, and the bottom is for the invariant mass
mB vs mES which is only weakly correlated through measure-
ment errors. BABAR internal, from the Lees (2013h) analysis.
usually modeled with a polynomial function. The choice of
signal and background models given above is very general
and depends on the properties of the studied decay mode
and background composition. The models used in speciﬁc
studies are provided in relevant sections and details about
maximum likelihood ﬁtting are provided in Chapter 11.
7.2 Semileptonic B-meson reconstruction
Analyses of B-meson decay modes containing leptons pre-
sent one of the richest means of extracting information
about the CKM matrix, along with an understanding of
properties of the b quark bound in a meson. These probes
are used in a variety of ﬁnal states where the measurement
strategy can be more or less inclusive. Decays of the form:
B → Xν, are used to measure |Vcb|, |Vub| and to extract
branching fractions of B transitions to charm-type and
up-type mesons. For semileptonic decays involving charm
states (denoted B → Xcν), the ﬁnal state can be recon-
structed from the particles produced in a typical exclusive
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Figure 7.2.1. The cos θB,D∗ distribution for B
0 → D∗−e+νe
decays (Dungel, 2010). The points with error bars are data and
full histograms are, top to bottom, the signal component and
diﬀerent types of background. Signal decays are constrained to
lie in the interval (−1, 1), while background decays populate a
much wider region.
decay chain:
B0 → D∗−+ν
↪→ D0π−
↪→ K+π−π0
↪→ γγ. (7.2.1)
The reconstruction of the decay chain proceeds from
the identiﬁcation of the charged lepton. In tandem with
this, the reconstruction of a D meson occurs, most com-
monly a suitable ground state neutral or charged meson
(D0, D0, D+, D−). This ground state D meson may then
be combined with soft a π± or π0 in an attempt to form
a D∗± or D∗0. A tight constraint on Δm is applied to ev-
idence such transitions. Higher resonant states of charm
mesons (e.g. D∗∗) are usually examined in a combination
of angular and mass distributions.
Under the assumption that the neutrino is the only
missing particle, the cosine of the angle between the in-
ferred direction of the reconstructed B and that of the
D(∗) system is
cos θB,D(∗)	 =
2E ∗BE
∗
D(∗)	 −m2B −m2D(∗)	
2|p ∗B ||p ∗D(∗)	|
, (7.2.2)
where E ∗B is half of the CM energy and |p ∗B | is
√
E ∗2B −m2B .
The quantities E ∗
D(∗)	, p
∗
D(∗)	 and mD(∗)	 are calculated
from the reconstructed D(∗) system. This cosine is also
a powerful discriminator between signal and background:
signal events should strictly lie in the interval (−1, 1), al-
though – due to ﬁnite detector resolution – about 5% of
the signal is reconstructed outside this interval. The back-
ground on the other hand does not have this restriction
and populates a much wider region (see Fig. 7.2.1).
The experimental techniques used in reconstruction of
semileptonic B-meson decays are described in more details
in Section 17.1.1.3.
7.3 Partial B-meson reconstruction
The term partial reconstruction refers to a reconstruction
technique in which not all of the ﬁnal state particles are
required to be detected and identiﬁed, as is the case in ex-
clusive (full) reconstruction described in Section 7.1. Par-
tial reconstruction of the B meson can therefore result in
substantially larger eﬃciency, albeit with reduced purity
resulting from higher backgrounds.
BABAR and Belle use the partial reconstruction tech-
nique mainly in time-dependent studies of B0 → D∗−X+
(where X represents some hadronic state like π, ρ or D)
and B0 → D∗−+ν	 decays. In these measurements the
B mesons are reconstructed using only the hadronic state
X (or charged lepton) and the soft pion from the D∗− →
D0π− decay. The D0 decay is not reconstructed which in-
creases the acceptance.
The remainder of this section describes the kinematic
constraints and variables used to distinguish between par-
tially reconstructed signal and background B0 → D∗−X+
and B0 → D∗−+ν	 candidates. Physics use cases are de-
scribed in Sections 17.5 and 17.8.
7.3.1 B → D∗±X decays
The partial reconstruction technique was originally ap-
plied by CLEO (Brandenburg et al., 1998; Giles et al.,
1984) to
B0 → D∗−π+f (7.3.1)
↪→ D0π−s
decays, where πf and πs are referred to as “fast” and
“slow” pions, respectively. BABAR and Belle applied this
technique to generic B → D∗±X decays. In principle, X
may be any single-particle state (e.g. π, ρ, D, D(∗)s ) as
long as it can be exclusively reconstructed. For simplicity
the discussion is restricted only to B → D∗±π decays.
In this mode the D∗± meson is created in a helicity zero
state and the characteristic angular distributions of the
D∗+ decay products (see Chapter 12 for more details) can
be exploited for background suppression.
7.3.1.1 Kinematic Variables
The decay chain given in Eq. (7.3.1) involves 5 particles
(B0, D∗, D0, πs and πf ), each determined by it’s four-
momentum. There are thus 20 parameters in total which
describe the entire decay chain. The experimentally mea-
sured inputs to the partial reconstruction are only the
three-momenta of the fast and slow pion, pπf and pπs ,
respectively. In principle, it is possible to determine all
ﬁve four-momenta from the measured pπf and pπs using
energy-momentum conservation in the B0 and D∗ decays
(8 constraints), the known particle masses of B0, D∗−,
D0, πs and πf (5 constraints), and the fact that the en-
ergy of the B0 in the CM frame is equal to the half of
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the beam energy (1 constraint). However, since the B-
meson mass and the beam-energy constraints are imposed
to determine the B-meson four-momentum the signal and
background B-meson candidates cannot be separated by
kinematic variables used in exclusive studies, like ΔE and
mES given in Eqs (7.1.5) and (7.1.8), respectively. Instead,
variables which can be used to identify signal events from
the decay kinematics are utilized. Many diﬀerent possible
kinematic variables have been used in analyses of partially
reconstructed B0 → D∗π decays performed by BABAR and
Belle.
The measured28 pπf and pπs represent six independent
variables which can be used to distinguish signal events
from background. Consider three of these as pπf in spher-
ical polar coordinates: magnitude (pπf ), polar (θπf ) and
azimuthal (φπf ) angle. Since the fast pion has no pre-
ferred direction (distribution of signal decays is uniform
in θπf and φπf ), only the magnitude, pπf , is useful. Signal
decays are uniformly distributed within a small window
in pπf , smeared by the B
0 momentum in the CM frame,
as the fast pion is mono-energetic in the B rest frame.
Background events are distributed predominantly outside
this window. The three remaining degrees of freedom can
be considered as the magnitude of the slow pion momen-
tum, pπs , the angle between the slow pion direction and
the opposite of the fast pion direction, δfs, and the az-
imuthal angle of the slow pion direction around the fast
pion direction. The last of these three provides no useful
information. The cos δfs peaks sharply at +1 for signal,
as the slow pion follows the D∗ direction due to the small
energy released in the D∗ decay, while the background
events populate the entire physical region. Instead of the
slow pion magnitude the cosine of the angle between the
slow pion direction in D∗ rest frame and the D∗ direction
in CM frame, cos θhel, is used since the former is correlated
with the pπf for signal events, while the latter is not. For
partially reconstructed D∗π events the cos θhel is given by
cos θhel =
1
pπs
(
EπsED∗ − EπsmD∗
pD∗γD∗
− βD∗Eπs
)
,
(7.3.2)
where the energy and magnitude of the D∗ momentum
are given by ED∗ = EB −
√
|pπf |2 + m2πf and pD∗ =√
E2D∗ −m2D∗ , respectively, and γD∗ = ED∗/mD∗ and
βD∗ =
√
1− 1/γ2D∗ . The B-meson energy is taken to be
half of the CM energy, EB =
√
s/2. The quantities de-
noted with asterisks in the above equation are calculated
in the D∗ rest frame. The distribution for signal events
in cos θhel is proportional to cos2 θhel, as the B0 → D∗π
decay is a pseudoscalar to vector pseudoscalar transition.
The cos θhel is calculated using kinematic constraints valid
only for signal decays so the background events can popu-
late also the unphysical region | cos θhel| > 1. Figure 7.3.1
illustrates the discriminating power of the pπf , cos δfs
and cos θhel kinematic variables for partially reconstructed
B0 → D∗−π+ decays (Ronga, 2006).
28 All momenta in the partial reconstruction section are eval-
uated in the CM frame unless stated otherwise.
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Figure 7.3.1. The pπf (top), cos δfs (middle), and cos θhel
(bottom) distributions of partially reconstructed D∗π candi-
dates showing selection regions (left) and signal region (right).
The arrows indicate the borders of the signal region. Points
with error bars show the observed data distribution, while the
empty histograms show the distribution of signal D∗π can-
didates, and the hatched histograms show the contributions
of background candidates originating from diﬀerent sources
(Ronga, 2006).
In quite few measurements, the cos δfs variable is re-
placed by the ‘missing mass’,29 mmiss, which should be
equal to the D0 meson mass for signal B0 → D∗π de-
cays. The four-momentum of the missing D0, pD0 , can
be obtained from the four-momentum conservation in the
decay of the B0 and D∗. The magnitude of the B-meson
momentum in the CM frame, pB , is given by the known
B-meson energy, EB =
√
s/2, and the known B-meson
mass: pB =
√
E2B −m2B . From the angle between the B
and πf , given by,
cos θBπf =
m2B + m
2
π± −m2D∗± − 2EBEπf
2pBpπf
, (7.3.3)
and the measured slow and fast pion momenta, the B
four-momentum may be calculated up to an unknown az-
imuthal angle φ around pπf . Depending on the value of
29 The variables mmiss and cos δfs are strongly correlated.
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Figure 7.3.2. The mmiss distributions. The curves show, from
bottom to top, the cumulative contributions of continuum,
peaking BB, combinatorial BB, and B0 → D∗−ρ+ back-
ground, and B0 → D∗−π+ signal events (Aubert, 2004p).
φ, the expected D0 momentum can then be calculated as
p2D0(φ) = m
2
B + (pπf + pπs)
2 − 2EB(Eπf + Eπs)
+2pBpπf cos θBπf + 2pBpπs cos θBπf cos θfs
+2pBpπs sin θBπf sin θfs cos φ. (7.3.4)
The φ-dependent missing mass is then calculated as, m(φ) =√
p2D0(φ). The value of φ is not constrained by kinemat-
ics and may be chosen arbitrarily: BABAR deﬁnes in Au-
bert (2004p) the missing mass for partially reconstructed
B0 → D∗−π+ decays to be mmiss = 12 [mmax + mmin],
where mmax and mmin are the maximum and minimum
values of m(φ), while in analysis of partially reconstructed
B0 → D∗+D∗− decays BABAR chooses the value for which
cos φ = 0.62, which is the median of the correspond-
ing Monte Carlo distribution for signal events obtained
using generated momenta, and deﬁnes the missing mass
mmiss = mmiss(cos φ = 0.62) (Lees, 2012k). For signal can-
didates, the mmiss variable peaks at the nominal D0 mass
mD0 , with a spread of about 3 MeV/c2, while the back-
ground is smoothly distributed, dropping oﬀ just above
the D mass due to lack of phase space. The distribution
of mmiss for partially reconstructed B0 → D∗−π+ decays
is shown in Fig. 7.3.2 (Aubert, 2004p).
7.3.2 B → D∗±ν decays
The partial reconstruction technique of semileptonic
B0 → D∗−+ν	 (7.3.5)
↪→ D0π−s
decays was ﬁrst applied by ARGUS (Albrecht et al., 1987a,
1994a) and later used by other experiments, including
BABAR and Belle. The signal events are selected using only
the charged lepton from the B0 decay and the slow pion
from the D∗ decay. Due to the undetected neutrino in the
ﬁnal state, the kinematics of these decays diﬀer from the
partial reconstruction of hadronic B → D∗±X decays.
As a consequence of the limited phase space available
in the D∗ decay, the slow pion is emitted within a one-
radian wide cone centered about the D∗ direction in Υ (4S)
rest frame. The D∗ four-momentum can therefore be com-
puted by approximating its direction as that of the slow
pion, and parameterizing its momentum as a linear30 func-
tion of the slow pion’s momentum, pπs :
pD∗ = α + βpπs , (7.3.6)
ED∗ =
√
p2D∗ + m
2
D∗ , (7.3.7)
where the oﬀset and slope parameters α and β are taken
from the simulation. The approximations used in the de-
termination of the D∗ four-momentum result in an un-
certainty in the D∗ energy of about 400 MeV. The miss-
ing momentum carried by the neutrino is then given by
energy-momentum conservation in the B → D∗ν	 decays
pν = pB − pD∗ − p	.
One requires knowledge of the B-meson four-momentum,
pB , to solve this equation. The direction of the motion
of the B is not known, but it’s momentum is suﬃciently
small (on average 0.34 GeV/c) compared to the typical
values of the magnitudes of lepton and D∗ momenta so
that the three-momentum of the B meson can be set to
zero. The neutrino invariant mass can then be computed
as
M2ν =
(√
s
2
− ED∗ − E	
)2
− (pD∗ + p	)2 , (7.3.8)
where the energy of the B meson is taken to be half of the
CM energy. Figure 7.3.3 shows the distribution of partially
reconstructed B0 → D∗−+ν	 decays (πs combinations)
from Aubert (2006s). The signal events produce a promi-
nent peak at M2ν ≈ 0 with spread around 0.850 GeV2/c4
while background events are distributed in a wide range,
dropping sharply to zero where there is a lack of phase
space.
7.4 Recoil B-meson reconstruction
B-meson decays to a ﬁnal state with one or more neu-
trinos oﬀer very little or even no kinematic constraints
which are usually exploited in B decay searches in order
to distinguish these decays from continuum and BB back-
grounds, as described in Sections 7.1 and 7.3 and Chapter
9. Prominent examples of such decays are:
B0 → νν,
B+ → K+νν,
B0 → D−+ν	.
30 BABAR uses in (Aubert, 2006s) a third order polynomial.
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Figure 7.3.3. M2ν distribution for right-charge, 
±π∓s , (top)
and wrong-charge, ±π±s , (bottom) events. The points corre-
spond to on resonance data. The distributions of continuum
events (dark histogram), obtained from luminosity-rescaled oﬀ-
resonance events, and BB combinatorial background events
(hatched area), obtained from the simulation, are overlaid.
Monte Carlo events are normalized to the diﬀerence between
on-resonance and rescaled oﬀ peak data in the region M2ν <
−4.5GeV2/c4 (Aubert, 2006s).
The above decays cannot be measured by reconstructing
all the decay products since the neutrinos cannot be de-
tected in detectors like BABAR and Belle. A diﬀerent ap-
proach is taken instead, which is referred to as recoil B-
meson reconstruction and is described in detail in the rest
of this subsection. Herein, speciﬁc reference will be made
to the searches for above example decays, to elucidate the
necessity of the recoil method, although the techniques of
studying the system recoiling against a reconstructed B
meson, referred to as the “tag”-B (Btag31), can be applied
to any analysis. The full list of measurements utilizing the
recoil method performed by BABAR and Belle is given in
Table 7.4.1.
Several diﬀerent approaches are used in the recoil B-
meson reconstruction technique. These can be separated
according to the method used to reconstruct the decay
of the B meson accompanying the signal B-meson decay.
The accompanying B meson can be reconstructed either
inclusively or exclusively. In the exclusive reconstruction
the accompanying B meson is reconstructed in several spe-
ciﬁc decay modes. It is further divided into the hadronic
and semileptonic reconstruction, depending whether the
decay modes used are hadronic or semileptonic, respec-
31 The same notation, Btag, is also used in Chapter 8 where
it represents a ﬂavor tagged B-meson.
Table 7.4.1. List of measurements performed by BABAR and
Belle using the B recoil techniques.
Hadronic Btag
B → Xuν (Bizjak, 2005; Urquijo, 2010)
(Aubert, 2008ac)
B → Xcν (Schwanda, 2007; Urquijo, 2007)
(Aubert, 2010c,e)
B → D(∗)πν (Abe, 2005d)
B → D∗∗ν (Liventsev, 2008)
(Aubert, 2007z, 2008s)
B → πν (Aubert, 2006r)
B → Xsγ (Aubert, 2008q)
B → τν (Adachi, 2012b; Ikado, 2006)
(Aubert, 2005ae, 2008c; Lees, 2013a)
B → h(∗)νν (Chen, 2007b)
(Aubert, 2008an)
B → invisible (Hsu, 2012)
B → D(∗)ν (Aubert, 2008h,y, 2010e)
B → D(∗)τντ (Aubert, 2008al; Lees, 2012e)
B → Kτμ (Aubert, 2007au)
B → τ/ν (Aubert, 2008az)
B → ττ (Aubert, 2006b)
Semileptonic Btag
B → Kνν (Aubert, 2005b, 2008an)
(del Amo Sanchez, 2010p)
B → invisible (+γ) (Aubert, 2004y)
B → πν (Hokuue, 2007)
B → ρν (Hokuue, 2007)
B → τν (Hara, 2010)
(Aubert, 2005ae, 2006a, 2007a, 2010a)
B → ν (Aubert, 2010a)
Inclusive Btag
B → D(∗)τντ (Bozek, 2010; Matyja, 2007)
B → D(∗)s Kν (Stypula, 2012)
tively. In the inclusive reconstruction all detected particles
which are not assigned to the signal B-meson are used to
reconstruct the accompanying B-meson, without testing
whether the assigned particles are consistent with a spe-
ciﬁc B-meson decay chain. In all cases the recoil B-meson
reconstruction relies on the following unique properties of
experimental setup of the B Factories (see Chapters 1 and
2 for more details):
– the BB pairs are produced without any additional par-
ticles,
– the detectors enclose the interaction region almost her-
metically,
– the collision energy (or initial state energy) is precisely
known.
The most commonly used strategy in the recoil B-
meson reconstruction is to reconstruct exclusively the de-
cay of one of the B mesons (Btag) in the event. The re-
maining particle(s) in the event (detected as tracks or
energy deposits in the calorimeter) must therefore orig-
inate from the other B-meson decay, referred to as the
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Figure 7.4.1. The Eextra(= EECL) distribution of simulated
signal and background events. Belle internal, from the B+ →
τ+ντ Adachi (2012b) analysis.
“recoil”-B (Brecoil) or “signal”-B (Bsig),32 and are com-
pared with the signature expected for the signal mode. In
studies of the example decay, B+ → K+νν the presence of
exactly one charged track (positively identiﬁed as a kaon)
not used in the reconstruction of the Btag is required. An
additional powerful variable which allows for separation
of signal and background is the remaining energy in the
calorimeter, denoted as Eextra at BABAR or as EECL at
Belle. It is deﬁned as the sum of the energy deposits in
the calorimeter that cannot be directly associated with the
reconstructed daughters of the Btag or the Brecoil. Figure
7.4.1 shows a typical distribution of simulated signal and
background events. For signal events (e.g. example decays
given in beginning of this subsection), Eextra must be ei-
ther zero or a small value arising from beam background
hits and detector noise, since neutrinos do not loose any
energy in the calorimeter. On the other hand, background
events are distributed toward higher Eextra due to the
contribution from additional clusters, produced by unas-
signed tracks and neutrals from the mis-reconstructed tag
and recoil B mesons. For signal B-meson decays to a ﬁ-
nal state with only one neutrino (like the example de-
cay B0 → D−ν	) where the Btag is reconstructed in a
hadronic decay mode, the neutrino momentum can be in-
ferred using the momentum conservation relation from the
measured momenta of Btag, D− and , and known initial
state: pν = pe−+pe+−pBtag−pD−−p	. This allows for the
construction of a powerful kinematic constraint – missing
mass squared, deﬁned as MM2 = |pν |2, which peaks at
the neutrino mass (MM2 = 0) for correctly reconstructed
events.
In studies of B-meson decay modes using the exclusive
recoil B-meson reconstruction technique the number of
reconstructed signal decays is linearly proportional to the
eﬃciency of the Btag reconstruction, which is given by
εBtag =
∑
f
εfBf , (7.4.1)
32 The terms used for this B meson in the various BABAR and
Belle papers are not consistent. Elsewhere in this book we use
the term Bsig.
and the sum runs over the B-meson decays to the exclu-
sively reconstructed ﬁnal states f . The εf are the corre-
sponding reconstruction eﬃciencies and the Bf are the
branching fractions of the B → f decays. In order to
achieve as high eﬃciency as possible a large number of
B-meson decay modes are used for the Btag reconstruc-
tion. On the quark level B mesons decay dominantly via
b → cW+ transitions, where the virtual W materializes ei-
ther into a pair of leptons ν	 (semileptonic decay), or into
a pair of quarks, ud or cs, which then hadronize. The most
common choice for exclusive Btag reconstruction are there-
fore semileptonic B → D(∗)−ν	 decays (semileptonic Btag
reconstruction) and hadronic B → D(∗)nπ, D(∗)D(∗)s or
B → J/ψKmπ (hadronic Btag reconstruction), where n
and m indicate any number (n, m ≤ 10) of charged or
neutral pions and kaons, respectively. The branching frac-
tions of these hadronic decay modes are between 10−3
and up to 10−2, and the branching fraction for inclusive
semileptonic decays33 of a B meson to a D meson plus
anything else is around 20%. The two analysis techniques
are complimentary and non-overlapping and, as such, can
be readily combined to improve the sensitivity of any re-
coil B analysis. This essentially doubles the size of the
available Btag sample.
Many decay modes for which the B meson cannot be
exclusively reconstructed rely on these methods to make
measurements feasible. For the proposed high luminosity
asymmetric e+e− super ﬂavor factories, measurements of
B decays, not related to CP violation or the CKM picture
of the Standard Model, will beneﬁt from recoil methods.
This corresponds to a wide program of purely leptonic,
semileptonic and radiative penguin34 B decays. Further-
more, with a huge dataset the recoil methods will provide
a clean “single B beam” which will permit the extraction
of hadronic B decay branching fractions using a missing
mass technique.
In this section the general idea behind the recoil B-
meson reconstruction has been presented. In addition the
variables or constraints which can be imposed in studies
of B-meson decays involving one or more neutrinos with
recoil B-meson technique have been brieﬂy described. The
rest of this section is devoted to the description of diﬀerent
approaches to Btag reconstruction. More details on anal-
yses of decay modes utilizing the recoil B-meson recon-
struction (given in Table 7.4.1) can be found in Sections
17.9, 17.10 and 17.11.
7.4.1 Hadronic tag B reconstruction
The full reconstruction of one B meson, decaying hadron-
ically, has been utilized in a multitude of analyses by the
B Factories (see Table 7.4.1). The approaches of BABAR
and Belle diﬀer somewhat, providing samples which vary
33 Semitauonic decays are not included in this case.
34 A penguin decay is represented by a higher order Feynman
diagram including a loop with a W or Z boson; a quark in the
loop undergoes a tree process - either a strong interaction one,
or electroweak one.
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in eﬃciency and purity. The optimization of these choices
depends primarily on the signal mode in the recoil sys-
tem and the available kinematic constraints which can be
imposed.
7.4.1.1 BABAR
BABAR opts for a semi-exclusive approach where hadronic
B decays are reconstructed by seeding the event with a
charm meson, and combining it with a number of pions
and kaons. The algorithm underwent a major expansion
in 2008 doubling its reconstruction eﬃciency. The start-
ing point is the creation of a list with all the possible
seeds in the event. In the original algorithm, D0, D+,
D∗0 and D∗+ mesons were used as seeds, reconstructed in
the following decay chains: D− → K+π−π−, K+π−π−π0,
K0Sπ
−, K0Sπ
−π0, K0Sπ
−π−π+; D0 → K+π−, K+π−π0,
K+π−π−π+, K0Sπ
+π−; D∗− → D0π−; and D∗0 → D0π0,
D0γ. The 2008 expansion added the decay chains D− →
K+K−π−, K+K−π−π0; D0 → K0Sπ−π−π0, K+K−, K0Sπ0,
π+π−π0, π+π−; D∗− → D−π0, and the new seeds D+s →
φπ0, K0SK
+; D∗+s → D+s γ and J/ψ → e+e−, μ+μ−.
Subsequently, each one of the reconstructed seeds is
combined with up to 5 charmless particles to form a Btag →
Dseed Y candidate, where Dseed refers to the charm meson
used to seed events. The Y system represents a collection
of hadrons composed of n1π± + n2K± + n3π0 + n4K0S
(n1 = 1, ..., 5, n2 = 0, ..., 2, n3 = 0, ..., 2 and n4 = 0, 1)
and having total charge equal to ±1. In the expansion,
four neutral Y systems, K+π−, π+π−, K+K− and π0,
were added. Overall, the original algorithm reconstructs
Btag candidates in 630 diﬀerent decay chains, and the ex-
pansion in 1768.
The Btag candidates thus formed are accepted if they
satisfy some loose requirements that ensure kinematic con-
sistency with a B meson: the beam-energy substituted
mass, mES, has to be greater than 5.18 GeV/c2, and ΔE
has to satisfy −0.12 < ΔE < 0.12 GeV. Correctly recon-
structed events should have the mES and ΔE distributions
peak at the B-meson mass and at zero, respectively.
These algorithms provide several Btag candidates per
event. One of the most extended methods to choose a
unique candidate selects the decay chain with the high-
est purity, deﬁned as the fraction of B candidates that
are correctly reconstructed for mES > 5.27 GeV/c2 in each
particular chain. The purity is determined from a ﬁt to the
mES spectrum of a data sample, where the signal distribu-
tion is described by a Crystal Ball function (Skwarnicki,
1986), named after the Crystal Ball collaboration, deﬁned
as
CB(m|α, n, m0, σ) =
{
e−(m−m0)
2/2σ2 , if m−m0σ < −α
A
(
B − m−m0σ
)−n
, otherwise,
(7.4.2)
where A = (n/|α|)ne−|α|2/2 and B = n/|α| − |α|. The
background distribution is described by an ARGUS func-
tion as deﬁned in Eq. (7.1.11). The purity can also be
used to reject combinatorial background by selecting only
decay chains with a minimum value of purity, typically
between 30% and 55%.
In more recent analyses, the best Btag candidate tends
to be selected together with the rest of the event. For in-
stance, in B → D∗ν, each Btag candidate is combined
with D∗ and  candidates. The best BtagD∗ candidate is
selected maximizing the energy measured in the calorime-
ter that is used in the reconstruction.
In the ﬁnal selection the kinematic requirements on
Btag are tightened, candidates are selected with mES >
5.27 GeV/c2 and narrower ΔE windows (−90 < ΔE <
60 MeV is typically used). Events outside these regions
may be used to study the combinatorial background.
When all the Btag decay chains are used in the analy-
sis, the eﬃciencies of the original algorithm, deﬁned as
εB0tag =
N(B0tag)
N(BB)
, (7.4.3)
εB+tag
=
N(B+tag)
N(BB)
, (7.4.4)
reaches typically 0.2% (B0B0) and 0.4% (B+B−).
7.4.1.2 Belle
Belle developed two versions of hadronic Btag reconstruc-
tion algorithms in the course of its history. In both versions
the Btag mesons are reconstructed in a set of exclusive ﬁ-
nal states, although the approach is slightly diﬀerent from
the one used by BABAR described above. The diﬀerence
between the two versions is in the selection of Btag candi-
dates. In the ﬁrst version a set of rectangular cuts is im-
posed on Btag candidates (referred to as cut-based selec-
tion), while in the second the selection of Btag candidates
is made using a NeuroBayes neural network (referred to
as NB selection) (Feindt, 2004) (see Section 4.4.4 for more
details on neural nets). The latter version is mostly used
in the measurements using the full data sample collected
by Belle at the Υ (4S). At the end of this section a com-
parison between the two versions in terms of performance
is provided.
In the cut-based approach Belle reconstructs a set of
the following exclusive decay modes: B+ → D(∗)0(π, ρ,
a1, D
(∗)
s )+ and B0 → D(∗)−(π, ρ, a1, D(∗)s )+. D0 mesons
are reconstructed in 7 decay modes: K+π−, K+π−π0,
K+π−π−π+, K0Sπ
0, K0Sπ
−π+, K0Sπ
−π+π0 and K−K+.
D− mesons are reconstructed in 6 decay modes: D− →
K+π−π−, K+π−π−π0, K0Sπ
−, K0Sπ
−π0, K0Sπ
−π−π+ and
K+K−π−, and the D+s mesons are reconstructed in two
decay modes: K0SK
+ and K+K−π+. The D candidates
are required to have an invariant mass mD within (4−5)σ
of the nominal D mass value depending on the decay
mode, where σ represents the D mass resolution. The D∗0,
D∗− and D∗+s mesons are reconstructed in D
∗0 → D0π0,
D0γ, D∗− → D0π−, D−π0 and D∗+s → D+s γ modes, re-
spectively. D∗(s) candidates are required to have a mass
diﬀerence Δm = mDπ−mD within ±5 MeV/c2 of its nom-
inal mass or Δm = mD(s)γ −mD(s) within ±20 MeV/c2.
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The ρ0, ρ+ and a+1 are reconstructed in π
+π−, π+π0 and
ρ0π+ modes, respectively. The invariant mass of the ππ
pairs is required to be within ±225 MeV/c2 of the nominal
ρ mass, and the ρπ combinations are required to have in-
variant mass between 0.7 and 1.6 GeV/c2 (a1 mass region).
In order to obtain reasonable purity of the Btag sample
(e.g. above 20% in the mES > 5.27 GeV/c2 region) the
decay chains with a high multiplicity of tracks and neu-
trals (and hence with a large contribution of combinatorial
background) in the ﬁnal state are excluded. Therefore in
the B → D(∗)a1 decay modes only the D− → K+π−π−,
K0Sπ
− and D0 → K+π− modes are used. The selection of
Btag candidates is based on mES and ΔE. The deﬁnition
of the signal region in the ΔE − mES plane depends on
the studied signal decay mode. If an event has multiple
Btag candidates the one with the smallest χ2 is selected
based on deviations from the nominal values of ΔE, the
D(s) candidate mass and the D∗(s) −D(s) mass diﬀerence,
if applicable. The eﬃciencies as deﬁned in Eqs (7.4.4) and
(7.4.3) of B0tag and B
+
tag are found to be 0.10% and 0.14%,
respectively.
In the second approach Belle increased the number of
reconstructed exclusive B decay modes and used a neural
network in their selection in order to increase the hadronic
Btag reconstruction eﬃciency (Feindt et al., 2011). In ad-
dition to the decay modes used in the cut-based selec-
tion the Btag candidates are reconstructed also in the fol-
lowing decay modes: B+ → D∗0π+π+π−π0, D−π+π+,
D0K+, J/ψK+, K+π0, K0Sπ
+, K+π+π−, and for neu-
tral B mesons via B0 → D∗−π+π+π−π0, D0π0, J/ψK0S ,
K+π−, and K0Sπ
+π−.35 The D meson decay modes used
in the reconstruction of Btag are D0 → π−π+, K0SK−K+,
D− → K+K−π−π0 and D+s → K+π+π−, K+K−π+π0,
K0SK
+π+π−, K0SK
−π+π+, K+K−π+π+π− and π+π+π−
in addition to the modes used by Belle in the cut-based
reconstruction, given above. The J/ψ is reconstructed in
e+e− and μ+μ− modes. The sum of branching ratios of
reconstructed decay modes adds up to around 12% for
B+, 10% for B0 (not taking into account branching frac-
tions of D(∗), J/ψ, and other intermediate states), 38%
for D0, 29% for D+, 18% for D+s and 12% for J/ψ. The
reconstruction and selection proceeds in four stages. At
each stage all available information on a given candidate
is used to calculate a single scalar variable (referred to
as network output) using the NeuroBayes neural network
which can be by construction interpreted as a probability
that a given candidate is correctly reconstructed (Feindt,
2004). The network output for each reconstructed particle
is used as an input to other neural networks in the later
stage(s). In the ﬁrst stage π±, K±, K0S , γ and π
0 candi-
dates are reconstructed and classiﬁed, in the second D0,
D±(s) and J/ψ, in the third D
∗0 and D∗±(s) , and ﬁnally in
the last, fourth stage the B± and B0 candidates are re-
constructed and classiﬁed. The neural networks of the ﬁrst
35 The B → D(∗)(ρ, a1)+ modes are reconstructed as B →
D(∗)(π0π+, π+π−π+) in the network based Btag selection
meaning that there are no explicit restrictions made on the
invariant masses of the two or three pion systems.
stage particles include measurements of time-of-ﬂight, the
energy loss in the CDC and Cherenkov light in the ACC
for the charged particles, and shower shape variables for
photons (see Chapter 2 for subdetectors description). The
variables with the largest separation power in the second
stage, e.g. classiﬁcation of D(s) mesons, are the network
outputs of the daughters (charged or neutral kaons and
pions), the invariant masses of daughter pairs (in case of
multi-body decay modes), the angle between the momen-
tum of the D(s) meson and the vector joining the D(s)
decay vertex and interaction point and the signiﬁcance
of the distance between the decay vertex and the inter-
action point. In the last stage, the B-meson stage, the
variables providing good discrimination between correctly
reconstructed B mesons and background candidates are
again the network outputs of the daughters (D(∗), J/ψ,
pions, kaons), the mass of the D(s) or mass diﬀerence
between D∗(s) and D(s), ΔE, and the angle between the
B-meson momentum and the beam. A large fraction of
Btag candidates are background candidates from contin-
uum events. As explained in detail in Chapter 9 contin-
uum background can be quite successfully suppressed at
B Factories by exploiting event shape variables, such as
the reduced second Fox-Wolfram moment, R2, thrust an-
gle and super Fox-Wolfram moments. In the default Btag
networks these variables are excluded, but outputs of some
additional neural networks, which take also the continuum
suppression variables into account (with R2 and thrust an-
gle only, or with R2, thrust angle and super Fox-Wolfram
moments), are provided.
In an ideal case, one would reconstruct all possible Btag
candidates in the given decay modes without making any
selections (cuts) between the stages. No signal candidates
would be lost, i.e. the eﬃciency is maximized. Postponing
the moment of the selection to the latest possible stage
is always the preferred strategy in data analyses, since at
the end more information is available which can be used
to more successfully separate signal and background can-
didates. However this procedure is limited by combina-
torics and computing resources. Events with many recon-
structed particles lead to a large number of possible Btag
candidates which of course require more computing time.
Loose cuts between the reconstruction stages are there-
fore required in order to keep computing time at a bear-
able level. These cuts on the network output for a given
candidate are not performed at the end of each stage in
which the candidate is reconstructed and classiﬁed but it is
performed at the next stage and depends on the complex-
ity of the decay mode in the next stage. As an example,
the amount of combinations of the decay B → Dπππ is
much higher then that of the decay B → Dπ given the
same number of D candidates. Therefore, a tighter cut on
the signal probability of D candidates is performed only
when necessary, e.g. when the reconstruction of all candi-
dates would require too many resources, as in the case of
B → Dπππ decays.
At the end the kinematic consistency of a Btag can-
didate with a B-meson decay is checked using the beam
constrained mass, mES, as described previously. Since the
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Figure 7.4.2. The mES (= mbc) distribution of hadronic B
+
tag
(top) and B0tag (bottom) samples obtained by Belle with cut-
based (red) and NB selection (blue) (Feindt et al., 2011). In
case of the B+tag sample the cut on the network output in the
NB selection is chosen to give equal purity as the cut-based
selection in mES > 5.27 GeV/c
2. In case of the B0tag sample
the cut on the network output in the NB selection is chosen
to give equal B-meson signal yield as the cut-based selection.
These cuts are arbitrary and are chosen only for the purpose
of comparing the NB and cut-based Btag selections.
network output can be interpreted as signal probability
the candidates which are reconstructed in diﬀerent decay
modes can be easily compared to one another. In case
multiple Btag candidates are found in an event the one
with highest signal probability is taken as the best one.
The mES distributions of B+tag and B0tag samples obtained
by Belle with cut-based and NB selections are shown in
Fig. 7.4.2. In order to compare the performance in terms
of Btag eﬃciencies and purities of the NB and cut-based
selections the network output cuts in the NB selection
are chosen is such a way that equal purities (in mES >
5.27 GeV/c2 region) or equal eﬃciencies are obtained in
both selections. As can be seen from Fig. 7.4.2 at the same
purity the signal yield (and hence eﬃciency) is approxi-
mately two times larger. The NB selection with eﬃciency
equal to the cut-based selection will result in a much purer
sample: nearly 90% versus 25% (reducing the background
level by more than a factor of 20). The NB selection used
in Fig. 7.4.2 is arbitrary and is chosen only for the purpose
of comparing the NB and cut-based Btag selections. The
ﬁnal selection depends on the studied decay mode and can
be selected either to give maximal possible Btag eﬃciency
or high purity. Figure 7.4.3 shows purity-eﬃciency plots
for B+tag and B0tag for the default NB selection and the
one including continuum suppression. The highest pos-
sible eﬃciency that can be achieved with the NB selec-
tion at Belle is around 0.18% for B0tag and 0.28% for B
+
tag
with around 10% purity. This corresponds to an improve-
ment in eﬃciency by roughly a factor of two comparing to
Belle’s cut-based Btag selection.
7.4.2 Semileptonic tag B reconstruction
This method of semi–exclusive B reconstruction involves
the selection of a D meson and suitable lepton candidate,
, which are then combined into a D candidate.
The Btag is reconstructed in the set of semileptonic B
decay modes B− → D0−ν	X, where  denotes an e or
μ, and X can be either nothing or a transition particle
from a higher mass charm state decay, which one does not
necessarily need to reconstruct. This methodology natu-
rally includes the B− → D0−ν	 and B− → D∗0−ν	
modes and also retains those modes with excited D me-
son states which decay, via the emission of soft transitions
particles, to a D0. The technique can be similarly applied
to the tagging of neutral B mesons where one would recon-
struct B0 → D(∗)+−ν	 for a combination of all possible
B0 → D+−ν	 and B0 → D∗+−ν	 states reconstructed
exclusively. The main loss in eﬃciency arises from the B
and charm decay branching fractions while further selec-
tion criteria must be applied in order to suppress non-B
decay backgrounds (continuum) and fakes from hadronic
B decays.
The D0 decay is reconstructed by BABAR in the four
cleanest hadronic modes: K−π+, K−π+π−π+, K−π+π0,
and K0sπ
+π−. The K0s is reconstructed only in the mode
K0s → π+π−. Belle reconstructs D0 candidates in ten de-
cay modes (Hokuue, 2007): in addition to the four de-
cay modes above, the K0sπ
0, K0sπ
+π−π0, K−π+π+π−π0,
K+K−, K0sK
+K− and K0sK
−π+ modes are also included.
The added beneﬁt of reconstructing the low momentum
transition daughter in D∗0 decays is to provide a more
complete and exclusive tag B selection. Indeed if one ne-
glects to reconstruct these π0 or γ daughters (from D∗0 →
D0π0/γ) then they will be considered in the reconstruc-
tion of the signal B target mode. However, it is observed
that the semi-exclusive reconstruction of B → D0νX
provides a higher eﬃciency with some loss of purity.
For neutral B tags the selection becomes that of either
B0 → D+−ν	 or B0 → D∗+−ν	. The D+ decays are
reconstructed at Belle in seven decay modes K−π+π+,
K0Sπ
+, K−π+π+π0, K0Sπ
+π0, K0Sπ
+π+π−, K0SK
+ and
K+K−π+ (Hokuue, 2007), while BABAR uses only the ﬁrst
two decay modes. The D∗+ decays can be reconstructed
as both D0π+ and D+π0. The mass diﬀerence between D∗
and D provides a powerful constraint as does the invariant
mass of the D0 or D+ candidate.
The center-of-mass lepton momentum (p∗	 ) for both
electrons and muons is selected to be greater than 0.8
(1.0) GeV/c at BABAR (Belle). This is the lower end of
muon identiﬁcation for the current B Factories and there
is commonly non-B background below p∗	 ∼1 GeV/c. The
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Figure 7.4.3. Purity-eﬃciency plots for hadronic B+tag (left) and B
0
tag (right) as obtained by Belle with neural network based
selection (NB) and cut-based selection (Feindt et al., 2011). The network based selection can include no continuum suppression
variables (blue), only simple ones (green) or Super-Fox-Wolfram moments (SFWM; red).
reconstructed D mesons are required to be within ±3σ
(±2.5σ) at BABAR (Belle) of their nominal mass value. As
explained in Section 7.2 the cosine of the angle between
the B meson and the D(∗) candidate momenta, cos θB,D	
deﬁned in Eq. (7.2.2), is a powerful discriminant. In case
the D and the neutrino are the only decay products of
the B then cos θB,D	 must lie in the physical region be-
tween ±1. If additional decay products from the cascade
of a higher mass charm state down to the D0 go unre-
constructed then this will force the value of cos θB,D	 to
be smaller. In order to keep such candidates events with
cos θB,D	 between −2.5 and +1.1 are usually accepted.
The positive limit is allowed to be slightly outside of the
physical region to account for detector and reconstruc-
tion eﬀects. Of course, for the reconstruction of exclusive
channels (B− → D0−ν	, B− → D∗0−ν	, B0 → D+−ν	
and B0 → D∗+−ν	), the selection is tightened to only
consider the physical region.
A typical B− → D0−ν	X selection at BABAR yields
an eﬃciency of approximately 6 × 10−3 with a mode de-
pendent purity which averages to ∼ 60%. For the neutral
B reconstruction the eﬃciency is typical half that of a
similar charged B selection.
The loss of a neutrino in the semileptonic tagging mode
limits the constraints that can be imposed compared to
the case when all of the B meson decay products are
reconstructed. For example the signal B direction can-
not be found as is possible for hadronic B reconstruction.
However, this constraint is not of paramount importance
in the analysis of signal decay modes to ﬁnal state with
more than one neutrino like for example B+ → τ+ντ or
B0 → νν). The knowledge of signal B momentum enables
calculation of missing mass which is a very powerful vari-
able to separate signal B decays with a single neutrino in
the ﬁnal state from background decays, but becomes weak
when multiple neutrinos are present in the signal B decay.
7.4.3 Inclusive Btag reconstruction
As discussed in the previous two sections the reconstruc-
tion of the recoil B meson using the hadronic and semi-
leptonic Btag samples has many beneﬁts, however suﬀers
from low reconstruction eﬃciencies. To increase the statis-
tics Belle adopted an inclusive Btag reconstruction (Bozek,
2010; Matyja, 2007) in studies of semitauonic B → D(∗)τ−ν
decays (see Section 17.10). In contrast to the measure-
ments utilizing the hadronic or semileptonic recoil Btag
reconstruction technique the procedure in this case is ﬁrst
to reconstruct the signal side (pairs of a D(∗) and a lep-
ton or pion from tau decay). In the second step the Btag
is inclusively reconstructed from all remaining particles
passing certain selection criteria however without checking
consistency with any speciﬁc B-meson decays. The num-
ber of neutral particles on the tagging side Nπ0 + Nγ < 6
and Nγ < 3. The quality of Btag reconstruction and sup-
pression of background is further improved by requiring
zero total charge and net proton/antiproton number, no
leptons on the tagging side and extra energy to be close
to zero (less then 350 MeV). These criteria reject events
in which some particles from the signal or tagging side
were undetected and suppress events with a large number
of spurious showers. The consistency of Btag with a B-
meson decay is checked using the beam constrained mass,
mES, and the energy diﬀerence, ΔE. The simulation and
reconstruction of the inclusive Btag sample is checked us-
ing a control sample of events, where the B → D∗−π+
decays (followed by D∗−π−, D0 → K+π−) are recon-
structed on the signal side. Figure 7.4.4 shows the mES
and ΔE distributions of the control sample for data and
the MC simulation. The good agreement of the shapes
and of the absolute normalization demonstrates the valid-
ity of the MC-simulations for Btag decays. While the mES
distribution shows a clear peak at the B-meson mass, the
ΔE distribution is very broad. On the negative side events
with undetected particles contribute and the main source
of the events with ΔE > 0 are spurious showers in the
electromagnetic calorimeter from secondary interactions
of hadrons. These clusters add linearly to ΔE, but tend
to average in the vector sum of their momenta that enters
the calculation of mES, see Eq. (7.1.8).
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Figure 7.4.4. The mES (= mbc) (a) and ΔE (b) distribu-
tions for inclusively reconstructed Btag using a B
0 → D∗−π+
recoil control sample from data (points with error bars) and
MC (histograms) (Matyja, 2007). The ΔE (mES) of Btag can-
didates is required to be between −0.25 and 0.05 GeV (larger
then 5.27 GeV/c2) when plotting mES (ΔE).
7.4.4 Double tagging
There are two assumptions made when using the recoil
method: the ﬁrst is that the B reconstruction eﬃciency is
well modeled by the Monte Carlo simulations of generic
B decays and continuum events. The hadronic Btag re-
construction eﬃciencies deﬁned in Eqs (7.4.4) and (7.4.3)
depend on the decay rates of B-meson decays to ﬁnal state
included in the reconstruction. Some of them are poorly
known and hence the Btag reconstruction eﬃciencies de-
termined on simulated samples need to be validated or cal-
ibrated using the real data sample. The second is that for
analyses with few reconstructed particles from the signal
B, the extra energy used to discriminate signal from back-
ground events is also well-modeled. These assumptions can
be checked by using control samples which test both the
tag B reconstruction eﬃciency and the description of ex-
tra energy in a fully-reconstructed event. Both BABAR and
Belle use double-tagged samples, in which both B mesons
are fully reconstructed either in semileptonic or hadronic
ﬁnal states, as such a control.
The crosscheck using the double-tag approach was ﬁrst
applied by BABAR (Aubert, 2004y), using double semilep-
tonic B decays. For the semileptonic Btag technique de-
scribed in Section 7.4.2 this means the reconstruction of
two oppositely charged and non-overlapping B → D0ν	X
candidates with little other detector activity. Both BABAR
and Belle have also used “hybrid double-tags”, where one
B is reconstructed in a hadronic ﬁnal state while the
second B is reconstructed in a semileptonic ﬁnal state
(B → D(∗)ν	). These samples vary in size, depending
on the ﬁnal states used, but given a semileptonic tag re-
construction eﬃciency (quoted by BABAR) of ∼ 0.7% and
a hadronic tag eﬃciency of ∼ 0.2%, one expects to ﬁnd
approximately 50 semileptonic double-tagged events per
fb−1, 30 hybrid tags per fb−1, and 4 hadronic double-
tagged events per fb−1. Given the large datasets of the B
Factories, and the expected dataset at future super ﬂavor
factories, these are signiﬁcant samples which can be used
as important cross-checks of the assumptions in the recoil
method.
The double-tagged events have two important features.
The ﬁrst is that one expects na¨ıvely the yield to be propor-
tional to ε2tag, which is the basis of the cross-check of the
tag eﬃciency. The second is that the complete reconstruc-
tion of both B mesons creates an environment in which
the extra energy in a given event should represent the ef-
fect of energy deposits unassociated with the B decays
themselves. This latter feature is an important ingredient
in the cross-check of the extra energy modeling in signal
events, where it is also assumed that all detected particles
associated with the B decays have been reconstructed.
The cross-check of the tag eﬃciency is currently only
used in the semileptonic approach, and only by BABAR.
The early approach to the double-tag sample (Aubert,
2006a) made two assumptions. Given an eﬃciency, εtag,
for reconstructing one of the two Bs in an event in a se-
mileptonic ﬁnal state, the number of double tags (N2) is
given simply by
N2 = ε2tag ×NB+B− (7.4.5)
where NB+B− is the number of charged B pairs originally
produced by the B Factory or generated in Monte Carlo
simulations. The tag eﬃciency cross-check was performed
by taking the ratio of the above equation in data and in
MC simulation and assuming that the double-tag sample
is dominated by charged B mesons so that NB+B− can-
cels, yielding the correction factor (ctag) for the tagging
eﬃciency in MC,
ctag =
εdatatag
εMCtag
=
√
Ndata2
NMC2
. (7.4.6)
While MC studies of the double-tags suggest that the con-
tamination from neutral B decays, or other backgrounds,
is very small, the second assumption - that the reconstruc-
tion of the ﬁrst B does not bias the reconstruction of the
second - is not addressed. The closeness of the correction
to 1.0, as cited by BABAR, does suggest that also the sec-
ond assumption is essentially correct.
A second approach to the eﬃciency correction attempts
to address some of the potential deﬁciencies of the ﬁrst
method outlined above. In the alternative approach (Au-
bert, 2007a), the data/MC comparison is performed using
the ratio of single-tagged to double-tagged events. If the
eﬃciency of reconstructing the ﬁrst tag is εtag,1 and the
eﬃciency of reconstructing the second tag is εtag,2, then
the single-tag and double-tag yields, N1 and N2, are given
by
N1 = εtag,1 ×NB+B− (7.4.7)
N2 = εtag,1 × εtag,2 ×NB+B− . (7.4.8)
The ratio of the two cancels some of the common factors,
yielding the following quantity to be determined in both
data and MC simulations,
εtag,2 =
N2
N1
(7.4.9)
BABAR determines the number of single-tagged events
by subtracting the combinatorial component under the D0
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mass distribution using an extrapolation of events from
the D0 mass sideband. This leaves a sample of events con-
taining correctly reconstructed events, mis-reconstructed
events from neutral B semileptonic decay, and events from
e+e− → cc continuum background events with real D0
mesons paired with a combinatorial lepton. The correc-
tion to the tag eﬃciency is assumed to be equal for either
the ﬁrst or second tag, and is computed from the data and
MC as,
ctag =
εdatatag,2
εMCtag,2
=
Ndata2 /N
data
1
NMC2 /N
MC
1
(7.4.10)
The correction is computed using only events in which the
D0 meson in the ﬁrst Btag decays into the K−π+ ﬁnal
state. This is cross-checked using a sample in which the
D0 meson from the ﬁrst tag decays into the K−π+π−π+
ﬁnal state only, yielding complementary results.
In both of the above methods, and across several it-
erations of semileptonic recoil-based analyses, BABAR has
found the correction to be very close to 1.0. This sug-
gests both that the assumptions in the above two meth-
ods are largely accurate, and also that existing simulations
of these and the background decays are adequate for the
purposes of modeling the decays. The correction has an
associated systematic error, which is typically determined
by propagating the statistical uncertainty due to the ﬁnite
sample sizes of the double-tag and single-tag samples. The
uncertainty of the correction is about 4%.
Belle (Sibidanov, 2013) uses fully reconstructed events
to calibrate the eﬃciency of the NB-based Btag reconstruc-
tion. One of the produced B mesons is reconstructed as
hadronic Btag while the other B meson is reconstructed in
the semileptonic decay mode Bsl → D(∗)ν. The number
of double tagged events is therefore given by:
N(BtagBsl) = NBB × B(Btag → f)εBtag→f ×
B(Bsl → D(∗)ν)εBsl , (7.4.11)
where B(Btag → f)εBtag→f is the product of branching
fraction and reconstruction eﬃciency of the speciﬁc decay
Btag → f and B(Bsl → D(∗)ν)εBsl is the corresponding
product for the semileptonically decaying B meson, which
is well modeled in the simulation. The correction factor
for Btag → f is then obtained by measuring the ratio of
the numbers of reconstructed double tagged events in real
data and MC samples
cftag =
Bdata(Btag → f)εdataBtag→f
BMC(Btag → f)εMCBtag→f
=
Ndata(BtagBsl)
NMC(BtagBsl)
· N
MC
BB
BMC(Bsl → D(∗)ν)
Ndata
BB
Bdata(Bsl → D(∗)ν)
.
(7.4.12)
In this method of the Btag eﬃciency calibration it is as-
sumed that the Bsl → D(∗)ν modes are well modeled in
the MC sample and hence the εdataBsl = ε
MC
Bsl
. The overall
correction factor (averaged over all Btag modes) is found
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Figure 7.4.5. Extra energy distribution for double-tagged
B+tagB
−
sl events (left plot), where the semileptonically decaying
B meson is reconstructed in the D∗0−ν decay mode. Black
and red data points show the distribution obtained in data
and in a sample of simulated events, respectively. The right
plot shows the ratio of the two distributions ﬁtted with a lin-
ear function. Belle internal, from the Adachi (2012b) analysis.
to be around 0.7 and consistent between diﬀerent Bsl de-
cay modes. The total uncertainty of the calibration is es-
timated to be 4.2% for B+tag and 4.5% for B0tag.
The second application of the double-tagged sample is
to test the modeling of extra particles left in the detec-
tor after both B mesons have been reconstructed. In the
case of signal events, this typically means that the tag B
is reconstructed up to any neutrinos in the ﬁnal state (as
in semileptonic tags), and that the signal B is also recon-
structed up to possible neutrinos in its ﬁnal state. After
reconstruction of both B mesons the remaining particles
left in the event are assumed to come from several sources:
neutrals, such as photons, which arise from the electron-
positron beams but not the interaction point; some low
momentum charged particles associated with interactions
between the beam and the beampipe; neutral clusters from
hadronic showering in the calorimeter which fail to asso-
ciate with a track; and detector noise. These sources would
typically lead to a few extra neutral particles left in a sig-
nal event in about 20-30% of the reconstructed events.
Double-tagged events are used to test the simulation of
these extra neutral particles by fully reconstructing both
B mesons either semileptonically, hadronically, or in a hy-
brid conﬁguration. An example of the use of the double-
tags to test the extra energy simulation is the Belle col-
laboration’s hadronic-tagged search for B+ → τ+ντ . Belle
constructs a hybrid double-tag sample (one hadronic B
and one semileptonic B per event in the sample), and as-
sumes that the extra neutral clusters remaining in these
events comes from the same sources as in signal events.
They compare the extra energy in data and MC (Fig.
7.4.5) and use the diﬀerence as a variation on their p.d.f.
model for signal events. Comparisons show that existing
detector simulations at the B Factories handle the vari-
ety of sources of extra neutral clusters fairly well, even in
moderate to high multiplicity ﬁnal states of B decay.
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7.5 Summary
B-meson reconstruction is crucial for the broad physics
program performed at Belle and BABAR. All of the tech-
niques presented in this chapter utilize unique constraints
provided by the experimental setup of B Factories. They
either improve the resolution (e.g. mES and ΔE versus
B-meson invariant mass in full hadronic reconstruction),
increase reconstruction eﬃciency (partial reconstruction)
or make possible studies of B-meson decays with multiple
neutrinos in the ﬁnal state (recoil reconstruction). Some
of the B reconstruction methods presented herein were
already used by experiments prior to Belle and BABAR.
Others, in particular recoil techniques using fully- or semi-
exclusive B-meson reconstruction, were pioneered in the
B Factories era and proved invaluable to access rare pro-
cesses where the kinematics of the signal B meson could
not be fully constrained. Together with background dis-
crimination (see Chapter 9) B reconstruction techniques
have been constantly improved over the past ten years
which has enabled studies of less clean modes and in-
creased sensitivity to rare decays.
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8.1 Introduction
The goal of B-ﬂavor tagging is to determine the ﬂavor of
a B meson (i.e. whether it contains a b or a b quark) at
the time of its decay. At the B Factories, ﬂavor tagging
is needed for most measurements of time-dependent CP
asymmetries and B meson mixing. As will be discussed
in Chapter 10, these measurements usually require full re-
construction of the decay of one of the B mesons (referred
to as Brec or “signal” B), measurement of the decay time
diﬀerence Δt between the two B meson decays, and ﬂavor
tagging of the other B meson (referred to as Btag in the
following).
At the B Factories, in contrast to hadron colliders,
B meson pairs are produced in isolation (apart from any
initial-state radiation), since there is no “underlying event”
and the fraction of events with multiple e+e− interactions
(“pile-up”) is negligible. Therefore, if a Brec decay is fully
reconstructed, the remaining tracks in the event can be
assumed to come from the Btag decay. In this case ﬂa-
vor tagging is to a good approximation independent of
the speciﬁc Brec decay mode reconstructed (but of course
still depends on whether decays of B0/B0, B+/B− or,
when running at the Υ (5S), B0s/B
0
s are tagged), and the
ﬂavor tagging performance can be measured using fully
reconstructed ﬂavor-speciﬁc Brec decays. For inclusive re-
construction of the signal B, ﬂavor tagging in general de-
pends on the speciﬁc Brec reconstruction since the remain-
ing tracks in the event cannot be unambiguously assigned
to either the Brec or Btag meson.
The tagging of neutral B0/B0 mesons from Υ (4S) de-
cays assuming a fully reconstructed Brec decay is the pri-
mary use case for ﬂavor tagging at the B Factories. This
is the situation considered in the following.
Flavor tagging relies on the fact that a large fraction
of B mesons decay to a ﬁnal state that is ﬂavor speciﬁc,
i.e. to good approximation, can only be reached either
through the decay of a b quark, or through the decay of
a b quark. Because of the large number of decay chan-
nels, full reconstruction of a suﬃciently large number of
ﬂavor-speciﬁc Btag decays is not feasible. Instead inclu-
sive techniques are employed that make use of diﬀerent
ﬂavor-speciﬁc signatures of B decays. For example, in se-
mileptonic decays B0 → D∗−+ν	 the charge of the lepton
unambiguously identiﬁes the ﬂavor of the decaying B me-
son as long as the lepton can be clearly associated with the
semileptonic B decay and does not come from a secondary
D meson decay.
The ﬂavor tagging algorithms developed by BABAR and
Belle proceed in two stages. In the ﬁrst stage, individual
ﬂavor-speciﬁc signatures are analyzed, each of which pro-
vides a signature-speciﬁc ﬂavor tag that by itself could be
used for ﬂavor tagging. In the second stage, the results
from the ﬁrst stage signatures are combined into a ﬁnal
ﬂavor tag. Both stages rely on multivariate methods in
order to optimally combine all available information.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. After deﬁning
the relevant quantities characterizing the performance of
B-ﬂavor tagging and discussing the choice of tagging cat-
egories, the diﬀerent sources of ﬂavor information and the
corresponding discriminating variables are reviewed. Sec-
tion 8.6 describes the speciﬁc ﬂavor tagging algorithms
used by the BABAR and Belle experiments and quotes
the performance of these algorithms. The method used
to measure the ﬂavor tagging performance is described
elsewhere (see Section 10.6).
8.2 Deﬁnitions
The ﬁgure of merit for the performance of a tagging algo-
rithm is the eﬀective tagging eﬃciency Q,
Q = εtag(1− 2w)2, (8.2.1)
where εtag denotes the fraction of events to which a ﬂavor
tag can be assigned, and the mistag probability w is the
fraction of events with an incorrectly assigned tag. The
term
D = 1− 2w (8.2.2)
is called the dilution and is the factor by which measured
CP and mixing asymmetries are reduced from their physi-
cal values due to incorrectly assigned ﬂavor tags. The def-
inition of Q is motivated by the fact that the statistical
uncertainties σ on such asymmetry measurements gener-
ally scale approximately as (see Section 8.4)
σ ∝ 1√
Q
. (8.2.3)
Tagging eﬃciencies and mistag fractions are not a pri-
ori the same for tagging B0 and B0 decays because the
detector performance may not be completely charge sym-
metric. Therefore the averages
εtag =
εB0 + εB0
2
(8.2.4)
w =
wB0 + wB0
2
(8.2.5)
and diﬀerences
Δεtag = εB0 − εB0 (8.2.6)
Δw = wB0 − wB0 (8.2.7)
are deﬁned where the subscript refers to the true decay.
For example, wB0 refers to the fraction of neutral Btag
mesons that decay as B0 but are tagged as B0.
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8.3 Tagging categories
The eﬀective tagging eﬃciency Q can be improved (and
hence the statistical uncertainty of a measurement de-
creased) by grouping events into mutually exclusive tag-
ging categories according to their mistag probabilities w
(or dilutions D). For tagging categories c with fractions of
events εc, dilutions Dc, total tagging eﬃciency ε =
∑
c εc
and average dilution D =
∑
c εcDc/ε one ﬁnds
Q =
∑
c
εcD
2
c = εD
2 +
∑
c
εc(Dc −D)2. (8.3.1)
Thus the resulting Q is always larger or equal to the one
obtained when all events are treated as a single category.
One gains most from dividing events into categories when
the diﬀerences in dilution (or mistag fraction) between
categories can be made large. However, the characteris-
tics and any systematic eﬀects, such as correlations with
the tag vertex resolution, tag-side interference (see Sec-
tion 15.3.6), or background levels, are expected to be de-
termined by the diﬀerent ﬂavor-speciﬁc signatures. For
this reason one would prefer a grouping of events accord-
ing to diﬀerent signatures over a category deﬁnition based
on w.
The mistag probability w that can be achieved for a
given set of Btag decay modes is determined by the ﬂavor-
speciﬁc signatures present in these decays. Fortunately,
the mistag probabilities of diﬀerent ﬂavor-speciﬁc signa-
tures tend to be diﬀerent. For example, in semileptonic
decays the charge of a reconstructed high-momentum elec-
tron or muon gives a much better indication of the correct
tag than the charge of a low momentum pion (“slow pion”)
from a secondary D∗ decay.
Therefore a grouping of events into tagging categories
according to the mistag probability naturally provides a
grouping according to the diﬀerent signatures of the cor-
responding Btag decays. Conversely, a grouping according
to diﬀerent signatures leads to an approximate grouping
according to mistag probabilities. As a result it is possible
to deﬁne tagging categories that both optimize the tag-
ging performance and group events according to diﬀerent
signatures.
8.4 Dilution factor and eﬀective tagging
eﬃciency
As mentioned above, a CP asymmetry Arec measured us-
ing ﬂavor tagging is reduced from the physical asymmetry
by a factor D due to incorrectly assigned ﬂavor tags. This
scaling is easy to see by writing the measured asymmetry
Arec as
Arec =
N −N
N + N
, (8.4.1)
where N and N denote the number of reconstructed B
decays
N = εtag(1− w)N0 + εtagwN0
N = εtag(1− w)N0 + εtagwN0 (8.4.2)
tagged as B0 and B0, respectively. N0 and N0 are the cor-
responding number of reconstructed B decays of a certain
type before tagging is applied. Substituting Eq. (8.4.2)
into (8.4.1) one directly obtains
Arec = (1− 2w)A0 = DA0, (8.4.3)
where A0 = (N0−N0)/(N0+N0) denotes the true physical
asymmetry.
The statistical uncertainty in A0 is
σA0 =
σArec
1− 2w . (8.4.4)
Using Eq. (8.4.1) and denoting the total number of tagged
events by Ntag = N+N , assuming a small asymmetry (i.e.
N ≈ N = Ntag/2), one ﬁnds
σArec ∝ 1√
Ntag
. (8.4.5)
Together with Eq. (8.4.4) it follows
σA0 ∝ 1√
εtag(1− 2w) =
1√
Q
. (8.4.6)
In general, this scaling of σA0 with Q is only approxi-
mate. For a likelihood-based analysis and assuming a suﬃ-
ciently large number of events, the expected uncertainty in
an estimated CP or mixing asymmetry Â can be obtained
from the maximum-likelihood estimator for the variance
on Â (see Section 11.1.3),
σ(Â)2 = V (Â) =
(
d2 log(L(A))
d2A
)−1
A= bA
. (8.4.7)
This was calculated (Cahn, 2000; Le Diberder, 1990) for
the case of a measurement of a time-dependent CP asym-
metry with no direct CP violation such as e.g. the mea-
surement of A = sin 2φ1. Using several tagging categories
c, ignoring eﬀects of resolution and background, and with
xd = Δm/Γ , the approximation
σ(Â) ≈
[
N
2x2d
1 + 4x2d
∑
c
cD
2
c
(
1 +
12x2dD
2
cA
2
1 + 16x2d
)]−1/2
,
(8.4.8)
was derived. This leads to an improved deﬁnition Q′ of
the eﬀective tagging eﬃciency,
Q′ =
∑
c
εcD
2
c
(
1 +
12x2dD
2
cA
2
1 + 16x2d
)
(8.4.9)
with σ(Â) ∝ 1/√Q′.
Q′ depends on the true asymmetry A and reduces to
the standard deﬁnition of Q for A = 0. For large asym-
metries (A ≈ 1) and for the most powerful tagging cate-
gories used by the BABAR or Belle tagging algorithms with
wc ≈ 2%, the factor
1 +
12x2dD
2
cA
2
1 + 16x2d
(8.4.10)
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amounts to a correction of more than 60%. This eﬀect
was clearly observed when the scaling of the uncertainties
of diﬀerent BABAR sin 2φ1 results with eﬀective tagging
eﬃciency was analyzed.
8.5 Physics sources of ﬂavor information
In the following the diﬀerent ﬂavor-speciﬁc signatures are
discussed in more detail. Since the focus of this chapter
is on tagging for fully reconstructed Brec decays, it is as-
sumed that only tracks from the Btag decays are consid-
ered in the calculation of any of the discriminating vari-
ables described below.
8.5.1 Leptons
Electrons and muons produced directly in semileptonic B
decays (primary leptons) provide excellent tagging infor-
mation. The charge of a lepton from a b → c − ν transi-
tion is directly associated to the ﬂavor of the B0 meson:
a positively charged lepton indicates a B0, a negatively
charged lepton indicates a B0.
Leptons from cascade decays (secondary leptons) oc-
curring via the transition b → W−c (→ s + ν) carry tag-
ging information as well: their charge is opposite to that
of primary leptons from Btag and they are characterized
by a much softer momentum spectrum.
The following kinematical variables are useful to iden-
tify primary and secondary leptons:
– q, the charge of the track.
– p∗, the center-of-mass momentum of the candidate
track. Combined with the charge of the track this is
the most powerful discriminating variable.
– θlab, the polar angle in the laboratory frame.
– EW90 , the energy in the hemisphere deﬁned by the direc-
tion of the virtual W± in the semi-leptonic Btag decay.
EW90 is calculated in the center-of-mass frame under the
assumption that the Btag is produced at rest. The sum
of energies for EW90 extends over all charged and neutral
candidates of the recoiling charm system X that are
in the same hemisphere (with respect to the direction
of the virtual W±) as the lepton candidate:
pμB = p
μ
W + p
μ
X ≈ (mB0 ,0)
pμW = p
μ
	 + p
μ
ν
pμX =
∑
i=	
pμi
EW90 =
∑
i∈X, pi·pW>0
Ei (8.5.1)
– pmiss, the missing momentum given by:
pmiss = pB − pX − p	 ≈ −(pX + p	). (8.5.2)
– cos θmiss, the cosine of the angle between the lepton
candidate’s momentum p	 and the missing momentum
pmiss is calculated in the Υ (4S) center-of-mass frame
(again with the approximation of the Btag being pro-
duced at rest).
– Mrecoil, mass recoiling against pmiss + p	 in the Btag
frame. The Mrecoil distribution for semileptonic B de-
cays peaks around the D mass and has a tail toward
the lower side due to missing particles, while that for
semileptonic D decays is more broad with a tail up to
5 GeV/c2.
The above kinematical variables can be combined with
particle identiﬁcation (PID) information and applied only
to selected electron or muon candidate tracks. Or they
can be applied to all tracks in order to recover the tag-
ging information from leptons that fail the PID selection
(“kinematically identiﬁed leptons”).
8.5.2 Kaons
The dominant source of charged kaons are b → c → s tran-
sitions (B0 → D(→ K+X ′)X decays), where the charge
of the kaon tags the ﬂavor of Btag. Kaons from such de-
cays are referred to as “right sign” kaons (a K+ indicates a
B0 decay). The high average multiplicity of charged kaons
of 0.78 ± 0.08 (Beringer et al., 2012), combined with the
higher multiplicity of right sign vs wrong sign kaons of
0.58 ± 0.01 ± 0.08 vs. 0.13 ± 0.01 ± 0.05 (Albrecht et al.,
1994b) make kaons overall the most powerful source of
tagging information.
The following discriminating variables are useful for
ﬂavor tagging with kaons:
– q, the charge of the track.
– LK , the kaon likelihood obtained from PID informa-
tion.
– If more than one charged kaon is identiﬁed, it is useful
to combine the information (q · LK) from up to three
charged kaons.
– nK0S , the number of K
0
S mesons reconstructed on the
tag side. A kaon produced together with one or more
K0S tends to originate from a strange quark in a b →
cc(d, s) decay or from the appearance of ss out of the
vacuum, while one without an accompanying K0S has a
higher probability to come from the b → c → s cascade
decay.
– The sum of the squared transverse momenta of charged
tracks on the tag side. A large total transverse
momentum squared increases the likelihood that a
charged kaon was produced from a b → cW−, c →
s → K− transition, rather than the transition b →
XW−, W− → cs/d, c → s → K+, which would give a
“wrong-sign” kaon.
– p∗, the center-of-mass momentum of the candidate
track.
– θlab, the polar angle in the laboratory frame.
8.5.3 Slow pions
Low momentum π± from D∗± decays (slow pions) pro-
vide another source of tagging information. The substan-
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tial background from low momentum tracks can be re-
duced by correlating the direction of the slow pion and
the remaining tracks from the Btag decay. Since the slow
pion and the D0 are emitted nearly at rest in the D∗±
frame, the slow pion direction in the Btag rest frame will
be along the direction of the D0 decay products and op-
posite to the remainder of the Btag decay products. This
direction can be approximately determined by calculating
the thrust axis of the Btag decay products. The thrust is
calculated using both charged tracks and neutral clusters
not used in the reconstruction of Brec.
The following variables provide useful discriminating
power:
– q, the charge of the track.
– p∗, the momentum of the slow pion candidate in the
Υ (4S) center-of-mass frame.
– plab, the momentum of the slow pion candidate in the
laboratory frame.
– θlab, the polar angle in the laboratory frame.
– cos θπT, the cosine of the angle between the slow pion
direction and the Btag thrust axis in the Υ (4S) center-
of-mass frame.
– LK , the PID likelihood of the track to be a kaon. PID
information helps to reject the contribution from low
momentum kaons ﬂying in the thrust direction.
– Le, the PID likelihood of the track to be a electron.
This helps to reject background from electrons pro-
duced in photon conversions and π0 Dalitz decays.
8.5.4 Correlation of kaons and slow pions
In events where both a charged kaon and a slow pion can-
didate (e.g. from a D∗+ → D0(→ K−X)π+ decay) are
found, the corresponding ﬂavor tagging information can
potentially be improved by using the angular correlation
between the kaon and slow pion. A kaon and a slow pion of
opposite charge (i.e. agreeing ﬂavor tag) that are emitted
in approximately the same direction in the Υ (4S) center-
of-mass frame can provide a combined tag with a relatively
low mistag fraction.
In addition to the information used to identify kaons
and slow pions, the following discriminating variable can
be used:
– cos θK,π, the cosine of the angle between the kaon and
the slow pion momentum calculated in the Υ (4S) center-
of-mass frame.
8.5.5 High-momentum particles
A very inclusive tag can be obtained by selecting tracks
with the highest momentum in the Υ (4S) center-of-mass
frame and using their charge as a tag. Given the other sig-
natures discussed above, the aim of such a tag is to iden-
tify fast particles coming from the hadronization of the
W boson produced in the decay b → c W− (for example
fast pions from B0 → D∗+ π−) as well as high momentum
leptons that may have failed the selection for the lepton
tag signature. Direct hadrons or leptons with a positive
(negative) charge indicate a B0 (B0) tag. These particles
are produced at the Btag decay vertex and, in the Υ (4S)
center-of-mass frame, are energetic and ﬂy in a direction
opposite to the charm decay products of Btag.
Useful discriminating variables are:
– q, the charge of the track.
– p∗, the momentum of the track in the Υ (4S) center-of-
mass frame.
– d0, the impact parameter in the xy plane.
– The angle between the particle and the Btag thrust
axis in the Υ (4S) center-of-mass frame.
8.5.6 Correlation of fast and slow particles
The angular correlations between slow charged pions from
D∗± decays and fast, oppositely charged particles origi-
nating from the W∓ hadronization in the decay b → c W
can be exploited for ﬂavor tagging. Since the W∓ and the
D∗± are emitted back-to-back in the Btag center-of-mass
frame, the slow pion and the fast tracks are expected to
be emitted at a large angle.
The following discriminating variables are useful:
– p∗Slow, the center-of-mass momentum of the slow track.
– p∗Fast, the center-of-mass momentum of the fast track.
– cos θSlowFast, the cosine of the angle between the slow
and the fast track.
– cos θSlowT, the cosine of the angle between the slow
track and Btag thrust axis.
– cos θFastT, the cosine of the angle between the fast
track and Btag thrust axis.
– LKSlow, the PID likelihood for the slow track to be a
kaon.
8.5.7 Λ baryons
The ﬂavor of a Λ baryon produced in Btag decays carries
tagging information because it contains an s quark that
was likely produced in the cascade decay b → c → s.
Therefore, the presence of a Λ (Λ) will indicate a B0 (B0).
Λ → pπ decays on the tag side are reconstructed by
combining charged tracks with tracks that are identiﬁed
as protons (or antiprotons). Although Λ candidates are
found in a small fraction of events, they provide relatively
clean ﬂavor tags that are fully complementary to the other
signatures.
Useful discriminating variables include:
– q, the ﬂavor of Λ (Λ or Λ).
– MΛ, the reconstructed mass of the Λ.
– χ2Λ, the χ
2 probability of the ﬁtted Λ decay vertex.
– cos θΛ, the cosine of the angle between the Λ momen-
tum and the direction from the primary vertex to the
Λ decay vertex.
– sΛ, the ﬂight length of the Λ candidate before decay.
– pΛ, the momentum of the Λ candidate.
– pproton, the momentum of the proton candidate used
for the Λ reconstruction.
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– nK0S , the number of K
0
S mesons reconstructed on the
tag side.
– Δz, diﬀerence between the z coordinate of the two
tracks at the Λ vertex point.
8.6 Speciﬁc ﬂavor tagging algorithms
In this section the tagging algorithms developed by BABAR
and Belle are discussed. In both experiments these algo-
rithms have been improved greatly during the lifetime of
the experiment, resulting in a substantial performance in-
crease. In the following only the ﬁnal versions of the tag-
ging algorithms are discussed.
8.6.1 Multivariate tagging methods
The BABAR and Belle tagging algorithms both use multi-
variate methods: BABAR uses an artiﬁcial neural network,
while Belle’s tagger is based on a multi-dimensional look-
up table. Both algorithms provide not only a ﬂavor tag
but also an estimated mistag probability for each event.
Both tagging algorithms were trained using large sam-
ples of simulated events. Imperfections in the simulation
of particle decays (e.g. due to incomplete knowledge of
branching fractions) or detector response may lead to in-
accurate estimates of the per-event mistag probability by
the tagging algorithm. Therefore both algorithms use the
estimated per-event mistag probabilities only when sepa-
rating events into tagging categories. For each category,
w and Δw are measured using a sample of events where
the signal B decays into a self-tagging decay mode (Bﬂav
control sample, see Section 10.6). As a result, inaccuracies
in the simulation of the training sample can only lead to
a non-optimal tagging performance but will not introduce
any systematic errors. The loss in tagging performance
that results from using tagging categories rather than per-
event mistag probabilities was found to be small both for
the BABAR and the Belle tagging algorithms.
8.6.2 Systematic eﬀects
Systematic eﬀects associated with tagging are discussed
in Chapter 15; only a brief overview is given here. As dis-
cussed above, by using tagging categories whose w and
Δw are measured on data, systematic eﬀects that could
arise from imperfections in the tagging algorithm or its
training are replaced by the statistical uncertainties of the
measurements of w and Δw. The remaining systematic ef-
fects associated with ﬂavor tagging arise from
– potential diﬀerences in the tagging performance for sig-
nal events and for the Bﬂav control sample used to
measure w and Δw, and
– tag-side interference (see Section 15.3.6).
8.6.3 Flavor tagging in BABAR
The BABAR tagging algorithm (Aubert, 2005i, 2009z; Lees,
2013c) is a modular, multivariate ﬂavor-tagging algorithm
that analyses charged tracks on the tag side in order to
provide a ﬂavor tag and a mistag probability w. The ﬂavor
of Btag is determined from a combination of nine diﬀerent
ﬂavor-speciﬁc signatures, which include charged leptons,
kaons, pions and Λ baryons (see Section 8.5).
For each of these signatures, properties such as charge,
momentum, and decay angles are used as input to a spe-
ciﬁc neural network (NN) or “sub-tagger”. Three sub-
taggers are dedicated to charged leptons, making use of
identiﬁed electrons (Electron), muons (Muon) and kine-
matically identiﬁed leptons (Kin. Lepton). The Kaon sub-
tagger combines the information from up to three kaons
into a single tag. Slow pions are used both by a dedi-
cated slow pion sub-tagger (Slow Pion) and in correla-
tion with kaons (K-Pi). The Max p* sub-tagger analyzes
high-momentum particles. The correlation of fast and slow
particles is exploited by the FSC sub-tagger. The Lambda
sub-tagger looks at Λ baryons.
These sub-taggers are combined by a single ﬁnal neu-
ral network (BTagger) that is trained to determine the
correct ﬂavor of Btag. Based on the output of this NN and
the contributing sub-taggers, each event is assigned to one
of six mutually exclusive tagging categories. The overall
structure of the BABAR tagging neural network is shown
in Figure 8.6.1.
Figure 8.6.1. Schematic overview of the BABAR tagging algo-
rithm. Each box corresponds to a separate neural network.
The use of sub-taggers dedicated to speciﬁc signatures
allows one to keep track of the underlying physics of
each event and simpliﬁes studies of systematics. For ex-
ample, events with an identiﬁed electron or muon from a
semi-leptonic Btag decay can be separated from other de-
cays and assigned to the Lepton tagging category. The
Lepton category does not only have a low w but also
more precisely reconstructed Btag vertices, is less sensi-
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tive to the bias from charm on the tag side, and is im-
mune to the intrinsic mistagging associated with doubly
Cabibbo-suppressed decays (see tag-side interference in
Section 15.3.6).
The training and validation of each of the sub-tagger
NNs is based on the Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator
(Zell et al., 1995). Extensive studies have been performed
for each sub-tagger, including a wide search for the most
discriminating input variables. NN architectures and the
number of training cycles are optimized to yield the most
eﬃcient ﬂavor assignment. The NNs are feed-forward net-
works with one hidden layer. The weights and bias values
of the logistic activation functions are optimized during
training using standard back-propagation.
The NNs are trained using a simulated sample of about
500,000 B0B0 pairs in which one meson (Brec ) decays
to a π+π− ﬁnal state while the other (Btag) decays to
any possible ﬁnal state according to known or expected
branching fractions. Half of this sample is used for training
the NN, while the other half is used as a test sample for an
unbiased evaluation of the performance. Each sub-tagger
is trained separately before the training of the BTagger
network.36
Details of the architecture of the diﬀerent neural net-
works used by the BABAR tagging algorithm are given in
Table 8.6.1. For each of the nine sub-taggers and for the
ﬁnal BTagger NN the table lists all input variables and
the training target. Some of the sub-taggers are trained
to separate B0 from B0 decays, while others are trained
to discriminate true from fake signatures.
The output yBTagger of the ﬁnal BTagger NN is mapped
to values between −1 (for a perfectly tagged B0) and +1
(B0). The distribution of this output for the Bﬂav control
sample is shown in Figure 8.6.2. Excellent agreement is
observed between data and simulation.
The estimated probability p of a correct tag assignment
is given by the BTagger NN output
p = 1− w = (1 + |yBTagger|)/2, (8.6.1)
and the probability of a given Btag being a B0 is
pBtag=B0 = (1 + yBTagger)/2. (8.6.2)
The correctness of these probabilities can be checked
with the Bﬂav control sample. For example, one can plot
the probability of observing a B0 on the Bﬂav side as
a function of the estimated probability pBtag=B0 . Tak-
ing into account the time-integrated mixing probability
χd = 0.1862± 0.0023 (Beringer et al. (2012)), one expects
for a perfectly trained tagging algorithm
pBflav=B0 = (1− 2χd)pBtag=B0 + χd (8.6.3)
= (1− 2χd)(1 + yBTagger)/2 + χd. (8.6.4)
36 Simultaneous training of all sub-taggers and the BTagger
NN has been shown not to result in a signiﬁcantly better clas-
siﬁcation performance.
As can be seen from Figure 8.6.3, the probabilities ob-
tained from the BTagger NN output are in very good
agreement with the expectations for both data and sim-
ulation. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section 8.6.1, these
estimated probabilities are only used to separate events
into tagging categories.
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Figure 8.6.2. Distribution of the output of the ﬁnal BTagger
NN (yBTagger) on the Bﬂav control sample for data and simu-
lation, using the full BABAR data sample. A contribution of up
to 22% from combinatorial background is subtracted in each
bin based on a ﬁt to the mES distribution. The diﬀerence be-
tween data and simulation (with statistical uncertainties added
in quadrature) is also shown.
The tagging algorithm assigns each event to one of
six hierarchical and mutually exclusive tagging categories:
Lepton, Kaon I, Kaon II, Kaon-Pion, Pion or Other. The
name given to each category indicates the dominant
physics processes (or sub-tagger) contributing to the ﬂa-
vor identiﬁcation. For most categories, this classiﬁcation
is based on yBTagger. For the Lepton category, which sin-
gles out events with a cleanly identiﬁed primary lepton,
additional cuts are made on the output of the electron or
muon sub-taggers. Over 95% of events in the Lepton cat-
egory contain a semileptonic Btag decay. The deﬁnition of
the tagging categories is summarized in Table 8.6.2.
The ﬁnal version of the BABAR tagging algorithm37
(Lees, 2013c) achieves an eﬀective tagging eﬃciency Q =
(33.1± 0.3)% on the full BABAR data set. The breakdown
of this performance into the diﬀerent tagging categories is
shown in Table 8.6.3.
37 Improvements in the particle identiﬁcation algorithms used
for the ﬁnal version of the BABAR tagging algorithm (Lees,
2013c) lead to a higher Q value of (33.1 ± 0.3)%, compared
to Q ≈ 31% achieved by the previous version (Aubert, 2005i).
The tagging algorithm itself did not change.
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Table 8.6.1. Overview of the neural networks used by the BABAR BTagger and its sub-taggers. For each sub-tagger the network
architecture is shown in the second column according to the notation Ninputs : Nhidden nodes : Noutputs. The input variables are
listed in the third column while the fourth column describes the goal of the NN training.
(Sub-)Tagger Network architecture Discriminating input variables Training goal
Electron 4:12:1 q, p∗, EW90 , cos θmiss Classify B
0 versus B0
Muon 4:12:1 q, p∗, EW90 , cos θmiss Classify B
0 versus B0
Kin. Lepton 3:3:1 p∗, EW90 , cos θmiss Recognize primary leptons
Kaon 5:10:1 (qLK)1, (qLK)2, (qLK)3, nK0
S
, Σp⊥ Classify B0 versus B0
Slow Pion 3:10:1 p∗, cos θπT, LK Recognize slow pions from D∗± decays
Max p∗ 3:6:1 p∗, d0, cos θ Recognize direct B daughters
K–Pi 3:10:1 (qLK), SlowPion tag, cos θK,π Recognize K-π pairs from D∗± decays
FSC 6:12:1 cos θSlowFast, p
∗
Slow, p
∗
Fast, cos θSlowT,
cos θFastT, LKSlow
Recognize fast-slow correlated tracks
Lambda 6:14:1 MΛ, χ
2, cos θΛ, sΛ, pΛ, pproton Recognize Λ decays
BTagger 9:20:1 All of the above tags Classify B0 versus B0
Table 8.6.2. Deﬁnition of tagging categories for the BABAR ﬂavor tagging algorithm. Events with |yBTagger| < 0.1 are classiﬁed
as Untagged and are not used to extract time-dependent information from data.
Category Deﬁnition
Lepton (|yElectron| > 0.8 or |yMuon| > 0.8) and |yBTagger| > 0.8
Kaon I |yBTagger| > 0.8
Kaon II 0.6 < |yBTagger| < 0.8
Kaon-Pion 0.4 < |yBTagger| < 0.6
Pion 0.2 < |yBTagger| < 0.4
Other 0.1 < |yBTagger| < 0.2
Table 8.6.3. Performance of the ﬁnal BABAR tagging algorithm on data.
Category εtag(%) Δεtag(%) w(%) Δw(%) Q(%) ΔQ(%)
Lepton 9.7± 0.1 0.2± 0.2 2.1± 0.2 0.2± 0.5 8.9± 0.1 0.1± 0.4
Kaon I 11.3± 0.1 −0.1± 0.2 4.1± 0.3 0.2± 0.6 9.6± 0.1 −0.1± 0.4
Kaon II 15.9± 0.1 −0.1± 0.2 13.0± 0.3 −0.2± 0.6 8.7± 0.2 0.0± 0.5
Kaon-Pion 13.2± 0.1 0.4± 0.2 23.0± 0.4 −1.3± 0.7 3.9± 0.1 0.5± 0.3
Pion 16.8± 0.1 −0.3± 0.3 33.3± 0.4 −2.7± 0.6 1.9± 0.1 0.6± 0.2
Other 10.6± 0.1 −0.5± 0.2 41.8± 0.5 5.9± 0.7 0.28± 0.03 −0.4± 0.1
Total 77.5± 0.1 −0.3± 0.5 33.1± 0.3 0.7± 0.8
The contribution of each of the nine sub-taggers to the
overall tagging performance can be evaluated in two ways:
– the absolute eﬀective tagging eﬃciency obtained by
using only one sub-tagger (Qabs);
– the incremental eﬀective tagging eﬃciency (Qincr), de-
ﬁned as the improvement in Q associated with adding
a single sub-tagger on top of all the others.
Table 8.6.4 shows Qabs and Qincr for the nine sub-
taggers. In most events multiple ﬂavor tagging signatures
are present and contribute to the ﬁnal tag as can be seen
from the fact that Qincr is small for most sub-taggers. The
exception is the Kaon sub-tagger which is the only tagger
whose presence is essential to maintain a high tagging per-
formance. The fact that in most cases several sub-taggers
contribute to the ﬁnal tag helps to ensure the robustness
of the tagging algorithm.
8.6.4 Flavor tagging in Belle
The ﬂavor tagging method used by Belle (Kakuno, 2004) is
based on a multi-dimensional look-up table. A schematic
diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 8.6.4.
The algorithm provides two parameters as the ﬂavor
tagging outputs: q denoting the ﬂavor of Btag (+1 for B0,
−1 for B0), and r is an expected ﬂavor dilution factor
that ranges from zero for no ﬂavor information (w  0.5)
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Table 8.6.4. Contribution of the nine sub-taggers to the BABAR tagging algorithm for the version of the algorithm used in
2004. The ﬁnal version of the algorithm has the same architecture of the sub-taggers and BTagger but uses an improved kaon
identiﬁcation, leading to a slightly larger tagging performance. The determination of Qabs on data was made using the Bﬂav
control sample, assuming a time-integrated mixing probability of χd = 0.182 and correcting for background. See text for the
deﬁnition of Qabs and Qincr.
Sub-tagger Qabs on MC (%) Qabs on data (%) Qincr on MC (%)
Electron 6.1± 0.1 5.0± 0.2 1.14
Muon 4.0± 0.1 3.3± 0.2 1.0
Kin. Lepton 2.9± 0.1 2.6± 0.2 0.36
Kaon 18.8± 0.1 18.3± 0.4 9.91
Slow Pions 5.2± 0.1 6.1± 0.4 0.47
K-Pi 9.3± 0.1 10.0± 0.4 0.25
Max p∗ 11.0± 0.3 9.7± 0.5 0.06
FSC 6.0± 0.1 6.6± 0.4 0.08
Lambda 0.3± 0.1 0.2± 0.1 0.38
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Figure 8.6.3. Probability of observing a fully reconstructed
B0 on the Bﬂav side as a function of the probability pBtag=B0 =
(1 + yBTagger)/2 of having a B
0 on the Btag side. The dotted
line shows the dependence expected for a perfectly trained tag-
ging algorithm. The solid points are from the full BABAR Bﬂav
control sample, the open circles are obtained from simulation.
A contribution of up to 22% from combinatorial background is
subtracted in each bin based on a ﬁt to the mES distribution.
The residuals with respect to the expectation are shown at the
bottom.
to unity for an unambiguous ﬂavor assignment (w  0).
In order to obtain a high overall eﬀective tagging eﬃ-
ciency Q, an estimated ﬂavor dilution factor is assigned to
each event based on multiple discriminants. Using a multi-
dimensional look-up table prepared from a large sample of
simulated events and binned by the values of the discrim-
Slow pion Kaon Lepton
Information on charged tracks
Lambda
Track-level 
look-up tables
Flavor information "q" and "r"
Event-level look-up table
q.r q.r(q.r)K/Λ
Select track
      with 
largest "r"
Calculate
combined "q.r"
Select track
      with 
largest "r"
Figure 8.6.4. Schematic diagram of Belle’s two-stage ﬂavor
tagging algorithm. See the text for the deﬁnition of the param-
eters “q” and “r”.
inants, the signed probability, q · r, is given by
q · r = N(B
0)−N(B0)
N(B0) + N(B0)
, (8.6.5)
where N(B0) and N(B0) are the numbers of B0 and B0
in the corresponding bin of the look-up table.
The ﬂavor tagging algorithm proceeds in two stages:
the track stage and the event stage. In the track stage,
each pair of oppositely charged tracks is examined to sat-
isfy criteria for the Λ-like particle category. The remaining
charged tracks are sorted into slow-pion-like, lepton-like
and kaon-like particle categories. The b ﬂavor and its di-
lution factor of each particle, q · r, in the four categories is
estimated using the discriminants shown in Table 8.6.5.
In the second stage, the results from the ﬁrst stage are
combined to obtain the event-level value of q · r. From the
lepton-like and slow-pion-like track categories, the track
with the highest r value from each category is chosen as
the input to the event level look-up table. The ﬂavor dilu-
tion factors of the kaon-like and Λ-like particle candidates
are combined by calculating the product of the ﬂavor dilu-
tion factors in order to account for the cases with multiple
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Table 8.6.5. Discriminants used in the Belle tagging algo-
rithm.
(Sub-)Stage Variables Number of bins
Lepton q, e or μ,L, p∗, θlab, Mrecoil, p∗miss 31680
Kaon q, n
K0
S
, p∗, θlab,LK 19656
Lambda q, n
K0
S
, MΛ, θΛ,Δz 32
Slow pion q, plab, θlab, cos θπT,Le 7000
Event (q · r), (q · r)K/Λ, (q · r)πs 16625
s quarks in an event. The product of ﬂavor dilution fac-
tors gives better eﬀective eﬃciency than taking the track
with the highest r. Using the ﬂavor dilution factor r deter-
mined from Monte Carlo (MC) simulation as a measure of
the tagging quality is a straightforward and powerful way
of taking into account correlations among various tagging
discriminants.
By using two stages, the look-up tables can be kept
small enough to provide suﬃcient statistics for each bin.
Four million B0B0 MC events are used to generate the
particle-level look-up tables. To reduce statistical ﬂuctu-
ations of the r values in the particle-level look-up tables,
the r value in each bin is calculated by including events
in nearby bins with small weights. The event-level look-up
table is prepared using MC samples that are statistically
independent of those used to generate the track-level ta-
bles to avoid any bias from a statistical correlation be-
tween the two stages. Seven million B0B0 MC events are
used to create the event-level look-up table. The perfor-
mance of individual tagging categories as obtained in MC
simulation is shown for illustration in Table 8.6.6.
Table 8.6.6. Performance of sub-taggers in the Belle ﬂavor
tagging algorithm in terms of eﬀective tagging eﬃciency Qabs
in simulated events.
Sub-tagger Qabs on MC
Leptons 12%
Kaons and Λ’s 18%
Slow Pions 6%
All tagged events are sorted into seven subsamples ac-
cording to the value of r: 0 ≤ r ≤ 0.1, 0.1 < r ≤ 0.25,
0.25 < r ≤ 0.5, 0.5 < r ≤ 0.625, 0.625 < r ≤ 0.75,
0.75 < r ≤ 0.875 and 0.875 < r ≤ 1. For each subsam-
ple l, the corresponding average wrong tag fraction wl
is determined. For events with r ≤ 0.1, there is negligi-
ble ﬂavor discrimination available and w0 is set to 0.5.
For the other six subsamples, the average wrong tag frac-
tions wl (l = 1, 6) are measured directly from data using
samples of semi-leptonic (B0 → D∗−+ν) and hadronic
(B0 → D(∗)−π+ with D∗−ρ+) B meson decays. These
decays are fully reconstructed and the ﬂavor of the asso-
ciated B mesons is tagged. A total of 1461983 events are
used to evaluate the performance of the tagging algorithm.
An eﬀective tagging eﬃciency of Q = (30.1± 0.4)% is ob-
tained. The wrong tag fractions, diﬀerences and tagging
eﬃciencies for each subsample are shown in Table 8.6.7.
The average value of r for each region (rl) and the mea-
sured wrong tag fraction (wl) should satisfy rl  1− 2wl
if the MC simulation used for constructing the look-up
tables simulates generic B decays correctly. The degrada-
tion from the subdivision into r bins and use of the cor-
responding measured wrong tag fractions wl is estimated
to be about ∼ 0.5%, according to a Monte Carlo study.
Table 8.6.7. Tagging eﬃciencies (εtag), wrong tag fractions
(w) and their diﬀerences (Δw) for each r-interval for data tak-
ing with the SVD2 by Belle.
r − interval εtag w Δw
0.000− 0.100 0.222± 0.004 0.5 0.0
0.100− 0.250 0.145± 0.003 0.419± 0.004 −0.009± 0.004
0.250− 0.500 0.177± 0.004 0.319± 0.003 +0.010± 0.004
0.500− 0.625 0.115± 0.003 0.223± 0.004 −0.011± 0.004
0.625− 0.750 0.102± 0.003 0.163± 0.004 −0.019± 0.005
0.750− 0.875 0.087± 0.003 0.104± 0.004 +0.017± 0.004
0.875− 1.000 0.153± 0.003 0.025± 0.003 −0.004± 0.002
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Chapter 9
Background suppression for B decays
Editors:
Jose´ Ocariz (BABAR)
Paoti Chang (Belle)
Additional section writers:
Jacques Chauveau
9.1 Introduction
While the physics program of the B Factories is not lim-
ited to B physics, this chapter focuses on the techniques
used to discriminate B decay events from backgrounds:
details on speciﬁc background-suppression techniques for
charm, τ lepton and other decay modes are described in
the relevant chapters of this book. For both BABAR and
Belle, most analyses of B decays use the kinematical con-
straints from the e+e− collision at the Υ (4S) resonance to
identify signal events; additional discrimination can be ob-
tained from information based on the “event shape”, that
is the phase-space distribution of decay particles detected
in the event, and are the main topic of this chapter.
9.2 Main backgrounds to B decays
The production cross-section from e+e− collisions at the
Υ (4S) resonance receives sizable contributions other than
BB, and so the event rate is dominated by non-B events.
The identiﬁcation of speciﬁc B decay channels therefore
has to deal with a potentially large number of backgrounds
from various sources. The dominant source of combina-
torial background comes from e+e− → qq events, which
are usually referred to as “continuum background”. To
study this background using real data, in addition to us-
ing signal sidebands (for example by requiring mES to
lie safely below the B mass peak), the B Factories have
also dedicated a signiﬁcant fraction of oﬀ-resonance data-
taking, at a center-of-mass energy slightly below the Υ (4S)
peak: 40 MeV for BABAR, 60 MeV for Belle (see Chap-
ter 3). Also depending on the decay channel under con-
sideration, other backgrounds (either from other B de-
cays or from other processes) may also contribute, and
need to be addressed correspondingly. For example, B de-
cay modes with only charged particles suﬀer backgrounds
from QED processes (Bhabha scattering e+e− → e+e−,
e+e− → μ+μ−, and e+e− → τ+τ−) which can usually
be suppressed by taking advantage of their clean leptonic
signatures.
In the case of charmless b → u and b → s decay chan-
nels, background rates outnumber the signal by orders of
magnitude, so combinatorial background from continuum
events is most often the dominant source of background:
random combinations of particles in the ﬁnal state may
mimic the kinematical signatures of the signal. Thus back-
ground suppression is a crucial issue in the analysis tech-
niques. While the signal-to-background rates are usually
more favorable in b → c decay modes, background sup-
pression can play an important role in controlling poten-
tial systematic uncertainties in precision measurements of
charmed B decays. Also, rejection of backgrounds from
other B decay modes can play a signiﬁcant role in the
analysis results, as decay rates of such backgrounds, or
their CP nature, can be poorly known.
9.3 Topological discrimination
For simplicity, the discussion in this chapter is restricted
to fully-reconstructed B decays; while most of the tools
and techniques described here can be easily implemented
or adapted to partly-reconstructed B modes, for a discus-
sion of speciﬁc issues related to such modes, the reader is
referred to the relevant chapters.
As discussed in Chapter 7, one fundamental diﬀerence
between B meson signal and combinatorial background is
the kinematics of their underlying production at the B
Factories, so essentially all B meson analyses performed
by BABAR and Belle take advantage of this information
to identify the signal decay modes. After kinematic se-
lection, additional background rejection is ensured by ex-
ploiting diﬀerences in the angular distributions of the par-
ticles produced in e+e− → Υ (4S) → BB and background
processes. For instance in a BB event, both B mesons are
produced almost at rest in the Υ (4S) frame, as the Υ (4S)
mass is barely above the BB production threshold; as a
result, the B decay products are distributed isotropically
in the e+e− → Υ (4S) → BB rest frame. In contrast for qq
events, the quarks are produced with a large initial mo-
mentum, and yield a back-to-back fragmentation into two
jets of light hadrons. For the same reason in BB events,
the angular distribution of decay products from the two
B mesons are uncorrelated, while for continuum a size-
able correlation arises, as the decay particles from each B
candidate tend to align with the direction of its jet.
Information based on the phase-space distribution of
decay particles can be quantiﬁed in many diﬀerent ways.
Early BABAR and Belle physics analyses used methods ini-
tially developed by the ARGUS and CLEO collaborations;
they then moved to develop more reﬁned background-
suppression techniques. We recall these methods in this
section, and proceed to the description of those developed
by BABAR and Belle in the next two sections. The BABAR
Physics Book (Harrison and Quinn, 1998) is a useful refer-
ence for background suppression tools and methods avail-
able on the eve of B Factories; for consistency, a few def-
initions and variables inherited prior to the advent of the
B Factories are summarized here:
– Variables related to the B meson direction: the spin-1
Υ (4S) decaying into two spin-0 B mesons results in a
sin2 θB angular distribution with respect to the beam
axis; in contrast for e+e− → ff¯ events, the spin-1/2
fermions f , and its two resulting jets, are distributed
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following a 1+cos2 θB distribution. Using the angle θB
between the reconstructed momentum of the B candi-
date (computed in the Υ (4S) reference frame) and the
beam axis, the variable |cos θB| allows one to discrim-
inate between signal B decays and the B candidates
from continuum background.
– Thrust and related variables: for a collection of N mo-
menta pi (i = 1, · · ·N), the thrust axis T is deﬁned
as the unit vector along which their total projection is
maximal; the thrust scalar T (or thrust) is a derived
quantity deﬁned as
T =
∑N
i=1 |T · pi|∑N
i=1 |pi|
. (9.3.1)
A useful related variable is |cos θT|, where θT is the an-
gle between the thrust axis of the momenta of the B
candidate decay particles (all evaluated in the Υ (4S)
rest frame), and the thrust axis of all the other par-
ticles in the event (we call the set of those particles
not associated with the B candidate, “the rest-of-the-
event”, or ROE). For a BB event, both B mesons are
produced almost at rest in the Υ (4S) rest frame, so
their decay particles are isotropically distributed, their
thrust axes are randomly distributed, and thus |cos θT|
follows a uniform distribution in the range [0, 1]. In
contrast for qq¯ events, the momenta of particles fol-
low the direction of the jets in the event, and as a
consequence the thrusts of both the B candidate and
the ROE are strongly directional and collimated, yield-
ing a |cos θT| distribution strongly peaked at large val-
ues. Altogether, these arguments bring a qualitative
description of the discriminating power provided by
|cos θT|.
Another thrust-related variable is θT,B the angle be-
tween the thrust axis of the B decay particles and
the beam axis; for signal, | cos θT,B| is uniformly dis-
tributed, while for continuum events, the thrust of
particle momenta from the B candidate tends to be
aligned with the 1 + cos2 θT,B distribution followed by
the jets.
– Sphericity and related variables: sphericity and thrust
are strongly correlated concepts, nonetheless both are
commonly used. For a collection of momenta pi, the
sphericity tensor S is deﬁned as
Sα,β =
∑N
i=1 p
α
i p
β
i∑N
i=1 |pi|2
, (9.3.2)
(with α, β = x, y, z) and provides a three-dimensional
representation of the spatial distribution of the pi col-
lection. For an isotropic distribution, its three eigenval-
ues λk have similar magnitude; while for a planar dis-
tribution, one of the eigenvalues is signiﬁcantly smaller,
with its eigenvector orthogonal to that plane; and ﬁ-
nally for a very directional distribution, the eigenvector
oriented in that preferred direction has an eigenvalue
considerably larger than the two others. Useful quan-
tities derived from sphericity are the sphericity scalar
(or sphericity), and the sphericity axis. The sphericity
scalar S is deﬁned as
S =
3
2
(λ2 + λ3) , (9.3.3)
λ2 and λ3 being the two lowest eigenvalues; values
of S close to 1 correspond to isotropically distributed
momentum collections, while very collimated distribu-
tions yield sphericity values close to zero. The spheric-
ity axis is collinear with the sphericity eigenvector hav-
ing the largest eigenvalue. In the same spirit as |cos θT|,
the variable | cos θS| is often used, where θS is the an-
gle between the sphericity axes of the B candidate and
the ROE.
– The Fox-Wolfram moments: another useful parameter-
ization of phase-space distribution of momentum and
energy ﬂow in an event, was introduced in (Fox and
Wolfram, 1978): for a collection of N particles with
momenta pi, the k-th order Fox-Wolfram moment Hk
is deﬁned as
Hk =
N∑
i,j
|pi| |pj |Pk (cos θij) , (9.3.4)
where θij is the angle between pi and pj , and Pk is
the k-th order Legendre polynomial. Notice that in
the limit of vanishing particle masses, H0 = 1; that is
why the normalized ratio Rk = Hk/H0 is often used,
so that for events with two strongly collimated jets, Rk
takes values close to zero (one) for odd (even) values
of k. These sharp signatures provide a convenient dis-
crimination between events with diﬀerent topologies.
The variables and tools described in the list above do
not necessarily provide the optimal background discrimi-
nating power, and for channels suﬀering from large back-
ground rates, additional speciﬁc tools are developed. One
such example is provided by a multivariate discriminant
variable introduced by the CLEO collaboration (Asner
et al., 1996) in the context of charmless B decays; it is
a Fisher combination (see Chapter 4 for the description of
the Fisher discriminant) of nine variables corresponding
to the momentum ﬂow around the thrust axis of the B
candidate, binned in nine cones of 10◦ around the thrust
axis as illustrated in Figure 9.3.1. The linear coeﬃcients
assigned to the combination of these nine variables are
extracted from MC generated events for the signal, and
either B mass sidebands or events collected oﬀ-resonance
for continuum. The Fisher used by CLEO has often been
referred to as “the CLEO Fisher” by the B Factories.
9.4 BABAR strategy
For BABAR, a typical analysis strategy is based on a two-
step approach: ﬁrst, variables using the complete set of
particles in the event are built to reject copious back-
grounds while maintaining high eﬃciency for signal. In the
second step, variables are built separately, using informa-
tion from the decay particles of the signal B candidate
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h+
h,-
Figure 9.3.1. A graphical illustration of the CLEO Fisher
discriminant, from (Asner et al., 1996). The h+, h′− arrows
indicate the momenta of the two charged hadronic tracks in
a B0 → h+h′− candidate; the momentum of ROE particles
within each cone (the ﬁrst three cones around its thrust axis
being drawn in the ﬁgure) are summed and combined to give
the Fisher discriminant.
and of the ROE, to further reject backgrounds through
additional requirements on the selection, and/or as inputs
to a maximum-likelihood ﬁt (see Chapter 11 for the de-
scription of maximum-likelihood ﬁts) at later stages in the
analysis.
Figure 9.4.1 illustrates two typical variables used in the
ﬁrst step. A simple requirement on the number of charged
tracks per event can provide highly eﬃcient background
suppression. Also, in this ﬁrst step, a simple requirement
on the normalized second Fox-Wolfram moment ratio R2
is applied; a loose cut on the value of R2 has negligible
impact on signal, while eﬃciently removing a substantial
fraction of diphoton or dilepton backgrounds. In this ﬁrst
step, typical BABAR analyses also combine information
both from the decay particles of the B meson candidate
and from the ROE, and use them to achieve additional
background rejection. For example, Figure 9.4.2 shows the
distributions of |cos θS|, both for signal (from simulated
B decays) and for continuum events (from sidebands on
data, by requiring mES to be in the 5.20 − 5.26 GeV/c2
range). A simple per-event requirement on the value of
| cos θS| is applied to deﬁne the ﬁnal analysis sample.
An important advantage of variables based on the ROE
is that for the signal B decays, their correlation is small
or negligible with the variables built out of the B candi-
date observables. Therefore it is appropriate to construct
a joint likelihood function from the product of their p.d.f.s
to use in a ﬁt.
9.4.1 Linear discriminants
For typical BABAR analyses, several combinations of vari-
ables from the ROE are built, and combined in multi-
variate discriminants. A general description of linear dis-
criminants in the optimization of the analyses is given in
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Figure 9.4.1. Two examples of global variables, used as a ﬁrst
step in background suppression in most BABAR analyses of B
decays. The top plot shows the number of charged tracks per
event for various processes; the bottom plot is the distribution
of the normalized second Fox-Wolfram moment ratio R2, for
various processes. The ﬁgures are from a BABAR Thesis (Ra-
hatlou, 2002).
Chapter 4. Many of these discriminants use the so-called
“monomials” Ln, deﬁned as
Ln =
∑
i∈ROE
pi × |cos θi|n , (9.4.1)
where pi is the momentum (computed in the Υ (4S) ref-
erence frame) of particle i belonging to the ROE, and θi
is the angle between its momentum and the thrust axis of
the B candidate. Dedicated studies concluded that the L0
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Figure 9.4.2. The signal (solid blue line) and continuum back-
ground (dashed red line) distributions of | cos θS|, a variable
often used as a ﬁrst step in background suppression for charm-
less two-body B decays. | cos θS| is uniformly distributed for
the signal, while for continuum it is sharply peaked at large
values. The ﬁgure is adapted from a BABAR Thesis (Malcle`s,
2006). The vertical scale is in arbitrary units (a.u.).
and L2 pair provides most of the discriminating power to
separate signal from continuum background; for instance,
a bi-variate linear (Fisher) combination F = c0L0 + c2L2
(using L0 and L2 only) reaches a signal-to-background
separation comparable to a Fisher using the nine vari-
ables in the CLEO Fisher. Figure 9.4.3 illustrates the
contribution from a single 1 GeV particle to both dis-
criminants, as a function of its angle with respect to the
thrust axis. That same ﬁgure shows the contribution from
a three-variable Fisher discriminant (including also the
L1 monomial), that exhibits an almost equivalent angular
dependence to the nine-variable CLEO discriminant, thus
showing that a comparable discriminating power can be
achieved with a smaller number of variables.
For most charmless B decay analyses, the optimization
algorithm returns values very close to F = L2 − 2 × L0
(i.e. c0 = −2c2, up to arbitrary oﬀset and scale parame-
ters) for the Fisher coeﬃcients. To a certain extent, this
two-variable Fisher discriminant can be thought of as a
simple, continuous extension of the CLEO discriminant,
that can be explained in terms of the relative sign and
ratio of the c0 and c2 coeﬃcients described above. For
an isotropically distributed collection of particles, the to-
tal F value will be close to zero, as particles with angles
collinear/orthogonal to the B candidate thrust axis con-
tribute with opposite signs, and tend to cancel out in the
sum. In contrast, contributions from a collection of parti-
cles collinear with the thrust axis will mostly sum up to
give a positive value.
Figure 9.4.4 shows the distributions of this bi-variate F
discriminant, with coeﬃcients evaluated both before and
after a ﬁrst-step cut on | cos θS| < 0.8 (c.f. Figure 9.4.2).
Before the ﬁrst-step selection, the F discriminant pro-
vides a ∼ 1.6σ separation between signal and background.
The ﬁrst-step cut on | cos θS| rejects ∼ 65% of all con-
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Figure 9.4.3. The contribution to the BABAR and CLEO
Fisher discriminants, for a single 1 GeV particle, as a func-
tion of the angle of its momentum and the thrust axis of the B
candidate. The nine-step line indicates the values of the nine
cone coeﬃcients in 10◦ bins for the CLEO Fisher, while the
continuous blue line is the resulting function for the F used by
BABAR. The dash-dotted line corresponds to a three-variable
Fisher (shown for illustration only, not used in actual BABAR
analyses). The coeﬃcients for these Fisher discriminants were
optimized using samples of charmless two-body B decays for
signal, and data events from mES sidebands for background.
The ﬁgure is adapted from a BABAR Thesis (Pivk, 2003). The
vertical scale is in arbitrary units (a.u.).
tinuum background, while retaining ∼ 80% of signal; for
the signiﬁcantly signal-enriched remaining selected events,
F still provides a ∼ 1.2σ separation. This remaining dis-
criminating power is eﬃciently exploited in the maximum-
likelihood analysis.
The monomial L0 is the total momentum ﬂow observed
in the detector, and L2 is a direction-weighted sum of con-
tributions to the total momentum ﬂow. Hence the ratio
L2/L0 is expected to be rather insensitive to the actual
per-event value of the total momentum ﬂow, which largely
cancels in the ratio. The relative sign of the c0, c2 coeﬃ-
cients in F expresses the same cancellation. As a result,
the simulated distributions of both F and L2/L0 are found
to be in excellent agreement with data. Some BABAR anal-
yses have therefore preferred to use the simpler L2/L0 ra-
tio. Simplicity over complexity (i.e. adding L1 or splitting
the ROE between charged and neutral particles) has been
privileged by most BABAR analyses because the discrimi-
nating gain was found to be marginal.
9.4.2 Nonlinear discriminants
Many BABAR analyses combine the information from the
monomials with other variables to further enhance their
discriminating power and the resulting performance in
background suppression. As already mentioned, there are
signiﬁcant correlations among event-shape variables (since
they all quantify in diﬀerent ways the spatial distribution
of momentum ﬂow). To better exploit such potentially
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Figure 9.4.4. The signal (solid blue line) and background
(dashed red line) distributions of the Fisher discriminant F
based on the L0 and L2 monomials, used for continuum back-
ground suppression in several BABAR charmless B decay anal-
yses. To illustrate the two-step procedure, the distributions
are shown both before (top) and after (bottom) a ﬁrst-step
cut of | cos θS| < 0.8. The ﬁgures are adapted from a BABAR
Thesis (Malcle`s, 2006). The vertical scale is in arbitrary units
(a.u.).
nonlinear correlations, neural networks (NN, see Chap-
ter 4 for a description of multivariate methods) and other
nonlinear discriminant algorithms are used. As an illustra-
tion, typical charmless 3-body analyses use, in addition
to the L0 and L2 monomials, variables such as |cos θB|
and |cos θT| in their ﬁnal MVA. Figure 9.4.5 illustrates
the discriminating power achieved with a NN based on
these four variables, used in several Dalitz-plot analyses
of charmless 3-body B decays in BABAR (see Chapter 13
for a description of Dalitz-plot analyses). In these analy-
ses, the NN output is used both for selection and in the
maximum-likelihood ﬁt. At the ﬁrst stage, this NN pro-
vides a ∼ 1.9σ separation between signal and background.
A cut at NN > −0.4 is then applied to remove roughly
75% of continuum background while retaining a 90% sig-
nal eﬃciency; on top of enhancing its signal-to-background
content, this cut also reduces the sample size to a value
that is suitable for the CPU constraints aﬀecting multidi-
mensional amplitude ﬁts in Dalitz-plot analyses. Then, at
the amplitude analysis stage, the NN is implemented in
the likelihood function, where its remaining ∼ 1.4σ sep-
aration is exploited in the maximum-likelihood ﬁt. Two
speciﬁc features, relevant to the implementation of a NN
in a Dalitz analyses are worth mentioning:
– For continuum background, the NN is correlated with
the Dalitz variables. This feature can be qualitatively
described as follows: for continuum event candidates
passing all selection criteria, and belonging to the cen-
ter of the Dalitz plot, the angular distribution of par-
ticles tends to exhibit a more isotropic distribution,
since already the three particles composing the signal
candidate have similar momenta and roughly equidis-
tant angular separation. In order to include the NN
in the likelihood function, a parameterization of this
correlation as a function of Dalitz masses, has to be
eﬀectively implemented for its continuum component.
– In light of the aforementioned systematic sensitivity
to the simulation of the total momentum ﬂow, some
BABAR analyses have opted for not allowing the L0
and L2 monomials to be independently optimized in
the training stage of the NN, and used instead a linear
combination with ﬁxed coeﬃcients or the L2/L0 ratio
in the NN training.
NN
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Figure 9.4.5. An example of a multilayer perceptron out-
put NN, used to discriminate between the signal B decay and
continuum background in the charmless 3-body analysis of
B0 → K0Sπ+π− decays. The solid blue histogram is the NN
output evaluated on signal Monte-Carlo, and the dashed red
histogram uses oﬀ-resonance data. This neural network uses
four variables as inputs : L0, L2, | cos θB | and | cos θT |. The ﬁg-
ure is adapted from a BABAR Thesis (Pe´rez, 2008). The vertical
scale is in arbitrary units (a.u.).
9.4.3 Including additional sources of background
suppression
In addition to the “event-shape” variables discussed in the
previous sections, various other sources of discriminating
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information are also available in B decay analyses: in par-
ticular, decay-time information extracted from vertexing
(discussed in Chapter 6), kinematical variables extracted
from B meson reconstruction (Chapter 7), and the out-
put of B-ﬂavor tagging (Chapter 8), can all contribute to
background suppression. As described in more detail in
Chapter 11, a generic time-dependent analysis combines
all this information in a maximum-likelihood analysis.
For speciﬁc analyses, only a subsample of this infor-
mation is eﬀectively used in the likelihood function; for
instance, timing information is not necessary to perform
a time-independent ﬁt, and analysis of a ﬂavor-speciﬁc de-
cay (like charged B modes, or “self-tagging” neutral decay
modes), does not require tagging. In such scenarios, some
BABAR analyses (particularly in searches of rare decay
channels) exploit this available background-suppressing
power, by combining event-shape variables with the tag-
ging index output and/or the time diﬀerence signiﬁcance
Δt/σ(Δt) into a linear Fisher discriminant, which is in
turn used in the likelihood function.
9.5 Belle strategy
For Belle, the correlated shape variables are ﬁrst combined
to form a Fisher discriminant and then other uncorrelated
variables are included with the Fisher variable to form a
signal-to-background likelihood ratio R. The numbers of
signal and background events can be extracted by either
applying a cut on the likelihood ratio and then performing
a ﬁt using mES and ΔE, or by requiring a loose cut on R,
and then performing a ﬁt using the variables mES, ΔE and
R. Later in the lifetime of Belle, more analyses employ the
neural network technique to combine correlated variables
with the Fisher discriminant and other uncorrelated vari-
ables. One can make a requirement on the neural network
output to suppress the background or include the output
after a loose requirement in a multi-dimensional likelihood
ﬁt to extract the signal.
9.5.1 SFW
There are two kinds of Fisher discriminant used to study
charmless B decays on Belle. All reconstructed particles
in an event are divided into two categories: B candidate
daughters (denoted as s) and the ROE (denoted as o). Two
Fisher discriminants are constructed using the energy and
momentum of each particle in the e+e− center-of-mass
frame. The ﬁrst Fisher discriminant is composed of several
Fox-Wolfram moments hklj and is deﬁned as
SFW = a2hso2 + a4h
so
4 +
4∑
j=1
bjh
oo
j , (9.5.1)
where a2, a4 and bj are the Fisher coeﬃcients determined
to separate signal and backgrounds in an optimal way us-
ing the signal and continuum MC events. The SFW vari-
able is colloquially referred to as the “Super Fox-Wolfram
Moment”. In order to avoid the data-MC discrepancy in
event shapes, data in regions dominated by continuum are
often used to determine the coeﬃcients. Variables hsoi (i =
2, 4) and hooj are the normalized Fox-Wolfram moments,
deﬁned as
hkl =
∑
m,n
| →pm || →pn |Pl(cos θmn)∑
m,n
| →pm || →pn |
, (9.5.2)
where
→
pm and
→
pn are the momenta of particles m and n;
Pl(cos θmn) is the l-th order Legendre polynomial of cosine
of the angle (θmn) between
→
pm and
→
pn; k categorizes the
type of Fox-Wolfram moment, so and oo, where m is from
B signal daughters and n is from the ROE for so, and both
m and n are from the ROE for oo. If B daughter particles
themselves decay into several particles, the event shape is
more isotropically distributed. However, the B candidates
from the continuum are also more isotropically distributed
to mimic the BB events. For two-body or three-body B
decays, the signal-to-background separation is therefore
better if the SFW variable is computed using the particles
directly from B decays. For instance, in the decay B →
ωK with ω → π+π−π0, the Fox-Wolfram moment hsol in
Eq. (9.5.2) is calculated using the ω momentum instead of
the momenta of its daughter pions. The diﬀerence of the
separation power between the two diﬀerent treatments is
less pronounced for multi-body B decays.
9.5.2 KSFW
To further improve the continuum suppression, a second
Fisher discriminant was developed by Belle:
KSFW =
4∑
l=0
Rsol +
4∑
l=0
Rool + γ
Nt∑
n=1
|(Pt)n|, (9.5.3)
where Rsol and R
oo
l are modiﬁed Fox-Wolfram moments
similar to hsol and h
oo
l in Eq. (9.5.2), respectively; the third
term is the scalar sum of the transverse momentum of
each particle multiplied by a free parameter γ and Nt is
the total number of particles. The expressions of Rsol and
Rool are described as follows:
– Rsol
In constructing Rsol , the missing momentum of an event
is treated as an additional particle and the moment is
decomposed into three categories: a charged particle
part (c), neutral particle part (n), and missing particle
part (m). The variable Rsol is expressed as
Rsol =
αclH
so
cl + αnlH
so
nl + αmlH
so
ml
E∗beam −ΔE
. (9.5.4)
For odd l, we have
Hsonl = H
so
ml = 0 and (9.5.5)
Hsocl =
∑
i
∑
jx
QiQjx|pjx|Pl(cos θi,jx), (9.5.6)
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where i runs over the B daughters; jx indexes the ROE
in the category x (x = c, n, m); Qi and Qjx are the
charges of particle i and jx, respectively; pjx is the
momentum of particle jx; and Pl(cos θi,jx) is the l-th
order Legendre polynomial of the cosine of the angle
between particles i and jx.
For even l,
Hsoxl =
∑
i
∑
jx
|pjx|Pl(cos θi,jx), (9.5.7)
which is similar to Eq. (9.5.6) except for the charge
factors. There are two free parameters for l = 1, 3 and
nine (3× 3) for l = 0, 2, 4.
– Rool
The deﬁnition of the second term of Eq. (9.5.3) is sim-
pler.
For odd l, we have
Rool =
∑
j
∑
k
βlQjQk|pj ||pk|Pl(cos θj,k),(9.5.8)
where j and k run over the ROE and other variables
are the same as used in Eq. (9.5.6).
For even l, we have
Rool =
∑
j
∑
k
βl|pj ||pk|Pl(cos θj,k). (9.5.9)
There are ﬁve Fisher coeﬃcients (βl) to be determined.
The total number of Fisher coeﬃcients in KSFW is
17, determined using the signal and continuum MC events.
To further improve the background suppression, the 17
coeﬃcients are obtained in seven missing mass squared
(M2miss) bins, where M
2
miss is deﬁned as
M2miss =
(
EΥ (4S) −
Nt∑
n=1
En
)2
−
Nt∑
n=1
|pn|2, (9.5.10)
where EΥ (4S) is the energy of Υ (4S) and En and pn
are the energy and momentum of particle n, respectively.
Therefore, there are seven sets of 17 Fisher coeﬃcients
in KSFW . In general KSFW , compared to SFW , pro-
vides better signal-background separation for charmless
two-body and three-body B decays, but the improvement
is less pronounced for the B decays into a ﬁnal state with
more than three particles.
Two other variables that can distinguish between sig-
nal and continuum are cos θB (as mentioned in Section 9.3)
and ΔZ, where the former is the cosine of the angle be-
tween the B momentum and the beam direction in the
CM frame and the latter is the distance in the beam direc-
tion between the B vertex and the vertex from the ROE.
Figure 9.5.1 shows the cos θB and ΔZ distributions for
the B+ → K+π0 signal and the continuum events. Since
Υ (4S) produced at e+e− resonance is transversely polar-
ized, the B moving distribution behaves as sin2 θB while it
is more or less ﬂat for the continuum background.38 The
ΔZ distribution is broader for BB events due to the rel-
atively longer lifetime of B mesons. Signal B vertices are
constructed using the charged tracks of the B daughters.
For a decay mode with only one charged track in the ﬁnal
state, for instance B+ → K+π0, the z vertex position is
obtained by projecting the single track trajectory to the
beam axis. Obviously the ΔZ resolution is better if there
is more than one charged particle used to reconstruct the
decay vertex. The ΔZ variable is not applicable for the
decay modes with only photons in the ﬁnal state, for in-
stance B0 → π0π0. It is possible to use photon conversions
to obtain the B vertex in a future super ﬂavor factory. The
primary aim for this case is to perform a time-dependent
measurement.
Finally all the shape information is combined to form
a signal-to-background likelihood ratio (R), deﬁned as
R = LSLS + LB , (9.5.11)
LS/B = P (KSFW )S/B × P (cos θB)S/B × P (ΔZ)S/B ,
(9.5.12)
where PS/B is the probability density function for signal
(S) and background (B). Continuum suppression can be
achieved by applying a cut selection onR based on a ﬁgure
of merit or requiring a loose selection and including R in
a multi-dimensional likelihood ﬁt. To avoid poor modeling
of the rising edges as shown in the top plot of Fig. 9.5.2,
in some analyses a modiﬁed likelihood ratio R′ can be
deﬁned as
R′ = log R− lb
ub−R , (9.5.13)
where lb is the lower bound of R, which is the loose R
selection value to reduce the background, and ub is the
upper bound (usually 1.0). The bottom plot of Fig. 9.5.2
shows the R′ distribution with lower R bound at 0.2 for
B+ → K+π0 signal and the continuum background. The
signal and background R′ distributions may be described
by a single or double Gaussian, which can be used as p.d.f.
representations of R′ in the multi-dimensional ﬁt.
9.5.3 Additional variables and neural network
Additional background discrimination is provided by B-
ﬂavor tagging. As described in Chapter 8, events with
good ﬂavor tags usually contain high momentum leptons
and are more likely to be BB events. The top plot of
Fig. 9.5.3 shows the normalized signed probability (q · r)
distributions for B signal and the continuum background
from MC. Note that the q · r deﬁnition for the tag B
38 The distribution of the angle between f and the beam axis
for e+e− → ff¯ (continuum) events has a 1 + cos2 θB shape.
However, the reconstructed θB in continuum events is a conse-
quence of random combinations of tracks. The distribution is
also aﬀected by acceptance eﬀects. The resulting distribution
turns out to be almost uniform.
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Figure 9.5.1. The cos θB (top) and ΔZ (bottom) distributions
for the B+ → K+π0 and continuum MC events. Solid red
lines are B signal candidates and dashed blue lines are the
continuum background. These ﬁgures are Belle internal, from
the (Duh, 2012) analysis. The vertical scale is in arbitrary units
(a.u.).
described in Eq. 8.6.5 is also valid for the charged B me-
son system by replacing B0(B0) with B+(B−). It is easy
to understand that the majority of the continuum events
populate the central q · r region, where the ﬂavor informa-
tion is poorly known, while sizable fractions of B signal
events have q · r ∼ ±1. If the signal B decays into a ﬂa-
vor speciﬁc state, one can use the product of the signal
B-ﬂavor (qB) and q · r to distinguish between signal and
background. As shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 9.5.3, a
large fraction of signal events populate the region around
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Figure 9.5.2. The R (top) and modiﬁed R (bottom) distri-
butions for the B+ → K+π0 and continuum MC events. Solid
red lines are B signal candidates and dashed blue lines are
the continuum background. The modiﬁed R (R′) is deﬁned
after requiring R > 0.2. These ﬁgures are Belle internal, from
the (Duh, 2012) analysis. The vertical scale is in arbitrary units
(a.u.).
qB · q · r = −1 and the distributions for both signal and
the continuum events in the B+ → K+l+l− study become
asymmetric. The asymmetric qB · q · r distribution for the
continuum is due to the correlation of strangeness between
the tag and signal sides. To utilize all available informa-
tion, the quantity qB · q · r (q · r for the CP eigenmodes)
can be used in the likelihood for background suppression,
or alternatively the original R selections can be optimized
depending on the value of qB · q · r. The latter method has
been used in many Belle analyses.
To utilize all the available information, in some Belle
analyses the variables described above were combined us-
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Figure 9.5.3. The q·r (top) and qB ·q·r (bottom) distributions
for signal (solid red) and continuum MC (dashed blue) events.
Signal B events are generated to decay into a ﬂavor speciﬁc
state. These ﬁgures are Belle internal, from the (Wei, 2009)
analysis. The vertical scale is in arbitrary units (a.u.).
ing the neural network technique. One of the popular
packages used in Belle is the NeuroBayes package (Feindt
and Kerzel, 2006; Phi-T, 2008). For instance, the sup-
pression of the continuum background in the Belle anal-
yses of B0 → D0K∗0, D0 → K−π+ (Negishi, 2012) and
B− → DK−, D → K+π− (Horii, 2011) was achieved us-
ing several variables as the NeuroBayes inputs: such as
KSFW, cos θT, cos θB, ΔZ, ﬂavor tagging information q ·r,
and the cosine of the angle between the momentum of the
kaon candidate from the D decay and the B momentum
in the D rest frame. Three more variables are included
in the B0 → D0K∗0 search: (1) the distance of closest
approach between the trajectories of the K∗ and D can-
didates; (2) the diﬀerence between the sum of the particle
charges in the D hemisphere and the sum in the opposite
hemisphere, excluding those used in the reconstruction of
the B meson; and (3) the angle between the D and Υ (4S)
directions in the rest frame of the B candidate. The ad-
vantage of employing the neural network technique is that
variables having correlations with each other can be added
and their correlations are considered non-linearly. As with
the signal-background likelihood ratio, one can make a re-
quirement on the NeuroBayes output to suppress the con-
tinuum background or include it in a multi-dimensional
likelihood ﬁt to extract the signal yield.
NeuroBayes is widely used in many high energy exper-
iments. The application, to name a few, ranges from Higgs
search (Aaltonen et al., 2009d), studies of single top pro-
duction (Aaltonen et al., 2010; Chatrchyan et al., 2012a),
measuring B and D meson properties (Aaij et al., 2012l;
Aaltonen et al., 2011d), and full B meson reconstruction
at B factories (Feindt et al., 2011).
9.6 Summary
In summary, various techniques of background suppres-
sion, mostly inspired by charmless B decay analyses suf-
fering from huge backgrounds, are described in this chap-
ter.
As an illustration, for an analysis of B → η′h (h =
ρ, K∗, ω, φ) (Schumann, 2007) in Belle, the continuum
background is suppressed by imposing q · r dependent se-
lections on R. The signal eﬃciency due to the suppression
is (42–88)% and the background is reduced by (98–45)%,
depending on the decay mode. The possible improvement
by including the variable R′ in the ﬁt for signal extraction
is investigated in the B+ → K+π0 analysis in Belle. With
a lower bound (lb) value chosen to be 0.2, the signiﬁcance
(the signal yield from the ﬁt divided by its uncertainty)
of the extracted signal is improved by 15%. Note that
there may be correlations between R′ and other variables.
For instance, the variables R′ and ΔE for the continuum
background is found to be correlated in the B → hh′
analysis (Duh, 2012). Hence, diﬀerent ΔE p.d.f.s in dif-
ferent R′ regions are implemented in the analysis. Exam-
ples of using the NeuroBayes package to include various
correlated variables are described in Section 9.5.3. A re-
quirement on the NeuroBayes output in the analysis of
B− → DK−, D → K+π− (Horii, 2011) retains 96% of the
signal and rejects 74% of the background. In the search
of B0 → DK∗0, D → K−π+, the NeuroBayes output,
ranging from −1 to 1, is ﬁrst required to be greater than
−0.6 to suppress the background, and is then included
in the multi-likelihood ﬁt after being transformed using
Eq. (9.5.13) with the NeuroBayes output R, lb = −0.6
and ub = 1.0. The loose cut (lb = −0.6) rejects 70.5% of
the background, while the signal loss is 3.9%.
For BABAR, most analyses of B → hh channels (h =
π, K) (see Chapter 17.4) followed strategies in line with
the generic approach described in Section 9.4.1: a two-step
background suppression, starting with simple loose cuts on
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strongly discriminating variables, then using Fisher dis-
criminants as a discriminating variable in a likelihood ﬁt.
At the selection step, signal eﬃciencies were often adapted
to the speciﬁc signal-to-background rates for the ﬁnal state
being considered; for example in (Aubert, 2007ay), the cut
on the | cos θS| value applied in the B+ → h+π0 study was
chosen to retain about ∼ 80% of signal while rejecting
∼ 65% of continuum; in contrast, a tighter selection was
applied for B0 → π0π0, as a consequence of its smaller
signal-to-background rate. In the same spirit, the ﬁnal
update of the B0 → π+π−, K+π− study (Lees, 2013b)
applied a looser cut on | cos θS|, achieving close to ∼ 90%
signal eﬃciency. Owing to its larger signal purity, in this
study both the signal and background parameters of the
Fisher p.d.f. were extracted from the signal sample itself in
the maximum-likelihood ﬁt (instead of being extrapolated
from sidebands or simulation control samples), thus min-
imizing the corresponding systematic uncertainties. The
observation of the rare B+ → K+K0 and B0 → K0K0
decays (Aubert, 2006ai) is another useful illustration of
linear discriminants in BABAR; the enhancement of signal
sensitivity provided by a similar Fisher discriminant was
instrumental in establishing the observation of these two
rare channels. Concerning nonlinear discriminants, most
BABAR analyses of charmless B → hhh decays (h = π, K)
implemented NN discriminants in line with the generic
strategy discussed in Section 9.4.2; at the selection level,
typical cuts on the NN value were chosen to retain some
∼ 90% of signal, while rejecting up to ∼ 75% of contin-
uum. For Dalitz-plot analyses such as (Aubert, 2009av),
non-negligible correlations between the NN and the Dalitz
variables for continuum events were observed, and ad-
dressed with a dedicated parameterization; in this way,
the ∼ 1.4σ separation provided by these NN discriminants
could be implemented in the likelihood function, and used
in the amplitude ﬁts.
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Chapter 10
Mixing and time-dependent analyses
Editors:
Adrian Bevan (BABAR)
Thomas Mannel (theory)
This Chapter introduces neutral meson mixing, as well
as the principles and methods underlying time-dependent
analyses in B meson decays. A detailed discussion of ex-
perimental concerns for a time-dependent analysis follows
on from a theoretical introduction of mixing and time-
dependent formalism (Sections 10.1 and 10.2). The ex-
perimental aspects discussed here include the use of ﬂa-
vor tagging methods introduced in Chapter 8 and the in-
evitable dilution of information when the tagging assign-
ment is incorrect (Section 10.3). The impact of the de-
tector resolution on the reconstructed value of the proper
time diﬀerence between the decays of two neutral mesons
and on the measurement of physical observables is raised
in Section 10.4. The corresponding time evolution of back-
ground events is discussed in Section 10.5. The ﬁnal part
of this chapter discusses how parameters required to de-
scribe the mixing and time-evolution of B mesons can be
extracted from the data (Section 10.6). Systematic un-
certainties common to all time-dependent analyses of B
decays are discussed in Section 15.3.
Mixing in the neutral B meson system was discovered
by the ARGUS Collaboration (Albrecht et al., 1987b),
and Section 17.5 summarizes the measurements of B mix-
ing performed by BABAR and Belle. An understanding
of mixing in B mesons is one of the ingredients in the
study of time-dependent CP asymmetries: in particular,
it is crucial for the measurement of the angles of the
Unitarity Triangle introduced in Chapter 16, and discus-
sion of measurements of the angles can be found in Sec-
tions 17.6 through 17.8. Tests of quantum entanglement,
the CPT symmetry, and Lorentz covariance using neutral
B mesons, discussed in Sections 17.5.3 through 17.5.5, also
rely on a good understanding of mixing. Neutral meson
mixing in charm decays was discovered at the B Facto-
ries: this is discussed in Section 19.2.
10.1 Neutral meson mixing
Meson mixing is a phenomenon that only occurs for the
weakly-decaying, open-ﬂavor (i.e. not qq pairs) neutral K,
D, and B0d,s mesons. Collectively we can refer to these
mesons as P when describing the formalism common to all
three systems. The eﬀective Hamiltonian describing neu-
tral meson mixing is given by
Heﬀ = M− iΓ2
=
[(
M11 M12
M21 M22
)
− i
2
(
Γ11 Γ12
Γ21 Γ22
)]
, (10.1.1)
where M and Γ are two-by-two Hermitian matrices de-
scribing the mass and decay rate components of Heﬀ , re-
spectively.
The CPT symmetry imposes that the matrix elements
in Eq. (10.1.1) satisfy M11 = M22 and Γ11 = Γ22. In the
limit of CP or T invariance in mixing, Γ12/M12 = Γ21/M21
is real. Figure 10.1.1 shows the short-distance box dia-
grams responsible for (top) D and (bottom) B0d,s mixing
transitions in the SM. For the cases of kaons and D mesons
these diagrams are dominated by long-distance contri-
butions that are diﬃcult to compute. The long-distance
pieces are strongly CKM suppressed only in the case of B
mesons for which M12 can be computed in perturbation
theory. Long-distance contributions are due to real inter-
mediate states whereas the short-distance contributions
arise from heavy quark transitions (in particular, the top
quark).
0
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Figure 10.1.1. Box diagrams corresponding to the short-
distance contributions to neutral meson mixing for (top) D and
(bottom) B0d,s mesons. Each of these contributions is matched
by a diagram where the quark triplet, and W bosons are in-
terchanged. The Vij are CKM matrix elements discussed in
Chapter 16.
Solving the time evolution represented by the eﬀec-
tive Hamiltonian of Eq. (10.1.1) amounts to determining
its eigenstates; however, the eigenvalue problem is non-
Hermitian, hence the eigenvalues will be complex and the
eigenstates will not be orthogonal. This non-Hermiticity
and thus the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues lead to
a non-unitary time evolution in the two-dimensional sub-
space spanned by the Bd and the Bd. As a consequence,
probability is not conserved in this subspace, which de-
scribes the fact that both mesons will eventually decay
and hence disappear from this two-dimensional space.
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The eigenstates of the eﬀective Hamiltonian can be
represented as an admixture of the ﬂavor eigenstates via
|P1,2〉 = p|P 0〉 ± q|P 0〉, (10.1.2)
where |q|2 + |p|2 = 1 to normalize the wave function, and
q
p
=
√
M∗12 − i2Γ ∗12
M12 − i2Γ12
, (10.1.3)
and the corresponding eigenvalues read
m1 − i2Γ1 = M11 −
i
2
Γ11 +
p
q
(
M12 − i2Γ12
)
(10.1.4)
m2 − i2Γ2 = M11 −
i
2
Γ11 − p
q
(
M12 − i2Γ12
)
(10.1.5)
where m1,2 are the masses and Γ1,2 are the widths of
the two eﬀective Hamiltonian eigenstates. These states are
graphically depicted for various neutral meson systems in
Fig. 10.1.2, illustrating their mass and width diﬀerences.
These two parameters determine the time evolution of a
neutral meson that oscillates between the particle and the
anti-particle state, as explained in more detail below.
Assuming m2 > m1 we deﬁne Δm = m2−m1 > 0 and
ΔΓ = Γ2−Γ1, and then write the time evolved state that
had been a |P 0〉 at t = 0 as
|P 0(t)〉 = g+(t)|P 0〉+ q
p
g−(t)|P 0〉 (10.1.6)
with
g±(t) = e−im1te−
1
2Γ1t
1
2
[
1± e−iΔmte 12ΔΓ t
]
. (10.1.7)
From these relations we can compute the time-dependent
decay rates for both P 0 and P 0. If |fCP 〉 is a common ﬁnal
state for both P 0 and P 0, we denote the corresponding
decay amplitudes as
Af = 〈f |HΔF=1|P 0〉 (10.1.8)
Af = 〈f |HΔF=1|P 0〉 (10.1.9)
where HΔF=1 is the Hamiltonian for transitions involving
a ﬂavor change of one unit. Deﬁning
λ =
q
p
Af
Af
(10.1.10)
and — following the textbook (Bigi and Sanda, 2000) —
the auxiliary variables K±(t) and L(t)
K±(t) = 4 eΓ1 t|g±(t)|2 (10.1.11)
= 1 + eΔΓ t ± 2e 12ΔΓ t cos(Δm t)
L(t) = 4 eΓ1 tg∗−(t)g+(t) (10.1.12)
= 1− eΔΓ t − 2i e 12ΔΓ t sin(Δm t)
one arrives at
Γ (P 0(t) → f) ∝ |〈f |HΔF=1|P 0(t)〉|2 (10.1.13)
= e−Γ1 t|Af |2
[
K+(t) + |λ|2K−(t) + 2Re
{
λL∗(t)
}]
Γ (P 0(t) → f) ∝ |〈f |HΔF=1|P 0(t)〉|2 (10.1.14)
= e−Γ1 t|Af |2
[
K+(t) +
1
|λ|2K−(t) + 2Re
{
1
λ
L∗(t)
}]
.
These expressions — as well as the resulting CP asym-
metries — simplify considerably in the cases where some
of the parameters are small. For comparison we list the
values for the relevant parameters for the various neutral
meson systems in Table 10.1.1 The width diﬀerence ΔΓ
in the kaon system is large compared to the average decay
width Γ (= (Γ1 + Γ2)/2 = 1/τ) and the mass diﬀerence
Δm; hence, the above expressions are typically expanded
in a diﬀerent way. In the system of neutral D mesons, both
the oscillation frequency Δm and the width diﬀerence ΔΓ
are very small compared to the average decay width Γ .
The resulting expressions are given in Section 19.2.
Furthermore, for kaons and D mesons, the expressions
for M12 and Γ12 are dominated by long-distance contri-
butions. This makes the theoretical estimates of Δm and
ΔΓ in these systems diﬃcult to compute.
The situation is simpler for B mesons. The matrix el-
ement Γ12 is strongly CKM suppressed, and thus ΔΓ is
small compared to Δm, and can be set to zero. Further-
more, Δm is dominated by the short-distance top quark
contribution. We relate Δm and ΔΓ to M12 and Γ12 using
Eqs (10.1.4) and (10.1.5)
Δm2d,s − (ΔΓd,s/2)2 = 4
[|M12|2 − |Γ12/2|2]
Δmd,sΔΓd,s = 4Re(M12Γ ∗12) . (10.1.15)
Neglecting |Γ12| in the above expressions and explicitly
calculating the box diagram amplitude for Bd leads to
Δmd  2|M12| (10.1.16)
= 2
G2FM
2
W
16π2mBd
S0|VtdV ∗tb|ηB〈Bd|(b¯d)(b¯d)|Bd〉
(10.1.17)
where S0 is a function of m2t/M
2
W whose leading term
behaves as m2t/M
2
W , reﬂecting the Glashow-Iliopoulos-
Maiani (GIM) mechanism (Buras and Fleischer, 1998; In-
ami and Lim, 1981), ηB are the perturbative QCD cor-
rections known to next to leading order (NLO) precision,
and (b¯d)(b¯d) is a local (V − A) × (V − A) operator with
ΔB = 2.
For the small width diﬀerence ΔΓd, it follows from
Eqs (10.1.15) that
ΔΓd  2|M12|Re
(
Γ12
M12
)
. (10.1.18)
Recall that Δmd was deﬁned to be positive; the sign of
ΔΓd must be determined by experiment.
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Figure 10.1.2. Left: Illustration of mass and width diﬀerences of the eigenstates (one denoted by full (red) line and the other
by dashed (blue) line) for various neutral meson systems. Right: Probabilities for an initially produced neutral meson to be
found after the time t in a particle (full (blue) line) or an anti-particle state (dashed (red) line).
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Table 10.1.1. Values of the mixing parameters for the diﬀerent neutral mesons. All numbers are approximate to illustrate the
relative sizes.
Meson M/MeV Δm/MeV Γ/MeV ΔΓ/MeV
K0 497.6 3.48× 10−12 3.68× 10−12 7.34× 10−12
D0 1864.9 9.45× 10−12 1.6× 10−9 2.57× 10−11
Bd 5279.6 3.34× 10−10 4.43× 10−10 ∼ 0
Bs 5366.8 1.16× 10−8 4.39× 10−10 6.58× 10−11
With the same assumption |Γ12|  |M12|, it also fol-
lows from Eq. (10.1.3) that(
q
p
)
d
= e−iφM12 , (10.1.19)
where φM12 is the complex phase of M12.
10.2 Time-dependent evolution
Neutral Bd mesons (from now on referred to as B0 mesons)
are produced via e+e− → Υ (4S) → B0B0 transitions at
BABAR and Belle. The wave function for the ﬁnal state
B meson pair is prepared in an anti-symmetric coherent
P -wave (L = 1) state Ψ , where
Ψ =
1√
2
(|B0〉|B0〉 − |B0〉|B0〉) . (10.2.1)
The Bd mesons remain in this coherent state, where there
is always exactly one B0 and one B0, until one of them
decays. When the ﬁrst B meson decays, the wave func-
tion collapses and the remaining un-decayed B meson will
continue to propagate through space-time and oscillate be-
tween a B0 and B0 state, with a characteristic frequency
Δmd, until it also decays. This assumes that the BB pair
is successfully described by quantum mechanics, despite
the macroscopic extent of the state; aspects of this as-
sumption can be tested at the B Factories, as discussed
in Section 17.5.3.
If one of the B mesons decays into a ﬁnal state that can
be used to unambiguously determine the ﬂavor of the B
at the time it decayed, we refer to that as a Btag. The set
of decay modes of interest as a Btag candidate are referred
to as ﬂavor-speciﬁc ﬁnal states. An example of a ﬂavor-
speciﬁc decay is B0 → D(∗)−+ν	, where  = e, μ. The
CP -conjugate process has a − in the ﬁnal state, so the
charge of the ﬁnal-state lepton is used to identify the ﬂavor
of the Btag with a B0 (B0) tag originating from a decay
with a + (−). Similarly, if the other B decays into a CP -
eigenstate or admixture thereof, we refer to that as the
BCP . Events with one Btag and one BCP are of interest in
the study of time-dependent CP violation. This sequence
is illustrated in Fig. 10.2.1 as seen from the laboratory
frame of reference: in this frame, the center-of-mass frame
is boosted forward in the direction of the electron (high
energy) beam. The B mesons are created almost at rest
in the center-of-mass frame.
Having identiﬁed the ﬂavor of Btag, one can infer the
ﬂavor of BCP at the instant the ﬁrst B meson decays, and
the correlated wave function collapses, using the time evo-
lution of the B0B0 system. The detailed study of this sys-
tem leads to the measurement of so-called time-dependent
asymmetries.
The decay times of BCP and Btag in the center-of-mass
frame of reference can be labeled as t1 and t2, respectively,
and the time evolution of the B0B0 system is a function
of t1 + t2 and t1 − t2 in general. Assuming a negligible
diﬀerence between the decay rates of the mass eigenstates
(i.e. ΔΓd = 0), the BCP decay rate distribution for BCP
decaying into a CP eigenstate for a B0 (B0) tagged event is
given by f+ (f−), following from g± deﬁned in Eq. (10.1.7)
f±(Δt) =
e−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
[
1± 2Imλ
1 + |λ|2 sin(ΔmdΔt)
∓1− |λ|
2
1 + |λ|2 cos(ΔmdΔt)
]
,
(10.2.2)
where τB0 ≡ 1/Γd is the B0 meson lifetime and λ is given
in Eq. (10.1.10). The sign of sine and cosine terms indi-
cated in Eq. (10.2.2) is for a CP odd ﬁnal state such as
J/ψK0S . CP even ﬁnal states, such as π
+π− have the oppo-
site sign conventions for the sinusoidal terms. The proper
time diﬀerence t1− t2 between the decay times of the two
B mesons is denoted by Δt (see Section 6.5), and terms
involving t1 + t2 drop out. One can compute the time de-
pendence of neutral mesons decaying into ﬂavor-speciﬁc
ﬁnal states (so called Bﬂav events), where λ = 0. These
events are used to provide an experimental cross check of
the time-dependent measurement and input parameters
required to perform time-dependent ﬁts to data (see Sec-
tion 10.6). Analysis of such decays enables one to measure
Δmd, where the time dependence becomes
h±(Δt) =
e−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
[1∓ cos(ΔmdΔt)] . (10.2.3)
It has been pointed out that, while the assumption ΔΓd =
0 is valid at the B Factories, improved constraints on this
will be required at future experiments in order to verify
if one can continue to use this approximation (Bevan, In-
guglia, and Meadows, 2011).
The coeﬃcients of the sine and cosine terms in equa-
tion (10.2.2) are often referred to in terms of the param-
eters S and C by the BABAR experiment and in terms of
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Figure 10.2.1. An illustration (not to scale) of a B meson pair decaying in the laboratory frame of reference. On the left hand
side of the ﬁgure, the initial e+e− pair collides producing an Υ (4S). This subsequently decays into two B mesons described
by the wave function given in Eq. (10.2.1), one decaying into a Btag ﬁnal state and the other into a BCP ﬁnal state. Once the
ﬁrst B meson decays, the remaining one oscillates with the characteristic frequency Δmd before ﬁnally decaying. The spatial
distance Δz between the decay vertices of the Btag and BCP as measured in the laboratory frame of reference is related to the
proper time diﬀerence Δt between the decays of these particles in the center-of-mass frame of reference (see Section 6.5). In
this example the BCP ﬁnal state is J/ψK
0
S .
S and −A by Belle, where
S =
2 Imλ
1 + |λ|2 , (10.2.4)
C = −A = 1− |λ|
2
1 + |λ|2 . (10.2.5)
Note that S and C are related through( S
sin θ
)2
+
(
C
)2 = 1 , (10.2.6)
where θ is the phase of λ.39 For brevity, we use the nota-
tion S and C to refer to these coeﬃcients in the remainder
of this book.
An asymmetry between f+(Δt) and f−(Δt) is con-
structed in order visualize possible CP violation. If we
neglect experimental eﬀects for the moment, this time-
dependent decay-rate asymmetry is given by
A(Δt) = f+(Δt)− f−(Δt)
f+(Δt) + f−(Δt)
, (10.2.7)
which reduces to the form
A(Δt) = S sin(ΔmdΔt)− C cos(ΔmdΔt). (10.2.8)
39 Often the relation between parameters S and C is written
in a form of inequality S2 + C2 ≤ 1.
In certain modes, the ﬁtted parameters S and C are
related to fundamental parameters of the SM, the angles
of the Unitarity Triangle. As discussed in Chapter 16, two
notations are used in the literature for these angles. The
BABAR experiment uses β, α, and γ to denote the angles,
whereas the Belle experiment reports results in terms of
φ1, φ2, and φ3, respectively. In this book, we use the sec-
ond notation for brevity.
10.3 Use of ﬂavor tagging
The purpose of ﬂavor tagging is to classify the Btag either
as a B0 or as a B0 (see Chapter 8). The performance of the
ﬂavor tagging algorithm determines how well the values of
S and C can be extracted from the data.
The BABAR experiment classiﬁes events according to
the information content used in determining the ﬂavor
of the Btag meson. These categories of events are ranked
in order of decreasing contribution to the total tagging
eﬃciency Q (see Eq. 8.2.1). Thus, the BABAR classiﬁca-
tion is eﬀectively one based on the Btag decay mode. The
Belle experiment’s algorithm uses the same information
but, instead of having distinct categories of events, that
algorithm computes a continuous variable that assigns a
dilution factor for a given event.
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As discussed in Section 8.2, the algorithm for assign-
ing a ﬂavor tag to an event, thus categorizing the tag-side
B meson as a B0 or as a B0, is not perfect. There is
a ﬁnite probability to incorrectly tag an event and thus
dilute measurements that rely on this information. The
mistag probability is denoted by wB0 (wB0) for a B
0 (B0)-
tagged event. The value of the mistag probability depends
on the Btag ﬁnal state used, and results in a dilution factor
〈D〉 = 1−2〈w〉 given by Eq. (8.2.2), where 〈w〉 is the aver-
age mistag probability for B0 and B0 events (which is of-
ten just written as w). This dilution factor reduces the am-
plitude of oscillation from the ideal level (with D = 1 when
wB0,B0 = 0) by some value D < 1 for a non-zero mistag
probability. The time-dependent formalism developed in
Section 10.2 needs to be modiﬁed to account for the di-
lution; indeed one should also account for possible diﬀer-
ences in mistag probability between B0- and B0-tagged
events, denoted by Δw = wB0 − wB0 . Such a diﬀerence
could be manifest through asymmetries in particle identi-
ﬁcation, as well as the intrinsic diﬀerence in cross section
between particles and anti-particles interacting with the
matter of the detector. On allowing for dilution eﬀects,
the rates of tagged B0 and B0 events are given by
fPhys+ = (1− wB0)f+ + wB0f−,
fPhys− = (1− wB0)f− + wB0f+. (10.3.1)
Taking dilution into account, the time dependence of
the physical states given by Eq. (10.3.1) becomes
fPhys± (Δt) =
e−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
[ 1∓Δw (10.3.2)
±〈D〉S sin(ΔmdΔt)
∓〈D〉C cos(ΔmdΔt)].
The observed amplitudes of the sine and cosine terms in
the time-dependent asymmetry are suppressed by the av-
erage dilution factor 〈D〉 for B and B. As Δw is small, this
factor is sometimes omitted for analyses with a low num-
ber of signal events. The analog of the asymmetry given
by Eq. (10.2.8) is
A(Δt) = f
Phys
+ (Δt)− fPhys− (Δt)
fPhys+ (Δt) + f
Phys
− (Δt)
(10.3.3)
= −Δw + 〈D〉[S sin(ΔmdΔt)
−C cos(ΔmdΔt)].
(10.3.4)
Thus, a non-zero mistag probability Δw results in a small
oﬀset in A(Δt) at Δt = 0. Figure 10.3.1 shows the distri-
bution of A(Δt) for S = 0.7, C = 0.0, and Δw = 0.0. The
amplitude of the sinusoidal oscillation is given by the mag-
nitude of S in the case of a perfectly tagged asymmetry.
In reality, dilution eﬀects reduce the measured amplitude
relative to the physical one, as illustrated in the ﬁgure
below with the case of 〈w〉 = 0.2.
The time dependence of events that one typically uses
to study mixing (C = 1, S = 0), allowing for mistagged
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Figure 10.3.1. Distributions of the time-dependent CP asym-
metry with S = 0.7, C = 0, and Δw = 0 for (solid) perfect tag-
ging, and (dashed) the corresponding distributions after taking
into account dilution with 〈w〉 = 0.2.
events, is given by
hPhys± (Δt) =
e−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
[1∓Δw (10.3.5)
±〈D〉 cos(ΔmdΔt)],
where the ± index refers to mixed (−) and unmixed (+)
events. Unmixed events have a B0B0 ﬁnal state whereas
mixed events are either B0B0 or B0B0 ﬁnal states. Given
that the distribution is symmetric about Δt = 0, the mod-
ulus of this distribution is shown sometimes when illus-
trating neutral meson oscillation.
10.4 Resolution of Δt
A number of factors contribute to the resolution of the
reconstructed value of Δz, and hence to that of the com-
puted value of Δt  Δz/βγ. The experimental resolution
R(δt, σΔt), as a function of δt = Δt−Δttrue and the uncer-
tainty on Δt, σΔt, can be accounted for when measuring
time-dependent CP asymmetry parameters by convolut-
ing R(δt, σΔt) with f
Phys
± (Δt), giving
FPhys± (Δt) =
∞∫
−∞
fPhys± (Δttrue)R(δt, σΔt)dΔttrue,
= fPhys± (Δt)⊗R(δt, σΔt). (10.4.1)
Therefore, one can replace fPhys± with F
Phys
± in Eqs (10.3.3)
and (10.3.4) to obtain the corresponding equations that
account for both dilution and resolution eﬀects. Factors
contributing to the resolution of Δt include:
– Btag vertex resolution, which is a combination of track-
ing eﬀects and, for a sub-sample of Btag mesons, the
ﬁnite lifetime of D mesons;
– BCP vertex resolution, which is a superposition of track-
ing eﬀects; and
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– resolution of the measurement of the boost factor βγ
determined from the energy of the e+ and e− beams.
It is important to understand the Δt resolution in detail
as this is of a similar magnitude to the average separation
between the BCP and Btag proper decay times. Thus, this
resolution has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the extraction of S
and C from a time-dependent analysis.
Diﬀerent approaches are used to understand resolu-
tion eﬀects at the B Factories. BABAR adopts a paramet-
ric approach to describe the Δt resolution, whereas Belle
characterizes resolution eﬀects according to their physical
source. Both approaches work well and provide a good de-
scription of resolution for use in time-dependent analyses.
The nominal BABAR Δt resolution function has a triple
Gaussian form, where the mean μi and width si of the
two central Gaussian components are scaled by σΔt on an
event-by-event basis. The three Gaussians are denoted by
Gi, where i = core, tail, and outlier, in order of increasing
width. The resolution function is given by
Rsig(δt, σΔt) = fcoreGcore (δt, μcoreσΔt, scoreσΔt) +
ftailGtail (δt, μtailσΔt, stailσΔt) +
foutlierGoutlier (δt, μoutlier, soutlier) .
(10.4.2)
The parameters stail, soutlier and μoutlier are set to 3.0, 8.0
ps and 0.0 ps, respectively, and the other parameters are
determined from reference samples of fully reconstructed
B meson decays as described in Section 10.6. The tail
width was determined from Monte Carlo simulated data,
and the outlier mean was taken as unbiased, with a width
varying from 4− 12 ps. The mean of this range was taken
as the nominal value for soutlier. As the physical tagging
categories for BABAR have diﬀerent purities and dilutions,
the values of μi and si for the core Gaussian contribution
to the resolution function depend on the ﬂavor category
of an event. This diﬀerence is taken into account when
analyzing data. For early analyses, each of the BABAR ﬂa-
vor tagging categories had a separate value for μcore and
score; in later iterations, the distinction was only made
between Lepton and non-Lepton tagging categories. For
BABAR data, score is typically 1.01± 0.04 (1.10± 0.02) for
Lepton (non-Lepton) events.
The Belle Δt resolution function (Tajima, 2004) ac-
counts for four diﬀerent physical eﬀects
– Btag vertex resolution,
– BCP vertex resolution,
– shift in the Btag vertex position resulting from sec-
ondary tracks from charm meson decays, and
– kinematic approximation that the B mesons are at rest
in the center-of-mass frame.
The Btag and BCP vertices are described by (i) a Gaus-
sian resolution function in the case of multi-track vertices,
and (ii) a sum of two Gaussians in the case of single-track
vertices. The widths of these Gaussians are scaled by the
uncertainty on the reconstructed vertex being described.
The resolution function resulting from non-prompt tracks
associated with a decay in ﬂight of charm mesons is de-
scribed by the sum of a delta function and exponentials.
The kinematic approximation is described by a resolution
function dependent on the polar angle of Btag as recon-
structed in the center-of-mass frame of reference. Given
that a BCP or Bﬂav candidate is fully reconstructed, and
decays opposite the Btag in the center-of-mass frame of ref-
erence, whereas the Btag may not be, the polar angle of the
Btag candidate is determined from the fully reconstructed
BCP or Bﬂav decay. The physical time dependence f
Phys
±
is convoluted by each of these resolution functions in turn
in order to obtain the resultant FPhys± .
Figure 10.4.1 shows the fPhys± and F
Phys
± distributions
for S = 0.7 and C = 0.0, where both dilution and res-
olution eﬀects are considered. The distribution fPhys± is
smeared out considerably as a result of experimental reso-
lution when computing FPhys± . The eﬀect of dilution serves
to reduce the reconstructed asymmetry between B0- and
B0-tagged events. This can be seen as a reduction in the
asymmetry between F+ and F− in comparison with the
true distributions f+ and f−.
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Figure 10.4.1. Distributions of (top) fPhys± (Δt) with S = 0.7,
and C = 0.0 for (solid) B0- and (dashed) B0-tagged events for
perfectly reconstructed decays, and (bottom) the correspond-
ing distributions FPhys± after taking into account typical dilu-
tion and resolution eﬀects.
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10.5 Modeling the Δt distribution for
background events
Generically, one can categorize three types of background
that are encountered in time-dependent analyses at the B
Factories: (i) continuum events, (ii) B background includ-
ing charm mesons that decay in ﬂight, and (iii) other B
background categories. The eﬀect on the time-evolution
of each of these types of events from the resolution of Δt
needs to be considered. The following describes the general
approach adopted for each of these types of background.
– The hadronization processes resulting from continuum
e+e− → qq background, where q = u, d, s, or c, oc-
cur on a time scale too small to measure. As a result,
the time dependence for this type of background is
assumed to be a prompt distribution modeled using
a δ function convoluted with the resolution function.
The resolution function typically adopted for contin-
uum background is a simpliﬁed version of Eq. (10.4.2),
where the scale factors stail and soutlier are set to 2.0
ps and 8.0 ps, respectively, and only the core Gaussian
mean and scale factor are weighted by σΔt. The re-
maining parameters of the background resolution func-
tion are obtained from ﬁts to data.
– The time evolution of B background events that con-
tain charm particles is biased as a result of the assump-
tion that all tracks in the BCP vertex originate from
the same point whereas, in reality, the tracks from the
charm meson in the event originate from a secondary
vertex that is displaced from the BCP vertex. This type
of background can occur in the analysis of charmless
B decays and, where necessary, the time dependence
is assumed to be similar to the signal one, except that
the lifetime is taken to be diﬀerent from τB0 . An eﬀec-
tive lifetime is extracted from samples of Monte Carlo
simulated data and used in place of τB0 for this type
of background. Cross checks using control ﬁts to data
validate the approximation of using Monte Carlo simu-
lated data to determine the eﬀective lifetime. A signal
resolution function is assumed to be valid for this cat-
egory of events.
– The time evolution of B background events that do
not contain charm particles is assumed to be the same
as that for signal. Such backgrounds occur in time-
dependent measurements of charmless B decay pro-
cesses. While these events will be mis-reconstructed
as a given hypothesized signal mode, the diﬀerences
observed between the resolution functions for signal
Monte Carlo simulated data and B background Monte
Carlo simulated data are small. Some analyses perform
systematic cross checks where the time dependence is
given by a kernel estimation p.d.f. corresponding to the
Δt distribution observed for Monte Carlo simulated
data in order to account for any bias. Such a distri-
bution is formed from the sum of kernels, one for each
event in a control sample. In this case Gaussian kernels
are used with a mean corresponding to the value of Δt
of a given event, and a width given by the RMS of
the ensemble of data in the control sample. As such a
model neglects the per-event uncertainty on Δt, when
this approach is used, a systematic cross check is per-
formed where the kernel estimation p.d.f. is replaced
with a signal-like time dependence.
Both B Factories categorize continuum background
with a prompt distribution as described above. BABAR
treats background from diﬀerent types of B decays as in-
dicated above, whereas Belle assigns an exponentially de-
caying distribution convoluted with the resolution func-
tion as the p.d.f. for B background events. The lifetime
assumed for the Belle B background p.d.f. is an eﬀective
one determined from Monte Carlo simulated data.
It is possible that background events may themselves
be CP violating. In such cases, one can account for the
level of CP violation by ensuring that the time depen-
dence incorporates the asymmetry given in Eq. (10.2.8)
for neutral B decays, or the corresponding time-integrated
asymmetry for charged B decays. This issue is discussed
in Section 15.3.5.
10.6 Parameter extraction from data
In order to perform a time-dependent analysis, one needs
to determine the values of w, Δw, and the tagging eﬃ-
ciencies, which are collectively referred to as tagging pa-
rameters, and the resolution function parameters required
to evaluate the convolution of f±(Δt) with R(δt, σΔt). A
sample of neutral B mesons decaying into ﬂavor-speciﬁc
ﬁnal states is used to determine these parameters. Sev-
eral hundred thousand events were in the control sam-
ples used by the B Factories. The set of modes used by
BABAR for this is B0 → D(∗)−(π+, ρ+, a+1 ), whereas Belle
uses B0 → D(∗)−π+, D∗−ρ+, D∗−+ν as well as the char-
monium decays J/ψK0S , and J/ψK
∗(892)0. No ﬂavor tag
information is used by Belle when extracting the param-
eters using the charmonium decays. BABAR only uses the
B → D∗−ν sample to perform a cross-check as there
is a larger background in that mode than the other con-
trol sample channels. Collectively, this ensemble of ﬂavor-
speciﬁc decay modes is referred to as the Bﬂav control sam-
ple in the following. In addition to determining tagging
and resolution function parameters for use in extracting
information on CP asymmetries from neutral Bﬂav modes,
a set of charged control samples is also used to perform a
number of independent validation checks. One of these val-
idations is the determination of S for a sample of charged
B decays. As S is physically related to the B0−B0 mixing
amplitude, the ﬁtted value for this parameter in a sample
of charged B decays should be consistent with zero. The
charged B control sample is formed using B+ → J/ψK+,
J/ψK∗(892), ψ(2S)K+, χc1K+, and ηcK+ in the case of
BABAR, while B+ → J/ψK+ and D0π+ are used by Belle.
The corollary of using a set of control modes is that, for
each mode used to determine the parameters of interest,
one introduces additional parameters relating to the shape
of distributions of signal and background events, and the
purity of each control channel in the signal region. Having
determined the purities for each Bﬂav mode, one can use
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these events to extract estimates of tagging and resolution
parameters. This procedure implicitly assumes that there
is no signiﬁcant interference on the tag side of the event
(see Section 15.3.6), so that the mistag probabilities com-
puted from the Bﬂav sample are the same as those on the
BCP side of the event. While this assumption was valid for
the B Factories, the precision of measurements at a super
ﬂavor factory may require that one formally accounts for
tag-side interference in the time dependence of the neutral
meson system.
In order to determine tagging eﬃciencies, one simply
needs to determine the fractions of the Bﬂav sample recon-
structed in each of the physical categories; to determine
the mistag probabilities and diﬀerences, one needs to ac-
count for B0 − B0 mixing in the Bﬂav control sample.
The time evolution of these decays, neglecting resolution
eﬀects, is given by Eq. (10.3.5). One can account for ex-
perimental resolution by convoluting h± with a resolution
function as described in Section 10.4:
HPhys± (Δt) =
∞∫
−∞
hPhys± (Δttrue)R(δt, σΔt)dΔttrue,
= hPhys± (Δt)⊗R(δt, σΔt). (10.6.1)
Therefore, it is possible to not only extract the tagging pa-
rameters but also the resolution function parameters from
the Bﬂav sample, where one assumes that the Δt resolu-
tion function is the same for the Bﬂav and BCP events.
There are many more events in the Bﬂav sample than the
BCP sample; hence, a more precise determination of the
resolution function parameters can be obtained using the
Bﬂav data. Tagging performance is discussed in Chapter 8,
and vertex resolution is discussed in Chapter 6.
Given the complexity of the situation, the extraction
of parameters related to the tagging performance and Δt
resolution is done in a two-step process. The ﬁrst step
involves extracting the purity of each of the Bﬂav decay
modes used. Having done this, one determines the tag-
ging and resolution function parameters from the ensem-
ble of Bﬂav modes. The result of this process is a set of
parameters and the corresponding error matrix that can
be subsequently used as input parameters for the time-
dependent analyses described in Chapter 17. In a number
of cases, the time-dependent asymmetry parameters are
extracted from a simultaneous ﬁt to both the BCP and
Bﬂav samples so that tagging and resolution parameters
are transparently propagated into the CP analysis.
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Chapter 11
Maximum likelihood ﬁtting
Editors:
Wouter Verkerke (BABAR)
11.1 Formalism of maximum likelihood ﬁts
The ﬁnal step in a physics analysis, after appropriate event
selection and reconstruction steps have been performed, is
extracting a statement on a physics parameter of interest
from the observed distribution of events in the data. To
make such an estimation, a model must be formulated
that describes the expected distribution of the observable
quantities x for a given set of physics parameters of inter-
est p. Then, given an observed data sample x0 one uses
the relation between x and p described by the model to
infer a statement on the value p for which the observed
data is most likely. A standard technique to make such
an inference is a maximum likelihood estimator. In this
section the basics of this technique are described, start-
ing with a description of probability density function as
a means to model the observed data density, followed by
a brief description of the maximum likelihood formalism
and a discussion on the structure of typical models used
for B-physics data modeling.
11.1.1 Probability Density Functions
For many analyses, the models of observable distributions
are described with a probability density function (p.d.f.)
for the observable quantities x:
f(x;p). (11.1.1)
Such a probability density function is positive deﬁnite,
and normalized to unity over the allowed range of the
observable x for any value of p, i. e.
∀p :
∫
f(x;p)dx ≡ 1, (11.1.2)
where the integral is over the allowed domain of the ob-
servables x.
In addition to the parameter(s) of interest p, realis-
tic models often incorporate a set of additional ‘nuisance
parameters’ q that represent quantities that aﬀect the re-
lation between p and x that are not a priori known and
must be simultaneously inferred from the data. Examples
of such nuisance parameters are resolution parameters and
ﬂavor tagging eﬃciencies (see Section 10 for details). The
model is thus deﬁned as
f(x;p, q). (11.1.3)
11.1.2 Maximum Likelihood estimation of model
parameters
The basis of parameter inference using a model F and
observed data is the likelihood, deﬁned as the probability
density function evaluated at the measured data point x0:
L(p, q) = f(x0;p, q). (11.1.4)
The likelihood is then treated as a function of the param-
eters p and q.
For measurements consisting of an ensemble of data
points the likelihood of the ensemble is simply the product
of the likelihood of each observation:
L(p, q) =
∏
i=0,...,N
f(xi;p, q), (11.1.5)
where xi represent independent and identically distributed
measurements of the observable x. In practice one often
uses the negative log-likelihood
− log L(p, q) = −
∑
i=0,...,N
log f(xi;p, q), (11.1.6)
instead of the likelihood as this is numerically easier to
calculate.
Equation (11.1.5) deﬁnes an unbinned likelihood - the
likelihood is evaluated at each data point and no binning
of the data is needed. The (unbinned) maximum likelihood
estimator p̂ for a parameter vector p is deﬁned as the value
of p for which the likelihood is maximal or, equivalently,
the negative log-likelihood is minimal.
For an analysis with a very large number of observed
events and a small number of observables, it can be eﬃ-
cient to minimize a binned log-likelihood instead, deﬁned
as
− log L(p, q) = −
∑
i=0...N
ni · log f(xi;p, q), (11.1.7)
where xi and ni represent the bin center and event count
of bin i of a histogram with N bins. The computation time
scales with the number of bins N rather than the num-
ber of events. A binned likelihood is a priori less precise
than an unbinned likelihood as the information of the pre-
cise position of the event in each bin is discarded, but at
small bin sizes this may be a negligible loss of precision.
In practice, the prediction f(xi;p, q) in each bin is often
approximated with the value of the probability density
function at the bin center, where the integral of the p.d.f.
over the bin volume should be used. This approximation
has little impact if the bin size is chosen suﬃciently small,
but can otherwise result in biases in sharply falling or ris-
ing distributions, e. g. in the ﬁtted lifetime of exponential
decay distributions.
The traditional χ2 ﬁt is related to the binned max-
imum likelihood (ML) ﬁt by inserting the additional as-
sumption that the uncertainty can be interpreted as Gaus-
sian, however, this assumption is a poor approximation of
reality for bins with low statistics (roughly n < 10).
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The properties of likelihood estimators are extensively
described in the literature (Edwards, 1992). In the asymp-
totic limit of inﬁnite statistics maximum likelihood es-
timators (ML estimators) are so-called ideal estimators:
they are consistent, meaning that they give the correct
answer in the limit of inﬁnite statistics, unbiased, mean-
ing that they give the correct answer on average for ﬁ-
nite statistics, and eﬃcient, meaning that the variance of
the estimated parameter values is equal to the bound of
the expectation value of the variance predicted by the sec-
ond derivative of the log-likelihood. On ﬁnite samples, ML
estimators are not ideal, but nevertheless generally well
behaved if samples statistics are suﬃciently large. How-
ever, some particular care must be exercised when using
ML estimators for problems with very small (signal) event
counts: in these cases bias terms appear in the likelihood,
which are generally proportional to 1/Nobs, where Nobs is
the number of observed events, and may be non-negligible
compared to the statistical uncertainty, which is approxi-
mately proportional to 1/
√
Nobs.
11.1.3 Estimating the statistical uncertainty using the
likelihood
The simplest way to measure the statistical uncertainty
σ(p̂) on the estimate of a single parameter p̂ is to esti-
mate the variance V (p̂) of that parameter and calculate
the uncertainty as the square-root of the variance. The
ML estimator for the variance on p̂ is given by the second
derivative of the log-likelihood at p = p̂:
σ(p̂)2 = V (p̂) =
(
d2 log(L(p))
d2p
)−1
p=bp
. (11.1.8)
In case there are multiple parameters, the variance of the
ensemble of parameters is represented by the covariance
matrix deﬁned as
V (p, p′) = 〈pp′〉 − 〈p〉 〈p′〉 , (11.1.9)
and can be estimated as
V̂ (p, p′) =
(
∂2 log(L(p, p′)
∂p∂p′
)−1
p=bp,p′=bp′
, (11.1.10)
A multivariate covariance can also be expressed in terms
of scalar variances and a correlation matrix
V (p, p′) =
√
V (p)V (p′) · ρ(p, p′). (11.1.11)
Here ρ(p, p′) expresses the linear correlation between pa-
rameters p and p′ and has values in the range [−1, 1] by
construction.
An alternative estimator for the uncertainty on a pa-
rameter is based on an interval deﬁned by the log-likelihood
ratio
λ(p) = log
L(p)
L(p̂)
, (11.1.12)
where L(p) is the likelihood for a given value p, p̂ is the
value of p for which the likelihood is maximal and L(p̂)
is therefore the maximum value of the likelihood. An in-
terval in p deﬁned by a rise in the log-likelihood-ratio of
half a unit from zero corresponds to nominally a 68% con-
ﬁdence interval. Intervals deﬁned this way are related to
classic frequentist conﬁdence intervals — under the con-
dition that Wilks’ theorem40 (Wilks, 1938) holds.
When nuisance parameters are present, an interval can
be deﬁned for each parameter replacing the likelihood ra-
tio with the proﬁle likelihood ratio
λP (p) = log
L(p, ̂̂q(p))
L(p̂, q̂)
, (11.1.13)
where p̂ and q̂ represent again the ML estimates of pa-
rameters p and q and ̂̂q(p) represents the conditional ML
estimate of parameters q̂ for a given value of p.
Figure 11.1.1. Illustration of the deﬁnition of parameter un-
certainties in an example log-likelihood ratio (blue solid curve).
The variance estimator (HESSE , see Section 11.1.5.2) of Eq.
(11.1.8) uses the second derivative at bp (here bp = 5) and cor-
responds to assuming a parabolic log-likelihood ratio shape
(red dashed curve) and deﬁning the interval by the intersection
points of the parabola with the horizontal line at +0.5 units.
The likelihood ratio estimator (MINOS , see Section 11.1.5.2) of
Eq. (11.1.12) deﬁnes the interval using the intersection of the
actual log-likelihood ratio curve with a horizontal line at +0.5
units (blue curve, long dashes).
The diﬀerence between the variance-based uncertainty
and the likelihood-ratio-based uncertainty is visualized in
Fig. 11.1.1. If the log-likelihood has a perfectly parabolic
shape, as is expected in the limit of inﬁnite statistics (un-
der certain regularity conditions), both uncertainty esti-
mates will give the same interval.41 At low statistics diﬀer-
ences may occur due to the diﬀerent methods of estimating
40 Wilks’ theorem states that the likelihood ratio λ(p) will be
asymptotically χ2 distributed under certain regularity condi-
tions as the samples sizes approaches inﬁnity.
41 The 2nd derivative will perfectly predict the value of the
parameter where the log of the likelihood ratio has increased
by half a unit from zero in this case.
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the uncertainty. In particular, the proﬁle likelihood-based
intervals can yield asymmetric intervals around the central
values.
11.1.4 Hypothesis testing and signiﬁcance
Most measurements of CP -violating parameters are ex-
pressed as interval estimates. Conversely, the result of a
search for a rare signal is usually not expressed as an in-
terval on a signal (strength) parameter, but rather as a
test of the background-only hypothesis.
The signiﬁcance of the observation is the probability of
the background-only hypothesis to result in the observed
signal strength, or larger. This probability is known as the
p-value. A p-value threshold of 1.2·10−7 – corresponding to
the probability of a 5σ Gaussian ﬂuctuation – is conven-
tionally taken to reject the background-only hypothesis,
and to declare the discovery of a new signal.
To calculate the p-value one must construct a test
statistic as function of the data that distinguishes the
background-only hypothesis (the ‘null hypothesis’) from
the signal-plus-background hypothesis (the ‘alternate hy-
pothesis’). A common choice is λP (0) of Eq. (11.1.13),
where p is the signal strength, so that λP (0) becomes
the ratio of the maximum likelihood of the background-
only model and the maximum likelihood of the signal-
plus-background model. A dataset that is perfectly con-
sistent with the background-only hypothesis will thus have
λP (0) = 0, as the numerator and denominator of Eq.
(11.1.13) are equal, whereas datasets with increasing sig-
nal strength will result in increasing values of λP (0). The
p-value is then calculated as the fraction of experiments
sampled from the background-only hypothesis that result
in a value λP (0) that is as large as the observed value or
larger:
p =
∫ ∞
λobsP (0)
f(λP (0)|p = 0)dλP (0), (11.1.14)
where λobsP (0) is the value of λP (0) observed in the data,
and f(λP (0)|p = 0) is the expected distribution of λP (0)
values for the background-only hypothesis.
Customarily the signiﬁcance is re-expressed as a Gaus-
sian ﬂuctuation of Zσ that results in the same p-value,
where Z is deﬁned as
p =
∫ Zσ
−∞
1√
2πσ
e−x
2/(2σ2)dx, (11.1.15)
and can be calculated from p using the inverse of the error
function.42
In the asymptotic regime of large statistics, and under
certain regularity conditions (Wilks’ theorem), f(λP (0)|0)
becomes a log(χ2) distribution with one degree of freedom
for each parameter-of-interest. The signiﬁcance expressed
42 In Root this calculation is easily accessible as function
RooStats::PValueToSignificance(double pvalue)
in Gaussian standard deviations can in that case be di-
rectly related to the value of λobsP (0):
λobsP (0) =
1
2
Z2. (11.1.16)
Finally, for the speciﬁc and simple case of a likelihood
describing a counting experiment with an expected sig-
nal count s and background count b, both with Gaussian
uncertainties, the value of Z can be directly expressed as
Zsb =
s√
s + b
, (11.1.17)
but it should be noted that the assumption of Gaussian
uncertainties for s < 10 or b < 10 is poor.
11.1.5 Computational aspects of maximum likelihood
estimates
For all but a handful of textbook examples, the expres-
sion for maximum likelihood estimator for p̂ cannot be
expressed analytically, hence the maximum likelihood es-
timate is computed numerically. The computational prob-
lem factorizes into two pieces: deﬁnition of the likelihood
function for a given problem, and heuristic searches for
the maximum of the likelihood function.
11.1.5.1 Likelihood deﬁnition
The deﬁnition of the likelihood involves coding the deﬁ-
nition of the probability density function that is used to
model the data, and then evaluating the natural log of
this p.d.f. for each observed data point.
The Root framework (Brun and Rademakers, 1997)
implements deﬁnitions of basic functional shapes such as
polynomials and Gaussian distributions, but the complex-
ity of models used in typical B Factory analyses is such
that they cannot be expressed in terms of this limited
set of basic functions. For the ﬁrst round of B Factory
measurements custom software packages were developed
that implemented the probability density functions rep-
resenting the physics models as Fortran, LISP, or C++
functions.
In the next iteration, the RooFit toolkit (Verkerke and
Kirkby, 2003) was developed by the BABAR collaboration
that allowed one to build probability density functions
of arbitrary complexity inside the Root framework with a
minimum amount of custom code. To this end, RooFit de-
ﬁnes generic software objects that represent observables,
probability density functions deﬁning basic shapes as well
as B-physics speciﬁc shapes, and operator objects that
allow a user to combine basic shapes through addition,
multiplication and convolution. Over time a large number
of analyses have migrated to using RooFit to encode their
likelihood functions. The package has been available in the
Root framework since 2005. Such models were either coded
‘by hand’, or for certain complicated models constructed
by higher level packages that automate building of RooFit
p.d.f.s with a certain structure from an conﬁguration ﬁle.
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11.1.5.2 Likelihood minimization
The standard tool used by the HEP community for nearly
forty years for minimization and uncertainty estimation
is the Minuit package (James and Roos, 1975), originally
written in Fortran. A version translated in C++ is now
available in the Root analysis framework, as well as a
new version, Minuit2, that was written from scratch in
C++ by the original authors. The main components of
the Minuit package are three algorithms that operate on
an user-deﬁned (likelihood) function: MIGRAD , HESSE , and
MINOS .
MIGRAD is a heuristic algorithm that searches for min-
ima in externally provided multi-variate functions and
follows mostly a strategy based on a steepest descent
algorithm following a numerically calculated gradient of
the input function. Convergence is declared when the in-
put function is within a preset estimated distance from
the function value in the nearest minimum assuming a
quadratic form. The algorithm has been demonstrated to
work well on problems with a very large number of dimen-
sions (> 100), but computational cost increases with the
dimensionality.43 An inherent diﬃculty with a heuristic
search algorithm is distinguishing between local minima
and the global minimum. In most cases, the algorithm
will settle on the ﬁrst minimum it ﬁnds along its search
trajectory, even if this is not the true global minimum.
The odds of ﬁnding the true global minimum increase if
the search is started at a point close to where it is ex-
pected to be, putting a premium on an educated guess by
the analyzer for the starting values of the algorithm. It is
almost impossible to prevent the ﬁnding of local minima.
HESSE calculates the covariance matrix by sampling
the likelihood in small steps around the minimum found by
MIGRAD and calculating the second derivative from these
samples. Its output is the covariance matrix as deﬁned in
Eq. (11.1.10). The calculation takes 1
2N
2 likelihood sam-
plings, where N is the number of parameters allowed to
vary, which for large N may exceed the calculation spent
in MIGRAD minimization.
MINOS performs the calculation of the uncertainty in-
terval deﬁned by an increase in the negative log-likelihood
of half a unit44 with respect to the assumed global min-
imum. When a MINOS error calculation is requested for
all N parameters of a ﬁt, a N − 1 dimensional hypersur-
face is ﬁrst reconstructed that is deﬁned by λ(p) = 0.5.
The N -dimensional hyper-cube that encloses this hyper-
surface deﬁnes the MINOS uncertainty on each parameter.
Through geometrical arguments it can be shown that the
uncertainty deﬁned this way is identical to that of Eq.
43 The cost of numeric derivative calculations increases lin-
early with the number of parameters. The number of descent
steps required to ﬁnd the minimum typically increases also
with the number of parameters, but is strongly dependent on
the shape of the likelihood.
44 The default MINOS value of the increase is 1 unit, as built-in
Root ﬁtting functions pass two times the value of the negative
log-likelihood. Conversely, Minuit instances owned by RooFit
reconﬁgure the MINOS error deﬁnition to half a unit.
(11.1.13) for each parameter. MINOS calculations can be
prohibitively time consuming for a large number of pa-
rameters (roughly N > 30), but it is also possible to per-
form a MINOS calculation on any subset of the parameters.
In such cases MINOS uses Eq. (11.1.13) to reduce the pa-
rameter space to the desired subset.
11.2 Structure of models for signal yield
measurements and rare decay searches
The probability density functions used as models in B Fac-
tory analyses serve two main goals: analysis of the data
in terms of a signal and a background component, and
if needed inference of the physics parameters of interest.
This section covers techniques used to describe the data
in terms of signal and background.
The simplest model M to extract a signal yield from
the data in the presence of background is a model that
describes the data sample as a sum of a signal and back-
ground components.
m(x;p, q) = f · s(x;p) + (1− f) · b(x; q). (11.2.1)
In this equation, s(x;p) is the model of a signal distribu-
tion in the observables x, b(x; q) is a model of the back-
ground distribution, and f is the fraction of signal in the
data.
Figure 11.2.1. A simple composite probability density model
(solid line) consisting of a background component deﬁned by an
Argus function (dashed line) plus a signal component deﬁned
by a Gaussian function.
Figure 11.2.1 shows an example of a simple version of
such a model where the signal is described by a Gaus-
sian distribution of the energy-substituted mass mES and
the background by an Argus function (Albrecht et al.,
1990a) that models the kinematics of continuum back-
ground events for this observable. See Section 9 for more
details on p.d.f. choices to describe signal and background.
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With suﬃcient statistics, the shape parameters p and
q of both signal and background can be constrained from
the data, in addition to the parameter of interest f : the
fraction of signal events in the data. The estimate of the
number of signal events in data is then f times the total
number of observed events.
In the model of Eq. (11.2.1) the p.d.f. only models the
shape of the distribution of the observed events and not
its count, hence the parameter of interest can only be a
fraction, and not a yield. As one is usually interested in
the latter in the context of a measurement, the likelihood
formalism can be extended to also include the event count
of the sample so that a yield can be obtained straight from
the ﬁt.
11.2.1 Extended ML formalism
In the extended maximum likelihood formalism
(EML) (Barlow, 1990) the normalization of the model is
not ﬁxed to one, but to a parameter Nexp, so that the
likelihood expression eﬀectively becomes
L(p, q) =
( ∏
i=0...Nobs
f(xi;p, q)
)
·Poisson(Nobs|Nexp(p, q)),
(11.2.2)
where Nobs is the observed event count, modeled by a Pois-
son distribution with the expected event count Nexp(p, q)
as mean. The likelihood of a composite model with a signal
and background term can then be rewritten in the EML
formalism taking
m(x;p, q) =
NS
NS + NB
· s(x;p) + NB
NS + NB
· b(x; q),
(11.2.3)
as the probability density function and
Nexp = NS + NB , (11.2.4)
as the expression for the expected event count. A mini-
mization of the extended likelihood will now directly re-
turn the estimates for the signal and background event
yields NS and NB .
Often, we may assume that the shapes of the compo-
nent distributions and the numbers of events are uncor-
related. That is, NS etc are not dependent on p and q.
In this case the extended likelihood information does not
improve the precision of the measurement of NS and NB ,
as the ﬁt can always tune Nexp to match Nobs exactly for
every possible value of p, q and f ≡ NS/(NS + NB).
The extended ML formalism in this form is thus mostly
used for notational convenience in B Factory analyses,
allowing one to directly extract signal event yields from
the ﬁts, and to write sums of more than two components
in a straightforward form with yield parameters for every
component
m(x; ...) = NS · s(x;p) +
∑
i
N iBb
i(x; qi), (11.2.5)
where the index i runs over all background components
and bi denotes the model for background component i,
with parameters qi.
11.2.2 Extending a model to multiple dimensions
In searches for rare decays, a single observable often does
not contain suﬃcient information to distinguish signal from
background and the information of multiple observables
must be used. Several strategies can be followed to include
the information contained in additional observables. One
way is to preselect events using cuts in these additional
observables in order to obtain a subsample enriched in
signal events, and to restrict the signal extraction ﬁt to
the original observable. Another strategy – one that is of-
ten used for B Factory analyses and which maximizes the
statistical precision – is to extend the signal and back-
ground models to describe the distributions in these addi-
tional observables, eﬀectively constructing a multidimen-
sional probability density function that is ﬁt to the full
event sample.
For observables that are uncorrelated, a multidimen-
sional model can be constructed as a simple product of
one-dimensional p.d.f.s, e.g.
f(x, y, z;p) = f1(x;p1) · f2(y;p2) · f3(z;p3), (11.2.6)
where the f1, f2, f3 represent normalized one-dimensional
probability density functions. In case there are expected
correlations between observables, e.g. between x and y,
these must be modeled inside a higher-dimensional p.d.f.
f(x, y). This may be accomplished, for example, through
the inclusion of conditional probability density functions
f(x, y;p) = f1(x|y;p1) · f2(y;p2), (11.2.7)
where f1(x|y) is the conditional probability density in x
for a given value of y, i.e.
∀y,p1 :
∫
f1(x|y;p1)dx ≡ 1, (11.2.8)
which describes the distribution of x for each given value
of y, and f2(y) describes the distribution in y. Advan-
tages of the formalism with conditional p.d.f.s are that
correlations are often easier to formulate in this way and
that all normalization integrals remain one-dimensional.
The latter is of particular importance if numeric integra-
tion is needed, which is substantially more diﬃcult in two
or more dimensions at the level of precision required for
Minuit minimization. The downside of conditional p.d.f.s
is that the normalization integral must be calculated for
each value of y separately, which may be computationally
expensive, in case the integration needs to be performed
numerically.
Apart from their construction, the use of multi-
dimensional probability density functions presents no new
technical or conceptual issues in ML estimation, but visu-
alization and validation of multidimensional p.d.f.s intro-
duce some additional issues.
A multi-dimensional model can be most simply visu-
alized by projecting it on one of its observables:
Pyz(x) =
∫
f(x, y, z)dydz. (11.2.9)
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In the case of a factorizing model as deﬁned in Eq. (11.2.6)
the projection integral simply reduces to f1(x) and is triv-
ial to calculate. If correlations are present, the integral
must be explicitly calculated.
Figure 11.2.2. A two-dimensional probability density func-
tion consisting of a linear background and a Gaussian signal.
On the left the probability density of the model is shown as a
function of x and y. On the right the projection of the model on
the observable x is overlaid on the distribution of a simulated
data sample.
A conceptual issue with plain projection plots is that
they include the full background and are not suitable to
visualize the presence of a small signal in the data that is
concentrated in a restricted region of the observable phase
space. This is demonstrated in Fig. 11.2.2, which visual-
izes a two-dimensional model with a linear background
and a Gaussian signal concentrated in the central region:
while the signal is clearly visible in the central region, it
is washed out in the projection plot. This can be miti-
gated by only projecting a ‘signal region’ deﬁned in the
projected observable x
PySR(x) =
∫ ymaxSR
yminSR
F (x, y)dy, (11.2.10)
where the interval yminSR to y
max
SR represents the region in
the observable y that is enhanced in the signal.
Likelihood ratio plots. In the search for rare decays
many observables are typically used and the signal may
not be conﬁned to an easily deﬁnable signal region as was
possible in the example of Fig. 11.2.2. In these cases, pro-
jections of the data and model on a single observable can
be deﬁned using a likelihood ratio, rather than a series of
cuts on each of the projected observables.
For such a plot, the signal and background models are
ﬁrst integrated over the plotted observable x to obtain
the signal and background probabilities according to these
models using only the information contained in the pro-
jected observables y and then combined in a likelihood
ratio as follows:
LR(y) =
∫
S(x,y)dx∫
(f · S(x,y) + (1− f)B(x,y)) dx. (11.2.11)
A likelihood ratio projection plot is then constructed by
taking all parameters (f in the example above) at their
estimated values from the data, and by only plotting the
data that meet a criterion LR(y) > α, where α is a thresh-
old in the predicted signal probability (between 0 and 1),
and projecting the model with corresponding selection
PLRy (x) =
∫
LR(y)>α
F (x,y)dy. (11.2.12)
The integral over the region deﬁned by LR(y) > α is
clearly not calculable analytically, even if the model itself
is, but can be approximated with a Monte Carlo integra-
tion technique as follows
C(x;p, q) = 1/ND
∑
DLR(y)
F (x;y,p, q), (11.2.13)
where DLR(y) is a pseudo-experiment dataset with ND
events, sampled from the p.d.f. F (x,y) from which all
events that fail the requirement LR(y) > α have been
removed. Figure 11.2.3 shows an example of a likelihood
ratio plot deﬁned using a three-dimensional extension of
the model shown in Fig. 11.2.2 projecting over the y and
z dimensions using a likelihood ratio cut with a value of
0.7.
Figure 11.2.3. Visualization of a three-dimensional model,
similar to that of Fig. 11.2.2. On the left a contour plot with
constant values of likelihood ratio deﬁned by Eq. (11.2.11) of
a model in the observables y and z is shown. On the right the
projection of the model on the observable x is shown, requir-
ing LR(y, z) > 0.7 for both data and model to enhance the
visibility of the signal.
11.2.3 sPlots
A challenge in multi-dimensional models with a large num-
ber of observables is to verify that each component de-
scribes the data well in all observables. For factorizing
p.d.f.s, Eq. (11.2.6), a new technique named sPlot has
been developed at the B Factories (Pivk and Le Diberder,
2005) to facilitate such studies.
In the sPlot technique the distribution in observable
x is predicted using the distribution in all of the other
variables, y, which must be uncorrelated to y, and can be
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compared to the direct model prediction in x. The central
concept in sPlot is the deﬁnition of the sWeight
sPn(y) =
∑nc
j=1 V
−1
nj · Fj(y)∑nc
k=1 Nk · Fk(y)
, (11.2.14)
where n is the selected component of a model consisting of
nc components (e.g. signal and one or more backgrounds).
In this expression the indices j, k run over the nc model
components, Fj is the p.d.f. for component j in the ob-
servables y, Nk is the expected number of events for the
kth component, and V −1nj is the inverse of the covariance
matrix Vnj in these yield parameters. The matrix Vnj is
obtained from the data, either through a numeric summa-
tion over the per-event contributions using Eq. (11.1.10),
or from HESSE following a maximum likelihood ﬁt to the
data. Note that sWeights can be negative, as Vnj is not
positive deﬁnite. The predicted distribution for any com-
ponent j in observable x is given by the histogram of
events in x where each event contributes with a weight
sPn(y).
An example is shown in Figure 11.2.4, where for a 3-
dimensional model in observables mES , ΔE,F , the p.d.f.
in mES for signal and background are compared with the
sPlots in this observable, calculated using sWeights that
use exclusively the data and the model prediction in ob-
servables ΔE,F . In this example the data was simulated
and has been sampled from the model itself and perfect
agreement is observed between the p.d.f. and the sPlot
prediction. When applied on samples of observed data,
discrepancies between the sPlot and the direct model pre-
diction may occur, which may be indicative of disagree-
ments between data and model.
11.3 Structure of models for decay
time-dependent measurements
Much of the interesting physics of the B-analyses is en-
coded in the distribution of the decay-time diﬀerence Δt
between B0 and B0 mesons, and connected to the phe-
nomena of B0 − B0 ﬂavor oscillations (see also Chapter
10 and Section 6.5). The time scale of ﬂavor oscillations
is close to the decay time of B0 mesons and to the exper-
imental resolution of the B Factory detectors. Thus it is
important to precisely model both the physics eﬀects en-
coded in the decay time distribution, as well as the eﬀect
of the detector resolution on this distribution, of which
the eﬀect may vary on an event-by-event basis.
A priori, the observed inclusive decay-time distribu-
tion is expected to be modeled by the convolution of the
physics distribution, a pure exponential decay law, and a
detector resolution function:
f(Δt; τ, q) =
exp(−|Δttr|/τ)⊗ r(Δt−Δttr; q)∫
exp(−|Δttr|/τ)⊗ r(Δt−Δttr; q)dΔt ,
(11.3.1)
where Δt is observed decay time diﬀerence, Δttr is the true
decay time diﬀerence, which is the integration variable
Figure 11.2.4. Demonstration of sPlot concept using a
model in three observables mES ,ΔE,F with a signal and
background component. The top and bottom plot show the
estimated signal and background shape in mES , respectively.
In either plot the line represents the model prediction in the
observable mES , and the histogram is the sPlot deﬁned as
weighted sum over the data using sWeight sPn(y) calculated
from the model prediction using only the observables ΔE and
F .
of the convolution integral, and τ is the lifetime of B0
mesons. Fig. 11.3.1 illustrates the shape of the convoluted
p.d.f. of Eq. (11.3.1) and of its components.
Figure 11.3.1. Visualization of exponential decay time dif-
ference distribution before (blue dashed) and after (blue solid)
convolution with a Gaussian resolution function (red, long
dashes).
The resolution model of Eq. (11.3.1) is usually empir-
ically described as a sum of Gaussians, describing a ‘core’
(C) and a ‘tail’ (T) resolution, and often includes a very
wide ‘outlier’ (O) term to account for the possibility that
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outlier events can occur in the data:
r(Δt;μ,σ) =fC ·Gauss(Δt; μC , σC)+
(1− fC − fO) ·Gauss(Δt; μT , σT )+
fO ·Gauss(Δt; 0, σO),
(11.3.2)
where μC,T and σC,T,O represent the means and widths
of the corresponding Gaussian distributions, respectively,
and fC and fO represent the fraction of events in the core
and outlier component, respectively. While very few events
are expected that are not described by the convolution of
the physics model with a core and tail Gaussian resolu-
tion term, it is important to include a wide outlier term
in the resolution model, as otherwise a single event that
is ‘far’ from both core and tail models has the potential
to contribute disproportionally to the likelihood and can
strongly and unduly inﬂuence the ﬁt result, even when
outliers only contribute at the permille level to the event
sample. A common pragmatic choice for the outlier term
is a very broad Gaussian distribution, as shown in the
example of Eq. (11.3.2), but other shapes have also been
used.
The resolution model of the previous example describes
the average performance of the decay-time reconstruction.
Since the decay-time diﬀerence is calculated from the dis-
tance between two decay vertices, the resolution in the
time diﬀerence will depend on the number of tracks used
in the vertex ﬁts as well as their conﬁguration, and the ver-
tex ﬁt procedure returns an estimate of the uncertainty on
the decay-time diﬀerence for each event.
A more precise inference on the physics parameter τ of
the model f can be made by taking into account this per-
event uncertainty on the decay time diﬀerence – weighting
events with a precise measurement of σΔt more strongly
than those with a poorer measurement by modifying the
resolution model as follows
r′(Δt|σΔt;μ,σ) = Gauss(Δt; μC , S · σΔt), (11.3.3)
where σΔt is the estimate of the uncertainty on Δt for
each event. In this form the mean and width parameters
of the resolution model r′ describes an a posteriori shift
μC and scaling S of the per-event error σΔt that is needed
to match the model to the data. If the per-event uncer-
tainty estimated by the vertex ﬁt is correct, the mean and
width will be 0 and 1, respectively, and r′ will be a unit
Gaussian. In practice, this is often not the case due to the
complexity of the underlying vertex ﬁtting procedure and
a more complex p.d.f. is needed to describe the shape of
the resolution function. Here one can either take an em-
pirical form for r′, e.g. a sum of two or three Gaussians,
or try to construct a form that parameterizes the eﬀect of
the leading underlying causes explicitly. Various choices
of resolution models used for time-dependent analyses at
the B Factories are described in more detail in Section
6.5. Inserting r′ in Eq. (11.3.1) results in a conditional
probability density function
f(Δt|σΔt; τ, q) = e
−|Δttr|/τ ⊗ r′(Δt−Δttr; σΔt, q)∫
e−|Δttr|/τ ⊗ r′(Δt−Δttr; σΔt, q)dΔt ,
(11.3.4)
where Δttr is again the integration variable of the convo-
lution integral, and which describes the distribution of Δt
for a given value of σΔt, but not the distribution of σΔt
itself. Such a conditional p.d.f. can be ﬁt directly to the
data, or be multiplied with another (empirical) p.d.f. that
describes the distribution of the per-event uncertainty on
Δt:
F ′(Δt, σΔt|τ ; q) = F (Δt|σΔt; τ, q) ·Gauss(σΔt; q).
(11.3.5)
In realistic models that account for the presence of back-
ground in the data, a separate decay-time distribution is
deﬁned for signal and background, each multiplied with
one or more probability density functions in other ob-
servables that primarily serve to distinguish signal from
background events. This approach to model building is
straightforward except for one aspect related to condi-
tional models: The p.d.f. of Eq. (11.3.4) makes no assump-
tions on the distribution of σΔt in the data, but does as-
sume that signal and background events have the same
distribution, whereas the p.d.f. of Eq. (11.3.5) allows for
diﬀerent distributions of σΔt for signal and background,
but requires an explicit description of both. The most ap-
propriate form depends on the speciﬁcs of the analysis.
Using Eq. (11.3.4) in cases where it is not appropriate,
e.g. when distributions of σΔt for signal and background
are expected to be diﬀerent, is referred to as the “Punzi
problem” (Punzi, 2003a) in HEP statistics literature, and
may lead to biased ﬁt results.
Finally, the physics of interest in the decay time dis-
tribution is exposed by splitting the event sample in two
more categories, e.g. same-ﬂavor and opposite-ﬂavor B0
meson pairs to expose ﬂavor oscillations:
F (Δt, f ; τ, q) =⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(e−|Δttr|/τ cos(ΔmΔttr))⊗R(...)R
(e−|Δttr|/τ cos(ΔmΔttr))⊗R(...)dΔt : f ≡ −1
(e−|Δttr|/τ (1−cos(ΔmΔttr))⊗R(...)R
(e−|Δttr|/τ (1−cos(ΔmΔttr))⊗R(...)dΔt : f ≡ +1
(11.3.6)
deﬁning a two-dimensional p.d.f. in a continuous observ-
able Δt and a discrete observable f that distinguishes
same-ﬂavor from opposite-ﬂavor events. The techniques il-
lustrated on inclusive decay time distributions apply trans-
parently to models modiﬁed in this way.
11.3.1 Visualization of p.d.f.s of decay time
distributions
Models describing measurements of time-dependent CP -
violating decay processes commonly have two or three
continuous observables: the decay time and one or two
kinematic variables, such as mES or ΔE, to distinguish
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B decays from continuum background. These observables
are usually uncorrelated and the kinematic variables have
a well-deﬁned ‘signal’ range that allows one to plot the
decay time distribution of these events inside this signal
range only, using Eq. (11.2.10).
In the case that the p.d.f. contains a conditional ob-
servable, such as σΔt, a diﬀerent technique is required to
project the conditional observable, as the p.d.f. does not
contain information on the distribution of that observable.
An average curve C is constructed from curves represent-
ing the projection over the non-conditional observables
taken at the values σΔt found in the data:
C(Δt;p, q) =
1
n
∑
i=0,...,n
∫
dyF (Δt; σiΔt,y,p, q).
(11.3.7)
Figure 11.3.2. Distribution of the conditional decay time
model F (Δt|σΔt) of Eq. (11.3.4) with values of σΔt of 0, 2,
4, 6, 8 ps (red dashed, ordered high to low at Δt = 0) and
distribution of the data overlayed with the weighted average of
the conditional model using the σΔt values of the data sample.
where n is the number of events in the data. Figure 11.3.2
shows an example of a decay-time distribution: the red
dashed curves illustrate the shape of the model at various
values of σΔt, and the blue curve represents the weighted
average using the σΔt values of the dataset. Note that in
the limit of the data σiΔt describing the true distribution
of σΔt Eq. (11.3.7) amounts to the Monte-Carlo integral
(given by Eq. 11.2.13) over observable σΔt. For computa-
tional eﬃciency the summation of the data σiΔt is some-
times approximated by a summation over a histogram of
the data.
11.4 Techniques used for constraining
nuisance parameters from control samples
11.4.1 Simultaneous ﬁts to control regions
As a general analysis strategy it is preferable to constrain
the nuisance parameters q, such as the decay time resolu-
tion model parameters, as much as possible from the data
itself, instead of inferring them from simulation studies.
In many cases this can be accomplished by simply ﬂoat-
ing the nuisance parameters in the ML ﬁt. This will worsen
the estimated uncertainty on the physics parameter of in-
terest, as the values of nuisance parameters are no longer
assumed to be known exactly, instead their statistical un-
certainties, as inferred by the ML ﬁt from the data, are
propagated to the uncertainty on the physics parameter
of interest.
In many B-physics analyses additional high-statistics
control samples exist that can constrain these nuisance
parameters with greater precision than the signal sam-
ple. For example, for decay-time dependent CP violation
measurements high statistics control samples from the B0
ﬂavor tagged samples can be used to measure the nui-
sance parameters originating from the description of the
ﬂavor tagging performance as well as the modeling of the
detector decay time resolution.
The most straightforward way to incorporate the knowl-
edge on nuisance parameters – their uncertainties and
their correlations – in a measurement is to perform a joint
likelihood minimization:
− log L(p, q, q′) = − log LSIG(p, q)− log LCTL(q, q′),
(11.4.1)
where LSIG(p, q) is the likelihood for the signal region in
terms of parameters of interest p and nuisance parameters
q and LCTL(q, q′) is the likelihood for the control region
in terms of nuisance parameters q that are shared with the
signal region and nuisance parameters q′ that are unique
to the control region. Equivalently, this construction can
be expressed as a joint probability density function
F (x|i;p, q, q′) =
{
FSIG(x;p, q) if (i = SIG)
FCTL(x; q, q′) if (i = CTL)
(11.4.2)
that is conditional on a newly introduced discrete observ-
able i that has states SIG and CTL, which label the events
in the signal and control samples respectively.
A minimization of a joint likelihood ensures that the
full information in both samples is taken into account, and
the estimated uncertainty of parameters and their corre-
lations reﬂect the information from both samples, as is
illustrated in Fig. 11.4.1. The p.d.f.s describing the sig-
nal and control sample can be very dissimilar in shape
and structure, the only requirement is that the common
parameters have the same physics interpretation in both
models.
11.4.2 Simultaneous ﬁts to multiple signal regions
A mathematically similar, but conceptually diﬀerent ap-
plication of joint ﬁts is to perform a joint likelihood ﬁt
to multiple signal regions, with similar p.d.f.s. If a signal
region can be split into regions with diﬀerent expected
signal purities, a split into these regions will exploit this
diﬀerence in purity without the need to provide an explicit
parameterization of the change in purity over the phase
space of the original signal sample.
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Figure 11.4.1. Visualization of the eﬀect of a simultaneous
ﬁt. On the left a ﬁctitious low statistics signal sample is shown
(modeled by a ﬂat background and a Gaussian signal). The
model uncertainty from the ﬁt to the signal sample only is
visualized with the light orange band. On the right a ﬁctitious
high statistics control sample is shown (modeled by a sloped
background and the same Gaussian signal). The uncertainty on
the control sample model is visualized with the dark red band.
The reduced uncertainty on the signal sample by performing
a joint ﬁt with the control sample is shown also in dark red in
the left plot.
A prime example of this technique is splitting a signal
model according to the ﬂavor tagging technique (see also
Chapter 8) that was used to tag a particular event. Dif-
ferent tagging techniques are expected to result in quite
diﬀerent purities. The original model
F (x;p, q) = F (x;p, q, wtag) (11.4.3)
is substituted with
F (x|c;p, q) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ftag1(x;p, q, wtag1) if (c = tag1)
Ftag2(x;p, q, wtag2) if (c = tag2)
Ftag3(x;p, q, wtag3) if (c = tag3)
...
Ftagn(x;p, q, wtagn) if (c = tagn)
,
(11.4.4)
where c is a discrete observable that labels which ﬂavor
tagging technique was used (here these are labeled tag1
through tagn, for illustration). The component models
Ftagi(x;p, q, wtagi) are structurally identical to the origi-
nal F (x;p, q, wtag), and expressed in terms of the same ob-
servables and parameters, except for the parameter w that
describes the mistag probability, which is now uniquely
deﬁned by wtagi for each state tagi rather than being a
global parameter w. At the likelihood level, the original
likelihood L(p, q, wtag) is now reparameterized for each
region as L(p, q, wtag1, wtag2, wtag3, ..., wtagn).
Since the model of Eq. (11.4.4) is deﬁned conditionally
on the discrete split observable c, the model makes no as-
sumptions on the distribution of events over the deﬁned
subsets, and since each subset is equipped with its own
nuisance parameter wtagi, also no assumption is made on
the variation of the mistag rates over the subsets. The split
likelihood is generally expected to improve the statistical
uncertainty on the parameter of interest: in the above ex-
ample, events with better than average mistag properties
will now weigh more strongly in the likelihood than events
with less than average mistag properties, when compared
to the original likelihood deﬁnition.
While the signal splitting technique can quickly in-
crease the number of parameters allowed to vary in the ﬁt,
the likelihood tends to be uncorrelated between the ‘split’
parameters and the minimization stability in Minuit is
not as strongly impacted as one might a priori expect. The
calculation of the covariance matrix by HESSE will never-
theless be more time consuming, as HESSE is not aware
of this block-diagonal form and will simply calculate all
covariance matrix elements.
11.5 Miscellaneous issues
11.5.1 Background subtraction and weighted events
An alternative approach to extracting signal properties
from a data sample with a known background contribu-
tion is to subtract the background in the data, using an
estimate from a sideband region, and then ﬁtting the back-
ground subtracted data samples with a signal-only model.
An advantage of the subtraction approach is that no
parametric form is needed to describe the distribution of
the background. Background subtraction can be applied
in both binned and unbinned ML estimates. In the latter
case, background events are added to the unbinned dataset
with negative weights. Another form of background sub-
traction is to reweight the data, using the sWeights de-
ﬁned in Eq. (11.2.14), in such a way that the sum of
weights reﬂects only the signal component. sWeights can
be either positive or negative.
In all cases of event weighting the distribution of the
expected event count in any given region is modiﬁed from
a Poisson distribution to a distribution that reﬂects the
eﬀect of the subtracted background distribution. In a χ2
ﬁt, the (squared) uncertainty associated with each bin is
the calculated with the sum of the squares of the weights
of the events in the bin, using the prescription for the
variance with weighted events:
σ2 = V =
N∑
i=1
w2i , (11.5.1)
where wi is the weight of the i-th of N events contributing
to a given bin. For example in a bin containing 20 events
with weight +1 and 10 events of weight −1, the uncer-
tainty on the weighted sum of 10 events is estimated as√
30, compared to
√
10 for a bin containing 10 events with
only positive weights.
In the likelihood formalism, the deﬁnition of the like-
lihood of Eq. (11.1.6) can be modiﬁed to include event
weights
− log L(p, q) = −
∑
i=0,...,n
wi · log F (xi;p, q), (11.5.2)
so that the ML estimators for the parameters p, q will take
the weights into account. The likelihood of Eq. (11.5.2) is
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however not directly suitable for variance estimators: un-
like a χ2 ﬁt, where the uncertainty associated with each
data point can be externally speciﬁed according to Eq.
(11.5.1), the variance estimator for these parameters will
not reﬂect the increased uncertainty and will simply (in-
correctly) assume Poisson uncertainties with μ =
∑
wi.
and will thus – in case of datasets with events that have
weights less than unity – underestimate the uncertainty.
Nevertheless it is possible to extract an approximately
correct covariance matrix by combining the ML estimate
of variance V given by Eq. (11.5.2) with another ML es-
timate of the variance (C) for which the weight wi in Eq.
(11.5.2) was substituted by w2i :
V ′ = V · C−1 · V. (11.5.3)
The estimation of errors using Eqs (11.5.2) and (11.5.3)
is not restricted to cases where event weights are ±1, but
can also be more generally applied to event samples with
arbitrary event weights.
11.5.2 Validation of ML ﬁts on complex models
Maximum likelihood ﬁts on complex models can be vali-
dated by studying their behavior on simulated data that
are sampled from the model itself. A typical study consists
of simulating many (of order 1000) data samples accord-
ing to the model under study, and ﬁtting the model to
each of these datasets. For every estimated parameter in
the ﬁt, the distribution of its pull, deﬁned as
pull(p) =
p̂− ptrue
σ(p̂)
(11.5.4)
can be examined. If the estimator p̂ is free of bias, i.e.
it will estimate the true value correctly on average, the
mean of the pull distribution will be consistent with zero.
If the estimator σ̂(p) represents the uncertainty correctly
the variance of the pull distribution will be consistent with
one. A too narrow pull distribution indicates that σ̂(p)
overestimates the uncertainty. Conversely, a too wide pull
distribution indicates that σ̂(p) underestimates the uncer-
tainty. Veriﬁcation of the absence of bias is of particular
importance for estimators of small yields for which ML
estimators can be rather imperfect. Studies on simulated
data can also be used to determine the expected spread
in (statistical) uncertainties on the physics parameter-of-
interest, indicating whether the uncertainty obtained on
the measured data was ‘lucky’ or not. For these studies,
in particular when studying the aspect of expected statis-
tical uncertainties, it is important to draw event samples
from a conditional model evaluated at the observed values
of the conditional observables (such as σΔt in decay time
dependent ﬁts), to get a maximally relevant answer.
Another aspect of validation of ML estimates is to
measure the goodness-of-ﬁt of the model f(x) with re-
spect to the data x. To do so, a test statistic T (x) must
be deﬁned to quantify the agreement between data and
model in some way. A common test statistic for this pur-
pose is Pearson’s χ2, which divides the data in bins and
measures the distance between the model prediction and
the data in each bin. The goodness-of-ﬁt is then expressed
by the p-value of the hypothesis that model f(x) is true,
calculating Eq. (11.1.14) using the chosen test statistic. If
the p-value is low, one may need to reject the model f as
a valid model.45 The χ2 test statistic is popular, despite
its requirement that the data must be binned, because
this test statistic is distribution-free: in the limit of suﬃ-
cient event counts in all bins the distribution of χ2 values
is independent of the distribution of the data predicted
by model f , simplifying the interpretation of χ2 values in
terms of probabilities.
Estimating the goodness-of-ﬁt for complex likelihood
models with multiple observables constitutes a more diﬃ-
cult problem: due to the large number of empty bins that
arise in binning multi-dimensional observables distribu-
tions the χ2 test statistic is no longer in the distribution-
free regime. Various unbinned multidimensional goodness-
of-ﬁt tests have been developed over the years (Aslan and
Zech, 2002), but are not as easy to use as the χ2 test in
the high-statistics regime for various reasons, e.g. because
they are not distribution-free either, and have not been
routinely used at the B Factories.
It should be noted that the unbinned maximum likeli-
hood itself is not a reliable goodness-of-ﬁt estimator. One
reason for this is that this test statistic does not generally
provide a sane deﬁnition of agreement between data and
model. For example, for a likelihood assuming an exponen-
tial decay law distribution, the maximum log-likelihood is
simply proportional to average lifetime of the events in the
data. Thus, all data samples with the same average life-
time will result in the same goodness-of-ﬁt independent of
the observed distribution of events. Another problem with
the maximum likelihood as goodness-of-ﬁt test statistic
is in obtaining the distribution of the test statistic: ML
estimates are not distribution free, unlike likelihood ra-
tios, so the expected distribution of ML values under the
hypothesis that model f is true, must be obtained from
an ensemble of pseudo-experiments. For models f(θ) with
parameters θ this poses a challenge as the true values of
the parameters are unknown. Instead, the distribution is
usually obtained from pseudo-experiments sampled from
the model f(θ̂) using the ML estimates of the parameters
θ̂. In the example of the decay law distribution, where
the maximum likelihood is simply proportional to the es-
timated lifetime τ̂ , the p-value for the hypothesis f(τ̂) will
then be close to 50% by construction and thus not provide
meaningful information on the goodness-of-ﬁt.
45 Note that since a goodness-of-ﬁt test is a hypothesis test in
which the alternate hypothesis is the set of all possible alter-
natives to the hypothesis f being tested, one cannot formulate
the alternate hypothesis, and thus not quantify the power of
the test: the probability that the hypothesis f is false and the
alternate hypothesis is true. One should therefore not conclude
from a high p-value that the hypothesis f is true.
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11.5.3 Computational optimizations of likelihood
calculations
Unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁts are computationally
intensive, and the ﬁts underlying many of the B Factory
results have taken many hours or even days to complete.
Eﬃcient computation of the likelihood is thus important.
In this section we discuss a number of the techniques that
are applied in many of the B Factory likelihood ﬁts to op-
timize computational eﬃciency. The techniques discussed
here are applied automatically in all RooFit-based like-
lihood implementations and have often been applied by
hand in custom likelihood implementations.
Constant term pre-calculation. In many models (partial)
expressions occur that do not depend on any ﬂoating
model parameter. These terms can be identiﬁed and pre-
calculated once at the beginning of the ﬁt.
Caching and lazy evaluation. Expensive objects such as
numeric integrals over functions, may not need to be re-
calculated every time their value is needed. By explicitly
tracking if input variables have changed and caching the
value of the previous outcome of the calculation, unnec-
essary repeated calculations can be prevented. For simul-
taneous ﬁts, this strategy is also applied to components
of the likelihood, so that these are only recalculated if a
parameter on which the component actually depends is
changed.
Analytical (partial) integrals. For many functions, analyt-
ical expressions are known for their integrals. By using
the analytical forms, expensive numeric integration can
be avoided. For multi-dimensional functions, knowledge
of partial analytical integrals can be used to reduce the
dimensionality of the numeric integration that is needed.
This is particularly eﬃcient in cases where the dimension
of the numeric integral is reduced to one, as numeric in-
tegrals in one dimension can be calculated much more
eﬃciently and with accurate convergence estimates than
multi-dimensional integrals.
Approximation of the complex error function. Many time-
dependent B-physics models that involve convolution with
Gaussian resolution models are expressed in terms of the
complex error function. Standard calculation of the com-
plex error function can take O(100) complex number mul-
tiplications to estimate its value. Instead, inside p.d.f.s
interpolation in a 2-dimensional lookup table is used to
speed up the calculation.
Parallelization of the likelihood calculation. The calcula-
tion of the likelihood is by its nature very suitable for
parallelized calculation. The wall-time of execution of ML
ﬁts can be decreased by roughly a factor N by paralleliz-
ing the likelihood calculation over all N available cores on
a multi-core host, or alternatively over multiple hosts.
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Chapter 12
Angular analysis
Editors:
Georges Vasseur (BABAR)
An angular analysis uses the information coming from
the angular distributions of the ﬁnal state particles. These
distributions depend on the spin and polarization of all
the particles involved in the decay chain. Consequently
an angular analysis may determine the spin of a particle
if unknown, and the polarization of the particles in a given
decay chain.
Furthermore, the angles of the Unitarity Triangle
have been determined, in several B-meson decay modes,
through the measurement of time-dependent CP asymme-
tries in vector-vector ﬁnal states, such as J/ψK∗, D∗D∗,
and ρρ, which have both CP -even and CP -odd compo-
nents. These components need to be disentangled in order
to extract the value of the CP asymmetry. This can be
achieved by performing an angular analysis.
In this chapter the angular analysis is described. The
formalism is presented in Section 12.1. An overview of the
main modes studied at the B Factories that require an
angular analysis is given in Section 12.2. Several analysis
details are discussed in Section 12.3. Finally angular ﬁts
are described in Section 12.4.
12.1 Formalism
12.1.1 Spin and helicity
The spin is a quantum number characterizing a particle.
It is a positive half-integer for particles called fermions
(for example, electrons, muons, and protons have a spin
of 12 ) or integer for particles called bosons (for example,
mesons). The spin J of a given particle and its parity P
are often given using the notation JP . According to the
values of JP , particles are referred to as scalars (0+: f0,
a0, K∗0 , ...), pseudoscalars (0
−: π, η, η′, K, D, ηc, B, ...),
vectors (1−: ρ, ω, φ, K∗, D∗, ψ, ...), axial vectors (1+: a1,
K1, ...), or tensors (2+: a2, K∗2 , ...).
The helicity h of a particle of spin J corresponds to the
projection of its spin along its momentum. For particles
with mass, it can be one of 2J + 1 values: −J , −J + 1,
..., J − 1, J . For massless particles, only two values are
allowed: −J and J . For example, photons, of spin 1, can
have two helicities, −1 and +1. More information on the
helicity formalism can be found in (Jacob and Wick, 1959).
12.1.2 Angular bases
Let us consider a spin 0 particle M0 (for example a B
meson or a D meson) decaying to two particles M1 and
M2. Since the spin of M0 is zero, the spin projection of
the ﬁnal state on the decay axis in the M0 rest frame
has to be zero. In other words, M1 and M2 must have
the same helicity. For example, if one of the ﬁnal state
particles has spin 0 and hence its helicity is 0, the helicity
of the other ﬁnal state particle must also be equal to 0: it
is longitudinally polarized.
Let us now focus on the case where at least one of the
direct decay products of M0 has spin 1 (a vector or axial
vector particle) and the other a spin greater or equal to
1. If M1 or M2 is of spin 1, h can take three values: −1,
0, and +1. There is one complex amplitude Ah associated
with each case: the longitudinal amplitude A0 and the
transverse ones A+1 and A−1. The three amplitudes (A0,
A+1, A−1) correspond to helicity eigenstates and deﬁne
the helicity basis.
For a CP eigenstate, the longitudinal amplitude is CP -
even, while the transverse ones are an admixture of CP -
even and CP -odd components. In the transversity basis
(AL, A‖, A⊥), the amplitudes correspond to CP eigen-
states:
CP -even longitudinal : AL = A0 ,
CP -even transverse : A‖ =
A+1+A−1√
2
,
CP -odd transverse : A⊥ =
A+1−A−1√
2
.
Both “0” and “L” subscripts are commonly used for
the longitudinal amplitude. In what follows, the latter
notation is used. Additional information on the subject
can be found in (Kramer and Palmer, 1992), in (Dunietz,
Quinn, Snyder, Toki, and Lipkin, 1991), and in the review
of polarization in B decays of (Beringer et al., 2012).
The fractions of each polarization amplitude are de-
ﬁned as fL,‖,⊥ =
|AL,‖,⊥|2
Σ|Ah|2 , where h runs on the three po-
larization eigenstates. They satisfy the relation fL + f‖ +
f⊥ = 1. The phase diﬀerences of the two transverse ampli-
tudes with respect to the longitudinal one are deﬁned as
φ‖,⊥ = Arg(A‖,⊥/AL). As the decay is described by three
independent complex amplitudes, AL, A‖, and A⊥, there
are six independent real parameters, often chosen as fL,
f⊥, φ‖, φ⊥, the total decay rate Γ , and an overall phase
δ0.
This overall phase is meaningless in most cases. It is
relevant when there exists an external amplitude which
can be used as a reference to measure it. This is the case,
for example, if one of the B-meson daughters is a K∗. In
addition to the three amplitudes, AL, A‖, A⊥, describing
the decay mode with the K∗, there is another amplitude
A00 associated with the related decay mode where the K∗
is replaced by the J = 0 (Kπ) wave, K∗0 . The overall phase
can be deﬁned as δ0 = Arg(A00/AL). As both the K∗ and
K∗0 decay to the same ﬁnal state Kπ, the δ0 phase can be
measured through interference between the B → M1K∗
and B → M1K∗0 decays (Aubert, 2008bf).
The total amplitude may also be expressed as a func-
tion of S, P , or D partial waves, characterized by the rel-
ative orbital angular momentum L between M1 and M2,
L being equal to 0, 1, and 2 for S, P , and D waves re-
spectively. The partial wave basis is used for example in
(Chung, 1997).
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The expressions for the angular dependence are rela-
tively simple in the helicity and transversity bases. They
are given in the next subsections.
12.1.3 Angular distributions in the helicity basis
v
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Figure 12.1.1. The three angles in the helicity frame: θ1,
θ2, and φ, shown in the example of B → ρ−ρ+ decays. The
B → ρ−ρ+, ρ− → π−π0, and ρ+ → π+π0 decays are repre-
sented in the B, ρ−, and ρ+ rest frames respectively. The unit
vector v deﬁnes the direction of the ρ− in the B rest frame,
or equivalently the direction of (opposite to) the line of ﬂight
of the B in the ρ+ (ρ−) rest frame. The decay plane of the ρ−
(ρ+) is deﬁned by the c (d) and v unit vectors. Here φ is the
angle between the two decay planes and θ1 (θ2) is the polar
angle of the π− (π+) with v (−v).
In the helicity frame, in the case of the M0 → M1M2
decay with M1 and M2 each subsequently undergoing a
two-body decay, the relevant angles are the polar angle
θ1 of a decay product of M1 with respect to the direc-
tion opposite to the line of ﬂight of M0 in the M1 rest
frame, the angle θ2 for M2 (same as θ1 for M1), and the
angle φ between the decay planes of M1 and M2 in the
M0 rest frame. The choice of the decay product of M1
(M2) used to deﬁne θ1 (θ2) is arbitrary, but it must be
consistent throughout the analysis. Figure 12.1.1 shows
the three angles in the case of B → ρ−ρ+ decays, with
ρ− → π−π0 and ρ+ → π+π0. If Mi (i = 1 or 2) undergoes
a three-body decay, θi is deﬁned as the angle between the
normal of the decay plane of Mi with respect to the di-
rection opposite to the line of ﬂight of M0 in the Mi rest
frame.
The diﬀerential decay rate in the helicity frame can be
expressed as:
1
Γ
d3Γ
d cos θ1 d cos θ2 dφ
=
9
8π
Σ αi gi(cos θ1, cos θ2, φ) . (12.1.1)
The gi functions depend on the quantum numbers of
the particles in the decay chain and are given for the most
common cases in the next section. The αi are real param-
eters, which can be expressed as functions of the fractions
fL, f‖, f⊥ and of the phase diﬀerences φ‖, φ⊥ Beringer
et al. (2012):
α1 =
|AL|2
Σ|Ah|2 = fL ,
α2 =
|A‖|2 + |A⊥|2
Σ|Ah|2 = 1− fL ,
α3 =
|A‖|2 − |A⊥|2
Σ|Ah|2 = f‖ − f⊥ , (12.1.2)
α4 =
Im(A⊥A∗‖)
Σ|Ah|2 =
√
f⊥f‖ sin(φ⊥ − φ‖) ,
α5 =
Re(A‖A∗L)
Σ|Ah|2 =
√
f‖fL cos(φ‖) ,
α6 =
Im(A⊥A∗L)
Σ|Ah|2 =
√
f⊥fL sin(φ⊥) .
12.1.4 Angular distributions in the transversity basis
The angles used in the transversity frame are illustrated
in Figure 12.1.2 for the decay mode B → ρ+ρ−. The angle
θ1 has the same deﬁnition as in the helicity frame. In the
M2 rest frame, the axes (x,y,z) are deﬁned such that the
x-axis has the direction opposite to the momentum of the
M1 particle, the z-axis is normal to the decay plane of the
M1 particle, and the projection of the momentum along
the y-axis is positive for the decay product of M1 that is
used to deﬁne θ1 (the π− in the example of Figure 12.1.2).
Then θtr and φtr are the polar and azimuthal angles of
one decay product of M2. They are called the transversity
angles.
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Figure 12.1.2. The three angles in the transversity frame: θ1,
θtr, and φtr, shown in the example of B → ρ+ρ− decays. Here
θ1 is the angle of the π
− with the ρ− direction. And θtr (φtr)
is the polar (azimuthal) angle of the π+ in the ρ+ rest frame.
It is convenient to write the diﬀerential decay rate, as
in the helicity frame, as the sum of six terms:
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1
Γ
d3Γ
d cos θ1 d cos θtr dφtr
=
9
8π
Σ αtri g
tr
i (cos θ1, cos θtr, φtr) , (12.1.3)
with αtri = αi, except for
αtr2 =
α2 + α3
2
=
|A‖|2
Σ|Ah|2 = f‖ ,
αtr3 =
α2 − α3
2
=
|A⊥|2
Σ|Ah|2 = f⊥ . (12.1.4)
12.1.5 CP violation
If both the M0 decay and its charge conjugate M0 decay
are considered, there are now six complex amplitudes or
twelve real parameters to describe the two decays. They
can be chosen as the six parameters, Γ , fL, f⊥, φ‖, φ⊥,
and δ0, already given for the M0 decay, and the corre-
sponding ones, Γ , fL, f⊥, φ‖, φ⊥, and δ0, for the M0
decay. Alternatively they can be deﬁned as the six aver-
ages of the M0 and M0 parameters and the six diﬀerences
between M0 and M0 parameters, written below:
ACP =
Γ − Γ
Γ + Γ
,
ALCP =
fL − fL
fL + fL
,
A⊥CP =
f⊥ − f⊥
f⊥ + f⊥
, (12.1.5)
Δφ‖ =
1
2
(φ‖ − φ‖) ,
Δφ⊥ =
1
2
(φ⊥ − φ⊥ − π) ,
Δδ0 =
1
2
(δ0 − δ0) .
The quantity π, introduced in the deﬁnition of Δφ⊥,
is the phase diﬀerence between A⊥ and A⊥ if CP were
conserved. CP violation can be established in an angular
analysis if one measures a non-zero value for any of these
last six parameters.
12.1.6 Time dependence
The transversity basis is most suited to study CP vio-
lation in time-dependent asymmetries in neutral B de-
cays. Where τ is the B0 lifetime, Δmd is the mass dif-
ference responsible for the B0-B
0
oscillations, and Δt is
the proper time diﬀerence between the decay times of the
two B mesons (see Section 10), the time-evolution for each
amplitude is given by:
AL(Δt) = AL(0) e−imΔt e−|Δt|/2τ
×
(
cos
ΔmdΔt
2
+ iηλL sin
ΔmdΔt
2
)
,
A‖(Δt) = A‖(0) e−imΔt e−|Δt|/2τ (12.1.6)
×
(
cos
ΔmdΔt
2
+ iηλ‖ sin
ΔmdΔt
2
)
,
A⊥(Δt) = A⊥(0) e−imΔt e−|Δt|/2τ
×
(
cos
ΔmdΔt
2
− iηλ⊥ sin ΔmdΔt2
)
.
The η parameter equals 1 for B decays and −1 for B
decays. The parameter λ, introduced in Section 10, may
have three values, λL, λ‖, and λ⊥, which are in general dif-
ferent from each other. The total amplitude is the sum of
the three amplitudes, and the time-dependent total neu-
tral B-meson decay rate is expressed as:
Γ (Δt) = |AL(Δt) + A‖(Δt) + A⊥(Δt)|2 (12.1.7)
= |AL(Δt)|2 + |A‖(Δt)|2 + |A⊥(Δt)|2
+2Re(A‖(Δt)A∗L(Δt) + A⊥(Δt)A
∗
L(Δt)
+A⊥(Δt)A∗‖(Δt)) .
Thus the time-dependence of the various terms enter-
ing the diﬀerential decay rate needs to be obtained. Since
equivalent expressions describe the two CP -even ampli-
tudes AL and A‖, the “+” subscript is used to denote
both “L” and “‖” to minimize the number of relations to
be used:
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|A+(Δt)|2 = |A+(0)|2 e−|Δt|/τ
(
1 + |λ+|2
2
+
1− |λ+|2
2
cos(ΔmdΔt)
−η Imλ+ sin(ΔmdΔt)
)
,
|A⊥(Δt)|2 = |A⊥(0)|2 e−|Δt|/τ
(
1 + |λ⊥|2
2
+
1− |λ⊥|2
2
cos(ΔmdΔt)
+η Imλ⊥ sin(ΔmdΔt)
)
,
A‖(Δt)A∗L(Δt) = A‖(0)A
∗
L(0) e
−|Δt|/τ
(
1 + λ‖λ∗L
2
+
1− λ‖λ∗L
2
cos(ΔmdΔt)
+
iη
2
(λ‖ − λ∗L) sin(ΔmdΔt)
)
,
A⊥(Δt)A∗+(Δt) = A⊥(0)A
∗
+(0) e
−|Δt|/τ
(
1− λ⊥λ∗+
2
+
1 + λ⊥λ∗+
2
cos(ΔmdΔt)
− iη
2
(λ⊥ + λ∗+) sin(ΔmdΔt)
)
.
(12.1.8)
These general expressions are rather complex. How-
ever, they can be simpliﬁed under certain assumptions.
If the ﬁnal state interactions can be neglected, the three
parameters, λL, λ‖ and λ⊥ are equal to a common value
λ. If direct CP -violation eﬀects can also be neglected, λ
satisﬁes |λ| = 1. The expressions for the time-dependent
terms then become:
|A+(Δt)|2 = |A+(0)|2 e−|Δt|/τ (1− η Imλ sin(ΔmdΔt)) ,
|A⊥(Δt)|2 = |A⊥(0)|2 e−|Δt|/τ (1 + η Imλ sin(ΔmdΔt)) ,
Re(A‖(Δt)A∗L(Δt)) =
Re(A‖(0)A∗L(0)) e
−|Δt|/τ (1− η Imλ sin(ΔmdΔt)) ,
Im(A⊥(Δt)A∗+(Δt)) = (12.1.9)
Im(A⊥(0)A∗+(0)) e
−|Δt|/τ cos(ΔmdΔt)
−Re(A⊥(0)A∗+(0)) e−|Δt|/τηReλ sin(ΔmdΔt) .
In the case of the B → K∗J/ψ decay mode, where
λ = e2iβ , the ﬁrst three terms of Eq. (12.1.9) have the
usual Imλ = sin 2β coeﬃcient in front of sin(ΔmdΔt),
while the last term introduces a Reλ = cos 2β coeﬃcient,
allowing one to resolve an ambiguity on the measurement
of β (Aubert, 2005c), as discussed in Section 17.6.
12.2 List of modes
The common decay modes are reviewed here according
to the type of the particles M0, M1, M2 and, when rel-
evant, the daughters of M1 and M2. In the title of the
subsections, P , V , and T stand for pseudoscalar, vector,
and tensor mesons, respectively, while l(γ) is for a lepton
(photon). When two vector mesons with diﬀerent decay
types are present, they are labeled V1 and V2.
For each mode, the expressions governing the angu-
lar distributions are given. The procedure to derive the
formulae can be found elsewhere (Chung, 1971; Richman,
1984).
12.2.1 V → PP
Let us start with the simple case of a vector meson decay-
ing to two pseudoscalar mesons. The distribution of the
helicity angle θ1 of the vector meson depends upon the
polarization of the vector meson.
For longitudinal polarization, the distribution is given
by:
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θ1
=
3
2
cos2 θ1 . (12.2.1)
For transverse polarization, the expression is the fol-
lowing:
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θ1
=
3
4
sin2 θ1 . (12.2.2)
The latter case applies to the decay Υ (4S) → BB,
as the Υ (4S) vector meson produced in e+e− collisions
through a virtual photon is transversely polarized. Hence
the angle of the B-meson direction with respect to the
beam axis at the B Factories is governed by Eq. (12.2.2).
12.2.2 P → V P , V → PP
The case of a pseudoscalar meson decaying to a pseu-
doscalar meson and a vector meson, which then decays
to two pseudoscalar mesons, is found for example in the
following modes:
– B → ρπ, with ρ → ππ,
– B → D∗π, with D∗ → Dπ,
– B → D∗D, with D∗ → Dπ.
This case was brieﬂy mentioned in Section 12.1. Here
there is no degree of freedom. As the helicity of the pseu-
doscalar meson is 0, the helicity of the vector meson must
also be 0: it is then known that the vector meson is longitu-
dinally polarized. Hence the distribution of the θ1 angle is
determined: it follows Eq. (12.2.1). In such modes, where
the angular distribution is known, the helicity angle can
be used in the selection for background rejection.
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12.2.3 P → V γ , V → PP and P → Tγ , T → PP
Similarly, if a pseudoscalar meson decays to a photon and
a vector meson, which then decays to two pseudoscalar
mesons, as in the mode:
– B → K∗γ, with K∗ → Kπ,
the vector meson can only have an helicity which is allowed
for the photon, i.e. ±1. So it is transversely polarized.
Consequently the distribution of the θ1 angle is given by
Eq. (12.2.2).
When applying the same argument to a pseudoscalar
meson decaying to a photon and a tensor meson, which
then decays to two pseudoscalar mesons, such as:
– B → K∗2 (1430)γ, with K∗2 (1430) → Kπ,
it is found that the tensor meson can only have helicity
±1. In this case the θ1 angle is distributed according to:
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θ1
=
15
4
sin2 θ1 cos2 θ1 . (12.2.3)
12.2.4 P → V V , V → PP
The case of a pseudoscalar meson decaying to two vec-
tor mesons, each of them decaying to two pseudoscalar
mesons, can be illustrated by the following decay modes:
– B → ρρ, with ρ → ππ,
– B → K∗ρ, with K∗ → Kπ and ρ → ππ,
– B → K∗φ, with K∗ → Kπ and φ → K+K−,
– B → D∗K∗, with D∗ → Dπ and K∗ → Kπ,
– B → D∗D∗, with D∗ → Dπ.
Both bases have been used to analyse this type of de-
cay. In the helicity basis, the gi functions of Eq. (12.1.1)
have the following angular dependence:
g1 = cos2 θ1 cos2 θ2 ,
g2 =
1
4
sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2 ,
g3 =
1
4
sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2 cos 2φ , (12.2.4)
g4 = −η 12 sin
2 θ1 sin2 θ2 sin 2φ ,
g5 =
1
2
√
2
sin 2θ1 sin 2θ2 cos φ ,
g6 = −η 1
2
√
2
sin 2θ1 sin 2θ2 sinφ .
When integrating over the φ angle, the last four terms
g3−g6 disappear and the diﬀerential decay rate reduces to
the following expression, with fL as the single parameter:
1
Γ
d2Γ
d cos θ1d cos θ2
= (12.2.5)
9
4
(
fL cos2 θ1 cos2 θ2 + (1− fL)14 sin
2 θ1 sin2 θ2
)
.
In the transversity basis the corresponding gtri func-
tions appearing in Eq. (12.1.3) are:
gtr1 = cos
2 θ1 sin2 θtr cos2 φtr ,
gtr2 =
1
2
sin2 θ1 sin2 θtr sin2 φtr ,
gtr3 =
1
2
sin2 θ1 cos2 θtr , (12.2.6)
gtr4 = −η
1
2
sin2 θ1 sin 2θtr sinφtr ,
gtr5 =
1
2
√
2
sin 2θ1 sin2 θtr sin 2φtr ,
gtr6 = −η
1
2
√
2
sin 2θ1 sin 2θtr cos φtr .
After integrating over the φtr angle, the last three
terms disappear and the diﬀerential decay rate simpliﬁes
to:
1
Γ
d2Γ
d cos θ1d cos θtr
=
9
8
(
fL cos2 θ1 sin2 θtr
+f‖
1
2
sin2 θ1 sin2 θtr + f⊥ sin2 θ1 cos2 θtr
)
.
(12.2.7)
This expression allows the extraction of the fraction
of the three amplitudes. Figure 12.2.1 illustrates, in the
case of the B0 → D∗+D∗− analysis (Miyake, 2005), the
sine square (cosine square) dependence on θtr of the AL
and A‖ amplitudes (A⊥ amplitude) and the cosine square
(sine square) dependence on θ1 of the AL amplitude (A‖
and A⊥ amplitudes).
The following expression, depending only on the frac-
tion f⊥ of the CP -odd amplitude, is obtained by integrat-
ing also over the θ1 angle:
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θtr
= (12.2.8)
3
4
(
(1− f⊥) sin2 θtr + 2f⊥ cos2 θtr
)
.
12.2.5 P → V V , V1 → Pγ , V2 → PP
Vector-vector ﬁnal states, where one vector meson decays
to a pseudoscalar meson and a photon and the other one
to two pseudoscalar mesons, include:
– B → D∗K∗, with D∗ → Dγ and K∗ → Kπ,
– B → D∗sρ, with D∗s → Dsγ and ρ → ππ,
– B → D∗sD∗, with D∗s → Dsγ and D∗ → Dπ,
– Bs → D∗sρ, with D∗s → Dsγ and ρ → ππ.
Here the helicity basis is used and the diﬀerential decay
rate, integrated over the φ angle, is expressed as:
1
Γ
d2Γ
d cos θ1d cos θ2
= (12.2.9)
9
4
(
fL sin2 θ1 cos2 θ2 + (1− fL)14 (1 + cos
2 θ1) sin2 θ2
)
.
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Figure 12.2.1. Angular distributions in the transversity frame
for (top) cos θtr and (bottom) cos θ1, shown in the example of
the B0 → D∗+D∗− analysis (Miyake, 2005). The points with
error bars represent the data. The dot-dashed, dotted, and
dashed lines correspond to the AL, A‖, and A⊥ amplitudes
respectively. The lower solid line is the background (BG), while
the upper solid line shows the sum of all contributions. The
asymmetry in the cos θ1 distribution is due to an ineﬃciency
for low momentum track reconstruction.
12.2.6 P → V V , V → Pγ
An example of a vector-vector ﬁnal state, where both vec-
tor mesons decay to a pseudoscalar meson and a photon,
is:
– Bs → D∗sD∗s , with D∗s → Dsγ.
The diﬀerential decay rate in the helicity basis, inte-
grated over the φ angle, is:
1
Γ
d2Γ
d cos θ1d cos θ2
=
9
4
(
fL sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2 (12.2.10)
+ (1− fL)14 (1 + cos
2 θ1)(1 + cos2 θ2)
)
.
12.2.7 P → V V , V1 → PP , V2 → ll
In the case of a B-meson decay to two vector mesons,
where M1 decays to two pseudoscalar mesons and M2 de-
cays to two leptons, the transversity basis is used. An ex-
ample of this is B → K∗ψ, with K∗ → Kπ and ψ → e+e−,
where ψ is either J/ψ or ψ(2S). The gtri functions have
the following angular dependence:
gtr1 =
1
2
cos2 θ1(1− sin2 θtr cos2 φtr) ,
gtr2 =
1
4
sin2 θ1(1− sin2 θtr sin2 φtr) ,
gtr3 =
1
4
sin2 θ1 sin2 θtr , (12.2.11)
gtr4 = η
1
4
sin2 θ1 sin 2θtr sinφtr ,
gtr5 = −
1
4
√
2
sin 2θ1 sin2 θtr sin 2φtr ,
gtr6 = η
1
4
√
2
sin 2θ1 sin 2θtr cos φtr .
12.2.8 P → V V , V1 → PP , V2 → V γ
The case of a B-meson decay to two vector mesons, where
M1 decays to two pseudoscalar mesons and M2 decays
to a vector meson and a photon, is illustrated by the de-
cay B → K∗χc1, with K∗ → Kπ and χc1 → J/ψγ. The
transversity basis is used in this case. The gtri functions
have the following angular dependence:
gtr1 =
1
2
cos2 θ1(1 + sin2 θtr cos2 φtr) ,
gtr2 =
1
4
sin2 θ1(1 + sin2 θtr sin2 φtr) ,
gtr3 =
1
4
sin2 θ1(2 cos2 θtr + sin2 θtr) , (12.2.12)
gtr4 = −η
1
4
sin2 θ1 sin 2θtr sinφtr ,
gtr5 = −
1
4
√
2
sin 2θ1 sin2 θtr sin 2φtr ,
gtr6 = −η
1
4
√
2
sin 2θ1 sin 2θtr cos φtr .
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12.2.9 P → TV , T → PP , V → PP
The mode B → K∗2 (1430)φ, with K∗2 (1430) → Kπ and
φ → K+K−, is an example of a pseudoscalar meson de-
caying to a tensor and a vector meson, each of them de-
caying to two pseudoscalar mesons. In the helicity basis
the gi functions have the following angular dependence
(Datta et al., 2008):
g1 =
5
12
(3 cos2 θ1 − 1)2 cos2 θ2 ,
g2 =
5
4
cos2 θ1 sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2 ,
g3 =
5
4
cos2 θ1 sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2 cos 2φ , (12.2.13)
g4 = −η 52 cos
2 θ1 sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2 sin 2φ ,
g5 =
5
8
√
6
(3 cos2 θ1 − 1) sin 2θ1 sin 2θ2 cos φ ,
g6 = −η 5
8
√
6
(3 cos2 θ1 − 1) sin 2θ1 sin 2θ2 sinφ .
After integrating over the φ angle, the four last terms
disappear and the diﬀerential decay rate depends simply
on the parameter fL:
1
Γ
d2Γ
d cos θ1d cos θ2
=
15
16
(
fL(3 cos2 θ1 − 1)2 cos2 θ2
+ 3(1− fL) cos2 θ1 sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2
)
.
(12.2.14)
12.3 Analysis details
12.3.1 Generators
In order to perform an angular analysis it is important
to have simulated data with the correct angular distribu-
tions. This allows one to calculate, for example, the correct
eﬃciencies on the signal (see the next subsection) and to
study how well (with how much bias) the angular ﬁts de-
scribed in Section 12.4 can extract the ﬁtted parameters.
Here is a brief explanation of how this is achieved in
the EvtGen event generator (Lange, 2001) introduced in
Chapter 3. The crucial point is that decay amplitudes,
and not probabilities, are used for each step in the gen-
eration of a decay chain. This allows one to include all
angular correlations in the entire decay chain. Each parti-
cle is described according to the value of its spin and mass
by an object with the corresponding number of degrees of
freedom. Each decay in the decay chain is handled by a
speciﬁc model taking into account the spin of the initial
and ﬁnal state particles. Relevant parameters can be given
as arguments to the decay model. For example in the case
of the model describing the decay of a scalar to two vec-
tor mesons, the six arguments are the magnitude and the
phase of the three helicity amplitudes.
12.3.2 Experimental eﬀects
A large number of angular analyses require cuts on the
helicity angles, θi (i = 1 or 2), as the region at high val-
ues of | cos θi|, which usually corresponds to soft decay
products, has a rapidly changing eﬃciency and may be
dominated by background. The cut may be asymmetric
if the decay products are diﬀerent. For example, if one of
the decay products is a ρ+ vector meson, decaying subse-
quently into π+π0, the kinematics of the ρ+-meson decay
are strongly correlated with the value of the relevant he-
licity angle θi. Assuming θi was deﬁned with respect to
the π+, high (cos θi ∼ 1), medium (cos θi ∼ 0), and low
(cos θi ∼ −1) values correspond respectively to a decay
with a hard π+ and a soft π0, two pions of similar mo-
mentum, and a hard π0 and a soft π+ in the laboratory
frame. Since there is usually a huge background of low
momentum π0s, an upper cut on cos θi in this case sould
be tighter than a lower cut in order to reduce the soft π0
background.
For the same reason, the reconstruction eﬃciency de-
pends upon the fraction of longitudinal polarization. Deﬁn-
ing L (T ) as the reconstruction eﬃciency obtained if the
signal was completely longitudinally (transversely) polar-
ized, i.e. fL = 1 (fL = 0), L and T would be diﬀer-
ent, usually with L < T . This eﬀect has to be taken
into account to correct the measured raw value fmeasL of
the fraction of longitudinal polarization to obtain the true
longitudinal polarization fraction:
fL =
fmeasL
fmeasL + (1− fmeasL ) LT
. (12.3.1)
Similarly, the rate of mis-reconstructed signal events de-
pends on the value of the fraction of longitudinal polar-
ization.
In the various analyses, the eﬃciency is often modeled
as a function of cos θi (i = 1 or 2) with an appropriate
function A(cos θi). Figure 12.3.1 illustrates the eﬃciency
function in the case of the B0 → φK∗0 analysis (Au-
bert, 2008bf). This otherwise smooth function shows some
sharp dips due to D meson vetoes (special cuts applied
in the analysis in order to reject the background coming
from a D meson decay), as seen in Figure 12.3.1(a) near
cos θ1 = 0.8.
12.3.3 Caveats
Here is a discussion of some technical points that should
be considered in speciﬁc angular analyses.
When studying decays with identical particles in the
ﬁnal state, the formulae need to be symmetrized. For ex-
ample the B0 → ρ0ρ0 → (π+π−)(π+π−) decay has four
bosons, identical by pairs, in the ﬁnal state. In this case the
amplitude A(p+1 , p
−
1 , p
+
2 , p
−
2 ), as a function of the four-
momenta, p+1 , p
+
2 , p
−
1 , and p
−
2 , of the two π
+ and the
two π−, has to be replaced by the symmetrized amplitude
under the permutations p+1 → p+2 and p−1 → p−2 .
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Figure 12.3.1. Angular eﬃciency functions for H1 = cos θ1
(here θ1 is the angle associated with the Kπ system) in the
cases of (a) B0 → φK±π∓ and (b) B0 → φK0sπ0 (Aubert,
2008bf). The wiggles in the upper plot are due to the D meson
vetoes.
When performing a multi-variable maximum likelihood
ﬁt, care has to be taken for correlations between variables.
In particular, continuum events tend to have correlations
between the masses of the reconstructed Mi (i = 1 or
2) candidates and the cosine of their helicity angles. A
solution is to use a two-dimensional probability density
function in this case.
12.4 Angular ﬁts
In this section, the various types of angular ﬁts which have
been performed are quickly reviewed.
12.4.1 Dedicated or global ﬁts
Two strategies are possible:
– The signal yield is ﬁrst extracted using variables such
as mES and ΔE. Second, only the angular variables are
ﬁtted to extract the polarization information. Where
appropriate, time-dependent information can be ob-
tained in a third step.
– A single maximum likelihood ﬁt is performed using
the signal selection variables, as well as the angular
variables, and any relevant time-dependence. The po-
larization parameters are determined in the ﬁt at the
same time as other parameters such as signal yields.
The angular parameters can usually be extracted in
time-integrated analyses. Numerous results in various de-
cay modes are given in this book, in particular in Sec-
tion 17.4. The time-dependence, when used, is added es-
sentially to study CP violation, as shown in Sections 17.6
and 17.7.
The angular information is also used in Dalitz analyses,
through either the helicity formalism or Zemach tensors,
as described in Chapter 13.
12.4.2 Partial and complete angular analyses
Most angular analyses integrate over the angle φ, for which
the acceptance in the B Factory detectors is uniform, to
determine the fraction of longitudinally polarized events:
fL. The helicity basis is the natural one to use in this
case, as the two daughters are treated symmetrically. The
formulae to ﬁt have been given in Section 12.2 for diﬀerent
cases:
– Eq. (12.2.5) for P → V V , V → PP ,
– Eq. (12.2.9) for P → V V , V1 → Pγ , V2 → PP ,
– Eq. (12.2.10) for P → V V , V → Pγ,
– Eq. (12.2.14) for P → TV , T → PP, V → PP .
Partial angular analyses have been performed to mea-
sure fL in a large number of decay modes, such as B → ρρ,
B → K∗ρ, and B → D∗K∗. In some cases, the angular
analysis is performed to disentangle the CP -even and CP -
odd components. In that case, f⊥ has to be measured and
the transversity basis is more suited for such a partial an-
gular analysis. If the decay is dominated by the CP -even
longitudinal polarization, however, one can eﬀectively use
either basis and deal with the small transverse component
when addressing systematic uncertainties. If no attempt
is made to disentangle the CP -even and CP -odd compo-
nents, the mixture of these two components results in a
dilution of the CP asymmetry.
Finally, in a limited number of channels, a complete an-
gular ﬁt has been performed to measure not only the frac-
tions of the three amplitudes, but also the relative phases
between them. Of course, the complete angular analysis
is more diﬃcult than the partial one, as it implies ﬁt-
ting more free parameters. Consequently it requires suﬃ-
ciently large data samples. Such an analysis has been per-
formed in the B-meson decays to φK∗, both in the vector-
vector modes (B+ → φK∗+ and B0 → φK∗0) using either
Eq. (12.2.4) or Eq. (12.2.6), and in the vector-tensor mode
(B0 → φK∗02 (1430)) using Eq. (12.2.13). More details can
be found in (Chen, 2005a), (Aubert, 2007c), and (Aubert,
2008bf). A complete angular analysis was also performed
in the B-meson decays to charmonium K∗, according to
Eq. (12.2.11) when the charmonium decays to two leptons
(B+ → J/ψK∗+, B0 → J/ψK∗0, and B0 → ψ(2S)K∗0),
and to Eq. (12.2.12) when the charmonium decays to a
vector meson and a photon (B0 → χc1K∗0). They are
documented in (Aubert, 2005c), (Itoh, 2005b), and (Au-
bert, 2007x).
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12.4.3 Other angular analyses
Not all the types of angular analyses have been covered
in this chapter and other kinds of angular analyses have
also been performed at B Factories. The goal may be to
determine the unknown spin of a particle by studying the
angular distribution of its decay products. Examples can
be found in charmed meson spectroscopy (Section 19.3)
and in charmed baryon spectroscopy (Section 19.4). An-
gular analyses also allow one to study angular asymme-
tries or correlations, in particular in the case of baryonic
decay modes which are presented in Section 17.12, in or-
der to investigate the underlying dynamics of the decay.
Finally, in two-photon physics, described in Chapter 22,
the angular dependence of the diﬀerential cross section for
various processes is studied.
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13.1 Introduction
Dalitz-plot analysis is a powerful technique that involves
studying the amplitude for the decay of a parent parti-
cle into a three-body ﬁnal state. Compared to two-body
decays, the three-body decay possesses intrinsic degrees
of freedom that permit the determination of the relative
magnitudes and phases of interfering amplitudes. The types
of measurements that can beneﬁt from using the Dalitz-
plot analysis technique include:
– Searches for new states;
– Measurements of properties of resonances — masses,
widths, quantum numbers;
– CP violation searches and measurements of the asso-
ciated parameters;
– Studies of ﬂavor mixing.
This chapter starts with a discussion of the kinematics
of three-body decays (Sections 13.1.1 and 13.1.2) before
describing the formalisms commonly used to model the
three-body decay amplitude (Section 13.2). This is fol-
lowed by an outline of the experimental eﬀects that must
also be accounted for in order to successfully describe the
distribution of the data over the Dalitz plot (Section 13.3).
Technical details of the implementation are presented in
Section 13.4 before a discussion of the uncertainties arising
from the chosen model (Section 13.5).
13.1.1 Three-body decay phase space
In the case of a two-body decay, the energies of the ﬁnal
state particles in the center-of-mass frame are fully de-
termined by the conservation of energy and momentum,
up to an overall rotation. In contrast, the kinematics of
three-body decays are not similarly constrained: after re-
quiring energy and momentum conservation in the system
of three ﬁnal state particles, there are ﬁve remaining de-
grees of freedom. In the case where the initial and ﬁnal
state particles all have spin zero, after taking into account
arbitrary rotations, two degrees of freedom remain. The
amplitude of the decay can thus be represented as a func-
tion of two parameters; the scatter plot of this pair of
parameters is called the Dalitz plot (Dalitz distribution).
There is freedom in the choice of which two parameters
one uses to describe the amplitude of a three-body decay.
It is often convenient to choose a pair of parameters where
the phase-space term is constant within the kinematically
allowed region in the two-dimensional space spanned by
these variables. In this case the structure of the amplitude
becomes apparent. This can be achieved by taking either
the kinetic energies of two of the ﬁnal-state particles, or
the squares of the invariant masses of two pairs of ﬁnal-
state particles. The former parameterization is convenient
for nonrelativistic decays and was originally proposed by
R. H. Dalitz to study the decay of charged kaons to three
pions (Dalitz, 1953). The corresponding relativistic formu-
lation was ﬁrst introduced in Fabri (1954). However, the
latter approach is generally more suitable for relativistic
decays and has an additional advantage that it allows for
easy determination of the masses of intermediate states.
For a particle of mass M decaying into three particles de-
noted as a, b and c, the diﬀerential decay probability is
dΓ =
1
(2π)3
1
32M3
|A|2dm2abdm2bc , (13.1.1)
where mab and mbc are the invariant masses of the pairs of
particles ab and bc, respectively. Thus, any nonuniformity
observed in the distribution of the variables m2ab and m
2
bc
is due to the dynamical structure of the decay amplitude
A. Most of the analyses performed at the B Factories deal
with the Dalitz plot expressed this way; the exception to
this will be considered in Section 13.4.1.
13.1.2 Boundaries, kinematic constraints
The invariant masses of pairs of ﬁnal-state particles are
related by the linear dependence:
m2ab + m
2
bc + m
2
ac = M
2 + m2a + m
2
b + m
2
c . (13.1.2)
The range of invariant masses m2bc can be written in terms
of either one of the other squared invariant masses (e.g.,
m2ab):
(m2bc)max = (E
∗
b + E
∗
c )
2 − (p∗b − p∗c)2 ,
(m2bc)min = (E
∗
b + E
∗
c )
2 − (p∗b + p∗c)2 ,
(13.1.3)
where
E∗b =
m2ab −m2a + m2b
2mab
, E∗c =
M2 −m2ab −m2c
2mab
,
(13.1.4)
are the energies of particles b and c in the ab rest frame
and
p∗b =
√
E∗2b −m2b , p∗c =
√
E∗2c −m2c , (13.1.5)
are the corresponding momenta.
The region of kinematically allowed phase space de-
scribed by these constraints is shown in Fig. 13.1.1. The
points on the boundary of the phase space correspond
to the conﬁgurations where the ﬁnal state particles are
collinear. In particular, three extreme points where m2ab,
m2bc, or m
2
ac are maximal, correspond to the conﬁgurations
with one of the particles produced at rest (in the frame of
the decaying particle).
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Figure 13.1.1. Kinematic boundaries of the three-body decay
phase space and illustration of various kinematic conﬁgurations
of the ﬁnal-state particles for characteristic Dalitz plot points.
In this example, the B0 → π−D0K+ phase space is shown;
a = π−, b = D0, c = K+.
13.2 Amplitude description
Experimental data show that nonleptonic three-body B
and D decays proceed predominantly through resonant
two-body decays. For three-body decays of a spin-zero
particle P (e.g., a D or B meson) to pseudoscalar ﬁnal-
state particles abc, the baseline model commonly adopted
to describe the decay amplitude A(m2ab, m2bc) consists of a
coherent sum of two-body amplitudes (subscript r) and
a “nonresonant” (subscript NR) contribution (Beringer
et al., 2012),
A(m) =
∑
r
are
iφrAr(m) + aNReiφNRANR(m) . (13.2.1)
The parameters ar (aNR) and φr (φNR) are the magni-
tude and phase of the amplitude for component r (NR).
The functions Ar and ANR are Lorentz-invariant expres-
sions that describe the dynamical properties of the de-
cay into the multi-body ﬁnal state as a function of posi-
tion in the Dalitz plot m ≡ (m2ab, m2bc). When the ﬁnal
state contains identical particles, e.g. D+ → π+π+π− or
B0 → K0SK0SK0S , it is important that the total amplitude
A(m) is correctly symmetrized with respect to exchange
of those particles.
The most common ways to parameterize the functions
Ar are reviewed in the following Sections 13.2.1 and 13.2.2.
The parameterizations of nonresonant amplitude are dis-
cussed in Section 13.2.3. Section 13.2.4 discusses a special
case of time-dependent amplitude analyses.
13.2.1 Isobar formalism
The isobar formalism (or isobar model) is so-called be-
cause it was ﬁrst used to describe pion-nucleon, nucleon-
nucleon, and antinucleon-nucleon interactions (Stern-
heimer and Lindenbaum, 1961). In such reactions the in-
termediate resonances are isobars of a particular nuclear
state. The isobar model was later generalized to any three-
body ﬁnal state (Herndon, Soding, and Cashmore, 1975).
In this formalism, the function Ar describes the decay
through a single intermediate resonance r and takes the
form
Ar = FP × Fr × Tr ×Wr, (13.2.2)
where Tr ×Wr is the resonance propagator (Tr is the dy-
namical function for the resonance r, while Wr describes
the angular distribution of the decay), FP and Fr are the
transition form factors of the parent particle and reso-
nance, respectively. In what follows, we assume that the
resonance is produced in the ab channel. In that case the
particle c will be referred to as the bachelor particle. Nat-
urally, the full amplitude A may contain contributions of
resonances in any of the ab, ac, and bc channels.
The dynamical function Tr is commonly described
using a relativistic Breit-Wigner (BW) parameterization
with mass-dependent width (see, e.g., review on Dalitz
plot analysis formalism on p. 889 in Beringer et al. (2012))
Tr =
1
m2r −m2ab − imrΓab
. (13.2.3)
Here mr is the mass of the resonance, and the mass-
dependent width Γab is given by
Γab = Γr
(
qab
qr
)2J+1(
mr
mab
)
F 2r , (13.2.4)
where Γr and J are the width and spin of the resonance,
qab is the momentum of the daughter particles in the
center-of-mass frame of a and b, and qr is the momen-
tum the decay products would have in the rest frame of a
resonance with mass mr.
Strictly speaking, the Breit-Wigner parameterization
works well only in the case of narrow states. The use of
the mass-dependent width results in the amplitude Tr be-
coming a non-analytic function. An alternative parametri-
zation proposed by Gounaris and Sakurai (GS) (Gounaris
and Sakurai, 1968) recovers the analyticity of the ampli-
tude and provides a better description for broad vector
resonances such as ρ(770) and ρ(1450).
For resonances such as the f0(980) → ππ that lie close
to the threshold of another channel (f0(980) → KK in
this case), the eﬀect of the opening of the second channel
must be taken into account, for example, by employing
the Flatte´ coupled-channel form (Flatte, 1976),
Tr =
g1
m2r −m2ab − i(ρ1g21 + ρ2g22)
, (13.2.5)
where ρ1, ρ2 and g1, g2 are the phase-space factors and
coupling constants of the ππ and KK channels, respec-
tively.
Values of the mass and width of resonances are in gen-
eral taken from world averages (Beringer et al., 2012).
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Since diﬀerent parameterizations of the resonance line-
shapes, especially for broad resonances, often give diﬀerent
values, one has to make sure that the values used in the ﬁt
were extracted using the same parameterization as in the
model. If the resonance is apparent and systematic biases
(or external errors) of its parameters are expected to be
larger than their statistical errors from the ﬁt, the mass
and width can be left unconstrained.
The angular dependence Wr is described using either
Zemach tensors (Zemach, 1964, 1965), where transversal-
ity is enforced, or the helicity formalism (Bonvicini et al.,
2008; Jacob and Wick, 1959), which allows for a longitudi-
nal component in the resonance propagator (see Beringer
et al. (2012) for a comprehensive summary). The expres-
sions for scalar, vector and tensor states are
J = 0 : Wr = 1 , (13.2.6)
J = 1 : Wr = m2ac −m2bc −
(M2 −m2c)(m2a −m2b)
m2r
,
J = 2 : Wr =
[
m2bc −m2ac +
(M2 −m2c)(m2a −m2b)
m2r
]2
−
1
3
[
m2ab − 2M2 − 2m2c +
(M2 −m2c)2
m2r
]
×[
m2ab − 2m2a − 2m2b +
(m2a −m2b)2
m2r
]
.
Transversality is enforced by substituting m2ab for m
2
r in
the denominators of the previous expressions. This leads
to the alternative expressions
J = 0 : Wr = 1, (13.2.7)
J = 1 : Wr = −2 (p · q) ,
J = 2 : Wr =
4
3
[
3 (p · q)2 − (|p| |q|)2
]
,
where q and p are the momenta of one of the resonance
daughters and the bachelor particle, respectively, evalu-
ated in the rest frame of the resonance. The decision as to
which daughter to choose is a matter of convention and it
is very important that this choice be documented since it
aﬀects the interpretation of the relative phases. The an-
gle between q and p is known as the helicity angle (see
also Section 12.1) and p · q is proportional to the cosine
of the helicity angle cos θH . The Zemach expressions are
essentially Legendre polynomials of cos θH multiplied by
coeﬃcients that contain the momenta of the daughter and
bachelor particles raised to the power J .
The form factors FP and Fr usually use the Blatt-
Weisskopf parameterization for the decay vertex (Blatt
and Weisskopf, 1952). The expressions for the Blatt-
Weisskopf penetration factors depend on the spin J of
the intermediate resonance
J = 0 : F = 1
J = 1 : F =
√
1 + R2q2r
1 + R2q2ab
(13.2.8)
J = 2 : F =
√
9 + 3R2q2r + R4q4r
9 + 3R2q2ab + R4q
4
ab
,
where R is the radial parameter of the decaying meson and
typically takes values between 1 and 5 (GeV)−1. In this
prescription, F is normalized so that F = 1 for qr = qab.
While the P - and D-waves of the decay amplitude are
usually well described using a certain number of BW or GS
propagators, the actual number depending on the speciﬁc
decay, the S-wave typically contains a number of broad
overlapping states, for which the isobar model gives a poor
description. In that case, more complex alternatives have
been adopted, which are reviewed in Section 13.2.2.
Figure 13.2.1 illustrates how various intermediate two-
body states appear in the Dalitz plot. Unlike the uniform
distribution of the phase-space decay (Fig. 13.2.1(a)), sca-
lar resonances appear as bands in the Dalitz plot, as shown
in Fig. 13.2.1(b-d) for resonances in bc, ac, and ab chan-
nels, respectively. Angular distributions for vector and
tensor intermediate states introduce characteristic non-
uniformity of the event density along the resonance bands
(Fig. 13.2.1(e,f)). Finally, the region where the amplitudes
of two resonances overlap is sensitive to the phase diﬀer-
ence between the two amplitudes (Fig. 13.2.1(g,h)).
13.2.2 K-matrix formalism
The complex S-wave dynamics, which can also include
the presence of several broad and overlapping scalar res-
onances, can alternatively be described through the use
of a K-matrix formalism (Chung et al., 1995; Wigner,
1946) with the production vector (P-vector) approxima-
tion (Aitchison, 1972). Within this formalism, the produc-
tion process described by the P-vector can be viewed as
the initial formation of several states, which are then prop-
agated by the K-matrix term into the ﬁnal state that is
observed. This approach ensures that the two-body scat-
tering matrix respects unitarity, which is not guaranteed
in the case of the isobar model. At the B Factories this
approach is most commonly used to describe the π+π−
S-wave contribution to the Dalitz-plot amplitude, e.g. in
the BABAR analyses (Aubert, 2008l, 2009h; del Amo San-
chez, 2010a,b) and Belle analysis (Abe, 2007b). In such
cases the amplitude is given by
Au(s) =
∑
v
[I − iK(s)ρ(s)]−1uv Pv(s) , (13.2.9)
where s ≡ m2ab is the π+π− invariant mass, I is the iden-
tity matrix, K is the matrix describing the scattering pro-
cess, ρ is the diagonal phase-space matrix, and P is the
production vector. The indices u and v represent the pro-
duction and scattering channels, respectively, and take the
values 1 to 5, where 1 = ππ, 2 = KK, 3 = ππππ, 4 = ηη,
5 = ηη′. Hence in the case of describing the π+π− am-
plitude u = 1. The propagator can be described using
scattering data, provided that the two-body system in the
ﬁnal state is isolated and does not interact with the rest
of the ﬁnal state in the production process.
The parameterizations adopted for the K, ρ, and P
terms in Eq. (13.2.9) by the B Factories are the same as
those used by previous analyses (Anisovich and Sarantsev,
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(a)
Phase-space decay
(b)
Scalar in bc channel
(c)
Scalar in ac channel
(d)
Scalar in ab channel
(e)
Vector in ab channel
(f)
Tensor in ab channel
(g)
Two scalars, Δφ = 0
(h)
Two scalars, Δφ = π
Figure 13.2.1. Example Dalitz plots with (a) phase-space
decay, (b-d) one scalar resonance appearing in various decay
channels, (e, f) vector and tensor resonances, and (g, h) the
interference of two scalar resonances with diﬀerent values of
the relative phase Δφ.
2003; Link et al., 2004a), up to some sign conventions and
constant terms. The K-matrix is formulated as
Kuv(s) =
(∑
α
gαug
α
v
m2α − s
+ f scattuv
1− sscatt0
s− sscatt0
)
fA0(s),
(13.2.10)
where gαu is the coupling constant of the K-matrix pole at
mα to the uth channel. The parameters f scattuv and s
scatt
0
describe the slowly varying part of the K-matrix. The fac-
tor
fA0(s) =
1− sA0
s− sA0
(
s− sA m
2
π
2
)
(13.2.11)
suppresses the false kinematic singularity at s = 0 in
the physical region near threshold, the Adler zero (Adler,
1965). For example, the parameter values used in the
BABAR analysis of D0 → K0Sπ+π− (Aubert, 2008l) are
listed in Table 13.2.1, and are adapted from a global anal-
ysis of the available ππ scattering data from threshold up
to 1900 MeV/c2 (Anisovich and Sarantsev, 2003). The pa-
rameters f scattuv , for u = 1, are all set to zero since they
are not related to the ππ scattering process. Similarly, the
parameterization for the P-vector is
Pv(s) =
∑
α
βαg
α
v
m2α − s
+ fprod1v
1− sprod0
s− sprod0
. (13.2.12)
Note that the P-vector has the same poles as the K-matrix,
otherwise the A1 amplitude would vanish (diverge) at the
K-matrix (P-vector) poles. The parameters βα, f
prod
1v , and
sprod0 of the initial P-vector depend on the production
mechanism and cannot be extrapolated from scattering
data. Thus they have to be determined directly from the
D or B meson decay data sample. They are complex num-
bers analogous to the areiφr coeﬃcients in Eq. (13.2.1),
hence they can be ﬁtted in the same way.
For the Kπ S-wave, the B Factories generally have
either used a simple K∗0 (1430) BW that neglects a possi-
ble nonresonant contribution or a K∗0 (1430) BW together
with an eﬀective-range nonresonant component with a
phase shift derived from scattering data (Aston et al.,
1988),
AKπ,L=0(m) = TKπ,L=0(s)/ρ(s) . (13.2.13)
Here s ≡ m2Kπ, ρ(s) = 2q/
√
s is the phase-space factor,
q is the momentum of the kaon and pion in the Kπ rest
frame, and
TKπ,L=0(s) = B sin(δB + φB)ei(δB+φB) +
R sin δRei(δR+φR)ei2(δB+φB) ,
(13.2.14)
where the phases δB and δR have a dependence on s and
q given by
tan δR = MΓ (s)/(M2 − s) ,
cot δB = 1/(aq) + rq/2 . (13.2.15)
The parameters a and r play the role of a scattering length
and eﬀective interaction length, respectively, and B (φB)
and R (φR) are the magnitudes (phases) for the nonreso-
nant and resonant terms. M and Γ (s) are the mass and
mass-dependent width, see Eq. (13.2.4), of the K∗0 (1430)
resonance. This parametrization in fact corresponds to a
K-matrix approach describing a rapid phase shift coming
from the resonant term and a slowly rising phase shift gov-
erned by the nonresonant term, with relative strengths R
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Table 13.2.1. K-matrix parameters used in the BABAR analysis of D0 → K0Sπ+π− (Aubert, 2008l). They are adapted from
the results of a global analysis of the available ππ scattering data from threshold up to 1900 MeV/c2 (Anisovich and Sarantsev,
2003). Masses and coupling constants are given in GeV/c2.
mα g
α
π+π− g
α
KK
gα4π g
α
ηη g
α
ηη′
0.65100 0.22889 −0.55377 0.00000 −0.39899 −0.34639
1.20360 0.94128 0.55095 0.00000 0.39065 0.31503
1.55817 0.36856 0.23888 0.55639 0.18340 0.18681
1.21000 0.33650 0.40907 0.85679 0.19906 −0.00984
1.82206 0.18171 −0.17558 −0.79658 −0.00355 0.22358
sscatt0 f
scatt
11 f
scatt
12 f
scatt
13 f
scatt
14 f
scatt
15
−3.92637 0.23399 0.15044 −0.20545 0.32825 0.35412
sA0 sA
−0.15 1
and B. The parameters B, φB , R, φR, a, and r can be
determined from the ﬁt to data as with the P-vector pa-
rameters and isobar coeﬃcients. Or, in the case of limited
data sample, they can be taken from ﬁts to the LASS scat-
tering data (Aston et al., 1988). Other recent experimental
eﬀorts to improve the description of the Kπ S-wave using
K-matrix and model independent parameterizations from
large samples of D+ → K−π+π+ decays are described
in Aitala et al. (2006); Bonvicini et al. (2008); Link et al.
(2007).
13.2.3 Nonresonant description
In many analyses the nonresonant amplitude is taken to be
a uniform phase-space distribution, i.e. a constant mag-
nitude and phase. Indeed, such a constant matrix ele-
ment is the most strict deﬁnition of a nonresonant am-
plitude. However, ﬁnal-state interactions and other eﬀects
are likely to change this behavior, meaning that a uniform
amplitude is not fully motivated. In addition, it is found
in many cases not to give a good description of the data.
This has been seen both in analyses of charm decays with
very large event yields and in analyses of B decays where,
although the event yields are generally much smaller, the
phase space is considerably larger and so there is greater
sensitivity to the nonresonant description. This has led
analysts either to adopt various empirical forms or to at-
tempt to use information from scattering data to describe
the entire S-wave amplitude. The latter approach is de-
scribed in the previous Section 13.2.2.
An example of one of the empirical forms that has been
adopted by Garmash (2005) is
ANR = e−αm2ab , (13.2.16)
where α is a free parameter of the ﬁt. This modiﬁcation
of the uniform amplitude allows for enhancements of the
magnitude at lower m2ab values while the phase remains
constant over the Dalitz plot. In most cases more than
one such term is employed, often for each neutral or singly
charged m2ij combination. The recent BABAR analysis of
B → KKK decays (Lees, 2012y) uses a model that has
polynomial dependence on the invariant mass and includes
an explicit P -wave term.
In recent years there has been an increasing amount
of theoretical work towards an understanding of the dy-
namics of nonresonant three-body amplitudes, see for ex-
ample Lesniak et al. (2009) and Kamano, Nakamura, Lee,
and Sato (2011). In particular, the work focuses on both
the eﬀects of ﬁnal-state interactions and the requirement
that two- and three-body prescriptions respect unitarity in
the Dalitz-plot model. However, these developments are,
in general, yet to be put into practice in the analysis of
experimental data.
13.2.4 Time-dependent analyses
Performing a time-dependent Dalitz-plot analysis of neu-
tral B decays allows the extraction of the CP -violating pa-
rameters along with the parameters of the isobar model.
A full time- and tag-dependent Dalitz-plot analysis has
the following advantages compared to a quasi-two-body
analysis:
– determines weak and strong phases simultaneously, al-
leviating ambiguities from diﬀerent amplitude contri-
butions;
– provides sensitivity to cos 2φ (where φ is the appro-
priate weak phase), alleviating the degeneracy of the
trigonometric ambiguities;
– correctly accounts for contamination between diﬀerent
resonant contributions.
See Chapters 8 and 10 for details of the techniques of
ﬂavor tagging and time-dependent analyses. Here we will
give a brief description of how the time dependence and
the Dalitz-plot dependence are combined.
With Δt ≡ trec− ttag deﬁned as the proper time inter-
val between the decay of the fully reconstructed Brec and
that of the other meson Btag from the Υ (4S) decay, the
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time-dependent decay rate |A+(Δt)|2 (|A−(Δt)|2) when
the Btag is a B0 (B0) is given by
|A±(Δt)|2 = e
−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
[
|A|2 + |A|2 (13.2.17)
∓ (|A|2 − |A|2) cos(ΔmdΔt)
± 2Im
[
q
p
AA∗
]
sin(ΔmdΔt)
]
,
where τB0 is the mean neutral B lifetime and Δmd is the
mass diﬀerence between BH and BL. The time distribu-
tion is convolved with the Δt resolution function in the
typical way. Here, we have assumed that CP is conserved
in B0B0 mixing (|q/p| = 1) and that the lifetime diﬀer-
ence between BH and BL is negligible (ΔΓd = 0). The
decay rate, Eq. (13.2.17), is used as a p.d.f. in a maximum-
likelihood ﬁt and must therefore be normalized:
|A±(Δt)|2 −→ 1〈|A|2 + |A|2〉 |A
±(Δt)|2 , (13.2.18)
where 〈...〉 denotes the value of the integral over the Dalitz
plot.
13.3 Experimental eﬀects
The amplitude formalisms outlined above provide a model
of the underlying physics of the three-body decay. How-
ever, these descriptions may have to be modiﬁed or aug-
mented to account for the imperfections of experimental
measurements. Broadly, these modiﬁcations fall into two
categories, one accounting for candidates from background
processes (see Section 13.3.1) and the other for eﬀects of
reconstruction of signal candidates. The latter category
incorporates two main eﬀects: eﬃciency (Section 13.3.2)
and misreconstruction (Section 13.3.3).
13.3.1 Backgrounds
At the B Factories, the dominant source of background
in most three-body analyses is from combinatorics, i.e.
where three random particles in an event happen to fake
the signal decay under consideration. This is largely due
to the cross-section for light quark production being two
to three times higher than that for charm or bottom. Ad-
ditionally, in searches for rare decays (such as charmless
B decays) the branching fraction of the decay of interest
is small, O (10−7 − 10−5). Therefore the relative rate of
particles from other B decays combining to fake the sig-
nal is correspondingly greater. While these types of back-
grounds can be greatly suppressed using the multivariate
techniques described in Chapter 4, the Dalitz-plot distri-
bution of the events that remain must still be modeled.
In general, such random combinations of particles tend to
populate the edges and corners of the Dalitz plot, since
they are most frequently formed from collinear and anti-
collinear particles in the predominantly jet-like continuum
events.
In addition to the combinatoric backgrounds, there ex-
ist fully or partially reconstructed backgrounds that origi-
nate from decays of the same class of parent meson to a ﬁ-
nal state similar to the one under consideration. For exam-
ple, in an analysis of the decay B0 → K0Sπ+π− there are
potentially large backgrounds from many other B decays
including B0 → η′(→ ρ0γ)K0S , B0 → D−(→ K0Sπ−)K+,
and B+ → K0Sπ+. In the ﬁrst of these examples the de-
cay has been partially reconstructed but the energy of the
missing photon is suﬃciently small that the reconstructed
B0 candidate passes selection criteria. In the second case
the decay is fully reconstructed but a kaon/pion misiden-
tiﬁcation occurs. In the third case the decay is again fully
reconstructed and combined with an additional soft pion
from the rest of the event to form a signal candidate. Each
of these scenarios can lead to very diﬀerent distributions
of events in the Dalitz plot.
In general, the distributions of backgrounds across the
Dalitz plot are rather diﬃcult to model with parametric
functions. Additionally, the precise nature of the back-
grounds can vary dramatically from one analysis to an-
other. Thus, the most common approach for modeling the
Dalitz-plot distributions of the backgrounds is to use his-
tograms obtained from either Monte Carlo simulation or
sidebands in data. Often some form of smoothing or in-
terpolation is applied to the histograms in order to limit
the eﬀect of statistical ﬂuctuations in the input data sam-
ple. In B decay analyses, it is found that most back-
grounds (particularly the dominant combinatoric back-
grounds) preferentially populate the corners and edges of
the Dalitz plot. In order to increase the resolution of the
histograms in these regions, adaptive binning techniques
can be used and/or the histograms can be formed in the
so-called “square Dalitz plot”, which is discussed in detail
in Section 13.4.1.
13.3.2 Eﬃciency
The most obvious eﬀect of detector acceptance is a re-
duction in the number of events detected. In three-body
decays this is complicated by the fact that the kinematic
properties of the decay products diﬀer accross the Dalitz
plot. Thus, the acceptance as a function of the Dalitz plot
variables is, in general, nonuniform.
The typical acceptance function drops at the corners of
the phase space, which correspond to the kinematic conﬁg-
uration where one of the ﬁnal state particles is produced at
rest in the frame of the decaying particle. Reconstruction
eﬃciency is typically smaller for such particles, especially
if the decaying particle has a small boost in the laboratory
frame.
At BABAR and Belle, the eﬃciency proﬁle is usually
well modeled by the full detector simulation. The proﬁle
is then modeled either by a parameterized form, such as
a two-dimensional polynomial, or by a histogram. Either
way, this allows the eﬃciency as a function of the position
in phase space, ε (m), to be included in the signal Dalitz-
plot model, where it multiplies the squared absolute value
of the amplitude. When histograms are used they often
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utilize adaptive binning techniques and/or are formed in
the “square Dalitz plot” (see Section 13.4.1) to improve
the resolution in the areas of most rapidly changing ef-
ﬁciency or of greatest importance for the signal model.
Interpolation or smoothing techniques can be employed
to reduce the eﬀect of statistical ﬂuctuations.
Another, nonparametric, technique to include the ef-
ﬁciency proﬁle in the Dalitz plot ﬁt was used in some
Belle analyses (Abe, 2004f; Kuzmin, 2007). The method
uses the fact that in the unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt
the eﬃciency proﬁle enters only the normalization term.
The normalization of the p.d.f. over the Dalitz plot is cal-
culated using the Monte-Carlo integration technique, but
instead of a uniformly distributed sample in the phase-
space variables, a large number of simulated events is used
that pass the same selection as applied to data.
13.3.3 Misreconstructed signal
Another extremely important eﬀect of reconstruction for a
Dalitz-plot analysis is the potential migration of an event
from its true coordinate on the Dalitz plot to its recon-
structed position. In reality, these eﬀects of reconstruction
lie on a continuum, but in order to produce a reasonable
model they are most often classiﬁed into two types. The
ﬁrst type consists of so-called “correctly reconstructed”
events, where the migration is negligible relative to the
widths of the resonances under consideration. In this case
the amplitude models are used without alteration. In very
few cases the migration is not negligible but can be mod-
eled using a simple Gaussian resolution. This class of cor-
rectly reconstructed signal events will not be discussed
further here. The second type contains events which have
more pronounced migration and are sometimes called “self
cross feed” in BABAR and Belle publications; they form
the main topic of this section, and will be referred to as
“misreconstructed signal”.
For many three-body decay modes, there is a signiﬁ-
cant fraction of signal events that are incorrectly recon-
structed yet still satisfy the selection criteria. Such events
typically occur when one low-energy particle from the sig-
nal decay is replaced by another in the same event. This
behavior is especially prevalent in decays containing neu-
tral pions, where another photon in the event is incorrectly
assigned as one of the low-energy photons used to recon-
struct the π0.
In order to correctly model this behavior, it is neces-
sary to determine both the frequency of the misreconstruc-
tion (including the variation of that frequency over the
Dalitz plot) and the precise migration eﬀects that occur.
This can only be achieved with full detector simulation,
where both the generated and reconstructed Dalitz-plot
positions are known.
Consider an event that is generated with Dalitz-plot
coordinate mt. The probability that this event passes the
selection criteria is given by the eﬃciency as a function of
the true position, ε (mt). If the event is selected then there
is a further chance that it is misreconstructed. Since such
misreconstructions are dependent on the kinematic conﬁg-
uration, this probability is also a function of the true posi-
tion, fMR (mt). The resulting migration probability from
true coordinate mt to the reconstructed one, mr, can be
described by the four-dimensional function RMR (mr,mt),
which obeys the unitary condition∫ ∫
RMR
(
mr,mt
)
dmr = 1 ∀mt . (13.3.1)
Consequently, for an event reconstructed at mr the
probability for it to be a well-reconstructed signal event is
PWRsig ∝ [1− fMR(mr)] ε(mr) |A(mr)|2 , (13.3.2)
while the corresponding probability for a misreconstructed
signal event is
PMRsig ∝
∫ ∫
fMR
(
mt
)
ε
(
mt
) ∣∣A(mt)∣∣2×
RMR
(
mr,mt
)
dmt .
(13.3.3)
Typically, this integration is implemented as a summation
over binned distributions. Therefore, it is essential to in-
clude factors that account for the amount of phase space
contained within each bin in both the generated and re-
constructed histograms.
13.4 Technical details
This part of the chapter describes various technical issues
not related to the physics processes involved, but aimed
to improve or simplify analyses or presentation of their re-
sults. These include the square Dalitz plot transformation
(Section 13.4.1), various parameterizations of the complex
coeﬃcients for amplitude components (Section 13.4.2), ﬁt-
ting techniques (Section 13.4.3), and the concept of ﬁt
fractions, which are used in the presentation of ﬁt results
(Section 13.4.4).
13.4.1 Square Dalitz plot
A common feature of Dalitz-plot analyses of B-meson de-
cays to charmless ﬁnal states is that both the signal events
and the combinatorial e+e− → qq (q = u, d, s, c) contin-
uum background events populate the kinematic bound-
aries of the Dalitz plot. This is due to the low masses of
the ﬁnal state particles compared with the B mass. Large
variations occurring over small areas of the Dalitz plot
are diﬃcult to describe in detail. As a result, the typi-
cal representation of the Dalitz plot may be inconvenient
when using empirical reference shapes in a maximum-
likelihood ﬁt. The boundaries of the Dalitz plot are par-
ticularly important since it is here that the interference
between light meson resonances occurs. These are the re-
gions with the greatest sensitivity to relative phases. A
solution that was adopted by some analyses is to apply a
transformation to the kinematic variables that maps the
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Dalitz plot into a rectangle: the so-called square Dalitz plot
(SDP). Such a transformation avoids the curved kinematic
boundary, which simpliﬁes the use of nonparametric p.d.f.s
(histograms) to model the distribution of events over the
Dalitz plot. Moreover, the transformation is required to
expand the regions of interference and simplify parame-
terization; for instance, the Dalitz plot can be tiled by
equally sized bins.
A common deﬁnition of the SDP ﬁrst appeared in the
analysis of B+ → π+π+π− by BABAR (Aubert, 2005d),
where the SDP is obtained by the transformation:
dm2ab dm
2
bc −→ |det J | dm′ dθ′. (13.4.1)
The new coordinates are
m′ ≡ 1
π
arccos
(
2
mac −mminac
mmaxac −mminac
− 1
)
, (13.4.2)
θ′ ≡ 1
π
θac , (13.4.3)
where mmaxac = M − mb and mminac = ma + mc are the
kinematic limits of mac, θac is the helicity angle of the ac
combination, and J is the Jacobian of the transformation.
Both new variables range between 0 and 1. The determi-
nant of the Jacobian is given by
| det J | = 4 |p∗a||p∗b |mac ·
∂mac
∂m′
· ∂ cos θac
∂θ′
, (13.4.4)
where |p∗a| =
√
E∗a −m2a, |p∗b | =
√
E∗b −m2b , and the en-
ergies are deﬁned in the ac rest frame. Figure 13.4.1 shows
the determinant of the Jacobian as a function of the SDP
parameters m′ and θ′. If the events in the nominal Dalitz
plot were distributed according to a uniform three-body
phase space, their distribution in the SDP would match
the plot of | det J |.
The eﬀect of the transformation, Eq. (13.4.1), is illus-
trated in Fig. 13.4.2, which shows the nominal and square
Dalitz plots for Monte Carlo simulated B0 → π+π−π0
signal events, where the Dalitz-plot model contains only
ρ+π−, ρ−π+, and ρ0π0 amplitudes. The beneﬁts of the
SDP explained above are clearly visible in this ﬁgure. This
simulation does not take into account any detector eﬀects
and corresponds to a particular choice of the decay ampli-
tudes for which destructive interferences occur in regions
where the ρ resonances overlap. To simplify the compar-
ison, hatched areas showing the interference regions be-
tween ρ bands and dashed isocontours mij = 1.5 GeV/c2
have been superimposed on both Dalitz plots.
Another transformation of the phase space was used in
the recent BABAR amplitude analysis of B0 → K0SK0SK0S
decays (Lees, 2012c). In this particular case, due to the
presence of identical particles in the ﬁnal state, symme-
trization of the amplitude under exchange of the identical
particles is required. The square Dalitz plot transforma-
tion described above would result in curved boundaries.
On the other hand, mapping the invariant masses to the
plane deﬁned by two helicity angles results in a rectangle.
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Figure 13.4.1. Jacobian determinant, Eq. (13.4.4), of the
transformation, Eq. (13.4.1), deﬁning the square Dalitz plot
(SDP). Such a distribution would be obtained in the SDP if
events were uniformly distributed over the nominal Dalitz plot.
13.4.2 Complex coeﬃcients
The complex coeﬃcients of each contribution to the ampli-
tude are expressed in Eq. (13.2.1) in terms of a magnitude
and a phase,
cr = areiφr , (13.4.5)
which is arguably the most intuitive formulation. However,
it is also possible to use the real and imaginary parts as
the ﬁt parameters
cr = xr + iyr . (13.4.6)
This latter form has the advantage that the parameters
are well behaved when the magnitude of the contribution
is small, while the former expression can exhibit biases
under these circumstances. One caveat is that, conversely,
when the magnitude is large the latter form can appear
to exhibit bias. Since the magnitude of a contribution is,
in general, better constrained than the phase, the ﬁtted
values from a group of pseudo experiments tend to lie on
an arc in the complex plane. When projecting this arc
onto the real and imaginary axes the distributions can
appear skewed. This behavior is not generally indicative
of a true bias in the ﬁt; indeed the distributions of the
magnitudes and phases (calculated from the ﬁtted xr and
yr parameters) can be perfectly centered on the true val-
ues. However, care should be taken when interpreting the
errors on the ﬁt parameters due to their large correlation.
The choice of formulations is much broader when para-
metrizing CP violation. Perhaps the simplest approach is
to assign the B (or D) one set of parameters and the B
(or D) another set
cr = areiφr (13.4.7)
c¯r = a¯reiφ¯r ,
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Figure 13.4.2. Nominal (left) and square (right) Dalitz plots for Monte Carlo generated B0 → π+π−π0 decays (Aubert, 2007v).
The comparison of the two Dalitz plots shows that the transformation, Eq. (13.4.1), indeed homogenizes the distribution of
events, which are no longer near the plot boundaries but rather cover a larger fraction of the physical region. The decays
have been simulated without any detector eﬀects and the three ρπ amplitudes have been chosen in order to have destructive
interference where the ρ bands overlap. The main overlap regions between the ρ bands are indicated by the hatched areas.
Dashed lines in both plots correspond to mij = 1.5GeV/c
2.
or
cr = xr + iyr (13.4.8)
c¯r = x¯r + iy¯r .
Alternatively, one can use sets of CP -conserving and CP -
violating parameters, such as those used in the BABAR
analysis of B+ → K+π+π− (Aubert, 2008j)
cr = (xr + Δxr) + i(yr + Δyr) (13.4.9)
c¯r = (xr −Δxr) + i(yr −Δyr) ,
or those used in the Belle analysis of the same decay (Gar-
mash, 2006)
cr = areiδr
(
1 + bjeiφj
)
(13.4.10)
c¯r = areiδr
(
1− bjeiφj
)
,
or those used in the CLEO analysis of D0 → K0Sπ+π− (As-
ner et al., 2004b)
cr = arei(δr+φr)
(
1 +
bj
aj
)
(13.4.11)
c¯r = arei(δr−φr)
(
1− bj
aj
)
.
Each of these formulations has advantages and disadvan-
tages. For example, there can be ambiguities in the phases
in the CLEO prescription. While the formulation in terms
of real and imaginary parts is generally better behaved
when the magnitude of the CP violation is small, it is less
intuitive in terms of interpretation of the results. Hence it
is advisable to try several forms and to choose that which
best suits the particular measurement being attempted.
13.4.3 Fitting
Once the model of the Dalitz-plot distribution has been
formed for all event categories (signal and backgrounds)
it is necessary to ﬁt the data to determine the values of
the parameters of the model. This is generally achieved
using the technique of maximum-likelihood ﬁtting, which
is discussed in detail in Chapter 11. As such, only the
details speciﬁc to Dalitz-plot analyses will be discussed
here. Both binned and unbinned ﬁts are used, the former
being more common in the analysis of charm decays where
the signal yields and purities are greater.
One of the key issues is the normalization of the signal
Dalitz-plot p.d.f.. There is, in general, no analytic solu-
tion to the integral of such a function and so numerical
techniques must be employed. The two most commonly
used approaches are Monte Carlo and Gauss-Legendre es-
timation. When a Dalitz-plot model contains narrow reso-
nances such as φ(1020) or χc0, it can be useful to perform
an integration with higher resolution in the region of those
structures. This can involve dividing the Dalitz plot into a
number of regions, performing the integration with diﬀer-
ent resolutions in each region, and ﬁnally combining the
results.
Since the calculation of the normalization integrals can
be computationally expensive, it is desirable to calculate
them only once and to cache the values for later use. From
Eq. (13.2.1), it is clear that while the complex coeﬃcients
factorize from the integral, the parameters of the reso-
nance dynamics, e.g., the mass and width, do not. It is
thus possible to cache the integrals only if the parameters
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of the resonances are ﬁxed in the ﬁt. Under these circum-
stances, the integrals of each of the ArAr′ terms can be
calculated prior to the ﬁt. The p.d.f. normalization can
then be calculated by combining these cached terms and
the current values of the complex coeﬃcients at each iter-
ation of the ﬁt. Consequently, it is a common procedure to
ﬁx the resonance parameters in the ﬁt. Where necessary,
likelihood scans are used to determine the values of any
less well-known parameters.
Due to the complexity of the likelihood function and
the large numbers of parameters involved in Dalitz-plot
ﬁts it is quite common for several local minima to ap-
pear in the parameter space. This can cause problems for
the minimization routine in ﬁnding the global minimum.
In addition, these local minima can be almost degenerate
with the global minimum, leading to the need to quote
multiple solutions. This can occur, for example, when am-
biguities arise from broad overlapping states. The data
can often be well described by two or more conﬁgurations
of the magnitudes and phases of these states. The prob-
lem of ﬁnding the global minimum is usually overcome
by performing multiple ﬁts to a given data sample, each
with diﬀerent (often randomized) starting values for the
various parameters. One can then choose the case where
the best likelihood was obtained as the global solution.
This method also permits the exploration of the other lo-
cal minima, which allows the results from other solutions
to be quoted if they are not signiﬁcantly separated in like-
lihood from the global minimum.
13.4.4 Fit fractions
The choice of normalization, phase convention, and am-
plitude formalism may not always be the same for dif-
ferent experiments or indeed among the diﬀerent ﬁtting
packages used within a single experiment. Consequently,
it is extremely important to provide as much convention-
independent information as possible to allow a more mean-
ingful comparison of results. Fit fractions are quite com-
monly used, both for this purpose and for providing a
means to estimate the branching fractions of the various
decay modes involved. The ﬁt fraction for a component j
is deﬁned as the integral of the square of the decay am-
plitude for that component divided by the integral of the
square of the entire matrix element over the Dalitz plot:
FF j =
∫∫
DP
|cjAj(m)|2 dm∫∫
DP
|∑k ckAk(m)|2 dm . (13.4.12)
Similarly, the ﬁt fraction for the conjugate process is de-
ﬁned to be:
FF j =
∫∫
DP
∣∣cjAj(m)∣∣2 dm∫∫
DP
∣∣∑
k ckAk(m)
∣∣2 dm . (13.4.13)
Furthermore, the ﬁt fraction asymmetry is deﬁned to be
AFFj =
FF j − FF j
FF j + FF j
, (13.4.14)
and the CP -conserving (CP -violating) ﬁt fraction is given
by the sum (diﬀerence) of the numerators of Eq. (13.4.12)
and Eq. (13.4.13) divided by the sum of the denomina-
tors of the same equations. These deﬁnitions follow those
in Asner et al. (2004b). Note that the sum of the ﬁt frac-
tions is not necessarily unity due to the presence of net
constructive or destructive interference.
While the ﬁt fractions can be very useful in comparing
results for a given channel, there is additional information
in the interference between the contributing decay modes.
In order to allow such comparisons one can deﬁne inter-
ference ﬁt fractions by (del Amo Sanchez, 2010a)
FF ij =
∫∫
DP
2Re
[
cic
∗
jAi(m)A∗j (m)
]
dm∫∫
DP
|∑k ckAk(m)|2 dm , (13.4.15)
for i < j only. Note that, with this deﬁnition, FF jj =
2FF j .
13.5 Model uncertainties
While most of the experimental uncertainties in the mea-
surements involving Dalitz-plot analyses can, in princi-
ple, be controlled with Monte Carlo simulation and con-
trol samples, there is an essential contribution to the sys-
tematic error which is usually hard to quantify. This is
the uncertainty on the amplitude arising from model as-
sumptions in its description. This section will describe the
possible sources of model uncertainties and outline some
methods by which they can be estimated (Section 13.5.1),
before discussing the various approaches towards model-
independent analysis that have been adopted by the B
Factories (Sections 13.5.2 and 13.5.3 ).
13.5.1 Estimation of model uncertainties
The sources of model uncertainty and common methods
to estimate them are listed below.
– Isobar description:
The isobar formalism is valid only in the case of nar-
row and non-overlapping resonances, otherwise the uni-
tarity of the amplitude is violated. In contrast, most of
the Dalitz-plot analyses have to deal with wide states
that interfere with each other. If the use of the isobar
model is not implied by the nature of the measurement,
more accurate results can be obtained (or at least, the
uncertainty due to the use of the isobar description can
be quantiﬁed) by using an alternative approach, such
as the K-matrix.
– Lineshapes of two-body amplitudes:
Reasonable theoretical description of broad resonances
requires corrections to be applied to the Breit-Wigner
lineshape, discussed in Section 13.2. Those corrections
(i.e. Blatt-Weisskopf form factors and mass-dependent
widths) depend on a number of poorly constrained pa-
rameters, such as radial parameters of the decaying
particle and intermediate resonances. The uncertainty
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due to these parameters can be estimated by variation
within their errors, if known, or otherwise within some
reasonable range.
– Identiﬁcation of intermediate states:
While the presence of narrow states is usually appar-
ent, some broad states can be misinterpreted as re-
ﬂections of other two-body channels or as nonresonant
structures. In addition, a good description of the am-
plitude requires that broad states beyond the kinemat-
ically allowed region of phase space are properly ac-
counted for. Thus, the model uncertainty estimation
often involves variation of the list of intermediate res-
onances.
– Parameters of the intermediate states:
Uncertainty due to the ﬁnite precision on, for example,
the masses and widths of resonances, can be evaluated
in a straightforward way by varying the parameters
within their errors.
– Uncertainty of the nonresonant amplitude:
A range of diﬀerent parameterizations of the nonreso-
nant amplitude is available. Analyses involving D de-
cays, where the phase space of the decay is reasonably
small, often parameterize the nonresonant amplitude
with the constant complex term, while in B decays
more complicated parameterizations, discussed in Sec-
tion 13.2.3, are necessary. Comparison of the ﬁt results
when using alternative parameterizations can give an
estimate of the associated uncertainty.
13.5.2 Model-independent analysis
Some applications of Dalitz-plot analyses require a model
description of the amplitude, such as searches for interme-
diate states and measurements of their parameters. Other
applications need only that the three-body amplitude (or
part of it) is described as a certain function of the phase
space variables. In the latter case, the model-independent
(MI) Dalitz-plot analysis is a possible option. Below we
give two examples of MI approaches: binned analysis and
MI partial-wave analysis.
One example of the type of analysis that does not re-
quire a model description of the amplitude is the search for
CP violation in the three-body decays of B or D mesons.
While the CP asymmetry integrated over the phase space
can be small, the local asymmetries in some areas of the
phase space can be signiﬁcant. The understanding of these
local asymmetries requires a Dalitz-plot analysis. On the
other hand, establishing the existence of CP violation does
not require a full amplitude analysis. One can therefore di-
vide the phase space into a large number of bins and search
for asymmetries in the number of events reconstructed in
each bin (Bediaga et al., 2009). The drawback of such an
approach is that if CP violation is observed, its interpre-
tation will require a full amplitude analysis.
There is, however, a quantitative measurement that
uses a model-independent binned Dalitz-plot analysis ap-
proach — it is the measurement of the angle φ3 in B →
DK, D → K0Sππ decays. In this measurement, the Dalitz-
plot analysis is a tool to obtain the parameters of the
admixture of D0 and D0 states: their relative amplitude
and phase diﬀerence. This is possible in the binned ap-
proach. The average amplitude and D0−D0 strong phase
diﬀerence over the bin is described by a few coeﬃcients.
The analysis of the binned D → K0Sππ Dalitz plot from
B → DK allows the extraction of φ3 once the amplitude
coeﬃcients are known. These coeﬃcients can be extracted
from other measurements: ﬂavor-tagged D0 → K0Sππ de-
cays, and quantum-correlated decays of pairs of D mesons
from e+e− → ψ(3770) → D0D0 processes. This analysis,
performed by the Belle collaboration (Aihara, 2012) using
the strong phase parameters measured by CLEO (Libby
et al., 2010), is described in detail in Section 17.8.
13.5.3 Model independent partial wave analysis
Another kind of model-independent Dalitz-plot analysis is
possible in cases when the data sample is large: the (quasi)
model-independent partial wave analysis (MI-PWA). The
basic idea behind MI-PWA is that most of the model un-
certainty in Dalitz-plot analyses usually comes from the
scalar component. One can deal with the scalar compo-
nent in a model-independent way while keeping the model
description for the rest of the amplitude. The scalar com-
ponent can be parameterized as
A0(s) = f(s)eiφ(s) , (13.5.1)
where the functions f(s) and φ(s) are deﬁned by interpo-
lation of the values fj and φj in each bin j. The values fj
and φj are treated as free parameters in the amplitude ﬁt.
The interference with the non-scalar (reference) part of
the amplitude allows one to obtain not only the absolute
value of the scalar amplitude, but also its phase as a func-
tion of s. The MI-PWA analysis was proposed in the E791
collaboration (Aitala et al., 2006) and used by BABAR for
the analysis of the D+s → π+π−π+ Dalitz plot (Aubert,
2009i).
In cases where the size of the data sample is insuﬃcient
to use a full MI-PWA, it is still possible to study the con-
tributions of each partial wave using an angular-moments
analysis. This can then inform the choice of model to be
used. Such an approach can be highly informative when
a number of overlapping contributions are present. A re-
cent example of this approach is the BABAR analysis of
B → KKK decays (Lees, 2012y).
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Chapter 14
Blind analysis
Editors:
Aaron Roodman (BABAR)
Alan Schwartz (Belle)
In developing an analysis, it is important not to opti-
mize the analysis procedure on the data that will be used
for the measurement (known colloquially as “tuning on
the data”). This point is discussed above in Section 4.
In this chapter we discuss the method of a blind analysis,
which aims to exclude the possibility of even unintentional
optimization based on the data. Blind analyses have be-
come widespread in particle physics in recent years, and
the blind analysis method has been used extensively at the
B Factories. Some of the jargon of blind analyses (“open-
ing the box” for a measurement) has also entered into
widespread use, even for measurements that are not blind
analyses in the strict sense; there has been an increased
awareness of the general requirement to avoid tuning on
the data.
Here we present the blind analysis method, introduc-
ing its deﬁnition and history (Section 14.1), and giving
pedagogical examples for the cases of upper limits (Sec-
tion 14.2) and precision measurements (Section 14.3). We
then provide some examples of the use of the method at
Belle (Section 14.4) and BABAR (Section 14.5). For an in-
depth discussion of the blind analysis method, see the re-
view article by Klein and Roodman (2005).
14.1 Deﬁnition and brief history
A blind analysis is a measurement such as that of a branch-
ing fraction or upper limit that is performed without look-
ing at the data result until most or all analysis criteria are
ﬁnalized. The purpose is to eliminate the possibility of an
experimenter biasing the result in a particular direction.
For example, if all previous measurements of a parameter
had obtained positive values, then one might be tempted
to keep adjusting analysis criteria until a positive value
is obtained. This, however, yields a result biased positive.
An early example of a blind analysis is the measurement
of the e/m ratio of the electron performed by Dunnington
(1933). In this measurement, the e/m value was propor-
tional to the angle between the electron source and the
detector. Dunnington asked his machinist to arbitrarily
label this angle around 340◦; only when the analysis was
completed did Dunnington accurately measure this angle
to obtain the ﬁnal result.
Within high energy physics, the blind analysis tech-
nique was motivated by a number of positive results
that were later found to be due to faulty analysis meth-
ods (for examples see Harrison (2002)). It was originally
championed by rare kaon decay experiments running at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in the mid-1980s.
Probably the ﬁrst experiment to use this technique was
BNL E791 (Arisaka et al., 1993), which searched for the
forbidden decay K0L → μ±e∓. The experiment deﬁned
a signal region in two kinematic variables, the μ±e∓ in-
variant mass (Mμe) and the K0L candidate’s transverse
momentum squared (P 2T ). The signal region was subse-
quently “blinded,” i.e., events falling within this region
were not selected for viewing, while all selection criteria
were ﬁnalized. Only after these criteria were ﬁnalized was
this region unblinded and signal events counted. A simi-
lar technique was used by BNL E787 (Adler et al., 1996),
which searched for the rare decay K+ → π+νν, and by
BNL E888 (Belz et al., 1996a,b), which searched for a long-
lived H dibaryon. The method was subsequently adopted
by the Fermilab KTeV experiment (Alavi-Harati et al.,
1999), which measured ′/ in the K0-K0 system; Fermi-
lab E791 (Aitala et al., 1999b, 2001a), which measured
rare/forbidden D meson decays; and the CERN NOMAD
experiment (Astier et al., 1999), which searched for neu-
trino oscillations.
As mentioned, the principle of a blind analysis is to
not look at potential signal events before ﬁnalizing anal-
ysis criteria in order to avoid biasing the result. There
are three main types of measurements this applies to: set-
ting an upper limit, in which one wants to avoid selection
criteria that bias one against signal events; measuring a
branching fraction, in which one wants to avoid selections
that bias one against background events (this can “sculpt”
a signal peak); and precision measurements such as that
of measuring mixing or CP -violation parameters, in which
one wants to avoid selections or ﬁtting procedures that
bias the result in a preferred direction. Some general exam-
ples of these cases are discussed below, followed by speciﬁc
examples from Belle and BABAR. Not every measurement
requires a blind analysis: usually when one searches for
new particles and does not know a priori where to look,
one inspects relevant distributions in an unblind manner.
However, one still must be careful not to adjust selection
criteria to increase or decrease the signal yield while look-
ing at the signal events for feedback. A blind analysis is
typically more time-consuming than an unblind one and,
in the case of setting an upper limit, can produce a poor
result (see below).
14.2 Setting upper limits: a quantitative
example
An upper limit can become biased when one searches for
a decay that is not expected to occur and observes one
or more signal candidates; one tends to assume they are
background and tighten one or more selection cuts to elim-
inate them. The problem with this procedure is that one
may eliminate a real signal event, in which case the upper
limit obtained for the rate of the rare process is biased low
and has statistical undercoverage.
To illustrate this bias quantitatively, consider the fol-
lowing example. An ensemble of 1000 identical experi-
ments search for the rare decay D → X, which we postu-
late to have a branching fraction of 2.5× 10−5. If the ex-
periments have a single-event-sensitivity (S.E.S.) of 1.0×
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10−5, then the expected number of observed events is 2.5
(The S.E.S. of an experiment is the branching fraction
that would produce, given the experiment’s data set and
eﬃciency, an average over a statistical ensemble of one
detected event). From Poisson statistics for μ = 2.5, we
calculate that the ensemble obtains the following results:
– about 82 experiments observe no events;
– about 205 experiments observe one event;
– about 257 experiments observe two events;
– the remainder, about 456 experiments, observe ≥ 3
events.
For simplicity we assume that the experiments observe no
background (this is typically the case for rare K and τ de-
cay searches). This assumption does not change our ﬁnal
conclusions. The experiments that observe no events will
set a 90% C.L. upper limit of 2.30 times the S.E.S. [see
Section 36.3.2.5 and Table 36.3 of Beringer et al. (2012)]
or 2.30× 10−5, which is below the true value. The experi-
ments observing one, two, three, etc., events will set upper
limits of 3.89, 5.32, 6.68, etc., times the S.E.S., which are
above the true value. In this manner 8.2% of experiments
obtain “incorrect” upper limits, which is less than 10% of
the ensemble and thus consistent with the deﬁnition of a
90% C.L. limit.
Now suppose that each experiment that observed events
looks at their candidate(s) and that some ﬁnd a kinematic
or particle identiﬁcation variable (for at least one of the
candidates) that is more than 2σ away from the value ex-
pected for a signal event. These experiments then impose
a 2σ cut on that variable to eliminate the event(s) and ad-
just the S.E.S. upwards to account for the 4.6% loss in sen-
sitivity. However, if up to 20 variables are potentially con-
sidered to be cut on, then the chance of an event surviving
this procedure is only (0.9545)20 = 0.394. Therefore, af-
ter experiments observing events adjust a single cut value,
approximately 82 + (1 − 0.394)(205) + [1 − (0.394)2](1 −
0.954)(257) = 216 experiments observe no events and set
an upper limit of either 2.30× 10−5 (no events originally
observed) or 2.30×(S.E.S.)/0.954 = 2.41×10−5. Both lim-
its are below the true value. The fraction of experiments is
22%, which is larger than 10% and thus inconsistent with
the deﬁnition of a 90% C.L. limit. The bias of the pro-
cedure has resulted in undercoverage. To avoid such bias,
the decision whether to cut on a variable or not must be
made before looking at signal candidate events.
While a blind analysis does yield unbiased upper lim-
its, it has a serious drawback in that it is possible to miss
an obvious background, observe a large number of events
in the signal region, and end up setting a poor upper limit.
This situation does a disservice to the experiment, as the
full “discriminating power” of the detector has not been
utilized. Thus in practice, experiments carefully study sig-
nal candidates after all cuts have been ﬁnalized to check
whether there are any due to a trivial background or in-
strumental problem such as the high voltage having been
tripped oﬀ. If such events are found, it usually is prefer-
able to eliminate them and set a biased but useful upper
limit rather than leave them and set an unbiased but not
useful limit.
Here we have discussed only bias introduced in the sig-
nal acceptance, not bias potentially introduced when esti-
mating backgrounds. The latter depends upon the back-
ground sample used and the method of estimation. For ex-
ample, if one is estimating background by counting events
in a sideband and extrapolating, then to avoid bias one
must blind that part of the sideband used to estimate
background when ﬁnalizing cuts, or at least not “tune”
cuts to explicitly remove events from that sideband re-
gion.
14.3 Precision measurements
For precision measurements of parameters in which one
typically performs a ﬁt rather than simply counts events,
a diﬀerent technique for avoiding bias must be used. In this
case hiding the answer is often the appropriate method.
For example, the KTeV experiment used this technique
for its measurement of ′/. The value of ′/ was obtained
from a ﬁt to the data, and to avoid bias KTeV inserted
an unknown oﬀset into the ﬁtting program such that the
ﬁt yielded the “hidden” value(
′

)
hidden
≡
{
+1
−1
}
×
(
′

)
true
+ c . (14.3.1)
In this expression, c is a hidden random constant, and
the choice of the factor ±1 is also hidden. The values of
c and ±1 were made by a pseudo-random number gener-
ator. Thus KTeV could ﬁnalize its data samples, analysis
cuts, Monte-Carlo corrections, and ﬁtting technique while
remaining unaﬀected by the (hidden) true value of ′/.
The use of the factor ±1 prevented KTeV from knowing
the direction in which the result moved as changes to the
analysis were applied.
When performing a blind analysis using the “hidden
answer” technique, one must consider whether there exists
ﬁgures, tables, or other ancillary results that could inad-
vertently reveal the blinded result. Only if the measure-
ment result is not readily apparent from such information
should the ﬁgure, table, etc. be presented.
14.4 Examples from Belle
The Belle experiment used blind analysis methods exten-
sively: in measuring branching fractions, CP asymmetries,
in ﬁtting Dalitz plots, and in searching for rare and for-
bidden decays. Only after selection criteria and the ﬁtting
procedure were ﬁnalized, and the background estimated,
were the results unblinded. To unblind a result required
approval from one’s internal review committee. If a com-
mittee member felt that more studies were needed before
unblinding, then the analyzer could not proceed. If an
analysis was an update to a previous Belle result, then
before unblinding the analyzer was usually required to
run his/her analysis code on the previous data set used
and compare the result obtained with that obtained pre-
viously. If there were a discrepancy, it had to be under-
stood before continuing. After unblinding, the only steps
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remaining in the analysis were ﬁnalizing the systematic er-
rors and, occasionally, reﬁning the background estimate.
This methodology yielded unbiased results but also oc-
casional surprises such as:
– signiﬁcant direct CP violation in B0 → K+π− de-
cays (Chao, 2004);
– large direct CP violation in B0 → π+π− decays, and
values of CP parameters Cππ and Sππ outside the
physical region (Abe, 2004b, 2005b);
– the value of sin 2φ1 and CP asymmetries measured in
b → sqq transitions such as B0 → φK0S and B0 →
f0(980)K
0
S diﬀered substantially from that expected
based on measurements of the b → ccs transition B0 →
J/ψK0S (Chen, 2005b); and
– the branching fraction for B+ → τ+ν measured with
414 fb−1 was much larger than that expected based
on the value of |Vub| determined from B semileptonic
decays (Ikado, 2006).
A typical example of a blind analysis is a search for the
lepton-number-violating decays τ− → μ−V 0 and τ− →
e−V 0, where V 0 is a neutral vector meson ρ0, φ, ω, or
K∗0 (Miyazaki, 2011). These mesons were reconstructed
via ρ0 → π+π−, φ → K+K−, ω → π+π−π0, and K∗0 →
K+π−. The analysis selected candidate events based on
the variables M	V and ΔE, where M	V is the invariant
mass of the −V 0 pair ( = e, μ), and ΔE is the diﬀerence
in energy between the −V 0 system and the beam energy
in the e+e− center-of-mass frame. Events were ﬁrst se-
lected by dividing the reconstructed tracks and calorime-
ter hits for each event into two azimuthal hemispheres and
requiring that, in one of the hemispheres, there be only a
single track. This topology corresponds to a τ− → −νν,
τ− → π−ν, or τ− → ρ−(→ π−π0)ν decay; the presence of
this “tagging” decay indicates e+e− → τ+τ− production.
From this tagged sample, events were selected that
have three tracks in the “signal hemisphere”. Two of the
tracks were required to reconstruct to a ρ0, φ, ω, or K∗0
meson and satisfy particle identiﬁcation criteria. The third
track was required to satisfy muon or electron identiﬁca-
tion criteria. At this point an elliptical signal region in the
M	V -ΔE plane was blinded while topological and kine-
matic selection criteria were optimized using MC-simulated
events and applied. The blinded signal ellipse was centered
near M	V = mτ and ΔE = 0 and had semi-major and
semi-minor axes equal to 3σ in resolution.
After the cut optimization procedure, the background
in the signal region was estimated by extrapolating from
the number of events observed in a larger M	V -ΔE region
surrounding the blinded ellipse. The backgrounds ranged
from 0.06 to 1.5 events. After selection criteria were ﬁ-
nalized and the backgrounds estimated, the signal regions
were unblinded and the signal yields obtained. The results
for four modes are shown in Fig. 14.4.1. From the observed
signal yields along with the background estimates, recon-
struction eﬃciencies, and systematic uncertainties, upper
limits were calculated using a frequentist approach (Con-
rad, Botner, Hallgren, and Perez de los Heros, 2003).
It should be noted that in performing a blind analysis
one doesn’t have to rely solely on the simulated data. Any
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Figure 14.4.1. MV -ΔE signal region (see text) for four
typical lepton-number-violating decays: (a) τ− → μ−ρ0 (b)
τ− → μ−φ (c) τ− → e−ω, and (d) τ− → e−K∗0 from Miyazaki
(2011). Data points are shown as solid circles, and MC signal
distributions are shown as yellow boxes (with arbitrary nor-
malization). Red ellipses denote blinded regions, and horizon-
tal lines denote the regions used for estimating background
within the blinded ellipses.
data sample statistically independent from the data used
for the evaluation of the measurement result can be used.
This includes (real) data samples with decay modes ex-
hibiting similarities with the studied one, or even samples
of the studied decay mode on a distinct (typically smaller)
data set. For example, in Belle study of D+ → K0SK+ and
D+s → K0Sπ+ decays (Won, 2009) a smaller sample of se-
lected decays obtained in the oﬀ-resonance data sample
was used to optimize the selection, subsequently applied
to the larger on-resonance data sample.
14.5 Examples from BABAR
The BABAR collaboration extensively discussed the use
of the blind analysis method prior to data taking, and
wrote a document describing possible methods (Ford,
2000) which recommended their use whenever possible.
Most BABAR results that could make use of a blind anal-
ysis technique did in fact do so.
For certain measurements, hiding the answer is not
suﬃcient; it may also be necessary to hide the visual as-
pect of the measurement. One example is the CP -violation
measurements performed by BABAR. In this case the ap-
proximate size and sign of the CP asymmetry can be seen
by looking at the Δt distributions for B0 and B0 decays
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Figure 14.5.1. The Δt distributions for B decays into CP
eigenstates, for sin 2φ1 = 0.75 with the B
0 ﬂavor tagging and
vertex resolution that are typical for BABAR. (a) The true num-
ber of B0-tagged (solid line) and B0-tagged (dashed line) de-
cays into CP eigenstates as a function of Δt. (b) The ΔtBlind
distributions for B0-tagged (solid) and B0-tagged (dashed) de-
cays.
into CP eigenstates, as shown in Figure 14.5.1a (see also
Chapter 10). Before CP violation had been established,
and to avoid any chance of bias, a blind analysis was de-
veloped to hide both the answer and the visual asymme-
try (Roodman, 2000).
In BABAR’s initial CP -violation measurement (Aubert,
2001a), the result (obtained from ﬁtting the data) was hid-
den as in Eq. (14.3.1). In addition, the visual asymmetry
was hidden by altering the Δt distribution used to display
the data. This was achieved by using the variable
ΔtBlind ≡
{
+1
−1
}
× stag ×Δt + c . (14.5.1)
The parameter stag equals +1 or −1 for B0 or B0 ﬂavor
tags, respectively. Since the asymmetry is nearly equal and
opposite for the two B ﬂavors, BABAR hid the asymme-
try by ﬂipping one of the distributions. In addition, CP -
violation can be manifest by the asymmetry about Δt = 0
of an individual B0 or B0 distribution. This feature was
hidden by the oﬀset term c in Eq. (14.5.1), which has the
aﬀect of hiding the Δt = 0 point. The result is shown
in Fig. 14.5.1b, where the amount of CP -violation is no
longer visible.
This technique allowed BABAR to use the ΔtBlind dis-
tribution and blinded ﬁt results to validate the analysis
and study systematic eﬀects while remaining blind to the
presence of any asymmetry. There was one additional re-
striction: that the ﬁt result could not be superimposed on
the data, since the smooth ﬁt curve would show the asym-
metry. Instead, to assess the agreement of the ﬁt curve and
the data, a distribution of only the residuals was used. In
practice, this added only a small complication to the mea-
surement. In fact, after the second iteration of the anal-
ysis (Aubert, 2001e), it was realized that the asymmetry
would remain blinded if the only Δt distribution used was
that of the sum of B0 and B0 events. Subsequently, no
additional checks were done (or needed) using individual
B0 and B0 Δt distributions.
BABAR developed other methods for blinding an anal-
ysis, depending on its nature (upper limit, branching frac-
tion, or precision measurement). For example, ﬁt results
were sometimes blinded directly within the RooFit pack-
age (Verkerke and Kirkby, 2003), and so Root-based ﬁts
to data could be subjected to a blind analysis methodol-
ogy with relative ease. An alternative to a RooFit-based
blinding method was to set up an analysis chain whereby
one performs a ﬁt to data using Minuit (James and Roos,
1975) and writes the output to a log ﬁle, removing any ref-
erence to signal observables while writing the log ﬁle. In
this manner the output of the ﬁt can be viewed in order to
study issues such as the convergence of the ﬁt, the values
of ancillary ﬁt parameters, and the covariance matrix.
Lastly, BABAR often worked the blind analysis strategy
into its internal review process. For many, but not all anal-
yses, the three-person review committee’s approval was
required before the authors could unblind their analysis
(as done in Belle).
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For most measurements at the B Factories, the estima-
tion of systematic uncertainties is a very important and
challenging part of the analysis. There are a number of
eﬀects which can systematically inﬂuence the result. The
ones which are frequently encountered in measurements
performed by the B Factories are discussed in the present
chapter.
Sources of systematic eﬀects include the diﬀerence be-
tween data and simulation, the uncertainty on external
input needed to convert a directly measured value (e.g.
the number of signal events) to the desired quantity (e.g.
a branching fraction), and the analysis procedure chosen
to extract the signal (e.g. background model, ﬁt bias). In
addition, physics processes can introduce discrepancies be-
tween the measured value and the parameter of interest.
This is often the case because the signal model used is only
an approximation of the true, underlying process. An ex-
ample of this type of systematic uncertainty is the eﬀect of
tag-side interference in measurements of time-dependent
CP asymmetries.
Where possible, measured values are corrected for such
systematic shifts, and there is a systematic uncertainty as-
sociated with the correction. Some of the systematic cor-
rections are derived from control sample studies; their as-
sociated uncertainty is essentially statistical in nature and
scales with the size of the corresponding control sample
and therefore with the data sample available for analysis.
Careful design of the analysis strategy can help to min-
imize the eﬀect of systematic errors on the ﬁnal result. A
particular systematic eﬀect might cancel in the ratio of
two observable quantities, such as the total number of
produced B mesons in the measurements of rate asym-
metries. Similarly, if the branching fraction of a decay is
measured relative to a well-known decay mode with sim-
ilar ﬁnal state topology, systematic uncertainties due to
reconstruction or PID eﬃciency cancel to a certain extent.
15.1 Diﬀerences between data and simulation
Most analyses at the B Factories are designed and op-
timized using simulated data (‘Monte Carlo’). Collected
data are only looked at after the analysis procedure has
been thoroughly tested and validated (see Chapter 14 for
a rationale and methods). Quantities such as the event
selection eﬃciency and mis-tag or mis-identiﬁcation rates
are needed for measurements of branching fractions or ab-
solute cross sections, and they are typically obtained from
simulated data. If the simulation does not describe the de-
tector perfectly, the eﬃciency of the selection as applied
to real data diﬀers from the eﬃciency derived from sim-
ulated events; this diﬀerence needs to be quantiﬁed and
corrected. The correction factors to be applied to eﬃcien-
cies obtained from simulation are derived from indepen-
dent control samples and their simulated counterparts and
have their own statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The total uncertainty in the correction factor is taken as
a systematic uncertainty for the selection eﬃciency. Corre-
lations between systematic uncertainties need to be taken
into account; for example, for a ﬁnal state with multiple
π0, the eﬃciency correction has to be applied for each
π0 in the ﬁnal state, and the systematic uncertainties are
added linearly.
15.1.1 Track reconstruction
Many analyses performed at the B Factories require a
precise simulation of the charged track ﬁnding and recon-
struction eﬃciency in order to determine absolute rates or
cross sections. The way to measure the tracking eﬃciency
is by predicting the presence of a charged particle un-
ambiguously (e.g. using kinematic constraints on a series
of particle decays) and checking if a reconstructed track
matches the prediction. Once the method is validated, one
can study the tracking eﬃciency as a function of the track
momentum and polar angle. The same procedure is ap-
plied to Monte Carlo events to estimate the tracking eﬃ-
ciency in simulation. From the tracking eﬃciencies in data
and Monte Carlo, one produces a look-up table of correc-
tion factors and their uncertainties to correct for the data-
MC discrepancy in terms of track momentum and polar
angle. This table is used to correct for the signal eﬃciency
estimated from Monte Carlo simulation and to calculate
the systematic uncertainty from track reconstruction.
15.1.1.1 Methods at BABAR
At BABAR several methods are exploited to study possi-
ble eﬃciency diﬀerences between the data and simulation
over a wide range of particle momenta and production en-
vironments relevant to most analyses. They are discussed
in detail in (Allmendinger, 2012).
These methods rely on distinct data samples, where
additional constraints are applied to select speciﬁc event
topologies. The primary method to study the charged track
reconstruction eﬃciency in the data and simulation uses
e+e− → τ+τ− events. Events of interest for the eﬃciency
study involve one leptonic τ decay τ± → μ±νμντ (‘tag
side’), B(τ± → μ±νμντ ) = (17.36 ± 0.05)% (Beringer
et al., 2012), back-to-back with a semi-leptonic decay τ∓ →
h∓h∓h±ντ (≥ 0n) (‘signal side’) with a branching fraction
of B(τ∓ → h∓h∓h±ντ (≥ 0n)) = (14.56± 0.08)%, (Berin-
ger et al., 2012). Here, h denotes a charged hadron, and
at least two tracks are required to fail a loose electron
selection. The presence of one or more neutral particles,
denoted by ≥ 1n, e.g. π0, but excluding K0S → π+π−, is
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allowed in the ﬁnal state. This data sample is referred to
as ‘Tau31’ sample. The primary selection for τ pair can-
didates requires one isolated muon track in combination
with at least two tracks consistent with being hadrons.
Through charge conservation, the existence of an addi-
tional track is inferred.
Due to the presence of multiple neutrinos in the event,
however, the direction of the additional track cannot be
determined exactly. Using the measured trajectories of
the muon and the two hadrons, kinematic regions can be
deﬁned which are correlated with the polar angle θ and
transverse momentum pT of the missing track. The vari-
ation of the agreement between data and simulation as
a function of θ and pT is conservatively quantiﬁed using
these estimator quantities.
This variation is the largest uncertainty when apply-
ing the results to a physics analysis, where the events typ-
ically have distributions in θ and pT diﬀerent from the
τ pair events. The other main uncertainties include both
τ and non-τ backgrounds: radiative Bhabha events with
a converted photon (i.e., e+e− → e+e−γ, γ → e+e−), τ
pair events with a converted photon or a K0S → π−π+, 2-γ
events, and continuum events (qq, with q = u, d, s, c). Con-
trol samples are used to estimate the levels and/or shapes
of the most important backgrounds. This study shows no
diﬀerence in the track ﬁnding eﬃciency between the data
and simulation with an uncertainty of (0.13-0.24)% per
track, depending on the exact requirements on the track
quality. This method is also used to investigate the sta-
bility of track reconstruction over the diverse BABAR run-
ning periods. No time-dependent eﬀects in the diﬀerence
between the data and simulation have been observed.
Initial-state radiation (ISR) events in the reaction
channel e+e− → π+π−π+π−γISR are used to cross-check
the systematic uncertainties in track reconstruction deter-
mined from τ+τ− events. The absence of neutrinos in this
reaction allows to apply a ﬁt with kinematic constraints
to events with at least three detected pions. Hereby the
kinematic parameters of the possibly missing track are de-
termined using energy and momentum conservation, and
the track reconstruction eﬃciency can be measured as a
function of track momentum and angles. In these events,
the high-energy ISR photon is emitted back-to-back to the
collimated hadronic system in the center-of-mass frame.
Because the analysis only selects events with photon en-
ergy Eγ > 3 GeV, this back-to-back topology is approxi-
mately preserved in the laboratory frame. This leads to an
environment with a slightly higher track overlap probabil-
ity. In this environment, the track reconstruction eﬃciency
diﬀerence between the data and simulation is found to be
(0.7 ± 0.4)% per track, compatible with the result of the
τ based study of no signiﬁcant bias.
Low momentum tracks are studied in D∗± → D0π±s
decays, using inclusively selected D∗±. πs denotes the low
momentum pion (“slow pion”) from the D∗ decay. The rel-
ative reconstruction eﬃciency for the slow pions as a func-
tion of the pion momentum is measured using their angu-
lar distribution, following a method developed by CLEO
(Menary, 1992). This method exploits the fact that in
the decay of a vector meson to two pseudoscalar mesons
the expected distribution of events is an even function of
the cosine of the πs helicity angle θ∗. Furthermore, cos θ∗
is related to the slow pion momentum in the lab frame:
pπs = γ(p
∗
πs cos θ
∗ − βE∗πs). Any observed asymmetry in
dN/d cos θ∗ can be therefore mapped to a relative eﬃ-
ciency diﬀerence as a function of pπs (see Allmendinger
(2012) for a more complete discussion). Repeating the
study on data and simulation, a relative diﬀerence be-
tween the slow π reconstruction eﬃciencies is extracted,
which is then ascribed as a systematic uncertainty. Using
the full BABAR dataset, this study results in a systematic
uncertainty of 1.5% per track with a transverse momen-
tum of pT < 180 MeV/c. This systematic uncertainty in-
cludes the eﬀects from both reconstruction eﬃciency and
detector acceptance.
An asymmetry in the track reconstruction eﬃciency
between positively and negatively charged tracks can arise
from a charge dependence of the interaction with the de-
tector material; such a detector-induced asymmetry can
introduce a bias when measuring small CP rate asymme-
tries. The asymmetry in reconstruction eﬃciency has to be
determined directly from data with a precision ofO(10−3).
Like the overall tracking eﬃciency, it can also be measured
using the above mentioned Tau31 sample by comparing
the number of (2+1)-track events (in which one track was
not reconstructed) to the number of (3+1)-track events.
The asymmetry in the reconstruction eﬃciency is found
to be (ε(π+)− ε(π−))/(ε(π+) + ε(π−)) = (0.10± 0.26)%,
thus consistent with zero within its uncertainty. This high-
statistics measurement is cross-checked and validated with
a high purity sample of D0 → π+π− events tagged by the
decay D∗+ → D0π+s ; the charge-dependent reconstruction
asymmetry as measured in this decay is also consistent
with zero asymmetry, but has a larger uncertainty.
Very sensitive measurements of charge asymmetries,
such as ACP in charm meson decays, require a much better
control of any detector-induced charge asymmetry. These
analyses rely on data-driven methods to determine the
charge asymmetry in the track reconstruction with a sys-
tematic uncertainty as small as 0.08% (see Section 19.2.6).
Finally, the eﬀect of a vertex of the charged tracks
that is displaced from the primary event origin is inves-
tigated in B → h+h−K0S (with h = π, K) decays with
K0S → π+π−. Here the ﬁnite lifetime of the K0S leads to
a displacement of the vertex of the two daughter pions.
For these tracks a diﬀerence of (0.5± 0.8)% in the recon-
struction eﬃciency between data and simulation has been
observed.
The results of these studies show that at BABAR the
track ﬁnding eﬃciency in data agrees within uncertainties
with the simulated data. Thus, in a BABAR analysis, simu-
lated track ﬁnding eﬃciencies can be applied to data. The
appropriate systematic errors depending on the number
of tracks involved need to be propagated, taking into ac-
count that the systematic errors are fully correlated i.e.,
the systematic uncertainties per track are added linearly.
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15.1.1.2 Methods at Belle
The track ﬁnding eﬃciency for charged particles with mo-
menta above 200 MeV/c is studied using the decay chain
D∗ → D0πs, D0 → π+π−K0S and K0S → π+π−.46 Par-
tially reconstructed D∗ decays provide a clean sample with
suﬃcient statistics to perform the tracking study. The de-
cay chain can be reconstructed without actually detecting
one of the pions from the K0S decay. The four-momentum
of this pion can be inferred from the kinematic constraints
of the decay chain.
Figure 15.1.1. Illustration of the Belle method to determine
the eﬃciency of tracking.
The method is illustrated in Fig. 15.1.1. The D∗ me-
son partial reconstruction starts from the reconstruction
of the common vertex of the two charged pions from the
D0 decay (the D0 decay vertex; see Chapter 6 about ver-
texing). Following is the determination of possible K0S de-
cay vertex positions, which are constrained to lie on the
trajectory of the detected pion and within a certain ra-
dius (speciﬁcally this is chosen to be 3 cm) from the in-
teraction region to limit the amount of possible points.
The segment of the pion track on which the K0S vertex
is searched for is discretely scanned and for each discrete
part of the track the momentum magnitude and direc-
tion of the K0S is calculated (the latter is determined by
the line joining the D0 and K0S decay vertices, and the
former from the requirement that the K0S together with
the detected charged pion pair yields the invariant mass
of the D0). For each possible value of K0S four-momentum
(corresponding to each possible K0S decay vertex position)
a corresponding un-detected pion four-momentum can be
calculated by subtracting the momentum of the detected
daughter pion. The correct K0S momentum (i.e. the cor-
rect position of the K0S decay vertex) is then determined
46 For particles with p < 200MeV/c a diﬀerent method is used
as described below.
by requiring that the resulting pion four-momentum mag-
nitude corresponds to the pion nominal mass. A slow pion
candidate is added to the D0 and the signal of partially
reconstructed D∗’s is determined from the D0πs invariant
mass distribution (Fig. 15.1.2).
Practically, several selection requirements are imple-
mented to improve the signal-to-background ratio. For in-
stance, the D0 momentum must be larger than 2 GeV/c in
the laboratory frame to reduce combinatorial background.
The K0S vertex should be inside the innermost layer of the
silicon vertex detector to ensure silicon hits for the K0S
daughter tracks, and the missing pions are required to be
in the tracking ﬁducial region. The ratio of the yield of
fully reconstructed D∗’s to those partially reconstructed
with one pion from the K0S not required is the track re-
construction eﬃciency.
Finally the ratio of the tracking eﬃciencies of data and
MC can be obtained as a function of other variables, such
as track total momentum and polar angle. The eﬃciency
as a function of particle’s transverse momenta for real and
simulated data is shown in Fig. 15.1.3. Since the ratio of
the data-MC eﬃciencies is found to be consistent with
unity the diﬀerence and its uncertainties are assigned as
the tracking uncertainty. For Belle, the systematic error
for charged-track reconstruction is 0.35% on average for
high momentum tracks (p > 200 MeV/c).
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Figure 15.1.2. D∗ mass distribution for partially (circle) and
fully (triangle) reconstructed candidates in Belle data. A sim-
ilar reconstruction in the simulated data yields the ratio of
data-MC simulation tracking eﬃciencies. The solid line repre-
sents a ﬁt to the partially reconstructed candidates.
The eﬃciency diﬀerence of low momentum tracks (p <
200 MeV/c) is studied using the decay chain, B0 → D∗−π+
and D∗− → D0π−s . The large B0 → D∗−π+ branching
fraction provides a sample of slow pions large enough to
investigate possible track reconstruction discrepancies be-
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Figure 15.1.3. Reconstruction eﬃciency for charged tracks as
a function of the particle’s transverse momentum for simulated
and real Belle data.
tween data and simulation. Since the tracking diﬀerence
between data and the MC expectation at higher momenta
is known, the data-MC ratios are normalized according to
the data-MC ratio obtained using the D∗ partial recon-
struction method for track momenta above 200 MeV/c.
For events with lower πs momentum, the diﬀerence be-
tween the reconstructed yields in data and MC simulation
is ascribed to a diﬀerence in the low momentum track re-
construction eﬃciency. Experimentally D0 candidates are
reconstructed using several sub-decay modes. A slow pion
(πs) and a high momentum pion with opposite charge are
included to form a B candidate. The sample is divided in
terms of the momentum of the slow pion, and the number
of B events in each momentum bin can be extracted using
a ﬁt to mES and Δm (mass diﬀerence between D∗− and
D0). The yield ratio of data and MC is thus obtained in
each πs momentum bin. The normalized ratios and their
uncertainties at low momentum are used to correct for
data-MC diﬀerences and to estimate the corresponding
uncertainties. In Belle the tracking eﬃciency in simula-
tion agrees well with that in data for track momenta above
125 MeV/c and the simulation may over-estimate the re-
construction eﬃciency for tracks with momentum below
100 MeV/c. On average the systematic uncertainty for low
momentum tracks is 1.3% per track.
15.1.2 K0
S
and Λ reconstruction
Experimentally, K0S and Λ usually are reconstructed
through K0S → π+π− and Λ → pπ− decays. Both par-
ticles have a long lifetime. They are identiﬁed by the re-
quirement that their decay vertex is displaced from the in-
teraction point and that their reconstructed mass is close
to their corresponding nominal mass. For long-lived par-
ticles systematic uncertainties in addition to the tracking
uncertainties of their daughter particles need to be taken
into account. The tracks may originate far from the inter-
action point, and also the reconstruction of the secondary
vertex may show diﬀerences between simulation and data.
Several studies are performed to investigate the K0
S/Λ re-
construction.
15.1.2.1 Exclusive D∗ → D0πs, D0 → π+π−K0S
Similar to the study of track reconstruction systematics,
the K0S reconstruction is studied using the exclusive de-
cays of D∗ → D0πs, D0 → π+π−K0S . One measures the
eﬃciency of the displaced vertex requirement for the K0S
reconstruction by obtaining the numbers of K0S candidates
with and without reconstructing a K0S vertex. The Belle
method is described as follows. Two oppositely charged
tracks that are identiﬁed as pions are selected and their
invariant mass is computed without applying a vertex con-
straint. A pair with invariant mass close to the nominal K0S
mass is selected as a K0S candidate. Every K
0
S candidate
is combined with another π+π− pair to form a D0 candi-
date, which is required to pair with a slow charged pion
to form a D∗. To reduce the combinatorial background,
a suitable mass range, estimated using simulations, is se-
lected in the D0 mass and Δm′ = mD∗ −mD −mπs . The
uncertainty in Δm′ is signiﬁcantly reduced with respect
to mD∗ because the contribution from the K0S candidate
momentum largely cancels in the subtraction and hence
a tighter signal window can be applied due to a better
resolution. Finally, the numbers of all K0S particles and of
those passing a displaced vertex selection are estimated by
ﬁtting the candidate K0S mass with and without requiring
a displaced vertex, respectively.
The control sample has suﬃciently high statistics so
that the study is extended to measure the eﬃciency in
terms of K0S momentum and polar angle similar to the
charged track study described in Section 15.1.1. Likewise
the eﬃciency of requiring a displaced vertex for Monte
Carlo events can be estimated. Hence, the data-MC eﬃ-
ciency ratio can be obtained. The systematic uncertainty
that arises from the reconstruction of the two K0S daughter
pion tracks has to be added to the eﬃciency uncertainty
of the displaced vertex for the total K0S systematic uncer-
tainty. Since Λ and K0S decays have a similar topology, the
Λ systematic uncertainty can be estimated using the K0S
results. For the Belle full data sample, the total system-
atic uncertainty of the K0S reconstruction is on average
around 1% including track reconstruction systematic un-
certainties.
15.1.2.2 Ratio of two D decays
The performance of the K0S reconstruction in data can be
checked using the double ratio
η(K0S) =
N(D+ → K0Sπ+)data
N(D+ → K−π+π+)data
ﬃ
N(D+ → K0Sπ+)MC
N(D+ → K−π+π+)MC .
(15.1.1)
In order to obtain a higher purity sample one can de-
mand a high enough momentum of the D+ candidates.
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The disadvantages of this method are: the uncertainty in
the D+ → K+π+π− branching fraction is large, the res-
onant substructure in these D+ decays needs to be prop-
erly implemented in the simulation of K+π+π− decays,
and the systematic uncertainty from particle identiﬁca-
tion needs to be included.
15.1.2.3 K0S decay length distribution
Another method to check the data-MC discrepancy in the
K0S reconstruction is to compare the K
0
S decay length
distribution. The D∗ decay mode D∗ → D0πs, D0 →
π+π−K0S used for the K
0
S eﬃciency study above provides
a clean sample to measure the K0S decay length. Assuming
that decays with short decay length are inside the ﬁducial
region of the silicon vertex detector and are well simu-
lated based on the tracking study, one can compare the
fraction of reconstructed K0S with longer decay length be-
tween data and MC events. The K0S data-MC eﬃciency
correction and the corresponding systematic uncertainty
are thus obtained.
15.1.3 Particle identiﬁcation
The performance of particle identiﬁcation (PID) for
BABAR and Belle is described in Chapter 5, with the
related systematic uncertainties brieﬂy discussed in Sec-
tions 5.3.2 and 5.4. The PID eﬃciency and its uncertainty
are studied by choosing low-background samples in which
the type of charged particles is identiﬁed without using
the PID information. Then one can examine if the PID
gives the correct identiﬁcation. The PID eﬃciency and
uncertainty can be estimated by counting the number of
particles that are correctly identiﬁed. For instance, K0
S
and Λ are relatively long-lived and can ﬂy a measurable
distance before they decay into π+π− or pπ−; requiring
a distinct vertex and the appropriate mass range for the
two-track mass provides clean samples of pions and pro-
tons. As for kaons, the sample of D∗+ → D0π+s and
D0 → K−π+ is used. For electrons and muons, samples
of e+e− → e+e−l+l−, e+e− → l+l−(γ) and J/ψ → l+l−
(l = e or μ) are chosen to study the performance of lepton
identiﬁcation; by positively identifying one of the leptons,
the PID eﬃciency for the other can be studied.
The correction and systematic uncertainty for the sig-
nal eﬃciency due to PID can be estimated using the data-
MC ratios of the PID eﬃciency and their uncertainties
in diﬀerent momentum, polar angle and azimuthal angle
bins, similar to what is described for tracking systematics
in Section 15.1.1. An alternative way to obtain the PID
eﬃciency and its systematic uncertainty is to use signal
MC events without applying any PID selection and weight
each event according to the PID eﬃciency obtained in
data. For suﬃciently large Monte Carlo samples, the un-
certainty due to the size of the sample for understanding
the PID performance can be omitted. Typical systematic
uncertainties per charged track in BABAR and Belle mea-
surements are 0.8%-1.0%. The uncertainty due to the PID
eﬃciency is treated as correlated among several tracks.
15.1.4 π0 reconstruction
The reconstruction eﬃciency of π0’s in the decay channel
π0 → γγ can diﬀer between data and simulation mainly
for the following reasons (see Section 2.2.4 for the descrip-
tion of the electromagnetic calorimeters):
– Imperfect modeling of the material distribution in the
detector. A photon can undergo pair production in the
material of the detector before reaching the calorime-
ter. If the produced tracks are reconstructed in the
tracking detectors, the corresponding clusters in the
calorimeter, if any, are tagged as being produced by a
charged track and the photon candidate is lost. Even if
the reconstruction algorithms still ﬁnd a photon candi-
date, the energy resolution might be degraded, leading
to a π0 candidate with an incorrectly reconstructed en-
ergy or mass.
– Imperfect modeling of photon shower shape. In order to
discriminate electromagnetic from hadronic showers,
shower shape variables such as the lateral moment,47
the number of crystals in a shower etc. are used. Show-
ers tend to be somewhat narrower in simulation than
in data, creating a small eﬃciency diﬀerence between
data and MC.
– Split-oﬀs. The particle showers created by hadrons in-
teracting with the material in the calorimeter contain
a fraction of neutral hadrons. Such secondary hadrons
can travel a sizable distance in the calorimeter before
interacting with the material and depositing (a part
of) their energy. These so-called split-oﬀs leave the sig-
nature of a calorimeter cluster without an associated
track pointing to it, which is hard to distinguish from
a real photon. Cluster split-oﬀs occur close to tracks,
and the secondary showers usually have low energies.
Detailed modeling of hadronic showers is diﬃcult, thus
split-oﬀs present a further potential source of system-
atic diﬀerence between data and simulation.
– Additional background in data. Real data events typ-
ically contain more (soft) photon candidates, most of
which originate from beam-related background. This
background consists primarily of electrons and posi-
trons from radiative Bhabha scattering which hit ele-
ments of the detector or the beam line, producing neu-
trons with energies in the MeV range, which then can
produce low energy showers in the calorimeter. These
additional photon candidates increase the number of
γγ combinations in data, giving rise to more π0 can-
didates, especially at low π0 momentum.
The data-MC eﬃciency ratio is ﬁrst measured in very
clean events in which the presence of a π0 can be pre-
dicted with little background. Possible diﬀerences between
the π0 reconstruction eﬃciency in such events and high-
multiplicity events with higher background must then be
47 The lateral moment of a cluster in the calorimeter is deﬁned
as LAT ≡ PNi=3 r2⊥iEi/(25(E1+E2)+PNi=3 r2⊥iEi), where the
N crystals which belong to a cluster are sorted by their energy
Ei, and r⊥i is the (transverse) distance between the cluster
centroid and the ith crystal.
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also estimated. The data-MC eﬃciency ratio is measured
using τ (Belle, BABAR) and η (Belle) decays and multi-
hadronic events with a photon radiated from the initial
state (BABAR). An important step is the validation of the
eﬃciency correction which is derived from this class of
events and to make sure the correction is applicable to
B or charm decays, which tend to produce substantially
more activity in the detector. In the following, we present
some of the methods used to determine the π0 eﬃciency
correction and the associated systematic uncertainty.
15.1.4.1 Methods using τ decays
A clean way to extract the π0 reconstruction eﬃciency
is provided by comparing the observed rates of τ− →
π−π0ντ to τ− → π−ντ with the respective ratio of the
branching fractions. The branching fractions of the two
decays are known with sub-percent precision, allowing a
measurement of the π0 reconstruction eﬃciency with an
uncertainty of the order of 1%.
In BABAR, e+e− → τ+τ− events are tagged with one τ
decaying into e±νeντ (tag). On the signal side, a charged
track incompatible with either the electron or the muon
hypothesis is required. π0 candidates are reconstructed
from two photon candidates; events with more than two
photon candidates (i.e. those with extra activity in the
calorimeter) are removed.
The eﬃciency correction η ≡ εdata/εMC is computed
as a function of the π0 momentum pπ0 as the double ratio
η(pπ0) =
N(τ → ππ0ν)data(pπ0)
N(τ → πν)data
/
N(τ → ππ0ν)MC(pπ0)
N(τ → πν)MC
(15.1.2)
=
N(τ → ππ0ν)data(pπ0)
N(τ → ππ0ν)MC(pπ0)
/
N(τ → πν)data
N(τ → πν)MC .
(15.1.3)
In this double ratio, the track reconstruction and PID ef-
ﬁciencies (used on the tag side track) largely cancel pro-
vided there are no correlations between the tag and the
signal side of the event:
N(τ → ππ0ν)data
N(τ → πν)data =
Nττ B(τ → ππ0ν) εdatatag εdatatrack εdataπ0
Nττ B(τ → πν) εdatatag εdatatrack
≈ εdataπ0
B(τ → ππ0ν)
B(τ → πν) (15.1.4)
Using the well-measured branching fractions (and the
corresponding values for simulated data), the double ratio
directly measures the ratio of π0 reconstruction eﬃciencies
in data and simulation, modulo a few small corrections for
split-oﬀs and the mis-modeling of the high-energy tail of
the π0π− mass spectrum. The resulting correction factor
depends on the π0 momentum in the laboratory frame. For
a typical π0 momentum spectrum, the correction factor is
around 0.97 with a statistical uncertainty well below 1%.
The result of the τ based study is combined with the
results from ω production in events with hard initial state
radiation (see below, Section 15.1.4.2) to obtain an overall
momentum dependent π0 eﬃciency correction. A system-
atic uncertainty of about 1.5% is assigned to cover the
systematic diﬀerences between the two methods.
Belle also uses τ+τ− events where one of the τ leptons
decays leptonically and the other into π±π0ν (single π0
events), and events where both decay into π±π0ν (dou-
ble π0 events). The ratio of data and MC simulation π0
reconstruction eﬃciencies can be expressed as
εdataπ0
εMCπ0
= 2 · N
data
2
Ndata1
· B(τ → νν¯)B(τ → ππ0ν) ·
εMC1
εMC2
· (ε
data
1′ /ε
MC
1′ )
(εdata2′ /ε
MC
2′ )
,
(15.1.5)
where Ndata1,2 are the numbers of reconstructed single and
double π0 events, and εMC1,2 are the eﬃciencies to recon-
struct these events in the Monte Carlo; writing ε1 = επ0ε1′
and ε2 = ε2π0ε2′ , Belle separates the eﬃciency for each
class of event into the π0 reconstruction eﬃciency, and
a remainder term. The ﬁnal double-ratio expression in
Eq. (15.1.5) is assumed to be unity. Such a study reveals
a correction factor of around 0.96 to be applied to the
simulated reconstruction eﬃciency, with an uncertainty
of 2.4%.
A comparison of η → 3π0 and η → π+π−π0 decays
also yields the π0 reconstruction eﬃciency directly from
the data, and the systematic uncertainty at Belle is found
to be 4%.
15.1.4.2 Methods using ω-ISR and ωπ0-ISR events
Another approach to measure the diﬀerence in the π0 re-
construction eﬃciency between data and Monte Carlo is
to use the low-background processes e+e− → γISRω and
e+e− → γISRωπ0, where the ω decays to π+π−π0 and the
initial state radiation photon is required to have a labo-
ratory energy above 3 GeV. As in the case of the tracking
eﬃciency study, one can exploit the fact that the kine-
matics of the reaction are fully known: both energy and
momentum vector of the π0 are predicted by a kinematic
ﬁt, using only the information of the initial state particles,
the ISR photon and the two pion tracks. In the reaction
e+e− → γISRωπ0 the directly produced π0 is required to
be reconstructed while the eﬃciency study is performed
with the π0 from the ω decay. This method allows to study
the π0 eﬃciency as a function of the π0 momentum and
ﬂight direction.
This method, in both reaction channels, makes use of
the rather narrow width of the ω. Signal events in which
the π0 momentum and energy were correctly inferred by
the kinematic ﬁt peak strongly close to the nominal ω
mass; a ﬁt to this mass spectrum yields the number of
produced events which should contain a π0. The number
of events with a reconstructed π0 is extracted from test-
ing all π0 candidates in the event with a 5C kinematic
ﬁt under the hypothesis e+e− → ωγ → π+π−π0γ. The
classiﬁcation of events into the categories ‘π0 found’ or
‘π0 lost’ is quite sensitive to the presence of extra π0 can-
didates due to background photons, which is diﬀerent in
data and simulation.
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At BABAR, the π0 eﬃciency corrections derived from τ
and ω-ISR events as described above are combined into an
overall eﬃciency correction with an associated systematic
uncertainty which also accounts for the remaining diﬀer-
ences between the two methods. The π0 eﬃciency correc-
tion factors as a function of the π0 lab momentum for
both analyses as well as the combined correction factor
which is recommended for general analyses are shown as
a function of the π0 lab momentum in Fig. 15.1.4.
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Figure 15.1.4. BABAR π0 eﬃciency correction factors as a
function of the π0 lab momentum. The closed squares show the
combination of the two analyses described in the text, with the
error bars indicating the total systematic uncertainty associ-
ated with the eﬃciency correction (Aubert, 2013).
15.1.4.3 Slow π0, and π0 eﬃciency in multi-hadronic decays
As described above, the π0 eﬃciency correction is primar-
ily measured in very clean events with few tracks and few
or no additional neutrals. Typical B decays, however, con-
tain more tracks and neutral candidates, which can aﬀect
the probability to correctly reconstruct a π0. To ensure
that the eﬃciency correction is applicable to this class of
multi-hadron events, an inclusive measurement of the ratio
of D0 → Kππ0 to D0 → Kπ decays has been performed
at BABAR. The π0 eﬃciency correction derived from this
analysis suﬀers from a larger statistical uncertainty due to
background subtraction and is less precise than the one de-
rived from τ or ISR events. Within the given uncertainties,
the π0 eﬃciency corrections agree.
A dedicated study of low-momentum π0’s has been
performed using the decay chain B0 → D∗−π+, D∗− →
D−π0. The method is similar to the one used for low-
momentum tracks described in Section 15.1.1.2.
Similar to the study for the tracking eﬃciency, the
data-MC eﬃciency ratio can also be computed using the
double ratio
η(pπ0) =
N(D0 → K+π−π0)data
N(D0 → K+π−)data
ﬃ
N(D0 → K+π−π0)MC
N(D0 → K+π−)MC .
(15.1.6)
This π0 eﬃciency correction is thus obtained in ha-
dronic events, as opposed to the eﬃciency in clean e+e− →
τ+τ− events. To reduce the D0 combinatorial background,
one can demand a soft π+ that combines with a D0 can-
didate to form a D∗+ and the reconstruction uncertainty
for slow pions cancels in the ratio. The dominant sys-
tematic error in the correction is the branching fraction
uncertainty of D0 → K+π−π0, which results in a com-
mon scale factor across the full momentum range. If the
data-simulation eﬃciency ratio for the π0 reconstruction is
known from other studies in a typical momentum range,
one can normalize the double ratio in that momentum
range to obtain the correction factors and the correspond-
ing uncertainties in other momentum ranges. For neutral
pions with momenta below 200 MeV/c the data-MC simu-
lation correction factor at Belle is found to be 1.023±0.024
for the data recorded with the SVD2 vertex detector (see
Chapter 2). For BABAR, a similar study results in a cor-
rection factor for low-momentum π0 of 0.98± 0.07.
15.1.5 High-energy photons
The detection eﬃciency of high energy photons (with typ-
ical energies above Eγ ≈ 2GeV) is measured using radia-
tive Bhabha events: e+e− → e+e−γ (Belle) and e+e− →
μ+μ−γ (BABAR). After requiring exactly two tracks in an
event that are identiﬁed as an e+e− or μ+μ− pair, the
missing energy direction can be computed. The photon ef-
ﬁciency is estimated from the fraction of events that have
a reconstructed photon matching the magnitude and di-
rection of the missing energy, which is required to point to
the electromagnetic calorimeter ﬁducial region. The pre-
cise value of the eﬃciency correction depends on the de-
tails of the criteria to select photon candidates and the
decision whether a photon candidate matches the predic-
tion from the kinematic ﬁt.
For recent BABAR analyses of ISR events (Lees, 2012h),
the diﬀerence in the reconstruction eﬃciency of high-
energy photons between data and simulation was de-
termined to be εdata − εMC = (−1.00 ± 0.02 (stat) ±
0.55 (syst))× 10−2.
15.2 Analysis procedure
A second, important group of systematic uncertainties is
related to the analysis procedure. This includes the use
of external parameters as well as the use of speciﬁc mod-
els to separate signal from background and to extract the
quantity of interest from the data. In a typical analysis at
the B Factories, multi-dimensional maximum likelihood
ﬁts are often used to separate signal and background on a
statistical basis (see Section 11). This procedure needs to
be carefully checked and validated and systematic uncer-
tainties assigned where appropriate. The most important
sources of these systematic uncertainties are discussed in
this section.
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15.2.1 External input
In many analyses, the physics observables are extracted
from a ﬁt with some of the parameters ﬁxed to values
based on external information. Using external information
is necessary if for example the statistical power of the se-
lected sample under consideration is not large enough to
determine all relevant parameters with suﬃcient accuracy.
For instance, in rare B decay searches the peak positions
and resolutions of mES and ΔE of signal events are of-
ten ﬁxed; in Dalitz plot analyses the masses and natural
widths of intermediate resonances are ﬁxed to their PDG
values; the mixing parameter Δmd and the B0 meson life-
time are not allowed to vary in ﬁts for time-dependent CP
asymmetries. The systematic uncertainties that arise from
using external input parameters are obtained by checking
the deviations in the ﬁtted values after varying the exter-
nal parameters according to their uncertainties.
Unlike the PDG values used as the external parame-
ters, some of the p.d.f. parameters explicitly depend on
the detector resolution, and the corresponding uncertain-
ties are determined using data. For instance, the uncer-
tainty of mES is dominated by the beam energy spread
and the mES peak position and resolution are determined
using high-statistics control samples such as B → D0π
and D0 → K+π−(π0) for decay modes without (with)
photons in the ﬁnal state. The corrections between data
and simulation and their uncertainties are obtained from
these control samples and applied to the decay modes of
interest. The same procedure is applied to estimate the
correction and uncertainty for the ΔE p.d.f. parameters
obtained in simulation. It is preferred to choose a con-
trol decay mode with high statistics that has the same
numbers of charged and neutral particles in the ﬁnal state
as the mode under study. The same consideration can be
applied to estimate systematic uncertainties related to ﬂa-
vor tagging, vertexing, mass resolutions and other external
parameters.
Most analyses also rely on external input to derive the
quantity of interest from directly measured quantities. Ex-
amples of such external parameters are the integrated lu-
minosity (or, alternatively, the number of BB pairs pro-
duced), branching fractions of daughter decays, particle
masses and their lifetimes, etc. These quantities and their
uncertainties are typically taken from averages calculated
by the Particle Data Group, with the exception of the lu-
minosities, which are measured by the B Factories (see
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.6.2). At both experiments, the preci-
sion of the luminosity measurement is limited by system-
atic uncertainties, mainly by uncertainties of the Monte
Carlo generator(s) used to calculate the cross-sections of
the physics processes used to measure luminosity. At Belle,
the luminosity is measured using Bhabha scattering to a
precision of about 1.4%. BABAR uses both Bhabha scat-
tering and e+e− → μ+μ− (Lees, 2013i); the systematic
uncertainty of the luminosity is about 0.5% for the data
collected at the Υ (4S).
The uncertainties from these external parameters are
propagated to the ﬁnal result using either Gaussian er-
ror propagation in the simplest cases, or by varying the
parameters within their uncertainties and repeating the
analysis.
15.2.2 Modeling of background
Background distributions are often modeled using events
from simulation or sidebands of e.g. mass distributions. A
typical example is modeling the background distributions
in the Dalitz plot for B or D decays. One can assume
that the Dalitz plot distributions for the combinatorial
background are the same as those obtained using events
outside the mES−ΔE signal region or in the D mass side-
band region. The background model can be cross-checked
by comparing the distributions of simulated background
events in the signal and sideband regions or by comparing
the data distributions in diﬀerent sideband regions. The
systematic uncertainty due to the background modeling is
then estimated by using the p.d.f.s obtained from diﬀer-
ent sideband regions and by varying the p.d.f. parameters
according to the uncertainties.
In many cases the background is suﬃciently large so
that the background p.d.f. parameters can be determined
directly from a ﬁt to data. This procedure moves the un-
certainty originating from the background p.d.f. param-
eters into the overall statistical uncertainty returned by
the ﬁt. However, in many cases the actual shape of the
background distribution is not known from ﬁrst princi-
ples, and there may be several diﬀerent parameterizations
which describe, within the given uncertainties of the data,
the background shape equally well. The systematic uncer-
tainty related to this is determined by choosing diﬀerent
functions for the background p.d.f.s and repeating the ﬁt.
For example, B yields in many rare decay searches are ex-
tracted with an unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt to the
distributions of mES, ΔE and other variables (see Chap-
ter 9). The p.d.f.s of the B decay background are usually
estimated from simulations, while the continuum p.d.f.s
are modeled as a polynomial function for ΔE and an AR-
GUS function (see Eq. 7.1.11) for mES with their parame-
ters allowed to vary in the ﬁt. Systematic uncertainties of
the ﬁt can be evaluated using other function models that
provide an acceptable goodness of the ﬁt.
15.2.3 Fit bias
The results of multi-dimensional maximum likelihood ﬁts
(see Chapter 11) can be systematically biased when the
correlations between various discriminating variables are
not considered or several components have similar p.d.f.s,
so that the ﬁt cannot completely distinguish between those
components. The ﬁt bias can be examined using large
ensembles of simulated experiments (‘toy MC’, see Sec-
tion 11.5.2); a bias correction is then derived from these
studies. There is no unique method of assigning a sys-
tematic uncertainty to this bias correction, and analyst
discretion is required. As a conservative approach, the sys-
tematic uncertainty associated with the bias correction is
often taken to be half or even all of the correction.
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15.3 Systematic eﬀects for time-dependent
analyses
A number of systematic eﬀects need to be understood
in order to verify that one is able to correctly extract
time-dependent information from ﬁts to data. The general
methodology for performing a time-dependent CP asym-
metry analysis at the B Factories is outlined in Chap-
ter 10. In addition there are special cases that have been
considered over the course of these experiments including
time-dependent analyses of modes requiring a full angu-
lar analysis (Chapter 12), and time-dependent Dalitz plot
analyses (Chapter 13).
In the following we discuss systematic uncertainties
arising from detector and reconstruction eﬀects (see Sec-
tions 15.3.1 through 15.3.3), uncertainties from physics
parameters (see Section 15.3.4), and uncertainties aris-
ing from approximations made in the analyses (see Sec-
tions 15.3.5 through 15.3.6). The systematic uncertainties
quoted on S and C (see Chapter 10) in the remainder of
this chapter are typical values obtained by the B Facto-
ries.
15.3.1 Alignment of the vertex detector
In order to precisely reconstruct the decay vertex position
of both B mesons in an event and the value of the proper
time diﬀerence Δt between the decays of both mesons
(see Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion on these mat-
ters), accurate information is required on the position of
the reconstructed hits that correspond to the signature of
charged particles traveling through the tracking volume.
The silicon detectors at the B Factories dominate our
understanding of the vertex positions by virtue of their
proximity to the interaction point, and hence the B decay
vertices. The ﬁrst few measurement points of each track
originating from a B decay will be recorded in the silicon
detector, and hence one must precisely know the posi-
tion of the strips embedded in the silicon. This position
changes slightly with time, and if not corrected for, will
smear out the knowledge of each hit position, and hence
ﬁtted track and computed vertex. The purpose of the sil-
icon detector calibration is to correct for variations in the
alignment as a function of run period, and in the case of
Belle, the diﬀerences between the diﬀerent SVDs installed
during operation (see Chapter 2).
While the detector calibration is extremely eﬀective at
correcting for variations in detector position as a function
of time, there is an uncertainty arising from any resid-
ual lack of knowledge in the position and orientation of
each double-sided silicon sensor module that provides a
measurement of r, φ and z within the detector. The lo-
cal alignment procedure adopted by BABAR is described
in detail in (Brown, Gritsan, Guo, and Roberts, 2009). In
order to estimate the magnitude of the uncertainty arising
from the alignment of the silicon detector, diﬀerent sets
of alignment constants are applied to simulated Monte
Carlo data for signal events or equivalently the silicon
detector positions are intentionally modiﬁed in a plau-
sible range in both global displacement and rotation as
well as random misalignment for each silicon sensor, and
the change in ﬁtted values of the CP -violating parame-
ters S and C (see Section 10.2) from the nominal value
is assigned as an uncertainty from this source of system-
atic. The magnitude of this uncertainty on S and C is at
most a few per mille. In extreme cases, for example modes
such as B0 → ρ+ρ− that suﬀer from a signiﬁcant contri-
bution from mis-reconstructed signal in the ﬁnal state,
the eﬀect of the silicon detector alignment is somewhat
larger: ∼ 0.01. The reason for this is that some of the
mis-reconstructed signal in this ﬁnal state has a biased
reconstructed vertex position, resulting from the inclusion
of low-momentum tracks reconstructed at the extremities
of the helicity angle distributions (see Chapter 12). Some-
times these low momentum tracks are incorrectly assigned
from the rest of the event to a signal B candidate, rather
than including the correct tracks from the signal side. Dif-
ferent alignment sets change the reconstruction rate of this
component of mis-reconstructed signal, and thus induce a
bias on the measured observables S and C.
15.3.2 Beamspot position, z scale and boost
As discussed in Chapter 6, the beamspot location can be
used to improve constraints on vertex reconstruction, and
is used when reconstructing the tagging B meson vertex.
The dominant contribution to the systematic uncertainty
when adding this constraint comes from the limited knowl-
edge of the vertical position of the beamspot. The knowl-
edge of the beamspot is included in the vertex ﬁt via the
addition of an extra term in the χ2 of the track ﬁt. The
limitation in the absolute knowledge of the beamspot lo-
cation therefore translates into a systematic uncertainty
on the reconstructed value of Δt, and hence propagates
through onto the measured observables S and C in a time-
dependent CP asymmetry analysis. Detailed studies of the
beam-spot position calibration were performed at the B
Factories (see Section 6.4).
Knowledge of the mean vertical position is the domi-
nant systematic uncertainty from the use of the beamspot
in BABAR, while its spread is found to give a much larger
eﬀect in Belle. The corresponding systematic uncertain-
ties in the measured values of S and C are estimated
by modifying the position and uncertainty on the verti-
cal beamspot position according to the variations seen in
data. For example, BABAR varies this position by ±20μm,
as well as increase the uncertainty on this quantity by
20μm to evaluate the systematic uncertainty arising from
the use of the beamspot in vertex reconstruction. Belle
changes the beamspot position uncertainty to a factor of
2 larger or smaller value than the nominal one, 21μm.
The relative change in S (C) from its nominal value (S ∼
sin 2φ1, C ∼ 0) is found to be 0.13% (0.06%) in BABAR
and 0.3% (0.08%) in Belle for B decays to cc¯s ﬁnal states.
Other important factors impacting the measurement
of S and C are the z scale determined from the vertex
detector, and the boost factor. Detailed studies of control
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samples show that the z scale uncertainty is the dominant
of these two eﬀects, and to account for these uncertainties
Δt and σΔt are scaled by 0.6%. This results in negligible
systematic shifts, of the order of 4.7×10−4 in S and 2.3×
10−4 in C, for B decays to ccs ﬁnal states. These are
interpreted as systematic uncertainties from the z scale
and boost determination.
15.3.3 Resolution function and ﬂavor tagging
parameters
Both the Δt resolution function parameters and ﬂavor
tagging performance parameters are integral inputs to a
time-dependent analysis. There are two conceptual ways
to incorporate systematic uncertainties from these param-
eters into the extracted values of S and C. Firstly one can
perform a simultaneous ﬁt to the so-called Bﬂav sample
of events (see Section 10.2) and the selected signal can-
didates. In this approach the uncertainties on and cor-
relations between resolution function and tagging model
parameters are automatically folded into the statistical
uncertainty reported for the asymmetry parameters. This
approach is adopted by BABAR. The second approach is
to take the results of a reference ﬁt to the Bﬂav data sam-
ple, and incorporate the variations of S and C from the
nominal result when varying the resolution and tagging
parameters by their uncertainties. This approach results
in a number of contributions that are added in quadra-
ture ignoring the correlations that exist between them.
Belle uses the second approach as there are only small
correlations between the parameters describing the reso-
lution and tagging performance. As a result this second
approach provides a conservative and still proper estima-
tion of the systematic uncertainty from the knowledge of
these parameters. The typical uncertainty on S and C ob-
tained for the resolution function and tagging parameters
using the second approach is ≤ 0.01.
15.3.4 The eﬀect of physics parameters
Time-dependent CP asymmetry measurements at the B
Factories follow the method described in Chapter 10. In
particular, these analyses assume ΔΓd = 0, unlike the sit-
uation for time-dependent measurement for Bs (and even-
tually D) meson decays. No systematic uncertainty is as-
cribed for the use of this assumption, which is well moti-
vated by theoretical arguments for the statistics available
at BABAR and Belle. A non-zero value of ΔΓd = 0 would
give rise to hyperbolic sine and cosine terms in the time-
dependent asymmetries as discussed in Section 17.5.2.6,
and one can estimate the magnitude of any systematic un-
certainty from neglecting these hyperbolic terms by com-
paring results obtained using an ensemble of simulated
Monte Carlo experiments with ΔΓd = 0, and observing
the bias introduced on the ﬁtted values of S and C. If one
assumes that ΔΓd ≤ 0.01, the systematic uncertainties in
S and C would be negligible, if one were to use the exist-
ing experimental limit on the value of ΔΓd the bias on S
would be 0.005.
The physics parameters τB0 and Δmd are required in-
puts for time-dependent measurements. During the ML
ﬁtting procedure used to extract S and C from data, the
B0 lifetime and mixing frequency are ﬁxed to their nomi-
nal values. The uncertainty on the measured values of τB0
and Δmd are propagated through the ﬁtting procedure,
assuming that they are uncorrelated, and the resulting
variation of S and C from the nominal ﬁtted values is
assigned as an uncertainty. This source of uncertainty is
found to be at most a few per-mille.
15.3.5 CP violation in background components
A subtlety raised in Chapter 10 is the issue of correctly ac-
counting for any CP asymmetry (time-dependent or time-
integrated) in background modes when performing a time-
dependent analysis. This issue is not signiﬁcant for the
case of charmonium decays such as B0 → J/ψK0S , where
there is very little background, however it should be con-
sidered when analyzing modes with signiﬁcant levels of
background such as B0 → ρ+ρ−.
There are two types of CP violating background that
may occur (i.e. direct and mixing-induced CP violation,
see Chapter 16) from neutral B mesons, and charged B
mesons may only violate CP via direct decay. In addition
one may need to consider the BB background, where the
B signal candidates are formed by combining the daugh-
ter particles of the true Btag and Brec . In general the
reconstructed |Δt| values of these background events are
smaller than the true ones as the reconstructed Btag and
BCP vertices tend to be closer to each other.
Such an eﬀect can be taken into account by replacing
the B lifetime in the exponential decay of Eq. (10.2.2) with
an eﬀective lifetime. This is particularly relevant for ﬁnal
states with charm mesons in them as discussed in Chap-
ter 10, but is also manifest at a lower level for B back-
grounds without charm decays. Generally one assumes
that any bias for the latter class of B decays is negligi-
ble.
Having corrected for the above reconstruction eﬀects
one is faced with having to address the issue of a physical
asymmetry in the background decay channel. In the case
of a neutral B decay the asymmetry will be of the form of
Eq. (10.2.8). One has to account for tagging and resolution
eﬀects, and typically it is assumed that it is valid to use
the same tagging and resolution parameters for the back-
ground channels as for the correctly reconstructed signal.
Ideally one should generate samples of Monte Carlo sim-
ulated data for each CP violating background mode with
the values of S and C as measured in data. This way any
dilution from mis-reconstructing a given channel is taken
into account when setting the values of the eﬀective S and
C required to model the CP asymmetry of a given back-
ground mode. In cases where there is no measurement of
the asymmetry parameters, but it is reasonable to expect
a non-zero asymmetry, one varies the eﬀective values of S
and C between +1 and −1 to estimate the maximal eﬀect
a given background would have on the signal. CP violation
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in charged decay modes can be accounted for in an analo-
gous way, where one uses the time-integrated asymmetry
to allow for any possible direct CP violation.
Typical systematic uncertainties in the values of the
CP asymmetry parameters measured for the high-back-
ground decay B → ρ+ρ− arising from possible CP viola-
tion in the background are ≤ 0.2% for S and 1 − 2% for
C, see Aubert (2007b). This uncertainty is dominated by
contributions from B → a1π decays, assuming that CP vi-
olation could be large, as the example discussed predates
CP asymmetry measurements of B → a±1 π∓.
15.3.6 Tag-side interference
In order for a decay channel to have non-zero CP asymme-
try, it must have at least two interfering amplitudes with
diﬀerent weak phases. This is a necessary condition, but it
is not suﬃcient to guarantee that there will be an observ-
able CP violation eﬀect in that ﬁnal state. The discussion
so far has focused on interfering amplitudes on the Brec
side of the event leading to a measurable CP violation ef-
fect. However it was pointed out by Long, Baak, Cahn, and
Kirkby (2003) that in addition to interference on the Brec
side, one has to consider possible eﬀects of interference on
the Btag side, where more than one amplitude contributes
to the ﬁnal state. If neglected, interference eﬀects on the
Btag side of the event could result in an undesired contri-
bution to the measured CP asymmetry for the Brec. Many
diﬀerent ﬁnal states are included in the (inclusive) recon-
struction of the Btag with diﬀerent contributions to the
so-called tag-side interference eﬀect.
As discussed in Section 8, the dominant contributions
to the tagging eﬃciency come from semi-leptonic decays
with ﬁnal state leptons, and hadronic decays such as B →
D(∗)−π+. Since the semi-leptonic decays proceed via a sin-
gle amplitude in the SM, semi-leptonic tagged decays do
not suﬀer from tag-side interference. However possible in-
terference eﬀects need to be considered when performing a
time-dependent analysis, where Btag decays to a hadronic
ﬁnal state as the decay can proceed by more than one
amplitude.
If one considers the decay B → D−π+, with subse-
quent D− → K+π−π− decay as an example, the ﬁnal
state can be reached via the CKM preferred b → cud tran-
sition of a B0. The same ﬁnal state can also be reached
from a B0 through B0−B0 mixing followed by a doubly-
CKM suppressed b → ucd transition. The ratio of these
two amplitudes is given approximately by the ratio of
CKM matrix elements |(V ∗ubVcd)/(VcbV ∗ud)|  0.02.
The strength of the amplitude of the doubly-CKM sup-
pressed relative to the allowed decay can be parameterized
as
Af
Af
= rfe−iφ3+iδf , (15.3.1)
where rf is the ratio of suppressed to favored decays, and
δf is the relative strong phase diﬀerence between the B0
and B0 decay proceeding via b → cud and b → ucd tran-
sitions, respectively. In practice a number of modes are
summed over on the tag-side of the event, and we replace
rf and δf with primed variants to represent the eﬀective
ratio of amplitudes and phase diﬀerence of an ensemble of
modes.
It is possible to compute a correction on the time-
dependent asymmetry parameters S and C resulting from
the use of hadronic tag modes, either for a given mode, or
an ensemble of modes. These corrections are a function of
Δt and have the eﬀect of slightly reducing the amplitude
and broadening the time distribution, or increasing the
amplitude and narrowing the distribution as discussed in
Section VI and Fig. 3 of Long, Baak, Cahn, and Kirkby
(2003). The eﬀect depends on the values of r′f and δ
′
f .
Thus one can expect the measured values of S and C in a
time-dependent analysis to diﬀer from the true values for
hadronically tagged events.
The semileptonic decay, B0 → D∗−+ν	 is a high pu-
rity Bﬂav mode and free from doubly-CKM suppressed
diagram as already discussed. Thus applying the proper
ﬂavor tagging algorithm on the Btag decay products in
this sample gives an estimation of the possible range of
the eﬀective ratio of the amplitudes and phase diﬀerence
for an ensemble of the tag-side modes. This estimation is
used to see the eﬀects on S and C as described in more
detail later.
If a time-dependent analysis were limited by system-
atic uncertainties arising from tag-side interference, there
are two possible approaches that may be considered to
mitigate this uncertainty: (i) only use semi-leptonic tagged
events, thus removing the aﬀected data from the analysis,
and (ii) given suﬃcient data, to measure the ratio of CKM
allowed to suppressed decays, and the corresponding phase
diﬀerence between the amplitudes using control samples.
In the following discussion the true values of these time-
dependent asymmetry parameters are represented by S0
and C0, whereas the measured values of these observables
are denoted by Sﬁt and Cﬁt.
15.3.6.1 The tree dominated B0 → J/ψK0S decay
The prime example of a time-dependent measurement
made by the B Factories is that of B0 → J/ψK0S , which
is described in Section 17.6. The biases on the true val-
ues of measured time-dependent asymmetries in this decay
arising from tag-side interference can be treated as a per-
turbation on the measurement, i.e. a systematic shift with
an associated uncertainty. It is possible to relate the true
values of the CP asymmetry parameters S0 and C0 to the
ﬁtted values Sﬁt and Cﬁt up to some correction related
to the additional amplitudes interfering on the tag side of
the event. The correction depends on Φ = 2φ1 +φ3 result-
ing from the phase diﬀerence between the doubly CKM
suppressed and CKM allowed amplitudes on the tag side
of the decay and the short distance B0 − B0 mixing box
contributions. The corrections to the ﬁtted CP asymmetry
parameters are related to the magnitude of the eﬀective
ratio of CKM suppressed to allowed amplitudes for the
tag-side decay given by r′f , as shown in the following
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Cﬁt = C0 + 2C0r′f cos δ
′
f{G cos(Φ)− S0 sin(Φ)}
−2r′f sin δ′f{S0 cos(Φ) + G sin(Φ)}, (15.3.2)
Sﬁt = S0 + 2S0r′f cos δ
′
fG cos(Φ)
+2r′f sin δ
′
fC0 cos(Φ). (15.3.3)
Here the factor G is 2ReλCP /(|λCP |2 + 1), and λCP is
the quantity given in Eq. (10.1.10) evaluated for the Brec
reconstructed in a CP eigenstate.
Using a Monte Carlo simulation based approach, one
can estimate the magnitude of the eﬀect on the value of
Sﬁt and Cﬁt extracted from data, and hence determine S0
and C0. In order to do this one has to determine r′f and
δ′f . The value of r
′
f is given by |(V ∗ubVcd)/(VcbV ∗ud)| and an
estimate of the uncertainty on this can be derived from
a comparison of rates for allowed to suppressed D → Kπ
transitions. This comparison indicates that the error on
r′f is about 25%. As there is no knowledge of the phase
diﬀerence, one assumes that this parameter is uniformly
distributed in the simulated pseudo-experiments. This ap-
proach of evaluating the eﬀect of tag-side interference for
B0 → J/ψK0S has been broadly applied to b → ccs, ccd,
and qqs ﬁnal states. The magnitude of the systematic un-
certainty ascribed to the measurement of S (C) in this set
of channels is typically 0.001 (0.014). The systematic un-
certainty is negligible for the extraction of sin 2φ1 from the
golden b → ccs measurements. However this source of sys-
tematic uncertainty is signiﬁcant for some of the precision
measurements of C, and in fact dominant for the golden
channel B0 → J/ψK0S discussed in Section 17.6. For the
measurement of φ1 from an ensemble of CP -even and odd
states (i.e. J/ψK0L and ccK
0
S) BABAR ascribes a system-
atic uncertainty as described above. However, Belle note
that there may be some cancellation between the even and
odd states and account for this in their estimation of the
systematic uncertainty from this source on the combined
measurements of S and C (Adachi, 2012c).
There is no indication of a signiﬁcant shift in the mea-
sured values of S and C found via this Monte Carlo sim-
ulation based approach, hence no corrections are applied
to the results obtained by the B Factories.
15.3.6.2 The complication of loop amplitudes in
B0 → π+π−
An example of a decay with both tree and loop (penguin)
amplitudes used in a time-dependent analysis is B0 →
π+π− which is discussed further in Section 17.7. The decay
amplitude for the reconstructed B meson depends on φ3,
as does the tag-side. Thus the situation encountered with
B0 → π+π− is therefore much more complicated than the
previous case. The uncertainty from tag-side interference
can be as large as 2r′f . This complication for calculat-
ing tag-side interference applies not only to B0 → π+π−
decays, but more generally to the set of b → uud tran-
sitions related to φ2 where there are signiﬁcant penguin
contributions. The least problematic of these decays be-
ing B0 → ρ+ρ−, which is known to have a small penguin
contribution, relative to other b → uud transitions.
The magnitude of the systematic uncertainty ascribed
to the measurement of S (C) in this set of channels is typ-
ically 0.007− 0.010 (0.016− 0.04) depending on the ﬁnal
state. While small, compared to the overall experimental
uncertainty, this is the dominant source of systematic un-
certainty for the extraction of C from the B0 → π+π−
and ρ+ρ− channels discussed in Section 17.7. The sys-
tematic uncertainty is negligible on the extraction of φ2
for the golden b → uud measurements given the statistics
available at the B Factories.
15.3.6.3 Time-dependent measurement of sin(2φ1 + φ3)
The measurement of sin(2φ1 + φ3) using B → D∗±π∓
decays is discussed in Section 17.8. The manifestation of
tag-side interference in this time-dependent measurement
diﬀers from that discussed for the previous two examples
as described below. As with the b → uud transition case
the reconstructed B meson depends on φ3, so it is not
straightforward to extract an estimate of tag-side interfer-
ence for B → D∗±π∓ decays. Furthermore, the amplitude
of the sin(ΔmdΔt) term in the time-evolution of this de-
cay is 2r sin(2φ1 + φ3). Here the parameter r is the ratio
of doubly-CKM suppressed to allowed decays for the re-
constructed B meson (the B → D∗±π∓) and has nothing
to do with the tag-side of the event.48 The magnitudes
of both rf and r′f are expected to be comparable and of
the order of 0.02, thus there is the potential for tag-side
interference to obscure the signal measurement. It is pos-
sible to perform an analysis of the time-dependence of
B → D∗±π∓ explicitly taking into account the eﬀect of
tag-side interference while doing so. In contrast to the dis-
cussion of B decays to J/ψK0S or π
+π− ﬁnal states where
the eﬀect of tag-side interference is treated as a pertur-
bation on a measurement, for sin(2φ1 + φ3) one attempts
to formally incorporate the full time-dependence of both
B mesons decaying in an event, allowing for CP violation
for both the signal and tag sides. A scheme for doing this
is outlined by Long, Baak, Cahn, and Kirkby (2003) and
this approach has been adopted by the B Factories.
15.4 Summary
In order to provide for very precise measurements of var-
ious observables the systematic uncertainties of the mea-
surements must be kept under control. In an ideal case the
systematic uncertainty should not exceed the statistical
one by a large margin. At the B Factories several inge-
nious methods were developed to estimate the remaining
systematic errors as precisely as possible. Whenever pos-
sible the uncertainties are obtained using real data control
48 The parameter r should not be confused with either the
ratio rf in Eq. (15.3.1), or the eﬀective parameter r
′
f for an
ensemble of modes on the tag-side of the event.
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samples, thus avoiding systematic eﬀects due to possible
discrepancies between MC simulation and data. For some
sources of systematic uncertainties encountered in several
measurements performed at the B Factories the estima-
tion methods and representative values are summarized in
Table 15.4.1.
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Part C
The results and their
interpretation
Chapter 16
The CKM matrix and the
Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism
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16.1 Historical background
Fundamentals
In the early twentieth century the “elementary” particles
known were the proton, the electron and the photon. The
ﬁrst extension of this set of particles occurred with the
neutrino hypothesis, ﬁrst formulated by W. Pauli in his
famous letter to his “radioactive friends” in 1924. From
the theoretical side, the formulation of a theory of weak
interactions by Fermi in 1934 marked another milestone
in the development of our understanding. This set up for
the ﬁrst time a framework, in which some of the funda-
mental questions on the role of hadrons versus leptons and
on the properties of particles and their interactions could
be formulated. This also resulted in a clear formulation of
“weak” versus “strong” interactions and the understand-
ing of interactions as an exchange of mediating particles.
In particular, Yukawa postulated the existence of such a
particle and triggered the search for what we now know
as the pion. At about the same time the muon was dis-
covered, and initially called the “μ meson”, however this
soon turned out to be distinct from the pion.
Although the the term “ﬂavor” came much later, one
may mark the beginning of (quark) ﬂavor physics by the
discovery of strange particles (Rochester and Butler, 1947).
Their decays into non-strange particles had lifetimes too
long to be classiﬁed as strong decays: this led to the intro-
duction of the strangeness quantum number (Gell-Mann,
1953), which is conserved in strong decays but may change
in a weak decay.
The subsequent proliferation of new particles could
nicely be classiﬁed and ordered by Gell Mann’s “eight-
fold way” (Gell-Mann, 1962), which was an extension of
the isospin symmetry to a symmetry based on the group
SU(3). However, none of the particles ﬁtted into the fun-
damental representation of this group, although there were
various attempts such as Sakata’s model, in which the pro-
ton, the neutron and the Λ baryon formed the fundamen-
tal representation. Eventually this puzzle was resolved by
the postulate of quarks as the fundamental building blocks
of matter.
Strangeness, parity violation, and charm
The decays of the strange particles, in particular of the
kaons, paved the way for the further development of our
understanding. Before 1954, the three discrete symmetries
C (charge conjugation), P (parity) and T (time rever-
sal) were believed to be conserved individually, a conclu-
sion drawn from the well known electromagnetic interac-
tion. Based on this assumption, the so called θ-τ puzzle
emerged: Two particles (at that time called θ and τ , where
the latter is not to be confused with the third generation
lepton) were observed, which had identical masses and
lifetimes. However, they obviously had diﬀerent parities,
since the θ particle decayed into two pions (a state with
even parity), and the τ particle decays into three pions (a
state with odd parity).
The resolution was provided by the bold assumption
by Lee and Yang (1956) that parity is not conserved in
weak interactions, and θ and τ are in fact the same par-
ticle, which we now call the charged kaon. Subsequently
the parity violating V − A structure of the weak interac-
tion was established and, on the experimental side, par-
ity violation was conﬁrmed directly in β decays (Garwin,
Lederman, and Weinrich, 1957; Wu, Ambler, Hayward,
Hoppes, and Hudson, 1957). However, the combination of
two discrete transformations, namely CP , still seemed to
be conserved.
Another puzzle related to kaon decays was the relative
coupling strength. It tuned out that the coupling strength
of strangeness-changing processes is much smaller than
that of strangeness-conserving transitions. This ﬁnding
eventually led to the parameterization of quark mixing
by Cabibbo (1963). In modern language, the up quark u
couples to a combination d cos θC + s sin θC of the down
quark d and the strange quark s. The value θC ∼ 13◦
for the Cabibbo angle explained the observed pattern of
branching ratios in baryon decays.
Experiments at that time only probed the three light-
est quarks, and there was no known reason for the extreme
suppression of the ﬂavor changing neutral current (FCNC)
decay K+ → π++− with respect to the charged cur-
rent decay K+ → π0+ν, Γ (K+ → π++−)/Γ (K+ →
π0+ν) ∼ 10−6. The resolution of this puzzle was found
by Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani (1970): one includes
the charm quark, with the same quantum numbers as the
up quark, and coupling to the orthogonal combination
−d sin θC + s cos θC .
FCNC processes are suppressed by this “GIM mecha-
nism”. In fact, FCNC’s in the kaon system involve a tran-
sition of an s quark into a d quark. This can be achieved
by two successive charged current processes involving (in
the two-family picture) either the up or the charm quark
as an intermediate state. Taking Cabibbo mixing into ac-
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count, these amplitudes are
A(s → d) = A(s → u → d) +A(s → c → d)
= sin θC cos θC [f(mu)− f(mc)],(16.1.1)
where f(m) is some smooth function of the mass m. Hence,
if the up and charm quark masses were degenerate, K0 −
K0 mixing and other kaon FCNC processes would not oc-
cur.
However, the up and charm masses are not degenerate
and thus K0−K0 mixing can occur. Neglecting the small
up-quark mass, the mixing amplitude turns out to be
A(K → K) ∝ sin2 θC cos2 θC m
2
c
M2W
. (16.1.2)
This implies that a mass diﬀerence ΔmK appears in the
neutral kaon system. From this mass diﬀerence (an expres-
sion analogous to Eq. 10.1.17) Gaillard and Lee (1974b)
could extract the prediction that the charm-quark mass
should be about mc ∼ 1.5 GeV, and it was one of the
great triumphs of particle physics when narrow resonances
with masses of about 3 GeV were discovered a few months
later (Aubert et al., 1974; Augustin et al., 1974): these
were identiﬁed as cc bound states. Around this time the
term “particle family” was coined, and the discovery of
the charm quark completed the second particle family; it
also introduced a 2× 2 quark mixing matrix into the phe-
nomenology of weak interactions.
CP violation and the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism
Almost ten years before the discovery of charm, CP vio-
lation was observed in the study of rare kaon decays by
Christenson, Cronin, Fitch, and Turlay (1964). This ef-
fect is diﬃcult to accommodate for two families, but an
extension to three families allows it to be taken into ac-
count naturally. The “six-quark model” was proposed by
Kobayashi and Maskawa (1973), extending Cabibbo’s 2×2
quark mixing matrix into the 3 × 3 Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix. The GIM mechanism for the six
quark model is implemented by the unitarity of the CKM
matrix.
While the observation of decays K0
L → 2π meant that
CP was violated, the data at that time only required
CP violation in mixing (see Section 16.6 for the classi-
ﬁcation of CP -violating eﬀects). The observed strength
of CP violation in mixing, εK  2.3 × 10−3, was consis-
tent with the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) mechanism (El-
lis, Gaillard, and Nanopoulos, 1976; Pakvasa and Sug-
awara, 1976). However, this did not constitute a proof
that the KM mechanism was really the origin of the ob-
served CP violation; the measurement of the single pa-
rameter εK could not be used to test the KM mechanism.
One alternative explanation was oﬀered by the super-weak
model of Wolfenstein (1964), where CP violation was due
to a new, very weak four-fermion interaction that changed
strangeness by 2 units (ΔS = 2). This possibility was
ruled out by the observation of direct CP violation in
KL → ππ decays, Re(ε′K/εK) = (1.65 ± 0.26) × 10−3
(Alavi-Harati et al., 1999; Burkhardt et al., 1988; Fanti
et al., 1999). Nonetheless, convincing evidence for the KM
mechanism required the measurement of sin(2φ1) at the
B Factories.
With the discovery of the τ lepton in 1975 (Perl et al.,
1975) and of the bottom quark in 1977 (Herb et al., 1977)
it became clear that there is a third generation of quarks
and leptons. Furthermore, the bottom quark turned out
to be quite long-lived, indicating a small mixing angle be-
tween the ﬁrst and second generation. This fact is the
experimental foundation of using B decays to study CP
violation, as well as for b tagging in high-pt physics.
The third generation remained incomplete for many
decades, since the top quark turned out to be quite heavy,
and a direct discovery had to wait until 1995, when it was
discovered at the Tevatron at Fermilab (Abachi et al.,
1995a; Abe et al., 1994). However, the ﬁrst hint of the
large top-quark mass was the discovery of B0 − B0 oscil-
lations (also known as mixing) by ARGUS (Albrecht et al.,
1987b). The measured Δmd implied a heavy top with a
mass mt above 50 − 70 GeV, if the standard six quark
model was assumed (Bigi and Sanda, 1987; Ellis, Hagelin,
and Rudaz, 1987). The phenomenon of neutral meson mix-
ing is discussed in Chapter 10, while Section 17.5 discusses
results on B mixing from the B Factories.
In fact, if the top mass had been signiﬁcantly smaller,
ARGUS could not have observed B0−B0 oscillations. The
GIM mechanism for down-type quarks leads generally to
suppression factors of the form
CKM Factor × 1
16π2
m2t −m2u
M2W
(16.1.3)
and hence the GIM suppression for the bottom quark is
much weaker than in the up-quark sector, where the cor-
responding factor is
CKM Factor × 1
16π2
m2b −m2d
M2W
. (16.1.4)
Hence FCNC decays of B-mesons have branching ratios
in the measurable region, while FCNC processes for D-
mesons are heavily suppressed.
The third particle family was completed by the dis-
covery of the τ neutrino as a particle distinct from the
electron and the muon neutrino by the DONUT collabora-
tion (Kodama et al., 2001). Although models with a fourth
particle generation are frequently considered as bench-
mark models for physics beyond the Standard Model, there
is no indication of a fourth family. On the contrary, from
the width of the Z boson precisely measured at LEP it
can be inferred that there is no further family with a neu-
trino lighter than 40 GeV, and the recent discovery of a
Higgs boson in the mass range of 125 GeV (Aad et al.,
2012; Chatrchyan et al., 2012b) rules out a large class of
fourth-generation models.
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16.2 CP violation and baryogenesis
Particle physics experiments of the past thirty years have
conﬁrmed the Standard Model (SM) even at the quan-
tum level, including quark mixing and CP violation. How-
ever, the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry of the
universe indicates that there must be additional sources
of CP violation, since the amount of CP violation implied
by the CKM mechanism is insuﬃcient to create the ob-
served matter-antimatter asymmetry.
In fact, the excess of baryons over antibaryons in the
universe
Δ = nB − nB (16.2.1)
is small compared to the number of photons: the ratio is
measured to be Δ/nγ ∼ 10−10. Although it is conceiv-
able that there might be regions in the universe consisting
of antimatter, just as our neighborhood consists of mat-
ter, no mechanism is known which could, from the Big
Bang, produce regions of matter (or antimatter) as large
as we observe today. Furthermore, searches have been per-
formed for sources of photons indicative of regions of mat-
ter and antimatter colliding. These searches failed to ﬁnd
any large regions of antimatter.
The conditions under which a non-vanishing Δ can
emerge dynamically from the symmetric situation Δ =
0 have been discussed by Sakharov (1967). He identiﬁed
three ingredients
1. There must be baryon number violating interactions
Heﬀ(ΔB = 0) = 0.
2. There must be CP violating interactions. If CP were
unbroken, then we would have for every process i → f
mediated by Heﬀ(ΔB = 0) the CP conjugate one with
the same probability
Γ (i → f) = Γ (i → f) (16.2.2)
which would erase any matter-antimatter asymmetry.
3. The universe must have been out of thermal equilib-
rium. Under the assumption of locality, causality, and
Lorentz invariance, CPT is conserved. Since in an equi-
librium state time becomes irrelevant on the global
scale, CPT reduces to CP , and the argument of point
2 applies.
In order to illustrate the ﬁrst two Saharov conditions,
we employ a very simplistic example. Assume that in the
early universe, there was a particle X that could decay to
only two ﬁnal states |f1〉 and |f2〉, with baryon numbers
N
(1)
B and N
(2)
B respectively, and decay rates
Γ (X → f1) = Γ0r and Γ (X → f2) = Γ0(1− r) ,
(16.2.3)
where Γ0 is the total width of X. Taking the CP conjugate,
the particle X decays to the state f1 with baryon number
−N (1)B and f2 with baryon number −N (2)B ; the rates are
Γ (X → f1) = Γ0r and Γ (X → f2) = Γ0(1− r),
(16.2.4)
where Γ0 is the same as for X due to CPT invariance.
The overall change ΔNB in baryon number induced
by the decay of an equal number of X and X particles is
ΔNB = rN
(1)
B + (1− r)N (2)B − rN (1)B − (1− r)N (2)B
= (r − r)
(
N
(1)
B −N (2)B
)
(16.2.5)
Thus ΔNB = 0 means that we have to have CP violation
(r = r) and a violation of baryon number (N (1)B = N (2)B ),
illustrating the ﬁrst two conditions.
Sakharov’s paper remained mostly unnoticed until the
ﬁrst formulation of Grand Uniﬁed Theories (GUTs). In
these theories, for the ﬁrst time, all the necessary ingredi-
ents were present. In particular, baryon number violation
appears naturally since quarks and leptons appear in the
same multiplets of the GUT symmetry group. Further-
more, there are additional sources of CP violation, and a
phase transition takes place at the scale MGUT, which has
to be quite high to prevent proton decay.
One may also consider electroweak baryogenesis. The
electroweak interaction provides CP violation through the
CKM mechanism, and the electroweak phase transition
has been thoroughly studied. The ﬁrst ingredient is also
present, as the current corresponding to baryon number
is conserved only at the classical level: electroweak quan-
tum eﬀects violate baryon number, but still conserve the
diﬀerence B− L of baryon and lepton number. However,
although all the ingredients are present, this cannot ex-
plain Δ. In particular, the CKM CP violation is too small
by several orders of magnitude.
Given the ﬁrm evidence for non-vanishing neutrino
masses, there could be new sources of CP violation in the
lepton sector, and even (although there is no evidence for
this as yet) lepton-number violation. This could lead to
violation of baryon number via leptogenesis, with the sur-
plus of leptons transferred to the baryonic sector through
(B− L)-conserving interactions.
In any case, an additional source(s) of CP violation
is needed, beyond the phase of the CKM matrix (which
is explained in the next section), in order to explain the
matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe. The search
for this new interaction is one of the main motivations for
ﬂavor-physics experiments.
16.3 CP violation in a Lagrangian ﬁeld theory
The SM is formulated as a quantum ﬁeld theory based on
a Lagrangian derived from symmetry principles. To this
end, the (hermitian) Lagrangian of the SM is given in
terms of scalar operators Oi with couplings ai
L(x) =
∑
i
(
aiOi(x) + a∗iO†i (x)
)
, (16.3.1)
where the Oi are composed of the SM quark, lepton, and
gauge ﬁelds. It is straightforward to verify that CP con-
servation implies that all couplings ai can be made real
by suitable phase redeﬁnitions of the ﬁelds composing the
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Oi. In turn, CP is violated in a Lagrangian ﬁeld theory if
there is no choice of phases that renders all ai real.
In the SM there are in principle two sources of CP
violation. The so-called “strong CP violation” originates
from special features of the QCD vacuum, resulting in a
contribution of the form
LstrongCP = θ αS8π G
μν,aG˜aμν (16.3.2)
where Gμν (G˜μν) is the (dual) strength of the gluon ﬁeld.
This term is P and CP violating due to its pseudoscalar
nature. However, a term such as Eq. (16.3.2) will have a
strong impact on the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the
neutron, dN ∼ θ × 10−15 e cm. In combination with the
current limit on the neutron EDM of dN < 0.29 × 10−25
e cm, this yields a stringent limit, θ ≤ 10−10. However,
the theoretical reason for its smallness has not yet been
discovered. This is known as the “strong CP problem” (see
for example Cheng, 1988; Kim and Carosi, 2010); we shall
ignore this in what follows by setting θ = 0.
The second source of CP violation is the CKM matrix.
It turns out that all terms in the SM Lagrangian are CP
invariant except for the charged current interaction term
Hcc =
g√
2
(
uL cL tL
)
VCKMγ
μ
⎛⎝dLsL
bL
⎞⎠W+μ . (16.3.3)
Under a CP transformation we have
(
uL cL tL
)
VCKMγ
μ
⎛⎝dLsL
bL
⎞⎠W+μ (16.3.4)
CP−→ (dL sL bL)V TCKMγμ
⎛⎝uLcL
tL
⎞⎠W−μ (16.3.5)
and hence the combination Hcc+H†cc appearing in the SM
Lagrangian is CP invariant, if
V TCKM = V
†
CKM or VCKM = V
∗
CKM. (16.3.6)
This statement refers to a speciﬁc phase convention for
the quark ﬁelds; in general terms it implies that in the
CP -invariant case, the CKM matrix can be made real by
an appropriate phase redeﬁnition of the quark ﬁelds.
16.4 The CKM matrix
The CKM matrix VCKM appearing in Eq. (16.3.3) is ex-
plicitly written as
VCKM =
⎛⎝Vud Vus VubVcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
⎞⎠ . (16.4.1)
Here the Vij are the couplings of quark mixing transitions
from an up-type quark i = u, c, t to a down-type quark
j = d, s, b.
In the SM the CKM matrix is unitary by construction.
Using the freedom of phase redeﬁnitions for the quark
ﬁelds, the CKM matrix has (n− 1)2 physical parameters
for the case of n families. Out of these, n(n − 1)/2 are
(real) rotation angles, and ((n − 3)n + 2)/2 are phases,
which induce CP violation. For n = 2, no CP violation
is possible, while for n = 3 a single phase appears. This
is the unique source of CP violation in the SM, once the
possibility of strong CP violation is ignored.
The CKM matrix for 3 families may be represented by
three rotations and a matrix generating the phase
U12 =
⎡⎣ c12 s12 0−s12 c12 0
0 0 1
⎤⎦ ,
U13 =
⎡⎣ c13 0 s130 1 0
−s13 0 c13
⎤⎦ ,
U23 =
⎡⎣ 1 0 00 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23
⎤⎦ ,
Uδ =
⎡⎣ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 e−iδ13
⎤⎦ , (16.4.2)
where cij = cos θij , sij = sin θij , and δ is the complex
phase responsible for CP violation; by convention the mix-
ing angles θij are chosen to lie in the ﬁrst quadrant so that
the sij and cij are positive. Then (Chau and Keung, 1984)
VCKM = U23U
†
δU13UδU12
=
⎛⎝ c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ c23c13
⎞⎠ .
(16.4.3)
This is the representation used by the PDG (Beringer
et al., 2012).
The elements of the CKM matrix exhibit a pronounced
hierarchy. While the diagonal elements are close to unity,
the oﬀ-diagonal elements are small, such that e.g. Vud 
Vus  Vub. In terms of the angles θij we have θ12 
θ23  θ13. This fact is usually expressed in terms of the
Wolfenstein parameterization (Wolfenstein, 1983), which
can be understood as an expansion in λ = |Vus|. It reads
up to order λ3
VCKM =
⎛⎝ 1− λ2/2 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)−λ 1− λ2/2 Aλ2
Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1
⎞⎠+O(λ4).
(16.4.4)
The parameters A, ρ and η are assumed to be of order
one. When using this parameterization, one has to keep
in mind that unitarity is satisﬁed only up to order λ4. As
it turns out that both ρ and η are also of order λ, the
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extension to higher orders becomes non-trivial, and one
has to consider redeﬁning the parameters accordingly; this
has been studied by Ahn, Cheng, and Oh (2011).
One can obtain an exact parameterization of the CKM
matrix in terms of A, λ, ρ, and η, for example, by following
the convention of Buras, Lautenbacher, and Ostermaier
(1994), where
λ = s12, (16.4.5)
A = s23/λ2, (16.4.6)
Aλ3(ρ− iη) = s13e−iδ, (16.4.7)
and by substituting Eqs (16.4.5) through (16.4.7) into
Eq. (16.4.3), while noting that sin2 θ = 1− cos2 θ. Such a
parameterization is described in Section 19.2.1.3 to illus-
trate CP violation in the charm sector.
Sometimes a slightly diﬀerent convention for the Wolfen-
stein parameters is used, with parameters denoted ρ and
η. These parameters were deﬁned at ﬁxed order by Buras,
Lautenbacher, and Ostermaier (1994); the modern deﬁni-
tion (Charles et al., 2005),
ρ + iη = −VudV
∗
ub
VcdV ∗cb
, (16.4.8)
holds to all orders. The diﬀerence with the parameteriza-
tion deﬁned above appears only at higher orders in the
Wolfenstein expansion; the relation between this scheme
and the one deﬁned in (16.4.5–16.4.7) is given by
ρ + iη = (ρ + iη)
√
1−A2λ4√
1− λ2[1−A2λ4(ρ + iη)] . (16.4.9)
16.5 The Unitarity Triangle
The unitarity relations VCKM · V †CKM = 1 and V †CKM ·
VCKM = 1 yield six independent relations corresponding
to the oﬀ-diagonal zeros in the unit matrix. They can be
represented as triangles in the complex plane; each trian-
gle has the same area, reﬂecting the fact that (with three
families) there is only one irreducible phase. A non-trivial
triangle — one with angles other than 0 or π — indicates
CP violation, proportional to the triangles’ common area.
Bigi and Sanda (2000) provide a detailed discussion of the
various triangles, their interpretation, and the possibilities
to probe them. Only two triangles have sides of compara-
ble length, which means that they are of the same order in
the Wolfenstein parameter λ. The corresponding relations
are
VudV
∗
ub + VcdV
∗
cb + VtdV
∗
tb = 0 (16.5.1)
VudV
∗
td + VusV
∗
ts + VubV
∗
tb = 0. (16.5.2)
Inserting the Wolfenstein parameterization, both relations
turn out to be identical, up to terms of order λ5; the
apex of the Unitarity Triangle is given by the coordi-
nate (ρ, η). The three sides of this triangle (Fig. 16.5.1) —
usually referred to as “the” Unitarity Triangle— control
semi-leptonic and non-leptonic Bd transitions, including
Bd−Bd oscillations. In order to obtain the triangle shown
in Fig 16.5.1, Eq. (16.5.1) is divided by VcdV ∗cb so that the
base of the triangle is of unit length. Due to the sizable
angles, one expects large CP asymmetries in B decays in
the SM; this was actually realized before the discovery of
“long” B lifetimes. Note that in both unitarity-triangle
relations CKM matrix elements related to the top quark
appear; in particular Vtd and Vts can be accessed only
indirectly via FCNC decays of bottom quarks.
V   Vud      ub
*
V   Vcd      cb
*
V   Vtd      tb
*
V   Vcd      cb
*
??????????
?????
??????????
?????
1
2
_ _
3
 
Figure 16.5.1. The Unitarity Triangle.
The angles of the Unitarity Triangle are deﬁned as
φ1 = β ≡ arg [−VcdV ∗cb/VtdV ∗tb] , (16.5.3)
φ2 = α ≡ arg [−VtdV ∗tb/VudV ∗ub] , (16.5.4)
φ3 = γ ≡ arg [−VudV ∗ub/VcdV ∗cb] , (16.5.5)
where this deﬁnition is independent of the speciﬁc phase
choice expressed in Eq. (16.4.3). Diﬀerent notation con-
ventions have been used in the literature for these angles.
In particular the BABAR experiment has used α, β, and
γ, whereas the Belle experiment has reported results in
terms of φ2, φ1, and φ3, respectively. We use the latter for
brevity when discussing results in later sections.
The presence of CP violation in the CKM matrix im-
plies non-trivial values for these angles (φi = 0◦, 180◦),
corresponding to a non-vanishing area for the Unitarity
Triangle. In fact, all the triangles that can be formed from
the unitarity relation have the same area, which is propor-
tional to the quantity
Δ = Im V ∗csVusVcdV
∗
ud (16.5.6)
which is independent of the phase convention. Note that
all other, rephasing invariant fourth order combinations of
CKM matrix elements, which cannot be reduced to prod-
ucts of second order invariants, can be related to Δ, which
is thus unique.
Furthermore, the phase in the CKM matrix could also
be removed, if the masses of either two up-type quarks or
two down-type quarks were degenerate. In summary, the
presence of CP violation is equivalent to (Jarlskog, 1985)
J = det[Mu , Md]
= 2iΔ× (mu −mc)(mu −mt)(mc −mt)
× (md −ms)(md −mb)(ms −mb) (16.5.7)
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being non-vanishing.
The SM allows us to construct “the” Unitarity Tri-
angle by measuring its angles or its sides or any combi-
nations of them. Any discrepancy between the observed
and predicted values indicates a manifestation of dynam-
ics beyond the SM. Clearly this requires good control of
experimental and theoretical uncertainties, both in their
CP sensitive and insensitive rates.
Measurements of the magnitudes of CKM matrix el-
ements Vub and Vcb can be found in Section 17.1, and
measurements of Vtd and Vts in Section 17.2. Measure-
ments of the angles φ1, φ2, and φ3 are discussed in Sec-
tions 17.6, 17.7, and 17.8 respectively. It is possible to
perform global ﬁts, using data from many decay processes
to over-constrain our knowledge of the CKM mechanism.
Given the lack of knowledge of the determination of the
apex of the Unitarity Triangle, these global ﬁts are often
expressed in terms of constraints on the (ρ, η) plane. Some
experimental results require input from Lattice QCD cal-
culations in order to be used in a global ﬁt. These global
ﬁts are discussed in Chapter 25, both in the context of the
SM (Section 25.1) and allowing for physics beyond the SM
(Section 25.2).
It is exactly some of the measurements described in
Chapter 17 and further in Section 25.1 which were ad-
dressed in (Nobelprize.org, 2010) among experimental ver-
iﬁcations of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism in the
scientiﬁc background to the 2008 Nobel Prize in Physics
awarded to M. Kobayashi and T. Maskawa: ”The respec-
tive collaborations BABAR and BELLE have now mea-
sured the CP violation in remarkable agreement with the
model ... and all experimental data are now in impressive
agreement with the model ...”.
16.6 CP violation phenomenology for B
mesons
Since CP violation is due to irreducible phases of coupling
constants, it becomes observable through interference ef-
fects. The simplest example is an amplitude consisting of
two distinct contributions
Af = λ1〈f |O1|B〉+ λ2〈f |O2|B〉 (16.6.1)
where λ1,2 are (complex) coupling constants (in our case
combinations of CKM matrix elements) and 〈f |O1,2|B〉
are matrix elements of interaction operators between the
initial and ﬁnal state.
The CP conjugate is the process B → f , yielding
Af = λ
∗
1〈f |O†1|B〉+ λ∗2〈f |O†2|B〉. (16.6.2)
The matrix elements of O(†)1,2 involve only strong interac-
tions, which we assume to be CP -invariant. Hence we have
〈f |O†1|B〉 = 〈f |O1|B〉 and 〈f |O†2|B〉 = 〈f |O2|B〉.
(16.6.3)
Thus for the CP asymmetry we ﬁnd
ACP (B → f) ≡ Γ (B → f)− Γ (B → f)
Γ (B → f) + Γ (B → f) (16.6.4)
∝ 2 Im[λ1λ∗2] Im[〈f |O1|B〉〈f |O2|B〉∗].
Consequently, in order to create CP violation, there has
to be — aside from the “weak phase” due to the complex
phases of the CKM matrix — also a “strong phase”, i.e.
a phase diﬀerence between the matrix elements 〈f |O1|B〉
and 〈f |O2|B〉. In the SM these two contributions corre-
spond to diﬀerent diagram topologies. In many cases, one
can identify tree-level contributions which carry diﬀerent
CKM factors compared to loop (penguin) contributions.
CP violation then emerges from the interference of “trees”
and “penguins”.
In the following we are going to consider decays into
CP eigenstates f in which case we have f = f . For a
quantum-coherent pair of neutral B-mesons (like the color-
singlet B0B0 pair from Υ (4S) decay) the time evolution
generates a phase diﬀerence Δm Δt, which acts like the
strong phase diﬀerence between the amplitudes for B → f
and for B → B → f . Hence we make use of the time-
dependent CP asymmetry
AB→fCP (Δt) ≡
Γ (B0(Δt) → f)− Γ (B0(Δt) → f)
Γ (B0(Δt) → f) + Γ (B0(Δt) → f)
= SB→f sin (Δmd Δt)− CB→f cos (Δmd Δt) .
(16.6.5)
The derivation (see the discussion in Chapter 10 leading
to Eq. 10.2.8) neglects the small lifetime diﬀerence ΔΓ in
the Bd system; the expressions for S and C can be found
in Eqs (10.2.4) and (10.2.5).
We may distinguish three diﬀerent types of CP vi-
olation according to the various sources from which it
emerges. CP violation in decays, sometimes referred to as
direct CP violation, stems from diﬀerent rates for a pro-
cess and for its CP conjugate: hence we have |Af/Af | = 1.
This contribution leads to CB→f = 0: it is already present
at Δt = 0, and remains in time-integrated measurements.
CP violation in the mixing emerges in cases where we
have |p/q| = 1.49 One observable related to this is the
semileptonic decay asymmetry aSL, which is the asym-
metry between the decay rate of B0 → X−+ν	 and the
CP conjugate process. Finally, mixing-induced CP viola-
tion, sometimes also called CP violation in interference
between a decay without mixing and a decay with mixing
occurs for Imλ = 0, in which case interference of the am-
plitudes B → f and B → B → f leads to CP violation.50
49 For a deﬁnition of the quantities p, q, and λ, we refer to
Chapter 10, where time evolution is considered.
50 In kaon physics sometimes the notion indirect CP viola-
tion is used for saying that the parameter  is non-vanishing.
Comparing this with the deﬁnitions given here, non-vanishing
 corresponds to a combination of |q/p| 
= 1 and |Af/Af | 
= 1.
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In the Bd system we have to a very good approxima-
tion51 q
p
= exp(−2iφ1) . (16.6.6)
This follows from Eq. (10.1.19) and by inspection of the
box diagram contributing to the Bd mixing (Fig. 10.1.1),
from which it can be seen that the CKM matrix elements
appearing in the amplitude yield φM12 = 2φ1. Hence in all
cases where A = A, we ﬁnd |λ| = 1 and Imλ = − sin(2φ1),
leading to
CB→f = 0 and SB→f = − sin(2φ1). (16.6.7)
This holds for the golden mode B → J/ψKs where there
is no relative weak phase between A and A. However, if
there appears a relative weak phase in the decay ampli-
tudes, then we may still have |A| = |A| and hence |λ| = 1,
and thus no direct CP violation. For example, the tree
amplitude in B → ππ carries a weak phase e−iφ3 which
(neglecting penguin contributions) would lead to
λ = exp(−2i(φ1 + φ3)) = exp(+2iφ2). (16.6.8)
However, the penguin contribution in B → ππ cannot be
neglected; in particular it leads to |λ| = 1 and to direct
CP violation in these decays.
In general we have the “unitarity relation” between
the quantities SB→f and CB→f ,(
CB→f
)2
+
(
SB→f
)2
= 1− (DB→f)2 ≤ 1 (16.6.9)
where
DB→f =
2Reλ
1 + |λ|2 . (16.6.10)
However, in the limit of vanishing lifetime diﬀerence the
time-dependent CP asymmetry does not depend on DB→f ,
and hence a direct measurement of this quantity in the Bd
system is diﬃcult.
51 This relation depends on the phase conventions used. It
holds in the convention used in (16.4.3).
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Chapter 17
B physics
The main objective of the B Factories was to perform mea-
surements of the decays and CP asymmetries of B mesons.
While the asymmetric set-up and high luminosities of the
B Factories allowed us for the ﬁrst time to perform sta-
tistically signiﬁcant measurements of time-dependent CP
asymmetries, the symmetric predecessors of the B Fac-
tories, DORIS and CESR, had already produced some
data on B decays. Experiments at LEP and the Tevatron
had provided a proof of principle of the time-dependent
CP asymmetry measurement in the golden mode B0 →
J/ψK0S , and improved our knowledge of B
0
d mixing.
Most of the time, the B Factories took data near the
Υ (4S) resonance, which decays almost exclusively into
B0B0 and B+B− pairs. As a consequence, the overwhelm-
ing majority of B Factory measurements relate to these
states: these measurements are described in the follow-
ing sections. However, some data has been taken at the
Υ (5S) resonance, which also decays into B(∗)0s B
(∗)0
s pairs.
Measurements of B0s decays performed with this data are
discussed in Chapter 23.
There are many ways to arrange this vast amount of
material. The scheme adopted for this book uses the Uni-
tarity Triangle as an organizing principle. We start from
a discussion of the ways the sides of the triangle are con-
strained, including theoretical methods as well as exper-
imental results in the corresponding sections. Hence we
start with the measurements determining the magnitude
of the CKM matrix elements Vcb, Vub, Vts, and Vtd. This
is followed by a discussion of the decay rates of charmed
and charmless non-leptonic processes, including a com-
parison with theoretical expectations. The reason for this
is that many charmed and charmless non-leptonic decay
modes are used in the measurement of CP asymmetries,
and therefore should be discussed before moving on to re-
view work related to the angles of the Unitarity Triangle.
Before treating the CP asymmetries related to the an-
gles of the Unitarity Triangle, we discuss measurements
of B lifetimes and B0 − B0 mixing, which are needed
to understand the time-dependent analyses performed for
the extraction of the angles. Searches for CPT and other
symmetry violations which are based on the lifetime- and
mixing-measurement techniques are then presented. Fol-
lowing on from this one will ﬁnd the description of mea-
surements of CP violation, i.e. the extraction of the angles
φ1, φ2, and φ3.
The end of this chapter is devoted to special processes.
These are either rare decays related to ﬂavor changing neu-
tral current transitions of the b quark, processes involving
τ leptons or baryons in the ﬁnal state, or decays which are
very rare or forbidden in the Standard Model.
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17.1.1 Overview of semileptonic B decays
17.1.1.1 Motivation
Semileptonic decays of B+ and B0 mesons proceed via
leading-order weak interactions. In the following, only de-
cays involving low-mass charged leptons,  = e± or μ±, are
considered. They are expected to be free of non-Standard
Model contributions, and therefore play a critical role in
the determination of the magnitudes of the CKM-matrix
elements Vcb and Vub. |Vcb| normalizes the Unitarity Trian-
gle, and the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| determines the side opposite
to the angle φ1. Thus, their values impact most studies of
ﬂavor physics and CP -violation in the quark sector. Lep-
tonic and semileptonic decays involving τ± leptons are
sensitive to couplings to the charged Higgs boson and are
discussed in Section 17.10.
There are two methods to determine |Vcb| and |Vub|,
one based on the study of exclusive semileptonic B decays
where the hadron in the ﬁnal state is a D, D∗, D∗∗, π or
ρ meson, the other based on the study of inclusive decays
of the form B → X+ν	, where X refers to either Xc or
Xu, i.e., to any hadronic ﬁnal state with charm or without
charm, respectively.
To extract |Vcb| or |Vub| from the measured partial de-
cay rates, both inclusive and exclusive determinations rely
on theoretical descriptions of the QCD contributions to
the underlying weak decay process. Since both methods
rely on diﬀerent experimental techniques and involve dif-
ferent theoretical approximations, they complement each
other and provide largely independent determinations (of
comparable accuracy) of |Vcb| and |Vub|. This in turn pro-
vides a crucial cross check of the methods and our under-
standing of semileptonic B decays in general.
17.1.1.2 Theoretical Overview
Semileptonic decays of B mesons, B → Xν, proceed
through the electroweak transitions b → cν and b → uν,
as illustrated in Figure 17.1.1. These are governed by the
CKM-matrix elements Vcb and Vub, and since the inter-
mediate W boson decays leptonically, do not involve any
other CKM matrix elements. Hence, measurements of the
B → Xν decay rate can be used to directly measure |Vcb|
and |Vub|.
Vqb
W−
−
ν¯
b
u¯ q
u¯
Figure 17.1.1. Illustration of semileptonic decay B− →
X−ν.
The theoretical description of semileptonic B decays
starts from the electroweak eﬀective Hamiltonian,
Heﬀ = 4GF√
2
∑
q=u,c
Vqb (qγμPLb)(γμPLν	) , (17.1.1)
where PL = (1 − γ5)/2, and GF is the Fermi constant
as extracted from muon decay. The W boson has been
integrated out at tree level using the hierarchy mb  mW ,
and higher-order electroweak corrections are suppressed
by additional powers of GF and are thus very small. The
diﬀerential B decay rates take the form
dΓ ∝ G2F |Vqb|2
∣∣Lμ〈X|qγμPLb|B〉∣∣2 . (17.1.2)
An important feature of semileptonic decays is that the
leptonic part in the eﬀective Hamiltonian and the decay
matrix element factorizes from the hadronic part, and that
QCD corrections can only occur in the b → q current.
The latter do not aﬀect Eq. (17.1.1) and are fully con-
tained in the hadronic matrix element 〈X|qγμPLb|B〉 in
Eq. (17.1.2). This factorization is violated by small elec-
tromagnetic corrections, for example by photon exchange
between the quarks and leptons, which must be taken into
account in situations where high precision is required.
The challenge in the extraction of |Vcb| and |Vub| is
the determination of the hadronic matrix element of the
quark current in Eq. (17.1.2). For this purpose, diﬀerent
theoretical methods have been developed, depending on
the speciﬁc decay mode under consideration. In almost
all cases, the large mass of the b-quark, mb ∼ 5 GeV is
exploited.
In exclusive semileptonic decays, one considers the de-
cay of the B meson into a speciﬁc ﬁnal state X = D,D∗, π,
or ρ. In this case, one parameterizes the hadronic ma-
trix element in terms of form factors, which are non-
perturbative functions of the momentum transfer q2. This
is discussed in Sections 17.1.2 and 17.1.4. The two meth-
ods commonly used to determine the form factors are
lattice QCD (LQCD) and light-cone sum rules (LCSR).
In LQCD, the QCD functional integrals for the matrix
elements are computed numerically from ﬁrst principles.
Heavy quark eﬀective theory (HQET), and non-relativistic
QCD (NRQCD), were ﬁrst introduced, at least in part, to
enable lattice-QCD calculations with heavy quarks. Even
when these formalisms are not explicitly used, heavy-
quark dynamics are usually used to control discretization
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eﬀects. An exception are the most recent determinations
of mc and mb from lattice QCD, discussed below, which
use a ﬁne lattice in combination with a highly improved
lattice action such that heavy quarks with masses almost
up to mb can be treated with a light-quark formalism.
A complementary method is based on LCSR which use
hadronic dispersion relations to approximate the form fac-
tor in terms of quark-current correlators and can be cal-
culated in an operator product expansion (OPE).
In inclusive semileptonic decays, one considers the sum
over all possible ﬁnal states X that are kinematically al-
lowed. Employing parton-hadron duality one can replace
the sum over hadronic ﬁnal states with a sum over par-
tonic ﬁnal states. This eliminates any long-distance sen-
sitivity to the ﬁnal state, while the short-distance QCD
corrections, which appear at the typical scale μ ∼ mb
of the decay, can be computed in perturbation theory in
terms of the strong coupling constant αS(mb) ∼ 0.2. The
remaining long-distance corrections related to the initial
B meson can be expanded in powers of ΛQCD/mb ∼ 0.1,
where ΛQCD is the hadronic scale of order mB − mb ∼
0.5 GeV. This is called heavy quark expansion (HQE), and
it systematically expresses the decay rate in terms of non-
perturbative parameters that describe universal proper-
ties of the B meson. This is discussed in Sections 17.1.3
and 17.1.5.
17.1.1.3 Experimental Techniques
As in other analyses of BB data recorded at B Factories,
the two dominant sources of background for the recon-
struction of semileptonic B decays are the combinatorial
BB and the continuum backgrounds (see Chapter 9).
The suppression of the continuum processes, e+e− →
+−(γ) with  = e, μ, or τ , and quark-antiquark pair pro-
duction, e+e− → qq(γ) with q = u, d, s, c, is achieved by
requiring at least four charged particles in the event and
by imposing restrictions on several event shape variables,
either sequentially on individual variables or by construct-
ing multivariable discriminants. Among these variables are
thrust, the maximum sum of the longitudinal momenta of
all particles relative to a chosen axis, Δθthrust, the angle
between the thrust axis of all particles associated with the
signal decay and the thrust axis of the rest of the event,
R2, the ratio of the second to the zeroth Fox-Wolfram mo-
ments, and L0 and L2, the normalized angular moments.
The separation of semileptonic B decays from BB
backgrounds is very challenging because they result in one
or more undetected neutrinos. The energy and momentum
of the missing particles can be inferred from the sum of
all other particles in the event,
(Emiss,pmiss) = (E0,p0)−
(∑
i
Ei,
∑
i
pi
)
, (17.1.3)
where (E0,p0) is the four-vector of the colliding beams.
If the only undetected particle in the event is a single
neutrino, the missing mass should be close to zero and
the missing momentum should be non-zero. Figure 17.1.2
shows examples of missing mass squared distributions,
m2miss = E
2
miss − |pmiss|2, for selected B− → Xc−ν can-
didates. There are narrow peaks at zero for correctly re-
constructed decays and in most cases rather small back-
grounds from other decays modes. In Figure 17.1.2a there
is a broad enhancement above the peak due to B− →
D∗0−ν decays, in which the low energy pion or pho-
ton from the decay D∗0 → D0π0 or D∗0 → D0γ es-
caped detection. To reduce the impact of the dependence
of the m2miss resolution on the neutrino energy, the variable
Emiss − pmiss = m2miss/(Emiss + pmiss) is often preferred.
A variable ﬁrst introduced by the CLEO Collabora-
tion (Bartelt et al., 1999) to select exclusive semileptonic
decays B → Dν is
cos θBY = (2EBEY −m2B −m2Y )/2|pB ||pY |, (17.1.4)
where mY and |pY | refer to the invariant mass and mo-
mentum sum of the hadron X and the charged lepton .
If the only missing particle is the neutrino, θBY corre-
sponds to the angle between the momentum vectors pB
and pY = pX + p	, and the condition | cos θBY | ≤ 1.0
should be fulﬁlled, while for background events or incom-
pletely reconstructed semileptonic decays the distribution
extends to values well beyond this range, thus enabling a
separation from the signal decays.
For the isolation of the exclusive signal decay the kine-
matic variables
ΔE = E∗B − E∗beam and mES =
√
E∗2beam − p∗2B (17.1.5)
are used. A comparison of ΔE and mES distributions for
selected samples of hadronic and semileptonic B decays is
given in Figure 17.1.3. ΔE is centered on zero and the mES
distribution peaks at the B-meson mass. For hadronic de-
cays the ΔE resolution is dominated by the detector reso-
lution. The resolution in mES is determined by the spread
in the energy of the colliding beams, typically less than 3
MeV. For semileptonic decays both variables are aﬀected
by the measurement of the neutrino momentum and en-
ergy. The size of the continuum and combinatorial BB
background depends on the decay mode and the overall
event selection. Backgrounds with kinematics very similar
to the signal B decays may contribute to the peak region
deﬁned as |ΔE| < 0.125 GeV, mES > 5.27 GeV.
There are several variables that are commonly used
to describe the kinematics of semileptonic decays, both
for exclusive and inclusive decays: the momentum trans-
fer squared q2, the momentum of the charged lepton p	,
and the hadronic mass mX . The last two are of particu-
lar importance for analyses of inclusive decays, summing
over all possible hadronic states X. They are used to sepa-
rate charmless decays from the dominant decays to charm
hadrons.
There are two ways to deﬁne and measure q2, either
as the invariant mass squared of the four-vector sum of
the reconstructed lepton and neutrino, or as the momen-
tum transfer squared from the B meson to the ﬁnal state
hadron X, q2 = (p	 + pmiss)2 = (pB − pX)2. In the ﬁrst
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Figure 17.1.2. Distributions of the missing mass squared for exclusive B → Xcν candidates in BB events tagged by a
hadronic decay of the second B meson (Aubert, 2008b), a) B− → D0−ν, b) B0 → D∗+−ν, and c) B− → D∗+π−−ν. The
contributions from various exclusive decay modes are marked by color shading.
Figure 17.1.3. Distributions of mES and ΔE for (a, b) hadronic B decays above combinatorial continuum and BB background
(blue) (Mazur, 2007), and (c, d) selected B0 → π−+ν decays (Ha, 2011) in the q2 range of 0 − 16GeV2, above a variety of
backgrounds contributions, speciﬁcally B → Xuν (red), various B → Xcν decays (yellow), and continuum background (blue).
For both samples, the distributions are restricted to events in the signal bands, i.e., mES is shown for events in the peak region
for ΔE, |ΔE| < 0.125GeV, and ΔE is restricted to events in the peak region for mES, mES > 5.27GeV.
case, the resolution in q2 is dominated by the measure-
ment of the missing energy which tends to have a poorer
resolution than the measured missing momentum, because
the missing momentum is a vector sum and contributions
from particle losses (or additional tracks and EMC show-
ers) do not add linearly as is the case for Emiss. Thus
it is advantageous to replace Emiss by |p|miss, the ab-
solute value of the measured missing momentum, q2 =
[(E	,p	) + (pmiss,pmiss)]2.
In the second case, the q2 measurement is not aﬀected
by the measurement of the missing momentum, but the
direction of the B meson momentum is not known. There-
fore the B momentum vector is estimated as the average
over four or more possible directions of the B meson. The
two methods have diﬀerent sensitivity to combinatorial
background: the ﬁrst has the best resolution at high q2,
whereas the second method shows the best resolution at
low q2 where the hadron background is smaller. The width
of the core resolution is in the range (0.18 − 0.34) GeV2,
and the tails can be approximated by a second Gaussian
function with widths in the range (0.6 − 0.8) GeV2. Fig-
ure 17.1.4 shows the resolution for selected B → πν can-
didates. The q2 resolution is important for many analyses
of semileptonic decays.
With increasing data samples, more recent analyses
have employed BB tagging techniques to substantially re-
duce continuum and combinatorial BB backgrounds. The
detection of the decay of one of the B mesons produced
at the Υ (4S) not only identiﬁes the second B decay, but
it uniquely determines its momentum, mass, charge and
ﬂavor. Furthermore, the kinematics of the ﬁnal state are
constrained such that an undetectable neutrino from the
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Figure 17.1.4. q2 resolution for selected B0 → π−+ν de-
cays (del Amo Sanchez, 2011n) for true signal (black, solid
histogram) and combinatorial signal (blue, dashed histogram)
as obtained from simulation. The result of the ﬁt to the signal
with the sum of two Gaussian functions is shown (solid and
dotted lines).
second decay can be identiﬁed from the missing momen-
tum and missing energy of the rest of the event.
The cleanest samples of BB events are obtained with
hadronic tags. Tag eﬃciencies and purities vary consid-
erably, depending on the number of charged and neutral
particles in the tag decay and the associated signal decay.
Given the low branching fractions for individual hadronic
decays and their high ﬁnal-state particle multiplicity, the
average achievable tagging eﬃciency is typically 0.3% for
purities of  0.5. Recently, tag eﬃciencies have been in-
creased as much as a factor of three by the addition of
other hadronic decay modes, and by simultaneous con-
straints on the semileptonic signal decay in a given event,
and by eﬀectively selecting the best of several candidates
per event (see Chapter 7).
Tag eﬃciencies in the range of 1− 3% can be obtained
using semileptonic B decays. As for hadronic tags, the
achievable tag eﬃciencies and purities are strongly depen-
dent on both the tag decay and the decay of the signal
B recoiling against the tag. In comparison with fully re-
constructed hadronic tags, events tagged by semileptonic
decays provide looser kinematic constraints on the recoil-
ing B and result in a less accurate measurement of the
missing neutrino and higher combinatorial backgrounds.
17.1.2 Exclusive decays B → D(∗)ν
17.1.2.1 Theoretical Overview
In the following, we discuss exclusive B decays to a D
or D∗ meson. The transition matrix elements of the weak
current given in Eq. (17.1.2) are decomposed into Lorentz-
covariant forms, built from the independent four-vectors
of the decay and form factors. For a pseudoscalar ﬁnal
state, only the vector current contributes,
〈P |qγμb|B〉 = f+(q2)
(
pμB + p
μ
P −
m2B −m2P
q2
qμ
)
+ f0(q2)
m2B −m2P
q2
qμ, (17.1.6)
where pB and pP denote the four-vector momenta of the
mesons, q = pB − pP is the momentum transfer, and
f+,0(q2) are two form factors. For a vector ﬁnal state,
both the vector and axial currents contribute:
〈V |qγμb|B〉 = V (q2) εμσνρ∗σ
2pνBp
ρ
V
mB + mV
, (17.1.7)
〈V |qγμγ5b|B〉 = i∗ν
[
A0(q2)
2mV qμqν
q2
(17.1.8)
+ A1(q2) (mB + mV )ημν
− A2(q2) (pB + pV )σq
ν
mB + mV
ημσ
]
,
where ν is the polarization vector of the vector meson,
ημν = gμν − qμqν/q2, εαβγδ is the Levi-Civita tensor,
and V (q2) and Ai(q2) are form factors. These form-factor
decompositions are general: to determine |Vcb|, q = c,
P = D, and V = D∗; to determine |Vub|, q = u, P = π,
and V = ρ.
The key feature of B → D(∗) decays is that the masses
of both the charm and bottom quarks are large compared
to the energy scale of non-perturbative QCD. Therefore,
in both cases the heavy quark is nearly static, surrounded
by a cloud of gluons, the light valence quark, and vir-
tual quark-antiquark pairs. In particular, the eﬀects of
spin and ﬂavor are suppressed by powers of ΛQCD/mQ
(Q = c, b). In turn, approximate heavy-quark symmetries
impose constraints on the form factors. These constraints
become more transparent with a diﬀerent basis of form
factors,
〈D|cγμb|B〉√
mBmD
= h+(w) (vB + vD)μ (17.1.9)
+h−(w) (vB − vD)μ,
〈D∗|cγμb|B〉√
mBmD∗
= hV (w) εμνρσvB,νvD∗,ρ∗σ, (17.1.10)
〈D∗|cγμγ5b|B〉√
mBmD∗
= ihA1(w) (1 + w)
∗μ (17.1.11)
− i [hA2(w)vμB + hA3(w)vμD∗ ] ∗ · vB ,
where the velocities (for hadrons H = B, D,D∗) are vH =
pH/mH , the velocity transfer is w = vB · vD(∗) = (m2B +
m2
D(∗) − q2)/2mBmD(∗) . Again, these decompositions are
completely general.
At zero recoil w = 1, heavy-quark dynamics requires
(Isgur and Wise, 1989, 1990b; Shifman and Voloshin, 1987)
h+(1) = 1 + O(αS) + O
(
(ΛQCD/mq)2
)
,(17.1.12)
h−(1) = 0 + O(αS) + O(ΛQCD/mq), (17.1.13)
hA1(1) = 1 + O(αS) + O
(
(ΛQCD/mq)2
)
.(17.1.14)
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The other zero-recoil form factors are not crucial to the
extraction of |Vcb|. The task is to compute the correc-
tions to heavy-quark symmetry; this is usually done in a
way that aims to have the error scale with the deviation
from the symmetry limit. The long-distance corrections of
order (ΛQCD/mq)n must be obtained non-perturbatively;
the short-distance corrections of order αlS may be obtained
perturbatively or non-perturbatively. It is, however, im-
portant to ensure that the separation of long- and short-
distance eﬀects is done in a consistent way. At nonzero
recoil, all form factors receive contributions at ﬁrst order
in ΛQCD/mq. Calculations of the form factors dependence
on w require more eﬀort.
The diﬀerential decay rates for B− → D0(∗)−ν are
dΓB−→D0	−ν
dw
=
G2Fm
3
D
48π3
(mB + mD)2(w2 − 1)3/2
× |ηEW|2|Vcb|2|G(w)|2, (17.1.15)
dΓB−→D0∗	−ν
dw
=
G2Fm
3
D∗
4π3
(mB −mD∗)2(w2 − 1)1/2
× |ηEW|2|Vcb|2χ(w)|F(w)|2, (17.1.16)
where ηEW = 1.0066 is the one-loop electroweak correc-
tion (Sirlin, 1982) deﬁned relative to GF as extracted
from muon decay.52 The form factor G(w) is a function
of h+(w) and h−(w) and in χ(w)|F(w)|2, F(w) contains
all four B → D∗ form factors that enter Eqs (17.1.10)
and (17.1.11). The full expressions can be found in Sec-
tion 5.2 of Antonelli et al. (2010a). At zero recoil, G(1) = 1
and F(1) = hA1(1). For decays of neutral mesons, B0 →
D+(∗)−ν, Coulomb attraction in the ﬁnal state leads to
an additional factor 1 + απ (Atwood and Marciano, 1990;
Ginsberg, 1968) on the right-hand sides of Eqs (17.1.15)
and (17.1.16).
For the determination of |Vcb|, the decay B → D∗ν
is preferred over B → Dν for three reasons: First, the-
oretical predictions are simplest at zero recoil, where the
rates are phase-space suppressed, but less so for the D∗
ﬁnal state [(w2−1)1/2 versus (w2−1)3/2]. Second, at zero
recoil, the form factor G(1) receives corrections of order
ΛQCD/mQ, instead of (ΛQCD/mQ)2 for F(1). On the other
hand, for B → Dν only the vector current contributes,
resulting in a single form factor G(1), for low-mass leptons.
Finally, and less crucially, the three polarization states of
D∗ increase the rate.
For these reasons let us ﬁrst consider F(1) = hA1(1).
One can show that the optical theorem and the OPE imply
|hA1(1)|2+
1
2π
∫
0
d w() = 1−Δ1/m2Q−Δ1/m3Q , (17.1.17)
where  = E−mD∗ is the excess energy of charmed states
with JPC = 1−+, w() is a structure function, and the
52 This is just the QED running of the semileptonic form
fermion operator from the W mass to the mb scale. The leading
bremsstrahlung part of the QED corrections is subtracted by
experiments using approximate methods. Structure dependent
corrections are still poorly understood (Becirevic and Kosnik,
2010; Bernlochner and Schonherr, 2010), but are unlikely to
give non-negligible corrections.
upper limit of integration may be considered large for the
moment. The contributions Δ1/mn describe corrections to
the axial vector current for ﬁnite-mass quarks. The Δ1/m2Q
contributions can be conveniently written as
Δ1/m2Q =
μ2G
3m2c
+
μ2π(μ)− μ2G
4
(
1
m2c
+
2/3
mcmb
+
1
m2b
)
,
(17.1.18)
where μ2G  3(m2B∗ − m2B)/4 and μ2π(μ) are matrix ele-
ments of the chromomagnetic energy and kinetic energy of
the b quark in the B meson. The meaning of the scale μ in
μ2π(μ) is explained below. The 1/m
3
Q contributions have a
similar expression (see, e.g., Gambino, Mannel, and Uralt-
sev (2010)) with analogs of μ2G and μ
2
π that are related to
moments of the inclusive semileptonic distribution.
For   ΛQCD, the hadronic states in the excita-
tion integral are dual to quark-gluon states. Introducing a
scale μ to separate this short-distance part from the long-
distance part (which must be treated non-perturbatively),
one writes
1
2π
∫
0
d w() =
1
2π
∫ μ
0
d w() + [1− ηA(μ)2]. (17.1.19)
Here the quantity ηA(μ) combines the short-distance ( >
μ) contributions. It has been calculated to two loops in
perturbation theory (Czarnecki, Melnikov, and Uraltsev,
1998); its μ dependence is compensated by μ2π(μ). Re-
arranging Eq. (17.1.17) results in
hA1(1)  ηA(μ)−
1
2
Δ1/m2Q −
1
2
Δ1/m3Q −
1
4π
∫ μ
0
d w().
(17.1.20)
The last term from higher hadronic excitations is not di-
rectly constrained by data.
Using recent data to compute Δ1/m2Q + Δ1/m3Q , Gam-
bino, Mannel, and Uraltsev (2010) ﬁnd
Δ1/m2Q + Δ1/m3Q = 0.11± 0.03 (17.1.21)
in the kinetic scheme with μ = 0.75 GeV. Combining this
with the two-loop result of ηA(0.75 GeV) = 0.985± 0.010,
Eq. (17.1.20) implies
F(1) < 0.93, (17.1.22)
since the excitation integral is positive. They further es-
timate the excitation contribution to be (in the notation
used here)
1
4π
∫ 0.75 GeV
0
d w() ≈ 0.065, (17.1.23)
leading to
F(1) = 0.86± 0.02. (17.1.24)
One should note, however, that the estimate in
Eq. (17.1.23) entails the application of the OPE at scales
of 1 GeV or lower, and consequently the error is diﬃcult
to assess.
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With lattice QCD, the QCD action is discretized on
an Euclidean space-time lattice, and calculations are per-
formed numerically using Monte Carlo methods and im-
portance sampling (see, e.g., Bazavov et al., 2010; De-
Grand and Detar, 2006; Hashimoto and Onogi, 2004; Kro-
nfeld, 2002). Physical results are recovered in the limit of
zero lattice spacing. Since lattice results are obtained from
ﬁrst principles in QCD, they can be improved to arbitrary
precision, given suﬃcient computing resources. In recent
years, LQCD has made substantial progress, particularly
in ﬂavor physics. The most computationally demanding
part of QCD calculations, namely the treatment of the
sea of virtual quark-antiquark pairs, has become feasible.
The Fermilab-MILC calculations (Bernard et al.,
2009a) are based on 2 + 1 ﬂavors of sea quarks, two cor-
responding to up and down quarks (Bazavov et al., 2010)
and one for the strange sea. The former two have masses
larger than in nature, ml > 0.1ms, but calculations at a
sequence of light-quark masses are guided to the physical
limit with chiral perturbation theory (Laiho and Van de
Water, 2006).The uncertainties of these calculations can
be reliably estimated, because a HQET analysis of the
form factor follows through on the lattice (Harada, Hashi-
moto, Kronfeld, and Onogi, 2002; Kronfeld, 2000), and in
this way, the error scales as 1−F(1), rather than as F(1).
The current value (Bailey et al., 2010),
ηEWF(1) = 0.9077(51)(88)(84)(90)(30)(33), (17.1.25)
includes the electroweak correction ηEW = 1.0066. The
stated uncertainties stem, respectively, from Monte-Carlo
statistics, the D∗ → Dπ coupling, the chiral extrapo-
lation, discretization errors, perturbative matching, and
tuning the bare quark masses. This result is an update
of earlier calculations by Bernard et al. (2009a) that were
based on a smaller set of LQCD data. Adding the errors
in quadrature, we obtain
ηEWF(1) = 0.908± 0.017, (17.1.26)
which agrees well with the bound in Eq. (17.1.22).
The diﬀerence between the value in Eq. (17.1.24) and
the LQCD result of F(1) = 0.902± 0.017 (without ηEW),
though not large, might be due to a breakdown of the
OPE in the estimate the low-energy excitation integral,
although this appears to be unlikely in view of our present
understanding of heavy quark physics. LQCD form-factor
calculations have passed several very challenging tests, in-
cluding predictions of the shapes of D → πν and D →
Kν form factors (Aubin et al., 2005; Bernard et al., 2009b)
and agreement to high precision for the normalization of
these form factors with experiment (Na, Davies, Follana,
Lepage, and Shigemitsu, 2010; Na et al., 2011).
Let us now turn, more brieﬂy, to B → Dν and G(1).
Unquenched LQCD calculations (Okamoto et al., 2005)
result in
G(1) = 1.074± 0.024 , (17.1.27)
and are compatible with the HQE calculation (Uraltsev,
2004),
G(1) = 1.04± 0.02 , (17.1.28)
within the stated uncertainties.
17.1.2.2 Measurements of Branching Fractions and
Diﬀerential Distributions
The decay B → D∗ν was measured at Belle (Dun-
gel, 2010) and BABAR (Aubert, 2008h,v, 2009ab) as-
suming the HQET parameterization of the form fac-
tor ηEWF(w) given by (Caprini, Lellouch, and Neubert,
1998) in terms of the four quantities: the normalization
ηEWF(1)|Vcb|, the slope ρ2D∗ , and the form-factor ratios
R1(1) = R∗2V (1)/A1(1) and R2(1) = R∗2A2(1)/A1(1),
where
R∗ = (2
√
mBmD∗)/(mB + mD∗). (17.1.29)
In some analyses (Aubert, 2008v, 2009ab) the partial
width dΓ/dw was measured as a function of the veloc-
ity transfer w = vB · vD∗ to determine the normalization
ηEWF(1)|Vcb| and the slope ρ2D∗ , with form-factor ratios
R1(1) and R2(1) taken as input from other measurements.
In the analyses by Dungel (2010) and Aubert (2008h) the
diﬀerential decay rate of B → D∗ν with D∗ → Dπ is
measured as a function of four variables, w and the angles
θ	, θV and χ (Figure 17.1.5), where
– θ	 is the angle between the direction of the lepton and
the direction opposite the B meson in the rest frame
of the virtual W ,
– θV is the angle between the direction of the D meson
and the direction opposite the B meson in the D∗ rest
frame, and
– χ is the angle between the decay planes of the D∗ and
the W , deﬁned in the B meson rest frame.
The diﬀerential rate in terms of these four kinematic vari-
ables gives access to all four HQET parameters of the
B → D∗ν decay.
Figure 17.1.5. Deﬁnition of the angles θ, θV and χ for the
decay B0 → D∗+−ν with D∗+ → D0π+ (Dungel, 2010).
The Belle measurement (Dungel, 2010) is based on
711 fb−1 of Υ (4S) data resulting in about 120,000 recon-
structed B0 → D∗−+ν decays. In this analysis the decay
chain D∗− → D0π− followed by D0 → K+π− is recon-
structed and D∗ candidates are combined with a charged
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lepton  ( = e, μ) with momentum between 0.8 GeV and
2.4 GeV. As the analysis is untagged, the direction of
the neutrino is not precisely known. However, using the
cos θBY variable with Y = D∗ (see Section 17.1.1.3), the
B momentum vector is constrained to a cone centered on
the D∗ direction. By averaging over the possible B direc-
tions one can approximate the neutrino momentum and
calculate the kinematic variables of the decay, w, cos θ	,
cos θV and χ. The typical 1σ resolutions for these vari-
ables are 0.025, 0.049, 0.050 and 13.5◦, respectively. Fig-
ure 17.1.6 shows the result of the simultaneous ﬁt to the
one-dimensional projections of the four variables for the
selected B0 → D∗−+ν sample. A feature of this method
is that the same events enter into the four projections and
the resulting correlations are accounted for by combining
separate covariance matrices for the data and the simu-
lated signal and background distributions.
BABAR performed a similar analysis of the decay B0 →
D∗−+ν based on a sample of 79 fb−1 (Aubert, 2008h).
Several D0 decay modes are analyzed and the selected
sample contains about 52,800 B0 → D∗−+ν decays. The
results extracted from the ﬁt to the four one-dimensional
decay distributions were combined with another BABAR
analysis of B0 → D∗−+ν which performed a ﬁt to
the four-dimensional decay rate Γ (w, θ	, θV , χ) (Aubert,
2006af), thereby enhancing the sensitivity to R1(1), R2(1)
and |Vcb|.
BABAR also analyzed the isospin conjugated decay mode
B+ → D∗0e+ν in a sample of 205 fb−1, with the neutral
D∗ meson decaying to D∗0 → D0π0 and D0 → K+π−
(Aubert, 2008v). The reconstruction of the neutral D∗ me-
son involves a low momentum π0 rather than a charged
pion, thus it is sensitive to diﬀerent detection eﬃciencies
and provides an independent check of the D∗ reconstruc-
tion. In this analysis the HQET form-factor ratios R1(1)
and R2(1), are taken as external parameters from other
measurements.
The results of the B → D∗ν form-factor measure-
ments, with common input parameters (mainly B life-
times and D meson branching ratios) rescaled to the val-
ues available by the end of the year 2011 (Beringer et al.,
2012), are summarized in Table 17.1.1. The B0 → D∗−+ν
branching ratios calculated by using these form-factor pa-
rameters are given in Table 17.1.2.
The HQET parameterization of the B → Dν form
factor ηEWG(w) (Caprini, Lellouch, and Neubert, 1998)
has only two free parameters: the normalization given
by ηEWG(1)|Vcb| and the slope ρ2D. These parameters are
adopted for the Belle (Abe, 2002c) and BABAR (Aubert,
2009ab, 2010e) measurements of this decay.
Untagged analyses of B → Dν are limited by large
backgrounds and related large irreducible uncertainties.
Based on a sample of 417 fb−1, BABAR performed a study
of B → Dν decays, in which the second B meson in the
event is reconstructed in a hadronic decay mode (Aubert,
2010e). This tagging technique results in a sizable back-
ground reduction and a more precise measurement of w.
With a tagging eﬃciency of about 0.5%, 16 D meson decay
modes and with a lower limit on the lepton momentum at
Table 17.1.2. The B0 → D∗−+ν branching ratio, calculated
using the HQET parameterization of the form factor ηEWF(w)
(Caprini, Lellouch, and Neubert, 1998) and the parameter val-
ues in Table 17.1.1. For measurements that do not determine
R1(1) and R2(1), we assume the average values of these pa-
rameters (Section 17.1.2.3). The errors quoted correspond to
the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
Analysis B(B0 → D∗−+ν) (%)
Belle (Dungel, 2010) 4.59± 0.03± 0.26
BABAR D∗−+ν (Aubert, 2008h) 4.58± 0.04± 0.25
BABAR D∗0e+ν (Aubert, 2008v) 4.95± 0.07± 0.34
BABAR DXlν (Aubert, 2009ab) 4.96± 0.02± 0.20
Average 4.83± 0.01± 0.12
0.6 GeV yields of 2147± 69 B+ → D0+ν and 1108± 45
B0 → D−+ν decays are obtained. These signal yields
are determined by a ﬁt to the missing-mass-squared dis-
tribution, m2miss = (pB − pD − p	)2 (see Figure 17.1.2).
The normalization ηEWG(1)|Vcb| and the slope ρ2D are ex-
tracted from a ﬁt to the eﬃciency-corrected signal yields
in ten bins of w (see Figure 17.1.7).
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Figure 17.1.7. BABAR measurements, corrected for the recon-
struction eﬃciency, of the w dependence of the form factors,
with ﬁt results superimposed (solid line): (a) ηEWG(w)|Vcb|
for B → Dν decays from tagged events (Aubert, 2010e), and
for comparison (b) ηEWF(w)|Vcb| for B → D∗ν decays from
untagged events (Aubert, 2008h).
The results of the B → Dν form-factor measurements
at the B Factories, rescaled to common input parameters
(Beringer et al., 2012), are summarized in Table 17.1.3.
We also calculate the B0 → D−+ν branching fraction
from these values (Table 17.1.4).
BABAR also published a measurement of B → D∗ν
and B → Dν adopting an innovative approach. Using
a sample of 207 fb−1, this analysis is based on an in-
clusive selection of B → DXν decays, where only the
D meson and the charged lepton are reconstructed (Au-
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Figure 17.1.6. Belle analysis of B → D∗ν (Dungel, 2010): Result of the simultaneous ﬁt to four one-dimensional projec-
tions of selected B0 → D∗−+ν events: w (top-left), cos θ (top-right), cos θV (botton-left) and χ (bottom-right). The data
points represent continuum subtracted event yields. The histograms represent the signal component and diﬀerent background
contributions.
Table 17.1.1. Summary of the B Factory results for the B → D∗ν form-factor parameters ηEWF(1)|Vcb|, ρ2D∗ , R1(1) and
R2(1). The measurements have been rescaled to the end of year 2011 values of the common input parameters (Beringer et al.,
2012). The errors quoted for each parameter correspond to the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The average
is obtained by a four dimensional ﬁt to these values taking into account correlated systematic uncertainties.
Analysis ηEWF(1)|Vcb| (10−3) ρ2D∗ R1(1) R2(1)
Belle (Dungel, 2010) 34.7± 0.2± 1.0 1.21± 0.03± 0.01 1.40± 0.03± 0.02 0.86± 0.02± 0.01
BABAR D∗−+ν (Aubert, 2008h) 34.1± 0.3± 1.0 1.18± 0.05± 0.03 1.43± 0.06± 0.04 0.83± 0.04± 0.02
BABAR D∗0e+ν (Aubert, 2008v) 35.1± 0.6± 1.3 1.12± 0.06± 0.06
BABAR DXlν (Aubert, 2009ab) 35.8± 0.2± 1.1 1.19± 0.02± 0.06
Average 35.5± 0.1± 0.5 1.20± 0.02± 0.02 1.40± 0.03± 0.01 0.86± 0.02± 0.01
Table 17.1.3. Summary of the B Factory results for the B → Dν form-factor parameters ηEWG(1)|Vcb| and ρ2D. The mea-
surements have been rescaled to the end of year 2011 values of the common input parameters (Beringer et al., 2012). The errors
quoted for each parameter correspond to the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively. The average is obtained by
a two dimensional ﬁt to these values taking into account correlated systematic uncertainties.
Analysis ηEWG(1)|Vcb| (10−3) ρ2D
Belle (Abe, 2002c) 40.8± 4.4± 5.0 1.12± 0.22± 0.14
BABAR DXlν (Aubert, 2009ab) 43.4± 0.8± 2.1 1.20± 0.04± 0.06
BABAR tagged (Aubert, 2010e) 42.5± 1.9± 1.1 1.18± 0.09± 0.05
Average 42.7± 0.7± 1.5 1.19± 0.04± 0.04
bert, 2009ab). To reduce background from D∗∗ν decays
and other background sources, the lepton momentum is
restricted to p	 > 1.2 GeV, and the D mesons are re-
constructed only in the two cleanest decay modes, D0 →
K−π+ and D+ → K−π+π+. The D(∗)ν signal and back-
ground yields, the values of ρ2D, ρ
2
D∗ , ηEWG(1)|Vcb| and
ηEWF(1)|Vcb| are obtained from a binned χ2 ﬁt to the
three-dimensional distributions of the lepton momentum
p	, the D momentum pD, and cos θBY . The results of this
analysis are listed in Tables 17.1.1 and 17.1.3. The sta-
tistical errors are less than those of the tagged analysis
which was based on a larger overall event sample, but the
systematic uncertainty of the B → Dν measurement is
larger by a factor of two.
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Table 17.1.4. The B0 → D−+ν branching ratio, calculated
using the HQET parameterization of the form factor ηEWG(w)
(Caprini, Lellouch, and Neubert, 1998) and the parameter val-
ues in Table 17.1.3. The errors quoted correspond to the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties, respectively.
Analysis B(B0 → D−+ν) (%)
Belle (Abe, 2002c) 2.07± 0.12± 0.52
BABAR DXlν (Aubert, 2009ab) 2.18± 0.03± 0.13
BABAR tagged (Aubert, 2010e) 2.12± 0.10± 0.06
Average 2.14± 0.03± 0.10
17.1.2.3 Extraction of |Vcb| and the Decay Form Factors
We combine the results of four measurements of B →
D∗ν decays, three obtained by BABAR (Aubert, 2008h,v,
2009ab) and one by Belle (Dungel, 2010), by performing a
four-dimensional ﬁt to the HQET parameters ηEWF(1)|Vcb|,
ρ2D∗ , R1(1) and R2(1) taking into account systematic error
correlations. The results are
ηEWF(1)|Vcb| = (35.45± 0.50)× 10−3 ,
ρ2D∗ = 1.199± 0.027, (17.1.30)
R1(1) = 1.396± 0.033,
R2(1) = 0.860± 0.020.
The correlations between the diﬀerent ﬁt parameters are
ρηEWF(1)|Vcb|,ρ2D∗ = 0.326,
ρηEWF(1)|Vcb|,R1(1) = −0.084,
ρηEWF(1)|Vcb|,R2(1) = −0.064, (17.1.31)
ρρ2
D∗ ,R1(1)
= 0.563,
ρρ2
D∗ ,R2(1)
= −0.804,
ρR1(1),R2(1) = −0.761.
The χ2 of the combination is 8.0 for 8 degrees of freedom.
For B → Dν, there are three measurements, one by Belle
(Abe, 2002c) and two by BABAR (Aubert, 2009ab, 2010e).
The results of the ﬁt to ηEWG(1)|Vcb| and ρ2D are
ηEWG(1)|Vcb| = (42.68± 1.67)× 10−3,
ρ2D = 1.186± 0.057, (17.1.32)
with a correlation of
ρηEWG(1)|Vcb|,ρ2D = 0.839. (17.1.33)
The χ2 of the average is 0.3 for 4 degrees of freedom.
The measured values and the averages are shown in Fig-
ure 17.1.8.
Using the form-factor normalization from the latest
LQCD calculation of Eq. (17.1.26), we obtain for |Vcb|
from B → D∗ν decays,
|Vcb| = (39.04± 0.55exp ± 0.73th)× 10−3 . (17.1.34)
Based on an earlier LQCD calculations, Eq. (17.1.27), we
derive |Vcb| from B → Dν decays,
|Vcb| = (39.46± 1.54exp ± 0.88th)× 10−3 . (17.1.35)
On the other hand, we obtain values for |Vcb| that are
about 5% larger if we rely on heavy ﬂavor sum rule calcu-
lations, Eq. (17.1.24), for B → D∗ν decays
|Vcb| = (40.93± 0.58exp ± 0.95th)× 10−3 , (17.1.36)
or on HQE calculations, Eq. (17.1.28), for B → Dν de-
cays,
|Vcb| = (40.75± 1.59exp ± 0.78th)× 10−3 . (17.1.37)
While the results for the two decay modes agree well,
|Vcb| measured in B → D∗ν decays is more precise and
will be considered as the main result.
17.1.3 Inclusive Cabibbo-favored B decays
17.1.3.1 Theoretical Overview
Our understanding of inclusive semileptonic B decays rests
on a simple idea: since inclusive decays include all possible
hadronic ﬁnal states, the ﬁnal state quark hadronizes with
unit probability and the transition amplitude is sensitive
only to the long-distance dynamics of the initial B me-
son. Thanks to the large hierarchy between the typical en-
ergy release, of O(mb), and the hadronic scale ΛQCD, and
to asymptotic freedom, any residual sensitivity to non-
perturbative eﬀects is suppressed by powers of ΛQCD/mb.
An OPE allows us to express the non-perturbative
physics in terms of B meson matrix elements of local oper-
ators of dimension d ≥ 5, while the Wilson coeﬃcients can
be expressed as a perturbative series in αS (Bigi, Shifman,
Uraltsev, and Vainshtein, 1993; Bigi, Uraltsev, and Vain-
shtein, 1992; Blok, Koyrakh, Shifman, and Vainshtein,
1994; Manohar and Wise, 1994). The OPE disentangles
the physics associated with soft scales of order ΛQCD (pa-
rameterized by the matrix elements of the local operators)
from that associated with hard scales ∼ mb (in the Wilson
coeﬃcients). The total semileptonic width and the mo-
ments of the kinematic distributions are therefore double
expansions in αS and ΛQCD/mb, with a leading term that
is given by the free b quark decay. Quite importantly, the
power corrections start at O(Λ2QCD/m
2
b) and are compar-
atively suppressed. At higher orders in the OPE, terms
suppressed by powers of mc also appear, starting with
O(Λ3QCD/m
3
b × Λ2QCD/m2c) (Bigi, Mannel, Turczyk, and
Uraltsev, 2010).
The relevant parameters in the double series are the
heavy quark masses mb and mc, the strong coupling αS,
and the matrix elements of the local operators. As there
are only two dimension ﬁve operators, two matrix elements
appear at O(1/m2b):
μ2π(μ) =
1
2mB
〈B|bπ2 b|B〉μ, (17.1.38)
μ2G(μ) =
1
2mB
〈B|b i
2
σμνG
μνb|B〉μ, (17.1.39)
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Figure 17.1.8. One sigma contour plots of the averages of ηEWF(1)|Vcb| and ρ2D∗ (left), and of ηEWG(1)|Vcb| and ρ2D.
where π = −iD with D the space component of the co-
variant derivative, σμν = i/2[γμ, γν ], and Gμν the gluon
ﬁeld tensor. The matrix element of the kinetic operator,
μ2π, is naturally associated with the average kinetic en-
ergy of the b quark in the B meson, while that of the
chromomagnetic operator, μ2G, is related to the B
∗-B hy-
perﬁne mass splitting. They generally depend on a cutoﬀ
μ = O(1 GeV) chosen to separate soft and hard physics.
The cutoﬀ can be implemented in diﬀerent ways. In the
kinetic scheme (Bigi et al., 1995, 1997), a Wilson cutoﬀ
on the gluon momentum is employed in the b quark rest
frame: all soft gluon contributions are attributed to the
expectation values of the higher dimensional operators,
while hard gluons with momentum |k| > μ contribute to
the perturbative corrections to the Wilson coeﬃcients. In
the HQET a diﬀerent notation is usually employed: at
leading order in 1/mQ one can identify μ2π with −λ1 and
μ2G with 3λ2. Most current applications of the OPE in-
volve O(1/m3b) eﬀects (Gremm and Kapustin, 1997) as
well, parameterized in terms of two additional parame-
ters, generally indicated by ρ3D and ρ
3
LS or by their HQET
counterparts ρ1,2. These OPE parameters describe univer-
sal properties of the B meson and of the quarks and are
useful in several applications.
The interesting quantities to be measured are the to-
tal rate and some global shape parameters, such as the
ﬁrst few moments of the lepton energy spectrum or of the
hadronic invariant mass distribution. The lepton energy
moments are deﬁned as
〈En	 〉 =
1
ΓE>Ecut
∫
E>Ecut
dE	E
n
	
dΓ
dE	
, (17.1.40)
where E	 is the lepton energy in B → Xcν, ΓE>Ecut is the
semileptonic width above the energy threshold Ecut and
dΓ/dE	 is the diﬀerential semileptonic width as a function
of E	. The hadronic mass moments are similarly deﬁned
as
〈m2nX 〉 =
1
ΓE>Ecut
∫
E>Ecut
dm2Xm
2n
X
dΓ
dm2X
.(17.1.41)
Here, dΓ/dm2X is the diﬀerential width as a function of the
mass squared of the hadronic system X. For both types,
n is the order of the moment. For n > 1, the moments can
also be deﬁned relative to 〈E	〉 and 〈m2X〉, respectively, in
which case they are called central moments.
The OPE cannot be expected to converge in regions
of phase space where the momentum of the ﬁnal hadronic
state is O(ΛQCD) and where perturbation theory has sin-
gularities. This is because what actually controls the ex-
pansion is not mb but the energy release, which is O(ΛQCD)
in those cases. The OPE is therefore valid only for suf-
ﬁciently inclusive measurements and in general cannot
describe diﬀerential distributions. The lepton energy mo-
ments can be measured very precisely, while the hadronic
mass moments are directly sensitive to higher dimensional
matrix elements such as μ2π and ρ
3
D. In most cases, one
has to take into account an experimental lower threshold
on the lepton momentum. The leptonic and hadronic mo-
ments give information on the quark masses and on the
non-perturbative OPE matrix elements, while the total
rate allows for the extraction of |Vcb|.
The reliability of the inclusive method rests on our
ability to control the higher order contributions in the dou-
ble series and to constrain quark-hadron duality violation,
i.e. eﬀects beyond the OPE, which exist but are expected
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to be rather suppressed in semileptonic decays. The cal-
culation of higher order eﬀects allows us to verify the con-
vergence of the double series and to reduce and properly
estimate the residual theoretical uncertainty. Duality vio-
lation eﬀects (see Bigi and Uraltsev, 2001a, for a review)
can be constrained a posteriori, by checking whether the
OPE predictions ﬁt the experimental data. This in turn
depends on precise measurements and precise OPE pre-
dictions. As the experimental accuracy reached at the B
Factories is better than the theoretical accuracy for all
the measured moments, any eﬀort to improve the latter is
strongly motivated.
The main ingredients for an accurate analysis of the
experimental data on the moments and the subsequent
extraction of |Vcb| have been known for some time. Two
implementations are currently employed in global analy-
ses; they are based on either the kinetic scheme (Benson,
Bigi, Mannel, and Uraltsev, 2003; Gambino and Uralt-
sev, 2004) or the 1S mass scheme for the b quark (Bauer,
Ligeti, Luke, Manohar, and Trott, 2004). They both in-
clude terms through O(α2
Sβ0) and O(1/m
3
b) (β0 = 11 −
2nl/3 is the ﬁrst coeﬃcient of the QCD beta function) but
they use diﬀerent perturbative schemes, include a some-
what diﬀerent choice of experimental data under speciﬁc
assumptions, and estimate the theoretical uncertainties in
two distinct ways. Nevertheless, the two methods yield
similar results for |Vcb|.
An important component of the OPE calculation are
the purely perturbative contributions. Although the O(αS)
perturbative corrections to various kinematic distributions
and to the rate have been computed long ago, the triple
diﬀerential distribution was ﬁrst computed at O(αS) only
recently by Aquila, Gambino, Ridolﬁ, and Uraltsev (2005);
Trott (2004). The so-called BLM corrections, i.e. those
of O(α2Sβ0), are usually the dominant source of two-loop
corrections in B decays. They can be found in complete
form in Aquila, Gambino, Ridolﬁ, and Uraltsev (2005).
The complete two-loop perturbative corrections to the
width and moments of the lepton energy and hadronic
mass distributions have been recently computed (Biswas
and Melnikov, 2010; Melnikov, 2008; Pak and Czarnecki,
2008) by both numerical and analytic methods. The ki-
netic scheme implementation for actual observables can
be found in Gambino (2011). In general, using αS(mb)
in the on-shell scheme, the non-BLM corrections amount
to about −20% of the two-loop BLM corrections and give
small contributions to normalized moments. In the kinetic
scheme with cutoﬀ μ = 1GeV, the perturbative expansion
of the total width is
Γ [B → Xceν] ∝ 1− 0.96 αS(mb)
π
− 0.48β0
(αS
π
)2
+0.82
(αS
π
)2
+ O(α3S) ≈ 0.916.
(17.1.42)
Higher order BLM corrections of O(αnSβ
n−1
0 ) to the width
and moments are also known (Aquila, Gambino, Ridolﬁ,
and Uraltsev, 2005; Benson, Bigi, Mannel, and Uraltsev,
2003). The resummed BLM result is numerically very close
to that from NNLO calculations (Benson, Bigi, Mannel,
and Uraltsev, 2003). The residual perturbative error in
the total width is therefore about 1%.
The global ﬁt to moments can be performed to NNLO
to extract the OPE parameters and |Vcb|. In the normal-
ized leptonic moments the perturbative corrections cancel
to a large extent, independently of the mass scheme, be-
cause hard gluon emission is comparatively suppressed.
This pattern of cancellations, crucial for an accurate esti-
mate of the theoretical uncertainties, is conﬁrmed by the
complete O(α2
S) calculation, although the numerical pre-
cision of the available results is not suﬃcient to improve
the overall accuracy for the higher central leptonic mo-
ments (Gambino, 2011). The non-BLM corrections turn
out to be more important for the hadronic moments. Even
though it improves the overall theoretical uncertainty only
moderately, the complete NNLO calculation leads to the
meaningful inclusion of precise mass constraints, such as
those discussed in Section 17.1.3.2, in various perturbative
schemes (Gambino, 2011).
Sources of signiﬁcant residual theoretical uncertainty
are the perturbative corrections to the Wilson coeﬃcients
of the power-suppressed operators. They induce correc-
tions of O(αSΛ2QCD/m
2
b) to the width and to the moments.
Only the O(αSμ2π/m
2
b) terms are presently known (Becher,
Boos, and Lunghi, 2007). A complete calculation of these
eﬀects has recently been performed for inclusive radiative
decays (Ewerth, Gambino, and Nandi, 2010), where the
O(αS) corrections increase the coeﬃcient of μ2G in the rate
by almost 20%. The extension of this calculation to the
semileptonic decay rate is in progress. In view of the im-
portance of O(1/m3b) corrections, if a theoretical precision
of 1% in the decay rate is to be reached, the O(αS/m3b)
eﬀects may need to be calculated.
As to the higher order power corrections, a ﬁrst anal-
ysis of O(1/m4b) and O(1/m
5
Q) eﬀects is given in Man-
nel, Turczyk, and Uraltsev (2010). The main problem is
the proliferation of non-perturbative parameters: e.g. as
many as nine new expectation values appear at O(1/m4b)
and more at the next order. Because they cannot all be ex-
tracted from experiment, they are estimated in the ground
state saturation approximation, thus reducing them to the
known O(1/m2,3b ) parameters. In this approximation, the
total O(1/m4,5Q ) correction to the width is about +1.3%.
The O(1/m5Q) eﬀects are dominated by O(1/m
3
bm
2
c) in-
trinsic charm contributions, amounting to +0.7% (Bigi,
Mannel, Turczyk, and Uraltsev, 2010). The net eﬀect on
|Vcb| also depends on the corrections to the moments.
Mannel, Turczyk, and Uraltsev (2010) estimate that the
overall eﬀect on |Vcb| is a 0.4% increase. While this sets
the scale of higher order power corrections, it is as yet
unclear how much the result depends on the assumptions
made for the expectation values.
It is worth stressing that the semileptonic moments
are sensitive to the values of the heavy quark masses and
in particular to a speciﬁc linear combination of mc and
mb (Voloshin, 1995), which to a good approximation is
the one needed for the extraction of |Vcb| (Gambino and
Schwanda, 2011). Checking the consistency of the con-
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straints on mc and mb from semileptonic moments with
the precise determinations of these quark masses (see Sec-
tion 17.1.3.2) is an important step in the eﬀort to im-
prove our theoretical description of inclusive semileptonic
decays. The inclusion of these constraints in the semilep-
tonic ﬁts will eventually improve the accuracy of the |Vub|
and |Vcb| determinations. Indeed, the b quark mass and
the OPE expectation values obtained from the moments
are crucial inputs in the determination of |Vub| from inclu-
sive semileptonic decays (see Section 17.1.5 and Antonelli
et al., 2010a). The heavy quark masses and the OPE pa-
rameters are also relevant for a precise calculation of other
inclusive decay rates such as that of B → Xsγ (Gambino
and Giordano, 2008).
The ﬁrst two moments of the photon energy distribu-
tion in B → Xsγ are also often included in the semilep-
tonic ﬁts. They are sensitive to mb and μ2π and play the
same role as a loose constraint on mb (δmb ∼ 90 MeV).
However, as discussed in Section 17.9, experiments place a
lower limit on the photon energy, which introduces a sen-
sitivity to the Fermi motion of the b-quark inside the B
meson and tends to disrupt the OPE. One can still re-sum
the higher-order terms into a non-local distribution func-
tion and since the lowest integer moments of this function
are given in terms of the local OPE parameters, one can
parameterize it assuming diﬀerent functional forms (Ben-
son, Bigi, and Uraltsev, 2005). Another serious problem is
that only the leading operator contributing to inclusive ra-
diative decays can be described by an OPE. Therefore, un-
known O(αSΛQCD/mb) contributions should be expected
(Paz, 2010) and radiative moments, though interesting in
their own respect, should be considered with care in the
context of precision moment analyses.
17.1.3.2 Recent charm and bottom quark mass
determinations (other than from semileptonic B decays)
In the following, we discuss recent determinations of mc
and mb, excluding those from semileptonic B decays, and
only including results since 2007 (except for the use of non-
relativistic sum rules). All quark mass values are presented
in the MS scheme where the renormalization scale is set
to μ = mb for the bottom and μ = 3 GeV for the charm
quark. For convenience we also provide results for mc(mc),
even though the scale μ = mc is too small considering the
current level of precision.
Low-energy sum rules (LESR)
The theoretical prediction of moments of the vector cur-
rent correlator depend on the heavy quark mass and thus
the latter can be extracted from the comparison to mo-
ments evaluated with the help of experimental data for the
total cross section σ(e+e− → hadrons). The method is re-
stricted to the ﬁrst few moments which permits using the
ﬁxed-order polarization function. In Ku¨hn, Steinhauser,
and Sturm (2007) the charm quark mass has been de-
termined with an uncertainty of 13 MeV. The extraction
of the bottom quark mass has been updated (Chetyrkin
et al., 2009) using new experimental input. More recently,
LESR have also been used to extract the charm quark
mass (Dehnadi, Hoang, Mateu, and Zebarjad, 2011).
Non-relativistic sum rules (NRSR)
This method requires the evaluation of the polarization
function in the non-relativistic limit and is therefore not
restricted to lower moments. The most advanced analy-
sis (Pineda and Signer, 2006) uses an almost complete
next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic approximation to de-
termine the bottom quark mass.
In Signer (2009) non-relativistic sum rules have been
used to extract the charm-quark mass in an approach
which combines ﬁxed-order and non-relativistic calcula-
tions.
Finite-energy sum rules (FESR)
The residue theorem can be used to relate the (appro-
priately weighted) experimental cross section σ(e+e− →
hadrons) to a contour integral of the vector current cor-
relation function. The freedom to choose the integration
kernel can be used to extract a precise value for the charm
quark mass. The most recent analysis was published in Bo-
denstein, Bordes, Dominguez, Penarrocha, and Schilcher
(2011).
Lattice QCD (LQCD)
Each quark mass in the lattice QCD Lagrangian must be
tuned at each value of the lattice spacing by calibrating
to the experimentally-measured value of a ‘gold-plated’
hadron mass. For mc and mb the best choices are ground-
state heavy quarkonium or heavy-strange mesons, because
they allow very precise tuning. Direct conversion to the
MS scheme using mc(μ) = Zmc,latt is possible using lat-
tice or continuum QCD perturbation theory, but this in-
troduces a signiﬁcant source of error. The most recent de-
termination of mc(mc) using this approach (Blossier et al.,
2010) gives a value of 1.28(4) GeV. Since the stated un-
certainty includes only the impact of working with only u
and d quarks in the sea, it is omitted from Table 17.1.5.
For the b quark, it is also possible to use non-relativistic
or even static quark methods to determine the binding en-
ergy of a heavy-light meson, and thereby mb. These calcu-
lations are currently underway with gluon conﬁgurations
that include the full eﬀect of sea quarks.
The most precise results from full lattice QCD in-
stead use time-moments of charmonium or bottomonium
current-current correlators, extrapolated to the continuum
limit and compared to the high-order continuum QCD
perturbation theory developed for LESR (Allison et al.,
2008; McNeile, Davies, Follana, Hornbostel, and Lepage,
2010). The pseudoscalar current in a highly improved rela-
tivistic quark formalism with an exact Partially Conserved
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Axial Current (PCAC) relation produces the smallest er-
rors, although reaching bottomonium also requires an ex-
trapolation in the heavy quark mass to the b on current
lattices. This method also allows for a completely non-
perturbative determination of the ratio of mb(μ)/mc(μ) =
4.51(4), which can be used to test other determinations.
In Tables 17.1.5 and 17.1.6 the results for mc and mb
mentioned in the text are listed in chronological order.
One observes that the method based on NRSR is not (yet)
competitive which is probably due to missing third-order
corrections. They are available for the other analyses. For
both mb and mc the results from LESR and LQCD are
very precise and in excellent agreement. They use similar
perturbative analyses, but very diﬀerent input data, with
diﬀerent sources of systematic errors. The recent LESR re-
sult (Dehnadi, Hoang, Mateu, and Zebarjad, 2011) gives
an error on mc, which is two to four times larger than for
other analyses. This has sparked a debate on the theoret-
ical uncertainties of LESR, and in particular on the use
of renormalization scales as low as 1 GeV in their esti-
mation, and on the uncertainty of the perturbative QCD
prediction for R(s) = σ(e+e− → hadrons, s)/σ(e+e− →
μ+μ−, s) above 5 GeV. Tables 17.1.5 and 17.1.6 also in-
clude the results from Narison (2012), where mc and mb
have been extracted together with the gluon condensates.
In contrast to other determinations based on LESRs and
LQCD, a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the gluon condensate on
the quark masses is observed which is quite surprising.
Furthermore, the energy region between 3.73 GeV and
4.6 GeV has been parameterized using ψ resonances in
the narrow-width approximation, instead of precise ex-
perimental data. This might explain the 1.5σ diﬀerence in
the central value of mc(mc) compared to, for example, the
LQCD result. An analogous treatment for bottom quarks
seems to have a smaller eﬀect.
We conclude that mb and mc can be reliably and pre-
cisely extracted using a variety of methods. The results in
Tables 17.1.5 and 17.1.6 have correlated errors, so we do
not average them. They are well encompassed, however,
by mc(3 GeV) = 0.99(1) GeV and mb(mb) = 4.16(2) GeV.
17.1.3.3 Moment Measurements
Moments of inclusive observables in B → Xcν decays
have been measured by the Belle (Schwanda, 2007; Urquijo,
2007) and BABAR (Aubert, 2004c,n,r, 2010c) collabora-
tions.
The Belle collaboration has measured spectra of the
lepton energy E	 and the hadronic mass mX in B → Xcν
using 152 million Υ (4S) → BB events (Schwanda, 2007;
Urquijo, 2007). These analyses proceed as follows: ﬁrst,
the decay of one B meson in the event is fully recon-
structed in a hadronic mode (Btag). Next, the semilep-
tonic decay of the second B meson in the event (Bsig) is
identiﬁed by searching for a charged lepton among the re-
maining particles in the event. In Urquijo (2007), the elec-
tron momentum spectrum p∗e in the B meson rest frame is
measured down to 0.4 GeV (Figure 17.1.9). In Schwanda
(2007), all remaining particles in the event, excluding the
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Figure 17.1.9. Belle analysis of the electron momentum spec-
trum for B+ and B0 decays (Urquijo, 2007) before background
subtraction, overlaid with the sum of various background con-
tributions and the signal.
charged lepton (electron or muon), are combined to recon-
struct the hadronic X system. The mX spectrum is mea-
sured for diﬀerent lepton energy thresholds in the B meson
rest frame (Figure 17.1.10).
The observed spectra are distorted by resolution and
acceptance eﬀects and cannot be used directly to obtain
the moments. In the Belle analyses, acceptance and ﬁnite
resolution eﬀects are corrected by unfolding the observed
spectra using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) al-
gorithm (Ho¨cker and Kartvelishvili, 1996). Belle measures
the energy moments 〈Ek	 〉 for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and minimum
lepton energies ranging from 0.4 to 2.0 GeV. Moments of
the hadronic mass 〈mkX〉 are measured for k = 2, 4 and
minimum lepton energies from 0.7 to 1.9 GeV.
To determine |Vcb|, Belle performs ﬁts to 14 lepton en-
ergy moments, 7 hadronic mass moments and 4 moments
of the photon energy spectrum in B → Xsγ (Schwanda,
2008) based on OPE expressions derived in the kinetic
(Benson, Bigi, Mannel, and Uraltsev, 2003; Benson, Bigi,
and Uraltsev, 2005; Gambino and Uraltsev, 2004) and
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Table 17.1.5. Recent results for the charm-quark mass. An asterisk indicates that we have obtained this number from the
value of mc quoted as the main result of the paper using four-loop accuracy (together with αS(mZ) = 0.1184 (Nakamura et al.,
2010)).
mc(3 GeV) (GeV) mc(mc) (GeV) Method Reference
0.986 ± 0.013 1.275 ± 0.013∗ LESR Ku¨hn, Steinhauser, and Sturm (2007)
0.96 ± 0.04∗ 1.25 ± 0.04 NRSR Signer (2009)
0.986 ± 0.006 1.275 ± 0.006∗ LQCD McNeile, Davies, Follana, Hornbostel, and Lepage (2010)
0.998 ± 0.029 1.277 ± 0.026 LESR Dehnadi, Hoang, Mateu, and Zebarjad (2011)
0.987 ± 0.009 1.278 ± 0.009 FESR Bodenstein, Bordes, Dominguez, Penarrocha, and Schilcher (2011)
0.972 ± 0.006∗ 1.262 ± 0.006 FESR Narison (2012)
Table 17.1.6. Recent results for the bottom-quark mass.
mb(mb) (GeV) Method Reference
4.19 ± 0.06 NRSR Pineda and Signer (2006)
4.163 ± 0.016 LESR Chetyrkin et al. (2009)
4.164 ± 0.023 LQCD McNeile, Davies, Follana, Hornbostel, and Lepage (2010)
4.167 ± 0.013 LESR Narison (2012)
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Figure 17.1.10. Belle analysis of the hadronic mass distribu-
tion for B → Xcν decays (Schwanda, 2007). The data after
continuum subtraction are compared with the sum of simulated
Xcν signal and background contributions.
Table 17.1.7. Results of the OPE ﬁts in the kinetic and 1S
schemes to moments measured by Belle (Schwanda, 2008): |Vcb|
and the inclusive branching fractions for B → Xcν decays,
plus χ2 per degree of freedom.
Kinetic scheme 1S scheme
|Vcb| (10−3) 41.58± 0.90 41.56± 0.68
BXcν (%) 10.49± 0.23 10.60± 0.28
χ2/ndf. 4.7/18 7.3/18
1S schemes (Bauer, Ligeti, Luke, Manohar, and Trott,
2004). Both theoretical frameworks are considered inde-
pendently and yield very consistent results (see Table 17.1.7).
BABAR has measured the hadronic mass spectrum mX
in B → Xcν using a data sample of 232 million Υ (4S) →
BB events (Aubert, 2010c). The experimental method is
similar to the Belle analysis discussed previously, i.e., one
B meson is fully reconstructed in a hadronic mode and
a charged lepton with momentum above 0.8 GeV in the
B meson frame identiﬁes the semileptonic decays of the
second B. The remaining particles in the event are com-
bined to reconstruct the hadronic system X. The resolu-
tion in mX is improved by a kinematic ﬁt to the whole
event, taking into account 4-momentum conservation and
constraining the missing mass to zero.
To derive the true moments from the reconstructed
ones, BABAR applies a set of linear corrections. These cor-
rections depend on the charged particle multiplicity of the
X system, the normalized missing mass, Emiss−pmiss, and
the lepton momentum. In this way, BABAR measures the
moments of the hadronic mass spectrum up to 〈m6X〉 for
minimum lepton energies ranging from 0.8 to 1.9 GeV.
This study also updates the previous BABAR measure-
ment of the lepton energy moments in B → Xcν (Aubert,
2004n) using new branching fraction measurements for
background decays and improving the evaluation of sys-
tematic uncertainties. Furthermore, ﬁrst measurements of
combined hadronic mass and energy moments of the form
〈nkX〉 with k = 2, 4, 6 are presented. They are deﬁned as
n2X = m
2
X − 2Λ˜EX + Λ˜2, where mX and EX are the mass
and the energy of the X system and the constant Λ˜ is
taken to be 0.65 GeV.
BABAR performs a simultaneous ﬁt to 12 hadronic mass
moments (or 12 combined mass-energy moments), 13 lep-
ton energy moments (including partial branching fractions
as zero order moments), and 3 photon energy moments in
B → Xsγ (Aubert, 2005x, 2006t), and based on OPE cal-
culations in the kinetic scheme (Benson, Bigi, Mannel, and
Uraltsev, 2003; Benson, Bigi, and Uraltsev, 2005; Gam-
bino and Uraltsev, 2004) extracts |Vcb|, the total branching
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Table 17.1.8. Results of the OPE ﬁts in the kinetic scheme
to moments measured by BABAR (Aubert, 2010c). |Vcb| and the
inclusive branching fractions for B → Xcν decays, plus χ2 per
degree of freedom. The ﬁrst uncertainty is experimental, the
second theoretical.
Hadronic moment Mass-energy moment
|Vcb| (10−3) 42.05± 0.45± 0.70 41.91± 0.48± 0.70
mb (GeV) 4.549± 0.031± 0.038 4.556± 0.034± 0.041
BXcν (%) 10.64± 0.17± 0.06 10.64± 0.17± 0.06
χ2/ndf. 10.9/28 8.2/28
fractions, mb and mc, and OPE parameters. The results
are given in Table 17.1.8.
17.1.3.4 Global Fit and Determination of |Vcb|
We perform a global analysis of the B Factory measure-
ments using the full O(α2S) calculations of the moments in
the kinetic scheme (Gambino, 2011). This ﬁt combines the
54 moment measurements shown in Table 17.1.9 and de-
termines |Vcb|, the b-quark mass mb and the higher order
parameters in the OPE description of semileptonic decays.
The only external input is the average B0 and B+ lifetime,
assumed to be (1.582± 0.007) ps (Beringer et al., 2012).
From the ﬁts to moments in B → Xcν we obtain a
linear combination of the b- and c-quark masses. To en-
hance the precision on mb, we make two choices to gain
additional constraints: we either include photon energy
moments from B → Xsγ decays in the ﬁt, or use as a pre-
cise constraint on the c-quark mass mc(3 GeV) = 0.998±
0.029 GeV, as derived with low-energy sum rules (Dehnadi,
Hoang, Mateu, and Zebarjad, 2011). The results for the
kinetic scheme based on the Belle and BABAR moments
are shown in Table 17.1.10 and Figure 17.1.11.
The same moments are ﬁt with expressions derived in
the 1S scheme (Bauer, Ligeti, Luke, Manohar, and Trott,
2004). In this framework, we cannot introduce a c-quark
mass constraint. Results are thus presented for the entire
set of 54 moment measurements and for the Xcν mo-
ments only (Table 17.1.11).
The ﬁt results shown in the ﬁrst rows of Tables 17.1.10
and 17.1.11 are based on the same set of measurements
and can thus be compared directly. For |Vcb|, the result ob-
tained in the kinetic scheme, (42.09±0.75)×10−3, agrees
very well with the 1S result, (42.01±0.49)×10−3. The un-
certainty on |Vcb| in the kinetic scheme is 1.8% compared
to 1.2% is the 1S scheme. Note however that the assump-
tions on the dominant theory error are signiﬁcantly dif-
ferent in the two frameworks. The results for the b-quark
mass cannot be compared directly due to diﬀerent mass
deﬁnitions.
We adopt the results of the ﬁt in the kinetic scheme
with the constraint on the c-quark mass as currently the
most precise result, based on inclusive B → Xcν decays,
|Vcb|incl = (42.01± 0.47exp ± 0.59th)× 10−3. (17.1.43)
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Figure 17.1.11. Δχ2 = 1 contours for the global ﬁt to Belle
and BABAR moments in the kinetic mass scheme, for details see
the text.
17.1.4 Exclusive decays B → πν
17.1.4.1 Theoretical Overview
The decay rate for B → πν semileptonic decay is given
by:
dΓ
dq2
=
G2F |Vub|2
24π3
(q2 −m2	)2 pπ
q4m2B
×
{(
1 +
m2	
2q2
)
m2B p
2
π
[
fBπ+ (q
2)
]2
+
3m2	
8q2
(m2B −m2π)2
[
fBπ0 (q
2)
]2}
,(17.1.44)
where q ≡ pB − pπ is the 4-momentum transferred to the
lepton-neutrino pair and
pπ =
[
(m2B + m
2
π − q2)2 − 4m2Bm2π
]1/2
/(2mB)
is the pion 3-momentum in the B rest frame. The form
factors fBπ+ (q
2) and fBπ0 (q
2) are deﬁned in Eq. (17.1.6).
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Table 17.1.9. Experimental inputs used in the global analysis of B → Xcν. n is the order of the moment, c is the threshold
value in GeV. In total, there are 29 measurements from BABAR and 25 from Belle.
Experiment Hadron moments 〈mnX〉 Lepton moments 〈En 〉 Photon moment 〈Enγ 〉
BABAR n = 2, c = 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5 n = 0, c = 0.6, 1.2, 1.5 n = 1, c = 1.9, 2.0
n = 4, c = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 n = 1, c = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5 n = 2, c = 1.9
n = 6, c = 0.9, 1.3 n = 2, c = 0.6, 1.0, 1.5 (Aubert, 2005x, 2006t)
(Aubert, 2010c) n = 3, c = 0.8, 1.2
(Aubert, 2004n, 2010c)
Belle n = 2, c = 0.7, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5 n = 0, c = 0.6, 1.0, 1.4 n = 1, c = 1.8, 1.9
n = 4, c = 0.7, 0.9, 1.3 n = 1, c = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 n = 2, c = 1.8, 2.0
(Schwanda, 2007) n = 2, c = 0.6, 1.0, 1.4 (Limosani, 2009)
n = 3, c = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2
(Urquijo, 2007)
Table 17.1.10. Results of the OPE global ﬁt to B → Xcν moments in the kinetic scheme: the ﬁrst row refers to the ﬁt
including B → Xsγ moments, the second row gives the results obtained with the charm-quark mass constraint. In all cases, the
ﬁrst error is the uncertainty of the global ﬁt. For |Vcb| the second error is an additional theoretical uncertainty arising from the
calculation of |Vcb|. The χ2/ndf. is 17.1/(54− 7) for the B → Xsγ and 23.3/(44− 7) for the mc constrained ﬁt.
Constraint |Vcb| (10−3) mkinb (GeV) μ2π (GeV2) ρ3D (GeV3) μ2G (GeV2) ρ3LS (GeV3)
B → Xsγ 42.09± 0.46± 0.59 4.538± 0.038 0.515± 0.045 0.209± 0.021 0.263± 0.047 −0.121± 0.090
mc(3 GeV) 42.01± 0.47± 0.59 4.551± 0.025 0.499± 0.044 0.177± 0.021 0.227± 0.048 −0.081± 0.092
Table 17.1.11. Results of the OPE global ﬁt to B → Xcν moments in the 1S scheme: the ﬁrst row refers to the ﬁt including
B → Xsγ moments, the second row gives the results obtained with B → Xcν moments only.
Input |Vcb| (10−3) m1Sb (GeV) λ1 (GeV2) ρ1 (GeV3) τ1 (GeV3) τ2 (GeV3) τ3 (GeV3)
all moments 42.01± 0.49 4.696± 0.043 −0.354± 0.072 0.057± 0.060 0.154± 0.122 −0.039± 0.078 0.194± 0.105
Xcν only 42.58± 0.78 4.595± 0.110 −0.428± 0.099 0.080± 0.062 0.150± 0.124 −0.023± 0.086 0.204± 0.112
In the limit of zero momentum-transfer the form factors
must satisfy the kinematic constraint fBπ+ (0) = f
Bπ
0 (0).
Furthermore, in the limit m	 → 0, which is a good ap-
proximation for  = e, μ, the scalar form factor fBπ0 (q
2)
becomes negligible:
dΓ
dq2
=
G2F |Vub|2
24π3
p3π|fBπ+ (q2)|2. (17.1.45)
Hence precise experimental measurements of the B → πν
branching fraction along with reliable theoretical calcula-
tions of the form factor fBπ+ (q
2) enable a clean determi-
nation of the CKM matrix element |Vub|.53
The form factors encode the non-perturbative dynam-
ics of binding quarks into hadrons and therefore they can-
not be calculated perturbatively. In practice, two meth-
ods are available for computing QCD form factors with
53 In principle, the exclusive semileptonic decay channel B →
ρν can also be used to determine |Vub| (see, e.g., Flynn, Naka-
gawa, Nieves, and Toki, 2009). In practice, however, systematic
uncertainties are not under control in current lattice QCD cal-
culations of the ρ meson because the ρ is unstable and is not
described within the framework of chiral perturbation theory;
these concerns will be addressed in future LQCD calculations
when more computing resources are available. Light-cone sum
rule determinations of the B → ρν form factor are available,
such as in Ball and Zwicky (2005b), but there has not been
any recent work on this channel.
controlled uncertainties: lattice QCD and light-cone sum
rules. As discussed in Section 17.1.2, LQCD is a ﬁrst-
principles approach providing results with steadily im-
provable errors. LCSR is derived from the correlator of
quark currents calculated in terms of the OPE. Matching
the result of this calculation to the hadronic dispersion re-
lation yields an analytical expression for the form factor.
The precision of LCSR is limited by the accuracy of OPE
and by the quark-hadron duality approximation used in
the dispersion relation. Lattice QCD and light-cone sum
rule form-factor calculations are complementary in that
they work in diﬀerent kinematical regions: LQCD is best
at high q2 while LCSR are applicable at low q2-values.
Heavy-to-light form-factor parameterizations
It is useful for comparing diﬀerent theoretical calcula-
tions or theory with experiment to parameterize the form
factor fBπ+ (q
2) as a function of q2. Many parameteriza-
tions are available in the literature, but here we focus on
the model-independent parameterization of Boyd, Grin-
stein, and Lebed (1995), hereafter “BGL”, and its vari-
ants, which is based on the general properties of ana-
lyticity, unitarity and crossing-symmetry. All form fac-
tors are analytic functions of q2, except at physical poles
and threshold branch points. Hence, given an appropriate
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change of variables, they can be expressed in a particularly
useful manner as a convergent power series (see, e.g., Ar-
nesen, Grinstein, Rothstein, and Stewart, 2005; Bourrely,
Machet, and de Rafael, 1981; Boyd and Savage, 1997; Lel-
louch, 1996).
Consider the following change of variables:
z(q2, t0) =
√
1− q2/t+ −
√
1− t0/t+√
1− q2/t+ +
√
1− t0/t+
, (17.1.46)
where t+≡(mB+mπ)2, and t0 < t+ is an arbitrary param-
eter to be discussed later. This transformation maps the
semileptonic region of q2 onto a unit circle in the complex
z plane. In terms of the new variable z, the B → π form
factor takes a simple form:
P+(q2)φ+(q2, t0)f+(q2) =
∞∑
k=0
ak(t0)z(q2, t0)k. (17.1.47)
(A similar function can be derived for the scalar form fac-
tor f0(q2).) The function P+(q2) must be chosen to vanish
at the B∗ pole in order to preserve the correct analytic
structure of f+(q2):
PBπ+ (q
2) = z(q2, m∗B) , (17.1.48)
while the function φ+(q2, t0) can be any analytic function.
It is helpful, however, to choose φ+(q2, t0) so that the uni-
tarity constraint on the series coeﬃcients (ak’s) obeys a
simple form. The choice for φ+(q2, t0) corresponding to
the BGL parameterization is given in Arnesen, Grinstein,
Rothstein, and Stewart (2005):
φ+(q2, t0) =
√
3
96πχ(0)J
(√
t+ − q2 +
√
t+ − t0
)
×
(√
t+ − q2 +
√
t+ − t−
)3/2
×
(√
t+ − q2 +
√
t+
)−5 (t+ − q2)
(t+ − t0)1/4 ,
(17.1.49)
where the numerical factor χ(0)J can be calculated using
perturbation theory and the OPE.
Unitarity constrains the size of the BGL series coeﬃ-
cients:
N∑
k=0
a2k ∼< 1, (17.1.50)
where this holds for any value of N . In the case of the
B → π form factor, Becher and Hill (2006) use the heavy-
quark power-counting to argue that the sizes of the series
coeﬃcients should in fact be much less than one:
N∑
k=0
a2k ≤
(
Λ
mQ
)3
 1, (17.1.51)
where Λ is a typical hadronic scale; this is consistent with
lattice calculations by Bailey et al. (2009) and experimen-
tal measurements by BABAR in del Amo Sanchez (2011n)
and Belle in Ha (2011). The free parameter t0 appearing
in Eq. (17.1.46) determines the range of |z| in the semilep-
tonic region, and hence can be chosen to accelerate the se-
ries convergence. For example, Arnesen, Grinstein, Roth-
stein, and Stewart (2005) use the value t0 = 0.65t− such
that −0.34 < z < 0.22 for B → πlν decay. The small mag-
nitude of |z|, in conjunction with the tight heavy-quark
bound on the size of the series coeﬃcients, ensures that
only the ﬁrst few terms in the series are needed to describe
the B → π form factor to sub-percent accuracy.
Bourrely, Caprini, and Lellouch (2009) (BCL) use the
same series expansion of Eq. (17.1.47), but without an
outer function φ+ and with a diﬀerent Blashke factor P+:
f+(q2) =
1
1− q2/m2B∗
K∑
k=0
bk(t0)z(q2, t0)k. (17.1.52)
Their choice avoids unphysical singularities which are gen-
erated at q2 = t+ by the outer function in a truncated
BGL parameterization. Further, Bourrely, Caprini, and
Lellouch (2009) optimize the parameter t0 such that the
semileptonic domain is mapped onto a symmetric interval
in z. With the choice t0 = (mB + mπ)(
√
mB − √mπ)2,
the value of |z| < 0.279. Although the BCL parameteriza-
tion has a simpler functional form, the constraint on the
series is more complicated than Eq. (17.1.50) in that it is
no longer diagonal in the series index k. We use the BCL
parameterization to obtain |Vub| in Section 17.1.4.3.
A diﬀerent approach suggested by Flynn and Nieves
(2007a,b) uses the Omne`s parameterization, allowing one
to express the form-factor shape in terms of the elastic B-
π scattering phase shift and the value of f+(q2) at a few
subtraction points below the Bπ production threshold.
Lattice QCD form-factor calculations
State-of-the-art LQCD computations now regularly in-
clude the eﬀects of three light dynamical quarks. Often
calculations are done in the isospin limit with two lighter
degenerate quarks and one heavier quark with a mass close
to the physical strange quark; these are referred to as
“2+1” ﬂavor simulations.
In practice, limited computational resources prohibit
calculations with simulated values of the u- and d-quark
as light as those in the real world. LQCD calculations
must also be done at ﬁxed, nonzero values of the lat-
tice spacing. Hence one generates data with a sequence
of light-quark masses (down to ∼ mstrange/10 for current
B → π calculations) and a sequence of lattice spacings
(down to a ∼ 0.09 fm for current B → π calculations)
and extrapolates the remainder of the way to the physical
masses and zero lattice spacing. Because these limits are
interrelated, it is now standard to use model-independent
functional forms derived in Chiral Perturbation Theory
(χPT) for the speciﬁc lattice quark formulation being used
(i.e. including discretization corrections) to guide the ex-
trapolation (see, e.g., Aubin and Bernard, 2007, for the
case of B → π). This procedure leaves a remaining sys-
tematic uncertainty in the physical matrix element due
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to truncation of the chiral expansion that is typically in-
cluded in error budgets as a “chiral extrapolation error.”
This, in combination with statistical errors, is currently
the largest source of uncertainty in lattice calculations of
the B → π form factor. Fortunately, increasing computa-
tional resources are allowing this error to be reduced in a
straightforward manner.
The next-largest uncertainty in current lattice B →
π form-factor calculations is due to perturbative opera-
tor matching. Numerical lattice simulations evaluate the
hadronic matrix element of the vector current Vμ = iuγμb
written in terms of the discretized versions of the heavy-
quark (b) and light anti-quark (u) ﬁelds that appear in
the lattice actions. Hence one must compute matching
factors to relate the continuum vector current to its lat-
tice counterpart. Current B → π form-factor calculations
rely on either a combination of perturbative and non-
perturbative methods or on one-loop lattice perturbation
theory; the residual uncertainties from neglected 2-loop
and higher-order terms in the perturbative series can be
approximately as large as the chiral-continuum extrapo-
lation error. Hence new methods are being developed and
new actions are being used in order to reduce the renor-
malization error in the future.
Currently there are two realistic “2+1” ﬂavor LQCD
calculations of the B → π form factor – one by the HPQCD
Collaboration (Dalgic et al., 2006) and one by the Fermi-
lab Lattice and MILC collaborations (Bailey et al., 2009).
These calculations were both performed on gauge conﬁg-
urations made publicly available by the MILC Collabo-
ration (see Aubin et al., 2004) and include the eﬀects of
three ﬂavors of dynamical staggered light quarks; hence
the statistical errors are somewhat correlated among the
two results. The two calculations use diﬀerent heavy-quark
formalisms, however, for the b quark. The Fermilab and
MILC collaborations use the Fermilab formalism devel-
oped by El-Khadra, Kronfeld, and Mackenzie (1997) in
which one uses knowledge of the heavy-quark limit of QCD
to systematically remove heavy-quark discretization errors
order-by-order in 1/mb. The HPQCD Collaboration uses
the formulation of the NRQCD action from Lepage, Mag-
nea, Nakhleh, Magnea, and Hornbostel (1992), in which
the b-quark is a non-relativistic ﬁeld and the action is ex-
panded in powers of vb/c, where vb is the spatial velocity
of the b quark. Both heavy-quark formulations work well
for b quarks at currently available values of the lattice
spacing. The Fermilab formalism, however, has two ad-
vantages in that it possesses a continuum limit and that
it can also be used for c quarks, thereby providing a cross
check of the method. Future calculations using other lat-
tice formulations for the light and heavy quarks, such the
relativistic heavy-quark action developed by Christ, Li,
and Lin (2007) and used by the RBC and UKQCD Col-
laborations for B-meson leptonic decays and mixing (see
Van de Water and Witzel, 2010), will provide valuable in-
dependent cross checks of the B → π form factor in the
next few years.
The Fermilab Lattice and MILC Collaborations present
their form-factor results in terms of the BGL series coef-
Table 17.1.12. Coeﬃcients ak and correlation matrix ρkl of a
3-parameter BGL series expansion of fBπ+ from Bernard et al.
(2009b). Statistical and systematic errors are added in quadra-
ture.
Fit: 0.0216(27) −0.0378(191) −0.113(27)
ρ a0 a1 a2
a0 1.000 0.640 0.475
a1 0.640 1.000 0.964
a2 0.474 0.964 1.000
ﬁcients and the correlation matrix; these are given in Ta-
ble 17.1.12. The series coeﬃcients can be used to obtain
the form factor over the entire q2 range, and are therefore a
useful way to present the data, as pointed out by Bernard
et al. (2009b). This is particularly helpful for state-of-the
art extractions of |Vub| that rely on simultaneous BGL ﬁts
of the lattice and experimental data including correlations
(see del Amo Sanchez, 2011n; Ha, 2011). Alternatively
one can present the integrated decay rate over a q2 range
for which the lattice calculation is most reliable, typically
from q2 = 16 GeV2 to q2max = (mB −mπ)2:
Δζ ≡ G
2
F
24π3
q2f∫
q2i
dq2p3π|fBπ+ (q2)|2 . (17.1.53)
The quantity Δζ is given for both the Fermilab/MILC
and HPQCD calculations in Table 17.1.13.
The 2006 HPQCD B → π form-factor calculation re-
lies on the parameterization of Ball and Zwicky (2005a)
(BZ) during an intermediate step to interpolate their data
to ﬁducial values of the pion energy before performing
the chiral extrapolation. Use of models such as the one
in Becirevic and Kaidalov (2000), hereafter “BK”; or the
BZ parameterization can lead to an underestimation in
the quoted form-factor errors, particularly at low values
of q2 where the lattice data are poor or nonexistent and
the shape is constrained primarily by the model function.
Moreover, any comparisons between diﬀerent theoretical
or experimental determinations of the BK or BZ ﬁt param-
eters are not necessarily meaningful, since any observed
discrepancies could simply be due to limitations of the
model. Hence only lattice QCD form factor determina-
tions based on BGL-like series (such as also the BCL pa-
rameterization) should be considered model-independent.
Light-cone sum rule form-factor calculations
The method of QCD light-cone sum rules allows one to
calculate the B → π form factors at small and interme-
diate q2 (see, e.g., Bagan, Ball, and Braun, 1998; Ball
and Zwicky, 2005c; Belyaev, Khodjamirian, and Ruckl,
1993; Duplancic, Khodjamirian, Mannel, Melic, and Of-
fen, 2008; Khodjamirian, Ruckl, Weinzierl, and Yakovlev,
1997). The key element of the calculational procedure is
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Table 17.1.13. Results for the integrated decay rate Δζ = ΔΓB→πlν/|Vub|2 from lattice QCD and light-cone sum rules.
Statistical and systematic errors are added in quadrature.
q2 (GeV2) Δζ (ps−1)
HPQCD (Dalgic et al., 2006) > 16 2.02± 0.55
Fermilab/MILC (Bailey et al., 2009) > 16 2.21+0.47−0.42
LCSR (Khodjamirian, Mannel, Oﬀen, and Wang, 2011) < 12 4.59+1.00−0.85
the correlator of the two heavy-light quark currents:
i
∫
d4xeiqx〈π+(p) | T{uγμb(x), mbbiγ5d(0)} |0〉
≡ F ((p + q)2, q2)pμ + F˜ ((p + q)2, q2)qμ ,
(17.1.54)
F ((p + q)2, q2) =
2m2BfBf
Bπ
+ (q
2)
m2B − (p + q)2
+ ... ,
(17.1.55)
where Eq. (17.1.55) represents the hadronic dispersion
relation for the amplitude F , with the ground-state B-
meson contribution containing the vector B → π form
factor multiplied by the B decay constant. The remaining
hadronic sum in Eq. (17.1.55) is indicated by ellipses. The
amplitude F˜ is used to calculate the scalar form factor
fBπ0 (q
2). At (p + q)2  m2b and q2  m2b , the T -product
in Eq. (17.1.54) is expanded near the light-cone x2 ∼ 0,
yielding process-independent nonlocal vacuum-pion ma-
trix elements, such as 〈π(p)|uα(x)dβ(0)|0〉. The light-cone
OPE yields
F ((p + q)2, q2) = (17.1.56)∑
t=2,3,4,...
∫
Dui
∑
k=0,1,...
(αS
π
)k
T
(t)
k ((p + q)
2, q2,ui, mb, μ)ϕ(t)π (ui, μ) ,
a convolution (at the factorization scale μ) of calcula-
ble short-distance coeﬃcient functions T (t)k and universal
pion light-cone distribution amplitudes (DA’s) ϕ(t)π (ui, μ)
of growing twist t ≥ 2. The integration goes over the
momentum fractions ui = u1,u2, ... of quarks and gluons
in the pion. The terms in Eq. (17.1.56) corresponding to
higher-twist pion DA’s are suppressed by inverse powers of
the b-quark virtuality ((p + q)2 −m2b) ∼ Λmb, where Λ 
ΛQCD does not scale with mb. Currently Eq. (17.1.54) in-
cludes all LO contributions of the twist 2, 3, 4 quark-
antiquark and quark-antiquark-gluon DA’s of the pion and
the NLO, O(αS) corrections to the twist-2 and twist-3 two-
particle coeﬃcient functions.
Furthermore, one uses quark-hadron duality and ap-
proximates the sum over excited B-states in the hadronic
dispersion relation by the quark-gluon spectral density
Im F (OPE)(s, q2) calculated from the OPE, Eq. (17.1.56),
introducing the eﬀective threshold parameter sB0 . The ﬁ-
nal step involves a Borel transformation (p + q)2 → m2 ∼
Λmb. The resulting LCSR for the B → π form factor has
the following form
fBπ+ (q
2) =
(
em
2
B/m
2
2m2BfB
)
1
π
∫ sB0
m2b
ds Im F (OPE)(s, q2) e−s/m
2
.
(17.1.57)
The uncertainty introduced by the quark-hadron duality
approximation is minimized by calculating the B meson
mass from the derivative of the same LCSR, thereby ﬁx-
ing sB0 . Details of the method can be found in Duplancic,
Khodjamirian, Mannel, Melic, and Oﬀen (2008); an intro-
ductory review is in Colangelo and Khodjamirian (2000).
The LCSR method and input was also successfully tested
for D → π, K form factors by Khodjamirian, Klein, Man-
nel, and Oﬀen (2009). The input includes αS and the
b quark mass (in the MS scheme), as well as the non-
perturbative parameters of the pion DA’s, e.g., fπ and the
shape parameters (Gegenbauer moments) for the twist-2
pion DA ϕ(2)π . For the decay constant fB the QCD sum
rule for the two-point correlator of biγ5q currents is em-
ployed. More details on the numerical results and their
uncertainties can be found in the most recent LCSR anal-
ysis by Khodjamirian, Mannel, Oﬀen, and Wang (2011),
predicting fBπ+ (q
2) at 0 ≤ q2 < 12GeV2, in particu-
lar, fBπ+ (0) = 0.28 ± 0.03. Extrapolation to larger q2 re-
veals a reasonable agreement with the lattice QCD re-
sults (see Figure 17.1.12). The most convenient quantity
for the |Vub| determination is the integrated decay rate
Δζ deﬁned in Eq. (17.1.53); the most recent LCSR re-
sult from Khodjamirian, Mannel, Oﬀen, and Wang (2011)
is given in Table 17.1.13. The estimated error corresponds
to the quadratic sum of the uncertainties due to variations
of the input parameters in LCSR. The largest individual
errors originate from the uncertainties of the MS quark
masses (mu,d and mb) and of the shape parameters in the
pion twist-2 DA, as well as from the renormalization scale
uncertainty. There is still room for improvement of the
OPE in the future, e.g., if one calculates the O(α2S) and
twist-5, 6 corrections and gains a better control over the
pion DA’s. On the other hand, the systematic error due to
the quark-hadron duality approximation cannot be com-
pletely eliminated from the LCSR calculation. Hence, with
this method it seems not feasible to reach a precision at a
few percent level foreseeable with the future improvements
of the lattice QCD calculations.
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Figure 17.1.12. The vector form factor fBπ+ (q
2) (in arbi-
trary units) calculated from LCSR (Khodjamirian, Mannel, Of-
fen, and Wang, 2011) and ﬁtted to the BCL parameterization
from Bourrely, Caprini, and Lellouch (2009) (solid line) with
uncertainties (dashed lines), compared to the LQCD results by
HPQCD (Dalgic et al., 2006) (squares) and by FNAL/MILC
(Bailey et al., 2009) (triangles with error bars).
17.1.4.2 Measurements of Branching Fractions and q2
Distributions
The semileptonic decay B → πν has been studied with
diﬀerent experimental approaches at the B Factories. The
goal is a precise measurement of the branching fraction
and the spectrum of the squared momentum transfer, q2,
to allow for a determination of the q2 dependence of the
B → π form factor. The main experimental challenge is
the reduction of the much more abundant background
from B → Xcν decays, where Xc is any hadronic ﬁnal
state with a charm quark. It is also diﬃcult to separate
B → πν decays from the other B → Xuν decays, where
Xu is a charmless hadronic ﬁnal state, due to very sim-
ilar decay kinematics. The B → πν analyses are based
on event samples with a tagged B meson or on untagged
event samples. In the tagged analyses, one of the two B
mesons in the BB event is either fully reconstructed in a
hadronic decay mode or partially reconstructed in a semi-
leptonic decay mode. While the tagged analyses provide a
very clean environment, they are statistically limited for
the B Factory data samples. At present, untagged analy-
ses, which were ﬁrst performed by the CLEO collaboration
(Athar et al., 2003), still provide the most precise results
for B → πν.
In untagged analyses, the four-momentum of the un-
detected neutrino is inferred from the missing energy and
momentum in the whole event. The reconstructed neu-
trino is combined with a charged lepton ( = e, μ) and a
pion to form a B → πν candidate. The dominant back-
ground at low q2 is due to e+e− → qq (q = u, d, s, c)
continuum events, where the charged lepton originates
from a semileptonic decay of a produced hadron (mostly
from e+e− → cc events) or the misidentiﬁcation of a
charged hadron as a lepton. Continuum events produce
jet-like event topologies and can thus be eﬃciently sep-
arated from the more isotropic BB events with selection
criteria on event shape variables (e.g. R2, L2, cosΔθthrust,
see Chapter 9). The overall largest background comes from
B → Xcν decays. It is reduced by selection criteria on
variables that are related to the neutrino reconstruction,
e.g. the missing mass squared in the event or the polar an-
gle of the missing momentum vector, or on kinematic vari-
ables, e.g. the helicity angle of the lepton. These variables
also help to partially suppress the B → Xuν background,
which has a large uncertainty and limits the measurement
at high q2.
Three untagged analyses have been performed by the
BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2011d,n) and Belle collabo-
rations (Ha, 2011). The background suppression based
on event shape, neutrino reconstruction and kinematical
variables is optimized as a function of q2 to allow for a
precise measurement over the full q2 range. While the
Belle (Ha, 2011) and one of the BABAR (del Amo San-
chez, 2011d) analyses use one-dimensional selection cri-
teria, the other BABAR measurement (del Amo Sanchez,
2011n) makes use of neural-network discriminators, which
have been trained individually for each background class
and q2 interval, yielding an improved background sup-
pression. In contrast to the other two analyses that focus
on B0 → π−+ν decays, this analysis includes a simul-
taneous measurement of B0 → π−+ν, B+ → π0+ν,
B0 → ρ−+ν and B+ → ρ0+ν decays. By measuring
these four decay modes, the uncertainties due to cross
feed between these modes and various background con-
tributions are reduced. In all three analyses the signal is
extracted from a ﬁt to the two-dimensional ΔE-mES dis-
tribution. The ﬁt is performed in several intervals of q2 to
measure the shape of the q2 spectrum. The Belle analysis
uses 13 q2 intervals (Ha, 2011), the BABAR analyses 6 (del
Amo Sanchez, 2011n) or 12 (del Amo Sanchez, 2011d) q2
intervals. The shapes of the signal and background con-
tributions are taken from simulation whereas the yields
for the signal and the dominant background contributions
are obtained from the ﬁt. Figures 17.1.3 and 17.1.13 show
the mES and ΔE projections from BABAR and Belle for a
speciﬁc q2 range, indicating the signal above the sum of
backgrounds from several sources.
A number of tagged measurements have been per-
formed by BABAR (Aubert, 2006r, 2008y) and Belle
(Adachi, 2008a; Hokuue, 2007). They have led to a simpler
and more precise reconstruction of the neutrino momen-
tum and have low backgrounds and a uniform acceptance
in q2. This is achieved at the expense of much smaller
signal samples which limit the statistical precision of the
form-factor measurement. The semileptonic-tag measure-
ments from BABAR and Belle use B → D(∗)ν decays to
partially reconstruct one of the two B mesons. They have
a signal-to-background ratio of ∼ 2 and yield ∼ 0.5 signal
decays per fb−1. The signal is extracted from the distri-
bution of the variable cos2 φB , where φB is the angle be-
tween the direction of either B meson and the plane con-
taining the momentum vectors of the tag-side D∗ system
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Figure 17.1.13. mES and ΔE distributions for the q
2 interval 4 < q2 < 8GeV2 from the BABAR untagged B → πν measurement
(del Amo Sanchez, 2011n).
and the signal-side π system (Aubert, 2008y; Hokuue,
2007). The hadronic-tag measurements yield fewer signal
events, ∼ 0.1 signal decays per fb−1, but reach signal-to-
background ratios of up to ∼ 10. The signal is extracted
from the missing mass squared distribution, where the sig-
nal is expected to be located in a narrow peak near zero,
as shown in Figure 17.1.14.
Table 17.1.14 summarizes the signal yields, approxi-
mate signal-to-background ratios and integrated luminosi-
ties of the various measurements.
The leading experimental systematic uncertainties are
associated with the reconstruction of charged and neutral
particles, which aﬀect the reconstruction of the missing
momentum, with backgrounds from continuum events at
low q2 and from B → Xuν decays at high q2. Due to
the feed-down from B → ρν decays, the uncertainties
on the branching fraction and form factors for this de-
cay mode also contribute to the systematic uncertainty.
For the tagged measurements, the systematic uncertain-
ties are about a factor of two smaller. They contribute to
the knowledge of the total branching fraction, but their
statistical precision is not yet suﬃcient to provide signiﬁ-
cant information on the shape of the q2 spectrum.
Table 17.1.15 summarizes all B → πν branching frac-
tion measurements. Shown are the total branching fraction
as well as the partial branching fractions for q2 < 12 GeV2
and q2 > 16 GeV2. Overall the individual measurements
are in a good agreement, though for the tagged measure-
ments the partial branching fractions at intermediate q2
are somewhat smaller. A combination of all untagged B →
πν measurements from the B Factories results in an aver-
age total branching fraction of (1.44±0.03±0.05)×10−4,
with a precision of 3− 4% (2% statistical and 3% system-
atic).
Figure 17.1.15 shows a ﬁt of the z-expansion intro-
duced in Section 17.1.4.1 to the measured q2 spectra
from all untagged B → πν analyses, using the BCL pa-
rameterization with three parameters (b0, b1, b2). The re-
sults are summarized in Table 17.1.16. The χ2 probabil-
ity of this ﬁt is 1.1%. An inclusion of the tagged mea-
surements would decrease the probability to 0.02%. This
low probability is mostly due to the lower branching frac-
tions from the tagged measurements. The BABAR measure-
ment in 12 q2 bins prefers a larger (negative) quadratic
term and a smaller linear term in the z expansion com-
pared to the other two untagged analyses. The ﬁtted func-
tion also determines the product f+(0)|Vub|, which for a
given value of |Vub| can be compared with LCSR predic-
tions of f+(0), the B → π form factor at q2 = 0. The
largest value of f+(0)|Vub| from the individual measure-
ments comes from the untagged BABAR measurement in
6 q2 bins. For the combination of all untagged measure-
ments, a value of f+(0)|Vub| = (0.940 ± 0.029) × 10−3
is obtained. Combining this value with the |Vub| result
obtained using the LCSR calculation (see Table 17.1.17)
gives f+(0) = (0.27 ± 0.03), in good agreement with the
LCSR result, f+(0) = (0.28± 0.02). A comparison of the
ﬁtted BCL parameterization with the shapes predicted
by form-factor calculations from LQCD, LCSR or quark
models like ISGW2. is presented in Figure 17.1.15 (right).
It agrees best with the recent LCSR calculation (Khod-
jamirian, Mannel, Oﬀen, and Wang, 2011) and deviates
signiﬁcantly from the ISGW2 quark model prediction.
17.1.4.3 Determination of |Vub|
Two diﬀerent methods have been used to determine |Vub|
from the measured B → πν diﬀerential decay rates.
The more traditional approach relates the measured par-
tial branching fractions, ΔB(q2min, q2max), with the nor-
malized partial decay rate, Δζ(q2min, q
2
max), predicted by
form-factor calculations integrated over a certain q2 range.
For LQCD calculations (Bailey et al., 2009; Dalgic et al.,
2006), the range q2 > 16 GeV2 is used, and for the recent
LCSR (Khodjamirian, Mannel, Oﬀen, and Wang, 2011)
calculation the range is q2 < 12GeV2 . |Vub| is obtained
from the relation
|Vub| =
√
ΔB(q2min, q2max)
τ0Δζ(q2min, q2max)
, (17.1.58)
where τ0 = (1.519 ± 0.007) ps is the B0 lifetime (Be-
ringer et al., 2012). Table 17.1.17 shows the values of
ΔB(q2min, q
2
max), Δζ(q
2
min, q
2
max) and the |Vub| results for
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Figure 17.1.14. Missing mass squared distributions from the Belle tagged B0 → π−+ν (left) and B+ → π0+ν (center)
measurements (Adachi, 2008a) and cos2 φB distribution from the BABAR semileptonic-tag B
0 → π−+ν measurement (Aubert,
2008y) (right). In the right ﬁgure, the solid line represents the signal and the dotted and dashed lines represent the backgrounds
with combinatorial and with correctly reconstructed D mesons in the semileptonic tag, respectively.
Table 17.1.14. Integrated luminosity, signal yield and approximate signal-to-background ratio, S/B, for the B → πν mea-
surements.
Measurement Int. lumi. (fb−1) Nsig(B0 → π−+ν) Nsig(B+ → π0+ν) S/B
BABAR untagged (6 bins) (del Amo Sanchez, 2011n) 349 7181 3446 ∼ 0.2
BABAR untagged (12 bins) (del Amo Sanchez, 2011d) 423 11778 – ∼ 0.1
Belle untagged (Ha, 2011) 605 21486 – ∼ 0.1
BABAR semileptonic tag (Aubert, 2008y) 348 150 134 ∼ 2
Belle semileptonic tag (Hokuue, 2007) 253 156 69 ∼ 2
BABAR hadronic tag (Aubert, 2006r) 211 31 26 ∼ 10
Belle hadronic tag (Adachi, 2008a) 605 59 49 ∼ 10
Table 17.1.15. Branching fractions for B0 → π−+ν. The two untagged BABAR measurements are assumed to be statistically
independent since the selected data samples have less than 1% of the events in common (del Amo Sanchez, 2011d).
Measurement Btot (10−4) ΔB(q2 < 12GeV2) (10−4) ΔB(q2 > 16GeV2) (10−4)
BABAR untagged (6 bins) 1.41± 0.05± 0.07 0.88± 0.03± 0.05 0.32± 0.02± 0.02
BABAR untagged (12 bins) 1.42± 0.05± 0.07 0.84± 0.03± 0.04 0.33± 0.02± 0.03
Belle untagged 1.49± 0.04± 0.07 0.83± 0.02± 0.04 0.40± 0.02± 0.02
Average untagged 1.44± 0.03± 0.05 0.84± 0.02± 0.03 0.36± 0.01± 0.02
Average tagged 1.31± 0.08± 0.06 0.67± 0.06± 0.03 0.37± 0.04± 0.02
Average 1.42± 0.03± 0.05 0.81± 0.02± 0.03 0.36± 0.01± 0.02
Table 17.1.16. Results of the ﬁts of the BCL parameterization with 3 parameters to the measured ΔB/Δq2 distribution.
Measurement χ2/ndf Prob(χ2/ndf) Fit parameters f+(0)|Vub| (10−3)
BABAR (6 bins) 6.0/3 11.2% b1/b0 = −0.90± 0.45 1.090± 0.055
b2/b0 = +0.47± 1.49
BABAR (12 bins) 4.1/9 90.5% b1/b0 = +0.09± 0.53 0.863± 0.044
b2/b0 = −4.65± 1.55
Belle 11.9/10 29.4% b1/b0 = −1.31± 0.27 0.914± 0.040
b2/b0 = −0.79± 0.91
BABAR +Belle 48.0/28 1.1% b1/b0 = −0.75± 0.22 0.940± 0.029
b2/b0 = −1.84± 0.69
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Figure 17.1.15. Left: Fit of the BCL parameterization with 3 parameters to the measured B → πν q2 distribution. The
uncertainty of the ﬁt is shown as shaded error band. Right: Comparison of the ﬁt result with form-factor predictions from
HPQCD (Dalgic et al., 2006), LCSR (Khodjamirian, Mannel, Oﬀen, and Wang, 2011) and ISGW2 (Scora and Isgur, 1995). The
extrapolations of the predictions to the full q2 range are shown as dashed lines.
the three untagged B → πν measurements and the av-
erages of the untagged and tagged measurements, and for
three form-factor calculations. The uncertainty on |Vub| is
dominated by the theoretical form-factor uncertainty.
The more recent method is based on a simultaneous
ﬁt to the measured q2 spectra and the LQCD predictions.
The BCL parameterization is used as parameterization
for f+(q2) over the whole q2 range to minimize the model
dependence of the form factor. This method makes use
of the full shape information from data and the shape
and normalization from theory, which results in a reduced
uncertainty on |Vub|.
The combined ﬁt to the FNAL/MILC lattice calcu-
lations and the data from the three untagged measure-
ments yields |Vub| = (3.23 ± 0.30) × 10−3. Figure 17.1.16
and Table 17.1.17 show the results of the ﬁt. Only four
of the twelve FNAL/MILC points have been included in
the ﬁt, avoiding LQCD points with a correlation higher
than 80%. This reduction of the theoretical input does
not change the |Vub| result but leads to a better agree-
ment of the ﬁtted curve with the lattice points. The ﬁt
results for the parameters in the BCL parameterization
are b1/b0 = −0.82 ± 0.20 and b2/b0 = −1.63 ± 0.62, and
a value of f+(0)|Vub| = 0.945± 0.028 is obtained. The χ2
probability of the ﬁt is 2.2% (χ2/ndf = 58.9/31). The |Vub|
values obtained from ﬁts to the individual untagged mea-
surements agree with each other within about one stan-
dard deviation. The total uncertainty of |Vub| is about 9%.
The contributions to this uncertainty have been estimated
to be 3% from the branching fraction measurements, 4%
from the shapes of the q2 spectra determined from data,
and 8% from the form-factor normalization obtained from
theory. Using the HPQCD lattice calculation gives simi-
lar ﬁt results. However, at present no information on the
correlation of the HPQCD points is available and there-
fore only one point can be used in the ﬁt to determine the
normalization of the decay rate, which results in larger
uncertainties.
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Figure 17.1.16. Simultaneous ﬁt of the BCL parameteriza-
tion to the measured q2 spectra and to four of the twelve points
of the FNAL/MILC calculation (magenta, closed triangles).
The FNAL/MILC prediction has been rescaled to the data
according to the |Vub| value obtained in the ﬁt.
As a ﬁnal result for |Vub| from B → πν decays we
quote the value obtained from the simultaneous ﬁt to
the three untagged measurements from BABAR and Belle,
combined with the FNAL/MILC calculation:
|Vub|excl = (3.23± 0.30)× 10−3. (17.1.59)
Future improvements for |Vub| will rely on progress in
form-factor calculations based on LQCD or LCSR and
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Table 17.1.17. |Vub| derived from B → πν decays for various q2 regions and form-factor calculations: LCSR (Khodjamirian,
Mannel, Oﬀen, and Wang, 2011), HPQCD (Dalgic et al., 2006), FNAL/MILC (Bailey et al., 2009). The quoted errors on
|Vub| are due to experimental uncertainties and theoretical uncertainties on Δζ. The last column shows the |Vub| results of the
simultaneous ﬁts to data and the FNAL/MILC prediction. Here the stated error represents the combined experimental and
theoretical uncertainty.
LCSR HPQCD FNAL/MILC FNAL/MILC ﬁt
Δζ (ps−1) 4.59+1.00−0.85 2.02±0.55 2.21+0.47−0.42 2.21+0.47−0.42
q2 range (GeV2) 0− 12 16− 26.4 16− 26.4 16− 26.4
Experiment |Vub| (10−3)
BABAR (6 bins) 3.54± 0.12+0.38−0.33 3.22± 0.15+0.55−0.37 3.08± 0.14+0.34−0.28 2.98± 0.31
BABAR (12 bins) 3.46± 0.10+0.37−0.32 3.26± 0.19+0.56−0.37 3.12± 0.18+0.35−0.29 3.22± 0.31
Belle 3.44± 0.10+0.37−0.32 3.60± 0.13+0.61−0.41 3.44± 0.13+0.38−0.32 3.52± 0.34
BABAR +Belle 3.47± 0.06+0.37−0.32 3.43± 0.09+0.59−0.39 3.27± 0.09+0.36−0.30 3.23± 0.30
Tagged 3.10± 0.16+0.33−0.29 3.47± 0.23+0.60−0.39 3.32± 0.22+0.37−0.31 3.33± 0.39
on more precise experimental determinations of the q2
spectrum in B → πν decays. In particular an improved
precision in the high q2 region, where LQCD predictions
exist, would be important. This will require a better un-
derstanding of the composition and dynamics of the B →
Xuν background and signiﬁcantly larger data samples for
tagged event samples expected at the next generation of
B Factories.
17.1.5 Inclusive Cabibbo-suppressed B decays
17.1.5.1 Theoretical Overview
The theoretical description of inclusive B → Xuν de-
cays rests on the same basic principles as that of inclusive
B → Xcν decays described in Section 17.1.3.1. Due to
the inclusive nature of the process, the only sensitivity
to long-distance dynamics comes from the B meson in the
initial state. The total B → Xuν rate is given by an OPE
in terms of local operators, which has a similar structure
as that for the B → Xcν rate, with non-perturbative
corrections ﬁrst appearing at O(1/m2b).
In practice, the experimental sensitivity to B → Xuν
and |Vub| is highest in the region of phase space that is less
impacted by the dominant B → Xcν background, namely
the region where the hadronic Xu system has invariant
mass mX below the mass of the lightest charm meson,
mX  mD. In this phase-space region non-perturbative
corrections are kinematically enhanced, and as a result
the non-perturbative dynamics of the decaying b quark
inside the B meson becomes an O(1) eﬀect.
In addition to the lepton energy, E	, convenient vari-
ables to describe the decay kinematics are the hadronic
variables
p+X = EX − |pX | , p−X = EX + |pX | , (17.1.60)
where EX and pX are the energy and momentum of the
hadronic system in the B-meson rest frame. In terms of
these variables, the total hadronic and leptonic invariant
masses are given by
m2X = p
+
Xp
−
X , q
2 = (mB − p+X)(mB − p−X) . (17.1.61)
The fully diﬀerential decay rate is given by
d3Γ
dp+X dp
−
X dE	
=
G2F |Vub|2
192π3
∫
dk C(E	, p−X , p
+
X , k) F (k)
+ O
(ΛQCD
mb
)
. (17.1.62)
The coeﬃcient C(E	, p−X , p
+
X , k) describes the quark de-
cay b → uν and can be computed in QCD perturbation
theory. The “shape-function” F (k) is a non-perturbative
function. It describes the momentum distribution of the b
quark in the B meson (Bigi, Shifman, Uraltsev, and Vain-
shtein, 1994; Neubert, 1994a). For p+X ∼ k ∼ ΛQCD, which
includes a large portion of the small mX region, the full
non-perturbative shape of F (k) is necessary to obtain an
accurate description of the diﬀerential decay rate. On the
other hand, in the limit p+X  k ∼ ΛQCD, only the ﬁrst
few moments of F (k) are needed. Typically, the experi-
mental measurements can lie anywhere between these two
kinematic regimes.
There are several sources of uncertainties in the the-
oretical predictions that must be considered. First, there
are perturbative uncertainties in the calculation of C due
to unknown higher-order corrections. Second, there are
parametric uncertainties due to the imprecise knowledge
of inputs, in particular the b-quark mass and F (k). The to-
tal decay rate scales like m5b , while partial rates restricted
to the small mX region typically exhibit an even stronger
dependence on mb. The ﬁrst few moments of F (k) are de-
termined by mb and the expectation values of local oper-
ators that are constrained by ﬁts to B → Xcν moments.
A substantial part of the mb dependence enters indirectly
via the ﬁrst moment of F (k). Depending on the kinematic
cuts, the shape of F (k) (beyond what is encoded in its ﬁrst
few moments) can also have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
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predictions. An important consistency check for the over-
all shape of F (k) is to give a reasonable description of the
measured shape of the photon-energy spectrum in inclu-
sive B → Xsγ decays (see Section 17.9), which at leading
order in 1/mb is given in terms of the same function F (k)
via an expression analogous to Eq. (17.1.62).
In addition to the leading shape function F (k), sev-
eral additional shape functions appear at O(ΛQCD/mb)
(Bauer, Luke, and Mannel, 2003). Apart from their ﬁrst
few moments, very little is known about the form of these
subleading shape functions. They thus introduce an uncer-
tainty in the theoretical predictions that is hard to quan-
tify in a systematic fashion. An even larger number of un-
known shape functions appears at O(αSΛQCD/mb) (Lee
and Stewart, 2005).
Weak annihilation contributions could have a large im-
pact at large q2 and might be another source of theoret-
ical uncertainties. However, recent analyses (Bigi, Man-
nel, Turczyk, and Uraltsev, 2010; Gambino and Kamenik,
2010; Ligeti, Luke, and Manohar, 2010) have used CLEO-
c data to constrain contributions from weak annihilation,
resulting in a rather small impact. The corresponding un-
certainty is below 2% for the total rate, translating into an
uncertainty of less than 1% on |Vub| for the most inclusive
analyses.
For the determination of |Vub| theoretical predictions
by diﬀerent groups are in use. A more detailed summary
and comparison can be found elsewhere (Antonelli et al.,
2010a). At their core, the diﬀerent calculations are all
based on Eq. (17.1.62), but they diﬀer in the treatment of
the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions.
The BLNP approach (Bosch, Lange, Neubert, and Paz,
2004; Lange, Neubert, and Paz, 2005) preferentially treats
the kinematic region p+X  p−X where the p+X and p−X de-
pendences of C factorize. This allows for the resummation
of Sudakov double logarithms of p+X/p
−
X and p
+
X/mB to
NNLL. They also include the full O(αS) corrections, for
which the perturbative expansions are performed using
the so-called shape-function scheme for mb, and a sub-
set of the perturbative corrections in C are absorbed into
F (k). The subleading shape functions are separately mod-
eled and included in the predictions.
The GGOU approach (Gambino, Giordano, Ossola,
and Uraltsev, 2007) treats the p+X  p−X and p+X ∼ p−X re-
gions on the same footing. The coeﬃcient C is computed
at ﬁxed order to O(αS) and O(α2Sβ0) (Gambino, Gardi,
and Ridolﬁ, 2006), where the perturbative expansion is
performed using the kinetic scheme for mb. In this case no
resummation eﬀects at small p+X are included. The eﬀect
of resummation as well as all contributions from sublead-
ing shape functions are absorbed into F (k). This results in
three non-universal distribution functions Fi(k, q2), which
have subleading dependence on q2.
In the dressed-gluon exponentiation (DGE) approach
(Andersen and Gardi, 2006; Gardi, 2008) the perturba-
tive expansion includes the NNLL resummation in mo-
ment space as well as the full O(αS) and O(α2Sβ0) correc-
tions. It also incorporates an internal resummation of run-
ning coupling corrections in the Sudakov exponent. This
approach eﬀectively corresponds to a perturbative model
for the leading shape function, with non-perturbative cor-
rections only included via its moments. Therefore, it tends
to be more predictive than the other approaches, resulting
in smaller theoretical uncertainties within the framework.
However, the intrinsic uncertainties due the assumptions
inherent in the framework are not estimated. Another ap-
proach based on Sudakov resummation has been proposed
in (Aglietti, Di Lodovico, Ferrera, and Ricciardi, 2009). It
employs the so-called analytic coupling in the infrared.
The full O(α2
S) corrections to the b → uν spectrum
are only known in the limit p+X  p−X (Greub, Neubert,
and Pecjak, 2010), and are currently not included in the
determination of |Vub|. In case of BLNP, their eﬀect turns
out to be much larger than expected from the pertur-
bative uncertainties at O(αS), resulting in an increase of
|Vub| by 8%. On the other hand, the O(α2Sβ0) terms of-
ten dominate the O(α2S) corrections, and their inclusion
in the GGOU and DGE approaches does not lead to sim-
ilarly large corrections. A resolution of this apparent dis-
crepancy will probably have to await a calculation of the
complete O(α2S) corrections.
All the above approaches choose speciﬁc model pa-
rameterizations of the shape function(s), and it is un-
clear to what extent the model variations used to estimate
the shape function uncertainties reﬂect the actual limited
knowledge of their form, particularly at subleading order
in 1/mb. Also, the theoretical uncertainties do not include
explicit estimates of the possible size of O(αSΛQCD/mb)
corrections.
Given all the above, it is possible that the theoreti-
cal uncertainties currently quoted for |Vub| might be un-
derestimated. On the other hand, the diﬀerent theoreti-
cal frameworks yield values of |Vub| that are compatible
within uncertainties with each other and across a variety
of diﬀerent experimental cuts.
Imposing an additional lower cut on q2 restricts the de-
cay kinematics to the part of the small mX region where
p+X ∼ p−X . Formally, this allows the application of the OPE
in terms of local operators (Bauer, Ligeti, and Luke, 2001).
In practice, the resulting OPE still has rather large 1/m2b
and higher order corrections, and some residual shape-
function eﬀects must be included. Nevertheless, this ap-
proach provides an important cross check on the extracted
value of |Vub|.
In some recent experimental analyses the phase-space
restrictions have been relaxed and up to 90% of the to-
tal inclusive B → Xuν rate is measured. In principle,
this makes it possible to use a simpler theoretical descrip-
tion based on the local OPE only. Consequently, the main
theoretical uncertainties are due to mb and higher-order
perturbative corrections. In practice, these analyses still
make explicit use of the theoretical description of the sig-
nal shape in the shape-function region to determine the ex-
perimental reconstruction eﬃciencies, and the associated
theoretical uncertainties contribute via the experimental
systematic uncertainties. Nevertheless, the fact that the
resulting values of |Vub| are consistent with the other anal-
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yses enhances the conﬁdence in our current understanding
of inclusive B → Xuν decays.
Recently, an improved treatment of the shape func-
tion has been developed (Ligeti, Stewart, and Tackmann,
2008), which combines the advantages of the BLNP and
GGOU approaches and uses appropriate basis functions
to approximate the shape function. It is expected that
this procedure will allow for a combined global ﬁt to all
available inclusive B → Xsγ and B → Xuν measure-
ments (Bernlochner et al., 2011). As in the determination
of |Vcb| from inclusive B → Xcν decays, a global ﬁt has
the advantage that the input parameters, such as F (k) and
mb, are directly constrained by data and are determined
together with |Vub|.
17.1.5.2 Measurements of Partial Branching Fractions
The observation of charged leptons with momenta exceed-
ing the kinematic limit for B → Xcν decays by the CLEO
Collaboration (Bartelt et al., 1993) was the ﬁrst evidence
for charmless semileptonic decays. Since then, a series of
measurements near the kinematic limit have been per-
formed (Bornheim et al., 2002; Limosani, 2005; Aubert,
2006x); they diﬀer in the kinematic selection and the size
of the data sample. At lower lepton momenta, the back-
ground from B → Xcν increases sharply to more than
10 times the signal and the dominant uncertainty arises
from the subtraction of the sum of lepton spectra from
exclusive B → Xcν decays, for which the branching frac-
tions and form factors are known to diﬀerent degrees. The
signal-to-background ratio can be substantially improved
by combining the high energy lepton with a measurement
of the missing neutrino in the event, but this can only
be achieved with a substantial reduction in the selection
eﬃciency (Aubert, 2005h).
Experimenters simulate the charmless semileptonic
B → Xuν decays as a hybrid, i.e., a combination of
two components: three-body decays involving a single low-
mass charmless meson, π, ρ, η, η′, or ω, and decays to non-
resonant multi-body hadronic ﬁnal states. The three-body
decays make up about the 20% of the charmless semilep-
tonic decay rate, and their simulation is based on OPE
calculations and form-factor measurements and measured
branching fractions (Beringer et al., 2012). The generated
mass distribution and kinematics of multi-body hadronic
states Xu are based on the prescription by De Fazio and
Neubert (De Fazio and Neubert, 1999). The fragmenta-
tion of Xu into ﬁnal state hadrons are simulated by using
Jetset (Sjo¨strand, 1994). The two components are com-
bined so that the cumulative distributions of the hadronic
mass, the momentum transfer squared, and the lepton mo-
mentum reproduce OPE predictions. The generated dis-
tributions are often reweighted to accommodate speciﬁc
choices of the parameters for the inclusive and exclusive
decays. The overall normalization is adjusted to reproduce
the measured inclusive charmless branching fraction (Be-
ringer et al., 2012).
An example of the extraction of the signal yield is il-
lustrated in Figure 17.1.17 (Aubert, 2006x), showing the
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Figure 17.1.17. BABAR analysis of the electron momentum
spectra in the Υ (4S) rest frame (Aubert, 2006x): (a) on-
resonance data (open circles - blue), scaled oﬀ-resonance data
(solid circles - green); the solid line shows the result of the ﬁt
to the non-BB events using both on- and oﬀ-resonance data;
(b) on-resonance data after subtraction of the ﬁtted non-BB
background (triangles - blue) compared to simulated BB back-
ground (histogram) that is adjusted by a combined ﬁt to the
on- and oﬀ-resonance data; (c) on-resonance data after sub-
traction of all backgrounds (data point - red), compared to the
simulated B → Xueν signal spectrum (histogram); the error
bars indicate errors from the ﬁt, which include the uncertain-
ties in the ﬁtted yields for continuum and Xceν backgrounds.
The shaded area indicates the momentum interval for which
the on-resonance data are combined into a single bin for the
purpose of reducing the sensitivity of the ﬁt to the simulated
shape of the signal spectrum in this region.
observed spectra of the highest momentum electron in
events recorded on and below the Υ (4S) resonance. The
data collected on the Υ (4S) resonance include contribu-
tions from BB events and continuum events. The latter
is subtracted using oﬀ-resonance data, collected below the
BB production threshold, and on-resonance data with lep-
ton momenta above 2.8 GeV, i.e., well above the endpoint
for semileptonic B decays. The principal challenge is the
subtraction of the electron spectrum from B-meson de-
cays which is dominated by various B → Xcν decays.
Hadronic B decays contribute mostly via hadron misiden-
tiﬁcation and secondary electrons from decays of D, J/ψ ,
and ψ(2S) mesons. The signal contribution is determined
from a χ2 ﬁt of the observed inclusive electron spectrum
to the sum of Monte Carlo (MC) simulated signal and in-
dividual background contributions. The relative normal-
ization factors for signal and background distributions are
free parameters of the ﬁt.
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In this analysis, a potential bias of the ﬁtted yield from
the assumed shape of the signal spectrum is reduced by
combining the on-resonance data for the interval from 2.1
to 2.8 GeV in a single bin. The lower limit of this bin
is chosen so as to retain the sensitivity to the steeply
falling BB background distributions, while containing a
large fraction of the signal events in a region where the
background is low.
In total, the selected sample includes 610 × 103 elec-
trons, from which roughly 6.5% have been extracted as
the signal yield in the momentum interval 2.0− 2.6 GeV.
This translates to a partial branching fraction of ΔB(B →
Xueν) = (0.572±0.041±0.051)×10−3. Here the ﬁrst error
is statistical and the second is the total systematic error.
The systematic error includes the uncertainty in the as-
sumed shape of the signal spectrum. The gain in precision
compared to earlier analyses of the lepton spectrum near
the kinematic endpoint can be attributed to higher statis-
tics, and to improved background estimates. While earlier
measurements were restricted to lepton energies close to
the kinematic endpoint for B → Xcν decays at 2.3 GeV
and covered only 10% of the B → Xuν spectrum, this
and other more recent measurements have been extended
to lower momenta, thus covering about 25% to 35% of the
spectrum (see Table 17.1.18).
More recently, the large data samples accumulated at
the B Factories have enabled studies of BB event sam-
ples tagged by the full reconstruction of the hadronic de-
cays of one of the B mesons. An electron or muon with
momentum p∗	 > 1 GeV in the CM system is taken as a
signature for a semileptonic decay of the second B meson.
The overall event rate is low due to the low tag eﬃciency,
but the combinatorial backgrounds are substantially re-
duced allowing the extension of the acceptance for sig-
nal events to 90% of the remaining phase space. The tag
decay determines the CM momentum and charge of the
recoiling signal B decay, and permits the reconstruction
of hadronic observables with good resolution. Of partic-
ular relevance are q2 and mX , the mass of the hadronic
state X. The systematic uncertainties related to the tag
eﬃciency largely cancel in the measurement of the ratio
of event yields for selected charmless semileptonic decays
relative to all B → Xν decays. Corrections to the sig-
nal yield account for a possible diﬀerence in the tagging
eﬃciency in the presence of a signal B → Xuν decay or
generic semileptonic decay. The combinatorial background
of the tag decay is subtracted by ﬁts to the mES dis-
tributions. Other backgrounds originate from secondary
B → X →  decays and hadron misidentiﬁed as leptons,
primarily muons. The dominant B → Xcν background
is reduced by vetoing kaons from charm particle decays
and low-momentum pions from D∗ → Dπ decays. Events
with additional missing particles result in large values of
the missing mass squared m2miss and are rejected. This not
only reduces the backgrounds, but also improves the reso-
lution of the reconstructed variables describing the signal
decays. In particular, the hadronic variable P+ = p+X is
sensitive to detector resolution and the background model-
ing. The normalization of the remaining B → Xcν back-
ground is determined from ﬁts to the observed inclusive
spectra of diﬀerent kinematic variables.
Using the hadron-tagged BB events, Belle (Bizjak,
2005; Urquijo, 2010) and BABAR (Aubert, 2008ac; Lees,
2012x) have measured partial decay rates. The BABAR
measurements are based on the full dataset of 467 million
produced BB events, whereas the Belle results are based
on 275 million (Bizjak, 2005) and 657 million (Urquijo,
2010) produced BB pairs, respectively. Figure 17.1.18 shows
BABAR data and results of ﬁts (Lees, 2012x) to four dif-
ferent kinematic distributions of B → Xuν decays, per-
formed to extract the partial branching fractions. These
branching fractions are listed in Table 17.1.19 for tagged
data samples from BABAR and Belle. Unless stated oth-
erwise, the minimum lepton momentum is 1 GeV. The
listed branching fractions and extraction of |Vub| are based
on ﬁts to the distributions of the variables listed in the
ﬁrst column with the speciﬁc restrictions imposed. For
the BABAR and Belle results listed in the last line, no ad-
ditional restriction is imposed, and the results agree very
well within the stated errors.
These most recent analyses by Belle (Urquijo, 2010)
and BABAR (Lees, 2012x), based on their full data sam-
ples, use a two-dimensional ﬁt to mX versus q2 to extract
the branching fraction. Figures 17.1.19 and 17.1.20 show
the Belle and BABAR data and ﬁt results. The BABAR se-
lection of the signal candidates is cut-based, whereas Belle
employs a nonlinear multivariate discriminator, a boosted
decision tree. For the two analyses, the statistical and sys-
tematic errors on the branching fractions are comparable
in size ( 7−9%). The systematic uncertainties are domi-
nated by the simulation of the signal decays; in particular,
they are sensitive to the shape function and the b-quark
mass. The average of these two branching fraction mea-
surements, assuming full correlation of the uncertainty
in the predicted signal spectrum, is ΔB(p∗	 > 1 GeV) =
(1.87± 0.10± 0.11)× 10−3.
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Figure 17.1.19. Belle (Urquijo, 2010): Projections of mea-
sured distributions (data points) of (a) mX and (b) q
2 with
varying bin size, compared to results of a two-dimensional
mX − q2 distribution for the sum of scaled MC contributions.
The data are not eﬃciency corrected.
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Table 17.1.18. Overview of partial branching fraction measurements with statistical and systematic errors, based on mea-
surements of the inclusive lepton spectrum for B → Xuν decays using untagged data samples. smaxh refers to the maximum
kinematically allowed hadronic mass squared for a given electron energy and q2.
Experiment Selection ΔB (10−3)
CLEO (Bornheim et al., 2002) p∗ > 2.1GeV 0.328± 0.023± 0.073
Belle (Limosani, 2005) p∗ > 1.9GeV 0.847± 0.037± 0.153
BABAR (Aubert, 2006x) p∗ > 2.0GeV 0.572± 0.041± 0.051
BABAR (Aubert, 2005h) p∗ > 2.0GeV, s
max
h > 3.5GeV
2 0.441± 0.042± 0.042
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Figure 17.1.18. BABAR (Lees, 2012x): Extraction of |Vub| from selected samples of inclusive B → Xuν decays: (a) hadronic
mass mX , (b) P+, (c) q
2 with restriction mX ≤ 1.7GeV, and (d) lepton momentum p∗ . upper row: comparison of data (points
with statistical errors) with results of χ2 ﬁt with varying bin size for the sum of scaled MC distributions (histograms) of
signal inside (white) and outside (blue) the selected kinematic region and background (gray); lower row: background subtracted
distributions, compared to the results of the ﬁt with ﬁner binning. The data are not eﬃciency corrected.
Table 17.1.19. Partial B → Xuν branching fractions (Bizjak, 2005; Urquijo, 2010; Lees, 2012x) and values of |Vub| (Lees,
2012x) based on BLNP calculations for diﬀerent kinematic regions in tagged BB events. The stated errors are statistical and
systematic, and for |Vub| the third error refers to the theoretical uncertainty.
Selection Belle: ΔB (10−3) BABAR: ΔB (10−3) BABAR: |Vub| (10−3)
mX ≤ 1.55GeV — 1.08± 0.08± 0.06 4.17± 0.15± 0.12+0.24−0.24
mX ≤ 1.70GeV 1.24± 0.11± 0.12 1.15± 0.06± 0.08 3.97± 0.17± 0.14+0.20−0.20
P+ ≤ 0.66GeV 1.11± 0.10± 0.16 0.98± 0.09± 0.08 4.02± 0.18± 0.16+0.24−0.23
mX ≤ 1.70GeV, q2 ≥ 8GeV2 0.84± 0.08± 0.10 0.68± 0.06± 0.04 4.25± 0.19± 0.13+0.23−0.25
p∗ > 1.3GeV — 1.52± 0.16± 0.14 4.29± 0.22± 0.20+0.19−0.20
p∗ > 1.0GeV,mX − q2 1.96± 0.17± 0.16 1.80± 0.13± 0.15 4.28± 0.15± 0.18+0.18−0.20
17.1.5.3 Determination of |Vub|
The measured partial branching fractions ΔB can be re-
lated to |Vub| in the following way,
|Vub| =
√
ΔB/(τB ΔΓtheory), (17.1.63)
where ΔΓtheory is the theoretically predicted partial rate
(in units of ps−1) for a selected phase space region.
The extracted values of |Vub| are presented in Table
17.1.20 for both untagged and tagged BB samples. The
|Vub| results have been adjusted by HFAG to include up-
dates of input parameters and reﬂect the latest under-
standing of the theoretical uncertainties. The averages of
the various available measurements have been obtained
by taking correlations into account. In particular, all the-
oretical uncertainties are considered to be correlated, as
are the uncertainties on the modeling of B → Xcν and
B → Xuν decays. Experimental uncertainties due to
particle identiﬁcation and reconstruction eﬃciencies are
fully correlated for measurements from the same experi-
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Table 17.1.20. Overview of |Vub| measurements based on inclusive B → Xuν decays. The critical input parameters mb and
μ2π depend on the diﬀerent mass schemes and have been obtained from the OPE ﬁts to B → Xcν hadronic mass and lepton
energy moments in the kinetic mass scheme. For the BLNP and the DGE calculations, they have been subsequently translated
from the kinetic to the shape function and MS schemes, respectively. The additional uncertainties mb and μ
2
π are due to these
scheme translations. The ﬁrst error is experimental and the second reﬂects the uncertainties of the QCD calculations and the
HQE parameters (Asner et al., 2011).
BLNP GGOU DGE
mb scheme SF scheme Kinetic scheme MS scheme
mb (GeV) 4.588± 0.023± 0.011 4.560± 0.023 4.194± 0.043
μ2π (GeV
2) 0.189+0.041−0.040 ± 0.020 0.453± 0.036 —
Experiment |Vub| (10−3)
CLEO (Bornheim et al., 2002) 4.19± 0.49+0.26−0.34 3.93± 0.46+0.22−0.29 3.82± 0.43+0.23−0.26
Belle (Limosani, 2005) 4.88± 0.45+0.24−0.27 4.75± 0.44+0.17−0.22 4.79± 0.44+0.21−0.24
BABAR (Aubert, 2006x) 4.48± 0.25+0.27−0.28 4.29± 0.24+0.18−0.24 4.28± 0.24+0.22−0.24
BABAR (Aubert, 2005h) 4.66± 0.31+0.31−0.36 — 4.32± 0.29+0.24−0.29
Average untagged 4.65± 0.22+0.26−0.29 4.39± 0.22+0.18−0.24 4.44± 0.21+0.21−0.25
Belle (Urquijo, 2010) 4.47± 0.27+0.19−0.21 4.54± 0.27+0.10−0.11 4.60± 0.27+0.11−0.13
BABAR (Lees, 2012x) 4.28± 0.24+0.18−0.20 4.35± 0.24+0.09−0.11 4.40± 0.24+0.12−0.13
Average tagged 4.35± 0.19+0.19−0.20 4.43± 0.21+0.09−0.11 4.49± 0.21+0.13−0.13
Average all 4.40± 0.15+0.19−0.21 4.39± 0.15+0.12−0.14 4.45± 0.15+0.15−0.16
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Figure 17.1.20. BABAR (Lees, 2012x): Projection of measured
distributions (data points) of (a) q2 and (b) mX with varying
bin size. Upper row: comparison with the result of the χ2 ﬁt
to the two-dimensional mX − q2 distribution for the sum of
two scaled MC contributions. Lower row: corresponding spec-
tra with equal bin size after background subtraction based on
the ﬁt. The data are not eﬃciency corrected.
ment, and uncorrelated for diﬀerent experiments. Statis-
tical correlations are also taken into account, whenever
available. The averaging procedure used is documented
by the HFAG Collaboration (Asner et al., 2010). The ear-
lier measurements near the kinematic limit of the lepton
spectrum covered limited fractions of the total phase space
and had sizable experimental and theoretical uncertain-
ties. The more recent measurements based on the tagged
BB samples of the full BABAR and Belle data sets have
reduced backgrounds and cover a much larger fraction of
the phase space.
The extracted values of |Vub| based on the diﬀerent
QCD calculations agree well. The estimated theoretical er-
rors are dominated by the uncertainty on mb, and by other
non-perturbative corrections. For BLNP there are sizable
contributions from the leading and subleading shape func-
tions and the matching scales. For GGOU the uncertain-
ties in the parameterization of the diﬀerent shape func-
tions are important. For the DGE calculation, the main
uncertainty comes from αS and mb for which the MS
renormalization scheme is used. The uncertainty in the
weak annihilation process is included. It contributes asym-
metrically to the error for the three QCD calculations.
Values of |Vub| based on partial branching fractions
(Lees, 2012x) for diﬀerent regions of phase space are pre-
sented in Table 17.1.19 for the BLNP calculation. The
resulting uncertainties are highly correlated. For the dif-
ferent kinematic regions, the variations of |Vub| are consis-
tent within the experimental uncertainties. Similar results
were also obtained for other QCD calculations. The analy-
sis based on the restricted region mX < 1.7 GeV combined
with q2 > 8 GeV2, is expected to be less aﬀected by non-
perturbative contributions to the shape functions. There-
fore, the use of a more HQE inspired approach (Bauer,
Ligeti, and Luke, 2001) is appropriate. It results in a value
of |Vub| that is in good agreement with the results based on
the three QCD calculations presented here. As discussed
in Section 17.1.5, NNLO eﬀects in the BLNP calculation
would lead to an increase of about 8% in |Vub| in some
of the BLNP values reported above, but not in those re-
lated to tagged measurements with looser signal selection
criteria. Further investigation is necessary to clarify this
unexpected indication.
There is a high degree of consistency among the mea-
surements and results for diﬀerent QCD calculations show
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little variation. Based on results in Table 17.1.20, we quote
the unweighted arithmetic average of the results and un-
certainties from the tagged data analyses as the overall
result,
|Vub|incl = (4.42± 0.20exp ± 0.15th)× 10−3. (17.1.64)
17.1.6 Evaluation of the results
As a result of joint eﬀorts by theorists and experimen-
talists our understanding of semileptonic B-meson decays
has substantially advanced over the last decade. Here we
summarize the present situation.
17.1.6.1 Summary on |Vcb|
Substantial progress has been made in the application of
HQE calculations to extract |Vcb| and mb from ﬁts to mea-
sured moments from B → Xcν decays. The total error
quoted on |Vcb| is 1.8% and the introduction of a c-quark
mass constraint, mc(3 GeV) = (0.998 ± 0.029) GeV, has
reduced the overall uncertainty on mb to only 25 MeV.
The measurement of |Vcb| based on the exclusive decay
B → D∗ν	 now has a combined experimental and theo-
retical uncertainty of 2.3%, still dominated by the form-
factor normalization. The measurement based on B →
Dν	 has substantially improved and now provides a very
useful cross check on the more precise B → D∗ν	 deter-
mination. However, the values of |Vcb| based on the latter
diﬀer by about 5%, depending on the choice of the QCD
calculation for the normalization of the form factors; lat-
tice calculations lead to lower values of |Vcb| than heavy
ﬂavor sum rules.
Consequently the comparison of the inclusive and ex-
clusive determinations of |Vcb| depends on the choice of
the normalization of the form factors. For the LQCD cal-
culations, the values of the inclusive and exclusive deter-
mination of |Vcb| diﬀer at the level of 2.5σ,
|Vcb|excl = [39.04 (1± 0.014exp ± 0.019th)]× 10−3
|Vcb|incl = [42.01 (1± 0.011exp ± 0.014th)]× 10−3 .
(17.1.65)
The average has a probability of P (χ2) = 0.015. We there-
fore scale the errors by
√
χ2 = 2.51 and arrive at
|Vcb| = [40.81 (1± 0.022exp± 0.028th)]× 10−3 . (17.1.66)
For the heavy ﬂavor sum rule calculations, the value is
|Vcb|excl = [40.93 (1± 0.014exp ± 0.023th)]× 10−3
(17.1.67)
and agrees very well with the inclusive measurement. The
average value with unscaled uncertainties is
|Vcb| = [41.67 (1± 0.009exp± 0.012th)]× 10−3 . (17.1.68)
17.1.6.2 Summary on |Vub|
For inclusive measurements of |Vub| experimental and the-
oretical errors are comparable in size. The dominant ex-
perimental uncertainties are related to the limited size of
the tagged samples, the signal simulation, and background
subtraction. The theoretical uncertainties are dominated
by the error on the b-quark mass; a 20-30 MeV uncertainty
in mb impacts |Vub| by 2-3%.
Measurements of the diﬀerential decay rate as a func-
tion of q2 for B0 → π−+ν	 provide valuable information
on the shape of the form factor, though with sizable errors
due to large backgrounds. Results based on diﬀerent QCD
calculations agree within the stated theoretical uncertain-
ties. While the traditional method of normalizing to QCD
calculations in diﬀerent ranges of q2 results in uncertain-
ties of +17%−10%, combined ﬁts to LQCD predictions and the
measured spectrum using a theoretically motivated ansatz
(Becher and Hill, 2006; Bourrely, Caprini, and Lellouch,
2009; Boyd, Grinstein, and Lebed, 1995) have resulted in
a reduction of the theoretical uncertainties to about 8%.
The values of the inclusive and exclusive determina-
tions of |Vub| are only marginally consistent, they diﬀer at
a level of 3σ,
|Vub|excl = [3.23 (1± 0.05exp ± 0.08th)]× 10−3
|Vub|incl = [4.42 (1± 0.045exp ± 0.034th)]× 10−3.
(17.1.69)
This average has a probability of P (χ2) = 0.003. Thus we
scale the error by
√
χ2 = 3.0 and arrive at
|Vub| = [3.95 (1± 0.096exp ± 0.099th)]× 10−3. (17.1.70)
17.1.6.3 Conclusions and Outlook
While there has been tremendous progress, we have not
achieved the precision of 1% for |Vcb| or 5% on |Vub|, goals
many of us had hoped to reach by now, based on the ﬁ-
nal results of the Belle and BABAR experiments. The puz-
zling diﬀerences in the results of exclusive and inclusive
measurements of |Vub|, and to a lesser extent of |Vcb| if
we rely on non-lattice calculations, challenge our current
understanding of the experimental and theoretical tech-
niques. To resolve this puzzle a major eﬀort will be re-
quired. It will take much larger tagged data samples and
a more detailed assessment of the detector performance
and the background composition to reduce experimental
errors. It will also require further progress in QCD cal-
culations, based on lattice or heavy ﬂavor sum rules or
other methods, to reduce the uncertainties of form-factor
predictions for exclusive decays, to adopt precision deter-
minations of the heavy quark masses, and to improve the
detailed predictions of inclusive processes.
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17.2 Vtd and Vts
Editors:
Kevin Flood (BABAR)
Tobias Hurth (theory)
The CKM matrix elements |Vtd| and |Vts| are funda-
mental parameters of the Standard Model that can only
be determined experimentally using rare radiative B or
K decays (Fig. 17.2.1), or B0 and B0 oscillations involv-
ing top quarks through a box diagram (Fig. 17.2.2). A
discussion of kaon decays is beyond the scope of this ar-
ticle; see, e.g., (Donoghue, Golowich, and Holstein, 1982;
Gaillard and Lee, 1974b; Gilman and Wise, 1983). Mea-
surement of the single top quark production cross-section
allows for a model-independent direct determination of
|Vtb|, but the magnitudes of |Vtd| and |Vts| cannot be sim-
ilarly extracted from tree-level decays. However, a recent
paper (Ali, Barreiro, and Lagouri, 2010) speculates that
∼ 10% precision for the signal t → Ws can be achieved
at the LHC with an integrated luminosity of 10fb−1, de-
spite the presence of a nearly three orders of magnitude
larger background from single top production of t → Wb.
Derivation of |Vtd| and |Vts| from the experimental ob-
servables necessarily assumes the SM although the FCNC
observables used, e.g. from Bd,s mixing, B → X(s, d)γ,
or  in the kaon sector, may receive new physics contribu-
tions from unrelated sources (with the term new physics
- NP - one addresses experimentally yet unconﬁrmed pro-
cesses and particles beyond those included in the Standard
Model). Independent determination of the magnitudes of
|Vtd| and |Vts| from several diﬀerent sources, along with
Vtb from single top measurements, can provide a robust
model-independent check of the unitarity of the CKM ma-
trix or, conversely, oﬀer a sensitive probe for the possible
presence of physics beyond the SM.
V ∗tb
W−
q¯
d, s
Vtd,s
b
q¯
γ
t
Figure 17.2.1. Lowest order SM Feynman diagram for a loop-
mediated radiative B decay.
In the past few years, the experimental and lattice
QCD inputs necessary to calculate |Vtd| and |Vts| to good
precision have become available. The B Factories have
contributed measurements of Δmd, the mass diﬀerence
between the neutral Bd mass eigenstates, and branching
V ∗tb
W W
b¯
d, s
Vtd,s
Vtd,s
b
V ∗tb
d¯, s¯
t
t¯
B¯0d,s B
0
d,s
Figure 17.2.2. Lowest order SM Feynman diagram describing
B0 and B0 oscillations.
fractions from the inclusive and exclusive one-loop radia-
tive penguin processes B → X(s, d)γ, while the CDF, DØ
and LHCb collaborations have measured Δms, the mass
diﬀerence between the neutral Bs mass eigenstates, to sub-
percent precision. These results have been matched by
progress in lattice QCD calculations leading to increased
precision in the additional parameters required to extract
|Vtd| and |Vts| from the experimental results.
17.2.1 Bd,s mixing
Equation (17.2.1) relates Δmd to |Vtd| (Bigi and Sanda,
2000):
Δmd =
G2F
6π2
f2BmBM
2
W ηBS0|V ∗tbVtd|2B̂B , (17.2.1)
where we have inserted
〈B0|(bd)(bd)|B0〉 = 4
3
f2Bm
2
Bd
B̂B (17.2.2)
for the hadronic matrix element in Eq. (10.1.17). Here, mB
and MW are respectively the B0 and W masses; GF is the
Fermi constant; ηB is a QCD correction (Buras, Jamin,
and Weisz, 1990); S0 is a function of m2t/m
2
W (Buras,
1981; Inami and Lim, 1981); fB is the B-meson decay con-
stant; and B̂B is the B-meson bag parameter (Donoghue,
Golowich, and Holstein, 1992). A discussion of the exper-
imental techniques used at the B Factories to measure
Δmd is given in Section 17.5.
In order to extract |Vtd| using Eq. (17.2.1), we adopt
the latest combination of lattice QCD results avail-
able from “www.latticeaverages.org” (Laiho, Lunghi, and
Van de Water, 2010), who report fb
√
B̂B = 227±19 MeV.
This result is obtained by combining the average decay
constant fb obtained from the MILC and HPQCD collab-
orations, along with the HPQCD determination of the bag
parameter B̂B , which reduces the total uncertainty with
respect to taking the two parameters separately. Other
required inputs are taken from Tables 25.1.2 and 25.1.3,
as well as the PDG (Beringer et al., 2012). We addi-
tionally assume that |Vtb| = 1. Using the B Factory re-
sults given in Table 17.5.2, which are averaged by the
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Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFAG) to obtain a ﬁ-
nal value of Δmd = 0.508 ± 0.003 ± 0.003 ps−1, we ﬁnd
Vtd = (9.5± 0.7)× 10−3.
The uncertainty in |Vtd| induced by the uncertainty
in fb
√
B̂B can be reduced by rewriting this factor as
fb
√
B̂B = fs
√
B̂Bs/ξ, where ξ = fs
√
B̂Bs/fb
√
B̂B . The
factor ξ can be more accurately determined in lattice QCD
calculations than its individual terms because of the in-
clusion of fs
√
B̂Bs , which is obtained directly at the phys-
ical strange quark mass rather than by extrapolation to
the down quark mass, and approximate cancellation of
some uncertainties in the ratio. Using the values ξ =
1.237±0.032 and fs
√
B̂Bs = 279±15 MeV, we ﬁnd Vtd =
(9.6± 0.5)× 10−3, with a reduction in the uncertainty of
∼ 30% relative to the result based solely on fb
√
B̂B . The
lattice parameter uncertainties can be further controlled
by taking the ratio |Vtd/Vts|, which directly uses ξ−1, and
incorporating the PDG combination of the B0sB
0
s oscilla-
tion frequency results from CDF (Abulencia et al., 2006b)
and LHCb (Aaij et al., 2012f), Δms = 17.69± 0.08 ps−1.
Using an expression for |Vts| analogous to Eq. (17.2.1), we
obtain |Vtd/Vts| = 0.208± 0.005.
17.2.2 B → X(s, d)γ
Loop-mediated radiative decays provide a set of processes
complementary to B0 and B0 oscillations from which
the value of |Vtd/Vts| can be derived using experimen-
tal branching fraction results together with inputs from
lattice QCD. Since new physics may enter each type of
process diﬀerently, a comparison of |Vtd/Vts| extracted
from both mixing and radiative decays provides a ro-
bust test of the consistency of the SM CKM paradigm
or, conversely, oﬀers a powerful probe for the presence
of new physics (Descotes-Genon, Ghosh, Matias, and Ra-
mon, 2011; Lenz et al., 2011). Amplitudes for the rare
ΔF = 1 decays b → dγ and b → sγ, essentially pro-
portional to Vtd and Vts respectively, have been measured
using both inclusive and exclusive ﬁnal states at the B
Factories. These provide the experimental inputs neces-
sary to calculate the ratio of CKM elements |Vtd/Vts|.
The details of the various experimental techniques used
to measure the branching fractions for the radiative pen-
guin B → X(s, d)γ processes are addressed in Section 17.9.
Here, we discuss the calculation of the ratio |Vtd/Vts| us-
ing a combination of the latest branching fraction results
from BABAR (Aubert, 2008z, 2009r) and Belle (Nakao,
2004; Taniguchi, 2008) in the exclusive B → (ρ, ω,K∗)γ
modes, followed by calculation of the ratio using BABAR’s
latest B → Xdγ semi-inclusive results (del Amo Sanchez,
2010q). Belle has no comparable semi-inclusive analysis
as of the time of publication of this review. The exclusive
and inclusive BABAR results use the same BABAR dataset
as well as a similar event selection, and are thus highly
correlated; they cannot be averaged easily. Since there are
correlated inputs to both the inclusive and exclusive cal-
culations, as well as non-trivial correlations in the the-
ory assumptions, we forego any attempt here to make any
combination of the exclusive and inclusive results.
In their measurements of combinations of the exclusive
mode branching fractions, both BABAR (Aubert, 2008z)
and Belle (Taniguchi, 2008) assume an exact isospin sym-
metry, i.e. Γ (B± → ρ±γ) ≡ 2Γ (B0 → ρ0γ), as well
as 2Γ (B0 → ρ0γ) ≡ 2Γ (B0 → ωγ) However, these re-
lations are not exact and symmetry-breaking corrections
have been calculated (Ball, Jones, and Zwicky, 2007; Ball
and Zwicky, 2006b). The asymmetry expected between ρ0
and ω predominantly arises from the diﬀerent form factors
for these decays, while the principal contribution to sym-
metry breaking between neutral and charged ρ mesons is
the presence of a weak annihilation diagram with photon
emission from the spectator quark. Both collaborations re-
port CP - and isospin-averaged results for B → (ρ, ω)γ and
B → ργ, as well as branching fractions for contributing in-
dividual modes. BABAR and Belle have searched for isospin
asymmetries in these modes, and no statistically signiﬁ-
cant asymmetry is observed in either the ργ or (ρ, ω)γ
modes. A discussion of the experimental measurements
themselves, as well as related theoretical background, can
be found below in Section 17.9.
Belle (Taniguchi, 2008) calculates the ratio of branch-
ing fractions from products of likelihoods for each of the
individual B → (ρ, ω)γ and B → K∗γ ﬁnal states, which
are convolved with residual systematics that do not cancel
in the ratio of branching fractions, and ﬁnds
Rρ0 =
B(B0 → ρ0γ)
B(B0 → K∗0γ)
= 0.0206+0.0045+0.0014−0.0043−0.0016, (17.2.3)
Rρ =
B(B → ργ)
B(B → K∗γ)
= 0.0302+0.0060+0.0026−0.0055−0.0028, (17.2.4)
Rρ/ω =
B(B → (ρ, ω)γ)
B(B → K∗γ)
= 0.0284± 0.0050+0.0027−0.0029, (17.2.5)
where the ﬁrst and second errors are statistical and sys-
tematic, respectively.
The BABAR result for the exclusive modes (Aubert,
2008z) employs a diﬀerent strategy, ﬁrst concatenating
all B → (ρ, ω)γ ﬁnal states into a single dataset which
is then simultaneously ﬁt over all modes with an isospin
constraint applied in order to extract the isospin-averaged
B → (ρ, ω)γ branching fraction. A similar procedure omit-
ting the ωγ ﬁnal state is used to produce the B → ργ
branching fraction. The B → K∗γ branching fraction used
in BABAR’s calculation of the ratio is taken from HFAG,
and thus it is not possible to account for systematic exper-
imental eﬀects which may be common to both numerator
and denominator in the ratio of branching fractions, and
they quote only a total uncertainty for the branching frac-
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tion ratio results,
Rρ+ =
B(B+ → ρ+γ)
B(B+ → K∗+γ) = 0.030
+0.012
−0.011, (17.2.6)
Rρ0 =
B(B0 → ρ0γ)
B(B0 → K∗0γ) = 0.024± 0.006, (17.2.7)
Rω =
B(B0 → ωγ)
B(B0 → K∗0γ) = 0.012
+0.007
−0.006, (17.2.8)
Rρ =
B(B → ργ)
B(B → K∗γ) = 0.042± 0.009, (17.2.9)
Rρ/ω =
B[B → (ρ/ω)γ]
B(B → K∗γ) = 0.039± 0.008.(17.2.10)
We use a weighted average of the common central val-
ues reported by each collaboration, given the total uncer-
tainty for each measurement and symmetrizing uncertain-
ties where applicable, to arrive at averaged values subse-
quently used in the calculation of |Vtd/Vts|,
Rρ0 =
B(B0 → ρ0γ)
B(B0 → K∗0γ) = 0.0219± 0.0037,
Rρ =
B(B → ργ)
B(B → K∗γ) = 0.0341± 0.0052,
Rρ/ω =
B(B → (ρ, ω)γ)
B(B → K∗γ) = 0.0320± 0.0047.
(17.2.11)
Both collaborations adopt similar formalisms to derive
the ratio of CKM elements from the underlying experi-
mental results, with the ratio Rth(ργ/K∗γ) (and similarly
Rth(ωγ/K∗γ)) given by (Ali, Lunghi, and Parkhomenko,
2004; Ball, Jones, and Zwicky, 2007; Beneke, Feldmann,
and Seidel, 2005; Bosch and Buchalla, 2005):
Rth(ργ/K∗γ) =
Bth(B → ργ)
Bth(B → K∗γ) (17.2.12)
≡ Sρ
∣∣∣∣VtdVts
∣∣∣∣2 (M2B −m2ρ)3(M2B −m2K∗)3
ζ2 [1 + ΔR(ρ/K∗)] , (17.2.13)
where mρ is the mass of the ρ meson, ζ is the ratio of the
transition form factors, ζ = T
ρ
1(0)/T
K∗
1 (0) and Sρ = 1
and 1/2 for the ρ± and ρ0 mesons, respectively. A similar
expression applies for B → (ρ, ω)γ with the substitution
ρ → (ρ, ω) based on the symmetries deﬁned above. These
theoretical relations are based on the method of QCD fac-
torization; the application of this method to radiative de-
cays is discussed in Section 17.9. Within such factorization
formulae, process-independent non-perturbative functions
like form factors are separated from perturbatively calcu-
lable functions. Here, the main sources of theoretical un-
certainties are the form factors and the Λ/mb corrections.
The former is expected to be reduced by taking ratios of
the observables. The αS corrections to the hard kernels
and the power corrections, both included in the ratio in
Eq. (17.2.13) via the factor (1 + ΔR), introduce further
dependences on the CKM matrix elements, namely φ2 as
given in Eq. (16.5.4) and Rut = |VudV ∗ub/VtdV ∗tb|, and one
ﬁnds numerically (Beneke, Feldmann, and Seidel, 2005):
ΔR(ρ±/K∗±) =
{
1− 2Rut cos φ2 [0.24+0.18−0.18]
+R2ut [0.07
+0.12
−0.07]
}
, (17.2.14)
ΔR(ρ0/K∗0) =
{
1− 2Rut cos φ2 [−0.06+0.06−0.06]
+R2ut [0.02
+0.02
−0.01]
}
. (17.2.15)
These results are consistent with the predictions given
in the literature (Ali, Lunghi, and Parkhomenko, 2004;
Ball, Jones, and Zwicky, 2007; Bosch and Buchalla, 2005).
The neutral mode is better suited for the determination
of |Vtd/Vts| than the charged mode, in which the function
ΔR is dominated by the weak annihilation contribution,
which leads to a larger error. The most recent determi-
nation of the ratio ζ within the light-cone QCD sum rule
approach (Ball and Zwicky, 2006b), 1/ζ = 1.17 ± 0.09,
leads to the determination of |Vtd/Vts| via Eq. (17.2.13).
However, the experimental data on the branching frac-
tions of B → K∗γ and B → ργ calls for a larger error on
ζ, if one assumes no large power corrections beyond the
known annihilation terms (Beneke, Feldmann, and Seidel,
2005) (see also Section 17.9.4.1).
Using the combined results from both experiments, we
obtain ∣∣∣∣VtdVts
∣∣∣∣
ρ0
= 0.26± 0.02± 0.03, (17.2.16)∣∣∣∣VtdVts
∣∣∣∣
ρ
= 0.22± 0.02± 0.02, (17.2.17)∣∣∣∣VtdVts
∣∣∣∣
ρ,ω
= 0.21± 0.02± 0.02, (17.2.18)
where the ﬁrst error is the total experimental uncertainty
and the second is the theory uncertainty. BABAR addi-
tionally reports the ratio for the two exclusive modes not
measured by Belle:∣∣∣∣VtdVts
∣∣∣∣
ρ+
= 0.198+0.039−0.035 ± 0.016, (17.2.19)∣∣∣∣VtdVts
∣∣∣∣
ω
= 0.202+0.058−0.050 ± 0.016. (17.2.20)
Although experimental uncertainties on the exclusive
branching fractions may be substantially reduced in the
future, irreducible theory uncertainties can complicate in-
terpretation of any observed discrepancy in |Vtd/Vts| with
values from other processes. Such uncertainties are gen-
erally under better control for inclusive radiative penguin
decays, where |Vtd/Vts| has been calculated to next-to-
leading-log (NLL) precision (Ali, Asatrian, and Greub,
1998). Following this formalism, the ratio of the inclu-
sive branching fractions can be written as a function of
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the Wolfenstein parameters λ, ρ, η
R(dγ/sγ) =
λ2[1 + λ2(1− 2ρ)] [(1− ρ)2 + η2 +
Du
Dt
(ρ2 + η2) +
Dr
Dt
(ρ(1− ρ)− η2)] ,
 0.046 [for (ρ, η) = (0.11, 0.33),
or (ρ, η) = (0.107, 0.322)] , (17.2.21)
where the quantities Di, which depend on several input
parameters such as mt, mb, mc, must be calculated numer-
ically. As with the exclusive decays, care must be taken to
use a set of input parameters determined independently
from |Vtd| and |Vts|. For the BABAR result, this was done
by re-expressing the Unitarity Triangle apex (ρ, η) as a
function of φ1 and using the HFAG world-average for φ1.
Given the current HFAG world-average values of the CKM
inputs, the theory uncertainty on the ratio R(dγ/sγ) is ex-
pected to be < 0.2%, an order of magnitude smaller than
the uncertainty for the exclusive modes prediction.
The BABAR analysis (del Amo Sanchez, 2010q) of the
b → dγ and b → sγ inclusive rates used in the calculation
of |Vtd/Vts| are extrapolated from measurements of the
partial decay rates to seven exclusive hadronic ﬁnal states,
shown in Table 17.9.6, in the mass ranges 0.5 < M(Xd) <
1.0 GeV/c2 and 1.0 < M(Xd) < 2.0 GeV/c2. The low-mass
region contains contributions that are highly correlated
with the dataset used for the BABAR exclusive modes anal-
ysis and, in the inclusive analysis, it is assumed that there
is no non-resonant signal component in this mass range.
To obtain the inclusive rates, the experimentally de-
termined partial rates must be corrected for the fraction
of missing ﬁnal states, as well as for hadronic systems
with M(X) > 2.0 GeV/c2. Well-characterized corrections
for ﬁnal states with neutral kaons and non-reconstructed
ω ﬁnal states are made in the low-mass region. In the
high-mass region, the missing fractions depend on the de-
tails of the fragmentation of the hadronic system, which
is modeled using Jetset (Sjo¨strand, 1995) and expected
to be diﬀerent for Xd and Xs. The Kagan-Neubert pho-
ton spectrum model (Kagan and Neubert, 1998) is used to
correct for the mass region above 2.0 GeV/c2 that is not
measured. The photon spectra for b → dγ and b → sγ
are expected to be nearly identical, and the uncertainty
in the extrapolation is mainly from lack of knowledge of
the details of the underlying fragmentation process. In the
high-mass region, this is the largest contribution to the to-
tal systematic uncertainty. BABAR ﬁnds
B(b → dγ)
B(b → sγ) = 0.040± 0.009± 0.010 , (17.2.22)
and determines∣∣∣∣VtdVts
∣∣∣∣ = 0.199± 0.022± 0.024± 0.002 , (17.2.23)
where the ﬁrst error is purely statistical, the second ac-
counts for systematic eﬀects including the uncertainty in
the extrapolation for the missing mass and ﬁnal states,
and the third uncertainty is purely from theory consider-
ations.
There is good agreement among the values of |Vtd/Vts|
obtained from exclusive and inclusive analyses of radia-
tive penguin processes. The farthest outlier from the cen-
tral value of |Vtd/Vts| is obtained from the average of the
ρ0 mode. However, all results are in reasonable agreement
with each other. While the total uncertainty in the cur-
rent results for the exclusive and inclusive approaches is
comparable, the relatively very small inclusive theory un-
certainty will make it a more sensitive observable at future
ﬂavor facilities that plan to integrate much larger datasets
than available at Belle or BABAR. Comparing these results
with the |Vtd/Vts| value from mixing, there is also good
agreement, albeit with substantially larger uncertainties
for the radiative decays results. For any future Belle in-
clusive analysis, it seems reasonable to assume that the
uncertainty will be similar to that for their exclusive anal-
ysis, just as at BABAR. This would allow for more precise
comparisons between |Vtd/Vts| from rare radiative decays
and from mixing.
17.2.3 Summary
A direct determination of |Vts| and |Vtd| from a measure-
ment of the decays t → s and t → d at LHC is diﬃ-
cult, and will likely remain so at least in the near future.
Indirect methods involving virtual top quarks are there-
fore required to measure these CKM matrix elements. At
the B Factories, the FCNC transitions b → s and b → d
in radiative penguin processes have been used to obtain
measurements of the ratio |Vtd/Vts|, while the value of
|Vtd| has been obtained from measurements of Bd mixing.
Extracting the values of the CKM elements from these
processes necessarily assumes there are no contributions
from physics beyond the SM and it is diﬃcult to distin-
guish possible NP contributions, which may enter at the
same order as the lowest order SM processes.
The major uncertainties in the existing measurements
originate from ignorance of the hadronic matrix elements.
The current method for extracting |Vtd| and |Vts| from
ΔB = ±2 processes relies heavily on lattice calculations,
and any further experimental improvements in Δms/d
measurements will need to be matched by correspond-
ing improvements in the lattice calculations. Likewise, for
improvement in the precision of |Vtd| and |Vts| extracted
from radiative penguin processes, signiﬁcant advances in
the theoretical methods will be necessary.
Experimentally, it may be possible at future super ﬂa-
vor factories to make a fully inclusive branching fraction
measurement of b → dγ, as well as b → s+− and b →
d+−, which will help to reduce theory and model depen-
dences. In b → s+− and b → d+− decays, additional
amplitudes arise from diagrams similar to Fig. 17.2.1 but
with a Z boson replacing the photon (see Section 17.9
for a discussion of these modes). Because the contribu-
tion of these additional electroweak amplitudes becomes
greater, and the contribution from the photon pole de-
creases, with increasing invariant mass of the di-lepton
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ﬁnal state, extracting |Vtd/Vts| as a function of dilepton
mass using these decays may allow one to disentangle any
underlying new physics contributions from those of the
SM CKM matrix elements. Finally, if such future facili-
ties obtain enough data at the Υ (5S), it may also be pos-
sible to very cleanly determine |Vtd/Vts| from the ratio of
branching fractions for the annihilation penguin processes
Bd → γγ and Bs → γγ (Bosch and Buchalla, 2002a).
These di-photon modes are further discussed below in Sec-
tion 17.11.
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17.3.1 Introduction
B meson decays into all hadronic ﬁnal states containing
open charm or charmonium account for almost three quar-
ters of all B decays. Despite constituting the majority of
ﬁnal states, these decays pose a challenge to both exper-
iment and theory. The large available phase space in a B
meson decay means that there are hundreds of possible
ﬁnal states all with rather small branching fractions, typi-
cally a few tenths of a percent. Therefore to study in detail
any particular ﬁnal state a very large sample of B mesons
is necessary as well as a detector capable of measuring
the energy, momentum, and identity of the ﬁnal state
particles to high precision. Since these are all hadronic
ﬁnal states, decay rate calculations must be done using
non-perturbative QCD. For the majority of ﬁnal states, a
quantitative prediction with controlled theoretical uncer-
tainties remains out of reach. Only the decay rates of the
simplest hadronic decays to charm, such as B0 → D+π−,
can be calculated from ﬁrst principles using QCD.
In spite of the above drawbacks, hadronic B decays
to charm play an important role in the more glamorous
aspects of B physics, i.e. the determination of the CKM
parameters, measurements of CP violation, and search for
physics beyond the Standard Model. If for no other reason
these decay modes must be measured in order to under-
stand the possible backgrounds involved in a measurement
of a CKM parameter. Although the branching fractions
here are small, it is still possible to collect very clean sam-
ples of B events using modes such as B → Dπ, B → D∗π,
etc. Two-body decays such as D0π+ and D−π+ provide
important detector calibration tools for determining mo-
mentum resolution (π±, K±; see Sections 2.2.2, 6.2), elec-
tromagnetic energy resolution (π0, η; see Section 2.2.4),
mass resolution (D, B; see Chapter 7), secondary ver-
tex location (D, K0s ; see Chapter 6), and particle iden-
tiﬁcation eﬃciency and rejection (π/K; see Chapter 5).
Finally, precision measurements of modes such as B →
D(∗)π, D(∗)ππ may serve as standard candles for QCD
calculations.
In this section we are mainly concerned with decay
rates and not the speciﬁcs of how the ﬁnal states are recon-
structed and the techniques involved. These techniques are
described in detail in Chapters 7 (B reconstruction), 12
(angular analysis), and 13 (Dalitz analysis).
17.3.2 Theory overview
A ﬁrst principles calculation of the decay rate of the full set
of B decays to charm, and even the two-body ﬁnal states
only, is still beyond our capabilities. Instead a variety of
approaches to these calculations have been tried with var-
ious levels of success. An excellent and still relevant dis-
cussion of these techniques can be found in Chapters 2
and 10 of (Harrison and Quinn, 1998). In the following
overview we cover the generalized factorization approach
of Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel (1987) (BSW) and Neubert
and Stech (1998) (NS), and the QCD factorization ap-
proach (Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, and Sachrajda, 2000),
which provides a ﬁrst principles calculation for a limited
class of ﬁnal states.
B+
W+
u
b¯
u
c¯
d¯
u π+
D¯0|Vcb|
|Vud|
B+
W+
u
b¯
u
c¯
s¯
u K+
D¯0|Vcb|
|Vus|
Figure 17.3.1. Dominant Feynman diagrams contributing to
the decays B+ → D0π+ (top) and B+ → D0K+ (bottom).
We begin our discussion with b → cu¯d transitions. The
case of b → cu¯s is completely analogous. Examples for
these transitions are shown in Fig. 17.3.1. A popular and
useful approach to calculate decay rates (especially for
two-body B decays) is the factorization ansatz. To under-
stand this technique, consider the decays that are shown
in Fig. 17.3.2. In this ﬁgure only the electroweak contribu-
tions to the decay amplitudes are shown. A na¨ıve attempt
to calculate the decay rate would write the matrix ele-
ment in terms of the usual currents, e.g., cγu(1 − γ5)b.
However, this is clearly a drastic approximation as it ne-
glects the all important role of gluons in the production
of the ﬁnal state hadrons. Nevertheless, at this early stage
of calculation an important distinction becomes apparent.
The decay B+ → D0π+ can proceed through two ampli-
tudes as shown in Figs 17.3.2a) and b). Since all ﬁnal state
particles must be color singlets, diagram b) will be sup-
pressed due to color matching relative to a) by 1/Nc, with
Nc the number of colors. Amplitudes such as Fig. 17.3.2 a)
are known as “color-allowed” while an amplitude such as
Fig. 17.3.2 b) is often called “color-suppressed”. The decay
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B0 → D−π+ shown in Fig. 17.3.2 c) is color-allowed, while
B0 → D0π0, Fig. 17.3.2 d), is color-suppressed. Although
not suitable for a quantitative prediction, the notion of
color suppression provides a useful guide to the hierar-
chies in the branching fractions of B to charm decays, in
addition to the hierarchies caused by the CKM elements.
a)
B+
W+
u
b¯
u
c¯
d¯
u π+
D¯0|Vcb|
|Vud|
c)
B0
W+
d
b¯
d
c¯
d¯
u π+
D−|Vcb|
|Vud|
b)
B+ W
+
u
b¯
u
d¯
u
c¯
D¯0
π+
|Vud|
|Vcb|
d)
B0 W
+
d
b¯
d
d¯
u
c¯
D¯0
π0
|Vud|
|Vcb|
Figure 17.3.2. Two-body Feynman diagrams contributing to
the B+ → D0π+ (a, b) and B0 → Dπ (c, d) decays.
For a more detailed discussion we recall the eﬀective
Hamiltonian
Heﬀ =
GF√
2
VcbV
∗
ud
{(
C1 +
C2
Nc
)
[cibi]V−A[dkuk]V−A
+ 2C2 [ciT aijbj ]V−A[dkT
a
klul]V−A
}
(17.3.1)
for the b → cud transition. Here C1 and C2 are Wilson
coeﬃcients that account for short-distance QCD eﬀects
and Eq. (17.3.1) includes the color indices i, j, k, l. In the
na¨ıve factorization approach the 〈D+π−|Heﬀ |B0〉 matrix
element is separated into currents by inserting the QCD
vacuum state, which ignores all long-distance QCD inter-
actions between the currents. Applied to B0 → D+π−
(B0 → D−π+ in Fig. 17.3.2c) the “factorized” matrix el-
ement is now:
GF√
2
VcbV
∗
ud a1 〈D+|cγμ(1− γ5)b|B0〉〈π−|dγμ(1− γ5)u|0〉
(17.3.2)
with a1 = C1 + C2/Nc. The matrix element of the color-
octet operator is set to zero in the factorization approxi-
mation. Decays which involve this combination of Wilson
coeﬃcients are often called color-allowed or Type I transi-
tions. In addition there are also color-suppressed (or Type
II) transitions. As an example B0 → D0π0 is illustrated
in Fig. 17.3.2 d). Here one ﬁrst uses a so-called Fierz iden-
tity [ψ1ψ2]V−A[ψ3ψ4]V−A = [ψ3ψ2]V−A[ψ1ψ4]V−A to re-
arrange the four-fermion operators in Heﬀ into the form
[db]V−A[cu]V−A. Then the factorized amplitude similar to
Eq. (17.3.2) for this process is
GF√
2
VcbV
∗
ud a2 〈π0|dγμ(1− γ5)b|B0〉〈D0|cγμ(1− γ5)u|0〉,
(17.3.3)
where now a2 = C2 + C1/Nc. Finally there are decay
modes such as B+ → D0π+ (Fig. 17.3.2 a) and b)) which
are a combination of color-allowed and color-suppressed
amplitudes. These decays are called “Type III” processes.
In the absence of any QCD eﬀects, C1 = 1 and C2 =
0, and we recover the estimate based on color-matching.
Short-distance QCD eﬀects renormalize the Wilson coef-
ﬁcients, such that at the mass scale μ = mb = 4.8 GeV
we have a1 ≈ 1 and a2 ≈ 0.2. The value of a2 is strongly
scale-dependent. The uncanceled scale-dependence of the
physical amplitude is a clear manifestation of the short-
comings of the na¨ıve factorization approach. As we discuss
below, factorization is expected to work more reliably for
the color-allowed amplitude.
In applying Eqs (17.3.2) and (17.3.3) the matrix ele-
ments with the quarks are usually written in the familiar
forms:
〈π|dγμγ5u|0〉 = −ifπqμ (17.3.4)
〈D|cγμb|B〉 = f+(q2)(pB + pD)μ + f−(q2)qμ. (17.3.5)
Here q = pB − pD where pD and pB are the D and B
4-momentum respectively and q2 = m2π. The parameter-
ization of the matrix elements in terms of the pion de-
cay constant fπ and two B → D transition form factors
follows from the spin and parity transformations of the
meson states and current operators, and Lorentz invari-
ance. Thus using the factorization approach, the ampli-
tude Eq. (17.3.2) for B0 → D+π− can now be written
conveniently as:
−iGF√
2
VcbV
∗
uda1fπf+(m
2
π)(m
2
B −m2D). (17.3.6)
The pion decay constant and B → D form factor must be
determined by other methods or from data (for the latter
see Section 17.1.2).
a)
B+
W+
u
b¯
u
c¯
s¯
c
D+s
D¯0|Vcb|
|Vcs|
b)
B+
W+
u
b¯
u
c¯
c
s¯ D+s
D¯0
Figure 17.3.3. Spectator a) and penguin b) diagrams con-
tributing to B+ → D+s D.
This formalism can also be applied to b → ccs (and
the Cabibbo-suppressed b → ccd) transitions. The color-
allowed amplitude leads to ﬁnal states such as B → DD
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and B → DDs with two charmed mesons. The color-
suppressed amplitude produces a charmonium. The mo-
mentum transfer q2 is now large, approximately m2D, and
therefore both form factors (f+, f−) appear in the decay
amplitude, which, e.g., for B+ → D0D+s is now given by:
Atree = −iGF√
2
VcbV
∗
csa1 fDsf+(m
2
Ds)(m
2
B −m2D)F
with F = 1 + f−(m
2
Ds
)m2Ds
(m2B −m2D)f+(m2Ds)
. (17.3.7)
As shown in Fig. 17.3.3, these decays include contributions
from penguin diagrams, since they contain two quarks
with identical ﬂavor. However, the penguin operator coef-
ﬁcients (C3, C4, C5, C6) in the eﬀective Hamiltonian are
all small, of the order of a few percent. The amplitude can
be written as the sum of two pieces, Atree and Apeng:
A(B → DD) = Atree + Apeng, (17.3.8)
with an estimate |Apeng| < 0.1|Atree|. It is important to
note that while the decay rate is hardly changed by in-
cluding the penguin contributions they are essential for
the observation of direct CP -violating asymmetries (see
Section 16.6).
A phenomenological approach to predict the branching
fractions of hadronic B decays that incorporates factoriza-
tion is followed in Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel (1987) (BSW)
and Neubert and Stech (1998) (NS). In this approach the
QCD eﬀects and Wilson coeﬃcients are captured by two
phenomenological parameters, a1 and a2. Here a1 repre-
sents the factor for decay modes that proceed via Type I
(color-favored) amplitudes while a2 is the corresponding
factor for Type II (color-suppressed) amplitudes. Decay
amplitudes that have contributions from both Type I and
II amplitudes (Type III) contain a linear combination of
a1 and a2. The values of a1 and a2 are determined from
ﬁts to measured B decay rates. For B meson decays the
relative phase between a1 and a2 turns out to be positive,
which implies constructive interference in the Type III
decays. These constants, once determined, are assumed to
apply universally to all two-body hadronic B ﬁnal states.
Table 17.3.1 gives predictions from this model for sev-
eral Type I, II, and III B decay modes as well as the
current PDG (Beringer et al., 2012) values (dominated by
BABAR and Belle results) for the corresponding branching
fractions. The model reproduces well the Type I (color-
favored) measurements as well as the Type III where the
a1 term dominates the amplitude. Not surprisingly, the
Type II predictions diﬀer considerably for some of the de-
cay modes. In particular, the NS model predictions for
the K(∗)ψ′ diﬀer by a factor of two from the experimental
measurements. For the Kψ′ modes, the prediction is half
the measurement while for the K∗ψ′ modes the prediction
is twice the measurement.
A generalization of factorization can indeed be rig-
orously derived from the ﬁrst principles of QCD for the
color-allowed amplitude of ﬁnal states with one charmed
meson (Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, and Sachrajda, 2000).
The physical picture is that of color transparency (Bjorken,
1989): in the heavy-quark mass limit, the light meson (e.g.
the pion) is emitted as a compact color-singlet object with
large momentum from the B → D transition region. In the
QCD factorization approach of BBNS (Beneke, Buchalla,
Neubert, and Sachrajda, 2000) the coeﬃcient a1 is written
as
a1(M) =
∑
i=1,2
Ci
∫ 1
0
duTi(u)ΦM (u), (17.3.9)
up to 1/mb corrections, where ΦM denotes the light-cone
distribution amplitude of the light meson, which, roughly
speaking, describe how the longitudinal momentum of the
energetic meson M is shared between the quark and an-
tiquark in the meson, and Ti(u) is a function that can be
calculated order by order in the strong coupling αS(mb).
At tree level, the QCD factorization result reproduces
na¨ıve factorization. At the one-loop order, the previously
neglected matrix element of the color-octet operator in
Eq. (17.3.1) is now non-zero, and leads to a consistent
cancellation of the renormalization scale dependence. A
consequence of this is that a1 is non-universal, and de-
pends on the light ﬁnal state meson M . However, the non-
universality is small, a few percent, as is the correction to
na¨ıve factorization. In Table 17.3.1, the decay modes la-
beled “Type I” receive small corrections to factorization,
see (Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, and Sachrajda, 2000).
Unfortunately, the color-suppressed amplitude a2 in
heavy-light ﬁnal states and the color-allowed amplitude
in all ﬁnal states with two charmed mesons, are not ac-
cessible to a rigorous factorization treatment. Counting
powers of the small quantity ΛQCD/mb shows that the
color-suppressed amplitude in B → Dπ and related de-
cays is 1/mb suppressed, but the parametric suppression
from the form factors and decay constants is not opera-
tive in practice. This implies that contrary to the Type I
decays, there are no ﬁrst-principles calculations of Type
II and III modes. The same statement applies to the cal-
culation of CP -violating charge asymmetries in decays to
two charmed mesons.
It is instructive to compare the Type I, II, and III
amplitudes for the B → Dπ ﬁnal states. In complete gen-
erality, we may write
A(B0 → D+π−) = T + A, (17.3.10)√
2A(B0 → D0π0) = C −A, (17.3.11)
A(B− → D0π−) = T + C, (17.3.12)
where T stands for the “color-allowed tree topology”, C
for “color-suppressed tree topology”, and A for “annihi-
lation topology”. Since the three ﬁnal states are related
by exchanges of up and down quark, and since the cor-
responding SU(2) isospin symmetry is a very good ap-
proximate symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian, only two of
the three amplitudes are independent. The isospin rela-
tion A(B0 → D+π−) + √2A(B0 → D0π0) + A(B− →
D0π−) = 0 allows one to regard (T + A) and (C − A)
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Table 17.3.1. Predictions of branching fractions of the Neubert & Stech (NS) model (Neubert and Stech, 1998) using a1 = 0.98
and a2 = 0.29 and comparisons with the PDG (Beringer et al., 2012) values.
Decay mode NS Model Btheo(×10−3) PDG B(×10−3)
Type I
D−π+ 0.318a21 3.0 2.68±0.13
D−K+ 0.025a21 0.2 0.197±0.021
D−ρ+ 0.778a21 7.5 7.8±1.3
D−K∗+ 0.041a21 0.4 0.45±0.07
D−a+1 0.844a
2
1 8.1 6.0±2.2±2.4
D∗−π+ 0.296a21 2.8 2.76±0.13
D∗−K+ 0.022a21 0.2 0.214±0.016
D∗−ρ+ 0.870a21 8.4 6.8±0.9
D∗−K∗+ 0.049a21 0.5 0.33±0.06
D∗−a+1 12.17a
2
1 11.6 13.0±2.7
Type II
D0π0 0.084a22 0.07 0.263±0.014
K0J/ψ 0.800a22 0.7 0.871±0.032
K+J/ψ 0.852a22 0.7 1.013±0.034
K0ψ′ 0.326a22 0.3 0.62±0.05
K+ψ′ 0.347a22 0.3 0.639±0.033
K∗0J/ψ 2.518a22 2.1 1.33±0.06
K∗+J/ψ 2.680a22 2.3 1.43±0.08
K∗0ψ′ 1.424a22 1.2 0.61±0.05
K∗+ψ′ 1.516a22 1.3 0.67±0.14
π0J/ψ 0.018a22 0.02 0.0176±0.0016
π+J/ψ 0.038a22 0.03 0.049±0.004
ρ0J/ψ 0.050a22 0.04 0.027±0.004
ρ+J/ψ 0.107a22 0.09 0.050±0.008
Type III
D0π+ 0.338(a1 + 0.729a2(fD/200MeV))
2 4.8 4.84±0.15
D0ρ+ 0.828(a1 + 0.450a2(fD/200MeV))
2 10.2 13.4±1.8
D∗0π+ 0.315(a1 + 0.886a2(fD∗/230MeV))2 4.8 5.19±0.26
D∗0ρ+ 0.926(a21 + 0.456a
2
2(fD∗/230MeV)
2 + 1.291a1a2(fD∗/230MeV)) 12.6 9.8±1.7
D∗0a+1 1.296(a
2
1 + 0.128a
2
2(fD∗/230MeV)
2 + 0.269a1a2(fD∗/230MeV)) 13.6 19±5
as the two independent amplitudes. These amplitudes are
complex due to strong-interaction phases from ﬁnal-state
interactions. Only the relative phase of the two indepen-
dent amplitudes is an observable. We deﬁne δTC to be the
relative phase of (T + A) and (C − A). The QCD factor-
ization formula implies that (Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert,
and Sachrajda, 2000)
∣∣∣∣C −AT + A
∣∣∣∣ = O(ΛQCD/mb), δTC = O(1). (17.3.13)
Treating the charm meson as a light meson compared to
the scale mb, one ﬁnds that it is not diﬃcult to accom-
modate |C − A|/|T + A| ∼ 0.2 − 0.3 and a large phase
δTC ∼ 40◦, which is in qualitative agreement with ex-
perimental results. The large phase shows that large cor-
rections to na¨ıve factorization must be expected for the
color-suppressed amplitude in heavy-light decays.
The situation for B decays to charmonium is ambigu-
ous. QCD factorization formally holds for these decays de-
spite their color suppression, since the “emitted” charmo-
nium is a compact object (Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, and
Sachrajda, 2000). However, various corrections from soft
gluon reconnections (Melic, 2004) and color-octet contri-
butions (Beneke and Vernazza, 2009) turn out to be very
large relative to the formally dominant color-suppressed
amplitude, and prevent a reliable prediction. One should
therefore expect large corrections to the na¨ıve factoriza-
tion and generalized factorization (BSW) estimates of
these decay modes, as is indeed observed. Again, these
uncertainties prevent a reliable calculation of the (small)
CP -violating charge asymmetries for ﬁnal states such as
Kψ.
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While the BSW/NS approach to factorization and the
QCD factorization approach (where applicable) provides
estimates in agreement with many measured branching
fractions, extending this technique to decays with more
than two particles in the ﬁnal state (e.g. B → Dππ or
B0 → D∗−π+π+π−π0) is not nearly as successful. A fun-
damental problem here is that some of the ﬁnal state par-
ticles are the result of gluons and therefore the role of
QCD can not be ignored. In (Reader and Isgur, 1993) the
problem of multi-body decays with D’s and π’s in the ﬁ-
nal state is discussed using results from heavy-quark sym-
metry and factorization. Here the decay process proceeds
through intermediate states such as Dρ or D∗2π and the
contributions are summed to obtain the total branching
fraction. Unfortunately, for many of the modes mentioned
in (Reader and Isgur, 1993) and Table 17.3.2, precision
measurements are lacking, making a detailed comparison
not possible. In Table 17.3.2 the entries with a “>” indi-
cate modes where only an intermediate state and not the
explicit ﬁnal state has been measured. In these cases the
measured branching fraction of the intermediate state is
taken as the lower limit of the branching fraction of the
mode of interest. An example of such a mode is D0π+π0
where only the intermediate state D0ρ+ has been mea-
sured. For this mode we note that their model’s prediction
for B+ → D0π+π0 of 0.59% is signiﬁcantly lower than the
measured 1.34± 0.18% for D0ρ+.
Table 17.3.2. Branching fraction predictions of the RI model
(Reader and Isgur, 1993) and comparisons with the PDG (Be-
ringer et al., 2012) values. The entries with a “>” indicate
modes where only an intermediate state and not the explicit
ﬁnal state has been measured. The measured branching frac-
tion of the intermediate state is taken as the lower limit of the
branching fraction of the mode of interest.
Decay mode RI Model PDG
B (×10−3) B (×10−3)
D−π+π0 5.9 > 7.8±0.13
D−π+π− 0.7 0.84±0.09
D0π+π0 5.9 > 13.4±1.8
D−π+π+ 0.7 1.07±0.05
D∗−π+π0 7.5 15±5
D∗0π+π− 1.1 0.62±0.22
D∗0π+π0 7.5 > 9.8±1.7
D∗−π+π+ 1.1 1.35±0.22
D−π+π+π− 2.1 8.0±2.5
D0π+π+π− 2.1 11±4
D∗−π+π+π− 2.9 > 13±3
D∗−π+π+π0 2.2 15±7
17.3.3 Decays with a single D decay (D, D∗, Ds)
Due to the experiments at the B Factories there has been
an enormous increase in both the number of single charm
modes reconstructed and the precision of their branching
fractions. As shown in Tables 17.3.3 and 17.3.4 the typi-
cal branching fractions for decay modes in this category
are in the few tenths of a percent for the modes with a
W → ud transition and an order of magnitude smaller
for modes with a W → us transition. In Fig. 17.3.1 the
simplest diagrams for B+ → D0π+ and B+ → D0K+ are
shown. Including the CKM factors Vud and Vus at the rel-
evant vertices explains the dominance of the pion modes
over the kaon modes. Other mechanisms such as color-
suppression can play an important role in simple two-body
ﬁnal states such as D0π0 (Fig. 17.3.2 d). It is important
to note that although these diagrams contain only pseu-
doscalars in the ﬁnal state it is also likely that the quarks
will hadronize into vector particles. Thus the D’s can be
replaced with D∗’s, π’s with ρ’s, K’s with K∗’s, etc. Fi-
nally, the hadronization process also allows for more com-
plicated ﬁnal states such as D0K+K∗, D∗−3π+π−, etc.
17.3.3.1 Two body ﬁnal states
In this section we do not consider the kaon ﬁnal states (e.g.
D0K+) as they are discussed in detail in Section 17.8 due
to their important role in determining φ3.
Color-favored two-body decay modes, D(∗)−π+,
D(∗)0π+, were studied in (Aubert, 2007g) using approx-
imately one quarter of the ﬁnal BABAR Υ (4S) data sam-
ple. These ﬁnal states are such that even with relatively
simple selection criteria (e.g. only using D0 → K+π− and
D− → K+π−π−), high purity samples are obtained. To il-
lustrate the quality (i.e. very large signal to background)
possible in hadronic B decays into charm we show the
beam-energy-substituted mass plots (mES) from (Aubert,
2007g) in Fig. 17.3.4. In all modes the systematic errors
are at least a factor of two larger than the statistical
errors. In general, there is good agreement between the
model predictions in Table 17.3.1 and the branching frac-
tion measurements from this study.
Color-suppressed two-body decay modes have been ex-
tensively studied in (Lees, 2011b; Blyth, 2006; Kuzmin,
2007; Schumann, 2005). In the most comprehensive study
(Lees, 2011b) eight modes (D(∗)0X, X = π0, η, ω, η′) are
analyzed and their branching fractions measured. The re-
sults of this study are in agreement with previous BABAR
and Belle measurements, although with higher precision.
The improved precision in the branching fractions allows
for a detailed comparison with predictions from factor-
ization models (Chua, Hou, and Yang, 2002; Deandrea
and Polosa, 2002; Eeg, Hiorth, and Polosa, 2002; Neubert
and Stech, 1998) and perturbative QCD (pQCD) (Keum,
Kurimoto, Li, Lu, and Sanda, 2004; Lu, 2003). There is
poor agreement with the factorization predictions; in most
cases the measurements are signiﬁcantly larger than the
expectation. In contrast, with the exception of D0ω where
the measurement is signiﬁcantly lower than the prediction,
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Figure 17.3.4. The mES distributions for (a) B
0 → D−π+,
(b) B0 → D∗−π+, (c) B+ → D0π+, and (d) B+ → D∗0π+
(from Aubert, 2007g). In the ﬁgures the solid line is the ﬁt to
the data while the background component (including peaking
background) is shown as a dashed line.
experiment and pQCD are close. These diﬀerences should
not come as a surprise since there is no rigorous QCD
approach to the color-suppressed amplitude, as discussed
in the theory overview of this chapter. The experimen-
tal results along with the model predictions are given in
Table VII of Lees (2011b).
B meson decay provides a convenient laboratory to
study orbitally excited states of the D meson. For the case
where a light quark is bound to a c quark, heavy quark
eﬀective theory (HQET) suggests that j = L + sl with
sl the total angular momentum of the light quark and L
the orbital angular momentum of the cq system will be a
good quantum number. As a result, four L = 1 states are
expected with total angular momentum and parity (JP ),
and j values of 0+ (j = 1/2), 1+ (j = 1/2), 1+ (j = 3/2),
and 2+ (j = 3/2). These states are known as the D∗0 , D
′
1,
D1, and D∗2 respectively. The states in the mass range
of 2.2-2.8 GeV/c2 are often collectively referred to as the
D∗∗. Both BABAR and Belle have studied these states in
detail using both speciﬁc decay channels (Aubert, 2006p;
Abe, 2005i) and Dalitz plot analyses of B+ → D−π+π+
and B0 → D0π+π− (Abe, 2004f; Kuzmin, 2007; Aubert,
2009g). In addition to branching fraction measurements
these studies have also determined the masses and widths
of these states. The results are in good agreement with
the expectations of HQET. More details on those mea-
surements can be found in Section 19.3.
A variety of ﬁnal states with a Ds or D∗s in addi-
tion to a scalar or vector meson were the subject of sev-
eral studies by BABAR (Aubert, 2007l, 2008u) and Belle
(Das, 2010; Joshi, 2010). These decays are of interest as
they can proceed via color-suppressed W exchange (e.g.
B0 → D(∗)−s K(∗)+), and assuming SU(3) ﬂavor symmetry
can be used to calculate the amplitude ratio r(D(∗)π) =
|A(B0 → D(∗)+π−)|/|A(B0 → D(∗)−π+)|, an important
parameter for the determination of sin(2φ1 + φ3) using
B0 → D∓π±. As shown in Tables 17.3.3 and 17.3.4 the
branching fractions into D(∗)s X states are small, a few
times 10−5, as expected from CKM factors and the ev-
ident lack of rescattering in the W exchange modes. As
predicted in Mantry, Pirjol, and Stewart (2003) the ra-
tios B(B0 → D−s K+)/B(B0 → D∗−s K+) and B(B0 →
D−s K
∗+)/B(B0 → D∗−s K∗+) are consistent with one
within the experimental uncertainties.
17.3.3.2 Three or more body ﬁnal states
Given the large phase space available and mean charged
multiplicity of almost six in B meson decay, ﬁnal states
with three or more particles make up a sizable amount
of hadronic B decays. The branching fractions for many
of the modes of the form B → D(∗)(nπ), n = 2 − 5
charged pions have been measured in (Aubert, 2009g)
and (Abe, 2005i; Majumder, 2004). The analysis in (Ma-
jumder, 2004) illustrates a diﬃculty with ﬁnal states in-
volving a large number of particles, i.e. systematic errors
from track ﬁnding dominate in such high multiplicity de-
cays. It is also interesting to note the absence of branching
fraction measurements with multiple π0s (i.e. not a decay
product of a D(∗)) in the ﬁnal state.
The three-body decay, B0 → D∗−ωπ+, has been used
to study factorization in Aubert (2006ay). As discussed
in Reader and Isgur (1993) and Ligeti, Luke, and Wise
(2001) the factorization approach allows data from τ →
Xν to be used to predict the properties of decays such as
B → D∗X, where X is the same hadronic system in both
decays. The invariant mass spectrum of the ωπ system
was found to be in good agreement with the theoretical
expectations based on factorization and τ decay data. In
addition, a Dalitz plot analysis shows a non uniform dis-
tribution with a preference for ωπ at low mass. A broad
enhancement in the D∗π system at about 2.5 GeV/c2 may
indicate the presence of B0 → D′1ω. Finally, the longitu-
dinal polarization of the D∗ was found to be in agreement
with expectations of HQET.
Three-body decays with charged and neutral kaons as
well as K∗s in the ﬁnal state were studied in (Drutskoy,
2002). Even though only 29.4 fb−1 of data was used here
(a small fraction of Belle’s ﬁnal data sample) ﬁve modes
of the form B → D(0)KK(∗)0 were observed for the ﬁrst
time. An angular analysis of the KK∗ system is consistent
with the assignment JP = 1+ and that the decay mainly
proceeds through an a1(1260) intermediate state.
The branching fraction and resonant substructure of
the CKM-favored mode B0 → D0K+π− (not including
the D∗) was determined in (Aubert, 2006n). A motiva-
tion for studying this decay was to gain access to φ3
through the interference of the b → cus and b → ucs
amplitudes and use the Dalitz plot to reduce the ambi-
guity in the strong phase. Unfortunately, the branching
fraction turned out to be too small to be of practical use
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in determining φ3 with the ﬁnal BABAR and Belle data
samples.
Decays of the type B → D(∗)s Kπ can proceed through
the production of an ss pair “popping” out of the vacuum.
Three such modes (D−s K
+π+, D∗−s K
+π+, and D−s K
0
sπ
+)
as well as the CKM suppressed D−s K
+K+ mode were ob-
served in (Aubert, 2008ai). The ﬁrst two modes were also
studied by Belle (Wiechczynski, 2009). Both groups ﬁnd
that the invariant mass distributions of the D(∗)s K+ sub-
system are incompatible with three-body phase space and
with enhancements near 2.7 GeV/c2, suggestive of charm
resonances below the D(∗)s K+ threshold.
17.3.4 Decays with 2 D’s
17.3.4.1 W → cd¯
In the neutral B → D(∗)+D(∗)− decays, the interference
of the dominant tree diagram (see Fig. 17.3.5 a) with the
B0B0 mixing diagram is sensitive to the CKM phase φ1 .
However, the theoretically uncertain contributions of pen-
guin diagrams (Fig. 17.3.5 b) with diﬀerent weak phases
are potentially signiﬁcant and may shift both the observed
CP asymmetries and the branching fractions by amounts
that depend on the ratios of the penguin to tree contribu-
tions and their relative phases.
The penguin-tree interference in neutral and charged
B → D(∗)D(∗) decays can also provide some sensitivity to
the angle φ3, with additional information on the branching
fractions of B → D(∗)s D(∗) decays, assuming SU(3) ﬂavor
symmetry between B → D(∗)D(∗) and B → D(∗)s D(∗).
The color-suppressed decay modes B0 → D(∗)0D(∗)0,
if observed, would provide evidence of W -exchange or an-
nihilation contributions (see Fig. 17.3.5 c, 17.3.5 d). In
principle, these decays could also provide sensitivity to
the CKM phase φ1, if suﬃcient data were available.
The most precise published results on D(∗)D(∗) de-
cays from the B Factories use exclusive reconstruction
of these decays: all tracks and neutral energy from each
of the decay chain products is reconstructed, and the
reconstructed B meson is ultimately composed from
these charged tracks and clusters. The D mesons are re-
constructed in their decays to some or all of the fol-
lowing: D0 → K−π+, K−π+π0, K−π+π+π−, K+K−,
K0Sπ
+π−, K0Sπ
+π−π0; and D+ → K0Sπ+, K0Sπ+π0,
K0SK
+, K−π+π+, K−K+π+. The D∗+ mesons are then
reconstructed in their decays to D0π+ or D+π0. Charge
conjugate decays are of course implied throughout. As
the product branching fractions of these decays are small
(O(10−7 − 10−6)) particular attention must be paid to
particle identiﬁcation as well as background rejection, de-
tails of which can be found in Chapters 5 (charged particle
identiﬁcation) and 9 (background suppression). An exam-
ple of an mES distribution with good signal-to-background
is shown in Fig. 17.3.6.
Both BABAR and Belle have several results for these
decays. The branching fraction results, as well as corre-
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Figure 17.3.5. Feynman graphs for B → D(∗)D(∗) decays:
the tree (a) and penguin (b) diagrams are the leading terms
for both B0 → D(∗)+D(∗)− and B+ → D(∗)+D(∗)0 decays,
whereas the exchange (c) and annihilation (d) diagrams (the
latter of which is OZI-suppressed) are the lowest-order terms
for B0 → D(∗)0D(∗)0 decays.
sponding theoretical predictions, are summarized in Ta-
ble 17.3.5.
In addition to the branching fractions (and to the time-
dependent CP asymmetries, detailed in Section 17.6), CP -
violating charge asymmetries can be measured in the four
charged B → D(∗)D(∗) decays as well as in B0 → D∗±D∓,
and also polarization can be measured in the vector-vector
decays B0 → D∗+D∗− and B+ → D∗+D∗0. Those results
are summarized in Tables 17.3.6 and 17.3.7 respectively.
The Cabibbo-favored D(∗)s D(∗) decays (which can oc-
cur via tree and penguin diagrams analogous to those
in Fig. 17.3.5a and b, each with the upper d replaced
with an s) typically have branching fractions an order of
magnitude higher than their D(∗)D(∗) analogues, i.e. in
the O(10−3 − 10−2) range rather than O(10−4 − 10−3).
The measured and predicted branching fractions for these
modes can be found in Table 17.3.8, and measured and
predicted polarizations can be found in Table 17.3.9.
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Table 17.3.3. Measured single charm B+ branching fractions (B) from BABAR, Belle, and the PDG (Beringer et al., 2012)
(average). The PDG value may use measurements from other experiments when calculating the average.
BABAR results Belle results PDG Averages
Final state B (×10−3) Ref. B (×10−3) Ref. B (×10−3)
D0π+ 4.90± 0.07± 0.22 (Aubert, 2007g) 4.84± 0.15
D0K+/B(D0π+) 83.1± 3.5± 2.0 (Aubert, 2004l) 67.7± 2.3± 3.0 (Horii, 2008) 76± 6
D0K∗(892)+ 0.529± 0.030± 0.034 (Aubert, 2006q) 0.53± 0.04
D0K+K0 0.55± 0.14± 0.08 (Drutskoy, 2002) 0.55± 0.14± 0.08
D0K+K∗(892)0 0.75± 0.13± 0.11 (Drutskoy, 2002) 0.75± 0.13± 0.11
D∗(2010)−π+π+ 1.25± 0.08± 0.22 (Abe, 2004f) 1.35± 0.22
D−π+π+ 1.08± 0.03± 0.05 (Aubert, 2009g) 1.02± 0.04± 0.15 (Abe, 2004f) 1.07± 0.05
D∗(2007)0π+ 5.52± 0.17± 0.42 (Aubert, 2007g) 5.18± 0.26
D∗(2007)0K+ 0.421+0.030−0.026 ± 0.021 (Aubert, 2005t) 0.40± 0.11± 0.02 (Abe, 2001f) 0.420± 0.034
D∗(2007)0K∗(892)+ 0.83± 0.11± 0.10 (Aubert, 2004k) 0.81± 0.14
D∗(2007)0K+K∗(892)0 1.53± 0.31± 0.29 (Drutskoy, 2002) 1.53± 0.31± 0.29
D∗(2007)0π+π+π− 10.55± 0.47± 1.29 (Majumder, 2004) 10.3± 1.2
D∗03π+2π− 5.67± 0.91± 0.85 (Majumder, 2004) 5.67± 0.91± 0.85
D∗(2010)−3π+π− 2.56± 0.26± 0.33 (Majumder, 2004) 2.56± 0.26± 0.33
D∗∗0π+ 5.9± 1.3± 0.2 (Aubert, 2006p) 5.9± 1.3± 0.2
D1(2420)
0π+ × B(D01 → D0π+π−) 0.185± 0.029+0.035−0.055 (Abe, 2005i) 0.185± 0.029+0.035−0.055
D1(2421)
0π+ × B(D01 → D∗−π+) 0.68± 0.07± 0.13 (Abe, 2004f) 0.68± 0.07± 0.13
D∗2(2462)
0π+ × B(D∗02 → D−π+) 0.35± 0.02± 0.04 (Aubert, 2009g) 0.34± 0.03± 0.072 (Abe, 2004f) 0.35± 0.04
D∗2(2462)
0π+ × B(D∗02 → D∗−π+) 0.18± 0.03± 0.04 (Abe, 2004f) 0.18± 0.03± 0.04
D∗0(2400)
0π+ × B(D∗00 → D−π+) 0.68± 0.03± 0.2 (Aubert, 2009g) 0.61± 0.06± 0.18 (Abe, 2004f) 0.64± 0.14
D′1(2427)
0π+ × B(D′01 → D∗−π+) 0.50± 0.04± 0.11 (Abe, 2004f) 0.50± 0.04± 0.11
D+s π
0 0.016+0.006−0.005 ± 0.001 (Aubert, 2007l) 0.016+0.006−0.005 ± 0.001
D−s π
+K+ 0.202± 0.013± 0.038 (Aubert, 2008ai) 0.171+0.008−0.007 ± 0.025 (Wiechczynski, 2009) 0.180± 0.022
D∗−s π
+K+ 0.167± 0.016± 0.035 (Aubert, 2008ai) 0.131+0.013−0.012 ± 0.028 (Wiechczynski, 2009) 0.145± 0.024
D−s K
+K+ 0.011± 0.004± 0.002 (Aubert, 2008ai) 0.011± 0.004± 0.002
Figure 17.3.6. The mES distribution for D
∗+D∗− candidates
from (Aubert, 2006m).
B mesons can also decay to D(∗)sJ D
(∗) states, with
the multiple D(∗)sJ states having been discovered at the B
Factories since the original observation of D∗sJ(2317)
+ at
BABAR in 2002. These decays are described in Section 19.3
of this Book, and speciﬁcally B decays to D(∗)sJ D
(∗) are de-
scribed in Section 19.3.4.
17.3.4.2 W → cs¯
Diagrams similar to Fig. 17.3.2 with W → cs¯ and uu¯/dd¯
popping lead to B → D(∗)D(∗)K ﬁnal states. These ﬁnal
states play a substantial role in the B decays since they
account for about 4% of their total branching fraction.
Here, D(∗) is either a D0, D∗0, D+ or D∗+, D(∗) is the
charge conjugate of D(∗) and K is either a K+ or a K0.
Twenty-two decay modes are possible with this conﬁgu-
ration. The decays of B mesons to D(∗)D(∗)K ﬁnal states
are interesting for many diﬀerent reasons. For example, in
the past (i.e. early 1990’s), the hadronic decays of the B
meson were in theoretical conﬂict with the B semileptonic
branching fraction due to the inconsistency originating
from the number of charmed hadrons per B decay (Bigi,
Blok, Shifman, and Vainshtein, 1994). At the time, the
measured semileptonic branching fraction, ≈ 10%, was in
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Table 17.3.4. Measured single charm B0 branching fractions (B) from BABAR, Belle, and the PDG (Beringer et al., 2012)
(average). The PDG value may use measurements from other experiments when calculating the average.
BABAR results Belle results PDG Averages
Final state B (×10−3) Ref. B (×10−3) Ref. B (×10−3)
D−π+ 2.55± 0.05± 0.16 (Aubert, 2007g) 2.68± 0.13
D−K0π+ 0.49± 0.07± 0.05 (Aubert, 2005aa) 0.49± 0.07± 0.05
D−K∗(892)+ 0.46± 0.06± 0.05 (Aubert, 2005aa) 0.45± 0.07
D−K+ 0.18± 0.04± 0.01 (Abe, 2001f) 0.197± 0.021
D−K+K∗(892)0 0.88± 0.11± 0.15 (Drutskoy, 2002) 0.88± 0.11± 0.15
D0π+π− 0.84± 0.04± 0.08 (Kuzmin, 2007) 0.84± 0.04± 0.08
D∗(2010)−π+ 2.79± 0.08± 0.17 (Aubert, 2007g) 2.76± 0.13
D∗(2010)−K+ 0.214± 0.012± 0.010 (Aubert, 2006n) 0.20± 0.04± 0.01 (Abe, 2001f) 0.214± 0.016
D∗(2010)−K0π+ 0.30± 0.07± 0.03 (Aubert, 2005aa) 0.30± 0.07± 0.03
D∗(2010)−K∗(892)+ 0.32± 0.06± 0.03 (Aubert, 2005aa) 0.33± 0.06
D∗(2010)−K+K∗(892)0 1.29± 0.22± 0.25 (Drutskoy, 2002) 1.29± 0.22± 0.25
D∗(2010)−π+π+π− 6.81± 0.23± 0.72 (Majumder, 2004) 7.0± 0.8
D∗−3π+2π− 4.72± 0.59± 0.71 (Majumder, 2004) 4.72± 0.59± 0.71
D∗(2010)−ωπ+ 2.88± 0.21± 0.31 (Aubert, 2006k) 2.89± 0.30
D1(2430)
0ω 0.41± 0.12± 0.11 (Aubert, 2006k) 0.41± 0.12± 0.11
×B(D1(2430)0 → D∗+π+)
D∗∗−π+ 2.1± 1.0± 0.1 (Aubert, 2006p) 2.1± 1.0± 0.1
D1(2420)
−π+ 0.089± 0.015+0.017−0.032 (Abe, 2005i) 0.100+0.021−0.025
×B(D−1 → D−π+π−)
D∗2(2460)
−π+ 0.215± 0.017± 0.031 (Kuzmin, 2007) 0.215± 0.017± 0.031
×B(D∗2(2460)→ D0π−)
D∗0(2400)
−π+ 0.060± 0.013± 0.027 (Kuzmin, 2007) 0.060± 0.013± 0.027
×B(D∗0(2400)→ D0π−)
Ds0(2317)
−K+ 0.042+0.014−0.013 ± 0.004 (Drutskoy, 2005) 0.042+0.014−0.013 ± 0.004
×B(Ds0(2317)→ Dsπ0)
D+π− (7.8± 1.3± 0.4)× 10−4 (Das, 2010) (7.8± 1.3± 0.4)× 10−4
D+s π
− 0.025± 0.004± 0.002 (Aubert, 2008u) 0.0199± 0.0026± 0.0018 (Das, 2010) 0.0216± 0.0026
D∗+s π
− 0.026+0.005−0.004 ± 0.002 (Aubert, 2008u) 0.0175± 0.0034± 0.0020 (Joshi, 2010) 0.021± 0.004
D∗+s ρ
− 0.041+0.013−0.012 ± 0.004 (Aubert, 2008u) 0.041+0.013−0.012 ± 0.004
D−s K
+ 0.029± 0.004± 0.002 (Aubert, 2008u) 0.0191± 0.0024± 0.0017 (Das, 2010) 0.022± 0.005
D∗−s K
+ 0.024± 0.004± 0.002 (Aubert, 2008u) 0.0202± 0.0033± 0.0022 (Joshi, 2010) 0.0219± 0.0030
D−s K
∗(892)+ 0.035+0.01−0.009 ± 0.004 (Aubert, 2008u) 0.035+0.01−0.009 ± 0.004
D∗−s K
∗(892)+ 0.032+0.014−0.012 ± 0.004 (Aubert, 2008u) 0.032+0.014−0.012 ± 0.004
D−s π
+K0 0.110± 0.026± 0.020 (Aubert, 2008ai) 0.110± 0.026± 0.020
D0K0 0.053± 0.007± 0.003 (Aubert, 2006k) 0.050+0.013−0.012 ± 0.006 (Krokovny, 2003a) 0.052± 0.007
D0K+π− 0.088± 0.015± 0.009 (Aubert, 2006n) 0.088± 0.015± 0.009
D0K∗(892)0 0.040± 0.007± 0.003 (Aubert, 2006k) 0.048+0.013−0.010 ± 0.005 (Krokovny, 2003a) 0.042± 0.006
D∗2(2460)
−K+ 0.0183± 0.0040± 0.0031 (Aubert, 2006n) 0.0183± 0.0040± 0.0031
×B(D∗2(2460)− → D0π−)
D0π0 0.269± 0.009± 0.013 (Lees, 2011b) 0.225± 0.014± 0.035 (Blyth, 2006) 0.263± 0.014
D0ρ0 0.319± 0.020± 0.045 (Kuzmin, 2007) 0.319± 0.020± 0.045
D0f2 0.120± 0.018± 0.038 (Kuzmin, 2007) 0.120± 0.018± 0.038
D0η 0.253± 0.009± 0.011 (Lees, 2011b) 0.177± 0.016± 0.021 (Blyth, 2006) 0.236± 0.032
D0η′ 0.148± 0.013± 0.007 (Lees, 2011b) 0.114± 0.020+0.010−0.013 (Schumann, 2005) 0.138± 0.016
D0ω 0.257± 0.011± 0.014 (Lees, 2011b) 0.237± 0.023± 0.028 (Blyth, 2006) 0.253± 0.016
D∗(2007)0π0 0.305± 0.014± 0.028 (Lees, 2011b) 0.139± 0.018± 0.026 (Blyth, 2006) 0.22± 0.06
D∗(2007)0η 0.269± 0.014± 0.023 (Lees, 2011b) 0.140± 0.028± 0.026 (Blyth, 2006) 0.23± 0.06
D∗(2007)0η′ 0.148± 0.022± 0.013 (Lees, 2011b) 0.121± 0.034± 0.022 (Schumann, 2005) 0.140± 0.022
D∗(2007)0π+π− 0.62± 0.012± 0.018 (Satpathy, 2003) 0.62± 0.012± 0.018
D∗(2007)0K0 0.036± 0.012± 0.003 (Aubert, 2006k) 0.036± 0.012± 0.003
D∗(2007)0π+π+π−π− 2.60± 0.47± 0.37 (Majumder, 2004) 2.7± 0.5
D∗(2007)0ω 0.455± 0.024± 0.0039 (Lees, 2011b) 0.229± 0.039± 0.040 (Blyth, 2006) 0.36± 0.11
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Table 17.3.5. Results of the measured branching fractions for the ten B → D(∗)D(∗) decay modes from BABAR and Belle: the
number of events for ﬁtted signal N sig, the branching fractions B (and where appropriate 90% C.L. upper limits on branching
fractions), as compared with theoretical predictions. All BABAR measurements are from (Aubert, 2006m). (Empty entries indicate
no measurement from the given experiment, or no prediction.)
Mode NsigBABAR N
sig
Belle
BBABAR
(10−4)
BBelle
(10−4)
Btheorypredict
(10−4)
B0 → D∗+D∗− 270±19 1225±59 8.1 ±0.6± 1.0 7.82 ±0.38± 0.63 (Kronenbitter, 2012) 6.0 (Rosner, 1990)
B0 → D∗±D∓ 156±17 887±39 5.7 ±0.7± 0.7 6.14 ±0.29± 0.50 (Rohrken, 2012)
B0 → D+D− 63±9 221±19 2.8 ±0.4± 0.5 2.12 ±0.16± 0.18 (Rohrken, 2012)
B0 → D∗0D∗0 0±6 −1.3±1.1± 0.4 (< 0.9)
B0 → D∗0D0 10±8 1.0±1.1± 0.4 (< 2.9)
B0 → D0D0 −11±12 0±25 −0.1±0.5± 0.2 (< 0.6) < 0.43 (Adachi, 2008b)
B+ → D∗+D∗0 185±20 8.1 ±1.2± 1.2 7.1 (Sanda and Xing, 1997)
B+ → D∗+D0 115±16 74±12 3.6 ±0.5± 0.4 4.57 ±0.71± 0.56 (Majumder, 2005) 3.7 (Sanda and Xing, 1997)
B+ → D+D∗0 63±11 6.3 ±1.4± 1.0 3.1 (Sanda and Xing, 1997)
B+ → D+D0 129±20 370±29 3.8 ±0.6± 0.5 3.85 ±0.31± 0.38 (Adachi, 2008b) 5.3 (Sanda and Xing, 1997)
Table 17.3.6. Results of measured CP -violating charge asymmetries ACP for D∗±D∓ and the four charged B modes, as
compared with theoretical predictions (where ACP is deﬁned as (Γ−−Γ+)/(Γ−+Γ+), where the superscript refers to the sign
of the B± meson in the case of the charged B decays, and for D∗±D∓, Γ+ refers to D∗−D+ and Γ− to D∗+D−. Empty entries
indicate no measurement from the given experiment, or no prediction.)
Mode ABABARCP ABelleCP Theoreticalpredictions
B0 → D∗±D∓ 0.008± 0.048± 0.013 (Aubert, 2009ad) 0.06± 0.05± 0.02 (Rohrken, 2012)
B+ → D∗+D∗0 −0.15± 0.11± 0.02 (Aubert, 2006m) 0.012 (Xing, 2000)
B+ → D∗+D0 −0.06± 0.13± 0.02 (Aubert, 2006m) 0.012 (Xing, 2000)
B+ → D+D∗0 0.13± 0.18± 0.04 (Aubert, 2006m) 0.002 (Xing, 2000)
B+ → D+D0 −0.13± 0.14± 0.02 (Aubert, 2006m) 0.00± 0.08± 0.02 (Adachi, 2008b) 0.030 (Xing, 2000)
Table 17.3.7. Results of measured polarization parameters for the two D∗D∗ vector-vector decays, as compared with theoretical
predictions. Here RL is the fraction of longitudinal polarization and R⊥ is the CP -odd fraction. (Empty entries indicate no
measurement from the given experiment, or no prediction. There are presently no published measurements of, or predictions
for, polarization in the D∗+D∗0 mode.)
Mode
 
R⊥
RL
!BABAR  
R⊥
RL
!Belle
Theoretical
predictions
B0 → D∗+D∗− 0.158± 0.028± 0.006 (Aubert, 2009ad) 0.138± 0.024± 0.006 (Kronenbitter, 2012)
0.624± 0.029± 0.011 (Kronenbitter, 2012)
0.06 (Rosner, 1990)
0.55 (Rosner, 1990)
conﬂict with expectations from parton model calculations,
15 − 16%. It was realized (Buchalla, Dunietz, and Ya-
mamoto, 1995) that an enhancement in the b→ cc¯s tran-
sition was needed to resolve the theoretical discrepancy
with the B semileptonic branching fraction. Buchalla et
al. predicted sizable branching fractions for decays of the
form B → D(∗)D(∗)K (X). Furthermore, the D(∗)D(∗)K
events have been used to investigate isospin relations and
to extract a measurement of the ratio of Υ (4S)→ B+B−
and Υ (4S)→ B0B0 decays (Poireau and Zito, 2011). Like-
wise, the mode B0 → D∗−D∗+K0S has been used to per-
form a time-dependent CP asymmetry measurement to
determine the sign of cos 2φ1 (see Section 17.6). It is also
worth recalling that many D(∗)K and D(∗)D(∗) resonant
processes are at play in the studied decay channels. Using
B → D(∗)D(∗)K ﬁnal states, BABAR and Belle observed
and measured properties of the resonances D+s1(2536) (see
Section 19.3), DsJ(2700) (see also Section 19.3), ψ(3770)
(see Section 18.2), and X(3872) (see Section 18.3).
BABAR reconstructs the B0 and B+ mesons in the
22 D(∗)D(∗)K modes using 429 fb−1 (del Amo San-
chez, 2011e), while Belle studies only the modes B0 →
D∗−D∗+K0 and B+ → D0D0K+ with 414 fb−1 (Brodz-
icka, 2008; Dalseno, 2007). The collaborations use the
decays of particles into K0S → π+π−, D0 → K−π+,
K−π+π0, and K−π+π−π+, D+ → K−π+π+, D∗+ →
D0π+, and D+π0, D∗0 → D0π0, and D0γ ﬁnal states.
Additionally, Belle uses the decays D0 → K0Sπ+π− and
D0 → K−K+. The selection of these particles is based
on mass cuts, energies of the decay products, vertexing
and particle identiﬁcation to name a few. The B candi-
dates are reconstructed by combining a D(∗), a D(∗) and
a K candidate in a subset of the 22 modes. To suppress
the background, topological variables are used which dis-
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Table 17.3.8. Results of the measured branching fractions for the eight B → D(∗)s D(∗) decay modes from BABAR and Belle:
the number of events for ﬁtted signal N sig, and the branching fractions B, as compared with theoretical predictions. (Empty
entries indicate no measurement from the given experiment, or no prediction.)
Mode
Analysis
technique
BBABAR
(10−3)
BBelle
(10−3)
Btheorypredict
(10−3)
B0 → D∗+s D∗−
Semi-exclusive tag
D∗s partial reco.
D∗ partial reco.
17.3
18.8
15.8
±1.8±
±0.9±
±1.7±
1.5 (Aubert, 2006aw)
1.7 (Aubert, 2005q)
1.4 (Aubert, 2003d)
24.0± 6.7 (Luo and Rosner, 2001)
B0 → D∗+s D− Semi-exclusive tag 7.1 ±1.6± 0.6 (Aubert, 2006aw) 10.0± 2.8 (Luo and Rosner, 2001)
B0 → D+s D∗−
Semi-exclusive tag
D∗ partial reco.
7.3
8.3
±1.3±
±1.5±
0.7 (Aubert, 2006aw)
0.7 (Aubert, 2003d)
8.6± 2.4 (Luo and Rosner, 2001)
B0 → D+s D−
Semi-exclusive tag
Full reconstruction
6.6 ±1.4± 0.6 (Aubert, 2006aw)
7.3 ±0.4± 0.7 (Zupanc, 2007)
14.9± 4.1 (Luo and Rosner, 2001)
B+ → D∗+s D∗0 Semi-exclusive tag 16.7 ±1.9± 1.5 (Aubert, 2006aw)
B+ → D∗+s D0 Semi-exclusive tag 7.9 ±1.7± 0.7 (Aubert, 2006aw)
B+ → D+s D∗0 Semi-exclusive tag 7.8 ±1.8± 0.7 (Aubert, 2006aw)
B+ → D+s D0 Semi-exclusive tag 9.5 ±2.0± 0.8 (Aubert, 2006aw)
Table 17.3.9. Results of measured polarization parameters for the D∗sD
∗ vector-vector decays, as compared with theoretical
predictions. Here RL is the fraction of longitudinal polarization and R⊥ is the CP -odd fraction. (Empty entries indicate no
measurement from the given experiment, or no prediction. There are presently no published measurements of, or predictions
for, polarization in the D∗+s D
∗0 mode.)
Mode
0
@R⊥
RL
1
A
BABAR
Theoretical
Predictions
B0 → D∗+s D∗−
0.519± 0.050± 0.028 (Aubert, 2003d)
0.06 (Rosner, 1990)
0.55 (Rosner, 1990)
criminate against continuum background (see Chapter 4).
Signal events have mES compatible with the known B me-
son mass, and a diﬀerence between the candidate energy
and the beam energy in the center-of-mass, ΔE (see Chap-
ter 9), compatible with zero.
For each mode, BABAR ﬁts the mES distribution to get
the signal yield. According to their physical origin, four
categories of events with diﬀerently shaped mES distribu-
tions are separately considered: D(∗)D(∗)K signal events,
“cross-feed” events, combinatorial background events, and
peaking background events. To determine the yields and
the branching fractions, the shape of each of these con-
tributions are determined. The cross-feed events are from
all the D(∗)D(∗)K modes, except the one we reconstruct,
that pass the complete selection, and which are recon-
structed in the signal mode; the peaking background is
the part of the combinatorial background that is peaking
in the signal region. BABAR observes from the analysis of
simulated samples that most of the cross-feed originates
from the combination of an unrelated soft π0 or γ with
the D0 from a D∗+ decay to form a wrong D∗0 candidate.
A part of the combinatorial BB background is peaking
in the signal region, and is ﬁtted separately from generic
MC samples e+e− → qq (q = u, d, s, c, b) satisfying the
D(∗)D(∗)K selection. For the modes B+ → D∗0D∗0K+
and B+ → D0D0K+, the cross-feed events and the peak-
ing background are negligible, and Belle performs a two
dimensional ﬁt on mES and ΔE to obtain the signal yield.
Due to the presence of cross-feed events, the ﬁt for
the branching fraction for any one channel uses as inputs
the branching fractions from the other channels. Since
these branching fractions are not a priori known, BABAR
employs an iterative procedure to obtain the 22 branch-
ing fractions. It has been shown that D(∗)D(∗)K events
contain resonant contributions (Aubert, 2008bd). In or-
der to measure the branching fractions inclusively without
any assumptions on the resonance structure of the signal,
BABAR estimates the eﬃciency as a function of location in
the Dalitz plane of the data. BABAR uses this eﬃciency at
the event position in the Dalitz plane to reweight the sig-
nal contribution. To isolate the signal contribution event-
per-event, BABAR uses the sPlots technique (Pivk and
Le Diberder, 2005) (see Chapter 11). The sPlots technique
exploits the result of the mES ﬁt (yield and covariance
matrix) and the p.d.f.s of this ﬁt to compute an event-
per-event weight for the signal category and background
category.
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Both experiments consider several sources of system-
atic uncertainties on the branching fraction measure-
ments: signal shape, cross-feed determination, peaking
background, combinatorial background, ﬁt bias, iterative
procedure, limited MC statistics, eﬃciency mapping, dif-
ference between data and MC, number of B mesons in the
data sample, and secondary branching fractions.
The combination from the BABAR and Belle results
can be found in Table 17.3.10. Summing the 10 neutral
modes and the 12 charged modes, the D(∗)D(∗)K events
represent (3.65±0.10±0.24)% of the B0 decays and (4.06±
0.11± 0.28)% of the B+ decays.
17.3.5 Decays to charmonium
Decays of B mesons to charmonium modes are color sup-
pressed. In all they consist of a few percent of B decays.
Despite their small branching fractions, these decays play
a major role in CP studies due to the ability to reconstruct
many charmonium modes cleanly with little background
as well as the simplicity in interpreting the results theoret-
ically. B0 meson decays to charmonium are used to mea-
sure the CP violation parameter sin 2φ1 as well as cos 2φ1
(see Sections 17.6.3 and 17.6.8). The relevant decay dia-
grams for charmonium modes are shown in Fig. 17.3.7.
a)
B+ W
+
u
b¯
u
s¯, d¯
c
c¯ b)
B0 W
+
d
b¯
d
s¯, d¯
c
c¯
Figure 17.3.7. Color-suppressed Feynman diagrams for B
meson decays to charmonium.
The easiest way to reconstruct decays to charmonium
is via the dileptonic decays of J/ψ or ψ(2S) to electrons
or muons. The relatively high energy and topology of the
leptons allows a clean sample of charmonium to be re-
constructed (which helped in earning the decay to the
CP state B0 → J/ψK0S the title of “Golden Mode”). The
χc1 and χc2 states can be reconstructed through their ra-
diative decays to J/ψγ. ψ(2S) can also be reconstructed
through the decay ψ(2S)→ J/ψππ. The lower mass states
ηc and χc0 do not decay to two leptons and the χc0 branch-
ing fraction to J/ψγ is small thus these states must be
reconstructed through their decay to hadrons. The higher
mass “exotic” charmonium-like X states are reconstructed
through decays to J/ψππ, radiative decays to J/ψ or ψ(2S),
or through decays that include two D mesons. They are
covered in Section 18.3. Inclusive decays of B mesons to
charmonium are covered in Section 18.2.4.1.
17.3.5.1 Reconstruction of charmonium via dileptons
There are several factors that must be taken into account
when reconstructing B decays to charmonium where the
charmonium are reconstructed via dileptons. The ﬁrst is
that the invariant mass of the two leptons is often signiﬁ-
cantly below the nominal J/ψ or ψ(2S) mass. This is the
result of both ﬁnal state radiation and energy loss in the
detector via bremsstrahlung. This is particularly true for
the dielectron mode. Analyses often correct for this en-
ergy loss by adding in the energy of photon showers that
are within a small angle (typically 50 mrad) of the ini-
tial electron direction (e.g. Aubert, 2009m; Guler, 2011)
to the invariant mass calculation.
The second is that for fully reconstructed B mesons, it
is important to perform a mass-constrained ﬁt of the J/ψ
or ψ(2S). This improves the energy resolution of the re-
constructed B signiﬁcantly as most of the energy of a char-
monium meson coming from a B decay is in its mass.54
This ﬁt or a global ﬁt for the B meson usually includes
the well-measured dilepton vertex.
For charmonium states with radiative decay to J/ψ or
ψ(2S), radiative γ candidates must pass a minimum en-
ergy cut, typically 30 MeV. A common additional require-
ment is that the γ candidate not be a part of a π0 → γγ
candidate.
17.3.5.2 Reconstruction of charmonium via hadrons
The ηc is reconstructed via KKπ modes (Fang, 2003; Au-
bert, 2008ba) in addition to the pp mode (Fang, 2003; Au-
bert, 2007k). The ηc(2S) is reconstructed via KKπ (Vi-
nokurova, 2011; Aubert, 2008ba), as well as via ηcγ.
17.3.5.3 Reconstruction of B candidates
B mesons are reconstructed by combining charmonium
candidates with the appropriate other particle candidates.
Typically a vertex-constrained ﬁt is done at this point.
Both Belle and BABAR use kinematic variables to discrim-
inate signal candidates from background. These variables
are discussed in Section 7.1.
17.3.5.4 W → cd
Decays of B mesons to charmonium cd are Cabibbo sup-
pressed and thus are expected to have decay rates of about
5% of the equivalent Cabibbo-allowed cs modes. In these
modes, the tree and penguin contributions have diﬀerent
phases (unlike the Cabibbo-allowed modes where they are
the same) and thus charge asymmetries of a few percent
may occur. See Section 17.6.4 for more details.
54 A key variable for B reconstruction is ΔE = E∗B − E∗beam
where * refers to the center-of-mass system, EB is the B can-
didate’s energy, and E∗beam is the beam energy.
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Table 17.3.10. Branching fractions of B → D(∗)D(∗)K decays in units of 10−4. The ﬁrst uncertainties are statistical and the
second are systematic. The results from the modes B0 → D∗−D∗+K0 and B+ → D0D0K+ are a combination between the
BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2011e) and Belle (Brodzicka, 2008; Dalseno, 2007) measurements.
Mode B (10−4) Mode B (10−4)
B decays through external W -emission amplitudes
B0 → D−D0K+ 10.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.9 B+ → D0D+K0 15.5 ± 1.7 ± 1.3
B0 → D−D∗0K+ 34.6 ± 1.8 ± 3.7 B+ → D0D∗+K0 38.1 ± 3.1 ± 2.3
B0 → D∗−D0K+ 24.7 ± 1.0 ± 1.8 B+ → D∗0D+K0 20.6 ± 3.8 ± 3.0
B0 → D∗−D∗0K+ 106.0 ± 3.3 ± 8.6 B+ → D∗0D∗+K0 91.7 ± 8.3 ± 9.0
B decays through external+internal W -emission amplitudes
B0 → D−D+K0 7.5 ± 1.2 ± 1.2 B+ → D0D0K+ 14.0 ± 0.7 ± 1.2
B0 → D∗−D+K0 64.1 ± 3.6 ± 3.9 B+ → D0D∗0K+ 63.2 ± 1.9 ± 4.5
+D−D∗+K0 B+ → D∗0D0K+ 22.6 ± 1.6 ± 1.7
B0 → D∗−D∗+K0 79.3 ± 3.8 ± 6.7 B+ → D∗0D∗0K+ 112.3 ± 3.6 ± 12.6
B decays through internal W -emission amplitudes
B0 → D0D0K0 2.7 ± 1.0 ± 0.5 B+ → D−D+K+ 2.2 ± 0.5 ± 0.5
B0 → D0D∗0K0 10.8 ± 3.2 ± 3.6 B+ → D−D∗+K+ 6.3 ± 0.9 ± 0.6
+D∗0D0K0 B+ → D∗−D+K+ 6.0 ± 1.0 ± 0.8
B0 → D∗0D∗0K0 24.0 ± 5.5 ± 6.7 B+ → D∗−D∗+K+ 13.2 ± 1.3 ± 1.2
Table 17.3.11. Measured B0 to charmonium cd branching fractions (B) from BABAR, Belle, and the PDG (Beringer et al.,
2012) (average). The PDG value may use measurements from other experiments when calculating the average.
BABAR results Belle results PDG Averages
Final state B (×10−6) Ref. B (×10−6) Ref. B (×10−6)
J/ψπ0 16.9± 1.4± 0.7 (Aubert, 2008i) 23± 5± 2 (Abe, 2003c) 17.6± 1.6
J/ψη 12.3+1.8−1.7 ± 0.7 (Chang, 2012) 12.3± 1.9
J/ψπ+π− 46± 7± 6 (Aubert, 2003a) 46± 9
J/ψρ0 27± 3± 2 (Aubert, 2007e) 27± 4
χc1π
0 11.2± 2.5± 1.2 (Kumar, 2008) 11.2± 2.8
Table 17.3.12. Measured B+ to charmonium cd branching fractions (B) from BABAR, Belle, and the PDG (Beringer et al.,
2012) (average). The PDG value may use measurements from other experiments when calculating the average. Note: in (Aubert,
2004ae) BABAR measures the ratio B(J/ψπ+)/B(J/ψK+).
BABAR results Belle results PDG Averages
Final state B (×10−6) Ref. B (×10−6) Ref. B (×10−6)
J/ψπ+ 38± 6± 3 (Abe, 2003c) 49± 4
J/ψρ+ 50± 7± 3 (Aubert, 2007e) 50± 8
ψ(2S)π+ 24.4± 2.2± 2.0 (Bhardwaj, 2008) 24.4± 3.0
χc1π
+ 22± 4± 3 (Kumar, 2006) 22± 5
Measured branching fractions for these modes are given
in Tables 17.3.11 and 17.3.12. In Table 17.3.1 the mea-
sured branching fractions of the J/ψπ and J/ψρ modes
are compared with the predictions from the NS model.
Among the four measured modes only the J/ψπ0 is con-
sistent with the model’s prediction. Both of the ρ modes
are overestimated by the model while the J/ψπ+ is un-
derestimated.
17.3.5.5 W → cs
Measured branching fractions for these modes are given
in Tables 17.3.13 and 17.3.14.
The measured branching fractions of the J/ψK and
J/ψK∗ modes are compared in Table 17.3.1 with the pre-
dictions from the NS model. All of the J/ψK measure-
ments are higher than the predictions from the model
while for the K∗ modes the situation is reversed. The mea-
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Table 17.3.13. Measured B0 to charmonium cs branching fractions (B) from BABAR, Belle, and the PDG (Beringer et al.,
2012) (average). The PDG value may use measurements from other experiments when calculating the average.
BABAR results Belle results PDG Averages
Final state B (×10−3) Ref. B (×10−3) Ref. B (×10−3)
ηcK
0 0.64+0.22−0.20 ± 0.20 (Aubert, 2007k) 1.23± 0.23+0.40−0.41 (Fang, 2003) 0.83± 0.12
ηcK
∗0 0.57± 0.07± 0.8 (Aubert, 2007k) 1.62± 0.32+0.55−0.60 (Fang, 2003) 0.64± 0.09
J/ψK0 0.869± 0.022± 0.030 (Aubert, 2007k) 0.79± 0.04± 0.09 (Abe, 2003c) 0.874± 0.032
J/ψK∗0 1.309± 0.026± 0.077 (Aubert, 2005k) 1.29± 0.05± 0.013 (Abe, 2002d) 1.34± 0.06
J/ψK1(1270)
0 1.30± 0.34± 0.32 (Abe, 2001e) 1.30± 0.5
J/ψηK0S 0.084± 0.026± 0.027 (Aubert, 2004v) 0.08± 0.04
J/ψφK0 0.102± 0.038± 0.010 (Aubert, 2003l) 0.094± 0.026
J/ψωK0 0.23± 0.03± 0.03 (del Amo Sanchez, 2010c) 0.23± 0.04
ψ(2S)K0 0.646± 0.065± 0.051 (Aubert, 2005k) 0.67± 0.011 (Abe, 2003c) 0.62± 0.05
ψ(2S)K∗0 0.592± 0.085± 0.089 (Aubert, 2005k) 0.552+0.035+0.053−0.032−0.058 (Mizuk, 2009) 0.61± 0.05
χc0K
0 0.142+0.055−0.044 ± 0.022 (Aubert, 2009av) 0.14+0.06−0.04
χc0K
∗0 0.17± 0.03± 0.02 (Aubert, 2008ag) 0.17± 0.04
χc1K
0 0.42± 0.03± 0.03 (Aubert, 2009m) 0.351± 0.033± 0.045 (Soni, 2006) 0.393± 0.027
χc1K
∗0 0.25± 0.02± 0.02 (Aubert, 2009m) 0.173+0.015+0.034−0.012−0.022 (Mizuk, 2008) 0.222+0.040−0.031
χc2 K
∗0 0.066± 0.018± 0.005 (Aubert, 2009m) 0.066± 0.019
Table 17.3.14. Measured B+ to charmonium cs branching fractions (B) from BABAR, Belle, and the PDG (Beringer et al.,
2012) (average). The PDG value may use measurements from other experiments when calculating the average.
BABAR results Belle results PDG Averages
Final state B (×10−3) Ref. B (×10−3) Ref. B (×10−3)
ηcK
+ 0.87± 0.15 (Aubert, 2006ae) 1.25± 0.14+0.39−0.40 (Fang, 2003) 0.96± 0.12
ηcK
∗+ 1.1+0.5−0.4 ± 0.1 (Aubert, 2007k) 1.1+0.5−0.4
ηc(2S)K
+ 0.34± 0.18± 0.03 (Aubert, 2007k) 0.34± 0.18
J/ψK+ 1.061± 0.015± 0.048 (Aubert, 2007k) 1.01± 0.02± 0.07 (Abe, 2003c) 1.016± 0.033
J/ψK+π+π− 1.16± 0.07± 0.09 (Aubert, 2008d) 0.716± 0.010± 0.060 (Guler, 2011) 0.81± 0.013
J/ψK∗+ 1.454± 0.047± 0.097 (Aubert, 2005k) 1.28± 0.07± 0.014 (Abe, 2002d) 1.43± 0.08
J/ψK1(1270)
+ 1.80± 0.34± 0.39 (Abe, 2001e) 1.80± 0.5
J/ψηK+ 0.108± 0.023± 0.024 (Aubert, 2004v) 0.108± 0.033
J/ψφK+ 0.044± 0.014± 0.005 (Aubert, 2003l) 0.052± 0.017
J/ψωK+ 0.32± 0.01+0.06−0.03 (del Amo Sanchez, 2010c) 0.320+0.060−0.032
ψ(2S)K+ 0.617± 0.032± 0.044 (Aubert, 2005k) 0.665± 0.017± 0.055 (Guler, 2011) 0.639± 0.033
ψ(2S)K∗+ 0.592± 0.085± 0.089 (Aubert, 2005k) 0.67± 0.14
ψ(2S)K+π+π− 0.431± 0.020± 0.050 (Guler, 2011) 0.43± 0.05
ψ(3370)K+ 3.5± 2.5± 0.3 (Aubert, 2006ae) 0.48± 0.11± 0.07 (Chistov, 2004) 0.49± 0.13
χc0K
+ 0.123+0.027−0.025 ± 0.006 (Aubert, 2008l) 0.112± 0.012+0.030−0.020 (Garmash, 2006) 0.134+0.019−0.016
χc1K
+ 0.45± 0.01± 0.03 (Aubert, 2009m) 0.449± 0.019± 0.053 (Garmash, 2006) 0.479± 0.023
χc1K
∗+ 0.26± 0.05± 0.04 (Aubert, 2009m) 0.405± 0.059± 0.095 (Soni, 2006) 0.30± 0.06
χc2K
+ 0.0111+0.0036−0.0034 ± 0.0009 (Bhardwaj, 2011) 0.011± 0.004
surements are all lower than the predictions. The level of
disagreement is typically about a factor of two.
As discussed in Colangelo, De Fazio, and Pham (2002)
na¨ıve factorization would predict a zero branching frac-
tion for decays such as B → χc0K(∗) and B → χc2K(∗)
55. However, as seen in Tables 17.3.13 and 17.3.14 this is
55 Note that in the amplitude for B → χc0(2)K decays one
encounters the 〈χc0(2)|(cc)V−A|0〉 matrix element, as can be
seen following the examples given in Eqs 17.3.2 and 17.3.3. This
matrix element includes the (axial-)vector operator between
states with spin 0 and 0 (2) and hence equals to zero.
not the case. There are non-zero branching fraction mea-
surements for ﬁve of the eight possible ﬁnal states. In fact,
the B → χc0K(∗) branching fractions are the same order
of magnitude as the factorization allowed B → χc1K(∗)
decays. In Beneke and Vernazza (2009) it is shown that
including color-octet contributions leads to a “correction”
to na¨ıve factorization that may even dominate the entire
decay amplitude. The calculation is, however, highly un-
certain and formally valid only, when the charmonium is
a truly non-relativistic bound state. It qualitatively de-
scribes correctly the hierarchies of charmonium branching
fractions with a sizable χc0K one, and a suppression of
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χc2K and hcK, although the suppression of the latter two
is not as strong as seen in the data.
17.3.6 Summary
Hadronic decays of B mesons into charm make up the
largest category of ﬁnal states. From the point of view of
an experimentalist many of these ﬁnal states are easy to
reconstruct as the hardware and software capabilities of
both Belle and BABAR are well matched to the demands
made by ﬁnal states such as Dπ, D∗π, and DDK to name
a few. A glance at the PDG (Beringer et al., 2012) reveals
the enormous progress made by BABAR and Belle in the
number of ﬁnal states observed and the precision of the
measurement of their branching fractions. However there
are still some challenges left for experimentalists in this
area. To date, no radiative B decays have been observed,
there is only an upper limit for B0 → D∗0γ (Aubert,
2005ad). There is also much work to be done reconstruct-
ing ﬁnal states with multiple π0s.
Since all of these ﬁnal states rely on QCD to turn
quarks into hadrons, gluons play an important role in the
dynamics of the decay. At the moment a comprehensive
theoretical picture capable of ﬁrst principle calculations of
decay rates is still an elusive goal. The precision data now
available on a large number of decay modes will make it
easier to achieve this goal. It is also important to keep
in mind that the glory in B physics lies not with the
QCD component of these decay modes but with the elec-
troweak role in the transition to the ﬁnal state. Much of
what we have learned about CP violation in the b sector of
the CKM model has come from hadronic ﬁnal states with
charm such as ψK0
S (φ1) and DK
− (φ3). Looking to the
upcoming era of super ﬂavor factories it is clear that this
category of ﬁnal state will continue to play an important
role in many aspects of the physics program.
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17.4 Charmless B decays
Editors:
Fergus Wilson (BABAR)
Peter Krizan (Belle)
Martin Beneke (theory)
17.4.1 Introduction
In 1964, indirect CP violation was discovered in the mixing
of the neutral kaon system (Christenson, Cronin, Fitch,
and Turlay, 1964) with a value that is currently || =
(2.228± 0.011)× 10−3 (Beringer et al., 2012). It took an-
other 30 years before direct CP violation was fully es-
tablished in the kaon system. The absence of direct CP
violation in the meantime led to the super-weak theory
that suggested that CP violation would only occur in mix-
ing with a change of two units of ﬂavor (ΔS = 2) and
that CP violation in the B system would be negligible.
At the same time, the discovery of neutral currents in
the 1970s and the suggestion that there were six quarks
meant that a CP violating phase could be introduced into
what became the CKM matrix. This would allow ﬂavor to
change by one unit (ΔS = 1) and lead to direct CP vio-
lation in decays. It wasn’t until 1999, six years after the
start of the construction of the B Factories, that direct
CP in the kaon system was ﬁnally found to be non-zero,
Re(′/) = (1.65± 0.26)× 10−3 (Fanti et al. (1999)). This
result appeared just as the B Factories hoped to establish
CP violation in the B meson sector. This was achieved
through the observation of the angle φ1 in B0 → J/ψK0S
in 2001 (see Section 17.6).
Although CP violation was initially measured in a b→
ccs quark transition, the decays of B mesons to ﬁnal states
without a charm quark are equally as important for the
thorough understanding of CP violation. The study of the
branching fractions and angular distributions (see Chap-
ter 12) probes the dynamics of both weak and strong in-
teractions. In many cases, the measurement of the weak
phases can be directly related to the CKM angles (φ1, φ2,
φ3). Since the CKM element |Vub| is much smaller than
|Vcb|, the branching fractions for these charmless modes
are typically less than 10−5, and so are only feasible in
the era of large integrated luminosities. The accumulated
datasets has made it possible to measure branching frac-
tions, direct and indirect CP asymmetries, G-parity con-
servation, longitudinal polarization fL, weak and strong
phases. This has enabled comprehensive comparison with
theoretical predictions and models.
Figure 17.4.1 shows six of the main amplitudes that
contribute to the hadronic B meson decays (there are
a number of other less important diagrams that are not
shown). The color-allowed tree diagram (T) dominates in
b → c decays but the color-suppressed diagram (C) can
also contribute. If the c quark is replaced by a u quark,
the tree diagrams are suppressed and the one-loop ﬂavor-
changing neutral current (FCNC) penguin diagrams (P)
become more or equally important. For example, decays
T C E
VPA
Figure 17.4.1. The dominant amplitudes contributing to
charmless B meson decays: T) color-allowed external W -
emission tree diagram; C) color-suppressed internal W -
emission tree diagram; E) W -exchange diagram; A) W -
annihilation diagram; P) penguin diagram with gluon ex-
change; and V) W -loop diagram.
such as B → ππ, πρ, ρρ, proceed through b → u tree dia-
gram but also have a non-negligible b → d penguin loop
contribution. Transitions of b→ s can only occur through
the penguin diagrams (P) and CKM suppressed tree de-
cays (b→ uu¯s). The former have approximately the same
weak phase φ1 as the b → ccs modes (see Chapter 17.6).
Penguin diagrams in B meson decays can be relatively
large as they involve the CKM elements |Vtb| and |Vts|.
This is in contrast to D meson decays which require |Vcb|
and |Vub|. As a result D meson decays are a good place
to study tree-level, SM-dominated CP violation (such as
φ3) while B meson charmless decays have the potential to
reveal non-SM physics through heavy virtual particles in
the penguin loops.
In B meson decays with an odd number of kaons, the
penguin loop (P) will dominate as the b → u tree dia-
gram is suppressed by the |Vub| coupling. If there are an
even number of kaons, the b → u color-allowed tree dia-
gram (T) again becomes possible and start to contribute
a noticeable level.
In the search for indirect CP violation, any decay with
a b → duu transition is useful as it provides a possible
source of measurement of φ2, through interference between
the decay and the B meson mixing. Examples include
B → ππ, πρ, ρρ as discussed in Chapter 17.7. However
the presence of the penguin loop as an alternative decay
channel complicates the interpretation. Similarly, transi-
tions b → qqs (where q is not a charm quark) provide
a precise measurement of φ1 but in this case there is one
dominant penguin decay. Since penguin loops are sensitive
to new virtual heavy particles, discrepancies in the value
of φ1 measured in diﬀerent decay modes could be a sign
of new physics. This chapter does not explicitly discuss
the CKM angles and more information on the extraction
of φ1 (e.g. B → η′K0S), φ2 (e.g. B → ρρ), and φ3 (e.g.
B → Kππ) from charmless decays can be found in Chap-
ters 17.6, 17.7, and 17.8, respectively. For information on
charmless baryonic decays, please see Chapter 17.12.
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Direct CP violation is observed as an asymmetry in
the yields between a decay and its CP conjugate when at
least two contributing decay amplitudes Ai carry diﬀerent
weak φi and strong phases δi as explained in detail in
Chapter 16:
ACP =
2 sin(φi − φj) sin(δi − δj)
R +R−1 + cos(φi − φj) cos(δi − δj) , R ≡
∣∣∣∣AiAj
∣∣∣∣
(17.4.1)
Neutral and charged B meson decays involving both
tree and penguin amplitudes are a natural place to look
for this eﬀect and charmless meson decays have provided
evidence for direct CP violation in B0 → K+π−, B0 →
π+π−, B0 → ηK∗0, and B+ → ρ0K+ (see below).
The diagrams in Fig. 17.4.1 give a simplistic view of
the decays. The weak decays of the B meson are subject to
both short and long distance QCD eﬀects. The calculation
of these properties is challenging as it involves both short-
distance perturbative and long-distance non-perturbative
QCD. The various models, techniques and successes are
the subject of the next section.
17.4.2 Theoretical overview
Theoretical calculations of charmless decays of B mesons
are based on an eﬀective description of the weak interac-
tion valid at scales below the scale MW . Extracting the
CKM elements λ(D)p ≡ VpbV ∗pD (p = u, c, D = d, s), the
eﬀective Hamiltonian for ΔB = 1 transitions is
Heﬀ =
GF√
2
∑
p=u,c
λ(D)p
∑
i
Ci Q
p
i , (17.4.2)
where Qpi denotes the so-called tree, QCD and electroweak
penguin, and dipole operators. The Wilson coeﬃcients Ci
include the physics from the highest scales, including MW ,
down to the scale mb, and their calculation is under com-
plete theoretical control, provided the underlying short-
distance physics is known. Eq. 17.4.2 assumes the Stan-
dard Model, and the convention that λ(D)t is eliminated by
the unitarity relation λ(D)u +λ
(D)
c +λ
(D)
t = 0. The structure
of the operators Qi, the values of their Wilson coeﬃcients,
and the ﬂavor structures can be modiﬁed in extensions of
the SM.
It is suﬃcient to work to ﬁrst order in the weak inter-
action. The decay amplitude A(B¯ → f) = 〈f |Heﬀ |B¯〉 can
be written as
A(B¯ → f) = λ(D)u Auf + λ(D)c Acf . (17.4.3)
The larger of the two partial amplitudes determines the
branching fraction, while the interference with the sub-
leading one causes the direct CP asymmetry, provided
there is a relative strong phase between the hadronic am-
plitudes Auf and A
c
f . For a ﬁrst estimate, the size of an
amplitude is governed by three factors:
– the size of the Wilson coeﬃcients, which divides the
amplitudes into tree (Ci ∼ 1) and penguin (Ci ∼
0.1) which are loop-suppressed. Tree amplitudes can
be color-allowed or color-suppressed (see the introduc-
tion to the section on B decays to charm, 17.3).
– the size of the CKM factors is λ(d)u ∼ λ(d)c ∼ λ3 for
b → d transitions. For these transitions the penguin
amplitude Acf is typically sub-leading on account of its
smaller Wilson coeﬃcient. For b→ s transitions λ(s)c ∼
λ2  λ(s)u ∼ λ4, hence these transitions are dominated
by the loop-induced penguin amplitude despite their
smaller Wilson coeﬃcient.
– the size of the hadronic matrix elements 〈f |Qpi |B¯〉,
which can vary substantially depending on the spin
and parity of the ﬁnal state particles, and whether the
ﬁnal state can only be reached by annihilation of the
B meson constituents. The direct CP asymmetry de-
pends crucially on the phases of these matrix elements.
The three factors in combination lead to a fascinating va-
riety of decay patterns, which are summarized in this sec-
tion.
From the theoretical point of view, the basic problem
for the quantitative prediction of charmless B decays is the
computation of the hadronic matrix elements 〈f |Qpi |B¯〉.
The diﬃculty resides in the strong interaction, which can-
not be treated perturbatively at the hadronic scale Λ ≈
0.5GeV relevant to the formation of the hadronic ﬁnal
state f , and to the initial bound state. An extreme point of
view (“non-perturbative anarchy”) would declare the ma-
trix elements to be non-perturbative and unpredictable.
In this case, large phases and large direct CP asymme-
tries in charmless B decays would be expected. The other
extreme is the assumption of na¨ıve factorization. The op-
erators Qi can mostly be written as local products of two
bilinear quark currents Jai J
b
i . In the decay of a B meson
to two light mesons M, na¨ıve factorization sets
〈M1M2|Qi|B¯〉 ≈ 〈M1|Jai |B¯〉〈M2|Jbi |0〉 (17.4.4)
(with M1 ↔ M2 added where appropriate). With this
assumption all direct CP asymmetries vanish.
A direct computation of the matrix elements 〈f |Qpi |B¯〉
with numerical simulations of QCD is neither conceptu-
ally nor practically within reach. The available theoreti-
cal methods therefore exploit (approximate) ﬂavor sym-
metries of QCD, or the existence of several scales, which
allows for an expansion in Λ/mb. The two methods are
complementary to a large extent. While the SU(3) ap-
proach does not allow the computation of any individual
decay from ﬁrst principles of QCD, its virtue lies in re-
lating groups of decays by expressing them in terms of
only a few reduced matrix elements. The second method,
the factorization approach, begins with the identiﬁcation
of mb,
√
mbΛ, and Λ as relevant scales in 〈f |Qpi |B¯〉. Only
the scale Λ requires a non-perturbative treatment of the
strong interaction. By computing the strong interaction
eﬀects at the other two scales perturbatively, a great deal
of simpliﬁcation of the matrix elements can be achieved.
Most of the analytical progress in the theory of hadronic B
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decays achieved over the past few years can be attributed
to a systematic implementation of factorization and the
heavy-quark expansion. The conclusion is that the truth
for B decays lies in between the two above extremes, but
closer to na¨ıve factorization than non-perturbative anar-
chy. In the remainder of this section we provide a brief
overview of the diﬀerent methods and some generic re-
sults.
17.4.2.1 SU(3) approach
The SU(3) approach is based on an approximation to
QCD, where the up, down, and strange quark masses
are equal. In practice, this amounts to an expansion in
ms/Λ, or, since only the ﬁrst term is kept, to the ap-
proximation ms  0. In this approximation, QCD ac-
quires an SU(3) ﬂavor symmetry. The quark ﬁelds, me-
son states and the weak interaction Hamiltonian are de-
composed into SU(3) representations, and the matrix ele-
ments 〈f |Heﬀ |B¯〉 are expressed in terms of reduced matrix
elements and SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients (Zeppen-
feld, 1981). The generic accuracy of this approach is de-
termined by the size of SU(3)-breaking corrections, which
cannot be calculated. A typical estimate for the ratio of
K and π decay constants fK/fπ − 1  25% at the am-
plitude level, though it appears that the non-factorizable
SU(3)-breaking eﬀects may be smaller than those in decay
constants and form factors.
For applications it is more intuitive to work with topo-
logical or ﬂavor amplitudes rather than the abstract re-
duced matrix elements, and hence this notation is widely
used. These amplitudes arise naturally in factorization-
based calculations of 〈f |Heﬀ |B¯〉 as well. The “color-allowed
tree amplitude” T stands for an amplitude 〈M1M2|B¯〉
with quark ﬂavors 〈[q¯su][u¯D]|[q¯sb]〉 (qs = u, d, s the spec-
tator quark, D = d, s); the “color-suppressed tree am-
plitude” C is related to 〈[q¯sD][u¯u]|[q¯sb]〉. The terminology
comes from the structure of the eﬀective Hamiltonian Heﬀ
and the na¨ıve factorization approximation, where T (C)
contains a large (small) combination of Wilson coeﬃcients,
giving rise to the na¨ıve expectation that C/T  0.2. The
“tree” amplitudes are distinguished from the QCD and
electroweak “penguin” amplitudes, in which uu¯ is replaced
by
∑
q qq¯ (q = u, d, s) and
∑
q eqqq¯, respectively .
The amplitudes for a given set of B decays are written
in terms of the independent SU(3) (or topological) ampli-
tudes and CKM parameters, all of which are then ﬁtted to
the relevant data. There are often too many amplitude pa-
rameters to carry out this program to completion. Possible
ways to proceed consist of marginalizing over the phases
of amplitudes, resulting in “SU(3) bounds” for the other
parameters, or of making further simplifying assumptions
beyond the SU(3) limit. The most common additional
assumptions are a particular implementation of meson-
mixing for η, η′ (ω, φ), and neglecting weak annihilation
amplitudes.
For instance, with the latter assumption, the B → ππ
and B → πK decay amplitudes are parameterized as fol-
lows
√
2AB−→π−π0 = λ(d)u [T + C + PEWu + PC,EWu ]
+λ(d)c [P
EW
c + P
C,EW
c ]
AB¯0→π+π− = λ(d)u [T + Pu +
2
3
PC,EWu ]
+λ(d)c [Pc +
2
3
PC,EWc ]
−AB¯0→π0π0 = λ(d)u [C − Pu + PEWu +
1
3
PC,EWc ]
+λ(d)c [−Pc + PEWc −
1
3
PC,EWc ],
AB−→π−K¯0 = λ(s)c [Pc −
1
3
PC,EWc ]
+λ(s)u [Pu −
1
3
PC,EWu ]
√
2AB−→π0K− = λ(s)c [Pc + PEWc +
2
3
PC,EWc ]
+λ(s)u [T + C + Pu + P
EW
u +
2
3
PC,EWu ]
AB¯0→π+K− = λ(s)c [Pc +
2
3
PC,EWc ]
+λ(s)u [T + Pu +
2
3
PC,EWu ]
√
2AB¯0→π0K¯0 = λ(s)c [−Pc + PEWc +
1
3
PC,EWc ]
+λ(s)u [C − Pu + PEWu +
1
3
PC,EWu ],
(17.4.5)
in terms of T , C, the two penguin amplitudes Pp, and
four electroweak (EW) penguin amplitudes (the super-
script “C” indicates color-suppressed). Since T , C, Pu,
PEWu and P
C,EW
u appear only as T + P
C,EW
u , C + P
EW
u ,
and Pu−PC,EWu /3 the parameterization contains six com-
plex strong interaction amplitudes. Assuming only SU(2)
isospin symmetry, the most general parameterization of
the ππ (πK) amplitudes requires four (six) complex num-
bers, so SU(3) symmetry has eliminated four of the 10
independent amplitudes. The full power of SU(3) symme-
try becomes apparent, when one adds the analogous de-
composition of the B → KK decays and all the Bs →
ππ, πK, KK decays. The parameterization can be ex-
tended to include η and η′ (requiring two singlet penguin
amplitudes Sp and an assumption on meson-mixing), and
to ﬁnal states including vector mesons (requiring a larger
number of new parameters).
The SU(3) approach is primarily data-driven. No at-
tempt is undertaken to predict the decay amplitudes from
QCD dynamics. Where enough experimental information
is available, SU(3) relations can give direct access to CKM
angles. In particular, if only the more accurate relations
of SU(2) isospin are required, this leads to strategies to
determine angles almost free of theoretical uncertainties,
as discussed elsewhere in this book. SU(3) ﬁts of large
sets of ﬁnal states have been performed (Chiang, Gronau,
Luo, Rosner, and Suprun, 2004; Chiang, Gronau, Rosner,
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and Suprun, 2004; Chiang and Zhou, 2006, 2009; Soni and
Suprun, 2007).
17.4.2.2 QCD-based factorization
The factorization approach is more ambitious than the
SU(3) approach as it attempts the calculation of indi-
vidual decays directly from the Lagrangian of the theory
in terms of only a few remaining hadronic parameters.
In the following, we outline the factorization structure of
the matrix elements of hadronic two-body decays, and dis-
cuss some general results. The discussion applies to (quasi)
two-body ﬁnal states of mesons. A theoretical description
of multi-body ﬁnal states with similar rigour is not yet
available.
The concept of factorization has a long history in B
physics as an approximation of 〈f |Heﬀ |B¯〉 as a product
of a decay constant, form factor and a Wilson coeﬃcient
(Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel, 1987; Wirbel, Stech, and Bauer,
1985). The term “QCD factorization” refers to a system-
atic separation of scales in 〈f |Heﬀ |B¯〉. Contrary to the
(useful but ad-hoc) approximation of “na¨ıve” factoriza-
tion, QCD factorization implies an expansion of the ma-
trix element in the small parameters αS(μ) and Λ/mb,
with μ = mb or
√
mbΛ one of the perturbative scales.
Since the αS series can be calculated (with some eﬀort),
but only the leading term in the 1/mb expansion assumes
a simple form, the generic accuracy of this approach is lim-
ited by power corrections Λ/mb  20% at the amplitude
level.
The QCD factorization approach developed in (Be-
neke, Buchalla, Neubert, and Sachrajda, 1999, 2000, 2001)
replaces the na¨ıve factorization ansatz by a factorization
formula that includes radiative corrections and spectator-
scattering eﬀects. Where it can be justiﬁed, the na¨ıve fac-
torization ansatz emerges in the simultaneous limit, when
mb becomes large and when radiative corrections are ne-
glected. The basic formula for the hadronic matrix ele-
ments is
〈M1M2|Qi|B¯〉 = FBM1(0)
∫ 1
0
duT Ii (u)ΦM2(u)
+
∫ 1
0
dξdudv T IIi (ξ, u, v)ΦB(ξ)ΦM1(v)ΦM2(u)
= FBM1 T Ii  ΦM2 + ΦB  [H
II
i  J
II]  ΦM1  ΦM2 ,
(17.4.6)
where FBM1(0) is a (non-perturbative) B to light-meson
transition form factor, ΦMi and ΦB are light-cone distri-
bution amplitudes, and T I,IIi are perturbatively calculable
hard-scattering kernels. M1 is the meson that picks up
the spectator quark from the B meson, as illustrated in
Fig. 17.4.2. The third line uses a short-hand notation  for
convolutions and indicates that the spectator-scattering
eﬀect in the second line is a convolution of physics at the
hard scale mb, encoded in HIIi , and the hard-collinear scale√
mbΛ, encoded in the jet function J II. Eq. 17.4.6 shows
π
π
π
π
Figure 17.4.2. Graphical representation of the factorization
formula given Eq. 17.4.6 (Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, and
Sachrajda, 2000).
that there is no long-distance interaction between the con-
stituents of the meson M2 and the (BM1) system at lead-
ing order in 1/mb. This is the precise meaning of factoriza-
tion. Strong interaction scattering phases are generated at
leading order in the heavy-quark expansion only by per-
turbative loop diagrams contributing to the kernels T Ii and
HIIi . Thus the phases are of order δ ∼ O(αS(mb), Λ/mb).
Factorization as embodied by Eq. 17.4.6 is not ex-
pected to hold at sub-leading order in 1/mb. Some power
corrections related to scalar currents are enhanced by fac-
tors such as m2π/((mu + md)Λ). Some corrections of this
type, in particular those related to scalar penguin ampli-
tudes, nevertheless appear to be calculable and turn out to
be numerically important. On the other hand, attempts to
compute sub-leading power corrections to hard spectator-
scattering in perturbation theory usually result in infrared
divergences, which signal the breakdown of factorization.
These eﬀects are usually estimated and included into the
error budget. All weak annihilation contributions belong
to this class of eﬀects and often constitute the dominant
source of theoretical error, in particular for the direct
CP asymmetries. Factorization as above applies to pseu-
doscalar ﬂavor-non-singlet ﬁnal states and to the longi-
tudinal polarization amplitudes for vector mesons. Final
states with η and η′ require additional considerations, but
can be included (Beneke and Neubert, 2003a). The trans-
verse helicity amplitudes for vector mesons are formally
power-suppressed but can be sizeable, and do not factor-
ize in a simple form (Beneke, Rohrer, and Yang, 2007;
Kagan, 2004). The description of polarization is therefore
more model-dependent than branching fractions and CP
asymmetries. QCD factorization results are available for a
variety of complete sets of ﬁnal states. (Beneke and Neu-
bert, 2003b; Beneke, Rohrer, and Yang, 2007) contain the
theoretical predictions for pseudoscalar and vector meson
ﬁnal states (PP, PV, VV). A similar analysis has been per-
formed for ﬁnal states with a scalar meson (Cheng, Chua,
and Yang, 2008), axial-vector mesons (Cheng and Yang,
2007, 2008), and a tensor meson (Cheng and Yang, 2011).
Several variations of factorization have been consid-
ered in the literature and applied to the calculation of
branching fractions, CP asymmetries and polarization
observables. The perturbative QCD (PQCD) framework
(Keum, Li, and Sanda, 2001; Lu, Ukai, and Yang, 2001)
makes the stronger (and controversial) additional assump-
tion that the B meson transition form factors FB→M1(0)
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are also dominated by short-distance physics and factor-
ize into light-cone distribution amplitudes. Both terms in
Eq. 17.4.6 can then be combined to
〈M1M2|Qi|B¯〉 = φB  [TPQCD  JPQCD]  φM1  φM2 .
(17.4.7)
PQCD needs fewer non-perturbative input parameters,
but there is a larger dependence on unknown light-cone
distribution amplitudes. Since the approach relies on reg-
ularizing the infrared sensitivity by intrinsic transverse
momentum, there is a larger sensitivity to perturbative
corrections at low scales, where the strong coupling is
large and perturbation theory is potentially unreliable.
From a phenomenological perspective, the principal dif-
ference between the PQCD and all other approaches is
the relative importance of the weak annihilation mecha-
nism. In QCD factorization the strong interaction phases
arise at the scale mb from loop diagrams, that have yet to
be included in the PQCD approach, and from the model
for weak annihilation. In the most widely used implemen-
tation of PQCD, the strong phases originate only from
a weak annihilation tree diagram. As a consequence, the
predicted direct CP asymmetries can be rather diﬀerent
in the two approaches. There is a large literature cover-
ing individual or few decay modes in PQCD. Large sets
of ﬁnal states were analyzed in (Ali et al., 2007; Li and
Mishima, 2006). We note that the PQCD factorization for-
mula Eq. 17.4.7 was recently revised due to infrared diver-
gences in loop eﬀects (Li and Mishima, 2011), which weak-
ens its predictive power. Most phenomenological analyses
predate this revision.
Alternative to the diagrammatic arguments put for-
ward in the BBNS approach in (Beneke, Buchalla, Neu-
bert, and Sachrajda, 1999, 2000, 2001), factorization of
charmless B decays can be elegantly derived in the frame-
work of soft-collinear eﬀective theory (SCET) (Bauer, Pir-
jol, Rothstein, and Stewart, 2004; Beneke and Feldmann,
2004; Chay and Kim, 2004). It is important to stress that
the theoretical basis of QCD factorization and SCET is
exactly the same. However, the phenomenological imple-
mentation of factorization put forward in (Bauer, Pirjol,
Rothstein, and Stewart, 2004) diﬀers in two respects from
the BBNS approach. First, perturbation theory at the in-
termediate scale
√
mbΛ is avoided by not factorizing the
spectator-scattering term into a hard and jet function.
Eq. 17.4.6 then takes the form
〈M1M2|Qi|B¯〉 = FBM1 T Ii  ΦM2 +ΞBM1  HIIi  ΦM2 ,
(17.4.8)
where ΞBM1 is a generalized, non-local B meson form fac-
tor related to the matrix element 〈M1|q¯A⊥b|B¯〉 (Beneke
and Feldmann, 2004), which depends on momentum trans-
fer q2 and an additional convolution variable. Second, pen-
guin diagrams with charm loops (Ciuchini, Franco, Mar-
tinelli, Pierini, and Silvestrini, 2001) are supposed to be
non-factorizable, hence non-perturbative. From the phe-
nomenological perspective, the principal diﬀerence to the
BBNS approach concerns again the generation of strong
interaction phases. Since the non-local form factor is un-
known, Eq. 17.4.8 can be used only at the tree level, hence
the amplitudes, including the color-suppressed tree ampli-
tude C, have no phases. The only exception is the charm
penguin amplitude Pc, which is considered as an unknown
complex number and is therefore the only source of direct
CP violation. The approach proposed in (Bauer, Pirjol,
Rothstein, and Stewart, 2004) assumes that scalar pen-
guin and weak annihilation power corrections are zero,
but since Pc is a phenomenological parameter, this has no
eﬀect on the analysis. Because of the need to ﬁt the dom-
inant penguin amplitudes to data, the “SCET” approach,
unlike the QCD factorization or PQCD approach, shares
many features of other data-driven approaches such as the
SU(3) amplitude approach. It uses the fewest theoretical
assumptions of the three factorization-based methods, at
the price of having less predictive power. Large sets of ﬁ-
nal states have been analyzed with this method in (Bauer,
Rothstein, and Stewart, 2006; Wang, Wang, Yang, and Lu,
2008; Williamson and Zupan, 2006). We mention that the
question whether the penguin loops with charm factorize
or not, which for some time has been a point of contro-
versy, has meanwhile been resolved in favor of factoriza-
tion (Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, and Sachrajda, 2009).
For a more detailed comparison of the various QCD-
based factorization approaches we refer to the short re-
view in (Artuso et al., 2008). This review also provides an
overview of the status of the calculation of radiative cor-
rections, which up to now are computed at next-to-leading
order (NLO), and partly even at next-to-next-to-leading
order (NNLO) (Bell, 2008, 2009; Beneke, Huber, and Li,
2010; Beneke and Jager, 2006, 2007), only in the QCD
factorization (BBNS) approach.
17.4.2.3 Generic results
To conclude this overview we summarize a few general
results that emerged from comparing theoretical calcu-
lations to data. The remainder of this section contains
a more speciﬁc mode-by-mode analysis. The comparison
still suﬀers from a lack of precise knowledge of quantities
such as |Vub|, B meson form factors, and light-cone distri-
butions amplitudes, which cause a signiﬁcant theoretical
uncertainty.
1. The color-allowed tree amplitude T that governs the
branching fractions of decays to ﬁnal states such as
π+π− and its vector-meson relatives is well described
by factorization, and even close to its na¨ıve factoriza-
tion value. The main uncertainty in color-allowed tree-
dominated decays comes from FBM1(0), the B meson
form factor.
2. The color-suppressed tree amplitude C that governs
branching fractions of decays to ﬁnal states such as
π0π0 and its vector-meson relatives is often underesti-
mated. Its value depends strongly on the precise mag-
nitude of the spectator-scattering eﬀect. This can be
seen from the numerical representation (Beneke, Hu-
ber, and Li, 2010) of the NNLO color-suppressed tree
amplitude:
α2(ππ) = 0.220− [0.179 + 0.077 i]NLO
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− [0.031 + 0.050 i]NNLO
+
[ rsp
0.445
]{
[0.114]LOsp
+ [0.049 + 0.051i ]NLOsp + [0.067]tw3
}
= 0.240+0.217−0.125 + (−0.077+0.115−0.078)i . (17.4.9)
Here 0.220 represents the na¨ıve factorization value.
Loop corrections to the form-factor-like term in the
ﬁrst line of Eq. 17.4.6 and the ﬁrst two lines of Eq. 17.4.9
almost cancel this number, but generate a sizable imag-
inary part, i.e. scattering phase. The real part of the
amplitude is regenerated by spectator-scattering in the
second line of Eq. 17.4.6 and the third and fourth line
of Eq. 17.4.9. It is evident that the strong interaction
dynamics of the color-suppressed tree amplitude is far
from the na¨ıve factorization picture, and is governed
by quantum eﬀects. The theoretical uncertainty is cor-
respondingly large.
3. The QCD penguin amplitude P that governs branch-
ing fractions of decays to ﬁnal states such as πK and
its vector-meson relatives is certainly underestimated
in leading order in the heavy-quark expansion. The
power-suppressed but chirally-enhanced scalar penguin
amplitude, and perhaps a (diﬃcult to disentangle) weak
annihilation contribution, is required to explain the
penguin-dominated PP ﬁnal states. While the scalar
penguin amplitude is calculable, some uncertainty re-
mains. An important observation is the smaller size
of the PV, VP and VV penguin amplitudes as com-
pared to PP ﬁnal states, which can be inferred from
the measured branching fractions of hadronic b → s
transitions. This is a clear indication of the relevance
of factorization, which predicts this pattern as a conse-
quence of the quantum numbers of the operators Qi. If
the penguin amplitude were entirely non-perturbative,
no pattern of this form would be expected. A similar
statement applies to the η(′)K(∗) ﬁnal states, where
factorization explains naturally the strikingly large dif-
ferences in branching fractions, including the large η′K
branching fraction, through the interference of penguin
amplitudes, although sizeable theoretical uncertainties
remain. A ﬂavor-singlet penguin amplitude seems to
play a sub-ordinate role in these decays.
4. The situation is much less clear for the strong phases
and direct CP asymmetries. A generic qualitative pre-
diction is that the strong phases are small, since they
arise through either loop eﬀects (αS(mb)) or power cor-
rections (Λ/mb). Enhancements may arise, when the
leading-order term is suppressed, for instance by small
Wilson coeﬃcients. This pattern is indeed observed.
Quantitative predictions have met only partial suc-
cess. The observed direct CP asymmetry in the de-
cay to π+π−, and the asymmetry diﬀerence in the de-
cays to π0K+ and π−K+ are prominently larger than
predicted. A comparison of all CP asymmetry results
shows a pattern of quantitative agreements and dis-
agreements that are not presently understood. Since
αS(mb) and Λ/mb are roughly of the same order, it is
quite possible that power corrections are O(1) eﬀects
relative to the perturbative calculation, preventing a
reliable quantitative estimate. However, the direct CP
asymmetry calculations are still LO calculations, con-
trary to the branching fractions, so the ﬁnal verdict
must await the completion of the NLO asymmetry cal-
culation. Contrary to direct CP asymmetries, the S pa-
rameter that appears in time-dependent CP asymme-
tries is predicted more reliably, since it does not require
the computation of a strong phase. This is exploited
in computations of the diﬀerence between sin 2φ1 from
b→ s penguin dominated and b→ ccs tree decays (Be-
neke, 2005; Cheng, Chua, and Soni, 2005b).
5. Polarization in B → V V decays was expected to be
predominantly longitudinal, since the transverse helic-
ity amplitudes are Λ/mb suppressed due to the V-A
structure of the weak interaction and helicity conser-
vation in short-distance QCD. While this is paramet-
rically true (with one exception (Beneke, Rohrer, and
Yang, 2006)), a closer inspection shows that the para-
metric suppression is hardly realized in practice for the
penguin amplitudes (Beneke, Rohrer, and Yang, 2007;
Kagan, 2004). This leads to the qualitative prediction
(or rather, in this case, postdiction) that the longi-
tudinal polarization fraction should be close to 1 in
tree-dominated decays, but can be much less, even less
than 0.5, in penguin-dominated decays, as is indeed
observed. However, quantitative predictions of polar-
ization fractions for penguin-dominated decays must
be taken with a grain of salt, since they rely on model-
dependent or universality-inspired assumptions of the
non-factorizing transverse helicity amplitudes.
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an overview
of experimental techniques of importance to charmless B
decay measurements and provides a summary of two-body
and three-body ﬁnal state data collected by the BABAR
and Belle experiments. A detailed comparison and inter-
pretation of the data in the light of theoretical approaches
as discussed above is beyond the scope of this review. For
this reason we will generally refrain from making reference
to speciﬁc theoretical papers in the following.
17.4.3 Experimental techniques
The decays of B mesons to ﬁnal states with two or three
hadrons without a charm quark are loosely broken down
into “two-body”, “quasi-two-body” and “three-body” de-
cays. The “two-body” analyses concentrate on long-lived
ﬁnal states such as ππ, Kπ, KK, etc. As these modes can
be used to access the CKM angle φ2, they are covered
in Chapter 17.7; only the observation of direct CP viola-
tion is discussed here. The “quasi-two-body” category in-
cludes decays where one or both of the decay products is a
resonance. Final state particles that have been measured
include scalar (S) particles (a0 (980), f0(980), f0(1370),
f0(1500), K∗0 (1430)); pseudoscalar (P) particles (K
±, K0,
π±,π0, η, η′); vector (V) particles (ρ, φ, ω, K∗); tensor
(T) particles (K∗2 (1430), f2(1270)); and axial-vector (A)
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mesons, which can be classiﬁed into two groups as the 3P1
nonet (a1(1260), f1(1285), f1(1420), K1A) and the 1P1
nonet (b1, b1(1170), b1(1380), K1B).56 Three-body charm-
less decays concentrate on ﬁnal states with π or K but can
sometimes branch out to include protons and resonances
such as K∗ e.g. B+ → ppK+ (see Chapter 17.12) and
B+ → K∗0K∗0K+.
The “quasi-two-body” decays are traditionally recon-
structed assuming that the resonances decaying to the
same ﬁnal state (such as ρ and f0(980) decaying to ππ) do
not interfere. This has the advantage that branching frac-
tions can be compared to measurements from earlier ex-
periments but the eﬀect of interference is then considered
as a systematic. The main diﬀerences between the ways
that decays are analysed are usually dictated by the extent
and nature of the background, as the B meson charmless
decays have a low signal-to-background ratio. This can be
compared to D meson decays which are typically selected
with very high purity.
Whatever the ﬁnal state, the candidate selection pro-
cess follows a broadly similar path (see Chapter 7 for more
details on B meson reconstruction). The B meson candi-
dates are reconstructed through their decays. The inter-
mediate resonance will be formed ﬁrst and then combined
with a third particle to form the B meson. The recon-
structed mass will usually be required to be less than ∼ 3
times the width from the nominal central value. If the
natural widths of the resonances are smaller than the de-
tector resolution, the resonance masses (including π0’s)
are constrained to their nominal PDG values in the ﬁt for
the B meson candidate (Beringer et al., 2012); this im-
proves the precision of the parameters obtained in the ﬁt.
Quality criteria are applied to the tracks before ﬁtting,
such as demanding the tracks are well-measured, have a
minimum pT , and originate from close to the beam spot.
The momenta of the charged tracks will usually be ex-
tracted assuming a particular mass hypothesis determined
by the particle type (e.g. pion versus kaon, see Chapter 5).
However, in some analyses, such as B0 → h+h− (with
h = K,π), the B meson will be ﬁtted under one mass hy-
pothesis (usually a pion), and any shift in the value of ΔE
is used to diﬀerentiate between decays with one or more
kaons. The shift is of the order of ∼ 50MeV per kaon.
The vertexing will apply various constraints to improve
the resolution (see Chapter 6) and to take into account
the ﬂight distance of long lived particles such as the K0S
meson. These constraints become more important as the
number of neutral particles in the decay increases. A fur-
ther criterion that is sometimes applied is to require that
there is at least one additional charged track from the
beam spot region; this is a crude indicator that there has
been at least one other decay in the event, which is as-
sumed to be the other B meson.
Two kinematic variables, mES and ΔE, are used to
select the events (see Eqs 7.1.8 and 7.1.5 for deﬁnitions).
Any linear correlation between these variables can be re-
moved by rotating them in the (mES, ΔE) plane or a two
dimensional p.d.f. can be used in the maximum likelihood
56 K1(1270) and K1(1400) are admixtures of K1A and K1B
(ML) ﬁt. Events with |ΔE| < 300MeV are typically ac-
cepted, although an asymmetric acceptance region is used
if there is a chance of energy loss from photon emission
or π0 reconstruction. The minimum value of mES is set to
allow a good ﬁt to the mES background distribution and is
rarely set less than 5.220GeV/c2 (below this value, other
selection criteria start to distort the selection eﬃciency).
The (mES, ΔE) plane is divided into regions to aid
analysis. A signal region is deﬁned around the pointmES =
mB ,ΔE = 0 with a width roughly 3 times the resolution
on mES (∼ 3MeV/c2) and ΔE (∼ 20−50MeV, depending
on the number of neutral particles). Although the signal
region is usually rectangular in shape, elliptical signal re-
gions have been used e.g. Fig. 3 in (Garmash, 2005). Two
sidebands are deﬁned above and below the ΔE signal re-
gion, the upper region allowing for the study of two-body
decays that have been combined with a random track and
the lower region to study four-body decays that have lost
a track. A further sideband below the signal region in mES
can be used to study the continuum background, although
care must be taken to account for any decays from B
mesons.
In the center-of-mass (CM) frame, the continuum back-
ground is characterized by a jet-like, back-to-back struc-
ture while the BB events have a more spherical distri-
bution since they are produced close to rest (see Chap-
ter 9 for details). Therefore, event shape variables are used
to separate signal from this background. Many diﬀerent
criteria have been used over the years including spheric-
ity, spherocity, planarity, acoplanarity and thrust (see the
Glossary and Chapter 9). In addition, angles are often
measured between the direction of the B meson decay and
a reference axis, such as the beam line or the direction of
the rest of the event (ROE). An important example is the
thrust angle in the CM frame, deﬁned as the angle θT be-
tween the thrust axis of the B meson candidate and that
of the rest of the particles in an event. Signal events are
uniformly distributed in cos θT , while continuum events
are peaked near cos θT = ±1. A requirement on cos θT or
| cos θT | of less than 0.7− 0.9 is usually applied.
Any remaining event shape variables are combined into
a multivariate discriminant that can either be used as
selection criteria or as a p.d.f. observable in a ML ﬁt.
Fisher discriminants and neural networks are popular but
Boosted Decision Trees (or Forests) have also been ap-
plied (see Chapter 4 for details). The number of variables
is typically about six. Although discriminants with many
more variables have been tried, they rarely bring any ad-
ditional discrimination. The choice of variables depends
on the mode under consideration, consistency with pre-
viously used discriminants, and ultimately on the prej-
udice of the analyst. It is important to check for corre-
lations between the input variables and any other vari-
ables used in the ML ﬁt. Variables that have been used
over the years include (see Chapter 9 for many deﬁni-
tions): CLEO cones (momentum distribution in nine angu-
lar cones about the thrust vector); modiﬁed Fox-Wolfram
moments (Abe, 2001c); the variable ST , the scalar sum
of the transverse momenta, calculated with respect to the
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thrust axis, of particles outside a 45
◦
cone around the
B thrust axis, divided by the scalar sum of their mo-
menta (Jen, 2006); the polar angles of the B meson mo-
mentum vector and the B meson thrust axis with respect
to the beam axis; the angle between the B meson thrust
axis and the thrust axis of the rest of the event; and the
ratio of the second- and zeroth-order momentum-weighted
polynomial moments of the energy ﬂow around the B me-
son thrust axis (Aubert, 2004a). Although not strictly
event shape variables, some success has been achieved
by using two additional inputs to the neural network:
the ﬂavor of the other B meson as reported by a multi-
variate tagging algorithm (Aubert, 2005i); and the boost-
corrected proper-time diﬀerence between the decay ver-
tices of the two B mesons divided by its error. The mul-
tivariate discriminant can be trained with Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation for the signal, and qq continuum MC,
oﬀ-resonance data or sideband data for the background.
The discriminant can sometimes be used as a selection cri-
terion as well as a p.d.f. as a simple cut on the output can
eliminate a substantial part of the background (of the or-
der of 20%-40%) with little signal loss. Instead of using the
tagging information in the event-shape, Belle have some-
times used the B meson ﬂavor tagging output (Kakuno,
2004) to calculate a ﬁgure of merit; signal retention of
greater than 60% with background rejection greater than
90% has been achieved (Jen, 2006).
B meson decays to charm have large branching frac-
tions and ﬁnal states that are either the same as the
mode under consideration or easily mis-reconstructed.
These charm backgrounds can be suppressed by recon-
structing the charm candidate from combinations of tracks
and applying a veto around the nominal mass (typically
∼ 40MeV/c2 for the D meson).
The helicity distribution is an important variable that
can be used to identify particles of a particular spin, ex-
tract the longitudinal polarization fL, or simply as a se-
lection criterion. The helicity angle θH of the resonance
is deﬁned as the angle between the momentum vector of
one of the resonance’s daughter particles and the direction
opposite to the B meson momentum in the resonance rest
frame (Kramer and Palmer (1992)). The choice of daugh-
ter must be consistent from event to event (either based
on charge or ﬂavor) and care must be taken to avoid any
unexpected ordering in momentum or azimuthal angle in-
troduced by the track ﬁnding algorithms.
It is often necessary to limit the range of the helicity
angle. At values of | cos θH | > 0.9 the signal reconstruc-
tion eﬃciency starts to fall oﬀ, as one of the daughter
tracks of the resonance has a low momentum. At the same
time, backgrounds created from combinations of tracks
start to increase. If the resonance decays to particles of
diﬀering mass, then the momentum selection criteria on
the daughter particles will cause the cos θH distribution to
be skewed, requiring careful compensation for the change
in eﬃciency. The allowed range of cos θH is mode depen-
dent but typically events are rejected if cos θH is greater
than 0.7− 0.9, with diﬀerent ranges for negative and pos-
itive cos θH . In Vector-Vector (VV) decays, the longitudi-
nal component is typically dominant and causes the helic-
ity angle distribution to be enhanced near ±1. For these
decays, careful consideration of the cos θH rejection cri-
terion is required to optimize the signal and background
ratio. The value of the longitudinal component is an im-
portant measurement (see Section 17.4.5.3) so care must
be taken to limit any bias in the acceptance.
There can be multiple B meson candidates in an event.
The average number of candidates per accepted event
ranges up to ∼ 1.5, with more mis-reconstructed can-
didates expected in decays with more neutrals (such as
π0) due to low-energy photons or noise in the electromag-
netic calorimeter. Resonances with large widths (such as
ρ0) also have more mis-reconstructed candidates due in-
creased combinatorics. One approach to dealing with mul-
tiple candidates is to accept all N candidates in an event
with a weight 1/N applied to each, but usually a crite-
rion is used to select the best one. This is sometimes a
random choice but more common methods rely on a χ2
based on the pull of the ﬁtted resonance mass from the
nominal value or the B meson vertex probability. The ac-
curacy of the selection depends on the mass width of the
resonance and the number of neutral particles in the ﬁt.
The true candidate is selected with an accuracy that is
rarely below 75% and often greater than 95%, based on
MC simulation. If the number of mis-reconstructed can-
didates is large then these “self-crossfeed” candidates are
sometimes included as a separate hypothesis category in
the ML ﬁt. There is no agreed point at which this happens
but it is typically considered as an option when the true
candidate selection accuracy falls below ∼ 85%.
After the application of all the selection criteria, there
will still be a number of backgrounds from B meson de-
cays either from decays via a charm particle that have
not been rejected by the D meson mass requirement or
B meson decays that have been mis-reconstructed. Un-
like the continuum background, these BB backgrounds
are likely to have a peaking distribution in one or more of
the observables used in a ML ﬁt. The contribution to the
background from BB decays is identiﬁed by running the
selection on generic BB background MC decays, where
all the known decay channels have been included. Decays
that have not been observed are often included assuming
some estimated branching fraction (10−6 − 10−5) that al-
lows a small number to be selected and characterized. If
a decay is observed to pass the selection, the analysis is
rerun on the exclusive MC events to extract an estimate of
the number of events expected in the ﬁnal sample. If there
are many modes (∼ 20 are not uncommon) an attempt is
often made to group them into a smaller number based
on similarities in the distributions of the observables. The
combined sample must be correctly weighted by the ex-
pected branching fractions and reconstruction eﬃciencies
for each individual mode. This is a problem for decays
that have not been measured yet and in these cases it is
typical to assume a branching fraction that is about half
the reported branching fraction upper limit. If no upper
limit has been reported, a branching fraction is chosen
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such that only a few events can be expected to appear in
the data.
Higher mass resonances that peak outside the invari-
ant mass selection region can still feed-down to the sig-
nal region because: they have a large width, such as
f0(1370); through reﬂection, where a daughter particle is
mis-identiﬁed, such as in B → ωπ+; or where a resonance
has a long range component e.g. the S-wave component of
the K∗0 (1430). These backgrounds are often treated in a
separate analysis that looks in the mass region above the
resonance under consideration (since this is still blinded)
and performs a ML ﬁt to the higher mass region using
mES, ΔE, the multivariate discriminant, and the recon-
structed mass. Once the yield is extracted, the number of
events in the resonance signal region is estimated by ex-
trapolating the ﬁtted mass p.d.f. (or a ﬁt to the extracted
sWeights, see Chapter 4) down to the low mass region
and integrating.
A further category of background occurs when the
B meson decays to the same ﬁnal state without passing
through a resonance, such as B+ → π+ π− π+ when look-
ing for B+ → ρ0 π+ or B0 → π+ π− ρ0 when looking for
B0 → ρ0 ρ0. These backgrounds also become important
when D mesons are used as calibration channels as these
“non-resonant” decays can be responsible for a signiﬁcant
number of the events underneath the calibration chan-
nel of interest. Strictly speaking, “non-resonant” means
a decay in a Dalitz Plot that is uniformly distributed in
phase space (see later and Chapter 13). However, this dis-
tinction is generally ignored and any ﬁnal state which
cannot be represented by a peaking structure is usually
categorized as non-resonant. This has practical beneﬁts
when performing a ﬁt as it is often diﬃcult to identify
the source of smoothly varying distributions. A ﬁt which
uses more than one such distribution is likely to ﬁnd that
the background events ﬂow between the diﬀerent distri-
butions without aﬀecting the signiﬁcance of the signal. As
a result, some papers will report a non-resonant measure-
ment while others will simply consider it as part of the
background.
The signal modes, mis-reconstructed signal modes (if
used), continuum background and BB backgrounds dis-
tributions are used in a ML ﬁt to extract the signal yield,
branching fraction, ACP , and longitudinal polarization fL.
The observables used are usually mES, ΔE, the multivari-
ate discriminant and the intermediate resonance masses.
If an angular analysis is required, the helicity cos θH of the
resonances is also used. In this later case, the reconstruc-
tion eﬃciency as a function of cos θH must be taken into
account, often by multiplying the expected true distribu-
tion by a polynomial of a suitable order. The eﬃciency for
the other variables is usually treated as uniform.
The observables used in the p.d.f.s are usually assumed
to be uncorrelated and the total p.d.f. is taken to be the
product of the separate individual p.d.f.s. However, in
some cases this assumption is invalid and the correlations
need to be taken into account explicitly. If the correlation
only exists between two observables and is reasonably lin-
ear, then the correlation can be reduced by using rotated
variables derived from the observables in the p.d.f.s. Some-
times, a two-dimensional p.d.f. is used. A third option is to
create a p.d.f. based on one of the observables, where the
p.d.f. parameters (e.g. means and widths) are dependent
on the other observable.
A standard set of cross-checks on the ﬁt is performed.
The p.d.f.s are used to generate a series of simulated data
samples that are then ﬁtted with the ML method. This
reveals any problems with minimization, pulls and biases.
The tests are repeated with data samples generated from
the full MC simulated data; this can reveal problems with
correlations between observables. The ML ﬁt is sometimes
performed on a calibration channel taken from the data,
such as a charm decay to the same or similar ﬁnal state as
the B meson decay under consideration. In this case, the
ML model is simpliﬁed (e.g. no angular observables are
used), any charm vetoes are removed, and all the model
parameters are ﬂoated, if possible. This can reveal any dif-
ferences between the MC simulation and data in the mES
and ΔE signal distributions, which can then be corrected
for in the ﬁnal ﬁt.
The systematic uncertainties for the result are often
separated into two categories and will depend on the mea-
surement under consideration. Additive systematics aﬀect
the ﬁt yield and hence the signiﬁcance of a branching frac-
tion measurement. Multiplicative systematics aﬀect the
central value of the result but not the signiﬁcance. In the
additive category, we place uncertainties on the accuracy
of the ﬁxed parameters in the p.d.f.s, any ML ﬁt biases in
extracting the yields, model-dependent parameters (such
as the mean and width of poorly known resonances), the
presence or absence of uncertain resonances (such as the
σ(600)), interference, BB background yields, and uncer-
tainty on the longitudinal polarization fL. In a large num-
ber of modes, the uncertainty on the ﬁxed parameters ex-
tracted from the MC simulation is the dominant system-
atic (see Chapter 15 for more details on systematic error
estimation). In the multiplicative category falls the recon-
struction eﬃciency uncertainties arising from diﬀerences
between data and MC simulation from tracking, uncer-
tainties in the branching fractions of any intermediate de-
cays, charged particle identiﬁcation, neutral particle (π0)
identiﬁcation, and long-lived particle (K0S) identiﬁcation.
Also, the accuracy of the known BB cross-section, lumi-
nosity and limited MC statistics can contribute. If various
sub-decays are combined (e.g. K∗+→ K0S π+ or K+ π0)
to form an overall measurement, the multiplicative sys-
tematics are correlated and must be added linearly.
Many of the systematic errors associated with fL and
ACP cancel since these two measurements are based on
ratios of signal yields. The systematic uncertainty on ACP
caused by the detector responding diﬀerently to positive
and negative tracks or the presence of s and s in K−
and K+ respectively is generally considered to be 0.5% at
most.
Once calculated, the systematic error is convolved with
the likelihood function with a Gaussian distribution with
a variance equal to the total systematic error (see Chap-
ter 15). The signal signiﬁcance is then deﬁned as
√
2Δ lnL,
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Figure 17.4.3. Summary of branching fraction measurements
(×10−6) and HFAG averages for two-body decays to Kπ,ππ
and KK (Amhis et al. (2012)).
where Δ lnL is the change in log-likelihood lnL from the
maximum value to the value when the number of signal
events is set to zero. If multiple signal resonances are ex-
tracted in the same ﬁt it is often helpful to state the linear
correlation coeﬃcient between the results.
17.4.4 Two-body decays
In this section, we just report on branching fractions and
ACP measurements; further details are covered in Chap-
ter 17.7. Table 17.4.1 summarises the branching fraction
and direct CP measurements made for charmless two-
body decays, while Figure 17.4.3 illustrates the branching
fraction measurements made so far.
The ﬁnal state particles in B meson decays to two
long-lived particles beneﬁt from having relatively larger
momenta than most B decays, leading to a cleaner anal-
ysis environment. Decays such as B → Kπ and B → ππ
are therefore good places to look for new physics and
CP violation, both direct and indirect. The ﬁrst obser-
vations of QCD penguin b → d transitions were made in
B+ → K0K+ (Aubert, 2006ai) and B0 → K0K0 (Abe,
2005e).
The decay B0 → K+π− proceeds via both b → u
tree and b → s transitions, which can interfere, leading
to a direct CP violating asymmetry (Lin, 2008). The two
dominant decay diagrams are shown in Fig. 17.4.4. The
world average is now ACP (K+π−) = −0.098± 0.013. The
four Kπ asymmetries can be related through sum rules.
From Eq. 17.4.5 it follows that
AB−→π−K¯0 −
√
2AB−→π0K− +AB¯0→π+K−
+
√
2AB¯0→π0K¯0 = 0 (17.4.10)
a
b
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Figure 17.4.4. The dominant Tree-level (a) and Penguin-loop
(b) Feynman diagrams in the two-body decays B → Kπ and
B → ππ (Lin, 2008).
This, together with the fact that penguin decays domi-
nate, leads to the prediction (Gronau, 2005)
Δ(K+π−) +Δ(K0π+) =
2 (Δ(K+π0) +Δ(K0π0))× (1 +O(5%))
(17.4.11)
where Δ(Kπ) = Γ (B → K¯π¯) − Γ (B → Kπ). Conse-
quently, it is expected that:
ACP (K+π−) +ACP (K0π+) ≈ ACP (K+π0) +ACP (K0π0)
(17.4.12)
The sum rule prediction for the width agrees quite well
with experimental results. If ACP (K0 π+) and ACP (K0
π0) are small then the predicted values for ACP (K+ π0)
and ACP (K+ π−) are very similar. However the measured
values for ACP (K+ π0) and ACP (K+ π−) diﬀer by about
ﬁve standard deviations. This is shown in Fig. 17.4.5 where
the diﬀerence in the number of events is clearly visible and
the sign of the diﬀerence between the number of events in
B0 → K+π− is opposite to that of B+ → K+π0. This
could be a sign of new physics but other eﬀects, including
enhancements in sub-dominant decay diagrams or strong
interaction eﬀects, have also been suggested as an expla-
nation.
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Figure 17.4.5. The direct CP violation in B → K∓π± (top)
and B± → K±π0 (bottom) can be seen in the diﬀerence be-
tween the heights of signal distributions (red/points) in the left
and right plots (Lin, 2008).
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The branching fractions of two-body decays to ππ ﬁnal
states are of interest to understand the so-called penguin
pollution in B0 → π+π− (discussed in Section 17.7). It
was observed that in the π+π− ﬁnal state there appeared
to be evidence for a signiﬁcant tail in the ΔE distribution
for selected events that was not apparent in the Monte
Carlo simulation used at that time. After some investiga-
tion it was realised that the tail in ΔE was the result of
ﬁnal state radiation (FSR) which needed to be accounted
for properly in the simulation in order to continue to im-
prove the precision of branching fraction measurements
in an un-biased way. The ﬁrst B0 → π+π− branching
fraction measurement that attempted to account for this
FSR eﬀect appropriately was performed by BABAR (Au-
bert, 2007o). Subsequent results account for this eﬀect.
Initial expectations for the decay B0 → π0π0 were that
the branching fraction would be small, led in part by the-
oretical calculations indicating that this process would be
dominated by a color suppressed tree. In the summer of
2002, preliminary results from the B Factories started to
show hints of a relatively large signal with a branching
fraction central value of a few 10−6. Subsequent results
published by BABAR and Belle led to the observation of
this channel. The world average branching fraction is cur-
rently (1.91+0.22−0.23)× 10−6.
17.4.5 Quasi-two-body decays
In the sections that follow, the quasi-two-body decays have
been grouped according to the spins of their ﬁnal state
particles. For each grouping of spin, the results for the
branching fractions are itemized in tables and are shown
in the plots to enable convenient comparison.
17.4.5.1 B → two Pseudoscalars, Pseudoscalar Vector,
Pseudoscalar Scalar, Pseudoscalar Tensor with η(
′)
A number of searches have been performed with a Pseu-
doscalar η or η′ in the ﬁnal state together with one other
particle. For Pseudoscalar-Pseudoscalar (PP) modes, the
other particle is an η(
′), K, or π; for Pseudoscalar-Vector
(PV) modes, a K∗, ρ, ω, or φ; for Pseudoscalar-Scalar (PS)
modes, an f0(980) or K∗0 (1430); for Pseudoscalar-Tensor
(PT), K∗2 (1430). The branching fractions and asymme-
tries reported by Belle and BABAR, and their HFAG av-
erages, are given in Table 17.4.2. Figure 17.4.6 shows the
branching fractions. The HFAG averages represent a snap-
shot of the ﬁeld in late 2012 (Amhis et al. (2012)) but are
being annually updated on the website (see Asner et al.
(2011)).
 0.0 50.0 100.0 
Branching Ratio x 106 
B(B → (η, η′) (K(∗), π, ρ))
HFAG
Aug 2012
CLEO 
Belle 
BABAR 
New Avg. 
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Figure 17.4.6. Summary of branching fraction measurements
(×10−6) and HFAG averages for decays with an η or η′ meson
combined with a pseudoscalar, vector, scalar or tensor particle
(Amhis et al. (2012)).
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Theory predictions for PP and PV branching frac-
tions are typically in the low parts per million. In lead-
ing order SM calculations, the time dependent CP viola-
tion asymmetry parameter S = sin 2φ1 in decays such as
B0 → η′K0S , B0 → KKK0S and B0 → φK0S is expected
to be the same as in the golden mode B0 → J/ψK0S and
provide a useful comparison between decays mediated by
b→ ssu, b→ suu, b→ sdd and b→ ccs (see Section 17.6
for details), provided the decays are dominated by a single
weak phase. Within the standard model (SM), the decay
B → η′K proceeds through b→ s penguin loops with only
a small contribution from b → u tree diagrams (Chen,
2002). Corrections can be estimated in QCD factorization
and turn out to be small. Therefore a signiﬁcant deviation
would be a sign of new physics (Abe, 2003e). The decay
rates of ηη, η′η′, ηφ and η′φ can be related to any devia-
tion in ΔS from the charmonium measured φ1 via SU(3)
ﬂavor symmetry (Aubert, 2006av, 2007am).
In charged decays such as B+ → η′K+ and B+ →
η′π+ (Abe, 2001d; Schumann, 2006), the CP charge asym-
metry ACP is expected to be small in η′K+. A large di-
rect CP asymmetry is expected in B+ → ηK+ but not
in B+ → η′K+ because the overall penguin amplitudes
in B+ → ηK+ are of the same order as the tree ampli-
tude, while in B+ → η′K+ the penguin dominates. This
is conﬁrmed by the experiments, which measure ACP=
−0.37±0.09 for B+ → ηK+ but only ACP= 0.013±0.017
for B+ → η′K+. In ηρ+, ηπ+ and η′π+, the b → u and
b → s amplitudes are of similar size possibly leading to
large direct CP violation (Aubert, 2005l).
Any sub-leading terms in B0 → η′K0S can be con-
strained by measuring the decays η′η, ηπ0 and η′π0. B0 →
ηπ0 and B0 → η′π0 may also constrain isospin break-
ing eﬀects on the value of sin 2φ2 in B0 → π+π− decays.
The branching fractions are a useful test of predictions
from QCD factorization, perturbative QCD (for η′π0) and
ﬂavor-SU(3) symmetry (Aubert, 2006g). These limit the
deviation ΔS of the measured S from the value seen in
charmonium decays, with bounds on |ΔS| < 0.05.
Mixing-induced CP violation has been observed inB0 →
η′K0 (Aubert, 2007am) and (Chen, 2007a). The η′K∗ and
ηK branching fractions are suppressed while η′K and ηK∗
are enhanced, since the two b → s penguins that con-
tribute interfere constructively in η′K decays and destruc-
tively in ηK, while the situation is reversed for η′K∗ and
ηK∗ (Beneke and Neubert, 2003a; Lipkin, 1991) as is ob-
served (Abe, 2007a; Chang, 2005). Searches for η′h can
improve the understanding of ﬂavor-singlet penguin am-
plitudes with intermediate up-type (u,c,t) quarks (Schu-
mann, 2007).
Searches for excited η and η′ mesons (e.g. the JP = 0−
states η(1295), η(1405), η(1475)) with a kaon have also
been performed (Aubert, 2008bb). They decay strongly to
at least three pseudoscalar mesons but their exact nature
is uncertain and they could be gluonium admixtures (i.e. a
state with additional gg components). Partial wave analy-
sis suggests that the meson spectrum is a linear combina-
tion of the resonant state and a non-resonant phase-space
contribution. The JP = 1+ states f1(1285) and f1(1420),
and the JP = 1− state φ(1680) have a similar mass and
ﬁnal decay states as the JP = 0− states so have to be
included in any search for excited η and η′ mesons.
Penguin (tree) diagrams dominate in the B decay to
ηK∗ (ηρ) (Wang, 2007a). The decays η′ρ are suppressed
due to the small value of the CKM matrix element, even
though they proceed via tree diagrams (Aubert, 2007ak).
The expected branching fraction for B0 → η′ρ0 is of the
order 10−8 − 10−7 and a few times 10−6 for B+ → η′ρ+.
The measured values for B (B+ → η(′)ρ+) are ∼ 10×10−6
while only upper limits (UL) of < (1.5− 2.8)× 10−6 have
been placed on B0 → η(′)ρ0 decays.
Upper limits of 0.4 × 10−6 and 0.9 × 10−6 have been
found for B0 → f0(980)η and B0 → f0(980)η′, respec-
tively (Aubert, 2007as; del Amo Sanchez, 2010h). Mea-
surements also exist for B → η(′)K∗0 (1430) and B →
η(
′)K∗2 (1430); the measured values of ACP are compati-
ble with zero.
Decays involving two identical neutral spin zero parti-
cles and another spin zero particle can be used to add im-
portant information on time-dependent CP violation and
hadronic B decays (Aubert, 2006al). Examples of such de-
cays include B → η′η′K and B0 → K0SK0Sη(
′). There are
no theoretical predictions for the branching fractions for
these SM-suppressed modes.
17.4.5.2 B → PV excluding η(′)
The branching fractions and asymmetries for the remain-
ing PV modes without an η or η′ are given in Table 17.4.3
and the hierarchy of the branching fraction values are
shown in Fig. 17.4.7. The decays B → ωπ− and B → ωK−
are dominated by b→ u tree and b→ s QCD penguin dia-
grams. They can therefore give an insight into gluonic pen-
guin diagrams (Lu, 2002; Wang, 2004a), (Aubert, 2006ad)
and direct CP (Lu, 2002).
Charmless B meson decays to ﬁnal states with an odd
number of kaons are usually expected to be dominated
by b → s penguin loops while b → u tree amplitudes are
typically large for ﬁnal states with π and ρ but ηK decays
are suppressed relative to the abundant η′K.
The B → ωK0 decay is a b → uus process dominated
by a single penguin loop amplitude with the same weak
phase φ1 as φK0, K+K−K0, η′K0, π0K0, and f0(980)K0,
but additional amplitudes and multiple particles in the
loop complicate the situation by introducing non-negligible
weak phases. B meson decays to CP eigenstates ωK0S (to-
gether with η′K0S , η
′K0L and π
0K0S) can be used to extract
S and C (Aubert, 2009aa). The maximum deviation ΔS
from the value of S = sin 2φ1 measured in charmonium
K0S decays is ∼ 0.1. The charged decay modes are ex-
pected to have a direct CP violation value consistent with
zero (Aubert, 2006ad).
In the Standard Model, B → K∗K decays are dom-
inated by b → dss gluonic penguin diagrams; for the
charged B± decay, the spectator d is replaced with u. Such
transitions provide a valuable tool with which to test the
quark-ﬂavor sector of the SM. The mode B+ → K∗0K+ is
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Figure 17.4.7. Summary of branching fraction measurements
(×10−6) and HFAG averages for Pseudovector-Vector (PV) de-
cays (Amhis et al. (2012)).
also relevant for the interpretation of the time dependent
CP asymmetry obtained with the B0 → φK0S mode. To
leading order, the CP asymmetry equals sin 2φ1 for this
mode. However, sub-dominant amplitudes proportional to
V ∗ubVus could produce a deviation ΔSφK0S from sin 2φ1.
Bounds can be placed on ΔSφK0S by exploiting SU(3)
ﬂavor symmetry and combining measured rates for rel-
evant b → s and b → d processes (including B+ →
K∗0K+). Measurements yielding a signiﬁcant deviation in
excess of such a bound would be a strong indication of
physics beyond the SM. Furthermore, B+ → K∗0K+ is
one of several charmless decays that can be used, together
with U-spin symmetry, to extract the angle φ3 (Aubert,
2007av). Only upper limits exist on B0 → K∗0K0 (Au-
bert, 2006au), which can be used to constrain certain ex-
tensions of the Standard Model.
Polarizations of Charmless Decays 
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Figure 17.4.8. The longitudinal polarization fractions fL for
charmless B decays at BABAR and Belle. The average is from
the HFAG group (Amhis et al. (2012)).
17.4.5.3 B → VV
Decays to a Vector-Vector (VV) ﬁnal state with pairs
formed from ω, K∗, ρ, and φ can, in principle, be used to
determine the helicity amplitudes of the decay. However,
this requires a complete angular analysis and in general
the number of reconstructed events currently restricts any
analysis to integrating over two of the helicity angles and
simply reporting the longitudinal polarization fL. A full
angular analysis has been done for low-background decays
such as B0 → φK∗0. Further details of the angular analy-
sis process can be found in Chapter 12, where the angular
distributions for the VV ﬁnal states is given in Eq. 12.2.5.
As discussed in Section 17.4.2, the B → V V decays
are na¨ıvely predicted to be dominated by the longitudinal
polarization since fL ≈ 1− 4mV /mB ∼ 0.9, but the na¨ıve
factorization expectation is not born out by the QCD fac-
torization analysis for the penguin-dominated decays.
The measured fL from a number of VV decays are
given in Table 17.4.4. Figure 17.4.8 shows the reported
results from Belle and BABAR and their HFAG averages.
There is an apparent hierarchy with ρρ modes near fL = 1,
K∗K∗ and φK∗2 (1430) near 0.75, and φK
∗, ωK∗, and
a±1 (1260)a
∓
1 (1260) near 0.5. Modes dominated by tree de-
cays have fL ∼ 1 while penguin-dominated decays are
closer to 0.5. There is also a hierarchy based on the masses
of the vector mesons, with larger masses having smaller
values of fL. However, this is more evident when compar-
ing decays with a D∗ as one or both of the daughter vector
mesons.
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Table 17.4.4. Longitudinal Polarization fractions fL for BABAR and Belle. The average is from the HFAG group (Amhis et al.
(2012)).
BABAR results Belle results Average
Final state fL Ref. fL Ref. fL
K∗+K
∗0
0.75+0.16−0.26 ± 0.03 (Aubert, 2009k) 0.75+0.16−0.26 ± 0.03
K∗0K
∗0
0.80+0.10−0.12 ± 0.06 (Aubert, 2008ah) 0.80+0.10−0.12 ± 0.06
K∗+ρ− 0.38± 0.13± 0.03 (Lees, 2012l) 0.38± 0.13± 0.03
K∗+ρ0 0.78± 0.12± 0.03 (del Amo Sanchez, 2011g) 0.78± 0.12± 0.03
K∗0ρ+ 0.52± 0.10± 0.04 (Aubert, 2006ab) 0.43± 0.11+0.05−0.02 (Abe, 2005f) 0.48± 0.08
K∗0ρ0 0.40± 0.08± 0.11 (Lees, 2012l) 0.40± 0.08± 0.11
ωK∗+ 0.41± 0.18± 0.05 (Aubert, 2009af) 0.41± 0.18± 0.05
ωK∗0 0.72± 0.14± 0.02 (Aubert, 2009af) 0.56± 0.29+0.18−0.08 (Goldenzweig, 2008) 0.69± 0.13
ωK∗2 (1430)
+ 0.56± 0.10± 0.04 (Aubert, 2009af) 0.56± 0.10± 0.04
ωK∗2 (1430)
0 0.45± 0.12± 0.02 (Aubert, 2009af) 0.45± 0.12± 0.02
ωρ+ 0.90± 0.05± 0.03 (Aubert, 2009af) 0.90± 0.06
φK∗+ 0.49± 0.05± 0.03 (Aubert, 2007c) 0.52± 0.08± 0.03 (Chen, 2005a) 0.50± 0.05
φK∗0 0.494± 0.034± 0.013 (Aubert, 2008bf) 0.45± 0.05± 0.02 (Chen, 2005a) 0.480± 0.030
φK1(1270)
+ 0.46+0.12+0.06−0.13−0.07 (Aubert, 2008ad) 0.46
+0.12+0.06
−0.13−0.07
φK∗2 (1430)
+ 0.80+0.09−0.10 ± 0.03 (Aubert, 2008ad) 0.80+0.09−0.10 ± 0.03
φK∗2 (1430)
0 0.901+0.046−0.058 ± 0.037 (Aubert, 2008bf) 0.901+0.046−0.058 ± 0.037
ρ+ρ− 0.992± 0.024+0.026−0.013 (Aubert, 2007b) 0.941+0.034−0.040 ± 0.030 (Somov, 2006) 0.977+0.028−0.024
ρ+ρ0 0.950± 0.015± 0.006 (Aubert, 2009p) 0.95± 0.11± 0.02 (Zhang, 2003) 0.950± 0.016
ρ0ρ0 0.75+0.11−0.14 ± 0.04 (Aubert, 2008r) 0.75+0.11−0.14 ± 0.04
a±1 a
∓
1 0.31± 0.22± 0.10 (Aubert, 2009ae) 0.31± 0.22± 0.10
The branching fractions and asymmetries are given in
Table 17.4.5 and the hierarchy of measured branching frac-
tions is shown in Fig. 17.4.9.
The decay to ωK∗ is penguin dominated but the tree
diagrams are more important for the other decays (Au-
bert (2006f) and Goldenzweig (2008)). The branching frac-
tion hierarchy of the decays to ωK∗ and ωφ is a useful
determination of the contribution of electro-weak pen-
guins and so potentially helpful for the understanding
of φ2. The ωK∗ ﬁnal state can also be used to look at
branching fractions and fL in Vector-Tensor (VT) decays
(B → ωK∗2 (1430)) and Scalar-Vector (SV) decays (B →
ωK∗0(1430)) and compared to other VT decays such as
B → φK∗2 (1430) (Aubert, 2009af).
Decays proceeding via electro-weak and gluonic b→ d
penguin diagrams have been measured in the decays B →
ργ and B0 → K0K0. The charmless decay B0 → K∗0K∗0
proceeds through both electro-weak and gluonic b → d
penguin loops to two vector particles (VV). The standard
model suppressed decay B0 → K∗0K∗0 could appear via
an intermediate heavy boson (Aubert (2008ah,ao, 2009k)
and Chiang (2010)).
17.4.5.4 B → SP, SV, SS
The modes involving a B meson decay to Pseudoscalar-
Scalar (PS), Vector-Scalar (VS) and Scalar-Scalar (SS)
are summarized in Table 17.4.6 with branching fractions
plotted in Fig. 17.4.10.
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Figure 17.4.9. Summary of branching fraction measurements
(×10−6) and HFAG averages for Vector-Vector (VV) decays
(Amhis et al. (2012)).
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Figure 17.4.10. Summary of branching fraction measurements (×10−6) and HFAG averages for JP = 0+ ﬁnal states, including
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The exact structure of scalar mesons is not clear with
various models proposed such as two-quark and four-quark
states with potential contributions from glueballs and mo-
lecules (compare with the search for exotic states in Chap-
ter 18.3). The experimental measurement of scalars is also
complicated as they are often quite broad, decay to pions
(and so can be faked by combining the relatively large
number of unrelated pions), and have an angular decay
structure that is very similar to the non-resonant back-
ground. The a0(980) (along with the a1(1260) and b1) is
an ideal candidate for a four-quark structure as it lies near
the KK¯ threshold and so could be a qq state with a KK¯
admixture. As an example, the decay B+ → a+0 π0 can
diﬀerentiate between two- and four-quark models as the
two-body branching fraction could be as high as 2× 10−7
while the four-quark model is an order of magnitude lower.
The branching fraction however is only measured to a pre-
cision of B(B+ → a+0 π0) < 1.4 × 10−6 (Aubert, 2008ax).
The current experimental upper limits on B(B0 → a±0 π∓)
and B(B0 → a−0 K+) are 3.1×10−6 and 1.9×10−6, respec-
tively (Aubert, 2007as). Vector-current considerations and
G-parity conservation suppress the color-allowed electro-
weak tree decay, leading to the small predicted branching
fractions. G-parity G = CeiπI2 is a product of charge con-
jugation C and a rotation about the second Isospin axis
I2; it is expected to be conserved by strong interactions
(as the strong force conserves both C and Isospin) but not
in electro-weak interactions.
The a0, including the a0(980) and a0(1450), decays to
ηπ but the exact branching fraction is not well known
(roughly 85%). The decay B± → a0π± has the beneﬁt
of being self-tagging as the pion charge identiﬁes the B
meson ﬂavor (Aubert, 2004x).
The averaged decay rates for B+ → f0(980)K+ and
B0 → f0(980)K0 have been measured to be 9.4×10−6 (Au-
bert, 2008j), (Garmash, 2006) and 7.0 × 10−6 (Aubert,
2009av) (Garmash, 2007), respectively. These are compat-
ible with expectations that the b → sss penguin domi-
nates over the b→ suu penguin.
The SV mode φK∗0 (1430)
0 has been measured as part
of a time-dependent and time-integrated analysis of B →
φK0Sπ
0 and B → φK±π∓ decays (Aubert, 2008bf), which
also include VV and VT decays (see Tables 17.4.5 and 17.4.8).
The decay B → ωf0(980) naturally forms part of a search
for ωρ.
17.4.5.5 B → AP, AV, AA
Figure 17.4.11 and Table 17.4.7 show the reported re-
sults from Belle and BABAR, and their HFAG averages, for
modes involving Axial-Pseudovector (AP), Axial-Vector
(AV) and Axial-Axial (AA) decays.
 0.0 30.0 60.0 
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Ne w A  vg . 
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Figure 17.4.11. Summary of branching fraction measure-
ments (×10−6) and HFAG averages for JP = 1+ ﬁnal states,
including Axial-Pseudovector (AP), Axial-Vector (AV) and
Axial-Axial (AA) decays (Amhis et al. (2012)).
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The b1 is the IG = 1+ member of the JPC = 1+−,
1P1 nonet while the a1(1260) is the IG = I− state in
the JPC = 1++, 3P1 nonet. The decays that happen via a
tree diagram favor ﬁnal states with a pion due to Cabibbo-
favored coupling (B+ → b01π+, B0 → b−1 π+) while pen-
guin loop decays favor the kaon ﬁnal states (B+ → b01K+,
B0 → b−1 K+). The even G-parity of the b1 means only am-
plitudes in which the b1 contains the spectator quark from
the B meson are allowed (apart from isospin-breaking and
radiative correction eﬀects). This is because the weak cur-
rent has a G-parity even vector part and a G-parity odd
axial-vector part. Neither part can produce a G-parity
odd scalar meson such as the a01(1260). The W
+ is con-
strained to decay to states of even G-parity. As a re-
sult, the decay B0 → b+1 π− is suppressed with respect
to B0 → b−1 π+. The B0 → b−1 K+ decays can be used
to measure ACP while B0 → b1π±π∓ can also measure
C and CP -conserving ΔC (Aubert, 2007aj, 2008aj). The
dominant decay of the b1 is through ωπ.
B decays involving an a1(1260) are similarly of inter-
est to the b1 but with the added distinction that decays
to a1(1260) with a π+ proceed via a b → uud transi-
tion and the angle φ2 can be measured through the time-
dependent decay rate asymmetry caused by interference
between the direct decay and the decay after BB mixing.
The branching fraction, when combined together with de-
cays of the a1(1260) and K1 can be used to diﬀerentiate
between QCD and na¨ıve factorization model predictions
for branching fractions and branching fraction ratios, as
well as B → a1(1260) transition form factors calculations.
These decays can also be an important background to
other φ2 measurements, such as ρπ and ρρ. The measure-
ments can be combined with SU(3) symmetry arguments
to place bounds on the deviation Δφ2 of the measured φ2
from the true value. The a1(1260) decays predominantly
to πππ via intermediate states involving a vector P-wave
ρ or scalar S-wave σ but most analyses assume a pure ρπ
intermediate decay.
The branching fractions B(B0 → b−1 π+) are expected
to be much greater than B(B0 → b+1 π−) and that of
B(B0 → a+1 (1260)π−) to be much greater than B(B0 →
a−1 (1260)π
+) and this has been conﬁrmed (Aubert, 2006aj,
2007aj). The branching fractions for charged and neutral
decays B → b1K and B → b1π are also in line with expec-
tations (Aubert, 2006am, 2007aj, 2008aj). ACP has also
been successfully measured in B+ → b+1 K0, B0 → b−1 K+,
B+ → b01K+, B+ → b01π+, B0 → b±1 π∓ and is compatible
with zero (see Table 17.4.11).
For the B → a1(1260)K and B → a1(1260)π de-
cays, both the neutral B0 decays (Aubert, 2006aj, 2008ae)
and the charged B+ modes (Aubert, 2007i, 2008ae) have
been measured as well as the asymmetries ACP and S in
B+ → a+1 (1260) K0S and B0 → a−1 (1260) K+ (Aubert,
2008ae). There is strong evidence for B+ → a±1 (1260)π0
and B+ → a01(1260)π± (Aubert, 2007i). The neutral decay
B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓ has been observed (Aubert, 2006aj)
and a separate paper later measured ACP , the mixing in-
duced CP asymmetry, and the direct CP asymmetry (Au-
bert, 2007ae); as a result the angle φ2 was extracted (see
Chapter 17.7). Belle have recently published their results
and report the ﬁrst evidence for mixing-induced CP vio-
lation in B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓ (Dalseno, 2012).
The B meson decay B → K1π, which changes the
strangeness by one unit ΔS = 1, is sensitive to the pres-
ence of penguin amplitudes because its CKM couplings
are larger than the corresponding ΔS = 0 penguin am-
plitudes. Therefore, measurements of the decay rate for
ΔS = 1 transitions sharing the same SU(3) ﬂavor multi-
plet as a1(1260) can be used to put constraints on φ2 (Au-
bert, 2010d). This is similar to the SU(3)-based approach
to measuring φ2 in π+π−, ρ±π∓ and ρ+ρ− channels. The
decay rate to K1Aπ (where K1A is the SU(3) partner of
the a1(1260) and a nearly equal admixture of K1(1270)
and K1(1400) with the quantum numbers IJP = 1/21+)
can be derived from the decay rates to K1(1270)π and
K1(1400)π. The K1 is reconstructed through its predom-
inant decay to Kππ ﬁnal states.
There are a number of results for the branching frac-
tions of B meson decays to Axial-Vector (AV) and Axial-
Axial (AA) ﬁnal states. Decays to a b1 and a vector meson
(ρ or K∗) have been searched for as a possible measure-
ment of longitudinal polarization fL, but only upper lim-
its on the branching fractions B(B → b1K∗) ≤ 8 × 10−6
and B(B → b1ρ) ≤ (3.3 − 5.2) × 10−6 have been mea-
sured (Aubert, 2009ak). B0 → a±1 (1260)ρ∓ has also been
searched for as it is both a background to φ2 measurements
in B → ρρ and a possible place to measure φ2 itself. An
upper limit of < 61 × 10−6 has been obtained (Aubert,
2006as). However this was only performed with 100 fb−1.
The B+ → φK1(1270)+, B+ → φK1(1400)+, and
B+ → a+1 (1260)K∗0 modes have been searched for (Au-
bert, 2008ad; del Amo Sanchez, 2010l) and fL in B+ →
φK1(1270)+ has been measured.
AA modes such as a+1 (1260) a
−
1 (1260), a
+
1 (1260)
a01(1260), a
+
1 (1260) b
−
1 , and a
+
1 (1260) b
0
1 should have
branching fractions in the range (20−40)×10−6. Although
all the branching fractions have been measured, only
B(B0 → a+1 (1260)a−1 (1260)) = (47.3± 10.5± 6.3)× 10−6
has been observed (Aubert, 2009ae).
17.4.5.6 B → VT, TP
Table 17.4.8 summarizes the reported branching fractions
B and ACP asymmetries from Belle and BABAR and their
HFAG averages for Tensor-Pseudoscalar (TP) and Vector-
Tensor (VT) states. The hierarchy of branching fractions
is shown in Figure 17.4.12. There are as yet very few pre-
dictions for these modes.
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Figure 17.4.12. Summary of branching fraction measure-
ments (×10−6) and HFAG averages for JP = 2+ ﬁnal states,
including Tensor-Pseudoscalar (TP) and Tensor-Vector (TV)
states (Amhis et al. (2012)).
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The angular distributions for the VT ﬁnal states is
given in Eq. 12.2.14. The longitudinal polarization fL for
the VT mode φK∗2 (1430) is close to 0.8 − 0.9 (Aubert,
2008ad,bf) but there is a large transverse component in the
VA mode φK1(1270)+ with fL ∼ 0.46 (Aubert, 2008ad).
This lower value of fL is also seen in ωK∗2 (1430) (Aubert,
2009af).
Table 17.4.9 itemizes a few measurements that have
been a by-product of the analyses described above. In a
number of cases, the non-resonant component of B me-
son decays has been measured, primarily by Belle (Chi-
ang, 2008, 2010; Kyeong, 2009). BABAR has extended
their analysis of B → φK∗ to include the higher mass
and higher spin resonances K∗(1680)0, K∗3 (1780)
0, and
K∗4 (2045)
0 (Aubert, 2007ap). Rather than look at indi-
vidual modes, the partial branching fractions of the in-
clusive charmless decays B → K+ X, B → K0 X, and
B → π+ X have been measured. The inclusive branch-
ing fraction of B mesons to charmless ﬁnal states is about
2%. Here X represents any accessible ﬁnal state above the
endpoint for B meson decays to charmed mesons and the
branching fractions and ACP are reported for a restricted
range of K and π momentum range.
17.4.5.7 ACP summary
A subset of the most precise ACP measurements cur-
rently available are shown graphically in Fig. 17.4.13. Fig-
ures 17.4.14, 17.4.15, and 17.4.16 show the ACP CP asym-
metries for kaonic modes, separated into ﬁnal states with
a kaon or pion (both quasi-two-body and three-body), ﬁ-
nal states with an η or φ, and ﬁnal states with an ρ, ω, f ,
a1, or b1, respectively.
17.4.6 Dalitz experimental techniques
A quasi-two-body approach to extracting CKM parame-
ters is not ideal as these modes often interfere with other
resonances as well as non-resonant decays to the same ﬁ-
nal state. As a result, quasi-two-body measurements have
an unknown uncertainty in their reported results that re-
quires careful consideration. In principle, these eﬀects can
be taken into account by a Dalitz Plot (also known as a
Dalitz Plane) analysis. The major advantage to the Dalitz
Plot is that it gives access to the phases as well as the mag-
nitudes of the resonances. Since the weak phase changes
sign under CP but the strong phase does not, the weak
and strong phase components can be extracted by sub-
tracting or adding together the B meson ﬂavor-tagged
Dalitz Plots. In some Dalitz Plots, the weak phase can
often be directly interpreted as one of the Wolfenstein an-
gles e.g. Dalseno (2009). The mathematical formalism for
a Dalitz Plot analysis is given in Chapter 13. In this section
we consider the experimental problems in its implementa-
tion.
The extension of quasi-two-body charmless decays to
three-body charmless decays brings with it greater com-
plexity but provides a deeper understanding of the decays
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Figure 17.4.13. Summary of the most precise ACP measure-
ments (Amhis et al. (2012)).
and their CP properties. As the integrated luminosity in-
creases, the analyses have started with inclusive measure-
ments of branching fractions and charge asymmetries, in-
tegrated over the three-body phase space (e.g. B → πππ).
This has been followed by exploring intermediate states ig-
noring interference (e.g. B → ρπ) before ﬁnally perform-
ing a full Dalitz Plot analysis taking into account inter-
ference between all intermediate resonance states. And ﬁ-
nally, time-dependent asymmetries can be extracted from
individual resonances. The choice is dictated by the lu-
minosity, expected signal and background, and the un-
derstanding of the intermediate resonances (such as the
presence or absence of poorly known states such as σ/κ,
and higher mass f0 and K∗).
The Dalitz Plots of B meson decays are usually in-
terpreted in the scattering matrix (S-matrix) or isobar
model (see Section 13.2.1). If a more detailed understand-
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Table 17.4.9. Charmless B decays branching fractions B and CP asymmetries ACP for BABAR and Belle for non-resonant
decays and other unclassiﬁed modes. The averages come from HFAG and may include measurements from other experiments
such as CLEO, CDF and DØ (Amhis et al. (2012)).
BABAR results Belle results Averages
Final state B (×10−6) ACP Ref. B (×10−6) ACP Ref. B (×10−6) ACP
K+X < 187 0.57± 0.24± 0.05 (del Amo Sanchez, 2011c)
K0X 195+51−45 ± 50 (del Amo Sanchez, 2011c)
π+X 372+50−47 ± 59 0.10± 0.16± 0.05 (del Amo Sanchez, 2011c)
K+X(1812) < 0.32 (Liu, 2009) < 0.32
φK∗3 (1780)
0 < 2.7 (Aubert, 2007ap) < 2.7
φK∗4 (2045)
0 < 15.3 (Aubert, 2007ap) < 15.3
K+π−K+π− < 6.0 (Chiang, 2010) < 6.0
K+π−π+K− < 72 (Chiang, 2010) < 72
K+π−π+π− < 2.1 (Kyeong, 2009) < 2.1
π+π−π+π− < 23.1 (Aubert, 2008r) < 19.3 (Chiang, 2008) < 19.3
ing of the amplitude properties is required, for instance the
spin, the scattering amplitude can be expressed in terms
of partial-wave amplitudes. The drawback of the S-matrix
formalism is that it is not unitary and as a result the sum
of the amplitudes of the resonances in the Dalitz Plot can
be greater or less than the inclusive Dalitz Plot amplitude
depending on whether the overall interference is construc-
tive or destructive. The individual branching fractions are
therefore often reported as ﬁt fractions (FF), deﬁned as
the integral of a single amplitude squared divided by the
coherent matrix element squared for the whole Dalitz Plot
(Section 13.4.1). An alternative parameterization uses the
K-matrix formalism which is unitary by construction but
has a drawback that the masses and widths can be dif-
ferent to the S-matrix results. The K-matrix formalism is
more commonly used in Dalitz Plot analyses of D meson
decays (section 13.2.2). This is because many of the res-
onances in the D meson Dalitz Plot contain a large num-
ber of events and the S-matrix approximation of a Breit-
Wigner or similar shape for the decay of the resonance is
no longer adequate, especially when the resonances over-
lap in the Dalitz Plot.
The selection criteria for three-body decays are very
similar to that employed for quasi-two-body analyses. An
obvious exception is that the B meson decay is treated as
a decay to the three ﬁnal state particles and no interme-
diate resonance vertex is formed when reconstructing the
B meson. As the number of neutral ﬁnal state particles
increases the importance of any constraint from the beam
spot on the B meson vertex position also increases.
In quasi-two-body analyses, event shape variables and
multivariate discriminants can be used to extract the sig-
nal yield because the reconstruction eﬃciency is ﬂat in the
small volume of phase space under consideration. In Dalitz
Plot analyses, this is no longer true and variables that de-
pend on momentum vectors are correlated with position
in phase space. Even variables like mES and ΔE need to
be treated carefully. Some analyses deal with the problem
using an elliptical selection region in (mES, ΔE). Others
rotate (mES, ΔE) about a point to eliminate the linear
correlation component. If the event-by-event resolution on
ΔE changes signiﬁcantly, this can be compensated for by
using a derived observable such as ΔE/σ(ΔE). For sim-
ilar reasons, multivariate discriminants need to be care-
fully constructed from variables that are as independent
as possible from the position of the event in the Dalitz
Plot.
As in quasi-two-body analyses, care must be taken
with charm mesons that either decay to the same ﬁnal
state or are mis-reconstructed e.g. where a lepton is mis-
taken for a pion or kaon. This is particularly important
in searches for highly suppressed modes such as B− →
K+π−π− Aubert (2008aw). The charm background can
usually be much reduced by applying mass range crite-
ria about known resonances such as D mesons, J/ψ and
ψ(2S). This will result in empty bands in the Dalitz Plot
that must be carefully considered when calculating eﬃ-
ciencies and migrations. Alternatively, some charm decays
are deliberately kept in the Dalitz Plot. A motivation for
this comes from resonances such as the χc0 that have no
weak phase and so can be used in an interference analysis
to extract the weak phase from the Dalitz Plot. Unfortu-
nately, the branching fraction for B → χc0h is too small
to be useful currently.
When the Dalitz Plot is represented as a Cartesian co-
ordinate system, with the square of the mass of pairs of
ﬁnal state particles as the x and y axes, the phase space
is roughly triangular in shape. Figure 17.4.17 illustrates
the distribution of events extracted from data in the de-
cay of B0 → K0Sπ+π−. The distribution of events on the
Dalitz Plot is plotted after applying a constraint on the
B meson mass (mES = mB). This improves the resolu-
tion and ensures that all events fall within the kinematic
boundaries of the Dalitz Plot. An alternative often used
is a “square” Dalitz Plot where one of the axes is trans-
formed into a “helicity-like” variable e.g. (Aubert, 2007v)
or see Chapter 13. Although this transforms the distribu-
tion of resonances from simple bands parallel to the axes to
more complex hyperboloids, the ‘square” Dalitz Plot has
a number of beneﬁts. It can expand the region near areas
where large variations are occurring such as in narrow res-
onances like the φ. Bands near the Dalitz Plot edges also
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Figure 17.4.14. ACP measurements for kaonic modes with
kaons or pions (Amhis et al. (2012)).
get expanded, enabling ﬁner control over regions where the
eﬃciency is changing (such as the ρ meson in B → πππ).
However attention must be paid to the Jacobian as equal
areas in the “square” Dalitz Plot no longer correspond to
equal areas of phase-space.
Whatever the choice of Dalitz Plot, care must be taken
in plotting the candidates, especially in three-body states
which have two or more ﬁnal state identical particles of
the same mass and sign (e.g. B+ → π+ π+ π−). Typical
choices are to randomly select one of the pair, to fold the
Dalitz Plot about the diagonal, or to consistently plot the
higher mass pair on one of the axes. Even so, artiﬁcial or-
dering of the candidates must be eliminated or controlled.
Such eﬀects can be introduced by, for example, reconstruc-
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Figure 17.4.15. ACP measurements for kaonic modes with η
or φ (Amhis et al. (2012)).
tion tracking software that, through its track-ﬁnding al-
gorithm, can result in momentum ordering.
The reconstruction eﬃciency over the Dalitz Plot can
be modeled with a two-dimensional histogram, a technique
that beneﬁts from the “square” Dalitz Plot. All selection
criteria are applied apart from any mass vetoes. A ratio
is taken between the histogram of reconstructed events
and a histogram of the true Dalitz Plot distribution of all
generated MC simulated events. The reconstructed events
are re-weighted to take into account any known diﬀerences
between MC simulation and data such as particle identi-
ﬁcation and tracking eﬃciencies. The ratio can be used to
provide event-by-event weighting, with linear interpola-
tion between histogram bins where needed. The eﬃciency
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Figure 17.4.16. ACP measurements for kaonic modes with ρ,
ω, f , a1, or b1 (Amhis et al. (2012)).
can be calculated from phase-space generated MC sim-
ulated events, but this will result in poor accuracy for
narrow resonances such as the φ. Better accuracy can be
obtained by generating the MC with a model that con-
tains the expected resonances in the Dalitz distribution,
perhaps guided by previous quasi-two-body measurements
or theory. Interference is a secondary eﬀect but full Dalitz
Plot MC simulation models which include interference ef-
fects can be used to achieve a more uniform accuracy on
the eﬃciency. Narrow resonances pose an additional prob-
lem since their reconstructed width is dominated by the
detector resolution.
If the reconstruction resolution is poor compared to
the size of the histogram bin then it is necessary to take
into account migrations from the true Dalitz Plot position
to the reconstructed position. This becomes more impor-
tant as the number of neutral particles in the ﬁnal state
increases. Care needs to be taken near the Dalitz Plot
)4/c2(GeV+πS0K
2m
0 5 10 15 20 25
)4
/c2
(G
eV
-
π S0
K2
m
0
5
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15
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Figure 17.4.17. Dalitz Plot of data selected from B0 →
K0Sπ
+π− decays (Aubert, 2009av). The narrow bands corre-
spond to D±π∓, J/ψK0S, and ψ(2S)K
0
S background events. As
in many charmless B meson decay Dalitz Plots, the events of
interest are often at the edges of the allowed kinematic region.
edges where migrations can be systematically in one di-
rection, and also near mass regions that are close to any
region that is excluded by the selection criteria e.g. D
meson mass vetoes.
The identiﬁcation of the BB backgrounds is an in-
tensive task. These backgrounds arise from combinations
of unrelated tracks; three- and four-body decays involv-
ing intermediate D mesons; charmless two- and four-body
decays with an extra or missing track; and three-body
decays with one or more particles misidentiﬁed. The num-
ber of such decays can be large (∼ 50). For ﬁtting pur-
poses, modes are combined that have similar behavior in
the discriminating variables such as mES and ΔE. The
relative contributions are estimated from the reconstruc-
tion eﬃciency and estimates of the branching fractions
either from measurement or theory. In some cases, the
BB backgrounds are included in the maximum likelihood
(ML) ﬁt through the use of two-dimensional histograms
rather than p.d.f.s.
The term “non-resonant” is used quite loosely by ex-
perimentalists and is often used as a short-hand for contin-
uum background. In Dalitz Plot analyses, it should strictly
refer to decays that are uniformly distributed in phase-
space. In principle, this allows phenomenological predic-
tions of the distribution to be used in the ﬁts. These
typically involve decaying exponential distributions as a
function of the invariant mass-squared of the pairs of
particles (e.g. Ae−c1m
2
). These functions attempt to de-
scribe the increase in the number of background events
near the borders and corners of the Dalitz Plot. This in-
crease originates from the jet-like structure of the contin-
uum background (Garmash, 2007). However, these distri-
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butions have turned out not to be very satisfactory and
other more complex functions are called upon. This can
partly be explained as the inﬂuence of poorly understood
resonances (such as the σ/κ or the higher mass resonances
mentioned above). As a result “non-resonant” has come
to mean anything that is not modeled by a resonance. In
practical terms, this means the distributions often have to
come from MC simulations, oﬀ-resonance data or sideband
data, or a combination of all three. In the case of sideband
data, MC samples must be used to remove events from
B meson decays that are also present and to determine
possible diﬀerences in the background shape between the
sideband and signal regions. Linear interpolation between
bins can be used where needed.
The backgrounds are constructed separately for both
the B0 and B0 events and a p.d.f. or histogram is formed
taking into account any asymmetry that might be present
in the background distributions (see, for example Eq. 20
in Aubert (2009h)).
The observables that are used in the ML depend on the
analysis under consideration. Typically, a combination of
ΔE, mES, multivariate discriminant, position in the Dalitz
Plot and charge (ﬂavor) of the B meson candidate is used.
Sometimes a cut is applied to the observable ﬁrst (e.g. on
the multivariate discriminant) and then this observable is
excluded from the ﬁt. This usually happens for observables
that are correlated with position in the Dalitz Plot.
As in two-body and quasi-two-body decays, certain D
meson decays to the same or similar ﬁnal state can be
used as a calibration channel and allow for correction to
ﬁtted parameters derived just from MC simulation.
Although many of the resonances in the Dalitz Plot
can be predicted from previous quasi-two-body measure-
ments, there is still a large uncertainty in the number
and type of resonances that should be included in any
particular model. Examples include the exact parameter-
ization of the non-resonant three-body decay component,
the σ/κ with masses in the region 400 − 600MeV/c2 and
widths that are large and uncertain, the ω(782), the χc0
and χc2, and the higher mass partners of the ρ, f0(980),
and K∗. The addition of a resonance to the model that
is not present in the data can be just as problematic as
any exclusion of a resonance that is present. The prob-
lem is exacerbated if a blind ﬁt is being performed. One
technique is to use the log-likelihood reported by a partic-
ular model ﬁtted to the data or to calculate a χ2 statistic
based on the number of events predicted from a ﬁt and
the number of real events in a bin in the Dalitz Plot. The
statistical signiﬁcance of the presence of a component can
be estimated by evaluating the diﬀerence Δ lnL between
the negative log-likelihood of the nominal ﬁt and that of
a ﬁt where the amplitude and ACP is set to zero. This is
then used to evaluate a p value which is the integral from
2Δ lnL to inﬁnity of the p.d.f. of the χ2 distribution.
An important goal of the Dalitz Plot analysis is the ex-
traction of CP asymmetries either from a time-integrated
or time-dependent analysis. Consequently, the resonances
are parameterized not just in terms of their widths and
masses but as functions of the decay dynamics, angular
distributions, and the transition form factors for the B
meson and the resonances (see Chapter 13.2.1). As ex-
plained in more detail in Chapter 13.4.2, complex coeﬃ-
cients are used to parameterize the B and B meson decay.
The same parameterization is not consistently used be-
tween papers or experiments, although they are all math-
ematically related. As a speciﬁc example from (Dalseno,
2009), the intermediate resonances i in B and B meson
decay are parameterized respectively as:
a′i = ai(1 + ci)e
i(bi+di)
a¯′i = ai(1− ci)ei(bi−di) (17.4.13)
where bi and di represent the strong and weak phase re-
spectively (notice the strong phase does not change sign).
Consequently, the CP asymmetry for each resonance i can
be written as:
ACP (i) =
|a¯′i|2 − |a′i|2
|a¯′i|2 + |a′i|2
=
−2ci
1 + c2i
(17.4.14)
In the case of time-dependent Dalitz plot analyses, the
resonance parameterizations above are combined with the
equation describing the time-dependent decay properties
of the B and B meson as given in Equation 13.2.17. In
this case, a great deal of attention has to be given to the
tagging and resolution functions.
Charmless B decays, especially those without access to
tree decay diagrams, may have a large non-resonant con-
tribution. This can be as high as 90% for B → KKK. The
contribution is not uniform across the Dalitz diagram and
so a parameterization must be adopted that depends on
position in the Dalitz Plot. In some analyses, BABAR and
Belle have adopted the same non-resonant parameteriza-
tion but in most cases they diﬀer, which can complicate
comparisons.
The statistical errors on the measured ﬁt fractions
and CP parameters are often derived from ﬁts to a large
number of MC experiments generated with the ﬁtted pa-
rameters obtained from the data. These MC experiments
are also vital for understanding the minimization process.
With a large number of ﬂoating parameters, the ﬁt can
sometimes have more than one local minimum. There can
be systematic shifts in the ﬁt caused by the starting values
of the ﬂoating parameters. A number of techniques for in-
vestigating this eﬀect have been applied, including using
diﬀerent minimizers, scanning through a set of starting
values, randomly initializing the starting values, and the
use of genetic algorithms. Each has its beneﬁts and draw-
backs but there is no one method that works better than
the others in all circumstances.
The systematic uncertainties that aﬀect the ﬁnal result
are very similar to those seen in other charmless B decays.
However their eﬀects can be modiﬁed since there are more
opportunities for correlations between parameters and the
ﬁtted results are often reported as ratios rather than ab-
solute numbers. Although the magnitude and phase of
the complex coeﬃcients of the amplitude are sometimes
transformed to a more orthogonal set of parameters, this
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does not wholly eliminate the correlations. Systematic un-
certainties that are unique to the Dalitz Plot are: the
asymmetries in the background; limited statistics from the
sidebands used to form the continuum histograms (if his-
tograms are used); the mass rejection regions; diﬀerences
in the continuum shape between the sideband and the sig-
nal region; and charge bias introduced either by the detec-
tor response or the selection criteria. A model dependent
error derived from performing ﬁts with an alternative set
of resonances is sometimes quoted either in quadrature
with the systematic error or its own. As with quasi-two-
body modes, an important systematic is associated with
uncertainty on the parameters that are ﬁxed in the ﬁt.
If a resonance is deemed to be signiﬁcant, the mass and
width may still not be well known. Rather than ﬂoat the
mass and width, a series of ﬁts can be performed with the
mass and width ﬁxed at diﬀerent values and the change in
the likelihood used as a guide to the best values. Even so,
it may be necessary to modify a model after unblinding,
particularly to remove resonances that are not signiﬁcant.
17.4.7 Three-body and Dalitz decays
Approximately seven B0 and eleven B± Dalitz Plots have
been investigated by BABAR and Belle. It is impossible to
do justice to the wealth of information available. Decays
involving three pions, particularly B → ρπ, are important
for the measurement of φ2 and are considered in Chap-
ter 17.6. Decays with an η, η′, ω, f0(980), or K∗ in the
ﬁnal three-body state are itemized in the tables and ﬁg-
ures of this section but are not described in detail. Instead,
this section concentrates on modes with one or more kaons
in the ﬁnal state.
B meson decays to three-body ﬁnal states B → Khh
proceed predominantly via b → u tree-level diagrams (T
and C diagrams in Fig. 17.4.1) and b → s(d) penguin
diagrams (P in Fig. 17.4.1). The other diagrams can con-
tribute but are expected to be much smaller. Final states
with an odd number of kaons (s-quarks) are expected
to proceed dominantly via b → s penguin transitions as
the b → u transition is color-suppressed. If there are two
kaons, the decay proceeds through the color-allowed b→ u
tree diagram and the b→ d penguin decay with no b→ s
penguin contribution. As a result, these Dalitz decays pro-
vide an excellent opportunity to understand the relative
contribution of tree and penguin amplitudes in charmless
decays. This is shown in Fig. 17.4.18 where the extracted
values of sin 2φ1 in b → s penguin transitions are com-
pared to b→ ccs decays.
Table 17.4.10 summarizes the reported branching frac-
tions and asymmetries. In many cases, no resonances have
been found in a Dalitz Plot and so consequently it has
only been possible to give a branching fraction (or up-
per limit) and a CP asymmetry for the whole Dalitz Plot.
Figure 17.4.19 shows the relative values of the reported
branching fractions so far measured.
Figure 17.4.18. Comparison between the value of sin 2φ1
from b → ccs decays such as B0 → J/ψK0 (indicated by
“World Average”) and strange charmless b → uus decays
(Amhis et al. (2012)).
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Figure 17.4.19. Summary of branching fraction measurements (×10−6) and HFAG averages for decays with three mesons in
the ﬁnal state (Amhis et al. (2012)).
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CP asymmetries are expected in b → sss decays con-
sistent with asymmetries measured in b → ccs. The tree
contributions are small and the amplitude is dominated by
loop contributions, where new virtual particles can con-
tribute. In B0 → K+K−K0, both the direct CP asymme-
try ACP and φ
eff
1 (φ1 = arg(−VcdV ∗cb/VtdV ∗tb)) have been
measured for the whole Dalitz Plot and the dominant indi-
vidual resonances. BABAR ﬁnd two equally likely solutions
for B0 → φK0 and B0 → f0(980)K0, the ﬁrst consistent
with the SM and the second with a signiﬁcantly diﬀer-
ent phase φeff1 for B
0 → f0(980)K0. In the high mass
region, the CP -conserving case φeff1 = 0 is excluded at
the 5.1 standard deviations level. Across the whole Dalitz
Plot the CP asymmetry is ACP = −0.015± 0.077± 0.053
and φeff1 = 0.352± 0.076± 0.026 (Aubert, 2007af). Belle,
with approximately twice the data size, ﬁnd four solu-
tions for φeff1 but solution 1 is preferred when external
constraints, such as known branching fraction ratios, are
included (Nakahama, 2010). Belle see no evidence for ACP
in B0 → φK0S nor in B0 → f0(980)K0S and measure
φeff1 to be (33.2 ± 9.0 ± 2.6 ± 1.4)
◦
for B0 → φK0S and
(31.3± 9.0± 3.4± 4.0)◦ for B0 → f0(980)K0S (solution 1).
These are consistent with φeff1 measurements from other
b→ ccs transitions, such as B0 → J/ψK0.
BABAR performed a binned ﬁt to the B+ → K+K+K−
Dalitz Plot and found no evidence for CP violation, nei-
ther for the whole plane (ACP = −0.017± 0.026± 0.015)
nor for any resonance (Aubert, 2006i). Belle in their anal-
ysis (Garmash, 2005) do not report asymmetries but their
results for branching and ﬁt fractions do not agree well
with BABAR. This is primarily due to the fact that BABAR
report a broad scalar resonance, which they labelX0(1550),
while Belle include only the f0(980) in their model.
The Dalitz Plot structure of B0 → K0SK0SK0S has
been investigated and the inclusive branching fractions
measured. The product branching fractions of f0(980)K0S ,
f0(1270)K0S and f2(2010)K
0
S have been measured and
there are hints of f ′2(1525) and f0(1500) (Lees, 2012c).
The mixing-induced CP -violation parameters for B0 →
K0K0K0 are measured to be S = −0.94+0.24−0.21 ± 0.06
and C = −0.17 ± 0.18 ± 0.04. These are compatible
within 2 standard deviations with those measured in tree-
dominated B0 → J/ψK0S decays. As a result CP conserva-
tion is excluded at the 3.8 standard deviation level. Belle
have looked at B0 → K0SK0SK0S and intermediate reso-
nances that decay to the ﬁnal state K+K−K0S (Chen,
2007a).
Belle measure sin 2φ1 in B0 → η′K0 to be 0.64±0.10±
0.04 with a signiﬁcance of 5.6 standard deviations and ﬁnd
no evidence for direct CP violation. BABAR also measure
a signiﬁcant value of sin 2φ1 = 0.58 ± 0.10 ± 0.03 (5.5
standard deviations signiﬁcance) in B0 → η′K0 (Aubert,
2007am). However, in this case, the direct CP result Af =
−0.16± 0.07± 0.03 is 2.1 standard deviation from zero.
For B+ → K0K0K+, Belle report branching frac-
tions (Garmash, 2004), while BABAR has also extracted
the CP charge asymmetry ACP = −0.04± 0.1± 0.02 (Au-
bert, 2004b).
Figure 17.4.20. Example of the SM suppressed decay dia-
gram for the decay B− → K+π−π−.
Modes with just two kaons in the ﬁnal state are im-
portant as they proceed through b→ d penguin loops and
are suppressed. Consequently, small branching fractions
are expected and the opportunities for measuring asym-
metries are few.
There have been no measurements of the decay B0 →
K+K−π0 by BABAR or Belle. The decay B+ → K+K−π+
has been observed by BABAR (Aubert, 2007an) with B =
(5.0±0.5±0.5)×10−6 and ACP= 0.00±0.10±0.03; Belle
have placed upper limits (UL) on the branching fraction
< 13×10−6 (Garmash, 2004). The mode B+ → K+K+π−
is additionally suppressed by a factor |VtdV ∗ts| ∼ 3× 10−4
but could be enhanced in SM extensions with extra Z ′
bosons. BABAR ﬁnds for this decay a branching fraction
UL of 0.16 × 10−6 (Aubert, 2008aw). The decay B0 →
K0SK
±π∓ has been observed by BABAR with branching
fraction (3.2± 0.5± 0.3)× 10−6 at 5.2 standard deviation
signiﬁcance (del Amo Sanchez, 2010j).
Both Belle and BABAR have made signiﬁcant progress
in measuring B → K0SK0Sh where h includes mesons such
as π+, π0, η, and η′. The b→ d transition has been mea-
sured in B0 → π+π−π0 where the beauty ﬂavor changes
by ΔF = 2 (due to mixing) but in B+ → K0SK0Sπ+ by
ΔF = 1 (due to decay). Both BABAR and Belle have
placed upper limits of B(B+ → K0SK0Sπ+) < 0.51 ×
10−6 (Aubert, 2009ar) and < 3.2×10−6 (Garmash, 2004),
respectively. BABAR ﬁnd ULs on B(B0 → K0SK0Sπ0),
B(B0 → K0SK0Sη), and B(B0 → K0SK0Sη′) of 2 × 10−6
and below (Aubert, 2009am).
Large CP asymmetries are expected in B+ → ρ0K+.
BABAR ﬁnd evidence of direct CP violation in B+ →
ρ0K+, ρ0 → π+π− withACP= (0.44±0.10±0.04+0.06−0.13) (Au-
bert, 2008j) at the 3.7σ level and Belle report very similar
results, with ACP= (0.30±0.11±0.02+0.11−0.04) with 3.9σ sig-
niﬁcance (Garmash, 2006) A Dalitz analysis is essential
due to the possibility of interference of the wide ρ0 width
with neighboring resonances. CP asymmetries in B+ →
K∗0π+, B+ → K∗00 (1430)π+, and B+ → K∗02 (1430)π+,
on the other hand, are small. The SM-suppressed mode
B− → K+π−π− has also been investigated by both ex-
periments and the decay diagram is shown in Fig. 17.4.20.
BABAR and Belle place UL on the branching fraction of
0.95×10−6 (Aubert, 2008aw) and < 4.5×10−6 (Garmash,
2004), respectively.
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The decay B+ → K+π−π+ is important for search-
ing for direct CP violation in B → K∗π decays. BABAR
ﬁnd four compatible solutions of the Dalitz Plot (Lees,
2011a). When combined with the time-dependent analy-
sis of B0 → K0Sπ−π+ (Aubert, 2009av), BABAR report
ACP = −0.24± 0.07± 0.02 with a signiﬁcance of 3.1σ for
B → K∗+π− decays. A similar Belle analysis has half the
number of events and is restricted to branching fraction
measurements and ranges for ACP (Chang, 2004).
In B0 → π+π−K0S , the decay B0 → f0(980)K0S is ex-
pected to be dominated by b→ s transitions. The f0(980)
can overlap with nearby resonances, requiring a Dalitz
analysis to extract a robust estimate of sin 2φ1, taking
interference into account. Belle ﬁnd no evidence for direct
CP violation in B0 → ρ0K0S , B0 → f0(980)K0S , and B0 →
K∗+π− and measure ACP (K∗+π−) = −0.21±0.11±0.05±
0.05 (Dalseno, 2009; Garmash, 2007). The sin 2φ1 mea-
surements for B0 → ρ0K0S and B0 → f0(980)K0S are
consistent with sin 2φ1 from b → ccs decays. The phase
diﬀerence between B0 → K∗+π− and B0 → K∗−π+,
which could lead to a measurement of φ3, is reported as
Δφ(K∗+π−) = (−0.7+23.5−22.8 ± 11.0 ± 17.6)◦. BABAR has
also looked at this mode but only report ranges for φ1
in B0 → ρ0K0S and B0 → f0(980)K0S but they measure
ACP (K∗+π−) consistent with Belle (Aubert, 2009av).
The B Factories have started to look at Dalitz Plots
involving short-lived particles such as the K∗. The branch-
ing fractions of the decays B0 → K∗0π+K− and B+ →
K∗+π+K− are sensitive to the CKM matrix elements Vtd
and Vub. Additionally, a branching fraction of the Stan-
dard Model suppressed decay B0 → K∗0K+π− compara-
ble or larger than that of B0 → K∗0π+K− would be an
indication of new physics (Aubert, 2006h, 2007ah). There
is no evidence for this in the current data with branching
fraction measurements of B(B0 → K∗0K+π−) = (4.6 ±
1.1± 0.8)× 10−6 and B(B0 → K∗0π+K−) < 2.2× 10−6.
As an example of the detail of information that can
be extracted from a Dalitz Plot analysis, Table 17.4.11
shows the branching fractions, charged asymmetries, ﬁt
fractions, and phases for the decay B+ → K+K+K−.
Similar results exist for a number of the Dalitz Plots listed
in Table 17.4.10.
17.4.8 Summary
Together BABAR and Belle have collected well over 1 ab−1
of B meson decays. Even with low branching fractions,
the study of charmless hadronic B decays have enabled
the measurement of: the CKM angles φ1, φ2, φ3; the dis-
covery of many new decay modes with a measured branch-
ing fraction; new branching fraction upper limits placed
on many rare decays; direct and indirect CP asymmetries;
G-parity conservation tests; longitudinal polarization; in-
terference eﬀects; and weak and strong phases. This has
enabled a comprehensive comparison with theoretical pre-
dictions and models. These theoretical models continue to
progress, with more precise calculations over a wider range
of observables. Yet despite this, the study of charmless
hadronic decays is still only partially complete. Work is
still on-going in understanding the hierarchy of the longi-
tudinal polarization. Some measured branching fractions
do not agree with predictions. The prediction, understand-
ing and interpretation of the phases and amplitudes in
three-body Dalitz Plots are still in their infancy.
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Table 17.4.11. An illustration of the results that can be extracted from a full Dalitz Plot analysis of B+ → K+K+K− for
BABAR (Aubert, 2006i) and Belle (Garmash, 2005). The extracted parameters are: the branching fraction B or product branching
fraction B×Bf (×10−6); the charged CP asymmetry ACP (%); the ﬁt fraction FF (%); the phase δ (◦) relative to the reference
decay; mass M and width Γ (GeV/c2); NR is the non-resonant component and some errors have been rounded.
Decay Param. BABAR Belle
K+ K+ K− B 33.5± 0.9± 1.6 30.6± 1.2± 2.3
ACP −0.02± 0.03± 0.02
φK+ B 8.4± 0.7± 0.7 9.60± 0.92± 0.71
ACP 0± 8± 2
FF 11.8± 0.9± 0.8 14.7± 1.3
δ −7± 0.11± 3 −123± 10
φ(1680)K+ B × Bf < 0.8
f0(980)K
+ B × Bf 6.5± 2.5± 1.6 < 2.9
ACP −31± 25± 8
FF 19± 7± 4
δ 28± 9± 5
fX(1500)K
+ B × Bf 43± 6± 3
ACP −4± 7± 2
FF 121± 19± 6 63.4± 6.9
δ 74± 5± 2 0 (ﬁxed)
M 1.539± 0.020 1.524± 0.014
Γ 0.257± 0.033 0.136± 0.023
f0(1710)K
+ B × Bf 1.7± 1.0± 0.3
f ′(1525)K+ B × Bf < 4.9
a2(1320)K
+ B × Bf < 1.1
NR B 50± 6± 4 24.0± 1.5± 1.8
FF 141± 16± 9 74.8± 3.6
δ 0 (ﬁxed) −68± 9
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17.5 B-meson lifetimes, B0 − B0 mixing,
and symmetry violation searches
Editors:
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The charged and neutral B meson lifetimes, τB+ and
τB0 , and the B0−B0 oscillation frequency Δmd, are fun-
damental parameters of B meson decays. They provide
important input for the determination of the CKM ma-
trix elements |Vcb| and |Vtd| (discussed in Sections 17.1
and 17.2). In addition, precise knowledge of τB0 and Δmd
is necessary for the extraction of CP asymmetries from
the neutral B decay-time distributions. Here we describe
precision measurements of τB+ , τB0 (Section 17.5.1), and
Δmd (Section 17.5.2); measurements of ΔΓd are also dis-
cussed (Section 17.5.2.6). By relaxing the assumptions be-
hind standard mixing analyses, it is also possible to test
the quantum-mechanical nature of B0 − B0 oscillations
(Section 17.5.3), search for violations of CP , T , or even
CPT symmetry in mixing (Section 17.5.4), and search for
violations of Lorentz symmetry (Section 17.5.5).
17.5.1 B-meson lifetimes
In 1983 the MAC and MARK II Collaborations (Fernan-
dez et al., 1983; Lockyer et al., 1983) discovered, in 29GeV
center-of-mass energy e+e− collisions recorded at the PEP
storage ring at SLAC, that the impact parameters of high-
momentum leptons in hadronic ﬁnal states were largely
positive. From the measured impact parameter distribu-
tions and assuming these leptons originated mostly from
b hadron decays, the collaborations estimated a b hadron
lifetime of the order of one picosecond. Such a long life-
time was unexpected. At the time, the phenomenological
guidance on the strength of weak b hadron decays was
the mixing between the ﬁrst and second quark genera-
tion, characterized by the Cabibbo angle θC (Section 16).
If quark mixing between the second and the third genera-
tion was similar, the expected b lifetime would be around
0.1 ps (Barger, Long, and Pakvasa, 1979). The long life-
time of b hadrons was the ﬁrst evidence that the mag-
nitude of the CKM matrix element Vcb is much smaller
than sin θC . Along with ﬁrst limits on the branching frac-
tions of semileptonic b→ u transitions, and thus |Vub/Vcb|,
from experiments at Cornell around the same time (Chen
et al., 1984; Klopfenstein et al., 1983) and unitarity con-
straints, the measurement of |Vcb| led to the ﬁrst com-
plete picture of the magnitudes of all the CKM matrix
elements (Ginsparg and Wise, 1983). Soon after, it was
realized that due to its long lifetime the B0 can oscillate
into a B0 before it decays, allowing for measurements of
B0 −B0 mixing and time-dependent CP asymmetries.
At the time when the B Factories started to record
their ﬁrst data, the Particle Data Group listed in their
2000 Review of Particle Physics (Groom et al., 2000) the
averages of the B0 and B+ lifetimes and their ratio as:
τB0 = (1.548 ± 0.032) ps, τB+ = (1.653 ± 0.028) ps, and
τB+/τB0 = 1.062 ± 0.029, with relative uncertainties of
2.1%, 1.7%, and 2.7%, respectively.
While the ﬁrst measurements of the magnitude of the
CKM matrix element Vcb were provided by the initial b
hadron lifetime measurements, the most precise determi-
nation of |Vcb|, based on advances in the theoretical de-
scriptions of B-meson decays, now comes from semilep-
tonic branching ratios (see Section 17.1).
In the following, we brieﬂy discuss the theory of B me-
son lifetimes (Section 17.5.1.1), and the motivation and
principles of lifetime measurements (Section 17.5.1.2), be-
fore reviewing lifetime measurements at the B Factories
using fully-reconstructed (Section 17.5.1.3) and partially-
reconstructed ﬁnal states (Section 17.5.1.4). Averages of
the B lifetimes and their ratio are presented in Sec-
tion 17.5.1.5.
17.5.1.1 Theory of B meson lifetimes
From the theoretical side the lifetime (or equivalently the
total decay rate Γ ) of a heavy quark hadron is a fully inclu-
sive quantity for which a systematic expansion in powers
of ΛQCD/mQ can be performed (Bigi, 1996; Neubert and
Sachrajda, 1997). Schematically one obtains an expression
of the form
Γ = Γ0 + Γ1
(
ΛQCD
mQ
)
(17.5.1)
+Γ2
(
ΛQCD
mQ
)2
+ Γ3
(
ΛQCD
mQ
)3
+ · · ·
The leading term in the decay rate
It turns out that the leading term of this expansion does
not depend on any hadronic matrix element and is simply
the decay of a free quark. This is illustrated in Fig. 17.5.1:
It depicts the square of the amplitude of a heavy quark
decaying via a four quark operator into three ﬁnal state
fermions, i.e. the internal lines should not be interpreted
as propagators, but rather as the corresponding phase
space integration. Since only the heavy quark is involved,
to this level of the expansion, the lifetime of all charm and
Figure 17.5.1. Illustration of the leading term of the heavy
quark expansion for the total rate.
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bottom hadrons, respectively, are predicted to be iden-
tical. Neglecting CKM suppressed contributions and the
masses of the electron, the muon, the up and the down
quark, the leading term for charm hadrons (i.e. without
QCD corrections) can be written as,
Γc = |Vcs|2 [NcΓ (c→ sud) + 2Γ (c→ sν	)] , (17.5.2)
where Nc is the number of colors,  = e, μ, and
Γ (c→ sff ′) = G
2
Fm
5
c
192π3
fPS, (17.5.3)
where fPS is a phase space factor depending on the mass
of the charm and the strange quarks.
For bottom hadrons this expression is slightly more
complicated since more ﬁnal states are involved. For the
leading term, neglecting again CKM suppressed contribu-
tions, setting |Vcs| = |Vud| ≈ 1, and neglecting the e, μ, u,
and d masses, one obtains
Γb = |Vcb|2
[
Nc[Γ (b→ ccs) + Γ (b→ cud)]
+2Γ (b→ cν	) + Γ (b→ cτντ )
]
, (17.5.4)
where now
Γ (b→ cff ′) = G
2
Fm
5
b
192π3
f(ff ′), (17.5.5)
and f(ff ′) is a phase space function depending on the bot-
tom and the charm mass as well as on the masses of the
two additional fermions f and f ′.
Although the analytic expression for the phase space
functions are not complicated, we give here only a sim-
ple numerical consideration. Putting in the phase space
functions, one obtains
Γc ≈ 3.5× G
2
Fm
5
c
192π3
|Vcs|2 = [1.1× 10−12 s]−1, (17.5.6)
Γb ≈ 2.9× G
2
Fm
5
b
192π3
|Vcb|2 = [1.2× 10−12 s]−1. (17.5.7)
Being the ﬁrst term of a systematic expansion, it is reas-
suring that these numbers are in the right ballpark. Note
that the rates have to be proportional to m5Q to compen-
sate the dimension of the Fermi coupling GF ; however the
full dependence on the heavy quark mass is not as strong
due to the phase space factors. The fact that the bottom
and charm lifetimes are still comparable is due to the small
magnitude of the CKM element |Vcb| relative to |Vcs|.
The prediction that the heavy-hadron lifetimes are
identical was considered a problem in the early days of
the heavy quark expansion. In fact, we have for example
τ(D+)/τ(D0) = 2.52 ± 0.09, indicating large corrections
from higher-order terms in the expansion. Furthermore,
the leading term depends on a high power of mQ, such
that any uncertainty in mQ would be ampliﬁed so much
that it was originally believed that no precise predictions
could be made. However, including QCD corrections in
combination with suitable mass deﬁnitions, this could be
remedied.
We note in passing that the na¨ıve spectator model also
predicts the semileptonic branching ratios. Taking into ac-
count only the Cabibbo-allowed contributions and neglect-
ing the masses of the ﬁnal state fermions we obtain
B(D → Xν) = Γ (c→ sν)
NcΓ (c→ sdu) +NleptΓ (c→ sν)
,
(17.5.8)
where  = e or μ, Nc = 3 is the number of colors, and
Nlept = 2 is for the two leptons that can appear as a
ﬁnal state in a D decay. With the approximation |Vcs| =
|Vud| ∼ 1, and ﬁnal state masses neglected, the partial
widths are equal,
Γ (c→ sdu) = Γ (c→ sν) = G
2
Fm
5
c
192π3
, (17.5.9)
so we ﬁnd
B(D → Xν) = 1
3 + 2
= 0.2. (17.5.10)
For bottom we can perform the same calculation, however
here one has to take into account phase space factors, since
the phase space for e.g. b → ccs is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from that for b→ cud. Taking this eﬀect into account one
arrives at
B(B → Xν) = 0.17 . (17.5.11)
Again these predictions are in the right ballpark, but de-
pend strongly on the quark masses and the deﬁnitions
used for these masses. Including the higher order terms
in αS as well as in the heavy quark expansion improves
the precision of the predictions dramatically. In particu-
lar, the determination of |Vcb| is performed on the basis
of the total semileptonic rate, which is computed at the
percent level of precision.
Higher-order terms
The higher order terms in the heavy quark expansion have
been investigated in detail. The term of order ΛQCD/mQ
vanishes due to heavy quark symmetries, so the ﬁrst non-
perturbative input to the lifetimes appears at the second
order of the expansion. To this order, the kinetic energy
parameter μ2π and the chromo-magnetic moment μ
2
G ap-
pear as non-perturbative input (for the precise deﬁnition
of these parameters see Section 17.1). However, assum-
ing light-quark ﬂavor symmetry, one obtains μ2π(B
0) =
μ2π(B
±) = μ2π(B
0
s ) and hence the second order in the ex-
pansion still does not induce a lifetime diﬀerence between
B0, B±, and B0s .
A lifetime diﬀerence between the bottom mesons needs
to involve the spectator quark. Contributions of this kind
are illustrated in Fig. 17.5.2. However, such contributions
are induced only at order (ΛQCD/mQ)3, which was taken
as an embarrassment at the time this was derived, since
the lifetimes in the D meson system diﬀer by a factor
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Figure 17.5.2. Spectator contributions.
as large as 2.5. However, subsequently it has been found
that the coeﬃcient Γ3 can be enhanced by a loop factor
16π2, which at least qualitatively explains this large ef-
fect. This can actually be seen by comparing Figs 17.5.1
and 17.5.2: the leading term shown in Fig 17.5.1 is a two-
loop diagram, leading to a factor (1/(16π2))2, whereas the
spectator contributions shown in Fig 17.5.2 are one-loop
diagrams with only a single power of 1/(16π2) (Neubert
and Sachrajda, 1997).
Over the past ten years lifetime calculations have been
reﬁned by adding higher order terms in the 1/mb expan-
sion as well as QCD corrections. A recent review can be
found in Lenz (2008).
17.5.1.2 Motivation and principles of lifetime measurements
There were both theoretical and experimental reasons for
the B Factories to measure the B-meson lifetimes more
precisely:
– Predictions for lifetime ratios based on a na¨ıve
estimate of the hadronic matrix elements yielded
τB+/τB0 = 1.067 ± 0.027 (Becirevic, 2001). While in
agreement with this prediction, the pre-B Factory data
were not conclusive on whether the charged or neutral
B lifetime was longer, motivating a more precise mea-
surement of τB+/τB0 to provide a stronger test of these
calculations.
– The B0 meson lifetime provides an essential input to
the measurements of the B0−B0 oscillation frequency
(see Section 17.5.2) and time-dependent CP asymme-
tries including the angles φ1 and φ2 of the Unitarity
Triangle (see Sections 17.6 and 17.7). Accurate values
of τB0 and Δmd reduce the systematic uncertainties in
these analyses of time-dependent CP asymmetries.
The most precise measurements of the B-meson life-
times before the ﬁrst B Factory results became available
were from experiments at the Z0 resonance and CDF.
These experiments measured the distance l the B me-
son travels from its production point to its decay ver-
tex. The production point is, respectively, the e+e− or
pp interaction point and the decay vertex is determined
from the B decay products. From this decay distance l,
the measured B momentum pB , and the known B mass
mB , they determined the proper time of the B-meson de-
cay t = l/c(βγ)B = mBl/(pBc). The proper-time dis-
tribution of the B-meson candidates is given by Γ (t) =
1
τB
exp(−t/τB) before accounting for detector resolution
and backgrounds. The experiments extracted the B-meson
lifetimes from ﬁts to the measured proper-time spectra.
While the ARGUS and CLEO experiments had collected
large samples of B mesons at the Υ (4S) resonance, their
B mesons were essentially produced at rest in the lab-
oratory frame, rendering a proper-time method through
decay-length measurements impossible.
These earlier B-lifetime measurements are character-
ized by high-precision measurements of the relative de-
cay length of the B mesons (σl/〈l〉 ≈ 10%), but typi-
cally suﬀered from a combination of relatively small signal
samples, large backgrounds, and in the case of partially-
reconstructed B mesons, a poor measurement of the B
momentum. In contrast, the measurements from BABAR
and Belle have worse σl/〈l〉 resolution, but their high-
statistics B samples have little background and excellent
knowledge of the B momentum.
A principal diﬀerence between the B-meson lifetime
measurements at previous experiments and at the asym-
metric-energy B Factories is the knowledge of the B pro-
duction point. At all experiments the B mesons are pro-
duced in the luminous region of the particle beams (beam
spot). The coordinates of the beam spot are well known.
The beam spot size is much smaller in the plane trans-
verse to the beam direction than along the beam direction.
At the LEP and Tevatron experiments and at SLD most
B mesons travel a measurable distance in the transverse
plane before they decay, and the B meson proper time
is derived from this distance. In ﬁts to the proper-time
distributions, events with measured t < 0 provide valu-
able information about the proper-time resolution func-
tion. Since there are no true negative proper times, all
events with measured t < 0 are due to resolution eﬀects.
In contrast, at the B Factories the B mesons are barely
moving in the center-of-mass frame. Thus their transverse
momentum and transverse ﬂight distance are close to zero
and cannot be used for a precise proper-time measure-
ment. The length of the beam spot in the z direction is
about a centimeter in BABAR and Belle and there are no
fragmentation tracks coming from the B production point
(as only a BB-pair is produced in the decay of the Υ (4S)).
Therefore the z coordinate of the B production vertex can-
not be reconstructed with good precision. Instead, at the
B Factories the distance Δz between the decay vertices of
the two B mesons is measured. The proper-time diﬀerence
is then given to good approximation by
Δt ≈ Δz/(c(βγ)B), (17.5.12)
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where (βγ)B is the Lorentz boost factor of the B meson
in the lab frame (see Section 6.5). The Δt distribution is
given by
Γ (Δt) =
1
2τB
exp (−|Δt|/τB). (17.5.13)
It is symmetric around Δt = 0. Detector resolution eﬀects
will smear this distribution, but there is no region in Δt
that allows a similarly clean access to the Δt resolution
function as in the experiments at the Z0 and CDF and DØ
(see Fig. 17.5.3). One of the challenges of the B-lifetime
measurements at the B Factories is to disentangle the un-
derlying true Δt distribution from the resolution function.
Both BABAR and Belle use multiple samples of B me-
sons to determine the B0 and B+ lifetimes and their ratio.
One of the B mesons, Brec, is typically reconstructed in an
exclusive ﬁnal state. The various samples diﬀer in their B
meson yield per inverse femtobarn and in their signal pu-
rity.57 More exclusive samples have less background, but
also a smaller yield. In the lifetime analyses, the z position
of the Brec decay vertex zrec is determined from its decay
products. The z position zoth of the decay vertex of the
other B meson, Both, is reconstructed from the tracks not
belonging to Brec. The proper-time diﬀerence Δt is then
calculated from Δz = zrec − zoth using Eq. (17.5.12). It
turns out that the uncertainty in Δt is dominated by the
uncertainty in zoth and is almost the same for all lifetime
analyses at the B Factories. The B lifetimes are extracted
from a ﬁt to the Δt distributions of the selected candi-
dates after accounting for detector resolution eﬀects and
background. In the following, we will brieﬂy describe the
various measurements of the B-meson lifetimes by the B
Factories. The results of these analyses are summarized in
Table 17.5.1; averages are discussed in Section 17.5.1.5.
17.5.1.3 Fully-reconstructed ﬁnal states
B lifetime measurements with samples in which one B
decays to an exclusive hadronic ﬁnal state have the
lowest background. BABAR measures the B0 and B+
lifetimes with the hadronic decays B0 → D(∗)−π+,
D(∗)−ρ+, D(∗)−a+1 , J/ψK
∗0 and B+ → D(∗)0π+, J/ψK+,
ψ(2S)K+ in a data sample of 20.6 fb−1 (Aubert, 2001c).
Belle performs an analysis combining the exclusive
hadronic ﬁnal states B0 → D(∗)−π+, D∗−ρ+, J/ψK0S ,
J/ψK∗0 to measure the B0 lifetime and the modes B+ →
D0π+, J/ψK+ to measure the B+ lifetime in a sample
of 29.1 fb−1 (Abe, 2002m). The decay channels K+π−,
K+π−π0, K+π−π+π−, and K0Sπ
+π− are used to recon-
struct D0 candidates, while the modes K+π−π+ and
K0Sπ
− are used for D− candidates (Belle does not use
the D decay modes involving a K0S). Charged D
∗− can-
didates are formed by combining a D0 with a soft π−.
57 The signal purity is the fraction of signal events in the
selected candidates (see also Section 4.3). It is often deﬁned
for a region of about ±2 standard deviations around the signal
peak (for example, in mES or ΔE).
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Figure 17.5.3. The Δt distributions of B0 (top) and B− (bot-
tom) candidates (plus c.c.) for fully-reconstructed B decays to
hadronic ﬁnal states. The dashed lines represent the sum of
the background and outlier components, and the dotted lines
represent the outlier component (Abe, 2002m).
The B0 candidates are formed by combining a D∗− or
D− with a π+, ρ+ (ρ+ → π+π0) or a+1 (a+1 → π+π−π+).
The B0 → J/ψK∗0 and B0 → ψ(2S)K∗0 candidates are
reconstructed from combinations of a J/ψ or a ψ(2S) can-
didate, in the decay modes e+e− and μ+μ−, with a K∗0
(K∗0 → K+π−). The ψ(2S) candidates are reconstructed
in their decays to J/ψπ+π−. In these measurements, the
collaborations impose constraints on the B candidates re-
quiring them to be compatible with one of the ﬁnal states
mentioned above. The corresponding branching fractions
for the B and D decays to these ﬁnal states are at most
a few percent. Therefore, the selected signal samples have
relatively small B0 and B+ yields (for example, 291 B0
and 304 B+ per inverse femtobarn of data for the BABAR
analysis). Due to the tight selection criteria, a main back-
ground present in other analyses that arises from incor-
rect combinations of tracks is highly suppressed, leading
to event samples with high signal purities of 80%–90%.
The z position of the decay vertex, zrec, of the fully-
reconstructed B meson, Brec , is measured with high preci-
sion, typically of the order of σ(zrec) ∼ 50 μm. The decay
vertex position of the other B, zoth, is determined from
all tracks not belonging to Brec as described in Chapter 6.
For these samples, the zrec resolution is 100–200 μm with
an RMS value of about 170 μm. Thus, the Δz resolution
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Table 17.5.1. B Factory measurements of τB0 , τB+ , and τB0/τB+ along with the journal paper, selected ﬁnal state, signal
purity fsignal, B meson signal yield, and integrated luminosity for each measurement. The purity and yield values marked with
an asterisk ∗ are approximate.
Experiment Method fsignal Yield
R L dt
[B/fb−1] [fb−1]
Neutral B meson lifetime τB0 : τB0 [ps]
BABAR (Aubert, 2001c) Excl. hadronic modes 90% 291 21 1.546± 0.032± 0.022
BABAR (Aubert, 2003e) Incl. D∗π, D∗ρ 55% 603 21 1.533± 0.034± 0.038
BABAR (Aubert, 2003m) Excl. D∗lν 76% 680 21 1.523+0.024−0.023 ± 0.022
BABAR (Aubert, 2002f) Incl. D∗lν 53% 4430 21 1.529± 0.012± 0.029
BABAR (Aubert, 2006s) Incl. D∗lν 64% 605 81 1.504± 0.013+0.018−0.013
Belle (Abe, 2002m) Excl. hadronic modes 82%∗ 220∗ 29 1.554± 0.030± 0.019
Belle (Abe, 2005c) Excl. had. modes + D∗lν 81% 707 140 1.534± 0.008± 0.010
BABAR-Belle average 1.530± 0.005± 0.009
Charged B meson lifetime τB+ : τB+ [ps]
BABAR (Aubert, 2001c) Excl. hadronic modes 93% 304 21 1.673± 0.032± 0.023
Belle (Abe, 2002m) Excl. hadronic modes 75%∗ 310∗ 29 1.695± 0.026± 0.015
Belle (Abe, 2005c) Excl. hadronic modes 81% 319 140 1.635± 0.011± 0.011
BABAR-Belle average 1.640± 0.010± 0.010
τB+/τB0 : τB+/τB0
BABAR (Aubert, 2001c) Excl. hadronic modes 93%, 90% 304, 291 21 1.082± 0.026± 0.012
Belle (Abe, 2002m) Excl. hadronic modes 75%, 82%∗ 310, 220∗ 29 1.091± 0.023± 0.014
Belle (Abe, 2005c) Excl. had. modes + D∗lν 81%, 81% 319, 707 140 1.066± 0.008± 0.008
BABAR-Belle average 1.068± 0.009± 0.007
is dominated by the resolution of zoth. It is similar for all
decay modes (σ(Δz) = 180− 190 μm). Belle converts the
measured Δz into a Δt value according to Eq. (17.5.12),
whereas in fully-reconstructed decays BABAR uses a more
precise approximation by exploiting the precise knowledge
of the B ﬂight direction to correct for the B momentum
in the Υ (4S) frame (Eq. 6.5.5). The Δt distributions of
the selected B0 and B+ candidates are then ﬁt to a like-
lihood function that describes the true Δt distribution
of the signal events (Eq. 17.5.13), convoluted with a Δt
signal resolution function Rsig to account for the uncer-
tainty in the Δt measurements; and to an empirical Δt
distribution describing background events. BABAR uses a
signal Δt resolution function Rsig consisting of the sum
of a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and its convo-
lution with an exponential decay that models the bias of
zoth due to tracks originating from a displaced decay ver-
tex of a charm meson. Charged and neutral B decays are
described with the same Δt resolution function. Belle’s
signal Δt resolution function Rsig is formed by the con-
volution of four components: the detector resolutions for
zrec and zoth, the bias in zoth due to tracks originating
from the decay of a charm meson, and the kinematic ap-
proximation that the B mesons are at rest in the center-
of-mass frame (Tajima, 2004). Both resolution functions
have a term accounting for a small number of poorly recon-
structed vertices, so-called Δt outliers. Both experiments
describe the background Δt distribution with a prompt
term (i.e. zero lifetime) and a term with an eﬀective back-
ground lifetime. The background Δt resolution functions
for the component with eﬀective lifetime is of the same
form as the signal resolution functions, but with separate
parameters in order to minimize correlations with the sig-
nal resolution parameters. The Δt resolution function is
discussed further in Chapter 10.
BABAR and Belle determine the values of τB0 and τB+
from a simultaneous ﬁt to the samples of B0 and B+ can-
didates. BABAR measures τB0 = (1.546±0.032±0.022) ps
and τB+ = (1.673 ± 0.032 ± 0.023) ps, while Belle mea-
sures τB0 = (1.554±0.030±0.019) ps and τB+ = (1.695±
0.026 ± 0.015) ps. The measurements of the B0 and the
B+ lifetimes share the same sources of systematic uncer-
tainty. Some of these uncertainties cancel in the ratio of
the lifetimes rτ ≡ τB+/τB0 . In a separate ﬁt the param-
eter τB+ is replaced with rτ · τB0 to estimate the statis-
tical error of the lifetime ratio. BABAR and Belle mea-
sure, respectively, τB+/τB0 = 1.082 ± 0.026 ± 0.012 and
τB+/τB0 = 1.091 ± 0.023 ± 0.014. The largest contribu-
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tions to the systematic uncertainties in the measured life-
times come from the modeling of the signal Δt resolution
function (0.009 – 0.014 ps) and the background Δt dis-
tribution (0.005 – 0.012 ps), the alignment of the vertex
detector (0.008 ps), the knowledge of the z scale of the
detector (0.008 ps), and limited statistics of the MC sim-
ulation (0.007 – 0.009 ps). The dominant contributions to
the systematic error in rτ come from limited MC statis-
tics (0.005 – 0.006), uncertainties in the background Δt
distributions (0.005 – 0.011), and the signal Δt resolution
function (0.006 – 0.008).
In another analysis BABAR uses events in which Brec
is reconstructed in the semileptonic decay B0 → D∗−l+ν
(l = e, μ) to determine the B0 lifetime (Aubert, 2003m).
The B yield is larger than for the hadronic ﬁnal state
analysis due to the large B semileptonic branching frac-
tion. They reconstruct 680 B/ fb−1. Due to the missing
neutrino the background level is higher than in the sam-
ple of fully-reconstructed hadronic B decays. The com-
binatorial D∗− background is about 18% and the sum
of the backgrounds from events where the D∗− and the
lepton come from diﬀerent B decays, events with a fake
lepton candidate and events from continuum cc→ D∗−X
processes add up to 5 − 8% depending on the lepton ﬂa-
vor. In this analysis, BABAR simultaneously ﬁts for τB0
and the B0 − B0 mixing frequency Δmd (see also Sec-
tion 17.5.2). Because of the diﬀerent Δt distributions for
mixed (B0B0 or B0B0) and unmixed (B0B0) events, sepa-
rately ﬁtting the two Δt distributions enhances the sensi-
tivity to the common signal Δt resolution function. As
a result the uncertainty of τB0 is reduced by approxi-
mately 15%. BABAR measures the B0 lifetime to be τB0 =
(1.523+0.024−0.023 ± 0.022) ps. The dominant systematic error
sources are the same as for the analyses of the hadronic
ﬁnal states and similar in size. A large additional sys-
tematic uncertainty in the τB0 measurement comes from
the limited statistical precision in determining the bias
due to the background modeling. By comparing the ﬁt-
ted τB0 in simulated events, BABAR observes a shift of
(0.022 ± 0.009) ps between a signal-only sample and a
signal-plus-background sample. The measured B0 lifetime
is corrected for the observed bias from the ﬁt to the MC
sample with background; the full statistical uncertainty
in τB0 from this ﬁt (±0.018 ps) is assigned as systematic
uncertainty.
Belle also performs a measurement of the B lifetimes
and their ratio in a larger sample of 140 fb−1 (Abe, 2005c).
In this analysis they reconstruct B0 and B+ candidates in
the same hadronic decay modes as in their previous anal-
ysis. In addition they reconstruct B0 candidates in the
semileptonic decay B0 → D∗−l+ν. Using a ﬁt to the Δt
distributions of the signal candidates, they determine the
B0 and B+ lifetimes and the B0 − B0 mixing frequency
Δmd simultaneously. The analysis of the neutral B decays
is described in more detail in Section 17.5.2. Belle mea-
sures τB0 = (1.534 ± 0.008 ± 0.010) ps, τB+ = (1.635 ±
0.011 ± 0.011) ps and τB+/τB0 = 1.066 ± 0.008 ± 0.008.
The largest contributions to the systematic uncertainties
in the measured lifetimes come from uncertainties in the
vertex reconstruction (0.005 – 0.007 ps) and the modeling
of the background (0.007 ps). The dominant contributions
to the systematic error in rτ come from uncertainties in
the background Δt distributions (0.005) and the signal Δt
resolution function (0.004).
17.5.1.4 Partially-reconstructed ﬁnal states
BABAR also measures the B0 meson lifetime in a sample
of 21 fb−1 using the decay modes B0 → D∗−l+ν (Au-
bert, 2002f) and B0 → D∗−π+, B0 → D∗−ρ+ (Aubert,
2003e) with a partially-reconstructed D∗− in the ﬁnal
state. These measurements also serve as a proof-of-principle
for the analyses of the time-dependent CP asymmetries in
B → D(∗)∓π± to extract sin(2φ1+φ3) (see Section 17.8.5).
In the measurement of τB0 with B0 → D∗−l+ν de-
cays, BABAR requires a high-momentum lepton (1.4 <
p∗l < 2.3GeV/c) and an opposite-charge soft pion (πs)
consistent with coming from the decay D∗− → D0π−s
(p∗πs < 0.19GeV/c). The D
∗− momentum is inferred from
the πs momentum without reconstructing the D0 (see
Eq. 7.3.6). The analysis of this inclusive ﬁnal state does
not suﬀer from the small D0 branching fractions to exclu-
sive ﬁnal states and consequently has a large B yield (4430
B/ fb−1). However, without the additional constraints from
the D0 reconstruction the signal purity of the selected B
candidates is only 53%. The Brec decay vertex is calcu-
lated from the lepton and πs tracks, and the beam spot.
The decay point of the Both is determined from the re-
maining tracks in the event. In events that have another
high-momentum lepton (p∗l > 1.1 GeV/c), the B vertex is
calculated from this lepton track constrained to the beam
spot in the transverse plane. Otherwise, all tracks with
a center-of-mass angle greater than 90◦ with respect to
the πs direction are considered. This requirement removes
most of the tracks from the decay of the D0 daughter
of the D∗−, which would otherwise bias the reconstruc-
tion of the Both vertex position. Tracks are also removed
if they contribute more than 6 to the vertex χ2. BABAR
measures the B0 lifetime with a binned maximum likeli-
hood ﬁt to the Δt and σΔt distributions of the selected
B candidates to be τB0 = (1.529± 0.012± 0.029) ps. For
this result, the ﬁtted B0 lifetime is multiplied by a cor-
rection factor RD0 = 1.032± 0.007± 0.007 to account for
daughter tracks of the D0 included in the calculation of
the Both decay vertex. The largest systematic uncertain-
ties in τB0 are due to the knowledge of the fractions and
parameterizations of the background types (0.015 ps), the
Δt resolution model (0.017 ps) and RD0 (0.015 ps).
In a more recent analysis with 81 fb−1, BABAR uses
B0 → D∗−l+ν decays with a partially-reconstructed D∗−
to measure τB0 and the B0 − B0 oscillation frequency
Δmd (Aubert, 2006s). They require the other B0 in the
event Both also to decay semileptonically and determine
its decay vertex by constraining the high-energy lepton to
the beam spot. After correcting for a small bias (−0.006 ps)
observed in MC-simulated events they measure τB0 =
(1.504 ± 0.013+0.018−0.013) ps. The dominant contributions to
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the systematic error in τB0 come from uncertainties in the
alignment (+0.013−0.004 ps) and z scale (0.007 ps) of the SVT,
and from MC statistics (0.007 ps).
BABAR also measures the B0 lifetime with a partially-
reconstructed D∗− in the decays B0 → D∗−h+, where h+
is either a π+ or a ρ+ (Aubert, 2003e). Similarly to the
partial reconstruction of the semi-leptonic ﬁnal state, they
reconstruct only the soft pion πs from the decay D∗− →
D0π−s and the D
∗− momentum is inferred from the πs
momentum. The main variable to suppress background in
this analysis is the missing D0 mass mmiss, which peaks
at the nominal D0 mass with a spread of 3 MeV/c2 for
B0 → D∗−π+ and 3.5 MeV/c2 for B0 → D∗−ρ+. Addi-
tional variables to suppress backgrounds include the angle
between h and the B0, the D∗− and ρ+ helicity angles,
and event shape variables. After all selection requirements
are applied, the signal purity is approximately 55%. The
dominant background comes from continuum events. The
remaining background from BB events is due to random
h and πs combinations and feed-down from B → D∗∗π,
B0 → D∗−ρ+ (for B0 → D∗−π+), and B0 → D∗−a+1
(for B0 → D∗−ρ+). The z position of the B0 decay ver-
tex is determined from the h and πs tracks constrained
to the nominal beam spot. The decay vertex of Both is
determined in the same way as in BABAR’s early analysis
of B0 → D∗−l+ν (Aubert, 2002f). For the mode B0 →
D∗−π+ they calculate an event-by-event Δz correction to
account for tracks from the D0 included in the vertex of
Both. In both modes a small additional correction to the
ﬁtted B0 lifetime is applied. BABAR uses several data con-
trol samples to determine the diﬀerent background frac-
tions in the signal sample and their p.d.f. parameters.
These parameters are ﬁxed in the ﬁt to the signal sample.
The ﬁtted lifetimes are τB0 = (1.510 ± 0.040 ± 0.041) ps
in B0 → D∗−π+ and τB0 = (1.616 ± 0.064 ± 0.075) ps
in B0 → D∗−ρ+. The combined result accounting for
correlated errors is τB0 = (1.533 ± 0.034 ± 0.038) ps.
The dominant uncertainties in the measurements with the
modes B0 → D∗−π+ and B0 → D∗−ρ+ come from the
knowledge of the composition of the background and its
p.d.f. parameters (0.024 ps, 0.050 ps), limited MC statis-
tics (0.021 ps, 0.042 ps), and the D0 track bias (0.017 ps,
0.026 ps).
17.5.1.5 Averages of τB0 , τB+ and τB+/τB0
The world averages of the B0 and B+ lifetimes and
their ratio are calculated by HFAG from the BABAR
measurements in Aubert (2001c, 2002f, 2003e,m, 2006s),
the Belle measurements in Abe (2005c) and measure-
ments from CDF, DØ, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, OPAL, SLD
and ATLAS (Beringer et al., 2012) to be, respectively,
τB0 = (1.519 ± 0.007) ps, τB+ = (1.641 ± 0.008) ps and
τB+/τB0 = (1.079± 0.007) ps. The most precise measure-
ments contributing to these averages come from the B Fac-
tories and a recent set of measurements from CDF using
fully-reconstructed B → J/ψK(∗) events (Aaltonen et al.,
2011a). DØ provides a precise measurement of τB+/τB0
from samples of B → D∗+μνX and B → D0μνX (Abazov
et al., 2005). By using only the B Factories measure-
ments, one obtains the averages τB0 = (1.530± 0.010) ps,
τB+ = (1.640±0.014) ps and τB+/τB0 = (1.068±0.011) ps.
The measurements of the charged and neutral B life-
times and their ratio now have errors of about half a per-
cent, and the B+ lifetime is now measured to be larger
than the B0 lifetime by many standard deviations. The
precision in these measurements exceeds that of existing
theoretical calculations. Thus, with the original motiva-
tions fully addressed by the current set of measurements
and the multitude of relevant systematic error sources that
come with sub-percent precision measurements, it is un-
likely that there will be improved measurements using the
full data set of the B Factories or the even larger data sets
of future super ﬂavor factories.
17.5.2 B0 − B0 mixing
Neutral meson-antimeson oscillations were predicted by
Gell-Mann and Pais (1955) and ﬁrst observed in 1956
in the K0 − K0 system (Lande, Booth, Impeduglia, Le-
derman, and Chinowsky, 1956). Mixing in the B0 − B0
system was discovered in 1987 by the ARGUS collabora-
tion (Albrecht et al., 1987b). It was clear from the ﬁrst B0s
measurements that mixing was an important eﬀect in the
B0s − B0s system (see for example the review of Danilov,
1993), although the mixing frequency was not resolved un-
til much later by the CDF collaboration (Abulencia et al.,
2006b) as previous results established only lower limits
on xs = Δms/Γs. Finally, D0 − D0 mixing was ﬁrst ob-
served by the B Factories and is described in detail in
Section 19.2.
Meson-antimeson oscillations proceed in general
through both long distance eﬀects (common decay modes)
and second order weak interactions as described by box di-
agrams containing virtual quarks (Figure 10.1.1). B0−B0
mixing is predominantly a short-distance phenomenon;
among the various box diagrams, those containing the top
quark dominate due to the large top mass. The observa-
tion of mixing, in fact, provided the ﬁrst indication that
the top quark was very heavy: see the discussion in Sec-
tion 16.1. The mixing frequency Δmd is sensitive to the
CKM matrix element Vtd (see Section 17.2). In the neutral
K, D (see Section 19.2), and B0s meson systems, mixing
also has contributions from real intermediate states acces-
sible to both the meson and the antimeson. Real interme-
diate states lead to a diﬀerence in the decay rate for the
two mass eigenstates of the neutral meson system. How-
ever, for the B0d system, the decay rate diﬀerence ΔΓ is
expected to be of O(10−2 − 10−3) times smaller than the
average decay rate and the mixing frequency (Lenz and
Nierste, 2011), and is typically ignored in the measure-
ments of Δmd.
In the following, we brieﬂy review the principles of
Δmd measurements (Section 17.5.2.1), and then summa-
rize the techniques and results of the B Factory mea-
surements using dilepton (Section 17.5.2.2), partially-
reconstructed (Section 17.5.2.3), and fully-reconstructed
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ﬁnal states (Section 17.5.2.4). The average of these re-
sults is discussed in Section 17.5.2.5. Throughout, we set
ΔΓ = 0; the specialized analyses allowing ΔΓ = 0,
and setting constraints on its value, are discussed in Sec-
tion 17.5.2.6 below.
17.5.2.1 Principles of Δmd measurements
The time-evolution of the B0 − B0 system is given by a
phenomenology-based 2 × 2 Hamiltonian matrix (for de-
tails see Chapter 10). Solving this system of equations
gives the time-dependent probabilities for B0 − B0 os-
cillations. For a B0 decay to a ﬂavor eigenstate that is
not accessible from a B0 decay (e.g. the semileptonic de-
cay B0 → D∗+l−νl), the parameter λ in Eqs (10.1.10–
10.1.15) and (10.2.2–10.2.5) is zero. Neglecting CP viola-
tion in mixing, the probability that a B0 produced at time
t = 0 decays as B0 at time t is given by
PB0→B0(t) =
e−t/τB0
2τB0
× [1− cos(Δmdt)], (17.5.14)
where Δmd is the B0 − B0 oscillation frequency and τB0
is the neutral B lifetime. Similarly, the probability that
a produced B0 decays as B0 (for example through B0 →
D∗−l+νl) is given by
PB0→B0(t) =
e−t/τB0
2τB0
× [1 + cos(Δmdt)]. (17.5.15)
Likewise the probabilities for a produced B0 to decay as
a B0 or a B0 are given, respectively, by
PB0→B0(t) =
e−t/τB0
2τB0
× [1− cos(Δmdt)], (17.5.16)
and
PB0→B0(t) =
e−t/τB0
2τB0
× [1 + cos(Δmdt)]. (17.5.17)
The ﬁrst measurements of B0 − B0 oscillations were
time-integrated measurements by ARGUS (Albrecht et al.,
1987b) and CLEO (Artuso et al., 1989). They measured
the time-integrated probability χd that a B0 (B0) pro-
duced in Υ (4S)→ B0B0 decays as a B0 (B0),
χd =
x2d
2 (1 + x2d)
, (17.5.18)
where xd = Δmd/Γd = ΔmdτB0 . In 1993 the LEP exper-
iments started to provide the ﬁrst time-dependent mea-
surements of Δmd, made possible through their precision
vertex detectors and highly-boosted B0 mesons from Z0
decays (Abreu et al., 1994; Acciarri et al., 1996; Akers
et al., 1994b; Buskulic et al., 1993b). The CDF collabora-
tion published their ﬁrst Δmd measurement in 1998 (Abe
et al., 1998). In the 2000 Review of Particle Physics (Groom
et al., 2000) the PDG calculated an average B0 − B0
oscillation frequency from time-dependent measurements
by the LEP experiments and CDF of Δmd = (0.478 ±
0.018) ps−1. Including the measurements of the time-in-
tegrated mixing probability χd = 0.156± 0.024 by CLEO
and ARGUS, they obtained Δmd = (0.472± 0.017) ps−1.
The experimental strengths and weaknesses in Δmd
measurements, when comparing these older experiments
to the B Factories, are the same as for measurements of
the B lifetimes. The former beneﬁt from high-precision
proper-time measurements, whereas the latter have the
advantage of low-background, high-statistics B samples,
and excellent B-momentum resolution.
The experimental methods of the Δmd analyses are
very similar to those used in the measurement of time-
dependent CP asymmetries in B decays to CP eigenstates
(see the measurement of sin 2φ1 in Section 17.6). In par-
ticular, fully-reconstructed B decays to ﬂavor ﬁnal states
Bﬂav, such as B0 → D(∗)+π−, have the same B vertex
resolutions and thus Δt resolution function as B decays
to (cc)s CP eigenstates, BCP (see Chapter 6 and Sec-
tion 17.6). The same B ﬂavor-tagging algorithms are used
to determine the ﬂavors of Bﬂav and BCP at the time of
their production (see Chapter 8). In both cases, maxi-
mum likelihood ﬁts are used to extract the parameters of
the time-dependent asymmetries from the measured Δt
distributions. By-products of the Δmd measurement with
fully-reconstructed ﬁnal states are the B ﬂavor-tagging
mistag rates, which cannot be determined with CP eigen-
states. In addition, a conﬁrmation of the Δmd results
of previous experiments served as a convincing proof-of-
principle of this novel technique for measuring time-depen-
dent CP asymmetries at the asymmetric beam-energy B
Factories. So, it is no coincidence that one of the ﬁrst
measurements from the B Factories was the precise time-
dependent measurement of Δmd. On the other hand, im-
proving the knowledge of Δmd has been and still is inter-
esting in its own right. The oscillation frequency Δmd is
proportional to |Vtd|2 (Eq. 17.2.1). Thus, a precise Δmd
measurement along with a measurement of the B0s−B0s os-
cillation frequency Δms from hadron colliders, combined
with lattice QCD calculations of the decay constants and
QCD bag parameters of B0 and B0s mesons (for details see
Section 17.2) provide strong constraints on the Unitarity
Triangle (see Section 25.1).
The time-dependent Δmd measurements by the B Fac-
tories all follow the same basic idea. In the Υ (4S)→ B0B0
decay the two neutral B mesons are produced in a coher-
ent P -wave state. If one of the B mesons, referred to as
Btag, can be ascertained to decay to a state of known ﬂa-
vor (i.e. B0 or B0) at a certain time ttag, the other B,
referred to as Brec, at that time must be of the opposite
ﬂavor as a consequence of Bose symmetry. Consequently,
the probabilities to observe unmixed (+) B0B0, or mixed
(−) B0B0/B0B0 events, are functions of the proper-time
diﬀerence Δt = trec − ttag and of Δmd:
PB0B0→B0B0(Δt) ≡ P+(Δt)
=
e−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
× [1 + cos(ΔmdΔt)] ,
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PB0B0→B0B0/B0B0(Δt) ≡ P−(Δt)
=
e−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
× [1− cos(ΔmdΔt)] .
(17.5.19)
From these two equations one can deﬁne the so-called
B0B0 mixing asymmetry as
Amix(Δt) ≡ P+(Δt)− P−(Δt)
P+(Δt) + P−(Δt)
= cos(ΔmdΔt).
(17.5.20)
The functions P±(Δt) are illustrated in Fig. 17.5.4. The
mixed event function (P−) rises slowly from zero at Δt = 0
until it reaches a maximum at around Δt = 2.6 ps.
The B Factories have measured the B0−B0 oscillation
frequency with various ﬁnal states and B-reconstruction
techniques. In the analyses of dilepton inclusive ﬁnal states,
the ﬂavors of both B mesons are identiﬁed only through
high-momentum leptons from semileptonic decays. In all
other Δmd measurements one B is reconstructed through
its decay to an exclusive ﬂavor ﬁnal state, Brec, while
the remaining charged particles in the event are used to
identify (or “tag”) the ﬂavor of the other B (referred
to as Btag), as a B0 or B0. The proper-time diﬀerence
Δt = Δz/〈βγ〉c is determined from the z positions of the
B decay vertices Δz = zrec − ztag and the average boost
of the Υ (4S) frame in the lab frame 〈βγ〉. The boost is
known to good precision from the e+ and e− beam en-
ergies, so that the Δz measurement dominates the Δt
resolution (see Chapter 6). The value of Δmd is then ex-
tracted from a simultaneous ﬁt to the Δt distributions of
the unmixed and mixed events. There are two principal ex-
perimental complications to the probability distributions
in Eq. (17.5.19). First, the ﬂavor tagging algorithm some-
times incorrectly identiﬁes the Btag ﬂavor. The probability
to incorrectly identify the ﬂavor of Btag, w, reduces the
observed amplitude for the oscillation by a factor (1−2w).
Second, the resolution of Δt is comparable to the oscilla-
tion period and must be accounted for. The p.d.f.s for the
unmixed and mixed signal events H±,sig can be expressed
as the convolution of the underlying Δt distribution,
h±,sig(Δt;Δmd, w) =
e−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
[1± (1− 2w) cos(ΔmdΔt)] ,
(17.5.21)
with a signal Δt resolution function Rsig containing pa-
rameters aˆj :
H±,sig(Δt;Δmd, w, aˆj) = h±,sig(Δt;Δmd, w)⊗Rsig(Δt; aˆj).
(17.5.22)
The functions H±,sig are shown in Fig. 17.5.4. The im-
pact of typical mistag and Δt resolution eﬀects is clearly
visible in the comparison with the functions P±(Δt) that
represent ideal detector performance.
A ﬁt is then performed to simultaneously extract the
mistag rates w, the resolution function parameters aˆj ,
and the mixing frequency Δmd. In the following sections
we give brief descriptions of the various Δmd measure-
ments by the B Factories, in dilepton (Section 17.5.2.2),
partially-reconstructed (17.5.2.3), and fully-reconstructed
(17.5.2.4) ﬁnal states. The results are summarized in Ta-
ble 17.5.2; their average is discussed in Section 17.5.2.5.
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Figure 17.5.4. The Δt distributions of mixed and unmixed
events (a) with perfect tagging and Δt resolution (P±(Δt)) (b)
with mistag rates and Δt resolution typical at the B Factories
(H±,sig(Δt)). From Aubert (2002a).
17.5.2.2 Dilepton ﬁnal states
Belle published their ﬁrst measurement of Δmd using
dilepton events in a sample of 5.9 fb−1 (Abe, 2001b). In a
later analysis of the same ﬁnal state, they used a sample
of 29 fb−1 (Hastings, 2003). BABAR published one mea-
surement of Δmd with dilepton events using a sample of
21 fb−1 (Aubert, 2002e).
The inclusive nature of the dilepton ﬁnal state pro-
vides large event samples. The measurements are based
on the identiﬁcation of events containing pairs of high-
momentum leptons (ee, μμ and eμ) from semileptonic de-
cays of B mesons. The ﬂavors of the B mesons at the
time of their decay are determined by the charges of the
leptons in the ﬁnal state. For Υ (4S) resonance decays
into B0B0 pairs, opposite-sign charge (OS) and same-sign
charge (SS) lepton pairs correspond to unmixed and mixed
events, respectively. Both experiments apply selection re-
quirements on the lepton momenta, overall event shape,
and track quality to ensure a well-measured Δt and to sup-
press backgrounds from fake leptons, continuum events,
J/ψ decays, and so-called B cascade decays. In the lat-
ter, one lepton originates from the semileptonic decay of
a charm meson, which can come from the same or the op-
posite B as the other lepton. An irreducible background
comes from semileptonic decays of B+B− pairs.
Belle determines the z coordinates of the B decay
vertices from the intersections of the lepton tracks with
the proﬁle of the beam interaction point (IP) convoluted
with the average B0 ﬂight length (∼ 20μm in the Υ (4S)
rest frame). The mean position and width of the IP are
determined on a run-by-run basis using hadronic events
(see Chapter 6). The proper-time diﬀerence Δt is calcu-
lated from the z positions of the two lepton vertices using
Eq. (17.5.12), where Δz = z1 − z2 is the distance along
the beam axis between the two vertices. For OS events, the
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Table 17.5.2. B Factory measurements of Δmd along with the journal paper, selected ﬁnal state, signal purity fsignal, B meson
signal yield, and integrated luminosity for each measurement. The Δmd measurements in Hara (2002) and Tomura (2002b)
have been superseded by Abe (2005c), and those in Abe (2001b) by Hastings (2003); the superseded measurements are not
separately included in the B Factories average (Asner et al., 2010).
Experiment Method fsignal Yield [B/ fb
−1]
R L dt Δmd [ps−1]
BABAR (Aubert, 2002a,b) Excl. hadronic modes 86% 214 30 fb−1 0.516± 0.016± 0.010
BABAR (Aubert, 2002e) Incl. dilepton 21 fb−1 0.493± 0.012± 0.009
BABAR (Aubert, 2006s) D∗lν (partial) 64% 605 81 fb−1 0.511± 0.007± 0.007
BABAR (Aubert, 2003m) Excl. D∗lν 76% 680 21 fb−1 0.492± 0.018± 0.014
Belle (Abe, 2001b) Incl. dilepton 6 fb−1 0.463± 0.008± 0.016
Belle (Hastings, 2003) Incl. dilepton 29 fb−1 0.503± 0.008± 0.010
Belle (Zheng, 2003) D∗π (partial) 70% 118 29 fb−1 0.509± 0.017± 0.020
Belle (Hara, 2002) Excl. D∗lν 80% 453 29 fb−1 0.494± 0.012± 0.015
Belle (Tomura, 2002b) Excl. hadronic modes 80% 229 29 fb−1 0.528± 0.017± 0.011
Belle (Abe, 2005c) Excl. hadronic modes, D∗lν 81% 707 140 fb−1 0.511± 0.005± 0.006
BABAR-Belle average 0.508± 0.003± 0.003
positively charged lepton is taken as the ﬁrst lepton (z1).
For SS events Belle uses the absolute value of Δz. BABAR
applies a beam spot constraint to the two lepton tracks
to ﬁnd the primary vertex of the event in the transverse
plane. The positions of closest approach of the two tracks
to this vertex in the transverse plane are computed and
their z coordinates are denoted z1 and z2, where the sub-
scripts refer to the highest and second highest momentum
leptons in the Υ (4S) rest frame. The vertex ﬁt constrains
the lepton tracks to originate from the same point in the
transverse plane, thereby neglecting the nonzero trans-
verse ﬂight length for B0 mesons. As a consequence, the
Δt resolution function is Δz dependent, becoming worse
at higher |Δz|. Neglecting this dependence introduces a
small bias that BABAR accounts for in the systematic un-
certainty.
BABAR and Belle use binned maximum likelihood ﬁts
to the Δt and Δz distributions, respectively, of the se-
lected dilepton candidates to extract Δmd. BABAR ﬁts
the shapes of the Δt distributions with the p.d.f.s for OS
and SS dilepton events as given in Eq. (17.5.22). Belle ﬁts
the Δz distributions and constrains the integrated mixing
probability to χd. Their Δz distributions are described by
converting the constrained signal Δt distributions P±(Δt)
to Δz distributions using Eq. (17.5.12) and convolving
them with the Δz resolution function. The constrained
signal Δt distributions are given by
P±(Δt) = NΥ (4S)f0b20±ll
e−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
[1± cos(ΔmdΔt)] ,
Pch(Δt) = NΥ (4S)fchb2chchll
e−|Δt|/τB+
2τB+
, (17.5.23)
where NΥ (4S) is the total number of Υ (4S) events, f0 and
fch are the branching fractions of the Υ (4S) to neutral and
charged B pairs (assuming f0+fch = 1), b0 and bch are the
semileptonic branching fractions for neutral and charged
B mesons, and ±ll are the eﬃciencies for selecting dilepton
events of unmixed and mixed origins. Belle determines the
ratio +ll : 
−
ll from MC simulation and ﬁxes it in the ﬁt to
the data assuming detector eﬀects that are not simulated
correctly equally aﬀect events with these origins. The Δz
distributions are obtained for these distributions by con-
version from Δt and convolution with the Δz resolution
function.
BABAR describes the Δt resolution function for dilep-
ton events as the sum of three Gaussian distributions.
The resolution function parameters are free parameters in
the ﬁt. Belle determines the signal Δz resolution function
from J/ψ decays in data. For these decays the true Δz
is equal to zero and the measured Δz distribution, after
the contributions of backgrounds are subtracted, yields
the Δz resolution function. A comparison between data
and MC simulation shows that after convolving the MC
Δz distribution of J/ψ decays with a Gaussian of width
σ = (50± 18)μm, the MC distribution agrees with data.
The Δt and Δz distributions of background events are
determined from MC-simulated events and data control
samples. The large background from semileptonic B+B−
events has the same resolution function as the signal events.
The numbers of selected OS and SS dilepton pairs along
with the corresponding mixing asymmetry as a function of
Δt from the BABAR analysis are shown in Fig. 17.5.5. Due
to the small mixing frequency, OS signal events are much
more abundant than SS events. Most of the background
events are also OS (for example fromB+B− events). There-
fore, even a small mistag probability will blur the charac-
teristic features of the SS Δt distribution. This is partic-
ularly evident at Δt = 0 where the OS P+ distribution
has its maximum and the SS Δt distribution P− is zero:
the measured Δt distribution of selected SS events does
not have a dip at zero. However, the mixing asymmetry
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Figure 17.5.5. The Δt distributions for (a) opposite-sign
and (b) same-sign charge dilepton events; (c) mixing asym-
metry between opposite-sign and same-sign dilepton events.
The points are the data and lines correspond to the projection
of the likelihood ﬁt (Aubert, 2002e).
still shows the expected cosine shape as mis-tagging and
non-oscillating backgrounds, respectively, only reduce the
amplitude and shift the baseline of the asymmetry curve.
From dilepton events BABAR measures Δmd = (0.493±
0.012±0.009) ps−1 in a sample of 21 fb−1 (Aubert, 2002e)
while Belle measures Δmd = (0.503±0.008±0.010) ps−1 in
a sample of 29 fb−1 (Hastings, 2003), where the ﬁrst errors
are statistical and the second are systematic. The largest
contributions to the systematic errors come from the un-
certainties in the B0 and B+ lifetimes (∼ 0.006 ps−1) and
in the Δz and Δt resolution functions (∼ 0.006 ps−1).
17.5.2.3 Partially-reconstructed ﬁnal states
BABAR measures Δmd with a sample of partially-recon-
structed B0 → D∗+l−νl events in 81 fb−1 (Aubert, 2006s).
They select B0 → D∗+l−νl (l = e or μ) events with par-
tial reconstruction of the decay D∗+ → D0π+s , using only
the charged lepton from the neutral B decay (lrec) and the
soft pion (π+s ) from the D
∗+ decay. This decay mode has
a large selection eﬃciency since the D0 decay is not recon-
structed and the branching fraction of B0 → D∗+l−νl is
about half of the semileptonic branching ratio of the B0.
The other B in the event is identiﬁed through a second
high-momentum lepton (ltag).
Events are required to have at least four charged
tracks. The normalized second Fox-Wolfram moment R2
(see Chapter 9) must be less than 0.5 to reduce back-
ground from light quark production in continuum events.
The lepton from the B decay must have a momentum
in the range 1.3–2.4GeV/c, and the soft pion momentum
must be between 60 and 200MeV/c. By approximating
the D∗+ momentum from the π+s momentum, they calcu-
late the square of the missing neutrino mass (mνmiss)
2. The
(mνmiss)
2 distribution peaks at zero for signal events, while
it is spread over a wide range of mostly negative values
for background events.
BABAR determines the Brec decay vertex from a ver-
tex ﬁt of the lrec and πs tracks, constrained to the beam
spot position in the transverse plane, but accounting for
the average B0 ﬂight distance. The decay point of Btag is
determined from ltag and the beam spot following a pro-
cedure similar to that of the Brec decay vertex. The ﬂavor
of Brec is determined from the lrec and soft pion charges.
The ﬂavor of the other B in the event is determined from
the charge of ltag.
After all selection criteria BABAR ﬁnds 49,000 signal
events over a background of 28,000 events in the region
(mνmiss)
2
> −2.5GeV2/c4. Background studies are done
with events in the region (mνmiss)
2
< −2.5GeV2/c4 if no
signal candidate is found in the event.
BABAR simultaneously ﬁts the distributions of (mνmiss)
2,
Δt, and its uncertainty σΔt, for mixed and unmixed events,
with a binned maximum-likelihood method. Probabilities
for a given event to belong to any of the identiﬁed back-
ground sources (e+e− → qq continuum, BB combinato-
rial, and B+ peaking background) are calculated based
on the background (mνmiss)
2 distributions. Signal is con-
sidered to be any combination of a lepton and a charged
D∗+ produced in the decay of a single B0 meson. They
further divide their signal events according to the origin of
the tag lepton into primary, cascade, and decay-side lep-
ton tags. A primary lepton tag is produced in the direct
decay B0 → Xl+νl, a cascade lepton tag is produced in
the process B0 → DX, D → l−Y , and a decay-side tag
is produced by the semi-leptonic decay of the unrecon-
structed D0. The relative normalization between mixed
and unmixed signal events is constrained based on the
time-integrated mixing rate χd. The Δt signal p.d.f. for
both unmixed and mixed events consists of the sum of
p.d.f.s for primary, cascade, and decay-side tags each con-
voluted with its own resolution function. They use the
standard three Gaussian resolution function with event-
by-event Δt uncertainties.
From the ﬁt BABAR obtains τB0 = (1.504 ±
0.013+0.018−0.013) ps and Δmd = (0.511 ± 0.007+0.007−0.006) ps−1,
where the ﬁrst errors are statistical and the second are
systematic. The statistical correlation between τB0 and
Δmd is 0.7%. The results include corrections of −0.006 ps
on τB0 and +0.007 ps−1 on Δmd due to biases from event
selection, boost approximation, B− peaking background,
and combinatorial BB background based on MC stud-
ies. The systematic error in Δmd is dominated by un-
certainties in the SVT alignment (+0.0038−0.0033 ps
−1), the se-
lected range of Δt and σΔt (0.0033 ps−1), and analysis
bias (0.0035 ps−1), whereas the largest systematic error
sources in the τB0 measurement are the SVT alignment
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(+0.0132−0.0038 ps), the z scale of the detector (0.0070 ps), and
analysis bias (0.0070 ps).
Belle measures Δmd with a sample of partially-recon-
structed B0 → D∗+π− events in 29.1 fb−1 (Zheng, 2003).
They select B0 → D∗+π−h events with partial reconstruc-
tion of the decay D∗+ → D0π+s , using only the hard
pion (π−h ) from the B
0 decay and the soft pion (π+s ) from
the D∗+ decay. Using this partial reconstruction method,
Belle obtains an order of magnitude more events com-
pared to the full reconstruction of the D∗+. The ﬂavor
of the other B in the event is identiﬁed through a high-
momentum lepton ltag from semileptonic decay.
Hadronic events are selected by applying requirements
on track multiplicity and total energy variables. The hard
pion from the B decay must have a momentum in the
range 2.05–2.45GeV/c and the soft pion momentum must
be below 450MeV/c. Belle applies impact parameter re-
quirements on π−h and π
+
s to suppress backgrounds from
interactions of beam particles with residual gas in the
beam pipe or the beam pipe wall. They require both tracks
to have SVD information and to not be identiﬁed as lep-
tons.
The event kinematics are fully constrained by four-
momentum conservation in the decays B0 → D∗+π−h and
D∗+ → D0π+s , the masses of all particles in these decays,
the B0 energy, and the π−h and π
+
s momenta. Belle uses
two variables, the missing D0 mass, MDmiss , and the cosine
of the angle between the soft pion in the D∗+ rest frame
and the momentum of the D∗+ in the center-of-mass frame
cos θ∗πs . The MDmiss distribution for signal events peaks
sharply at the nominal D0 mass, while background events
spread towards smaller values. Signal events are required
to have MDmiss > 1.85GeV/c and 0.3 < | cos θ∗πs | < 1.05.
The ﬂavor of Brec is determined from the πh charge.
The ﬂavor of the other B in the event is determined from
the charge of ltag. The tag lepton is required to have mo-
mentum greater than 1.1GeV/c and to pass similar re-
quirements on SVD hits and impact parameter as the Brec
pions. Tag leptons are rejected if when combined with any
other lepton in the event the pair has an invariant mass
consistent with a J/ψ . Belle determines the Brec (Btag) de-
cay vertex from the intersection of the πh (ltag) track with
the beam spot accounting for the B meson ﬂight distance.
After all selection criteria Belle ﬁnds 3433 signal events
over a background of 1466 events which are used in the
Δmd measurement. Studies of MC-simulated events show
that a signiﬁcant fraction of the selected events come from
B0 → D∗+ρ− decays.
Belle simultaneously ﬁts the Δt distributions of the
mixed and unmixed events with an unbinned maximum-
likelihood method. The B0B0 mixing frequency Δmd is
the only free parameter in the ﬁt. The B0 lifetime is
ﬁxed to the world average. The signal Δt resolution func-
tion uses a triple-Gaussian p.d.f. (see Eq. 10.4.2) in the
Δt residuals. The resolution function parameters are de-
termined from decays of J/ψ to e+e− and μ+μ−. Back-
grounds are divided into peaking and non-peaking cate-
gories. Non-peaking background is dominated by random
combinations of π−h and π
+
s with primary leptons from
B0 and B± decays, and combinatorial background from
continuum. Peaking background is dominated by the fol-
lowing sources: B0 → D∗+π− and B0 → D∗+ρ− with
secondary-lepton or fake lepton tags; B0 → D∗∗−π+,
B+ → D∗∗0π+, and B0 → D∗−π+π0 decays with
primary-lepton, secondary-lepton, or fake lepton tags.
Peaking and non-peaking background p.d.f.s are convolved
with their own resolution functions.
From the ﬁt Belle obtains Δmd = (0.509 ± 0.017 ±
0.020) ps−1, where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the
second is systematic. The systematic error in Δmd
is dominated by uncertainties in the background frac-
tions (0.014 ps−1) and the signal Δt resolution function
(0.012 ps−1).
17.5.2.4 Fully-reconstructed ﬁnal states
Hadronic decay modes
BABAR reconstructs neutral B mesons in the decay modes
B0 → D(∗)−π+, D(∗)−ρ+, D(∗)−a+1 , J/ψK∗0 using a data
sample of 29.7 fb−1 (Aubert, 2002a,b). Belle uses the B
decays to the hadronic ﬁnal states D−π+, D∗−π+, and
D∗−ρ+ in a data sample of 29.1 fb−1 (Tomura, 2002b).
The B0B0 mixing analyses with fully-reconstructed ﬁ-
nal states reconstruct the same decay modes of the B0
daughters as in the B0 lifetime measurements described
in Section 17.5.1.3 (Aubert, 2001c; Abe, 2002m). Both
experiments reduce background from continuum events
by applying requirements on the normalized second Fox-
Wolfram moment R2 and the angle between the thrust
axis of the particles that form the reconstructed B can-
didate and the thrust axis of the remaining tracks and
unmatched calorimeter clusters in the event, computed
in the Υ (4S) frame. Neutral B candidates are identi-
ﬁed by their ΔE and mES values. BABAR selects events
with mES > 5.2GeV/c2 and |ΔE| within ±2.5σ of zero.
They use the events in the background-dominated region
mES < 5.27GeV/c2 to determine the parameters of the
background Δt distributions. Belle requires mES and ΔE
to be within ±3σ around their expected means. They use
candidates from a sideband region in the mES−ΔE plane
to determine the background parameters.
Events with a reconstructed B0 are then analyzed to
determine the ﬂavor of the other B using the B ﬂavor
tagging algorithms described in detail in Chapter 8. Belle
assigns 99.5% of the events to a ﬂavor tag category, while
BABAR rejects the 30% of events with marginal ﬂavor dis-
crimination.
The decay time diﬀerence Δt between B decays is
determined from the measured separation Δz = zrec −
ztag along the z axis between the vertices of the recon-
structed Brec and the ﬂavor-tagging Btag according to
Eq. (17.5.13). BABAR applies an event-by-event correction
for the directions of the B meson momenta with respect
to the z direction in the Υ (4S) frame. A description of this
correction and details of the calculation of zrec and ztag
and their respective resolutions for fully-reconstructed B
decays are given in Chapter 6. In its paper, BABAR notes
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a correlation between the Δt residual δΔt = Δt −Δttrue
and σΔt (see Fig. 6.5.4). It is due to the fact that, in B
decays, the vertex error ellipse for the D decay products is
oriented with its major axis along the D ﬂight direction,
leading to a correlation between the D ﬂight direction and
the calculated uncertainty on the vertex position in z of
the Btag. In addition, the ﬂight length of the D in the z di-
rection is correlated with its ﬂight direction. Therefore, the
bias in the measured Btag vertex position due to including
the D decay products is correlated with the D ﬂight direc-
tion. Taking into account these two correlations, BABAR
concludes that D mesons that have a ﬂight direction per-
pendicular to the z axis in the laboratory frame will have
the best z resolution and will introduce the least bias in
a measurement of the z position of the Btag vertex, while
D mesons that travel forward in the laboratory will have
poorer z resolution and will introduce a larger bias in the
measurement of the Btag vertex.
After all selection criteria are applied, BABAR (Belle)
ﬁnds 6300 (5300) signal events with an average purity of
86% (80%). Both experiments use an unbinned maximum
likelihood ﬁt to extract Δmd from the Δt distributions of
the selected candidates. The p.d.f. describing the data ac-
counts for the presence of backgrounds with terms added
to the signal description of Eq. (17.5.22):
H±,i = fsig,iH±,sig,i +
∑
j=bkgd
fi,jB±,i,j(Δt, bˆ±,i,j).
(17.5.24)
The background Δt p.d.f.s B±,i,j(Δt, bˆ±,i,j) provide an
empirical description for the Δt behavior of background
events in each tagging category i. The background Δt
types considered are a prompt component and an expo-
nentially decaying component with an eﬀective lifetime.
The prompt term is modeled with a delta function δ(Δt).
Both experiments describe the background resolution p.d.f.
with the same function as the signal resolution p.d.f., but
with separate parameters to minimize correlations. Both
experiments determine the signal probability fsig,i for each
B candidate i from its mES and ΔE values (BABAR only
uses mES) based on separate ﬁts to the mES and ΔE dis-
tributions.
In the likelihood ﬁt BABAR approximates the signal
Δt resolution function by a sum of three Gaussian distri-
butions (core, tail, and outlier) with diﬀerent means and
diﬀerent widths (see Chapter 10). The resolution is de-
termined separately for each signal candidate depending
on the uncertainty of its Δt value. BABAR uses separate
resolution function parameters for each tagging category,
while Belle uses a common parameterization.
In the ﬁnal ﬁt Belle lets only Δmd and the mistag
rates wi (i = 1–6) vary. BABAR’s likelihood ﬁt has 44
free parameters: Δmd, average mistag rate and diﬀerence
between B0 and B0 for each tagging category (8), signal
resolution function parameters (16), and parameters for
background time dependence (5), Δt resolution (6), and
eﬀective mistag rates (8).
In fully-reconstructed B decays to hadronic ﬁnal states
BABAR measures in a sample of 29.7 fb−1 Δmd = (0.516±
0.016± 0.010) ps−1, where the ﬁrst error is statistical and
the second is systematic. The central value has been cor-
rected by (−0.002±0.002) ps−1 to account for a small vari-
ation of the background composition as a function of mES.
An additional correction of (−0.007±0.003) ps−1 has been
applied to account for a bias observed in fully-simulated
MC events due to correlations between the mistag rate
and the Δt resolution that are not explicitly included in
the likelihood function. Belle measures Δmd = (0.528 ±
0.017± 0.011) ps−1 in a sample of 29.1 fb−1.
The largest contributions to the systematic uncertainty
in the Belle measurement come from the uncertainties in
the signal Δt resolution function parameters (0.008 ps−1)
and limited MC statistics (0.005 ps−1). In the BABAR ﬁt
the parameters of the signal and background Δt resolu-
tions functions are allowed to vary, and their contribution
to the uncertainty on Δmd is included as part of the statis-
tical error. The largest remaining systematic uncertainties
come from uncertainties in the B0 lifetime (0.006 ps−1)
and in the alignment of the SVT (0.005 ps−1).
Semileptonic decays B0 → D∗−l+νl
BABAR performs a simultaneous measurement of the B0
lifetime and Δmd with a sample of semileptonic B0 →
D∗−l+νl decays using 21 fb−1 of data (Aubert, 2003m).
TheD∗− candidates are selected in the decay mode D∗− →
D0π−, and the D0 candidates are reconstructed in the
modesK+π−,K+π−π+π−,K+π−π0, andK0Sπ
+π−. Can-
didate B0 → D∗−l+νl events are rejected if they fail selec-
tion criteria required to suppress backgrounds and ensure
a well-measured Δt. These requirements include lepton
and kaon identiﬁcation, momenta of the lepton and the
D∗− and D0 daughter tracks and π0, the D0 invariant
mass, the D∗− −D0 mass diﬀerence, vertex probabilities,
cos θ∗thrust, the absolute value of Δz, and the calculated
error on Δt. Furthermore they use two angular variables.
The ﬁrst angle is θD∗,l, the angle between the D∗− and
the lepton candidate in the Υ (4S) frame. The second is
θB,D∗l, the inferred angle between the direction of the B0
and the vector sum of the D∗− and the lepton candidate
momenta, calculated in the Υ (4S) frame.
The B yield is larger than for the hadronic ﬁnal state
analysis due to the large B semileptonic branching frac-
tion. They reconstruct 680 B/ fb−1. Due to the missing
neutrino the background level is higher than in the sample
of fully-reconstructed hadronic B decays. The combinato-
rial D∗− background is about 18%, and the sum of the
backgrounds from events where the D∗− and the lepton
come from diﬀerent B decays, events with a fake lepton
candidate, and events from continuum cc → D∗−X pro-
cesses add up to 5–8%, depending on the lepton ﬂavor.
The measurements of the decay vertex of the B0 →
D∗−l+νl candidate and that of the other B in the event
in this analysis is similar to BABAR’s Δmd analysis of fully-
reconstructed hadronic ﬁnal states. The decay time diﬀer-
ence is determined from the z positions of these vertices
according to Eq. (17.5.12). The ﬂavor of Btag is deter-
mined from the charged tracks in the event that do not
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belong to the B0 → D∗−l+νl candidate using the algo-
rithms described in Chapter 8. About 30% of the selected
signal candidates have a mistag rate close to 50%. These
events are not sensitive to Δmd, but they increase the
sensitivity to the B0 lifetime. In this paper, BABAR de-
scribes an interesting correlation between the mistag rate
and the Δt resolution for the tagging category based on
identiﬁed charged kaons.58 Both the mistag rate for kaon
tags and the calculated σΔt depend inversely on
√∑
p2t ,
where pt is the transverse momentum with respect to the
z axis of tracks from the Btag decay. The mistag rate de-
pendence originates from the kinematics of the physical
sources for wrong-charge kaons. The three major sources
of mis-tagged events in the kaon tag category are wrong-
sign D0 mesons from B decays to double charm (b→ ccs),
wrong-sign kaons from D+ decays, and kaons produced di-
rectly in B decays. All these sources produce a spectrum of
tracks that have smaller
√∑
p2t than B decays that pro-
duce a correct tag. The σΔt dependence originates from
the 1/p2t dependence of σz for the individual contributing
tracks due to multiple scattering in the SVT and the beam
pipe.
After all selection requirements are applied, the B0 →
D∗−l+νl selected event sample contains contributions from
the following types of background: events with a misre-
constructed D∗− candidate, events from continuum cc→
D∗−X processes, events with a fake lepton candidate,
events with a charged B, and events in which the lepton
does not come from the primary B decay. They model the
Δt distributions of each background with combinations of
prompt, exponential, and oscillatory functions convolved
with background resolution functions. The parameters of
background p.d.f.s are obtained from ﬁts to control sam-
ples and simulated events. BABAR split their data into
two signal samples and ten control samples depending on
whether the data was taken on or oﬀ the Υ (4S) resonance,
whether the lepton candidate was on the same side or op-
posite side to the D∗− candidate, and whether the lep-
ton candidate was an electron, muon, or fake lepton. Fur-
thermore they split each of these samples into subsamples
according to the reconstruction of the soft pion, the D0
decay mode, and the B ﬂavor-tagging category for a total
of 360 subsamples.
They extract the B0 lifetime and Δmd from a simul-
taneous ﬁt to the Δt and σΔt values of the events of the
360 event samples. The ﬁt has 70 additional free param-
eters to describe the signal and background Δt resolu-
tion functions and mistag rates, and the background Δt
shapes. From the ﬁt they determine τB0 = (1.523+0.024−0.023 ±
0.022) ps and Δmd = (0.492 ± 0.018 ± 0.013) ps−1. The
statistical correlation coeﬃcient between τB0 and Δmd
is −0.22. Dominant systematic error sources in the Δmd
measurement are the SVT alignment and the signal and
background probabilities. An additional systematic un-
certainty in the Δmd measurement comes from the lim-
ited statistical precision in determining the bias due to
58 This correlation is already observed and accounted for in
Aubert (2002b), but is not described in that paper.
the background modeling. By comparing the ﬁtted Δmd
in simulated events, BABAR observes a shift of (0.020 ±
0.005) ps−1 between a signal-only sample and a signal-
plus-background sample. The measured Δmd is corrected
for the observed bias from the ﬁt to the MC sample with
background, and the full statistical uncertainty in Δmd of
±0.012 ps−1 is assigned as a systematic uncertainty.
Belle also measures Δmd with a sample of semilep-
tonic B0 → D∗−l+νl decays corresponding to 29.1 fb−1 of
data (Hara, 2002). They select D∗− candidates in the de-
cay mode D∗− → D0π− and the D0 candidates are recon-
structed in the modes K+π−, K+π−π+π−, and K+π−π0.
Candidate events are rejected if they fail selection crite-
ria required to suppress backgrounds and ensure a well-
measured Δt. The applied requirements are similar to
those in the BABAR Δmd measurement described above.
Belle uses its standard algorithms for the Δt measure-
ments and B ﬂavor tagging in this analysis, which are
the same as in its measurement of sinφ1 (Abe, 2002k).
The algorithms are described in more detail in Chapters 6
and 8. After all selection criteria, including ﬂavor tagging
and vertex reconstruction, are applied, Belle reconstructs
453 B0/ fb−1 with a signal purity of 80.4%. The back-
ground consists of misreconstructed D∗ mesons (7.8%),
B → D∗∗lν events (7.4%), random combinations of D∗
mesons with leptons with no angular correlation (2.6%),
and continuum events (1.8%).
Belle measures Δmd from a simultaneous ﬁt to the
Δt and σΔt distributions of the mixed and unmixed
events. The ﬁt has a total of ten free parameters in-
cluding Δmd, six ﬂavor mistag rates, the fraction of the
D∗∗ background coming from charged B decays, its ef-
fective lifetime, and the fraction of charged B decays.
All other parameters are determined from MC simula-
tion and data control samples. The likelihood ﬁt gives
Δmd = (0.494±0.012±0.015) ps−1. Dominant systematic
error sources in the Δmd measurement are due to uncer-
tainties in the D∗∗ branching fractions (0.007 ps−1), the
selected |Δt| range (0.007 ps−1), the background Δt p.d.f.
parameters (0.006 ps−1), the signal Δt resolution function
(0.006 ps−1), and the B0 lifetime (0.005 ps−1).
Belle hadronic and semileptonic combination
Belle’s most recent measurement of Δmd comes from a si-
multaneous analysis of B decays to the exclusive hadronic
ﬁnal states B0 → D(∗)−π+, D∗ρ+, J/ψK0S , J/ψK∗0,
and the semileptonic decay B0 → D∗−lν in a sample of
140 fb−1 (Abe, 2005c). In the same analysis, they also de-
termine the B0 lifetime and, using the decaysB+ → D0π+
and J/ψK+, the B+ lifetime.
The signal modes and selection criteria of the hadronic
ﬁnal states are similar to the ones used in Tomura (2002b),
while the B0 → D∗−l+ν selection follows that described
in Zheng (2003). The Δt reconstruction uses the algorithm
described in Tajima (2004). The B ﬂavor tagging algo-
rithm is similar to the one used in Belle’s previous anal-
yses of fully-reconstructed ﬁnal states, but they allow for
separate mistag rates for B0 and B0 tagged events. The
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overall B0 signal purity after all selection criteria are ap-
plied is 80.9%, and the B0 signal yield is 707 B/ fb−1.
Belle performs an unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt to
the Δt distributions of the selected B0 and B+ candi-
dates to simultaneously obtain values of the B0 and B+
lifetimes (2), Δmd (1), the mistag fractions (12), the sig-
nal Δt resolution function parameters (14), and param-
eters to describe the B+ background in B0 decays (3).
The signal resolution function has two parameters added
to the ones described in Tajima (2004) to better describe
the eﬀect of charmed particle decays on the Btag vertex.
The same Δt resolution function is used for B0 and B+
signal candidates. The background for the hadronic B de-
cay modes is described by the convolution of the sum of
a prompt term and a term with an eﬀective background
lifetime with a background Δt resolution function. The
background for the B0 → D∗−l+ν decays is the same as
in the earlier study of this mode (Hara, 2002) described
above. The Δt behavior of the backgrounds is modeled
with prompt and lifetime terms. The backgrounds due to
D∗∗ and misreconstructed D∗ candidates also have an os-
cillatory component.
Belle extracts the B0 lifetime and Δmd to be, re-
spectively, τB0 = (1.534 ± 0.008 ± 0.010) ps and Δmd =
(0.511 ± 0.005 ± 0.006) ps−1. Dominant systematic error
sources in the Δmd measurement are the B vertex recon-
struction (0.004 ps−1) and the D∗∗ background parame-
ters (0.003 ps−1).
17.5.2.5 Average of Δmd
The various measurements of Δmd by the B Factories
listed in Table 17.5.2 have been averaged by the Heavy
Flavor Averaging Group (HFAG; Asner et al., 2010), where
results superseded by more recent ones have been omit-
ted from the average. Before being combined, the Δmd
measurements have been adjusted to a common set of
input values, including the B meson lifetimes. The to-
tal systematic uncertainty in Δmd is of the same size
as the statistical uncertainty, although only a small frac-
tion of the total B Factories’ data sets have been used
in the measurements. Systematic correlations arise from
common physics sources (e.g. B lifetimes and branching
fractions) and common experimental techniques and algo-
rithms (e.g. ﬂavor tagging, Δt resolution, and background
description). Combining the B Factories Δmd measure-
ments and accounting for all identiﬁed correlations, HFAG
quotes
Δmd = (0.508± 0.003± 0.003) ps−1, (17.5.25)
where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the second is system-
atic (Asner et al., 2010). Combining the B Factories Δmd
average with time-dependent measurements from the LEP
and Tevatron experiments, and time-integrated measure-
ments from CLEO and ARGUS, gives the same value. The
values of Δmd as measured by diﬀerent experiments along
with the time-dependent and time-integrated averages are
shown in Fig. 17.5.6. Two recent measurements by the
0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55
Δmd (ps-1)
World average
End 2009
 0.508 ± 0.004 ps-1
CLEO+ARGUS
(χd measurements)
 0.498 ± 0.032 ps-1
Average of above
after adjustments  0.508 ± 0.004 ps
-1
BELLE *
(3 analyses)
 0.509 ± 0.004 ± 0.005 ps-1
BABAR *
(4 analyses)
 0.506 ± 0.006 ± 0.004 ps-1
D0 
(1 analysis)
 0.506 ± 0.020 ± 0.016 ps-1
CDF2 *
(2 prel. analyses)
 0.517 ± 0.009 ± 0.013 ps-1
CDF1 *
(4 analyses)
 0.495 ± 0.033 ± 0.027 ps-1
OPAL 
(5 analyses)
 0.479 ± 0.018 ± 0.015 ps-1
L3 
(3 analyses)
 0.444 ± 0.028 ± 0.028 ps-1
DELPHI *
(5 analyses)
 0.519 ± 0.018 ± 0.011 ps-1
ALEPH 
(3 analyses)
 0.446 ± 0.026 ± 0.019 ps-1
 
*
 HFAG average
    without adjustments
Figure 17.5.6. The B0B0 oscillation frequency Δmd as mea-
sured by the diﬀerent experiments along with their average.
Averages are also given separately for the time-dependent mea-
surements by the B Factories and the LEP and Tevatron ex-
periments, and the time-integrated measurements by CLEO
and ARGUS (Asner et al., 2010).
LHCb Collaboration, Δmd = (0.516± 0.005± 0.003) ps−1
(Aaij et al., 2013b) and Δmd = (0.499±0.032±0.003) ps−1
(Aaij et al., 2012f), are not included in the HFAG average
and the ﬁgure. The 2013 PDG world average including
these results is Δmd = (0.510 ± 0.004) ps−1 (Beringer
et al., 2012). The world average of the B0B0 oscillation
frequency Δmd is an input to the calculation of the mag-
nitude of the CKM matrix element Vtd. Along with Δms,
the B0sB
0
s oscillation frequency as measured by CDF and
DØ, Δmd is used to calculate the ratio of CKM matrix
elements |Vtd/Vts| (see Section 17.2).
17.5.2.6 Measurements of ΔΓd
Transitions between a B0 state and a B0 state can be me-
diated by a box diagram involving virtual top quarks (see
Fig. 10.1.1) or by real intermediate states accessible to
both B0 and B0. The former process determines the mag-
nitude of Δmd, while the latter gives rise to a diﬀerence in
decay width of the neutral B mass eigenstates. The decay
width diﬀerence is deﬁned as ΔΓd ≡ ΓH,d−ΓL,d,59 where
H and L refer to the heavy and light B0 states, respec-
tively. In the B0s system the corresponding relative decay
width diﬀerence is large, ΔΓs/Γs = (15 ± 2)% (Beringer
et al., 2012), due to the signiﬁcant branching fractions of
B0s and B
0
s to D
(∗)+
s D
(∗)−
s . Since the decays of B0 and
59 Note, the Particle Data Group (Beringer et al., 2012) uses
the deﬁnition ΔΓd = ΓL,d − ΓH,d.
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B0 to common ﬁnal states are strongly suppressed, ΔΓd
is expected to be much smaller than ΔΓs. A recent SM
calculation predicts ΔΓd/Γd = (−4.2± 0.8)× 10−3 (Lenz
and Nierste, 2011). The best limit prior to the B Facto-
ries measured by DELPHI was ΔΓd/Γd < 0.18 at 95%
C.L. (Abdallah et al., 2003). The small value of ΔΓd in
the SM makes it a sensitive parameter in the search for
new physics (Dighe, Hurth, Kim, and Yoshikawa, 2002).
In the derivation of the time-dependent decay rates in
Chapter 10 we have neglected the case of non-zero ΔΓd.
This is justiﬁed because of the small values of ΔΓd/Γd and
ΔΓd/Δmd predicted by the SM. The decay rates given in
Eqs (10.2.2) and (10.2.3) are suﬃcient for all measure-
ments of Δmd (Section 17.5.2) and mixing-induced CP
asymmetries in B decays (Sections 17.6–17.8). However,
physics from processes beyond the SM can lead to a sizable
ΔΓd. BABAR (Aubert, 2004e,f) and Belle (Higuchi, 2012)
have both measured ΔΓd as part of analyses that search
for CP , T , and CPT violation in B0B0 mixing. The analy-
ses are described in detail below (see Section 17.5.4). Here
we describe the sensitivity to ΔΓd and the results from
the B Factories.
The time-dependence of the decay rates for B decays
to CP eigenstates and ﬂavor-speciﬁc ﬁnal states in the
absence of CP and CPT violation in B0B0 mixing, but
including additional terms due to ΔΓd, are given by
fΔΓd± (Δt)∝e−|Δt|/τB0
[
cosh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
∓C cos(ΔmdΔt)
+AΔΓd sinh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
±S sin(ΔmdΔt)
]
,
(17.5.26)
with
C =
1− |λ|2
1 + |λ|2 , S =
2 Imλ
1 + |λ|2 , A
ΔΓd =
2 Reλ
1 + |λ|2 . (17.5.27)
The parameter λ = qp
Af
Af
has been introduced in Chap-
ter 10, where Af (Af ) represents the amplitude for the
decay of a B0 (B0) to the ﬁnal state f , and q/p is the weak
phase in B0B0 mixing. Note that (S)2+(C)2+
(
AΔΓd
)2 =
1 by deﬁnition. The time-dependence for a B0 (B0) tagged
event is given by fΔΓd+ (f
ΔΓd− ).
For B decays to CP eigenstates that proceed through a
single weak amplitude, |λ| = 1 and thus C = 0, S = Imλ,
and AΔΓd = Reλ. For example, the time-dependence for
the golden CP mode B → J/ψK0S (see Chapter 10 and
Section 17.6) simpliﬁes to
f
J/ψK0S ,ΔΓd± (Δt) ∝ e−|Δt|/τB0
[
cosh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
+cos(2φ1) sinh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
± sin(2φ1) sin(ΔmdΔt)
]
,
(17.5.28)
where φ1 is one of the angles of the Unitarity Triangle.
For B decays to ﬂavor-eigenstates which are only ac-
cessible from either a B0 or a B0, |λ| is zero or inﬁnite
and thus C = 1, S = AΔΓd = 0. The corresponding time-
dependence is given by
hΔΓd± (Δt) ∝ e−|Δt|/τB0
[
cosh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
± cos(ΔmdΔt)
]
,
(17.5.29)
where hΔΓd+ and h
ΔΓd− refer to unmixed and mixed events,
respectively.
BABAR and Belle both use samples of B decays to CP
eigenstates and ﬂavor-speciﬁc ﬁnal states in their measure-
ment of ΔΓd. The BABAR analysis is performed with 88×
106 BB pairs and uses theBﬂav decays toD(∗)−π+(ρ+, a+1 ),
J/ψK∗0(→ K+π−) and BCP decays to J/ψK0S , ψ(2S)K0S ,
χc1K
0
S , and J/ψK
0
L. The Belle analysis is performed with
535×106 BB pairs and uses the Bﬂav decays to D(∗)−π+,
D∗−ρ+, and D∗−+νl and BCP decays to J/ψK0S and
J/ψK0L. The cosh and sinh terms in Eqs (17.5.28) and
(17.5.29) do not change sign with the ﬂavor of Btag. This
allows the experiments to also use events without a ﬂavor-
tagged B in their analyses. The time-dependence of the
BCP samples include a sinh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
term, which is prac-
tically linear in ΔΓd. The Bﬂav sample is only sensitive to
ΔΓd through a cosh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
term and thus eﬀectively to
O(ΔΓ 2d ). Therefore, even though the BCP events represent
only 8% (4%) of the selected signal events in the BABAR
(Belle) analysis, they dominate the ΔΓd measurement.
The experiments perform unbinned likelihood ﬁts to
the Δt distributions of the ﬂavor-tagged and untagged
BCP and Bﬂav samples (after accounting for experimental
eﬀects such as the Δt resolution and B ﬂavor-tagging) to
extract parameters that violate CP , T , or CPT symme-
tries and ΔΓd. In the ﬁt the sign of AΔΓd is ﬁxed to the
value obtained from global CKM ﬁts (see Section 25.1).
BABAR measures ΔΓd/Γd = −0.008 ± 0.037 ± 0.018 and
Belle measures ΔΓd/Γd = −0.017 ± 0.018 ± 0.011. The
dominant systematic error contributions arise from un-
certainties in the reconstruction of the B vertices and the
Δt resolution function. The results are consistent with
each other. The B Factories average value is ΔΓd/Γd =
−0.015±0.019 (Beringer et al., 2012), consistent with the
small predicted value. Larger B samples at LHCb and fu-
ture super ﬂavor factories should allow the measurement
of ΔΓd at the SM value or ﬁnd discrepancies as evidence
of new physics (Gershon, 2011), if the systematic uncer-
tainties can be kept under control.
17.5.3 Tests of quantum entanglement
The B-lifetime and B0 − B0 mixing results of the previ-
ous sections rely on certain assumptions about the physics
of B-meson production and decay (see the discussion in
Chapter 10). Some of these assumptions can be tested
by performing an extended analysis including symmetry-
breaking parameter(s) in the ﬁnal ﬁt. This approach is
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used to test discrete symmetries, including CPT (Sec-
tions 17.5.4 and 17.5.5 below); if the assumption of Lorentz
invariance is also relaxed, qualitatively new phenomena
are expected and the B0 −B0 mixing analysis method of
Section 17.5.2 must be heavily modiﬁed (Section 17.5.5),
even when a standard mixing event selection is retained.
Quantum mechanical principles governing the entan-
gled B0B0 state may also be tested. The careful concep-
tual treatment required in this case is reviewed in Sec-
tion 17.5.3.1. One such analysis has been performed by
Belle (Go, 2007): the event selection and background treat-
ment are both straightforward modiﬁcations of those in
the D∗ν mixing analysis of Abe (2005c), as discussed in
Section 17.5.3.2. The ﬁnal analysis is presented in Sec-
tion 17.5.3.3.
17.5.3.1 B0 −B0 mixing and entanglement tests
As discussed in Section 10.2, Υ (4S) decay prepares a neu-
tral B meson pair in the coherent state
Ψ =
1√
2
[ |B0(p)〉|B0(−p)〉 − |B0(p)〉|B0(−p)〉 ]
(17.5.30)
given there in a more compact notation as Eq. (10.2.1).
The formulae for the time-dependent evolution of the B
pair in the remainder of that section follow from this ex-
pression. Such a state is entangled : it cannot be repre-
sented as a product of states of the ﬁrst B (with momen-
tum p) and the second B (with momentum −p); it is a
ﬂavor analog of the spin-singlet state for a photon pair,
Ψ =
1√
2
(|⇑〉1|⇓〉2 − |⇓〉1|⇑〉2) , (17.5.31)
familiar from Bohm’s version of the thought experiment
on “EPR correlations” (Bohm, 1951; Einstein, Podolsky,
and Rosen, 1935). Powerful tests of such correlations are
possible (Bell, 1964), and have been carried out on pho-
ton pairs by Aspect, Grangier, and Roger (1982) and many
subsequent investigators. Subject to certain experimental
“loopholes”, such tests exclude the hypothesis that the in-
dividual photons have deﬁnite physical states at all times
(a feature of so-called “local realistic” models). Quantum
entanglement thus appears to be an experimental fact,
which would persist even if quantum mechanics (QM) it-
self were replaced by future developments.
Bell tests using photons rely on experimental choice
of the orientation (polarization axis) of analyzers, in ex-
periments of the Aspect type; or on ﬁxed analyzers, and
experimental choice of phase shifts imposed on the pho-
tons in ﬂight (following Franson, 1989); see Fig. 17.5.7(a)
and (b) for schematics of both arrangements. B0 − B0
mixing is analogous to the latter case, as a ﬂavor-tagging
decay projects a neutral B meson onto one of two ﬁxed
axes: B0, equivalent to spin-up for a fermion or vertical
polarization for a photon; or B0, equivalent to spin-down
or to horizontal polarization. For discussion of this quasi-
spin analogy, see Lee and Wu (1966), Lipkin (1968), and
(a) Aspect: freely-chosen analyzer orientations a, b.
(b) Franson: freely-chosen phase shifts φ1, φ2.
D
D
D
D
?
1
?
2
S
(c) Go: ﬁxed analyzers; variable phase shifts φ1, φ2.
Figure 17.5.7. Schematics of the Bell inequality tests with
photons by (a) Aspect, Grangier, and Roger (1982); (b) the
position-time test proposed by Franson (1989); and (c) an op-
tical analog of the Go (2007) analysis of B0B0 pairs (from Yab-
sley, 2008). To perform a Bell test, projective measurements
must be performed onto axes determined outside the system
under study. In (a), the analyzer orientations can be freely
chosen; in (b) the projections recorded by the detectors Di are
ﬁxed, but phase shifts imposed on the photons can be chosen;
in (c), neither the projection axes ( ≡ B0 or ↔ ≡ B0) nor
phase shifts (φi = Δmdti) are subject to experimental control.
Bertlmann and Hiesmayr (2001); the assignment of spin
and polarization states to ﬂavors is arbitrary. If we ignore
B-meson decay, the state |B0〉 at production evolves to
the state
1
2
[{1 + cos(Δmdt)}|B0〉+ {1− cos(Δmdt)}|B0〉]
(17.5.32)
at a later time t, from Eqs (10.1.6) and (10.1.7); cf.
Eqs (17.5.14)–(17.5.17) above. For a B0B0 pair undergoing
two ﬂavor-tagging decays, the product ΔmdΔt therefore
corresponds to the diﬀerence in phase shifts Δφ imposed
in a Franson-type experiment, or the angle between po-
larization analyzers chosen in an Aspect-type experiment
(see Fig. 17.5.7(c)).
An early attempt to re-interpret B Factory mixing re-
sults as Bell inequality tests was presented by Go (2004).
In fact, no such test is possible using B Factory mea-
surements of the B0 − B0 system (Bertlmann, Bramon,
Garbarino, and Hiesmayr, 2004):
1. Flavor measurements at the B Factories are passive,
relying on spontaneous decay of the B mesons rather
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than (say) interactions with converters placed in the
path of each B. It is therefore not possible to ex-
clude local models where EPR-like decays of the two B
mesons have been determined in advance, as ΔmdΔt
is not subject to experimental control. Schematic di-
agrams comparing this case and entangled-photon ex-
periments are shown in Fig. 17.5.7; note that in pho-
ton experiments, control of analyzer orientations has
been demonstrated for spacelike-separated measure-
ments (for example Weihs, Jennewein, Simon, Wein-
furter, and Zeilinger, 1998).
2. The rate of B0d-mixing is too low, relative to the rate
of decay, to construct a Bell test even in the case of
active measurements. The crucial value of x = Δm/Γ
is found to be 2.0; cf. xd = Δmd/Γd = (0.775±0.007).
Note that as xs = Δms/Γs = (26.82 ± 0.23)  2.0,
a Bell test using active measurements of the B0s − B0s
system is possible in principle, although not practical
with foreseeable technology. Values are taken from the
2013 update of Beringer et al., 2012.
Artiﬁcial local models which reproduce QM predic-
tions for B Factory results have been constructed by Bertl-
mann, Bramon, Garbarino, and Hiesmayr (2004), follow-
ing Kasday (1971); and by Santos (2007), to further demon-
strate that such models cannot be excluded as a class.
It is however possible to compare B Factory results
with the predictions of both quantum mechanics and var-
ious local models. The Belle analysis (Go, 2007) tested
both decoherence models (following Bertlmann, Grimus,
and Hiesmayr, 1999), and a broad class of models that
reproduce the QM predictions for uncorrelated B decays
(Pompili and Selleri, 2000). Predictions for the B0B0 mix-
ing asymmetry Amix(Δt) of Eq. (17.5.20) are shown in
Fig. 17.5.8 for QM and for spontaneous disentanglement
(SD), an extreme form of decoherence corresponding to
ζ = 1 in the {B0, B0} basis in Bertlmann et al., or the
hypothesis of Furry (1936); asymmetries for models in the
Pompili and Selleri class must lie between the two curves
PSmax and PSmin. With suﬃcient resolution, Amix(Δt)
measurements can discriminate between these models; with
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Figure 17.5.8. Time dependent asymmetry predictions for
(QM) quantum mechanics, (SD) spontaneous disentanglement,
and (PSmax to PSmin) the allowed range for models in the class
described by Pompili and Selleri (2000). See the discussion in
the text. From Go (2007).
reconstruction of individual decay times (not just Δt),
much stronger discrimination would be possible at a next-
generation ﬂavor factory (see Eqs (2)–(5) of Go, 2007, and
Figure 4 of Yabsley, 2008).
17.5.3.2 Event selection and background treatment
The Belle analysis (Go, 2007) uses a sample of B0B0 events
where one B is reconstructed as B0 → D∗−+ν (or charge
conjugate), and the remaining tracks are subjected to the
Belle ﬂavor-tagging algorithm (Section 8.6.4). Taken from
140 fb−1 of data, the sample is a subset of the D∗ν sample
of Abe (2005c) discussed in Sections 17.5.1.3 and 17.5.2.4
above. To perform the entanglement analysis, the event
selection and background treatment of Abe (2005c) are
modiﬁed in the following ways:
1. Only events with the highest-purity ﬂavor tag are used
(i.e. 0.875 < r < 1.000; see Section 8.6.4), with the
further restriction that the tag is based on a recon-
structed lepton. This reduces the sample from 84823
to 8565 events.
2. The data are binned, separately for opposite-ﬂavor (OF)
and same-ﬂavor (SF) events, into 11 variable-width
bins in Δt.
3. Backgrounds are subtracted, in both OF and SF sam-
ples, using the same background categorization as Abe
(2005c): e+e− → qq continuum (found to be negligi-
ble), non-D∗ events, wrong D∗-lepton combinations,
and B+ → D∗∗0+ν events; B0 → D∗∗−+ν events,
which undergo mixing, are retained.
4. Remaining reconstruction eﬀects are unfolded using
deconvolution with single value decomposition (Ho¨cker
and Kartvelishvili, 1996) separately on the OF and SF
samples, based on 11×11 response matrices built from
MC D∗ν events; see Go (2007) for the details.
To avoid potential bias due to the MC events underly-
ing the response matrices, the deconvolution procedure is
validated on Monte Carlo samples generated according to
each of the QM, SD, and PS models. Diﬀerences between
results and inputs are averaged over the three models, and
subtracted from the measured asymmetry; the largest re-
maining deviation in each Δt bin, over all three models, is
then assigned as a contribution to the systematic uncer-
tainty.
The resulting asymmetry Amix = (NOF−NSF)/(NOF+
NSF) in bins of the time diﬀerence Δt, with statistical and
four categories of systematic uncertainties, is given in Ta-
ble 1 of Go (2007); systematics become comparable to
statistical uncertainties for Δt > 4.0 ps, with the uncer-
tainties due to background subtraction and deconvolution
dominant in the ﬁnal [13.0, 20.0] ps bin. These results can
be directly compared with theoretical models that lie out-
side the analysis discussed in the following section.
17.5.3.3 Analysis and interpretation
For each model, a weighted least-squares ﬁt is performed,
to the asymmetries Amix and their total uncertainties as
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Figure 17.5.9. Asymmetry Amix and its total uncertainty (crosses) in bins of Δt, and the results of ﬁts to predictions from
(left: QM) quantum mechanics, (middle: SD) spontaneous decomposition, and (right: PS) the Pompili and Selleri (2000) class
of models. The shaded boxes show the variation in the predictions as the ﬁtted value of Δmd is allowed to vary by ±1σ; see the
text, in particular for handling of the PS case. The upper panels show normalized residuals in each bin. From Go (2007).
data, and the function shown in Fig. 17.5.8 as the pre-
diction. The mass diﬀerence Δmd appears as a param-
eter in each model, however the world-average value of
Δmd is dominated by B Factory measurements, which
assume time evolution according to QM in their analysis
(see Section 17.5.2.1). An average of results then avail-
able (Barberio et al., 2006), excluding B Factory mea-
surements, was therefore performed, yielding 〈Δmd〉 =
(0.496 ± 0.014) ps−1. The uncertainty was treated by in-
cluding Δmd as a parameter in the ﬁt, and adding an addi-
tional term [(Δmd − 〈Δmd〉)/σΔmd ]2 to the least-squares
statistic; this technique is now in common use for treating
systematic uncertainties e.g. at LHC experiments).
The results of the ﬁts are shown in Fig. 17.5.9. The
predictions of quantum mechanics are favored over spon-
taneous disentanglement at 13σ; more general decoher-
ence models are treated by ﬁtting the data with a func-
tion (1− ζ)AQM + ζASD, equivalent to modifying the in-
terference term in the {B0, B0} basis, or assuming dis-
entanglement into B0 and B0 of a fraction of neutral B
pairs (Bertlmann, Grimus, and Hiesmayr, 1999). The re-
sult, ζ = 0.029± 0.057, is consistent with no decoherence.
The analysis of Pompili and Selleri (2000) constrains
the relevant models to have an asymmetry within a range
(PSmax to PSmin; see Fig. 17.5.8 and Section 17.5.3.1). If
the data fall within this range, a null deviation is assigned;
otherwise, the nearest boundary is treated as the PS pre-
diction. Even with this conservative treatment, this class
of models is disfavored at 5.1σ. The discrepancy with data
is concentrated at Δt < 4.0 ps, where statistical uncer-
tainty dominates. In summary the Belle results are consis-
tent with a QM description of entangled neutral B meson
pairs created via Υ (4S) decay.
17.5.4 Violation of CP , T , and CPT symmetries in
B0 − B0 mixing
The phenomenological description introduced in Sec-
tion 10.1 of B0 −B0 mixing with a 2× 2 matrix eﬀective
Hamiltonian already allows for the possibility of CP , T ,
and CPT symmetry violations. Section 17.5.4.1 discusses
the parameterization of the Hamiltonian including new
variables that represent the magnitudes of the symmetry
violations. In Section 17.5.4.2 we summarize the B Fac-
tory measurements of these variables. In the case of CPT
violation, one would expect on general grounds that viola-
tion of Lorentz invariance would also occur; an extended
formalism is required to treat this consistently. Such an
approach, and the B Factory analysis taking this into ac-
count, are presented in Section 17.5.5.
The CP symmetry violations discussed in this section
pertain to CP violation in mixing.60 These diﬀer from
asymmetries due to mixing-induced CP violation that re-
sult from non-trivial values of the angles of the Unitarity
Triangle, φ1, φ2, and φ3, discussed in Sections 17.6–17.8.
The recent observation of T violation by BABAR (Lees,
2012m) is discussed in Section 17.6. The large observed T
asymmetry is expected in the Standard Model and can be
understood as a consequence of the CKM phase. If CPT
symmetry is conserved, there is a direct correspondence
between the T asymmetry resulting from the CKM phase
and the magnitude of the corresponding CP asymmetry
(here sin 2φ1). As such one could call this violation of T
symmetry mixing-induced T violation. In this section we
discuss searches for T violation in mixing.
17.5.4.1 Parameterization of mixing with CP , T , CPT
violation
The eﬀective Hamiltonian of B0−B0 mixing, Heﬀ = M−
iΓ/2, deﬁned in Eq. (10.1.1), is completely described by
only eight independent real quantities. Four of them are
the masses and decay rates of the eigenstates. These four
quantities are suﬃcient to describe the B0−B0 oscillations
expected in the Standard Model accurately enough for the
sensitivity of the B Factories.
To allow for CP , T and CPT -violating eﬀects in mix-
ing, it is necessary to extend the treatment presented in
60 For a brief overview of the types of CP violation relevant
for B mesons see Section 16.6.
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Section 10.1; there are many diﬀerent conventions in the
literature. For consistency with B Factory papers we fol-
low the notation of Aubert (2004f).
The quantity q/p (Eq. 10.1.3) is given by
q
p
≡
√
M∗12 − i2Γ ∗12
M12 − i2Γ12
. (17.5.33)
Its magnitude is expected to be very close to unity:∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣2 ≈ 1− Im( Γ12M12
)
. (17.5.34)
If |q/p| − 1 diﬀers from zero, CP and T symmetries are
broken, but CPT symmetry can still hold. In the Stan-
dard Model, |q/p| − 1 is small because |Γ12|  |M12|
and because Im(Γ12/M12) is suppressed with respect to
|Γ12/M12|. The size of this suppression is (m2c−m2u)/m2b ≈
0.1. The suppression reﬂects the fact that CP violation is
not possible if two of the quark masses are identical. In
that case one could redeﬁne the quark states such that
one of them does not mix with the other two, and mixing
between two quark generations is insuﬃcient to allow for
CP violation. The phase of q/p is convention-dependent
and unobservable.61 Therefore, the physics of Heﬀ is de-
termined by only seven real parameters.
To allow for CPT -violating eﬀects in mixing, we intro-
duce the complex parameter
z ≡ δm−
i
2δΓ
Δm− i2ΔΓ
, (17.5.35)
where δm ≡ M11 − M22 and δΓ ≡ Γ11 − Γ22 are the
diﬀerences of the diagonal terms of Heﬀ . If z = 0 CP
and CPT symmetries are broken, but T symmetry can be
conserved. In the Standard Model, z is zero.62
With these deﬁnitions, the mass eigenstates of
Eq. (10.1.2) are replaced by
|B1,2〉 = p
√
1∓ z ∣∣B0〉± q√1± z ∣∣B0〉 , (17.5.36)
61 In addition, diﬀerent conventions for the sign of the phase
of q/p are used in the literature. Here we set the phase of q/p
using Eqs (10.1.3) and (17.5.33). The convention in Aubert
(2004f) diﬀers by eiπ = −1. As a result their Eqs (9) and (10)
have a negative sign in front of the
√
1− z2 term relative to our
Eq. (17.5.37). The same comment applies to Eq. (12.30) of the
2013 PDG review on CP violation in meson decays (Beringer
et al., 2012), where the phase of q/p is not explicitly stated.
Our expressions otherwise agree with those of Aubert (2004f).
62 In Hastings (2003), Belle uses a diﬀerent parameteriza-
tion, following Mohapatra, Satpathy, Abe, and Sakai (1998),
based on complex parameters θ and φ. The relationship be-
tween these and several other notations is discussed by Kost-
elecky´ (2001): in particular, cos θ = −z = ξ, and | exp(iφ)| =
|q/p| = w, where ξ (complex) and w (real) are the param-
eters preferred by Kostelecky´. While we rely heavily on this
and related references in the Lorentz-violation discussion below
(Section 17.5.5), we use the notation of Eq. (17.5.35) through-
out. In neutral kaon mixing, CPT violation is described by
δK = −z/2.
and the time-evolved states given in Eq. (10.1.6) are re-
placed by
|B0(t)〉 = [f+(t) + zf−(t)]
∣∣B0〉+√1− z2 q
p
f−(t)
∣∣B0〉 ,
|B0(t)〉 = [f+(t)− zf−(t)]
∣∣B0〉+√1− z2 p
q
f−(t)
∣∣B0〉 ,
(17.5.37)
where the functions f±(t) are deﬁned in Eq. (10.1.7). In
Section 17.5.2.6, Eq. (17.5.26), we have already introduced
a non-zero ΔΓd in the time-dependent decay rate of B me-
son pairs from Υ (4S) decays. We extend this expression to
include the CP , T , and CPT -violating parameters deﬁned
above:
N(Δt) ∝ e−Γ |Δt| ×{
1
2
c+ cosh(ΔΓdΔt/2) +
1
2
c− cos(ΔmdΔt)
−Re(s) sinh(ΔΓdΔt/2) + Im(s) sin(ΔmdΔt)
}
,
(17.5.38)
where
c± = |a+|2 ± |a−|2, s = a∗+a−. (17.5.39)
The complex expressions a± depend on the decay ampli-
tudes for a set of speciﬁc ﬁnal states of Btag and Brec and
on the symmetry-violating parameters q/p and z:
a+ = −AtagArec +AtagArec,
a− =
√
1− z2
[
p
q
AtagArec − q
p
AtagArec
]
+z
[
AtagArec +AtagArec
]
. (17.5.40)
The amplitudes Atag (Arec) and Atag (Arec) represent the
cases where Btag (Brec) is reconstructed, respectively, as
a B0 or a B0.
We can write Eq. (17.5.38) explicitly for the cases
where the ﬂavors of the two B mesons from a Υ (4S) decay
are reconstructed as B0B0, B0B0, or B0B0:63
NBB ∝ e
−|Δt|/τ
2
∣∣∣∣pq
∣∣∣∣2
{
cosh
(
ΔΓΔt
2
)
− cos(ΔmdΔt)
}
NBB ∝ e
−|Δt|/τ
2
∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣2
{
cosh
(
ΔΓΔt
2
)
− cos(ΔmdΔt)
}
NBB ∝ e
−|Δt|/τ
2
{
cosh
(
ΔΓΔt
2
)
+ 2Re(z) sinh
(
ΔΓΔt
2
)
63 In Eqs (17.5.41)–(17.5.43) we assume that the B transition
to a ﬂavor eigenstate f has a single weak amplitude Af and
that the B decay does not violate CPT symmetry, i.e. Af =
Af . We also assume that the amplitude for the B decay to the
CP conjugate ﬁnal state is zero, i.e. Af = Af = 0.
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+cos(ΔmdΔt)− 2Im(z) sin(ΔmdΔt)
}
; (17.5.41)
here we have ignored terms quadratic in z. The ﬁrst (sec-
ond) B in the superscript denotes the ﬂavor of Btag (Brec).
If one of the B mesons decays through a b → (cc)s
transition to a CP eigenstateBCP such as J/ψK0S or J/ψK
0
L,
and the other B meson decays to a ﬂavor state (B0 or B0),
the time-dependent decay rates are given by
NBBCP ∝ e
−|Δt|/τ
2
×{
[1∓ Re(z) cos 2φ1 ∓ Im(z) sin 2φ1] cosh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
+ [±Re(z) cos 2φ1 ± Im(z) sin 2φ1] cos(ΔmdΔt)
+ [∓ cos 2φ1 + Re(z)] sinh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
+ [± sin 2φ1 − Im(z)] sin(ΔmdΔt)
}
, (17.5.42)
NBBCP ∝ e
−|Δt|/τ
2
×{
[1± Re(z) cos 2φ1 ∓ Im(z) sin 2φ1] cosh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
+ [∓Re(z) cos 2φ1 ± Im(z) sin 2φ1] cos(ΔmdΔt)
+ [∓ cos 2φ1 − Re(z)] sinh
(
ΔΓdΔt
2
)
+ [∓ sin 2φ1 + Im(z)] sin(ΔmdΔt)
}
, (17.5.43)
where the upper (lower) sign in front of terms with cos 2φ1
or sin 2φ1 represents ﬁnal states with ηCP = −1 (+1). In
Eqs (17.5.42) and (17.5.43), we assume |q/p| = 1.
The decay rates deﬁned in Eqs (17.5.41)–(17.5.43) can
be used to construct asymmetries sensitive to T , CP , and
CPT violation. The same-ﬂavor asymmetry AT/CP be-
tween the two oscillation probabilities P (B0 → B0) and
P (B0 → B0) depends on |q/p| and probes both T and CP
symmetries:
AT/CP =
P (B0 → B0)− P (B0 → B0)
P (B0 → B0) + P (B0 → B0)
=
NBB −NBB
NBB +NBB
=
1− |q/p|4
1 + |q/p|4 . (17.5.44)
The opposite-ﬂavor asymmetry, ACPT/CP , depends on
z and probes both CP and CPT symmetries. Deﬁning the
decay-time diﬀerence for such events as Δt = t+ − t−,
where t+ (t−) corresponds to B0 (B0), the asymmetry
ACPT/CP (Δt; Δt > 0)
=
P (B0 → B0)− P (B0 → B0)
P (B0 → B0) + P (B0 → B0)
=
NBB(Δt)−NBB(−Δt)
NBB(Δt) +NBB(−Δt)
 2Im(z) sin(ΔmdΔt)− Re(z) sinh(ΔΓdΔt/2)
cos(ΔmdΔt) + cosh(ΔΓdΔt/2)
 2Im(z) sin(ΔmdΔt)− Re(z)ΔΓdΔt
cos(ΔmdΔt) + cosh(ΔΓdΔt/2)
,
(17.5.45)
where the approximation in the third line is the neglect of
terms of higher order in z; in the fourth line, as |ΔΓd/Γ | 
1, we take sinh(ΔΓdΔt/2)  ΔΓdΔt/2.
By comparing the rates of a B versus a B decaying to
a CP eigenstate, we can deﬁne another asymmetry that is
sensitive to z using Equations (17.5.42) and (17.5.43):
A′CPT/CP (Δt) =
P (B0 → BCP )− P (B0 → BCP )
P (B0 → BCP ) + P (B0 → BCP )
=
NBBCP (Δt)−NBBCP (Δt)
NBBCP (Δt) +NBBCP (Δt)
 {±Re(z) cos 2φ1[−1 + cos(ΔmdΔt)]
+[± sin 2φ1 − 2Im(z)] sin(ΔmdΔt)}/
{1± Im(z) sin 2φ1[−1 + cos(ΔmdΔt)]
∓ cos 2φ1ΔΓdΔt/2}. (17.5.46)
In the last step we have again neglected terms of higher
than linear order in z and ΔΓd, and the upper (lower)
sign in front of terms with cos 2φ1 or sin 2φ1 refers to ﬁnal
states with ηCP = −1 (+1).
In the expressions of the decay rates (Eqs 17.5.41–
17.5.43) and associated asymmetries (Eqs 17.5.44–17.5.46)
we have assumed that a B ﬂavor state can unambigu-
ously be identiﬁed by its decay products. In the quark
model, this is true for semi-leptonic decays. For hadronic
B decays to ﬂavor ﬁnal states, however, the presence of
doubly-CKM-suppressed decays (DCS) makes it impossi-
ble to determine the original ﬂavor of the B meson with-
out ambiguity. Accounting for DCS decays leads to more
complicated expressions for c±, s, and the resulting decay
rates and asymmetries. A complete list of general expres-
sions of c± and s can be found in Aubert (2004f).
In the SM the asymmetry AT/CP is expected to be
very small (Beneke, Buchalla, Lenz, and Nierste, 2003;
Ciuchini, Franco, Lubicz, Mescia, and Tarantino, 2003). A
recent calculation predicts AT/CP = (−0.40±0.06)×10−3
or correspondingly |q/p| − 1 = (0.20± 0.03)× 10−3 (Nier-
ste, 2012). A measurement signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
zero with the data samples of the B Factories would
be evidence for new physics. In the Standard Model
CPT symmetry is conserved and Re(z) and Im(z) as
well as ACPT/CP are expected to be zero. The asym-
metry A′CPT/CP reduces to the CP -violating, but CPT -
conserving asymmetry, −ηCP sin 2φ1 sin(ΔmdΔt). It is a
measurement of mixing-induced CP violation.
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17.5.4.2 Results on CP , T and CPT violation in B0 −B0
mixing
BABAR and Belle published several papers on searches for
violation of T , CP , and CPT symmetries in B0−B0 mix-
ing. The analyses are performed with inclusive dilepton
ﬁnal states or fully-reconstructed hadronic and semilep-
tonic ﬁnal states. Here we review the measurements of
|q/p| − 1, Re(z), and Im(z).
Measurements of |q/p| − 1
Earlier measurements of the asymmetry AT/CP have been
performed by CLEO (Behrens et al., 2000; Jaﬀe et al.,
2001), ALEPH (Barate et al., 2001), and OPAL (Abbi-
endi et al., 2000b; Ackerstaﬀ et al., 1997a) before the B
Factories took their data. In the 2002 Review of Particle
Physics (Hagiwara et al., 2002) the PDG calculated an
average64 of AT/CP = (0± 16)× 10−3 corresponding to a
value of |q/p| − 1 = (0± 8)× 10−3.
BABAR and Belle both measure |q/p| − 1 with inclu-
sive samples of semileptonic B0 decays. In these events
only the two leptons from semileptonic decays B → Xlν
(l = e, μ) are reconstructed. The charge of the lepton
l+ (l−) unambiguously identiﬁes the ﬂavor of the par-
ent B meson to be a B0 (B0). The asymmetry between
the numbers of same-sign dilepton pairs, NBB = N(l+l+)
and NBB = N(l−l−), is related to the two oscillation
probabilities P (B0 → B0) and P (B0 → B0) as given
in Eq. (17.5.44). Although AT/CP is a time-independent
asymmetry, both experiments use the decay time diﬀer-
ence Δt between the two B decays to discriminate signal
events from background.
BABAR and Belle measure |q/p|−1 in samples of 211 fb−1
(Aubert, 2006aq) and 78 fb−1 (Nakano, 2006), respectively.
The BABAR result supersedes an earlier measurement with
21 fb−1 (Aubert, 2002i). The event selections in these anal-
yses are similar to the ones for measurements of Δmd with
dilepton events described above (see Section 17.5.2.2), but
with attention to keeping charge-dependent asymmetries
in reconstruction and PID eﬃciencies small and under
control. Events with two identiﬁed leptons in a momen-
tum range (0.8 GeV/c (BABAR) or 1.2 GeV/c (Belle) <
p∗ < 2.3GeV/c) and with topology consistent with that
of semileptonic B decays are selected. Leptons that orig-
inate from photon conversions in the detector or from
J/ψ and ψ(2S) decays are explicitly vetoed. Both experi-
ments carefully determine detector-induced charge asym-
metries in their lepton identiﬁcation (Chapter 5). BABAR
uses a control sample of radiative Bhabha events and Belle
uses two photon production of e+e− to study electron
ID asymmetries. The charge asymmetry in muon ID is
determined with e+e− → μ+μ−γ events by BABAR and
64 The PDG quotes Re(B)/(1+|B |2) = (0±4)×10−3, where
B = (p−q)/(p+q) corresponds to the parameter K describing
the corresponding asymmetry in the neutral kaon system and
AT/CP ≈ 4Re(B)/(1 + |B |2) for small AT/CP .
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Figure 17.5.10. The measured asymmetries (a) AT/CP and
(b) ACPT/CP from inclusive dilepton events, as functions of
|Δt| (Aubert, 2006aq). The deviation from zero in AT/CP is a
result of background from cascade muons that is dominant at
small |Δt|.
with events in which a simulated muon track is embed-
ded in a hadronic event by Belle. Hadron fake rates are
determined with pions from K0S → π+π−, kaons from
D∗+ → D0π+s → (K−π+)π+s (BABAR) and from φ →
K+K− (Belle), and protons from Λ → pπ−. The dis-
tance between the two B decay vertices Δz is measured
as described in Section 17.5.2.2. BABAR ﬁts the Δt dis-
tributions of the l+l+ and l−l− events and randomly as-
signs the sign of Δt for each event. Belle ﬁts the Δz =
z1 − z2 distribution, where z1 (z2) is the z coordinate of
the higher- (lower-) momentum lepton. The majority of
the events are events where both leptons originate from
a B decay. BABAR distinguishes background from events
in which one lepton is a primary lepton from a B decay
and the other lepton comes from a secondary charm de-
cay (b → c → l), events with one direct lepton and one
lepton from a tau (b → τ → l) or charmonium (b →
(cc) → l) cascade decay, and events from the light quark
e+e− → qq continuum. Belle subtracts the contribution
from light quark continuum candidates to their dilepton
sample. The background events from BB decays are sep-
arated into correctly tagged and wrongly tagged events.
The wrongly tagged sample is dominated by events where
one lepton is from a primary B decay and the other one
from a cascade charm decay. The correctly tagged back-
ground sample consists mainly of events in which both lep-
tons come from secondary charm decays. BABAR extracts
|q/p|−1 from a binned likelihood ﬁt to the Δt distribution
of the selected dilepton sample.65 The likelihood function
65 In the same analysis BABAR measures the CP - and CPT -
violating parameter z (see below). They employ a simultaneous
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combines detector-related charge asymmetries and time-
dependent p.d.f.s for signal and background events. The
measured asymmetry AT/CP as a function of |Δt| is shown
in Fig. 17.5.10. Belle determines a raw dilepton asymme-
try from their selected events as a function of Δz, applies
a bin-wise background correction, and calculates an aver-
age AT/CP in a range 0.15mm < |Δz| < 2mm. BABAR
measures |q/p| − 1 = (−0.8± 2.7± 1.9)× 10−3 and Belle
measures AT/CP = (−1.1 ± 7.9 ± 8.5) × 10−3, which cor-
responds to |q/p| − 1 = (0.5 ± 4.0 ± 4.3) × 10−3. The
largest contributions to the systematic error in the BABAR
measurement come from potential charge asymmetries in
track reconstruction (1.0 × 10−3) and electron identiﬁca-
tion (1.0 × 10−3). Belle’s systematic error in |q/p| − 1 is
dominated by potential charge asymmetries in the track
ﬁnding eﬃciency (2.6×10−3) and uncertainties in the con-
tinuum background subtraction (2.4× 10−3).
BABAR also measures |q/p| − 1 in an analysis of fully-
reconstructed B decays to hadronic ﬁnal states in a sample
of 88 × 106 BB pairs (Aubert, 2004e,f). One B is recon-
structed either in a ﬂavor state or a CP eigenstate. In the
same analysis BABAR measures ΔΓd (Section 17.5.2.6) and
the CP and CPT -violating parameters Re(z) and Im(z)
(Section 17.5.4.2) from the Δt distributions of the selected
events. The sensitivity to |q/p| − 1 comes from events in
which both B mesons have the same ﬂavor. Because the
branching fractions to exclusive ﬂavor states are much
smaller than the inclusive semileptonic branching frac-
tion, the signal sample is comparatively small compared to
event samples in the dilepton analyses. From the analysis
of fully-reconstructed hadronic ﬁnal states BABAR quotes
|q/p| − 1 = (29± 13± 11)× 10−3.
The average of the measurements of |q/p| − 1 pub-
lished by the B Factories is (0.3 ± 2.8) × 10−3 (see Ta-
ble 17.5.3). While we were ﬁnishing the writing of this
Book, BABAR submitted another measurement of |q/p|−1
for publication (Lees, 2013g). In that analysis one B me-
son is reconstructed as B0 → D∗−l+νl (and the D∗− is
partially-reconstructed using only the slow pion) and the
ﬂavor of the other is tagged with a charged kaon. The
value of |q/p| − 1 = (0.29 ± 0.84+1.88−1.61) × 10−3 measured
in this analysis represents the most precise single mea-
surement of |q/p| − 1 by the B Factories. However, due
to the overlap of events used in this analysis with those
used for the |q/p| − 1 measurement in Aubert (2006aq),
a simple average could not be calculated for this Book.
The PDG in their 2013 partial update of the Review of
Particle Physics quotes a world average of Re(0B)/(1 +|0B |2 = (0.6 ± 0.7) × 10−3 corresponding to |q/p| − 1 =
(−1.2 ± 1.4) × 10−3 (Beringer et al., 2012), which in-
cludes two recent measurements from DØ corresponding
to |q/p|− 1 = (0.6± 2.6)× 10−3 (Abazov et al., 2011) and
|q/p|−1 = (−3.4±2.2±0.8)×10−3 (Abazov et al., 2012).
There has been signiﬁcant interest in the measurement
of |q/p| or the corresponding asymmetry AT/CP since DØ
announced evidence for an anomalous like-sign dimuon
ﬁt to both same-sign and opposite-sign dilepton pairs to deter-
mine the Δt resolution in addition to the symmetry-violating
parameters.
Table 17.5.3. B Factory measurements of |q/p| − 1 along
with the journal paper and selected ﬁnal state for each mea-
surement. The measurement in Aubert (2002i) has been su-
perseded by Aubert (2006aq) and is not included in the B
Factories average.
Experiment Method |q/p| − 1 [10−3]
BABAR (Aubert, 2006aq) Incl. dilepton −0.8± 2.7± 1.9
BABAR (Aubert, 2002i) Incl. dilepton −2± 6± 7
BABAR (Aubert, 2004e,f) Hadr. modes 29± 13± 11
Belle (Nakano, 2006) Incl. dilepton 0.5± 4.0± 4.3
BABAR-Belle average 0.3± 2.8
charge asymmetry in pp collisions (Abazov et al., 2010a,b).
The asymmetry Absl is deﬁned similarly to Eq. (17.5.44),
but has contributions from the charge asymmetries of B0d
mesons (AT/CP ) and B0s mesons (A
s
T/CP ):
Absl = CdAT/CP + CsA
s
T/CP (17.5.47)
with Cd = 0.594 ± 0.022, Cs = 0.406 ± 0.022 (Abazov
et al., 2011). With their latest measurement of Absl =
(−7.87 ± 1.72 ± 0.93) × 10−3 DØ claims a 3.9σ discrep-
ancy with the Standard Model prediction of Absl(SM) =
(−0.28+0.05−0.06) × 10−3 (Abazov et al., 2011). However, no
signiﬁcant measurement has yet been observed in either
AT/CP or AsT/CP . The world average for |q/p| − 1 corre-
sponds to AT/CP = (2.4± 2.8)× 10−3. Based on two DØ
measurements HFAG calculates the corresponding average
for B0s mesons of A
s
T/CP = (−11±6)×10−3 (Amhis et al.,
2012). It is important to improve the measurements of
AT/CP or AsT/CP to understand if there is CP and T viola-
tion in the mixing of B0d or B
0
s mesons or both. LHCb is ex-
pected to improve the measurement of AsT/CP in the near
future. The B Factories have only analyzed fractions of
their full datasets for |q/p|. Some improvement in AT/CP
will be possible by using more data, but systematic un-
certainties are already of comparable size to the statistical
errors. LHCb may be able to reduce the error in AT/CP us-
ing fully-reconstructed semileptonic B0 decays similar to
the DØ analysis described in (Abazov et al., 2012). The
large data set of a future super ﬂavor factory paired with
analyses of fully-reconstructed semi-leptonic decays could
substantially reduce the overall uncertainty in AT/CP .
Measurements of Re(z) and Im(z)
Prior to the B Factories a search for CPT violation in
B0 − B0 mixing was performed by the OPAL collabora-
tion (Ackerstaﬀ et al., 1997a). They quote their result in
terms of the CPT parameter δB , a variable with a deﬁni-
tion equivalent to δK , which is used to characterize CPT
violation in kaon mixing (Beringer et al., 2012). OPAL’s
result Im(δB) = −0.020 ± 0.016 ± 0.006 corresponds to
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Figure 17.5.11. Deviations of the asymmetries from the reference asymmetry [Re(z) = Im(z) = ΔΓd/Γd = 0] in fully-
reconstructed hadronic and semileptonic ﬁnal states (Higuchi, 2012). Shown are raw asymmetries uncorrected for backgrounds,
ﬂavor mis-tagging, and Δt resolution. The underlying asymmetries for (a) and (b) corresponding to ηCP = −1 and +1, respec-
tively, are given by Eq. (17.5.46). The asymmetry tested in (c) is given in Eq. (17.5.45). The crosses with error bars are data.
The solid curves are deviations for the nominal ﬁts. The dashed curves are for illustration only: they represent scenarios where
either Re(z) = +0.28 or Im(z) = −0.03. These values are equal to approximately 5× the total uncertainty of the corresponding
parameter.
Im(z) = 0.040± 0.032± 0.012. The world averages for the
real and imaginary parts of δK determined from kaon ex-
periments are Re(δK) = (2.5± 2.3)× 10−4 and Im(δK) =
(−1.5±1.6)×10−5 (Beringer et al., 2012). The correspond-
ing limit on the mass diﬀerence between K0 and K0 nor-
malized to the mass average is |mK0 −mK0 |/maverage <
6× 10−19, assuming ΓK0 = ΓK0 .
BABAR and Belle have studied samples of inclusive
dilepton events and fully-reconstructed hadronic and se-
mileptonic events to measure Re(z) and Im(z) in B0−B0
mixing. In dilepton events the Δt distribution of opposite-
sign dilepton pairs has been used to search for violation of
CP and CPT asymmetry. The asymmetry ACP/CPT be-
tween events with positive and negative true Δt is re-
lated to the two oscillation probabilities P (B0 → B0) and
P (B0 → B0) as given in Eq. (17.5.45). Here the decay-
time diﬀerence is deﬁned as Δt = t+ − t−, where t+ (t−)
corresponds to l+ (l−).
BABAR measures the CP - and CPT -violating param-
eters Re(z) and Im(z) with opposite-sign dilepton pairs
in a sample of 211 fb−1 (Aubert, 2006aq). The selection
criteria are the same as for the measurement of |q/p| −
1 with same-sign dilepton pairs in the same paper (see
above). The parameter Im(z) appears as coeﬃcient to the
sin(ΔmdΔt) term in the Δt distribution of opposite-sign
dilepton pairs NBB given by Eq. (17.5.41) and the cor-
responding asymmetry ACPT/CP of Eq. (17.5.45). Thus a
measurement of the shape of the Δt distribution is sensi-
tive to Im(z). On the other hand, sensitivity to Re(z) only
comes from the sinh(ΔΓdΔt/2) term. Since ΔΓd is a small
quantity and has not been measured, BABAR substitutes
sinh(ΔΓdΔt/2)  ΔΓdΔt/2 and quotes only the product
ΔΓd × Re(z) in their paper. In the cosh(ΔΓdΔt/2) term
they use |ΔΓd| = (5 ± 3) × 10−3 ps−1. Although BABAR
ﬁts the Δt distributions of the same-sign and opposite-
sign dilepton pairs in a single ﬁt, they do not constrain
the ratio between the numbers of events of the two types.
BABAR quotes Im(z) = (−13.9 ± 7.3 ± 3.2) × 10−3 and
ΔΓd×Re(z) = (−7.1±3.9±2.0)×10−3 ps−1. The statis-
tical correlation between the measurements of Im(z) and
ΔΓd × Re(z) is 76%. The systematic errors in Im(z) and
ΔΓd × Re(z) are dominated by uncertainties in the p.d.f.
modeling (2.5× and 1.2× 10−3), the external parameters
τB0 , τB− , Δmd, and ΔΓd (1.9× and 1.1× 10−3) and SVT
alignment (0.6× and 1.2 × 10−3). Assuming ΔΓd = 0,
BABAR obtains Im(z) = (−3.7 ± 4.6 ± 2.9) × 10−3. The
measured asymmetry AT/CP as a function of |Δt| is shown
in Fig. 17.5.10.
Belle’s results on Re(z) and Im(z) with 29.4 fb−1 of
data are published in Hastings (2003). The analysis uses
the same selection criteria as in their measurement of Δmd
with dilepton pairs (see Section 17.5.2.2) that is described
in the same paper. A major diﬀerence to the BABAR anal-
ysis is that Belle constrains the time-integrated fractions
of same-sign and opposite sign events to
χd =
|1− z2|x2d
|1− z2|x2d + 2 + x2d + |z|2x2d
, (17.5.48)
where xd = τB0Δmd. NBB (NBB , NBB) is proportional
to opposite-sign (same-sign) dilepton eﬃciency. Belle de-
termines the ratio of the eﬃciencies from MC simulation.
They quote Re(z) = (0±12±1)×10−2 and Im(z) = (−3±
1± 3)× 10−2. These measurements supersede the results
from an earlier Belle paper (Abe, 2001b). The dominant
systematic uncertainties in Im(z) come from data/MC
agreement of the Δt p.d.f. and the requirement that the
polar angle of the lepton tracks be in the ﬁducial volume.
The largest contribution to the systematic error in Re(z)
comes from the MC-modeling of the Δt resolution.
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Table 17.5.4. Measurements of Re(z) and Im(z) and, if given in the paper, the corresponding limits (at 90% C.L.) on the
mass diﬀerence and width diﬀerence between B0 and B0. In Aubert (2006aq), BABAR measures ΔΓd ×Re(z) = (−0.71± 0.39±
0.20)× 10−2 ps−1, but does not quote a value for Re(z).
Experiment Method Re(z) Im(z) |δm/m| δΓ/Γ
[10−2] [10−2] [10−14]
BABAR (Aubert, 2006aq) Incl. dilepton — −1.39± 0.73± 0.32 — —
Belle (Hastings, 2003) Incl. dilepton 0.0± 12± 1 −3± 1± 3 < 1.16 |δΓ/Γ | < 0.11
Belle (Abe, 2001b) Incl. dilepton 0± 15± 6 −3.5± 2.9± 5.1 < 1.6 |δΓ/Γ | < 0.161
BABAR (Aubert, 2004e,f) Hadronic 2.0± 5.1± 4.9 3.8± 2.9± 2.5 < 1.0 −0.156 < δΓ/Γ < 0.042
Belle (Higuchi, 2012) Hadr. + semilep. 1.9± 3.7± 3.3 −0.57± 0.33± 0.33 — —
BABAR and Belle also measure Im(z) and Re(z) in
samples of fully-reconstructed hadronic and semi-leptonic
ﬁnal states. BABAR reconstructs B0 decays to the ﬂa-
vor ﬁnal states D(∗)−π+/ρ+/a+1 and J/ψK
∗0 and CP -
eigenstates J/ψK0S , ψ(2S)K
0
S , χc1K
0
S , and J/ψK
0
L in 88
million BB events (Aubert, 2004e,f). Belle reconstructs
signal events in the decays B0 → D(∗)−π+, D∗−ρ+,
D∗−lν, J/ψK0S , and J/ψK
0
L in a sample of 535 million
BB events (Higuchi, 2012). Raw asymmetries as function
of Δt for J/ψK0S , J/ψK
0
L and ﬂavor-speciﬁc ﬁnal states
overlaid with curves representing the nominal ﬁt result
and scenarios with signiﬁcant CPT violation are shown
in Fig. 17.5.11. In addition to z both analyses also mea-
sure ΔΓd and |q/p|−1. These results are described above.
The measurements use the Δt reconstruction and ﬂavor
tagging methods of the standard time-dependent analy-
ses of the B Factories described in earlier Chapters (6, 8,
10). The time-dependent p.d.f.s for events to ﬁnal states
that contain a fully-reconstructed Brec identiﬁed either
as B0, B0, or BCP , and a Btag with identiﬁed ﬂavor as
B0 or B0 are given in Eqs (17.5.42) and (17.5.43). How-
ever, interference eﬀects between the amplitudes for dom-
inant decays of ﬂavor-eigenstates (e.g. B0 → D−π+) and
for doubly-CKM-suppressed decays (e.g. B0 → D+π−)
lead to more complicated p.d.f.s (Aubert, 2004f). These
interference eﬀects are present when either Brec or Btag
is reconstructed in a ﬂavor state. In principle, the ratio of
favored and DCS decay amplitudes is diﬀerent for each
mode. BABAR shows that an eﬀective ratio can be de-
ﬁned for ensembles of ﬁnal states as long as terms lin-
ear in |z|, |q/p| − 1, and in the amplitude ratios of the
contributing modes can be neglected. Belle treats the ef-
fects of DCS decays as part of the systematic error. The
dominant contribution of Im(z) to the time-dependence
is through the coeﬃcient of sin(ΔmdΔt) for ﬂavor ﬁ-
nal states, while Re(z) contributes primarily to the co-
eﬃcients of the cosh(ΔΓdΔt/2) ≈ 1 and cos(ΔmdΔt)
terms for CP eigenstates. The main physics parameters
extracted in BABAR’s analysis are sgn(ReλCP ), ΔΓd/Γd,
|q/p|, Im(z), and (ReλCP /|λCP |)×Re(z). The parameters
(ImλCP /|λCP |) and Δmd are determined together with
the main parameters as cross checks against earlier mea-
surements. BABAR measures (ReλCP /|λCP |) × Re(z) =
0.014±0.035±0.034 and Im(z) = (3.8±2.9±2.5)×10−2.
Using BABAR’s measurement of sin 2φ1 (ImλCP ) on the
same data set (Aubert, 2005i) and assuming |λCP | = 1,
we calculate a value of Re(z) = (+2.0± 5.1± 4.9)× 10−2.
Belle quotes the physics parameters Re(z) = (+1.9±3.7±
3.3)×10−2 and Im(z) = (−5.7±3.3±3.3)×10−3. The ﬁt
has a twofold ambiguity in the sign of ReλCP . The sign of
Re(z) has been determined assuming ReλCP > 0, which is
a result of global ﬁts of the Unitarity Triangle (see Section
25.1). The largest systematic uncertainty in Re(z) comes
from the knowledge of tag-side interference (0.028). The
error in Im(z) is dominated by uncertainties in vertex re-
construction (0.0028).
The results of all Re(z) and Im(z) measurements by
the B Factories are summarized in Table 17.5.4. The mea-
surements are still mostly statistically limited and many of
the systematic uncertainties are statistical in nature. Us-
ing the full data sets will allow one to further improve the
constraints on these CP and CPT -violating parameters.
Future super ﬂavor factories should be able to improve
current limits even further. How much they can improve
will depend on how well the systematic uncertainties can
be controlled.
17.5.5 Lorentz invariance violation in B0 − B0 mixing
If we go beyond a purely phenomenological treatment of
CPT -violating eﬀects, Lorentz violation should also be
considered. CPT invariance follows from assumptions that
are currently understood to hold in the low-energy (Stan-
dard Model-like) domain: point particles, the applicability
of quantum ﬁeld theory, and in particular, Lorentz invari-
ance (Jost, 1957; Luders, 1954; Pauli, 1955; Streater and
Wightman, 2000). If CPT symmetry is broken, then one
or more of these conditions must be violated.
In particle physics, Lorentz violation is usually studied
in the framework of the Standard Model Extension. This
theory and its application to B mixing is brieﬂy reviewed
in Section 17.5.5.1. We then describe the analysis carried
out within this framework by BABAR (Section 17.5.5.2),
and discuss the implications for work at future facilities
(Section 17.5.5.3).
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17.5.5.1 The Standard Model Extension and mixing
Simplifying assumptions are required to make an eﬀec-
tive search for Lorentz violation in data. If we posit a
fundamental theory whose dynamics are both CPT - and
Poincare´-invariant,66 and a low-energy eﬀective theory that
exhibits spontaneous CPT - and Lorentz-symmetry break-
ing, we obtain the so-called Standard Model Extension
(SME) of Colladay and Kostelecky´ (1997, 1998); see also
Kostelecky´ (2004). In this theory nature remains invari-
ant under translations, and is covariant under changes
in the inertial frame of the observer : the usual kinematic
expressions may consistently be used to analyse particle
motion, reconstruct invariant masses, and so on. How-
ever under boosts of individual particles, CPT is broken
and certain Lorentz-violating terms appear, due to the
(constant) expectation values of one or more Lorentz ten-
sors (cf. the mass terms due to particles coupling to the
[scalar] Higgs ﬁeld in the Standard Model). The Lorentz-
violating coeﬃcients due to these background ﬁelds vary
from particle to particle in general; the resulting param-
eters are similar in number to the supersymmetric cou-
plings, and have been exhaustively tabulated, together
with current bounds from experimental and observational
tests, by Kostelecky´ and Russell (2011). As neutral-meson
oscillation is ﬂavor-changing, CPT -violation measurements
in mixing provide access to couplings that are not con-
strained by other experimental tests (Kostelecky´, 1998).
For a neutral meson, the Lorentz-violating parameters
are given by the four-vector Δaμ ≡ rq1aq1μ −rq2aq2μ , the dif-
ference in the couplings of the two valence quarks qi (Kost-
elecky´, 2001; Kostelecky´ and Potting, 1995).67 These pa-
rameters are constant in any inertial frame. We then ﬁnd,
for the CPT -violating parameter deﬁned in Eq. (17.5.35),
z ≡ δm−
i
2δΓ
Δmd − i2ΔΓ
 β
μΔaμ
Δmd − i2ΔΓ
, (17.5.49)
where βμ = γ(1,β) is the meson four-velocity. The ap-
proximation in Eq. (17.5.49) is due to the neglect of higher-
order eﬀects in the SME, and does not otherwise rely on
the size of z (Kostelecky´, 2001; Kostelecky´ and Potting,
1995).68 Note that the relative values of the imaginary
and real parts of z are ﬁxed by the B-mixing parame-
ters (Kostelecky´ and Potting, 1995),69
Im z
Re z
=
ΔΓ
2Δmd
, (17.5.50)
66 That is, invariant under translations, as well as rotations
and boosts.
67 The factors rqi , which represent the eﬀect of binding the
quarks qi within the meson, are not used consistently in the
literature, disappearing (for example) in Kostelecky´ (1998).
68 BABAR (Aubert, 2008ar) cites Kostelecky´ (1998), where a
further approximation exists due to the use of another parame-
ter, δ ≈ −z/2 in the case of small T - and CPT -violating eﬀects.
69 The BABAR analysis (Aubert, 2008ar) derives this condition
from Eq. (17.5.49) using ΔΓ  Δmd, but it is derived from
fundamental considerations by Kostelecky´ and Potting (1995),
assuming only that T - and CPT -violating eﬀects are small.
Figure 17.5.12. Transformation between non-rotating and
laboratory (rotating) reference frames for the Lorentz-violation
analysis: from Kostelecky´ and Lane (1999).
providing a distinctive signature for CPT -violating eﬀects
within this scheme.
The motion of the laboratory must be taken into ac-
count: the (non-relativistic) velocity may be neglected, but
the earth’s rotation changes the relative orientation of the
detector coordinate system and the spatial components
Δa. BABAR (Aubert, 2008ar) chooses a non-rotating frame
(Xˆ, Yˆ , Zˆ) following Kostelecky´ and Lane (1999), with Zˆ
parallel to the earth’s rotation axis, and Xˆ (Yˆ ) at right
ascension 0◦ (90◦). With the further choices that the lab-
oratory coordinate zˆ lies along −β, and yˆ lies in the equa-
torial plane (declination 0◦), it follows from Eq. (14) of
Kostelecky´ (2001) that
βμΔaμ = γ [Δa0 − βΔaZ cosχ
− β sinχ (ΔaY sinΩ tsid
+ ΔaX cosΩ tsid)] , (17.5.51)
where cosχ ≡ zˆ · Zˆ = 0.628 for BABAR, tsid is the
sidereal time, and Ω = 2π/dsid the sidereal frequency;
dsid  0.99727 solar days. The transformation between
laboratory and non-rotating coordinates is illustrated in
Fig. 17.5.12. The sidereal time tsid is given by the right
ascension of zˆ; this will become important when compar-
ing results from diﬀerent experiments (Section 17.5.5.3 be-
low).
From Eqs (17.5.49) and (17.5.51) it is clear that in
the general case, the measured CPT -violating parameter
z will vary with a period of one sidereal day (dsid); a value
z obtained from data without time-binning will depend
on the latitude of the experiment and the distribution of
meson momenta in the laboratory frame.
17.5.5.2 The BABAR analysis
The Lorentz violation study in Aubert (2008ar) is an ex-
tension of the CPT -violation search of Aubert (2006aq),
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Table 17.5.5. Parameters from ﬁts to the asymmetry ACPT
as a function of sidereal time, assuming constant (z0) and si-
nusoidal (z1) contributions according to the Standard Model
Extension. Statistical and total systematic uncertainties are
shown; a breakdown of systematic contributions is given in
Table I of Aubert (2008ar). Results are shown without (cen-
ter) and with (right) the SME constraint of Eq. (17.5.50) on
the real and imaginary parts of z.
ACPT parameter unconstrained SME constraint
Im z0 [10
−3] −14.2± 7.3± 2.2 −5.2± 3.6± 1.9
Re z0 ΔΓ [10
−3/ps] −7.3± 4.1± 1.8
Im z1 [10
−3] −24 ± 11 ± 3.3 −17.0± 5.8± 1.9
Re z1 ΔΓ [10
−3/ps] −18.5± 5.6± 1.7
φ [rad] 2.63± 0.31± 0.21 2.56± 0.36± 0.15
discussed in Section 17.5.4.2 above, using the same sam-
ple of opposite-sign dilepton events to measure the CP -
and CPT -violating asymmetry between B0 → B0 and
B0 → B0 rates,
ACPT/CP (Δt) =
2Im z sin(ΔmdΔt)− Re zΔΓΔt
cos(ΔmdΔt) + cosh(ΔΓΔt/2)
;
(17.5.52)
see Eq. (17.5.45) for the full expression. As in Aubert
(2006aq), same-sign dilepton events are used to provide
additional information on the fractions of the various sig-
nal and background components.
The analysis is extended to include the sidereal time
tsid, allowing for variations in z of the form
z = z0 + z1 cos(Ωtsid + φ); (17.5.53)
the discrete ambiguity (z1 → −z1, φ → φ + π) does
not aﬀect the physical parameters Δaμ of Eq. (17.5.51).
A two-dimensional maximum likelihood ﬁt is performed,
with opposite- and same-sign events separately binned in
(Δt, tsid); 24 sidereal-time bins are used. The values ob-
tained for the parameters z0,1 and φ are shown in Ta-
ble 17.5.5. Individual systematic uncertainties are item-
ized in Table I of Aubert (2008ar): the dominant terms
are due to alignment of the BABAR SVT and the absolute
z scale (especially for φ), and modeling of the resolution.
Deviations from zero are seen for both the con-
stant and sidereal-time-dependent CPT -violating terms in
Eq. (17.5.53). The constant terms Re z0 ΔΓ and Im z0 are
almost identical to those in the time-independent analysis
(Aubert, 2006aq), where a χ2 of 3.25 for 2 degrees of free-
dom is quoted (the results have a correlation coeﬃcient of
0.76 in both analyses): consistent with CPT invariance at
19.7% conﬁdence. The sidereal-time dependence of ACPT
is shown in Figure 17.5.13; events at small time diﬀerences
|Δt| < 3, while included in the ﬁt, are suppressed in the
ﬁgure as their predicted asymmetry is small.
Results are consistent with the SME condition of Eq.
(17.5.50), so a further ﬁt is performed with this expres-
sion used as a constraint, to improve the precision of the
measurement: these results are also shown in the table.
Consistent results are found if second-order terms |z|2 =
 (sidereal-hours)t Time 
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Figure 17.5.13. Measured asymmetry ACPT for opposite-sign
dilepton events with 3 ps < |Δt| < 15 ps, as a function of
sidereal time tˆ = tsid. The curve shows a projection of the full
two-dimensional |Δt| < 15 ps ﬁt, also requiring 3 ps < |Δt|.
From Aubert (2008ar).
ρ2 cos2(Ωtsid + φ) are added to the ﬁt (cf. the derivation
of Eq. (17.5.41) above).
Two kinds of signiﬁcance estimates are quoted for the
sidereal-time-dependent results. Based on the likelihood
ﬁt, (Re z1 ΔΓ, Im z1) diﬀer from zero at 2.8σ, with or
without the SME constraint. Based on the periodogram
method (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982) measuring the spec-
tral power P(ν) for variations in z at test frequencies ν, a
value P(1/dsid) = 5.28 is found; the probability to exceed
this value in the absence of an oscillatory signal is
P [P(ν) > S] = e−S (17.5.54)
= 5.1× 10−3 for S = 5.28,
also corresponding to 2.8σ. This is signiﬁcantly stronger
than the result at the solar-day frequency, where ef-
fects due to diurnal variations in detector response would
occur: P(1/dsolar) = 1.47. The largest spectral power
among the M = 9500 independent frequencies tested is
P(0.46312/dsid) = 8.78; the probability of ﬁnding a larger
spectral power than this is
P [P(ν)|max > S; M ] = 1−
(
1− e−S)M (17.5.55)
= 76% for S = 8.78.
However we note that the frequency expected within the
SME is unambiguous: ν = 1/dsid.
Final results are quoted for the SME quantities:
Δa0 − 0.30ΔaZ = (−3.0± 2.4)(Δmd/ΔΓ )× 10−15 GeV,
ΔaX = (−22± 7)(Δmd/ΔΓ )× 10−15 GeV,
ΔaY = (−14+10−13)(Δmd/ΔΓ )× 10−15 GeV.
(17.5.56)
17.5.5.3 Implications for future measurements
A study of Lorentz covariance violation has not been per-
formed by Belle, nor has the full available BABAR dataset
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been used to update the Aubert (2008ar) analysis. The re-
sults of that analysis thus remain untested. If conﬁrmed,
a non-zero measurement would be a result of the utmost
importance; the burden of proof for such a measurement
is correspondingly high.
At face value, the Aubert (2008ar) analysis provides
weak evidence for CPT violation together with depar-
tures from Lorentz covariance, consistent with the Stan-
dard Model Extension. Combining the conﬁdence levels
of the time-independent (α1 = 0.197) and sidereal-time-
dependent results (α2 = 5.1×10−3) discussed above, using
Eq. (11.35) of James (2006), we ﬁnd an overall result com-
patible with zero at α = α1α2[1−ln(α1α2)] = 7.9×10−3: a
2.66σ eﬀect. While there is greater spectral power at some
frequencies ν = 1/dsid, and even the largest such signal
is within expectations in the absence of oscillation, this
adds little new information beyond the relative weakness
of the sidereal-time dependence; within the SME, the pre-
dicted signal is not at some undetermined frequency but
at ν = 1/dsid — there is no “look-elsewhere eﬀect”.
The current results are statistically limited. While
much larger datasets are foreseen at super ﬂavor factories,
even the ﬁnal BABAR and Belle samples exceed those used
by Aubert (2008ar) by factors of 2.0 and 3.3 respectively,
allowing for both a repetition of the analysis on indepen-
dent data, and a test on diﬀerent equipment with statisti-
cal errors reduced by a factor
√
3.3 = 1.82. Assuming no
change in central value, systematics, or intrinsic power,
a hypothetical Belle result with statistical uncertainty of
3.2 × 10−3 and systematic uncertainty of 1.9 × 10−3 (cf.
Table 17.5.5) would have 4.6σ signiﬁcance for the sidereal-
time-dependent measurement alone; the probability to ex-
ceed the corresponding spectral power, at any frequency,
would be 5% (from Eqs (17.5.54) and (17.5.55), assuming
the same number of frequencies tested by Aubert, 2008ar).
The latitude of Belle is similar to that of BABAR, and
by chance the compass orientations of the Υ (4S) boost
are also similar for the two experiments. The longitudes
are substantially diﬀerent at the two sites: this leads to a
diﬀerence in the right ascension of zˆ, and thus an oﬀset
in tsid in Eq. (17.5.51) at a given clock time. The phase
φ of sidereal-time dependence in Eq. (17.5.53) predicted
in the SME for Belle therefore diﬀers from that at BABAR
by a ﬁxed amount, whereas for results due to statistical
ﬂuctuation, the phase would be arbitrary.
The dominant systematic uncertainties — alignment,
the z-scale, and the modeling of resolution — are
amenable to improvement at a redesigned experiment, al-
though the underlying time-dependent analysis techniques
(Chapter 10) would need to be mature. Even without a
signiﬁcant reduction in systematics, a super ﬂavor factory
could perform a measurement of overwhelming statistical
power.
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17.6 φ1, or β
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Precision measurement of the CP asymmetries in B →
J/ψK0
S decays was the principal motivation for building
the B Factories. With the accumulation of data samples
larger than anticipated, the BABAR and Belle experiments
at the B Factories are able to study CP asymmetries in a
wide range of related channels. This section describes mea-
surements of the Unitarity Triangle angle φ1, also known
as β in the literature. An overview of φ1 measurements and
their motivation is presented in Section 17.6.1, followed by
a review of the quark transitions and the formalism of φ1
measurements in Section 17.6.2. The various channels for
φ1 measurement, and the B Factories results, are then
described in Sections 17.6.3–17.6.7. Resolution of discrete
ambiguities is discussed in Section 17.6.8, and a summary
of φ1 results is presented in Section 17.6.10.
In the Standard Model, non-zero asymmetries mea-
sured in these analyses reﬂect violation of both the CP
and T symmetries. Performing the measurement in a way
that directly demonstrates T violation, without assuming
(for example) CPT symmetry, requires special care. Such
an analysis has been performed at BABAR, and is presented
in Section 17.6.9. Tests of CPT symmetry are presented
in Section 17.5.
17.6.1 Overview of φ1 measurement at the B
Factories
Initially, CP violation seemed isolated from the mainstream
of particle physics. Since it was seen only in the K0S-K
0
L
system, it was possible to imagine that it was due entirely
to a ΔS = 2 operator as postulated in the superweak
theory (Wolfenstein, 1964). Two developments put CP vi-
olation at center stage. The ﬁrst was A. D. Sakharov’s
demonstration (Sakharov, 1967) that CP violation was
one of the three requirements for the existence of the
baryon anti-baryon asymmetry of the universe (see Sec-
tion 16.2). The second was Kobayashi’s and Maskawa’s
demonstration that CP violation was natural if there were
three generations of quarks (see Chapter 16). With the
subsequent discovery of the last three quarks, testing the
CKM model became urgent.
The K0
S-K
0
L system was not suﬃcient by itself to test
the CKM picture. The measured parameters, ΔmK , K
and ′K , depended not just on the fundamentals of the
weak interactions, but on non-perturbative hadronic ma-
trix elements. Moreover, CP violation in the kaon system
was feeble. Since K was measured in 1964, it took until
1973 before Kobayashi and Maskawa provided a real the-
ory for CP violation. It needed many years to demonstrate
that the parameter ′ was non-zero. Even before the unex-
pected ‘long’ lifetime of B mesons was discovered, the B
meson system was recognized as the ideal testing ground
for CP violation (Bigi and Sanda, 1981) and the decay
B → J/ψK0S as ideal for the purpose. Detection of the
ﬁnal state is especially clean because the J/ψ decays to
lepton pairs and the K0S is suﬃciently long-lived to de-
cay into pairs of oppositely charged pions at a secondary
vertex displaced from the interaction region.
Unlike neutral kaons, the neutral B mesons start oscil-
lating just after their production, since their mixing rate
Δmd is comparable to their natural widths Γ (see Sec-
tion 17.5). If we begin with a B0, at a later time the state
will be a superposition of B0 and B0. The decay to J/ψK0S
will occur through both components and the interference
pattern will depend on the relative phases between the
B0 and B0 components, which is directly calculable in
the CKM model. The interference pattern depends on the
two decay amplitudes to the ﬁnal state. Because the ﬁ-
nal state is a CP eigenstate and because there is only one
signiﬁcant pathway to it from B0 or B0, the two decay
amplitudes are identical, up to another calculable phase.
As a result, the oscillation pattern can be predicted simply
in terms of the phases due to the CKM matrix without
any dependence on hadronic physics. The time-dependent
formalism required for the measurement of sin 2φ1 can be
found in Chapter 10.
In order to test the CKM paradigm we need to know
if we are starting with a B0 or with a B0. The Υ (4S) is
very near the threshold for BB so if one B is observed, the
remaining particles must come from another B. Moreover,
by Bose symmetry, if a B0 is observed the other particle
must be a B0 at that instant, since the two mesons must be
in an antisymmetric state to produce the unit of angular
momentum carried by the Υ (4S). Thus “tagging” one B
meson tells us both, when to start the clock and the type
of B at that time (see Chapter 8).
The decay B0 → J/ψK0S is just one of a large family of
related decays due to a b → cc¯s transition. Of particular
interest is the decay to J/ψK0L because the ﬁnal state has
the opposite CP eigenvalue, and we expect exactly the
opposite oscillation. Other charmonia can take the place
of J/ψ , including ψ(2S), ηc, and χc1. The decay B0 →
J/ψK∗0 is more complex because the spins of the ﬁnal
state particles can be combined to produce an overall spin
equal to 0, 1, or 2, and correspondingly the orbital angular
momentum will be 0, 1, or 2. This complexity has the
advantage that it can help resolve the ambiguity inherent
in determining the angle φ1 when only sin 2φ1 is known.
At ﬁrst, the B Factories concentrated on measuring
time-dependent asymmetries in the so-called charmonium
“golden modes” concentrating onB0 → J/ψK0S , ψ(2S)K0S ,
χc1K
0
S , J/ψK
0
L, and J/ψπ
0. However, it was understood
that there were other ways to measure φ1. Once an un-
derstanding of how to do these measurements started to
develop, the experiments branched out to study similar
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ﬁnal states that were more diﬃcult to isolate from the
data. These states either had smaller branching fractions,
or were experimentally more challenging to isolate. Stud-
ies performed in the BABAR physics book (Harrison and
Quinn, 1998), prior to the commencement of data taking,
assumed that a data sample of 30 fb−1 would be available
to use for testing the SM. In reality this data sample was
quickly attained on both sides of the Paciﬁc Ocean and
the B Factories program of measuring φ1 expanded, both
in terms of the number of measurements and in terms of
the complexity of analysis used, to accommodate the rich
harvest of B meson pairs. The ﬁrst results on the mea-
surement of sin 2φ1 were shown at the International Con-
ference on High Energy Physics in 2000, which became
known colloquially within BABAR and Belle as ‘the Osaka
conference’. The B Factories presented values of sin 2φ1 of
0.12± 0.37± 0.09 (Aubert, 2000) and 0.45+0.43−0.44 +0.07−0.09 (Ai-
hara, 2000a) at this conference. A year later Belle and
BABAR established large CP asymmetry in this ﬁnal state.
Since then bothB Factories have accumulated much larger
data samples, and the ﬁnal results obtained by BABAR and
Belle are signiﬁcantly more precise than these ﬁrst mea-
surements (see Section 17.6.3).
While the charmonium decays were the primary focus
of the φ1 program, ﬁnal states mediated by other transi-
tions were also studied in subsequent waves of measure-
ments that quickly followed the ﬁrst results. In particular
the modes B → φK0S , B → η′K0S , and D(∗)+D(∗)− were
highlighted. The expectation was that these would pro-
vide alternative ways of constraining φ1, and would com-
plement the constraint on the Unitarity Triangle given by
the golden mode measurements. Any measurement of φ1
that diﬀered signiﬁcantly from expectations, or any two
measurements that disagreed with each other, could re-
veal physics beyond the Standard Model.
The ﬁrst few measurements of S  sin(2φ1) in a quasi-
two-body analysis of B → φK0S decays in 2003 were far
from the SM expectation. While these were low statistics
studies, with only a handful of high purity events (well
tagged events with a low mistag probability, see Chap-
ter 8), the community was tantalized by the possibility
that this could herald a new age in modern physics. As
a result, the interest in alternative measurements of φ1
blossomed, and this remains a vibrant area a decade later.
Alas, the early deviations from the SM turned out to be
statistical ﬂuctuations, and the most recent measured val-
ues of φ1 obtained from the B Factories are compatible
with SM expectations within experimental and theoreti-
cal uncertainties.
The early ﬂuctuation had several consequences. First,
a large number of neutral B meson decays to CP eigen-
state or admixture ﬁnal states have been studied in the
hope that one or more of them might yield a result in-
compatible with the SM. Second, both the theoretical
and experimental communities started to take possible
hadronic uncertainties more seriously in both golden and
alternative measurements of φ1. Today the constraints on
hadronic uncertainties in these modes are a mixture of the-
oretical calculations and data-driven constraints obtained
via a more phenomenological approach. The golden chan-
nels are theoretically clean, up to the extent that anal-
ysis at the B Factories would be concerned about. This
has been determined via theoretical calculation, and via a
data-driven interpretation of results. However other ﬁnal
states, in particular those dominated by penguin loop am-
plitudes, have non-negligible uncertainties. The cleanest
modes are B → η′K0S , which is the most precisely mea-
sured charmless ﬁnal state, and B → φK0S . These have
hadronic uncertainties of a few percent on the measured
value of S. In the case of B → f0K0S there are only partial
calculations where, for example, long distance eﬀects are
ignored, and the estimated hadronic uncertainties for this
mode provide a lower bound. More details on this part of
the B Factory program can be found in Section 17.6.6.
Early time-dependent studies of B decays to charmless
ﬁnal states relied on a simpliﬁed analysis paradigm by im-
posing the quasi-two-body assumption that resonances are
particles of deﬁnite mass, so that interference between am-
plitudes could be neglected. As the recorded data samples
of the two experiments increased, more sophisticated tech-
niques were incorporated. Just as the measurements of φ2
ultimately required that the B Factories pioneer the use
of time-dependent Dalitz plot techniques, so eventually
one had to perform similar analyses in order to constrain
φ1. The ability to study amplitudes in a Dalitz plot leads
to the possibility of resolving the four-fold ambiguity in
the value of φ1 obtained from the golden mode measure-
ment, and complements other approaches such as the full
angular analysis of the B0 → J/ψK∗ ﬁnal state. Results
from three-body charmless decays on φ1 are discussed in
Section 17.6.7, and resolution of discrete ambiguities on
the value of this angle using other modes is considered in
Section 17.6.8.
The large amounts of data accumulated by the B
Factories also required an improvement in understanding
the systematic uncertainties involved in the measurements
themselves. In particular the concept of ﬂavor tagging as
originally conceived, while good enough to describe semi-
leptonic tagged events, turned out to be an approximation
for hadronically tagged ﬁnal states. It is possible to have
a small level of CP violation manifest on the tag side of
the event that would need to be considered as a systematic
uncertainty in order to ensure that one reports the correct
level of CP violation obtained for a given result. In some
cases with small expected CP violating asymmetries, such
as the measurement of sin(2φ1 + φ3), this so-called tag-
side interference needs to be incorporated into the mea-
surement technique. The main systematic uncertainties for
time-dependent measurements at the B Factories, includ-
ing tag-side interference, are discussed in Chapter 15.
The ﬁnal measurement of sin 2φ1 ≡ sin 2β obtained by
the B Factories has a combined precision of 3%. This can
be compared with the estimated relative statistical preci-
sion for this measurement estimated in the BABAR physics
book, 12%, using a foreseen data sample of 30 fb−1 (Har-
rison and Quinn, 1998). The achieved precision is a nice
example of exceeding the initial expectations put forward
before the startup of the B Factories. The ﬁnal result of
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the B Factories is not systematically limited and may be
improved upon by the next generation of experiments.
17.6.2 Transitions and formalism
The Unitarity Triangle angle φ1 = β is deﬁned as
φ1 ≡ β ≡ arg[−(VcdV ∗cb)/(VtdV ∗tb)]. (17.6.1)
It describes CP violation in the interference between de-
cays with and without B0-B0 mixing and is best measured
in B0 → J/ψ (ψ(2S))K0S transitions, which have CP -odd
ﬁnal states (ignoring the small CP violation in K0-K0
mixing). As discussed in Section 10.1, ΔB = 2 transitions
in the SM are produced by quark box diagrams Obox in-
cluding QCD radiative corrections for Δmd.
The most precise technique for measuring φ1 uses B0
decays to CP eigenstates with quark transitions of the
type b → cc¯s (Fig. 17.6.1). Since the ﬁnal state f is ac-
cessible to both B0 and B0, the amplitudes for B0 → f
(direct decay) and B0 → B0 → f (decay preceded by
neutral meson oscillation) will interfere. As described in
Section 10.2,70 the resulting time-dependent CP asymme-
try is given as
A(Δt) = S sin(ΔmdΔt)− C cos(ΔmdΔt), (17.6.2)
where S = 2Imλ/(1 + |λ|2), C = (1 − |λ|2)/(1 + |λ|2),
and λ = (q/p)(Af/Af ). In the SM, q/p = VtdV ∗tb/V
∗
tdVtb
to a good approximation. For the ﬁnal state f = J/ψK0S ,
the B decay is dominated by a tree b → cc¯s (or its CP
conjugate) amplitude71 followed by K0-K0 mixing.72 The
result is λ = ηf
VtdV
∗
tb
VtbV ∗td
VcbV
∗
cd
VcdV ∗cb
, which leads to C = 0 and
S = −ηf sin 2φ1, where ηf = ηJ/ψK0S = −1 is the CP
eigenvalue. B0 → J/ψK0L has ηf = ηJ/ψK0L = +1 and has
the opposite sign for S. The same magnitude is expected
for the CP -even and -odd modes up to a small correction
for CP violation in K0-K0 oscillations.
To understand the penguin amplitude contributions,
one can group tree (T ) and penguin (P q) amplitudes ac-
cording to their CKM factors, remove the VtbV ∗ts term us-
ing the unitarity condition∑
q=u,c,t
VqbV
∗
qs = 0, (17.6.3)
and express the b→ cc¯s decay amplitude as
Acc¯s = VcbV ∗cs(T +P
c−P t)+VubV ∗us(Pu−P t), (17.6.4)
where the superscripts indicate the quark in the loop. The
second term has a diﬀerent phase but the magnitude is
suppressed by |VubV ∗us/VcbV ∗cs| ∼ O(λ2Cabibbo). Therefore,
the eﬀect of the penguin amplitude on φ1 is expected to
be very small.
70 See in particular Eqs (10.2.2, 10.2.4, 10.2.4, and 10.1.10).
71 B decay amplitude ratio provides a factor ηf
VcbV
∗
cs
V ∗
cb
Vcs
.
72 K0-K0 mixing provides a factor V ∗cdVcs/VcdV
∗
cs.
Within the SM the level of CP violation in decay
(|Af/A¯f¯ | = 1) is expected to be inaccessible to exist-
ing experiments, and new physics (NP) beyond the SM
is unlikely to generate large eﬀects due to the dominance
of the tree amplitude in decay. However, NP could modify
the time-dependent CP asymmetry across diﬀerent modes
by aﬀecting the phase in q/p and lead to inconsistencies
between φ1 and other observables that determine the Uni-
tarity Triangle.
b c
c
s
b s
c
c
Figure 17.6.1. Tree and penguin diagrams of b→ ccs.
In b → cc¯d (Fig. 17.6.2) decays, the diﬀerence be-
tween the CKM phase of the tree diagram and that of
b → cc¯s is negligible. This allows the measurements of
sin 2φ1 through decays to CP eigenstates of b→ cc¯d (such
as B0 → J/ψπ0 and D+D−) in the same way as b→ cc¯s.
Unlike b → cc¯s, however, the CKM factors of the pen-
guin diagrams here are of the same order (O(λ3Cabibbo)) as
the tree diagram. The possible contribution of the b→ cc¯d
penguin diagrams, which have a diﬀerent CKM phase, can
alter the measured value of sin 2φ1. Any such deviation
would be due to the eﬀect of penguin contributions or due
to NP.
b c
c
d
b d
c
c
Figure 17.6.2. Tree and penguin diagrams of b→ ccd.
The b→ cu¯d transition (Fig. 17.6.3) proceeds through
a tree diagram, and has no penguin contribution. It can
again be used to probe sin 2φ1 if the ﬁnal state is accessible
to both B0 and B0 (e.g., in the case of intermediate D0
and D0 decays to the same ﬁnal state). However, in this
case, the process b → uc¯d also contributes. The relative
CKM factor of these two tree diagrams, VubV ∗cd/VcbV
∗
ud,
has a large phase and the magnitude is approximately
0.02. Therefore, the deviation from the b → cc¯s value for
sin 2φ1 obtained in these decays is expected to be small.
b c
u
d
b u
c
d
Figure 17.6.3. Tree diagrams of b→ cu¯d and b→ uc¯d.
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The decays to CP eigenstates dominated by b → sq¯q
penguin transitions (Fig. 17.6.4) also can be used for sin 2φ1
measurements in the SM. Similar to Eq. (17.6.4), the dom-
inant penguin contribution has the same phase as that in
the b → cc¯s tree diagram, and the sub-dominant term is
suppressed. Any deviation of S from the b → cc¯s decay
(beyond theoretical uncertainty) is a clear indication of
the eﬀect of NP. The decays proceeding via b→ ss¯s pen-
guin diagrams, such as B0 → φK0, K0SK0SK0S , and η′K0,
have a small theoretical uncertainty on S due to the lack
of a tree amplitude contribution. These decays are partic-
ularly promising for future new physics searches.
b s
q
q
Figure 17.6.4. Penguin diagram of b→ qqs.
Measurements of sin 2φ1 have a four-fold ambiguity in
φ1: φ1 ↔ π/2 − φ1, φ1 + π and 3π/2 − φ1 (all these four
values result in the same sin 2φ1). The φ1 ↔ π/2 − φ1
and 3π/2−φ1 ambiguity can be resolved in one of several
ways: the full time-dependent angular analysis of vector-
vector ﬁnal states such as B0 → J/ψK∗0[K0Sπ0]; time-
dependent Dalitz analysis of three-body decays; time-
dependent Dalitz analysis of D0 → K0Sπ+π− in B0 →
D(∗)0h0; and time-dependent measurements in two sepa-
rate Dalitz regions in B0 → D∗+D∗−K0. Using these mea-
surements the ambiguity is partially resolved and only the
two fold ambiguity φ1 → φ1+π remains, which cannot be
resolved by a single measurement. When combining with
other CKM measurements, one can clearly see which of
the two remaining solutions is ruled out. See Chapter 25
for details.
The following sections describe the diﬀerent measure-
ments of φ1 made at the B Factories.
17.6.3 φ1 from b → cc¯s decays
The decays to CP eigenstates via a b → cc¯s transition
include B0 decays to charmonium (cc¯) and a K0S or K
0
L.
These modes have experimentally clean signals, and large
signal yields are expected due to relatively large branch-
ing fractions (they are CKM favored, though color sup-
pressed73). These decays are also theoretically very clean
for φ1 determination, i.e., the deviation due to the contri-
bution of penguin diagrams with a diﬀerent CKM phase
is expected to be at the ≤ 1% level (H. Boos and Reuter,
73 Each of the two quarks (c¯s) from the virtual W is paired
with the quark originating from the initial state (bd¯) to form a
hadron. Since hadrons have to stay color-neutral, the color of
c¯ and s must match that of b and d¯. Therefore the overall am-
plitude is 1/number-of-colors smaller than the decays in which
W ∗ → q¯q′ hadronize by themselves.
2004, 2007). As a result the B0 → J/ψK0S decay is called
a “Golden mode”.
Since the observation of CP violation in B decays
and the precise measurements of sin 2φ1 are the primary
goals of the asymmetric B Factories, the measurements
made using b → cc¯s modes were performed shortly after
data taking commenced, and have been updated several
times during the course of data taking. Both B Facto-
ries have updated their measurements using the whole
data sample collected by each experiment. BABAR (Au-
bert, 2009z) uses 465 × 106 BB, while Belle (Adachi,
2012c) uses 772×106 BB pairs. For φ1 measurements with
b → cc¯s decays, the B0 decays to the ﬁnal states J/ψK0S ,
J/ψK0L, ψ(2S)K
0
S , χc1K
0
S , ηcK
0
S , and J/ψK
∗(890)0[K0Sπ
0]
are used. The J/ψK0L state is CP -even, and J/ψK
∗(890)0
is an admixture of two CP states. All the others are CP -
odd states.
The J/ψ and ψ(2S) mesons are reconstructed via their
decays to +− ( = e, μ). For decays to an e+e− ﬁnal
state, photons near the direction of the e± are added to
recover the energy lost by radiated bremsstrahlung. The
ψ(2S) mesons are also reconstructed in the J/ψπ+π− ﬁ-
nal state. The χc1 mesons are reconstructed in the J/ψγ
ﬁnal state, and these photons must not be consistent with
photons from π0 decays. The ηc mesons are reconstructed
in the K0SK
+π− ﬁnal states, and the regions that con-
tain the dominant intermediate resonant states in K+π−
and K0SK
+ are selected. Candidate K0S mesons are recon-
structed via decays to the π+π− ﬁnal state. For the B0 →
J/ψK0S decay mode, K
0
S mesons are also reconstructed in
the π0π0 ﬁnal state. Inclusion of the K0S → π0π0 channel
increases a signal yield by about 20% of the K0S → π+π−
channel. The masses of J/ψ , ψ(2S), χc1, and K0S candi-
dates are constrained to their respective nominal values
to improve their momentum resolutions. Candidate K0L
mesons are identiﬁed using information from the electro-
magnetic calorimeter and IFR/KLM detectors (see Chap-
ter 2), requiring that the signals in these detectors are not
associated with any charged tracks. Since the energy of a
K0L cannot be measured precisely, only the ﬂight direction
is used when reconstructing B0 → J/ψK0L decay candi-
dates. The K∗0 candidates are selected by combining K0S
and π0 mesons. BABAR uses all of the aforementioned ﬁnal
states for their analysis. While Belle (Abe, 2001g) used the
same set of modes for earlier iterations of their analysis,
more recent updates do not include the J/ψK0S(→ π0π0),
ηcK
0
S , and J/ψK
∗0 ﬁnal states.
Candidate B0 mesons are reconstructed by combin-
ing charmonium and K0S , K
0
L, or K
∗0 candidates. Two
kinematic variables ΔE and mES (see Section 7.1.1) are
used to select signal candidates, with the exception of the
B0 → J/ψK0L channel. For the latter case a kinematic con-
straint is applied assuming a two-body decay of the B0,
and both BABAR and Belle use ΔE and the momentum of
the reconstructed B0 in the center-of-mass (CM) system
(p∗B) to isolate signal candidates. Figure 17.6.5 shows the
mES and ΔE distributions for candidates satisfying the
ﬂavor tagging and vertex reconstructions in the BABAR
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Figure 17.6.5. Distributions of mES or ΔE for (a) B
0 →
(cc¯)K0S, (b) B
0 → J/ψK0L, (c) B0 → J/ψK∗0, and (d) B0
decays to ﬂavor-speciﬁc ﬁnal states for the samples used in the
BABAR measurement (Aubert, 2009z) of φ1. The shaded regions
represent the estimated background, and the solid lines are the
projections of the ﬁts to the data.
analysis. Figure 17.6.6 shows the mES and p∗B distribu-
tions for the Belle analysis.
Vertex reconstruction and B meson ﬂavor tagging al-
gorithms (described in Chapters 6 and 8) are applied to
the selected signal candidates. Time-dependent CP asym-
metry parameters are extracted from ﬁts to the distribu-
tions of proper decay time diﬀerence between signal and
tagged B mesons as described in Chapter 10. BABAR ex-
tracts the time-dependent asymmetry parameters (S and
C) from a simultaneous ﬁt to both the BCP and Bﬂav
(see Section 10.2) samples with 69 additional free param-
eters, where tagging and resolution parameters are trans-
parently propagated into the CP analysis as part of the
ﬁnal statistical error. Belle takes a multi-step approach:
the ﬁnal ﬁt includes only S and C as free parameters, and
all the ﬁt model parameters, which include signal frac-
tions, ﬂavor tagging performance parameters, and proper
time diﬀerence resolution function parameters are ﬁxed
to the values determined from separate ﬁts to the Bﬂav
and BCP samples. Eﬀects arising from the uncertainties
of these parameters are included in the ﬁnal result as sys-
tematic errors.
The results of the time-dependent CP asymmetry mea-
surements are summarized in Table 17.6.1 for each decay
mode, and for the combined set of modes. As described
in Section 17.6.8, the time-dependent full angular analy-
sis of the B0 → J/ψK∗0 decay can provide a value for
cos 2φ1 in addition to sin 2φ1. The angular information
presented in the table has been averaged over, resulting
in a dilution of the measured CP asymmetry by a fac-
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Figure 17.6.6. Distributions of mES (= Mbc) for B
0 →
(cc¯)K0S (top) and p
∗
B for B
0 → J/ψK0L (bottom) obtained with
the samples used for the Belle measurement (Adachi, 2012c)
of φ1. The shaded regions in the bottom plot represent the
estimated background components: (from top to bottom) real
J/ψ and real K0L (yellow), real J/ψ and fake K
0
L (green), and
fake J/ψ (blue).
tor of 1 − 2R⊥, where R⊥ is the fraction of the CP -odd
component. BABAR uses the previously measured value
0.233 ± 0.010 ± 0.005 (Aubert, 2007x). Systematic errors
on the time-dependent asymmetry parameters are sum-
marized in Table 17.6.2. The dominant sources for S are
due to the uncertainties in vertex reconstruction and Δt
resolutions, ﬂavor tagging, and background in the J/ψK0L
mode. The systematic error on C is dominated by tag-
side interference. For this source, Belle takes into account
a cancellation between CP -even and CP -odd states, while
BABAR does not. Chapter 15 discusses the main sources of
systematic uncertainty on time-dependent CP asymmetry
parameter measurements in detail.
The Δt distributions and asymmetries obtained from
the data for all modes combined are shown in Fig. 17.6.7.
The values of C obtained are consistent with zero in ac-
cordance with SM expectations, and hence −ηfS gives
essentially sin 2φ1. The average of the two experiments
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Table 17.6.2. Summary of systematic errors on the time-
dependent CP asymmetry parameters measured in B0 decays
to charmonium + K0 for all modes combined.
BABAR Belle
Source S C S C
Vertex and Δt 0.007 0.003 0.010 0.007
Flavor tagging 0.006 0.002 0.004 0.003
J/ψK0L background 0.006 0.001 0.004 0.002
Other signal/background 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.001
Physics parameters 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.000
Tag-side interference 0.001 0.014 0.001 0.008
Possible ﬁt bias 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005
Total 0.012 0.016 0.012 0.012
(Amhis et al., 2012) gives
sin 2φ1 = 0.677±0.020 and C = 0.006±0.017. (17.6.5)
This corresponds to φ1 = (21.30± 0.78)◦ (up to the four-
fold ambiguity mentioned above). An accuracy of 3% on
sin 2φ1 (0.8◦ on φ1) is achieved.
The evolution of the measured value of sin 2φ1 can be
seen in Fig. 17.6.8. Central values for the initial measure-
ments from both experiments were slightly lower than the
current world average. A signiﬁcant milestone in the mea-
surement of sin 2φ1 was achieved in the summer of 2001
when both BABAR and Belle observed CP violation in B0
meson decay.74 The data samples used for these measure-
ments each consists of about 30 × 106 BB pairs. Since
that time, improved measurements have proved to be sta-
ble, and the results reported by BABAR and Belle have
remained consistent with each other.
17.6.4 φ1 from b → cc¯d decays
17.6.4.1 B0 → J/ψπ0
The decay B0 → J/ψπ0 is a b → ccd transition into
a CP -even ﬁnal state. The ﬁnal state has contributions
from both a color- and Cabibbo-suppressed tree ampli-
tude, and penguin amplitudes with diﬀerent weak phases.
In the absence of penguin contributions one can measure
the Unitarity Triangle angle φ1 using this decay. If there
are signiﬁcant penguin contributions, the measured value
of φ1, called the “eﬀective phase” φeﬀ1 , may diﬀer from
that obtained from the tree-dominated B → J/ψK0 de-
cays. There are two motivations for such a measurement;
ﬁrstly it is possible to constrain theoretical uncertainties in
B → J/ψK0 decays using B0 → J/ψπ0 (Ciuchini, Pierini,
and Silvestrini, 2005), and secondly one may be able to
probe, or constrain, possible new physics contributions to
b→ ccd transitions manifesting via loop diagrams.
74 A commonly accepted deﬁnition of “observation” is a result
with a statistical signiﬁcance of at least ﬁve standard devia-
tions if the uncertainties are treated as Gaussian.
1
φsin 2
0 0.5 1
BABAR (2000)
(9.0/fb) 0.09 (a)±0.37 ±0.12 
Belle (2000)
(6.2/fb)  (b) -0.44 -0.09
 +0.43 +0.070.45
Belle (2001)
)B(11 M B  (c) -0.34 -0.10
 +0.32 +0.090.58
BABAR (2001)
)B(23 M B 0.05 (d)±0.20 ±0.34 
BABAR (2001)
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)B(85 M B 0.035 (h)±0.074 ±0.719 
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)B(227 M B 0.023 (j)±0.040 ±0.722 
Belle (2005)
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BABAR (2006)
)B(348 M B 0.019 (l)±0.034 ±0.710 
Belle (2006)
)B(535 M B 0.017 (m)±0.031 ±0.642 
BABAR (2008)
)B(465 M B 0.012 (n)±0.028 ±0.687 
Belle (2011)
)B(772 M B 0.012 (o)±0.023 ±0.667 
Current Average 0.020±0.677 
Figure 17.6.8. History of the sin 2φ1 measurements with b→
cc¯s decays, ordered by the dates they appeared in public. Refer-
ences: (a) (Aubert, 2000), (b) (Aihara, 2000a), (c) (Abashian,
2001), (d) (Aubert, 2001a), (e) (Aubert, 2001e), (f) (Abe,
2001g), (g) (Aubert, 2002g), (h) (Abe, 2002b), (i) (Abe, 2005c),
(j) (Aubert, 2005i), (k) (Abe, 2005j), (l) (Aubert, 2006j),
(m) (Chen, 2007a), (n) (Aubert, 2009z), (o) (Adachi, 2012c).
Unlike b→ ccs decays, which are experimentally clean,
one has to consider signiﬁcant background contributions
when trying to extract information from B0 → J/ψπ0 sig-
nal events. These background contributions include events
from B decays to J/ψρ0, J/ψK0S , J/ψK
∗0, J/ψK∗±, and
J/ψρ± ﬁnal states as well as smaller contributions from
other B decays to ﬁnal states including a J/ψ . The afore-
mentioned backgrounds populate the negative ΔE region
(peak ∼ −0.2 GeV) and have a tail in the signal region
around ΔE ∼ 0 (see Fig. 17.6.9). Since these modes are
well measured, the B Factories have relied on existing
branching fraction measurements from the Particle Data
Group (Yao et al., 2006) in order to ﬁx the normalization
of background contributions while extracting signal yields
and CP asymmetry parameters. The normalization of the
combinatorial background is allowed to vary in the ﬁt.
Both experiments perform an unbinned maximum like-
lihood ﬁt to data using discriminating variables: mES, ΔE,
and Δt. In order to suppress background from light-quark
continuum events, BABAR also includes a Fisher discrim-
inant as one of the discriminating variables in their ﬁt
to data. This is computed using three variables: L0, L2
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Figure 17.6.7. Flavor-tagged Δt distributions (a,c) and raw CP asymmetries (b,d) for the BABAR (left, (Aubert, 2009z)) and
Belle (right, (Adachi, 2012c)) measurements of sin 2φ1. The top two plots show the B → (cc¯)K0S (ηf = −1) samples, and the
bottom two show the B → J/ψK0L (ηf = +1) sample. The shaded regions for BABAR represent the ﬁtted background, while the
Belle distributions are background subtracted. The two experiments adopt the opposite color code in Δt distribution plots.
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Figure 17.6.9. Distributions of ΔE for B0 → J/ψπ0 samples
used in the Belle measurement (Lee, 2008) of φ1. The super-
imposed curves show the signal (solid line), B → J/ψX back-
ground (dot-dashed line), combinatorial background (dashed
line) and the sum of all the contributions (thick solid line).
(Eq. (9.4.1)), and cos θH , where θH is the angle between
the positively charged lepton and the B candidate mo-
menta in the J/ψ rest frame. In contrast, Belle achieves
continuum background rejection by applying a cut on the
ratio of zeroth to second Fox-Wolfram moments, R2 < 0.4.
Details on these background suppression techniques can
be found in Chapter 9.
The most recent results obtained by BABAR (Aubert,
2008i) and Belle (Lee, 2008) use 465 ×106 and 535 ×106
BB pairs, respectively, and are summarized in Table 17.6.3.
BABAR ﬁnds CP violation with 4.0σ signiﬁcance, and Belle
ﬁnds 2.4σ signiﬁcance. Both results, and their average, are
consistent with the value of S measured in b→ ccs decays.
The obtained value of C is consistent with zero.
Table 17.6.3. The time-dependent CP asymmetry parameters
−ηfS and C for the decay B0 → J/ψπ0. The ﬁrst quoted
uncertainty is statistical, and the second is systematic. The
averages are obtained by HFAG (Amhis et al., 2012).
Experiment −ηfS C
BABAR 1.23± 0.21± 0.04 −0.20± 0.19± 0.03
Belle 0.65± 0.21± 0.05 −0.08± 0.16± 0.05
Average 0.93± 0.15 −0.10± 0.13
17.6.4.2 B0 → D(∗)±D(∗)∓
The decay B0 → D(∗)±D(∗)∓ is dominated by a color-
favored tree-diagram in the SM. When neglecting the pen-
guin (loop) diagram, the mixing induced CP asymmetry
of B0 → D(∗)±D(∗)∓ is also determined by sin 2φ1. The
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eﬀect of neglecting the penguin amplitude has been esti-
mated in models based on factorization and heavy quark
symmetry, and the corrections are expected to be a few
percent (Xing, 1998, 2000). Signiﬁcant deviation of S in
B0 → D(∗)±D(∗)∓ decays with respect to sin 2φ1 deter-
mined from b→ ccs transitions, or a large non-zero value
of C, could indicate physics beyond the SM (Grossman
and Worah, 1997; M. Gronau and Pirjol, 2008; Zwicky,
2007).
The B0 → D(∗)±D(∗)∓ candidates are formed from op-
positely charged D(∗) mesons reconstructed in the follow-
ing channels: D∗+ → D0π+, D∗+ → D+π0, D0 → K−π+,
D0 → K−π+π0, D0 → K−π+π−π+, D0 → K0Sπ+π−, and
D+ → K−π+π+. Belle also uses the D0 → K+K−, D+ →
K0Sπ
+ andK0Sπ
+π0 channels. In theB0 → D∗+D∗− mode,
B0 candidates where both D∗ mesons decay to Dπ0 are ex-
cluded because of its smaller branching fraction and larger
backgrounds. At least one D meson is required to decay
via D+ → K−π+π+ for the B0 → D+D− decay.
Both BABAR and Belle also analyze these decays using
partially reconstructed events. However, while Belle in-
cludes these events in their analysis of fully reconstructed
events, BABAR performs a separate B0 → D∗+D∗− anal-
ysis of partially reconstructed events. For the partial re-
construction method one D∗− (or a D− → K+π−π−)
is fully reconstructed as described in the previous para-
graph. For the other D∗+, only a slow pion π+slow from
the decay D∗+ → D0π+slow, is reconstructed. The details
of the partial reconstruction technique are described in
Section 7.3. Due to low B meson CM momentum and
small energy release in the D∗+ decay, the momenta of
π+slow and D
(∗)− are almost back-to-back. This signature
is used as a discriminator in Belle’s analysis. BABAR on the
other hand exploits the kinematics of the event and calcu-
lates the B four-momentum up to an unknown azimuthal
angle around the direction of the fully reconstructed D∗.
BABAR uses the median value for this angle based on simu-
lation to calculate the recoil mass of the unreconstructed
D0 and uses this recoil mass as a ﬁt variable to sepa-
rate signal and background. Belle requires the CM mo-
menta of the reconstructed mesons in the D∗+D− mode
to satisfy 1.63 GeV/c < p∗
D(∗)− < 1.97 GeV/c and p
∗
π+slow
<
0.18 GeV/c. BABAR selects events with 1.3 GeV/c < p∗D∗− <
2.1 GeV/c and p∗
π+slow
< 0.6 GeV/c.
In the partial reconstruction technique used by both
experiments, a lepton tag is used to provide ﬂavor tagging,
suppress continuum background to a negligible level, and
reduce combinatorial BB background. In addition to lep-
tons BABAR also uses kaons for ﬂavor tagging. The vertex
of the reconstructed B (Brec ) is determined by a ﬁt with
the fully reconstructed D0 or D− mesons to the interac-
tion region. On the tagging side, the tag is ﬁtted to the
interaction region to provide the Btag vertex information.
For the kaon-tagged events (BABAR), all tracks that do
not belong to Brec and are outside of a cone of cos θ = 0.5
around the missing D0 direction are used for Btag vertex-
ing. A kinematic cut is applied to remove a large fraction
of the background events from B → D(∗)−+X decays or
other sources where the tagging track originates from the
same B as the fully reconstructed D∗ or D−. In Belle’s
analysis, the calculated angle between the B and D(∗)tag
combination is required to be outside the physical region
of B → D(∗)−+X, i.e.,
cos θB,D	 =
(Ebeam − E∗D	)2 − p∗2B − p∗2D	
2p∗Bp
∗
D	
< −1.1.
(17.6.6)
In BABAR’s analysis, the angle between the tagging lepton
(kaon) and the missing D0 is required to be larger than
arccos 0.75 (arccos 0.5). This kind of background (tag-
ging and reconstructed particles originating from the same
B) cannot be completely eliminated, and care is taken to
evaluate the mistag eﬀects.
For each B0 → D(∗)±D(∗)∓ candidate, BABAR con-
structs a likelihood function Lmass from the masses and
mass uncertainties of the D and D∗ candidates. The val-
ues of Lmass and ΔE are used to reduce the combinatorial
background. From the simulated events, the minimum al-
lowed values of − lnLmass and |ΔE| for each individual
ﬁnal state are optimized to obtain the highest expected
signal signiﬁcance.
The technique used to ﬁt the Δt distribution is anal-
ogous to the one used in b → ccs decays. Since the
B0 → D∗+D∗− ﬁnal state contains two vector mesons, it
is an admixture of CP -even and CP -odd states depending
on the orbital angular momentum of the decay products
(Chapter 12). In the partial reconstruction approach, the
helicity angles are calculated ignoring the B meson mo-
mentum. In the ﬁt to data, two scenarios are considered.
In the ﬁrst scenario, the CP -even amplitude is allowed
to have diﬀerent CP -violating parameters (C+ and S+)
from those of the CP -odd amplitude (C⊥ and S⊥). In the
second scenario, we assume that C+ = C⊥ = CD∗+D∗−
and S+ = −S⊥ = SD∗+D∗− .75 In the absence of pen-
guin contributions, SD+D− = S+ = −S⊥ = − sin 2φ1 and
CD+D− = C+ = C⊥ = 0.
As B0 → D∗±D∓ is not a CP eigenstate, the expres-
sions for the diﬀerent S and C parameters are related,
SD∗±D∓ = −
√
1− C2D∗±D∓ sin(2φeﬀ1 ±δ) (see Eq. 10.2.6) ,
where δ is the strong phase diﬀerence between the D∗+D−
and D∗−D+ amplitudes. Neglecting the penguin contribu-
tions, φeﬀ1 = φ1 and CD∗+D− = −CD∗−D+ . It is convenient
to express the CP asymmetry parameters as
SD∗D =
1
2
(SD∗+D− + SD+D∗−),
CD∗D =
1
2
(CD∗+D− + CD+D∗−),
ΔSD∗D =
1
2
(SD∗+D− − SD+D∗−), (17.6.7)
ΔCD∗D =
1
2
(CD∗+D− − CD+D∗−).
75 In some literature, the opposite sign convention of S⊥ is
used, i.e., S+ = +S⊥ = SD∗+D∗− .
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Table 17.6.4. Summary of CP asymmetry parameter mea-
surements for B0 → D(∗)±D(∗)∓ decays. Signal yields quoted
here include tagged and untagged events. Reference: (a) (Au-
bert, 2009ad); (b) Lees (2012k); (c) (Kronenbitter, 2012);
(d) (Rohrken, 2012).
BABAR Belle
B0→D∗+D∗− 934± 40 (a) 1225± 59 (c)
S+ −0.76± 0.16± 0.04 −0.81± 0.13± 0.03
C+ +0.00± 0.12± 0.02 −0.18± 0.10± 0.05
−S⊥ −1.80± 0.70± 0.16 −1.52± 0.62± 0.12
C⊥ +0.41± 0.49± 0.08 +0.05± 0.39± 0.08
SD∗+D∗− −0.70± 0.16± 0.03 −0.79± 0.13± 0.03
CD∗+D∗− +0.05± 0.09± 0.02 −0.15± 0.08± 0.04
B0→D∗+D∗− 4972± 453 (b) -
(partial rec.)
SD∗+D∗− −0.49± 0.18± 0.08 -
CD∗+D∗− +0.15± 0.09± 0.04 -
B0→D∗D 724± 37 (a) 887± 39 (d)
SD∗D −0.68± 0.15± 0.04 −0.78± 0.15± 0.05
CD∗D +0.04± 0.12± 0.03 −0.01± 0.11± 0.04
ΔSD∗D +0.05± 0.15± 0.02 −0.13± 0.15± 0.04
ΔCD∗D +0.04± 0.12± 0.03 −0.12± 0.11± 0.03
B0→D+D− 152± 17 (a) 269± 21 (d)
SD+D− −0.63± 0.36± 0.05 −1.06 +0.21−0.14 ± 0.08
CD+D− −0.07± 0.23± 0.03 −0.43± 0.16± 0.05
The parameters SD∗D and CD∗D characterize mixing in-
duced CP violation and ﬂavor-dependent direct CP vio-
lation, respectively. ΔSD∗D and ΔCD∗D are insensitive
to CP violation. In the case of BABAR’s B0 → D∗+D∗−
partial reconstruction method, the ﬁt parameter S is (1−
2R⊥)SD∗+D∗− , where R⊥ is the CP -odd fraction measured
from fully reconstructed D∗+D∗− events.
The most recent measurements of the CP violation in
B0 → D(∗)±D(∗)∓ decays by BABAR are based on the
full data sample, 467 × 106 BB pairs (Aubert, 2009ad),
while Belle measurements are based on 772 × 106 BB
pairs (Kronenbitter, 2012; Rohrken, 2012). The results are
summarized in Table 17.6.4. These supersede the previous
BABAR (Aubert, 2003g, 2005u, 2007n,u) and Belle (Au-
shev, 2004; Fratina, 2007; Miyake, 2005; Vervink, 2009)
measurements, except for the Belle result based on the
B0 → D∗D partial reconstruction (Aushev, 2004).
The averages of BABAR and Belle results (Amhis et al.,
2012) are SD∗+D∗− = −0.77± 0.10, SD∗D = −0.73± 0.11,
and SD+D− = −0.98 ± 0.17, and other parameters are
consistent with zero within uncertainties. All three modes
have signiﬁcant CP violation asymmetries (> 5σ), which
are consistent with the SM expectation with small penguin
amplitude contributions (S parameters are consistent with
the sin 2φ1 value from b→ cc¯s decays).
17.6.5 φ1 from b → cu¯d decays
17.6.5.1 B0 → D(∗)h0
The decay B0 → D(∗)h0, where h0 is a light, unﬂavored
neutral meson, is dominated by a b→ cu¯d color-suppressed
tree diagram in the SM. The ﬁnal state D(∗)h0 is a CP
eigenstate if the neutral D meson decays to a CP eigen-
state as well. In this case, the time-dependent asymme-
try in B0 decays is similar to that of b → cc¯s decays
but with a small correction from the b → uc¯d amplitude.
This amplitude is suppressed by VubV ∗cd/VcbV
∗
ud  0.02,
and therefore the deviation is expected to be small in the
SM (Fleischer, 2003a,b; Grossman and Worah, 1997). R-
parity violating (Rp) supersymmetric processes (Grossman
and Worah, 1997) could enter at the tree level in these de-
cays, leading to a deviation from the SM prediction.
In BABAR’s analysis (Aubert, 2007ad) with 383 × 106
BB pairs, the B0 meson is fully reconstructed in the fol-
lowing channels: D(∗)π0 (D → K+K−, K0Sω) and D(∗)η
(D → K+K−), where D∗0 → D0π0, and Dω (D →
K+K−, K0Sω, K
0
Sπ
0). The η mesons are reconstructed via
γγ and π+π−π0 ﬁnal states, and the ω candidates are
reconstructed from the π+π−π0 decay mode. The event
selection criteria are determined by maximizing the ex-
pected signal signiﬁcance using Monte Carlo simulated
signal events and simulated samples of generic BB and
e+e− → qq (q = u, d, s, c) continuum events.
Angular distributions of the D → K0Sω decay mode
are exploited to take advantage of the polarization in the
decay. The background from continuum qq production is
suppressed by a Fisher discriminant constructed using sev-
eral event shape variables and angular distributions (see
Chapter 9).
The signal and combinatorial background yields are
determined by a ﬁt to the mES distribution using a Gaus-
sian and a threshold function (ARGUS, see Eq. (7.1.11))
for the signal and combinatorial background components,
respectively. The contribution from each mode is shown in
Table 17.6.5. Peaking background contributions are stud-
ied using both simulation and D0 sideband data. The con-
tributions to CP -even and CP -odd modes are (0.8±2.6)%
and (11± 6)%, respectively.
The ﬁt technique adopted to extract the CP violating
parameters S and C is similar to that used in b → cc¯s
decays. The mistag parameters and the resolution func-
tion are determined from a large data control sample of
B0 → D(∗)−h+ decays, where h+ is a π+, ρ+, or a+1 me-
son. An exponential decay is used to model the Δt p.d.f.
of the peaking background and accounts for possible CP
asymmetries in the systematic uncertainty. In addition to
the ﬁt to the entire sample, ﬁts to CP -even and CP -odd
subsamples are performed to check consistency. As the SM
corrections due to the sub-leading-order b→ uc¯d diagram
are diﬀerent for DCP+ and DCP− (Fleischer, 2003a,b), a
ﬁt is also performed allowing diﬀerent CP asymmetries
for DCP+ and DCP−. The results are summarized in Ta-
ble 17.6.5, and the Δt distribution projections and the
asymmetry of the events in the signal region are shown
in Fig. 17.6.10. The result is consistent with the world
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Table 17.6.5. Summary of the B0 → D(∗)0CP h0 analysis from
BABAR (Aubert, 2007ad). The CP eigenvalue of the D0 ﬁnal
state is indicated in the column ‘DCP ’.
ηf = +1 (CP even) ηf = −1 (CP odd)
Mode DCP Nsignal Mode DCP Nsignal
D0K0
S
ωπ
0 − 26.2± 6.3 D0KKπ0 + 104± 17
D0K0
S
π0ω − 40.0± 8.0 D0KKηγγ + 28.9± 6.5
D0K0
S
ωω − 23.2± 6.8 D0KKη3π + 14.2± 4.7
D∗0KKπ
0 + 23.2± 6.3 D0KKω + 51.2± 8.5
D∗0KKηγγ + 9.8± 3.5 D∗0K0
S
ωπ
0 − 5.5± 3.3
D∗0KKη3π + 6.8± 2.9
Combined 131± 16 209± 23
ηfS −0.17± 0.37 −0.82± 0.28
C −0.21± 0.25 −0.21± 0.21
ηfS (combined) −0.56± 0.23± 0.05
C (combined) −0.23± 0.16± 0.04
DCP+ DCP−
ηfS −0.65± 0.26± 0.06 −0.46± 0.45± 0.13
C −0.33± 0.19± 0.04 −0.03± 0.28± 0.07
average of − sin 2φ1, and is 2.3σ from the CP -conserving
hypothesis S = C = 0.
Figure 17.6.10. Δt distributions and asymmetries of B0 →
D
(∗)0
CP h
0 candidates from BABAR (Aubert, 2007ad) for (a, b)
CP -even and (c, d) CP -odd candidates in the signal region
(mES > 5.27GeV/c
2). In (a) and (c), the solid points and curve
(open circles and dashed curve) are B0-tagged (B0-tagged)
candidates and Δt projection curves. Shaded areas (dotted
lines) are background distributions for the B0-tagged (B0-
tagged) candidates. In (b) and (d), the solid curve represents
the combined ﬁt result, and the dashed curve represents the
result of the ﬁts to CP -even and CP -odd modes separately.
17.6.6 φ1 from charmless quasi-two-body B decays
The time-dependent CP asymmetry parameter S mea-
sured in charmless decays to CP eigenstates via b → sq¯q
penguin transitions is also equal to S = −ηf sin 2φ1 in
the SM. These decays are particularly sensitive to new
physics because any unobserved heavy particle could con-
tribute an additional penguin loop and alter the value of
the measured weak phase. If the measured S in one or
a group of charmless decays deviates signiﬁcantly from
that in tree-dominated processes, it could be a signature
of new physics eﬀects. The comparison between loop and
tree-dominated decays, however, must to be made with
careful estimates of the SM corrections from higher order
topologies. The key issue in the theoretical understanding
of these CP asymmetries is the tree-to-penguin ratio, both
in short- and long-distance interactions. The typical devi-
ations in theoretical calculations are below a few percent,
and the corresponding uncertainty can be as small as one
or two percent. The modes that beneﬁt from the least the-
oretical uncertainties are η′K0S , φK
0
S , and K
0
SK
0
SK
0
S (Be-
neke, 2005; Cheng, Chua, and Soni, 2005a,b).
Of the charmless decays of interest, two-body and quasi-
two-body ﬁnal states are the simplest states to study ex-
perimentally. The term “quasi-two-body” refers to a ﬁnal
state that includes a resonance whose interference with
any other amplitude is ignored (details in Section 17.4.5).
The experiments at the B Factories have studied the CP -
odd states B0 → η′K0S , ωK0S , π0K0S and the CP -even
states B0 → η′K0L and π0K0L. Measurements of time-
dependent asymmetries in three-body decays are discussed
in Section 17.6.7.
Due to the similarity between the experimental tech-
niques used to reconstruct the B0 → π0K0S and B0 →
K0SK
0
S decays, the latter measurement is included in this
section. The 2K0S mode is dominated by a b→ ds¯s penguin
transition. Assuming top-quark dominance in the virtual
loop, the time-dependent CP asymmetry parameters in
this decay are expected to vanish, i.e. SK0SK0S = CK0SK0S =
0 (Fleischer, 1994). If a signiﬁcant discrepancy is observed,
this would be a clear signature of new physics (Giri and
Mohanta, 2004).
Measurements of time-dependent asymmetry param-
eters of B mesons decaying into η′K0, ωK0S , π
0K0, and
K0SK
0
S are described in the following.
17.6.6.1 B0 → η′K0
The branching fraction of the B0 → η′K0 decay was ﬁrst
measured by CLEO (Behrens et al., 1998) and was sur-
prisingly large compared to na¨ıve expectations. This result
is conﬁrmed by both Belle (Abe, 2001d) and BABAR (Au-
bert, 2001d). Because of the large branching fraction, this
mode provides the most precise time-dependent CP asym-
metry parameter measurement of any b→ sq¯q decay mode.
The ﬁrst measurements were made in 2002 by Belle (Chen,
2002) and in 2003 by BABAR (Aubert, 2003i). For these
measurements, the η′ candidates were reconstructed via
η′ → ηπ+π− and η′ → ρ0γ decays, with η → γγ and ρ0 →
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π+π−. Only the B0 → η′K0S mode was considered, using
K0S → π+π−. The measured values of S were consistent
between the two experiments but the uncertainties were
large. Over the years both experiments have improved the
measurements method and increased the available data
sample. The decays η → π+π−π0 and K0S → π0π0 are
added to the reconstructed sub-decays listed above. All
the combinations of the sub-decays are used except for
the η′ → π+π−π0, K0S → π0π0 combination. Belle also
excludes the η′ → ρ0γ, K0S → π0π0 combination. A ten-
sion between these results and the SM expectation at
a level of 3σ was reported by BABAR in 2005 (Aubert,
2005w), but was not conﬁrmed by Belle (Chen, 2005b). In
the 2007 update of the measurements (Aubert (2007am);
Chen (2007a)), the decay B0 → η′K0L with η′ → ηπ+π−
(both sub-decays of the η considered) is also added. With
these measurements, both experiments are able to estab-
lish the existence of CP violation in the B0 → η′K0 mode,
obtained from the combination of the B0 → η′K0S and
B0 → η′K0L decays. This is the ﬁrst observation of CP
violation (with a signiﬁcance greater than 5σ) in b→ sq¯q
transitions. These measurements are consistent with the
SM expectation.
In the most recent measurements, BABAR and Belle use
data samples of 467 × 106 and 535 × 106 BB pairs (Au-
bert (2009aa); Chen (2007a)), respectively. The kinematic
variables used to identify B0 candidates are mES and
ΔE for η′K0S ; ΔE (BABAR) or p
∗
B (Belle) for η
′K0L. As
with other charmless B decays, the dominant background
comes from e+e− → qq¯ (q = u, d, s, c) continuum events.
Loose cuts are applied to continuum suppression variables.
These variables are also used together with the aforemen-
tioned kinematic variables in the ﬁt to extract signals.
BABAR uses a Fisher discriminant formed from shape vari-
ables, while Belle uses a likelihood ratio formed from a
Fisher discriminant with modiﬁed Fox-Wolfram moments
(see Chapter 9). The ﬂavor tagging, vertex reconstruction,
and ﬁt procedures used to extract the CP asymmetry pa-
rameters are essentially the same as for b → cc¯s decays.
The results obtained are shown in Table 17.6.6. The time-
dependent event yields and asymmetry from Belle are
shown in Fig. 17.6.11. Both experiments measure asym-
metry parameters consistent with results from b → cc¯s
decays. These measurements are limited by statistical un-
certainties. Most of the systematic uncertainties are in
common with the b → cc¯s modes, and summarized in
Section 15.3. The main contributions to the systematic
uncertainty arise from the CP content of the BB back-
ground and the likelihood ﬁt model used.
In the course of the book preparation the ﬁnal Belle
result in this mode became available, using the integrated
luminosity of 711 fb−1 (Santelj, 2013). The measurement
mainly proﬁts from the increased statistical power of the
sample due to both, the increase in the luminosity as well
as the reprocessing of data (see Section 3.3). The result
including K0S and K
0
L ﬁnal states is in agreement with the
SM prediction,
S = 0.68± 0.07± 0.03
C = 0.03± 0.05± 0.03 . (17.6.8)
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Figure 17.6.11. Background subtracted Δt distributions and
time-dependent asymmetry for B0 → η′K0 events with a good
ﬂavor tag from Belle (Chen, 2007a).
17.6.6.2 B0 → ωK0S
B0 → ωK0S candidates are reconstructed via ω → π+π−π0
and K0S → π+π− sub-decay channels. The ω candidates
are selected by requiring the π+π−π0 invariant mass to
be within a window around the nominal mass. As for
B0 → η′K0S , mES, ΔE, and continuum suppression vari-
ables are used to extract signals from background. BABAR
also includes the invariant mass of π+π−π0 and H in the
ﬁt to data to improve signal to background discrimination.
The variable H is the cosine of the angle between the op-
posite direction of the B meson and the normal to the
decay plane in the ω rest frame. BABAR (Aubert, 2009aa)
and Belle (Abe, 2007e) analyze data samples of 467× 106
and 535×106 BB pairs, respectively. Results are shown in
Table 17.6.6, where the number of signal events obtained
is small (∼ 100) and the uncertainties on S and C are
large.
17.6.6.3 B0 → π0K0
Since the B0 → π0K0S decay does not produce charged
tracks at the B0 decay vertex, it is experimentally chal-
lenging to perform a time-dependent analysis. The decay
position is determined from the intersection of the K0S tra-
jectory, which is determined from the π+ and π− tracks
and the proﬁle of the interaction point. BABAR imposes
the constraint that the sum of the two B decay times
(tCP + ttag) is equal to 2τB0 with an uncertainty
√
2τB0 in
order to further improve the accuracy of the reconstructed
value of Δt. The π+ and π− tracks are required to be well
measured in the silicon vertex detector. Since cτ of a K0S
is 2.84 cm, about 60% and 30% of K0S candidates satisfy
this condition at BABAR and Belle, respectively. Flavor
tagged signal events can contribute to the precision ob-
tained on C. Events that fail to satisfy the requirement
are also used in the ﬁt with a p.d.f which is obtained by
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Table 17.6.6. Summary of time-dependent asymmetry parameter measurements for charmless two-body and quasi-two-body
decays. Signal yields quoted here are for tagged and untagged events for BABAR and only tagged events for Belle. The B0 → K0SK0S
mode is expected to have S = C = 0 in the SM, and S = −ηf sin 2φ1 and C = 0 for the other modes.
BABAR Belle Average (Amhis et al., 2012)
η′K0
Ref. Aubert (2009aa) (Chen, 2007a)
Yield 2515± 69 1875± 60
−ηfS 0.57± 0.08± 0.02 0.64± 0.10± 0.04 0.59± 0.07
C −0.08± 0.06± 0.02 0.01± 0.07± 0.05 −0.05± 0.05
ωK0S
Ref. (Aubert, 2009aa) (Abe, 2007e)
Yield 163± 18 118± 18
−ηfS 0.55+0.26−0.29 ± 0.02 0.11± 0.46± 0.07 0.45± 0.24
C −0.52+0.22−0.20 ± 0.03 0.09± 0.29± 0.06 −0.32± 0.17
π0K0S π
0K0
Ref. (Aubert, 2009aa) (Fujikawa, 2010)
Yield 556± 32 919± 62
−ηfS 0.55± 0.20± 0.03 0.67± 0.31± 0.08 0.57± 0.17
C 0.13± 0.13± 0.03 −0.14± 0.13± 0.06 0.01± 0.10
K0SK
0
S
Ref. (Aubert, 2006ai) (Nakahama, 2008)
Yield 32± 9 58± 11
S −1.28+0.80+0.11−0.73−0.16 −0.38+0.69−0.77 ± 0.09 −1.08± 0.49
C −0.40± 0.41± 0.06 0.38± 0.38± 0.05 −0.06± 0.26
integrating the time-dependent p.d.f. with respect to Δt.
BABAR (Aubert, 2009aa) and Belle (Fujikawa, 2010) ana-
lyze 467× 106 and 657× 106 BB pairs, respectively. The
continuum background suppression method adopted by
the two experiments is discussed in more detail in Chap-
ter 9.
Belle also includes B0 → π0K0L decays. Here mES is
calculated using the direction of the K0L meson assuming
that the parent B0 is at rest in the CM system. The signal
is extracted using mES and a likelihood ratio variable for
continuum suppression. Since the vertex position cannot
be calculated, B0 → π0K0L only contributes to the deter-
mination of C. The signal yield obtained for the K0L mode
is 285± 52 events compared to 634± 34 for the K0S mode.
The CP asymmetry parameters S and C are obtained
by ﬁtting the events with and without the vertex position
information. The results are shown in Table 17.6.6. While
the C values measured by BABAR and Belle have opposite
signs, they are consistent at the level of ∼ 1.5σ.
17.6.6.4 B0 → K0SK0S
As with the B0 → π0K0S case, prompt charged tracks from
the B vertex are absent in B0 → K0SK0S decays. Therefore,
the study of time-dependent CP asymmetry parameters
uses the same technique developed for B0 → π0K0S . In this
case both charged pions from at least one of theK0S mesons
are required to have been well reconstructed using hits in
the silicon vertex detector. The eﬃciency is approximately
82% and 61% for BABAR and Belle, respectively. Events
in which both K0S mesons decay outside the silicon vertex
detector do not have a well reconstructed B vertex; they
are only used to determine C.
Data samples of 348 × 106 and 657 × 106 BB pairs
are used for the BABAR (Aubert, 2006ai) and Belle (Naka-
hama, 2008) measurements, respectively. The suppression
of the continuum background is achieved in the same way
as for the B0 → π0K0S measurement. The results obtained
for the time-dependent asymmetry parameters are shown
in Table 17.6.6. The dominant sources of systematic un-
certainty are due to the ﬁt model parameterization. These
results are consistent with the SM prediction of no CP
asymmetry in b→ ds¯s penguin modes.
17.6.7 φ1 from charmless three-body decays
Charmless three-body decays through b → sq¯q penguin
transitions also provide measurements of φ1. In general,
three-body decays are not CP eigenstates and also often
include intermediate resonances. These resonances com-
plicate the extraction of useful CP violation parameters.
However, for B0 → P 0P 0X0 decays, where P 0 and X0
are any spin-0 neutral particles, the ﬁnal state has a deﬁ-
nite CP eigenvalue, that of the X0 (Gershon and Hazumi,
2004), regardless of intermediate states. The decay B0 →
K0SK
0
SK
0
S is of particular interest since it proceeds only
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through a b → s penguin transition and is free from any
b → u contribution. The π0π0K0S ﬁnal state also has a
deﬁnite CP (even) eigenvalue but has a b→ u tree contri-
bution, similar to B0 → K0Sπ0, discussed in Section 17.6.6.
As with similar loop-dominated transitions, the deviations
of measured CP asymmetry parameters from those found
in b → cc¯s decays are expected to be quite small in the
SM. If a large deviation were to be measured, then this
could indicate the presence of new physics.
In general, analysis of the Dalitz plane for three-body
decays can be used to extract the amplitude of each con-
tribution. Time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis, therefore,
can be used to extract CP asymmetry parameters of each
intermediate two-body CP eigenstate and also those of
any non-resonant CP eigenstate components (see Chap-
ter 13). This method is applied to B0 → K+K−K0 and
B0 → π+π−K0 decays.
17.6.7.1 B0 → K0SK0SK0S
The ﬁrst measurement of CP asymmetry parameters for
B0 → K0SK0SK0S decays is made by Belle (Sumisawa, 2005)
with 275 × 106 BB pairs. The latest measurements re-
ported by BABAR (Lees, 2012c) and Belle (Chen, 2007a)
use 468× 106 and 535× 106 BB pairs, respectively.
The K0S candidates are reconstructed in the K
0
S →
π+π− and K0S → π0π0 modes. B0 → K0SK0SK0S decays are
reconstructed with all K0S mesons decaying into a π
+π−
ﬁnal state (B3K0S(+−)) and also with one of the K
0
S mesons
decaying into a π0π0 ﬁnal state (B3K0S(00)). Signal is ex-
tracted by ﬁtting the distributions of kinematic variables
(mES and ΔE) and a continuum suppression variable.
Since B0 → χc0,2K0S (χc0,2 → K0SK0S) decays give the
same ﬁnal states but proceed through a b→ cc¯s transition,
vetoes are applied for candidates with a K0SK
0
S mass com-
bination within a window around the nominal χc0 mass.
The contribution from χc2 is found to be negligible. Belle
also applies a veto based on the measured D0 mass to re-
move the decays B0 → D0K0S (D0 → K0SK0S). In case of
multiple candidates in an event, a single candidate is se-
lected based on the reconstructed K0S mass or the quality
of a ﬁt with a constraint on the D0 mass.
The decay vertex position of the reconstructed B is
obtained using the trajectories of the K0S mesons in the
π+π− channels constraining the reconstructed K0S mesons
to come from the beam spot. As is the case for π0K0S and
K0SK
0
S decays, these measurements use K
0
S → π+π− can-
didates reconstructed from tracks that are well measured
in the silicon vertex detectors.
The usual ﬂavor tagging and ﬁtting procedure are ap-
plied to extract the CP asymmetry parameters. The re-
sults obtained are summarized in Table 17.6.7. The Δt dis-
tribution and the time-dependent asymmetry from BABAR
is shown in Fig. 17.6.12.
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Figure 17.6.12. (Top) Δt distribution and (bottom) CP
asymmetry as a function of Δt, for the B0 → K0SK0SK0S sig-
nal (points) obtained by BABAR (Lees, 2012c) using the sPlot
technique (see Section 11.2.3), superimposed on the ﬁt results
(histograms). The data points marked with crosses (circles)
and solid (dashed) histograms correspond to B0 (B0) tagged
events.
Table 17.6.7. Summary of CP asymmetry measurements for
charmless B0 → K0SK0SK0S decays, (Lees, 2012c) and (Chen,
2007a). The signal yield includes both tagged and untagged
events.
BABAR Belle Average
Signal 263 +21−19 185± 17
S 0.94 +0.24−0.21 ± 0.06 0.30± 0.32± 0.08 0.74± 0.17
C −0.17± 0.18± 0.04 −0.31± 0.20± 0.07 −0.23± 0.13
17.6.7.2 B0 → π0π0K0S
The event reconstruction of B0 → π0π0K0S is similar to
that of B0 → K0Sπ0 (Section 17.6.6) with an additional
π0. Even though no charged tracks come directly from
the interaction point, the intersection of the K0S trajec-
tory and the beamspot provide adequate measurement of
the B0 decay vertex. Approximately 70% of the candi-
dates at BABAR have well measured K0S → π+π− tracks
in the silicon vertex detector. This is higher than that
in B0 → K0Sπ0 because the K0S momentum spectrum is
softer in B0 → π0π0K0S decays. BABAR uses a neural net-
work (Section 4.4.4) with event shape variables to dis-
criminate against continuum background. Events consis-
tent with B0 → K0Sπ0, D0π0, η(′)K0S , and χc0,2K0S decays
are vetoed. In case of multiple candidates in an event, the
candidate with the smallest value of
∑2
i=1(m
(i)
γγ −mπ0)2
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is selected, where m(1)γγ and m
(2)
γγ are the invariant masses
of the two π0 → γγ candidates.
The ﬁt uses mES, ΔE/σ(ΔE), the neural-network out-
put, Δt, σ(Δt), and ﬂavor tagging as variables. Using a
sample of 227 × 106 BB pairs, BABAR (Aubert, 2007t)
ﬁnds 117 ± 27 signal events, and S = 0.72 ± 0.71 ± 0.08
and C = 0.23 ± 0.52 ± 0.13. Belle has not measured this
channel.
17.6.7.3 B0 → K+K−K0 time-dependent Dalitz plot
analysis
B0 → φK0 decays proceed almost purely through a b →
ss¯s penguin transition. This is one of the most promising
modes to search for new physics. In general, the decays
B0 → K+K−K0 have a contribution from the b → uu¯s
tree transition. Therefore, its theoretical uncertainty must
be taken into account when comparing asymmetry param-
eter results with those obtained from charmonium decays.
The measurements were originally made treating this
decay in terms of the quasi-two-body process B0 → φK0,
where φ→ K+K− (Abe (2003e,f); Chen (2007a); Aubert
(2004o, 2005m)). Other analyses measuring CP asymme-
try parameters in B0 → K+K−K0S decays excluded the φ
mass region in the K+K− invariant mass spectrum (Abe,
2003e,f, 2007e) (Aubert, 2005m), where they found the
phase space was dominantly CP -even.
There can be nonresonant B0 → K+K−K0 contribu-
tions and also B0 → f0(980)K0 that may interfere with
the B0 → φK0 decay. Therefore, the measurement of
B0 → φK0 as a quasi-two-body decay would ultimately
have limited precision. This problem can be resolved via
the use of a time-dependent amplitude analysis of the
three-body ﬁnal state. The amplitudes and time-dependent
asymmetry parameters can be extracted for each interme-
diate state (including any nonresonant component) while
simultaneously accounting for interference between ampli-
tudes as discussed in Chapter 13. With increasingly large
data samples this became feasible, and such a measure-
ment was ﬁrst made by BABAR (Aubert, 2007af) using
383 × 106 BB pairs. The latest measurements are made
using 470 × 106 BB pairs by BABAR (Lees, 2012y) and
657× 106 BB pairs by Belle (Nakahama, 2010).
The B0 → K+K−K0 decays are reconstructed in
K0S → π+π− and K0S → π0π0 channels (in the ﬁrst BABAR
measurement, the K+K−K0L channel was also used). Belle
uses only K0S → π+π− decay. Signal components are
extracted using kinematic variables (mES, ΔE) and an
e+e− → qq¯ continuum suppression variable (a Fisher dis-
criminant, a neural network, or a ﬂavor-tagging quality,
see Chapter 9).
In the Dalitz plot analysis, each amplitude of an inter-
mediate resonant or nonresonant state r (called “isobar”)
is parameterized as
ar = cr(1 + br)ei(φr+δr), a¯r = cr(1− br)ei(φr−δr),
(17.6.9)
for B0 and B0 decays respectively, where cr is the mag-
nitude of the amplitude. Only weak phase of the two am-
plitudes is written in the above equation, and the CP vio-
lating weak phase diﬀerence is 2δr. The magnitudes of B0
and B0 decay amplitudes are also allowed to be diﬀerent,
parameterized by br. With this parameterization and fol-
lowing Eqs (10.2.4 and 10.2.5), the direct CP asymmetry,
eﬀective phase φeﬀ1 , and time-dependent CP coeﬃcient are
given, respectively, as
Cr ≈ −ArCP = −
|a¯r|2 − |ar|2
|a¯r|2 + |ar|2 =
2br
1 + b2r
, (17.6.10)
φeﬀ,r1 = φ1 + δr, (17.6.11)
−ηrSr ≈ 1− b
2
r
1 + b2r
sin[2φeﬀ,r1 ]. (17.6.12)
The measured phase is referred to as “eﬀective” because
one measures φ1 up to theoretical uncertainties related to
higher order contributions, which can be signiﬁcant.
Belle vetoes events consistent with a B0 decaying
into the following ﬁnal states using appropriate mass
windows: D0K0S , D
−
(s)K
+, and J/ψK0S , where D
0 →
K+K−, K+π−, D− → K0SK−, K0Sπ−, D−s → K0SK−,
and J/ψ → K+K−. The B0 → χc0K0S amplitude is in-
cluded in the ﬁt. On the other hand, BABAR includes
B0 → J/ψK0S , D−K+, D−s K+, and D0K0S as background
components in the ﬁt. The latest BABAR analysis ﬁnds
1419 ± 43 K+K−K0S [π+π−] signal events and 160 ± 17
K+K−K0S [π
0π0] signal events. Belle obtains 1176±51 sig-
nal events.
Both experiments perform a time-dependent ﬁt to the
whole Dalitz plane, using three sets of φeﬀ1 and ACP pa-
rameters; the ﬁrst two are for φ(1020)K0S and f0(980)K
0
S ,
and the third is shared by all the other charmless isobars.
Due to the possible presence of multiple solutions, the
same ﬁt is performed many times with diﬀerent starting
parameter values to ensure the global minimum of the like-
lihood is reached. Scans of log-likelihood values are done
to study the behavior of the p.d.f. near the minimum and
the statistical uncertainties. The latest BABAR analysis
ﬁnds ﬁve local minima within 9 units in −2 lnL; the sec-
ond solution is 3.9 larger than the global minimum. Belle
ﬁnds four solutions, separated by approximately 10 units
in −2 lnL; Solution 1 is taken as the preferred one based
on external information though it has the second lowest
−2 lnL value, which is 3.1 units larger than the lowest one
(Solution 2). The results are summarized in Table 17.6.8.
It should be noted that the discrete ambiguities on
the value of φ1 can be resolved using the time-dependent
Dalitz plot ﬁt method because the log-likelihood values
can be compared for multiple solutions. In both B0 →
φK0S and f0(980)K
0
S decays the φ
eﬀ
1 < π/2 solution is
clearly preferred. BABAR excludes the π/2− φeﬀ1 value at
4.8 standard deviations.
17.6.7.4 B0 → π+π−K0S time-dependent Dalitz plot
analysis
The decay B0 → π+π−K0S includes transitions via B0 →
ρ0K0S , B
0 → f0(980)K0S , and B0 → K∗+π−. The mea-
surements of time-dependent asymmetry parameters for
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Table 17.6.8. Results for time-dependent asymmetry parameters for B0 → K+K−K0 decays. The three uncertainties are
statistical, systematic and Dalitz plot model uncertainty (for BABAR the latter is included in the systematic uncertainty). The
solutions with the (three) smallest −2 lnL value(s) are shown for BABAR (Belle).
BABAR (Lees, 2012y) Belle (Nakahama, 2010)
Solution 1 Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3
ACP (φK
0
S) −0.05± 0.18± 0.05 +0.04± 0.20± 0.10± 0.02 +0.08± 0.18± 0.10± 0.03 −0.01± 0.20± 0.11± 0.02
φeff1 (φK
0
S) (21± 6± 2)◦ (32.2± 9.0± 2.6± 1.4)◦ (26.2± 8.8± 2.7± 1.2)◦ (27.3± 8.6± 2.8± 1.3)◦
ACP (f0(980)K
0
S) −0.28± 0.24± 0.9 −0.30± 0.29± 0.11± 0.09 −0.20± 0.15± 0.08± 0.05 +0.02± 0.21± 0.09± 0.09
φeff1 (f0(980)K
0
S) (18± 6± 4)◦ (31.3± 9.0± 3.4± 4.0)◦ (26.1± 7.0± 2.4± 2.5)◦ (25.6± 7.6± 2.9± 0.8)◦
ACP (others) −0.02± 0.09± 0.03 −0.14± 0.11± 0.08± 0.03 −0.06± 0.15± 0.08± 0.04 −0.03± 0.09± 0.08± 0.03
φeff1 (others) (20.3± 4.3± 1.2)◦ (24.9± 6.4± 2.1± 2.5)◦ (29.8± 6.6± 2.1± 1.1)◦ (26.2± 5.9± 2.3± 1.5)◦
the ﬁrst two of these decays were initially made using a
quasi-two-body approach (Aubert (2007aa); Abe (2007e)),
similar to the B0 → K+K−K0S (φK0) case above. Ob-
servation of direct CP asymmetry in B0 → K+π− and
evidence of CP asymmetry in resonances in other similar
three-body decays such as B+ → K+π+π− (see Chap-
ter 17.4) suggest possible large CP asymmetry in reso-
nances in B0 → K0Sπ+π− decays. Time-dependent CP
asymmetry measurements of B0 → π+π−K0S may shed
light on the ACP (Kπ) puzzle together with the CP asym-
metry of other B → K∗π decays (see for example (Li and
Mishima, 2011)). In addition, the phase diﬀerence between
B0 → K∗+π− and B0 → K∗−π+ decays can be used
to determine φ3 (Ciuchini, Pierini, and Silvestrini, 2006;
Deshpande, Sinha, and Sinha, 2003; Gronau, Pirjol, Soni,
and Zupan, 2007). Time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis
of B0 → π+π−K0S decays can provide all these measure-
ments simultaneously.
BABAR (Aubert, 2009av) analyzes a sample of 383×106
BB pairs and Belle (Dalseno, 2009) analyzes 657×106 BB
pairs. The B0 → π+π−K0S candidates are identiﬁed us-
ing the kinematic variables mES and ΔE. The e+e− →
qq¯ continuum background is suppressed by a loose re-
quirement on the continuum suppression variable. This
requirement retains about 90% of the signal. BABAR uses
the neural-network output from various shape parameters
while Belle uses a likelihood ratio. Belle applies vetoes
for B0 → D−π+ decays and B0 → (cc¯)K0S decays, while
BABAR includes them as a background in the ﬁt. Belle
ﬁnds that 20–30% of events have multiple candidates in
quasi-two-body modes. By selecting the B candidate with
mES closest to the nominal B mass, the fraction of misre-
constructed events is reduced to the level of a few percent.
The signal yield is found to be 1944± 98 events using the
ΔE distribution. BABAR ﬁnds that 1–8% of the events
have multiple candidates and selects single events ran-
domly The fraction of misreconstructed candidates is 4–
8% depending on the intermediate states. The signal yield
is extracted using mES, ΔE, and neural-network output
information; 2182± 64 signal events are obtained.
Both groups use square Dalitz plot variables (Sec-
tion 13.4.1) in the ﬁt. The phase diﬀerence for ﬂavor spe-
ciﬁc decays is given as
Δφr = 2δr. (17.6.13)
As in B0 → K+K−K0S decays, the ﬁts lead to multiple
solutions: two for BABAR and four for Belle. Table 17.6.9
shows the two most likely solutions in each experiment.
CP violation parameters for the B0 → f0(980)K0S and
ρ0(770)K0S decays are similar for two solutions in the Belle
result, while they diﬀer in the BABAR measurement (note
that the statistical uncertainties between diﬀerent solu-
tions are correlated). In both cases, the φeﬀ1 values are
consistent with the value of φ1 measured in b → cc¯s de-
cays.
17.6.7.5 Summary of φ1 from charmless decays
Figure 17.6.13 (17.6.14) shows a summary of measure-
ments of sin 2φeﬀ1 (vs. C) from charmless decays includ-
ing both quasi-two-body and three-body decays. The fa-
vored solutions are shown for B0 → K+K−K0 and B0 →
π+π−K0 decays.
The measured sin 2φeﬀ1 values for all of the individual
modes are consistent with the sin 2φ1 value measured in
b → cc¯s decays within statistical and theoretical uncer-
tainties. However, the current statistical precision is not
enough to draw deﬁnite conclusions about the presence of
new physics; a much larger data sample is necessary.
17.6.8 Resolving discrete ambiguities in φ1
Since the time-dependent CP asymmetry parameter mea-
surements described so far usually provide a value for
sin 2φ1, there is a four-fold ambiguity on the angle, φ1 →
π/2 − φ1, φ1 + π and 3π/2 − φ1. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 17.6.7, time-dependent Dalitz plot analyses of charm-
less three-body decays measure (eﬀective) values of 2φ1,
rather than sin 2φ1, and can resolve the φ1 → π/2 − φ1
ambiguity. However, charmless decays are dominated by
penguin transitions, which can be aﬀected by NP entering
in loops. Resolving the ambiguity using decays dominated
by a b → c tree transition can avoid such complication
Several tree level b → c measurements are possible, and
those performed at the B Factories are described in the
following.
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Table 17.6.9. Results of CP asymmetry parameters for B0 → π+π−K0 decays. The ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical, the second
is systematic, and the third represents the Dalitz plot signal model dependence.
BABAR (Aubert, 2009av) Belle (Dalseno, 2009)
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 1 Solution 2
ACP (f0(980)K
0
S) −0.08± 0.19± 0.03± 0.04 −0.23± 0.19± 0.03± 0.04 −0.06± 0.17± 0.07± 0.09 +0.00± 0.17± 0.06± 0.09
φeff1 (f0(980)K
0
S)[
◦] 36.0± 9.8± 2.1± 2.1 56.2± 10.4± 2.1± 2.1 12.7 +6.9−6.5 ± 2.8± 3.3 14.8 +7.3−6.7 ± 2.7± 3.3
Fraction [%] 13.8 +1.5−1.4 ± 0.8± 0.6 13.5 −1.4−1.3 ± 0.8± 0.6 14.3± 2.7 14.9± 3.3
ACP (ρ
0(770)K0S) 0.05± 0.26± 0.10± 0.03 0.14± 0.26± 0.10± 0 : 03 +0.03 +0.23−0.24 ± 0.11± 0.10 −0.16± 0.24± 0.12± 0.10
φeff1 (ρ
0(770)K0S)[
◦] 10.2± 8.9± 3.0± 1.9 33.4± 10.4± 3.0± 1.9 +20.0 +8.6−8.5 ± 3.2± 3.5 +22.8± 7.5± 3.3± 3.5
Fraction [%] 8.6 +1.4−1.3 ± 0.5± 0.2 8.5 +1.3−1.2 ± 0.5± 0.2 6.1± 1.5 8.5± 2.6
ACP (K
∗−π+) −0.21± 0.10± 0.01± 0.02 −0.19 +0.10−0.11 ± 0.01± 0.02 −0.21± 0.11± 0.05± 0.05 −0.20± 0.11± 0.05± 0.05
Δφ(K∗−π+)[◦] 72.2± 24.6± 4.1± 4.4 −175.1± 22.6± 4.1± 4.4 −0.7 +23.5−22.8 ± 11.0± 17.6 +14.6 +19.4−20.3 ± 11.0± 17.6
Fraction [%] 45.2± 2.3± 1.9± 0.9 46.1± 2.4± 1.9± 0.9 9.3± 0.8 9.0± 1.3
sin(2βeff) ≡ sin(2φe1ff)
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Figure 17.6.13. Summary of sin 2φeﬀ1 measurements from
charmless B0 decays (Amhis et al., 2012).
17.6.8.1 Time-dependent angular analysis in B0 → J/ψK∗0
There are two classes of parameters obtained through the
angular analysis of the B meson decay to the two vector
mesons J/ψ and K∗0. The ﬁrst is the measurement of the
decay amplitudes of the three angular states. These can
be obtained using a time-integrated angular analysis to
ﬂavor-speciﬁc decays (see Chapter 12). The second class
comprises the CP parameters (sin 2φ1 and cos 2φ1) that
are measured through a time-dependent angular analysis.
In particular, the measurement of cos 2φ1, which appears
sin(2βeff) ≡ sin(2φe1ff)  vs  CCP ≡ -ACP
Contours give -2Δ(ln L) = Δχ2 = 1, corresponding to 60.7% CL for 2 dof
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Figure 17.6.14. Summary of C vs. sin 2φeﬀ1 measurements
from charmless B0 decays (Amhis et al., 2012).
in the time-dependent interference terms (Eq. (12.1.9)),
is important both to solve the two-fold ambiguity in 2φ1
and to test the consistency of this determination with the
more precise value from other b→ ccs decays.
The decay of a pseudo-scalar to vector-vector ﬁnal
state can be described with three angles deﬁned in the
transversity basis (Dunietz, Quinn, Snyder, Toki, and Lip-
kin, 1991), where the three amplitudes, A0, A‖, and A⊥
have well-deﬁned CP eigenvalues. The amplitudes are de-
termined by a time-integrated angular analysis of B0 →
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Table 17.6.10. Measured decay amplitudes for B0 →
J/ψK∗0. The ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical, and the second
is systematic.
BABAR (Aubert, 2007x) Belle (Itoh, 2005b)
|A0|2 0.556± 0.009± 0.010 0.574± 0.012± 0.009
|A‖|2 0.211± 0.010± 0.006 0.231± 0.012± 0.008
|A⊥|2 0.233± 0.010± 0.005 0.195± 0.012± 0.008
arg(A‖) −2.93± 0.08± 0.04 −2.89± 0.09± 0.01
arg(A⊥) 2.91± 0.05± 0.03 2.94± 0.06± 0.01
J/ψK∗0[K+π−] and B+ → J/ψK∗+[K0Sπ+,K+π0] de-
cays. Belle (Itoh, 2005b) and BABAR (Aubert, 2007x) an-
alyze the data samples of 275 and 232 × 106 BB pairs,
respectively.
Figure 17.6.15 shows the projected angular distribu-
tions for B0 → J/ψK∗0 decays, where K∗0 → K+π−,
from Belle. The decay amplitudes determined from the ﬁt
are summarized in Table 17.6.10.
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Figure 17.6.15. Angular distributions of B0 →
J/ψK∗0(K+π−), as obtained by Belle (Itoh, 2005b). The
angles are deﬁned in Eq. (12.2.6), where θ1 = θK∗ . The curves
show the ﬁt results.
There is a two-fold ambiguity in the choice of the
phases. BABAR resolves this ambiguity by extending the
formalism to include a Kπ S-wave amplitude and then
measuring the Kπ invariant mass dependence of its phase
diﬀerence with respect to the dominant K∗(892) P -wave
around its mass peak (Aubert, 2005c). The result agrees
with the prediction where the s-quark helicity is conserved
as predicted by Suzuki (Suzuki, 2001). Belle adopts this
choice in their analysis as well. The phases shown in Ta-
ble 17.6.10 are given for this choice.
The values of sin 2φ1 and cos 2φ1 are determined by
the time-dependent angular analysis of the decays to the
CP eigenstate B0 → J/ψK∗0, where K∗0 → K0Sπ0, from
the same data set of 275 × 106 BB pairs by Belle (Itoh,
2005b), and a sample of 88×106 BB pairs by BABAR (Au-
bert, 2005c). The P -wave amplitudes are ﬁxed to the re-
sults obtained from the time-independent analysis of the
ﬂavor-deﬁnite ﬁnal states described above. Figure 17.6.16
shows the Δt distributions for B0 and B0 tags and the
raw asymmetry between them by BABAR. Since sin 2φ1
and cos 2φ1 are independent parameters in the analysis,
they can be obtained simultaneously using a ﬁt. However,
since the precision of the sin 2φ1 measurement using only
B0 → J/ψK∗0 decays is limited by statistics, the value
of cos 2φ1 is also obtained by ﬁxing sin 2φ1 to the world
average at that time, 0.726 (Belle) or 0.731 (BABAR). The
results are summarized in Table 17.6.11.
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Figure 17.6.16. Δt distributions for (a) B0 and (b) B0 tagged
B0 → J/ψK∗0 events, and (c) raw asymmetry between them
by BABAR (Aubert, 2005c).
The sign of cos 2φ1 is positive in both measurements,
which is consistent with the value of φ1 predicted by global
CKM ﬁts obtained using other measurements (see Sec-
tion 25.1).
17.6.8.2 Time-dependent Dalitz analysis in
B0 → D(∗)0[K0Sπ+π−]h0
Another method to resolve discrete ambiguities uses a
time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis with B0 → D(∗)0h0,
D0 → K0Sπ+π− decays, where h0 is a light neutral meson,
such as π0, η, η′, and ω (Bondar, Gershon, and Krokovny,
2005). As described in Section 17.6.5, the B0 → D(∗)0h0
decay is dominated by a color-suppressed b → cud tree
amplitude. Neglecting a small contribution from b→ ucd,
the decay amplitude for B0 → D0[K0Sπ+π−]h0 can be
factorized as Af = ABAD0 and for B
0 as Af = ABAD0 ,
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Table 17.6.11. sin 2φ1 and cos 2φ1 determined for B
0 → J/ψK∗0,K∗0 → K0Sπ0. The ﬁrst two numbers show the result of the
simultaneous ﬁt with both sin 2φ1 and cos 2φ1 treated as free parameters. The ﬁnal set of values for cos 2φ1 are obtained with
sin 2φ1 ﬁxed at the world average at the time of the analysis.
BABAR (Aubert, 2005c) Belle (Itoh, 2005b)
sin 2φ1 −0.10± 0.57± 0.14 +0.24± 0.31± 0.05
cos 2φ1 +3.32
+0.76
−0.96 ± 0.27 +0.56± 0.79± 0.11
cos 2φ1 (ﬁxed value of sin 2φ1) +2.72
+0.50
−0.79 ± 0.27 (0.731) +0.87± 0.74± 0.12 (0.726)
where AD0 = f(m2+,m
2
−) and AD0 = f(m
2
−,m
2
+) with
m2± = M
2
K0Sπ
± . The Δt distribution is given as
f±(Δt) ∝ e
−|Δt|/τB0
2
|AB |2[(|AD0 |2 + |λ|2|AD0 |2) (17.6.14)
∓(|AD0 |2 − |λ|2|AD0 |2) cos(ΔmdΔt)
±2|λ|ξh0(−1)LIm(e−2φ1AD0A∗D0) sin(ΔmdΔt)],
where ξh0 is the CP eigenvalue of h0 and L is the orbital
angular momentum of the Dh0 system. One notices that if
AD0 = AD0 (e.g., if the ﬁnal state is a CP eigenstate), this
equation reduces to Eq. (10.2.2). An additional factor of
−1 is required in the sin(ΔmdΔt) term for the D∗0[D0π0]
mode to take into account the CP eigenvalue of the π0.
The sin(ΔmdΔt) term can be written as
Im(e−2φ1AD0A∗D0) = Im(AD0A
∗
D0
) cos 2φ1 (17.6.15)
−Re(AD0A∗D0) sin 2φ1.
Therefore, cos 2φ1 and sin 2φ1 can be independently de-
termined by ﬁtting the time-dependent Dalitz plot distri-
bution.
Belle (Krokovny, 2006) and BABAR (Aubert, 2007s)
perform the measurements using 386× 106 and 383× 106
BB pairs, respectively. They use Dπ0, Dη, Dω, D∗π0,
and D∗η decay modes. BABAR also uses Dη′. The recon-
struction includes the decay chains D∗0 → D0π0, D0 →
K0Sπ
+π−, K0S → π+π−, η → γγ and π+π−π0, η′ →
ηπ+π−, and ω → π+π−π0. The B0 signal candidates
are identiﬁed by mES and ΔE. The reconstruction of the
tag-side B meson and ﬂavor tagging are performed in the
same way as other time-dependent CP asymmetry mea-
surements.
The parameters sin 2φ1 and cos 2φ1 are obtained by
ﬁtting the Dalitz plot (m2+, m
2
−) and Δt distributions for
the events in the signal region in mES and ΔE. The iso-
bar model described in Chapter 13 is used for the D0 →
K0Sπ
+π− decay amplitude. The results are summarized
in Table 17.6.12. Belle ﬁxes |λ| to unity as expected in
the SM, while BABAR measures |λ| = 1.01± 0.08(stat.)±
0.02(syst.). Belle and BABAR determine the sign of cos 2φ1
to be positive at 98.3% and 86% C.L., respectively.
17.6.8.3 Time-dependent CP asymmetry in
B0 → D∗+D∗−K0S
Another way to resolve the φ1 → π/2 − φ1 ambiguity
is to study the decay channel B0 → D∗+D∗−K0S . No
direct CP violation is expected in this mode since the
penguin contributions are negligible. It is shown (Brow-
der, Datta, O’Donnell, and Pakvasa, 2000) that a time-
dependent analysis can be performed in this channel, where
in principle the values of sin 2φ1 and cos 2φ1 can be ex-
tracted. The time-dependent Δt distribution, consider-
ing the mistag probability w and the diﬀerence Δw =
w(B0)− w(B0), is given by
f±(Δt) ≡ e
−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
{
(1∓Δw)± (1− 2w).
×
[
ηy
Jc
J0
cos (ΔmdΔt)−
(
2Js1
J0
sin 2φ1
+ηy
2Js2
J0
cos 2φ1
)
sin (ΔmdΔt)
]}
,
(17.6.16)
where f+ and f− correspond respectively to a B0 and
B0 tag. This equation is deﬁned in the half Dalitz plane
s+ < s− or s+ > s−, where s+ ≡ m2(D∗+K0S) and
s− ≡ m2(D∗−K0S). The parameter ηy is equal to +1 or
−1 for s− < s+ or s− > s+, respectively. The parameters
J0, Jc, Js1, and Js2 are the integrals over the half Dalitz
phase space with s+ < s− of the functions |A|2 + |A|2,
|A|2−|A|2, Re(AA∗), and Im(AA∗), where A and A are the
amplitudes of B0 → D∗+D∗−K0S and B0 → D∗+D∗−K0S
decays, respectively. The values of these parameters de-
pend strongly on the intermediate resonances present in
this ﬁnal state. The presence of the Ds1(2536) resonance
is well established (Section 19.3) in this decay mode, but
this meson is narrow and does not contribute much to Js2.
Although it had not been studied speciﬁcally in B0 →
D∗+D∗−K0S decays, the D
∗
s1(2700) meson (Section 19.3)
is expected to have a large contribution due to its large
width. D∗s1(2700) decays to D
∗K and has a large width,
125 ± 30MeV. This implies that Js2 is nonzero and that
Jc may be large.
BABAR (Aubert, 2006u) and Belle (Dalseno, 2007)
study this decay mode using 230 × 106 and 449 × 106
BB pairs, respectively. The mode B0 → D∗+D∗−K0S is
reconstructed from D∗+ → D0π+ and D∗+ → D+π0, re-
quiring at least one D0π+ decay. Candidate D mesons
are reconstructed in the modes D0 → K−π+, K−π+π0,
K−π+π−π+, and D+ → K−π+π+. Belle also includes the
modes D0 → K0Sπ+π−,K−K+, and D+ → K−K+π+,
rejecting cases with two D0 → K0Sπ+π− decays. When
multiple B mesons are reconstructed in an event, BABAR
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Table 17.6.12. Results of the time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis for B0 → D(∗)0[K0Sπ+π−]h0 decays. Nsig is a signal yield
obtained from the ﬁt to data. The uncertainties are statistical, systematic, and those due to the Dalitz model, respectively. The
uncertainties in the averages include all sources.
BABAR (Aubert, 2007s) Belle (Krokovny, 2006) Average
Nsig 335± 32 325± 31
sin 2φ1 0.29± 0.34± 0.03± 0.05 0.78± 0.44± 0.20± 0.1 0.45± 0.28
cos 2φ1 0.42± 0.49± 0.09± 0.13 1.87 +0.40 +0.20−0.53 −0.30 ± 0.1 1.01± 0.40
selects the one with the smallest |ΔE| value; Belle chooses
the best candidate by using a χ2 test based on the mass
diﬀerences from the world averages of the particles present
in the ﬁnal state.
In BABAR, the signal yield is extracted from a ﬁt to
the mES distribution with an additional peaking compo-
nent to account for misreconstructed events from B+ →
D∗0D∗+K0S decays (∼ 1.4% of the signal yield). The un-
binned maximum likelihood ﬁt yields 201±17 signal events.
In Belle, the signal yield is extracted from a simultaneous
ﬁt to the mES and ΔE distributions. The ﬁt result from
Belle, shown in Fig. 17.6.17, has a signal yield of 131± 15
events.
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Figure 17.6.17. The (left) mES and (right) ΔE distributions
of B0 → D∗+D∗−K0S candidates in Belle (Dalseno, 2007). The
curves show the ﬁt projections.
A time-dependent analysis is performed using the
event samples described previously. BABAR rejects events
in which the invariant mass of the D∗±K0S pair is less
than 2.55GeV/c2 in order to exclude the Ds1(2536) me-
son, while Belle accounts for this resonance in the sys-
tematic uncertainties. Table 17.6.13 shows the results of
both experiments and their averages using the half Dalitz
plane to ﬁt the coeﬃcients as described in Eq. (17.6.16).
Figure 17.6.18 shows the projections in Δt of the ﬁts in
BABAR’s analysis. Belle also uses the whole Dalitz plane
to determine the CP asymmetry parameters to be:
C = +0.01+0.28−0.28 (stat)± 0.09 (syst) (17.6.17)
D sin 2φ1 = +0.06+0.45−0.44 (stat)± 0.06 (syst), (17.6.18)
where D is the dilution factor deﬁned by D = 1− 2w. No
evidence for either mixing-induced or direct CP violation
is found.
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Figure 17.6.18. Fit results from BABAR for B0 →
D∗+D∗−K0S (Aubert, 2006u). (a) Distribution of Δt in the re-
gion mES > 5.27 GeV/c
2 for B0 (B0) tag candidates in the
half Dalitz space s+ < s− (ηy = −1). The solid (dashed)
curve represents the ﬁt projections in Δt for B0 (B0) tags.
(b) Raw asymmetry (NB0 −NB0)/(NB0 +NB0), as a function
of Δt, where NB0 (NB0) is the number of candidates with a
B0 (B0) tag. (c) and (d) contain the corresponding information
for the B0 candidates in the other half Dalitz space s+ > s−
(ηy = +1).
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The main sources of systematic uncertainties, listed
here in decreasing order of magnitude, consist of non-
uniform acceptance over the Dalitz plane, vertex resolu-
tion, mistag fraction, Δt resolution function, ﬁt bias, mis-
reconstructed signal events, limited MC statistics, knowl-
edge of the background, and tag-side interference.
The ratio Jc/J0 is found to be signiﬁcantly diﬀer-
ent from zero, which conﬁrms a sizable contribution of
a broad resonance in the decay B0 → D∗+D∗−K0S . Since
(2Js2)/J0 is predicted to be positive when a wide reso-
nance is present (Browder, Datta, O’Donnell, and Pak-
vasa, 2000), the sign of cos 2φ1 can be deduced, in princi-
ple, from the measurements presented here. These results
are not precise enough to allow one to conclusively de-
termine the sign of cos 2φ1. However, the BABAR data do
prefer a value of cos 2φ1 that is positive at the 94% conﬁ-
dence level.
As described above, all of the three independent mea-
surement methods, which use diﬀerent decay modes and
rather diﬀerent techniques, indicate that conﬁdence lev-
els for cos 2φ1 > 0 are around 90% or higher. Therefore,
cos 2φ1 is experimentally proved to be positive with rela-
tively high conﬁdence. Furthermore, the global ﬁt results
discussed in Section 25.1 prove that cos 2φ1 > 0 with a
large conﬁdence.
17.6.9 Time-reversal violation in b → ccs decays
Entangled pairs of neutral B mesons from Υ (4S) decays
have been used for establishing CP violation in the in-
terference between amplitudes with and without B0−B0
mixing in decays into ccs states (as discussed above, see
Sections 17.6.1-17.6.3), and also for demonstrating time-
reversal violation in this interference. Just as one B meson
in a pair is prepared in the B0 state at the time when the
other B is identiﬁed as a B0 by a decay into a ﬂavor-
speciﬁc decay such as e+νeX, the decay of one B into
ccK0S prepares the other B in the well deﬁned state B+,
which does not decay into ccK0S . Similarly, when the ﬁrst
B decays into ccK0L, the second B is prepared in the state
B−, which does not decay into ccK0L.
Violation of CP symmetry has been established by
observing the diﬀerence between the transition rates of
B0 → ccK0S and B0 → ccK0S . In the same way, as pro-
posed by Ban˜uls and Bernabeu (1999), the diﬀerence be-
tween the rates of the transitions B0 → B− and B− → B0
probes time-reversal symmetry. Such an analysis has been
performed by BABAR (Lees, 2012m). In the following we
deﬁne the states B+ and B− as linear combinations of B0
and B0 and show their relevance for time reversal. We then
describe the analysis and its results, which are indepen-
dent of Standard Model or other model assumptions and
are only based on quantum mechanics and entanglement.
The time-reversal transformation, usually called T , con-
sists of changing the sign of the time coordinate t in the
equations of motion. In quantum mechanics, this trans-
formation involves changing the sign of all odd variables
under t → −t in the Hamiltonian H, such as velocities,
momenta and spins (called T̂ in the following), and the
exchange of ﬁnal and initial states (Branco, Lavoura, and
Silva, 1999; Sachs, 1987). Since it is diﬃcult to prepare
the time-reversed process, methods based on T̂ -odd ob-
servables for non-degenerate stationary states (e.g. elec-
tric dipole moments for particles), or for ﬁnal states after
weak decay, have been used. The latter, however, require
detailed understanding of ﬁnal-state interactions (FSI),
since they may lead to T̂ symmetry violation without the
occurrence of T violation (Wolfenstein, 1999).
For T -symmetric processes, the probability of an initial
state i being transformed into a ﬁnal state f is the same
as the probability that an initial state identical to f , but
with all momenta and spins reversed, transforms into the
state i with all momenta and spins reversed,
|〈f |S|i〉|2 = |〈iT |S |fT 〉|2, (17.6.19)
where S is the transition matrix given by the Hamiltonian
H. This is referred to as detailed balance (Sachs, 1987).
In Eq. (17.6.19), |i〉 ≡ |pi, si〉 and 〈f | ≡ 〈pf , sf | are the
initial and ﬁnal states, 〈iT | and |fT 〉 are the T -transformed
states of |i〉 and 〈f |, respectively, 〈iT | ≡ T |i〉 = 〈−pi,−si|
and |fT 〉 ≡ T 〈f | = | − pf ,−sf 〉 .
It should be noted that T invariance is a suﬃcient, but
not necessary, condition for detailed balance. Therefore,
detailed-balance breaking is an unambiguous signal for
T violation. If S is Hermitian, |〈f |S|i〉| = |〈iT |S|fT 〉| =
|〈fT |S|iT 〉|; in this case, T invariance implies T̂ invariance,
and vice versa. This occurs, for instance, to ﬁrst order in
the weak interactions when FSI may be neglected (Branco,
Lavoura, and Silva, 1999; Sachs, 1987).
Within the framework of the Wigner-Weisskopf ap-
proximation (Weisskopf and Wigner, 1930a,b), the two
contributions to CP violation in K0 ↔ K0 transitions are
described by the parameters Re (violation of CP and T
symmetry) and Reδ+iImδ (violation of CP and CPT sym-
metry). Here, CP and T symmetry is known to be violated
since 1970, when a Bell-Steinberger unitarity analysis de-
termined Re = 0 (|qK/pK | = 1) with a signiﬁcance of
about 5σ (Schubert et al., 1970). Direct evidence for the
violation of CP and T , however, has been found only 28
years later (Angelopoulos et al., 1998), through the mea-
surement of detailed-balance breaking in K0 ↔ K0 transi-
tions with a signiﬁcance of about 4σ, leading to a value of
Re consistent with that obtained using Bell-Steinberger
unitarity.
CP violation in B → ccK0 decays is described by
the parameter λ = qA/pA, where A = 〈ccK0|D|B0〉,
A = 〈ccK0|D|B0〉, and the operator D is the B decay
contribution to S (Section 10.2). Assuming that the ampli-
tude A can be described by a single weak phase with only
one FSI phase shift, the two parts of λ (CP with T viola-
tion, and CP with CPT violation) are easily identiﬁed by
separating it into its modulus and phase: λ = |λ| exp (iφ).
CPT invariance in the decay requires |A/A| = 1 (Lee,
Oehme, and Yang, 1957). With |q/p| = 1, which is ob-
served to be well fulﬁlled (see Section 17.5.4), it follows
that |λ| = 1. T invariance of S requires φ = 0 or π, i.e.
Imλ = 0 (Enz and Lewis, 1965). Conversely, if A is the
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Table 17.6.13. Time-dependent CP parameters obtained from BABAR (Aubert, 2006u) and Belle (Dalseno, 2007) for the decay
B0 → D∗+D∗−K0S. The ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. The averages of the two experiments and
their total uncertainty are also shown.
BABAR Belle Average
Jc
J0
0.76± 0.18± 0.07 0.60+0.25−0.28 ± 0.08 0.71± 0.16
2Js1
J0
sin 2φ1 0.10± 0.24± 0.06 −0.17± 0.42± 0.09 0.03± 0.21
2Js2
J0
cos 2φ1 0.38± 0.24± 0.05 −0.23+0.43−0.41 ± 0.13 0.24± 0.22
sum of two (or more) amplitudes, |A/A| = 1 when both
the strong and weak phase diﬀerences between the two
decay amplitudes do not vanish, even if D is CPT sym-
metric (direct CP violation, see Section 16.6). Therefore,
if |A/A| = 1 then we either have both CPT symmetry in
decay and a single amplitude, or an unlikely “accidental”
cancellation of T and CPT violation in the decay.
The ﬁrst signiﬁcant observations of large CP violation
in B → ccK0 decays (Aubert, 2001e; Abe, 2001g) (see
Sections 17.6.2 and 17.6.3) found C = (1−|λ|2)/(1+ |λ|2)
to be consistent with zero (|λ| = 1) and S = 2Imλ/(1 +
|λ|2) = 0. These results are obtained from the Δt = tβ−tα
distributions of events Υ (4S)→ B0B0 → (ccK0S or ccK0L)
and (e+νeX or e−νeX) at times tβ and tα, respectively,
parameterized according to Eq. (10.2.2) in Section 10.2.
This expression assumes a negligible diﬀerence between
the decay rates of the mass eigenstates (i.e. ΔΓd = 0),
|q/p| = 1 and Rez+ iImz = 0 (see Section 17.5.4); i.e. CP
symmetry in B0−B0 mixing. However, it is valid for both
signs of Δt and neither requires T nor CPT symmetry
in decay. Within the framework of the Wigner-Weisskopf
approximation, the results are compatible with CP and
CPT symmetry in decay, and violate CP and T symmetry
in the interference between decay and mixing (Fidecaro,
Gerber, and Ruf, 2013). 11 years later, time-reversal vio-
lation has been directly observed in the measurement of
detailed-balance breaking (Lees, 2012m), as described in
the following.
Experimentally we know to a suﬃciently good approx-
imation that K0
S and K
0
L are orthogonal states. Adopting
an arbitrary sign convention, we have
K0S =
(
K0 −K0) /√2,
K0L =
(
K0 +K0
)
/
√
2, (17.6.20)
within O(10−3) due to CP violation in K0−K0 mixing.76
Furthermore, assuming the absence of wrong strangeness
B decays, i.e. the B0 does not decay into ccK0 and the B0
does not decay into ccK0, 〈ccK0|D|B0〉 = 〈ccK0|D|B0〉 =
76 In general K0S(L) ∝ K0(1 + )− (+)K0(1− ), where || =
(2.228± 0.011)× 10−3(Beringer et al., 2012).
0, we have
λS = qAS/pAS = −λ,
λL = qAL/pAL = λ, (17.6.21)
where
AS,L = 〈ccK0S , ccK0L|D|B0〉,
AS,L = 〈ccK0S , ccK0L|D|B0〉. (17.6.22)
With the aforementioned approximations, the normalized
states
B+ = N
(
B0 +
A
A
B0
)
,
B− = N
(
B0 − A
A
B0
)
, (17.6.23)
with N = |A|/
√
|A|2 + |A|2, have the property that the
former decays into ccK0L, but not into ccK
0
S , and the lat-
ter into ccK0S , but not into ccK
0
L (Alvarez and Szynkman,
2008; Bernabeu, Martinez-Vidal, and Villanueva-Perez,
2012). Like the two mixing eigenstates BH and BL,
the two states B+ and B− are well deﬁned and phase-
convention-free physical states, but all four are not CP
eigenstates. In contrast to the K0, D0 and B0s systems,
where the mass eigenstates are approximate CP eigen-
states, none of the linear combinations of B0 and B0
has this approximate property because of large CP vio-
lation in the system. The states B+ and B− are orthog-
onal, i.e. 〈B+|B−〉 = 0, if |A/A| = 1. An extended dis-
cussion, including wrong strangeness and wrong sign (i.e.
〈e+νeXD|B0〉 = 0, 〈e−ν¯eXD|B0〉 = 0) B decays has been
very recently presented by Applebaum, Efrati, Grossman,
Nir, and Soreq (2013).
Preparing the four initial states B0, B0, B+ and B−
by entanglement, the BABAR analysis (Lees, 2012m) de-
termines the four diﬀerences
|〈ccK0S |S|B0〉|2 − |〈e+νeX|S|B−〉|2,
|〈ccK0L|S|B0〉|2 − |〈e+νeX|S|B+〉|2,
|〈ccK0S |S|B0〉|2 − |〈e−νeXS|B−〉|2,
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|〈ccK0L|S|B0〉|2 − |〈e−νeX|S|B+〉|2, (17.6.24)
where S = DU(t) and U(t) describes the time evolution of
B0 ↔ B0 transitions, given by M and Γ, the two-by-two
mass and decay Hermitian matrices of the eﬀective Hamil-
tonian, as introduced in Section 10.1, and t > 0 is the
elapsed time between the ﬁrst and second B decay of the
entangled pair. If |A/A| = 1 (Schubert, Gioi, Bevan, and
Di Domenico, 2014), the four diﬀerences in Eq. (17.6.24)
are equal to the diﬀerences
|〈B−|U(t)|B0〉|2 − |〈B0|U(t)|B−〉|2,
|〈B+|U(t)|B0〉|2 − |〈B0|U(t)|B+〉|2,
|〈B−|U(t)|B0〉|2 − |〈B0|U(t)|B−〉|2,
|〈B+|U(t)|B0〉|2 − |〈B0|U(t)|B+〉|2, (17.6.25)
respectively. The observation that these diﬀerences are
non-zero, with a sinΔmdt time dependence, is a clear
demonstration of detailed-balance breaking.
Within the same approximation, diﬀerences like
|〈ccK0S |S|B0〉|2 − |〈e−νeX|S|B−〉|2, (17.6.26)
demonstrate CPT symmetry.
The experimental analysis (Lees, 2012m) uses the same
data sample as the most recent CP -violation study in
B → ccK0, consisting of 426 fb−1 of integrated luminos-
ity (Aubert, 2009z) (see Section 17.6.3). The analysis relies
on identical reconstruction algorithms, selection criteria
and calibration techniques. Events are selected in which
one B candidate is reconstructed in a ccK0S or ccK
0
L state,
and the other B in a ﬂavor eigenstate. We denote gener-
ally as −X (+X) ﬁnal states that identify the ﬂavor of
the B as B0 (B0), which can be either semileptonic decays
such as B0 → e+νeX or ﬂavor-speciﬁc hadronic decays.
The selection leads to event classes (f1, f2) where the ﬁnal
state f1 is reconstructed at time t1, and the ﬁnal state f2
is reconstructed at time t2 > t1. Thus, only the eight event
classes given in Table 17.6.14 are used for further analy-
sis. Within the same approximations and if |A/A| = 1 can
experimentally be proven, these eight classes correspond
to the transitions reported on the right column of the ta-
ble. For example, the event class (+X, ccK0L) involves the
decay of one B meson at time t1 into a +X ﬁnal state,
thus at this time the B is in a B0 state. It then follows
that the still living (second) B meson is, at that time, in
a B0 state. If this same B meson decays and is recon-
structed at time t2 > t1 as ccK0L, it is a B+ state at t2.
Hence, it undergoes a transition B0 → B+ in the elapsed
time t = t2 − t1. Each of the four time-reversal symmetry
diﬀerences in Eq. (17.6.24) uses a pair of event classes in-
volving four diﬀerent ﬁnal states, +X and −X at times
t1 (or t2) and t2 (or t1), and ccK0S and ccK
0
L at times t2
(or t1) and t1 (or t2), respectively.
Assuming ΔΓd = 0, each of the eight transitions has a
time-dependent rate g±α,β(t) given by
e−Γt[1 + S±α,β sin(Δmdt) + C
±
α,β cos(Δmdt)],
(17.6.27)
Table 17.6.14. Event classes (f1, f2) and their corresponding
transitions between B meson states, assuming that K0S and K
0
L
are orthogonal states, the B0 (B0) does not decay into ccK0
(ccK0), and |A/A| = 1. The eﬀect of the ﬁrst two assumptions
is well below the statistical sensitivity, whereas the third is
directly demonstrated in the same analysis (see text).
Event class Transition
(+X, ccK0L) B
0 → B+
(+X, ccK0S) B
0 → B−
(−X, ccK0L) B
0 → B+
(−X, ccK0S) B
0 → B−
(ccK0L, 
+X) B− → B0
(ccK0S, 
+X) B+ → B0
(ccK0L, 
−X) B− → B0
(ccK0S, 
−X) B+ → B0
where the lower indices α = +, − and β = K0S ,K
0
L
stand for the ﬁnal reconstructed states +X, −X and
ccK0S , ccK
0
L, respectively, and the upper indices indicate if
the ﬂavor eigenstate (+) or the CP eigenstate (−) is recon-
structed ﬁrst. The coeﬃcients S±α,β and C
±
α,β are model-
independent; the eight pairs of S and C coeﬃcients can
be written in terms of eight complex λ parameters, as
2Imλ/(1+ |λ|2) and (1−|λ|2)/(1+ |λ|2), respectively. The
state ccK0S is identiﬁed by the ﬁnal states with cc = J/ψ ,
ψ(2S) or χc1, while ccK0L only by J/ψK
0
L. As in Au-
bert (2009z), the ﬂavor eigenstates labeled +X and −X
are identiﬁed by prompt leptons, kaons, pions from D∗
mesons, and high-momentum charged particles, combined
in a neural network. The ﬁnal sample contains 7796 ccK0S
events, with purities ranging between 87% and 96%, and
5813 J/ψK0L events with a purity of 56%.
The coeﬃcients S±α,β and C
±
α,β are determined by a si-
multaneous, unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt to the four
measured Δt = tβ − tα distributions. The time diﬀer-
ence Δt is determined as described in Section 6.5 and
used in the CP -violation studies based on the same de-
cay modes (see Section 17.6.3). Neglecting time resolu-
tion, the elapsed time between the ﬁrst and second decay
is t = Δt if the ﬁrst B decays into a ﬂavor eigenstate,
and t = −Δt if it decays into a CP eigenstate. Time
resolution mixes events with positive and negative true
Δt, i.e., a true event class (+X, ccK0L), corresponding
to a B0 → B+ transition, could appear reconstructed as
(ccK0L, 
+X), corresponding to a B− → B0 transition, and
vice versa. Therefore, the ﬁt cannot be performed with
eight event classes but only with four. The separate de-
termination of the coeﬃcients for the event classes with
ﬂavor before CP eigenstates and those with CP before ﬂa-
vor eigenstates, i.e., the unfolding of time ordering and
Δt resolution, is accomplished by using a signal p.d.f. for
the four distributions of the form
Hα,β(Δt) = g+α,β(Δttrue)H(Δttrue)⊗R(δt;σΔt) +
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g−α,β(−Δttrue)H(−Δttrue)⊗R(δt;σΔt),
(17.6.28)
where Δttrue ≡ ±t is the signed diﬀerence of proper time
between the two B decays in the limit of perfect Δt res-
olution, H is the Heaviside step function, R(δt;σΔt) is
the resolution function with δt = Δt − Δttrue, and σΔt
is the estimate of the Δt uncertainty obtained by the re-
construction algorithms (Bernabeu, Martinez-Vidal, and
Villanueva-Perez, 2012). A total of 27 parameters are var-
ied in the likelihood ﬁt: eight pairs (S±α,β , C
±
α,β) of signal
coeﬃcients and 11 for describing possible CP and T vio-
lation in the background. All remaining signal and back-
ground parameters are treated in an identical manner as
done in the CP violation analysis (see Section 17.6.3).
From the 16 signal coeﬃcients, reported in Table 17.6.15,
we construct six pairs of independent asymmetry parame-
ters (ΔS±T , ΔC
±
T ), (ΔS
±
CP , ΔC
±
CP ), and (ΔS
±
CPT , ΔC
±
CPT ),
as shown in Table 17.6.16. The asymmetry parameters
have the advantage that the breaking of time-reversal sym-
metry would directly manifest itself through any nonzero
value of ΔS±T or ΔC
±
T , or any diﬀerence between ΔS
±
CP
and ΔS±CPT , or between ΔC
±
CP and ΔC
±
CPT .
Table 17.6.15. Measured values of the S±α,β and C
±
α,β coef-
ﬁcients (Lees, 2012m). The ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical and
the second systematic. The indices −, +, K0S, and K
0
L stand
for reconstructed ﬁnal states that identify the B meson state
as B0, B0 and B−, B+, respectively.
Transition Parameter Result
B0 → B+ S++,K0
L
−0.69± 0.11± 0.04
C+
+,K0
L
−0.02± 0.11± 0.08
B0 → B− S++,K0
S
0.55± 0.09± 0.06
C+
+,K0
S
0.01± 0.07± 0.05
B0 → B+ S+−,K0
L
0.51± 0.17± 0.11
C+
−,K0
L
−0.01± 0.13± 0.08
B0 → B− S+−,K0
S
−0.76± 0.06± 0.04
C+
−,K0
S
0.08± 0.06± 0.06
B− → B0 S−+,K0
L
0.70± 0.19± 0.12
C−
+,K0
L
0.16± 0.13± 0.06
B+ → B0 S−+,K0
S
−0.66± 0.06± 0.04
C−
+,K0
S
−0.05± 0.06± 0.03
B− → B0 S−−,K0
L
−0.83± 0.11± 0.06
C−
−,K0
L
0.11± 0.12± 0.08
B+ → B0 S−−,K0
S
0.67± 0.10± 0.08
C−
−,K0
S
0.03± 0.07± 0.04
Table 17.6.16. Measured values of the asymmetry param-
eters, deﬁned as the diﬀerences in S±α,β and C
±
α,β between
symmetry-transformed transitions (Lees, 2012m). The param-
eters ΔS±T , ΔC
±
T and the diﬀerences ΔS
±
CP −ΔS±CPT , ΔC±CP −
ΔC±CPT are all T violating. The ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical
and the second systematic.
Parameter Result
ΔS+T = S
−
−,K0
L
− S+
+,K0
S
−1.37± 0.14± 0.06
ΔS−T = S
+
−,K0
L
− S−
+,K0
S
1.17± 0.18± 0.11
ΔC+T = C
−
−,K0
L
− C+
+,K0
S
0.10± 0.14± 0.08
ΔC−T = C
+
−,K0
L
− C−
+,K0
S
0.04± 0.14± 0.08
ΔS+CP = S
+
−,K0
S
− S+
+,K0
S
−1.30± 0.11± 0.07
ΔS−CP = S
−
−,K0
S
− S−
+,K0
S
1.33± 0.12± 0.06
ΔC+CP = C
+
−,K0
S
− C+
+,K0
S
0.07± 0.09± 0.03
ΔC−CP = C
−
−,K0
S
− C−
+,K0
S
0.08± 0.10± 0.04
ΔS+CPT = S
−
+,K0
L
− S+
+,K0
S
0.16± 0.21± 0.09
ΔS−CPT = S
+
+,K0
L
− S−
+,K0
S
−0.03± 0.13± 0.06
ΔC+CPT = C
−
+,K0
L
− C+
+,K0
S
0.14± 0.15± 0.07
ΔC−CPT = C
+
+,K0
L
− C−
+,K0
S
0.03± 0.12± 0.08
All eight C±α,β coeﬃcients are compatible with zero.
Since C = (1− |λ|2)/(1+ |λ|2), λ = qA/pA and |q/p| ≈ 1,
C = 0 implies |A/A| = 1. Therefore, the time dependence
with only a sinΔmdt function proves experimentally the
approximation |A/A| = 1 required for the demonstration
of time-reversal violation. With this observation (i.e. the
absence of all eight cosΔmdt terms) the two states B+ and
B− are orthogonal; we have the association between event
classes and B meson transitions given in Table 17.6.14,
and the diﬀerences in Eqs (17.6.24) and (17.6.25) become
identical.
For visualizing the T -violating diﬀerences of the tran-
sition rates, the ﬁt results are shown in Fig. 17.6.19 in the
form of asymmetries such as (for the transition B0 → B−)
AT (Δt) =
H−
	−,K0L
(Δt)−H+
	+,K0S
(Δt)
H−
	−,K0L
(Δt) +H+
	+,K0S
(Δt)
, (17.6.29)
where H±α,β(Δt) = Hα,β(±Δt)H(Δt). With this construc-
tion, AT (Δt) is deﬁned only for positive Δt values. Ne-
glecting reconstruction eﬀects,
AT (t) ≈ ΔS
+
T
2
sin(Δmdt) +
ΔC+T
2
cos(Δmdt).
(17.6.30)
The three other asymmetries in Fig. 17.6.19 are constructed
in an analogous way and have the same time dependence,
with ΔS+T replaced by ΔS
−
T , ΔS
−
CP −ΔS−CPT , and ΔS+CP
−ΔS+CPT , respectively, and equally for ΔC+T .
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Figure 17.6.19. The four independent time-reversal violat-
ing asymmetries (Lees, 2012m) for transition a) B0 → B−
(+X, ccK0S), b) B+ → B0 (ccK0S, +X), c) B0 → B+
(+X, J/ψK0L), d) B− → B0 (J/ψK0L, +X), for combined ﬂa-
vor categories with low misidentiﬁcation (leptons and kaons),
in the signal region (5.27 < mES < 5.29 GeV/c
2 for ccK0S
modes and |ΔE| < 10 MeV for J/ψK0L). The points with error
bars represent the data, the red solid and dashed blue curves
represent the projections of the best ﬁt results with and with-
out time-reversal violation, respectively.
The evaluation of systematic uncertainties, reported in
Table 17.6.16, follows closely that of the CP analysis based
on the same ﬁnal states, discussed in Section 17.6.3. A pos-
sible CP violation in right- and wrong-sign ﬂavor-speciﬁc
B decays (denoted ±X) is found to have an impact on
the measurement well below the statistical uncertainty.
As seen in Fig. 17.6.19, time-reversal symmetry is
clearly violated in all four transition comparisons. The
signiﬁcance of the observed T violation is obtained from
the log-likelihood value lnL. The diﬀerence 2Δ lnL be-
tween the best ﬁt and the ﬁt without T violation, includ-
ing systematic errors, is 226 with 8 d.o.f., which corre-
sponds, assuming Gaussian errors, to 14σ. Using the same
procedure for the CPT -symmetry diﬀerences such as in
Eq. (17.6.26), no CPT violation is observed. The diﬀer-
ence 2Δ lnL between the values for the best ﬁt and the
ﬁt with CPT symmetry is 5, equivalent to 0.3σ. The anal-
ysis also determines four CP asymmetries; the results are
compatible with those obtained from the standard CP vio-
lation analysis based on the same CP ﬁnal states (Aubert,
2009z); the observed signiﬁcance of CP violation is equiv-
alent to 17σ. This is larger than 14σ for T violation since
the comparison between two (±, ccKS) rates has a higher
statistical and systematic signiﬁcance than the compari-
son of the rates (±, ccKS) and (±, ccKL).
In the Standard Model, the eight coeﬃcients S±α,β are
measurements of sin 2φ1. Hence the four measured T -
violating asymmetries, ΔS±T and ΔS
±
CP −ΔS±CPT , can be
seen as four measurements of 2 sin 2φ1. The results in Ta-
ble 17.6.16 lead to a mean value φ1 = (21.8± 2.0)◦, which
is of course completely correlated with the φ1 value ob-
tained from the CP -asymmetry measurements discussed
in Sections 17.6.3 and 17.6.10.
In conclusion, the BABAR experiment (Lees, 2012m)
has demonstrated with a large signiﬁcance of 14σ that de-
tailed balance and therefore time-reversal symmetry are
violated. In b → ccs decays, T and CP symmetry break-
ings are seen in two diﬀerent observations, are time de-
pendent with only a sinΔmt term, are of order O(10−1),
and are induced by the interference between qA and pA,
i.e. the interference between decay and mixing. All these
properties are diﬀerent from those of the earlier observed
ﬂavor mixing asymmetry in K0 − K0 transitions, where
CP and T transformations lead to the same observation,
the asymmetry is time independent, is of order O(10−3),
and is produced by the interference of absorptive (Γ12)
and dispersive (M12) contributions to mixing.
17.6.10 φ1 summary
Establishing CP violation in B0 meson decays by mea-
suring sin 2φ1 was the most important initial goal of the
B Factories. Both experiments achieved this goal after
two years of operation through time-dependent analyses
of b → cc¯s transitions. This represents the ﬁrst obser-
vation of CP violation outside of the neutral kaon sys-
tem (Christenson, Cronin, Fitch, and Turlay, 1964). With
a combined ﬁnal data set of 1.2 billion BB pairs, the
achieved precision on sin 2φ1 is 0.020. BABAR have also
demonstrated T violation in b → cc¯s transitions which
provides an additional test of the CKM matrix (this is
statistically completely correlated with the CP violation
result). The ambiguity between φ1 and π/2 − φ1 is re-
solved by several measurements. They all use interference
with known or measured strong phases (transversity states
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and K∗ → Kπ phases for B0 → J/ψK∗, and Dalitz plot
phases for B0 → D(∗)0[K0Sπ+π−]h0 and D∗D∗K0S and
other three-body decays). The result in terms of angle
is φ1 ≡ β = (21.30 ± 0.78)◦. The direct CP asymme-
try parameter C is found to be consistent with zero in
these channels, as expected in the SM. The consistency
between φ1 and other CKM angles and sides of the Uni-
tarity Triangle demonstrates that the KM mechanism is
the dominant source of CP violation in the SM. Kobayashi
and Maskawa shared the 2008 Nobel Prize in physics for
their work on the KM mechanism presented in (Kobayashi
and Maskawa, 1973). The test of the CKM matrix by ex-
amining the agreement between diﬀerent measurements is
discussed in Section 25.1.
A number of other channels have been studied by the
experiments at the B Factories. These are suppressed to
various degrees in the SM compared to b → cc¯s transi-
tions. They are either tree dominated modes with a pen-
guin (or another tree) contribution that has a diﬀerent
weak phase (J/ψπ0, D(∗)D(∗) or D(∗)h0), or charmless
modes (b→ sqq¯). The penguin-dominated modes are par-
ticularly sensitive to the presence of any postulated new
heavy particles that could contribute to such a loop tran-
sition.
The most precisely determined time-dependent asym-
metry parameters from a loop dominated b→ sqq¯ channel
come from B0 → η′K0 and K+K−K0 with a precision of
0.07 on sin 2φ1. The uncertainties of other modes range
from around 0.2 to 0.7. The sin 2φ1 results obtained from
these measurements are consistent with the value mea-
sured in the b → cc¯s golden channels. The na¨ıve average
of charmless decays is within one sigma of b → cc¯s re-
sults. However, it should be noted that the na¨ıve average
is not a good observable to use when searching for NP, as
the hadronic uncertainties vary from mode to mode. The
most recent measurements of these decays are consistent
with the SM.
No signiﬁcant direct CP asymmetry is found in the
channels discussed in this section. However some of these
channels exhibit central values that are more than 2σ from
C = 0 (e.g., D+D− for Belle and ωK0S for BABAR). The
global χ2 among the diﬀerent channels studied is consis-
tent with the interpretation that these measurements are
the result of a statistical ﬂuctuation.
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In the Standard Model of particle physics the CKM
matrix results in a set of nine unitary relationships, six
of which are triangles in a complex plane (Chapter 16).
The imaginary components of these triangles are manifes-
tations of a single complex phase that dictates the amount
of CP violation in the theory. The measurement of φ1 de-
scribed in Chapter 17.6 establishes one of the angles of the
Unitarity Triangle associated with Bd decays, introduced
in Section 16.5. To check the self-consistency of the trian-
gle one has to measure its other two angles and the sides.
The second angle of the Unitarity Triangle to be measured
is φ2, which is the subject of this chapter. Together the
measurements of φ1 and φ2 are suﬃcient to test the pre-
dictions of the SM. Constraints on the third angle, φ3 ,
are discussed in Chapter 17.8 and how one typically inter-
prets these results in the context of the SM is reviewed in
Chapter 25.1.
A probe that can be used to determine φ2 is the mea-
surement of the time-dependent CP asymmetry in B0 →
π+π− transitions. This CP violation is produced by the
interference of the dominant box diagram for B0−B0 mix-
ing with the tree diagram bd → uudd. If these were the
only contributing diagrams, the resulting CP asymmetry
parameters would be S = sin 2φ2 and C = 0. However the
situation is not so simple: this ﬁnal state is also produced
by higher order weak transitions, and of particular rele-
vance is the one-loop diagram usually called the ‘penguin’
diagram (Shifman, Vainshtein, and Zakharov, 1977). The
presence of penguin contributions with weak phases that
diﬀer from the leading order tree results in theoretical un-
certainties on φ2 that are sometimes referred to as ‘pen-
guin pollution’ in the literature. The penguin contribu-
tion aﬀects B(B0 → π+π−) and its CP asymmetry (Bigi,
Khoze, Uraltsev, and Sanda, 1989). Gronau and London
(1990) suggested using isospin symmetry to correct for the
eﬀect of penguin contributions when extracting φ2. At ﬁrst
it was thought that penguin contributions are very small
in the SM for B0 → ππ, since the amplitude b → dqq is
suppressed by a factor of |λ| = |Vus| relative to b → sqq.
However, data showed that the B0 → π0π0 rate is larger
than had been initially expected, and this is explained by
the presence of a sizable penguin contribution; therefore
penguin amplitudes can signiﬁcantly aﬀect the extraction
of φ2. Thus the measurement of φ2 with B → ππ requires
a more complicated approach than the measurement of
φ1 with B → J/ψK0S . The theoretical issues associated
with this approach are described in Section 17.7.1.1, and
the corresponding experimental treatment is summarized
in Section 17.7.3.1. It is worth noting that new physics
(NP) could enhance penguin contributions signiﬁcantly.
Experimentally one could identify such contributions by
observing a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between values of φ2 ob-
tained using diﬀerent decay modes.
The impact of penguin amplitudes in general is diﬀer-
ent for diﬀerent ﬁnal states, and as bd→ uudd decays can
be used to measure φ2, it became necessary to explore ex-
perimentally and theoretically more diﬃcult scenarios in
the hope that nature was kind enough to permit measure-
ment of this angle in one or another way. Having deter-
mined that the measurement of φ2 via B0 → ππ would be
less sensitive than anticipated, the B Factories approached
the problem using a rather diﬀerent technique: a time-
dependent analysis of the Dalitz plot of B0 → π+π−π0.
The theoretical issues related to this measurement are in-
troduced in Section 17.7.1.2, while the corresponding ex-
perimental discussion can be found in Section 17.7.4. The
resulting constraints obtained from BABAR and Belle data
do not add a signiﬁcant amount of information to im-
prove the accuracy of the SM solution for φ2, however
they suppress the discrete ambiguities arising from the in-
terpretation of other measurements. For the future higher
statistics experiments, the decay B0 → π+π−π0 is ex-
pected to dominate the experimental determination of φ2
and to provide a sensitive probe for the impact of NP and
its features as a non-leading source of CP violation.
After several years of data taking it became apparent
that extraction of φ2 from the B Factories is a diﬃcult
enterprise. Thus it was realized that one has to think
about other ﬁnal states and BABAR started to investi-
gate other related options such as B → ρρ decays. They
were previously dismissed by the community as experi-
mentally and theoretically too challenging to be a viable
alternative compared with the already ambitious attempts
to study B → ππ and B → ρπ. When the experimen-
tal work commenced, the outcome of this endeavor was
not entirely clear; however, there were hints that indi-
cated these modes could be more promising than originally
thought. The presence of two vector particles in the ﬁnal
state meant that one would have to perform a full angular
analysis of the ﬁnal state (see Chapter 12) in addition to
constraining penguin contributions. However, it was pos-
sible to piece together suﬃcient information from various
sources in order to motivate attempting the measurement
of φ2 with B → ρρ decays. Ultimately a full angular anal-
ysis was not required to constrain φ2 as the fraction of
longitudinal polarization in B → ρρ decays was found to
almost completely dominate (Section 17.7.3.2). The result
of this approach turned out to provide the most stringent
constraint on φ2, where the eﬀorts of BABAR and Belle
are summarized in Section 17.7.3.2. The time-dependent
analysis of B0 → ρ0ρ0 promises to help resolve some of the
discrete ambiguities inherent in the isospin analysis and
is discussed in Section 17.7.3.3. An additional cross-check
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using SU(3) for B → ρρ and K∗ρ decays is discussed in
Section 17.7.6.
As a further development one constrains φ2 using ﬁ-
nal states including vector and axial-vectors particles, in
particular using B → a1(1260)π decays, where one can
determine the impact of penguin contributions with the
aid of SU(3) ﬂavor symmetry. This theoretical approach
is discussed in Section 17.7.1.3. Time-dependent measure-
ments of B → a1(1260)π and the complementary studies
of B → K1π decays are used to control penguin pollution
as discussed in Section 17.7.5.
In contrast to the initial expectations of the B Facto-
ries where it was anticipated that ππ ﬁnal states would
provide a measurement of φ2 and ρπ would be used to
resolve ambiguities, ‘reality’ told a diﬀerent story. Mea-
surements of B → ρρ decays dominate the determination
of the angle φ2 and B → a1(1260)π decays provide addi-
tional precision on the overall measurement of this angle.
The study of ρπ ﬁnal states provides additional discrim-
ination: the power to resolve some of the discrete ambi-
guities, as originally expected. The B Factories have been
able to make an accurate measurement of φ2, using B de-
cays to ππ, ρπ, ρρ, and a1π ﬁnal states, as discussed in
Section 17.7.7.
17.7.1 Introduction
The angle φ2 can be inferred from time-dependent CP
asymmetries in charmless b→ u transitions. Feynman di-
agrams describing these decays, such as B0 → ππ and
B0 → ρρ, are shown in Fig. 17.7.1. Interference between
the leading tree amplitude and the amplitude of B0 −B0
mixing (Fig. 10.1.1) provides access to the observable φ2.
As explained above, if the tree amplitude was the only
decay amplitude (as is the case for B0 → J/ψK0S), the S
parameter in B0 → π+π− would be equal to sin 2φ2 and
C zero (see Eq. 16.6.8). However, the penguin contribu-
tions to charmless B decays cannot be ignored. In general
S measures sin 2φeﬀ2 instead sin 2φ2, where φ
eﬀ
2 is related
to φ2 up to a shift Δφ2 resulting from penguin ampli-
tudes with a diﬀerent weak phase to that of the leading
order tree contribution, i.e. Δφ2 = φeﬀ2 − φ2. We have to
understand how to control the penguin contributions and
determine the diﬀerence between φeﬀ2 and φ2.
In the following, we discuss four complementary tech-
niques to extract the angle φ2 from time-dependent CP
asymmetry measurements in B → 2π, 3π and 4π decays.
– Isospin analysis in B → ππ and B → ρρ;
– Dalitz analysis in B → ρπ;
– SU(3) analysis of B → a1(1260)π(K);
– SU(3) constraints in charmless B decays to two vector
meson ﬁnal states.
The analysis methodology outlined in the remainder
of this chapter in terms of the study of four body ﬁnal
states relies on the quasi-two-body approximation (see
Section 17.4.3), which is suﬃcient for work at the B Fac-
tories. However, it should be borne in mind that in the
future one will want to probe the impact of NP in 4π
(a) T (b) C
(c) P
Figure 17.7.1. Feynman diagrams contributing to the charm-
less B decays B0 → ππ or B0 → ρρ: (a) external tree (T ), (b)
internal (or color suppressed) tree (C), and (c) gluonic penguin
(P ). Nearby quarks are implied to be grouped into mesons.
and 2πKK ﬁnal states to search for possible non-leading
sources of CP violation. Amplitude analyses, introduced
in Section 13, will be required for such searches and fu-
ture super ﬂavor factory will have to adopt a more general
approach for such analyses.
The combined accuracy on φ2 obtained by the B Fac-
tories is discussed in Section 17.7.7. Some time-integrated
measurements are required to constrain penguin contribu-
tions in various decays; those are discussed in Section 17.4.
17.7.1.1 Isospin analysis of B → ππ and B → ρρ
The CP asymmetry in B0 → π+π− depends on φ2. How-
ever (unlike B0 → J/ψK0S), because of the two contribut-
ing amplitudes (tree and penguin, see Section 16.6) in
the SM one expects direct CP violation to be manifest
in B0 → π+π−, hence:
Γ (B → π+π−)− Γ (B → π+π−)
Γ (B → π+π−) + Γ (B → π+π−) (17.7.1)
= C cosΔmdΔt− S sinΔmdΔt
with
C =
1− |λ|2
1 + |λ|2 ,
S =
2 Imλ
1 + |λ|2 , (17.7.2)
where λ = (q/p)A/A as noted in Chapter 10, and from
Chapter 16 we recall that
0 ≤ C2 + S2 ≤ 1. (17.7.3)
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CP violation is manifest if 0 < C2 + S2, i.e. if either
of the asymmetry parameters are non-zero. Here λ =
(q/p)R(π+π−) where R(π+π−) refers to the amplitude
of the B0 decay to the ﬁnal state normalized by the B0
decay to the same one (Eq. 17.7.4):
R(π+π−) ≡ A(B
0 → π+π−)
A(B0 → π+π−) . (17.7.4)
Without penguin contributions one predicts in the SM (Bigi,
Khoze, Uraltsev, and Sanda, 1989)∣∣∣∣qpR(π+π−)
∣∣∣∣  1,
Im
[
q
p
R(π+π−)
]
 sin 2φ2. (17.7.5)
However, penguin amplitudes do contribute. In this case
one ﬁnds | qpR(π+π−)| = 1 and therefore C2 = 0. Our
knowledge of the quantitative impact of penguin ampli-
tudes and in general non-perturbative QCD is rather lim-
ited.
One technique for measuring φ2 is to study time-de-
pendent CP asymmetries in B0 → π+π− decays (Aubert
(2002h); Abe (2003b)). The data show (see Section 17.7.3.1)
that:
S = −0.66± 0.07,
C = −0.30± 0.05, (17.7.6)
which are consistent with expectation from the SM. The
non-zero value of C, indicating direct CP violation in this
mode, arises from the interference of tree and penguin am-
plitudes with diﬀerent weak and strong phases. It is not
possible to determine if the penguin amplitudes are con-
sistent with the SM expectation, or include contributions
from physics beyond the SM. The SM level of contribution
to these decays can be determined using the isospin anal-
ysis described below, the results of which can be found
in Section 17.7.7. Therefore one cannot directly obtain φ2
from the time-dependent analysis and use this with the
value of φ1 from B0 → J/ψK0S , discussed in Section 17.6,
to construct the SM Unitarity Triangle. A complemen-
tary study in B0 → ρ+ρ− was pioneered by BABAR (Au-
bert, 2004ag) with the hope of being able to contribute
to the measurement of φ2. However once again the ex-
traction of this angle is complicated by the presence of
both tree and penguin amplitudes, with diﬀerent weak
phases. An isospin analysis of the ππ or ρρ system is nec-
essary (Gronau and London, 1990) to disentangle the tree
contribution, and hence determine φ2 as explained in the
following.
The all-charged modes (B0 → π+π− and B0 → ρ+ρ−)
are dominated by the external tree (T ) and gluonic pen-
guin (P ) amplitudes, while the all-neutral modes (B0 →
π0π0 and B0 → ρ0ρ0) are very sensitive to the P con-
tribution, since the internal tree diagram (C) is color-
suppressed. The amplitudesA00 ≡ A(B0 → h0h0),A+− ≡
A(B0 → h+h−), and A+0 ≡ A(B+ → h+h0), where
h = π, ρ, and their complex conjugates, obey the Gronau-
London isospin relation (Gronau and London, 1990). Here
we note that I = 1/2 for u and d quarks only and as a re-
sult the isospin decomposition of B → ππ decays follows
the corresponding K → ππ case. Bose statistics forbids
I = 1 ππ ﬁnal states, which simpliﬁes the isospin con-
struction of these decays. The tree topologies shown in
Fig 17.7.1 come from operators that describe ΔI = 1/2 or
ΔI = 3/2 transitions, and so as a B meson has I = 1/2,
the corresponding ﬁnal states can either be I = 0 or 2. In
contrast the gluonic penguin contributions come from a
ΔI = 1/2 operator, hence these can only be I = 0. Both
h+h− and h0h0 ﬁnal states can be I = 0 or 2, and so in
general these decays may proceed via both tree and pen-
guin transitions. In contrast, the h+h0 ﬁnal state is I = 2
and therefore can only have tree contributions. The re-
sulting isospin relations obtained by Gronau and London
are:
A+−/
√
2 +A00 = A+0,
A
+−
/
√
2 +A
00
= A
−0
, (17.7.7)
each of which can be represented by a triangle in a com-
plex plane (Fig. 17.7.2). The CP conjugate relation is usu-
ally shown with a tilde replacing the bar to denote that
the bases of the two isospin triangles have been aligned
such that A+0 = A˜+0, which explicitly neglects any ef-
fect coming from electroweak (EW) penguins.77 The rela-
tive sizes and phases of each amplitude can be extracted
from the complete isospin analysis of the three decay rates
and corresponding CP asymmetries (Gronau and London,
1990). The angle between the sides of lengths A+−/
√
2
and A˜+−/
√
2 is 2Δφ2.
Experimentally, the complete isospin analysis of the
B → ππ system is complicated by the need to measure
time-dependent CP asymmetry of the all-neutral ﬁnal state
decay of B0 mesons to π0π0. This is not possible at the
present level of statistics, although high luminosity super
ﬂavor factory may be able to constrain the decay vertex
of the B0 → π0π0 candidate using Dalitz decays of one or
both π0 mesons, or events where one or more photons con-
vert in the detector material. The situation is further exac-
erbated by the relatively large observed branching fraction
of B0 → π0π0 decays (Aubert (2003k); Abe (2003a)); this
implies a large penguin contribution, which results in a
signiﬁcant uncertainty in the extraction of φ2. The branch-
ing fraction measurements of the decays B0 → π0π0 and
B+ → π+π0 are described in Section 17.4.
The isospin analysis of the vector-vector modes B →
ρρ is more complicated than that for B → ππ. The ρρ
ﬁnal states include three contributions: one longitudinal
and two transverse amplitudes following the discussion
77 Electroweak penguins have the same topology as the glu-
onic penguin shown in Fig 17.7.1, but are mediated by a pho-
ton or Z0 boson. It is expected that EW penguins are small
and can be neglected. This assumption can be tested by con-
straining the level of direct CP violation found in B+ → h+h0
decays, which is predicted to be zero in the absence of any EW
penguin contribution.
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Figure 17.7.2. Gronau-London isospin triangles for B0 → hh
(solid lines) and B0 → hh (dashed lines), drawn for illustration
purposes (not to scale). The B0 amplitudes are denoted with
a tilde to highlight that the two triangles have been rotated
relative to each other so that the h+h0 and h−h0 amplitudes
are aligned.
in Chapter 12. As a result there are three isospin anal-
yses that can be performed, one for each of the transver-
sity amplitudes. Na¨ıve factorization expectations (Suzuki,
2002) indicated that one would expect the longitudinal
polarization (CP -even) to dominate over the transverse
one (a CP admixture), which had the implication that
analysis of these decays could be simpliﬁed from a full
angular treatment to a partial angular one where only
the fraction of longitudinally polarized events needed to
be extracted from data (see Chapter 12). However, the
polarization measurements of charmless B decays avail-
able at the time were not straightforward and did not
all support the expectation of nearly a 100% longitudinal
polarization contribution (see Section 17.4). It had also
been noted in (Aleksan et al., 1995) that using na¨ıve fac-
torization calculations one obtains a deﬁnite hierarchy of
penguin contributions in B → ππ, ρπ and ρρ ﬁnal states.
The results of these calculations implied that the pen-
guin contributions would be largest for B → ππ decays
and smallest for B → ρρ. However at the time the B
Factories started taking data this message had not been
widely appreciated by the community. Given that one ex-
pects the ratio of amplitudes of ρρ to ππ decays to be
O(f2ρ/f2π) ∼ 2.5, one could piece together a credible the-
oretically motivated scenario that indicated the ρρ ﬁnal
states might be an attractive alternative way to measure
φ2, if one could overcome the experimental challenges. For-
tunately, the longitudinal polarization in B0 → ρ+ρ− ﬁnal
state has been found to be consistent with unity (Aubert
(2004w); Somov (2006)). Moreover, the neutral branching
fraction B0 → ρ0ρ0 was found to be relatively small (Au-
bert (2007h, 2008r); Chiang (2008)), which constrains the
penguin uncertainty in the B → ρρ system signiﬁcantly
(see Section 17.4 for the details of the branching fraction
measurements of the decays B0 → ρ+ρ−, B0 → ρ0ρ0
and B+ → ρ+ρ0). Shortly after the observation of B0 →
ρ+ρ−, BABAR performed a time-dependent CP asymmetry
measurement as a proof of principle that one could indeed
constrain φ2 (Aubert, 2004ag) using larger data samples.
It has been noted by Falk et al. (2004) that there could
be a small I = 1 component to B → ρρ, which could
be tested by measuring S as a function of the diﬀerence
between the mass of the two ρ’s. Any departure from uni-
formity would indicate that there is an I = 1 component,
in which case the isospin construct required to correct for
penguins would require some modiﬁcation.
17.7.1.2 Dalitz analysis of B → ρπ
The B Factories have performed analyses of the quasi-two-
body ﬁnal states B → ρπ to check our theoretical control
over extracting φ2.
A proposed analysis of quasi-two-body ﬁnal states (Lip-
kin, Nir, Quinn, and Snyder, 1991; Snyder and Quinn,
1993) relies on the isospin symmetry of the rates of all
B → ρπ modes. The decay channels B+ → ρ0π+ and
B0 → ρ±π∓ have been observed ﬁrst by Belle (Gordon,
2002) and then by BABAR (Aubert, 2003h). Evidence for
the B0 → ρ0π0 mode, which was expected to be small, has
been reported by Belle (Dragic, 2004) with a rate higher
than an upper bound obtained by BABAR (Aubert, 2004g).
However, these two results are in agreement at the level
of 1.5σ. The remaining mode B+ → ρ+π0 has two neu-
tral pions in the ﬁnal state that makes it a challenging
measurement. BABAR has reported the observation of this
mode (Aubert, 2004g). These analyses are described in
detail in Section 17.4.
A better approach uses a Dalitz-plot analysis of B →
3π ﬁnal states, which relaxes the quasi-two-body approx-
imation and uses information from the interference be-
tween resonances in the corners of the Dalitz plot. Sny-
der and Quinn (1993) pointed out that a time-dependent
Dalitz-plot analysis (TDPA) of B0 → ρπ → π+π−π0
oﬀers a unique way to determine the angle φ2 without
discrete ambiguities. The TDPA uses isospin symmetry
and takes into account contamination from b → d pen-
guin transitions. Additional information to constrain φ2
can be provided by the measurements of B+ → ρ+π0
and ρ0π+ (Gronau, 1991; Lipkin, Nir, Quinn, and Snyder,
1991). Technicalities required to perform a TDPA can be
found in Chapter 13.
A preliminary TDPA was reported by BABAR at ICHEP
in 2004 using a data sample of 213 million BB pairs. Sub-
sequent analyses have been published by both Belle (Ku-
saka, 2007) and BABAR (Aubert, 2007v; Lees, 2013c) using
larger data samples.
Future Flavor Factories should study the Dalitz plots
for B → 3π states beyond intermediate ρπ contributions
and also explore B → KKπ to search for possible signs of
NP as a non-leading source of CP violation.
17.7.1.3 B → a1(1260)π, B0 → a1(1260)K constraints
The last set of decay modes considered at the B Factory
experiments for the extraction of φ2 is B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓,
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with a±1 (1260) → π∓π±π±. As with the previous exam-
ples these decays proceed mainly via b→ uud tree ampli-
tudes which can be used to measure time-dependent CP
asymmetries and allow one to extract the angle φ2. As
with the other modes discussed in this section the exis-
tence of non-trivial penguin amplitudes complicates the
extraction of φ2.
Similar to B → ρπ decays, B meson decays to
a±1 (1260)π
∓ ﬁnal states are not CP eigenstate decays, so
to extract φ2 from these channels one needs to simulta-
neously consider B0(B0) → a+1 (1260)π− and B0(B0) →
a−1 (1260)π
+ transitions (Aleksan, Dunietz, Kayser, and
Le Diberder, 1991). One might cope with the diﬃculty
due to the contribution of penguin amplitudes by using
isospin symmetry (Gardner, 1999; Gronau, 1991; Gronau
and London, 1990; Gronau and Zupan, 2004; Lipkin, Nir,
Quinn, and Snyder, 1991) or a TDPA (Quinn and Silva,
2000; Snyder and Quinn, 1993) or approximate SU(3) ﬂa-
vor symmetry (Charles, 1999; Gronau, London, Sinha, and
Sinha, 2001; Grossman and Quinn, 1998).
A full isospin analysis requires the precise measure-
ment of the branching fractions and time-dependent asym-
metries in the ﬁve modes (and their CP conjugates) B0 →
a+1 (1260)π
−, a−1 (1260)π
+, a01(1260)π
0,B+ → a+1 (1260)π0,
a01(1260)π
+. Currently the poor precision of most of these
measurements (Aubert, 2007i,ae) does not permit the ap-
plication of this method.
As pointed out in the references (Quinn and Silva,
2000; Snyder and Quinn, 1993) the angle φ2 may be ex-
tracted without ambiguities from a TDPA. This method
has been successfully applied to the decay B0 → π+π−π0
by both experiments. This approach could also be applied
to the decay B0 → π+π−π0π0 with contributions from
a+1 (1260)π
−, a−1 (1260)π
−, a01(1260)π
0, and ρ+ρ− ampli-
tudes or to the decay B0 → π+π−π+π− with contri-
butions from a+1 (1260)π
−, a−1 (1260)π
+, and ρ0ρ0 ampli-
tudes. Such analyses would be diﬃcult because of the four
particles in the ﬁnal state, the small overlapping region
of the phase space of the pions from the a±1 (1260) and
a01(1260) mesons, uncertainties in the a1(1260) meson pa-
rameters and line shape, the small number of signal events
and the large expected background.
Gronau and Zupan (2006) proposed an SU(3)-based
procedure for extracting φ2 in the presence of penguin
contributions that the B Factories have followed. This pro-
cedure requires measurements of B meson decays into the
axial-vector plus pseudoscalar ﬁnal states a1π, a1K, and
K1π.
BABAR (Aubert, 2006aj) and Belle (Dalseno, 2012)
measure the branching fraction of the B0 meson decay
to a±1 (1260) π
∓ to be relatively large (∼ 3 × 10−5, see
Section 17.4). Following on from the observation of this
decay mode BABAR performed a set of measurements of
a1π and a1K decays to extract the angle φ2. This includes
the time-dependent asymmetry measurement of B decays
to a±1 (1260)π
∓ (Aubert, 2007ae), and observation of both
B+ → a+1 (1260)K0 and B0 → a−1 (1260)K+ decays (Au-
bert, 2008ae). The ﬁnal piece of information required to
constrain φ2 using this approach is the branching frac-
tion of B decays to K1π, which was also measured by
BABAR (Aubert, 2010d), where K1 denotes the axial vec-
tor excited K meson states.
The method chosen by BABAR for the study of B0 →
a±1 (1260)π
∓ decays follows the quasi-two-body approxi-
mation. The decays B0(B0) → a±1 (1260)π∓ have been
reconstructed with a±1 (1260)→ π∓π±π±. The other sub-
decay modes with a±1 (1260) → π±π0π0 could be used to
enhance statistics, however these are ignored as they have
low reconstruction eﬃciency and large background. From
a time-dependent CP analysis one extracts an eﬀective an-
gle φeﬀ2 which, in analogy with the approaches described
above, is an approximate measure of the angle φ2. Details
on this approach for the decays B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓ are
discussed by Gronau and Zupan (2006). Applying ﬂavor
SU(3) symmetry one can determine an upper bound on
Δφ2 = |φ2−φeﬀ2 | by relating the B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓ decay
rates with those of the ΔS = 1 transitions involving the
same SU(3) multiplet of a1(1260), B → a1(1260)K and
B → K1Aπ. The K1A meson is a nearly equal admixture
of the K1(1270) and K1(1400) resonances (Amsler et al.,
2008). The rates of B → K1Aπ decays can be derived from
the decay rates of B → K1(1270)π and B → K1(1400)π.
Motivated by the B → a1π study BABAR performed
a search for the related decay B → a±1 ρ∓ using a data
sample of 100 fb−1, but were unable to establish the pres-
ence of a signiﬁcant signal (Aubert, 2006as). Future exper-
iments may have suﬃcient data to isolate a clean sample
of a±1 ρ
∓ and augment the list of channels used in the de-
termination of φ2.
17.7.1.4 SU(3) constraints on φ2 using B0 → ρ+ρ− and
B+ → K∗0ρ+ decays
A way to constrain penguin contributions to B0 → ρ+ρ−
decays using SU(3) ﬂavor symmetry was proposed by Be-
neke, Gronau, Rohrer, and Spranger (2006), and is re-
ferred to here as the BGRS method. The amplitude of
this decay has SM contributions from both tree and pen-
guin topologies, so may be written as
A(B0 → ρ+ρ−) = Teiφ3 + PeiδPT , (17.7.8)
where T and P are the magnitudes of the tree and pen-
guin contributions to the decay, φ3 is the Unitarity Trian-
gle angle introduced in Chapter 16, and δPT is the strong
phase diﬀerence between the tree and penguin contribu-
tions. Interference between the amplitudes in Eq. (17.7.8)
and those responsible for B0 − B0 mixing results in the
time-dependent asymmetry of this decay being sensitive
to φ2 as discussed above. The SU(3) related decay B+ →
K∗0ρ+ only proceeds via a penguin transition, so one can
use knowledge of the branching fraction and longitudinal
polarization fraction of this decay to constrain the cor-
responding penguin contribution in ρ+ρ− up to SU(3)
breaking corrections.78
78 As the fraction of longitudinally polarized events is near
one it is possible to neglect information contained in the CP
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In practice in order to constrain φ2 using this approach
one needs to have seven experimental inputs in total: the
branching fractions and fraction of longitudinally polar-
ized events for the two decays, as well as S and C mea-
sured for ρ+ρ−, and ﬁnally the value of φ1 obtained from
b→ ccs transitions (see Section 17.6). These experimental
inputs can be used to constrain the three unknowns: φ2,
δPT , and rPT = |P/T | using
C =
2rPT sin δPT sin(φ1 + φ2)
1− 2rPT cos δPT cos(φ1 + φ2) + r2PT
, (17.7.9)
S =
sin 2φ2 + 2rPT cos δPT sin(φ1 − φ2)− r2PT sin 2φ1
1− 2rPT cos δPT cos(φ1 + φ2) + r2PT
,
(17.7.10)
and( |Vcd|fρ
|Vcs|fK∗
)2
ΓL(B+ → K∗0ρ+)
ΓL(B0 → ρ+ρ−) (17.7.11)
=
Fr2PT
1− 2rPT cos δPT cos(φ1 + φ2) + r2PT
,
where the coeﬃcient F is not equal to one in case of
SU(3) breaking, and fρ (fK∗) is the ρ (K∗) decay con-
stant. The factor F is estimated to be 0.9± 0.6 (Beneke,
Gronau, Rohrer, and Spranger, 2006). In fact it turns
out that SU(3) breaking has little eﬀect on the overall
constraint obtained for φ2, and one can obtain a pre-
cision comparable to the isospin analysis approach even
with 100% SU(3) breaking uncertainty. The decay widths
ΓL in Eq. (17.7.11) can be replaced by the corresponding
branching fractions multiplied by the ratio of B0 to B±
lifetimes. This approach provides a stringent constraint
on φ2 that can be used as a cross-check of the traditional
SU(2) isospin analysis. Results of using this approach can
be found in Section 17.7.6, but given that the same in-
puts are used for this approach and the isospin analysis
(Section 17.7.7), one should take care not to combine the
results obtained from the two methods when computing a
global average for φ2.
17.7.2 Event reconstruction
The reconstruction of the charmless B decays and event
selection follows a similar sequence in both BABAR and
Belle. First, a sample of charged tracks and photons is
selected. Typically, charged tracks are required to origi-
nate from the interaction region and to be identiﬁed as
pions (Chapter 5). In most of the cases an electron veto
is applied. After an initial π0 selection based on two-
photon candidates, the π0 candidates are kinematically
constrained to the nominal π0 mass. Tracks and π0 can-
didates are combined to produce composite candidates
(e.g. ρ, a1(1260)), and ﬁnally, signal B candidates are
admixture of the transverse polarization without signiﬁcantly
aﬀecting the overall precision on the constraint obtained for φ2
given the data samples available at the B Factories.
formed. The beam energy substituted mass mES and the
energy diﬀerence ΔE are calculated for these candidates
(see Chapter 7).
For time-dependent CP analyses, the ﬂavor of the B
candidates is determined using a ﬂavor-tagging algorithm
(Chapter 8) and the proper time diﬀerence Δt between
the signal B and the accompanying B meson (Btag), is
measured (Chapter 6). Finally, the signal yields and other
decay properties (polarization, CP asymmetries) are de-
termined in a multi-variate maximum likelihood ﬁt.
The continuum process e+e− → qq (q = u, d, s, c) is
the main source of background for the charmless B decays.
In order to suppress this background, charmless analyses
employ multi-variate discriminants based on event topol-
ogy, which tends to be isotropic for BB events and jet-like
for qq events. A detailed description of these methods is
given in Chapter 9.
Additional discrimination against the continuum back-
ground is provided by the output of the B-ﬂavor tagging
algorithms (Chapter 8). In Belle, the tag parameter r
ranges from 0 to 1 and is a measure of the likelihood that
the b ﬂavor of the accompanying B meson is correctly as-
signed by the Belle ﬂavor-tagging algorithm. Events with
high values of r are well-tagged and are less likely to orig-
inate from continuum production. It is found that there
is no strong correlation between r and any of the topo-
logical variables used above to separate signal from con-
tinuum. In BABAR, the background discrimination power
arises from the diﬀerence between the tag eﬃciencies for
signal and continuum background in seven tag categories
(ctag = 1 . . . 7) which is manifest in terms of a diﬀerent
signal purity in each tag category (Section 9.5.3).
After the signal candidates are identiﬁed, the proper
time diﬀerence Δt between the signal B and Btag can be
determined from the spatial separation between their de-
cay vertices. The Btag vertex is reconstructed from the
remaining charged tracks in the event and its uncertainty
dominates the Δt resolution σΔt. The typical proper time
resolution is 〈σΔt〉 ≈ 0.7 ps. The distribution of the proper
times provides further discrimination against the contin-
uum backgrounds, which are characterized by smaller val-
ues of |Δt| (Section 9.5.3). The parameters of the proper-
time distributions for signal modes, as well as the tagging
eﬃciencies and mistag fractions, are obtained in dedicated
ﬁts to events with identiﬁed exclusive B decays as dis-
cussed in Section 10.6.
17.7.3 B → ππ and B → ρρ
An isospin analysis needs as ingredients the measurements
of branching fractions, given in Section 17.4, and CP vio-
lation parameters, described in this section.
17.7.3.1 B0 → π+π−
The B Factories started performing time-dependent anal-
yses of B0 → π+π− early in their lifetime, and these re-
sults were updated on a number of occasions. The follow-
ing describes only the most recent publications by BABAR
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(Lees, 2013b) and Belle (Adachi, 2013), which use data
samples of 467×106 and 772×106 BB pairs, respectively.
The candidates for the CP -eigenstate decay B0 →
π+π− are constructed from two oppositely charged tracks
originating from a common vertex. A good quality of the
vertex ﬁt is required (Chapter 6). The mES and ΔE re-
quirements are loose relative to the signal resolution (mES
> 5.24 GeV/c2 and −0.2 GeV < ΔE < 0.15 GeV at Belle,
and mES > 5.2 GeV/c2 and |ΔE| < 0.15 GeV at BABAR),
leaving sidebands for accurate determination of the back-
ground level.
The dominant background for this decay mode is
continuum. To discriminate between signal and contin-
uum background, multivariate discriminants composed of
event-shape variables are used. The deﬁnitions of these
variables appear in Chapter 9. Belle applies a loose re-
quirement | cos θT | < 0.9, rejecting 50% of the con-
tinuum background while keeping 90% of the signal
events, and uses a Fisher discriminant FBB¯ composed of
cos θT, cos θB, cos θT,B,
∑
p∗t and moments L0 and L2.
BABAR requires | cos θS | < 0.91 and R2 < 0.7, rejecting
65% of the continuum background while keeping 90% of
the signal events, and then constructs a Fisher discrimi-
nant from the L0 and L2 moments.
The selected samples contain not only B0 → π+π−
signal events but also B → K±π∓, qq, and background
from higher multiplicity B decays. The signal and back-
ground yields and the CP parameters are determined from
unbinned extended maximum likelihood ﬁts.
The Belle ﬁt is performed using the variables ΔE,mES,
L(π±), FBB¯ , the Btag ﬂavor q (q = +1 for Btag = B0 and
q = −1 for Btag = B0) and Δt, where L(π±) are the
identiﬁcation likelihoods for each of the pions from the
ππ candidate. BABAR uses the ﬁt variables ΔE, mES, and
Fisher discriminant composed of L0 and L2, the DIRC
Cherenkov angles and dE/dx values for each track, q and
Δt. The decay rate as a function of Δt of the signal events
is described by
Fq(Δt) =
1
4τB0
e−|Δt|/τB0 · (1 −qC cosΔmdΔt
+qS sinΔmdΔt),(17.7.12)
up to vertex position resolution and ﬂavor mistag eﬀects,
which are included in the ﬁt p.d.f.s.79 The Δt p.d.f.s for
all other event types in the sample are CP conserving.
The two collaborations use diﬀerent methods for pre-
senting the event distributions and ﬁt functions. Belle ap-
plies cuts on discriminating variables and plots the distri-
butions of signal and background of the remaining events,
while BABAR uses sPlots (Section 11.2.3). As an exam-
ple, Fig. 17.7.3 shows the ΔE distributions of the BABAR
data overlaid with components of the ﬁt functions. The
Δt distributions and time-dependent CP asymmetries are
shown in Fig. 17.7.4 for the Belle results.
79 Note the similarity with Eq. (10.2.2), the sign diﬀerences
resulting from the fact that the CP eigenvalue of the decay is
opposite that of B0 → J/ψK0S.
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Figure 17.7.3. sPlots of ΔE for the BABAR B → π+π− anal-
ysis, showing the data distributions (data points with errors)
and overlaid ﬁt functions (curves) for the π+π− (top) and
background K+π− (bottom) components, from Lees (2013b).
Schematically, the sPlots use the information mainly from
mES and the Fisher discriminant to separate the hh (both
π+π− and Kπ) signal from the continuum background and the
information from the Cherenkov angles to separate the π+π−
signal from the Kπ signal.
The ﬁt to the Belle data yields 2964± 88 B0 → π+π−
events, 9205±124 B0 → K±π∓ events, and 23±35 B0 →
K+K− events. In both analyses, most of the selected can-
didates (almost 98%) are from continuum background.
The BABAR ﬁt ﬁnds 1394 ± 54 π+π− events, 5410 ± 90
K±π∓ events, and 7 ± 17 K+K− events. The CP viola-
tion parameters obtained by Belle are
S = −0.64± 0.08± 0.03,
C = −0.33± 0.06± 0.03, (17.7.13)
and those obtained by BABAR are
S = −0.68± 0.10± 0.03,
C = −0.25± 0.08± 0.02, (17.7.14)
where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the second is sys-
tematic.
The systematic uncertainties account for a variety of
systematic eﬀects. These include biases in Δt due to de-
tector misalignment and beam proﬁle; uncertainties on
parameters that are ﬁxed in the ﬁt; uncertainties on the
parameterization of the detector Δt resolution function
(main one for S), particle-identiﬁcation performance, and
ﬂavor tagging performance and CP violation in the Btag
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Figure 17.7.4. Background subtracted time-dependent ﬁt re-
sult for B0 (B0)→ π+ π−. The top plot shows the time-
dependent decay rate for each Btag ﬂavor q, where q = +1(−1)
refers to a B0 (B0) tag. The bottom plot shows the asym-
metry between the plots above, (NB0 − NB0)/(NB0 + NB0).
NB0(NB0) is the measured signal yield in each bin of Δt for
B0 (B0) tagged events, from (Adachi, 2013).
decay (main one for C). Since S and C are extracted from
an asymmetry, the procedure is insensitive to many eﬀects
and the systematic uncertainties are quite small.
Historically there was indication of some level of dis-
agreement between the two experiments on the measure-
ments of S and C in this decay mode. While this diﬀerence
was never large enough to claim a signiﬁcant discrepancy
between the results, the evolution of the parameters from
one conference season to the next remained of wide in-
terest to the community. Over time these measurements
slowly regressed toward a common mean, and as one can
see from the results presented here − results from the two
experiments agree with each other within uncertainties.
The B Factory average of these results is
S = −0.66± 0.07,
C = −0.30± 0.05, (17.7.15)
where the resulting correlation between S and C for the
average is −8.1%.
17.7.3.2 B0 → ρ+ρ−
The B0 → ρ+ρ− candidates are reconstructed by com-
bining pairs of oppositely charged ρ mesons, which in
turn are selected using π± candidates and π0 candidates.
As the ρ meson is a wide resonance, when reconstruct-
ing the signal ﬁnal state some events contain multiple re-
constructed B candidates. Most of these candidates arise
from combinations of fake π0 mesons with tracks from
the signal side. In such events the B candidate with the
smallest sum
∑
π01,2
(mγγ − m0π)2 is selected. Other in-
correctly reconstructed B candidates appear from events
with mis-reconstructed π± tracks. These events contain
mis-reconstructed vertices and may bias time-dependent
CP measurements if not accounted for appropriately. The
fraction of signal decays in data samples selected for the
time-dependent measurements of BABAR and Belle that
have at least one π± track incorrectly identiﬁed but pass
all selection criteria is 13.8% and 6.5%, respectively. Sig-
nal decays that have at least one π meson incorrectly iden-
tiﬁed are referred to as mis-reconstructed signal. The two
types of mis-reconstructed signals described above, where
the fake pion is either neutral or charged, are dealt with
separately.
Similarly to other charmless B decays the dominant
background for the B0 → ρ+ρ− channel originates from
e+e− → qq (q = u, d, s, c) continuum events. The proce-
dures adopted for background suppression are described
brieﬂy in the following paragraphs.
The Belle analysis uses a Fisher discriminant formed
from modiﬁed Fox-Wolfram moments and θB , the polar
angle in the CM frame between the B direction and the
beam axis. These two variables are combined into a signal
to background likelihood ratio, R. The p.d.f.s for signal
and qq components are obtained from MC simulation and
the data mES sideband, respectively, and used to ﬁt the
selected B → ρ+ρ− candidates.
In the BABAR analysis qq background is reduced by re-
quiring | cos θT | < 0.8, where θT is the angle between the
thrust axis of the candidate and that of the remaining de-
tected particles in the event. Further signal to background
separation is performed by using a multi-layer perceptron
(neural network, NN, see Chapter 4), which is trained
and validated using oﬀ-resonance data (background) and
MC simulated events (signal). Eight topological variables,
see Aubert (2007b), are included into this neural network,
and the output is transformed by a 1 : 1 mapping that
broadens the peaking contribution for the signal target
type (NN ∼ 1) to facilitate p.d.f. parameterization so that
the neural network output can be used in a maximum like-
lihood ﬁt to data.
The following components are distinguished in both
Belle and BABAR analyses: signal and ρππ non-resonant
decays, signal events with a mis-reconstructed π0, sig-
nal events with a mis-reconstructed π±, continuum back-
ground (qq¯), charm B background (b→ c), and charmless
(b→ u) background. The ﬁtted yield for the non-resonant
4π component was found to be consistent with zero by
both experiments. The (b→ u) background is dominated
by B → (ρπ, a1π, a1ρ, ρ±ρ0) decays.
The latest BABAR analysis is based on a data sam-
ple of 383.6 million BB pairs (Aubert, 2007b) and su-
persedes two previous BABAR analyses (Aubert, 2004ag,
2005j). The signal yield, longitudinal polarization frac-
tion fL, and CP asymmetry parameters C and S are ob-
tained simultaneously from an unbinned extended ML ﬁt
to 37424 events. The background discriminating variables
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are mES, ΔE, Δt, mπ±π0 , cos θ±, and NN. Part of the
b → u background has distributions similar to the signal
for one or more of the discriminating variables. There-
fore, even if it is smaller than the b→ c background, it is
important to account for it correctly. A total of 165 dif-
ferent possible background contributions are considered
for the b → u background. However, only components
where more than one event is expected to contribute to
the selected data sample are modeled individually. Those
modes where less than one event is expected are collected
together and modeled using an inclusive component (split
into neutral and charged contributions). As a result the
BABAR analysis incorporates 22 components for diﬀerent
background types explicitly, whose yields are ﬁxed to ex-
pectations, except for the non-resonant ρππ ﬁnal state
yield left free in the ﬁt as a secondary signal. The ﬁt results
are Nρρ = 729± 60+94−102 events, fL = 0.992± 0.024+0.026−0.013,
C = 0.01 ± 0.15 ± 0.06, and S = −0.17 ± 0.20+0.05−0.06. Dis-
tributions of mES, ΔE, cos θ±, and mπ±π0 , for the high-
est purity tagged events are shown in Fig. 17.7.5. The
Δt distribution for B0 and B0 tagged events and the
time-dependent decay-rate asymmetry are presented in
Fig. 17.7.6.
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Figure 17.7.5. (a) mES, (b) ΔE, (c) cosine of the ρ helicity
angle, and (d) mπ±π0 for the highest purity tagged B → ρ+ρ−
events. For the plots (b), (c) and (d), mES is required to be
larger than 5.27 GeV/c2. The dashed lines are the sum of back-
grounds and the solid lines are the total p.d.f. (from Aubert
(2007b)).
Measurements of the polarization fraction and the frac-
tion of ρππ non-resonant events were performed by Belle
in (Somov, 2006) and found to be 0.941+0.034−0.040± 0.030 and
(6.3± 6.7)%, respectively. The latest Belle measurements
of the CP asymmetry parameters are based on a data sam-
ple of 535 million BB pairs (Somov, 2007). The analysis is
organized into two steps. During the ﬁrst step the yields
of signal and background components are obtained us-
ing an unbinned extended ML ﬁt to the three-dimensional
(mES, ΔE, R) distribution. A total of 176843 events are
selected for the analysis. The ﬁt yields Nρρ+ρππ = 576 ±
53 events. During the second step the CP asymmetry
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Figure 17.7.6. The Δt distributions of events enriched in sig-
nal for (a) B0 and (b) B0 tagged B → ρ+ρ− events. The solid
lines are the sum of signal and backgrounds and the dashed
lines are the sum of backgrounds. The time-dependent CP
asymmetry is presented in (c). (As there is no entry in the
second bin from the left in (b), the corresponding point is at
1 in (c).) The curve corresponds to the measured asymmetry
(from Aubert (2007b)).
parameters S and C are determined from a ﬁt to the
Δt distributions. The signal region used for the Δt ﬁt is
5.27 GeV/c2 < mES < 5.29 GeV/c2, −0.12 GeV < ΔE <
0.08 GeV, and R > 0.15, a soft requirement, which elim-
inates the background dominated events. The fractions
of mis-reconstructed signal events are ﬁxed to the expec-
tation from MC simulation, the fraction of non-resonant
B → ρππ decays is ﬁxed from the result obtained in So-
mov (2006), and the fractions of correctly reconstructed
signal, b → c background, qq background and b → u
background are normalized to the event fractions obtained
from the (mES, ΔE, R) ﬁt and are ﬁxed in the Δt ﬁt. The
event fractions and Δt p.d.f.s depend on the ﬂavor tag cat-
egory assigned to an event. A ﬁt to the 18016 events in the
(mES, ΔE, R) signal region gives C = −0.16±0.21±0.08
and S = 0.19± 0.30± 0.08.
The B Factory combined values for fL, C and S are
S = −0.05± 0.17,
C = −0.06± 0.13,
fL = 0.978± 0.023, (17.7.16)
where the correlation between S and C is small. The mea-
sured B0 → ρ+ρ− branching fraction is given in Sec-
tion 17.4.
17.7.3.3 B0 → ρ0ρ0
The analyses reported here are based on the full data
sample of both experiments, containing respectively 465×
106 BB pairs recorded with the BABAR detector (Aubert,
2008r) and 772 × 106 BB pairs collected with the Belle
detector (Adachi, 2014). Two other analyses on a par-
tial data sample were also published by BABAR (Aubert,
2007h) and Belle (Chiang, 2008).
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B0 meson candidates are reconstructed from two
ρ0 candidates, each reconstructed from two oppositely
charged pions. The analyses use six kinematic variables
to reconstruct the signal: mES, ΔE, the invariant π+π−
masses m(π+π−)1,2, and the helicity angles θ1,2, deﬁned
as the angles between the π+ and the B ﬂight direction
in each ρ0 rest frame. The BABAR analysis applies the fol-
lowing kinematic selection: 5.245 < mES < 5.290 GeV/c2,
|ΔE| < 85 MeV, 0.55 < m(π+π−)1,2 < 1.05 GeV/c2,
and | cos θ1,2| < 0.98. The Belle analysis requires that
the invariant π+π− masses lie within the signal window
m(π+π−)1,2 ∈ [0.52, 1.15] GeV/c2, |ΔE| < 0.1 GeV, and
mES > 5.27 GeV/c2. In both cases, the π+π− mass win-
dow is chosen to accept ρ0 → π+π−, f0(980) → π+π−,
and non-resonant modes, and to exclude K0S → π+π− and
charm meson decays such as D0 → π+π−. Furthermore,
to remove the peaking backgrounds from the D+ (espe-
cially D+ → K−π+π+), D+s , D0, J/ψ , and K0S decays,
corresponding mass vetoes are applied to any combina-
tions of the two or three ﬁnal state particles. To remove
events from the decay J/ψ → μ+μ−, the muon mass hy-
pothesis is assigned to the selected pion candidates and
the mass veto is applied.
To distinguish BB events from the dominant jet-like
continuum background BABAR uses a neural network-based
discriminant, NN, which combines the same eight topolog-
ical variables used in the B0 → ρ+ρ− analysis, while Belle
uses a Fisher discriminant, F , constructed from seven vari-
ables (Chapter 4). These discriminants are used as inputs
to the ML ﬁts described below. In addition Belle places a
loose requirement on F , which removes about 60% of the
continuum background and 10% of the signal.
The B meson can decay to ρ0ρ0 via two polarizations,
longitudinal or transverse. These polarizations have dif-
ferent angular distributions and therefore, as described in
Section 12.3, signiﬁcantly diﬀerent kinematics and aver-
age multiplicities of reconstructed candidates per event.
For simulated signal events Belle (BABAR) ﬁnds 1.17 and
1.03 (1.15 and 1.03) B candidates per event for the longi-
tudinal and transverse polarization, respectively. In case
of multiple B candidates, the one whose mES is closest to
the nominal B mass is chosen for Belle, and the one that
has the smallest χ2 for the four-pion vertex is selected for
BABAR. The reconstruction eﬃciency for the signal is cal-
culated from MC to be 21.1% (26.5%) for Belle and 22.3%
(26.1%) for BABAR for the longitudinal (transverse) polar-
ization.
The branching ratio, B(B0 → ρ0ρ0), as well as the frac-
tion of longitudinal polarization, fL, are extracted in Belle
from an unbinned extended ML ﬁt, using six discriminat-
ing variables (ΔE, m(π+π−)1, m(π+π−)2, cos θ1, cos θ2,
F), where θ1,2 allows one to measure the polarization ac-
cording to Eq. (12.2.5). In BABAR the extended ML ﬁt is
used to extract not only B(B0 → ρ0ρ0) and fL, but also
the coeﬃcients of the time-dependent CP asymmetry for
the longitudinal signal, Cρ
0ρ0
L and S
ρ0ρ0
L . Hence it uses ten
variables: mES, ΔE, m(π+π−)1, m(π+π−)2, cos θ1, cos θ2,
NN, ctag, Δt, and σΔt, where the tagging category ctag of
the B-ﬂavor tagging algorithm, introduced in Chapter 8,
provides additional background discrimination power, and
Δt and its error σΔt are added in order to include the
time-dependent information.
Four categories of signal are distinguished in the ﬁts:
the longitudinally and transversely polarized signals and
their respective mis-reconstructed components.80 The frac-
tions of the mis-reconstructed signal are ﬁxed according
to MC expectations. Several kinds of background, includ-
ing a variety of four pion ﬁnal states, have to be dealt
with. While ΔE and mES are powerful in discriminat-
ing B decays into four charged pions from other decays,
m(π+π−) helps to distinguish signal from non-resonant
ﬁnal states with four charged pions. Belle considers 17
diﬀerent event types in its ﬁt. In addition to the four sig-
nal types, these are continuum, neutral or charged B’s
decaying into charm or charmless ﬁnal states and eight
peaking background modes (a±1 (1260)π
∓, a±2 π
∓, b±1 π
∓,
ρ0π+π−, non-resonant 4π±, ρ0f0, f0f0 and f0π+π−). The
branching fraction of B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓ is ﬁxed to the
published value (33.2±3.0±3.8)×10−6 (Aubert, 2006aj)
and the ones of B0 → a±2 π∓ and B0 → b±1 π∓ to val-
ues based on measured upper limits and theoretical ex-
pectation. All other branching fractions, yields, and the
continuum shape are allowed to vary in the ﬁt. In the
ﬁt from BABAR, the following background categories are
considered: continuum, B decays into ﬁnal states con-
taining at least one charm meson, B decays into charm-
less ﬁnal states, ρ0f0, f0f0, ρ0π+π−, non-resonant 4π±,
a±1 (1260)π
∓, ρ0K∗0, and f0K∗0. All yields are allowed
to vary in the ﬁt, except the last two which are ﬁxed to
the expected values. Belle and BABAR use slightly diﬀer-
ent sets of decay modes considered in the ﬁt. The modes
which are diﬀerent have quite small contributions to the
ﬁnal sample.
The p.d.f.s are obtained from MC for all B decay com-
ponents. For the mES, ΔE, and F or NN p.d.f.s, pos-
sible diﬀerences between real data and the MC model-
ing are calibrated using a large control sample of B0 →
D−(K+π−π−)π+ decays. To obtain the continuum p.d.f.,
Belle uses oﬀ-resonance data and BABAR on-resonance side-
band data (mES < 5.27GeV/c2), with parameters of most
p.d.f.s left free in the ﬁnal ﬁt. When possible, the p.d.f.
for each component is taken to be the product of analyt-
ical one-dimensional functions, but correlations as small
as 2% between the ﬁt variables are also accounted for us-
ing diﬀerent techniques such as multidimensional p.d.f.s
or diﬀerent p.d.f.s for diﬀerent slices of another discrimi-
nating variable. For example in Belle, since the shape of
F depends on the ﬂavor tagging quality r, it is described
in seven bins of the variable r.
Figure 17.7.7 shows the projections of the ﬁt results
onto mES and mπ+π− (where the peaks of the ρ0 and f0
can be seen). Table 17.7.1 summarizes the measurements
of the branching fraction, fL, and the time-dependent
asymmetries for B0 → ρ0ρ0. The results obtained by the
two experiments are in agreement with each other. This
80 At least one track from the signal decay is replaced by one
from the accompanying tag B meson in the event for a signal
event to be mis-reconstructed.
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mode is seen with a signiﬁcance of 3.1 σ by BABAR and
3.4 σ by Belle, taking into account systematic uncertain-
ties.
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Figure 17.7.7. Projections of the multidimensional ﬁt of the
BABAR ρ0ρ0 analysis (Aubert, 2008r) onto the (a) mES, and
(b) di-pion invariant mass (combining the m(ππ)1 and m(ππ)2
distributions), after a requirement on the signal-to-background
probability ratio calculated using all discriminating variables
excluding the one plotted, which enhances the fraction of signal
events in the sample. This selection has 40% (60%) eﬃciency
for signal for the mES (mππ) projection. The data points are
overlaid by the full p.d.f. projection (solid black line). Also
shown are the B0 → ρ0ρ0 p.d.f. component (dotted line) and
the sum of all other p.d.f.s (dashed line).
Table 17.7.1. Branching fraction, fraction of longitudinal
polarization, branching fraction to the longitudinal polarized
state, and coeﬃcients of the time-dependent CP asymmetry in
B0 → ρ0ρ0.
BABAR Belle
(Aubert, 2008r) (Adachi, 2014)
Bρ0ρ0 [10−6] 0.92± 0.32± 0.14 1.02± 0.30± 0.15
fρ
0ρ0
L 0.75
+0.11
−0.14 ± 0.05 0.21+0.18−0.22 ± 0.15
BLρ0ρ0 [10−6] 0.69± 0.25± 0.11 0.2± 0.2± 0.1
Sρ
0ρ0
L 0.3± 0.7± 0.2
Cρ
0ρ0
L 0.2± 0.8± 0.3
The branching fraction of longitudinally polarizedB0 →
ρ0ρ0 is an input to the isospin analysis in B → ρρ. As
pointed out in Section 17.7.1.1, the small branching frac-
tion B(B0 → ρ0ρ0) ≈ 10−6 in comparison with the rela-
tively large branching fraction B(B0 → ρ+ρ−) = (24.2+3.1−3.2)
×10−6 signiﬁcantly constrains the penguin uncertainty.
The results of the constraint on φ2 are presented in Sec-
tion 17.7.7. The time-dependent analysis performed by
BABAR is a proof of principle of this technique which, with
signiﬁcantly larger data sets, would help determine φ2
with high precision. The eﬀect of using the measured val-
ues of S and C from the BABAR analysis in the ρρ isospin
analysis is evident as the shoulder above φ2 = α ∼ 100◦
in Fig. 17.7.12. With larger statistics this input will help
to resolve some of the discrete ambiguities inherent in the
determination of φ2 using an isospin analysis.
17.7.4 B0 → (ρπ)0
The decays B → ρπ are similar to B → ππ and B → ρρ in
that they are also dominated by the b→ u tree amplitude
and contain b→ d penguin pollution. The CP -violation in
the ρπ ﬁnal state is related to the Unitarity Triangle an-
gle φ2. The main complicating factor for measuring φ2 in
B → ρπ is that it is not a CP -eigenstate; one can still mea-
sure CP -violation in B0 → ρ±π∓ but it is more challeng-
ing than the case for B0 → π+π− decays. A measurement
of φ2 is possible in ρπ but instead of a triangular isospin
relationship between the amplitudes it is pentagonal, re-
quiring measurements of all of the rate and CP -violation
parameters of the decays B0 → ρ+π−, B0 → ρ−π+,
B0 → ρ0π0, B+ → ρ+π0, and B+ → ρ0π+. Early at-
tempts to constrain φ2 using these decays in an isospin
pentagon analysis were based on a quasi-two-body analy-
sis methodology, measuring decay rates and CP asymme-
try parameters sensitive to CP violating and CP conserv-
ing observables S, C, ΔS, ΔC and ACP (c.f. the B → a1π
time-dependent analysis discussed in Section 17.7.5). Due
to the number of parameters involved, extracting φ2 from
ρπ via the pentagon relationship yields poor results with
many discrete ambiguities.
However, the B0 → ρ+π−, B0 → ρ−π+, and B0 →
ρ0π0 all decay to the same ﬁnal state, π+π−π0 and there
are regions in the 3-body phase space where there is in-
terference between decay amplitudes. Because of this in-
terference, it is possible to perform an amplitude analysis
of the Dalitz plot to extract the complex decay ampli-
tudes. Snyder and Quinn (1993) pointed out that there
are enough observables in a full time- and tag-dependent
amplitude analysis of the B0 → π+π−π0 Dalitz plot to
simultaneously extract the tree and penguin amplitudes
along with the weak phase, φ2.
The time-dependent rate forB0 (B0) decays, |A+3π(Δt)|2
(|A−3π(Δt)|2), is given by:
|A±3π(Δt)|2 =
e−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
[
|A3π|2 + |A3π|2 ∓(|A3π|2 − |A3π|2) cos(ΔmdΔt)
± 2Im
[
q
p
A3πA
∗
3π
]
sin(ΔmdΔt)
]
.(17.7.17)
The B0 → π+π−π0 Dalitz plot is dominated by the
ρ resonances; it was checked that other contributions
(f0(980), non-resonant, etc.) can safely be neglected at
the size of the current data samples. The amplitudes can
be written as a sum of terms:
A3π = f+A+ + f−A− + f0A0 , (17.7.18)
A3π = f+A+ + f−A− + f0A0 , (17.7.19)
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where the fκ are the Dalitz-plot position-dependent ρ line-
shapes and the A+,−,0 are Dalitz-plot independent com-
plex amplitudes for the ρ+π−, ρ−π+, and ρ0π0 ﬁnal states
respectively, which contain information on the strong and
weak phases. They are indeed related to φ2 through an
isospin relation:
e2iφ2 =
A+ +A− + 2A0
A+ +A− + 2A0
. (17.7.20)
Inserting the amplitudes of Eqs (17.7.18) and (17.7.19)
and assuming no CP violation in B0−B0 mixing (|q/p| =
1), one obtains the following for the terms appearing in
Eq. (17.7.17)
|A3π|2 ± |A3π|2 =
∑
κ∈{+,−,0}
|fκ|2U±κ +∑
κ<σ∈{+,−,0}
2
(
Re [fκf∗σ ]U
±,Re
κσ − Im [fκf∗σ ]U±,Imκσ
)
,
Im
(
q
p
A3πA
∗
3π
)
=
∑
κ∈{+,−,0}
|fκ|2Iκ +
∑
κ<σ∈{+,−,0}
(
Re [fκf∗σ ] I
Im
κσ + Im [fκf
∗
σ ] I
Re
κσ
)
,
(17.7.21)
where the coeﬃcients of the bi-linear terms (“the U ’s and
I’s”) are related to the amplitudes by:
U±κ = |Aκ|2 ± |Aκ|2 ,
U±,Reκσ = Re
[
AκAσ∗ ±AκAσ∗] ,
U±,Imκσ = Im
[
AκAσ∗ ±AκAσ∗] ,
Iκ = Im
[
AκAκ∗
]
,
IReκσ = Re
[
AκAσ∗ −AσAκ∗] ,
IImκσ = Im
[
AκAσ∗ +AσAκ∗
]
. (17.7.22)
The above coeﬃcients are used as the ﬁt parameters in
the time-dependent maximum likelihood ﬁt to the B0 →
π+π−π0 Dalitz plot. In order to extract the amplitude-
level information (e.g. the phase φ2) from the bi-linear
coeﬃcients, one can construct a χ2 quantity using the 27
measured U ’s and I’s and the full correlation matrix and
minimize it to ﬁnd the 12 best ﬁt amplitude parameters.
Both BABAR (Lees, 2013c) and Belle (Kusaka, 2008)
have performed the time-dependent analysis to the B0 →
π+π−π0 Dalitz plot using the above method. The result-
ing values, including correlation matrices, for the bi-linear
coeﬃcients can be found in the references. The resulting
φ2 contour, with systematic uncertainties taken into ac-
count, is shown in Figure 17.7.13 where one can see that
the individual measurements are not able to constrain φ2
signiﬁcantly. The combined power of the B Factory re-
sults is suﬃcient to start providing important information
in terms of our knowledge on φ2. Solutions appear with
values of ∼ 50◦ and ∼ 120◦ that can be used to suppress
non-SM solutions when combined with the results from ππ
and ρρ isospin analyses. A discussion on the extraction of
φ2 using these decays can be found in (Lees, 2013c), where
BABAR conclude that while the the U and I parameters
(and derived quasi-two-body parameters) can be reliably
extracted from data, the 1−C.L. scan for φ2 is not robust
using the full BABAR data set.
A signiﬁcant increase in the available statistics for this
mode, which is expected from the next generation of Fla-
vor Factories, will result in the B0 → π+π−π0 time-de-
pendent Dalitz-plot analysis playing a more prominent
role in the determination of φ2. Given the available level of
precision it is not possible to make concrete predictions on
the possible sensitivity that one might be able to achieve
in the future as there are too many parameters that feed
into the determination of φ2, and many of these are only
weakly constrained by the current data.
17.7.5 B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓
The following describes analyses ofB0(B0)→ a+1 (1260)π−
and B0(B0) → a−1 (1260)π+ performed using the quasi-
two-body approximation (which is directly analogous to
the corresponding early analyses of B → ρπ decays). The
Δt distributions81 are given by (Gronau and Zupan, 2006)
F
a±1 π
∓
q (Δt) = (1±ACP )e
−|Δt|/τB0
4τB0
{
1− qΔw+
q · (1− 2w)
[
(S ±ΔS) sin(ΔmdΔt)−
(C ±ΔC) cos(ΔmdΔt)
]}
,
(17.7.23)
where q = +1(−1) when the tagging meson B0tag is a
B0(B0). The time- and ﬂavor-integrated charge asymme-
try ACP is the rate asymmetry between a+1 (1260)π
− and
a−1 (1260)π
+ ﬁnal states including contributions from both
B0 and B0 decays. The quantities S and C parameterize
mixing-induced CP violation related to the angle φ2, and
ﬂavor-dependent direct CP violation, respectively. The pa-
rameter ΔC describes the diﬀerence in B0 − B0 asym-
metries between the a+1 (1260)π
− and a−1 (1260)π
+ ﬁnal
states, while ΔS is related to the strong phase diﬀerence
between the amplitudes contributing toB0 → a±1 (1260)π∓
decays. The parameters ΔC and ΔS are insensitive to CP
violation. Deﬁning the CP -averaged rate into a ﬁnal state
f as B(f) = (B(B0 → f) + B(B0 → f))/2, the asymme-
try between the CP -averaged rates B(a+1 (1260)π−) and
B(a−1 (1260)π+) is ΔC +ACPC.
The following eﬀective value φeﬀ2 of the weak phase φ2
is obtained (Gronau and Zupan, 2006)
φeﬀ2 =
1
4
[
arcsin
(
S + ΔS√
1− (C + ΔC)2
)
+
81 Note that the form of the Δt distributions involves more
parameters than the example described in Eq. 10.2.2. The rea-
son for this is that the a±1 (1260)π
∓ ﬁnal state is not a CP
eigenstate.
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arcsin
(
S −ΔS√
1− (C −ΔC)2
)]
. (17.7.24)
A bound on |Δφ2| is derived (Gronau and Zupan, 2006)
from the CP asymmetry parameters and from the ratios
R0± and R
+
± of CP -averaged rates:
R0+ ≡
λ
2
f2a1B(K+1 π−)
f2K1B(a+1 π−)
, R0− ≡
λ
2
f2πB(a−1 K+)
f2KB(a−1 π+)
,
R++ ≡
λ
2
f2a1B(K01π+)
f2K1B(a+1 π−)
, R+− ≡
λ
2
f2πB(a+1 K0)
f2KB(a−1 π+)
.
(17.7.25)
The constant λ is |Vus|/|Vud| = |Vcd|/|Vcs| while fK , fπ,
fa1(1260), and fK1 are the decay constants ofK, π, a1(1260),
and K1 mesons, respectively. The branching fraction mea-
surements are described in detail in Section 17.4.5.5.
The a1(1260) → 3π decay proceeds mainly through
the intermediate states (ππ)ρπ and (ππ)σπ (Amsler et al.,
2008). Because of the limited number of signal events,
BABAR and Belle made no attempt to separate the con-
tributions of the dominant P -wave (ππ)ρ and the S-wave
(ππ)σ. The a1(1260) meson is reconstructed in its ρπ de-
cay. A systematic uncertainty is then estimated due to the
diﬀerence in the selection eﬃciency. The B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓
candidates are reconstructed by combining an a1(1260)
candidate and a charged pion.
Both experiments use the same selection strategy. As
for other charmless B decays studied at the B Factories,
for this decay mode the dominant background is contin-
uum. To suppress it, the angle θT between the thrust axis
of the B candidate and that of the rest of the tracks and
neutral clusters in the event, calculated in the CM frame
is used. To suppress further combinatorial background in
the modes containing an a1(1260) meson, it is required
that the absolute value of the cosine of the angle between
the direction of the π meson from a1(1260)→ ρπ with re-
spect to the ﬂight direction of the B in the a1(1260) meson
rest frame is less than 0.85. Peaking backgrounds from B
decays to ﬁnal states involving D+(→ K−π+π+,K0Sπ+),
D0(→ K−π+,K−π+π0), J/ψ (→ μ+μ−) andK0S(→ π+π−)
mesons are removed by applying the corresponding mass
vetoes.
The CP asymmetry parameters are measured at BABAR
using an unbinned extended ML ﬁt using the selected sam-
ple of B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓ with the input observables ΔE,
mES, a Fisher discriminant F (described in Chapter 9),
ma1(1260), a helicity angle H, and Δt (Aubert, 2007ae).
At Belle a two step procedure is used. Firstly the sig-
nal yield (thus the branching fraction measurement) in
a1(1260)π decay mode is obtained from an extended ML
ﬁt to the selected sample B → a±1 (1260)π∓ with the in-
put observables ΔE, ma1(1260), H, and F . The mES dis-
tribution is not included in the ﬁt, as it is used to select
the best B candidate in cases of multiple candidates per
event. After that a one-dimensional unbinned maximum
likelihood ﬁt is performed to the Δt distribution of events
in the signal region |ΔE| < 0.04 GeV, using the branch-
ing fraction measurement from the ﬁrst step to provide
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Figure 17.7.8. Signal enhanced projections of a) ΔE, b)
mES from the BABAR B → a1π analysis. Points represent on-
resonance data, dotted lines the sum of all backgrounds, and
solid lines the full ﬁt function. These plots are made with a
cut on the signal-to-continuum likelihood ratios excluding the
variable being plotted (from Aubert (2007ae)).
the event-dependent signal probability for each compo-
nent (Dalseno, 2012).
In both experiments the p.d.f.s for signal and BB back-
grounds are determined from MC distributions in each
observable. For the continuum background the functional
forms and initial parameter values of the p.d.f.s are estab-
lished with oﬀ-resonance data. The p.d.f. of the a1(1260)
meson invariant mass distribution of signal events is pa-
rameterized as a relativistic Breit-Wigner line-shape with
a mass-dependent width (Armstrong et al., 1990).
At BABAR, the maximum likelihood ﬁt to a sample of
29300 events results in a signal yield of 608± 53, of which
461±46 have their ﬂavor identiﬁed. Fig. 17.7.8 shows dis-
tributions of mES and ΔE, enhanced in signal content by
requirements on the signal-to-continuum likelihood ratios
using all discriminating variables other than the one plot-
ted.
With a data sample of 304× 106 BB pairs, the follow-
ing results for the CP asymmetries are obtained (Aubert,
2007ae)
S = 0.37± 0.21± 0.07,
C = −0.10± 0.15± 0.09,
ACP = −0.07± 0.07± 0.02, (17.7.26)
where the errors are statistical and systematic in nature,
respectively. For the CP conserving parameters one ob-
tains
ΔS = −0.14± 0.21± 0.06,
ΔC = 0.26± 0.15± 0.07. (17.7.27)
At Belle (Dalseno, 2012), the ﬁt to 83799 a±1 (1260)π
∓
candidates in the signal region results in
S = −0.51± 0.14± 0.08,
C = −0.01± 0.11± 0.09,
ACP = −0.06± 0.05± 0.07, (17.7.28)
and the CP conserving parameters obtained are
ΔS = −0.09± 0.14± 0.06,
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ΔC = 0.54± 0.11± 0.07. (17.7.29)
Figure 17.7.9 shows the Δt and CP asymmetry distribu-
tions obtained for the Belle analysis. From a likelihood
scan, the signiﬁcance of mixing-induced CP violation is
found by Belle to be 3.1σ including systematic uncertain-
ties. There is a discrepancy at the level of 3.2 σ between
the BABAR and Belle values of S, which requires more data
to resolve.
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Figure 17.7.9. Background subtracted time-dependent ﬁt re-
sults for B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓(Dalseno, 2012). (a) and (b) show
the Δt distributions for the B0tag ﬂavor q and the product of
the B0tag ﬂavor and a1 charge qc, respectively. The left plot
shows the eﬀect of ﬂavor-dependent CP violation while the
plot on the right shows the eﬀects of the CP conserving pa-
rameters. The solid blue and dashed red curves represent the
Δt distributions for q = +1 and q = −1, respectively. (c) and
(d) show the asymmetry of the plots immediately above them,
(NFit+ −NFit− )/(NFit+ +NFit− ), where NFit+ (NFit− ) is the measured
signal yield of positive (negative) quantities in bins of Δt. All
curves are the expected ones for the values in Eqs (17.7.28)
and (17.7.29).
The main contributions to the systematic error on the
signal parameters come from the p.d.f. parameterization,
uncertainty due to CP violation present in the BB back-
ground and uncertainty due to the interference between
B0 → a±1 (1260)π∓ and other 4π ﬁnal states.
φeﬀ2 can be determined from Eq. (17.7.24) up to a four-
fold discrete ambiguity in the range [0◦, 180◦]. This can
be reduced to a two-fold ambiguity with the assumption
that the relative strong phase of the tree amplitudes of
the B0 decays to a−1 (1260)π
+ and a+1 (1260)π
− is much
smaller than 90◦ (Gronau and Zupan, 2006), as predicted
by QCD factorization (Beneke and Neubert, 2003b). This
assumption is valid to leading order in 1/mb (Bauer and
Pirjol, 2004; Bauer, Pirjol, Rothstein, and Stewart, 2004).
Under this assumption, the two solutions at BABAR are
(78.6± 7.3)◦ and (11.4± 7.3)◦. At Belle the four obtained
solutions for φeﬀ2 are (−17.3±6.6±4.8)◦, (41.6±6.2±3.4)◦,
(48.4± 6.2± 3.4)◦, and (107.3± 6.6± 4.8)◦. Multiple so-
lutions appear in the ﬁts for reasons analogous to the ππ
and ρρ constraints on φ2. The ﬁrst of the two solutions
quoted for BABAR is compatible with the results of Stan-
dard Model based ﬁts to the Unitarity Triangle to be pre-
sented in Section 25.1. In Belle the solution most compat-
ible with the results of Standard Model based ﬁts is the
last quoted one.
In BABAR a MC technique is used to estimate a prob-
ability region for the bound on |Δφ2|. The CP -averaged
rates and CP asymmetry parameters used in estimating
the bounds are generated according to the experimental
distributions. The input values of branching fractions are
those presented in Section 17.4.5.5 while CP asymme-
try parameters are from this section (Eq. 17.7.26). For
the decay constants the following values are used: fπ =
(130.4 ± 0.2) MeV (Amsler et al., 2008), fK = (155.5 ±
0.9) MeV (Amsler et al., 2008), fa1 = (203 ± 18) MeV
(Cheng and Yang, 2007), and fK1 = 207 MeV (Bloch,
Kalinovsky, Roberts, and Schmidt, 1999). For fK1 an un-
certainty of 20 MeV is assumed. For the constant λ the
value 0.23 (Amsler et al., 2008) is used.
For each set of generated values, the bound on |Δφ2| is
evaluated. The limits on |Δφ2| are obtained by counting
the fraction of bounds within a given value and the results
are |Δφ2| < 11◦(13◦) at 68% (90%) probability (Aubert,
2010d). Combining the solution near 90◦, consistent with
the results of global CKM ﬁts, with the bound on |φ2−φeﬀ2 |
we measure the weak phase φ2 = (79± 7± 11)◦.
This solution is in agreement with the value of φ2 found
in the analyses of B → ππ, B → ρρ, and B → ρπ decays.
This measurement is currently limited by statistics and a
substantial improvement of its precision may come from a
future super ﬂavor factory.
17.7.6 SU(3) constraint using B0 → ρ+ρ−, and
B+ → K∗0ρ+
Table 17.7.2 summarizes the measurements of the time-
dependent asymmetries with their correlation coeﬃcient
ρS,C , branching fractions, and fL for the B Factory re-
sults on B0 → ρ+ρ− and B+ → K∗0ρ+. The eﬀect of cor-
related systematic uncertainties on the ratio of branching
fractions of these two decay channels is negligible. The
constraint obtained from the B Factory data on φ2 fol-
lowing the BGRS procedure outlined in Section 17.7.1.4
is shown in Figure 17.7.10. There are two overlapping so-
lutions consistent with the SM. These two solutions diﬀer
by the magnitude of δPT , where values of δPT ∼ 0 cor-
respond to the left of the two central peaks in the ﬁgure.
The determination of φ2 using this approach only weakly
constrains this phase diﬀerence given the data from the B
Factories, however QCD factorization calculations favor
a small phase diﬀerence and the solution with |δPT | ∼ 0
is preferred (Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, and Sachrajda,
1999, 2000, 2001). This favored solution is summarized in
Table 17.7.2 for the individual and combined B Factory
results where the requirement that |δPT | < 90◦ is im-
posed. While the BABAR data give a more precise value of
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φ2 with this method, the Belle data provide a more strin-
gent constraint on δPT than BABAR. This can be seen in
Figure 17.7.10 as the mirror solution at φ2 ∼ 5◦ is less
probable than the other possible solutions. The ratio of
penguin to tree amplitudes (see Section 17.7.1.4) obtained
from the data is rPT = 0.10± 0.04.
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Figure 17.7.10. The 1 − C.L. function obtained on φ2 = α
from the B Factories (solid blue) using B0 → ρ+ρ−, and B+ →
K∗0ρ+ decays and the BGRS method discussed in the text.
The constraints from BABAR (dashed black) and Belle (dotted
red) are also shown. The curves shown include solutions for all
possible values of δPT .
17.7.7 Summary
First we discuss the constraints on φ2 obtained by the
B Factories mode-by-mode and then on the ‘average’ of
the B → ππ/ρρ and the B → ρπ → 3π Dalitz results.
The mode B → a1(1260)π can play an important role in
constraining φ2; however, at the time of writing this book
the SU(3) constraint from B → a1(1260)π is typically not
included in global averages together with the SU(2) con-
straints, as it is believed that the former measurements
have to account for SU(3) breaking eﬀects which may not
be straight forward to compute, whereas the latter are
agreed to have small theoretical uncertainties. A ‘na¨ıve’
weighted average of the two sets of measurements is given
at the end. The SU(3) constraint from B0 → ρ+ρ− and
B+ → K∗0ρ+ discussed in Section 17.7.6 is completely
correlated with inputs for the isospin analysis and this re-
sult is used only as a cross check of the underlying theoret-
ical interpretation of S and C. The averaging procedure
adopted here is to combine the χ2(φ2) distributions ob-
tained from each individual constraint (B → ππ, π+π−π0
and ρρ), and from this determine the value of 1 − C.L.
as a function of φ2. The value of φ2 obtained near 90◦ is
reported as the SM value of this angle. The na¨ıve average
including B → a1(1260)π is simply the weighted average
obtained from the χ2(φ2) combination described in this
section with the result of the SU(3) constraint from Sec-
tion 17.7.5.
The constraint on φ2 obtained from B → ππ decays
from Belle and BABAR is shown in Figure 17.7.11. The
eight solutions corresponding to the eight-fold ambiguity
inherent in the isospin analysis are visible. The solution
near the zero value is suppressed by physical constraints
on possible magnitudes of penguin contributions within
the SM (Bona et al., 2007a). Furthermore one can exclude
allowed values around φ2 ∼ 40− 50◦ as can be seen from
the ﬁgure.
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Figure 17.7.11. The solid (blue) curve shows the 1 − C.L.
function obtained on φ2 = α from the B Factories using
the Gronau-London isospin analysis for B → ππ decays. The
dashed (black) curve shows the BABAR only constraint, the dot-
ted (red) curve shows the Belle only constraint. As discussed
in the text, the solutions near φ2 = 0 are unphysical and can
be removed by extending the isospin analysis.
The constraint on φ2 obtained from the BABAR and
Belle analyses of B → ρρ is shown in Figure 17.7.12.
One gets two values, one near zero and the other near
90◦. The underlying eight-fold ambiguity expected for the
isospin analysis is not visible, since the isospin triangles,
illustrated in Figure 17.7.2, are essentially ﬂat as a re-
sult of the equally large branching fractions of the ρ+ρ−
and ρ+ρ0 modes, and the small value of ρ0ρ0. The value
obtained for the solution consistent with the SM expec-
tation is φ2 = (89.9+5.4−5.6)
◦. The accurate value obtained
using isospin symmetry with ρρ decays is similar to that
attained using the BGRS SU(3) ﬂavor based approach dis-
cussed in Section 17.7.6. The individual BABAR and Belle
results are (92.7±6.3)◦ and (84.3+12.4−12.8)◦, respectively. The
better accuracy of BABAR with respect to Belle is partly
due to the time-dependent CP asymmetry measurement of
ρ0ρ0 ﬁnal state, the more accurate measurement of ρ+ρ−,
and partly due to the accuracy on the ρ±ρ0 branching
fraction from BABAR. One can see from the ﬁgure that the
ρρ modes exclude values of φ2 around ∼ 50◦ and ∼ 140◦.
These decays help to discard unphysical solutions result-
ing from the B → ππ isospin analysis.
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Table 17.7.2. A summary of experimental inputs used for the BGRS method, along with the constraints on φ2 derived using
this method. ‡The solution given for φ2 is the one in agreement with the SM with the additional requirement that |δPT | < 90◦
(consistent with theoretical expectations (Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert, and Sachrajda, 1999, 2000, 2001)).
BABAR Belle Average
S (ρ+ρ−) −0.17± 0.20+0.05−0.06 +0.19± 0.30± 0.08 −0.05± 0.17
C (ρ+ρ−) +0.01± 0.15± 0.06 −0.16± 0.21± 0.08 −0.06± 0.13
ρS,C −0.035 0.10 0.009
B(ρ+ρ−) [10−6] 25.5± 2.1+3.6−3.9 22.8± 3.8+2.3−2.6 24.2± 3.1
B(K∗0ρ+) [10−6] 9.6± 1.7± 1.5 8.9± 1.7± 1.2 9.2± 1.5
fL (ρ
+ρ−) 0.992± 0.024+0.026−0.013 0.941+0.034−0.040 ± 0.030 0.978± 0.023
fL (K
∗0ρ+) 0.52± 0.10± 0.04 0.43± 0.11+0.05−0.02 0.48± 0.08
φ2 = α (SM solution‡) (◦) 89.5+6.7−6.5 81.7+11.4−11.3 86.5+7.3−5.4
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Figure 17.7.12. The solid (blue) curve shows the 1 − C.L.
function obtained on φ2 = α from the B Factories using
the Gronau-London isospin analysis for B → ρρ decays. The
dashed (black) curve shows the BABAR only constraint, the dot-
ted (red) curve shows the Belle only constraint.
The constraint on φ2 from B0 → π+π−π0 decays ob-
tained by the B Factories is shown in Figure 17.7.13.
While these results do not completely exclude any interval,
they do strongly suppress unphysical values. It is the abil-
ity of these results to resolve ambiguities that makes the
analysis of B0 → π+π−π0 very important. In the longer
term it is expected that the measurement of φ2 with the
time-dependent Dalitz-plot method will provide the most
precise value of this angle, however it is not yet possible to
make estimates of how much more data will be required
for the precision on φ2 from these decays to surpass the
theoretical uncertainty limits of ∼ 1◦ found in the other
modes. At the time of compiling this book, it was not
straightforward to perform the joint isospin and Dalitz-
plot analysis as originally published by Belle. As a result
we resorted to using Dalitz-plot results from each experi-
ment to compute an average of φ2 from B0 → π+π−π0 de-
cays. Looking to the future, it will be important to probe
the Dalitz plot beyond ρπ intermediate states in order to
maximize our sensitivity to possible second order NP ef-
fects that may be manifest in nature. Theoretical work on
how one might identify underlying non-SM contributions
from three body ﬁnal states is ongoing.
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Figure 17.7.13. The solid (blue) curve shows 1−C.L. function
obtained on φ2 = α from the B Factories using the Dalitz-plot
analysis of B → π+π−π0 decays. The dashed (black) curve
shows the BABAR only constraint, the dotted curve (red) shows
the Belle only constraint.
The B Factories results for φ2 from B → ππ, ρρ, and
π+π−π0 decays are summarized in Figure 17.7.14. Initial
measurements from B → ππ decays excluded the range
of 40 − 50◦ while at the same time highlighted the issue
of understanding penguin contributions in detail. As can
be seen from the combined B Factories result (the dashed
line in the ﬁgure), it was not possible to measure the an-
gle precisely with this channel alone even with full data
sample obtained by both experiments. The measurement
of φ2 using B → ρρ decays (the dashed-dotted line in
the ﬁgure) provides the most accurate value; it also sup-
presses the unphysical solution near ∼ 140◦ as well as
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those in the range 40◦ − 50◦. Early quasi-two-body anal-
yses of B → ρπ → π+π−π0 provided an interesting third
alternative to constrain this angle. However, as the data
sets of B Factories increased, it became apparent that a
time-dependent Dalitz analysis was required. The value
of φ2 from π+π−π0 is also shown (the dotted line). This
result plays an important role in suppressing those val-
ues inconsistent with the SM solution for the Unitarity
Triangle. Noting that physical penguin contributions to
B → ππ suppress φ2 ∼ 0 leaves
φ2 = α = (88± 5)◦, (17.7.30)
which is consistent with the SM expectations as discussed
in Section 25.1. While B → ρρ dominates the measured
value of the angle, there is a theoretical uncertainty from
isospin breaking currently of the order of ∼ 1◦. It is worth
noting that B → ππ decays also have a theoretical limit
from isospin breaking at a similar level. A high statistics
study of B → 4π will require an amplitude analysis in
order to fully utilize interference between the various in-
termediate states and remove experimental limitations of
the quasi-two-body approximation.
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Figure 17.7.14. The 1 − C.L. function obtained on φ2 =
α from the B Factories (solid thick red curve). Constraints
obtained using the Gronau-London isospin analysis for (dashed
blue) B → ππ and (dash-dotted black) ρρ decays as well as the
Dalitz analysis for (dotted red) π+π−π0 decays are shown.
It is interesting to note that the most probable value
from the B0 → π+π−π0 Dalitz-plot analysis peaks around
55◦ which is somewhat smaller than the SM expectation.
The diﬀerence is not signiﬁcant, however a higher statis-
tics study is called for in order to improve the precision of
the B0 → π+π−π0 Dalitz result.
The last constraint on φ2 comes from time-dependent
measurements of B → a1(1260)π decays with input from
SU(3) related modes in order to constrain penguins. The
accuracy obtained using this method on φeﬀ2 is ±7◦ for
each experiment, with an additional±11◦ uncertainty from
penguin contributions. Usually the community does not
include a1(1260)π results in the global average of φ2 to
avoid the complexity of the SU(3) analysis. On the other
hand one can compute a ‘na¨ıve’ weighted average for φ2
from the combination of B → ππ, ρρ, π+π−π0 decays with
the B → a1(1260)π SU(3) value of (79 ± 7 ± 11)◦ (from
BABAR). This gives an average of
φ2 = α = (87± 5)◦. (17.7.31)
The measurement of this angle of the Unitarity Triangle is
a direct constraint to test the CKM matrix description of
quark mixing and thus the KM description of CP violation
in the SM. The use of φ2 in this context is discussed in
Chapter 25. The presence of penguin contributions, while
a nuisance in terms of the determination of φ2, means that
these decays are also sensitive to NP eﬀects manifest in
loops. High precision measurements of φ2 in the diﬀerent
modes can be compared in order to search for NP in anal-
ogy with the ongoing searches via penguin measurements
of φ1 discussed in Section 17.6.
One of the great successes of the BABAR and Belle B
Factories has been the conﬁrmation that the CKM matrix
provides the leading order description of CP violation in
the quark sector. The next generation of experiments will
focus on searches for possible second order CP violation
eﬀects beyond the SM. This will require detailed studies of
the interference patterns manifest in three and four body
ﬁnal states.
In the future it may be possible to include constraints
on φ2 obtained using additional modes such as B0 →
KKππ and B → a1ρ. The precision of the next genera-
tion super ﬂavor factory will approach theoretical limits on
isospin breaking for B → ππ and ρρ, so it will be impor-
tant for experimentalists and theorists alike to continue
to explore all possible avenues to improve the precision on
this weak angle.
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17.8.1 Introduction
While φ1 and φ2 have been determined to a good level
of precision, knowledge of φ3 = γ ≡ arg [−VudV ∗ub/VcdV ∗cb]
(see Section 16.4) is still limited by the small branching
fractions of the processes used in its measurement. The
most powerful methods for measuring this angle in a the-
oretically clean way are based on the interference between
b → cus and b → ucs tree amplitudes in the charged-B
meson decays to open-charm ﬁnal states, B− → D(∗)K(∗)−
(charge-conjugate modes are implied here and through-
out the text unless otherwise speciﬁed). The interference
is between B− → DK− followed by a D → f decay and
B− → DK− followed by a D → f decay, where f is any
common ﬁnal state of D and D mesons (Fig. 17.8.1).
W−
W−
u¯
B−
K−u¯
u
c¯
s
b
D¯0
B−
u¯
b
u¯
c
u¯
s
K−
D0
Figure 17.8.1. Dominant Feynman diagrams contributing
to the B− → DK− decay. The top diagram proceeds via a
b → ucs transition, and is suppressed by both the small value
of |Vub|, and color considerations; the bottom diagram pro-
ceeds via a b → cus transition, and is only singly Cabibbo-
suppressed.
Since there is no penguin contribution for these decays
and consequently no theoretical uncertainty involved, all
the hadronic unknowns are obtainable from experiment.
They are rB , the magnitude of the ratio of the amplitudes
for the processes B− → D0K− and B− → D0K−, and δB ,
the relative strong phase between these two amplitudes.
For charged B decays, rB ∼ cf |VcsV ∗ub/VusV ∗cb| ∼ 0.1,
where cf is a color suppression factor (∼ 0.3). There is no
theoretical guidance for the strong phase diﬀerence δB .
Typically, eﬀects due to neutral D mixing and CP vio-
lation are neglected, since these are expected (and mea-
sured) to be small (see the text on D-mixing and CP
violation in Section 19.2). In general however, such ef-
fects can also be taken into account (Grossman, Soﬀer,
and Zupan, 2005). There is also an irreducible error com-
ing from electroweak corrections estimated to be δφ3/φ3
∼ 10−6 (Zupan, 2011).
The possibility of observing direct CP violation in
B− → DK− was ﬁrst discussed by Bigi, Carter, and
Sanda (Bigi and Sanda, 1988; Carter and Sanda, 1980). It
was suggested to use charged B decays to ﬁnal states with
D0/D0 → K0S plus pion(s), where the presence of the K0S
generated by K0 − K0 mixing was the essential element
for making the interference. Since then, several methods
have been proposed which can be grouped according to
the choice of the ﬁnal state: the “GLW” method (Gronau
and London, 1991; Gronau and Wyler, 1991), based on
Cabibbo-suppressed D decays to CP eigenstates, such as
K+K− or K0Sπ
0 (Section 17.8.2); the “ADS” method (At-
wood, Dunietz, and Soni, 1997, 2001), where the neu-
tral D is reconstructed in Cabibbo-favored (CF) and dou-
bly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) ﬁnal states such as K±π∓
(Section 17.8.3); and the “GGSZ” method (Giri, Gross-
man, Soﬀer, and Zupan, 2003b), which uses the Dalitz-
plot distribution of the products of D decays to multi-
body self-conjugate ﬁnal states, such as K0Sπ
+π− (Sec-
tion 17.8.4). The main issue with these methods is the
small overall branching fractions of the decays involved,
which range from 5×10−6 to 5×10−9. Therefore a precise
determination of φ3 requires a very large data sample. The
various methods are combined in Section 17.8.6 to provide
a determination of φ3 from B Factory data. The study of
the time-dependent decay rates of B → D(∗)∓h±, provid-
ing a measure of sin(2φ1 + φ3), is discussed separately in
Section 17.8.5.
17.8.2 GLW method
In the method proposed by Gronau and London (1991)
and Gronau and Wyler (1991), the neutral D meson is
reconstructed in decays to CP -even eigenstates such as
K+K− (denoted as DCP+) or CP -odd eigenstates such as
K0Sπ
0 (DCP−). Although a B0 may decay weakly to either
aD0 or to aD0, when looking for a CP -even decay product
one is actually selecting the CP -even superposition (D0 +
D0)/
√
2. The measurements are of the ratio
RCP± = 2
Γ (B−→DCP±K−) + Γ (B+→DCP±K+)
Γ (B−→DfavK−) + Γ (B+→DfavK+) ,
(17.8.1)
where Dfav indicates that the neutral D meson is re-
constructed in a favored hadronic decay mode such as
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Table 17.8.1. Compilation of RCP and ACP results for CP -even and CP -odd D decay modes. The three horizontal blocks refer
to B± → DK± (top), B± → D∗K± (center), and B± → DK∗± (bottom).
B decay BABAR Belle Average
B± → DK± (del Amo Sanchez, 2010e) (Trabelsi, 2013)
RCP+ 1.18± 0.09± 0.05 1.03± 0.07± 0.03 1.08± 0.06
RCP− 1.03± 0.09± 0.04 1.13± 0.09± 0.05 1.08± 0.07
ACP+ +0.25± 0.06± 0.02 +0.29± 0.06± 0.02 +0.27± 0.04
ACP− −0.08± 0.07± 0.02 −0.12± 0.06± 0.01 −0.10± 0.05
B± → D∗K± (Aubert, 2008o) (Trabelsi, 2013)
RCP+ 1.31± 0.13± 0.04 1.19± 0.13± 0.03 1.25± 0.09
RCP− 1.10± 0.12± 0.04 1.03± 0.13± 0.03 1.06± 0.09
ACP+ −0.11± 0.09± 0.01 −0.14± 0.10± 0.01 −0.12± 0.07
ACP− +0.06± 0.10± 0.02 +0.22± 0.11± 0.01 +0.13± 0.07
B± → DK∗± (Aubert, 2009t)
RCP+ 2.17± 0.35± 0.09 − −
RCP− 1.03± 0.27± 0.13 − −
ACP+ +0.09± 0.13± 0.06 − −
ACP− −0.23± 0.21± 0.07 − −
D0 → K−π+, and ACP± , deﬁned as
ACP± =
Γ (B−→DCP±K−)− Γ (B+→DCP±K+)
Γ (B−→DCP±K−) + Γ (B+→DCP±K+)
.
(17.8.2)
These four observables can be expressed in terms of the
physics parameters φ3, δB , and rB ,
RCP± = 1 + r2B ± 2rB cos δB cosφ3,
ACP± = ±2rB sin δB sinφ3/RCP± .
(17.8.3)
Eﬀects due to interference would result in RCP± = 1, while
CP violation would show up as ACP± = 0.
Both BABAR (Aubert, 2008o; del Amo Sanchez, 2010e)
and Belle (Trabelsi, 2013) have reconstructedB− → DK−
and B− → D∗K− decays with D∗ → Dπ0 and D∗ → Dγ.
The data samples used by BABAR and Belle consist of 467
and 772× 106 BB pairs respectively for the B− → DK−
decay, whereas 383 and 772 × 106 BB pairs are used re-
spectively for the B− → D∗K− decays. BABAR has also
included the decay B− → DK∗− with K∗− → K0Sπ− (Au-
bert, 2009t). For both experiments, the reconstructed CP -
even ﬁnal states are K+K− and π+π−, whereas the CP -
odd eigenstates used by BABAR are K0Sπ
0, K0Sω (ω →
π+π−π0) and K0Sφ (φ → K+K−); Belle uses K0Sπ0 and
K0Sη. The K
0
S candidates are reconstructed through their
decays to charged pion pairs, while η and π0 mesons are
identiﬁed through their decays to photon pairs.
The B decay ﬁnal states are fully reconstructed,
with eﬃciencies between 40% (for low-multiplicity, low-
background decay modes, e.g. D → K+K−) and 5% (for
high-multiplicity decays, e.g. D → K0Sω). The selection is
optimized to maximize the ﬁgure of merit S/
√
S +B (an
estimator of the statistical precision; Section 4.3), where
the numbers of expected signal (S) and background (B)
events are estimated from simulated and data control sam-
ples respectively. Signal B decays are distinguished from
BB and continuum qq background by means of maximum
likelihood ﬁts to the energy-substituted invariant mass
mES and/or the energy diﬀerence ΔE, as described in Sec-
tion 7.1.1. Additional continuum background discrimina-
tion is in some cases achieved by including in the likelihood
a Fisher discriminant F for BABAR, or a non-linear neural
network NB for Belle, based on several event-shape quan-
tities that distinguish nearly isotropic BB events from
more jet-like qq events and exploit the diﬀerent angu-
lar correlations in the two event categories (Section 9.3).
B− → D(∗)π− decays, which are 12 times more abundant
than B− → D(∗)K− and are expected to show negligible
CP -violating eﬀects (rB ≈ 0.01 in such decays), are distin-
guished using charged hadron identiﬁcation variables and
ΔE, and are used as control samples.
The results are summarized in Table 17.8.1. The B± →
DK±, D → K0Sφ results of BABAR are omitted here, as
they are included in the Dalitz B± → DK±, D → K0SKK
result (Section 17.8.4). BABAR and Belle results are in
good agreement. The results are also compatible with ex-
pectations from Eqs (17.8.1) and (17.8.2) using the values
of rB , δB , and φ3 measured with the Dalitz method (Sec-
tion 17.8.4). Both experiments ﬁnd evidence (> 3σ and
> 4σ, respectively) of direct CP violation in the B− →
DCP+K
− decay (Figs 17.8.2 and 17.8.3). The combined
result has a signiﬁcance larger than 6σ.
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Figure 17.8.2. ΔE projections of the ﬁts to the B± → DCP+K± candidates selected in the full BABAR data sample (Aubert,
2008o), split into subsets of deﬁnite charge of the B candidate: a) B− → DCP+K−, and b) B+ → DCP+K+. The curves are
the full probability density function (solid, blue), and B± → Dπ± (dash-dotted, green) stacked on the remaining backgrounds
(dotted, purple). The region between the solid and the dash-dotted lines represents the B± → DK± contribution. We show the
subset of the data sample in which the track from the B decay is identiﬁed as a kaon and a signal-enriching selection is applied
to the other variables used in the ﬁt (mES and F).
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Figure 17.8.3. ΔE projections of the ﬁts to the B± → DCP+K± candidates selected in the full Belle data sample (Trabelsi,
2013), split into subsets of deﬁnite charge of the B candidate: (left) B− → DCP+K−, and (right) B+ → DCP+K+. The
curves are the full p.d.f. (solid, blue), B± → DK± (dashed, red), B± → Dπ± (dash-dotted, light blue), the charmless peaking
background (dash-dot-dotted, magenta), the BB background (dash-dotted, green) and the remaining combinatorial background
(dotted, blue).
17.8.3 ADS method
This idea was extended further by Atwood, Dunietz, and
Soni (1997, 2001), who showed that additional neutral D
decay modes, in particular DCS D decays, could also be
used to measure φ3. For example, B− → [K+π−]DK−
can be reached via favored B− → D0K− followed by DCS
D0 → K+π− decay, or via suppressed B− → D0K− fol-
lowed by favored D0 → K+π− decay. In the case that the
neutral D meson decays to a non-CP eigenstate, one also
has to consider the ratio of the magnitudes of the sup-
pressed and favored decays to the particular ﬁnal state
(rD) as well as the strong phase diﬀerence between them
(δD). This information on the hadronic parameters of the
D meson can be obtained from a charm factory (CLEO-c
and BES III). Large CP violation eﬀects are possible when
the overall ratio of magnitudes of amplitudes is close to
unity (rD ∼ rB). There is an eﬀective strong phase shift of
180◦ between the cases where a D∗ is reconstructed in the
Dπ0 and Dγ ﬁnal states, which in principle allows φ3 to
be measured using the ADS technique with B± → D∗K±
alone (Bondar and Gershon, 2004).
17.8.3.1 B± → D(∗)K(∗)±, D → K+π− decays
The observables in this method are the charge-averaged
partial decay width ratio
RADS =
Γ (B−→[K+π−]K−) + Γ (B+→[K−π+]K+)
Γ (B−→[K−π+]K−) + Γ (B+→[K+π−]K+) ,
(17.8.4)
and the CP asymmetry
AADS =
Γ (B−→[K+π−]K−)− Γ (B+→[K−π+]K+)
Γ (B−→[K+π−]K−) + Γ (B+→[K−π+]K+) .
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Table 17.8.2. Compilation of RADS and AADS results for (from top to bottom) B
± → DK±, B± → D∗K± with D∗ → Dπ0
and Dγ, and B± → DK∗±.
B decay BABAR Belle Average
B± → DK± (del Amo Sanchez, 2010m) (Horii, 2011)
RADS 0.011± 0.006± 0.002 0.0163+0.0044−0.0041+0.0007−0.0013 0.015± 0.004
AADS −0.86± 0.47+0.12−0.16 −0.39+0.26−0.28+0.04−0.03 −0.51± 0.25
B± → D∗[Dπ0]K± (del Amo Sanchez, 2010m) (Trabelsi, 2013)
RADS 0.018± 0.009± 0.004 0.010+0.008−0.007+0.001−0.002 0.013± 0.006
AADS +0.77± 0.35± 0.12 +0.4+1.1−0.7+0.2−0.1 +0.72± 0.34
B± → D∗[Dγ]K± (del Amo Sanchez, 2010m) (Trabelsi, 2013)
RADS 0.013± 0.014± 0.008 0.036+0.014−0.012 ± 0.002 0.027± 0.010
AADS +0.36± 0.94+0.25−0.41 −0.51+0.33−0.29 ± 0.08 −0.43± 0.31
B± → DK∗± (Aubert, 2009t)
RADS 0.066± 0.031± 0.010 − −
AADS −0.34± 0.43± 0.16 − −
(17.8.5)
In terms of physics parameters, these can be written as
RADS = r2B + r
2
D + 2rBrD cos(δB + δD) cosφ3,
AADS = 2rBrD sin(δB + δD) sinφ3/RADS . (17.8.6)
The original and ﬁrst objective for these analyses was to
observe RADS = 0.
Both BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2010m) and
Belle (Horii, 2011) have reconstructed the decays B− →
DK− and B− → D∗K− with D∗ → Dπ0 and D∗ →
Dγ (del Amo Sanchez, 2010m; Trabelsi, 2013) followed
by D → K+π− on datasets of 467 and 772 × 106 BB
pairs respectively. BABAR (Aubert, 2009t) has also se-
lected B− → DK∗− with K∗− → K0Sπ− using 379 × 106
BB pairs. As in the GLW analysis, the B decay ﬁnal states
are fully reconstructed. The selection criteria are usually
tighter in order to achieve a higher signal purity, given
that the signal rate is typically O(10−2) weaker than in
the case of D decaying to CP eigenstates. Particular care
is taken over the suppression of “peaking” backgrounds
from misidentiﬁed B− → D(∗)π− or B− → D(∗)K− de-
cays. After the selection, the main background is due to qq
events. In order to achieve a better continuum background
suppression, a non-linear neural network (Section 4.4.4),
NN (BABAR) or NB (Belle), of several event-shape quan-
tities (Section 9.3) is used. The ﬁnal yields are extracted
from maximum likelihood ﬁts to mES and NN (BABAR)
or ΔE and NB (Belle) for B− → D(∗)K−, and to mES
(after a tight selection criteria on NN) for B− → DK∗−
(BABAR).
These results are summarized in Table 17.8.2. The
strongest evidence for suppressed signals have been re-
ported by Belle with a signiﬁcance (including systematic
uncertainties) of 4.1σ for the B− → DK− mode and of
3.5σ for the B− → D∗[Dγ]K− decay (Fig. 17.8.4).
The observables R+ and R−, deﬁned as
R+ = Γ (B+→[K−π+]K+)/Γ (B+→[K+π−]K+),
R− = Γ (B−→[K+π−]K−)/Γ (B−→[K−π+]K−),
(17.8.7)
have been noted recently as more suitable to use than
RADS and AADS , since the former are better behaved.
They are statistically independent observables, while the
uncertainty onAADS depends on the central value ofRADS .
R+ and R− are related to RADS and AADS by
RADS = (R+ +R−)/2,
AADS = (R− −R+)/(R− +R+).
(17.8.8)
Recent BABAR B− → D(∗)K− measurements have been
reported in terms of R+ and R− (Table 17.8.3), as well as
RADS , AADS (Table 17.8.2).
Table 17.8.3. Compilation of R+ and R− results reported by
BABAR for B± → DK± and B± → D∗K±, with D∗ → Dπ0
and Dγ (del Amo Sanchez, 2010m).
R+ (10−2) R− (10−2)
B± → DK± 2.2± 0.9± 0.3 0.2± 0.6± 0.2
B± → D∗[Dπ0]K± 0.5± 0.8± 0.3 3.7± 1.8± 0.9
B± → D∗[Dγ]K± 0.9± 1.6± 0.7 1.9± 2.3± 1.2
17.8.3.2 B± → DK±, D → K+π−π0 decay
BABAR has also presented ADS results for the D →
K+π−π0 decay, quoting a measurement of R+ and R−
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Figure 17.8.4. ΔE and neural-network NB (or NB′, a modiﬁed NB variable) distributions in a signal-enriched region for
B− → DK− where D → K+π− (top; Horii, 2011) and for B− → D∗K− where D∗ → Dγ and D → K+π− (bottom;
Trabelsi, 2013) from the Belle collaboration. In these plots, DK− components are shown by thicker dashed curves (red), and
Dπ− components are shown by thinner curves (magenta). BB backgrounds are shown by dash-dotted curves (green) while qq
backgrounds are shown by dotted curves (blue). The sum of all components are shown by solid curves (black).
on a data sample of 474 × 106 BB pairs (Lees, 2011h).
The relation between R± and the physics parameters is
similar to the two-body case:
R+ = r2B + r
2
D + 2rBrDkD cos(δB + δD + φ3),
R− = r2B + r
2
D + 2rBrDkD cos(δB + δD − φ3),
(17.8.9)
with
r2D =
Γ (D0 → f)
Γ
(
D0 → f) =
∫
dmA2DCS(m)∫
dmA2CF (m)
,
kDe
iδD =
∫
dmADCS(m)ACF (m)eiδ(m)√∫
dmA2DCS(m)A
2
CF (m)
,
(17.8.10)
where ACF (m) and ADCS(m) are the magnitude of the
CF and the DCS D → K∓π±π0 amplitudes, respectively,
δ(m) is the relative strong phase, and m indicates the
position in the D decay Dalitz plot of squared invariant
masses (m2Kπ,m
2
Kπ0) (Atwood and A. Soni, 2003). The
parameter kD is called the coherence factor and takes a
value in the interval [0,1] depending on the Dalitz struc-
ture of the decay. Both kD and δD have been measured
by the CLEO-c collaboration, who ﬁnd kD = 0.84 ± 0.07
and δD = (47+14−17)
◦ (Lowrey et al., 2009). The ratio rD
has been measured in diﬀerent experiments with an aver-
age value r2D = (2.2± 0.1)× 10−3 (Beringer et al., 2012).
BABAR found
R+ =
(
5+12 +1−10 −4
)× 10−3 ,
R− =
(
12+12 +2−10 −4
)× 10−3 . (17.8.11)
From these measurements a limit of rB < 0.13 at the 90%
conﬁdence level (C.L.) is obtained.
17.8.3.3 B0 → DK∗0, D → K+π− decay
BABAR and Belle have also performed an ADS analysis
of neutral B0 → DK∗0, with K∗0 → K+π− decays. In
these modes, the ﬂavor of the K∗ unambiguously deter-
mines the ﬂavor of the neutral B so no time-dependent
measurement is needed. Here rB is expected to be ap-
proximately 0.3, due to CKM factors only, since both
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the interfering amplitudes are color-suppressed. The CF
charge-conjugate ﬁnal states are used as normalization
and control samples. BABAR (Aubert, 2009al) uses a sam-
ple of 465 × 106 BB pairs and reconstructs the neutral
D mesons in the following DCS D0 ﬁnal states: K+π−,
K+π−π0, and K+π−π−π+. Signal yields are extracted
from ﬁts to the mES distribution of the selected candi-
dates. Due to the small size of the ﬁnal sample after the
selection (24 signal candidates in total for all D0 ﬁnal
states), the CP asymmetries AADS have not been mea-
sured. Instead, 95% C.L. limits on RADS have been set:
RKπADS < 0.244; R
Kππ0
ADS < 0.181; R
Kπππ
ADS < 0.391. From the
combination of these three results the ratio between the
b→ u and the b→ c mediated decay amplitudes has been
estimated to be 0.07 < rB < 0.41 at the 95% conﬁdence
level. Belle (Negishi, 2012), with a sample of 772×106 BB
pairs, reconstructs only the neutral D mesons in the DCS
D0 ﬁnal state K+π−. No signal is found and the most
stringent limit to date is set, RKπADS < 0.16 at the 95%
conﬁdence level.
17.8.4 Dalitz plot (GGSZ) method
The measurement of φ3 using Dalitz plot analysis of three-
body decays of the D meson from the B± → DK± pro-
cess was proposed by Giri, Grossman, Soﬀer, and Zupan
(2003a) (and is therefore often referred to as the GGSZ
method) and independently by Bondar (2002). The basic
idea behind this method is to use ﬁnal states accessible to
both D0 and D0 and to measure the phase of the inter-
ference between them in the decay of D mesons produced
in B± → DK± transitions.
The most convenient decay for this kind of measure-
ment is D → K0Sπ+π−. This mode has a unique combina-
tion of three advantages:
1. Large branching fraction.
2. Signiﬁcant overlap between D0 → K0Sπ+π− and D0 →
K0Sπ
+π− amplitudes which gives a large interference
term sensitive to φ3.
3. Rich resonant structure which provides large variations
of the strong phase in D decay and results in sensitivity
to φ3 that is only weakly dependent on the values of
φ3 and strong phase δB .
However, other decay modes can also be used. D0 →
K0SK
+K− is another convenient mode which has a smaller
branching ratio than D0 → K0Sπ+π−, but is generally
cleaner due to the presence of two kaons. The mode D0 →
π+π−π0 has a comparable rate, but is more aﬀected by
the background. Modes that are not self-conjugate, such
as K+π−π0, can also be used: this requires two ampli-
tudes, D0 → K+π−π0 and D0 → K+π−π0, to be studied
separately. However, given the large coherence factor in
this mode (Lowrey et al., 2009), there would be little to
gain from a GGSZ-like approach. The description of the
technique below uses the mode D → K0Sπ+π− as an ex-
ample.
The amplitude of the B+ → DK+ decay as a func-
tion of the two D Dalitz plot variables m2+ ≡ m2K0Sπ+ and
m2− ≡ m2K0Sπ− is
AB+(m2+,m
2
−) = AD + rBe
i(δB+φ3)AD , (17.8.12)
where AD = AD(m2+,m
2
−) is the complex amplitude of
D0 → K0Sπ+π− decay, and AD = AD(m2+,m2−) is the
amplitude of D0 → K0Sπ+π− decay. Similarly, for B− →
DK− decay, the amplitude is
AB−(m2+,m
2
−) = AD + rBe
i(δB−φ3)AD . (17.8.13)
In the case of CP conservation in D0 decay and neglecting
D0 − D0 mixing (as the mixing parameters x, y are 1%
or less; see the text on D-mixing and CP violation in Sec-
tion 19.2), AD(m2+,m
2
−) = AD(m
2
−,m
2
+). The unknown
quantities φ3, rB , and δB can be obtained from a ﬁt to
the D-decay Dalitz distributions for B± → DK± decays
once the complex amplitude AD is known.
Although the original proposal of Giri et al. was to use
a binned analysis, in the case of limited statistics an un-
binned ﬁt is used in order to optimally extract information
from the data, at the price of introducing model depen-
dence. Section 17.8.4.1 describes the unbinned analyses
using D0 → K0Sπ+π− performed by Belle and BABAR.
Other decay modes studied by BABAR are presented in
Section 17.8.4.2. A binned approach used by Belle has its
own advantages, and is discussed in Section 17.8.4.3.
17.8.4.1 Model-dependent technique
Measurements of φ3 using the model-dependent unbinned
Dalitz plot analysis technique have been performed by
Belle (Poluektov, 2004, 2006, 2010) and BABAR (Aubert,
2005o, 2008l; del Amo Sanchez, 2010b), their latest anal-
yses using 657 and 468×106 BB pairs, respectively. Both
experiments use B± → DK±, B± → D∗K± (with D∗ →
Dπ0 and D∗ → Dγ) and B± → DK∗± with K∗± →
K0Sπ
± decays. While Belle reconstructs the neutral D in
the K0Sπ
+π− ﬁnal state, BABAR uses both the K0Sπ
+π−
and K0SK
+K− ﬁnal states.
This method requires a model to describe the am-
plitude as a function of the Dalitz plot variables. Both
collaborations use D∗+ → D0π+ and D∗− → D0π− de-
cays to ﬂavor-tag D0 and D0 mesons, and ﬁt the neutral
D decay amplitude in the resulting sample. The Dalitz
plots obtained by BABAR for D0 → K0Sπ+π− and D0 →
K0SK
+K− decays are shown in Fig. 17.8.5 (del Amo San-
chez, 2010b,f).
D decay amplitudes
The description of amplitudes diﬀers in the Belle and
BABAR analyses. Belle uses an isobar model for S-, P -,
and D-waves in their D0 → K0Sπ+π− analysis in each of
the K0Sπ
+, K0Sπ
−, and π+π− channels, and a ﬂat non-
resonant term. The isobar model involves describing am-
plitudes with relativistic Breit-Wigner (BW) propagators,
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Figure 17.8.5. BABAR Dalitz plots of (a) D0 → K0Sπ+π− and (b) D0 → K0SK+K− decays (del Amo Sanchez, 2010b,f), where
s± ≡ m2± ≡ m2K0
S
h± and s0 ≡ m2h+h− , with h = π,K.
Table 17.8.4. Belle ﬁt results for the D0 → K0Sπ+π− decay (Poluektov, 2010). Errors are statistical only. The phases are given
in the interval [0, 360]◦. The ﬁt fraction for each mode is deﬁned as the ratio of the integrals of the square absolute value of
the amplitude for that mode and the squared absolute value of the total amplitude. The ﬁt fractions do not sum to one due to
interference eﬀects.
Intermediate state Amplitude Phase (◦) Fit fraction (%)
K0Sσ1 1.56± 0.06 214± 3 11.0± 0.7
K0Sf0(980) 0.385± 0.006 207.3± 2.3 4.72± 0.05
K0Sσ2 0.20± 0.02 212± 12 0.54± 0.10
K0Sf0(1370) 1.56± 0.12 110± 4 1.9± 0.3
K0Sρ(770)
0 1.0 (ﬁxed) 0 (ﬁxed) 21.2± 0.5
K0Sω(782) 0.0343± 0.0008 112.0± 1.3 0.526± 0.014
K0Sf2(1270) 1.44± 0.04 342.9± 1.7 1.82± 0.05
K0Sρ
0(1450) 0.49± 0.08 64± 11 0.11± 0.04
K∗0 (1430)
−π+ 2.21± 0.04 358.9± 1.1 7.93± 0.09
K∗0 (1430)
+π− 0.36± 0.03 87± 4 0.22± 0.04
K∗(892)−π+ 1.638± 0.010 133.2± 0.4 62.9± 0.8
K∗(892)+π− 0.149± 0.004 325.4± 1.3 0.526± 0.016
K∗(1410)−π+ 0.65± 0.05 120± 4 0.49± 0.07
K∗(1410)+π− 0.42± 0.04 253± 5 0.21± 0.03
K∗2 (1430)
−π+ 0.89± 0.03 314.8± 1.1 1.40± 0.06
K∗2 (1430)
+π− 0.23± 0.02 275± 6 0.093± 0.014
K∗(1680)−π+ 0.88± 0.27 82± 17 0.06± 0.04
K∗(1680)+π− 2.1± 0.2 130± 6 0.30± 0.07
non-resonant 2.7± 0.3 160± 5 5.0± 1.0
or Gounaris-Sakurai in the case of ρ0 → π+π−, with Blatt-
Weisskopf centrifugal factors and angular terms (see the
Isobar formalism text in Section 13.2.1). The resonance
composition measured by Belle is shown in Table 17.8.4.
Note that σ1 and σ2 states, with masses and widths al-
lowed to vary in the ﬁt, are introduced as an eﬀective
description of structure in the ππ S-wave.
BABAR, in contrast, uses the K-matrix formalism with
the P-vector approximation to describe the π+π− S-wave,
while the Kπ S-wave description uses a BW for the
K∗0 (1430)
± state and a non-resonant contribution param-
eterized by a scattering length and eﬀective range, as de-
scribed in Section 13.2.2. The resonance composition, P-
vector, and Kπ S-wave parameters measured by BABAR
are shown in Table 17.8.5.
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Table 17.8.5. BABAR ﬁt results for the D0 → K0Sπ+π− decay (del Amo Sanchez, 2010b,f). Errors are statistical only. The phases
are given in the interval [−π,+π] rad. The description of the ππ and Kπ S-wave parameters can be found in Section 13.2.2;
we follow the notation of that section. The ππ S-wave parameters β5, f
prod
14 , and f
prod
15 are ﬁxed to zero due to the lack of
sensitivity. We report the mass and the width of the K∗(892)± resonance, which are also determined.
Intermediate state or component Parameter value Fit fraction (%)
Amplitude Phase (rad)
ππ S-wave 15.4
β1 5.54± 0.06 −0.054± 0.007
β2 15.64± 0.06 −3.125± 0.005
β3 44.6± 1.2 +2.731± 0.015
β4 9.3± 0.2 +2.30± 0.02
fprod11 11.43± 0.11 −0.005± 0.009
fprod12 15.5± 0.4 −1.13± 0.02
fprod13 7.0± 0.7 +0.99± 0.11
sprod0 −3.92637
K0S modes
K0Sρ(770)
0 1 0 21.1
K0Sω(782) 0.0420± 0.0006 +2.046± 0.014 0.6
K0Sf2(1270) 0.410± 0.013 +2.88± 0.03 0.3
Kπ S-wave
K∗0 (1430)
−π+ 2.650± 0.015 +1.497± 0.007 6.1
K∗0 (1430)
+π− 0.145± 0.014 +1.78± 0.10 < 0.1
MK∗0 (1430) (MeV/c
2) 1421.5± 1.6
ΓK∗0 (1430) (MeV/c
2) 247± 3
B 0.62± 0.04
φB (rad) − 0.100± 0.010
R 1
φR (rad) + 1.10± 0.02
a ([GeV/c]−1) 0.224± 0.003
r ([GeV/c]−1) − 15.01± 0.13
K∗ modes
K∗(892)−π+ 1.735± 0.005 +2.331± 0.004 57.0
K∗(892)+π− 0.164± 0.003 −0.768± 0.019 0.6
K∗2 (1430)
−π+ 1.303± 0.013 +2.498± 0.012 1.9
K∗2 (1430)
+π− 0.115± 0.013 +2.69± 0.11 < 0.1
K∗(1680)−π+ 0.90± 0.03 −2.97± 0.04 0.3
K∗(892) parameters
MK∗(892) (MeV/c
2) 893.70± 0.07
ΓK∗(892) (MeV/c
2) 46.74± 0.15
The description of the D0 → K0SK+K− decay am-
plitude adopted by BABAR is based on an isobar model
containing ﬁve distinct resonances leading to 8 two-body
decays (see Table 17.8.6). The φ(1020) resonance is de-
scribed using a relativistic BW, with mass and width al-
lowed to vary in the ﬁt in order to account for mass res-
olution eﬀects. The use of this approach, rather than the
technically challenging convolution of the relativistic BW
with a Gaussian-like resolution function, has been stud-
ied with simulated data and shown to have a negligible
systematic eﬀect. Since the a0(980) resonance has a mass
very close to the KK threshold and decays mostly to ηπ,
it is described using a coupled channel BW, as described
in Section 13.2.1, where the pole mass and coupling con-
stant to ηπ are taken from Abele et al. (1998), and the
coupling constant to KK, gKK , is directly obtained from
the ﬁt.
Both experiments estimate the quality of their am-
plitude models using χ2 tests. BABAR employs a two-
dimensional adaptive binning that requires at least 30 ob-
served events per bin, obtaining χ2/ndof = 1.21 for 8585
degrees of freedom (dof) for D0 → K0Sπ+π−, and 1.28 for
1178 dof for D0 → K0SK+K−. Belle divides the region
bounded by m2± = 0.3 and 3.0GeV
2/c4 into 54× 54 bins;
bins with an expected population of less than 50 events are
then combined with adjacent ones, ﬁnding χ2/ndof = 2.35
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Table 17.8.6. BABAR ﬁt results for the D0 → K0SK+K− decay (del Amo Sanchez, 2010b,f). Errors are statistical only. The
phases are given in the interval [−π,+π] rad. We also report the mass and the width of the φ(1020) resonance, and the a0(980)
coupling constant to KK introduced in Section 13.2.2, as determined from the ﬁt.
Intermediate state or component Parameter value Fit fraction (%)
Amplitude Phase (rad)
K0Sa0(980)
0 1 0 51.8
a0(980)
+K− 0.635± 0.006 −2.91± 0.02 19.5
a0(980)
−K+ 0.125± 0.008 +2.47± 0.04 0.7
K0Sf0(1370) 0.16± 0.05 +0.2± 0.2 1.7
K0Sa0(1450)
0 0.83± 0.10 −1.93± 0.12 19.3
a0(1450)
+K− 0.93± 0.03 +1.66± 0.07 25.6
K0Sφ(1020) 0.2313± 0.0011 −0.977± 0.008 44.1
K0Sf2(1270) 0.385± 0.015 +0.06± 0.04 0.7
φ(1020) and a0(980) parameters
Mφ(1020) (MeV/c
2) 1019.55± 0.02
Γφ(1020) (MeV/c
2) 4.60± 0.04
gKK (MeV/c
2) 537± 9
for 1065 dof. The values are large, but both experiments
ﬁnd that the main features of the Dalitz plot are well
reproduced, with some signiﬁcant but numerically small
discrepancies at the peaks and dips of the distribution,
which are used later to assign systematic uncertainties.
BABAR has estimated that most of their excess in χ2/ndof ,
Δχ2/ndof ≈ 0.16, arises from imperfections in modeling
experimental eﬀects — mostly eﬃciency variations at the
boundaries of the Dalitz plot, and invariant mass resolu-
tion — rather than the amplitude model (Aubert, 2008l).
Selection of B decays
Event selection for B± → D(∗)K(∗)± decays is performed
using the mES and ΔE variables. Additional suppression
of background from e+e− → qq (q = u, d, s, c) events is
provided by using cos θT, where θT is the angle between
the thrust axes of the B signal candidate and the rest of
the event, and a Fisher discriminant F combining 11 pa-
rameters that describe the momentum ﬂow in the event
relative to the B thrust axis (Belle; see Section 9.3) or
combining the monomials L0, L2, and the variables cos θS
and cos θB (BABAR; see Sections 9.3 and 9.4). All topolog-
ical variables are optimized to separate continuum events
from signal.
The ﬁt of the event distributions diﬀers for the two
collaborations. In the Belle approach, the ﬁt is performed
in two stages. At the ﬁrst stage, the distributions of the
event selection variables (mES, ΔE, cos θT, and F , shown
in Fig. 17.8.6, top row, for B± → DK± decays) are ﬁtted
to obtain the relative fractions of signal and backgrounds.
In the second stage, the Dalitz plot ﬁt is performed (sepa-
rately for B+ and B− data) with the event-by-event back-
ground fractions based on the information obtained at
the ﬁrst stage. BABAR uses a simultaneous combined ﬁt
to mES, ΔE, F , shown in Fig. 17.8.6 (bottom row) for
B± → DK±, D → K0SK+K− decays, and to the Dalitz
plot variables. The signal event yields and purities ob-
tained by the two experiments, in signal-enriched regions,
are given in Table 17.8.7. While Belle has a larger sam-
ple of BB pairs, the ﬁnal signal yields from BABAR are
larger. This diﬀerence in D0 → K0Sπ+π− reconstruction
eﬃciencies between the two experiments is mostly due to
the enhanced tracking performance of BABAR for high-
multiplicity (low pT ) events, reﬂecting diﬀerences in their
low momentum pattern recognition and the silicon detec-
tor. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the BABAR SVT per-
forms stand-alone eﬃcient low-momentum tracking, while
the Belle SVD is employed to extrapolate tracks recon-
structed in the CDC to the interaction region.
Fit results
Instead of directly using the physical observables, both
analyses use Cartesian variables
z± = x± + iy±, (17.8.14)
ﬁrst proposed in Aubert (2005o), which are expressed in
terms of the physical observables as
z± = rB exp[i(δB ± φ3)]. (17.8.15)
These observables have better statistical behavior (small
correlation, minimal dependence of their uncertainties on
the actual values) and allow for easier combination of sev-
eral measurements into a single result. The obvious disad-
vantage is the necessary conversion required to obtain the
values of φ3 and other related quantities. The strong phase
in the D∗ → Dπ0 and D∗ → Dγ modes diﬀers by 180◦,
thus the observables x∗± and y
∗
± for B
± → D∗K± have
opposite sign (Bondar and Gershon, 2004). For B± →
DK∗± decays, following the suggestion in Gronau (2003),
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Figure 17.8.6. The mES, or Mbc (left column), ΔE (middle column), and F (right column) distributions for B± → DK±,
D → K0Sπ+π− decays from Belle (Poluektov, 2010; top row) and for B± → DK±, D → K0SK+K− decays from BABAR (del
Amo Sanchez, 2010b; bottom row). Points with error bars are the data. In the top row the histograms are ﬁtted contributions
due to signal, misidentiﬁed B± → Dπ± events, and BB, charm, and continuum background. In the bottom row the curves
superimposed represent the projections of the BABAR ﬁt: signal plus background (solid black lines), the continuum plus BB
background contributions (dotted red lines), and the sum of the continuum, BB, and misidentiﬁed B± → Dπ± events (dashed
blue lines). The distributions are for events in the signal region deﬁned through the requirements mES > 5.272GeV/c
2, |ΔE| <
30MeV (common to the two experiments), | cos θT| < 0.8 and F > −0.7 by Belle, and F > −0.1 by BABAR, except the one on
the plotted variable.
Table 17.8.7. Event yields in modes used for Dalitz plot analyses. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the signal purity in
the signal region. This region is deﬁned through the requirements mES > 5.272 GeV/c
2, |ΔE| < 30 MeV (common to the two
experiments), | cos θT| < 0.8 and F > −0.7 by Belle, and F > −0.1 by BABAR.
Mode Belle, D0 → K0Sπ+π− BABAR, D0 → K0Sπ+π− BABAR, D0 → K0SK+K−
(Poluektov, 2010) (del Amo Sanchez, 2010b) (del Amo Sanchez, 2010b)
B± → DK± 756 (71%) 896± 35 (68%) 154± 14 (82%)
B± → D∗K±, D∗ → Dπ0 149 (78%) 255± 21 (81%) 56± 11 (87%)
B± → D∗K±, D∗ → Dγ 141 (42%) 193± 19 (55%) 30± 7 (78%)
B± → DK∗± 54± 8 (65%) (Poluektov, 2006) 163± 18 (58%) 28± 6 (81%)
BABAR measures the eﬀective Cartesian parameters zs± =
xs± + iy
s
± = κr
s
B exp[i(δ
s
B ± φ3)], where 0 < κ < 1 is an
eﬀective hadronic parameter that accounts for the inter-
ference between B± → DK∗± and other B± → DK0Sπ±
decays, as a consequence of the K∗± natural width. This
eﬀective parameterization also accounts for eﬃciency vari-
ations as a function of the kinematics of the B decay. Belle
measures zs± assuming κ = 1. Both experiments ﬁnally as-
sign an additional source of systematic uncertainty due to
non-resonant decays.
Results for z±, z∗±, and z
s
± for B
± → DK±, B± →
D∗K±, and B± → DK∗± decays, respectively, are pre-
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Figure 17.8.7. Contours at the 60.7% conﬁdence level for 2 degrees of freedom (corresponding to −2Δ lnL = Δχ2 = 1,
i.e., one standard deviation in two dimensions assuming Gaussian errors, solid lines), and two- and three-standard deviation
contours (dashed lines) in the (left) z±, (center) z∗±, and (right) z
s
± planes, for BABAR and Belle separately (including all errors
other than model uncertainties), and their HFAG combination (Asner et al., 2011).
Table 17.8.8. Fit results for B± → DK±, B± → D∗K±, and B± → DK∗± modes using the Dalitz analysis technique
in Cartesian variables z±, z∗±, and z
s
±, respectively. The ﬁrst error is statistical, the second is the experimental systematic
uncertainty, and the third reﬂects the uncertainty in the description of the neutral D decay amplitudes.
Real part (%) Imaginary part (%) Real part (%) Imaginary part (%)
BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2010b) Belle (Poluektov, 2010)
z− + 6.0± 3.9± 0.7± 0.6 + 6.2± 4.5± 0.4± 0.6 +10.5± 4.7± 1.1± 6.4 +17.7± 6.0± 1.8± 5.4
z+ −10.3± 3.7± 0.6± 0.7 − 2.1± 4.8± 0.4± 0.9 −10.7± 4.3± 1.1± 5.5 −6.7± 5.9± 1.8± 6.3
z∗− [Dπ
0] −10.4± 5.1± 1.9± 0.2 − 5.2± 6.3± 0.9± 0.7 +2.4± 14.0± 1.8± 9.0 −24.3± 13.7± 2.2± 4.9
z∗+ [Dπ
0] +14.7± 5.3± 1.7± 0.3 − 3.2± 7.7± 0.8± 0.6 +13.3± 8.3± 1.8± 8.1 +13.0± 12.0± 2.2± 6.3
z∗− [Dγ] Included in z
∗
− (Dπ
0) +14.4± 20.8± 2.5± 9.0 +19.6± 21.5± 3.7± 4.9
z∗+ [Dγ] Included in z
∗
+ (Dπ
0) −0.6± 14.7± 2.5± 8.1 −19.0± 17.7± 3.7± 6.3
BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2010b) Belle (Poluektov, 2006)
zs− + 7.5± 9.6± 2.9± 0.7 +12.7± 9.5± 2.7± 0.6 −78.4+24.9−29.5 ± 2.9± 9.7 −28.1+44.0−33.5 ± 4.6± 8.6
zs+ −15.1± 8.3± 2.9± 0.6 + 4.5± 10.6± 3.6± 0.8 −10.5+17.7−16.7 ± 0.6± 8.8 −0.4+16.4−15.6 ± 1.3± 9.5
sented in Table 17.8.8. Belle reports z∗± values separately
for D∗ → Dπ0 and D∗ → Dγ modes and combines them
in the φ3 ﬁt (Poluektov, 2010), while BABAR reports D∗ →
Dπ0 and D∗ → Dγ combined values inverting the sign
for the latter (del Amo Sanchez, 2010b). Belle results
for B± → DK∗± are reported in Poluektov (2006). The
model uncertainties in the case of the Belle analysis are
reported for the physics parameters φ3, rB , and δB ; the
uncertainties on z±, z∗±, and z
s
± quoted in Table 17.8.8
are based on information provided by Belle and published
in Asner et al. (2011). Figure 17.8.7 shows the correspond-
ing one-, two-, and three-standard deviation contours in
two dimensions in the z±, z∗±, and z
s
± planes, together
with the HFAG combination (Asner et al., 2011). These
averages take into account the eﬀect of correlations within
each experiment’s set of measurements, both statistical
and systematic (excluding eﬀects of the amplitude model),
and are performed assuming that both experiments use
the same decay amplitude model and that the model un-
certainty is fully correlated between the two experiments
(thus this source of error is not used in the averaging pro-
cedure). It is also assumed that the selection of B± →
DK∗± decays is the same in both experiments, neglecting
the Belle model uncertainty due to possible non-resonant
decays.
Interpretation of ﬁt results
The ﬁt results expressed in terms of the z± variables are
then converted into physical parameters φ3, rB , and δB .
φ3 is constrained to be the same in all modes used, while
rB and δB are allowed to be diﬀerent for diﬀerent B
decay modes. Note that, due to this constraint and the
fact that rB is expected to be the same for B+ and B−,
the number of physical parameters is smaller than the
number of experimental observables. Thus, the statisti-
cal treatment has to take into account the mathematical
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Figure 17.8.8. Belle projections of the conﬁdence regions for B± → DK± (left) and B± → D∗K± (right) decays onto
the (φ3, rB) and (φ3, r
∗
B , ) planes (Poluektov, 2010). Contours indicate projections of one-, two-, and three-standard deviation
regions.
mismatch between the experimental results z± and the
set of physical observables (φ3, rB , δB) due to statistical
ﬂuctuations (Yabsley, 2006). Both collaborations use a fre-
quentist approach to obtain φ3, although the details of the
treatment diﬀer. In both cases the method requires knowl-
edge of the probability density function (p.d.f.) p(z|μ) of
the vector z of measured parameters z±, z∗±, and z
s
± as
a function of the true parameters z¯, which can easily be
expressed in terms of the vector μ = (φ3, rB , δB , r∗B , δ
∗
B ,
κrsB , δ
s
B).
To obtain this p.d.f., Belle uses a simpliﬁed Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation of the experiment which incorpo-
rates the same eﬃciencies, resolution, and backgrounds as
used in the ﬁt to the experimental data. Belle constructs
three-dimensional regions in the μ space, using the uniﬁed
approach of Feldman and Cousins (1998). The conﬁdence
level α is calculated as α(μ) =
∫
D(μ) p(z|μ)dz, where the
integration domain D is given by the likelihood ratio or-
dering
p(z|μ)
p(z|μbest(z))
>
p(z0|μ)
p(z0|μbest(z0))
, (17.8.16)
where μbest(z) stands for the best parameters μ such that
p(z|μ) is maximized for the given measurement z, and z0
is the measurement from the ﬁt to the experimental data.
BABAR instead constructs directly one-dimensional in-
tervals calculating the conﬁdence level as a function of
the true value of a given parameter μ from μ ≡ {μ, q} as
α(μ) = 1−F [Δχ2(μ)], where F [Δχ2(μ)] is the cumulative
expected distribution of Δχ2(μ), with
Δχ2(μ) = −2 ln p(z0|μ, q(μ))
p(z0|μbest(z0))
. (17.8.17)
Here q(μ) stands for the parameters q that maximize
p(z0|μ) for the given μ, and μbest(z0) is as deﬁned above.
The p(z|μ) p.d.f. is approximated by a correlated, multidi-
mensional Gaussian in the vector z of measurements, pre-
viously validated using a simpliﬁed MC simulation, similar
to that performed by Belle. The distribution F [Δχ2(μ)] is
obtained using a large number of MC simulated samples,
by counting of the number of experiments generated with
true values μ = {μ, q(μ)} that have better Δχ2(μ) than
the actual experiment.
Figure 17.8.8 shows the Belle projection of the three-
dimensional region onto the (rB , φ3) plane, for each of
the B± → DK± and B± → D∗K± modes, for 20%,
74%, and 97% conﬁdence level regions, which correspond
to one-, two-, and three-standard deviations for a three-
dimensional Gaussian distribution. Similarly, Fig. 17.8.9
shows the BABAR conﬁdence level as a function of φ3 and
rB for each of the three B decay channels, as well as their
combination for the case of the weak phase. Table 17.8.9
reports the corresponding central values with their one-
and two-standard deviation intervals. Using these frequen-
tist procedures, each of the experiments obtains a de-
parture from φ3 = 0 equivalent to 3.5 standard devia-
tions, providing evidence for direct CP violation in B± →
D(∗)K(∗)± decays.
Model uncertainty
While the experimental systematic uncertainties in the
GGSZ measurements with the model-dependent technique
can be understood using control samples and Monte Carlo
simulation, the uncertainty arising from the description of
the amplitude model is more diﬃcult to quantify. Both
experiments follow the general guidelines discussed in Sec-
tion 13.5, although with diﬀerences in the details. BABAR
uses alternative models that give similar D0 → K0Sπ+π−
ﬁt quality to that of the default model, where BW pa-
rameters are varied according to their uncertainties, the
reference K-matrix solution is replaced by other solu-
tions (Anisovich and Sarantsev, 2003), and the standard
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Figure 17.8.9. The BABAR 1−C.L. distributions as a function of γ = φ3 (left) and rB (right) for B± → DK±, B± → D∗K±,
and B± → DK∗± decays separately, and their combination, including statistical and systematic uncertainties (del Amo Sanchez,
2010b). The dashed (upper) and dotted (lower) horizontal lines correspond to the one- and two-standard deviation intervals,
respectively.
Table 17.8.9. The 68.3% and 95.4% one-dimensional C.L. regions, equivalent to one- and two-standard deviation intervals,
for φ3, δB , rB , δ
s
B , and κr
s
B , including all sources of uncertainty. The 68.3% C.L. regions show separate contributions from
statistical, experimental systematic, and model uncertainties. The 95.4% regions include statistical and systematic uncertainties
for BABAR, but only statistical for Belle. B± → DK∗± results from Belle (Poluektov, 2006), shown in the bottom panel of the
table, are obtained assuming the eﬀective hadronic parameter κ = 1, and are not included in the combined value for φ3.
Parameter 68.3% C.L. 95.4% C.L. 68.3% C.L. 95.4% C.L.
BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2010b) Belle (Poluektov, 2010)
φ3 (
◦) 68+15−14 ± 4± 3 [39, 98] 78.4+10.8−11.6 ± 3.6± 8.9 [54.2, 100.5]
rB (%) 9.6± 2.9± 0.5± 0.4 [3.7, 15.5] 16.0+4.0−3.8 ± 1.1+5.0−1.0 [8.4, 23.9]
r∗B (%) 13.3
+4.2
−3.9 ± 1.3± 0.3 [4.9, 21.5] 19.6+7.2−6.9 ± 1.2+6.2−1.2 [6.1, 27.1]
κrsB (%) 14.9
+6.6
−6.2 ± 2.6± 0.6 < 28.0 − −
δB (
◦) 119+19−20 ± 3± 3 [75, 157] 136.7+13.0−15.8 ± 4.0± 22.9 [102.2, 162.3]
δ∗B (
◦) −82± 21± 5± 3 [−124,−38] 341.9+18.0−19.6 ± 3.0± 22.9 [296.5, 382.7]
δsB (
◦) 111± 32± 11± 3 [42, 178] − −
Belle (Poluektov, 2006)
κrsB (%) 56.4
+21.6
−15.5 ± 4.1± 8.4 [23.1, 1.106]
δsB (
◦) 242.6+20.2−23.2 ± 2.5± 49.3 [186.0, 300.2]
parameterizations are replaced by other related choices,
for example, replacing the Gounaris-Sakurai and Kπ S-
wave parameterizations by BWs, removing the mass de-
pendence in the P vector, changing form factors, and
adopting the helicity formalism instead of Zeemach ten-
sors to describe the angular dependence. Other models are
built by removing or adding resonances with small or neg-
ligible fractions, or accounting explicitly for D0−D0 mix-
ing eﬀects. Belle performs model variations that employ a
reduced number of resonances while keeping the absolute
value of the amplitude the same as in the default model.
Models excluding the σ1 and σ2 states; or using only
the largest Cabibbo-favored term D0 → K∗(892)−π+,
the narrow resonances, D0 → K0Sf0(980), and D0 →
K∗0 (1430)
−π+, and a large ﬂat non-resonant term; or the
model used by CLEO (Muramatsu et al., 2002), are more
conservative model variations than those performed by
BABAR, where these extreme models have been discarded
on the basis of their signiﬁcantly poorer ﬁt quality. Other
variations used by Belle include removal of the form fac-
tors for the D meson and intermediate resonances, and of
the momentum dependence of the resonance width.
17.8.4.2 Model-dependent technique with other ﬁnal states
BABAR has carried out similar analyses using the decay
B± → DK± with the D → π+π−π0 ﬁnal state (Aubert,
2007w), and the neutral B decay B0 → DK∗0, K∗0 →
K+π−, with D → K0Sπ+π− (Aubert, 2009f).
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In the study of the B± → DK±, D → π+π−π0 decay,
BABAR measures from 324 × 106 BB pairs ρ− = 0.815 ±
0.034, θ− = (186 ± 7)◦, ρ+ = 0.854 ± 0.035, θ+ = (192 ±
7)◦, where the polar parameterization ρ± ≡ |z± − x0|,
θ± = tan−1 y±/(x± − x0) (with x0 = 0.850) is chosen
to reﬂect the symmetry properties of the measurement:
studies show that this removes nonlinear correlations (and
consequent bias) in the ﬁt, and improves the sensitivity
of the result. These results are consistent with ρ± = x0,
θ± = 180◦, which corresponds to z± = 0.
For the neutral B decay B0 → DK∗0, K∗0 → K+π−,
D → K0Sπ+π−, rB is na¨ıvely expected to be larger, ∼ 0.3
(Section 17.8.3), although the overall rate of events is sig-
niﬁcantly smaller than for B± → DK∗± decays. The ﬂa-
vor of the neutral B meson is tagged by the charge of the
kaon produced in the K∗(892)0 decay (K+π− or K−π+).
The analysis ﬁnds 39 ± 9 signal events from 371 × 106
BB pairs, and using a Bayesian analysis with external in-
puts yields φ3 = (162 ± 56)◦ and rB < 0.55 at the 90%
conﬁdence level.
Nevertheless, in both cases the errors on the experi-
mental measurements are too large for a meaningful de-
termination of φ3, or γ, and have not been included in the
combined determination of φ3.
17.8.4.3 Binned model-independent technique
In the binned ﬁt approach to φ3 determination usingB± →
DK±, D0 → K0Sπ+π− decays, it is possible to avoid de-
pendence on a detailed model of the D0 amplitude across
the Dalitz plot. Instead, if the plot is divided into bins,
the amplitude in each bin can be described by quanti-
ties averaged over that bin. These quantities can be ex-
tracted from analyses of charm data, thus allowing for a
completely model-independent measurement of φ3. This
approach is particularly attractive for precision measure-
ment at a super ﬂavor factory where the model uncertainty
would otherwise dominate the precision. The approach
was ﬁrst proposed in Giri, Grossman, Soﬀer, and Zupan
(2003a), and further developed by Bondar and Poluek-
tov (2006, 2008), where the experimental feasibility of the
method was shown and an optimization procedure for the
analysis was proposed. The analysis has been performed
by Belle as a proof of principle using the ﬁnal data sam-
ple of 772 × 106 BB pairs (Aihara, 2012) and based on
results of the measurement of strong phase parameters by
the CLEO collaboration (Briere et al., 2009; Libby et al.,
2010).
Procedure
In the model-independent approach, the Dalitz plot is di-
vided into 2N bins symmetric under the exchange m2− ↔
m2+. The bin index “i” ranges from −N to N (excluding
zero); the exchange m2+ ↔ m2− corresponds to the ex-
change i↔ −i. The expected number of events in the bin
“i” of the Dalitz plot of the D from a B+ → DK+ decay
is
N+i = hB
[
Ki + r2BK−i + 2
√
KiK−i(x+ci + y+si)
]
,
(17.8.18)
where hB is a normalization constant and Ki is the num-
ber of events in the ith bin of the Dalitz plot of the D
meson decaying into a ﬂavor eigenstate (obtained using a
D∗± → Dπ± sample). The terms ci and si include infor-
mation about the cosine and sine of the phase diﬀerence
δD(m2+,m
−) between D0 and D0 averaged over the bin
region:
ci =
∫
Di
|AD||AD| cos δD dD√∫
Di
|AD|2dD
∫
Di
|AD|2dD
. (17.8.19)
Here D represents the Dalitz plot phase space and Di is
the bin region over which the integration is performed.
The terms si are deﬁned similarly with sine substituted
for cosine.
Neglecting eﬀects due to neutral D mixing and CP
violation (which are measured or constrained at the 1%
level or less; see the text on D-mixing and CP violation
in Section 19.2), the strong phase diﬀerence δD is anti-
symmetric (δD(m2+,m
2−) = −δD(m−,m+)) and thus the
relations ci = c−i and si = −s−i hold. The values of the ci
and si terms can be measured using quantum correlated
pairs of D mesons created at charm-factory experiments
operated at the threshold of DD pair production. The
wave function of the two mesons is antisymmetric,
Acorr = A
(1)
D A
(2)
D −A(2)D A(1)D , (17.8.20)
where the indices “(1)” and “(2)” correspond to the two
decaying D mesons. The four-dimensional probability den-
sity for the two correlated D → K0Sπ+π− Dalitz plots is
sensitive to the strong phase diﬀerence. In the case of the
binned analysis, the number of events where one D me-
son lies in the i-th bin of the Dalitz plot and the other D
meson in the j-th bin is
Mij =KiK−j +K−iKj
−2√KiK−iKjK−j(cicj + sisj). (17.8.21)
In addition to the process where both D mesons decay
into K0Sπ
+π−, CLEO (Briere et al., 2009; Libby et al.,
2010) use decays (K0Lπ
+π−)D(K0Sπ
+π−)D to increase the
available data sample, although weak model assumptions
are made to constrain the ci and si values in this case,
since the amplitudes with K0L and K
0
S diﬀer.
Additional information about the values of ci is ob-
tained from the process where one D meson decays in a
CP eigenstate, and the second — in the CP eigenstate
of opposite sign — decays to K0Sπ
+π−. The amplitude of
this decay is
A± = AD ±AD, (17.8.22)
and the number of events in bins of the DCP → K0Sπ+π−
decay is
Mi = Ki +K−i ± 2
√
KiK−ici. (17.8.23)
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Figure 17.8.10. (a) Optimal binning of the D0 → K0Sπ+π− Dalitz plot and (b) comparison of phase terms ci, si for the optimal
binning measured by CLEO, and calculated from the Belle D0 → K0Sπ+π− amplitude model, taken from Aihara (2012).
Note that the use of a CP eigenstate allows one to re-
solve an ambiguity in the measurement of ci and si from
correlated K0Sπ
+π− decays, as Eq. (17.8.21) is invariant
under the simultaneous change of the signs of all ci or si,
while Eq. (17.8.23) provides the signs of ci. The ambiguity
under the simultaneous change of signs of si remains (cor-
responding to complex conjugation of the amplitude AD),
however this can be resolved with a weak model assump-
tion. The solution that best ﬁts the isobar model with
BW amplitudes is preferred, since the other one, corre-
sponding to the complex-conjugated parameterization, is
unphysical: the complex-conjugated BW amplitude corre-
sponds to the converging spherical wave in the quantum-
mechanical scattering problem, and violates causality.
Optimal binning
The statistical precision of the binned procedure depends
strongly on the chosen binning. If the amplitude varies
signiﬁcantly across the bin area, the integral over the bin
averages over the interference term, discarding informa-
tion and reducing the sensitivity of the analysis. An op-
timal binning of the Dalitz plot, that takes into account
both the variations of the strong phase diﬀerence and the
absolute value of the D0 → K0Sπ+π− amplitude, was pro-
posed by Bondar and Poluektov (2008). The optimization
uses the amplitude of D0 → K0Sπ+π− decay from the
model-dependent analysis. However, although the choice
of binning is model-dependent, a bad choice of model re-
sults only in poorer statistical precision of the measure-
ment, and not in systematic bias. It has been shown that
as few as 16 bins are suﬃcient to reach statistical precision
comparable to that of the unbinned ﬁt.
Measurements of the phase terms ci and si have been
performed by CLEO (Briere et al., 2009; Libby et al.,
2010), with various binnings of the Dalitz plot. The Belle
analysis uses the binning shown in Fig. 17.8.10(a) op-
timized for the best statistical accuracy under the as-
sumption that the background in B± → DK± decays
is small. This optimization uses the BABAR amplitude
measurement (Aubert, 2008l). The results of the CLEO
measurement of ci and si for this binning are presented
in Fig. 17.8.10(b). Comparison with ci and si calculated
from the Belle model (Poluektov, 2010) shows reason-
able agreement between the model and measurement:
χ2/ndof = 18.6/16.
Once the values of the terms ci and si are known, the
system of equations (17.8.18) contains only three free pa-
rameters (x, y, and hB) for each B charge, and can be
solved using the maximum likelihood method to extract
the values of rB , φ3, and δB . The numbers of events Ki and
Ni are extracted from D∗± → Dπ± and B± → DK± sam-
ples respectively. To minimize the systematic error coming
from the diﬀerence in reconstruction eﬃciency across the
phase space for the two samples, the ﬂavor-tagged results
Ki are obtained by choosing D mesons in the momen-
tum range 1.8 GeV/c < pD < 2.8 GeV/c, i.e., with the
same average momentum pD as for B± → DK± decays.
Momentum resolution is taken into account by using a
migration matrix to describe the cross-feed between bins.
Fit results and interpretation
The parameters x± and y± are determined by a simulta-
neous ﬁt over the 16 bins, using signal selection variables
to determine the yield Ni in each bin: ΔM and MD for the
D∗± → Dπ± sample, and mES, ΔE, cos θT, and the same
Fisher discriminant F as used in Belle’s model-dependent
analysis (Section 17.8.4) for the B± → DK± sample. Fig-
ure 17.8.11 shows the binned signal yield separately for
B+ and B− data, its charge asymmetry, and the results
of the ﬁt using Eq. (17.8.18) for each bin in the Dalitz
plot. Diﬀerent binned yields for positive and negative B
charges in Figs 17.8.11(a,b) suggest signiﬁcant CP asym-
metry, while the pattern in Figs 17.8.11(c,d) shows that
this CP asymmetry is well described by the model involv-
ing a nonzero value of φ3 (Eq. 17.8.18).
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Figure 17.8.11. Results of the model-independent binned ﬁt of the B± → DK± sample (Aihara, 2012). (a) Numbers of events
in bins of the D0 → K0Sπ+π− Dalitz plot: from B− → DK− (blue triangle downwards), B+ → DK+ (red triangle upwards)
and the ﬂavor-tagged sample (histogram). (b) Diﬀerence of the number of events from B+ → DK+ and B− → DK− decays. (c)
Diﬀerence of the number of events from B− → DK− and ﬂavor-tagged sample (normalized to the total number of B− → DK−
decays): data (points with vertical and horizontal error bars), and as a result of the (x, y) ﬁt (horizontal bars). (d) Same as (c)
for B+ → DK+ data.
The values of the z± parameters obtained from the
binned ﬁt to the B± → DK± sample are
x− = +0.095± 0.045± 0.014± 0.010,
y− = +0.137+0.053−0.057 ± 0.015± 0.023,
x+ = −0.110± 0.043± 0.014± 0.007,
y+ = −0.050+0.052−0.055 ± 0.011± 0.017.
(17.8.24)
Here the ﬁrst error is statistical, the second error is the
systematic uncertainty, and the third error is the uncer-
tainty due to the errors on ci and si terms coming from
the CLEO analysis. This translates to
φ3 = (77.3+15.1−14.9 ± 4.1± 4.3)◦,
rB = 0.145± 0.030± 0.010± 0.011,
δB = (129.9± 15.0± 3.8± 4.7)◦.
(17.8.25)
These results are consistent with the CP -conservation hy-
pothesis at the 99.35% C.L., which corresponds to a 2.7
standard deviation discrepancy. They are also in good
agreement with those obtained with the model-dependent
approach, given in Tables 17.8.8 and 17.8.9.
It is important to note that, unlike the model uncer-
tainty of the unbinned analysis, which is diﬃcult to quan-
tify, the error due to ci and si is statistical in nature, since
the measurements of these quantities are largely domi-
nated by statistical uncertainties. It is expected that a
precision measurement of φ3 at the 1◦ level (or better)
with the binned model-independent Dalitz plot analysis
will be possible at a super ﬂavor factory, using data from
the BES III experiment. There are no other critical sys-
tematic uncertainties in this analysis that would dominate
the measurement at the 1◦ level — the most signiﬁcant un-
certainties are determined by the ﬁnite size of the auxiliary
samples (ﬂavor-tagged D0 → K0Sπ+π− and B± → Dπ±),
which will also increase in future analyses.
17.8.5 sin(2φ1 + φ3)
17.8.5.1 Method involving B → D(∗)h (h = π, ρ) decays
The study of the time-dependent decay rates of B →
D(∗)∓h± provides a measure of sin(2φ1 + φ3), where h
denotes a pion, a ρ, or an a1 meson (Dunietz, 1998).
As shown in Fig. 17.8.12, these decays proceed through
CF and DCS transitions, whose amplitudes are propor-
tional to the CKM matrix element products V ∗cbVud and
V ∗ubVcd, respectively. Thus, the weak phase diﬀerence be-
tween these amplitudes in the usual Wolfenstein (1983)
convention is φ3 (see Eq. 16.4.4 and Fig. 16.5.1). Interfer-
ence between the two contributing diagrams also involves
B0B0 mixing (see Eq. 16.6.6), hence resulting in a total
weak phase diﬀerence 2φ1 + φ3.
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Figure 17.8.12. Typical leading order Feynman diagrams for
the CF decay B0 → D−h+ (left) and the DCS decay B0 →
D+h− (right).
In Υ (4S) → BB decays, the observed decay rate dis-
tribution of B → D(∗)∓h± is (see Section 10.2)
f±(Δt) =
e−|Δt|/τB
4τB
×[1∓ Sξ sin(ΔmdΔt)∓ η C cos(ΔmdΔt)],
(17.8.26)
where τB is the neutral B meson lifetime averaged over
the two mass eigenstates, Δmd is the B0B0 mixing fre-
quency, Δt is the proper time diﬀerence between the B →
D(∗)∓h± decay (Brec) and the decay of the other B in the
event (Btag), the upper (lower) sign on ± or ∓ indicates
the ﬂavor of the Btag as a B0 (B0), and the parameters ξ
and η have the values ξ = +(−) and η = +1(−1) for the
Brec ﬁnal state D(∗)−h+ (D(∗)+h−). The coeﬃcients S±
and C are
S± =
2R
1 +R2
sin(2φ1 + φ3 ± δ),
C =
1−R2
1 +R2
,
(17.8.27)
where R is the ratio of the magnitudes of the DCS and CF
amplitudes (in the SM, their magnitudes are the same for
B0 and B0 decays), and δ is the strong phase diﬀerence
between the two amplitudes. The values of R and δ are
not necessarily the same for diﬀerent D(∗)h ﬁnal states,
making S± and C mode dependent. For instance,
RD(∗)h =
|A(B0 → D(∗)+h−)|
|A(B0 → D(∗)−h+)| =
∣∣∣∣V ∗ubVcdV ∗cbVud
∣∣∣∣ r, (17.8.28)
could be diﬀerent owing to possible distinct values for r,
where r is the ratio of decay constants and form factors
involved with the two diagrams shown in Fig. 17.8.12. As-
suming r ≈ 1 in the above equation, we can estimate R
purely in terms of the CKM matrix elements to be 2%.
It follows from Eq. (17.8.27) that the value of RD(∗)h
dictates the sensitivity of CP violation measurement in
B → D(∗)∓h±, as the sine term containing weak phases
is essentially weighted by the factor R. Now because R
is predicted to be small, the experimental precision on
2φ1 + φ3 expected from these measurements is poor. Fur-
thermore, these measurements are susceptible to poten-
tial model uncertainties caused by the assumptions used
in the calculation of R. However, when the decay pro-
ceeds through several interfering amplitudes such as the
three helicity amplitudes in B → D∗∓ρ±, it is possible
to extract R directly from the data (London, Sinha, and
Sinha, 2000; Sinha, Sinha, and Soﬀer, 2005), eliminating
these uncertainties.
17.8.5.2 Determination of RD(∗)h
Unfortunately, we cannot directly measure the R values
with the current B Factory dataset as the DCS decay
B0 → D(∗)+h− is overwhelmed by the copious background
from B0 → D(∗)+h−. They can be, however, indirectly
obtained from self-tagging neutral B decays involving a
charmed-strange meson such as B0 → D+s π−, assuming
SU(3) ﬂavor symmetry, or from suppressed charged B
decays (e.g., B+ → D+π0) with an isospin relation. In
the former case, R is extracted using the following re-
lation (Dunietz, 1998; Dunietz and Sachs, 1988; Suprun,
Chiang, and Rosner, 2002),
RD(∗)h =
|Vcd|
|Vcs|
fD(∗)
f
D
(∗)
s
√
B(B0 → D(∗)+s h−)
B(B0 → D(∗)−h+) , (17.8.29)
where fx denotes the decay constant of the meson x, and
B denotes the branching fraction of the mode shown. This
relation can be inferred from the DCS decay diagram of
Fig. 17.8.12, where by replacing the d quark with an s
quark one can get B0 → D(∗)+s h−. In the ﬁrst case the
virtual W+ boson hadronizes into a D(∗)+ meson, with
the decay constant fD(∗) and CKM matrix element Vcd,
and in the second it forms a D(∗)+s meson, with the decay
constant f
D
(∗)
s
and CKM matrix element Vcs. The theory
errors on R due to possible SU(3) breaking eﬀects are
diﬃcult to quantify, but are estimated to be in the range
10–15% (Baak, 2007). Furthermore, the above relation as-
sumes that internal W -exchange amplitudes contribute
much less than tree amplitudes to the B0 → D(∗)∓h±
decays. We can verify this assumption by measuring the
branching fraction for B0 → D(∗)−s K(∗)+, because in the
absence of re-scattering the exchange diagram is the lone
contributor to these decays. Therefore, their branching
fractions can provide a measure of the W -exchange con-
tribution to B0 → D(∗)∓h±.
17.8.5.3 Results from B → D(∗)h (h = π, ρ) decays
Both BABAR (Aubert, 2005v, 2006aa) and Belle (Bahini-
pati, 2011; Ronga, 2006) have performed these measure-
ments using both full as well as partial reconstruction
of D(∗)∓π±. In the case of partial reconstruction, signal
D∗∓π± decay candidates are identiﬁed using information
solely from the high momentum pion originating from the
B decay, and the low momentum pion from the subsequent
decay of the D∗ meson, without reconstructing the neu-
tral D. This results in increased eﬃciency at the cost of a
larger background. BABAR (Aubert, 2006aa) has extended
the study to include the B → D∓ρ± decays.
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Figure 17.8.13. Belle’s measurement of the distance between Brec and Btag vertices along the z axis for lepton-tagged events,
where the lepton has either the (left) same or (right) opposite charge as the low-momentum pion. The ﬁt results (solid curves)
are superimposed on the data (points with error bars). CP violation is characterized by a nonzero amplitude of the sinusoidal
oscillation. These plots show the central regions of those presented in Bahinipati (2011), with an expanded vertical scale.
Table 17.8.10. Time-dependent CP violation parameters measured by Belle and BABAR in B → D(∗)∓h± decays.
BABAR Belle
Partial reconstruction Full reconstruction Partial reconstruction Full reconstruction
(Aubert, 2005v) (Aubert, 2006aa) (Bahinipati, 2011) (Ronga, 2006)
N(BB) = 232× 106 N(BB) = 232× 106 N(BB) = 657× 106 N(BB) = 386× 106
aD∗π −0.034± 0.014± 0.009 −0.040± 0.023± 0.010 −0.046± 0.013± 0.015 −0.039± 0.020± 0.013
cD∗π −0.019± 0.022± 0.013 +0.049± 0.042± 0.015 −0.015± 0.013± 0.015 −0.011± 0.020± 0.013
aDπ − −0.010± 0.023± 0.007 − −0.050± 0.021± 0.012
cDπ − −0.033± 0.042± 0.012 − −0.019± 0.021± 0.012
aDρ − −0.024± 0.031± 0.009 − −
cDρ − −0.098± 0.055± 0.018 − −
In Table 17.8.10 we summarize results on CP viola-
tion parameters sensitive to 2φ1 + φ3 obtained with B →
D(∗)±π∓ by the two experiments. Results are given in
terms of two parameters a and c, deﬁned as
a = (S+ + S−)/2,
c = (S+ − S−)/2. (17.8.30)
These parameters were introduced by BABAR (Aubert,
2005v, 2006aa) in both partial and full reconstruction anal-
yses in an attempt to disentangle the results from possi-
ble CP violation eﬀects on the Btag side. The parameter a
is always independent of tag-side CP violation; the same
also holds true for c in the case of semileptonic Btag decays
since those decays are dominated by a single amplitude.
In the partial reconstruction analysis, Belle (Bahinipati,
2011) uses only lepton tags for Btag, while BABAR em-
ploys kaon- and lepton-tagged events. Both experiments
use the a and c notation in the partial reconstruction anal-
yses, whereas full-reconstruction results of Belle (Ronga,
2006) are presented in terms of S+ and S−. To compare
results from the two experiments, we convert S+ and S−
into a and c after taking into account the relative factor
(−1)L between Belle and BABAR in the deﬁnition of S±,
where the orbital angular momentum L equals 0 (1) for
the Dπ (D∗π) ﬁnal state. The search for CP violation in
these decays has provided results with signiﬁcance at the
level of 2.5 (2.0) standard deviations from Belle (BABAR).
Figure 17.8.13, for instance, provides an illustration of
CP violation results obtained in the partial reconstruc-
tion analysis of Belle.
17.8.5.4 Results from B → D(∗)s h (h = π,K) decays
Among charmed-strange meson ﬁnal states, BABAR (Au-
bert, 2008u) and Belle (Das, 2010; Joshi, 2010) have
studied B0 → D(∗)+s π− and B0 → D(∗)−s K+ (see Sec-
tion 17.3.3). As mentioned earlier, the former decay consti-
tutes an independent measurement of the small parameter
R and the latter provides a measure of the W -exchange
contribution in B → D(∗)±π∓.
In Table 17.8.11 we present the branching fraction
measurement of B0 → D(∗)+s h−, where h = π or ρ, from
the two experiments. By substituting these numbers along
with world-average values for |Vcd|, |Vcs| and B(B0 →
D(∗)−h+) (Beringer et al., 2012) as well as for lattice
QCD estimates of the decay constants of the D(∗) and
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Table 17.8.11. Measured branching fractions for B0 → D(∗)+s h−(h = π, ρ) and B0 → D(∗)−s K(∗)+ with the corresponding
average values. All are in units of 10−5.
BABAR (Aubert, 2008u) Belle (Das, 2010; Joshi, 2010) Average
N(BB) = 381× 106 N(BB) = 657× 106
B(B0 → D+s π−) 2.5± 0.4± 0.2 1.99± 0.26± 0.18 2.16± 0.26
B(B0 → D∗+s π−) 2.6+0.5−0.4 ± 0.3 1.75± 0.34± 0.20 2.02± 0.33
B(B0 → D+s ρ−) 1.1+0.9−0.8 ± 0.3 − 1.10± 0.95
B(B0 → D∗+s ρ−) 4.1+1.3−1.2 ± 0.8 − 4.10± 1.53
B(B0 → D−s K+) 2.9± 0.4± 0.2 1.91± 0.24± 0.17 2.21± 0.25
B(B0 → D∗−s K+) 2.4± 0.4± 0.2 2.02± 0.33± 0.22 2.19± 0.30
B(B0 → D−s K∗+) 3.5+1.0−0.9 ± 0.4 − 3.50± 1.08
B(B0 → D∗−s K∗+) 3.2+1.4−1.2 ± 0.4 − 3.20± 1.46
D
(∗)
s mesons (Laiho, Lunghi, and Van de Water, 2010) in
Eq. (17.8.29), we determine
RDπ = (1.73± 0.15± 0.04)%,
RD∗π = (1.65± 0.18± 0.04)%,
RDρ = (0.74± 0.33± 0.02)%,
RD∗ρ = (1.50± 0.31± 0.04)%,
(17.8.31)
where the second errors are due to those on fD(∗)/fD(∗)s .
Note that here we have assumed the ratio fD∗/fD∗s to be
the same as fD/fDs . The R values obtained are somewhat
smaller than the na¨ıve expectations of 2%: in particular,
RDρ is signiﬁcantly below 2%. Table 17.8.11 also summa-
rizes the branching fractions for B0 → D(∗)−s K(∗)+ mea-
sured by the two experiments. These branching fractions
are two orders of magnitude smaller than those of the
CF decays B0 → D(∗)−π+, implying insigniﬁcant contri-
butions from the internal W exchange diagram (or a CF
B0 → D0dd diagram followed by dd → ss re-scattering).
This justiﬁes neglecting contributions from similar dia-
grams in the determination of R (Eq. 17.8.29).
17.8.5.5 Results from the decay B+ → D∗+π0
Belle (Iwabuchi, 2008) has performed a search for the DCS
decay B+ → D∗+π0. No signiﬁcant signal is found, and a
90% conﬁdence-level upper limit is set on the branching
fraction, B(B+ → D∗+π0) < 3.6 × 10−6. This limit is
used to constrain RD∗π to be less than 5.1% at the 90%
conﬁdence level. The upper limit on R is consistent with
the values obtained from B → D(∗)s h.
17.8.5.6 Constraint on 2φ1 + φ3 from B → D(∗)h
One can derive a combined constraint on 2φ1 + φ3 using
relevant observables measured in the B → D(∗)∓h± de-
cays. There are two measurements, a and c (or S+ and
S−), and three unknown quantities, R, δ, and 2φ1 + φ3,
of which the ﬁrst two are diﬀerent for each decay chan-
nel. To ﬁnd a solution, we can use the RD(∗)h values ex-
tracted with the SU(3) relation of Eq. (17.8.29) as an ad-
ditional input. Combining results on a and c with RD(∗)h
(see Table 17.8.10 and Eq. 17.8.31) using a frequentist
method described in Charles et al. (2005), we obtain a
constraint on 2φ1 + φ3. The conﬁdence level as a func-
tion of | sin(2φ1 + φ3)| is shown in Fig. 17.8.14. We set
a lower limit | sin(2φ1 + φ3)| > 0.74 (0.51) at 68% (90%)
conﬁdence level.
17.8.5.7 Constraint on 2φ1 + φ3 from B → DKπ
BABAR (Aubert, 2008bg) has performed a time-dependent
Dalitz plot analysis of B0 → D∓K0π±. Since both b→ c
and b → u diagrams involved in these decays are color
suppressed, the R value is expected to be larger than that
found in B → D(∗)∓h±. Assuming R is 30% and constant
across the Dalitz plot, BABAR ﬁnds 2φ1 +φ3 = (83± 53±
20)◦ along with an equivalent solution at a value 180◦
larger than this, where the ﬁrst error is statistical and the
second is systematic.
17.8.6 Determination of φ3 and discussion
We combine the available BABAR (B± → DK±, B± →
D∗K±, and B± → DK∗±) and Belle (B± → DK±,
B± → D∗K±) observables obtained for the GLW method
(Table 17.8.1), the ADS method (Table 17.8.2), and the
GGSZ method (model-dependent results as shown in
Table 17.8.8) using the frequentist procedure (plug-in
method) exploited in Charles et al. (2005). The p-value
(1− C.L.) curves for the angle φ3 as well as the hadronic
parameters (δB and rB) of the B → DK mode are shown
in Fig. 17.8.15 and the 68% C.L. intervals are summarized
in Table 17.8.12. The results obtained are in very good
agreement with individual constraints available for each
experiment (Lees, 2013e and Trabelsi, 2013): the combined
B Factory φ3 average is (67± 11)◦.
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Figure 17.8.14. Combined constraint on 2φ1 + φ3 using relevant observables measured in the B → D(∗)h decays. The dashed
(dotted) line indicates the 68% (90%) conﬁdence-level lower limit.
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Figure 17.8.15. Combined constraint (red curve) on φ3 (left), rB(DK) (middle) and δB(DK) (right) using relevant BABAR
and Belle observables measured in the B → D(∗)K(∗) decays. The green (blue) curve represents the results using only the BABAR
(Belle) observables, the dashed (dotted) line indicates the 68% (90%) conﬁdence-level lower limit.
Table 17.8.12. Conﬁdence intervals for φ3, rB(DK) and
δB(DK) obtained from the combination of the relevant BABAR
and Belle observables measured in the B → D(∗)K(∗) decays.
φ3 (
◦) rB(DK) δB(DK) (◦)
BABAR 69± 17 0.090+0.016−0.017 105± 19
Belle 68± 14 0.112± 0.015 116+19−21
B Factories 67± 11 0.102± 0.011 111+13−14
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This section discusses radiative penguin B meson decays
with b→ sγ and b→ dγ transitions, and electroweak pen-
guin82 B meson decays with b → s+−, b → d+− and
b→ sνν¯ transitions. These B decay modes are considered
to be among the most sensitive probes for physics beyond
the SM, because they occur at loop level, and their rates
can be accurately predicted. In the SM the decays proceed
at lowest order through penguin loop and box diagrams in-
volving heavy virtual top quarks and weak W or Z bosons
as shown in Figure 17.9.1. Beyond the SM these could also
contain hypothetical heavy particles, e.g. supersymmetric
partners of quarks and bosons, or charged Higgs bosons.
At the B Factories many of these decays have been
studied. Inclusive and exclusive branching fractions have
been accurately determined for b→ sγ, and measured for
the ﬁrst time for b → dγ and b → s+−. Here, an in-
clusive decay is denoted for example as B → Xsγ, where
Xs is the sum of the hadronic ﬁnal states formed by the
recoiling s quark from b → sγ and the spectator u or d
quark, whereas an exclusive decay speciﬁes the ﬁnal state
hadron(s), for example, B → K∗(892)γ. Time-integrated
and time-dependent CP asymmetries have also been mea-
sured. For b→ s+−, the decay amplitude depends on q2,
which is the invariant mass squared of the di-lepton sys-
tem, or the virtual momentum squared of the electroweak
boson in the case of the lowest order penguin diagram.
In addition, angular analyses, which are sensitive to the
interference between diﬀerent terms in the decay ampli-
tudes, have been performed as functions of q2.
Theoretically, the SM predictions are at a similar level
of accuracy to the experimental precision for the inclusive
branching fractions. This is due to the presence of leptons
and photons in the ﬁnal state which reduces the size of
non-perturbative QCD corrections.
This section (17.9) is organized into a short review
of the theoretical aspects (17.9.1), then discussions of in-
clusive and exclusive b → sγ (17.9.2 and 17.9.3) and
b → dγ (17.9.4) decays, separate subsections on rate
asymmetries (17.9.5) and time-dependent CP asymme-
try measurements (17.9.6), followed by subsections on
b→ s(d)+− (17.9.7) and b→ sνν¯ (17.9.8) decays.
82 In the literature these decays are also called semileptonic
rare decays. We do not adopt this term here to avoid confusion
with semileptonic B meson decays with b→ cν and b→ uν.
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Figure 17.9.1. Examples of penguin loop diagram for b→ sγ
(top), and loop and box diagrams for b→ s+− (bottom).
17.9.1 Theoretical framework
17.9.1.1 Eﬀective electroweak Hamiltonian
Rare B decays are governed by an interplay between the
weak and strong interactions. This is especially the case
for inclusive B decay modes, where short-distance QCD
eﬀects are very important. In the decay B → Xsγ these ef-
fects lead to a rate enhancement by a factor of greater than
two. Such eﬀects are induced by hard-gluon exchanges
between the quark lines of the one-loop electroweak di-
agrams.
The perturbative QCD corrections that arise from hard
gluon exchange bring in large logarithms of the form
αn
S (mb) log
m(mb/M), (17.9.1)
where m ≤ n (with n = 0, 1, 2, ...). M is the top or W
mass and mb the b quark mass. These large logarithms
are a natural feature in any process in which two diﬀerent
mass scales are present. To obtain a reasonable result,
one must re-sum at least all the leading-log (LL) terms
with m = n, or αnS (mb) log
n(mb/M), with the help of
renormalization group techniques (Grinstein, Savage, and
Wise, 1989; Grinstein, Springer, and Wise, 1988, 1990).
Working to next-to-leading-log (NLL) or next-to-next-to-
leading-log (NNLL) precision means that one re-sums all
the terms with m = n − 1 or m = n − 2, too (Buchalla,
Buras, and Lautenbacher, 1996; Misiak, 1993).
A suitable framework in which to achieve the nec-
essary re-summations of the large logarithms is an ef-
fective low-energy theory with ﬁve quarks; this frame-
work is obtained by integrating out the heavy particles
i.e. by removing them from the theory as dynamical ﬁelds
(Buchalla, Buras, and Lautenbacher, 1996). These are the
electroweak bosons and the top quark in the SM. This ef-
fective ﬁeld theory approach serves as a theoretical frame-
work for both inclusive and exclusive modes. The standard
method of the operator product expansion (OPE) (Wil-
son and Zimmermann, 1972) allows for a separation of
the B meson decay amplitude into two distinct parts, the
long-distance contributions contained in the operator ma-
trix elements and the short-distance physics described by
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the Wilson coeﬃcients. The electroweak eﬀective Hamilto-
nian can schematically be written as (Altarelli and Maiani,
1974; Gaillard and Lee, 1974a; Witten, 1977)
Heﬀ = 4GF√
2
∑
i
λCKMCi(μ,M)Oi(μ), (17.9.2)
where Oi(μ) are operators of dimension six, Ci(μ,M) are
the corresponding Wilson coeﬃcients, λCKM are products
of CKM matrix elements, and μ denotes the factorization
scale. As the heavy ﬁelds are integrated out, the complete
top and W mass dependence is contained in the Wilson
coeﬃcients. Within the observable Heﬀ the scale depen-
dence (μ) should cancel out.
The eﬀective electroweak Hamiltonian relevant to b→
s(d) γ and b→ s(d) +− transitions in the SM reads
Heﬀ = −4GF√
2
[
λtq
10∑
i=1
CiOi + λuq
2∑
i=1
Ci(Oi −Oui )
]
,
(17.9.3)
where the explicit CKM factors are λtq = VtbV
∗
tq and λ
u
q =
VubV
∗
uq (q = s, d). The unitarity relations λ
c
q = −λtq −
λuq have already been used. The numerically signiﬁcant
dimension-six operators are:83
O1 = (sLγμT acL)(cLγμT abL) , (17.9.4)
O2 = (sLγμcL)(cLγμbL) ,
Ou1 = (sLγμT auL)(uLγμT abL) ,
Ou2 = (sLγμuL)(uLγμbL) ,
O7 = e16π2mb(sLσ
μνbR)Fμν ,
O8 = gs16π2mb(sLσ
μνT abR)Gaμν ,
O9 = e
2
16π2
(sLγμbL)
∑
	
(¯γμ) ,
O10 = e
2
16π2
(sLγμbL)
∑
	
(¯γμγ5) ,
where T a are SU(3) color generators, Fμν and Gμν are
electromagnetic and chromomagnetic ﬁelds, and the sub-
scripts L and R refer to the left- and right-handed com-
ponents of the fermion ﬁelds. In b → s transitions the
contributions proportional to λus are rather small, while in
b → d decays, where λud is of the same order as λtd, these
contributions play an important role in CP and isospin
asymmetries. The operators O9 and O10 only occur in the
b→ s(d)+− and b→ sνν modes.
It is worth noting that among the four-quark opera-
tors, only the eﬀective couplings for i = 1, 2 are large at
83 There are also operators O′7 and O′8 where mb is replaced
by ms (or md, respectively), and here these are suppressed by
factors ms/d/mb and are usually omitted.
the low scale μ = mb where C1,2(mb) ≈ 1. The so-called
QCD penguin operators
O3 = (sLγμbL)
∑
q=u,d,c,s,b
(qLγ
μqL) , (17.9.5)
O4 = (sLγμT abL)
∑
q=u,d,c,s,b
(qLγ
μT aqL) , (17.9.6)
O5 = (sLγμbL)
∑
q=u,d,c,s,b
(qRγ
μqR) , (17.9.7)
O6 = (sLγμT abL)
∑
q=u,d,c,s,b
(qRγ
μT aqR) , (17.9.8)
have very small coeﬃcients C3, . . . , C6 and hence can safely
be neglected. The electromagnetic penguin with C7(mb) ≈
−0.3, and the chromomagnetic penguin with C8(mb) ≈
−0.15, play a signiﬁcant role in both b → s(d)γ and b →
s(d)+−. Finally the vector and axial-vector contribu-
tions to b→ s(d)+− have C9(mb) ≈ 4, C10(mb) ≈ −4.
There are three principal calculational steps that lead
to the LL (NNLL) result within the eﬀective ﬁeld theory
approach:
1. At the scale μ = mW the full SM theory is matched
with the eﬀective theory. This means that the calcu-
lation of the amplitude in the full SM is expanded
in inverse powers of the large masses (mW , mZ , mt)
and the result is compared to the corresponding am-
plitude in the eﬀective theory. In this way the Wil-
son coeﬃcients Ci(mW ) are extracted by comparison.
At the high scale μ = mW the Ci pick up only small
QCD corrections, which can be calculated within ﬁxed-
order perturbation theory. In the LL (NNLL) calcula-
tion, the matching has to be worked out at the O(α0S)
[O(α2S)] level.
2. The evolution of these Wilson coeﬃcients from μ =
mW down to μ ≈ mb must then be performed with the
help of the renormalization group. In this way the large
logarithms (Eq. 17.9.1) are shifted from the matrix
elements of the operators into the Wilson coeﬃcients,
and the matrix elements of the operators evaluated at
the low scale mb are free of these large logarithms. For
the LL (NNLL) calculation, this renormalization step
has to be performed up to order α1S (α
3
S).
3. To LL (NNLL) precision, the corrections to the matrix
elements of the operators 〈sγ|Oi(μ)|b〉 at the scale μ ≈
mb must be calculated to order α0S (α
2
S) precision.
While the Wilson coeﬃcients Ci enter both inclusive
and exclusive processes and can be calculated with pertur-
bative methods, the calculational approaches to the ma-
trix elements of the operators diﬀer in the two cases. In
inclusive modes, one can use quark-hadron duality in or-
der to derive a well-deﬁned heavy mass expansion of the
decay rates in powers of ΛQCD/mb (Heavy Quark Expan-
sion, HQE)84 (Bigi, Blok, Shifman, Uraltsev, and Vain-
shtein, 1992; Bigi, Uraltsev, and Vainshtein, 1992; Chay,
Georgi, and Grinstein, 1990; Manohar and Wise, 1994). In
84 In the following text the symbol Λ/mb is also used to denote
ΛQCD/mb.
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particular, it turns out that the decay width of B → Xsγ
is well approximated by the partonic decay rate, which can
be calculated in renormalization group improved pertur-
bation theory (Ali, Hiller, Handoko, and Morozumi, 1997;
Falk, Luke, and Savage, 1994):
Γ (B → Xsγ) = Γ (b→ Xpartons γ) +O(Λ/mb) (17.9.9)
In exclusive processes one cannot rely on quark-hadron
duality, and face the diﬃcult task of estimating matrix ele-
ments between meson states. A promising approach is the
method of QCD-improved factorization (QCDF) which
has been systematically formalized for non-leptonic de-
cays in the heavy quark limit mb →∞ (Beneke, Buchalla,
Neubert, and Sachrajda, 1999, 2000, 2001). This method
allows for a perturbative calculation of QCD corrections
to na¨ıve factorization, and is the basis for the up-to-date
predictions for exclusive rare B decays. However, within
this approach, a general, quantitative method to estimate
the important 1/mb corrections to the heavy quark limit
is missing.
17.9.1.2 Power corrections to inclusive decays
The inclusive decay rate is deﬁned as (see also Section 17.1)
Γ =
1
2mHb
∑
X
(2π)4δ4(pi − pf ) | 〈X | Heﬀ | Hb〉 |2 ,
(17.9.10)
where the sum runs over all possible states X. In order to
set up a systematic approach, we use the optical theorem
which relates the inclusive decay rate of a hadron Hb to
the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude
Γ (Hb → X) = 12mHb
Im 〈Hb | T | Hb〉 , (17.9.11)
whereT is the time-ordered product of two eﬀective Hamil-
tonians T = i
∫
d4xT [Heﬀ(x)Heﬀ(0)].
From this it is possible to construct an OPE of the op-
erator T, which is expressed as a series of local operators
that are suppressed by powers of the b quark mass and
written in terms of the b quark ﬁeld (Bigi, Blok, Shifman,
Uraltsev, and Vainshtein, 1992; Bigi, Uraltsev, and Vain-
shtein, 1992; Chay, Georgi, and Grinstein, 1990; Manohar
and Wise, 1994):
T [HeﬀHeﬀ ] OPE= 1
mb
(∑
i
c
(0)
i P(0)i +
1
mb
∑
i
c
(1)
i P(1)i
+
1
m2b
∑
i
c
(2)
i P(2)i + ...
)
, (17.9.12)
where P (n)i are local operators of dimension n+3 and c
(n)
i
are the Wilson coeﬃcient of the OPE.
Taking the forward matrix element (Eq. 17.9.11) gen-
erates an expansion in inverse powers of the heavy quark
mass. Note that the matrix elements 〈Hb | P(n)i | Hb〉
are of the order ΛQCD to some appropriate power, and
hence this expansion is expected to converge suﬃciently
well as long as the energy release in the decay is large
with respect to the QCD scale, ΛQCD  mb. With the
help of heavy quark eﬀective theory (HQET), where new
heavy quark spin-ﬂavor symmetries arise in the heavy
quark limit mb → ∞ (Isgur and Wise, 1992; Shifman
and Voloshin, 1988), the hadronic matrix elements within
the OPE, 〈Hb | P(n)i | Hb〉, can be further simpliﬁed.
In this well-deﬁned expansion, the free quark model is the
ﬁrst term in the constructed expansion in powers of 1/mb,
and therefore the dominant contribution. In inclusive rare
B decays, one ﬁnds no correction of order Λ/mb to the
free quark model approximation. The corrections to the
partonic decay rate begin with 1/m2b only, which implies
a rather small numerical impact of the non-perturbative
corrections on the decay rate of inclusive modes. How-
ever, there are more subtleties to consider if other than
the leading operators are taken into account (see below).
One can directly apply these methods to the inclusive
decay mode B → Xsγ. If one neglects perturbative QCD
corrections and assumes that the decay B → Xsγ is due
to the leading electromagnetic dipole operator O7 alone,
then the photon would always be emitted directly from the
hard process of the b quark decay. One has to consider the
time-ordered product T [O+7 (x)O7(0)]. Using the OPE for
T [O+7 (x)O7(0)] and HQET methods, as discussed above,
the decay width Γ (B → Xsγ) reads (up to and including
terms of order 1/m2b):
Γ
(O7,O7)
B→Xsγ =
αEMG
2
Fm
5
b
32π4
|VtbVts|2 C27 (mb) (17.9.13)
×
(
1− 1
m2b
[
1
2
μ2π +
3
2
μ2G
])
,
where μ2π and μ
2
G are the HQE parameters for the kinetic
energy and the chromomagnetic energy, respectively (see
Eqs 17.1.38 and 17.1.39 in Section 17.1). If the B → Xsγ
decay width is normalized to the charmless semileptonic
decays, the non-perturbative corrections of order 1/m2b
cancel out within the ratio B(B → Xsγ)/B(B → Xuν).
However, in practice the branching fraction of inclusive
rare decays are often normalized to the well measured
B → Xcν semileptonic branching fraction with which
the m5b dependence in Eq. (17.9.13) cancels.
The OPE for the inclusive decay B → Xsγ breaks
down if one considers operators beyond the leading elec-
tromagnetic dipole operator O7 (Buchalla, Isidori, and
Rey, 1998; Ligeti, Randall, and Wise, 1997; Voloshin, 1997).
For example, one ﬁnds a contribution to the total decay
rate due to the interference between the electromagnetic
dipole operator O7 and the charming penguin amplitude
due to the current-current operatorO2. This is an example
of a so-called resolved photon contribution. These contri-
butions contain subprocesses in which the photon couples
to light partons instead of connecting directly to the ef-
fective weak interaction vertex. A systematic analysis of
all resolved photon contributions related to other opera-
tors in the weak Hamiltonian establishes this breakdown
of the local OPE within the hadronic power corrections
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as a generic result (Benzke, Lee, Neubert, and Paz, 2010).
Estimating such nonlocal matrix elements is very diﬃ-
cult, and leads to an irreducible theoretical uncertainty of
±(4 − 5)% for the total CP averaged decay rate, deﬁned
with a photon-energy cutoﬀ Eγ = 1.6GeV (Benzke, Lee,
Neubert, and Paz, 2011). This result indicates that the
theoretical eﬀorts for the B → Xsγ mode have reached
the non-perturbative boundaries.
The non-perturbative contributions in the decay B →
Xdγ can be treated analogously to those in the decay
B → Xsγ. The local corrections that scale as 1/m2b are
the same for the two modes (up to CKM factors). Also,
the analysis of resolved contributions can be applied to
this case. On the other hand, the long-distance contribu-
tions from the intermediate u quark in the penguin loops
are critical. While they are suppressed in the B → Xsγ
mode by the CKM matrix elements, there is no such CKM
suppression in B → Xdγ, and one must account for the
non-perturbative contributions that arise from the oper-
ator Ou1 . However, this interference contribution vanishes
in the total CP -averaged rate of B → Xdγ at order Λ/mb.
Other interference terms from the double resolved contri-
butions, involving Ou1 and O8, or Ou1 and Ou1 , arise ﬁrst
at order 1/m2b . Thus, there is no power correction due to
the operator Ou1 in the total rate of B → Xdγ at order
Λ/mb, which implies that the CP -averaged decay rate of
B → Xdγ is as theoretically clean as the decay rate of
B → Xsγ (Benzke, Lee, Neubert, and Paz, 2010).
Local hadronic power corrections due to the leading
operator O9 in the decay B → Xs+− that scale with
1/m2b , 1/m
3
b , and 1/m
2
c have also been considered. They
can be calculated analogously to those in the decay B →
Xsγ. However, a systematic analysis of hadronic power
corrections including all relevant operators has yet to be
performed. Thus, an additional uncertainty of±5% should
be added to all theoretical predictions for this mode on the
basis of a simple dimensional estimate.
In the high-q2 region of the decay b→ s+−, one en-
counters a breakdown of the heavy quark expansion at
the end point of the di-lepton mass spectrum. Whereas
the partonic contribution vanishes, the 1/m2b and 1/m
3
b
corrections tend towards non-zero values. In contrast to
the end point region of the photon energy spectrum in
the B → Xsγ decay (see below), no partial all-order re-
summation into a shape function is possible. However, for
an integrated high-q2 spectrum an eﬀective expansion is
found in inverse powers of meﬀb = mb× (1−
√
smin) rather
than mb. The expansion converges less rapidly, depend-
ing on the lower dilepton-mass cut smin = q2min. The large
theoretical uncertainties could be signiﬁcantly reduced by
normalizing the B → Xs+− decay rate to the semilep-
tonic B → Xuν decay rate with the same q2 cut:
R(s0) =
∫ 1
s0
ds
dΓ (B → Xs+−)
ds∫ 1
s0
ds
dΓ (B → Xuν)
ds
. (17.9.14)
In this way, the relative uncertainty in this ratio due to the
dominating 1/m3b term would be reduced to 9%, whereas
the relative uncertainty in the numerator alone is about
19%.
17.9.1.3 Shape functions and kinematical cuts
In the measurements of the inclusive mode B → Xsγ one
needs cuts in the photon energy spectrum to suppress the
background from other B decays. A threshold of 1.6GeV
is also required for theoretical predictions to remove cc
bound states.
In order to deal with these cuts, one needs a theoret-
ical description of the photon energy spectrum. In prin-
ciple, this can be computed along the same lines as the
total rates by using the heavy quark expansion. However,
at leading order in αS and 1/mb, the spectrum is simply
a δ-function expressing the fact that the photon recoils
against a single quark and hence Eγ = mb/2 (for a mass-
less s quark). Without αS corrections, the spectrum re-
mains concentrated at this single energy and the heavy
quark expansion takes the form
dΓ
dx
=
G2Fαm
5
b
32π4
|VtsV ∗tb|2|C7|2
(
δ(1− x) (17.9.15)
+
μ2π − μ2G
2m2b
δ′(1− x) + μ
2
π
6m2b
δ′′(1− x) + · · ·
)
with x = 2Eγ/mb.
It has been shown in (Bigi, Shifman, Uraltsev, and
Vainshtein, 1994; Mannel and Neubert, 1994; Neubert,
1994a) that the leading terms can be resummed into a
shape function deﬁned as
2MBf(k+) = 〈B(v)|b¯vδ(k+ − iD+)bv|B(v)〉 , (17.9.16)
which has a moment expansion according to
f(ω) = δ(ω) +
μ2π
6
δ′′(ω)− ρ
3
D
18
δ′′′(ω) + · · · . (17.9.17)
In terms of the shape function, the spectrum takes the
form
dΓ
dx
=
G2Fαm
6
b
32π4
|VtsV ∗tb|2|C7|2f(mb(1− x)) . (17.9.18)
The shape function is a non-perturbative quantity, which
is universal for all heavy-to-light transitions. It either needs
to be modeled or it can be extracted from other heavy-to-
light decays such as b→ uν. However, at the sub-leading
level, several new shape functions need to be deﬁned, spoil-
ing the simple relation between B → Xsγ and B → Xuν
(Bauer, Luke, and Mannel, 2002, 2003).
The fact that the shape function is not well known
induces uncertainties in experimental branching fraction
results in two ways. First, the form (as well as the scheme)
chosen for the shape function aﬀects eﬃciencies, and hence
aﬀects the measured integrated branching fractions above
Eγ thresholds of 1.7 to 2.0GeV. Second, the need for such
thresholds in the measurements leads to further shape-
function eﬀects which are taken into account when the
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branching fractions are extrapolated down to anEγ thresh-
old of 1.6GeV, in order to compare to theoretical predic-
tions. Both stages result in “model-dependence” uncer-
tainties in the experimental results.
The shape functions have been represented using three
diﬀerent theoretical approaches: the “kinetic” scheme, the
“shape function” scheme and “dressed gluon exponentia-
tion” (DGE).
– The kinetic scheme is frequently used in the context
of the determination of Vcb and Vub from inclusive se-
mileptonic decays and is described in some detail in
Section 17.1.3.1.
– In the shape function scheme (Neubert, 2005) a multi-
scale OPE with three short-distance scales mb,
√
mbΔ,
and Δ = mb − 2Eγ has been proposed to connect the
shape function and the local OPE region (Becher and
Neubert, 2007). Additional perturbative eﬀects related
to the kinematic cutoﬀ have been calculated to NNLL
precision by the use of SCET methods. Further work
is needed to clarify the applicability of these numerical
results (Misiak, 2008).
– An alternative approach to the eﬀects of the cutoﬀ in
the photon energy spectrum is based on DGE, which
incorporates Sudakov and renormalon re-summations
(Andersen and Gardi, 2005). The greater predictive
power of this approach is related in part to the as-
sumption that non-perturbative power corrections as-
sociated with the shape function follow the pattern of
ambiguities present in the perturbative calculation.
In the inclusive decay B → Xs+−, the hadronic and
di-lepton invariant masses are independent kinematical
quantities. An upper hadronic invariant-mass cut is im-
posed by the experiments to reduce backgrounds. The high
di-lepton mass region is not aﬀected by this cut, since at
high di-lepton mass the hadronic invariant mass is con-
strained to small values due to kinematics. In the low
di-lepton mass region the kinematics with a jet-like Xs
and m2X ≤ mbΛ implies the need to include the eﬀects
of a shape function. A recent SCET analysis shows that
to leading order, using the universality of the shape func-
tion, the form of the di-lepton mass spectrum at small
di-lepton masses remains unchanged, but the diﬀerential
rate becomes smaller by an overall factor of 0.7−0.9. Nev-
ertheless, the eﬀects of sub-leading shape functions lead to
an additional uncertainty of 5% (Lee, Ligeti, Stewart, and
Tackmann, 2006; Lee and Stewart, 2006). Another anal-
ysis estimates the uncertainties due to sub-leading shape
functions more conservatively. By scanning over a range of
models of these functions, one ﬁnds corrections in the rates
relative to the leading-order result to be between −10%
to +10% with equally large uncertainties (Lee and Tack-
mann, 2009). In the future it may be possible to decrease
such uncertainties signiﬁcantly by constraining both the
leading and sub-leading shape functions using the com-
bined data from B → Xsγ, B → Xuν and B → Xs+−
(Lee and Tackmann, 2009).
17.9.1.4 Soft Collinear Eﬀective Theory (SCET)
The Wilson coeﬃcients of the weak eﬀective Hamilto-
nian are process independent and can be used for both
inclusive and exclusive modes. However, exclusive ﬁnal
states require the computation of hadronic matrix ele-
ments between meson states, which is diﬃcult and limits
the theoretical precision. The na¨ıve approach is to write
the amplitude A  Ci(μb)〈Oi(μb)〉 and parameterizing
〈Oi(μb)〉 in terms of form factors. A substantial improve-
ment can be obtained by using the QCDF method (Be-
neke, Buchalla, Neubert, and Sachrajda, 1999, 2000, 2001)
and its ﬁeld-theoretical formulation, SCET (Bauer, Flem-
ing, and Luke, 2000; Bauer, Fleming, Pirjol, and Stewart,
2001; Bauer, Pirjol, and Stewart, 2002; Bauer and Stew-
art, 2001; Beneke, Chapovsky, Diehl, and Feldmann, 2002;
Hill and Neubert, 2003). These methods form the basis of
the up-to-date predictions of exclusive B decays. Within
this framework one can show that, even if the form fac-
tors were known with inﬁnite precision, the description of
exclusive decays would be incomplete due to the existence
of non-factorizable strong interaction eﬀects that cannot
be represented by form factors.
The QCDF and SCET methods were ﬁrst systematized
for exclusive non-leptonic decays in the heavy quark limit.
In contrast to the HQET, SCET does not correspond to
a local operator expansion. Whereas HQET is applica-
ble to B decays if the energy transfer to light hadrons is
small, e.g. in B → D transitions at small recoil, HQET
is not applicable to rare decays where light particles have
momenta of order mb. One faces a multi-scale problem
that can be tackled within SCET. There are three rele-
vant scales: (a) Λ = few × ΛQCD, the soft scale set by
the typical energies and momenta of the light degrees of
freedom in the hadronic bound states; (b) mb, the hard
scale set by both the heavy b quark mass and the energy
of the ﬁnal state hadrons in the B meson rest frame; and
(c) the hard-collinear scale μhc =
√
mbΛ, which appears
through interactions between the soft and energetic modes
in the initial and ﬁnal states. The dynamics of the hard
and hard-collinear parts can be described perturbatively
in the heavy quark limit mb → ∞. In this limit SCET
describes B decays to light hadrons with energies much
larger than their masses, assuming that their constituents
have momenta collinear to the hadron momenta.
17.9.1.5 Application to the modes B → K∗γ and B → ργ
The QCDF formalism can be applied to exclusive radiative
and electroweak penguin decays (Beneke and Feldmann,
2001). For B → K∗γ, or more generally for B → V γ,
where V is a light vector meson, the QCDF formula for the
hadronic matrix element of each operator of the eﬀective
Hamiltonian in the heavy quark limit and to all orders in
αS reads
〈V γ| Oi |B〉 = T Ii FB→V⊥ (17.9.19)
+
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
φB(ω)
∫ 1
0
duφV⊥(u)T
II
i (ω, u).
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This formula separates out the process independent non-
perturbative quantities into FB→V⊥ , a form factor evalu-
ated at maximum recoil (q2 = 0), and the light-cone dis-
tribution amplitudes (LCDA), φB and φV⊥ , for the heavy
and light mesons. This leaves the quantities T I and T II ,
known as hard-scattering kernels, which can be calculated
perturbatively. These correspond to vertex and specta-
tor corrections, respectively, and have been calculated to
O(α1S) (Ali and Parkhomenko, 2002; Beneke, Feldmann,
and Seidel, 2001; Bosch and Buchalla, 2002b; Descotes-
Genon and Sachrajda, 2004), and recently in some cases
to O(α2S) (Ali, Pecjak, and Greub, 2008).
The LCDA of light pseudoscalar and vector mesons
that enter the factorization formula have been studied in
detail through the use of light-cone QCD sum rules (Ball
and Braun, 1999; Ball, Braun, Koike, and Tanaka, 1998;
Braun and Filyanov, 1989, 1990). However, not much is
known about the B meson LCDA, whose ﬁrst moment
enters the factorized amplitude at O(αS). Because this
moment also enters the factorized expression for the B →
γ form factor, it might be possible to extract its value
from measurements of decays such as B → γeν, if the
power corrections are under control.
The QCDF formula introduces an important simpliﬁ-
cation in the form factor description. The B → V⊥ form
factors at large recoil have been analyzed in SCET and
are independent of the Dirac structure of the current in
the heavy quark limit (Charles, Le Yaouanc, Oliver, Pe`ne,
and Raynal, 1999). As a consequence of this, all the form
factors reduce to a single form factor up to factorizable
corrections in the heavy quark and large energy limits.
Field-theoretical methods such as SCET make it pos-
sible to reach a deeper understanding of the QCDF ap-
proach. The various momentum regions are represented
by diﬀerent ﬁelds, and the hard-scattering kernels T I and
T II can be shown to be Wilson coeﬃcients of eﬀective
ﬁeld operators. Using SCET one can prove the factoriza-
tion formula to all orders in αS and to leading order in
Λ/mb (Becher, Hill, and Neubert, 2005). QCD is matched
on SCET in a two-step procedure that separates the hard
scale μ ∼ mb and then the hard-collinear scale μ ∼
√
Λmb
from the hadronic scale Λ. The vertex correction term T I
involves the hard scales, whereas the spectator scattering
term T II involves both the hard and the hard-collinear
scales. This is why large logarithms have to be resummed,
which can be done most eﬃciently in SCET.
In principle, the ﬁeld-theoretical framework of SCET
allows one to go beyond the leading-order result in Λ/mb.
However, a breakdown of factorization is expected at that
order. For example, in the analysis of B → K∗γ de-
cays at sub-leading order, an infrared divergence is en-
countered in the matrix element of O8 (Kagan and Neu-
bert, 2002). In general, power corrections involve convo-
lutions, which turn out to be divergent. Currently, no
solution to this well-analyzed problem of end-point di-
vergences within power corrections is available (Arne-
sen, Ligeti, Rothstein, and Stewart, 2008; Becher, Hill,
and Neubert, 2004; Beneke and Feldmann, 2004). Thus,
within the QCDF/SCET approach, a general, quantita-
tive method to estimate the important Λ/mb corrections
to the heavy quark limit is missing, which signiﬁcantly
limits the precision in phenomenological applications.
Nevertheless, some very speciﬁc power corrections are
still computable and are often numerically important. In-
deed, this is the case for the annihilation and weak ex-
change amplitudes in B → ργ, where the annihilation
diagram represents the leading contribution to the isospin
asymmetry (Kagan and Neubert, 2002). These corrections
are included in recent theoretical predictions of these de-
cays. The method of light-cone QCD sum rules can also
help to provide estimates of such unknown sub-leading
terms. For example, power corrections to the indirect CP
asymmetries in B → V γ decays have been analyzed in
this manner (Ball, Jones, and Zwicky, 2007).
17.9.1.6 Application to the mode B → K∗+−
There is a similar factorization formula for the exclusive
electroweak penguin B decays, such as B → K∗+−, but
the simpliﬁcation due to form factor relations is even more
drastic. The hadronic form factors can be expanded in the
small ratios Λ/mb and Λ/E, where E is the energy of the
light meson. If corrections of order 1/mb and αS are ne-
glected, the seven a priori independent B → K∗ form
factors reduce to two universal form factors ξ⊥ and ξ‖
(Charles, Le Yaouanc, Oliver, Pe`ne, and Raynal, 1999).
This reduction makes it possible to design interesting ra-
tios of observables in which any soft form factor depen-
dence cancels out for all di-lepton masses q2 at leading or-
der in αS and Λ/mb (Bobeth, Hiller, van Dyk, and Wacker,
2012; Egede, Hurth, Matias, Ramon, and Reece, 2008,
2010).
The theoretical simpliﬁcations of the QCDF/SCET
approach are restricted to the kinematic region in which
the energy of the K∗ is of the order of the heavy quark
mass, q2  m2B . However, in the limit q2 → 0 the longitu-
dinal amplitude in the QCDF/SCET approach generates
a logarithmic divergence, which indicates problems in the
theoretical description. The presence of light resonances
below 1GeV/c2 may also call into question the QCDF re-
sults in this region. Thus, the factorization formula only
applies well in the di-lepton mass range 1GeV2/c2 < q2 <
6GeV2/c2.
The QCDF and SCET methods are also applicable to
other phenomenologically important electroweak penguin
decays such as B → K+− (Bobeth, Hiller, and Piran-
ishvili, 2007), B → ρ+− (Beneke, Feldmann, and Seidel,
2005), and Bs → φ+−. Note that the decay into a pseu-
doscalar meson is analogous to the decay into a longitu-
dinally polarized vector meson.
17.9.2 Inclusive b → sγ
The transition b → sγ was ﬁrst observed by CLEO II
through the exclusive decay B → K∗γ (Ammar et al.,
1993). This was followed by the ﬁrst measurement of the
inclusive rate for b → sγ using a combination of a fully
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inclusive photon spectrum, and a “pseudoreconstruction”
(see Section 17.9.2.4) of a sum of exclusive ﬁnal states in
B → Xsγ (Alam et al., 1995).
The detailed computation described in Sections 17.9.1.1
and 17.9.1.2 results in the NNLL prediction for a photon-
energy (Eγ) threshold of Eγ > 1.6GeV (Misiak et al.,
2007)
B(B → Xsγ)NNLL = (3.15± 0.23)× 10−4. (17.9.20)
The overall uncertainty is the quadratic sum of non-per-
turbative (5%), parametric (3%), perturbative scale (3%)
and mc interpolation ambiguity (3%) uncertainties. An
additional scheme dependence has since been found (Gam-
bino and Giordano, 2008), but it is within the perturbative
uncertainty of 3% (Misiak, 2008).
However, in experimental measurements, a large back-
ground from non-signal BB events at low values of photon
energy limits the minimum useful Eγ . The ﬁnal B → Xsγ
CLEO publication (Chen et al., 2001b) reports results for
Eγ above 2.0GeV using 9 fb−1 of Υ (4S) data and 4.4 fb−1
of oﬀ-resonance data. They made an extrapolation down
to the full energy range, and quoted an inclusive branch-
ing fraction of (3.21± 0.43± 0.27+0.18−0.10)× 10−4, where the
errors are statistical, systematic and model-dependence,
respectively.
The much larger data samples of the B Factories and
to some extent their improved detectors have allowed for a
number of signiﬁcant advances in the analysis techniques,
leading to large reductions in the systematic uncertain-
ties as well as the statistical uncertainties of measured
branching fractions. They have also made it possible to
reduce the photon energy threshold, in one case down to
1.7GeV, and detailed studies of the Eγ spectrum are used
to help constrain the model-dependent extrapolation. The
world-average extrapolated branching fraction now has an
uncertainty comparable to that on the theoretical predic-
tion.
In the following, four measurements of the inclusive
B → Xsγ branching fraction are described. Three of these
are fully inclusive, while the fourth builds up the branch-
ing fraction as a sum of exclusive ﬁnal states. The hall-
mark of a fully inclusive measurement is that for a signal
B it requires only the detection of a high-energy photon
with Eγ close to half the b-quark mass. Because of this the
processes B → Xsγ and B → Xdγ are not separated. For
branching fractions, the B → Xdγ contribution is easily
subtracted using
B(B → Xdγ)
B(B → Xsγ) = (|Vtd|/|Vts|)
2 = 0.044±0.003 . (17.9.21)
As the measurement is based on the photon, the result is
not much aﬀected by uncertainties in the hadronization
process of the s quark. However, the measured value of
Eγ is subject to electromagnetic-calorimeter resolution.
Also, because (for two of the three measurements) the
B rest frame is not known, there is Doppler smearing
due to the motion of the B in the Υ (4S) center-of-mass
frame. Inclusiveness is not compromised by imposing re-
quirements on the non-signal B (B) meson in the event.
Such requirements can signiﬁcantly reduce the large back-
ground from continuum processes (i.e., e+e− → qq or
τ+τ−, with q = u, d, s, c), which dominates the statisti-
cal uncertainty on the extracted signal. One such require-
ment is lepton tagging: for BB events a high-momentum
electron or muon can arise from the semileptonic decay
of the non-signal B. The Belle analysis described in Sec-
tion 17.9.2.1 combines separate samples of untagged and
lepton-tagged events, while the BABAR analysis in Sec-
tion 17.9.2.2 relies on lepton tagging. The BABAR analysis
in Section 17.9.2.3 fully reconstructs the non-signal B in
hadronic decay modes. This has the advantage that the
signal-B frame is known, but at a great cost in statistics.
The sum-of-exclusive-modes method in Section 17.9.2.4
speciﬁcally reconstructs Xs ﬁnal states, and determines
the photon energy in the B rest frame, using
Eγ =
m2B −m2Xs
2mB
, (17.9.22)
with a resolution that is much better than that of the
direct photon energy measurement with the calorimeter.
On the other hand, there are substantial systematic un-
certainties from the hadronization model and unmeasured
modes, and signal eﬃciency decreases signiﬁcantly with
increasing mXs .
The branching-fraction results from all the methods
are summarized at the end in Table 17.9.3. The ﬁrst two
fully-inclusive approaches provide by far the best preci-
sion on the branching fraction above any given energy
threshold. (The sum-of-exclusive-modes approach is sys-
tematically limited by uncertainties in the Xs hadroniza-
tion, which aﬀect both the eﬃciency for the selected decay
modes and the contribution of the unmeasured modes.)
Results are also presented for the photon energy spectrum
(Section 17.9.2.5) and, later, for direct CP asymmetries
(Section 17.9.5.3). Extrapolating the branching fraction
measurements down to a 1.6GeV threshold, for which the
theoretical SM prediction is made, can provide useful con-
straints on new physics (Section 17.9.2.7).
17.9.2.1 Belle fully inclusive (untagged and lepton-tagged)
The untagged inclusive method was ﬁrst applied by Belle
with 140 fb−1 of Υ (4S) data (Koppenburg, 2004). High-
energy photons leave a clear signal in the CsI (Tl) electro-
magnetic calorimeter, with good energy resolution. The
main challenge for this method is the subtraction of
the large background from other sources of photons and
photon-like signals.
That initial analysis is superseded by the latest mea-
surement (Limosani, 2009), with 605 fb−1 of Υ (4S) data
(657M BB) and 68 fb−1 of data collected 60 MeV below
the Υ (4S). In the updated analysis, a separate measure-
ment with the lepton tag method (Section 17.9.2.2) is also
performed on the same sample. The sizes of the statistical
errors are comparable between the two methods. Since the
events that pass the selection criteria are not fully over-
lapping between the two methods, the photon spectra are
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separately measured and then combined (taking correla-
tions into account) to increase the sensitivity.
The photons need to be isolated from other clusters
in the calorimeter. They are then matched to other low
energy photons to see if they form either a π0 or η meson.
If they do they are rejected from further analysis (“π0/η
veto”). There is a systematic error of 3% from the photon
selection eﬃciency, which mainly comes from the isolation
requirement and the understanding of the π0 and η veto.
Event shape information is used to suppress a large
fraction of the background from continuum events. Then
the remainder, which for the untagged sample is still huge,
as illustrated in Figure 17.9.2, is subtracted by using a
sample of oﬀ-resonance data, which is free from B-meson
decays. The B Factories took oﬀ-resonance data at a frac-
tion of ∼10% to 11% of their Υ (4S) data (much lower
than CLEO’s 50%). The subtraction of the continuum
background is the largest statistical error source in this
method. There is also a systematic error of up to 7.5%
(depending on the photon energy threshold) of the sub-
tracted value,85 originating from the anti-correlated small
uncertainties in the scaling factor for the continuum sub-
traction (0.3%) and in the number of BB for the B back-
ground subtraction (1.4%). The continuum scaling factor
is the luminosity ratio corrected for the change in cross-
section and photon energy spectrum as a function of the
center-of-mass energy.
Once the non-B backgrounds are subtracted, the dom-
inant background source are the B decay modes that pro-
duce photons through secondary meson decays, with the
main contribution coming through π0 → γγ decays, and
the next largest through η → γγ as shown in Figure 17.9.3.
These photons are on average lower in energy, but follow
a steeply rising spectrum as the photon energy threshold
is reduced. This background is simulated by a generic BB
Monte Carlo sample, in which the π0 and η momentum
spectra are calibrated using their distributions from B de-
cays measured in the data. Other sources of photons in B
decays then dominate the uncertainty on the background,
giving a systematic error of 2–7% (depending on the pho-
ton energy threshold). These include real photons from
ω, η′ and charmonia decays, and fake photons from elec-
trons, anti-neutrons and K0L. An artifact due to remnant
energy clusters of out-of-time electrons from QED pro-
cesses, which is not fully subtracted by the oﬀ-resonance
sample as its rate depends on the instantaneous luminos-
ity, is also subtracted. These contributions are evaluated
using data as much as possible.
The combined (untagged and lepton-tagged) photon
energy spectrum is shown in Figure 17.9.4, after back-
ground subtraction, eﬃciency correction and unfolding of
the calorimeter resolution. The B → Xdγ contribution is
then subtracted, using Eq. (17.9.21), to give the B → Xsγ
branching fraction. The photon energy spectrum and the
reconstruction eﬃciency are considered to be the same for
B → Xsγ and B → Xdγ.
85 The quoted systematic errors in this section are for the
combined untagged and lepton-tag results for the integrated
branching fraction.
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resonance events, and the continuum-subtracted spectrum, all
for the untagged selection in Belle’s 657M BB data.
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from Belle’s Monte Carlo simulation for 657M BB. This illus-
tration is for the untagged selection.
Using a photon energy threshold Eγ > 1.7GeV, where
the photon energy is deﬁned in the B-meson rest frame,
the B → Xsγ branching fraction is measured to be
(3.45± 0.15± 0.40)× 10−4 (Belle, Eγ > 1.7GeV),
(17.9.23)
where the errors are statistical and systematic. The small
correction due to the boost of the B meson in the center-
of-mass system is calculated using a Monte Carlo simula-
tion. Results for higher energy thresholds are tabulated in
Table 17.9.3 of Section 17.9.2.6.
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Figure 17.9.4. From Limosani (2009). Combined untagged
and lepton-tagged inclusive photon spectrum from Belle in the
rest frame of the Υ (4S) after background subtraction, eﬃciency
correction and unfolding of calorimeter resolution.
17.9.2.2 BABAR fully inclusive with lepton tagging
The lepton tag method was ﬁrst used by the BABAR col-
laboration (Aubert, 2006t). That initial measurement has
been superseded by an analysis based on an integrated
luminosity of 347 fb−1 (383M BB pairs) collected on the
Υ (4S) resonance, plus 36 fb−1 collected 40MeV below the
resonance (Lees, 2012j,o). For the signal it relies on the
detection of high energy photons — with photon-quality
requirements analogous to those used by Belle including
isolation, and a veto if the high-energy photon is part of a
reconstructed π0 or η → γγ decay — in association with
a lepton tag from a semileptonic decay of the other B.
The lepton momentum threshold is p∗ > 1.05GeV/c for
both electrons and muons, where p∗ is measured in the
center-of-mass frame. There are additional requirements
on the angle between the photon and the lepton (near
back-to-back conﬁgurations are rejected) and on the miss-
ing energy in the event (since a semileptonic decay entails
a missing neutrino).
These preliminary lepton-tag requirements remove 98%
of the continuum events, at a cost of retaining only 12%
of signal events. The tag variables are then combined with
topological (event-shape) information in a multivariate
selector to further suppress continuum background. The
subtraction of the remaining continuum background using
the oﬀ-resonance data still dominates the statistical un-
certainty, but at a lower level than for an untagged analy-
sis. Lepton tagging introduces an additional small system-
atic error of up to 2.4% (decreasing as the photon energy
threshold increases) due to lepton identiﬁcation and un-
certainties in b→ cν branching fractions.
The largest background is now from other B decays,
which have a lepton-tag eﬃciency slightly below that for
signal events. The composition of the B background is
similar to that for Belle. It consists of high-energy photons
from unvetoed γγ decays of π0’s (by far the largest compo-
nent) and η’s, radiative decays of other mesons, electrons
which are misidentiﬁed as photons (due to tracking in-
eﬃciency or bremsstrahlung), antineutrons which annihi-
late in the detector, ﬁnal-state radiation, and other small
eﬀects. Each signiﬁcant component of the MC-predicted
B background is corrected by comparisons of data and
MC control samples. The uncertainties on these correc-
tions give the main contribution to the systematic error
on the branching fraction for lower Eγ thresholds (7.8%
for 1.8GeV, decreasing as the threshold rises). The largest
uncertainties arise from unvetoed π0’s and from electrons
without reconstructed tracks. The signal eﬃciency uncer-
tainty is 3.0%, independent of the threshold; its largest
component is from the photon isolation requirement. Cor-
relations between common sources of signal-eﬃciency and
BB-background uncertainties are additionally taken into
account.
The measured photon energy spectrum in the center-
of-mass frame, after subtracting both continuum and cor-
rected BB backgrounds, is shown in the top plot of
Fig. 17.9.5. After correcting for eﬃciency, adjusting the re-
sult to the B rest frame (both of which steps have a small
dependence on the spectral shape, i.e. model-dependence,
as noted in Section 17.9.1.3), and removing the small
B → Xdγ contribution (using Eq. 17.9.21), the resulting
B(B → Xsγ) is
(3.21± 0.15± 0.29± 0.08)× 10−4
(BABAR, Eγ > 1.8GeV), (17.9.24)
where the errors are statistical, systematic and model-
dependence, respectively. Results for higher energy thresh-
olds are tabulated in Table 17.9.3 of Section 17.9.2.6.
The photon energy spectrum in the top plot of Fig.
17.9.5 is also corrected bin by bin for eﬃciency, and the
eﬀects of calorimeter resolution and Doppler smearing are
unfolded using a technique adapted from (Malaescu, 2009).
For a binned energy spectrum, the method starts from
an assumed model (for the unfolded spectrum) and com-
putes the bin-by-bin diﬀerence between the initial (not-
yet-unfolded) data and the predictions of this model. A
regularization function is then deﬁned to ascribe a frac-
tion of the diﬀerence in each bin to ﬂuctuations, with the
remainder applied as a correction to the model. The func-
tion is optimized using Monte Carlo studies with diﬀerent
starting models. The entire procedure is then iterated, and
converges quickly. The resulting spectrum in terms of true
photon energy in the B rest frame is shown in the lower
plot of Fig. 17.9.5.
An advantage of the lepton tag is that it provides a
CP -ﬂavor tag for the combined B → Xs+dγ decays and
can be used to determine the direct CP asymmetry. The
measurement is described in Section 17.9.5.3.
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Figure 17.9.5. From (Lees, 2012j,o). Photon spectra in the
BABAR lepton-tagged fully-inclusive measurement: (top) in the
center-of-mass frame after background subtraction, uncor-
rected for eﬃciency and resolution smearing, and (bottom) in
the B rest frame, after correcting for eﬃciency and unfolding
the eﬀects of both calorimeter resolution and Doppler smear-
ing. The control regions (delineated by vertical red lines) were
used to check the backgrounds; all BB background corrections
were determined and applied before unblinding the signal re-
gion (1.8 to 2.9GeV). The curve in the lower plot is based on
the kinetic-scheme computation of (Benson, Bigi, and Uralt-
sev, 2005), using the HFAG world-average determination of
HQE parameters (see Section 17.9.2.5).
17.9.2.3 BABAR fully inclusive with reconstructed-B tagging
As an alternative to the lepton-tag approach, BABAR (Au-
bert, 2008q) has also used the recoil-B technique (Sec-
tion 7.4), in which the signal (“recoil”) B meson is tagged
by fully reconstructing the non-signalB meson in a hadronic
decay mode. This technique (along with reconstruction in
semileptonic decay modes) has been widely used at the
B Factories to study rare decays with multiple neutrinos,
e.g., B → τν and B → Kνν.
In BABAR’s reconstructed-B-tag analysis, based on
210 fb−1 of Υ (4S) data, more than 1000 diﬀerent hadronic
ﬁnal states are reconstructed, representing 5% of the de-
cay width of the B meson. This large number of ﬁnal
states is essential in order to reach a maximal signal ef-
ﬁciency for B → Xsγ, although it is still only 0.3%. A
high-energy photon is required among the remaining par-
ticles in the event. After applying a π0 veto, suppressing
continuum background using event-topology criteria, and
selecting events with ΔE of the hadronic B candidates in
a ±60MeV window, ﬁts are made to the mES distribution
of those candidates in bins of photon energy. These ﬁts re-
move all the continuum and combinatorial B backgrounds,
leaving only signal events and those B decays with a sim-
ilar topology. These mostly contain photons from π0 de-
cays which have survived the π0 veto. The remaining B
backgrounds are estimated using similar techniques to the
untagged and lepton-tagged B → Xsγ analyses.
The hadronic tag has the advantage that it measures
the momentum of the tag B, which makes it possible to
calculate the photon energy in the recoiling signal-B rest
frame. It also identiﬁes both the ﬂavor and the charge of
the B in the B → Xsγ decay (apart from B0−B0 mixing).
Resulting asymmetries are presented in Section 17.9.5. Fi-
nally, the rest of the event that has not been used to form
the tagging B can be used to study the hadronic Xs sys-
tem associated with the b → sγ decay. It may eventually
be possible to separate out the 4% of B → Xdγ decays
using this information.
The BABAR analysis (Aubert, 2008q) obtains a B →
Xsγ branching fraction
(3.66± 0.85± 0.60)× 10−4 (BABAR, Eγ > 1.9 GeV),
(17.9.25)
where the errors are statistical and systematic (including
some small model-dependence). Although this analysis is
currently statistically limited, it is a promising method
for the future, i.e., at a high-luminosity B Factory. The
dominant systematic uncertainties (e.g., from BB back-
grounds) may also be reduced signiﬁcantly with a larger
data sample. (This is equally true for the untagged and
lepton-tag methods, despite the use in those cases of oﬀ-
resonance data.) An improvement might also be possible
by including semileptonic tags.
17.9.2.4 Sum of exclusive modes
An alternative technique to measure the inclusive branch-
ing fraction is to reconstruct the B → Xsγ decay chain
with the Xs ﬁnal state as the sum of as many exclu-
sive modes as possible. This method is a development
of the “pseudoreconstruction” method used by CLEO for
the continuum background suppression, a χ2 technique in
which an Xs candidate is required to have mES and ΔE
within broad ranges around expected values.
An early analysis by Belle (Abe, 2001a) has used 6 fb−1,
and explicitly reconstructed a set of 16 ﬁnal states with
one kaon and 1 to 4 pions of which only one is allowed to be
a π0. The Xs mass is restricted to be below 2.05GeV/c2,
which corresponds to an Eγ threshold of 2.24GeV. The
quoted branching fraction:
(3.36± 0.53± 0.42+0.50−0.54)× 10−4 (Belle, Eγ > 2.24GeV)
(17.9.26)
is for the full energy range, where the errors are statisti-
cal, systematic and model-dependence, respectively. This
method has not been used by Belle with a larger dataset
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for the branching fraction measurement, but it was used
to measure the direct CP asymmetry with a 152M BB
sample as discussed in Section 17.9.5.
In an improved version of this method adopted by
BABAR (Aubert, 2005x; Lees, 2012f), a set of 38 exclusive
ﬁnal states is explicitly reconstructed. Multiple candidates
in an event are resolved using a signal-selecting classiﬁer
based on ΔE, and a ﬁt is made to the mES distributions
for the sum of the ﬁnal states in bins of photon energy. All
of the continuum and almost all the B backgrounds are
thereby subtracted, apart from a small component which
peaks in mES, primarily due to π0’s that survive the veto.
The photon energy in the B rest frame is precisely deduced
from the measured Xs mass (Eq. 17.9.22).
The main limitation of this analysis is the understand-
ing of the hadronization of the s quark into diﬀerent Xs
ﬁnal states, and the estimation of the fraction of missing
ﬁnal states that have not been included in the analysis.
The most prominent exclusive signal is from B → K∗γ,
but it covers only 12% of the total B → Xsγ branch-
ing fraction. The rest of the decay width is covered by
modes with higher mass Xs ﬁnal states. Of the 38 ﬁ-
nal states considered by BABAR, most of them are of the
form B → Kn(π)γ, where K stands for K+ or K0S , and
n(π) stands for 1 to 4 pions of which up to two can
be a π0. In addition they include B → Kn(π)ηγ modes
with 0 to 2 pions of which up to one can be a π0, and
B → KK+K−(π)γ with 0 or 1 pion. This set of 38 ﬁ-
nal states accounts for approximately half of the rate for
B → Xsγ. A further quarter of the rate is due to modes
with a K0L; this contribution can be accurately estimated
using the observed K0S modes. The remaining 25% of the
total rate is mostly in high multiplicity ﬁnal states, and
is associated with lower photon energies and higher Xs
mass. The largest Xs mass considered in the analysis is
2.8GeV, which corresponds to a minimum photon energy
of 1.9GeV. At this mass the missing fraction is 70%, or
just over 50% if the K0L part is accounted for.
To evaluate the systematic errors associated with
the Xs hadronization and the missing fractions, BABAR
compares the distribution of ﬁnal states observed in
data with a prediction from a MC simulation using
Jetset (Sjo¨strand, 1994). Within the often-large uncer-
tainties, they ﬁnd agreement except for the low multiplic-
ity Kπ ﬁnal states where the data are only about 30%
of the MC prediction. These modes are dominated by the
K∗(892) and K∗2 (1430) resonances. Since Jetset performs
a non-resonant hadronization, this disagreement is not
surprising. For higher multiplicity ﬁnal states the agree-
ment is better, but the statistical accuracy of the compar-
isons is limited. With larger data samples it is desirable
to add more ﬁnal states, and make more detailed compar-
isons with the simulation to understand the hadronization
more accurately.
BABAR’s ﬁrst analysis (Aubert, 2005x) used 82 fb−1
(89M BB), and was updated to 429 fb−1 (471M BB)
(Lees, 2012f). The latest branching fraction is
(3.29± 0.19± 0.48)× 10−4 (BABAR, Eγ > 1.9GeV),
(17.9.27)
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Figure 17.9.6. From (Lees, 2012f). Photon spectrum in the B
rest frame from BABAR’s sum of exclusive ﬁnal states analysis
(blue solid lines), compared to the results from the older (su-
perseded) similar BABAR analysis (red dashed lines). The bin
widths are deﬁned in terms of the Xs mass, and converted to
Eγ using Eq. (17.9.22). The peak at 2.56GeV is from exclusive
B → K∗γ decays.
where the errors are statistical and systematic, respec-
tively. The photon spectrum is shown in Figure 17.9.6.
The systematic error from hadronization already dom-
inated with only 82 fb−1, and adding statistics did not
reduce the overall error in the branching fraction with
ﬁve times more data. However, this analysis is an impor-
tant cross-check of the other inclusive analyses, where the
systematic error is dominated by a diﬀerent source, the
background from other B decays. And as can be seen in
Figure 17.9.6, the spectrum measurement has been signif-
icantly improved with more data.
A key point to note about this method is that it is the
only one that distinguishes b→ sγ from b→ dγ, and hence
is the only method used to measure inclusive b→ dγ (see
Section 17.9.4). The method also determines the ﬂavor
and charge of the b → sγ decay, allowing measurements
of direct CP and isospin asymmetries in inclusive b→ sγ
decays. These asymmetry measurements are not expected
to be sensitive to the hadronization of the Xs.
17.9.2.5 Photon energy spectrum and moments
The photon energy spectrum in B → Xγ is insensitive
to NP (Kagan and Neubert, 1998); rather, it reﬂects the
motion of the b quark inside the B meson, as detailed in
Section 17.9.1.3. However, uncertainties in the true spec-
trum result in a small model-dependence in fully-inclusive
measurements of the branching fraction, a quantity which
is sensitive to NP. Such uncertainties also enter when ex-
trapolating the measured branching fraction down to an
Eγ threshold of 1.6GeV, where the theoretical prediction
is made.
A general way to quantify the Eγ spectrum is to ex-
tract the moments of the spectrum, where the ﬁrst two
moments are equivalent to the mean and width. These
quantities depend on the minimum photon energy; or put
another way, moments with diﬀerent minimum photon en-
ergies can be treated as additional information about the
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Table 17.9.1. Measured ﬁrst moments 〈Eγ〉 (in GeV) of the B → Xsγ photon energy spectrum in the B rest frame, for several
diﬀerent photon energy thresholds. The methods are in the order they are described in the text. The errors are statistical and
systematic (including model-dependence). SoE refers to sum-of-exclusive modes.
Measurement Eγ > 1.7GeV Eγ > 1.8GeV Eγ > 1.9GeV Eγ > 2.0GeV
Belle 2.282± 0.015± 0.051 2.294± 0.011± 0.028 2.311± 0.009± 0.015 2.334± 0.007± 0.009
BABAR lepton tag 2.267± 0.019± 0.032 2.304± 0.014± 0.017 2.342± 0.010± 0.009
BABAR reco.-B tag 2.289± 0.058± 0.027 2.315± 0.036± 0.019
BABAR SoE 2.346± 0.018+0.027−0.022 2.338± 0.010+0.020−0.017
Table 17.9.2. Measured second moments 〈(E2γ − 〈Eγ〉2)〉 (in GeV2) of the B → Xsγ photon energy spectrum in the B rest
frame, for several diﬀerent photon energy thresholds. The methods are in the order they are described in the text. The errors
are statistical and systematic (including model-dependence). SoE refers to sum-of-exclusive modes.
Measurement Eγ > 1.7GeV Eγ > 1.8GeV Eγ > 1.9GeV Eγ > 2.0GeV
Belle 0.043± 0.005± 0.020 0.037± 0.003± 0.008 0.030± 0.002± 0.003 0.023± 0.001± 0.002
BABAR lep. tag 0.0484± 0.0053± 0.0077 0.0362± 0.0033± 0.0033 0.0251± 0.0021± 0.0016
BABAR B tag 0.033± 0.012± 0.006 0.027± 0.006± 0.002
BABAR SoE 0.0211± 0.0057+0.0055−0.0069 0.0239± 0.0018+0.0023−0.0030
Table 17.9.3. Measured B → Xsγ inclusive branching fractions (in 10−6) for several photon energy (Eγ) thresholds, 1.7GeV and
larger. Errors are statistical, systematic and model-dependence (if applicable); if there is no third error, the model dependence
is included in the systematic error. The column with Eγ > 1.6GeV contains HFAG’s extrapolations (see text) from the
lowest measured threshold (HFAG’s reciprocal factors are shown in the bottom row.) and their computed world average. The
measurements are in the order they are described in the text. The CLEO result is taken from HFAG, who corrected CLEO’s
published value for the entire spectrum to the value at the listed threshold. The Belle sum-of-exclusive result, which is obtained
with Eγ > 2.24GeV and is corrected by HFAG, is listed only for the sake of the HFAG extrapolated value and average. All
averages above measured threasholds assume errors are uncorrelated. For the HFAG world average of extrapolated values the
ﬁrst error combines statistics and systematics (assumed uncorrelated between experiments), while the second error is from shape
function systematics (assumed fully correlated).
Measurement (Eγ > 1.6GeV) Eγ > 1.7GeV Eγ > 1.8GeV Eγ > 1.9GeV Eγ > 2.0GeV
CLEO 328± 44± 28± 6 306± 41± 26
Belle un- & lepton tag 350± 15± 41± 1 345± 15± 40 336± 13± 25 321± 11± 16 302± 10± 11
BABAR lepton tag 332± 16± 31± 2 321± 15± 29± 8 300± 14± 19± 6 280± 12± 14± 4
BABAR reco.-B tag 390± 91± 64± 4 366± 85± 60
Belle sum-of-excl. 369± 58± 46± 60
BABAR sum-of-excl. 352± 20± 51± 4 329± 19± 48
Average 343± 21± 7 345± 15± 40 330± 10± 19 315± 8± 12 294± 9± 11
(Extrapolation factor) (0.985± 0.004) (0.967± 0.006) (0.936± 0.010) (0.894± 0.016)
spectrum, although they are strongly correlated. The re-
sults are given in Tables 17.9.1 and 17.9.2. BABAR (Lees,
2012j) has also measured third moments, which are sev-
eral standard deviations away from zero. For all four mea-
surements detailed above, correlation matrices between all
measured moments are provided in the published papers
or in EPAPS material cited therein.
With suﬃcient experimental precision, the universal
shape function could be extracted from the photon energy
spectrum. Fits to the photon spectrum are also relevant
to the extraction of Vub from inclusive B → Xuν decays
(Section 17.1.5). Global ﬁts to spectra from both processes
are the goal of the SIMBA collaboration; recent progress
on their ﬁts to the B → Xsγ spectrum can be found, for
example, in (Bernlochner et al., 2013).
Moments of the photon energy spectrum are related
to the parameters of the heavy quark expansion (HQE),
such as mb, μ2π and ρD. Thus these parameters could be
extracted from the spectrum. Note that the precise mean-
ings and values of such parameters diﬀer somewhat be-
tween diﬀerent schemes. Parameterized computations of
the Eγ moments (and spectrum) are described for the ki-
netic scheme in (Benson, Bigi, and Uraltsev, 2005) and for
the shape function scheme in (Lange, Neubert, and Paz,
2005). To date, HFAG has found that the HQE parameters
are not adequately constrained from ﬁts to B → Xsγ mo-
ments alone, but that spectral moments from B → Xcν
must be included. Such a ﬁt to both sets of moments was
ﬁrst carried out in the kinetic scheme by (Buchmu¨ller
and Fla¨cher, 2006). Recent HFAG results can be found
in (Amhis et al., 2012). The ﬁt values of mb and μ2π are
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(4.57 ± 0.03)GeV/c2 and (0.46 ± 0.04)GeV2/c2, respec-
tively. (This ﬁt predates inclusion of the BABAR lepton-
tagged B → Xsγ results described in Section 17.9.2.2.)
A diﬀerent approach is DGE (Andersen and Gardi,
2007), in which the moments are predicted as functions of
the energy threshold. As pointed out in Section 17.9.1.3,
there are additional assumptions in this approach concern-
ing the structure of the non-perturbative contributions.
Measurements of moments including energy cuts thus al-
low for testing these assumptions.
17.9.2.6 Branching fraction summary and extrapolation
All measured results for the inclusive B → Xsγ branching
fraction are summarized in Table 17.9.3. For each of the
four measurements detailed above, correlations between
results at diﬀerent thresholds are provided in the pub-
lished papers or in EPAPS material cited therein. The
measurements have Eγ thresholds ranging from 1.7 to over
2.0GeV, while theoretical predictions are usually made
with a minimum Eγ of 1.6GeV. The approach adopted
by HFAG and the PDG to produce a world average has
been to extrapolate the experimental results down to the
1.6GeV threshold from the lowest measured experimental
threshold in each case. The extrapolation factors are taken
from the initial HQE analysis of B → Xcν and B → Xsγ
decays by (Buchmu¨ller and Fla¨cher, 2006) (rather than
from the latest HFAG HQE ﬁts). A current HFAG sum-
mary can be found at (HFAG, 2013). The extrapolation
factors and extrapolated branching fractions are included
in Table 17.9.3. The quoted world average of extrapolated
values is
B(B → Xsγ) = (3.43± 0.21± 0.07)× 10−4 (Eγ > 1.6),
(17.9.28)
where the ﬁrst error is the combined statistical and sys-
tematic error, and the second is from the model depen-
dence of the extrapolations.
We note that because experimental systematic uncer-
tainties decrease strongly with increasing Eγ threshold (a
consequence of the large BB backgrounds at lower Eγ val-
ues), the uncertainty on an extrapolated branching frac-
tion decreases if one starts with a measurement at a higher
threshold. This seems contrary to the theoretical preju-
dice that the result should be most reliable if one begins
at the lowest possible measured threshold, so there may
be more unaccounted uncertainties in the extrapolation
factors. (For example, the systematic uncertainty of the
extrapolated CLEO result seems to be artiﬁcially low, a
consequence of the high photon energy threshold used.)
HFAG’s chosen method minimizes the overall dependence
on the extrapolation factors when the branching fracion
is evaluated at 1.6GeV.
Eventually, perhaps moments from the diﬀerent thresh-
old could be combined, taking into account their correla-
tions, to provide a better extrapolation. This is related to
spectrum-ﬁtting goals described in Section 17.9.2.5.
17.9.2.7 Constraints on new physics from B(B → Xsγ)
The SM prediction for the extrapolated branching frac-
tion (Eq. 17.9.20) and the latest experimental average now
have similar levels of uncertainty, and are consistent at the
1σ level. This ﬁnding implies very stringent constraints on
NP models (Section 25.2). As examples we quote
– In the type-II two-Higgs doublet model (THDM)
the bound on the charged Higgs mass is MH+ >
380GeV/c2 at 95% C.L. See (Misiak et al., 2007)
and the improved computation in (Hermann, Misiak,
and Steinhauser, 2012). [Note a slightly older world-
average branching fraction was used in the latter work.]
– In the minimal universal extra-dimension
model (Haisch and Weiler, 2007), the bound on
the inverse compactiﬁcation radius is 1/R > 600GeV
at 95% C.L. [This limit should be recomputed to
reﬂect improvements in the world-average branching
fraction since 2007.]
In both cases, the bounds are much stronger than those
previously derived from other measurements — but see
Section 17.10.2.2 regarding an even stronger constraint
on the THDM. Constraints on various supersymmetric
models have been reviewed in (Altmannshofer, Buras,
Gori, Paradisi, and Straub, 2010; Hurth, 2003). Bounds on
the little Higgs model with T -parity have also been pre-
sented (Blanke, Buras, Duling, Recksiegel, and Tarantino,
2010). Finally, model-independent analyses in the eﬀec-
tive ﬁeld theory approach with the assumption of minimal
ﬂavor violation (D’Ambrosio, Giudice, Isidori, and Stru-
mia, 2002; Hurth, Isidori, Kamenik, and Mescia, 2009)
also show the strong constraining power of the B → Xsγ
branching fraction.
17.9.3 Exclusive b → sγ
As already discussed, B → K∗γ was the ﬁrst b→ sγ decay
to be observed, and the K∗(892) resonance is the only
one clearly visible in the Xs mass spectrum of B → Xsγ
(Fig. 17.9.6). Contributions to B → Xsγ with Xs heavier
than K∗ have also been studied in detail. Some of the
heavier Xs ﬁnal states are from resonances, but these are
harder to disentangle, and non-resonant contributions also
seem to be large, as the sum of the measured resonant
contributions is far from saturating the total B → Xsγ
decay width.
17.9.3.1 B → K∗γ
The B → K∗γ signal is reconstructed in the four K∗
ﬁnal states, K+π−, K0Sπ
0, K+π0, K0Sπ
+, and their charge
conjugate modes; K0Sπ
0 is a CP eigenstate that can be
used to study time-dependent CP violation.
The signal is identiﬁed by the kinematic variables mES
and ΔE. There is a combinatorial background that is sup-
pressed by event shape variables, and then has to be sub-
tracted. There are also small “peaking” backgrounds from
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Figure 17.9.7. From (Aubert, 2009r). Signals from BABAR for
B → K∗γ with K∗0 → K+π− in mES (top) and ΔE (bottom).
Short-dashed (magenta) line is for peaking background, dot-
dashed (red) for continuum, long-dashed (green) for the total
background, solid (blue) for the total, overlaid on (black) data
points.
B → Kππγ and B → Kπ0 which are separated in ΔE
from the signal (see Figure 17.9.7).
As a two-body decay of a quite narrow resonance, the
photon energy is almost monochromatic in the B rest
frame, and ranges between 2.40 and 2.74GeV in the center-
of-mass frame. The energy resolution for this high energy
photon as well as the ΔE resolution is determined by the
CsI calorimeter system, and shows a low energy tail due
to the energy leakage from the crystals and energy loss in
the material of the particle identiﬁcation device in front
of it. The mES resolution is not much aﬀected because the
photon energy is rescaled by using a ΔE = 0 constraint.
The ﬁnal state is a vector-vector state, but as the photon
is massless, the K∗ is always transversely polarized, and
the helicity angle θK , the angle of the kaon with respect
to the B meson in the K∗ rest frame, follows a 1−cos2 θK
distribution.
The branching fraction is now measured to a precision
of a few %. This is much more accurate than the theo-
retical predictions, which are limited by knowledge of the
B → K∗ form factor at q2 = 0 (see Section 17.9.3.3).
For rate asymmetries, the form factor uncertainties partly
cancel, and the theoretical predictions are rather precise.
Measurements of CP and isospin asymmetries are dis-
cussed later in Section 17.9.5.
The results for the branching fractions are summa-
rized in Table 17.9.4. There is also a CLEO measure-
ment (Coan et al., 2000) which is included in the world
average. The BABAR measurement is based on 347 fb−1
of data (Aubert, 2009r), and the Belle measurement on
Table 17.9.4. Summary of measurements of exclusive b→ sγ
branching fractions (in 10−6). For the Kππγ ﬁnal states, Belle
(BABAR) integrates over masses up to 2.0 (1.8)GeV/c2. Several
slightly asymmetric errors are symmetrized. The averages for
K∗(892)γ are recalculated (see text) also including CLEO re-
sults. Otherwise the averages are only from Belle and BABAR
and are identical to PDG values. Averages assume that sys-
tematics are uncorrelated between Belle and BABAR.
Mode Belle BABAR Average
K∗(892)0γ 40.1± 2.1± 1.7 43.3± 1.0± 1.6 42.4± 1.5
K∗(892)+γ 42.5± 3.1± 2.4 43.6± 1.4± 1.6 43.1± 1.8
K∗2 (1430)
0γ 13.0± 5.0± 1.0 12.2± 2.5± 1.0 12.4± 2.4
K∗2 (1430)
+γ 14.5± 4.0± 1.5 14.5± 4.3
K1(1270)
+γ 43.0± 9.0± 9.0 43.0± 13.0
K+π−π+γ 25.0± 1.8± 2.2 29.5± 1.3± 1.9 27.6± 2.2
K0π+π−γ 24.0± 4.0± 3.0 18.5± 2.1± 1.2 19.5± 2.2
K+π−π0γ 40.7± 2.2± 3.1 40.7± 3.9
K0π+π0γ 45.6± 4.2± 3.0 45.6± 5.1
K+φγ 2.5± 0.3± 0.2 3.5± 0.6± 0.4 2.8± 0.3
K0φγ 2.7± 0.6± 0.3 2.7± 0.7
K+ηγ 8.4± 1.5± 1.1 7.7± 1.0± 0.4 7.9± 0.9
K0ηγ 8.7± 2.9± 1.8 7.1± 2.1± 0.4 7.6± 1.8
K+η′γ 3.6± 1.2± 0.4 1.9± 1.4± 0.1 2.9± 1.0
Λpγ 2.5± 0.4± 0.2 2.5± 0.5
B0s → φγ 57± 17± 12 57± 21
78 fb−1 (Nakao, 2004). Instead of assuming equal B+B−
and B0B0 production, BABAR used the measured pro-
duction rates B(Υ (4S) → B0B0) = 0.484 ± 0.006 and
B(Υ (4S) → B+B−) = 0.516 ± 0.006 (the 2008 PDG val-
ues (Amsler et al., 2008)).86 With these values the quoted
branching fractions are
B(B0 → K∗0γ) = (44.7± 1.0± 1.6)× 10−6,
B(B+ → K∗+γ) = (42.2± 1.4± 1.6)× 10−6. (17.9.29)
In Table 17.9.4 the published BABAR results have been
adjusted so that all the results are based on the same as-
sumption of equal B+ and B0 production at the Υ (4S).
This also leads to an adjustment of the world averages
compared to those given by the Particle Data Group (Be-
ringer et al., 2012).
17.9.3.2 Other exclusive b→ sγ modes
Many other b → sγ decay modes have been searched for
by Belle and BABAR. The branching fractions for the ob-
served decays are summarized in Table 17.9.4. The higher
Kπ mass region is dominated by the K∗2 (1430) resonance,
seen ﬁrst by CLEO (Coan et al., 2000) and conﬁrmed by
86 The 2012 PDG value for B0B0 is 0.487 ± 0.006. See Sec-
tion 18.4.6.8 for a detailed discussion.
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both Belle (Nishida, 2002) and BABAR (Aubert, 2004i)
with relatively small datasets. Non-resonant B → Kπγ
contributions seem to be small and have not been observed
so far. Note that an S-wave Kπ system is forbidden by an-
gular momentum conservation.
The decays B → Kππγ have been suggested as place
to measure the photon polarization (Gronau, Grossman,
Pirjol, and Ryd, 2002). In the SM the photon in b→ sγ de-
cays is left-handed up to small corrections of order ms/mb.
In the Kππ hadronic system Belle (Yang, 2005) reports a
signal for B+ → K1(1270)+γ where K1(1270)+ → K+ρ0.
There is no branching fraction measurement for B0 →
K1(1270)0γ, but this mode is clearly visible and is the
dominant contribution in the time-dependent CP viola-
tion study of B0 → K0Sρ0γ by Belle (Li, 2008), as illus-
trated in Fig. 17.9.10 below. Both Belle (Nishida, 2002)
and BABAR (Aubert, 2007r) measure inclusive rates for
the Kππ ﬁnal states without restricting the ﬁnal state to
a resonance. Belle separates out the K∗π and Kρ con-
tributions, but neither experiment has performed a full
Dalitz plot analysis of the Kππ system.
In addition, Belle has reported upper limits for radia-
tive branching fractions to other resonant states, such as
K∗(1410), K1(1400), and K∗3 (1780). These were searched
for in Kπ, Kππ and Kη ﬁnal states but no signiﬁcant sig-
nals were found. A summary of these upper limits is given
by the Particle Data Group (Beringer et al., 2012).
The Xs ﬁnal states Kη, Kη′ and Kφ have all been
measured for the ﬁrst time at the B Factories. They are
primarily of interest because the neutral decay modes can
be used to measure time-dependent CP violation (dis-
cussed later in Section 17.9.5). The decays B → φKγ
have clear signals seen by Belle (Drutskoy, 2004; Sahoo,
2011) and BABAR (Aubert, 2007q). Observations of the
decays B → Kηγ are also reported by BABAR (Aubert,
2009e) and Belle (Nishida, 2005). Only Belle has reported
evidence for B+ → K+η′γ (Wedd, 2010), and neither ex-
periment has seen the neutral counterpart B0 → K0η′γ
with upper limits on its branching fraction of 6.4 × 10−6
from Belle (Wedd, 2010) and 6.6×10−6 from BABAR (Au-
bert, 2006o).
The baryonic radiative decay B+ → Λpγ has been
measured by Belle (Wang, 2007b) with 449M BB. One
would expect similar branching fractions for other bary-
onic radiative decays. B+ → Σ0pγ was searched for as a
by-product, where the signal would show up at a shifted
ΔE compared to Λpγ. An upper limit of 5×10−6 has been
obtained by Belle (Wang, 2007b).
Finally, the ﬁrst radiative B0s decay B
0
s → φγ was
observed by Belle using a data sample of 23 fb−1 taken at
the Υ (5S) resonance (Wicht, 2008). The analysis is almost
identical to the study of B → K∗γ at the Υ (4S), except
that there are three possible mES-ΔE peaks because of
production through B0s -B
0
s, B
0
s -B
∗0
s and B
∗0
s -B
∗0
s at the
Υ (5S). The measured branching fraction is similar to B →
K∗γ as would be expected if exchange diagrams are small.
This decay mode has now also been seen by LHCb (Aaij
et al., 2012j), and is going to be useful in the search for
time-dependent CP asymmetry due to new physics in the
B0s system. Although such a measurement looks similar
to those in the B0 system (see Section 17.9.6), it has a
diﬀerent implication due to the diﬀerent CKM parameters
and the non-negligible value of ΔΓs (Muheim, Xie, and
Zwicky, 2008).
17.9.3.3 Theoretical predictions for exclusive b→ sγ modes
Up-to-date theoretical predictions for exclusive radia-
tive decays are based on the method of QCD factoriza-
tion. Large hadronic uncertainties are due to the non-
perturbative input of the QCDF approach, namely light-
cone wave functions and form factors, and our limited
knowledge of power corrections. These uncertainties do
not allow precise predictions of the branching fractions of
exclusive modes. For example the branching fraction of
B → K∗γ is directly proportional to the soft form factor
at q2 = 0, which can only be determined by QCD sum
rules with an uncertainty of about 20%. The decay rate is
given by (Ali and Parkhomenko, 2002)
Γ (B → K∗γ) = G
2
Fα|VtbV ∗ts|2
32π4
m2bM
3
B |ξ⊥(0)|2(
1− m
2
K∗
M2B
)[
Ceﬀ7 +A
]2
, (17.9.30)
where ξ⊥(0) is the soft form factor at q2 = 0 and A is
the contribution of NLO terms such as spectator interac-
tions. Using the value of the form factor from a QCD sum
rule calculation, the branching fraction becomes (Ali and
Parkhomenko, 2002)
B(B → K∗γ) = (7.3± 2.7)× 10−5. (17.9.31)
This prediction is consistent with the experimental mea-
surements, but, because the form factor input results in
by far the largest error, Eq. (17.9.30) is often used to de-
termine the form factor via the experimental data.
However, within ratios of branching fractions of exclu-
sive modes such as CP asymmetries, parts of the uncer-
tainties cancel out. This way, exclusive modes also provide
valuable constraints, for example on the ratio of CKM el-
ements |Vtd/Vts| (see Section 17.2).
17.9.4 Exclusive and inclusive b → dγ
The b → dγ transition from the third generation to the
ﬁrst, proceeds through a penguin loop diagram very sim-
ilar to b → sγ, except that the transition rate is sup-
pressed by the ratio of the CKM matrix elements squared,
|Vtd/Vts|2 (see Eq. 17.9.21). It is thus one of the possible
means to extract |Vtd/Vts| (see Section 17.2). If |Vts| is
identical to |Vcb| from unitarity to the required precision.
this in turn allows a determination of |Vtd|, the length of
the least-known side of the Unitarity Triangle.
There are some diﬀerences with respect to b → sγ,
because the suppression of the penguin transition ampli-
tude increases the relative importance of other contribu-
tions, as indicated in the detailed theoretical discussion
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of Sections 17.9.1.1 and 17.9.1.2. The contribution to the
penguin diagram from the u quark is no longer small com-
pared to the t quark, since it now involves Vud rather than
Vus. This is also true for the contributions from the four-
quark operators containing u quarks. Finally, the annihi-
lation diagram for charged B and the exchange diagram
for neutral B become signiﬁcant, leading to isospin asym-
metries and potentially large CP asymmetries. All these
corrections have to be taken into account in the extraction
of |Vtd|.
Experimentally, b → sγ processes are large back-
grounds to similar b → dγ processes, so the former have
to be suppressed using the particle identiﬁcation capabil-
ities of the detectors. The b → sγ decays provide a good
control sample, and many systematic uncertainties cancel
in the ratios of b→ dγ to b→ sγ.
17.9.4.1 Exclusive modes B → ργ and B → ωγ
As was the case in the early days of b→ sγ, it was the ex-
clusive modes that were used to make the ﬁrst observation
of the b→ dγ process at the B Factories. The three decay
modes B+ → ρ+γ, B0 → ρ0γ, and B0 → ωγ have all been
seen, although the B0 → ωγ signals are only 2σ signiﬁ-
cant in each experiment. Based on na¨ıve quark counting,
B+ → ρ+γ should have twice the decay width (hence ap-
proximately twice the branching fraction) of the other two
modes, whose branching fractions should be the same:
B(B+ → ρ+γ) = 2 τB+τB0 B(B
0 → ρ0γ) = 2 τB+τB0 B(B
0 → ωγ).
(17.9.32)
Due to the wide ρ mass window, the B → ργ modes
have large backgrounds from similar B → K∗γ modes.
These are separated using K/π particle identiﬁcation and
ΔE. Both BABAR and Belle use a K/π likelihood ratio se-
lection, with similar pion eﬃciencies of 85%, but with sig-
niﬁcantly diﬀerent probabilities of misidentifying a kaon as
a pion, 1% and 8.5%, respectively (for relevant momenta),
due to diﬀerences in the particle identiﬁcation systems.
The K∗γ background is more pronounced in B0 → ρ0γ
than in B+ → ρ+γ because Eq. (17.9.32) predicts about
twice the rate for ρ+γ than ρ0γ, while the (K+π0)γ rate
is only about 3/8 of that for (K+π−)γ. Also, there are
two charged pions that could be misidentiﬁed kaons in
ρ0γ while there is only one in ρ+γ. To constrain the back-
ground from K∗0γ Belle additionally uses the Kπ mass in
their ﬁt to ρ0γ. Both experiments also take into account
another peaking background at lower ΔE from B → ρπ0
events, which survive a π0 veto on the high energy photon.
The Belle signal for ρ0γ is shown in Figure 17.9.8, in which
it is seen that ΔE and M(Kπ) are used to separate the
signal from K∗0γ and other peaking backgrounds, while
mES is essential to ﬁx the size of the continuum back-
ground.
The backgrounds from other B decays are lower in
the B → ωγ mode because the ω resonance is narrower,
B → ωπ0 is color-suppressed and has not been observed,
and there is very little Kππγ background at low Xs mass.
The branching fractions are summarized in Table 17.9.5,
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Figure 17.9.8. From (Taniguchi, 2008). Signal for B0 → ρ0γ
from Belle in mES (=Mbc), ΔE and M(Kπ) (dashed, red)
and backgrounds from B0 → K∗0γ (dotted, magenta), other
B decays (dot-dashed, green) and continuum (dot-dot-dashed,
cyan). Each spectrum is made with signal-region cuts on the
other plotted quantities.
Table 17.9.5. Summary of measurements of exclusive B →
Xdγ branching fractions (in 10
−6). The combined results in the
last two lines assume na¨ıve quark counting, quoting values of
B(B+ → ρ+γ) from constrained ﬁts to the two ργ modes or all
three modes. Errors are statistical and systematic, respectively.
Mode Belle BABAR Average
ρ+γ 0.87± 0.28± 0.10 1.20± 0.40± 0.20 0.98± 0.25
ρ0γ 0.78± 0.17± 0.10 0.97± 0.23± 0.06 0.86± 0.15
ωγ 0.40± 0.18± 0.13 0.50± 0.25± 0.09 0.44± 0.17
ργ 1.21± 0.33± 0.17 1.73± 0.33± 0.17 1.39± 0.25
ρ/ωγ 1.14± 0.20± 0.11 1.63± 0.29± 0.16 1.30± 0.23
where the BABAR measurements (Aubert, 2008z) are from
465M BB, and the Belle measurements (Taniguchi, 2008)
are from 657M BB.
Na¨ıve quark counting breaks down due to the isospin
asymmetries from the additional diagrams mentioned
above, and due to diﬀerences in the hadronic form factors.
It can be seen from the branching fractions in Table 17.9.5
that the na¨ıve isospin factor of two between ρ+ and ρ0
is not very consistent with the experimental results (the
isospin asymmetry will be discussed in Section 17.9.5 in
more detail). Nevertheless each experiment has combined
its measurements by using Eq. (17.9.32) to do constrained
ﬁts to B(B+ → ρ+γ) using either just the two ρ modes
or all three modes. These combined results are quoted in
Table 17.9.5 for completeness. The ratios of the measured
branching fractions to those for corresponding K∗γ ﬁnal
states are consistent with the SM predictions, with the
value of |Vtd|/|Vts| extracted from measurements of Δmd
in B0 − B0 mixing using precise lattice calculations. Nu-
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Table 17.9.6. Final states used to measure the ratio of branch-
ing fractions of inclusive B → Xdγ to inclusive B → Xsγ
decays.
B → Xdγ B → Xsγ
B0 → π+π−γ B0 → K±π∓γ
B± → π±π0γ B± → K±π0γ
B± → π±π+π−γ B± → K±π+π−γ
B0 → π+π−π0γ B0 → K±π∓π0γ
B0 → π+π−π+π−γ B0 → K±π∓π+π−γ
B± → π±π+π−π0γ B± → K±π+π−π0γ
B± → π±ηγ B± → K±ηγ
merical results and detailed discussion can be found in
Section 17.2.2.
17.9.4.2 Inclusive b→ dγ
An inclusive B → Xdγ measurement could provide a bet-
ter sensitivity to extract |Vtd|/|Vts|, as it is free from the
theoretical uncertainty of the form factors that appear in
the exclusive modes B → ργ and B → K∗γ. As discussed
earlier, the fully inclusive approaches cannot separate Xs
and Xd, and hence cannot be used to measure B → Xdγ.
With the sum-of-exclusive modes approach it is possible to
discriminate between B → Xdγ and B → Xsγ ﬁnal states
using particle identiﬁcation requirements on the charged
pions and kaons. A comparison of the ratio |Vtd|/|Vts| to
that extracted from B mixing studies is a test of the SM,
because diﬀerent diagrams are involved.
The ﬁrst inclusive B → Xdγ measurement was re-
ported by BABAR in (Aubert, 2009q). This analysis has
been updated to include the full dataset with 471M BB
pairs (del Amo Sanchez, 2010q). The Xd and Xs are each
reconstructed as the sum of seven ﬁnal states (Table 17.9.6).
The pion identiﬁcation algorithm in this analysis has an
eﬃciency of 95%, but also accepts kaons with a probability
of 4%. Hence, because of the considerably larger B → Xsγ
branching fraction, there is signiﬁcant misidentiﬁcation of
B → Xsγ as B → Xdγ. This B → Xsγ background is
included as an additional component in the B → Xdγ ﬁts
to distributions of the kinematic variables mES and ΔE;
such misidentiﬁed events have a displaced and broader ΔE
distribution.
Separate results are quoted for a low mass range 0.5 <
mXd,s < 1.0GeV/c
2, which is dominated by the ρ, ω and
K∗ resonances, and for a high mass range 1.0 < mXd,s <
2.0GeV/c2. In the low-mass region, missing ﬁnal states are
readily accounted for by the known resonant decays. How-
ever, in the high-mass region there are signiﬁcant uncer-
tainties due to missing ﬁnal states. The seven ﬁnal states
given in Table 17.9.6 account for only 43% of b→ dγ and
36% of b → sγ in the high mass range. A further 37% of
b→ sγ is accounted for using isospin to relate neutral and
charged kaon modes. The hadronization of a non-resonant
Xd,s is modeled using Jetset, and constrained using the
observed distribution among the Xs ﬁnal states. Two al-
ternative hadronization models are considered: replacing
50% of the inclusive hadronization by known resonances,
and setting the b → dγ hadronization fractions to be the
same as for the corresponding b → sγ states, instead of
allowing for the diﬀerences predicted by Jetset . The re-
sulting missing fractions in B → Xdγ vary by up to 40%
compared to the nominal model. There is a partial can-
cellation of this uncertainty in the ratio of B → Xdγ to
B → Xsγ, but it remains the dominant systematic error.
BABAR quotes inclusive branching fractions for the low
mass range 0.5 < mXd,s < 1.0GeV/c
2:
B(B → Xdγ) = (1.3± 0.3± 0.1)× 10−6,
B(B → Xsγ) = (38± 2± 2)× 10−6, (17.9.33)
which are consistent with the measurements of exclusive
B → ρ(ω)γ and B → K∗γ decays. In the high mass range
1.0 < mXd,s < 2.0GeV/c
2 they measure:
B(B → Xdγ) = (7.9± 2.0± 2.2)× 10−6,
B(B → Xsγ) = (192± 9± 29)× 10−6. (17.9.34)
The results in these two mass ranges do not combine to
give fully inclusive branching fractions, because they have
not been extrapolated to include higherXd,s masses (lower
Eγ). The ratio of the inclusive decays over the combined
mass range 0.5 < mXd,s < 2.0GeV/c
2 is
B(B → Xdγ)
B(B → Xsγ) = 0.040± 0.009± 0.010. (17.9.35)
This ratio can be regarded as fully inclusive, because the
photon energy spectra for b→ dγ and b→ sγ are expected
to be almost identical at higher Xd,s mass. The measured
ratio of 4% is completely consistent with the SM predic-
tions with |Vtd|/|Vts| derived from B0 − B0 mixing (see
Section 17.2).
17.9.4.3 Theoretical predictions for b→ dγ
The theoretical prediction for the branching fraction
B(B → Xdγ) for photon energies Eγ > 1.6GeV is (Hurth,
Lunghi, and Porod, 2005)
B(B → Xdγ)× 105
=
(
1.38 +0.14−0.21
∣∣
mc
mb
± 0.15CKM ± 0.09param. ± 0.05scale
)
,
(17.9.36)
and when normalized to B(B → Xsγ) it is
B(B → Xdγ)
B(B → Xsγ) × 10
2
=
(
3.82 +0.11−0.18
∣∣
mc
mb
± 0.42CKM ± 0.08param. ± 0.15scale
)
.
(17.9.37)
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Scaling by the ratio of |Vtd/Vts|2 between the current PDG
value (Beringer et al., 2012) and that used by (Hurth,
Lunghi, and Porod, 2005),87 the ratio in Eq. (17.9.37) in-
creases to 3.98×10−2, and the CKM uncertainty contribu-
tion decreases to 0.22×10−2. That reduced uncertainty is
based in part on lattice QCD calculations of Δmd/Δms.
These predictions are of NLL order. They are fully con-
sistent with previous results presented in (Ali, Asatrian,
and Greub, 1998). Due to the fact that a good part of
the uncertainties cancel out in the ratio, the CKM uncer-
tainties are an important component. In principle, mea-
surements of B(B → Xdγ) could be used to constrain the
CKM parameters, and thus crosscheck their PDG ratio,
but present experimental precision is far from adequate
for that task. Such measurements are also of interest with
respect to new physics, because the CKM suppression by
the factor |Vtd/Vts|2 in the SM may not hold in extended
models. As discussed in the general theory section (Sec-
tion 17.9.1) the CP -averaged decay rate of B → Xdγ is,
in principle, as theoretically clean as the decay rate of
B → Xsγ, but the analogous NNLL QCD calculation is
still missing.
17.9.5 Rate asymmetries in b → s(d)γ
In many cases, signal events can be divided into two halves
based on the ﬂavor or charge, and the asymmetry in their
decay rate provides information in addition to the branch-
ing fractions. In this section, we discuss the isospin asym-
metry and direct CP asymmetry for b → sγ and b → dγ
processes.
The isospin asymmetry in B decays into a ﬁnal state X
(asymmetry between B0 → X0 and B− → X−) is usually
deﬁned as
Δ0− =
Γ (B0 → X0)− Γ (B− → X−)
Γ (B0 → X0) + Γ (B− → X−) . (17.9.38)
A related quantity often used for B → ργ is
Δρ =
Γ (B− → ρ−γ)
2Γ (B0 → ρ0γ) − 1. (17.9.39)
The direct CP asymmetry in the time-integrated rates is
deﬁned as
ACP =
Γ (B → X)− Γ (B → X)
Γ (B → X) + Γ (B → X) , (17.9.40)
We ﬁrst summarize theoretical predictions in the SM for
these asymmetries.
17.9.5.1 Theoretical predictions for rate asymmetries
The theoretical prediction for the isospin breaking ratio
Δ0−(B → K∗γ) based on the QCDF/SCET approach is
87 The published version of (Hurth, Lunghi, and Porod, 2005)
does not present the numerical CKM values used, but they can
be found in the arXiv version 2.
given by (Beneke, Feldmann, and Seidel, 2005):
Δ0−(B → K∗γ) = (0.28/TK∗1 (0)) (5.8+3.3−2.9)× 10−2
(17.9.41)
where 0.28/TK
∗
1 (0) is a quantity of O(1), and the par-
tial decay rates are CP -averaged. In the SM, spectator-
dependent eﬀects enter only at order Λ/mb while isospin-
breaking in the form factors is expected to be a negligible
eﬀect, and the SM prediction is O(5%) (Ali, Lunghi, and
Parkhomenko, 2004; Ball, Jones, and Zwicky, 2007; Be-
neke, Feldmann, and Seidel, 2005; Bosch and Buchalla,
2005; Kagan and Neubert, 2002). The ratio is especially
sensitive to new physics eﬀects in the penguin sector, name-
ly to the ratio of the two eﬀective couplings C6/C7. The
isospin ratio in the ργ decay strongly depends on CKM
parameters (again an average over CP -conjugate decay
modes is made), and predicted for example (Beneke, Feld-
mann, and Seidel, 2005) to be:
Δρ = (−4.6+5.4−4.2
∣∣
CKM
+5.8
−5.6
∣∣
had
)× 10−2 (17.9.42)
The hadronic error is mainly due the weak annihilation
contribution to which a 50% error is assigned. Other pre-
dictions (Ali and Lunghi, 2002; Ball, Jones, and Zwicky,
2007; Lu, Matsumori, Sanda, and Yang, 2005) are simi-
larly small.
For direct CP asymmetries, in exclusive decays, the
uncertainties due to form factors cancel out to a large
extent. But both the scale dependence and the depen-
dence on the charm quark mass of the NLO predictions are
rather large because the CP asymmetries arise at O(αS).
While the direct CP asymmetry in B → K∗γ is dou-
bly Cabibbo suppressed and expected to be very small,
with QCDF and SCET one ﬁnds −10% predictions for
the direct CP asymmetries in B → ργ (Ali, Lunghi, and
Parkhomenko, 2004; Beneke, Feldmann, and Seidel, 2005;
Bosch and Buchalla, 2002b). Since the weak annihilation
contribution does not contribute signiﬁcantly here, the
neutral and charged mode are of similar size (Beneke,
Feldmann, and Seidel, 2005):
ACP (B0 → ρ0γ) =
(
− 10.4+1.6−2.4
∣∣
CKM
+3.0
−3.6
∣∣
had
)
× 10−2,
(17.9.43)
ACP (B− → ρ−γ) =
(
− 10.7+1.5−2.0
∣∣
CKM
+2.6
−3.7
∣∣
had
)
× 10−2.
(17.9.44)
Finally, one should emphasize again that all predictions of
exclusive observables with QCDF and SCET may receive
further uncertainties due to the unknown power correc-
tions. This might be speciﬁcally important in the case of
CP asymmetries.
The theoretical situation is signiﬁcantly better for di-
rect CP asymmetries in the inclusive modes, as ﬁrst noted
in (Kagan and Neubert, 1998). (There are apparently no
theoretical predictions for isospin asymmetries in the in-
clusive radiative processes ) The NP sensitivities of direct
CP asymmetries in these modes have been analyzed in
Kagan and Neubert (1998), Hurth, Lunghi, and Porod
(2005), and Benzke, Lee, Neubert, and Paz (2011).
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A SM computation (Hurth, Lunghi, and Porod, 2005)
yielded (for Eγ > 1.6GeV)
ACP (B → Xsγ)
=
(
0.44+0.15−0.10
∣∣
mc
mb
± 0.03CKM +0.19−0.09
∣∣
scale
)
× 10−2,
(17.9.45)
ACP (B → Xdγ)
=
(
− 10.2+2.4−3.7
∣∣
mc
mb
± 1.0CKM +2.1−4.4
∣∣
scale
)
× 10−2.
(17.9.46)
Note the very small uncertainty on ACP (B → Xsγ).
However, recent theoretical work (Benzke, Lee, Neu-
bert, and Paz, 2011) has shown that previously unac-
counted long-distance (resolved-photon) eﬀects shift the
predicted central values of ACP in the SM to 0.011 for
B → Xsγ and −0.24 for B → Xdγ. The new contribu-
tions greatly increase the uncertainties, and the resulting
ACPpredictions have what the authors term “irreducible”
ranges
−0.006 < ACP (B → Xsγ) < +0.028 , (17.9.47)
−0.62 < ACP (B → Xdγ) < +0.14 . (17.9.48)
These ranges were computed for an Eγ threshold of
1.9GeV, but might be larger for higher thresholds. The im-
plication is that ACP (B → Xsγ) is not as sensitive a probe
for new physics as had once been thought. (The authors
note that the long-distance eﬀects are essentially isospin-
independent, so that the diﬀerence between ACP for B0
and B+ decays has much better sensitivity.)
The two inclusive CP asymmetries are connected by
the relative CKM factor λ2 ((1− ρ)2 + η2). The small SM
prediction for the CP asymmetry in the decay B → Xsγ is
a result of three factors: (a) a strong phase can only appear
through QCD radiative corrections, so the CP asymmetry
is O(αs(mb)); (b) there is a CKM suppression of order
λ2; (c) there is a GIM suppression, leading to a factor
(mc/mb)2, which reﬂects the fact that in the limit mc =
mu any CP asymmetry in the SM would vanish.
Using CKM unitarity one can derive the following U-
spin relation between the un-normalized CP asymmetries
(Soares, 1991):
ΔΓ (B → Xsγ) + ΔΓ (B → Xdγ) = 0, (17.9.49)
where ΔΓ (B → Xqγ) = Γ (B → Xqγ) − Γ (B → Xqγ)
and q = s, d. U-spin breaking eﬀects can be estimated
within the heavy mass expansion (even beyond the par-
tonic level) and one ﬁnds that the total ACP (B → Xs+dγ)
is zero to order 10−6 (Hurth and Mannel, 2001a,b). This
precision is preserved even in the presence of the long-
distance eﬀects (Benzke, Lee, Neubert, and Paz, 2011).
Since the prediction is based on CKM unitarity, this null
test is a clear probe for new CP phases beyond the CKM
phase.
17.9.5.2 Measurements of Isospin asymmetries
In order to measure isospin asymmetries, the decay widths
Γ in Eq. (17.9.38) are evaluated as the ratios of branch-
ing fractions and B lifetimes, B/τ , where τB0 = (1.519±
0.007) ps and τB− = (1.641 ± 0.008) ps, and the ratio
τB−/τB0 = 1.071 ± 0.009 from Particle Data Group (Be-
ringer et al., 2012).
There is an inclusive measurement of Δ0−(B → Xsγ),
but only from the sum of exclusive modes (Aubert, 2005x).
The recoil-B tag method (Aubert, 2008q) has measured
Δ0−(B → Xs+dγ), albeit with limited precision. Other
inclusive methods do not distinguish between B0 and B−.
Both results use a minimum photon Eγ of 2.2GeV, and
are given in Table 17.9.7.
The most precise measurement of an isospin asymme-
try comes from B → K∗γ. Indeed it is so precise that
it is important to take into account a possible produc-
tion asymmetry between B+B− and B0B0 at the Υ (4S).
BABAR chooses to use the measured production fractions
B+B− = 0.516 ± 0.006 and B0B0 = 0.484 ± 0.006, and
obtains an isospin asymmetry:
Δ0−(B → K∗γ) = 0.066± 0.021± 0.022. (17.9.50)
Belle has a measurement based on a smaller data sample,
and assumes equal production fractions. For consistency in
averaging, and with other decay modes, the BABAR result
is adjusted to assume equal production fractions in Ta-
ble 17.9.7. This gives an average isospin asymmetry con-
sistent with zero and with the inclusive isospin asymmetry.
If instead the Belle result is changed to use the measured
production fractions, the world average becomes
Δ0−(B → K∗γ) = 0.058± 0.025. (17.9.51)
The eﬀect of the measured production fractions is a change
from no isospin asymmetry to about 2σ positive asym-
metry. The same shift towards a positive asymmetry is
expected for the inclusive result, although here it is not
signiﬁcant due to the larger error. A small positive isospin
asymmetry is in accordance with SM predictions (Kagan
and Neubert, 2002; Keum, Matsumori, and Sanda, 2005)
— see Eq. (17.9.41).
The isospin asymmetry for B → ργ reported by BABAR
and Belle is reported in terms of Δρ (Eq. 17.9.39). To be
more consistent with the deﬁnition in Eq. (17.9.38), we
redeﬁne the isospin asymmetry for B → ργ as
Δ0−(B → ργ) = 2Γ (B
0 → ρ0γ)− Γ (B− → ρ−γ)
2Γ (B0 → ρ0γ) + Γ (B− → ρ−γ) .
(17.9.52)
It is straightforward to convert between these diﬀerent
forms. Here in the text the published numbers are given
in their original form, since this is what is used by HFAG
and many theory papers. In Table 17.9.7 both results are
converted to the form of Δ0−.
The published Belle result (Taniguchi, 2008) is Δρ =
−0.48 ± 0.20 ± 0.09, which converts to Δ0−(B → ργ) =
+0.32±0.12±0.05. The published BABAR result (Aubert,
2008z) is Δρ = −0.43 ± 0.24 ± 0.10, which converts to
Δ0−(B → ργ) = +0.27 ± 0.13 ± 0.05. The world average
provided by HFAG is
Δρ = −0.46± 0.17 (17.9.53)
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Table 17.9.7. Summary of measurements of isospin asymme-
tries Δ0− in b→ s(d)γ decays (in 10−2). The BABAR Xsγ result
assumed an older value for the lifetime ratio, 1.086±0.017. The
ργ asymmetry is deﬁned in a consistent fashion with sγ, which
is diﬀerent from the deﬁnition Δρ found in the literature (see
text for discussion). This table assumes equal production of
B+B− and B0B0 at the Υ (4S) (see Eq. (17.9.50) for the pub-
lished b result for K∗γ, which uses the measured production
fractions). The eﬀect of these on the isospin asymmetry is dis-
cussed in the text.
Mode BABAR Belle Average
Xsγ −0.6± 5.8± 2.6 −0.6± 6.3
Xs+dγ −6± 15± 7 −6± 17
K∗γ 3.4± 2.1± 2.2 −1.5± 4.4± 1.2 2± 3
ργ 27± 13± 5 32± 12± 5 30± 10
which converts to:
Δ0−(B → ργ) = +0.30± 0.10. (17.9.54)
In either form, there is 3σ evidence for an isospin asym-
metry in B → ργ, which is much larger than the SM
expectation (Eq. 17.9.42); and therefore a larger dataset
is needed to clarify the situation.
17.9.5.3 Measurements of Direct CP asymmetries
The direct CP asymmetry of Eq. (17.9.40) has been
measured in inclusive b → sγ decays using the sum-
of-exclusive-states method. The BABAR result (Aubert,
2008a) is based on 383M BB, and the Belle result (Ni-
shida, 2004) on 152M BB. The ﬁnal states are divided
into b modes (B0 and B+) and b modes (B0 and B−) us-
ing the kaon charge or total charge. CP eigenstates with
a K0S and an even number of charged pions are excluded
from the analysis. Dilution of the asymmetry due to events
misreconstructed in the wrong ﬁnal state is very small and
is corrected for. BABAR measures the CP asymmetry for
Xs mass below 2.8GeV/c2 (but note that there are rela-
tively few selected events above ∼ 2GeV/c2):
ACP (B → Xsγ) = −0.011± 0.030± 0.014 (17.9.55)
while Belle measures for Xs mass below 2.1GeV/c2:
ACP (B → Xsγ) = 0.002± 0.050± 0.030. (17.9.56)
Both measurements are consistent with zero, and are sta-
tistically limited. In the SM the direct CP asymmetry in
B → Xsγ is expected to be small, as explained in Sec-
tion 17.9.5.1.
In the lepton-tagged fully-inclusive analysis, the lep-
ton charge can be used to ﬂavor-tag the signal-B decay,
although there is some dilution due primarily to B0 −B0
mixing. Because this measurement does not separate B →
Xsγ from B → Xdγ decays, the resulting CP asymmetry
Table 17.9.8. Summary of measurements of direct CP asym-
metries ACP in b → s(d)γ decays (in 10−2). The two values
listed for BABAR B → Xs+dγ are from the lepton-tag and
reconstructed-B-tag methods, respectively (kept separate be-
cause of diﬀerent Eγ thresholds). Uncertainties are statistical
and systematic, respectively, combined for the BABAR plus Belle
average in the last column.
Mode BABAR Belle Average
Xsγ −1.1± 3.0± 1.4 0.2± 5.0± 3.0 −1± 3
Xs+dγ +5.7± 6.0± 1.8 +6± 6
+10± 18± 5 +10± 19
K∗γ −0.3± 1.7± 0.7 1.2± 4.4± 2.6 0± 2
K+ηγ −9.0+10.2−9.8 ± 1.4 −16± 9± 6 −12± 7
K+φγ 26± 14± 5 −3± 11± 8 −13± 10
K∗2 (1430)
0γ −8± 15± 1 −8± 15
ρ+γ −11± 32± 9 −11± 33
is for a sum of B → Xs+dγ events. (In the corresponding
branching fraction analysis of Section 17.9.2.2, the small
B → Xdγ contribution could be removed using a ratio of
CKM matrix elements, but this procedure is not applica-
ble to the CP asymmetries.) In the SM this asymmetry
is predicted to be zero, to a precision of order 10−6, with
the larger Xdγ asymmetry (Eq. 17.9.46) exactly compen-
sated by the smaller Xdγ branching fraction. BABAR has
measured this combined asymmetry based on a 383M BB
sample (Lees, 2012j,o). The photon energy threshold of 2.1
GeV suppresses BB background, while being adequately
inclusive to preserve the SM prediction. The ﬂavor-mistag
fraction (primarily from mixing, with contributions from
cascade decays and misidentiﬁed leptons) is 0.133±0.006.
The measured asymmetry is
ACP (B → Xs+dγ) = +0.057± 0.060± 0.018 , (17.9.57)
where the errors are statistical and systematic.
Another measurement of the combined ACP (B →
Xs+dγ) comes from BABAR’s use of reconstructed-B tags
(Section 17.9.2.3). In this case (Aubert, 2008q) ACP is
measured by splitting the reconstructed tags into known B
and B states. The ﬂavor-mistag fraction, due to B0 −B0
mixing, is 0.188 times the fraction of B0 events in the
sample, and the measured asymmetry for Eγ > 2.2GeV is
ACP (B → Xs+dγ) = +0.10± 0.18± 0.05 . (17.9.58)
Using the ﬂavor-speciﬁc B → K∗γ ﬁnal states, pre-
cise measurements of direct CP violation have been made
by both BABAR and Belle. The results are given in Ta-
ble 17.9.8. The world average is consistent with zero with
an error of only 2%:
ACP (B → K∗γ) = −0.003± 0.017 . (17.9.59)
There are also measurements of direct CP asymmetries in
B0 → K∗2 (1430)0γ by BABAR (Aubert, 2004i), in B+ →
ρ+γ by Belle (Taniguchi, 2008), and in B+ → K+ηγ
(Nishida (2005) and Aubert (2009e)) and B+ → K+φγ
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(Sahoo (2011) and Aubert (2007q)) by Belle and BABAR,
respectively. Direct CP asymmetry is also measured for
neutral B decay modes with no self-ﬂavor-tagging in time
dependent CP asymmetry measurements as discussed in
Section 17.9.6. All the measurements of direct CP asym-
metries in b→ s(d)γ are consistent with zero.
17.9.6 Time-dependent CP asymmetries
Exclusive decay modes that have a common ﬁnal state
between B0 and B0 are candidates to measure the time-
dependent CP asymmetry due to interference between
mixing and decay amplitudes. The distribution of the
proper time diﬀerence Δt between the decay of a tag-
ging B0 or B0 and the decay of the signal B is given
by Eq. (10.2.2). The coeﬃcients of the sine and cosine
terms are represented as parameters S and C, respec-
tively. The time-dependent asymmetry is then deﬁned by
Eq. (10.2.7), which results in
ACP (B → f ; Δt) = S sin(ΔmdΔt)− C cos(ΔmdΔt) .
(17.9.60)
For a measurement, Δt-resolution must be convoluted with
the underlying Δt distributions, and incorrect B-ﬂavor
tagging results in a dilution factor multiplying the S and
C terms. The full eﬀects of this ﬂavor mistagging on the
time distributions are given in Eq. (10.3.3). Note that −C
represents the size of the direct CP asymmetry discussed
above.88 In contrast to most rare hadronic B decays, the
uniquely time-dependent S term is strongly suppressed in
radiative decays because of the left-handedness of the ﬁ-
nal state photon, as discussed below in Section 17.9.6.1.
Studies of these asymmetries are thus considered to be
one of the most promising methods to search for non-SM
right-handed currents.
17.9.6.1 Theoretical predictions for time-dependent CP
asymmetries
In the hadronic decay mode B → J/ψK0
S , a large value of
S has been measured, its size a consequence of the value of
the angle φ1 ≡ β = − arg(VtdV ∗tb/VudV ∗ub) of the Unitarity
Triangle. Similar large CP asymmetries are expected for
hadronic penguin decays. However, this asymmetry is sup-
pressed in radiative penguin decays because the photon
helicity is opposite between B0 and B0 decays as a result
of the left-handed current of SM weak decays. In the limit
of massless quarks there is no CP violation due to interfer-
ence between mixing and decay amplitudes. This implies a
suppression factor of 2ms/mb in the leading contribution
to S induced by the electromagnetic dipole operator O7:
SSM = − sin 2φ1ms
mb
[2 +O(αS)] + SSM,sγg (17.9.61)
As noted in Grinstein, Grossman, Ligeti, and Pirjol (2005)
and Grinstein and Pirjol (2006), there are additional
88 The symbol A = −C is also often used.
Table 17.9.9. Summary of measurements of time-dependent
CP asymmetries in b→ s(d)γ decays. S refers to coeﬃcients of
sin(ΔmdΔt), and C to coeﬃcients of cos(ΔmdΔt). The entries
for B → K0Sπ0γ are for the high K0Sπ0 mass region excluding
the K∗0 resonance.
BABAR Belle Average
S(K∗0γ) −0.03± 0.29± 0.03 −0.32± 0.35± 0.05 −0.17± 0.20
C(K∗0γ) −0.14± 0.16± 0.03 0.20± 0.24± 0.05 0.00± 0.13
S(K0Sπ0γ) −0.78± 0.59± 0.09 −0.10± 0.31± 0.07 −0.40± 0.25
C(K0Sπ0γ) −0.36± 0.33± 0.04 0.20± 0.20± 0.06 0.00± 0.16
S(K0Sηγ) −0.18± 0.48± 0.12 −0.18± 0.50
C(K0Sηγ) −0.32± 0.40± 0.07 −0.32± 0.41
S(K0Sφγ) 0.74± 0.90± 0.20 0.74± 0.91
C(K0Sφγ) −0.35± 0.58± 0.20 −0.35± 0.61
S(K0Sρ0γ) 0.11± 0.33± 0.07 0.11± 0.35
C(K0Sπ+π−γ)† 0.05± 0.18± 0.06 0.05± 0.20
S(ρ0γ) −0.83± 0.65± 0.18 −0.83± 0.68
C(ρ0γ) 0.44± 0.49± 0.14 0.44± 0.53
†For mKππ < 1.8GeV/c2 and mππ ∈ [0.6, 0.9]GeV/c2.
contributions, SSM,sγg induced by the process b→ sγg via
other operators than O7. One example is a contribution of
the operator O2 ∼ (bs)(cc) where the charm quark forms
a loop from which a (right-handed) photon and a gluon is
emitted. These corrections are power-suppressed but not
helicity-suppressed. A conservative estimate of this con-
tribution in B → K∗γ due to a non-local SCET oper-
ator series leads to |SSM,sγg| ≈ 0.06 (Grinstein, Gross-
man, Ligeti, and Pirjol, 2005; Grinstein and Pirjol, 2006),
while within a QCD sum rule calculation the contribution
due to soft gluon emission is estimated to be SSM,sγg =
−0.005 ± 0.01 (Ball, Jones, and Zwicky, 2007; Ball and
Zwicky, 2006a) which leads to SSM = −0.022±0.015+0−0.01
for the process B → K∗γ. The QCD sum rule estimates of
power corrections, due to long-distance contributions with
photon and soft-gluon emission from quark loops (Ball,
Jones, and Zwicky, 2007), lead to analogous results for
the other radiative decay modes such as B → ργ (Ball,
Jones, and Zwicky, 2007). If a large value of S beyond the
SM prediction is observed, this will be a clear signal of a
new right-handed current beyond the SM.
It was pointed out by (Atwood, Gershon, Hazumi, and
Soni, 2007) that, due to the left-handed photon coupling,
CP asymmetries in the SM are equally small for any de-
cay of the form B → P 0Q0γ, where P 0 is a neutral pseu-
doscalar and Q0 is another neutral pseudoscalar or a neu-
tral vector meson. In the case of the pseudoscalar-vector-
photon ﬁnal states there is also information in the angular
distribution of the ﬁnal state.
17.9.6.2 Measurements of time-dependent CP asymmetries
The decay mode B0 → K∗0γ with K∗0 → K0Sπ0 has the
largest branching fraction and hence has the largest po-
tential for a time-dependent CP asymmetry search. How-
ever, to measure the time-dependent CP asymmetry for
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Figure 17.9.9. Results of BABAR time-dependent CP asym-
metry ﬁt to B → K∗γ events with K∗ → K0Sπ0, from (Au-
bert, 2008x). The underlying Δt distributions (before includ-
ing resolution eﬀects) are given by Eq. (10.3.3). Shown are
background-subtracted distributions for B0 tags (top) B0 tags
(middle) and their asymmetry (bottom).
B0 → K0Sπ0γ, one has to measure the B meson decay ver-
tex by extrapolating the displaced K0S → π+π− vertex.
It is only possible to do this accurately when the K0S de-
cays inside the vertex detector volume. This requirement
reduces the acceptance by a factor of 0.68 for BABAR and
0.55 for Belle. Note that the K0S momentum in this decay
is lower than in the charmless hadronic decay B0 → K0Sπ0,
so the acceptance is somewhat larger. A control sample of
B → J/ψK0S events is used to demonstrate that it is feasi-
ble to make a time-dependent measurement using the ver-
tex reconstruction from the K0S extrapolation alone (Ushi-
roda, 2005).
BABAR (Aubert, 2008x) and Belle (Ushiroda, 2006)
have both made measurements of the amplitudes S and
C of the sin(ΔmdΔt) and cos(ΔmdΔt) terms in the
time-dependent asymmetry. The results are given in Ta-
ble 17.9.9. Although they use large data samples of 467M
and 535M BB respectively, their results are statistically
limited, because only 1/9 of B0 → K∗0γ events decay into
K0S(→ π+π−)π0γ. The ﬁt results from BABAR is shown in
Fig. 17.9.9.
Both experiments have also looked at a higher K0Sπ
0
mass region in B → K0Sπ0γ in a range up to 2GeV. In this
region the ﬁnal state is no longer dominated by a single
resonance, with the largest contribution coming from the
K∗2 (1430).
A few other exclusive b → sγ ﬁnal states have been
investigated experimentally (see Table 17.9.9). For B →
K0Sηγ, the vertex can be reconstructed from charged pions
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Figure 17.9.11. Belle measurements of π+π− mass distribu-
tions (with no K∗ mass restriction) for (a) B+ → K+π+π−γ
and (b) B0 → K0Sπ+π−γ, from (Li, 2008). The thin solid
(dashed) line corresponds to the Kρ0γ (K1(1270)γ subset) sig-
nal, and dot-dashed (dashed) line to the total (continuum)
background.
for the ﬁnal state with η → π+π−π0, but for η → γγ it is
still necessary to reconstruct the vertex from the K0S . The
time-dependent CP asymmetry for B → K0Sηγ has been
measured by BABAR (Aubert, 2009e) with 465M BB. A
similar mode, B → K0η′γ, has not been observed yet.
The B → K0Sφγ mode has recently been measured by
Belle (Sahoo, 2011) with 772M BB, in which the vertex
is determined from φ→ K+K−.
The B → K0Sρ0γ mode was measured by Belle with
657M BB (Li, 2008). Unlike the other decays discussed
here, the CP purity of this ﬁnal state is diluted by the
ﬂavor speciﬁc B0 → K∗+π−γ mode. (This dilution is in
addition to the usual eﬀect of ﬂavor mistags.) In order
to ﬁx the contribution of each resonant state, assuming
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isospin symmetry, the K+π+π− mass distribution of the
K∗π enriched sample of more abundant charged mode
B+ → K+π+π−γ is ﬁtted with known states: those with
1+ spin-parity of which K1(1270) is the dominant res-
onance with a small K1(1400) contribution, those with
1− from K∗(1680), and those with 2+ from K∗2 (1430) as
shown in Figure 17.9.10. As a part of the systematic er-
ror study, contributions from other possible modes were
tested, and it was found that the inclusion of B → K0Sσγ
causes the largest shift, where σ is a controversial scalar
state also listed as f0(500) by the Particle Data Group (Be-
ringer et al., 2012). The absolute values of the amplitudes
to the K∗π and Kρ0 modes are deduced from the results of
the K∗π enriched sample and known branching fractions.
The relative phase between K∗π and Kρ for K1(1270) is
determined from a ﬁt to the Kπ and ππ mass distributions
after integrating out the Kππ mass, in which the corre-
sponding phases for K∗(1680) and K∗2 (1430) are ﬁxed to
known values and that for K1(1400) is determined from a
scan to give the smallest χ2.
The dilution factor is calculated by integrating the sum
of decay amplitudes for B0 decays, using the parameters
obtained for B+ decays. It can be seen in Figure 17.9.11
that the Kρ0γ is the dominant contribution in the π+π−
mass range [0.6, 0.9]GeV/c2. The dilution factor in this
range is found to be 0.83+0.19−0.03, which is used as a correc-
tion factor to the measured CP asymmetry in the same
mass range. Despite this complication, the K0Sρ
0γ mode
is statistically competitive to the K∗0γ mode as listed
in Table 17.9.9 because the vertex is determined from
ρ0 → π+π−. The dilution eﬀect is corrected for in the
S measurement, but the C coeﬃcient is not corrected as
direct CP asymmetry does not necessarily originate only
from CP eigenstates.
Time dependent CP asymmetries can also be measured
in b→ dγ decay modes. The weak phases due to Vtd that
appear in the B0B0 mixing and b → d penguin diagrams
cancel each other, so a time dependent CP asymmetry re-
quires a new contribution to the phase beyond the SM that
enters diﬀerently in mixing and penguin diagrams. As with
the b→ sγ decays, this new contribution also has to have
a signiﬁcant right-handed amplitude. Although the rate
for b → dγ is only 4% of b → sγ, in the case of B → ρ0γ
a large fraction of this suppression is compensated with
respect to B → K∗0γ, because of the 1/9 factor for the
K0Sπ
0 fraction and the K0S vertex requirement in the ver-
tex detector volume. Belle has measured time-dependent
CP asymmetries in B → ρ0γ with 657M BB (Ushiroda,
2008). The results are given in Table 17.9.9.
At present all the measurements of time-dependent CP
violation are consistent with zero, and dominated by sta-
tistical errors that are 0.16 or greater. This is an area
where larger samples at a super ﬂavor factory would make
a signiﬁcant improvement.
17.9.7 Electroweak penguin decays b → s(d)+−
The b → s+− transition, where +− is an electron or
a muon pair, provides a number of additional probes of
the SM and possible new physics contributions. In the
language of the eﬀective electroweak Hamiltonian (Sec-
tion 17.9.1.1), the contributions present for the radiative
b → sγ transitions (most importantly the O7 term) are
supplemented by the lepton-current terms, O9 and O10.
The lepton pair can be generated from a virtual photon
with the same penguin diagram as b → sγ, or the pho-
ton can be replaced by a virtual Z boson. There is also
a contribution from a box diagram that is formed by vir-
tual W bosons and a neutrino (Figure 17.9.1). The decays
b → s+− are suppressed relative to b → sγ by an addi-
tional factor of α, which results in branching fractions of
O(10−6). For this reason they had not been observed at
experiments prior to the B Factories. The b→ d+− tran-
sition has similar properties, but it is further suppressed
by |Vtd/Vts|2 and thus has been beyond the reach of the
B Factories.
The theoretical methods to describe the observables in
b → s(d)+− are discussed in Section 17.9.1. The exclu-
sive channel B → K∗+− is of particular interest experi-
mentally, but is theoretically more diﬃcult than inclusive
channels, since it depends on a set of form factors. A de-
scription of the necessary theoretical tools can be found
in Section 17.9.1.6.
The b→ s+− decays have additional degrees of free-
dom as compared to b → sγ decays. First, the ampli-
tudes of the diﬀerent contributions vary as a function of
the invariant mass squared q2 of the di-lepton system.89
The lower end of the q2 distribution has a large contri-
bution from the virtual photon, whereas the higher end
is dominated by weak boson transitions. Second, the two
ﬁnal-state leptons provide several additional angular vari-
ables (see Section 17.9.7.3 for the speciﬁcs in the case of
B → K∗+−). In particular, the interference between the
contributions generates a forward-backward asymmetry in
the di-lepton decay angle. The pattern of this asymmetry
as a function of q2 is expected to provide a sensitive test
of the SM (Ali, Giudice, and Mannel, 1995), especially via
the presence in the SM of a zero-crossing point at q2 ≈ 3
to 4GeV2/c2 (Ali, Ball, Handoko, and Hiller, 2000).
17.9.7.1 The exclusive modes B → K(∗)+−
The exclusive modes B → K+− and B → K∗+− have
common ﬁnal states with B → ψK and B → ψK∗. These
ﬁnal states are a source of calibration events for optimizing
the search for the b → s+− modes, but they are also a
large background in the di-lepton mass ranges around the
J/ψ and ψ′. There is interference between the electroweak
penguin and charmonium amplitudes which is diﬃcult to
handle theoretically, although it could eventually provide
useful information about relative phases. For both exper-
imental and theoretical reasons the regions around the
J/ψ and ψ′ are vetoed in the BABAR and Belle analy-
ses. For e+e− pairs there is a long and large radiative
89 Although here we deﬁne the q2 in terms of mass, the origi-
nal meaning is in terms of momentum of the virtual boson and
hence we quote the values in the unit of GeV2/c2.
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tail on the lower q2 side of the charmonium peaks due to
bremsstrahlung from the ﬁnal state electrons, which also
shifts the measured kinematic variables mES (slightly) and
ΔE. These oﬀsets are partially removed by adding pho-
tons to the electron momentum if they are found near the
electron direction. Details of this bremsstrahlung recovery
procedure can be found in (Ishikawa, 2003) and (Aubert,
2006ac). Note that Belle uses wider J/ψ and ψ′ veto win-
dows for electron modes than for the muon modes.
Another region that is usually vetoed inB → K(∗)e+e−
is the very low q2 region where there is a large peak from
the virtual photon diagram. Removing the region below
the threshold μ+μ− mass squared from analysis results
in similar SM expectations for the inclusive decay rates of
B → K∗e+e− and B → K∗μ+μ−. There is no virtual pho-
ton peak in B → Ke+e− due to angular momentum sup-
pression of the photons, but there are other background
contributions in this region. They arise from charmless
hadronic B decays followed by a Dalitz decay of a π0, and
from pair conversions of photons in the detector, and it is
desirable to remove them.
Observation of the decay B → K+− was already re-
ported by Belle with only 31M BB data (Abe, 2002l). This
was followed by the ﬁrst observation of B → K∗+− by
Belle in 2003 with a data sample of 152M BB (Ishikawa,
2003). Both results were supported by BABAR with a data
sample of 123M BB (Aubert, 2003c). There have been
frequent updates from BABAR using 229M BB (Aubert,
2006ac), 384MBB (Aubert, 2009c,j), and 471MBB (Lees,
2012i), and the latest result from Belle uses 657MBB (Wei,
2009).
We also compare in this section the B Factories results
on B → K(∗)+− modes with recent results from the
CDF experiment at the Tevatron (Aaltonen et al., 2011c),
and from the LHCb experiment at CERN (Aaij et al.,
2012a,b,g,i). CDF has been very competitive with the B
Factories in these exclusive modes, and LHCb has recently
surpassed the precision of the B Factories in μ+μ− modes.
17.9.7.2 Branching fractions and rate asymmetries in
B → K(∗)+−
Given the limited statistics in these exclusive decay modes,
combined branching fractions are determined using all
measured ﬁnal states. In the case of B → K+− there
are four ﬁnal states, with K+ or K0S and μ
+μ− or e+e−.
In the case of B → K∗+− there are eight ﬁnal states
with K∗+ → K0Sπ+ or K+π0, K∗0 → K+π− or K0Sπ0 and
μ+μ− or e+e−. At the hadron colliders the modes with
π0 or electrons have not been used thus far. The com-
bined branching fractions assume CP and isospin sym-
metries, and lepton universality, all of which are satis-
ﬁed to good accuracy in the SM, to sum over K∗ de-
cay modes and average over lepton ﬂavor and B charge.
Regarding lepton ﬂavor, the BABAR measurements (Lees,
2012i) are for q2 ≥ 0.1GeV2/c2, where the e+e− and
μ+μ− branching fractions are expected to be very close.
Belle (Wei, 2009), on the other hand, measures in eﬀect
Table 17.9.10. Measurements of exclusive b→ s+− branch-
ing fractions in 10−8, integrated over all di-lepton q2 (including
the vetoed regions — see text). BABAR and Belle results are
based on both e+e− and μ+μ− modes, while CDF and LHCb
results are based on μ+μ− modes only. In their papers, BABAR
does not quote separate results for B+ and B0 decays, while
CDF and LHCb do not quote combined results. LHCb does
not report the total branching fraction for B0 → K∗0μ+μ−, al-
though precise dB/dq2 results are given in (Aaij et al., 2012b).
Uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively; these
errors are combined in some of the LHCb results.
Model BABAR Belle CDF LHCb
K+	+	− 53+6−5 ± 3 46± 4± 2 43.6± 1.5± 1.8
K0	+	− 34+9−8 ± 2 32± 10± 2 31+7−6
K	+	− 47± 6± 2 48+5−4 ± 3
K∗+	+	− 124+23−21 ± 13 95± 32± 8 116± 19
K∗0	+	− 97+13−11 ± 7 102± 10± 6
K∗	+	− 102+14−13 ± 5 107+11−10 ± 9
to the minimum possible q2 values, hence including the
eﬀects of the virtual photon peak in the B → K∗e+e−
mode. Then for B → K∗+−, Belle averages the lepton
ﬂavors using an SM-based constraint of 1.33 on the ratio
of B(B → K∗e+e−) to B(B → K∗μ+μ−), and quotes the
latter value for its results.
It has been customary to divide the branching fraction
results into a set of six bins in q2, three below the J/ψ
mass, two above the ψ′ mass, and one in the gap between
the two charmonium veto regions. The distributions of
dB/dq2 are in good agreement between experiments and
with the SM as shown in Figure 17.9.12 for BABAR, Belle
and CDF.
The branching fractions integrated over all q2 from
BABAR (Lees, 2012i), Belle (Wei, 2009), CDF (Aaltonen
et al., 2011c) and LHCb (Aaij et al., 2012a,i) are given
in Table 17.9.10. For these integrals, the veto regions are
ﬁlled in by interpolation, using SM-based predictions of
the spectral shape vs. q2. Figure 17.9.13 compares the
isospin-averaged total branching fractions for these three
experiments to two SM predictions. The results are con-
sistent with the predicted branching fractions.
Lepton universality is tested by looking at the ratios:
R	(K(∗)) =
B(B → K(∗)e+e−)
B(B → K(∗)μ+μ−) , (17.9.62)
which should be equal to one if the region q2 < (2mμ)2 is
removed, and about 30% greater than one for K∗+− if
the low-q2 virtual photon region is included for e+e−. De-
viations from these predictions could be due to enhance-
ments from new physics, e.g. a SUSY Higgs. The results
from Belle (Wei, 2009) with 657M BB, and BABAR (Au-
bert, 2009j) with 384M BB are given in Table 17.9.11.
(The Belle paper deﬁnes R	 with the μ+μ− and e−e−
swapped, as compared to Eq. (17.9.62), so reciprocals have
been taken for presentation here.) The measured R	 are
consistent with SM expectations (1.00, except 1.33 for the
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Figure 17.9.12. From (Lees, 2012i). Branching fractions
dB/dq2 for (a) B → K+− and (b) B → K∗+− from Belle,
CDF and BABAR vs. s ≡ q2. The yellow bands correspond to
the J/ψ and ψ′ veto windows used by BABAR. The magenta
curves show the range of the SM predictions from (Ali, Lunghi,
Greub, and Hiller, 2002).
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Figure 17.9.13. From (Lees, 2012i). Total branching fractions
dB/dq2 for B → K+− and B → K∗+− from BABAR, CDF
and Belle, compared to SM predictions from the models of (Ali,
Lunghi, Greub, and Hiller, 2002) and (Zhong, Wu, and Wang,
2003).
Belle measurement of R	(K∗)), but with quite large un-
certainties.
Direct CP asymmetries, deﬁned as per Eq. (17.9.40),
have also been searched for, with results given in Ta-
ble 17.9.11. They are consistent with zero.
The results for the isospin asymmetries drew
more attention. Isospin asymmetry AI (called Δ0− in
Eq. (17.9.38), which deﬁnes its sign) is evaluated as per
Section 17.9.5.2. The isospin asymmetry in the mode B →
K∗+− is a subleading ΛQCD/mb eﬀect as in the radiative
mode, but again the dominant isospin-breaking eﬀects can
be calculated perturbatively, while other ΛQCD/mb correc-
tions are just estimated. The exact uncertainty is diﬃcult
to estimate due to unknown power corrections, but the ob-
servable may still be useful in the NP search because of the
Table 17.9.11. Summary of measurements of lepton univer-
sality R, direct CP asymmetries ACP , and isospin asymmetries
AI in B → K(∗)+− decays. For AI , “low q2” means below
m2J/ψ . Uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively,
for the separate measurements, combined for the weighted av-
erages. Because the Belle measurements of R extend to lower
q2 than do the BABAR measurement, the two R(K
∗) values
have diﬀerent SM expectations, (see text); hence no average is
quoted for that quantity.
BABAR Belle Average
R(K) 1.00
+0.31
−0.25 ± 0.07 0.97± 0.18± 0.06 0.98± 0.16
R(K
∗) 1.13+0.34−0.26 ± 0.10 1.20± 0.25± 0.12
ACP (K) −0.03± 0.14± 0.01 +0.04± 0.10± 0.02 +0.02± 0.08
ACP (K
∗) +0.03± 0.13± 0.01 −0.10± 0.10± 0.01 −0.05± 0.08
Alow q
2
I (K) −0.58+0.29−0.37 ± 0.02 −0.31+0.17−0.14 ± 0.08 −0.37± 0.15
Alow q
2
I (K
∗) −0.25+0.20−0.17 ± 0.03 −0.29± 0.16± 0.09 −0.27± 0.13
high sensitivity to speciﬁc Wilson coeﬃcients (Feldmann
and Matias, 2003). These authors predict only a rather
small isospin asymmetry in the SM, with a positive sign
at low q2.
In (Aubert, 2009j) BABAR reported evidence for a large
negative isospin asymmetry in the q2 range below the
J/ψ, with about 3σ signiﬁcance in both B → K+− and
B → K∗+−. However, the latest BABAR results (Lees,
2012i) are more consistent with null asymmetry, as listed
in Table 17.9.11. Belle’s results (Wei, 2009) with higher
statistics are compatible with BABAR and also with null
asymmetry. Note that the average AI values are still nega-
tive, and about 2σ from zero, so higher-precision measure-
ments are desirable. Neither experiment sees a signiﬁcant
asymmetry in the high-q2 region. See the cited papers for
measured isospin asymmetries in all q2 bins. These are
illustrated for Belle in Fig. 17.9.14.
17.9.7.3 Angular distributions in B → K∗+−: formalism
and theory
In the B → K∗+− decay mode the angular distribu-
tion contains useful information about the diﬀerent am-
plitudes. This is in contrast to B → K+− or B → K∗γ,
where the angular distributions are fully constrained by
angular momentum conservation. The decayB → K∗+−
(K∗ → Kπ) is completely described by four indepen-
dent kinematic variables:90 the lepton-pair invariant mass
squared, q2, the angle θK of the K+ relative to the B in
the K∗ rest frame, the angle θ	 of the + relative to the
B in the di-lepton rest frame, and the angle φ between
the K∗ decay plane and the di-lepton plane. Summing
over the spins of the ﬁnal particles, the diﬀerential decay
distribution can be written as (Kruger and Matias, 2005;
Kruger, Sehgal, Sinha, and Sinha, 2000)
d4Γ
dq2 dθ	 dθK dφ
=
9
32π
I(q2, θ	, θK , φ) . (17.9.63)
90 This discussion assumes a P -wave K∗ ﬁnal state with no
S-wave Kπ background.
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A full expression for I contains twelve angular coeﬃcients,
I
(s,c)
1−9 , which are functions of q
2, and may be diﬀerent for
B and B decays91 (Altmannshofer et al., 2009):
I(q2, θ	, θK , φ) = Is1 sin
2 θK + Ic1 cos
2 θK
+ (Is2 sin
2 θK + Ic2 cos
2 θK) cos 2θ	
+ I3 sin2 θK sin2 θ	 cos 2φ
+ I4 sin 2θK sin 2θ	 cosφ
+ I5 sin 2θK sin θ	 cosφ
+ (Is6 sin
2 θK + Ic6 cos
2 θK) cos θ	
+ I7 sin 2θK sin θ	 sinφ
+ I8 sin 2θK sin 2θ	 sinφ
+ I9 sin2 θK sin2 θ	 sin 2φ. (17.9.64)
The coeﬃcients I(s,c)1−9 can be expressed in terms of ei-
ther helicity amplitudes H0,+,−, or transversity ampli-
tudes A⊥,||,0. These amplitudes contain left and right-
handed contributions which can be written in terms of
the Wilson coeﬃcients C7,9,10 and form-factors. The co-
eﬃcients I(s,c)1−3 are sensitive to amplitudes squared, while
I
(s,c)
4−9 are sensitive to interference terms.
In practice a full angular analysis has not yet been
done, because it requires a few thousand B → K∗+− sig-
nal events. BABAR (Aubert, 2009c) and Belle (Wei, 2009)
have performed angular ﬁts, in bins of q2, to the θK and θ	
distributions, in each case after integrating over the other
two angles. The θK distribution
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θK
=
3
2
FL cos2 θK +
3
4
(1− FL)(1− cos2 θK)
(17.9.65)
is sensitive to the fraction of longitudinal polarization,
FL = |A0|2. In the SM this varies as a function of q2,
going to zero as q2 → 0, increasing to a maximum of 0.8
at q2 ≈ 3GeV2/c2, and falling gradually towards higher
q2.
The θ	 distribution
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θ	
=
3
4
FL(1− cos2 θ	) + 38(1− FL)(1 + cos
2 θ	)
+ AFB cos θ	
(17.9.66)
is sensitive to the forward-backward asymmetry:
AFB =
∫
dθ	 sgn(θ	)B(B → K∗+−; θ	)∫
dθ	 B(B → K∗+−; θ	) . (17.9.67)
In the SM, AFB is a strong function of q2. It goes to zero
as q2 → 0, is small and negative at low q2, with a zero-
crossing point at q20 ≈ 4GeV2/c2, then it gradually in-
creases to about 0.4 at high q2, where the electroweak
V − A contributions dominate; e.g., (Ali, Ball, Handoko,
and Hiller, 2000).
Angular ﬁts to the projected distributions of θK and θ	
are used to measure the observables FL and AFB in bins of
91 Note that I5,6,8,9 change sign between B and B.
q2. The hadronic uncertainties on these two observables in
the SM are large. However, the value of the di-lepton in-
variant mass q20 , for which the forward-backward asymme-
try vanishes, can be predicted in quite a clean way. In the
QCD factorization approach at leading order in ΛQCD/mb,
the value of q20 is free from hadronic uncertainties at order
α0S. A dependence on the soft form factor and on the light
cone wave functions of the B and K∗ mesons appears only
at order α1S. At NLO one ﬁnds (Beneke, Feldmann, and
Seidel, 2005):
q20 [K
∗0+−] = (4.36+0.33−0.31)GeV
2/c2,
q20 [K
∗++−] = (4.15+0.27−0.27)GeV
2/c2. (17.9.68)
For all observables from the angular analysis the unknown
ΛQCD/mb power corrections are the source of the largest
theoretical uncertainty. The small diﬀerence between the
two modes is due to isospin-breaking power corrections.
The value of q20 is highly sensitive to the ratio of the
two Wilson coeﬃcients C7 and C9, and the region near this
SM-predicted zero-crossing point is particularly sensitive
to the interplay between the terms proportional to C7 and
to C9. Using the magnitude of C7 constrained from B →
Xsγ, this angular distribution can be used to determine
the sign of C7, and to constrain the two other Wilson
coeﬃcients C9 and C10. If the sign of C7 is ﬂipped, there
is no zero-crossing point at q20 (Ali, Giudice, and Mannel,
1995).
The position of q20 can also be moved by new physics
contributions (Altmannshofer et al., 2009). Detailed NP
analyses of the angular observables have been presented
in Bobeth, Hiller, and Piranishvili (2008), Altmannshofer
et al. (2009), and Egede, Hurth, Matias, Ramon, and Reece
(2008, 2010). They provide sensitivity to various Wilson
coeﬃcients, but the sensitivity to new weak phases turns
out to be restricted (Egede, Hurth, Matias, Ramon, and
Reece, 2010).
17.9.7.4 B → K∗+− angular analysis
BABAR (Aubert, 2009c) and Belle (Wei, 2009) have ex-
tracted FL and AFB values for B → K∗+− by ﬁrst
ﬁtting their measured θK distributions in bins of q2 to
Eq. (17.9.65), and then ﬁtting each corresponding θ	 dis-
tribution to Eq. (17.9.66) with FL ﬁxed from the result
of the θK ﬁt. Belle measures AFB in six bins in q2 using
a data set of 657M BB, while BABAR measures AFB in
two bins in q2, below and above the J/ψ (with the ψ(2S)
window excluded in the higher mass region), using a data
set of 384M BB.
The results for FL are listed in Table 17.9.12 along with
more recent results from CDF (Aaltonen et al., 2011b) and
LHCb (Aaij et al., 2012b), with results in good agreement
with the SM. Figure 17.9.14 shows the Belle results.
The Belle and BABAR results for AFB are listed in Ta-
ble 17.9.13, along with the recent results from CDF and
LHCb. Figure 17.9.14 illustrates the Belle results. Given
the current level of precision, all results are compatible
with the SM predictions.
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Table 17.9.12. Measurements of longitudinal polarization fraction FL in B → K∗+− as a function of di-lepton q2. (BABAR
measures this in only two q2 bins, the other experiments in six bins). Errors are statistical and systematic, respectively.
q2 (GeV2/c2) Belle BABAR CDF LHCb
0.00− 2.00 0.29± 0.20± 0.02 0.30± 0.16± 0.02 0.00+0.13−0.00 ± 0.02
2.00− 4.30 0.71± 0.24± 0.05 (0.35± 0.16± 0.04) 0.37+0.25−0.24 ± 0.10 0.77± 0.15± 0.03
4.30− 8.68 0.64± 0.24± 0.07 0.68+0.15−0.17 ± 0.09 0.60+0.06−0.07 ± 0.01
10.09− 12.86 0.17± 0.16± 0.03 0.47± 0.14± 0.03 0.41± 0.11± 0.03
14.18− 16.00 −0.15± 0.25± 0.07 (0.71± 0.21± 0.04) 0.29+0.14−0.13 ± 0.05 0.37± 0.09± 0.05
16.00− 19.30 0.12± 0.14± 0.02 0.20+0.19−0.17 ± 0.05 0.26+0.10−0.08 ± 0.03
Table 17.9.13. Measurements of di-lepton forward-backward asymmetry AFB in B → K∗+− as a function of di-lepton q2.
(BABAR measures this in only two q2 bins, the other experiments in six bins). Errors are statistical and systematic, respectively.
q2 (GeV2/c2) Belle BABAR CDF LHCb
0.00− 2.00 +0.47+0.26−0.32 ± 0.03 −0.35+0.26−0.23 ± 0.10 −0.15± 0.20± 0.06
2.00− 4.30 +0.11+0.31−0.36 ± 0, 07 (+0.24+0.18−0.23 ± 0.05) +0.29+0.32−0.35 ± 0.15 +0.05+0.16−0.20 ± 0.04
4.30− 8.68 +0.45+0.15−0.21 ± 0.15 +0.01± 0.20± 0.09 +0.27+0.06−0.08 ± 0.02
10.09− 12.86 +0.43± 0.19± 0.03 +0.38+0.16−0.19 ± 0.09 +0.27+0.11−0.13 ± 0.02
14.18− 16.00 +0.40+0.16−0.22 ± 0.10 (+0.76+0.52−0.32 ± 0.07) +0.44+0.18−0.21 ± 0.10 +0.47+0.06−0.08 ± 0.03
16.00− 19.30 +0.66+0.11−0.16 ± 0.04 +0.65+0.17−0.18 ± 0.16 +0.16+0.11−0.13 ± 0.06
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Figure 17.9.14. From (Wei, 2009). Measurements of longitu-
dinal polarization fraction FL, and di-lepton forward-backward
asymmetry AFB for B → K∗+− from Belle. The solid (red)
curves show the SM predictions. The dotted (blue) curves show
the eﬀect of reversing the sign of the Wilson coeﬃcient C7. The
bottom plot shows the isospin asymmetries for B → K∗+−
(ﬁlled circles) and B → K+− (open circles).
Belle (Ishikawa, 2006) earlier provided constraints on
C9 and C10 using 386M BB events, from a ﬁt to the θ	
distribution under the assumption that FL follows the SM
distribution.
17.9.7.5 Theoretical predictions for inclusive B → Xs+−
An inclusive measurement of b → s+− is expected to
have reduced theoretical uncertainties in comparison with
the exclusive decays B → K(∗)+−. The situation is sim-
ilar to b→ sγ, where understanding of exclusive decays is
limited by knowledge of hadronic form factors. In the case
of b → s+− these reduced theoretical uncertainties ap-
ply not only to the inclusive branching fraction, but also
to the angular information, e.g. the zero crossing point in
the di-lepton forward-backward asymmetry AFB.
The angular decomposition of the inclusive decay
B → Xs+− provides three independent observables,
HT , HA and HL, from which one can extract the short-
distance electroweak Wilson coeﬃcients that test for new
physics (Lee, Ligeti, Stewart, and Tackmann, 2007).
d3Γ
dq2 dz
=
3
8
[
(1+z2)HT (q2)+2(1−z2)HL(q2)+2zHA(q2)
]
.
(17.9.69)
Here, z = cos θ	, HA is equivalent to the forward-
backward asymmetry in the exclusive decays, and the di-
lepton mass spectrum is given by HT + HL. The observ-
ables depend on the Wilson coeﬃcients C7, C9 and C10
in the SM. The present measurements of B → Xs+−
already favor the SM sign of the coeﬃcient C7, which is
undetermined by the B → Xsγ mode (Gambino, Haisch,
and Misiak, 2005).
The observables in inclusive B → Xs+− are dom-
inated by perturbative contributions in a low-q2 region,
1 < q2 < 6GeV2/c2, and in the high-q2 region above
the cc resonances, q2 > 14.4GeV2/c2. The present predic-
tions are based on the perturbative calculations to NNLL
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precision in QCD and to NLL precision in QED (Sec-
tion 17.9.1). The branching fraction in the low-q2 region
is (Huber, Lunghi, Misiak, and Wyler, 2006):
B(B → Xs+−)low =
{
(1.59± 0.11)× 10−6 ( = μ)
(1.64± 0.11)× 10−6 ( = e)
(17.9.70)
and in the high-q2 region (Huber, Hurth, and Lunghi,
2008a):
B(B → Xs+−)high =
{
2.40× 10−7 × (1+0.29−0.26) ( = μ)
2.09× 10−7 × (1+0.32−0.30) ( = e)
(17.9.71)
The value of q20 for which the inclusive forward-backward
asymmetry vanishes,
(q20)[Xs
+−] =
{
(3.50± 0.12)GeV2/c2 ( = μ)
(3.38± 0.11)GeV2/c2 ( = e) ,
(17.9.72)
is one of the most precise predictions in ﬂavor physics.
It determines the relative sign and magnitude of the co-
eﬃcients C7 and C9 (Huber, Hurth, and Lunghi, 2008a).
Unknown subleading non-perturbative corrections of or-
der O(αSΛQCD/mb) are estimated to give an additional
uncertainty of order 5%, which has to be added to all
B → Xs+− observables. In all predictions it is assumed
that there is no cut on the hadronic mass region.
After including the NLL QED matrix elements, the
electron and muon channels receive diﬀerent contribu-
tions. This is due to the fact, that the leptons can emit
collinear photons, which generate large logarithms of the
form ln(m2b/m
2
	). This generates a diﬀerences between
these two channels. We note that in theoretical calcu-
lations all collinear photons are assumed to be included
in the Xs system. The di-lepton invariant mass does not
contain any additional photon, i.e. q2 = (p	+ + p	−)2.
This diﬀers from the experimental analyses which recover
bremsstrahlung photons and add them to the di-lepton
system, and therefore small modiﬁcations to the theo-
retical predictions are needed – see (Huber, Hurth, and
Lunghi, 2008b).
17.9.7.6 Measurements of inclusive B → Xs+−
The fully inclusive approach has not been used for b →
s+− because the presence of large backgrounds from se-
mileptonic B decays. In these background events the ini-
tial BB produces two oppositely charged leptons either
directly from the two B mesons, or as a cascade from
the b → c → s decay chain. These backgrounds cannot
be removed without further kinematic constraints. The
reconstructed-B-tag approach (also not yet attempted)
should remove the direct two-B-decay background com-
ponent, leaving only the cascade decays, which can then
be removed using missing energy variables. The diﬃculty
here is the need for millions of B tags in order to mea-
sure an inclusive branching fraction of a few ×10−6. This
Table 17.9.14. Measurements of inclusive B → Xs+−
branching fractions (in 10−6), with m+− > 0.2GeV/c
2, while
the excluded regions around the J/ψ and ψ′ are interpolated
assuming the SM with no interference. Uncertainties are sta-
tistical and systematic, respectively.
Mode BABAR Belle Average
Xse
+e− 6.0± 1.7± 1.3 4.0± 1.3± 0.9 4.7± 1.3
Xsμ
+μ− 5.0± 2.8± 1.2 4.1± 1.1± 0.8 4.3± 1.3
Xs
+− 5.6± 1.5± 1.3 4.1± 0.8± 0.8 4.5± 1.0
is a challenging measurement even with the anticipated
ultimate dataset of a super ﬂavor factory.
The sum-of-exclusive method does provide suﬃcient
constraints to discriminate against the semileptonic back-
grounds using the mES and ΔE kinematic variables. In
a similar fashion to the B → Xsγ analysis, the Xs state
is reconstructed as one kaon and multiple pions (but in-
cluding the zero pion case, which corresponds to B →
K+−). Belle (Iwasaki, 2005) uses up to 4 pions of which
one can be a π0, and includes the Xs mass range below
2.0GeV/c2, while BABAR (Aubert, 2004h) uses up to 2 pi-
ons of which one can be a π0, and includes the Xs mass
below 1.8GeV/c2. After assuming that modes containing
a K0L have equal branching fractions to corresponding K
0
S
modes, both experiments account for ∼ 70% of B decays
in their measured Xs ranges. In order to reduce the se-
mileptonic decay backgrounds, the analyses exploit the
fact that energy is carried away by two or more neutri-
nos. Belle uses the total visible energy and missing mass,
while BABAR uses the missing energy in the rest of the
event (ROE) excluding the Xs+− candidate, as well as
the mES of the ROE. If the two leptons originate from se-
mileptonic background, they may have displaced vertices,
which is used for further discrimination.
As with the exclusive B → K(∗)+− analysis, it is
necessary to remove the di-lepton mass ranges around the
J/ψ and ψ′. In both analyses e+e− pairs with masses be-
low 0.2GeV/c2 are removed. This makes the di-muon and
di-electron samples consistent, and removes the theoreti-
cally less interesting region dominated by the virtual pho-
ton contribution.
Belle measures 31.8 ± 10.2 Xse+e− and 36.3 ± 9.3
Xsμ
+μ− signal events with a sample of 152M BB, while
BABAR measures 29.2±8.4 Xse+e− and 11.2±6.3 Xsμ+μ−
events with the smaller sample of 89M BB. There are ex-
perimental systematic uncertainties associated with the
background subtraction and the reconstruction eﬃciency,
which total about 10%. However the dominant system-
atic uncertainties come from the modeling of the Xs sys-
tem (as they did in B → Xsγ). The fractions of exclusive
B → K+− and B → K∗+− are varied, as well as the
missing fractions of ﬁnal states in the mass range above
1.1GeV/c2. Finally there is an extrapolation to the full
Xs mass range, which uses a spectral shape of a Fermi-
motion model (Ali, Hiller, Handoko, and Morozumi, 1997)
with parameters determined from analyses of inclusive
B → Xsγ and B → Xcν. The q2 distribution is mod-
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Figure 17.9.15. From (Iwasaki, 2005). Belle’s results on the
diﬀerential branching fractions for B → Xs+− as functions
of (a) MXs and (b) q
2. All branching fractions have been inter-
polated through the vetoed J/ψ and ψ(2S) regions. The MXs
results correspond to all q2 > 0.04GeV2/c2, while the q2 results
follow an extrapolation to all values of MXs . Inner (outer) er-
ror bars are statistical (total) errors. Histograms represent the
SM-based predictions described in the text.
eled based on (Ali, Hiller, Handoko, and Morozumi, 1997;
Ali, Lunghi, Greub, and Hiller, 2002; Kruger and Sehgal,
1996) in which the J/ψ and ψ(2S) regions are interpo-
lated as if these contributions do not exist. The model-
dependent eﬀects give a total systematic error of 20%, still
slightly smaller than the statistical error. The resulting in-
clusive branching fractions are given in Table 17.9.14. In
Figure 17.9.15 Belle’s results on the diﬀerential branch-
ing fractions for B → Xs+− as functions of MXs and
q2 are shown. With more events the measurements could
be broken into bins of di-lepton mass squared, and the
forward-backward asymmetry AFB could be studied.
The results for the inclusive b→ s+− branching frac-
tion are consistent with the SM prediction (e.g., B(B →
Xsμ
+μ−) = (4.20 ± 0.70) × 10−6 assuming interpolation
over the veto region (Ali, Lunghi, Greub, and Hiller, 2002)).92
They can be interpreted as giving a preference to a neg-
ative sign for Wilson coeﬃcient C7, where the inclusive
b→ sγ branching fraction only determines the magnitude
of C7 and not the sign.
Belle has reported an unpublished preliminary result
with 657M BB, with several improvements in the anal-
ysis (Iijima, 2010). The largest improvement is that the
Xs mass range is divided into the K, K∗ and high mass
range, and the high mass range alone has been measured
with 3σ signiﬁcance. In addition, several new background
sources have been identiﬁed. They include a semileptonic
B decay background that peaks in the mES distribution
due to one additional misidentiﬁed lepton that compen-
sates the missing neutrino, and contributions from higher
cc resonances that were disregarded in the previous anal-
yses. Although the preliminary results have been used in
the HFAG averages and also in some literature, we do not
include them in Table 17.9.14.
In addition, BABAR has submitted for publication an
updated measurement of B → Xs+− based on 471M
BB events (Lees, 2014). Along with the results in the
92 The more recent theory publications used for Eqs 17.9.70
and 17.9.71 do not quote values for the full q2 range.
usual q2 bins, results are provided for the 1 < q2 <
6GeV2/c2 range suitable for comparison to the most pre-
cise SM prediction.
17.9.7.7 B → π+−
The B → π+− decay mode has been the ﬁrst exclu-
sive decay mode utilized in the search for the b → d+−
transition. The analysis for B → π+− is almost iden-
tical to that for B → K+− (Section 17.9.7.1). Tight
charged-pion identiﬁcation, similar to that used for the
measurement of B → ργ (Section 17.9.4.1), is applied to
the pion in B+ → π++−. It is necessary to account for
misidentiﬁed B+ → K++− events, which give a peaking
background in mES, but are shifted to lower ΔE. Both B
Factories also include B0 → π0+− in their searches.
BABAR (Aubert, 2007ax) has analyzed 230M BB and
ﬁnds one candidate in the (mES,ΔE) signal region in each
of π+e+e−, π+μ+μ− and π0e+e−. This is consistent with
the expectations from background. Deﬁning the isospin-
constrained branching fraction
B(B → π+−) ≡ B(B+ → π++−) (17.9.73)
= 2
τB+
τB0
B(B0 → π0+−) ,
they set an upper limit of:
B(B → π+−) < 9.1× 10−8 . (17.9.74)
Belle (Wei, 2008a) has analyzed 657M BB and also ﬁnds
a few candidate events. A ﬁt gives a small excess with a
signiﬁcance of 1.2σ. They set an upper limit of:
B(B → π+−) < 6.2× 10−8 . (17.9.75)
The SM prediction of 2×10−8 is not far below these limits,
and the backgrounds are quite manageable, and in fact the
ﬁrst observation for the charged mode B+ → π+μ+μ− has
been recently reported by LHCb (Aaij et al., 2012e) with
a branching fraction consistent with the SM.
17.9.8 Electroweak penguin decays b → s(d)νν
The b→ sνν decays are described by an electroweak pen-
guin diagram including a Z0 boson or a W+W− box di-
agram, with Wilson coeﬃcients for the vector and axial-
vector parts C9 and C10. Unlike b → s+−, there is no
contribution from a virtual photon penguin diagram (C7).
There is also no contribution from cc resonances. Measur-
ing the branching fractions of these decays provides a pow-
erful test of new physics complementary to other rare B
decays (Altmannshofer, Buras, Straub, and Wick, 2009).
The experimental challenge is to identify a B decay to
an Xs system and two missing neutrinos. This is similar
to B− → τ−ν decays, which have been ﬁrst observed at
the B Factories. All that has to be done is to replace the
observable τ decay products (π, ρ, e, μ), with a K or
K∗ meson. However, the SM predictions for B → Kνν or
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Figure 17.9.16. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2010p). Boosted
Decision Tree output from the BABAR search for B+ → K+νν,
along with expected SM-signal and background contributions.
Errors on the data are statistical, while those on the expected
numbers include systematics.
B → K∗νν branching fractions are rather small, 4× 10−6
and 13×10−6, respectively. This makes suppression of the
background from semileptonic B decays more diﬃcult.
The recoil-B method is used, in which either fully-
reconstructed hadronic B decays, or semileptonic B →
D(∗)ν decays, are used as the tag (Section 7.4). The re-
maining charged tracks and neutral clusters then have to
be consistent with the Xs system being searched for. The
most powerful variables for suppressing background are
associated with the missing energy carried by the neutri-
nos, and the lack of extra energy in the detector. Informa-
tion on the momentum, charge and ﬂavor of the recoil tag
can be correlated with the Xs system to further reduce
the backgrounds.
Belle (Chen, 2007b) uses hadronic B tags to search for
B → h(∗)νν where h(∗) includes charged and neutral K,
K∗, π, ρ and φ. They reconstruct 788k charged B and
491k neutral B decays from a sample of 535M BB events,
with an overall tag eﬃciency of 2.5× 10−3. They observe
between 1 and 30 candidate events in the diﬀerent h(∗)
ﬁnal states. These yields are consistent with the expecta-
tions from backgrounds, so they set upper limits at 90%
C.L. between 4.4×10−4 for ρ0νν and 1.4×10−5 for K+νν.
The best limit on Kνν comes from BABAR (del
Amo Sanchez, 2010p), also using the hadronic B tag
method. This analysis uses bagged decision trees with
26 (38) inputs to separate signal and background in
the K+ (K0) modes as illustrated in Figure 17.9.16.
The K+ search is separated into high and low-q2 re-
gions, corresponding to low and high kaon momenta. The
backgrounds are very large at high-q2, so the sensitiv-
ity mainly comes from the low-q2 region. This introduces
some model-dependence into the extraction of the upper
limit. The quoted upper limits at 90% C.L. are 5.6×10−5
for K0νν and 1.3× 10−5 for K+νν. BABAR also reports a
search using semileptonic B tags (Aubert, 2009aq).
The BABAR search for K∗νν uses a combination of
hadronic and semileptonic tags (Aubert, 2008an). The ef-
ﬁciency is slightly lower with hadronic tags, but the back-
ground with the semileptonic tags is signiﬁcantly higher.
A ﬁt to the distribution of extra energy in the events leads
to comparable upper limits from the two types of tags, and
yields combined upper limits at 90% C.L. of 12×10−5 for
K∗0νν and 8 × 10−5 for K∗+νν. These limits are lower
than those reported by Belle (Chen, 2007b).
The experimental limits are already about 3 and 6
times the SM predictions for Kνν and K∗νν, respectively,
but the backgrounds are severe. Initial studies of what
could be done at a super ﬂavor factory suggest that a
data sample of about 50 ab−1 will be needed to observe
either of these decays.
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17.10.1 Overview
In this section, we review the measurements of purely lep-
tonic decays, B+ → +ν ( = e, μ, τ), and the semileptonic
B decays B → D(∗)τν. As b → u and b → c quark tran-
sitions, these processes depend on the magnitudes of the
CKM matrix elements Vub and Vcb, respectively, however
both have potential sensitivity to physics beyond the SM.
In extensions of the SM which include an expanded Higgs
sector, in particular the type-II two Higgs doublet model
(2HDM) such as in the minimal supersymmetric exten-
sion of the Standard Model (MSSM), these processes are
potentially sensitive to a charged Higgs boson (H±). A
number of benchmark new physics models, such as 2HDM
and MSSM, are discussed in Section 25.2. The presence of
the H± can impact the experimentally observed branch-
ing fractions for these decay modes and, in the case of
B → D(∗)τν, also the kinematic distributions of ﬁnal
state particles. Figure 17.10.1 shows Feynman diagrams
for these tree level processes.
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Figure 17.10.1. Feynman diagrams of B+ → +ν (top) and
B+ → D(∗)τ+ντ (bottom).
Since B+ → +ν proceeds via a quark annihilation
process with no hadrons in the ﬁnal state, all hadronic
eﬀects are encapsulated in the B decay constant fB ,
〈0|b(0)γμγ5q(0)|B(p)〉 = ipμfB , (17.10.1)
which can be interpreted as the wave function of the light
quark at the location of the b quark. In contrast, in se-
mileptonic B → D(∗)τν decays the hadronic transition is
described by form factors, which are functions of the mo-
mentum transfer squared, q2, resulting in larger theoret-
ical uncertainties in the decay kinematics and branching
fractions.
The eﬀective Hamiltonian describing B → D(∗)τν and
B → τν transitions mediated by W± or H± can be writ-
ten as,
Heff = GF√
2
Vqb{[qγμ(1− γ5)b][τγμ(1− γ5)ντ ]
− MbMτ
M2B
q[gS + gP γ5]b[τ(1− γ5)ντ ]}
+ h.c. , (17.10.2)
where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, Vqb is the CKM
matrix element and MB is the B meson mass. The ﬁrst
term corresponds to the SM W± couplings. The second
term, which can occur in beyond-SM models, represents
scalar couplings to H±. Since these couplings are propor-
tional to the fermion masses, which are relatively large for
B mesons and tau leptons, it is natural to look for new
physics in leptonic or semileptonic B decays involving tau
leptons.
In the MSSM, the couplings gS,P in Eq. (17.10.2) are
written as
gS = gP =
M2Btan
2β
M2H
1
(1 + 0tanβ)(1− τ tanβ) ,
(17.10.3)
where tanβ is the ratio of the two Higgs vacuum expecta-
tion values and MH is the charged Higgs boson mass. The
parameters 0,τ arise from sparticle loop contributions and
their values depend on other MSSM parameters. These are
typically expected to be of O(10−2). Since these contribu-
tions to gS,P are relatively small for moderate values of
tanβ, and in the absence of other experimental evidence
for SUSY, studies of B → τν and B → D(∗)τν are usu-
ally interpreted in the context of the simpler extension of
the SM with only the addition of a second Higgs doublet
(that is, with only the Type-II 2HDM and no other heavy
new physics contributions). In this case, 0 = τ = 0, and
measurements of B → (D(∗))τν provide information on
tanβ/MH .
Experimentally, it is challenging to study these pro-
cesses due to the presence of neutrinos in the ﬁnal state.
The decays B+ → τ+ν and B → D(∗)τν involve two
or more neutrinos and hence cannot be fully constrained
kinematically. Although the B+ → e+ν and B+ → μ+ν
modes have only a single neutrino in the ﬁnal state, they
have very small branching fractions compared with B+ →
τ+ν, due to helicity suppression. However, the B+ → τ+ν
branching fraction is roughly two orders of magnitude
smaller than the semileptonic B → D(∗)τν modes due to
the relative sizes of |Vub| and |Vcb|, and the contribution
of fB .
At B Factories, one can fully reconstruct one of the
B mesons produced in an Υ (4S) → BB event, referred
to as the “tag B” (Btag), and examine the properties of
the remaining particles in the event, which are collectively
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referred to as the “signal B” (Bsig), to look for evidence
of a signal decay (see Chapter 7). This method strongly
suppresses the combinatorial background and provides a
unique identiﬁcation of the decay daughters of the signal
B decay. The disadvantage of this method is the low ef-
ﬁciency of the Btag reconstruction, which is at the level
of O(0.1)%. In spite of this, the high luminosity B Facto-
ries have provided a suﬃciently large number of events to
enable measurements of these decays for the ﬁrst time.
In this section we describe the theoretical and exper-
imental status of B+ → +ν and B → D(∗)τν studies.
A theoretical introduction to leptonic decays is presented
in Section 17.10.2.1. The experimental status of B+ →
τ+ν and B+ → +ν (with  = e, μ) is described in Sec-
tions 17.10.2.2 and 17.10.2.3, respectively. Searches for ra-
diative leptonic decays are discussed in Section 17.10.2.4.
B → D(∗)τν are likewise presented in the remaining sec-
tions, with a brief theory introduction in Section 17.10.3
followed by a description of experimental measurements
in Section 17.10.3.1 and interpretation of these results in
Section 17.10.3.2. Some comments on the current status
and future prospects for studies of these decays conclude
this section, while additional interpretation is provided
in the context of global ﬁts to the Unitarity Triangle in
Chapter 25.
17.10.2 B+ → +ν(γ)
17.10.2.1 Theory of leptonic decays
In the SM, the purely leptonic decay B+ → +ν proceeds
via the annihilation of b and u quarks to a W+ boson (see
Figure 17.10.1). The branching fraction is given by
B(B+ → +ν)SM = G
2
FMBM
2
	
8π
(
1− M
2
	
M2B
)2
× f2B |Vub|2τB , (17.10.4)
where the M	 is is the mass of the lepton, and τB is the
B meson lifetime. The B meson decay constant fB =
0.191±0.009 GeV is obtained from the most recent lattice
QCD calculations (Na et al., 2012). The helicity suppres-
sion of the leptonic decays can be seen in the lepton mass
dependence in Eq. (17.10.4). The expected branching frac-
tion for the τ mode is
BSM(B+ → τ+ν) = (1.01± 0.29)× 10−4 , (17.10.5)
using |Vub| = (3.95 ± 0.38exp ± 0.39th) × 10−3, which is
an average of |Vub| values determined using charmless se-
mileptonic B decay data, see Eq. (17.1.70). Due to the
relatively small mass of the e and μ compared with the τ ,
these modes are suppressed by factors of 1.05× 10−7 and
4.49× 10−3, respectively, relative to the τ mode.
Within the Type-II 2HDM, the addition of the charged
Higgs boson in Eq. (17.10.2) and Eq. (17.10.3) modiﬁes
the B+ → +ν branching fraction (Hou, 1993),
B(B+ → +ν)2HDM = B(B+ → +ν)SM × rH , (17.10.6)
where the ratio rH is given by
rH = (1−M2Btan2β/M2H)2 . (17.10.7)
The interference between the SM W± and H± contri-
butions is destructive. Consequently, the charged Higgs
contribution suppresses the branching fraction relative to
the SM expectation, resulting in rH < 1, unless the H± is
suﬃciently large that it dominates the SM W± contribu-
tion. The case where M2Btan
2β/M2H = 2 is indistinguish-
able from the SM. It is notable that Eq. (17.10.7) applies
equally to the other leptonic decay modes, B+ → μ+ν and
B+ → e+ν. As the H± is expected to decrease the ob-
served branching fraction, much of the present constraint
on charged Higgs bosons results from the lower bound
on the experimental value of the B+ → τ+ν branching
fractions rather than the upper bound on the branch-
ing fraction. A much weaker bound is currently obtained
from B+ → μ+ν decays because only upper limits on its
branching fraction have been reported.
The radiative decays B+ → +ν	γ are also of inter-
est since the presence of the radiated photon can remove
the helicity suppression of the purely leptonic modes, pos-
sibly by coupling the spin-0 B meson to the spin-1 W±
boson through an intermediate oﬀ-shell state (Burdman,
Goldman, and Wyler, 1995). Consequently, the predicted
branching fractions of B+ → e+ν	γ and B+ → μ+ν	γ are
considerably larger than the corresponding non-radiative
modes, in spite of an additional suppression by the fac-
tor αEM. The branching fractions for B+ → +ν	γ (with
 = e, μ, τ) are predicted to be of order 10−6 indepen-
dent of the lepton type, making these modes potentially
accessible at the B Factories. They potentially provide an
additional method to access |Vub|, and they are also a po-
tential background to the non-radiative mode searches.
The decay rate for B+ → +ν	γ is given by
dB
dEγ
=
αEMG
2
F |Vub|2
48π2
M5BτB
[
f2A(Eγ) + f
2
V (Eγ)
]
(1− y)y3
(17.10.8)
where y = 2Eγ/MB . The axial-vector and vector B →
γX form factors, fA and fV , respectively, are assumed to
be equal in most models. The branching fraction can be
approximated as (Korchemsky, Pirjol, and Yan, 2000)
B(B+ → +ν	γ) ≈ αEMG
2
F |Vub|2
288π2
f2BM
5
BτB
(
Qu
λB
− Qb
Mb
)2
,
(17.10.9)
where Qi is the quark charge, and λB is the ﬁrst in-
verse moment of the B-meson wave function. This last
parameter plays an important role in QCD factorization
(Descotes-Genon and Sachrajda, 2003; Lunghi, Pirjol, and
Wyler, 2003). It also enters into calculations of theB → πX
form factor at zero momentum transfer and the branching
fractions of two-body hadronic B-meson decays such as
B → ππ, a benchmark channel for measuring the CKM
angle φ2 (Le Yaouanc, Oliver, and Raynal, 2008). How-
ever, λB has a large theoretical uncertainty, so B+ →
+ν	γ is a useful decay for obtaining a clean measurement
of λB .
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17.10.2.2 B+ → τ+ν measurements
Methodology common to Belle and BABAR
Among the leptonic B decays, B+ → τ+ν has the largest
branching fraction and, in spite of the diﬃculties associ-
ated with multiple neutrinos in the ﬁnal state, was the ﬁrst
of these modes to be successfully measured at the B Facto-
ries. Both Belle and BABAR use a similar analysis method
in which they fully reconstruct the accompanying B meson
(Btag) using either hadronic or semileptonic decays, and
examine the rest of the event to search for a B+ → τ+ν
decay. In both experiments, analyses employing hadronic-
and semileptonic-tag methods were performed and pub-
lished as separate measurements. Since there is essentially
no overlap between the tag samples, the analyses are sta-
tistically independent B+ → τ+ν and the two results from
each collaboration can be combined into a single branch-
ing fraction measurement.
Details of Btag reconstruction are described in Sec-
tion 7. Analyses using semileptonic tags have higher eﬃ-
ciency than the hadronic tag searches, but suﬀer from a
lower signal-to-background ratio. This is a consequence of
the less stringent kinematic constraints associated with
the presence of the undetectable tag-B neutrino. As a
result, searches using the hadronic and semileptonic tag
methods employ somewhat diﬀerent optimizations.
Once a Btag has been reconstructed, using either the
hadronic or semileptonic tag method, the selection ofB+ →
τ+ν candidates exploits the low multiplicity and missing
energy signatures of the signal mode. Since the τ+ decays
into ﬁnal states in which one or two neutrinos accompany
either hadrons or a charged lepton, it is not possible to re-
construct the two-body kinematics of B+ → τ+ν from the
ﬁnal state particles. Tau decays to leptons, τ+ → +νν
( = e, μ) comprise approximately 35% of the branch-
ing fraction, while decays to π+ν, π+π0ν, π+π0π0ν and
π+π−π+ν contribute approximately 11%, 25%, 9% and
10%, respectively. The π+π0ν and 3πν modes proceed
primarily through the ρ(770) and a1(1260) resonances,
hence mass constraints can be imposed on the pions to
provide background rejection. However, these states are
broad and so the suppression is modest. Since modes de-
caying to kaons (charged or neutral) make up only ∼ 1%
of τ decays, a kaon veto is usually applied to suppress
large BB backgrounds involving charm mesons. The lep-
tonic modes have a clean signature, but because the lep-
ton has relatively low momentum, eﬃcient and high-purity
particle identiﬁcation is needed. In tau decay modes with
charged hadrons the pions are usually eﬃciently identiﬁed
but large backgrounds must be overcome. Modes with one
or more neutral pions have both low reconstruction eﬃ-
ciency and high backgrounds. The entire B+ → τ+ν signal
selection is optimized on a mode-by-mode basis so as to
maximize the overall sensitivity. Due to diﬀerences in de-
tectors and data samples, BABAR and Belle do not utilize
exactly the same set of tau decay modes in their respective
searches.
Charged particles from tau decays are selected as tracks
that are not identiﬁed as the daughters of the reconstructed
Btag. It is required that exactly three such tracks are
present in the case of the π+π−π+ν ﬁnal state and exactly
one track otherwise. The summed charge of these tracks
is required to be consistent with that expected based on
the reconstructed Btag. Particle identiﬁcation criteria are
applied to the track(s) to distinguish leptons and pions,
and to veto kaons. In the case of a single identiﬁed charged
pion, π0 candidates are reconstructed from γγ combina-
tions which do not overlap with Btag daughters. These
are combined with the π+ and constraints are applied to
identify ρ(770) or a1(1260) candidates. Events containing
identiﬁed leptons are vetoed if a π0 is also reconstructed
in the event. Once each event has been uniquely clas-
siﬁed as one of the candidate tau decay modes and π0
candidates have been associated to the tau mode when
applicable, there should be no additional energy deposi-
tion in the electromagnetic calorimeter in signal events.
In practice, a small amount of energy is usually present
due to accelerator beam backgrounds and reconstruction
eﬀects. In particular, hadronic shower fragments (“split-
oﬀs”) from pions or kaons interacting in the calorimeter
are sometimes reconstructed as separate calorimeter clus-
ters rather than being associated with the originating par-
ticle. The most powerful variable for separating signal and
background is the sum of the energies of neutral clusters
that are not associated with decays of the Btag or the tau.
This quantity is denoted as EECL in Belle and Eextra in
BABAR (and hereafter referred to as Eextra). The speciﬁc
deﬁnition ofEextra depends of the low energy threshold ap-
plied to calorimeter clusters and diﬀers between analyses.
In BABAR analyses, cluster thresholds range from 30−100
MeV, while in Belle they are chosen to be 50 MeV for
the barrel and 100 (150) MeV for the forward (backward)
end-cap ECL. Signal events are expected to peak at or
near Eextra = 0. In contrast, many background events con-
tain one or more additional neutral clusters from unrecon-
structed π0 mesons or other particles. Consequently, for
backgrounds Eextra extends to higher values. The Eextra
distributions are estimated based on MC simulations. In
order to reproduce the eﬀects of beam backgrounds, data
recorded with random triggers are overlaid on simulated
events in both BABAR and Belle analyses. Furthermore,
to take into account the possible diﬀerence between MC
and data description of split-oﬀ showers, the signal Eextra
distribution is calibrated, both for hadronic and semilep-
tonic Btag analyses, using “double tagged” event samples.
In these events, a Btag is reconstructed as described above,
but a second hadronic or semileptonic B decay is also ex-
clusively reconstructed in the same event using tracks and
calorimeter clusters not already assigned to the Btag.
Background from e+e− → τ+τ− and other continuum
processes are suppressed using signal-mode-speciﬁc crite-
ria relating to event shapes, in particular the ratio of the
second and zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments (R2, see Chap-
ter 9), and the angle between the thrust axis computed
using the daughters of the Btag and the thrust axis com-
puted using all other track and clusters in the event. BB
backgrounds in which the Btag has been correctly recon-
structed are suppressed by using kinematic variables of
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the signal track (and π0 in the case of τ+ → ρ+ν) and
any additional calorimeter clusters. These include the CM
frame momentum of the signal track (p∗trk) and the angle
(cos θmiss) of the missing momentum vector of the event
with respect to the beam axis, computed using the Btag
four-vector, the signal track, and any additional calorime-
ter clusters.
A blind analysis (Chapter 14) procedure was adopted
and the signal selection was optimized to obtain the small-
est uncertainty on the measured branching fraction. The
signal yield is extracted using an extended unbinned max-
imum likelihood ﬁt to the Eextra distribution for the var-
ious tau decay signal modes. In the ﬁt, the background
yields are allowed to vary independently, while the signal
yields in all of the tau modes are constrained to a common
B+ → τ+ν branching fraction.
Belle results
The Belle collaboration reported the ﬁrst evidence of the
B+ → τ+ν decay by applying the hadronic tagging method
on a sample of 449× 106 BB pairs. The extracted signal
yield is NS = 24.1+7.6−6.6(stat)
+5.5
−6.3(syst) events, correspond-
ing to 3.5 σ signiﬁcance. The branching fraction is mea-
sured to be B(B+ → τ+ν) = (1.79+0.56−0.49(stat)+0.46−0.51(syst))×
10−4 (Ikado, 2006).
More recently, Belle has reported an updated result
using a similar method on the full Υ (4S) data sample con-
taining 772×106 BB pairs (Adachi, 2012b). This analysis
has a number of signiﬁcant improvements compared to the
previous one, improved hadronic tagging eﬃciency (a fac-
tor of 2.2 times larger), and improved signal eﬃciency due
to less restrictive selection criteria (a factor of 1.8 times
larger). The τ lepton is identiﬁed in the τ+ → e+νeντ ,
μ+νμντ , π+ντ , and π+π0ντ decay channels. Multiple neu-
trinos in the ﬁnal state are distinguished using the miss-
ing mass squared M2miss = (ECM − EBtag − EBsig)2/c4 −
|pBtag + pBsig |2/c2, where EBsig and pBsig are the energy
and the momentum, respectively of the Bsig candidate in
the CM frame. For the Bsig selection, the event is required
to have no extra π0 or K0L candidates (“K
0
L veto”). The
signal yield is extracted from a two-dimensional extended
maximum likelihood ﬁt to Eextra and M2miss. By combin-
ing the four τ decay modes, the extracted signal yield is
62+23−22(stat) ± 6(syst) events, corresponding to a signiﬁ-
cance of 3.0 σ. The branching fraction is measured to be
B(B+ → τ+ν) = (0.72+0.27−0.25(stat) ± 0.11(syst)) × 10−4.
Figure 17.10.2 (a) shows the Eextra distribution overlaid
with the ﬁt results for the sum of the individual τ decay
modes.
Belle has also reported a result using the semileptonic
tagging method, based on a sample of 657×106 BB events
(Hara, 2010). In this analysis, Btag candidates were re-
constructed via B− → D∗0−ν and B− → D0−ν de-
cays, where  is an electron or muon. D0 mesons were
reconstructed in the K−π+, K−π+π0, and K−π+π−π+
modes. For the Bsig, Belle considered τ+ decays to one
charged particle and neutrinos, i.e. τ+ → +ν	ντ and
τ+ → π+ντ . Figure 17.10.2 (b) shows the Eextra distri-
bution overlaid with the ﬁt results for the sum of the τ
decay modes. Belle reported a clear excess of signal events
in the region near zero and obtained a signal yield of
143+36−35 events, corresponding to a signiﬁcance of 3.6σ. The
branching fraction was determined to be B(B+ → τ+ν) =
(1.54+0.38−0.37(stat)
+0.29
−0.31(syst))× 10−4.
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Figure 17.10.2. (a) Distribution of residual energy EECL (re-
ferred to as Eextra in the text) reported by Belle using hadronic
tags (Adachi, 2012b). The solid circles with error bars are data.
The solid histograms show the projection of the ﬁt. The dashed
and dotted histograms show the signal and background compo-
nents, respectively. (b) The same distribution obtained using
semileptonic tagged events (Hara, 2010). The points with error
bars are data. The hatched histogram and solid open histogram
are the background and the total signal plus background con-
tributions, respectively.
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BABAR results
BABAR has published searches for B+ → τ+ν using both
the hadronic and semileptonic tag reconstruction meth-
ods. The most recent hadronic tag search is based on the
full BABAR dataset of 467.8×106 BB events (Lees, 2013a).
This search utilized the four tau decay channels τ+ →
e+νν, τ+ → μ+νν, τ+ → π+ν, and τ+ → ρ+(→ π+π0)ν,
totaling approximately 70% of the total branching frac-
tion. This search utilizes an expanded set of hadronic
tag reconstruction modes (see Chapter 7) that includes
B− → J/ψX− along with lower purity modes to increase
the overall tag reconstruction eﬃciency by almost a factor
of two compared to previous searches by BABAR.
Exactly one charged track is required in addition to the
reconstructed tag B daughter particles. Events are classi-
ﬁed into τ decay modes according to electron, muon and
pion particle identiﬁcation criteria applied to the track.
If the signal track is identiﬁed as a π+, the event is con-
sidered to be a τ+ → ρ+ν candidate if a π0 candidate
satisﬁes the condition 115 < Mγγ < 155 MeV/c2. Other-
wise it is considered to be a τ+ → π+ν candidate. Mul-
tivariate likelihood ratios are constructed, for each sig-
nal mode, for signal and background hypotheses. For the
τ+ → e+νν, τ+ → μ+νν and τ+ → π+ν modes, the
likelihoods are constructed from the products of p.d.f.s
for p∗trk and cos θmiss. For the τ
+ → ρ+ν mode, the re-
constructed invariant mass of the γγ combination and of
the π+π0 combination are also used as inputs. The signal
yield is extracted using an unbinned maximum likelihood
ﬁt to the Eextra distribution for the four signal modes. The
combinatorial background p.d.f. is obtained from data in
the mES sideband region and combined with a B+B−
“peaking” component from MC to deﬁne an overall back-
ground p.d.f. to use in the ﬁt. The ﬁt yields a positive
signal with a signiﬁcance of approximately 3.8σ and a
branching fraction of B(B+ → τ+ν) = (1.83+0.53−0.49(stat) ±
0.24(syst))×10−4. Figure 17.10.3 (a) shows the Eextra dis-
tribution obtained from this analysis. An earlier version of
this search based on 383×106 BB events (Aubert, 2008c)
and utilizing the same four tau decay modes reported a
similar branching fraction central value B(B+ → τ+ν) =
1.8+0.9−0.8(stat)±0.4±0.2(syst). However, the statistical sig-
niﬁcance (2.2σ) was not suﬃcient to provide compelling
evidence for the signal decay.
BABAR has also performed searches for B+ → τ+ν us-
ing semileptonic tag reconstruction (Aubert, 2006a, 2007a,
2010a). The most recent BABAR study (Aubert, 2010a)
was based on 458.9×106 BB events and analyzed the four
tau decay modes τ+ → e+νν, τ+ → μ+νν, τ+ → π+ν,
and τ+ → ρ+(→ π+π0)ν. Two likelihood ratios are con-
structed from kinematic and event shape variables de-
signed, respectively, for suppression of continuum back-
grounds and non-signalBB backgrounds. Signal and back-
ground p.d.f.s are obtained from MC for each of the four
signal channels and likelihood ratios are constructed from
the product of the p.d.f.s. The selection is optimized to
maximize the expected signal signiﬁcance for each of the
signal modes. Three variables are optimized: the outputs
of the continuum and BB likelihood ratio selectors and
Eextra. In the optimized selection the cut on Eextra ranges
from 200 MeV to 350 MeV and predicted background
yields range from approximately 60 to 230 events, depend-
ing on the signal mode. The overall selection eﬃciency,
including both Btag reconstruction and signal selection,
is at the level of ∼ 10−3. Figure 17.10.3 (b) shows the
Eextra distribution obtained. A slight excess of events in
data compared with the predicted background is found
in each of the four signal modes resulting in a combined
branching fraction central value of B(B+ → τ+ν) = (1.7±
0.8(stat)± 0.2(syst))× 10−4 with an overall signal signif-
icance of approximately 2.3σ.
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Figure 17.10.3. (a) Distribution of Eextra reported by BABAR
using hadronic tags (Lees, 2013a). The points with error bars
represent data. The solid histogram shows the background and
the dashed component is the best-ﬁt signal excess distribution.
(b) The same distribution obtained using semileptonic tagged
events (Aubert, 2010a). The points with error bars are data.
The gray shaded boxes represent MC simulated backgrounds
and the dotted histogram is the signal MC simulation normal-
ized to 10 times the expected branching fraction.
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Summary of B+ → τ+ν measurements
The branching fractions reported by Belle and BABAR us-
ing the hadronic and semileptonic tagged samples are sum-
marized in Table 17.10.1 and graphically compared in Fig-
ure 17.10.4. The errors for Nsig are statistical only. For the
semileptonic-tag analysis at BABAR, we obtainNsig by tak-
ing a diﬀerence between the total yield of 583 events and
the expected background yield of 509 ± 30 events, where
the error is obtained by taking a quadratic sum of the er-
rors for the above two yields assuming a Poisson error for
the total yield. The signiﬁcance Σsig includes systematic
uncertainties. The eﬃciency sig includes the branching
ratios of the tau decay modes. The ﬁrst and second er-
rors for B are the statistical and systematic uncertainties,
respectively.
The four results are consistent within the errors. Both
Belle and BABAR quote average branching fractions from
the combination of their own hadronic and semileptonic
tag results. Taking the simple weighted average of these
two values one obtains
B(B+ → τ+ν)AVG = (1.15± 0.23)× 10−4. (17.10.10)
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Figure 17.10.4. Comparison of the branching fractions re-
ported by Belle and BABAR using the hadronic and semi-
leptonic tagged samples of data. The error bars indicate the
quadratic sums of the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Interpretation of results
The experimental average for the B+ → τ+ν branching
fraction is consistent with the SM prediction from Equa-
tion (17.10.5). In turn, using the average B+ → τ+ν
branching fraction, the product of |Vub| and the B me-
son decay constant fB is calculated to be,
fB |Vub| = (8.06± 0.81)× 10−4 GeV. (17.10.11)
Using the value of fB above (Section 17.10.2.1), |Vub| is
deduced to be,
|Vub| = (4.22± 0.47)× 10−3. (17.10.12)
This is consistent, within errors, with the average values of
|Vub| obtained from inclusive and exclusive B semileptonic
decay data in Eq. (17.1.70). This result is also consistent
with the value from inclusive B semileptonic decay data
alone, but higher than the value from exclusive B semi-
leptonic decay data by 2.1 σ.
The obtained branching fraction can also be used to
constrain the charged Higgs. The ratio rH , as deﬁned in
Eq. (17.10.7), is found to be rH = 1.14 ± 0.40. Based
on this result and Eq. (17.10.6), the charged Higgs can
be constrained in the (tanβ,MH) plane, as shown in Fig-
ure 17.10.5.
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Figure 17.10.5. Constraint on the ratio of the two vacuum
expectation values tanβ and the charged Higgs mass in the
type II of two Higgs doublet model. The green regions indicate
the excluded regions at a conﬁdence level of 95%.
17.10.2.3 B+ → +ν ( = e, μ)
Although the B+ → e+ν and B+ → μ+ν branching
fractions are substantially suppressed compared to the τ
mode, these modes are still of considerable interest at the
B Factories. While the electron mode, within the SM, is
well beyond reach, the μ mode has a predicted branch-
ing fraction of ∼ 5× 10−7, which is potentially detectable
by BABAR and Belle. It is also notable that the relative
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Table 17.10.1. Summary table for the B+ → τ+ν analyses. The number of BB pairs in the data sample (NBB), the signal
yield (Nsig), the signiﬁcance (Σsig), the detection eﬃciency (sig), and the branching ratio (B) are shown for each of the hadronic-
tag and semileptonic-tag analyses. The combined results reported by Belle and BABAR for B are also shown, where the errors
are the sum in quadrature of the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Experiment Tagging NBB (10
6) Nsig Σsig sig (10
−4) B (10−4) Reference
Hadronic 772 62+23−22 3.0σ 11.2 0.72
+0.27
−0.25 ± 0.11 (Adachi, 2012b)
Belle Semileptonic 657 143+36−35 3.6σ 14.3 1.54
+0.38+0.29
−0.37−0.31 (Hara, 2010)
Combined 0.96± 0.26 (Adachi, 2012b)
Hadronic 468 62± 17 3.8σ 7.3 1.83+0.53−0.49 ± 0.24 (Lees, 2013a)
BABAR Semileptonic 459 74± 39 2.3σ 9.6 1.7± 0.8± 0.2 (Aubert, 2010a)
Combined 1.79± 0.48 (Lees, 2013a)
enhancement (or suppression) of the leptonic branching
fractions due to the existence of a charged Higgs boson is
independent of the ﬁnal state lepton mass as can be seen
from Eq. (17.10.7). Consequently, equally precise determi-
nations of experimental branching fractions in any of the
three leptonic modes would yield identical constraints on a
postulated charged Higgs boson. Additionally, because the
B+ → μ+ν ﬁnal state contains only a single neutrino and
a high momentum μ, there exist suﬃcient constraints that
the search can be performed without the need for exclusive
Btag reconstruction and hence with substantially higher
signal eﬃciency than in the case of B+ → τ+ν. The higher
eﬃciency and cleaner signature compensates to some de-
gree for the smaller SM branching fraction, however cur-
rent measurements of B+ → μ+ν are not yet suﬃciently
sensitive to provide evidence of a non-zero signal. Both
BABAR (Aubert, 2004ac, 2009as) and Belle (Satoyama,
2007) have published the results of searches for B+ → μ+ν
and B+ → e+ν using this “inclusive” (i.e. un-tagged) ap-
proach. These inclusive searches have resulted in branch-
ing fraction upper limits that are within about a factor of
two of the SM expectation, and that are limited by the
ﬁnite size of the background event samples. BABAR has
also performed a search using hadronic Btag reconstruc-
tion (Aubert, 2008az) and a search using semileptonic tag
reconstruction (Aubert, 2010a).
Inclusive searches
The most stringent limits on B+ → μ+ν and B+ → e+ν
are obtained from “inclusive” searches from BABAR (Au-
bert, 2009as) and Belle (Satoyama, 2007). These analyses
rely on the distinctive signature of the high-momentum
lepton (e or μ) resulting from the two-body B decay. The
lepton momentum lies well above the kinematic limit for
b → cν and close to the endpoint for b → uν. Con-
sequently, backgrounds from B decays with real leptons
are relatively limited, but continuum background can be
large.
Tight particle identiﬁcation requirements are imposed
in order to cleanly identify the signal candidate electron
or muon. Although the lepton is expected to be mono-
energetic in the signal B rest frame, the Υ (4S) rest frame
(i.e. the e+e− CM frame) is initially used as an approxi-
mation since the rest frame of the parent B is not known.
Because the two B mesons have momenta of ∼ 320 MeV/c
in this frame, the signal lepton momentum is smeared out
and ranges from 2.4 GeV/c to about 3.2 GeV/c.
Since the only other daughter of the signal B is an
undetected neutrino, it is expected that all other particles
detected in the Υ (4S) → B+B− event originate from the
non-signal B. Consequently, for signal events, the combi-
nation of all particles should yield a four-vector consistent
with a B meson, and a total charge that is opposite that of
the signal lepton. In order to obtain the best possible reso-
lution for this four-vector, tracks used in this combination
are assigned mass hypotheses based on particle identiﬁca-
tion criteria. Events with any additional identiﬁed leptons
are vetoed since their presence often implies either addi-
tional missing energy from unobserved neutrinos, or that
the event is continuum background. Missing energy can
also arise due to particles lost outside the detector ﬁdu-
cial acceptance; in particular this can occur for continuum
backgrounds, which tend to produce particles in the for-
ward and backward regions of the detector. Belle requires
the transverse component of the missing momentum to be
greater than 1.75 GeV/c and the cosine of the angle with
respect to the beam axis to be less than 0.84 (0.82) for the
muon (electron) mode. Continuum background is further
suppressed by exploiting the diﬀerences in event shapes
compared with BB events. To this end both BABAR and
Belle use a Fisher discriminant (see Chapter 4) combining
kinematic and angular variables describing the distribu-
tion and energies of reconstructed particles in the event.
The four-vector of the non-signal B is obtained by
summing the four-vectors of all tracks and clusters in the
event other than the signal lepton. The kinematic vari-
ables ΔE and mES are used to characterize the B can-
didate. Events in which all non-signal B decay daugh-
ters, and no additional particles, are correctly identiﬁed
and included in the four-vector sum are expected to have
ΔE ≈ 0 and mES close to the nominal B mass. Due to the
“inclusive” nature of the method, the resolution of both
of these quantities is relatively poor compared to what is
typically obtained for exclusively reconstructed B decays.
The signal B four-vector can be inferred from the non-
signal B four-vector and used to reﬁne the estimate of the
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B rest frame momentum of the signal lepton. This results
in a modest improvement in the resolution of the lepton
momentum (see e.g. Figure 17.10.6 upper plot), compared
with the e+e− CM frame.
The signal yield is extracted based on the distribu-
tions of the corrected lepton momentum (pB	 ) and the non-
signal B mES and ΔE distributions. BABAR and Belle use
diﬀerent methods. Belle requires 2.6 < pBμ(e) < 2.84 (2.80)
GeV/c and −0.8 (−1.0) < ΔE < 0.4 GeV for the muon
(electron) mode (see Figure 17.10.6 upper plot), then de-
ﬁnes a ﬁt region, 5.10 < mES < 5.29 GeV/c2, and a more
constrained signal region, 5.26 < mES < 5.29 GeV/c2,
which are used for background and signal estimation, re-
spectively. The signal is extracted using an unbinned max-
imum likelihood ﬁt to mES in the signal region. The over-
all signal eﬃciency is estimated to be μ = (2.18± 0.06)%
and e = (2.39± 0.06)% for the muon and electron chan-
nels, respectively. Belle observes a total of 12 (15) events
with an expected background of 7.4±1.0 (13.4±1.4) events
in the muon (electron) channel, yielding branching frac-
tion upper limits of 1.7 × 10−6 (0.98 × 10−6) at a 90%
conﬁdence level (see Table 17.10.2). The SM expectation
for the signal yield in the B+ → μ+ν channel is 2 – 3
events in this analysis.
In the BABAR analysis, ΔE is required to satisfy
−2.25 < ΔE < 0 GeV. A Fisher discriminant is then con-
structed from the two variables, pCM	 and p
B
	 , representing
the signal lepton momentum in the CM frame and the in-
ferred signal B rest frame, respectively. The signal yield is
then determined using an extended maximum likelihood
ﬁt to the Fisher discriminant output and mES . The total
signal eﬃciencies are estimated to be μ = (6.1 ± 0.2)%
and e = (4.7 ± 0.3)% in the muon and electron channel,
respectively. The ﬁt yields 1 ± 15 (18 ± 14) events in the
muon (electron) channel. In the absence of signiﬁcant evi-
dence for signal, BABAR obtains branching fraction upper
limits of 1.0 × 10−6 (1.9 × 10−6) at the 90% conﬁdence
level (see Table 17.10.2). In a previous inclusive search for
B+ → μ+ν by BABAR (Aubert, 2004ac), a simpler signal
extraction method was used in which the signal yield was
obtained using a so-called cut-and-count (or rectangular
cut) method based on a rectangular signal region deﬁned
in the (mES , ΔE) plane. The signal eﬃciency was esti-
mated to be μ = (2.09± 0.06(stat)± 0.13(syst))% with a
total background of 5.2 ± 0.5 events in a data sample of
88× 106 BB pairs.
Searches using tag reconstruction
BABAR has also performed searches for B+ → μ+ν and
B+ → e+ν using methods based on hadronic (Aubert,
2008az) and semileptonic (Aubert, 2010a) tag B recon-
struction, similar to the methods used for B+ → τ+ν and
described in Section 17.10.2.2 above. The semileptonic tag
search is performed simultaneously with the correspond-
ing B+ → τ+ν study, essentially representing a special
case of the τ+ → +νν ( = e, μ) signal channels in which
the ﬁnal state lepton has a high momentum.
While the signal eﬃciency in the “tagged” searches
is substantially reduced compared with inclusive searches
due to the tag reconstruction procedure, an advantage
is gained (particularly in the case of hadronic tags) due
to increased continuum background suppression and im-
proved knowledge of the signal event kinematics. In par-
ticular, the hadronic Btag four-vector permits the signal
B four-vector to be precisely determined, with the conse-
quence that the lepton momentum can be precisely deter-
mined in the B rest frame. The improved pBμ resolution
is illustrated in the lower plot of Figure 17.10.6, which
can be compared with the “inclusive” distribution from
Belle shown in the upper plot. The improved resolution
allows for a signiﬁcantly improved separation between sig-
nal events and backgrounds from semileptonic B decays,
in particular b→ uν events. In the BABAR study (Aubert,
2008az), the hadronic tag search is essentially background
free in the signal region. However, with the number of
events available with the BABAR and Belle data samples,
the tagged approach is statistically limited and the in-
clusive approach results in a signiﬁcantly more stringent
branching fraction limit than the tagged analyses. How-
ever, both the hadronic tag and inclusive methods yield
similar sensitivities for a 5σ signal observation, with the
event samples available at the current B Factories, due
to the large statistical uncertainty in the background in
the inclusive method. It is anticipated that the two meth-
ods will provide complementary and precise B+ → μ+ν
branching fraction measurements with the data expected
at future high luminosity B Factories.
17.10.2.4 Radiative decays B+ → +νγ
To date, only a single search for B(B+ → +ν	γ) has been
published (Aubert, 2009a) by the asymmetric B Facto-
ries, although CLEO had previously published results us-
ing an un-tagged search method (Browder et al., 1997).
The BABAR result, which is based on a data sample of
465 million BB pairs, uses a method based on hadronic-
tag reconstruction (see Chapter 7). However, Belle (Abe,
2004d) and BABAR (Aubert, 2007aw) have both reported
unpublished results using an “inclusive” method similar
to that used by CLEO. Although the hadronic-tag tech-
nique results in a low signal eﬃciency (0.3% for signal
modes), it compensates by providing a high purity sample
of B mesons with comparatively little non-BB (contin-
uum) background. This background is very problematic
for the inclusive analyses. In addition, by reconstructing
the Btag using only detectable hadronic decay modes, the
missing four-vector of the signal neutrino is fully deter-
mined. Thus the BABAR hadronic tag analysis was able
to avoid the model-dependent kinematic constraints in
the signal selection which had complicated the interpreta-
tion of the earlier analyses. However, the inclusive analy-
ses beneﬁt from signiﬁcantly higher statistical sensitivity.
With the available BABAR or Belle data it is expected that
the inclusive measurements, if they had been published,
would have yielded more stringent experimental limits or
possibly observation of these decay modes.
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Table 17.10.2. B+ → +ν and B+ → +νγ branching fraction measurements by BABAR and Belle.
Experiment Decay Mode Method NBB B upper limit Reference
(106) 90% C.L.
Belle B+ → μ+ν inclusive 253 fb−1 1.7× 10−6 Satoyama (2007)
B+ → e+ν 0.98× 10−6
BABAR B+ → μ+ν inclusive 268 1.0× 10−6 Aubert (2009as)
B+ → e+ν 1.9× 10−6
BABAR B+ → μ+ν hadronic 378 5.6× 10−6 Aubert (2008az)
B+ → e+ν 5.2× 10−6
BABAR B+ → μ+ν semileptonic 459 11× 10−6 Aubert (2010a)
B+ → e+ν 8× 10−6
BABAR B+ → μ+νγ hadronic 465 24× 10−6 Aubert (2009a)
B+ → e+νγ 16× 10−6
B+ → +νγ 15.6× 10−6
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Figure 17.10.6. (Top) Momentum of the reconstructedB+ →
μ+ν signal muon in the Belle “inclusive” search (Satoyama,
2007) and (bottom) in the BABAR “hadronic tag” search (Au-
bert, 2008az).
The hadronic-tag analysis proceeds as follows. After
reconstructing a Btag, remaining continuum background
is suppressed using a multivariate selector incorporating
several event shape variables. From this sample, signal
candidate events are required to possess only one “signal-
side” track, in addition to those used to reconstruct the
Btag. This track is required to satisfy either electron or
muon particle identiﬁcation. In the case of electrons, can-
didate Bremsstrahlung clusters in the calorimeter are used
to correct the momentum of the electron track. The high-
est energy remaining calorimeter cluster, not associated
with the reconstructed Btag, is assumed to be the radiated
signal photon. The energy spectrum of radiated photons
in signal candidates is expected to peak at ∼ 1GeV. The
energies of any remaining calorimeter clusters are summed
to obtain Eextra. A loose requirement of Eextra < 0.8GeV
is imposed to reject B backgrounds. To ensure that the
signal candidates are consistent with a three-body de-
cay, the lepton momentum and the total missing momen-
tum in the event were required to be back-to-back in the
frame recoiling against the photon. As the signal B four-
vector can be inferred from the Btag four-vector, the 3-
body kinematics can be uniquely determined by combin-
ing this information with the signal lepton and photon
candidate four-vectors. The most discriminating variable
is the reconstructed invariant mass of the neutrino, given
as m2ν ≡ |pΥ (4S) − pBtag − p	 − pγ |2 where pi is the four-
momentum of particle i. Figure 17.10.7 shows that the
signal peaks at zero, while the background rises with m2ν .
The dominant backgrounds arise from B+ → X0u+ν	
events, where Xu is a neutral meson containing a u-quark.
Events in which the signal photon candidate could be com-
bined with another calorimeter cluster to form an invari-
ant mass consistent with the π0 or η mass, or combined
with a π0 candidate to form an ω, were rejected. However,
B+ → X0u+ν	 events can mimic the signal decay kinemat-
ics. This can occur especially if only one high-energy pho-
ton daughter from the Xu decay is present in the signal-
side clusters, or if the two photons from a B+ → π0+ν	
decay are merged into a single calorimeter cluster contain-
ing the full energy of the π0. Consequently, the combina-
tion of this “photon” cluster with the signal lepton results
in an m2ν distribution that peaks at zero, mimicking sig-
nal. These backgrounds are suppressed by examining the
shape of the calorimeter cluster and limiting the lateral
moment of the cluster energy deposit.
A cut-and-count method is used to determine the sig-
nal yield. The background is divided into two compo-
nents: events that peak in the mES signal region are es-
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Figure 17.10.7. m2ν distribution in B
+ → +νγ, from Aubert
(2009a), after all selection criteria are applied, in the electron
(top) and muon (bottom) modes. The mES-peaking (shaded)
and non-peaking (solid) background contributions are shown
stacked, along with signal MC (dashed) normalized to B =
40× 10−6, and data (points). Events to the left of the vertical
lines are selected.
timated from various dedicated B+ → X0u+ν	 MC sam-
ples, while non-peaking events are extrapolated directly
from the data events in the mES sideband region in or-
der to reduce the dependence on MC simulations. The
largest background uncertainties stem, respectively, from
the branching fractions and form factors of the various
B+ → X0u+ν	 decays, and from the limited number of
sideband data events.
A measurement of B(B+ → +ν	γ) = (6.5+7.6 +2.8−4.7 −0.8)×
10−6 was obtained with a signiﬁcance of 2.1σ, along with
an upper limit of B(B+ → +ν	γ) < 15.6 × 10−6 at 90%
conﬁdence level. These results are the most stringent pub-
lished limits, and are close to the theoretical predictions
for these modes. Eﬀectively no requirements are applied
to the lepton or photon kinematics, thus this analysis is
essentially independent of the B → γ form factor models
and valid over the full kinematic range.
However, the extraction of λB (see Eq. 17.10.9) can
be improved by including a minimum energy requirement
on the signal photon (Ball and Kou, 2003; Beneke and
Rohrwild, 2011). Therefore, additional branching fraction
results were reported in speciﬁc kinematic regions. A re-
quirement that the signal photon candidate energy is >
1GeV results in a partial branching fraction of ΔB(B+ →
+ν	γ) < 14 × 10−6 at a C.L. of 90%. More stringent
branching fraction limits were determined by introducing
a kinematic requirement on the angles between the three
daughter particles of the signal decay. In a model in which
the two B → γ form-factors, fV and fA, are equal, the re-
sult B(B+ → +ν	γ) < 3.0× 10−6 is obtained. In a model
with fA = 0, B(B+ → +ν	γ) < 18× 10−6 is obtained.
Although a signiﬁcant B+ → +ν	γ signal has not yet
been observed, the sensitivity of the this method is such
that it is likely that these decays will be accessible at
future high-luminosity B Factories.
17.10.3 B → D(∗)τν
In the SM the branching fractions for the semileptonic
decays B → D(∗)τντ , which proceed via a tree-level pro-
cess with an intermediate W±, are predicted to be (0.69±
0.04)% and (1.41± 0.07)% for B0 → D−τ+ντ and B0 →
D∗−τ+ντ , respectively (Chen and Geng, 2006). However,
if a charged Higgs boson exists, the branching fraction
may diﬀer signiﬁcantly due to interference from a tree-
level H± exchange contribution similar to that for B+ →
τ+ν (see Figure 17.10.1). Eﬀects of the charged Higgs on
B → D(∗)τν decays are discussed in a number of the-
oretical papers (Fajfer, Kamenik, and Nisandzic, 2012;
Grzadkowski and Hou, 1992; Itoh, Komine, and Okada,
2005; Kiers and Soni, 1997; Nierste, Trine, and Westhoﬀ,
2008; Tanaka, 1995). From a theoretical point of view, the
B → D(∗)τντ decay has a similar sensitivity to H± as
the B+ → τ+ν decay, but with diﬀerent theoretical and
parametric uncertainties. While the purely leptonic decay
depends only on the relatively well known B meson decay
constant fB , the semileptonic decays depend on form fac-
tors. The formulae for the semileptonic rates can be found
in Section 17.1. However, for  = e, μ the lepton mass is
usually neglected in which case the rates are not sensitive
to the “longitudinal” form factors, which are proportional
to the momentum transfer q = (p− p′)
〈D(p′)|cγμb|B(p)〉 = (pμ − p′μ)F0(q2) + · · · (17.10.13)
and similarly for the transition B → D∗. These form fac-
tors become relevant for B → D(∗)τν, since their contribu-
tions to the diﬀerential rates are proportional to M2	 /M
2
B
which is sizable for  = τ . Detailed results for the diﬀer-
ential rates including lepton mass eﬀects can be found, for
example, in (Fajfer, Kamenik, and Nisandzic, 2012; Nier-
ste, Trine, and Westhoﬀ, 2008).
The longitudinal form factors for B → D(∗)τν are not
as well known as the ones appearing in the decays with
an e or a μ. Nevertheless, one can apply the heavy quark
limit for both the bottom and the charm quark in which
case all form factors of the B → D(∗) transitions may
be related to a single form factor, the Isgur-Wise function
(see Section 17.1). This limit is expected to be valid at the
level of (20-30)%, however, in combination with the factor
M2	 /M
2
B one still arrives at fairly precise predictions for
ratios of branching fractions. The ratio
RD(∗) =
B(B → D(∗)τν)
B(B → D(∗)ν) , (17.10.14)
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can provide sensitivity to H±. Measurement of this quan-
tity has the additional advantage of using two decay modes
with very similar experimental signatures, if only the lep-
tonic decay modes of the tau are considered. This method
therefore permits the cancellation of form factor uncer-
tainties as well as many experimental systematic uncer-
tainties.
In contrast, sensitivity to H± in B+ → τ+ντ requires
measurement of the absolute branching fraction and com-
parison with the expected SM prediction, which in turn
requires knowledge of the CKM matrix element Vub. Given
the current discrepancy between inclusive and exclusive
Vub measurements (see Section 17.1), the B → D(∗)τντ
modes currently provide a cleaner interpretation of possi-
ble H± contributions. These modes therefore provide com-
plementary approaches to searching for H± signatures in
B decays.
The three-body kinematics of the B → D(∗)τντ decay
also potentially permit the study of the τ polarization via
the decay distributions of ﬁnal state particles. These mea-
surements can in principle discriminate between H± and
W± exchange, however studies performed to date have
not been sensitive to these distributions.
17.10.3.1 Experimental methodology and results
Like B+ → τ+ν, the B → D(∗)τν decay has two or more
neutrinos in the ﬁnal state and so cannot be fully recon-
structed using only the observable particles. It therefore
relies on exclusive reconstruction of the accompanying B
(“Btag”) to provide the necessary level of background sup-
pression (see Chapter 7). BABAR has reportedB → D(∗)τν
results using the method of hadronic B tag reconstruc-
tion (Aubert, 2008al; Lees, 2012e) while Belle has pub-
lished results based on another method, referred to as “in-
clusive tags” (Bozek, 2010; Matyja, 2007), in which Btag’s
are reconstructed by calculating the four-vector sum of
the tracks inclusively without reconstructing the interme-
diate mesons. This method is similar to the “inclusive”
method used in B+ → +ν ( = e, μ) described in Sec-
tion 17.10.2.3 above. Belle has also produced a prelimi-
nary measurement of B → D(∗)τν based on hadronic tag
reconstruction (Adachi, 2009).
The Belle Collaboration reported the ﬁrst observation
(5.2σ) of a B0 → D∗−τ+ν using the inclusive tag method
with a data sample of 535 M BB pairs (Matyja, 2007). The
τ+ → e+νeντ and τ+ → π+ντ decays were used to recon-
struct τ lepton candidates. A follow-up to this analysis
for B+ → D(∗)0τντ was performed using 657 M BB pairs
(Bozek, 2010). In this analysis, the signal and combinato-
rial background yields were extracted using an extended
unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt to the distributions of
the Btag mES (referred to as Mtag) and the CM frame mo-
mentum of the reconstructed D0, pD0 . The τ+ → e+νeντ ,
τ+ → μ+νμντ and τ+ → π+ντ decay modes were used to
reconstruct the τ+ lepton candidates. In total, 13 diﬀer-
ent decay channels, 8 for D∗0 and 5 for D0, were consid-
ered. The ﬁts were performed simultaneously to all data
subsets. In each of the sub-channels, the data were de-
scribed as the sum of four components; signal, cross-feed
between D∗0τ+ντ and D0τ+ντ , combinatorial and peak-
ing backgrounds. Figure 17.10.8 shows the Mtag and pD0
distributions and ﬁt results for the two decay modes. The
extracted signal yields (signiﬁcances) are 446+58−56 (8.1 σ)
for B+ → D∗0τ+ντ and 146+42−41 (3.5 σ) for B+ → D0τ+ντ .
This was the ﬁrst evidence for the B+ → D0τ+ντ decay.
Branching fraction results are given in Table 17.10.3.
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Figure 17.10.8. The ﬁt projection to Mtag and pD0 for
Mtag > 5.26 GeV/c
2 (a, b) for D∗0τ+ντ and (c, d) for D0τ+ντ ,
from (Bozek, 2010).
BABAR reported an observation of B → D∗τν as well
as ﬁrst evidence of B → Dτν in Aubert (2008al) using
a method based on exclusive hadronic Btag reconstruc-
tion and a data sample of 232M BB events. This analysis
reports measurements of the four modes B+ → D0τ+ν,
B+ → D∗0τ+ν, B0 → D−τ+ν andB0 → D∗−τ+ν, as well
as the combined modes B → Dτν and B → D∗τν. A fol-
low up to this paper, based on the full BABAR data sample
of 471M BB events (Lees, 2012e) uses similar methodol-
ogy. This more recent analysis reports the ﬁrst observation
of B → Dτν and measures the ratios, R(D(∗)) in a simul-
taneous measurement of B → D(∗)τν and B → D(∗)ν
( = e, μ), reporting an excess over SM predictions for
both R(D) and R(D∗). Several improvements are incor-
porated into the Btag reconstruction and signal selection,
which result in a factor of three improvement of the signal
eﬃciency compared to the earlier analysis.
Since only leptonic decay modes of the tau are consid-
ered in this analysis, “signal” B → D(∗)τν decays have
identical ﬁnal states as the “normalization” B → D(∗)ν
modes, diﬀering only in the kinematics of the observed
ﬁnal state. Consequently, many uncertainties associated
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with the signal reconstruction, including charged particle
tracking, particle identiﬁcation and calorimeter-related re-
construction issues, cancel in the ratio. As τ+ → +νν re-
sults in two additional undetected neutrinos, the missing
mass, Mmiss, computed from the signal B (inferred from
the Btag), the reconstructed D(∗) and lepton four-vectors,
peaks at zero for the normalization modes but not for sig-
nal decays. The ﬁnal state e or μ in the B → D(∗)τν
channel also has a softer momentum distribution than the
measured primary lepton in the normalization mode. The
two quantities Mmiss and |p∗	 |, the magnitude of the lepton
momentum in signal B rest frame, are used to extract the
signal and normalization mode yields, as described below.
Signal events are further distinguished from normal-
ization events and other backgrounds by requiring that
the missing momentum magnitude, |pmiss| and the square
of the magnitude of the exchanged four-momentum in
B → D(∗)τν, q2 satisfy |pmiss| > 200 MeV and q2 > 4
GeV2.
The signalD(∗) and lepton candidates are reconstructed
from tracks and clusters that are not already associated
with the Btag. Signal and normalization mode electrons
(muons) are required to have laboratory frame momenta
greater than 300 MeV (200 MeV) and satisfy particle
identiﬁcation criteria. The D or D∗ mesons that are com-
bined with this lepton to form the signal or normalization-
mode candidates are reconstructed in theD0 modesK−π+,
K−K+, K−π+π0, K−π+π−π+, K0sπ
+π− and the charged
modes D+ → K−π+π+, K−π+π+π0, K0sπ+, K0sπ+π−π+,
K0sπ
+π0,K0sK
+, where K0s → π+π−. D∗ mesons are iden-
tiﬁed by combining reconstructed D candidates with pho-
tons or charged or neutral pions to obtain D∗+ → D0π+,
D+π0 and D∗0 → D0π0, D0γ candidates. No additional
tracks are permitted in the event after reconstruction of
the D(∗) and lepton, but additional photons are permit-
ted. If multiple candidates are reconstructed in a single
event, the candidate with the lowest Eextra is selected,
where Eextra is the sum of the CM energies of any remain-
ing photons in the event.
Four signal channels are analyzed, corresponding to
the ﬁnal states D0, D∗0, D+ and D∗+. Control sam-
ples are constructed by requiring the presence of an addi-
tional π0 in each mode, i.e. D(∗)π0. These control sam-
ples are used to estimate background contributions from
decays to higher-mass charm states, such as B → D∗∗ν,
which are relatively poorly understood and not reliably
modeled in the MC. Additional event shape requirements
are imposed on the control samples to suppress large con-
tinuum backgrounds in these samples.
Additional background suppression is obtained by us-
ing a set of boosted decision tree multivariate selectors
(see Chapter 4) trained and optimized for each of the
four signal modes to select signal and normalization modes
while rejecting backgrounds including D∗∗ contributions
and cross-feed from other signal and normalization modes.
Eight kinematic variables are used as inputs, including
Eextra, the invariant masses of the signal and Btag daugh-
ter D mesons, the D∗ −D mass diﬀerence (when a D∗ is
present), as well as other quantities related to the quality
of the Btag reconstruction and the overall event shape.
The level of agreement between data and MC sim-
ulation is veriﬁed, and the MC description is improved
through use of additional data sideband control samples
obtained by requiring Eextra > 0.5 GeV, mES < 5.26, or
q2 < 4 GeV2. Conservative systematic uncertainties on
signal eﬃciencies and background estimates are based on
these comparisons.
The signal and normalization mode yields are obtained
simultaneously for each of the four signal channels us-
ing an unbinned extended maximum likelihood ﬁt to the
Mmiss - |p∗	 | distribution for the signal and D(∗)π0 sam-
ples. The ﬁt consists of eight components including signal
(Dτν, D∗τν), normalization modes (Dν, D∗ν), D∗∗ν,
charge cross-feed, other BB background and continuum
background. The ﬁrst ﬁve of these are allowed to vary in
the ﬁt, while the last three are ﬁxed to the values deter-
mined from MC and sideband studies. The D∗∗ν contri-
butions in the signal sample ﬁt are constrained by the ﬁt to
the D(∗)π0 samples. Even with this method to control the
D∗∗ν contributions, this background imposes the domi-
nant systematic uncertainty on the signal yield extraction.
The branching fraction ratios R(D(∗)) are determined
from the signal and normalization mode yields and selec-
tion eﬃciencies. Fit projections are shown in Fig. 17.10.9
for the four signal modes. Since most of the uncertainties
in the signal and normalization mode eﬃciencies cancel
in the ratio of modes, the dominant uncertainty in the
eﬃciency ratio comes from the form factor model uncer-
tainties for B → D(∗)τν and B → D(∗)ν. The results are
presented in Table 17.10.3. In addition to results for the
four individual signal channels, two additional results are
obtained by combining charged and neutral B results by
imposing isospin constraints.
17.10.3.2 Interpretation of results
Table 17.10.3 summarizes the results of the B → D(∗)τν
branching fraction measurements andR(D(∗)) results from
Belle and BABAR. All results are somewhat high com-
pared with the SM expectations, with averages dominated
by the 2012 BABAR measurements. BABAR (Lees, 2012e)
has interpreted the results in the context of the SM and
the type-II 2HDM, estimating R(D)SM = 0.297 ± 0.017
and R(D∗)SM = 0.252± 0.003 based on Fajfer, Kamenik,
and Nisandzic (2012); Kamenik and Mescia (2008) with
updated form factor measurements. The combination of
R(D) andR(D∗) measurements, including the experimen-
tal correlation between the B → Dτν and B → D∗τν
measurements, is determined to be inconsistent with the
SM at the level of 3.4σ. Interpretation within the con-
text of the 2HDM is shown in Figure 17.10.10. The decay
kinematics are sensitive to the presence of a H± contri-
bution, impacting both the momentum spectrum of the
ﬁnal state leptons and the missing mass distribution. This
causes the signal eﬃciency to depend on tanβ/MH , with
the consequence that the measured value of R(D(∗)) also
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Table 17.10.3. Summary of measurements of B → D(∗)τν. NBB : number of BB pairs in the data sample used for the analysis,
B: branching fraction (the ﬁrst error is statistical, the second systematic, and the third due to the branching fraction uncertainty
in the normalization mode), Σ: signiﬁcance of the signal including systematic, R(D(∗)): the ratio B(B → D(∗)τν)/B(B →
D(∗)ν).
Experiment Tag NBB (10
6) B (10−4) Σ R(D(∗)) Reference
B0 → D∗−τ+ντ
Belle inclusive 535 2.02+0.40−0.37 ± 0.37 5.2 Matyja (2007)
BABAR hadronic 471 1.74± 0.19± 0.12 10.4 0.355± 0.039± 0.021 Lees (2012e)
B+ → D∗0τ+ντ
Belle inclusive 657 2.12+0.28−0.27 ± 0.29 8.1 Bozek (2010)
BABAR hadronic 471 1.71± 0.17± 0.13 9.4 0.322± 0.032± 0.022 Lees (2012e)
B0 → D−τ+ντ
BABAR hadronic 471 1.01± 0.18± 0.12 5.2 0.469± 0.084± 0.053 Lees (2012e)
B+ → D0τ+ντ
Belle inclusive 657 0.77± 0.22± 0.12 3.5 Bozek (2010)
BABAR hadronic 471 0.99± 0.19± 0.13 4.7 0.429± 0.082± 0.052 Lees (2012e)
B → Dτ+ντ (isospin constrained)
BABAR hadronic 471 1.02± 0.13± 0.11 6.8 0.440± 0.058± 0.042 Lees (2012e)
B → D∗τ+ντ (isospin constrained)
BABAR hadronic 471 1.76± 0.13± 0.12 13.2 0.332± 0.024± 0.018 Lees (2012e)
depends on this quantity, as shown in the Figure. In or-
der to correctly estimate the eﬃciency, BABAR re-weights
the kinematics of simulated signal events to correspond
to representative tanβ/MH values in the range shown in
the Figure and repeats the full ﬁt to arrive at measure-
ments of R(D(∗)) as a function of tanβ/MH . It should be
noted that this has implications for averaging the results
of the BABAR and Belle analyses, since the eﬃciency de-
pendence of the Belle analysis is not available, a simple
average can only be correctly interpreted in the context
of the SM. Within the context of the 2HDM, the BABAR
R(D(∗)) measurements imply speciﬁc values of tanβ/MH
that are incompatible with each other, and hence with the
2HDM type II, at a C.L. of 99.8%.
17.10.4 Discussion and future prospects
Searching for leptonic decays of charged B mesons at the
present generation of B Factories has proven to be very
challenging, with the light lepton modes B+ → e+ν and
B+ → μ+ν remaining beyond the experimental sensitivi-
ties and the B+ → τ+ν mode observed, but not yet pre-
cisely measured. Prior to the most recent Belle hadronic-
tag search (Adachi, 2012b), all B+ → τ+ν measurements,
including previous Belle hadronic-tag studies, had reported
branching fractions which were consistently high compared
with SM expectations. The most recent BABAR hadronic-
tag measurement (Lees, 2013a) determines a branching
fraction which is approximately a factor of two higher
than the corresponding Belle result, although the discrep-
ancy between the two is only about 2σ. Other possible
points of concern are the modeling of the experimentally
crucial Eextra variable, which has shown indications of
discrepancies in previous measurements, and the inter-
nal consistency of B+ → τ+ν branching fraction values
obtained with diﬀerent tau decay modes, see for exam-
ple Lees (2013a). Leptonic and hadronic tau decay signa-
tures have vastly diﬀerent background sources and rates,
hence inconsistencies in signal yields between tau decay
modes is a potential red-ﬂag of experimental problems.
As both BABAR and Belle have published B+ → τ+ν re-
sults based on their full data samples, it is unlikely that
this situation will be clariﬁed without additional mea-
surements from future B Factory experiments with very
large data samples. However, the experimental challenges
posed by this decay, in particular low momentum lep-
ton particle identiﬁcation and modeling of hadronic back-
grounds and extra calorimeter energy, will likely be sim-
ilar (or worse) at high luminosity experiments. Conse-
quently, it is not clear how precisely B+ → τ+ν will ul-
timately be measured. It is notable that precise measure-
ments of B(B+ → μ+ν) at the SM rate will be possible
with data samples of O(50−100) ab−1, using both tagged
and un-tagged approaches. As the B+ → μ+ν searches
utilize a cleanly identiﬁable high momentum muon and
do not rely on Eextra, they will provide an independent
test of possible new physics in leptonic B decays. If new
physics were present in the form of a Type II 2HDM, then
B(B+ → μ+ν) would potentially be sensitive to it. This
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Figure 17.10.9. Projections of the BABAR (Lees, 2012e) B →
D(∗)τν ﬁt for the four signal modes (a) D0, (b) D∗0, (c)
D+ and (d) D∗+ in M2miss. Inset ﬁgures show the corre-
sponding projection in |p∗ | for M2miss > 1 GeV2 in order to
exclude the B → D(∗)ν normalization component. Stacked
in order from the bottom the components are: continuum and
BB background (below dashed line), charge cross-feed (white
above dashed line), B → D∗+ν (blue hatched), B → D+ν
(yellow hatched), B → D∗∗+ν (black), B → D∗τ+ν (green),
B → Dτ+ν (red).
scenario is, however, disfavored by B → D(∗)τν measure-
ments discussed above, so it is not clear what the implica-
tions might be for the purely leptonic B decay modes. It
is, however, likely that these modes will play an important
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Figure 17.10.10. Comparison of the BABAR measurements
of R(D) (top) and R(D∗) (bottom) with the prediction of
the Type-II 2HDM (red curves). The tanβ/MH dependence of
the BABAR R(D(∗)) results (blue shaded bands) arises due to
changes to the signal kinematics in the case that the process is
mediated by a H± rather than a W±. The SM case corresponds
to the case tanβ/MH = 0, and the favored values for tan β/MH
diﬀer for R(D) and R(D∗). Plot is taken from Lees (2012e).
role in elucidating any new physics that might be present
in B → D(∗)τν.
Measurement of the radiative decay B+ → +νγ has
proven to be problematic at the current generation of B
Factories, but the method using hadronic tag B recon-
struction (Aubert, 2009a) appears to oﬀer a solution that
can permit observation and measurement of this branch-
ing fraction at future high-luminosity B Factories. Al-
though these modes do not provide interesting new physics
sensitivity, they may be relevant for the interpretation of
precision measurements of B+ → +ν and of B → π+π−
decays.
Future measurements of B → D(∗)τν will greatly im-
prove our understanding of this process. The recent BABAR
study ofR(D(∗)) (Lees, 2012e) provides a conceptually ro-
bust experimental method for measuring these decays us-
ing the ratio R(D(∗)), but this analysis yields results that
are incompatible both with the SM and the “preferred”
2HDM scenario that underlies the MSSM. These results
have not as of yet been independently conﬁrmed by Belle,
but may provide a tantalizing glimpse of new physics cou-
pling to third-generation leptons. In addition to deter-
mining R(D(∗)), future measurements of B → D(∗)τν at
high luminosity B Factories also have the potential to pre-
cisely study the q2 distributions or angular properties of
these decays, providing an additional handle on possible
beyond-SM contributions. However, these studies will be
confronted with the same experimental challenges as the
BABAR measurement, in particular the modeling of the
missing mass, lepton momentum and Eextra distributions,
and the understanding of background contributions from
semileptonic decays with higher mass open-charm states.
All of these issues will need to be addressed with increased
precision in order to make substantial improvements to the
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existing R(D(∗)) measurements at future high luminosity
experiments.
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While many B decay modes are “rare” in the sense
that they have small branching fractions, the term usually
refers speciﬁcally to modes which are suppressed within
the SM due to some property of the decay, often related to
a symmetry or conserved quantum number. The interest
in these modes arises from the possibility that contribu-
tions from physics beyond the SM may not be similarly
suppressed. In this sense, many of the modes discussed in
Sections 17.9 and 17.10 would be considered rare decays
as well, since for example the tree-level process B+ → +ν
is suppressed by helicity conservation when the decay is
mediated by a SM W+ boson. New-physics models permit
possible contributions to this process which are mediated
by a scalar charged Higgs boson and lead to potentially
observable deviations from the SM expectations for the
branching fractions. Similarly, the ﬂavor changing neu-
tral current modes in Section 17.9 are suppressed due to
the absence of tree-level FCNCs in the SM. Possible new-
physics contributions, which also enter at one-loop level,
can therefore be comparable in size to the suppressed SM
contributions. The decays B0 → +− and B0 → νν¯, dis-
cussed below in Sections 17.11.1 and 17.11.2, are in fact
exactly such processes: highly suppressed SM electroweak
penguin FCNC processes which can be strongly enhanced
in beyond-SM models by neutral Higgs boson contribu-
tions or other new physics. The distinction as to which
modes are considered “rare” is obviously somewhat arbi-
trary.
In contrast, “forbidden” modes are those which are
expected to proceed primarily through processes beyond
the SM, which typically violate quantum numbers that
are conserved within the SM such as charged lepton ﬂa-
vor and number, and baryon number. These decays are
forbidden in the SM in the absence of neutrino masses.
However, lepton ﬂavor is not associated with a fundamen-
tal conservation law in the SM and in fact the existence
of neutrino mixing explicitly requires that lepton ﬂavor
is not conserved in the neutrino sector. This in turn im-
plies lepton ﬂavor violation (LFV) in the charged lepton
sector as well, via loop processes which contain neutrinos.
However, the expected rate for such processes is many
orders of magnitude below current or foreseen future ex-
perimental sensitivity to these decay modes. Observation
of LFV in B decays would therefore be unambiguous evi-
dence for a new source of LFV beyond the SM. Similarly,
lepton number is not protected by any fundamental con-
servation law and in fact is explicitly violated if neutrinos
are of Majorana type, i.e. if they are their own antipar-
ticles. Consequently, searches for lepton number violation
(LNV), discussed in 17.11.5, can provide insight into the
nature of neutrinos.
We discuss B0 → +− along with the radiative mode
B0 → +−γ in Section 17.11.1 and the neutrino coun-
terparts to these modes, B0 → νν¯(γ), in Section 17.11.2.
We describe B0(s) → γγ in Section 17.11.3. Lepton ﬂa-
vor and lepton number violating modes are presented in
Sections 17.11.4 and 17.11.5, respectively, and searches
for baryon number violating modes are discussed in Sec-
tion 17.11.6.
17.11.1 B0 → +−(γ)
B0 → +− decays are expected to proceed through the
diagrams shown in Figure 17.11.1 within the SM (SM).
The branching fraction for the B0 → +− decays can be
written to good accuracy as
B(B0 → +−) = G
2
Fα
2
64π3 sin4 θW
×
|V ∗tbVtd|2τBM3Bf2B
√
1− 4m
2
	
M2B
· 4m
2
	
M2B
Y 2(m2t/M
2
W ) .
(17.11.1)
The equation reveals a high suppression of the decays due
to the internal quark annihilation within the B meson
involving a b → d transition (CKM element |Vtd| and
the B meson decay constant fB) and helicity consider-
ations (helicity suppression factor m2	/M
2
B).
93 The SM
expected branching fractions are of the order of 10−15
and 10−10 for the e+e− and μ+μ− modes, respectively. In
some new-physics models, including those with two Higgs
doublets and Z-mediated FCNC, the branching fractions
could be enhanced by two orders of magnitude (Babu
and Kolda, 2000; Bobeth, Ewerth, Kruger, and Urban,
2001; Chankowski and Slawianowska, 2001; Choudhury
and Gaur, 1999; Hewett, Nandi, and Rizzo, 1989).
B0 → τ+τ− is much less helicity suppressed than
B0 → e+e− and B0 → μ+μ− due to the large tau mass,
with a predicted branching fraction of order 10−7 (Harri-
son and Quinn, 1998; Grossman, Ligeti, and Nardi, 1997).
The large masses of the tau leptons also provide the poten-
tial for substantial enhancements due to Higgs couplings in
two-Higgs-doublet models (Babu and Kolda, 2000; Logan
and Nierste, 2000). However, due to the presence of multi-
ple neutrinos in the experimental ﬁnal state (between two
and four depending on the tau decay modes), the τ+τ−
ﬁnal state is considerably more diﬃcult to access experi-
mentally than the e+e− and μ+μ− modes. The e+e− and
μ+μ− searches are described in 17.11.1.1, and the τ+τ−
decay in 17.11.1.2.
Although B0 → +−γ ( = e or μ) decays can oc-
cur by emitting a photon from any of the initial or ﬁnal-
state fermions of B0 → +−, the dominant contribu-
tion is due to photon emission from one of the initial-
state quarks, since this process is free from the helic-
ity suppression associated with B0 → +−. In the SM,
93 The function Y (m2t/M
2
W ) is known with good accuracy at
NLO.
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Figure 17.11.1. SM diagrams for B0 → +−.
the expected B0 → +−γ branching fractions are about
10−10 (Aliev, Ozpineci, and Savci, 1997; Eilam, Halperin,
and Mendel, 1995). Observation of such signals with cur-
rent sensitivities of BABAR and Belle would provide clear
evidence for new physics. B0 → +−γ is discussed in
Section 17.11.1.3.
17.11.1.1 B0 → ±′∓ (, ′ = e, μ)
Searches for B0 decays to pairs of light leptons,  = e, μ,
have been performed at both B Factories and at hadron
colliders; the latter are able to probe not only B0 but also
B0s decays. Searches for B
0 → e+e− and B0 → μ+μ− as
well as the LFV mode B0 → e±μ∓ by BABAR and Belle
provided the most stringent limits on new physics in these
modes until around 2008, when they were superseded by
results from Run-II at the Tevatron. LHC experiments
have now pushed the experimental results considerably
beyond the current B Factory sensitivities. The BABAR
and Belle analyses are described in the following.
BABAR has searched for these decays in a data sample
of 384×106 BB pairs (Aubert, 2008as). The signal candi-
dates are reconstructed by pairing oppositely charged lep-
tons. Leptons are identiﬁed with stringent requirements
which retain ∼ 93% (∼ 73%) of e± (μ±), while less than
∼ 0.1% (∼ 3%) of pions are misidentiﬁed as electrons
(muons). The signal candidates are required to satisfy
mES > 5.2 GeV/c2 and |ΔE| < 0.15 GeV. To partially
recover the energy lost by electrons due to ﬁnal-state ra-
diation or bremsstrahlung, photons consistent with orig-
inating from the e+ or e− track have their 4-momentum
added to the track. Using MC simulations, peaking back-
ground contributions from B0 → h+h′− (h, h′ = π or K)
decays are estimated to be of the order of 10−4 or less. Af-
ter applying the lepton ID requirements, other BB back-
ground is found to be negligible. The backgrounds from
non-BB events, such as qq¯ (q = u, d, s, c) continuum and
τ+τ− production, are reduced by using event shape vari-
ables which are combined into a single Fisher discrimi-
nant F . The signal yields for e+e−, μ+μ− and e±μ∓ (see
Section 17.11.4 for further discussion of LFV modes) are
independently obtained by maximum likelihood (ML) ﬁts
to mES, ΔE and F , where the p.d.f.s used in the like-
lihood function is composed of an uncorrelated product
of the p.d.f.s of the individual discriminating variables.
As an example the distribution of ΔE in the search for
B0 → μ+μ− is shown in Fig. 17.11.2. No signiﬁcant ex-
cesses of signal were seen in any modes, and the 90% C.L.
upper limits on the corresponding branching fractions are
calculated utilizing a Bayesian approach assuming a ﬂat
positive prior and including systematic uncertainties. The
obtained upper limit is, at 90% C.L., 11.3 (5.2)×10−8 for
the e+e− (μ+μ−) mode (see Table 17.11.1).
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Figure 17.11.2. ΔE distribution of selected B0 → μ+μ−
candidates (Aubert, 2008as). The solid curve is the background
sPlot (see Section 11.2.3) and the dashed curve is the expected
distribution of signal with an arbitrary normalization.
Using a data sample of 85 million BB pairs, Belle has
also searched for these modes (Chang, 2003) and obtained
90% C.L. upper limits of 1.9 (1.6) × 10−7 for the e+e−
(μ+μ−) mode. These upper limits are calculated based on
the likelihood ratio ordering (Feldman and Cousins, 1998)
and including systematic uncertainties using the POLE
program (Conrad, Botner, Hallgren, and Perez de los
Heros, 2003). 94
The Belle analysis included missing-momentum-based
quantities in its Fisher discriminant, which signiﬁcantly
reduced the important class of background due to double
semileptonic charm decays from the continuum. Using the
Pati-Salam model (Kuznetsov and Mikheev, 1994), which
predicts a vector leptoquark at a mass associated with the
scale of the breaking of an SU(4) gauge group to the usual
color SU(3) group, along with the assumption that there
are no other colored particles between the t-quark mass
and the mass, MLQ, of the Pati-Salam leptoquark, Belle
has obtained MLQ > 46 TeV/c2 at the 90% C.L..
17.11.1.2 B0 → τ+τ−
BABAR published a search forB0 → τ+τ− (Aubert, 2006b)
based on a data sample of (232 ± 3) × 106 BB events
(210 fb−1) and using the method of exclusive hadronic
94 The POLE program calculates an upper limit with an
extension of the Feldman Cousins method (Feldman and
Cousins, 1998) by incorporating systematic uncertainties on
the background yields and signal reconstruction eﬃciency.
These uncertainties are incorporated in the calculation by in-
tegrating the p.d.f.s that parameterize them.
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tag reconstruction of the accompanying B meson as de-
scribed in Section 7.4.1. Evidence for a B0 → τ+τ− de-
cay is sought by considering all charged tracks and clus-
ters which are not associated with a B candidate, “Btag”,
which has been exclusively reconstructed in one of a large
number of hadronic decay modes, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 17.11.3. Only events with “one-prong” decays of both
taus are considered, so signal events are required to con-
tain exactly two charged tracks on the signal side, each
of which is identiﬁed as an electron, muon or pion. Each
of the two tau leptons can potentially decay to τ → eνν¯,
τ → μνν¯, τ → πν or τ → ρ(770)ν. Signal topologies
are therefore deﬁned corresponding to each combination
of τ+τ− decay modes. Charged pion tracks are considered
to be ρ(770) candidates if a π0 candidate, reconstructed
from a pair of photon clusters, can be combined with the
π track to give 0.6 < mππ0 < 1.0 GeV/c2. Events with
any additional π0 candidates are rejected, and the sum of
any remaining calorimeter energy (Eextra) is required to
be less than 110 MeV (summing all clusters with energy
exceeding 30 MeV).
Figure 17.11.3. Illustration of a B0 → τ+τ− event in which
the associated B0 is reconstructed as a hadronic Btag. The
tau decay modes are depicted as τ− → e−νν¯ and τ+ → π+ν¯.
Since the B0 4-vector is determined by the tag reconstruction,
the signal B0 4-vector can be obtained using the known CM
energy, and the event missing energy can be fully attributed
to the neutrinos.
Backgrounds from B decays to open charm, which sub-
sequently decay to ﬁnal states containing a strange quark,
are suppressed by vetoing events in which any signal can-
didate track is identiﬁed as a K+, or if the combination
of the two tracks is consistent with originating from a
K0S → π+π− decay. Note that this background is large
due to the Cabibbo favored b → c → s transitions. Simi-
larly, events possessing a calorimeter cluster which is iden-
tiﬁed as a K0L candidate, based on cluster energy and event
shape information, are rejected.
Additional background suppression is obtained by ex-
ploiting correlations between the momenta and angular
distributions of the tau decay daughters in the signal B
rest frame, which is estimated from the 4-vector of the
reconstructed tag B. A set of neural networks, one for
each of the τ+τ− decay topologies, are trained to dis-
criminate signal from background based on four inputs:
the B rest frame momenta of the positively and nega-
tively charged tau daughters, p+ and p−, respectively,
cos θ ≡ p+ · p−/p+p−, and Eextra.
Substantial backgrounds remain following this selec-
tion, primarily arising from b→ c→ s processes with sig-
niﬁcant missing energy and no identiﬁed kaon. Typically
these are B decays with an undetected K0L, with one or
more particles passing outside of the detector acceptance
and/or semileptonic B or charm decays. A total of 281±48
background events are expected and 263 ± 19 events are
observed in data, distributed across all modes. A 90% C.L.
branching fraction limit of B(B0 → τ+τ−) < 4.1 × 10−3
is obtained. Because of the limited sensitivity imposed by
the high backgrounds, this analysis has not been repeated,
either by BABAR with a larger data sample or by Belle.
17.11.1.3 B0 → +−γ ( = e, μ)
BABAR has searched for the radiative decays B0 → +−γ
in the  = e, μ modes in an event sample of 320× 106 BB
pairs (Aubert, 2008av). Signal MC events are simulated
using a leading-order calculation of the Wilson coeﬃcients
C7, C9, and C10 (Dincer and Sehgal, 2001; see also the
discussion in Section 17.9.1 of this book). Events are se-
lected by combining a pair of oppositely-charged leptons
and an energetic photon yielding B candidates within the
region |ΔE| ≤ 0.5 GeV and 5.0 ≤ mES ≤ 5.3 GeV/c2.
Signal candidates are required to lie in the smaller sig-
nal region deﬁned by −0.146(−0.112) ≤ ΔE ≤ 0.082 GeV
and 5.270 ≤ mES ≤ 5.289 GeV/c2 for the e+e−γ (μ+μ−γ)
mode, while the remainder of the larger region is used for
background studies. The dominant backgrounds include:
(1) un-modelled higher-order QED and two-photon pro-
cesses for the e+e−γ mode, (2) B decays where a π0 pro-
duces the photon or a J/ψ (or ψ(2S)) produces one or
both of the leptons, and (3) continuum processes. Back-
grounds of type (1) are suppressed by imposing ﬁducial
constraints on the electrons, cutting on event shape vari-
ables, requiring that the photon energy exceeds 0.3 GeV
and requiring that there are at least 5 charged tracks and
10 calorimeter clusters in the event. The B decay back-
grounds are suppressed by π0 and J/ψ (or ψ(2S)) vetoes.
Continuum backgrounds are rejected by using a combina-
tion of event shape variables (see Chapter 9). A neural net-
work is constructed using event shape, angular and kine-
matic variables and trained using MC to discriminate be-
tween signal events and remaining background events. Af-
ter applying all selection requirements, the expected num-
ber of background events is estimated from data sideband
regions to be 1.75±1.38±0.36 and 2.66±1.40±1.58 events
for e+e−γ and μ+μ−γ, respectively, where the quoted
errors are statistical and systematic. The background is
dominated by non-B backgrounds and so is estimated by
extrapolation from the signal sideband regions. One event
is found in the signal region in data for each mode, con-
sistent with the size of the expected backgrounds. The
90% C.L. upper limits on the corresponding branching
fractions are determined using a frequentist method (Bar-
low, 2002): B(B0 → e+e−γ) < 1.2 × 10−7 and B(B0 →
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μ+μ−γ) < 1.6 × 10−7. Belle has not reported any results
for these decay modes.
All the results described in this subsection are summa-
rized in Table 17.11.1.
17.11.2 B0 → invisible
The decay of a B meson into νν¯ pairs is similar from a the-
oretical point of view to the leptonic decays B0 → +−
described in Section 17.11.1. It is extremely suppressed
in the SM due to helicity considerations, and is only per-
mitted, albeit at a rate orders of magnitude below experi-
mental sensitivity, due to the miniscule but non-zero neu-
trino mass. As is the case with other radiative decays, for
example B0 → +−γ (Section 17.11.1) and B+ → +νγ
(Section 17.10.2), the radiation of a photon from an initial-
state quark can remove this helicity suppression, resulting
in a larger branching fraction than the non-radiative pro-
cess. SM branching fractions for B0 → νν¯ and B0 → νν¯γ
have been computed to be ∼ 1 × 10−25 and 2 × 10−9,
respectively (Badin and Petrov, 2010). In practice, exper-
imental searches for these modes cannot directly detect
the neutrinos, and so are more correctly considered to be
searches for B → Emiss(+γ), where Emiss represents miss-
ing energy from all sources including not only neutrinos,
but also possible new-physics particles which do not inter-
act in the detector. As such, they are frequently referred
to as “B0 → invisible(+γ)”.
New stable particles which do not interact in the de-
tector are potential dark matter candidates. Consequently,
these decay modes are interesting probes of new physics.
Decays to pairs of such particles, B0 → χ0χ0(γ) where
χ0 are massive scalars, are not helicity suppressed and
hence can occur at rates substantially above the SM rate
for B → invisible decays. A phenomenological model for
B0 → ν¯χ01, where χ01 is a neutralino, predicts a branch-
ing fraction in the range 10−7–10−6 (Dedes, Dreiner, and
Richardson, 2001). Since both decay products would be
undetected, the experimental signature would be B →
invisible. Models with large extra dimensions (Agashe,
Deshpande, and Wu, 2000; Agashe and Wu, 2001; Davoudi-
asl, Langacker, and Perelstein, 2002) can also result in
signiﬁcant enhancements to the invisible decay rate.
Because the signature for B0 → invisible(γ) decays is
the absence of detector activity (i.e. charged tracks and
neutral calorimeter clusters) associated with an identiﬁed
B meson decay, the analysis strategy relies on exclusive
tag-B reconstruction (see Section 7.4). Tag reconstruc-
tion serves the dual purpose of identifying the event as
an Υ (4S) → B0B0 transition, and uniquely associating
all detector activity with either the tag B or the signal
B candidate. Unlike other modes which use this method,
for example B0 → τ±∓ and B+ → h+τ±∓ discussed
in Section 17.11.4, there is no kinematic advantage to be
gained from knowledge of the signal B candidate 4-vector
(estimated from the tag B 4-vector). Consequently, tag B
reconstruction based on semileptonic B decays, which pos-
sess additional missing energy due to the un-reconstructed
neutrino, is equally viable to hadronic B tagging for these
searches, although signal eﬃciencies and background rates
diﬀer signiﬁcantly between the two methods.
To date, only Belle has published limits on B0 →
invisible using hadronic tag reconstruction (Hsu, 2012),
while BABAR has only published results based on semi-
leptonic tag reconstruction. A recent BABAR paper (Lees,
2012g) updated the results of an earlier analysis (Aubert,
2004y) to include the full BABAR data sample. BABAR also
reports limits on the B0 → νν¯γ branching fraction for
Eγ > 1.2 GeV and assuming decay kinematics based on a
constituent quark model (Lu and Zhang, 1996).
In the BABAR analysis, semileptonic Btag candidates
are reconstructed in the modes B0 → D(∗)−+ν. Details of
the BABAR semileptonic tag reconstruction procedure can
be found in Section 7.4.2. The D(∗)− candidates are com-
bined with identiﬁed electrons or muons having lab-frame
momentum greater than 800 MeV, and the + – D(∗)−
combination is required to be consistent with a common
decay vertex. B0 candidates are then selected by requir-
ing the + – D(∗)− combination to be kinematically con-
sistent with a B0 → D(∗)−+ν event, i.e. that the only
missing particle is the unobserved neutrino. The quantity
cos θB,D(∗)−	+ is computed as
cos θB,D(∗)−	+ =
2EBED(∗)−	+ −m2B −m2D(∗)−	+
2|pB ||pD(∗)−	+ |
,
(17.11.2)
where ED(∗)−	+ , pD(∗)−	+ and mD(∗)−	+ are the CM frame
energy, momentum 3-vector and the invariant mass of the
+-D(∗)− combination. The quantity mB is the nominal B
meson mass, while EB and |pB | are the expected B energy
and momentum magnitude computed from the known CM
energy. The quantity cos θB,D(∗)−	+ represents the cosine
of a physical angle only in the case of a correctly recon-
structed B0 → D(∗)−+ν decay. For background events,
however, it does not relate to a physical angle, and so
cos θB,D(∗)−	+ can assume values outside of the mathemat-
ically allowed region [−1, 1]. Lees (2012g) accepts events
in the region −5.5 < cos θB,D(∗)−	+ < 1.5 in order to re-
tain high signal eﬃciency while accounting for detector
resolution eﬀects which produce values slightly outside of
the allowed region. The larger range for negative values
was chosen to implicitly include contributions from higher-
mass open charm states in which some of the decay prod-
ucts have not been explicitly reconstructed.
After identifying a well-reconstructed B0 → D(∗)−+ν
candidate (and an energetic photon in the case of B0 →
νν¯γ), signal events should have little or no additional de-
tector activity. Consequently, the signal selection requires
that no additional tracks are present in the event, there is
only limited activity in the calorimeter, and the missing
momentum vector of the event is required to point within
the detector ﬁducial acceptance.
Additional background suppression is obtained by us-
ing a neural network which includes as inputs the CM-
frame lepton momentum, cos θB,D(∗)−	+ , and the angle
between the event thrust axis and the D(∗)−+ momen-
tum direction. A number of additional inputs are included
which are speciﬁc to the B0 → νν¯ and B0 → νν¯γ searches.
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Table 17.11.1. Summary of the results for B0 → +−(γ), B0 → νν¯(γ) and B0(s,d) → γγ modes.
Experiment Decay Mode Method NBB B upper limit Reference
(106) (90% C.L.)
Belle B0 → e+e− signal recon. only 85 1.9 × 10−7 Chang (2003)
BABAR B0 → e+e− signal recon. only 384 1.1 × 10−7 Aubert (2008as)
BABAR B0 → e+e−γ signal recon. only 320 1.2 × 10−7 Aubert (2008av)
Belle B0 → μ+μ− signal recon. only 85 1.6 × 10−7 Chang (2003)
BABAR B0 → μ+μ− signal recon. only 384 0.52× 10−7 Aubert (2008as)
BABAR B0 → μ+μ−γ signal recon. only 320 1.6 × 10−7 Aubert (2008av)
BABAR B0 → τ+τ− hadronic tag 232 4.1 × 10−3 Aubert (2006b)
Belle B0 → νν¯ hadronic tag 657 13 × 10−5 Hsu (2012)
BABAR B0 → νν¯ semileptonic tag 471 2.4 × 10−5 Lees (2012g)
BABAR B0 → νν¯γ semileptonic tag 471 1.7 × 10−5 Lees (2012g)
Belle B0 → γγ signal recon. only 111 6.2 × 10−7 Villa (2006)
BABAR B0 → γγ signal recon. only 226 3.2 × 10−7 del Amo Sanchez (2011k)
Belle B0s → γγ signal recon. at Υ (5S) 23 fb−1 8.7 × 10−6 Wicht (2008)
The quantity Eextra is constructed by summing the CM-
frame energies of any remaining calorimeter clusters with
a laboratory-frame energy greater than 30MeV. Signal and
background p.d.f.s are constructed from MC simulation
for Eextra, and an extended ML ﬁt is performed on data to
extract the signal and background yields. No evidence of
signal is seen in either the B0 → νν¯ or B0 → νν¯γ search.
Branching fraction upper limits at are obtained using a
Bayesian method which assumes a positive prior distri-
bution (i.e. the observed negative signal yield does not
result in a more stringent branching fraction limit than
if zero signal yield had been obtained). Upper limits of
B(B0 → νν¯) < 2.4×10−5 and B(B0 → νν¯γ) < 1.7×10−5
are obtained at 90% C.L..
The Belle search (Hsu, 2012) utilizes hadronic B tag
reconstruction based on B0 → D(∗)−h+ decays, where
h+ can be π+, ρ(770)+, a1(1260)+, or D
(∗)+
s . Details
of the reconstruction procedure can be found in Sec-
tion 7.4.1. Compared with the semileptonic tag recon-
struction method used in the BABAR analysis, the hadronic
tag method yields a somewhat lower reconstruction eﬃ-
ciency, but, since it does not have to deal with an unob-
served neutrino, it also provides more stringent kinematic
constraints on the reconstructed Btag. As a consequence,
backgrounds arising from Btag misreconstruction are in-
herently lower and a simpler signal selection procedure can
be used. In the Belle analysis, after hadronic Btag events
are selected, B0 → invisible candidate events are required
to have no additional tracks and no π0 or K0L candidates
in the rest of the event. Continuum backgrounds are sup-
pressed by considering two quantities: the cosine of the
angle of the Btag ﬂight direction (in the CM frame) rela-
tive to the beam axis, cos θB , and the cosine of the angle
of the Btag thrust axis relative to the beam axis, cos θT .
Signal decays peak at zero in both of these variables.
Events are retained in the region −0.9 < cos θB < 0.9
and −0.6 < cos θT < 0.6. Belle deﬁnes the variable EECL
analogously to Eextra for BABAR by summing the ener-
gies of remaining calorimeter clusters. However, diﬀerent
cluster energy thresholds are applied in diﬀerent regions
of the calorimeter: 50 MeV in the barrel region, 100 MeV
in the forward endcap and 150MeV in the backward end-
cap. MC modeling of eﬃciencies and kinematic distribu-
tions is veriﬁed by studying B0 → D(∗)−+ν decays in
events with a hadronic Btag. The signal yield is extracted
using a two-dimensional, unbinned ML ﬁt to the EECL
and cos θB distributions, where the p.d.f.s for the two dis-
tributions are treated as uncorrelated. A slight excess of
signal events is obtained in the ﬁt, with a signiﬁcance of
approximately 1.5σ. A branching fraction upper limit of
B(B0 → invisible) < 1.3 × 10−4 at 90% C.L. is obtained,
which is slightly worse than the expected sensitivity of
1.1×10−4. The diﬀerence in sensitivity between the BABAR
and Belle analyses (2.4×10−5 and 13×10−5, respectively),
roughly a factor of ﬁve, is thought to be primarily due to
the diﬀerence in tag eﬃciencies between the hadronic and
semileptonic methods, but also reﬂects diﬀerent optimiza-
tions of the level of background between the two experi-
ments.95 The observed distributions of Eextra (EECL) are
shown in Fig. 17.11.4 for both measurements. It is not
clear at this point how the sensitivities of the two tag
methods compare for B0 → invisible, since neither exper-
iment has performed these searches using both methods.
The details of the signal selection, in particular the detec-
tor acceptance and extra energy environment, diﬀer suﬃ-
ciently between BABAR and Belle that it is diﬃcult to draw
ﬁrm conclusions regarding future B Factory sensitivities.
17.11.3 B0 → γγ and B0s → γγ
The B0 → γγ mode is related to the b → dγ process,
as the b¯ and d quarks in the initial state B0 annihilate
95 The BABAR measurement optimizes the selection in order
to achieve the most stringent upper limit, assuming no signal
events to be found.
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Figure 17.11.4. Distribution of Eextra in the BABAR search for
B0 → invisible using semileptonic tagged events (Lees, 2012g).
Lines represent the result of the ﬁt. Distribution of a similar
quantity (bottom, called EECL at Belle) for the search in the
same decay mode using hadronic tagged events (Hsu, 2012).
Lines are the result of the ﬁt (lightly hatched yellow region is
the background contribution and the solid red line the total).
through a penguin loop. Moreover, it involves radiation
of one additional photon. Therefore this mode is highly
suppressed in the SM, with a branching fraction which
is estimated to be (3.1+6.4−1.6) × 10−8(Bosch and Buchalla,
2002a).
BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2011k) used 226M B0B0
(426 fb−1) to search for B0 → γγ. Two photons with
CM energies within 1.15 ≤ E∗γ ≤ 3.50 GeV are selected
and required to satisfy mES > 5.1 GeV/c2 and |ΔE| ≤
0.50 GeV. Background from e+e− → qq¯ continuum and
e+e− → τ+τ− events, respectively, are suppressed by us-
ing the Fox-Wolfram moment ratio, R2 (see Section 9.3),
and by requiring the number of reconstructed charged
tracks to be larger than two. The dominant sources of
background, at this stage, are π0 and η decays to γγ.
Discrimination against these backgrounds is obtained by
combining each of the candidate photons (γ) with other
photons in the event (γ′), and using the γγ′ invariant mass
and the energy Eγ′ of the other photon as input variables
to a likelihood ratio.
Backgrounds due to merged photons from π0 decays
are suppressed by the energy distribution shape of the
photon candidate in the calorimeter. Further suppression
of the remaining continuum events is performed with a
neural network (see Chapter 4). After all selections are
applied, the peaking background contribution from rare
B decays is estimated to be 1.18 ± 0.22 events. Using an
unbinned extended ML ﬁt to mES and ΔE, the signal yield
Nsig is determined to be Nsig = 21.3+12.8−11.8 events, with
statistical signiﬁcance of 1.8σ. The systematic error on
the branching fraction, 12.1%, is dominated by the ﬁtting
uncertainty (9.9%), and is included by convolution with
the likelihood function. A branching fraction upper limit
B(B0 → γγ) < 3.2× 10−7 (at the 90% C.L.) is obtained.
In an earlier analysis (Villa, 2006) based on data col-
lected prior to 2004, Belle used a limited data sample of
111M BB events to search for B → γγ. This search set a
branching fraction upper limit B(B → γγ) < 6.2 × 10−7
at the 90% C.L., but the analysis was notable for the
fact that it suﬀered due to calorimeter backgrounds aris-
ing from out-of-time signals from previous bunch cross-
ings. As a result of the relatively long decay time of the
scintillation light from the CsI(Tl) crystals in the Belle
calorimeter, there is a non-negligible probability that a
residual calorimeter signal from a previous QED event,
typically e+e− → e+e−, can persist long enough to pro-
duce a “fake” photon cluster in a later Υ (4S)→ BB event.
If two back-to-back clusters from such a Bhabha event are
present, and the reduced energy of the pair happens to
match the B mass, then it resembles the B signal in the
mES distribution. This background can be mostly removed
using the timing information of the calorimeter signals,
however, this information was not available in the reduced
data format for data processed before summer 2004, and
in particular for the sample used for the Villa (2006) anal-
ysis. In subsequent reprocessings of this data sample (see
Section 3.3), this information was made available however,
at the time of writing, the analysis has not been updated.
In the existing measurement the background composed of
photons from the continuum events (mainly decays of π0
and η mesons) is suppressed by the selection based on
the polar angle of the more energetic photon. The issue
of out-of-time calorimeter clusters has also been studied
by BABAR, as a potential background for other B decay
modes which rely on neutral clusters, in particular b→ sγ
(Section 17.9) and B0 → π0π0. While this background
was not an issue for the BABAR B0 → γγ study, it is po-
tentially a concern for future high-luminosity experiments
in which the Bhabha rate is much higher than the present
generation of experiments.
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In comparison to B0 → γγ, the B0s → γγ decay is
favored by ∼ |Vts/Vtd|2, with the SM prediction B(B0s →
γγ) ∼ (0.5−1.0)×10−6. Production of Bs mesons does not
occur at the Υ (4S), hence a large sample of Υ (5S) events
is required. BABAR did not collect signiﬁcant data at this
energy. However, Belle obtained a substantial sample (see
Table 3.2.1). Using 23.6 fb−1 of such data, Belle (Wicht,
2008) performed a search for B0s → γγ decays. Details of
the measurement can be found in Section 23.3.6, only the
main results are presented at this place. The signal yield
is determined by an unbinned extended ML ﬁt to mES
and ΔE. Figure 17.11.5 shows the projections to the ﬁt
variables, mES and ΔE. No signal is observed. Including
the systematic error of +21−19% which is dominated by the
uncertainties in the number of B0s events in the Υ (5S)→
bb¯ process (+16−13%), the 90% C.L. branching fraction upper
limit is determined to be B(B0s → γγ) < 8.7× 10−6. This
limit is about an order of magnitude larger than the SM
prediction.
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Figure 17.11.5. mES (left; called Mbc on the plot) and ΔE
(right) data yield (points) and ﬁt results for B0s → γγ in the
Belle analysis (Wicht, 2008). The solid black curve represents
the overall ﬁt, while the dashed red and solid blue curves repre-
sent the continuum/combinatorial background and signal com-
ponents of the ﬁt, respectively. See Chapter 23 for an expla-
nation of the structure of the mES distribution. On the ΔE
projection, mES > 5.4 GeV/c
2 is required to select only the
B∗sB
∗
s contributions from Υ (5S). The ﬁt returns a slight nega-
tive yield, consistent with zero within the data statistical un-
certainties.
17.11.4 Lepton ﬂavor violating modes
Lepton ﬂavor violation is permitted within the SM if non-
zero neutrino masses are included, since mixing of neu-
trino generations can then occur. LFV in the charged lep-
ton sector can then occur in processes which contain one
or more neutrinos as internal lines in any contributing
Feynman diagram. However, the expected rates for LFV
B decays via this mechanism are far beyond current or
expected future experimental sensitivity. Potentially mea-
surable rates can however result from non-SM contribu-
tions, since most models do not explicitly conserve lepton
ﬂavor. In models with Higgs-mediated LFV, modes with
heavier leptons generally are expected to exhibit larger
LFV than modes with lighter leptons. However, experi-
mental searches for modes containing tau leptons in the
ﬁnal state tend to be more diﬃcult due to the multiple
decay modes of the tau and missing energy resulting from
the presence of one or more neutrinos. Consequently, ex-
perimental limits on μ - e LFV modes tend to be more
stringent than τ - e or τ - μ. As many of the proposed
mechanisms for LFV tend to have couplings which favor
heavier-generation leptons, the experimental limits from
LFV modes with tau leptons can still provide interesting
constraints on the parameters of these models.
Many lepton ﬂavor violation searches, particularly
those containing only ﬁrst and second generation lep-
tons, are performed as “incidental” studies along with
related non-LFV modes. This is the case, for example,
for B0 → μ±e∓ and B → K(∗)μ±e∓, which have been
published by both BABAR and Belle along with the corre-
sponding B0 → +− modes (discussed in Section 17.11.1)
and B → K(∗)+− modes (see Section 17.9), respec-
tively, as well as for D0 → e±μ∓ searched for together
with D0 → ±∓ decays (Section 19.1.8). In general, these
analyses have few unique features which distinguish them
from the related non-LFV modes, hence we do not discuss
them further in this section. For completeness, we tabulate
the results in Table 17.11.2. In several instances however,
BABAR and Belle have published dedicated searches for
speciﬁc lepton ﬂavor or lepton number violating decays.
Searches involving ﬁnal state tau leptons generally re-
quire special techniques to overcome the challenges pre-
sented by the missing neutrinos and lack of a distinc-
tive tau signature. In particular, tau decays to leptonic
ﬁnal states, τ → νν¯, are three-body ﬁnal states with
two unobserved neutrinos, providing essentially no kine-
matic constraints that can be exploited experimentally.
Tau decays to hadronic ﬁnal states are largely indistin-
guishable from B and continuum backgrounds containing
charged and neutral pions. To overcome these limitations,
hadronic tag reconstruction (see Section 7.4.1) has been
used in BABAR searches for B+ → h+τ±∓ (17.11.4.1) and
B0 → τ±∓ (17.11.4.2). As is the case with other studies
which use this method, the resulting sensitivity is limited
primarily by the very low signal eﬃciency. Hadronic tag
reconstruction provides a number of kinematic advantages
for these particular searches, since knowledge of the sig-
nal B 4-vector (inferred from the Btag 4-vector) allows
the 2-body kinematics of B0 → τ±∓ to be exploited and,
in both B0 → τ±∓ and B+ → h+τ±∓, permits the 4-
vector of the daughter tau to be uniquely determined from
the observed non-tau decay daughters.
Because they can potentially proceed via a “CKM-
favored” b - s FCNC process (see Section 17.9) rather
than a b - d FCNC process in which the quarks anni-
hilate, B+ → K+τ±∓ are generally predicted to have
larger branching fractions in potential new-physics mod-
els than B0 → τ±∓. The primary diﬀerence from the ex-
perimental point of view is the presence of the additional
charged kaon in B+ → K+τ±∓. This has two conse-
quences: that the signal has 3-body (rather than 2-body)
dynamics, and that the ﬁnal states all topologically resem-
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ble various b → cν modes, resulting in potentially very
large backgrounds from these high-branching-fraction pro-
cesses.
17.11.4.1 B+ → h+τ±∓ (h = K,π,  = e, μ)
Searches forB+ → h+τ±∓ (Aubert, 2007au; Lees, 2012b)
use a methodology which exploits hadronic tag reconstruc-
tion (Section 7.4.1) to enhance the available kinematic
constraints and to suppress continuum and combinatorial
BB backgrounds. Searches for the corresponding neutral
modes B0 → h0τ±∓ were not performed due to the lower
eﬃciency for K0 reconstruction via K0s → π+π− and the
fact that the tag reconstruction yield is somewhat higher
for charged B mesons than for neutral B0 mesons due
to the branching fractions of the available tag modes. In
the more recent study, h = K,π,  = e, μ and the decays
B+ → h+τ+− and B+ → h+τ−+ are considered sep-
arately, for a total of eight distinct decay modes (charge
conjugate modes are implied, but are not treated as dis-
tinct decay modes).
Since details of the speciﬁc new physics which could
result in a signal for B+ → h+τ±∓ are not known a
priori, a 3-body phase space model is assumed for the
signal modes. This is in contrast to studies of the SM
B → K++− channels described in Section 17.9.
Signal events are required to contain exactly three
tracks, with total charge opposite that of the tag B. The
primary hadron, h, is required to be one of the two tracks
having charge opposite the tag B and can be identiﬁed
either as a kaon or pion. The two remaining tracks are
then inferred to be the primary lepton  and a charged
tau decay daughter, which is identiﬁed as e, μ or π.
The tau decay 4-vector is uniquely speciﬁed using the
tag B, primary lepton and primary hadron 4-vectors, in-
dependent of the tau decay daughters. The tau invariant
mass, mτ ,
m2τ =
[
(ECMS , 0)−(E∗Btag ,p∗Btag )−(E∗	 ,p∗	 )−(E∗h,p∗h)
]2
,
(17.11.3)
is obtained from this 4-vector and is used to extract the
ﬁnal signal yield as it peaks strongly for signal and is non-
peaking for background. In the cases where the primary
lepton and the tau daughter are identiﬁed as leptons of
the same type, vetoes are imposed on the di-lepton in-
variant mass to reject J/ψ and ψ(2S) decays to +−:
3.03 < m	+	− < 3.14 GeV/c2 and 3.60 < m	+	− < 3.75
GeV/c2. In the di-electron case, a photon conversion veto
of me+e− > 0.1 GeV/c2 is also applied.
The dominant background sources depend on the rela-
tive charge of the primary lepton and the primary hadron
in the signal mode. In the case of B+ → h+τ−+, the dom-
inant background is from semileptonic B decays, B+ →
D(∗)0+ν with D0 → K+X−(where X is a hadronic sys-
tem), in which some or all of the X− system is incorrectly
reconstructed as the signal tau decay daughters.
In the case of B+ → h+τ+− however, the dominant
background is from B+ → D(∗)0X+ with the charm sys-
tem decaying semileptonically. In both cases, the primary
hadron and the track of opposite charge originate from
the D(∗)0. The quantity m(Kπ), the invariant mass of the
combination of these two tracks computed assuming ap-
propriate kaon and pion mass hypotheses, is required to
be greater than 1.95 GeV/c2, i.e. to exceed the D0 mass,
eﬀectively suppressing these decays although with a sig-
niﬁcant loss of signal eﬃciency (see Figure 17.11.6). The
remaining background is mainly from continuum qq¯ pro-
duction and is further suppressed by using a multivariate
likelihood selector based on event shape and PID quality
criteria, and the scalar sum of any remaining energy in
the calorimeter.
Signal branching fractions are determined relative to
high-branching fraction decays with similar topologies,
speciﬁcally B+ → D(∗)0+ν with D0 → K+π−. Signal
yields in each of eight signal modes are determined within
a mass window of ±60 MeV/c2 in mτ , centered around the
nominal tau mass. For each signal mode, a likelihood func-
tion is obtained from the products of the Poisson p.d.f.s
representing the yields in the e, μ and π decay channels.
Since models of LFV can produce signatures in which
the charge of the tau is either correlated or uncorrelated
with that of the charged hadron, BABAR reports results
on both the signed (e.g. B+ → h+τ−μ+) and unsigned
(e.g. B+ → h+τ∓μ±) branching fractions. No signiﬁcant
signals were found in any modes and upper limits (see
Table 17.11.2) were obtained at the level of a few times
10−5.
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Figure 17.11.6. The reconstructed invariant mass, m(Kπ),
for the B+ → K+τ−μ+ and τ− → (nπ0)π−ντ (Lees, 2012b).
The upper plot shows the full data distribution and the bot-
tom the simulated expectation for the signal. The vertical line
denotes the selection requirement just above the D0 peak at
approximately 1.86 GeV/c2.
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17.11.4.2 B0 → τ±∓ ( = e, μ)
BABAR performed a search (Aubert, 2008az) for B0 →
τ±∓ (with  = e, μ) based on a data sample of 378× 106
BB pairs using methodology similar to B+ → K+τ±∓
(Section 17.11.4.1). Due to the 2-body kinematics and the
large tau mass, the light lepton is expected to possess a
momentum (in the signal B rest frame) of ∼ 2.34 GeV/c,
near the kinematic endpoint for leptons from B decays.
Since the B rest frame is inferred from the Btag, the reso-
lution of the signal peak is dictated primarily by the reso-
lution of the Btag 4-vector. This 2-body decay is somewhat
similar kinematically to the charged B decay B+ → +ν
( = e, μ) and hence a search is performed simultaneously
(see Section 17.10.2).
The signal and background distribution of the elec-
tron momentum in B0 → τ±e∓, from Aubert (2008az),
is shown in Figure 17.11.7. After reconstructing the Btag
and high-momentum lepton, all remaining particles in the
event are then assumed to be the decay daughters of the
tau lepton. Hence there should be either one or three addi-
tional tracks with total charge opposite that of the high-p
lepton. Six tau decay modes are considered: e−νν¯, μ−νν¯,
π−ν, ρ(770)−(→ π−π0)ν, a1(1260)−(→ π−π0π0)ν and
a1(1260)−(→ π−π+π−)ν, where ρ(770) or a1(1260) mass
constraints are imposed in the latter three cases. In the
hadronic tau decay modes only a single neutrino is present.
Consequently, the neutrino 4-vector can be uniquely deter-
mined from the combination of the reconstructed tag B,
the high-p lepton and the hadronic tau daughter 4-vectors.
The neutrino mass therefore provides an additional kine-
matic constraint on these modes. Aubert (2008az) exploits
this by deﬁning the quantity ΔEτ , representing the dif-
ference between the expected tau energy and the total
energy of the hadronic tau daughters combined with the
neutrino (assuming zero mass). Computed in the tau rest
frame, this quantity should peak at zero if the missing en-
ergy vector is consistent with a single massless neutrino.
ΔEτ is used to select a “best” tau candidate from possi-
ble π±, ρ(770)± and a1(1260)± candidates in the case that
one or more π0 → γγ candidates have been reconstructed.
In signal events, the combination of the high-p lepton
with the tau decays daughter(s) should account for all
particles in the event which are not associated with the
reconstructed tag B, while in background events other
particles may be present. A loose Eextra (deﬁned as the
scalar sum of energies of any remaining tracks or clus-
ters with energy > 50 MeV) requirement is imposed of
Eextra < 1.0 GeV. Signal yields are extracted from un-
binned ML ﬁts to the the high-p lepton momentum spec-
trum in the signal B rest frame, as shown for B0 → τ±e∓
in Figure 17.11.7. No signiﬁcant signal is seen in either
mode and limits of B(B0 → τ±e∓) < 2.8 × 10−5 and
B(B0 → τ±μ∓) < 2.2 × 10−5 are obtained. Due to the
very low backgrounds, this search is statistically limited.
Interpretation of these results in a new-physics context
is model-dependent. However as an example we can con-
sider a SUSY seesaw model with degenerate right-handed
neutrino masses MN = 1014 GeV (Babu and Kolda, 2002;
Dedes, Ellis, and Raidal, 2002). In such a model B0 →
τ±μ∓ is mediated by a SUSY neutral Higgs with eﬀective
LFV couplings, which would also lead to a potentially ob-
servable signal in τ− → μ−μ+μ− (see Section 20.4). In
this model B(B0 → τ±μ∓) ∝ (tan2 β/MA)4, leading to
a lower bound on the A0 mass (MA) of ∼ 30 GeV for
tanβ = 100. Although not currently very stringent, im-
proved experimental limits on these modes from future
experiments could place signiﬁcant constraints on new-
physics models.
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Figure 17.11.7. Signal electron candidate momentum in the
signal B rest frame for B0 → τ±e∓ (Aubert, 2008az). The
points with errors are BABAR data, the solid blue curve is the
ﬁtted background p.d.f. and the dashed green curve shows the
expected signal shape.
17.11.5 Lepton number violating modes
LNV processes are possible if neutrinos are of the Ma-
jorana type. As for the case of neutrino-less double beta
decay, lepton number must change by ΔL = 2. Two possi-
ble diagrams for such decays are shown in Figure 17.11.8.
For a heavy sterile Majorana neutrino with a mass of a
few GeV/c2, the s-channel process (Figure 17.11.8(b)) is
expected to give the dominant contribution.
BABAR reports a measurement of the LNV decays
B+ → h−++ (where h = K,π based on 471 × 106 BB
decays (Lees, 2012r). The experimental technique is very
similar to that used for studies of B+ → h++− described
in Section 17.9, and the analysis sensitivity is similar. A
three-body phase space model is assumed for the signal
simulation. Events are required to possess at least four
charged tracks, including two same-sign charged leptons
each with momentum greater than 0.3 GeV/c. The leptons
are required to originate from a common vertex and to sat-
isfy m	+	+ < 5.0 GeV/c2. Leptons from identiﬁed photon
conversions are not permitted, and a bremsstrahlung re-
covery procedure is applied to electron and positron tracks
to provide the best possible 4-vector for these particles.
For consistency with the B+ → h++− studies, mass
vetoes are imposed on the J/ψ and ψ(2S) mass regions,
rejecting events with 2.85 < m	+	− < 3.15 GeV/c2 and
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Figure 17.11.8. Diagrams for a LNV B decay B+ → D−++
in (a) t-channel and (b) s-channel processes.
3.59 < m	+	− < 3.77 GeV/c2, respectively, although no
actual peaking contribution is expected in this case. In
the B+ → π−μ+μ+ mode, an additional veto is imposed
on the combination of the π− with each of the two op-
positely charged muons in order to reject J/ψ events in
which a muon has been misidentiﬁed as a pion. Events
are rejected if the π−μ+ combination is within the range
3.05 < mπ−μ+ < 3.13 GeV/c2.
The di-lepton pair is then combined with an identiﬁed
charged kaon or pion track of sign opposite that of the
leptons, requiring the combined B candidate to lie within
5.200 < mES < 5.289 GeV/c2 and −0.10 < ΔE < 0.05
GeV. Backgrounds from qq¯ and BB are suppressed using
a set of Boosted Decision Trees based on 18 inputs repre-
senting event shape and kinematic variables and trained
on MC signal and background samples (see Chapter 4 for
a description of Boosted Decision Tree classiﬁers). A likeli-
hood ratio, LR, is deﬁned using the Boosted Decision Tree
outputs as input p.d.f.s. The signal yield in each mode is
extracted from an unbinned ML ﬁt to mES and LR. No
signiﬁcant signals are observed, and branching fraction up-
per limits are determined in the range [2, 11]×10−8 at the
90% C.L. as shown in Table 17.11.2.
If B+ → h−++ is the result of the exchange of a
Majorana neutrino, then the reconstructed invariant mass
of the hadron h with the opposite-sign lepton, m	+h− , can
be related to the Majorana neutrino mass mν (Atre, Han,
Pascoli, and Zhang, 2009; Han and Zhang, 2006; Zhang
and Wang, 2011). The BABAR results are presented as a
function of m	+h− in Figure 17.11.9.
Since b→ c decays are in general favored over charm-
less B decays, it is interesting to extend the search for
LNV processes to B+ → X−c ++ decays, where X−c is
any charmed hadron that has the opposite charge to the
leptons. Using a sample of 772 × 106 BB pairs, Belle re-
Figure 17.11.9. Branching fraction upper limits (UL) as a
function of the mass m+h− for the BABAR (Lees, 2012r) search
modes B+ → π−μ+μ+ (dotted magenta line), B+ → K−μ+μ+
(dash-dotted red line), B+ → K−e+e+ (dashed black line) and
B+ → π−e+e+ (solid blue line).
ports a measurement of the B+ → D−+′+ decays (Seon,
2011), where , ′ = e or μ in any combination. Since we
have no prior knowledge nor widely accepted model for
these decays, a 3-body phase-space model is assumed for
the signal simulation. To ﬁnd signal candidates, ﬁrst an
energetic same-sign lepton pair is chosen. The lepton mo-
mentum in the lab frame is required to be greater than
0.5(0.8) GeV/c for electrons (muons). Particle identiﬁca-
tion requirements select electrons (muons) with an eﬃ-
ciency of approximately 90% and a misidentiﬁcation rate
of 0.1% (1%) for pions in the kinematic region of inter-
est. The energy sum of the dilepton system in the CM
frame is required to exceed 1.3 GeV: this has minimal
eﬀect on the signal eﬃciency in the phase-space model.
The lepton pair is then combined with a D− → K+π−π−
decay candidate. Kaons (pions) are discriminated from pi-
ons (kaons) with an eﬃciency of approximately 91% (95%)
and a misidentiﬁcation rate below 4% (6%) in the kine-
matic region of interest. The K+π−π− invariant mass
(MKππ) is required to be within ±10 MeV/c2 from the
nominal D− mass. The B candidates are further required
to lie within mES > 5.2 GeV/c2 and |ΔE| < 0.3 GeV
(the ‘analysis region’). The major background sources are
from continuum processes and to a lesser degree from se-
mileptonic B decays such as B → D−+ν	X, in which
a same-sign lepton from the decay products of the other
B is combined with the signal B. These backgrounds are
suppressed by a single likelihood ratio R using the four
variables: the Fisher discriminant F of the modiﬁed Fox-
Wolfram moments (see Section 9.3), the cosine of the po-
lar angle of the B candidate ﬂight direction in the CM
frame, cos θB , the missing energy Emiss of the event, and
the diﬀerence δz between the impact parameters of the
two leptons in the beam direction. The requirement on
R, determined mode-by-mode by a MC study, eliminates
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more than 99% of the background while retaining 11–26%
of the signal, depending on the mode. Signal yield is esti-
mated in the ‘signal region’, 5.27 < mES < 5.29 GeV/c2
and −0.055(−0.035) < ΔE < 0.035 GeV for the e+e+
and e+μ+ modes (μ+μ+ mode). The background region
is deﬁned as the complement of the analysis region ex-
cluding the signal region. The amount of background is
determined by ﬁtting the 2-dimensional (ΔE, mES) p.d.f.
to the data in the background region and then integrat-
ing the ﬁtted p.d.f. over the signal region. There was no
event observed in the signal region of any mode. Figure
17.11.10 shows the (ΔE, mES) distribution of selected
B+ → D−μ+μ+ candidates. Upper limits (at the 90%
C.L.) are calculated based on a frequentist approach (Feld-
man and Cousins, 1998) including systematic uncertain-
ties using the POLE program, (Conrad, Botner, Hallgren,
and Perez de los Heros, 2003). The results are summarized
in Table 17.11.2, and are in the range [1.1, 2.6]× 10−6.
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signal region.
17.11.6 Lepton/baryon number violating modes
Although baryon number is approximately conserved
within the SM, it is predicted to be violated in many mod-
els of grand uniﬁcation (Fritzsch and Minkowski, 1975;
Georgi and Glashow, 1974), and indeed baryon number
violation is one of Sakharov’s conditions for cosmologi-
cal baryogenesis (see Section 16.2). Most GUT models
however conserve B − L, the diﬀerence of baryon and
lepton number, implying that lepton number is also vi-
olated. In these models the proton is predicted to be un-
stable, albeit with a very long lifetime, decaying for ex-
ample into a positron and π0. However, the proton decay
rates predicted by many of these models have not been ob-
served and very stringent experimental limits have been
placed on the proton lifetime (Nakamura et al., 2010).
These limits, based on measurements of ﬁrst-generation
quarks, have been used to estimate the potential for bar-
yon number violation in decays involving second- and
Table 17.11.2. Summary of the results for lepton ﬂavor, lep-
ton number and baryon number violating modes.
Decay Mode NBB B upper limit Reference
(106) (90% C.L.)
Lepton ﬂavor violating modes (light ﬂavors):
B0 → μ±e∓ 85 17 × 10−8 Chang (2003)
B0 → μ±e∓ 384 9.2× 10−8 Aubert (2008as)
B+ → π+μ±e∓ 230 17 × 10−8 Aubert (2007ax)
B0 → π0μ±e∓ 14 × 10−8
B → πμ±e∓ 9.2× 10−8
B+ → K+μ−e+ 229 9.1× 10−8 Aubert (2006ac)
B+ → K+μ+e− 13 × 10−8
B+ → K+μ∓e± 9.1× 10−8
B0 → K0μ∓e± 27 × 10−8
B → Kμ∓e± 3.8× 10−8
B+ → K∗0μ−e+ 53 × 10−8
B+ → K∗0μ+e− 34 × 10−8
B+ → K∗0μ∓e± 58 × 10−8
B+ → K∗+μ−e+ 130 × 10−8
B+ → K∗+μ+e− 99 × 10−8
B+ → K∗+μ∓e± 140 × 10−8
B → K∗μ∓e± 51 × 10−8
Lepton ﬂavor violating modes (including τ):
B0 → τ±e∓ 378 2.8× 10−5 Aubert (2008az)
B0 → τ±μ∓ 2.2× 10−5
B+ → K+τ−μ+ 472 4.5× 10−5 Lees (2012b)
B+ → K+τ+μ− 2.8× 10−5
B+ → K+τ∓μ± 4.8× 10−5
B+ → K+τ−e+ 4.3× 10−5
B+ → K+τ+e− 1.5× 10−5
B+ → K+τ∓e± 3.0× 10−5
B+ → π+τ−μ+ 6.2× 10−5
B+ → π+τ+μ− 4.5× 10−5
B+ → π+τ∓μ± 7.2× 10−5
B+ → π+τ−e+ 7.4× 10−5
B+ → π+τ+e− 2.0× 10−5
B+ → π+τ∓e± 7.5× 10−5
Lepton number violating modes:
B+ → π−e+e+ 471 2.3× 10−8 Lees (2012r)
B+ → K−e+e+ 3.0× 10−8
B+ → π−μ+μ+ 10.7× 10−8
B+ → K−μ+μ+ 6.7× 10−8
B+ → D−e+e+ 772 2.6× 10−6 Seon (2011)
B+ → D−μ+e+ 1.8× 10−6
B+ → D−μ+μ+ 1.1× 10−6
Baryon and lepton number violating modes:
B0 → Λ+c μ− 471 1.8× 10−6 del Amo Sanchez†
B0 → Λ+c e− 5.2× 10−6
B− → Λμ− 6.2× 10−8
B− → Λe− 8.1× 10−8
B− → Λμ− 6.1× 10−8
B− → Λe− 3.2× 10−8
†
del Amo Sanchez (2011l)
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third-generation quarks (Hou, Nagashima, and Soddu,
2005). In particular for B0 → Λ+c −, which violates both
lepton number and baryon number, the branching fraction
is estimated to be less than 4 × 10−29. Although this is
far beyond any expected experimental sensitivity, searches
have still been performed to the precision permitted by
current data samples.
BABAR has performed a search for the decays B0 →
Λ+c 
−, B− → Λ−, and the B− L violating mode B− →
Λ−, where the lepton is a muon or an electron (del
Amo Sanchez, 2011l). This is the ﬁrst experimental search
for these decays, and any positive signal would be evidence
of new physics.
B-meson candidates are formed by combining a Λ+c , Λ
or Λ candidate with an identiﬁed muon or electron. The
Λ+c candidates are reconstructed in the decay mode Λ
+
c →
pK−π+, which has a branching fraction of about 5%. The
Λ candidates are reconstructed in the decay Λ → pπ−,
which has a branching fraction of about 64%.
The ﬁnal state hadron (p,K, π) and lepton (μ, e)
candidates are all required to be consistent with the
candidate particle hypothesis according to PID crite-
ria based on dE/dx , DIRC, EMC and IFR informa-
tion. The 4-momenta of photons that are consistent with
bremsstrahlung radiation from the electron candidate are
added to that of the electron.
Λ+c candidates are required to have pK
−π+ invari-
ant mass within ±15 MeV/c2 of the nominal Λ+c mass.
Similarly, Λ candidates must have pπ− mass within ±4
MeV/c2 of the nominal Λ mass. The ﬁnal state tracks
which form the decay daughters of the the Λ+c (Λ) are
constrained to a common spatial vertex, and their invari-
ant mass is constrained to the Λ+c (Λ) mass. This has the
eﬀect of improving the 4-momentum resolution for true
B → Λ(c) candidates. The baryon and lepton candidates
are also constrained to originate from a common vertex.
As the Λ has cτ = 7.89 cm, the purity of the Λ-
candidate sample is further improved by selecting can-
didates for which the reconstructed decay point of the Λ
candidate is at least 0.2 cm from the reconstructed de-
cay point of the B candidate in the plane perpendicu-
lar to the e+e− beams. Particle mis-ID backgrounds from
e+e− → e+e−γ events in which the photon converts to an
e+e− pair are eliminated by requiring that there are more
than four tracks in the events.
B-meson candidates are selected within the kinematic
region |ΔE| < 0.2 GeV and 5.2 < mES < 5.3 GeV/c2
are ﬁtted to extract the signal yield. The signal yield is
extracted using an unbinned extended ML ﬁt in which the
total p.d.f. is a sum of p.d.f.s for signal and background.
The signal and background p.d.f.s are each a product of
p.d.f.s describing the dependence on mES and ΔE. For the
Λ+c 
− modes, additional discriminating power is gained
from a three dimensional p.d.f., where the output from a
neural network discriminator is used as the third variable.
No signiﬁcant signal is observed for any of the de-
cay modes, and branching fraction upper limits are de-
termined, ranging from 5.2 × 10−6 to 3.2 × 10−8 at the
90% C.L. (see Table 17.11.2). Less stringent limits are ob-
tained for the B0 → Λ+c − modes than the Λ modes due
to the relatively low branching fraction for the studied Λ+c
decay and a higher level of background compared with the
Λ modes.
17.11.7 Summary
Although there is currently no evidence for any of the rare
or forbidden decay modes described in this section, they
remain useful as probes for physics beyond the SM. In the
case of B(s) → +− and B → h++ (with  = e, μ),
experimental results from hadron colliders have already
exceeded the current sensitivity from B Factories and it is
unlikely that future e+e− facilities will change this situa-
tion. In other modes, particularly those with tau leptons
or neutrinos, hadron colliders are at a signiﬁcant disad-
vantage. It is notable that in some cases, either due to
experimental challenges or due to the small size of the
expected new-physics eﬀects, current experimental limits
on these modes do not yet reach the ranges predicted by
most reasonable new-physics models. Consequently, these
searches are essentially of the “shot-in-the-dark” variety:
essentially probing dark corners of the SM to verify that
we see nothing in places where we expect to see noth-
ing. As a rule of thumb one can summarize the achieved
sensitivity of B Factories to O(10−5) for B → invisible
and LFV decays with τ ’s, O(10−6) for B(s) → γγ, and
O(10−7) for B → +−, LFV decays with light leptons
and baryon and/or lepton number violating modes. Im-
provements in experimental sensitivity with large datasets
at the future generation of B Factories could change this
picture, with experimental results in some cases directly
confronting realistic new-physics models.
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17.12 B decays to baryons
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Baryons and antibaryons have to be produced in pairs
in the Standard Model, therefore most mesons cannot de-
cay to baryons for lack of energy. The only baryonic D
decay is D+s → pn, which has only just enough energy to
proceed. But the phase space of the two or four quarks in
a purely hadronic weak decay of a B meson is much larger
than that of charmed or light mesons, and leaves ample
freedom for high multiplicities and for the production of
baryon-antibaryon pairs.
That B decays to baryons play an important role be-
came evident by the large proton multiplicities found by
ARGUS and CLEO at the Υ (4S) (Albrecht et al., 1989b;
Crawford et al., 1992).
The interest in decays to baryons was increased when
ARGUS claimed the observation of B decays to ppπ± and
ppπ+π− (Albrecht et al., 1988b). Subsequently, baryonic
B decays were studied extensively by theorists around the
early 1990s with the focus on the tree-dominated two-
body decay modes. Experimental studies were ﬁrst led by
CLEO, but with the accumulating data at the B Factories,
BABAR and Belle came to dominate the ﬁeld.
The features of B decays to baryons reﬂect the prop-
erties of both the weak interaction, and the hadronization
of quarks. One or two qq pairs have to be produced out of
the vacuum to produce a baryon-antibaryon pair, similar
to jet fragmentation.
This section presents the inclusive production of bar-
yons in B meson decays (Section 17.12.1), then exclusive
two-body decays (Section 17.12.2), followed by the more
frequent multibody ﬁnal states with a baryon-antibaryon
pair plus one or more mesons (Section 17.12.3). Com-
plex phenomena are seen in multibody decays, and our
treatment includes dedicated discussions of threshold en-
hancement (Section 17.12.3.3), multiplicity eﬀects (Sec-
tion 17.12.3.4), and angular correlations (Section 17.12.3.5).
Finally, radiative and semileptonic decays with baryons in
the ﬁnal state are discussed (Sections 17.12.4 and 17.12.5
respectively). Theoretical interpretations and model pre-
dictions for each of these topics are discussed within the
the corresponding section. Baryon number violating de-
cays have been presented in the previous section, 17.11.6.
17.12.1 Inclusive decays into baryons
The inclusive production of protons and antiprotons from
Υ (4S) decays, i.e., an admixture of B+, B−, B0, and B0,
has been measured by ARGUS and CLEO (Albrecht et al.,
1993a; Crawford et al., 1992). The combined multiplicity
Figure 17.12.1. Diﬀerential B → Λ+c X production rate per
Υ (4S) from BABAR (Aubert, 2007p), Belle (Seuster, 2006), and
CLEO (Crawford et al., 1992) versus the momentum fraction
xp = p/pmax in the Υ (4S) rest frame. Also shown is the diﬀer-
ential Ξ0c production rate normalized to match the peak of the
Λ+c rate.
of protons and antiprotons in an average B decay is
〈np + np〉 = 0.080± 0.004. (17.12.1)
Some of these protons come from Λ decays; the multi-
plicity of Λ baryon production has been determined to be
〈nΛ + nΛ〉 = 0.040± 0.005 (Albrecht et al., 1989b; Craw-
ford et al., 1992).
Inclusive particle spectra in (scaled) momentum are
obtained from data at the Υ (4S) energy by subtracting
the spectra obtained oﬀ resonance, scaled to the on reso-
nance luminosity and cross section. The scaled momentum
of a particle of mass m is given by xp = p/pmax with the
maximum center-of-mass momentum pmax =
√
s/4−m2.
Integration over the extrapolated spectra yields the par-
ticle multiplicity.
If protons were the only stable baryons, any bary-
onic event would have one proton and one antiproton.
This would imply a 4% branching fraction into baryon an-
tibaryon + X (ignoring decays with two pairs). But since
there are also neutrons, a more sophisticated analysis is
required to obtain the total baryonic branching fraction.
Such an analysis has been performed by the ARGUS col-
laboration (Albrecht et al., 1992c) using in addition to the
proton and Λ multiplicities the fractions of events at the
Υ (4S) with baryon-antibaryon pairs, baryon + pairs, and
baryon − pairs (where  is an electron or muon). The
baryon-antibaryon fraction allows for the elimination of
the unknown contribution of neutrons to the ﬁnal state,
while the remaining fractions help to establish baryon-
ﬂavor correlations. The result is
B(B → B1B2X) = (6.8± 0.5± 0.3)% (17.12.2)
where B represents a generic baryon.
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Since the dominant weak process in B decays is b →
cX, most ﬁnal states with baryons contain either a meson
with charm quarks (like B+ → J/ψpΛ or B0 → D0pp)
or a charmed baryon. While there are a few charmed bar-
yon decays to charmed mesons and non-charmed bary-
ons (such as Λc(2880)+ → D0p), most decays are to Λ+c ,
Ξ0c , Ξ
+
c , or Ω
0
c . Inclusive production rates for all of these
states, except Ω0c , have been determined by ARGUS (Al-
brecht et al., 1988a) and CLEO (Crawford et al., 1992).
Inclusive Λc production has also been measured at the B
Factories (Aubert, 2004m, 2007p,ba; Seuster, 2006): the
most precise average multiplicity per B meson has been
determined by BABAR (Aubert, 2007p),
〈nΛ+c + nΛ−c 〉 = 0.0456± 0.0009± 0.0031± 0.0118Λc .
(17.12.3)
The scaled momentum spectrum in the Υ (4S) rest frame
is shown in Fig. 17.12.1. As in most measurements where
a Λ+c baryon is reconstructed, the decay Λ
+
c → pK−π+
is used in this analysis. All channels with the Λc baryon
in the ﬁnal state suﬀer from a large systematic uncer-
tainty of 26% since the branching fractions are only poorly
known, with B(Λ+c → pK−π+) = 0.050± 0.013 (Beringer
et al., 2012). This value is also used to normalize other Λc
branching fractions: it is the source of the dominant third
uncertainty on the multiplicity in Eq. (17.12.3). A further
discussion of this problem is found in Section 19.4.2.3.96
The situation is even worse for Ξc baryons, where no abso-
lute branching fraction measurement is available. For our
multiplicity estimate and also for exclusive branching frac-
tions (e.g., Table 17.12.1) we use B(Ξ0c → Ξ−π+) ≈ 1.2%,
assuming a 50% error. This value is based on the range of
theoretical predictions for the partial width (Cheng and
Tseng, 1993) and the lifetime of the Ξ0c baryon (Berin-
ger et al., 2012). In the same spirit, we use B(Ξ−c →
Ξ+π−π−) ≈ 6.4%, assuming a 50% error. This value is ob-
tained from the theoretical prediction Γ (Ξ−c → Ξ0π−) ≈
0.8×1011 s−1 derived from Cheng and Tseng (1993), the
experimental ratio Γ (Ξ−c → Ξ0π−)/Γ (Ξ−c → Ξ+π−π−) =
0.55±0.16, and the lifetime τ(Ξ−c ) = (4.42±0.26)×10−13 s
(Beringer et al., 2012).
The multiplicity of charged Ξc baryons has only been
measured at CLEO (Barish et al., 1997), corresponding
to 〈nΞ+c + nΞ−c 〉 ∼ 0.007. For neutral Ξc baryons the av-
erage from the CLEO (Crawford et al., 1992) and BABAR
(Aubert, 2005z) measurements is 〈nΞ0c + nΞ0c〉 ∼ 0.016.
Production of Ω0c baryons in B decays is even more
rare, and has been observed by BABAR (Aubert, 2007ao),
with an average multiplicity of the order 0.0005 assuming
B(Ωc → Ω−π+) ∼ 1%.
96 While we were ﬁnalising this book Belle submitted an ab-
solute branching fraction measurement for publication, with
signiﬁcantly improved precision: B(Λ+c → pK−π+) = (6.84 ±
0.24+0.21−0.27)% (Zupanc, 2013a). See the discussion in Section
19.4.2.3.
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Figure 17.12.2. Candidate events for the decay B0 → Λ+c p
from Belle (Gabyshev, 2003): (a) scatter plot of ΔE versus
mES = Mbc, (b)ΔE distribution for mES > 5.270GeV/c
2, and
(c)mES distribution for |ΔE| < 0.030GeV. The curves indicate
the result of a two-dimensional ﬁt.
17.12.2 Two-body decays
One might expect a large fraction of baryonic decays to
proceed via two-body decay channels, since the phase space
for heavy particles is rather small. However, from the spec-
trum in Fig. 17.12.1 it is evident that two-body decays are
rare, since they would show up as a peak around xp = 0.4.
Indeed, it has been found experimentally that decays of
B mesons to just a baryon and an antibaryon have very
small branching fractions. First measurements of B de-
cays to baryons were made by CLEO, but no two-body
decay could be established, and upper limits of those de-
cays were reported (Bornheim et al., 2003; Dytman et al.,
2002; Procario et al., 1994).
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Table 17.12.1. Branching fractions of observed two-body decays of B mesons to baryons. Upper limits are at the 90% C.L.
Channels with the Λ+c baryon in the ﬁnal state have an additional ±26% relative error (not included) from the assumption
B(Λ+c → pK−π+) = 0.050±0.013 and are marked with †. The same holds for B(Ξ0c → Ξ−π+) = 0.012 and B(Ξ+c → Ξ−π+π+) =
0.064, both with an additional ±50% taken from the range of theoretical predictions (Cheng and Tseng, 1993). Two daggers
indicate that two such errors have to be added (linearly due to correlation).
Decay BABAR Belle Average
BcBc ﬁnal states (B: 10−3)
B+ → Ξ0cΛ+c 1.73± 0.54± 0.24†† (Aubert, 2008e) 4.00± 0.83± 0.92†† (Chistov, 2006a) 2.16± 0.54††
B0 → Ξ−c Λ+c 0.23± 0.17± 0.03†† (Aubert, 2008e) 1.5± 0.5± 0.3†† (Chistov, 2006a) ∼ 0.3
B0 → Λ−c Λ+c < 0.062 (Uchida, 2008) < 0.062
singly-charmed ﬁnal states (B: 10−6)
B0 → Λ−c p 18.9± 2.1± 0.6† (Aubert, 2008aa) 21.9+5.6−4.9 ± 3.2† (Gabyshev, 2003) 19± 2†
B+ → Λ−c Δ++ < 19 (Gabyshev, 2006) < 19
B+ → Λ−c Δ++(1600) 59± 10± 6† (Gabyshev, 2006) 59± 12†
B+ → Λ−c Δ++(2420) 47± 10± 4† (Gabyshev, 2006) 47± 11†
B0 → Σc(2455)−p < 30 (Aubert, 2010h) < 30
B+ → Σc(2455)0p 42± 4± 3† (Aubert, 2008aa) 37± 7± 4† (Gabyshev, 2006) 40± 4†
B+ → Σc(2520)0p < 3 (Aubert, 2008aa) < 27 (Gabyshev, 2006) < 3
B+ → Σc(2800)0p 40± 8± 8† (Aubert, 2008aa) 40± 11†
unﬂavored ﬁnal states (B: 10−6)
B0 → pp < 0.27 (Aubert, 2004ab) < 0.11 (Tsai, 2007) < 0.11
B+ → pΔ0 < 1.4 (Wei, 2008b) < 1.4
B+ → Δ++p < 0.14 (Wei, 2008b) < 0.14
B0 → ΛΛ < 0.32 (Tsai, 2007) < 0.32
strange ﬁnal states (B: 10−6)
B+ → pΛ < 0.32 (Tsai, 2007) < 0.32
B+ → pΛ(1520) < 1.5 (Aubert, 2005p) < 1.5
B+ → pΣ(1385)0 < 0.47 (Wang, 2007b) < 0.47
B0 → pΣ(1385)− < 0.26 (Wang, 2007b) < 0.26
B+ → Δ+Λ < 0.82 (Wang, 2007b) < 0.82
B0 → Δ0Λ < 0.93 (Wang, 2007b) < 0.93
17.12.2.1 Results from B Factories
An overview of the results from the B Factories for two-
body decays is given in Table 17.12.1.
First observation
The ﬁrst two-body baryonic B decay observed was B0 →
Λ+c p with Λ
+
c → pK−π+ (Gabyshev, 2003) using a 78.2 fb−1
data sample at Belle.
The mass resolution of reconstructed Λc is very good.
One can just select Λc and apply simple continuum sup-
pression (see Chapter 9) to reject most of the background
events. Exclusive reconstruction is described in Section
7.1. Fig. 17.12.2 shows the scatter plot of ΔE versus mES
and their projections for selected events. The ΔE projec-
tion is shown for mES > 5.270GeV/c2 and the mES pro-
jection for |ΔE| < 0.030GeV. A two-dimensional binned
maximum likelihood ﬁt is performed to determine the sig-
nal yield. For this ﬁt, the ΔE distribution is represented
by a double Gaussian for the signal plus a ﬁrst order poly-
nomial for the background. The mES distribution is rep-
resented by a single Gaussian for the signal plus the AR-
GUS function for the background. The signal shapes de-
termined from MC simulation are ﬁxed in the ﬁt. The re-
gion ΔE < −0.1GeV is excluded from the ﬁt to avoid feed-
down from modes including extra pions. The measured
branching fraction is (2.19+0.56−0.49±0.32±0.57)×10−5 where
the last error comes from the uncertainty on the sub-
decay branching fraction of Λ+c → pK−π+. The branch-
ing fraction is thusan order-of-magnitude smaller than
that of the three-body decay B− → Λ+c pπ− (see Ta-
ble 17.12.6). This suppression is a unique feature of two-
body baryonic decays and will be addressed further in
Sections 17.12.2.2 and 17.12.3.4. In contrast, the two- and
three-body mesonic B decays are comparable.
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Figure 17.12.3. m(Λ+c π
−) distributions from (a) Belle (Gabyshev, 2006), and (b,c) BABAR (Aubert, 2008aa); for the sPlot
technique, see Section 11.2.3. Three Σ0c resonances are visible at 2.455GeV/c
2 (a), 2.52GeV/c2 (a and b, not signiﬁcant) and
2.80GeV/c2 (c).
Quasi-two-body decays
Following the study of B− → Λ+c pπ− at CLEO (Dytman
et al., 2002) and at Belle (Gabyshev, 2002), an analy-
sis of this ﬁnal state has been performed using a much
larger data sample (containing ∼ 152 × 106 BB pairs)
and extending the Λ+c reconstruction to the following ﬁve
decay modes: Λ+c → pK−π+, pK0, Λπ+, pK0π+π−, and
Λπ+π+π− (Gabyshev, 2006). A clear signal peak is seen
from the intermediate two-body B− → Σc(2455)0p de-
cay, together with a hint of B− → Σc(2520)0p, shown
in Fig. 17.12.3a. The open histogram is the distribution
from the B signal region (|ΔE| < 0.03GeV and mES >
5.27GeV/c2). The hatched histogram is the distribution
from sideband regions (−0.10GeV < ΔE < −0.04GeV or
0.04GeV < ΔE < 0.20GeV) normalized to the B signal
region. The curve shows the result of the ﬁt which includes
the contributions from Σc(2455)0 and Σc(2520)0 → Λ+c π−
decays and the background parameterized with a linear
function. The Σc(2455/2520)0 signal shapes are ﬁxed from
MC assuming a Breit-Wigner function convolved with the
resolution function.
A subsequent BABAR analysis (Aubert, 2008aa) using
∼ 383×106 BB pairs conﬁrms the Σc(2455)0, but with an
even weaker signal from Σc(2520)0 shown in Fig. 17.12.3b.
A broad structure Σc(2800)0, however, is clearly seen (Fig.
17.12.3c). The Σc(2455)0 is a spin- 12 baryon, while the
Σc(2520)0 has spin 32 . A decay of the spin-0 B meson to
a spin-12 antiproton and a spin-
3
2 Σc requires one or two
units of orbital angular momentum, and hence its sup-
pression is reasonable.
Final states from weak B meson decays b→ cud have
three light quarks, therefore the isospin can be I = 12 or
I = 32 , while the W exchange bd → cu has only one and
therefore I = 12 (see Fig. 17.12.5a and c below). Since
hadronization is a strong interaction process, isospin is
conserved and we can classify ﬁnal states according to
their isospin. The average branching fraction B(B− →
Σc(2455)0p) = (4.0 ± 0.4 ± 1.0Λc) × 10−5 (pure isospin
I = 32 ) is about twice that of B
0 → Λ+c p (pure isospin I =
1
2 ). Using Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients, one would expect
B(B0 → Σc(2455)+p) < 2.5×10−5, compatible with the
present limit (Table 17.12.1).
Decays to two charmed baryons
An unexpectedly large rate is found for B mesons decaying
to two charmed baryons, speciﬁcally B+ → Ξ0cΛ+c (Chis-
tov, 2006a). In this analysis, the following sub-decays are
reconstructed: Ξ0c → Ξ−π+ and ΛK−π+, Λ+c → pK−π+,
Ξ− → Λπ−, and Λ → pπ−. For Ξ− → Λπ−, one can
ﬁt the p and π− tracks to a common vertex in order
to get the Λ 4-momenta. Then one can ﬁt the Λ trajec-
tory and the π− track to a common vertex to reconstruct
the long lived Ξ−. Fig. 17.12.4 shows the projection plots
of selected candidate events; the maximum likelihood ﬁt
results are overlaid. The product of branching fractions
B(B+ → Ξ0cΛ+c ) × B(Ξ0c → Ξ+π−) is measured to be
(4.8+1.0−0.9 ± 1.1 ± 1.2) × 10−5. BABAR found a somewhat
smaller branching fraction (Aubert, 2008e), but still about
two orders of magnitude larger than that of B0 → Λ+c p.
Using our estimate B(Ξ0c → Ξ−π+) ≈ 1.2% described
in Section 17.12.1, the average translates to B(B+ →
Ξ0cΛ
+
c ) ≈ 0.22%. This is quite intriguing and oﬀers an im-
portant clue to understand the underlying dynamics for
baryonic B decays.
The decay of the neutral B meson B0 → Ξ−c Λ+c (with
Ξ−c → Ξ+π−π−) has not yet been observed with high
signiﬁcance, however we have averaged the results of Belle
and BABAR, using the theoretical estimate (described in
Section 17.12.1) B(Ξ−c → Ξ+π−π−) ≈ 6.4%, assuming a
50% uncertainty.
Charmless decays
So far, no charmless two-body baryonic B decays have
been observed. The 90% conﬁdence level upper limits have
been pushed below the 10−6 level and are listed in Ta-
ble 17.12.1. The method to determine upper limit yields
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Figure 17.12.4. The ΔE (a) and mES = Mbc (b) distri-
butions for the B+ → Ξ0cΛ+c candidates from Belle (Chistov,
2006a). The hatched histograms show the combined Ξ0c and Λ
+
c
mass sidebands normalized to the signal region. Also shown are
the Ξ0c (c) and Λ
+
c (d) mass distributions for the B
+ → Ξ0cΛ+c
candidates taken from the B signal region of |ΔE| < 0.025GeV
and mES > 5.272GeV/c
2. For the Ξ0c (Λ
+
c ) distribution Λ
+
c
(Ξ0c) is required to be within ±15MeV/c2 of the nominal mass.
The overlaid curves are the ﬁt results.
is either based on the Feldman-Cousins approach (Conrad,
Botner, Hallgren, and Perez de los Heros, 2003; Feldman
and Cousins, 1998) or by integration of the likelihood ﬁt
function convolved with a Gaussian error function. Since
there is no sign of observation, it will be interesting to
know the order of magnitude of the branching fractions of
these rare decays, and hopefully they can be determined
by the LHCb experiment or future super ﬂavor factories.
17.12.2.2 Theory and interpretation
Since baryonic B decays involve two baryons in the ﬁ-
nal state, the underlying mechanism is complicated. The
quark diagrams for two-body baryonic B decays are shown
in Fig. 17.12.5: internal W -emission for b → c(u) (a), the
b→ s(d) penguin transition (b), W -exchange for the neu-
tral B meson (c), and W -annihilation for the charged
B (d). As for mesonic B decays, W -exchange and W -
annihilation are expected to be helicity suppressed (Chau,
1983) which can be understood in the same way as for lep-
tonic decays (see Eq. 17.10.4 and the accompanying dis-
cussion). Therefore, the main contributions to two-body
baryonic B decay B → B1B2 are due to either the in-
ternal W -emission diagram or the penguin diagram. It
should be stressed that, unlike the case of mesonic B de-
cays, internal W emission in baryonic B decays is not
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 17.12.5. Quark diagrams for two-body baryonic B
decay B → B1B2. The waveline represents a W , while gluon
lines are omitted. Quark antiquark pairs from the vacuum are
denoted as x, y and determine the ﬂavor of the two ﬁnal bar-
yons. In this and subsequent ﬁgures, the colors of the quark
lines are signiﬁcant: see the discussion in Section 17.12.2.2.
necessarily color suppressed. This is because the baryon
wave function is totally antisymmetric in the color indices.
One component of this wave function is illustrated in Fig.
17.12.5, where the internal W -emission (a) needs either of
two matching colors (blue or green) to produce a baryon,
while exactly one matching color (red) would be required
to produce a meson. The black quark lines in (d) indicate
that any color will do.
In short, the two-body decay proceeds mainly through
the nonfactorizable internal W -emission or the b → s(d)
penguin transition. This is why it is diﬃcult to determine
theoretical estimates for the rates of two-body decays.
There exist several theoretical models for describing
B decays into two baryons: the pole model of Jarﬁ et al.
(1990) and Cheng and Yang (2002a), the diquark model
of Ball and Dosch (1991) and the QCD sum rule analy-
sis by Chernyak and Zhitnitsky (1990). The predictions of
these models for some selected charmless, singly-charmed
and doubly-charmed baryonic B decays are listed in Ta-
bles 17.12.2–17.12.4. Evidently, many of the earlier model
predictions are either too large compared to or marginally
comparable to experiment.
Experimentally, two-body baryonic B decays follow
the pattern
B(B → B1cB2c) ∼ 10−3
 B(B → BcB) ∼ 10−5
 B(B → B1B2) <∼ 10−6 . (17.12.4)
where no c subscript indicates a non-charmed baryon.
Since the doubly-charmed baryonic decay B → ΞcΛc
proceeds via b → csc, while B → Λcp proceeds via a
b → cdu quark transition, the CKM matrix elements for
the two decays are the same in magnitude but opposite in
sign. One may therefore wonder why the ΞcΛc mode has a
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Table 17.12.2. Branching fractions (in units of 10−7) for
some charmless two-body baryonic B decays classiﬁed into two
categories: tree-dominated (upper) and penguin-dominated
(lower). Branching fractions denoted by “†” are calculated only
for the parity-conserving part. Experimental limits are taken
from Table 17.12.1. Theoretical predictions are taken from the
following references — “CZ”: Chernyak and Zhitnitsky (1990);
“Jarﬁ”: Jarﬁ et al. (1990); and “CY”: Cheng and Yang (2002a).
Decay CZ Jarﬁ CY Experiment
B0 → pp 12 70 1.1† < 1.1
B0 → nn 3.5 70 1.2†
B0 → np 6.9 170 5.0
B0 → ΛΛ 2 0† < 3.2
B− → pΔ−− 2.9 3200 14 < 1.4
B0 → pΔ− 0.7 1000 1.4
B− → nΔ− 1 4.6
B0 → nΔ0 1000 4.3
B− → Λp <∼ 30 2.2† < 3.2
B0 → Λn 2.1†
B0 → Σ+p 60 0.18† < 2.6
B− → Σ0p 30 0.58 < 4.7
B− → Σ+Δ−− 60 2.0
B0 → Σ+Δ− 60 0.63
B− → Σ−Δ0 20 0.87
Table 17.12.3. Predictions (in units of 10−5) of singly
charmed two-body baryonic B decays in various models. Theo-
retical references are as in Table 17.12.2. Experimental results
are taken from Table 17.12.1.
Decay CZ Jarﬁ CY Experiment
B0 → Λ+c p 190 110 1.1 1.9± 0.2
B− → Σ0cp 300 1500 6.0 4.0± 0.4
B0 → Σ0cn 580 0.06
B− → Λ+c Δ−− 20 3600 1.9 5.9± 1.2
rate two orders of magnitude larger than Λcp. Indeed, ear-
lier calculations based on QCD sum rules (Chernyak and
Zhitnitsky, 1990) or the diquark model (Ball and Dosch,
1991) all predict that B(B → ΞcΛc) ≈ B(B → BcN) (see
Table 17.12.3), which is in violent disagreement with ex-
periment. The decay pattern (17.12.4) can be understood
as follows. In an energetic heavy baryon, the momentum is
mostly carried by the constituent heavy quark. Therefore,
in b → ccs decays, the energetic c quark will fragment
into B1c, and c into B2c. Consequently, no hard gluon is
needed to produce the energetic ΞcΛc pair in B decays
(see Fig. 17.12.6a). In B → Λcp decay, the three quarks of
the energetic proton share the same momentum fraction
Table 17.12.4. Predicted branching fractions (in units of
10−4) of doubly-charmed two-body baryonic B decays (Cheng,
Chua, and Hsiao, 2009). Experimental results are taken from
Table 17.12.1.
Decay Theory Experiment
B− → Ξ0cΛ−c 10.4+5.7−5.5 ∼ 21.6± 5.4
B0 → Ξ+c Λ−c 9.4+6.3−4.1 ∼ 3
B0 → Λ+c Λ−c 0.52+0.35−0.19 < 0.62
B
b c
Λ+c
p¯
B
b c
Ξc
Λ¯c
c¯
s
(a) (b)
Figure 17.12.6. Quark diagrams for two-body baryonic B
decays B → ΞcΛc and B → Λ+c p. At least two hard gluons are
needed for Λ+c p production.
∼ 1/3. Hence, two hard gluons are needed to produce an
energetic p: one hard gluon to kick the spectator quark of
the B meson to make it energetic and the other to produce
the hard qq pair (see Fig. 17.12.6b). Therefore, the decay
rate of B → Λcp is suppressed with respect to B → ΞcΛc
due to a dynamical factor O(α4S) ∼ 10−2. These qualita-
tive statements have been supported by realistic calcula-
tions of the decay rates for B → ΞcΛc (Cheng, Chua, and
Hsiao, 2009) and B0 → Λ+c p (He, Li, Li, and Wang, 2007).
The charmless decay B0 → pp is suppressed relative
to B → Λcp by the CKM matrix elements |Vub/Vcb|2 and
is also subject to a possible dynamical suppression:
B(B → pp) = B(B → Λ+c p)
˛˛˛
˛VubVcb
˛˛˛
˛2 × fdyn
≈ 2×10−7 × fdyn . (17.12.5)
In the absence of dynamical suppression fdyn, the pre-
dicted rate for two-body charmless decays is on the verge
of the experimental upper limit.
If the dynamical suppression is of order 10−2 as in the
case of B → Λcp, then the branching fraction for charm-
less two-body decays will be of order 10−9 and thus be-
yond the reach even of super ﬂavor factories. In reality, the
branching fraction is most likely of order 10−8, between
the extreme cases of 10−7 and 10−9. Thus far, there is no
clear theoretical prediction for charmless two-body decays.
Presumably a reliable prediction based on pQCD can be
made as the energy release in charmless two-body decay is
very large, justifying the use of pQCD (Cheng and Yang,
2002a).
Most of the previous theoretical predictions are not
trustworthy: for example, predictions based on the QCD
sum rule, the pole model and the diquark model are too
large compared to experiment. The most reliable predic-
tions are based on pQCD, which has been successfully
applied to B → Λcp (He, Li, Li, and Wang, 2007). The
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Table 17.12.5. Branching fractions of observed decays of B mesons to charmless baryons plus charmed mesons. Contributing
quark diagrams are given in square brackets following each mode: annihilation type A (Fig. 17.12.5c with an extra qq pair),
external W -emission type 1 (Fig. 17.12.7), and internal W -emission type 2 (Fig. 17.12.8).
Decay BABAR Belle other Average
(B : 10−4) (del Amo Sanchez, 2012) (Abe, 2002g) (Anderson et al., 2001)
B0 → D0pp [2c, 2e,A] 1.02± 0.04± 0.06 1.18± 0.15± 0.16 1.04± 0.07
B0 → D∗0pp [2c, 2e,A] 0.97± 0.07± 0.09 1.20+0.33−0.29 ± 0.21 1.00± 0.11
B0 → D∗+np [2c, 2e,A] 14.5+3.4−3.0 ± 2.7
B0 → D+ppπ− 3.32± 0.10± 0.29
B0 → D∗+ppπ− 4.55± 0.16± 0.39 6.5+1.3−1.2 ± 1.0 4.67± 0.40
B− → D0ppπ− 3.72± 0.11± 0.25
B− → D∗0ppπ− 3.73± 0.17± 0.27
B0 → D0ppπ−π+ 2.99± 0.21± 0.45
B0 → D∗0ppπ−π+ 1.91± 0.36± 0.29
B− → D+ppπ−π− 1.66± 0.13± 0.27
B− → D∗+ppπ−π− 1.86± 0.16± 0.19
(B : 10−5) (Chang, 2009)
B0 → D0ΛΛ [2c, 2e,A] 1.05+0.57−0.44 ± 0.14
(B : 10−5) (Medvedeva, 2007)
B0 → D+s Λp [2c] 2.9± 0.7± 0.5± 0.4Ds
(B : 10−5) (Chen, 2011)
B− → D0Λp [1b, 2e] 1.43+0.28−0.25 ± 0.18
B− → D∗0Λp [1b, 2e] < 4.8
(B : 10−6) (Aubert, 2003b) (Xie, 2005)
B− → J/ψΛp [2e] 12+9−6 11.6± 2.8+1.8−2.3 11.7± 3.1
B− → J/ψΣ0p [2e] < 11
B0 → J/ψpp [2e] < 1.9 < 0.83 < 0.83
pQCD calculation for charmless modes such as Λp and pp
is much more involved and has not yet been carried out.
17.12.3 Decays to baryon antibaryon plus mesons
Before Belle and BABAR investigated baryonic B decays,
there were already observations by CLEO of B+ → Λcpπ+
(Fu et al., 1997) and B0 → D∗−ppπ+, D∗−pn (Anderson
et al., 2001). These are all generic b → c transitions, and
many more have since been investigated by the B Facto-
ries. Their branching fractions are shown in Table 17.12.5
for cases where a c quark hadronizes into a charmed me-
son, and in Table 17.12.6 where a c quark hadronizes into
a charmed baryon. In the following subsections we con-
sider in turn theoretical issues (Section 17.12.3.1), rare de-
cays (Section 17.12.3.2), the threshold enhancement seen
in many multibody baryonic decays (Section 17.12.3.3),
the role of ﬁnal state multiplicity (Section 17.12.3.4),
and angular correlations of the ﬁnal state particles (Sec-
tion 17.12.3.5); we conclude with brief discussions of the
role of Cabibbo suppression (Section 17.12.3.6), isospin re-
lations (Section 17.12.3.7), and the suppression of ss pairs
(Section 17.12.3.8).
17.12.3.1 Theoretical models and Feynman diagrams
The complexity of quark diagrams increases with the ﬁnal
state multiplicity. For three-body decays of a B meson to
the baryonic ﬁnal state B1B2M there are many distinct
quark diagrams: two type-1 or external W -diagrams (Figs
17.12.7a and b), and eight type-2 or internal W -emission
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Table 17.12.6. Branching fractions of observed decays of B mesons to ﬁnal states with a charmed baryon including three
or more ﬁnal state particles. Channels with a Λ+c baryon in the ﬁnal state have an additional ±26% relative uncertainty (not
included) from the assumption B(Λ+c → pK−π+) = 0.050± 0.013 and are marked with †. Two daggers indicate that two such
terms have to be added (linearly due to correlation). Decays via intermediate resonances are marked with •. Contributing quark
diagrams are given in square brackets following each three-body mode: annihilation type A (Fig. 17.12.5c with an extra qq pair),
external W -emission type 1 (Fig. 17.12.7), and internal W -emission type 2 (Fig. 17.12.8).
Decay BABAR Belle other Average
(B : 10−4) (Aubert, 2010h)
B0 → Λ+c pπ0 [2abdfg,A] 1.94± 0.17± 0.14†
• see Table 17.12.1
(B : 10−4) (Aubert, 2008aa) (Gabyshev, 2006) (Dytman et al., 2002)
B− → Λ+c pπ− [1a, 2abdfg] 3.38± 0.12± 0.12† 2.01± 0.15± 0.20† 2.4± 0.6+0.19−0.17† 2.92± 0.14
• see Table 17.12.1
(B : 10−4) (Aubert, 2008e) (Abe, 2006b)
B− → Λ+c Λ−c K− [2d] 11.4± 1.5± 1.7†† 6.5+1.0−0.9 ± 1.1†† 8.0± 1.3
B0 → Λ+c Λ−c K0 [2dg] 3.8± 3.1± 0.5†† 7.9+2.9−2.3 ± 1.2†† 6.2± 2.0
(B : 10−5) (Lees, 2011f)
B0 → Λ+c ΛK− [2abf,A] 3.8± 0.8± 0.2†
(B : 10−4) (Lees, 2013h) (Park, 2007) (Dytman et al., 2002)
B0 → Λ+c pπ+π− total 12.3± 0.5± 0.7† 11.2± 0.5± 1.4† 16.7± 1.9+1.9−1.6† 12.35± 0.72
•B0 → Λ+c pπ+π− nonresonant 7.9± 0.4± 0.4† 6.4± 0.4± 0.9† 6.66± 0.89
•B0 → Σ++c (2455)pπ− [1a, 2g,A] 2.13± 0.10± 0.10† 2.1± 0.2± 0.3† 3.7± 0.8± 0.7† 2.15± 0.13
•B0 → Σ++c (2520)pπ− [1a, 2g,A] 1.15± 0.10± 0.05† 1.2± 0.1± 0.2† 1.20± 0.10
•B0 → Σ0c (2455)pπ+ [2ab,A] 0.91± 0.07± 0.04† 1.4± 0.2± 0.2† 2.2± 0.6± 0.4† 0.94± 0.08
•B0 → Σ0c (2520)pπ+ [2ab,A] 0.22± 0.07± 0.01† < 0.38
B− → Λ+c pπ−π0 18.1± 2.9+2.2−1.6†
•B− → Σ0cpπ0 [2abfg] 4.2± 1.3± 0.4†
(B : 10−4) (Aubert, 2009ag)
B0 → Λ+c pπ+K− total 0.433± 0.082± 0.033†
•B0 → Σ++c (2455)pK− [1a, 2g] 0.111± 0.030± 0.009†
•B0 → Λ+c pK∗0 [2dg] 0.160± 0.061± 0.012†
(B : 10−6) (Gru¨nberg, 2012)
B− → Λ+c ppp < 6.2
(B : 10−4) (Lees, 2012aa) (Dytman et al., 2002)
B− → Λ+c pπ−π+π− 22.5± 2.5+2.4−1.9†
•B− → Σ0cpπ−π 4.4± 1.2± 0.5†
•B− → Σ++c pπ−π− 2.98± 0.16± 0.15† 2.8± 0.9± 0.5† 2.97± 0.21
diagrams (Figs 17.12.8a–h); W -exchange diagrams (basi-
cally Fig. 17.12.5c, inserting another qq pair) for the neu-
tral B meson; and W -annihilation (Fig. 17.12.5d with an-
other qq pair) for the charged B. The various possibilities
for inserting the extra qq pair are only illustrated for the
type-2 decay in Fig. 17.12.8, as the same modiﬁcation to
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(a) (b)
Figure 17.12.7. Quark diagrams for three-body baryonic B
decay B → B1B2M corresponding to type 1, factorizable ex-
ternal W -emission contributions.
the annihilation diagrams is straightforward. Penguin di-
agrams can also contribute: these can be obtained from
Fig. 17.12.5b by adding the extra qq pair in the same way
as for W exchange.
In the Feynman diagrams presented in the ﬁgures, the
qq pairs are shown detached; they can be produced by
soft or hard gluons attached to any other quark line in
the diagram, and usually involve more than one gluon to
accomplish color matching for color neutral mesons and
baryons.
It should be stressed that among the internal W -
emission diagrams, Figs 17.12.8d and e (where a red qq
pair is created by the W ) are color suppressed while the
remaining diagrams in Fig. 17.12.8 are not, since the bar-
yon wave function is antisymmetric in color indices (Cheng
and Yang, 2002a). For example, B− → J/ψΛp proceeds
via Fig. 17.12.8e, while B0 → Σ0cpπ+ receives contribu-
tions predominantly from Figs 17.12.8a and b. The ex-
perimental observation that J/ψΛp is suppressed by one
order of magnitude is due to the color suppression for
Fig. 17.12.8e and non-suppression for Figs 17.12.8a and b.
The decay to Σ++c pπ
− can also proceed through the (non-
suppressed) external W -emission Fig. 17.12.7a, and has a
higher branching fraction than the internal W -emission
processes for Σ0cpπ
+. This may be explained by simple
color counting: all three colors are possible in color-allowed
processes (type 1), only one color in fully color-suppressed
processes (type 2d,e) and two colors in the unsuppressed
processes (type 2a–c,f–h).
Neglecting the factorizable annihilation contributions,
which are helicity suppressed, the factorizable contribu-
tions to three-body decays consist of two parts: (i) the
transition process with meson emission, 〈M |(q3q2)|0〉 ×
〈B1B2|(q1b)|B〉 where ( i¯qj) ≡ qiγμ(1 − γ5)qj and
M denotes a meson, and (ii) the current-induced pro-
cess in association with a B to meson transition,
〈B1B2|(q1q2)|0〉 × 〈M |(q3b)|B〉. The two-body matrix el-
ement 〈B1B2|(q1q2)|0〉 in the latter process can be either
related to some measurable quantities, or calculated using
the quark model. Note that while the form factors in the
matrix elements 〈B1B2|(q1q2)|0〉 and 〈M |(q3b)|B〉 depend
on the dibaryon invariant mass squared t = (p1 + p2)2,
form factors in 〈B1(p1)B2(p2)|(q1b)|B(pB)〉 are functions
not only of t but also of one of the other Mandelstam
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 17.12.8. Spectator diagrams of type 2, factorizable
(d,e) and non-factorizable (a–c,f–h) internal W -emission, for
three-body baryonic B decays B → B1B2M .
variables s = (pB − p1)2 or u = (pB − p2)2. The current-
induced contribution to three-body baryonic B decays has
been discussed in various publications, e.g. Chua, Hou,
and Tsai (2002a). By contrast, it is diﬃcult to evaluate
the three-body matrix element in the transition process
and in this case one can appeal to the pole model (Cheng
and Yang, 2002b). Instead of showing various model pre-
dictions for three-body decays, we summarize in Table
17.12.7 the references related to the study of doubly-
charmed, singly-charmed, and charmless three-body bary-
onic B decays. The interested reader is referred to the
original work for more details.
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Table 17.12.7. References for the theoretical studies of
doubly-charmed, singly-charmed, and charmless three-body
baryonic B decays.
Modes Reference
Doubly charmed:
ΛcΛcK
0, ΛcΛcK
− Cheng, Chua, and
Hsiao (2009)
Singly charmed:
npD(∗)+,0, ΛpD(∗)+,0, Σ0pD(∗)+,0 Chua, Hou, and Tsai
(2002b)
Σ−nD(∗)+,0, nnD(∗)0, ΛnD(∗)0 Chen, Cheng, Geng,
and Hsiao (2008)
Σ+pD(∗)0, Ξ−Σ−D(∗)0, Ξ−Σ0D(∗)0
Ξ−ΛD(∗)0, Ξ0Σ+D(∗)0
npJ/ψ , ΛpJ/ψ , Ξ−Σ0J/ψ , Ξ0Σ+J/ψ
nnJ/ψ , ΛnJ/ψ , Ξ0Σ0J/ψ , Ξ−Σ+J/ψ
Λ+c pπ
−, Σ++c pπ
−, Σ0cpπ
+(π0) Cheng and Yang
(2003)
Charmless (tree):
npπ+, npρ+, pnπ−, pnρ− Cheng and Yang
(2002a)
Σ−Λπ+, Ξ−Ξ0π+, Σ0Σ−π+, ppπ− Chua and Hou
(2003)
Charmless (penguin):
ppK−, ppK∗−, pnK−, pnK∗− Cheng and Yang
(2002a)
ppK0, ppK∗0, nnK−, nnK∗−
Λpπ+, Λpρ+, Σ0pπ+, Σ0pρ+
Σ−nπ+, Σ−nρ+, Λpη′
17.12.3.2 Rare decays
The ﬁrst charmless baryonic B decay observed was B+ →
ppK+, in an analysis of a 29.4 fb−1 data sample (Abe,
2002f). One unexpected feature of this rare decay pro-
cess is that the observed mass distribution of the baryon-
antibaryon pair is peaked near threshold as shown in Fig.
17.12.9. To ensure that the measured events are gen-
uine non-b → c signals, the regions 2.850 < M(pp) <
3.128GeV/c2 and 3.315 < M(pp) < 3.735GeV/c2 are ex-
cluded to remove background from modes with ηc and J/ψ
mesons, and ψ′, χc0, and χc1 mesons, respectively. The
mass distribution of vetoed events can be found in the in-
set plot of Fig. 17.12.9, where a J/ψ peak can be clearly
identiﬁed. Since the eﬃciency of particle identiﬁcation
varies with respect to the particle’s momentum, the over-
all reconstruction eﬃciency is dependent on the mass of
the baryon-antibaryon system. The partial branching frac-
tions in bins of baryon-antibaryon mass are then summed
to obtain the total branching fraction.
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Figure 17.12.9. The ﬁtted yield from Belle (Abe, 2002f) di-
vided by the bin size for B+ → ppK+ as a function of pp
mass. A charmonium veto is applied. The distribution from
non-resonant B+ → ppK+ MC simulation is superimposed
(shaded). The inset shows the pp mass distribution for the
J/ψK+ signal region.
The measured B+ → ppK+ branching fraction is ∼
4×10−6. The decay is diﬃcult to observe due to the large
background from continuum events. A good particle iden-
tiﬁcation system is a key for this analysis since both p
and K+ should be positively identiﬁed in order to reject
the background. Another important point is that a more
sophisticated pattern recognition method based on event
shape information was adopted to discriminate the more
isotropic B events from the jet-like continuum events.
Following this ﬁrst observation, many other three-body
charmless baryonicB decays have been found: pΛπ−, pΛπ0,
ppπ+, ppK0, ppK∗0, ppK∗+, ΛΛK+, ΛΛK0, and ΛΛK∗0.
Except for B+ → pΛπ0, all these modes are reconstructed
entirely from charged particles in the ﬁnal state, i.e. Λ→
pπ−, K0S → π+π−, K∗0 → K+π−, and K∗+ → K0Sπ+.
The signal shape can be well described by a single Gaus-
sian in mES and a sum of two Gaussians in ΔE. In the ﬁt
to determine signal yield with the ΔE spectrum, there are
feed-across events between similar B decays. For example,
B+ → ppK+ events can form a bump at −0.05GeV in
ΔE in the study of B+ → ppπ+ when the K+ is misiden-
tiﬁed as a π+. There are also feed-down events from sim-
ilar decays with higher multiplicity, e.g. B0 → ppK∗0 can
form a bump below −0.01GeV in ΔE in the study of
B+ → ppK+. These structures are useful as a sanity check
for the measured branching fractions of related modes.
The measured branching fractions of the above modes are
all ∼ 10−6, and are summarized in Table 17.12.8.
17.12.3.3 Threshold enhancement
Many of the abovementioned channels also have the
special feature that the measured mass spectrum of
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Table 17.12.8. Branching fractions of observed decays of B mesons to charmless baryons plus charmless mesons. Decays via
intermediate resonances are marked with •.
Decay BABAR Belle Average
(B : 10−6) (Aubert, 2009w) (Wang, 2003)
B0 → Λpπ− 3.07± 0.31± 0.23 3.97+1.00−0.80 ± 0.56 3.18± 0.36
B0 → ΛpK− < 0.82
B0 → Σ0pπ− < 0.38
(B : 10−6) (Aubert, 2007k) (Chen, 2008a)
B0 → ppK0 3.0± 0.5± 0.3 2.51+0.35−0.29 ± 0.21 2.66± 0.32
B0 → ppK∗0 1.5± 0.5± 0.4 1.18+0.29−0.25 ± 0.11 1.23± 0.27
B+ → ppK∗+ 5.3± 1.5± 1.3 3.38+0.73−0.60 3.57± 0.63
(B : 10−6) (Aubert, 2005p) (Wei, 2008b)
B+ → ppK+ 6.7± 0.5± 0.4 5.00+0.24−0.22 ± 0.32 5.47± 0.34
(B : 10−6) (Aubert, 2007k) (Wei, 2008b)
B+ → ppπ+ 1.7± 0.3± 0.3 1.57+0.17−0.15 ± 0.12 1.59± 0.15
(B : 10−6) (Chang, 2009)
B+ → ΛΛπ+ < 0.94
B0 → ΛΛK0 4.76+0.84−0.65 ± 0.61
B0 → ΛΛK∗0 2.46+0.87−0.72 ± 0.34
B+ → ΛΛK+ 3.38+0.36−0.41 ± 0.41
B+ → ΛΛK∗+ 2.19+1.13−0.88 ± 0.33
(B : 10−6) (Chen, 2009)
B+ → Λpπ−π+ 5.92+0.88−0.84 ± 0.69
•B+ → Λpρ0 4.78+0.67−0.64 ± 0.60
•B+ → Λpf2(1270) 2.03+0.77−0.72 ± 0.27
the baryon-antibaryon pair peaks near threshold. Fig-
ure 17.12.10 shows the diﬀerential branching fractions in
bins of the baryon-antibaryon invariant mass for some rep-
resentative decays: B+ → ppπ+, presumed to proceed via
the b→ u tree process, and B+ → ppK+ and B0 → pΛπ−,
presumably b → s strong penguin modes. They will be
further discussed below in Section 17.12.3.5 on angular
correlations.
Threshold enhancement has also been found in the
b → c process, although the eﬀect is not as pronounced
or dominant as in the charmless case. When the available
energy is limited to a small amount, say ∼ 200MeV, there
is no visible peaking feature. Figure 17.12.11 shows the
baryon-antibaryon mass for B0 → ppD0, B+ → J/ψpΛ,
B+ → pΛcπ+, B+ → ΛcΛcK+, B0 → ΛcΛK−, and
B0 → Σ0cpπ+. There are clear threshold enhancement
peaks in B0 → ppD0, B+ → pΛcπ+, and B0 → ΛcΛK−
along with non-negligible phase space components. But
not all three-body decays show the threshold behavior. For
B+ → J/ψpΛ and B+ → ΛcΛcK+ (Fig. 17.12.11b and d),
where the available phase space is small, there is no clear
threshold peak visible, but still a slight enhancement can
be detected. The threshold peaking eﬀect is totally absent
in B0 → Σ0cpπ+ (Fig. 17.12.11f).
The same threshold behavior has also been observed in
the baryonic J/ψ decays J/ψ → γpp (Bai et al., 2003) and
J/ψ → K−pΛ (Ablikim et al., 2004b). However, it is often
argued in the literature (see references in Table 17.12.9
under the item “Final-state interactions”) that threshold
enhancement in J/ψ → γpp can be explained in terms
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(a) B+ → ppK+ (Wei, 2008b)
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(b) B+ → ppπ+ (Wei, 2008b)
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Figure 17.12.10. Diﬀerential branching fractions in bins of the baryon-antibaryon mass for three representative modes. The
two charm veto regions are shown shaded in (a) and (b); in (c), the shaded histogram shows the phase space distribution, which
is distinctly diﬀerent from the measured distribution. The curves indicate the theoretical predictions (Geng and Hsiao, 2006)
normalized to the measured charmless branching fractions.
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Figure 17.12.11. Signal yields (points with error bars) as a function of the baryon antibaryon mass for various modes.
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Table 17.12.9. Various interpretations of threshold eﬀects in baryonic B decays.
Model Description
1. Pole model The absence of 1/m2b suppression of the propagator in pole diagrams and the presence of
a Λb or Ξb intermediate state lead to threshold enhancement (Cheng and Yang, 2002a;
Hou and Soni, 2001).
2. B1B2 bound state The pp pair forms a bound state such as baryonium or X(1835) (Datta and O’Donnell,
2003a; Rosner, 2003).
3. Glueball An isoscalar pp pair forms a gluonic state (Chua, Hou, and Tsai, 2002a; Rosner, 2003).
4. Final-state interactions Enhancement due to ﬁnal-state interactions between the baryon pair (Haidenbauer, Meiss-
ner, and Sibirtsev, 2006; Kerbikov, Stavinsky, and Fedotov, 2004; Laporta, 2007; Sibirtsev,
Haidenbauer, Krewald, Meissner, and Thomas, 2005).
5. Baryon form factors In some approaches such as factorization, fragmentation, etc., the amplitude is governed
by dibaryon form factors which fall oﬀ rapidly with dibaryon invariant mass as suggested
by QCD counting rules (Chua and Hou, 2003; Chua, Hou, and Tsai, 2002a).
of ﬁnal-state interactions between the baryon pair, while
the same threshold eﬀect in baryonic B decays can be
understood in terms of the simple short-distance picture
depicted in Fig. 17.12.12.
The so-called “threshold eﬀect” indicates that the B
meson prefers to decay into a baryon-antibaryon pair with
low invariant mass accompanied by a fast recoil meson.
This peaking behavior was quite unexpected, and has lead
to various speculations about possible mechanisms, such
as a glueball bound state formed by gluons, a baryonium
bound state of the baryon-antibaryon pair, etc. Threshold
enhancement was ﬁrst proposed by Hou and Soni (2001),
motivated by the CLEO measurement of B → D∗pn and
D∗ppπ (Anderson et al., 2001). They argued that in order
to enhance baryonic B decay, one has to reduce the energy
release and at the same time allow for baryonic ingredi-
ents to be present in the ﬁnal state. In other words, they
conjectured that enhanced baryon production is favored
by reduced energy release on the baryon side. This is in-
deed the near threshold eﬀect mentioned above. Hence,
the smallness of the two-body baryonic decay B → B1B2
has to do with its large energy release.
A heuristic approach to understanding the threshold
enhancement in three-body decays can be obtained by
looking at the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 17.12.8. In all
these diagrams, the weak decay of a B meson produces
two quarks and two antiquarks including the spectator.
Baryons are formed with additional qq pairs produced by
strong interaction from the vacuum. The initial arrange-
ment of the primary four quarks determines whether the
baryon-antibaryon pair is close in phase space (i.e., at
mass threshold) or distant. If the diagram can be con-
verted into a B →MM diagram by omitting the extra qq
pairs from the vacuum (as in Figs 17.12.8d and e, the fac-
torizable color-suppressed diagrams) we observe enhance-
ment, while diagrams where the same process leaves a
diquark-antidiquark pair would produce no enhancement
at threshold. The latter class includes B0 → Σ0cpπ+ (see
Fig. 17.12.11f) proceeding through diagrams Fig. 17.12.8a
and b.
q
q
qq¯
q¯
q¯s
q
q¯
q
q
q
q¯
q¯
q¯s
baryon
meson
antibaryon
baryon
antibaryon
(a)
(b)
Figure 17.12.12. Short-distance picture in terms of quarks
and antiquarks for (a) two-body baryonic decay and (b) three-
body baryonic decay. The slow spectator antiquark is denoted
by the short line qs.
This idea is illustrated in Fig. 17.12.13. The diagram
(a) would produce two mesons; with the extra qq pairs in
(b) one meson transforms into a B1B2 pair (Λ+c p) with
preferentially low invariant mass. This may be related to a
meson pole, as described below. The diagram (c), however,
produces a diquark-antidiquark pair, which is transformed
by the extra qq pairs into a B1MB2 state Σ0cpπ
+. Here,
no meson pole is possible, and no threshold enhancement
is observed.
Of course, one has to understand the underlying origin
of the threshold peaking eﬀect. Threshold enhancement
is closely linked to the behavior of baryon form factors
which fall oﬀ sharply with t, the invariant mass squared
of the dibaryon. While various theoretical ideas, summa-
rized in Table 17.12.9, have been put forward to explain
the low mass threshold enhancement, this eﬀect can be
understood in terms of a simple short-distance picture il-
lustrated in Fig. 17.12.12 (Suzuki, 2007). To produce a
baryon and an antibaryon in the two-body decay, one en-
ergetic qq pair must be emitted at high invariant mass,
i.e., by a hard gluon (high q2). This hard gluon is far
oﬀ mass shell and hence the two-body decay amplitude
is suppressed by a factor of order αS/q2. In three-body
baryonic B decays, a possible conﬁguration is that the
B1B2 pair is emitted collinearly against the meson. The
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 17.12.13. Spectator diagrams of type 2, illustrating
the basic picture for aB1B2 threshold enhancement: (b) shows
one diagram for B− → Λ+c pπ− with preferentially low B1B2
mass related to the meson pair diagram (a), and (d) shows
B0 → Σ0cpπ+ with preferentially high B1B2 mass related to
the diquark pair diagram (c).
quark-antiquark pair emitted from a gluon is moving in
nearly the same direction. Since this gluon is close to mass
shell, the corresponding conﬁguration is not subject to the
short-distance suppression. This implies that the dibaryon
pair tends to have a small invariant mass.
All present explanations for the baryon antibaryon
threshold enhancement have in common that the partial
rate increases at low values of the baryon-antibaryon in-
variant mass, while other regions of phase space are poorly
populated. Decay channels which have a small phase space
would be naturally suppressed through the phase space
factor, but this is counteracted by the property of the
matrix element to cluster in a small phase space volume
anyway, resulting in no or a much smaller suppression
of those channels. A ﬁrst test of this idea has been per-
formed by BABAR (Gru¨nberg, 2012), looking for the decay
B0 → Λ+c ppp, where two baryon-antibaryon pairs are pro-
duced within a small overall phase space region. However,
no event of this type has been found, yielding the upper
limit shown in Table 17.12.6.
17.12.3.4 Multiplicity
There is a noticeable hierarchy in decay rates: three-body
decays have substantially larger rates than their two-body
counterparts. Likewise, four-body decays are usually more
frequent than the three-body ones. For example,
B(B− → ppπ−)  B(B0 → pp),
B(B0 → Λpπ−)  B(B− → Λp),
B(B0 → Λ+c pπ+π−)  B(B0 → Λ+c pπ0)
 B(B0 → Λ+c p),
B(B0 → D∗+ppπ−)  B(B0 → D∗0pp), (17.12.6)
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Figure 17.12.14. Multiplicities for decays B → B1B2 +nM .
as shown in Fig. 17.12.14. This phenomenon can be under-
stood in terms of the aforementioned threshold eﬀect, that
is, the preference for the invariant mass of the dibaryon
to be close to threshold. The conﬁguration of the two-
body decay B → B1B2 is not favorable since its invariant
mass is mB . In B → B1B2M decays, the eﬀective mass
of the baryon pair is reduced as the emitted meson can
carry away energy. This explains why B(B → B1B2M)
B(B → B1B2). The same reasoning applies to decays with
two or more mesons.
However, it is not always true that a larger rate for
three-body decays can be ascribed to threshold enhance-
ment. As an example, consider the three-body doubly-
charmed baryonic decay B → ΛcΛcK which has been ob-
served at the B Factories with a branching fraction of
order 10−3 (see Table 17.12.6). Since this mode is color-
suppressed and has a very small phase space, the estimate
is B(B → ΛcΛcK) ∼ 10−6 in na¨ıve factorization. This is
too small by two to three orders of magnitude compared
to experiment. Possibilities for the enhancement of ΛcΛcK
rates include ﬁnal-state interactions and some resonances.
There are two possible resonant states: a hidden-charm
bound state Xcc¯ with a mass near the ΛcΛc threshold,
4.6 ∼ 4.7GeV, and a ΛcK resonance. Indeed, Belle has re-
ported a peak, called the X(4630), in the e+e− → Λ+c Λ−c
exclusive cross section (Pakhlova, 2008b; see also the dis-
cussion in Sections 21.4.6 and 18.3.5), while BABAR has
found a resonance in the ΛcK invariant mass distribu-
tion with mass ∼ 2930 MeV (Aubert, 2008e; see also Sec-
tion 19.4.1.3). It is therefore plausible that it is the res-
onant contribution rather than the threshold eﬀect that
renders B(B → Λ+c Λ−c K) > B(B → Λ+c Λ−c ).
Also, as has already been pointed out, double charmed
two-body decays are enhanced over single charm or charm-
less decays by the same mechanism: the baryon-antibaryon
pair is closer to threshold in the former case. Much softer
gluons are employed in double charmed decays. At least
two hard gluons are needed for single charm or charmless
two-body decays, and they are suppressed by factors of
α4S relative to double-charm two-body decays as explained
above in Section 17.12.2.2.
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Figure 17.12.15. Diﬀerential branching fractions as a function of cos θp. The curves show the model of Geng and Hsiao (2006),
based on a preliminary version of the B+ → ppK+ results.
17.12.3.5 Baryon-meson angular correlations in three-body
decays
The measurement of angular correlations of the outgo-
ing meson in the dibaryon rest frame can provide further
insight into the underlying mechanism for three-body de-
cays. From the theoretical point of view, within pQCD
it is expected that the meson in B → B1B2M decays
has a stronger correlation with the antibaryon than with
the baryon in the dibaryon rest frame. Hence, the oppo-
site correlation eﬀect seen in B− → ppK− and Λpπ− is
astonishing and entirely unexpected.
Experimental results
After suﬃcient data was accumulated at the B Facto-
ries, there was an eﬀort to study the threshold region
by investigating the angular distribution in the baryon-
antibaryon rest frame (Chang, 2009; Wang, 2005, 2007b;
Wei, 2008b). In these analyses, θp is deﬁned as the an-
gle between the (anti)proton direction and the oppositely
charged meson direction in the baryon antibaryon rest
frame for B+ → ppK+, B+ → ppπ+, and B0 → pΛπ−.
Figure 17.12.15 shows the diﬀerential branching fractions
as a function of cos θp for these representative modes with
baryon-antibaryon mass < 2.85GeV/c2. These distribu-
tions are not symmetric and have some puzzling features.
Since the proton and the antiproton move almost collinearly
in the B rest frame due to the threshold constraint, the
peaking toward cos θp = 1 for B+ → ppK+ indicates that
the baryon containing the spectator quark of the B me-
son moves faster in the B rest frame. This is opposite to
the pQCD expectation for b → sg∗ decays (see below).
Similarly, most of the time the protons in B0 → pΛπ−
decays move faster in the pΛ system. An early attempt to
account for the B+ → ppK+ data within pQCD, based
on the preliminary result shown at the International Con-
ference on High Energy Physics held in Beijing in 2004,
predicted a similar correlation for B+ → ppπ+ (Geng and
Hsiao, 2006; see the curve in Fig. 17.12.15b). Instead, the
opposite eﬀect is seen. The diﬀerence between these modes
may indicate a crucial diﬀerence between the b→ s strong
penguin and the b→ u tree processes.
Mpp_    (GeV/c2)
A θ
p
0
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0.75
1
2 2.25 2.5 2.75
Figure 17.12.16. Measured angular asymmetries (Aθp) as a
function of pp mass near threshold for B+ → ppK+ from Belle
(Wei, 2008b).
Using 449×106 BB pairs (Wei, 2008b), enough data is
available for a detailed study of B+ → ppK+ signal events
near threshold. The angular asymmetry
Aθp =
N+ −N−
N+ +N−
, (17.12.7)
where N+ and N− are the eﬃciency-corrected B yields
with cos θp > 0 and cos θp < 0 respectively, is shown as a
function of mpp in Fig. 17.12.16. The distribution is not
ﬂat, indicating that the relative contributions from diﬀer-
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ent decay amplitudes are changing in this near-threshold
mass range.
b→ sg∗ and other models
In the short-distance b → sg∗ picture, it is expected
that the antibaryon produced in penguin-dominated B →
B1B2M decays tends to emerge parallel to the outgoing
meson, while the baryon moves antiparallel to the me-
son in the B1B2 rest frame. This is also true for tree-
dominated three-body decays. Intuitively, this can be un-
derstood in the following manner. Since in the B rest
frame
m212 = m
2
1 +m
2
2 + 2(E1E2 − |p1||p2| cos θ12), (17.12.8)
threshold enhancement implies that the baryon pair B1
and B2 tends to move collinearly in this frame, i.e.
θ12 → 0. See Fig. 17.12.5(b) for a comparable penguin
diagram, and Fig. 17.12.7a for a comparable three-body
decay. From Fig. 17.12.7a we see that the B1 is moving
faster than B2 as the former picks up an energetic quark
from the b decay. When the system is boosted to theB1B2
rest frame, B2 and M are moving collinearly away from
the B1.
This picture has been tested and conﬁrmed by the
measurements of angular correlations in B− → ppπ− (see
Fig. 17.12.15b) and Λ+c pπ
− decays. (For the related B− →
Λpγ decay, see Section 17.12.4 and Fig. 17.12.21.) How-
ever, from the study of the polar angle distribution of the
proton in the pp system of B− → ppK−, it was found
by both BABAR (Aubert, 2005p) and Belle (Wang, 2004b)
that there is a preference for K− to be collinear with the
proton in the pp rest frame (see Fig. 17.12.15a, recall-
ing that θp is the angle between K+ and p or K− and
p). This is against the theoretical prediction based on a
short-distance b→ sg∗ picture. The fragmentation model
by Rosner (2003) implies a large correlation between K−
and p from the penguin annihilation diagram. However,
this diagram is suppressed by a factor 1/mb relative to the
dominant diagram that leads to the opposite correlation.
For a detailed discussion of this model on B− → ppK−,
see Cheng (2006). This puzzle may indicate that (i) some
long-distance eﬀect enters and reverses the angular depen-
dence, or (ii) the pp pair is produced from some interme-
diate states such as a baryonium, a pp bound state, or a
glueball. For example, the angular puzzle for ppK− can
be resolved if pp is produced via a 1S0 or 3S1 baryonium
state. However, the same ﬂip mechanism will modify the
correct (1− cos θp)2 distribution for ppπ− to a wrong one,
unless one assumes D- and P -waves for ppπ− (Suzuki,
2007). This is the ﬁrst big surprise.
The second big surprise arises from the experimental
ﬁndings by Belle (Wang, 2007b) that the Λ particle is
moving slower than the p in the decay of B0 → Λpπ+ (see
Fig. 17.12.15c which shows that Λ moves collinearly with
π+ in the Λp rest frame, which in turn implies that Λ is
moving slower than p in the B rest frame). This violates
the common idea for b → sg∗ decay since the Λ particle
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Figure 17.12.17. B yield distributions from Belle (Chen,
2008a) as a function of cos θK with a ﬁt curve overlaid for
B0 → ppK∗0. The fraction of the signal in the helicity zero
state is the ﬁt parameter and is denoted by H0. The asymme-
try in the ﬁt curve is due to detection eﬃciency: the underlying
theoretical distribution is symmetric.
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Figure 17.12.18. Distributions of eﬃciency corrected signal
yields vs cos θp in the proton-antiproton system with M(pp) <
2.85GeV/c2 from Belle (Chen, 2008a).
inherits the energetic s quark from b decay directly. It is
na¨ıvely expected that the pion has no preference for its
correlation with Λ or p. The aforementioned baryonium
mechanism does not work for this case.
Further measurements, including B → ppK∗
The abovementioned correlation enigmas are great chal-
lenges to theorists. It appears that these puzzles occur
only in the penguin-dominated decays B− → ppK− and
B0 → Λpπ−. Experimental studies of the angular distribu-
tions in charmed decays such as B0 → ΛpD∗+ may help
solve the angular correlation puzzle in B0 → Λpπ+, as
the same vacuum to Λp transition form factors appear in
both cases (Chen, Cheng, Geng, and Hsiao, 2008). It is
also very important to study the angular distributions of
the baryon for ppX with X = K∗+,K0,K∗0, π−, and the
ΛΛK− modes.
Both the pp threshold enhancement and baryon-meson
correlations have been studied for the the isospin-related
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decays B+ → ppK∗+ and B0 → ppK∗0 (Chen, 2008a);
the analysis relies on a measurement of the helicity of
the K∗ in the decays. Large MC samples with diﬀerent
helicity states, 0 or ±1, of K∗ mesons are generated in
order to obtain the corresponding angular p.d.f.s in cos θK ,
where θK is the polar angle of the K meson in the K∗
helicity frame. For events with mpp < 2.85GeV/c2, the B
yield distribution in bins of cos θK is used to determine the
helicity zero fraction: the result is shown in Fig. 17.12.17
for B0 → ppK∗0. It is interesting to note that the K∗0
meson is likely to be fully polarized in the helicity zero
state, whereas the K∗+ produced in B+ → ppK∗+ has
only a (32±17±9)% fraction in this state (Chen, 2008a). If
more than one decay amplitude is important, interference
between them could lead to sizeable direct CP violation. A
theoretical conjecture based on the factorization approach
predicts that the CP violation inB± → ppK∗± could be as
large as ∼ 22% (Geng, Hsiao, and Ng, 2007). This should
be checked experimentally in the future.
With ﬁxed K∗ polarization, the ppK∗ detection ef-
ﬁciency is determined as a function of M(pp), and the
diﬀerential cross section is then measured in M(pp) bins.
Threshold enhancements similar to those of B+ → ppK+
or ppπ+ (Fig. 17.12.10) are seen. Distributions of the
eﬃciency-corrected signal yield as a function of cos θp are
shown in Fig. 17.12.18. For B0 → ppK∗0, consistent with
a pure helicity state (and presumably dominated by the
b → s penguin transition), the distribution is featureless;
for B+ → ppK∗+, where the polarization is lower (and
both b → s penguin and external W -emission transitions
can contribute) an angular correlation comparable to that
in B− → ppK− or B0 → Λpπ− is seen. The statistical
power is limited in both cases.
17.12.3.6 Cabibbo suppression
BABAR measured the Cabibbo suppressed decay B0 →
Λ+c pπ
+K− (Aubert, 2009ag) which can be compared to
the Cabibbo favored decay B0 → Λ+c pπ+π− (Park, 2007).
From a na¨ıve comparison of the matrix elements one would
expect a ratio of |Vus/Vud|2 = 0.054± 0.002 if the decay
mechanisms would be dominated solely by the CKM ma-
trix elements. Comparing the branching ratios, as given
in Table 17.12.6, the ratio is
B (B0 → Λ+c pK−π+)
B (B0 → Λ+c pπ−π+) = 0.038± 0.009, (17.12.9)
which implies that additional decay amplitudes (similar
to 2b and 2h in Fig. 17.12.8) are only present in B0 →
Λ+c pπ
+π− and their contribution cannot be neglected.
The resonant subchannels have a ratio
B (B0 → Σ++c (2455)pK−)
B (B0 → Σ++c (2455)pπ−) = 0.048± 0.016, (17.12.10)
which is in better agreement with the expectation from
Cabibbo suppression. This may be understood by the fact
that the spectator amplitudes are the same (1a, 2g, see
Table 17.12.6) for these decays.
17.12.3.7 Isospin relations
Isospin relations between two-body decays have already
been used in Section 17.12.2 for the ratios of Σ0cp, Λ
+
c p,
and Σ+c p. Similar considerations can be applied to three-
body states. The isospin restrictions on the ﬁnal states in
B0 → Λ+c pπ0 (Aubert, 2010h) and B− → Λ+c pπ− (Au-
bert, 2008aa; Gabyshev, 2006) are diﬀerent: while B− →
Λ+c pπ
− can have only a ﬁnal isospin of IXπ− = 3/2 (where
X = Λ+c p) the neutral decay B
0 → Λ+c pπ0 can have
IXπ0 = 1/2, 3/2. If the decay mechanisms were equiv-
alent in both decays one would expect a ratio of the decay
rates B0 → Λ+c pπ0 : B− → Λ+c pπ− of 2 : 3 for IXπ− =
IXπ0 = 3/2. A signiﬁcant diﬀerence would suggest contri-
bution from amplitudes speciﬁc to one of the decays, e.g.
amplitudes where the π− originates from the W in B− →
Λ+c pπ
− or B0 → Λ+c pπ0 contributions with IXπ0 = 12 .
BABAR ﬁnds the ratio of partial decay widths for all de-
cays to the ﬁnal state particles
Γ
(
B0 → Λ+c pπ0
)
Γ
(
B− → Λ+c pπ−
) = 0.61± 0.09 (17.12.11)
to be consistent with the expectation of 2/3. When we
remove the Σc resonant states that are only visible in the
charged B decay, the ratio
Γ
(
B0 → Λ+c pπ0
)
Γ
(
B− → Λ+c pπ−
)
nonresonant
= 0.80± 0.11 (17.12.12)
is found to be in agreement with the assumption of similar
processes in both decays.
There are, however, penguin decays for which the iso-
spin relations are violated. Using the average of the results
reported in Table 17.12.8, and correcting for the diﬀerent
lifetimes τ+/τ0 = 1.071 ± 0.009 and the diﬀerent Υ (4S)
branching fraction B+−/B00 = 1.066 ± 0.024 (Beringer
et al., 2012) we obtain
Γ (B+ → ppK+)
Γ (B0 → ppK0) = 1.91± 0.27
and
Γ (B+ → ppK∗+)
Γ (B0 → ppK∗0) = 2.7± 0.3 (17.12.13)
while a ratio of 1 is expected. Note that the helicities of the
K∗+ and K∗0 mesons in the latter pair diﬀer, as discussed
at the end of Section 17.12.3.5 above.
17.12.3.8 ss suppression
In fragmentation, ss-production is suppressed by a factor
of three compared to uu or dd. This is attributed to the
tunnelling process leading to additional qq-pairs from the
vacuum. In B meson decays, a similar process occurs in
hadronization. This can be investigated using pairs of de-
cays such as B0 → D0ΛΛ (Chang, 2009) and B0 → D0pp
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Figure 17.12.19. Pole diagrams for B− → Λpγ.
(Abe, 2002g), where both decays can have contributions
from the same diagram types (see Table 17.12.5). The ra-
tio
B (B0 → D0ΛΛ)
B (B0 → D0pp) = 0.103+0.056−0.043 ± 0.014 (17.12.14)
does not include the additional possible ﬁnal states
D0Σ0Λ, D0ΛΣ0, and D0Σ0Σ0 for the ss diagrams. As-
suming branching fractions of the same order for each of
those, the resulting ratio ∼ 0.4 is compatible with the
fragmentation picture.
One would expect a similar ratio between the penguin
decays B0 → K0ΛΛ (Chang, 2009) and B0 → K0pp (Wei,
2008b), however more diagrams can contribute to B0 →
K0ΛΛ due to the combinatoric rearrangements of b →
s + ss compared to b → s + uu in B0 → K0pp. The
experimental ratio of
B (B0 → K0ΛΛ)
B (B0 → K0pp) = 1.89+0.37−0.40 ± 0.29 (17.12.15)
is larger by a factor of ∼ 10 than that for the D0B1B2
channels.
An ss suppression may also be expected between B0 →
Λ+c pπ
+π− and B0 → Λ+c pK+K−. However, diﬀerences
are not attributable to ss suppression alone since possible
contributing diagrams diﬀer: Only B0 → Λ+c pπ+π− can
have contributions from diagrams of type 1 (Fig. 17.12.7).
In decays of type 2 (Fig. 17.12.8) diﬀerent intermediate
resonant states are contributing, and the number of dia-
grams for B0 → Λ+c pK+K− is smaller.
17.12.4 Radiative decays into baryons
It would be very diﬃcult to detect the radiative bary-
onic B decay B → B1B2γ if it proceeded only via
bremsstrahlung. Fortunately, there is an important short-
distance electromagnetic penguin transition b→ sγ which
is neither Cabibbo suppressed nor (due to the large top
quark mass) loop suppressed. Moreover, it is considerably
enhanced by QCD corrections. At the mesonic level, it is
well known that the electromagnetic penguin transition
b → sγ is represented by the radiative decays B → K∗γ.
The measurement of B− → Λpγ using a 449 × 106 BB
sample in 2005 by Belle (Lee, 2005) provided the ﬁrst ob-
servation of b→ sγ in baryonic B decays.
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(Wang, 2007b). The shaded distribution shows the expecta-
tion from a phase-space MC simulation. The theoretical pre-
diction from Geng and Hsiao (2005) is overlaid as a solid line
for comparison. The area of the shaded distributions and areas
under the theoretical curves are scaled to match the measured
branching fractions from data. The uncertainties are statistical
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Theoretically, radiative baryonic B decays have been
studied in the pole model, in which the dominant contri-
butions are assumed to arise from low-lying baryon and
meson intermediate states (Cheng and Yang, 2002b). For
example, the relevant intermediate states for B− → Λpγ
are K∗, Λ(∗)b and Σ
(∗)0
b (see Fig. 17.12.19). Predictions
for some radiative decay modes are summarized in Ta-
ble 17.12.10. The model prediction for B(B− → Λpγ) =
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Table 17.12.10. Predicted branching fractions for radiative
baryonic B decays where Aθ is the angular asymmetry deﬁned
in Eq. (17.12.7) and “B(tot)” denotes the sum of the baryon
and meson pole contributions (Cheng and Yang, 2006).
Mode Baryon Meson B(tot) Aθ
B− → Λpγ 7.9×10−7 9.5× 10−7 2.6×10−6 0.25
B− → Σ0pγ 4.6×10−9 2.5×10−7 2.9×10−7 0.07
B− → Ξ0Σ−γ 7.5×10−7 1.6× 10−7 5.6×10−7 0.43
B− → Ξ−Λγ 1.6×10−7 2.4× 10−7 2.2×10−7 0.13
2.6×10−6 is in good agreement with the latest measure-
ment (Wang, 2007b)
B(B− → Λpγ) = (2.45+0.44−0.38 ± 0.22)×10−6 . (17.12.16)
The measured diﬀerential branching fraction as a func-
tion of baryon-antibaryon mass for B− → Λpγ is shown
in Fig. 17.12.20. This distribution is sharply peaked near
threshold and is quite similar to those observed in B− →
Λpπ0 and B0 → Λpπ+ (Wang, 2007b; see the discussion
in Section 17.12.3.3 above).
Experimentally, the angular correlation in B− → Λpγ
is measured by considering the angular asymmetry Aθ de-
ﬁned in Eq. (17.12.7). Figure 17.12.21 shows the diﬀeren-
tial branching fraction as a function of cos θp near the Λp
mass threshold, where θp is the angle between the pho-
ton and the antiproton in the Λp¯ rest frame. From Fig.
17.12.20, we know that Λ and p tend to move in paral-
lel. Since the energetic s quark from the b → sγ pro-
cess will hadronize into Λ, it is expected that Λ will move
faster than p in the B rest frame. Indeed, after boosting to
the baryon-antibaryon rest frame, the antiproton prefers
leaning to the photon direction as shown in Fig. 17.12.21.
Again, the predicted angular asymmetry Aθ = 0.25 agrees
with the measured value of 0.29 ± 0.14 ± 0.03 (Wang,
2007b). We see from Table 17.12.10 that the decay B− →
Ξ0Σ−γ, with an estimated branching fraction of order
6×10−7, should be accessible at the B Factories. Penguin-
induced radiative baryonic B decays should be further ex-
plored both experimentally and theoretically.
17.12.5 Semileptonic decays with a baryon-antibaryon
pair
Semileptonic decays would proceed only through the type 1
(external) diagram shown in Fig. 17.12.7a, when the W
decays into a −ν	 pair instead of a quark antiquark pair.
The observation of such decays could therefore establish
the relevance of this diagram compared to the type 2
(internal) ones. Unfortunately, no semileptonic decay to
baryons has been observed so far. The upper limit from
BABAR (Lees, 2012p) is
B(B → Λ+c X−ν	)
B(B/B → Λ+c X)
< 0.025 at 90% CL (17.12.17)
which, using the inclusive Λ±c multiplicity in B decays
from Section 17.12.1, translates into an approximate up-
per limit B(B → Λ+c X−ν	) < 1.2×10−3.
17.12.6 Summary
The observed pattern in two-body baryonic B decays,
namely, B(B → B1cB2c)  B(B → BcB)  B(B →
B1B2), can be understood in pQCD, though there is still
no clear theoretical prediction for charmless two-body de-
cays. Given the large energy release in such decays, an
estimate based on the pQCD approach should be reliable.
The enhancement of the baryon-antibaryon invariant
mass near threshold observed in multi-body baryonic B
decays indicates that the B meson preferentially decays
into a baryon-antibaryon pair with low invariant mass
accompanied by a fast recoil meson. Theoretically, the
threshold peaking eﬀect is closely linked to the behav-
ior of baryon form factors which fall oﬀ sharply with t,
the invariant mass squared of the dibaryon. There are two
unsolved puzzles in the study of baryon-antibaryon an-
gular correlations. First, the anomalous correlation eﬀect
measured in B− → ppK− decay is against the theoretical
prediction based on the short-distance b → sg∗ picture.
Second, the Λ particle in the decay of B0 → Λpπ− moves
collinearly with π− in the Λp rest frame, whereas it is
na¨ıvely expected that the pion has no preference for its
correlation with Λ or the antiproton. These correlation
enigmas are great challenges to theorists.
The measured branching fraction and the angular cor-
relation in B− → Λpγ are consistent with the theoretical
model based on the weak penguin process b→ sγ. Hence,
this radiative baryonic B decay is induced by the elec-
troweak penguin transition. It is important to further ex-
plore penguin-mediated radiative baryonic B decays both
experimentally and theoretically.
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Chapter 18
Quarkonium physics
18.1 Introduction to quarkonium
Editors:
Nora Brambilla, Thomas Mannel (theory)
Heavy quarkonia are systems composed of a heavy
quark and antiquark of the same ﬂavor (charm, bottom,
or top97), with mass m much larger than the “QCD con-
ﬁnement scale” ΛQCD, so that αS(m)  1 holds. Within
both the cc¯ and bb¯ quarkonium spectra, it is evident that
the diﬀerence in energy levels is much smaller than the
quark mass: quarkonia are non-relativistic systems.
Due to the large quark mass and small (relative) quark
velocity |v| = v in quarkonia, these states are aﬀected by
physical processes at a range of energy scales. They probe
all the regimes of QCD, from high energies where an ex-
pansion in the coupling constant is possible, to low en-
ergies where non-perturbative eﬀects dominate; they also
probe intermediate scales. Quarkonium is thus a labora-
tory where our understanding of non-perturbative QCD
and its interplay with perturbative QCD may be tested
in a controlled framework. The large mass and the clean
and known decay modes also make quarkonia an ideal
probes of new physics in some well deﬁned window of be-
yond Standard Model (BSM) parameters, in particular
for some searches for dark matter candidates (Brambilla
et al., 2004, 2011; Dermisek, Gunion, and McElrath, 2007;
McElrath, 2005; Sanchis-Lozano, 2010).
Belle and BABAR have collected a wide range of quarko-
nium data, including clean samples of charmonia produced
in B decays, two-photon fusion, initial state radiation, and
e+e− annihilation, including the unexpected observation
of large associated (cc)(cc) production. The ﬁnal years of
datataking have also seen extensive studies of bb states.
Even if quarkonium studies were not a priority at the start
of the running of theB Factories, these facilities have come
to function as heavy meson factories, producing many new
states and new data on quarkonia, and accumulating large
data samples on spectra and decays. In the same period,
quarkonia have been studied at BES and BESIII at BEPC
and BEPC2, KEDR at VEPP-4M, CLEO-III and CLEO-c
at CESR, CDF and DØ at Fermilab, and the PHENIX and
STAR experiments at RHIC. New states and exotics, new
production mechanisms, new transitions and unexpected
states of an exotic nature have been observed. Large new
data samples are now being collected at the LHC experi-
ments and new facilities will become operational (PANDA
at GSI, a much higher luminosity B Factory at KEK)
adding challenges and opportunities to this research ﬁeld.
In the following, we describe the possible quantum
numbers and some features of the spectrum of quarko-
97 The top quark does not form a proper bound state since it
decays weakly on a time scale shorter than that typical of the
would-be bound state. However, to calculate the tt¯ production
cross section, bound state eﬀects have to be taken into account.
nium states (Section 18.1.1), and brieﬂy review the po-
tential model approach (Section 18.1.2). The hierarchy
of scales required to describe quarkonia, and its implica-
tions, are then discussed (Section 18.1.3), followed by an
extended review of eﬀective ﬁeld theory (EFT) methods
(Section 18.1.4) and a brief discussion of lattice calcula-
tions (Section 18.1.5). We conclude this introduction with
examples of results obtained from theoretical studies of
quarkonia. In the remainder of this chapter, we describe
in turn the B Factory results on conventional charmo-
nium states (Section 18.2), the exotic charmonium-like
or “XYZ” states (Section 18.3), and bottomonium states
(Section 18.4).
18.1.1 Quantum numbers and spectroscopy
The term “quarkonium” was coined because of the simi-
larity of heavy quark-antiquark bound states to those of
positronium: the bound states of an e+ and an e−. These
systems share similar spectroscopy and decays. For exam-
ple, the parapositronium decays into two photons, while
its charmonium analogue ηc decays into two gluons; the
orthopositronium decays into three photons, while the “or-
thocharmonium” (J/ψ) decays into and gluons, as these
decays are ﬁxed by quantum numbers and related parity
and charge conjugation conservation.
In Fig. 18.1.1 our present knowledge of the bottomo-
nium and charmonium energy levels is illustrated: our cur-
rent understanding has changed dramatically after the B
Factory era and we have acquired information about many
new energy levels, both below and above threshold, and
among several new decays and transitions.
The spectroscopic notation n 2s+1J (with the JPC
number often given in parenthesis) is conventionally used
for quarkonium levels, where n is the radial quantum num-
ber (equal to the number of nodes in the wavefunction)
plus 1,  is the orbital angular momentum between quarks
(designated by letters as S, P , D, etc.), s = 0, 1 is the
total spin of the quarks, and J is the quarkonium spin
(|− s| ≤ J ≤ + s). We note, that among the above four
quantum numbers, only the spin of a state can be mea-
sured; the others are merely assigned based on the mea-
sured parity P , and charge-conjugation C. The behavior
of a state under parity is dictated by the symmetry of the
angular momentum eigenfunctions, the spherical harmon-
ics Y ml , for which P = (−1)	,, and by the opposite parity
of the antifermion with respect to the fermion, which ﬁ-
nally yields for the quarkonium parity
P = (−1)	+1. (18.1.1)
Charge conjugation exchanges the two constituents. Be-
cause of Fermi-Dirac statistics, the exchange of two iden-
tical fermions gives a minus sign. On the other hand, this
exchange is performed applying the charge conjugation
operator (which gives a factor C), exchanging the coordi-
nates (which gives (−1)	) and exchanging the spin (which
gives a factor (−1)s+1). Therefore C(−1)	(−1)s+1 = −1
and
C = (−1)	+s. (18.1.2)
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Figure 18.1.1. Energy levels of bottomonium (upper plot)
and charmonium (lower plot) as known at the end of the B
Factory era. “Established” states are those predicted in the
theory and whose measured properties are in agreement with
predictions. “New states” are unpredicted and/or their mea-
sured properties are diﬃcult to accommodate in the theory. In
the last column we list states with unknown quantum numbers,
and the charged quarkonium-like resonances.
Spin, P or C are often determined from the selection rules
both of the production and the decay mechanism. When
this is not the case, or if they cannot unambiguously ﬁx 
and s, a quarkonium state assignment can be tried rely-
ing on theoretical predictions for the mass, width, decay
channels, or production mechanisms.
From its non-relativistic nature some speciﬁc features
of the quarkonium spectrum can be derived. The sepa-
ration between levels of diﬀerent n and same l typically
scales like mv2; the spin separation between pseudoscalar
mesons n 1S0(0−+) and vector mesons n 3S1(1−−), called
hyperﬁne splitting, scales like mv4; the spin separation
between states within the same  = 0 and S multiplets
(e.g. the splittings in the 1 3Pj multiplet χc(1P ) in char-
monium), called ﬁne splitting, scales like mv4; and the hy-
perﬁne separation between the spin-singlet state 1P1 and
the spin-averaged triplet state 〈3Pj〉, which again scales
like mv4.
The fact that all splittings are much smaller than the
masses implies that all the dynamical scales of the bound
state, such as the kinetic energy or the momentum of
the heavy quarks, are small compared to the quark mass.
Therefore, the heavy quarkonia are to a good approxima-
tion non-relativistic systems. For further discussion of the
various energy scales relevant for quarkonium system, see
Section 18.1.3.
Another important feature of the spectrum is the
presence of an “open ﬂavor threshold” (open charm, or
open bottom), where a quarkonium state can undergo
strong decay to a pair of mesons carrying the correspond-
ing quark ﬂavor. States above threshold are considerably
wider than states below. Excited states below threshold
decay either by strong interactions or electromagnetically
into lower-lying states; the ground states ﬁnally decay by
an annihilation process of the heavy quark-antiquark pair.
This annihilation is controlled by powers of the strong cou-
pling constant evaluated at the quark mass, which gives a
large suppression factor, resulting in a small width.
18.1.2 Potential models
To make quantitative predictions of masses and for the
the full and partial widths of charmonium states, one has
to resort to theory. For many years a phenomenological
approach, based on both non-relativistic and relativistic
potential model, has been used. Non-relativistic potential
models are justiﬁed by the fact that the bottom and, to
a lesser extent, the charm masses are large in comparison
to ΛQCD, the typical hadronic scale. Hence a quantum
mechanical description of the system based on two heavy
quarks interacting through a suitable potential appears
reasonable. In this approach, the quarks are located in
a potential V (r) and the charmonium wave function can
be found as a solution of the stationary non-relativistic
Schro¨dinger equation. The potential is usually chosen such
that at short distances it coincides with the QCD one-
gluon exchange Coulomb potential − 43αS/r, and at long
distances it incorporates conﬁnement by for example in-
cluding a linearly rising term. Since relativistic eﬀects ap-
pear to be sizable for some states, diﬀerent models in-
corporate relativistic kinematics appropriately matched
to their conﬁnement features. Diﬀerent models of quark
conﬁnement may result in diﬀerent classes of relativis-
tic corrections. For states close to and beyond the two
heavy-light meson threshold, potential models have to be
complemented with extra degrees of freedom in order to
account for possible mixing eﬀects. Hybrid states which
are expected from QCD are also incorporated by hand.
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Examples of results obtained for the charmonia in such
phenomenological approaches are listed in Table 18.2.1:
the states below open ﬂavor threshold are well described.
The problem with this approach is that it is purely phe-
nomenological, with no way to link the model parameters
to QCD. In this approach on can neither use the quarko-
nia to improve our understanding of strong interactions,
nor as a tool to extract precise information on the Stan-
dard Model and beyond. The modern approach to charmo-
nium physics relies on non-relativistic eﬀective ﬁeld the-
ories (NRQCD, pNRQCD), discussed in Section 18.1.4,
and lattice calculations, discussed in Section 18.1.5 below.
These methods are conditioned by the importance of a
range of diﬀerent energy scales in quarkonium physics, to
which we now turn.
18.1.3 Quarkonium as a multiscale system
As non-relativistic systems, quarkonia are characterized
by the heavy-quark velocity v (v2 ∼ 0.1 for the bb¯, and ∼
0.3 for the cc¯ systems) and by a hierarchy of energy scales:
the mass m of the heavy quark (hard scale), the typical
relative momentum p ∼ mv (in the meson rest frame)
corresponding to the inverse Bohr radius r ∼ 1/(mv) (soft
scale), and the typical binding (or kinetic) energy E ∼
mv2 (ultrasoft scale). This is similar to the energy scales
for the hydrogen atom, in which case v ∼ αEM.
The hierarchy of non-relativistic scales makes the
heavy quarkonia qualitatively diﬀerent from the heavy-
light mesons, which are characterized by just two scales:
m and ΛQCD. This makes the theoretical description of
quarkonium physics more complicated. There are eﬀects
at each of these scales in a typical amplitude involving a
quarkonium observable. In particular, quarkonium annihi-
lation and production take place at the scale m, quarko-
nium binding takes place at the scale mv, which is the typ-
ical momentum exchanged inside the bound state, while
very low-energy gluons and light quarks (also called ul-
trasoft degrees of freedom) live long enough that a bound
state has time to form and, therefore, are sensitive to the
scale mv2. Ultrasoft gluons are responsible for phenomena
similar to the Lamb shift in QCD.
The appearance of a hierarchy of scales calls for the
application of eﬀective ﬁeld theory (EFT) methods. How-
ever, “heavy quark eﬀective theory” (HQET), where only
an ultraviolet mass scale m and an infrared mass scale
ΛQCD appear, is not suitable for the description of heavy
quarkonia, since HQET is unable to describe the dynam-
ics of binding. The appropriate eﬀective ﬁeld theories
are “non-relativistic QCD” (NRQCD; Section 18.1.4.1)
and “potential non-relativistic QCD” (pNRQCD; Sec-
tion 18.1.4.2) which are far more complicated, since the
scales mv and mv2 are generated by the dynamics of the
system which determines the velocity of the quarks in the
bound state.
The description of the heavy quark-antiquark sys-
tems depends on the relation of ΛQCD to the above-
mentioned scales. Clearly for energy scales close to ΛQCD
there is no perturbative description and one has to rely
μ
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perturbative matching perturbative matching
perturbative matching
SHORT−RANGE
QUARKONIUM
non−perturbative
matching
LONG−RANGE
mv 2
    QCD
       NRQCD
        pNRQCD
QUARKONIUM
m
Figure 18.1.2. Energy scales and corresponding eﬀective ﬁeld
theories for quarkonium. The scale μ separates QCD from
NRQCD, while μ′ separates NRQCD from pNRQCD.
on non-perturbative methods. Regardless of this, the non-
relativistic hierarchy m  mv  mv2 persists below the
ΛQCD threshold, as long as v is small. While the hard
scale m is always larger than ΛQCD, diﬀerent situations
may arise for the other two scales.
In a case with ΛQCD  mv2 both scales are still per-
turbative and the system is similar to a Coulombic system:
for such a quarkonium we would have — as for the hydro-
gen atom — v ∼ αS(mv). However, none of the bb¯ or cc¯
states satisfy this condition. In all realistic quarkonia (bb¯
and cc¯) the ultrasoft scale is non-perturbative. Only for tt¯
threshold states may the ultrasoft scale be considered to
lie in the perturbative regime.
The soft scale, proportional to the inverse quarkonium
radius r, may be either perturbative (mv  ΛQCD) or
non-perturbative (mv ∼ ΛQCD) depending on the physi-
cal system under consideration. Unfortunately, we do not
have any direct information on the radius of the quarko-
nia, and thus the assignment of some of the lowest bot-
tomonium and charmonium states to the perturbative or
the non-perturbative soft regime is at the moment still
ambiguous, but it is likely that the lowest bottomonium
and possibly also the lowest charmonium states have small
enough radii that the scale mv is in fact still perturbative.
In Fig. 18.1.2 we schematically show the various scales.
The short-range quarkonia are small enough to allow for
a perturbative treatment of the scale mv, while for the
long range quarkonia already this scale requires a non-
perturbative treatment.
The implications of the hierarchy of scales for lattice
calculations of quarkonium are outlined in Section 18.1.5
below; eﬀective ﬁeld theory methods are described in the
following section.
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18.1.4 Eﬀective Field Theories
Eﬀective ﬁeld theories for the description of quarkonium
processes have recently been developed, providing a unify-
ing description as well as a solid and versatile tool giving
well-deﬁned, model-independent and precise predictions.
They rely on the one hand on high-order perturbative
calculations and on the other hand on lattice simulations,
the recent progress in both ﬁelds having added signiﬁ-
cantly to the reach of theory. The progress in our under-
standing of EFTs has made it possible to move beyond
phenomenological models (at least for states below open-
ﬂavor threshold) and to provide a systematic description,
inside QCD, of heavy-quarkonium physics. On the other
hand, the recent progress in the measurement of several
heavy-quarkonium observables makes it meaningful to ad-
dress the problem of their precise theoretical determina-
tion. Here we will give a brief introduction to EFTs for
heavy quarkonium. For a general introduction to the ﬁeld
of quarkonium, a detailed review of quarkonium theory
and experiments and a comparison of theory predictions
to experiments with a discussion of the most important
open problems, see Brambilla et al. (2004, 2011).
The idea of non-relativistic Eﬀective Field Theories
(NR EFTs) was pioneered by Caswell and Lepage (1986)
and was later reﬁned and cast into the NRQCD eﬀective
theory language by Bodwin, Braaten, and Lepage (1995);
subsequently, the EFT at the lowest possible energy scale
(the ultrasoft scale), potential NRQCD (pNRQCD), was
obtained (Brambilla, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo, 2000; Pineda
and Soto, 1998). A recent review can be found in Bram-
billa, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo (2005). The point is to take
advantage of the existence of the diﬀerent energy scales to
substitute QCD with simpler but equivalent NR EFTs. A
hierarchy of NR EFTs may be constructed by systemat-
ically integrating out modes associated with high-energy
scales not relevant for the quarkonium system. Such in-
tegration is performed in a matching procedure that en-
forces the equivalence between QCD and the EFT at a
given order of the expansion in v. The EFT Lagrangian
is factorized in matching coeﬃcients, encoding the high-
energy degrees of freedom and low-energy operators; rel-
ativistic invariance is realized via exact relations among
these coeﬃcients (Brambilla, Gromes, and Vairo, 2001,
2003; Manohar, 1997). The EFT displays power counting
in the small parameter v, i.e. we are able to attach a def-
inite power of v to the contribution of each of the EFT
operators to the physical observables.
18.1.4.1 Physics at the scale m: NRQCD
Quarkonium annihilation and production take place at the
scale m. The suitable EFT is non-relativistic QCD (Bod-
win, Braaten, and Lepage, 1995; Caswell and Lepage,
1986), which follows from QCD after integrating out the
scale m. As a consequence, the eﬀective Lagrangian is or-
ganized as an expansion in 1/m and αS(m):
LNRQCD =
∑
n
cn(αS(m), μ)
mn
×On(μ,mv,mv2, ...),
(18.1.3)
where cn are Wilson coeﬃcients that contain the contri-
butions from the scale m; they can be perturbatively cal-
culated by matching the full QCD result to the eﬀective
theory. The On are the local operators of NRQCD; the
matrix elements of these operators contain the physics of
scales below m, in particular of the scales mv and mv2
and also of the non-perturbative scale ΛQCD. Finally, the
parameter μ is the NRQCD factorization scale, which sep-
arates the contributions to be described in QCD from
the ones to be described in NRQCD. Matrix elements
of On depend on the scales μ, mv, mv2 and ΛQCD and
the power counting is performed in powers of v. The low-
energy operators On are constructed out of two or four
heavy quark/antiquark ﬁelds plus gluons. The operators
with a fermion and an antifermion ﬁeld are the same ones
obtained from the non-relativistic reduction of the QCD
Lagrangian. This part of the Lagrangian is equal, in the
meson rest frame, to the Lagrangian of Heavy Quark Ef-
fective Theory (HQET) which is used to treat heavy-light
mesons. The power counting is, however, diﬀerent: while
in HQET there is a strict counting in inverse powers of m,
in NRQCD the power counting is in powers of v, because
the energy scales of heavy-light mesons and quarkonia are
diﬀerent. In particular, in a heavy-light meson, the three-
momentum and the energy of the heavy quark are both
of order ΛQCD, in contrast with the situation in a heavy
quarkonium, in which the three-momentum is of order mv
and the energy is of order mv2.
Annihilation decays
To describe the annihilation decays of heavy quarkonia
into light hadrons, we have to consider four-fermion op-
erators with four heavy quark/antiquark ﬁelds in the ef-
fective interaction. Considering operators up to dimension
six we have the following contributions
c1(1S0)
m2
O1(1S0) +
c1(3S1)
m2
O1(3S1)
+
c8(1S0)
m2
O8(1S0) +
c8(3S1)
m2
O8(3S1),
(18.1.4)
where cj are the matching coeﬃcients: they are calculated
as a series in αS and in this case they acquire also imagi-
nary parts. The dimension-6 operators (i.e. the operators
containing two quark and two antiquark operators) are
O1(1S0) = ψ†χχ†ψ, O1(3S1) = ψ†σχχ†σψ,
O8(1S0) = ψ†Taχχ†Taψ, O8(3S1) = ψ†Taσχχ†Taσψ,
(18.1.5)
where ψ and χ are the Pauli ﬁelds for the quark and the
antiquark, σ are the three spin Pauli matrices and T a are
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the SU(3) color matrices. The subscript 1 or 8 indicates
the color structure: since we consider states made by a
quark and an antiquark, from the point of view of color
SU(3) these are 3 × 3¯ states, 3 being the fundamental
color representation of SU(3) and 3¯ the antifundamental.
Therefore, since in SU(3) 3× 3¯ = 1⊕ 8, qq¯ states behave
under color transformation as color singlets or color octets.
The arguments 2S+1LJ indicate the angular-momentum
state of the QQ pair which is annihilated or created by the
operator. Then, the annihilation rate can be calculated
by recalling that the decay rate is minus two times the
imaginary part of the energy of the state, so that we obtain
that the inclusive decays of a heavy quarkonium state |H〉
induced through annihilation of the heavy quarks can be
calculated in NRQCD as (Bodwin, Braaten, and Lepage,
1995)
Γ (H → light hadrons) =
∑
n
2Im cn
mdn−4
〈H|O4fermionsn |H〉,
(18.1.6)
dn being the dimension of the operator On. This formula
realizes a factorization between the physics at the hard
scale contained in the imaginary parts of the matching
coeﬃcients and the low-energy physics contained in the
non-perturbative matrix elements of four-fermion opera-
tors. The sum, over operators of increasing dimension, has
to be truncated at the desired accuracy counting the con-
tribution of each matrix element in powers of v and the
suppression factor in αS coming from the matching coeﬃ-
cient. Electromagnetic annihilation is treated in a similar
way.
Color octet contributions
A quarkonium state |H〉 in NRQCD is expanded in the
number of partons
|H〉 = |QQ〉+ |QQg〉+ |QQq¯q〉+ · · · (18.1.7)
where the states including one or more light parton are
shown to be suppressed by powers of v. In |QQg〉 for ex-
ample the quark-antiquark are in a color octet state, since
the in total the state may not carry any color, and thus
the two quarks have to compensate the color of the gluon.
Then both color singlet and color octet operators con-
tribute in Eq. (18.1.6).
If one instead assumes that only heavy-quarkonium
states with quark-antiquark in a color-singlet conﬁgura-
tion can exist, then only color-singlet four-fermion oper-
ators can contribute and the matrix elements reduce to
heavy-quarkonium wave functions (or derivatives of them)
calculated at the origin. This assumption is known as the
“color-singlet model”.
Explicit calculations show that at higher order the
color-singlet matching coeﬃcients cn develop infrared di-
vergences, e.g. for P -waves this takes place at order αs. In
the color-singlet model, these singularities do not cancel
in the expression of the decay widths. The ﬁrst success
of NRQCD (Bodwin, Braaten, and Lepage, 1995) was to
show that the Fock space of a heavy-quarkonium state
may contain a small component of quark-antiquark in a
color-octet conﬁguration, bound with some gluonic de-
grees of freedom. Due to this component, matrix elements
of color-octet four-fermion operators contribute, and it is
exactly these contributions that absorb the infrared di-
vergences of the color-singlet matching coeﬃcients in the
decay widths, giving rise to ﬁnite results.
Quarkonium production
The relevant scale for direct quarkonium production is
also the hard scale m, so this process can be described
by a local interaction in NRQCD, as we have done for
inclusive decays. As a result, the inclusive cross section
for the direct production of a quarkonium state H at large
momentum in the center-of-mass frame can be written as
a sum of products of NRQCD matrix elements and short-
distance coeﬃcients:
σ[H] =
∑
n
σn〈K4fermionsn 〉 (18.1.8)
where the σn are short-distance coeﬃcients, and the ma-
trix elements 〈K4fermionsn 〉 are vacuum-expectation values
of objects similar to the four-fermion operators in decays,
containing both color singlet and color octet contribu-
tions. This factorization formula for production however
has been proven only at next-to-next-to-leading order in
αS (Nayak, Qiu, and Sterman, 2005). Interesting new de-
velopments are coming from deﬁning fragmentation func-
tions in the NRQCD formalism (Kang, Qiu, and Sterman,
2012) and using soft collinear theory (Fleming, Leibovich,
Mehen, and Rothstein, 2012). The short-distance coeﬃ-
cients σn(Λ) are essentially the process-dependent par-
tonic cross sections to make a QQ pair (convoluted with
parton distributions if there are hadrons in the initial
state). The QQ pair can be produced in a color-singlet
state or in a color-octet state. Its spin state can be singlet
or triplet, and it can also have orbital angular momen-
tum. The matrix elements 〈K4fermionsn 〉 contain all of the
non-perturbative physics associated with the evolution of
the QQ pair into a quarkonium state. An important prop-
erty of these matrix elements, which greatly increases the
predictive power of NRQCD, is the fact that they should
be universal, i.e., process independent. However, this is
still an object of study. Again, NRQCD power-counting
rules allow one to organize the sum over operators as an
expansion in powers of v so that through a given order in
v, only a ﬁnite set of matrix elements contributes.
Aside from NRQCD, which is a QCD-based approach,
models have also been used to study quarkonium produc-
tion. One is the color singlet model, which can be related
to NRQCD by retaining in Eq. (18.1.8) only the color sin-
glet contributions at leading order in v. Another is the
color evaporation model, where the QQ pair only has to
have a certain invariant mass close to the quarkonium
mass, but the color of the QQ state is assumed to “evap-
orate”. However, both models lead to inconsistencies: see
Brambilla et al. (2004, 2011) for a detailed review.
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For a review of applications of NRQCD to quarkonium
production at the B Factories see Bodwin (2010, 2012)
and Brambilla et al. (2004, 2011); for original calculations
see Bodwin, Braaten, Lee, and Yu (2006); Bodwin, Kang,
and Lee (2006); Bodwin, Lee, and Yu (2008); He, Fan,
and Chao (2010); Li, He, and Chao (2009); Wang, Ma,
and Chao (2011).
It is important to relate quarkonium production at B
Factories and at hadron colliders. For example, recently
NLO order NRQCD calculations for the process e+e− →
J/ψ + X(non−cc¯) have been carried out by Zhang, Ma,
Wang, and Chao (2010) and by Butenschoen and Kniehl
(2011); the latter authors rely on the extraction of the
NRQCD production matrix elements obtained from a global
ﬁt to all production data. For a note on intepretation of
B Factory measurements of such cross sections, see Sec-
tion 18.2.4.3.
Recently, factorization theorems have been obtained
in two exclusive heavy-quarkonium production processes:
production of two quarkonia in e+e− annihilation and pro-
duction of a quarkonium and a light meson in B-meson
decays (Bodwin, Garcia i Tormo, and Lee, 2010).
18.1.4.2 Physics at the scales mv, mv2: pNRQCD
Quarkonium formation takes place at the scale mv. The
suitable EFT is potential non-relativistic QCD, pNRQCD
(Brambilla, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo, 2000, 2005; Pineda
and Soto, 1998), which follows from NRQCD by integrat-
ing out the scale mv ∼ r−1. The soft scale mv may be
either larger or smaller than the conﬁnement scale ΛQCD
depending on the radius of the quarkonium system. When
mv  ΛQCD, we speak about weakly-coupled pNRQCD
because the soft scale is perturbative and the matching
from NRQCD to pNRQCD may be performed in per-
turbation theory. When mv ∼ ΛQCD, we speak about
strongly-coupled pNRQCD because the soft scale is non-
perturbative and the matching from NRQCD to pNRQCD
is non-perturbative and cannot be calculated with an ex-
pansion in αS.
It is generally assumed that the lowest levels of quarko-
nium, like J/ψ and Υ (1S), may be described by weakly
coupled pNRQCD, while the radii of the excited states are
larger and presumably need to be described by strongly
coupled pNRQCD. All this is valid for states away from
open charm (bottom) threshold.
Close to threshold, many additional degrees of freedom
become relevant and many more scales, which do not have
a clear hierarchy, appear. Hence it will be diﬃcult to de-
vise an eﬀective theory for this situation and thus one has
presently to refer to models.
From pNRQCD one can also derive the QQ QCD in-
teraction potentials which may be used as an input for
calculations of spectra on the basis of the Schro¨dinger
Equation. In this way one can obtain QCD-based infor-
mation on the spectra of heavy quarkonium systems.
The case mv  ΛQCD: weakly-coupled pNRQCD
The eﬀective Lagrangian is organized as an expansion in
1/m and αS(m), inherited from NRQCD, and an expan-
sion in r (Brambilla, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo, 2000):
LpNRQCD =
∫
d3r
∑
n
∑
k
cn(αS(m), μ)
mn
×Vn,k(r, μ′, μ) rk ×Ok(μ′,mv2, ...), (18.1.9)
where Ok are the operators of pNRQCD. The matrix el-
ements of these operators depend on the low-energy scale
mv2 and μ′, where μ′ is the pNRQCD factorization scale.
The Vn,k are the Wilson coeﬃcients of pNRQCD that
encode the contributions from the scale r and are non-
analytic in r. The cn are the NRQCD matching coeﬃcients
as given in Eq. (18.1.3).
The degrees of freedom, which are relevant below the
soft scale, and which appear in the operators Ok, are QQ
states (a color-singlet S and a color-octet O = OaT a
state) and (ultrasoft) gluon ﬁelds, which are expanded
in r as well (multipole expanded). Looking at the equa-
tions of motion of pNRQCD, we may identify Vn,0 = Vn
with the 1/mn potentials that enter the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion and Vn,k =0 with the couplings of the ultrasoft degrees
of freedom, which provide corrections to the Schro¨dinger
equation. Since the degrees of freedom that enter the
Schro¨dinger description are in this case both QQ color
singlet and QQ color octets, both singlet and octet po-
tentials exist. Nonpotential interactions, associated with
the propagation of low-energy degrees of freedom are, in
general, present as well, and start to contribute at NLO
in the multipole expansion. They are typically related to
non-perturbative eﬀects.
If the quarkonium system is small (r  ΛQCD), the
soft scale is perturbative and the potentials can be cal-
culated in perturbation theory, i.e. no non-perturbative
quantities enter the potential (Brambilla, Pineda, Soto,
and Vairo, 2005). Being matching coeﬃcients of the eﬀec-
tive ﬁeld theory, the potentials undergo renormalization,
develop a scale dependence and satisfy renormalization
group equations, which allow the resummation of large
logarithms having as arguments ratios of physical scales,
such as log(mv
2
mv ) = log(v).
The case mv ∼ ΛQCD: strongly-coupled pNRQCD
When mv ∼ ΛQCD the soft scale is non-perturbative, and
matching cannot be performed in perturbation theory any
more. Rather the potential matching coeﬃcients Vn,k are
obtained as non-perturbative quantities in the form of ex-
pectation values of gauge invariant Wilson-loop operators.
In this case, under certain assumptions, the quarkonium
singlet ﬁeld S = QQ is the only low-energy dynamical de-
gree of freedom in the pNRQCD Lagrangian which reads
(Brambilla, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo, 2001, 2005; Pineda
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and Vairo, 2001):
LpNRQCD =
∫
d3r S†
(
i∂0 − p
2
2m
− VS(r)
)
S .
(18.1.10)
The singlet potential VS(r) is a series in the expansion
in the inverse of the quark masses; the terms up to 1/m2
have been calculated long ago (Brambilla, Pineda, Soto,
and Vairo, 2001; Pineda and Vairo, 2001). They involve
NRQCD matching coeﬃcients (containing the contribu-
tion from the hard scale) and low-energy non-perturbative
parts given in terms of static Wilson loops and ﬁeld
strength insertions in the static Wilson loop (containing
the contribution from the soft scale).
In this regime, from pNRQCD we recover the quark
potential singlet model. However, here the potentials are
obtained from QCD by non-perturbative matching and
they often appear to have a diﬀerent form with respect
to phenomenological potential models. Their evaluation
requires calculations on the lattice or in QCD vacuum
models. Recent progress includes new precise lattice cal-
culations of these potentials (Koma, Koma, and Wittig,
2008; Koma and Koma, 2010). Using these potentials, all
the masses for heavy quarkonia away from threshold can
be obtained by the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation.
A trivial example of application of this method is the
mass of the hc. The lattice data show a vanishing long-
range component of the spin-spin potential so that the
potential appears to be entirely dominated by its short-
range, delta-like part. This suggests that the 1P1 state
should be close to the center-of-gravity of the 3PJ system.
Indeed, the measurements show consistency between data
and this expected value (see experimental results in Ta-
ble 18.2.1).
18.1.5 Lattice calculations
Lattice calculations play a key role for quarkonium physics.
For an introduction to the lattice treatment of quarkonia
see Brambilla et al. (2004) and for recent results see Bram-
billa et al. (2011). We already mentioned that the recent
progress in this ﬁeld relies both on high order perturbative
calculations and on lattice simulations, the results of the
two being often combined inside the EFT framework.
In fact it is diﬃcult to put a multiscale system on the
lattice as the lattice step should be smaller than the small-
est scale (m−1) and the lattice size should be bigger than
the biggest scale of the system Λ−1QCD, putting prohibitive
requirements on the lattice dimensions. This is true in par-
ticular for bottomonium, due to its larger mass. In this
case one could use direct anisotropic lattice simulations
or EFTs. The Lagrangian of NRQCD can be put on the
lattice and used to obtain quarkonium energy levels. Re-
cent results can be found in Daldrop, Davies, and Dowdall
(2012), Dowdall et al. (2012), Gregory et al. (2011), and
Donald et al. (2012). Charmonium spectra may also be
calculated on the lattice with relativistic actions. Very re-
cently new lattice techiques have been introduced that will
eventually allow the excited charmonium spectroscopy to
be obtained from the lattice (Bali, Collins, and Ehmann,
2011; Liu et al., 2012). Another possibility is to evaluate
on the lattice the potentials of strongly coupled pNRQCD
and use them inside a Schro¨dinger equation to obtain
all the quarkonium energy levels. New precise quenched
lattice calculations of these potentials obtained using the
Lu¨scher multilevel algorithm have recently become avail-
able (Koma, Koma, and Wittig, 2008; Koma and Koma,
2010).
18.1.6 Applications
A large set of phenomenological applications of the EFT
framework outlined above to quarkonium spectra, decays,
and production has been presented elsewhere (Brambilla,
Pineda, Soto, and Vairo, 2005; Brambilla et al., 2004,
2011), and discussed in relation to experimental data. Here
we brieﬂy recall some selected results.
In the regime in which the soft scale mv is perturba-
tive the energy levels of quarkonium have been calculated
at order mα5
S (Brambilla, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo, 1999;
Kniehl, Penin, Smirnov, and Steinhauser, 2002).
Decay amplitudes (Brambilla, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo,
2005; Brambilla et al., 2011; Kiyo, Pineda, and Signer,
2010) and production and annihilation (Beneke, Kiyo, and
Penin, 2007) have been calculated in perturbation theory
at high order. Since for systems with a small radius the
non-perturbative contributions are power suppressed, it is
possible to obtain a good determinations of the masses
of the lowest quarkonium resonances with purely pertur-
bative calculations in the cases in which the perturba-
tive series is convergent (after the appropriate subtrac-
tions of renormalons have been performed) and large log-
arithms in the scale ratios are resummed. For example, in
Brambilla and Vairo (2000) a prediction of the Bc mass98
has been obtained: (6326+29−9 ) MeV/c
2, to be compared
to the experimental value of (6277 ± 6) MeV/c2 (Berin-
ger et al., 2012). An NNLO calculation with ﬁnite charm
mass eﬀects (Brambilla, Sumino, and Vairo, 2002) pre-
dicts a mass that well matches the Fermilab measure-
ment (Brambilla et al., 2011) and the lattice determi-
nation (Allison et al., 2005). The same procedure has
been applied at NNLO even for higher states (Brambilla,
Sumino, and Vairo, 2002). An NLO calculation repro-
duces in part the 1P ﬁne splitting (Brambilla and Vairo,
2005). Including log resummation at NLL, it is possi-
ble to obtain a prediction for the Bc hyperﬁne separa-
tion Δ = 50 ± 17(th)+15−12(δαS) MeV/c2 (Penin, Pineda,
Smirnov, and Steinhauser, 2004) and for the hyperﬁne
separation between the Υ (1S) and the ηb the value of
41±11(th)+9−8(δαS) MeV/c2 (where the second error comes
from the uncertainty in αS; Kniehl, Penin, Pineda, Smirnov,
98 The Bc states constitute a separate class of heavy mesons,
distinct both from the quarkonia (e.g. in lacking electromag-
netic and strong decays) and from the simpler heavy mesons
(in lacking light valence quarks). Because of their masses they
lie outside the scope of research at the B Factories.
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and Steinhauser, 2004). This last value turned out to con-
siderably undershoot the measurements of BABAR (Au-
bert, 2008ak, 2009l) and Belle (Mizuk, 2012).
NRQCD lattice calculations (Gray et al., 2005) ob-
tained a value close to the experimental one but did not
include the calculation of the matching coeﬃcient at one
loop. Recent lattice calculations (Hammant, Hart, von
Hippel, Horgan, and Monahan, 2011) aim at including
the NRQCD matching coeﬃcients in the NRQCD lattice
calculation and will help to settle this issue, see for exam-
ple the result contained on the ηb mass in Dowdall et al.
(2012). See also the result contained in Meinel (2010). The
hyperﬁne separation of Bc has been calculated on the lat-
tice to be MB∗c−MBc = 54(3) MeV/c2 in Dowdall, Davies,
Hammant, and Horgan (2012). In the same paper values
for the excited energy levels of Bc have been presented.
An EFT of the magnetic dipole transition has been
given in Brambilla, Jia, and Vairo (2006), allowing mag-
netic dipole transitions between cc¯ and bb¯ ground states to
been considered in pNRQCD at NNLO. The results are:
Γ (J/ψ → γ ηc) = (1.5 ± 1.0) keV and Γ (Υ (1S) → γ ηb)
= (kγ/71 MeV)3 (15.1 ± 1.5) eV, where the errors ac-
count for uncertainties coming from higher-order correc-
tions. The width Γ (J/ψ → γ ηc) is consistent with the
world-average value (Beringer et al., 2012) but bears a
large error. Working in the same formalism but exactly in-
corporating the perturbative static potential in the leading
order Hamiltonian and resumming large logarithms in the
mass scale in Pineda and Segovia (2013) a number of M1
transitions have been calculated. In particular, the values
Γ (J/ψ → γηc) = 2.12(40) keV has been obtained, which
is in agreement with the experimental determination with
a smaller error, and Γ (Υ (1S → γηb) = 15.18(51) eV and
Γ (Υ (2S → γηb) = 0.668(60) eV has been obtained. The
transition Γ (J/ψ → γηc) and the J/ψ annihilation con-
stant have been evaluated on the lattice in Becirevic and
Sanﬁlippo (2013) and in Davies et al. (2012). The quarko-
nium magnetic moment is explicitly calculated in Bram-
billa, Jia, and Vairo (2006) and turns out to be very small
in agreement with a recent lattice calculation (Dudek,
Edwards, and Richards, 2006); the M1 transition of the
lowest quarkonium states at relative order v2 turn out to
be completely accessible in perturbation theory (Bram-
billa, Jia, and Vairo, 2006). A theory of electric dipole
transitions has been given in Brambilla, Pietrulewicz, and
Vairo (2012) and Pietrulewicz (2012), reproducing some
of the results of the phenomenological potential models
with some important diﬀerences.
A description of the ηc line shape has been given in
Brambilla, Roig, and Vairo (2011). Using pNRCD and Soft
Collinear EFT (SCET) a good description of the Υ (1S)
radiative decay has been obtained (Garcia i Tormo and
Soto, 2007).
Concerning decays, substantial progress has recently
been made in the evaluation of the NRQCD factoriza-
tion formula for inclusive decays at order v7 (Brambilla,
Mereghetti, and Vairo, 2006, 2009), in the lattice evalua-
tion of the NRQCD matrix elements (Bodwin, Lee, and
Sinclair, 2005), and in the higher order perturbative cal-
culation of some NRQCD matching coeﬃcients (Guo, Ma,
and Chao, 2011; Jia, Yang, Sang, and Xu, 2011; Li, Ma,
and Chao, 2013). The data are clearly sensitive to NLO
corrections in the Wilson coeﬃcients and presumably also
to relativistic corrections. Improved theory predictabil-
ity would entail the lattice calculation or data extrac-
tion of the NRQCD matrix elements and perturbative re-
summation of large contribution in the NRQCD match-
ing coeﬃcients. The J/ψ → 3γ decay has been studied
in NRQCD in Feng, Jia, and Sang (2012). Inclusive de-
cay amplitudes have been calculated in pNRQCD (Bram-
billa, Eiras, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo, 2003) and the num-
ber of non-perturbative correlators appears to be size-
ably reduced with respect to NRQCD so that new model-
independent predictions have been made possible (Bram-
billa, Eiras, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo, 2002). Still, the new
data on hadronic transitions and hadronic decays pose in-
teresting challenges to the theory. Exclusive decay modes
are more diﬃcult to address in theory (He, Lu, Soto, and
Zheng, 2011; Soto, 2011; Vairo, 2004).
For excited states with masses away from threshold,
phenomenological applications of the QCD potentials ob-
tained in Brambilla, Pineda, Soto, and Vairo (2001) and
Pineda and Vairo (2001) are ongoing (Laschka, Kaiser,
and Weise, 2011). For a full phenomenological description
of the spectra and decays it would be helpful to have up-
dated, more precise and unquenched lattice calculation of
the Wilson loop ﬁeld strength insertion expectation values
and of the local and nonlocal gluon correlators (Brambilla,
Pineda, Soto, and Vairo, 2005). For recent lattice results
on the spectroscopy see Gregory et al. (2011).
In the most interesting region, the region close to thresh-
old where many new (possibly exotic) states have recently
been discovered, a full EFT description has not yet been
constructed nor the appropriate degrees of freedom clearly
identiﬁed (Brambilla, Vairo, Polosa, and Soto, 2008; Bram-
billa et al., 2011). An exception is the X(3872), which dis-
plays universal characteristics related to its being so close
to threshold, allowing a beautiful EFT description to be
obtained (Braaten, 2009; Braaten and Kusunoki, 2004).
The light quark mass dependence in quarkonium has been
studied in Guo and Meissner (2012).
The threshold region remains troublesome also for the
lattice, although several excited state calculations have
recently been pionereed.
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18.2 Conventional charmonium
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Since its discovery in 1974 the charmonium family has
served as a laboratory to test strong interactions.
After the discovery of the ﬁrst charmonium state, the
J/ψ , its radial excitation, the ψ(2S), was found just two
weeks later, and another eight states were discovered with-
in the subsequent ﬁve years. More than half of the char-
monium states known by 1980 were observed in e+e− an-
nihilation, while the others were found in the decays of
J/ψ or ψ(2S). Next, the decays of the ten known char-
monia were studied in detail; theoretical frameworks used
to compute the masses and widths for charmonium states
evolved over the years from purely phenomenological ap-
proaches to the eﬀective ﬁeld and lattice gauge theories
that are the current state of the art.
The known conventional charmonium states are listed
in Table 18.2.1, together with predictions for their masses
from the potential models described in Section 18.1.2 above.
For accounts of eﬀective ﬁeld theory (NRQCD) and lattice
approaches to charmonium, see Sections 18.1.4 and 18.1.5
respectively. In the following material, we present the ex-
perimental results on charmonia from the B Factories: the
observation of four new states (Section 18.2.1), and new
decay modes of well known states (Section 18.2.2); more
precise determinations of the parameters of some char-
monium states (Section 18.2.3); and the various mecha-
nisms of charmonium production at the B Factories (Sec-
tion 18.2.4). Some concluding remarks are provided in Sec-
tion 18.2.5.
18.2.1 New conventional charmonium states
18.2.1.1 ηc(2S)
In the heavy quark potential model the ηc(2S), the ﬁrst
radial excitation of the charmonium ground state ηc, is
predicted to lie below the DD threshold (Buchmu¨ller and
Tye, 1981; Ebert, Faustov, and Galkin, 2000; Eichten and
Feinberg, 1981; Eichten and Quigg, 1994; Godfrey and Is-
gur, 1985). Calculations within this model predict a mass
splitting mψ(2S)−mηc(2S) in the range (42−103)MeV/c2.
In 1982 the Crystal Ball Collaboration reported evi-
dence of a signal in ψ(2S) radiative decay attributed to
the ηc(2S) with a mass of (3594 ± 5)MeV/c2 (Edwards
et al., 1982). This claim remained unconﬁrmed and unre-
futed for about 20 years until the observation of the ηc(2S)
at the B Factories.
Exclusive observation in B decays
The ﬁrst modern evidence for the ηc(2S) was the obser-
vation of a signiﬁcant peak in the K0SK
±π∓ mass spec-
trum, near the mass 3.65GeV/c2, in B → K0SK±π∓K
decays at Belle (Choi, 2002). In this analysis the B can-
didates are exclusively reconstructed, and B meson signal
events are distinguished from continuum qq background
by using a likelihood ratio combining event-shape vari-
ables (see Chapter 9). To suppress potential backgrounds
from B → D(s)X decays, combinations with any Kπ
(K0SK) pairs lying near the D (D
+
s ) nominal masses are
vetoed. To extract the number of signal B → K0SK±π∓K
decays as a function of MK0SK±π∓ , Belle performs ﬁts to
the mES and ΔE distributions in bins of MK0SK±π∓ with
40MeV/c2 width. The signal yields obtained from these
ﬁts are plotted in Fig. 18.2.1, where in addition to a promi-
nent ηc signal, another signiﬁcant peak is evident at higher
mass. This spectrum is ﬁtted to a sum of ηc and ηc(2S)
Breit-Wigner signal components and a polynomial back-
ground. The signal functions are convolved with a Gaus-
sian representing the detector resolution function. The ﬁt-
ted ηc(2S) parameters are reported in Table 18.2.2.
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Figure 18.2.1. K0SK
±π∓ invariant mass distribution for B →
K0SK
±π∓K signal events with the ηc and ηc(2S) mass peaks
visible (Choi, 2002). The solid line represents the ﬁt function.
BABAR follows a similar approach in the analysis of B
decays to KKπK(0) ﬁnal states (Aubert, 2008ba). The
KKπ system is reconstructed in K0SK
±π∓ and K+K−π0
ﬁnal states, and the sum over these two modes is reported
in the results. Signal B mesons are selected by applying
a tight ΔE requirement. The KKπ invariant mass dis-
tribution from continuum-background events is extrap-
olated from the mES sidebands. In the ﬁt to the KKπ
background-subtracted distribution the ηc(2S) mass and
width are ﬁxed to world-average values, 3637MeV and
14MeV respectively (Yao et al., 2006). The measuredB+ →
ηc(2S)K+ yield is 59±12. By using B(B+ → ηc(2S)K+) =
(3.4± 1.8)× 10−4 (Aubert, 2006ae; see the details of this
analysis under “Inclusive B decays at BABAR” below),
BABAR measures the absolute branching ratio for ηc(2S)→
KKπ to be B(ηc(2S)→ KKπ) = (1.9±0.4±0.5±1.0)%,
where the ﬁrst error is statistical, the second systematic
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Table 18.2.1. Charmonium masses (MeV/c2) according to potential models, compared with the observed values (Beringer
et al., 2012). The states observed by the B Factories and the CLEO collaboration after 2002 are marked with ∗: see Sections
18.2.1.1 (ηc(2S)), 18.2.1.2 (χc2(2P )), and 18.2.1.3 (ηc(3S) and ηc(4S)). The model names are built from the ﬁrst letters of the
authors and the year: GI85 (Godfrey and Isgur, 1985); EG94 (Eichten and Quigg, 1994); F91 (Fulcher, 1991); GJ95 (Gupta and
Johnson, 1996); EFG02 (Ebert, Faustov, and Galkin, 2003); ZVR94 (Zeng, Van Orden, and Roberts, 1995); BGS05 (Barnes
et al., 2005).
State JPC Experiment GI85 EG94 F91 GJ95 EFG02 ZVR94 BGS05
1 1S0 ηc 0
−+ 2981.0± 1.1 2975 2980 2987 2979 2979 3000 2982
1 3S1 J/ψ 1
−− 3096.9 3098 3097 3104 3097 3096 3100 3090
1 1P1 hc 1
+− 3525.41± 0.16 3517 3493 3529 3526 3526 3510 3516
1 3P0 χc0 0
++ 3414.75± 0.31 3445 3436 3404 3415 3424 3440 3424
1 3P1 χc1 1
++ 3510.66± 0.07 3510 3486 3513 3511 3510 3500 3505
1 3P2 χc2 2
++ 3556.20± 0.09 3550 3507 3557 3557 3556 3540 3556
2 1S0 ηc(2S) 0
−+ 3637± 4 ∗ 3623 3608 3584 3618 3588 3670 3630
2 3S1 ψ(2S) 1
−− 3686.09± 0.04 3676 3686 3670 3686 3686 3730 3672
1 1D2 ηc2 2
−+ 3837 3872 3811 3820 3799
1 3D1 ψ(3770) 1
−− 3772.92± 0.35 3819 3840 3798 3800 3785
1 3D2 ψ2 2
−− 3838 3871 3813 3820 3800
1 3D3 ψ3 3
−− 3849 3884 3815 3830 3806
2 1P1 hc(2P ) 1
+− 3956 3945 3990 3934
2 3P0 χc0(2P ) 0
++ 3916 3854 3940 3852
2 3P1 χc1(2P ) 1
++ 3953 3929 3990 3925
2 3P2 χc2(2P ) 2
++ 3927.2± 2.6 ∗ 3979 3972 4020 3972
3 1S0 ηc(3S) 0
−+ 3942± 9 ∗ 4064 4130 3991 4043
3 3S1 ψ(3S) 1
−− 4039± 1 4100 4180 4088 4072
2 3D1 ψ(2D) 1
−− 4153± 3 4194 4142
4 1S0 ηc(4S) 0
−+ 4156+29−25
∗ 4425 4384
4 3S1 ψ(3S) 1
−− 4421± 4 4450 4406
and the third is due to the uncertainty of the branching
fractions used in the calculation.
Recently, Belle has updated the ηc(2S) measurement
in the decays B+ → (K0SK±π∓)K+ by using a much
larger data sample (Vinokurova, 2011). Besides improving
the statistical accuracy, this analysis accounts for ηc(2S)
interference with the non-resonant continuum for the ﬁrst
time in a model-independent way, thus providing more re-
liable measurements of the ηc(2S) mass and width, and
the branching ratio for the B+ → ηc(2S)K+ decay. In-
deed the decays B+ → K0SK±π∓K+ can occur without
proceeding via a charmonium state; the amplitude for such
decays can interfere with the ηc(2S) signal, which has a
non-vanishing width. Diﬀerent values of the interference
phase can result in diﬀerent ηc(2S) resonance line shapes,
and can lead to signiﬁcant variations in the number of
ηc(2S) events while the total number of observed events
in the ηc(2S) peak remains the same. In this study Belle
jointly analyzes the MK0SK±π∓ spectrum and the distri-
bution of the angle θ between the K0S and K
+ in the rest
frame of the K0SK
±π∓ system. The angular analysis pro-
vides discrimination between the component of the non-
resonant amplitudes that interfere with the signal and the
one that does not. As can be seen from Fig. 18.2.2, the
interference deforms the Breit-Wigner, making it asym-
metric and lengthening its tail; the angular distribution in
the ηc(2S) signal region is dominated by S-wave,99 while
in the ηc(2S) sidebands a sum of S-, P -, and D-waves
is visible. The ﬁtted ηc(2S) mass and width are listed
in Table 18.2.2. Taking interference into account has a
dramatic eﬀect on the measured ηc(2S) parameters: if in-
terference is ignored, Belle ﬁnds a ∼ 10MeV/c2 upward
mass shift, while the ηc(2S) width increases by more than
a factor 6. The measured product of branching fractions
B(B± → K±ηc(2S))×B(ηc(2S)→ K0SK±π∓) is equal to
(3.4+2.2−1.5
+0.5
−0.4)× 10−6.
99 Since the ηc(2S) is a pseudoscalar, one expects a uniform
distribution in cos θ for pure ηc(2S) decay (pure S-wave). The
signal region also contains non-resonant background, but the
ηc(2S) component is much larger, so the S-wave contribution
here is dominant.
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Figure 18.2.2. From the Belle B → K0SK±π∓K analysis Vinokurova (2011): Projections of a 2D-ﬁt onto the MK0
S
K±π∓
axis (left) and onto the cos θ axis in the ηc(2S) signal (center) and sideband (right) regions. The combinatorial background
is subtracted. In the mass plot, the change in binning between the signal (16MeV/c2) and sideband regions (130MeV/c2) is
evident; the gap near 3.5GeV/c2 is due to a veto of the χc1 region, MK0
S
K±π∓ ∈ [3.48, 3.54]GeV/c2.
Exclusive observation in two-photon fusion
The ηc(2S) decay into the K0SK
±π∓ ﬁnal state has also
been studied by BABAR in the two-photon production pro-
cess (Aubert, 2004s; del Amo Sanchez, 2011h). In the lat-
ter analysis the ηc(2S) signal has also been observed in
the K+K−π+π−π0 ﬁnal state. Events produced via two-
photon fusion (see Chapter 22) are selected with require-
ments on the total number of charged and neutral particles
in the event, and transverse momentum pT of the recon-
structed hadronic ﬁnal state. In addition, to suppress ISR
background the missing mass squared is required to be
greater than 2GeV2/c4 ISR events are expected to show
a peak at m2miss ∼ 0GeV2/c4, while in two-photon events
the missing mass should be large due to the large mo-
mentum taken away by the outgoing e+e−. The invariant
mass distributions are ﬁtted to a sum of non-relativistic
Breit-Wigner functions to model ηc, χc0, χc2, and ηc(2S)
signals plus a polynomial shape to describe combinatorial
background. In the K0SK
±π∓ ﬁt a χc0 component is not
included, since a JP = 0+ resonance cannot decay to this
ﬁnal state, due to angular momentum and parity conser-
vation.100 The signal shapes are convolved with the de-
tector resolution function obtained from MC simulation.
The width of the ηc(2S) in the ﬁt to the K+K−π+π−π0
invariant mass distribution is ﬁxed to the value found
in the K0SK
±π∓ decay mode. Results of the ﬁt are re-
ported in Table 18.2.2 and shown in Fig. 18.2.3. Although
the interference of the ηc(2S) state with the non-resonant
γγ → K0SK±π∓(K+K−π+π−π0) continuum may shift
the measured parameters, this eﬀect can not be deter-
mined in this analysis due to the small signal to back-
100 The decay proceeds via the strong interaction, so P is con-
served. In the K0SK
±π∓ system, let l1 be the angular mo-
mentum between K0S and K
±, and l2 the angular momen-
tum between π∓ and the K0SK
± system. The ﬁnal state has
P = (−1)1+l1+l2 . Since the ﬁnal state spin is equal to 0,
J = l1 + l2. Thus J = 0 implies l1 = l2 and P = −1.
ground ratio. The pT distribution is found to be consistent
with that expected for two-photon production.
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Figure 18.2.3. Fit to (a) the K0SK
±π∓ and (c) the
K+K−π+π−π0 mass spectra in two-photon fusion events (del
Amo Sanchez, 2011h). The solid curves represent the total
ﬁt functions and the dashed curves show the combinatorial
background contributions. The background-subtracted distri-
butions are shown in (b) and (d), where the solid curves in-
dicate the signal components. The prominent peak is the ηc,
while the small peak above 3GeV/c2 is due to residual ISR J/ψ
production. The peaks in the insets are (left to right) χc0, χc2,
and ηc(2S). The χc0 peak is not present in (a) and (b), since
the decay to K0SK
±π∓ is not allowed for this state.
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Angular analysis of the ηc(2S) → K0SK±π∓ decay
(Aubert, 2004s) conﬁrms that the observed events are con-
sistent with the two-photon production mechanism and
inconsistent with production via ISR. This analysis also
restricts the allowed JPC values for the ﬁnal state (Yang,
1950) to be 0−+ or J ≥ 2. The measured mass and the
probable JPC = 0−+ assignment support the interpreta-
tion of the observed signal as the ηc(2S) resonance. These
results are consistent with those previously obtained by
CLEO with a similar analysis of the γγ → K0SK±π∓
process (Asner et al., 2004a). BABAR has also measured
the product of the two-photon coupling, Γγγ , and the ﬁ-
nal state branching fractions, B. This quantity is related
to the ratio of the resonance signal yield and the de-
tection eﬃciency. In order to reduce the systematic un-
certainty due to the unknown resonant substructure of
the decays, a weighted ﬁt to the eﬃciency-corrected mass
distribution is performed, taking into account the depen-
dence of the eﬃciency on the K0SK
±π∓(K+K−π+π−π0)
decay kinematics. The values Γγγ(ηc(2S)) × B(ηc(2S) →
KKπ) = (41 ± 4 ± 6) eV and Γγγ(ηc(2S)) × B(ηc(2S) →
K+K−π+π−π0) = (30 ± 6 ± 5) eV, and the ratio be-
tween the ηc(2S) branching fractions to the ﬁnal states
B(ηc(2S)→K+K−π+π−π0)
B(ηc(2S)→K0SK±π∓)
= 2.2 ± 0.5 ± 0.5 are found (del
Amo Sanchez, 2011h).
BABAR has also searched for the ηc(2S) in the process
γγ → ηcπ+π−, with the ηc decaying to K0SK±π∓ (Lees,
2012t). The analysis uses a two-dimensional ﬁt in the vari-
ables m(K0SK
±π∓) and m(K0SK
±π∓π+π−). Signal events
peak in both of these quantities. The combinatorial back-
ground is expected to be distributed smoothly, with sig-
niﬁcant correlation between the distributions over these
two variables. The correlation, studied with ηc sidebands,
is found to be consistent with being due to phase space.
Utilizing this enables precise determination of the com-
binatorial background shape from the data. The anal-
ysis also accounts for backgrounds that peak in either
m(K0SK
±π∓) or m(K0SK
±π∓π+π−). The ﬁt yields the ra-
tio B(ηc(2S)→ηcπ
+π−)
B(ηc(2S)→K0SK±π∓)
= 4.9±3.5(stat)±1.3(syst)±0.8(B),
where the third error is due to the uncertainty on B(ηc →
K0SK
±π∓) (Beringer et al., 2012). No signiﬁcant signal is
found, and an upper limit of 10.0 is set on this ratio of
branching fractions at the 90% conﬁdence level.
Inclusive observation in double charmonium production
The ηc(2S) has also been observed in the process e+e− →
J/ψηc(2S) by both Belle (Abe, 2002j, 2004g, 2007f) and
BABAR (Aubert, 2005n): see Section 18.2.4.2. The ηc(2S)
is not reconstructed in these analyses, but inferred from
the reconstructed J/ψ by using energy-momentum con-
servation. The ηc(2S) signal is identiﬁed as a peak in the
mass spectrum of the system recoiling against the recon-
structed J/ψ ; Mrecoil(J/ψ ) is deﬁned in Eq. (18.2.3), and
the technique is discussed in the surrounding text. We il-
lustrate these measurements using the BABAR analysis as
a representative. The recoil mass spectrum is ﬁtted with
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Figure 18.2.4. The Mrecoil(J/ψ ) distribution for the e
+e− →
J/ψ X process (Aubert, 2005n). The solid line represents the
total ﬁt function and the dashed line is the background con-
tribution. The histograms represent diﬀerent sources of back-
grounds. Signals from ηc, χc0, and ηc(2S) are visible.
signal line shapes determined from MC simulation, tak-
ing into account phase space suppression due to the varia-
tion of the virtual photon energy in ISR (Fig. 18.2.4). The
J/ψηc(2S) system is assumed to be produced in P -wave as
required by parity conservation. The combinatorial back-
ground contribution is estimated from J/ψ sidebands. The
ψ(2S) ISR background is estimated by using MC simula-
tions; the other feed-down from ψ(2S) → J/ψ X is esti-
mated by using ψ(2S) events reconstructed in the data.
The Mrecoil distributions for such backgrounds are struc-
tureless and are described by a smooth function in the ﬁt.
The main sources of systematic uncertainty in the mass
measurement are the uncertainty on the signal lineshape,
selection procedure, and mass scale calibration. BABAR
and Belle results are summarized in Table 18.2.2.
Inclusive B decays at BABAR
A search for ηc(2S) has also been performed by BABAR
in inclusive B-meson decays to XccK± (Aubert, 2006ae).
The analysis is carried out by fully reconstructing one B
meson (Btag), so the signal B-meson (Bsig) momentum is
known from the Btag and beam momenta. In events with
one charged kaon not associated with Btag, its momentum
is calculated in the Bsig rest frame. The mass of Xcc is
mX =
√
m2B +m
2
K − 2EKmB , where mB and mK are
the B± and K± masses and EK is the K± energy in the
B rest frame. The resulting mX spectrum is ﬁtted with a
sum of signal and combinatorial background components,
to obtain the ηc(2S) signal yield. An excess of events with
a statistical signiﬁcance of 1.8σ is observed at the expected
position for the ηc(2S) peak. Results of the ﬁt are reported
in Table 18.2.2.
Summary
In conclusion, the ηc(2S) has been measured in several
production processes and ﬁnal states at the B Factories.
The mass values measured in diﬀerent processes show quite
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Table 18.2.2. ηc(2S) mass and width as measured by BABAR and Belle. The ﬁrst three rows refer to measurements performed by
using B meson decays, the fourth and ﬁfth rows to two-photon collisions, and the last rows to double charmonium production.
These results are discussed in the summary at the end of Section 18.2.1.1. Limits are at 90% C.L.
Experiment Process Luminosity Mass Width Reference
(fb−1) (MeV/c2) (MeV)
Belle B → (K0SK±π∓)K 42 3654± 6± 8 < 55 Choi (2002)
BABAR B± → XccK± 211 3639± 7 < 23 Aubert (2006ae)
Belle B± → (K0SK±π∓)K± 492 3636.1+3.9−4.2 +0.7−2.0 6.6+8.4−5.1 +2.6−0.9 Vinokurova (2011)
BABAR γγ → K0SK±π∓ 520 3638.5± 1.5± 0.8 13.4± 4.6± 3.2 del Amo Sanchez (2011h)
BABAR γγ → K+K−π+π−π0 520 3640.5± 3.2± 2.5 – del Amo Sanchez (2011h)
BABAR e+e− → J/ψηc(2S) 112 3645.0± 5.5+4.9−7.8 22± 14 Aubert (2005n)
Belle e+e− → J/ψηc(2S) 357 3626± 5± 6 – Abe (2007f)
a large spread ranging from 3626 to 3654MeV/c2. The
large spread among the mass values measured in various
processes does not indicate an actual discrepancy: its size
is marginally consistent with the experimental uncertain-
ties, and the interference of the ηc(2S) resonance with the
underlying background is neglected in all but one mea-
surement (Vinokurova, 2011). In that analysis a 10 MeV
mass shift due to this eﬀect is estimated. Similar shifts
with diﬀerent values or signs are expected for the vari-
ous ηc(2S) production processes (B decays, two-photon
fusion, and double charmonium production). Nonetheless,
all the B Factory measurements are in contradiction with
the previous result reported by the Crystal Ball Collabo-
ration (Edwards et al., 1982).
Hadronic branching fractions of the ηc(2S) are ex-
pected to be similar to those of ηc (Chao, Gu, and
Tuan, 1996). However, the measured branching fraction
B(ηc(2S) → KKπ) = (1.9 ± 1.2)% (Aubert, 2008ba)
is signiﬁcantly smaller than the corresponding B(ηc →
KKπ) = (7.0 ± 1.2)% (Beringer et al., 2012). Further-
more, the ηc is observed to decay into h+h−h′+h′− (with
h(′) = K, π) with a branching fraction ∼ 1.6% (Beringer
et al., 2012), while the corresponding decays for ηc(2S)
were searched for, but not observed (e.g. B(ηc(2S) →
4π) < 4.5× 10−3 at 90% C.L.; Uehara, 2008b). The only
exclusive ηc(2S) decays observed to date are to KKπ and
K+K−π+π−π0.
18.2.1.2 χc2(2P )
Although the lowest 3PJ charmonium states (the χcJ)
are well established, no experimental information existed
about their radial excitations χcJ(2P ) before the B Fac-
tory era. Theory predicts that the masses of these states
lie in the region 3.9 − 4.0GeV/c2 (Godfrey and Isgur,
1985), which places them well above the DD threshold.
The χc0(2P ) and χc2(2P ) mesons would then decay pri-
marily into DD; the decay χc1(2P ) → DD is forbidden
by parity conservation, but the χc1(2P ) could decay into
DD∗, if energetically allowed.
In 2006, the Belle Collaboration reported the obser-
vation of a new resonance, provisionally called Z(3930),
based on analysis of a data sample of 395 fb−1 (Ue-
hara, 2006). The resonance is observed in two-photon
production, a mechanism providing a clean environment
for studying resonances in direct formation (see Chap-
ter 22 for the details), both in γγ → D0D0 and γγ →
D+D− (see Fig. 18.2.5 (a) and (b), respectively). The ﬁ-
nal state charmed mesons are fully reconstructed. Two-
photon events are separated from e+e− annihilation and
ISR events by requiring that the transverse momentum
of the DD system be small, as expected for two-photon
events in the no-tag mode (i.e., where neither the outgo-
ing electron nor the positron are detected). The result-
ing combined invariant mass distribution is ﬁtted with a
relativistic Breit-Wigner signal function (taking the mass
resolution and reconstruction eﬃciency into account) and
a background component (Fig. 18.2.5 (c)). The statistical
signiﬁcance of the Z(3930) peak is 5.3σ. The measured
mass and total width of the resonance are listed in Ta-
ble 18.2.3. The systematic uncertainties are dominated by
uncertainties in the D mass and the choice of the signal
function lineshape.
Belle performs an angular analysis to identify the spin
of the observed resonance. If one deﬁnes θ as the an-
gle of a D meson relative to the beam axis in the γγ
frame (equivalent to the DD frame), the cos θ distribution
for a scalar particle will be ﬂat, while for a spin-2 reso-
nance produced with helicity 2 along the incident axis, a
distribution proportional to sin4 θ is expected. Spin-1 is
largely suppressed in two-photon events with quasi-real
photons (Yang, 1950), thus this assignment is not consid-
ered. The Belle data signiﬁcantly favor spin-2 over spin-0
assignment, while the production and decay mechanisms
require positive parity and C-parity. The resulting quan-
tum numbers, JPC = 2++, suggest identifying this parti-
cle with the previously unobserved χc2(2P ) charmonium
state. Assuming production of a spin-2 state, Belle calcu-
lated the product of its two-photon width and the branch-
ing fraction into DD (Table 18.2.3). The systematic errors
are primarily due to uncertainties in tracking and particle
identiﬁcation eﬃciencies, the choice of ﬁt lineshapes and
the errors of D branching fractions.
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Figure 18.2.5. (a) D0D0, (b) D+D−, and (c) combined DD
invariant mass distributions in two-photon fusion events (Ue-
hara, 2006). The open histogram shows the combinatorial back-
ground distribution estimated from D sidebands. The solid line
represents the total ﬁt function, the dashed line the ﬁt without
any resonant structure.
Similar results have been obtained by BABAR, using
a 384 fb−1 data sample (Aubert, 2010g). The D0D0 and
D+D− ﬁnal states are fully reconstructed, selecting two-
photon events (in the no-tag mode) by requiring a large
missing mass (
√
(pe+e− − pDD)2) and a small transverse
momentum of the DD system. Additionally, the energy
deposited in the calorimeter unmatched to any charged-
particle track should not exceed 400MeV. A peak in the
DD invariant mass distribution near 3.93GeV/c2 is also
clearly seen in BABAR data. The combined eﬃciency-
corrected DD invariant mass spectrum is ﬁtted with a
relativistic Breit-Wigner signal function convolved with a
mass-dependent Gaussian resolution function and a back-
ground lineshape taking the DD threshold into account.
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Figure 18.2.6. The cos θ distribution (see the text) for
χc2(2P ) signal candidates in DD events produced in two-
photon fusion at BABAR (Aubert, 2010g). The results of a ﬁt
to the J = 2 hypothesis are shown with the solid curve; the
dashed curve corresponds to the J = 0 hypothesis.
The signiﬁcance of the χc2(2P ) observation is 5.8σ; the ﬁt-
ted mass and width are listed in Table 18.2.3. The angular
distribution for signal entries is obtained from ﬁts to data
in 10 bins of cos θ, with θ being the angle of a D in the DD
system relative to the DD lab momentum (Fig. 18.2.6).
As in the Belle study, the expected distribution for spin-2
is signiﬁcantly favored over spin-0; taking the production
and decay processes into account, JPC = 2++ is therefore
preferred. The calculated product of the two-photon width
and the branching fraction into the DD ﬁnal state is in
good agreement with the Belle value (Table 18.2.3). Sys-
tematic errors in this analysis address the choice of signal
and background lineshapes, tracking and particle identiﬁ-
cation issues, and uncertainties in D mass and branching
fractions.
In summary, the χc2(2P ) has been observed in two-
photon production at both B Factory experiments, de-
caying into D0D0 and D+D−. The parameters reported
by BABAR and Belle are in good agreement. The mea-
sured χc2(2P ) mass is 50MeV/c2 lower than potential
model predictions (Table 18.2.1); other parameters includ-
ing the two-photon width are consistent with the model
expectations for the χc2(2P ) state. This state has so far
not been seen in any other production mechanism or de-
cay mode. For example, BABAR has obtained a 90% C.L.
upper limit Γγγ(χc2(2P )) × B(χc2(2P ) → ηcπ+π−) <
18 eV (del Amo Sanchez, 2011h). Only two other reported
charmonium-like states in the predicted mass region are
observed to decay into DD or DD∗: the X(3872), the
structure of which is controversial (see Section 18.3.2), and
the X(3940), which is likely an excitation of the ηc (see
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Table 18.2.3. Summary of χc2(2P ) mass and width measurements obtained by Belle and BABAR in γγ → DD.
Experiment Luminosity Mass Width Spin Γγγ(χc2(2P ))× Reference
(fb−1) (MeV/c2) (MeV) JPC B(χc2(2P )→ DD) (keV)
Belle 395 3929± 5± 2 29± 10± 2 2++ 0.18± 0.05± 0.03 Uehara (2006)
BABAR 384 3926.7± 2.7± 1.1 21.3± 6.8± 3.6 2++ 0.24± 0.05± 0.04 Aubert (2010g)
Sections 18.2.1.3 and 18.3.3). The χc2(2P ) remains the
only conﬁrmed radial excitation of the 3PJ charmonium
states.
18.2.1.3 X(3940) and X(4160) as candidates for higher
radial excitations of ηc
Double charmonium production in e+e− annihilation, ﬁrst
observed in 2002 by Belle (Abe, 2002j) and conﬁrmed by
BABAR (Aubert, 2005n), can be regarded as a mini-factory
of charmonium production. This process, described in de-
tail in Section 18.2.4.2, provides opportunities both to
search for new charmonia, and to study the decays of
known states. Using two-body kinematics, exclusive ﬁnal
states can be identiﬁed by reconstructing a state such as
the J/ψ , and then studying the spectrum of the recoil mass
(Mrecoil(J/ψ), as deﬁned in Eq. 18.2.3, Section 18.2.4.2).
Both known and new states produced in association with
J/ψ appear as peaks in this spectrum.101 Studies of var-
ious double charmonium ﬁnal states have demonstrated
that scalar and pseudoscalar charmonia are copiously pro-
duced in recoil against J/ψ or ψ(2S), and there is no sig-
niﬁcant suppression of the production of radially excited
states (Abe, 2004g; Aubert, 2005n).
In the study by Abe (2007f) of the Mrecoil(J/ψ ) dis-
tribution, in addition to previously reported peaks at the
ηc, χc0, and ηc(2S) masses, a fourth enhancement around
3940MeV/c2 was found (Fig. 18.2.7). The new state was
called X(3940). A ﬁt to this spectrum that includes the
three previously seen charmonium states plus a fourth
state ﬁnds the signiﬁcance of the new state to be 5.0σ in-
cluding systematics. However, in this study it is not pos-
sible to prove that the observed peak is due to a single
resonance.
The X(3940) mass is above both the DD and DD∗
thresholds, so it is natural to search for X(3940) decays
into these ﬁnal states. Because of the small product of
D(∗) reconstruction eﬃciencies and branching fractions,
it is not feasible to reconstruct fully the chain e+e− →
J/ψX(3940),X(3940)→ DD(∗). To increase the eﬃciency,
only the J/ψ and one D meson are reconstructed, detect-
ing the other D(∗) as a peak in the Mrecoil(J/ψD) spec-
trum. The instrumental resolution allows the D and D∗
peaks to be clearly resolved, thus eﬀectively tagging the
processes e+e− → J/ψ DD and e+e− → J/ψ DD∗. A clear
101 Only states with charge conjugation C = +1 can be pro-
duced in association with the J/ψ , due to the conservation of
this quantum number in e+e− → γ∗ → J/ψ X and to the fact
that both the γ∗ and the J/ψ have C = −1.
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Figure 18.2.7. From the Abe (2007f) analysis: The distribu-
tion of Mrecoil(J/ψ ) in inclusive e
+e− → J/ψ X events (points
with error bars). The cross-hatched histogram shows the scaled
J/ψ sideband distribution; the open histogram corresponds to
the feed-down from ψ(2S) decay. The solid curve is the ﬁt re-
sult; the dashed curve shows the background and non-resonant
contribution.
X(3940) signal is seen only in the latter process, with 5.0σ
signiﬁcance. We illustrate the method, and present the
measured parameters of both the X(3940) and another
new state, using the results of the latest Belle study.
Using a dataset twice as large, Pakhlov (2008) per-
formed a detailed study of the processes e+e− → J/ψ DD,
J/ψ DD∗, and J/ψ D∗D∗. After reconstruction of a J/ψD
combination, signals for all three processes are evident in
the spectrum of recoil mass Mrecoil(J/ψD) (Fig. 18.2.8
(a)), at the D mass, the D∗ mass, and at ∼ 2.2GeV/c2
respectively. The latter peak is shifted and widened due
to the missing pion or photon from D∗ decay. The pro-
cesses e+e− → J/ψ DD∗ and J/ψ D∗D∗ are also clearly
seen following J/ψD∗ reconstruction, in the spectrum
of recoil mass Mrecoil(J/ψD∗) (Fig. 18.2.8 (b)), as dis-
tinct peaks around the D and D∗ masses. Selecting
J/ψD or J/ψD∗ combinations from the proper interval
of Mrecoil(J/ψD(∗)), events can be eﬀectively divided into
non-overlapping samples corresponding to each of the
studied processes. In particular, only the process e+e− →
DD (and combinatorial background) contributes in the
interval |Mrecoil(J/ψD)−MD| < 70MeV/c2. Events from
the adjacent interval |Mrecoil(J/ψD)−MD∗ | < 70MeV/c2
are dominated by the process e+e− → J/ψDD∗; a small
feed-down from the process e+e− → J/ψDD appears in
this interval due to initial state radiation. J/ψD∗ com-
binations from the interval |Mrecoil(J/ψD∗) − MD| <
70MeV/c2 provide a very clean sample of the same pro-
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Figure 18.2.8. From Pakhlov (2008): The distribution of (a)
Mrecoil(J/ψD) and (b) Mrecoil(J/ψD
∗) in e+e− → J/ψ D(∗)X
events (points with error bars). The histograms show the scaled
D(∗) sideband distribution. The solid curve is the ﬁt result; the
dashed curve shows the background contribution.
cess e+e− → J/ψDD∗, with very small background and
free of feed-down. However, as this sample is a small
subsample of the previous case, it is used only as a
cross check. Finally, J/ψD∗ combinations from the inter-
val |Mrecoil(J/ψD∗) −MD∗ | < 70MeV/c2 tag the process
e+e− → J/ψD∗D∗.
The spectra of M(D(∗)D(∗)) ≡Mrecoil(J/ψ ) are shown
in Figs 18.2.9 (a), (b), (c), and (d) for the four selected
cases in turn. Enhancements near threshold are evident in
each distribution. A ﬁt to the M(DD) distribution ﬁnds
a broad resonance-like structure near the threshold, ten-
tatively denoted X(3880). However the signiﬁcance of the
broad peak is low (3.8σ), and the ﬁt is not stable under
variation of the background parameterization. Therefore,
with the existing sample the resonant structure in this
process cannot be reliably determined. The signiﬁcance of
the X(3940) signal found by the ﬁt to the M(DD∗) spec-
trum is 5.7σ (including systematic uncertainties). The
X(3940) mass and width are M = (3942+7− 6 ± 6)MeV/c2
and Γ = (37+26− 15 ± 8)MeV. The insets in Figs 18.2.9 (a)
and (b) show the background subtracted spectra with the
signal functions superimposed.
The M(D∗D∗) spectrum has a clear broad enhance-
ment near threshold, which is seen above the small com-
binatorial background and the X(3940) reﬂection. The
observed enhancement, which has a signiﬁcance of 5.1σ
(including systematics), was interpreted as a new reso-
nance and denoted X(4160). The X(4160) parameters
are M = (4156+25− 20 ± 15)MeV/c2 and Γ = (139+111− 61 ±
21)MeV. Although the masses and widths of the X(4160)
and ψ(4160) are not inconsistent, the latter cannot be pro-
duced in e+e− annihilation via a single virtual photon due
to C-parity conservation, as explained above; annihilation
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Figure 18.2.9. From Pakhlov (2008): The spectra of
M(D(∗)D(∗)) ≡Mrecoil(J/ψ ) for events tagged and constrained
as (a) e+e− → J/ψ DD, (b,c) e+e− → J/ψ DD∗, and (d)
e+e− → J/ψ D∗D∗ in the data (points with error bars).
Hatched histograms show the combinatorial background distri-
butions and open histograms show the feed-down contribution
(see text). The solid lines represent the ﬁt results; the dashed
lines are background functions.
via two virtual photons is strongly suppressed, as demon-
strated by the non-observation of e+e− → J/ψJ/ψ (Abe,
2004g).
If the X(3940) has spin equal to 0, like other states pro-
duced together with the J/ψ , the absence of a DD decay
mode strongly favors JP = 0−, for which the most likely
charmonium assignment is the ηc(3S) (see Table 18.2.1).102
The fact that the lower-mass ηc and ηc(2S) are also pro-
duced in double charmonium production supports this as-
signment. However, there is the problem that the mea-
sured X(3940) mass is below potential model estimates
for the ηc(3S) mass of ∼ 4050MeV/c2 or higher (Barnes
et al., 2005). A further complication is the observation of
the X(4160), which could also be attributed to the 1S0
state, using similar arguments. But the X(4160) mass
is well above expectations for the ηc(3S) and well be-
102 The decay of the pseudoscalar state, 0−, into two pseu-
doscalar mesons is forbidden by parity conservation, as only
S-wave is allowed. On the contrary, for the scalar state, 0+,
this decay is allowed and should be dominant.
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low those for the ηc(4S), which is predicted to be near
4400MeV/c2 (Barnes et al., 2005). Although either the
X(3940) or the X(4160) or both might conceivably ﬁt a
charmonium assignment, the ﬁnal identiﬁcation of these
states will be possible only after angular analysis of the
e+e− → J/ψ D∗D(∗) processes has been performed, allow-
ing quantum numbers to be ﬁxed. Such a study requires
much larger samples than those collected by the B Facto-
ries.
18.2.2 New decay modes of known charmonia
It is diﬃcult for the B Factories to compete with the
charm factories (BES and CLEO-c) in searching for new
decay modes of the charmonium states below DD thresh-
old, as the charm factories have collected large datasets at
the J/ψ and ψ(2S) peaks. Automatically, large samples of
tagged ηc, χcJ , and hc events are also collected through
radiative or hadronic transitions. Nonetheless, one new ηc
decay mode was observed by the B Factories.
For the states above DD threshold the B Factories
are competitive: for a study of wide ψ resonances charm
factories need to perform an energy scan, with relatively
low luminosity at each point, whereas the B Factories can
see the whole energy region in many open charm exclusive
ﬁnal states. Here we present the observed new decay mode
of the ηc (Section 18.2.2.1) and ﬁrst measurements of the
exclusive decays of ψ states above open charm threshold
(Section 18.2.2.2).
18.2.2.1 ηc → ΛΛ
Belle has studied decays of ηc and J/ψ to both pp and ΛΛ,
using two-bodyB decays B → ηcK and J/ψK (Wu, 2006).
The primary goal was to study anisotropy parameters in
the decays of J/ψ to baryon-antibaryon pairs (Murgia and
Melis, 1995). In addition to a clear ηc → pp signal, a
signiﬁcant excess has also been observed in ηc → ΛΛ for
the ﬁrst time.
In this analysis B mesons are reconstructed using
the standard procedure, with ΔE and mES as discrim-
inating variables (see Section 7.1). The dominant back-
ground, continuum events, is suppressed using a Fisher
discriminant that combines seven event shape variables
(Section 9.3). The ΛΛ mass spectrum from the B me-
son signal window is presented in Fig. 18.2.10. An un-
binned maximum likelihood ﬁt to this spectrum is per-
formed using a relativistic Breit-Wigner function for the
ηc peak, a Gaussian for the J/ψ peak, and a linear func-
tion for the non-resonant background. The Breit-Wigner
function is convolved with the detector resolution func-
tion, which is taken from the Gaussian width of the J/ψ
peak. The ﬁt result is shown in the Fig. 18.2.10 inset. The
measured ηc mass and width are (2974 ± 7+2−1)MeV/c2
and (40 ± 19 ± 5)MeV, respectively. The signal yield is
(18.2± 4.8) ηc events.
A ﬁt to the mES spectrum from the ηc signal window
yields (19.5+5.1−4.4) events, consistent with the result of the
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Figure 18.2.10. From Wu (2006): The ΛΛ mass spectrum in
B → ΛΛK events from the B meson signal window. The ηc
and J/ψ region is shown inset, with the ﬁt results as a solid
line. No signiﬁcant signal is visible in the ηc(2S) region.
former ﬁt. The statistical signiﬁcance of the observation
of the new ηc decay mode is estimated to be 7.9 standard
deviations. Taking into account reconstruction eﬃciency,
the branching fraction of the ηc → ΛΛ decay is calculated
to be B = (0.87+0.24−0.21(stat)+0.09−0.14(syst) ± 0.27 (B)) × 10−3,
where the third uncertainty term is due to the poorly
known absolute branching fractions of ηc. This term can-
cels in the ratio B(ηc → ΛΛ)/B(ηc → pp¯), measured to be
0.67+0.19−0.16 ± 0.12, consistent with the theoretical expecta-
tions.
18.2.2.2 Open charm decays of JCP = 1−− charmonium
states
The process with a photon radiated from the initial state
(ISR), e+e− → γISR V (see Fig. 21.2.2 for the Feynman di-
agram), generates a state V coupled to the virtual photon,
and therefore with the same quantum numbers, JPC =
1−−. Such events represent an excellent laboratory to study
exclusive decays of the vector V , with very clean signals
observed in most studied ﬁnal states (see Chapter 21 for
a detailed description of the process). The ISR method
has been successfully used to measure charmonium de-
cays into open charm ﬁnal states: their high multiplicity
allows for eﬃcient reconstruction with the ISR method,
while the small branching fractions of charmed mesons to
modes convenient for reconstruction make them diﬃcult
to detect in exclusive B decays. The B Factories have pro-
vided measurements of the branching fractions of various
vector charmonium states for the ﬁrst time. Here we de-
scribe only the procedure that was used to extract the
branching fractions, and summarize the results.
Both BABAR (Aubert, 2009n) and Belle (Abe, 2007d;
Pakhlova, 2008a) have studied the processes e+e− →
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Figure 18.2.11. From Aubert (2009n): The (a) DD, (b) DD∗,
and (c) D∗D∗ mass spectra in the e+e− → γISR D(∗)D(∗) pro-
cess. The curves represent the ﬁtted functions as described in
the text. The shaded histogram corresponds to the smoothed
incoherent background. The second smooth solid line repre-
sents the non-resonant contribution.
γISR D
(∗)D(∗); their results are in good agreement. The
measured cross-sections for these processes around thresh-
old exhibit many structures, which could be attributed
to the various ψ states. BABAR has performed ﬁts to the
measured mass spectra including interference between the
resonant terms (ciWi(m)eiφi , where Wi(m) is a P -wave
relativistic Breit-Wigner) and the non-resonant contribu-
tion. The ﬁtting functions for each channel are computed
with their own thresholds, eﬃciencies, purities, and back-
grounds. The ﬁts, summed over the charged and neutral
ﬁnal states, provide a good description of all the data
(Fig. 18.2.11). The fraction for each resonant contribution
i is deﬁned by
fi =
|ci|2
∫ |Wi(m)|2dm∑
j,k cjc
∗
k
∫
Wj(m)W ∗k (m)dm
; (18.2.1)
the fractions fi do not necessarily add up to 1 because of
interference between amplitudes. The error for each frac-
tion has been evaluated by propagating the full covariance
Figure 18.2.12. From del Amo Sanchez (2010d): The ob-
served (a) D+s D
−
s , (b) D
∗+
s D
−
s , and (c) D
∗+
s D
∗−
s mass spec-
tra in the processes e+e− → γISRD(∗)s D(∗)s (del Amo Sanchez,
2010d). The shaded areas show the background contribution.
The dashed lines indicate the sum of this background and the
coherent background. The solid lines are the results from the
ﬁt as described in the text.
matrix obtained by the ﬁt. The resulting relative branch-
ing fractions are listed in Table 18.2.4, and compared with
the predictions of theoretical models.
A similar ﬁt was performed by BABAR to the D+s D
−
s ,
D∗+s D
−
s , and D
∗+
s D
∗−
s mass spectra (del Amo Sanchez,
2010d). In the ﬁt the mass and width of the ψ(4040),
ψ(4160), ψ(4415), and the exotic state Y (4260) (see Sec-
tion 18.3) are ﬁxed to the PDG values (Amsler et al.,
2008); interference with the coherent non-resonant contri-
bution is taken into account. The ﬁt results are shown in
Fig. 18.2.12 and measured ﬁt fractions are given in Ta-
ble 18.2.5.
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Table 18.2.4. From Aubert (2009n): Ratios of branching fractions for the three ψ resonances. The ﬁrst error is statistical, the
second systematic. Theoretical expectations are from the 3P0 model (Barnes et al., 2005), C
3 model (Eichten, Lane, and Quigg,
2006), and ρKρ model (Swanson, 2006).
Ratio Measurement 3P0 C
3 ρKρ
B(ψ(4040)→ DD)/B(ψ(4040)→ D∗D) 0.24 ± 0.05 ± 0.12 0.003 0.14
B(ψ(4040)→ D∗D∗)/B(ψ(4040)→ D∗D) 0.18 ± 0.14 ± 0.03 1.0 0.29
B(ψ(4160)→ DD)/B(ψ(4160)→ D∗D∗) 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 0.46 0.08
B(ψ(4160)→ D∗D)/B(ψ(4160)→ D∗D∗) 0.34 ± 0.14 ± 0.05 0.011 0.16
B(ψ(4415)→ DD)/B(ψ(4415)→ D∗D∗) 0.14 ± 0.12 ± 0.03 0.025
B(ψ(4415)→ D∗D)/B(ψ(4415)→ D∗D∗) 0.17 ± 0.25 ± 0.03 0.14
Table 18.2.5. From del Amo Sanchez (2010d): D+s D
−
s ,
D∗+s D
−
s , and D
∗+
s D
∗−
s ﬁt fractions (in %). Errors are statistical
only.
Resonance Fraction
D+s D
−
s D
∗+
s D
−
s D
∗+
s D
∗−
s
ψ(4040) 62 ± 21
ψ(4160) 23 ± 26 53± 8
ψ(4415) 6 ± 11 4± 2 5± 12
Y (4260) 0.5± 3.0 18± 24 11± 16
non-resonant 11 ± 5 27± 5 71± 20
Sum 103 ± 36 102± 26 87± 28
In similar studies of two-body charmed mesons states
produced via ISR, Belle does not perform ﬁts to the ob-
tained cross-sections, motivating their choice by the diﬃ-
culty of taking coupled channel eﬀects into account. How-
ever, a ﬁt is performed to the prominent ψ(4415) peak
found in the process e+e− → γISR D0D−π+ (Pakhlova,
2008c). As this peak is observed far from other ψ states,
and ψ(4415) decay to this ﬁnal state turns out to be large,
a na¨ıve one-resonance ﬁt is justiﬁed in this case. A study
of invariant masses of the D−π+ and D0π+ combinations
demonstrates that the decay ψ(4415)→ D0D−π+ is dom-
inated by the D0D∗2(2460)
0 and D−D∗2(2460)
+ interme-
diate states. Because of their positive interference (due to
C = −1 of the ψ(4415)) Belle does not study them sepa-
rately, but divides the selected sample into DD∗2(2460) +
c.c. and non-resonant D0D−π+ regions. A ψ(4415) peak
is seen only in the former region; no sign of ψ(4415) is seen
in the second case (Fig. 18.2.13). A ﬁt to the MD0D−π+
spectrum in the DD∗2(2460) + c.c. regions yields 109 ±
25(stat) signal events, and the signiﬁcance for the ψ(4415)
signal is ∼ 10σ. The measured peak mass Mψ(4415) =
(4.411± 0.007(stat))GeV/c2 and total width Γtot = (77±
20(stat))MeV are in good agreement with the BES re-
sults (Ablikim et al., 2007). Belle measures B(ψ(4415) →
DD∗2(2460))×B(D∗2(2460)→ Dπ+) = (10.5±2.4±3.8)%
and sets an upper limit on the ratio of the branching frac-
tions of ψ(4415) decays to non-resonant D0D−π+ and
DD∗2(2460) + c.c. to be 0.22 at the 90% C.L.
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Figure 18.2.13. From Pakhlova (2008c): Mass distributions
for D0D−π+ in e+e− → γISRD0D−π+ events. Fit results are
shown by the solid curve. (a) The MD0D−π+ spectrum for the
DD∗2(2460) signal region; the dashed curve corresponds to the
non-ψ(4415) contribution. (b) The MD0D−π+ spectrum out-
side the DD∗2(2460) signal region; the dashed curve shows the
upper limit on the ψ(4415) yield at the 90% C.L. In both
plots, shaded histograms show the normalized contributions
from MD0 and MD− sidebands.
In the study of the process e+e− → D0D∗−π+ Belle
found only a hint for the ψ(4415) signal with statistical
signiﬁcance 3.1σ (Pakhlova, 2009) and set an upper limit
on the branching fraction B(ψ(4415) → D0D∗−π+) <
10.6% at the 90% C.L.
18.2.3 Measurements of parameters
B Factory analyses have contributed to the precision with
which various charmonium parameters are known: studies
have been performed for the ηc (Section 18.2.3.1), J/ψ
(Section 18.2.3.2), χc0 and χc2 (Section 18.2.3.3), and
ψ(3770) (Section 18.2.3.4). The treatment of interference
eﬀects is important in a number of these analyses, as dis-
cussed below.
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Table 18.2.6. Summary of ηc mass and width measurements obtained by BABAR and Belle in diﬀerent production processes as
marked in the second column.
Experiment Process Decay Mass (MeV/c2) Width (MeV) Reference
Belle B → Kηc hadrons 2979.6± 2.3± 1.6 29± 8± 6 Fang (2003)
BABAR B → Kηc inclusive 2982± 5 — Aubert (2006ae)
Belle B → Kηc pp 2971± 3+2−1 48+8−7 ± 5 Wu (2006)
Belle B → Kηc ΛΛ 2974± 7+2−1 40± 19± 5 Wu (2006)
BABAR B → K(∗)ηc KKπ 2985.8± 1.5± 3.1 36.3+3.7−3.6 ± 4.4 Aubert (2008ba)
Belle B → Kηc K0SKπ 2985.4± 1.5+0.5−2.0 35.1± 3.1+1.0−1.6 Vinokurova (2011)
BABAR γγ → ηc KKπ 2982.5± 1.1± 0.9 34.3± 2.3± 0.9 Aubert (2004s)
Belle γγ → ηc hadrons 2986.1± 1.0± 2.5 28.1± 3.2± 2.2 Uehara (2008b)
BABAR γγ → ηc K0SKπ 2982.2± 0.4± 1.6 31.7± 1.2± 0.8 Lees (2010b)
Belle γγ → ηc η′π+π− 2982.7± 1.8± 2.2± 0.3 37.8+5.8−5.3 ± 2.8± 1.4 Zhang (2012)
Belle e+e− → J/ψηc inclusive 2970± 5± 6 — Abe (2007f)
18.2.3.1 ηc mass, width, and transition form factor
The ηc is the lightest S-wave spin-singlet charmonium
state. In spite of a long history of studies, the ηc parame-
ters are still not well deﬁned. As detailed in Section 18.1,
the ηc mass and total width are of particular importance
for QCD tests in the charmonium sector, where a set of
QCD complications are partially removed due to the large
quark mass. While the spin-independent part of the cc po-
tential is well-ﬁxed by experimental data, for the study of
the spin-dependent part exact knowledge of the ηc mass
plays an important role. There is a relatively large spread
in the ηc mass and total width values obtained in diﬀerent
experiments (in Beringer et al., 2012, the fourteen mea-
surements have χ2 = 36), and no deﬁnitive explanation
for the discrepancy between the ηc parameters measured
in J/ψ and ψ(2S) radiative decays, in γγ and pp¯ produc-
tion, and in B decays has been suggested to date.
One of the critical issues for the correct measurement
of ηc parameters in the decays J/ψ (ψ(2S)) → ηcγ may
be the theoretical understanding of the ηc line shape in
M1 radiative transitions. For example, the eﬀect of a dis-
torted ηc line shape in these decays was discussed by
CLEO (Mitchell et al., 2009b). In other processes where ηc
parameters are measured, there is another source of sys-
tematic uncertainty which was only recently recognized
as of possible signiﬁcance: interference of the ηc, which is
commonly exclusively reconstructed in a multihadron ﬁ-
nal state, with a non-resonant (continuum) substrate. It is
not an easy task to take the eﬀect of interference into ac-
count. If the ﬁnal state contains more than two particles,
the resonant structure and the orbital angular momentum
between ﬁnal state hadrons may diﬀer for ηc decay and the
continuum. Hence the interference may be partial or even
absent, and simply adding a coherent continuum ampli-
tude to the ηc Breit-Wigner amplitude in the ﬁt does not
guarantee results more correct than those obtained when
interference is ignored. Over the past decade, both BABAR
and Belle have carried out many measurements of ηc pa-
rameters, as summarized in Table 18.2.6. Below we brieﬂy
review some recent analyses where the eﬀect of interfer-
ence has been considered.
In a study of ηc production in γγ fusion BABAR es-
timates the uncertainty on the ηc mass and width due
to interference eﬀects (Lees, 2010b). In the baseline ﬁt
to the measured K0SKπ mass spectra for the selected γγ
events the interference term is ignored. To estimate the
possible mass shift a ﬁt assuming the maximum (full) in-
terference with the continuum γγ → K0SKπ background
is performed. The ηc mass value changes by 1.5MeV/c2,
which is the dominant contribution to the systematic un-
certainty. Belle observes a clear ηc signal in the mass spec-
trum of η′π+π− combinations produced in two-photon col-
lisions (Zhang, 2012), and measures its mass and width.
As in the BABAR analysis above, the eﬀect of interference
can only be estimated: the diﬀerences in the ηc parame-
ters with and without interference, ΔM = 0.3MeV/c2 and
ΔΓ = 1.4MeV, are taken as model-dependent uncertain-
ties of the measurement. In the Belle study of B → Kηc
followed by ηc → K0SKπ (Vinokurova, 2011) an angular
analysis is used to distinguish the contributions from the
coherent and noncoherent K0SKπ continuum amplitudes
from B → K(K0SKπ) decays, mediated by the penguin di-
agram. This analysis takes interference into account with
no assumptions on its phase or absolute value. If interfer-
ence is turned oﬀ, the ﬁtted mass and width do not vary
signiﬁcantly. Finally, a recent BES paper (Ablikim et al.,
2012a) has presented a high statistics measurement of the
interference: considering such results in future measure-
ments would help to reduce systematic uncertainties.
Another important ηc property, the transition form
factor, has been measured by BABAR (Lees, 2010b). Such
a measurement allows the shape of the charmonium wave
function to be probed, and provides a test of the predic-
tions of pQCD as well as calculations that use the lat-
tice QCD approach. BABAR studies the process e+e− →
e+e−γγ∗ → e+e−ηc for the momentum transfer range
from 2 to 50GeV2. To ensure high virtuality of one of
the photons, either the electron or positron is required to
be detected, while the other is scattered at a small an-
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Figure 18.2.14. From Lees (2010b): The F (Q2)/F (0) dis-
tribution for the ηc (points with error bars). The solid curve
shows the ﬁt to the simple monopole shape. The dotted curve
shows the leading order pQCD prediction from Feldmann and
Kroll (1997).
gle and hence escapes detection. The transition form fac-
tor F (Q2) (Fig. 18.2.14) is extracted from the measured
diﬀerential cross section dσ/dQ2, where the squared mo-
mentum transfer is calculated from the measured (p′) and
known (p) four-momenta of the ﬁnal and initial state elec-
trons respectively: Q2 = −(p′ − p)2. The obtained distri-
bution is well described by the simple monopole form∣∣∣∣F (Q2)F (0)
∣∣∣∣= 11+Q2/Λ, Λ=(8.5±0.6±0.7)GeV2, (18.2.2)
and in fair agreement with the QCD prediction (Feldmann
and Kroll, 1997).
18.2.3.2 Electronic and total width of the J/ψ
The electronic width of 1−− charmonium resonances is
an important characteristic that measures the charmo-
nium wavefunction ψ(0) and helps to ﬁx potential model
parameters. Lattice QCD calculations of Γee, which are
gradually approaching experimental results in precision,
will also soon be put to the test.
Experimentally Γee can be derived from the resonance
peak cross section. This either requires a dedicated en-
ergy scan of the resonance at a charm factory, or can
be achieved at B Factories via ISR. The latter process
provides signiﬁcant cancellation of systematic uncertain-
ties, as an energy range including both the resonance and
nearby regions is simultaneously available. BABAR pio-
neered this method for determination of the J/ψ electronic
and total widths (Aubert, 2004d). In this analysis the J/ψ
is reconstructed in the dimuon channel only, because the
e+e− ﬁnal state has much larger backgrounds from ra-
diative Bhabha events. The directly measured quantity
is Γee × B(J/ψ → μ+μ−),103 which is found to be equal
to (0.3301± 0.0077± 0.0073) keV. Then using the known
leptonic branching fractions it is possible to derive both
the electronic width Γee = (5.61 ± 0.20) keV, and the to-
tal width Γtot = Γee/B(J/ψ → e+e−) = (94.7 ± 4.4) keV.
The statistical and systematic uncertainties are combined
in quadrature. The BABAR Γee × B(J/ψ → μ+μ−) result
is one of three measurements contributing to the current
world average, which is (0.334±0.005) keV (Beringer et al.,
2012).
18.2.3.3 χc0 and χc2
The B Factories have also made a moderate contribution
to the precision measurement of the P -wave charmonium
masses and widths. Belle has measured charmonium pro-
duction in two-photon collisions (Uehara, 2008b), observ-
ing signals for the three C-even charmonia ηc, χc0, and χc2
in the π+π−π+π−, K+K−π+π−, and K+K−K+K− de-
cay modes. The invariant mass distributions in the vicinity
of each charmonium peak are ﬁtted to the sum of charmo-
nium and background components. The combined results
for the three decay modes yield a χc0 mass of (3414.2 ±
0.5 ± 2.3)MeV/c2 and a width of (10.6 ± 1.9 ± 2.6)MeV.
The measured χc2 mass is (3555.3± 0.6± 2.2)MeV/c2.
BABAR has also searched for resonances decaying to
ηcπ
+π− in two-photon collisions (Lees, 2012t). In this
analysis ηc is reconstructed in the K0SKπ decay mode,
and searches for several known charmonium states, includ-
ing the χc2, are performed in the reconstructed ηcπ+π−
mass spectrum. The ﬁt in the χc2 region yields a central
value for the ratio of branching fractions B(χc2→ηcπ
+π−)
B(χc2→K0SKπ)
=
14.5±9.8(stat)±7.3(syst)±2.5 (B), where the last uncer-
tainty is due to the uncertainty on B(ηc → K0SKπ). No
signiﬁcant signal is found, and an upper limit of 31.4 is
set on this ratio of branching fractions at the 90% C.L.
18.2.3.4 ψ(3770) mass and width
The ψ(3770) is thought to be a D-wave state with a small
admixture of S-wave, and as it is above DD threshold,
it is expected to decay mostly to DD. The ψ(3770) has
been investigated in direct formation in e+e− annihila-
tion by numerous experiments since its observation by
MARK I (Rapidis et al., 1977). Precise measurements
of its mass and width have been obtained from energy
scans near the resonance. However, as the accuracy of
measurements has increased, an anomalous deviation of
103 The peak Born cross section, which can be extracted
from the ﬁt to the data spectrum, is equal to σpeakBorn =
12π2
ms
ΓeeB(J/ψ → μ+μ−)
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the ψ(3770) peak lineshape from the Breit-Wigner func-
tion has appeared (Ablikim et al., 2008a), and remained
puzzling until recently.
At the B Factories one can use the process with ini-
tial state radiation to study ψ(3770) formation, and both
BABAR and Belle have observed the ψ(3770) in their anal-
ysis of e+e− → γISRDD (Pakhlova, 2008a and Aubert,
2009n; see Section 21.4.2). Only BABAR has ﬁtted its DD
mass spectrum to measure M = (3778.8±1.9±0.9)MeV/c2
and Γ = (23.5±3.7±0.9)MeV. Although the electromag-
netic suppression of ISR processes results in small data
samples104 and does not allow the study of the ψ(3770)
peak in detail, the access to the large energy range pro-
vided by ISR turns out to be extremely important for
understanding the ψ(3770) lineshape. Both BABAR and
Belle observe a structure in the ISR cross section at
∼ 3.9GeV/c2 (Fig. 21.4.3), known as G(3900),105 which
must be taken into account to describe the cross section
in the region below 4GeV. This observation suggests that
resonance-continuum interference is essential for determi-
nation of the ψ(3770) parameters. A recent KEDR anal-
ysis of e+e− scan data (Anashin et al., 2012), which in-
cludes interference with the tail of the ψ(2S) resonance,
concludes that the interference causes a signiﬁcant shift
in the ﬁtted ψ(3770) peak and can explain the nontriv-
ial ψ(3770) lineshape. The Particle Data Group (Beringer
et al., 2012), when determining the ψ(3770) mass, now
uses only those analyses which take interference into ac-
count.
The B Factories have also observed the ψ(3770) in B
decays (Brodzicka, 2008; Chistov, 2004; Aubert, 2008bd).
The measured mass and width are in good agreement with
the parameters obtained from the direct formation analy-
sis that accounts for interference.
18.2.4 Production
The B Factories also provide useful information on char-
monium production mechanisms. Measurement of the char-
monium production rates in diﬀerent processes, as well
as kinematic characteristics of produced charmonia, help
to test models numerically and to determine charmonium
properties. At the B Factories charmonia are produced
in γγ fusion, via resonant direct production in e+e− an-
nihilation with initial state radiation, in the decays of B
mesons, and in the fragmentation of cc pairs produced in
e+e− annihilation.
The former two processes provide a direct measure-
ment of important charmonium parameters, namely the
two-photon and dielectron widths. Both are related to the
charmonium wave function, and are used to ﬁx the param-
eters of the potential models that describe charmonium
104 Note that the emission of the ISR photon is suppressed by
the electromagnetic coupling constant αEM.
105 The G(3900) is not considered to be a real resonance, as
the appearance of a bump in this region is qualitatively consis-
tent with predictions of the coupled-channel model of Eichten,
Gottfried, Kinoshita, Lane, and Yan (1980).
spectroscopy. Chapters 21 and 22 describe in detail the
numerous experimental results obtained at the B Facto-
ries, in ISR and two-photon physics respectively.
When describing charmonium formation from cc pairs
produced either in B decays or in e+e− annihilation, eﬀec-
tive ﬁeld theories are used. The EFT most often exploited
is non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD), which assumes factor-
ization of the production of charmonium partons (e.g. a
cc pair) in the given process, and the formation of char-
monium from those partons (Bodwin, Braaten, and Lep-
age, 1995; Caswell and Lepage, 1986; Thacker and Lepage,
1991). The former part contains a partonic level cross sec-
tion generally calculated in perturbative QCD, in which
the cc pair may be produced in a color singlet or color octet
state (Braaten and Fleming, 1995; Cho and Leibovich,
1996a). The latter part, which describes the evolution of
the cc pair with the quantum numbers of the ﬁnal charmo-
nium state, cannot be calculated in perturbation theory,
and the relevant parameters are usually extracted from
the data. A signature of the NRQCD approach is the uni-
versality of the long distance production matrix elements,
which are assumed to be independent of the hard pro-
cess of parton production. For a more extensive account
of EFTs and quarkonia, see Section 18.1.4.
Before presenting the experimental results it is worth
emphasizing that the B Factories provide the cleanest pro-
cesses for calculation of charmonium production, as cc-
pairs in B decays (Section 18.2.4.1) and e+e− annihilation
(Section 18.2.4.2) are produced via weak and electromag-
netic processes, which can be calculated exactly. However
in some cases, the test of such predictions requires a care-
ful treatment of the details of the experimental measure-
ments (Section 18.2.4.3).
18.2.4.1 B decays
B mesons can decay into almost all possible charmonium
states, with typical inclusive branching fractions ∼ 1%, al-
though some states are dynamically suppressed. The ﬁrst
example of charmonium production in B decays, B →
J/ψX, was discovered in 1985 by the ARGUS and CLEO
collaborations (Albrecht et al., 1985b; Haas et al., 1985).
At present, the Particle Data Group lists branching ratios
for 31 charmonium modes, while upper limits are set for
a further 26 modes. Although the B Factories have made
a formidable contribution to the majority of these mea-
surements, in this section we limit ourselves to the ﬁrst
observations of inclusive and exclusive B to charmonium
decays that are interesting for the theory of charmonium
production.
Inclusive decays
Two-body B-decays
Inclusive B decays to charmonia provide a very good op-
portunity to test charmonium production models. The
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Figure 18.2.15. Mass diﬀerence between J/ψγ and J/ψ can-
didates in B decays (Abe, 2002i).
well measured inclusive J/ψ production rate (after sub-
traction of the contribution from cascade decays ψ(2S)
and χc → J/ψ X) is a factor 5 − 10 larger than the pre-
dicted color singlet contribution: inclusion of the color
octet mechanism to resolve this discrepancy therefore
makes the octet the dominant contribution. One of the
cleanest ways to check whether this conclusion is correct
is to measure the χc2-to-χc1 production ratio in B decays:
the only contribution to χc2 production comes from the
color octet model, which favors χc2 over χc1 production,
the rate being proportional to 2J + 1, the number of spin
states.106 Experimentally, B → χc1 X was measured many
years ago by ARGUS (Albrecht et al., 1992b), while only
an upper limit had been set on χc2 production before the
B Factories began operation (Chen et al., 2001c).
Inclusive B → χc2X decays were ﬁrst observed by
Belle in 2002 using 29.4 fb−1 of data (Abe, 2002i). χc can-
didates are reconstructed in the J/ψγ mode. In addition
to the prominent χc1 peak, a χc2 signal is clearly seen in
the J/ψγ − J/ψ mass diﬀerence spectrum (Fig. 18.2.15).
Signal yields are extracted by ﬁtting the distribution with
the sum of two Crystal Ball functions representing the χc1
and χc2 contributions, and a third-order Chebyshev poly-
nomial parameterizing the background. After subtraction
of the ψ(2S)→ χcJγ feed-down the direct branching frac-
tions are found to be B(B → χc1X) = (3.32 ± 0.22 ±
0.34) × 10−3 and B(B → χc2X) = (1.80+0.23−0.28 ± 0.26) ×
10−3. A similar analysis was performed by BABAR (Au-
106 If the cc pair is produced in the singlet state, it can directly
form a meson, but this one can only have J = 0, 1. In order
to be able to produce the χc2 state, which has J = 2, a gluon
needs to be emitted; gluon emission is also necessary when the
cc is produced in a color octet state. Note also that in the na¨ıve
factorization approach Γ (B → χc0(2)P ) is expected to vanish
as explained in Section 17.3.5.4.
bert, 2003n), with results in good agreement with those
of Belle: B(B → χc1X) = (3.41± 0.35± 0.42)× 10−3 and
B(B → χc2X) = (1.90 ± 0.45 ± 0.29) × 10−3. As can be
seen, the ratio of production rates of χc2 and χc1 is roughly
1 : 2, between the pure color singlet and pure color octet
predictions (0 : 1 and 5 : 3 respectively).
Two-body decays of the type B → (cc)resK(∗) have
been extensively studied, because of their extremely clean
experimental environment and their importance for CP -
violation measurements. Theoretical calculations for these
decays are more diﬃcult than those for inclusive charmo-
nium production, as they have to include the fragmenta-
tion of light quarks into K(∗) mesons, introducing an addi-
tional uncertainty. However, for such decays it is justiﬁed
to use the factorization hypothesis, since a charmonium
state (which does not pick up the spectator quark from
the B meson) is an object of small size and escapes the
decay region; only the kaon partner is aﬀected by soft-
gluon exchange. The factorization approach predicts large
suppression in the production of χc0, hc, and χc2 in com-
parison with χc1 in B → (cc)resK decays (Beneke and
Vernazza, 2009). By the start of B Factory data taking,
only the B → χc1K decay had been observed.
The decay B → χc0K was seen for the ﬁrst time at the
B Factories; this process was diﬃcult to observe, due to
the small χc0 branching fractions to modes suitable for re-
construction. In 2001 Belle (Abe, 2002e) observed a B+ →
χc0K
+ signal in two χc0 decay modes: π+π− and K+K−.
A more substantial study of this decay, that takes into ac-
count interference of the χc0 resonance with a large variety
of possible intermediate hadron resonances in the K+π−,
π+π−, and K+K− systems, was performed by Belle (Gar-
mash, 2005) with a larger data set using the Dalitz anal-
ysis technique (see Chapter 13). In this analysis, signal
events are selected from an ellipse around the nominal ΔE
and mES values in the ΔE−mES plane. The regions with
dipion mass around the J/ψ or ψ(2S) nominal masses con-
tain a large background from B+ → J/ψ (ψ(2S))K+ de-
cays followed by J/ψ (ψ(2S))→ μ+μ−, where both muons
are misidentiﬁed as pions. Similarly, the region in the
K+π− mass corresponding to D0 → K+π− decay is con-
taminated by the B+ → D0K+ process. These three re-
gions are excluded from further analysis. The Dalitz plot
for the signal region is shown in Fig. 18.2.16 (a) and (b)
for B+ → π+π−K+ and K+K−K+ decays respectively.
The B+ → χc0K+ signal can be seen as a horizontal band
at M2(π+π−) and M2(K+K+) ∼ 11.6GeV2/c4. The χc0
signal yield in B+ → π+π−K+ is extracted by an un-
binned maximum-likelihood ﬁt to the Dalitz distribution
with a coherent sum of all known intermediate quasi-
two-body processes (χc0K+, K∗(892)0π+, K∗0 (1430)
0π+,
ρ(770)0K+, f0(980)K+, f(1300)K+, κπ+), a non-resonant
three-bodyK+π+π− contribution, and a background shape
ﬁxed from sideband studies. A similar procedure is used
for the K+K−K+ ﬁnal state. Signiﬁcant signals for χc0
are observed in both modes, and the combined branch-
ing fraction is found to be B(B+ → χc0K+) = (1.96 ±
0.35±0.33+1.97−0.26)×10−4, where the ﬁrst error is statistical,
the second is systematic, and the third is the model error
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Figure 18.2.16. From Garmash (2005): Dalitz plot for events in the signal region for the (a) B+ → π+π−K+ and (b)
B+ → K+K−K+ processes.
due to Dalitz plot parameterization. Subsequent, similar
measurements based on larger samples by Belle (B(B+ →
χc0K
+) = (1.12± 0.12+0.30−0.20)× 10−4; Garmash, 2006) and
BABAR (B(B+ → χc0K+) = (1.23+0.27−0.25 ± 0.06) × 10−4;
Aubert, 2008j) are in good agreement.
Two-body B decay into χc2 (such as B → χc2K(∗)) has
not yet been observed with high statistical signiﬁcance.
The upper limit obtained by BABAR is B(B+ → χc2K+) <
1.8× 10−5 at 90% C.L. (Aubert, 2009m). Belle has found
3.6σ evidence for the B+ → χc2K+ decay, with B(B+ →
χc2K
+) = (1.11+0.36−0.34 ± 0.09) × 10−5 (Bhardwaj, 2011),
i.e. almost 40 times smaller than the branching fraction
for the B+ → χc1K+ decay. There is also an upper limit
from Belle B(B+ → hcK+) < 3.8 × 10−5 (Fang, 2006).
Such a large suppression of production of χc2 and hc with
respect to χc1 in two-body B decays is anticipated by
theory, as discussed above.
18.2.4.2 e+e− annihilation
Prompt charmonium production in e+e− annihilation was
ﬁrst observed in 1990 by the CLEO collaboration (Alexan-
der et al., 1990), which found 15.2 ± 4.9 events with re-
constructed J/ψ above the kinematical limit for B-decays
(pJ/ψ > 2GeV/c) in the Υ (4S) data. In the ﬁrst analysis
this observation was misinterpreted as non-BB decays of
Υ (4S), but later a J/ψ signal was also seen in the CLEO
continuum data.
For more than ten years after this observation, there
were attempts by theoreticians to explain the estimated
cross section (σ ∼ 2 pb) without new experimental in-
puts. Due to the lack of experimental information, all pos-
sible production mechanisms had to be considered. The
dominant contribution to prompt J/ψ production was ex-
pected to be due to color singlet and color octet diagrams
e+e− → cc g(g). In the color singlet e+e− → cc gg pro-
cess, two hard gluons are emitted, pushing the mass of
the cc pair into the charmonium region. Although the ra-
diation of two gluons is suppressed by α2S, the contribution
of this diagram is comparable with single gluon produc-
tion because it provides a colorless cc pair, which can be
directly projected into a physical charmonium state, e.g.
J/ψ (Fig. 18.2.17 (a)). NRQCD, based on leading-order
perturbative QCD calculations, predicted that the cross
section of the color singlet process e+e− → ccgg → J/ψ X
might be as high as 0.8 pb (Cho and Leibovich, 1996b;
Yuan, Qiao, and Chao, 1997b). The color octet e+e− →
ccg diagram leads to the formation of a color (cc)8 state,
which is required to be “decolorized” by emission of an-
other soft gluon before it can be transformed into a phys-
ical charmonium state (Fig. 18.2.17 (b)). Due to the large
value of αS at low energy, such emission is both large and
impossible to compute perturbatively. According to theo-
retical estimates, the color singlet and color octet contri-
butions may be of the same order (Schuler, 1999; Yuan,
Qiao, and Chao, 1997a,b), although the uncertainty of this
estimate is large due to poorly-constrained color octet ma-
trix elements. Another color singlet diagram e+e− → cc cc
(Fig. 18.2.17 (c)) that can contribute to prompt charmo-
nium production was estimated to be so small (∼ 0.05 pb;
Kiselev, Likhoded, and Shevlyagin, 1994), that detection
of this process was considered hardly possible.
Initial cross section measurements
In 2001 both BABAR and Belle performed much more pre-
cise measurements of the e+e− → J/ψ X cross section
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Figure 18.2.17. Feynman diagrams describing J/ψ produc-
tion in e+e− annihilation: see the text for details.
using the data sets obtained in the ﬁrst year of their op-
eration (L ∼ 20 fb−1). In both collaborations the J/ψ
production was studied in the full momentum interval:
the region below 2GeV/c was studied using continuum
data. BABAR obtained (2.52 ± 0.21 ± 0.21) pb (Aubert,
2001b), while Belle obtained (1.47± 0.10± 0.13) pb (Abe,
2002n). The discrepancies between the two measurements
are likely due to diﬀerences in the selection criteria for
J/ψ events that were used to suppress contributions from
the huge QED background. Corrections for the selection
eﬃciency are model dependent and may result in poorly
controlled systematic uncertainty. (See also the discussion
in Section 18.2.4.3 below.) While the measured cross sec-
tion is not in contradiction with the NRQCD predictions
(color singlet + color octet) of 1.1–1.6 pb (Yuan, Qiao,
and Chao, 1997a,b), the expected sole color singlet con-
tribution is too small to describe the data. On the other
hand, the J/ψ momentum spectrum measured by Belle
and BABAR does not show any indication of the sizable
color octet contribution, that was expected to result in an
enhancement at the maximum momentum value. BABAR
and Belle also measured the J/ψ production and helic-
ity angle distributions, which roughly agree with NRQCD
expectations.
Belle and BABAR performed searches for other char-
monium states produced in e+e− annihilation. In addi-
tion to the J/ψ production study, Belle also measured
σ(e+e− → ψ(2S)X) = (0.67±0.09+0.09−0.11) pb (Abe, 2002n)
and set upper limits on the production of χc1 and χc2.
Later BABAR, using a much larger data sample, improved
these limits: σpromptNch≥3 (e
+e− → χc1(2) X) < 77(79) fb at the
90% conﬁdence level (Aubert, 2007at). Upper limits were
set for events where the charmonium momentum exceeds
2.0GeV/c and there are at least three additional charged
tracks. These limits are consistent with NRQCD predic-
tions.
The recoil mass analyses
In 2002, contrary to NRQCD expectations, Belle ob-
served that most of the prompt J/ψ ’s are accompanied
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Figure 18.2.18. From Abe (2004g): the mass of the system
recoiling against the reconstructed (top) J/ψ and (bottom)
ψ(2S) in inclusive e+e− → J/ψ (ψ(2S))X events. The solid
curve is the result of a ﬁt that includes ηc, χc0, and ηc(2S);
the dashed curve is the background contribution.
by charmed hadrons (Abe, 2002j). The J/ψ is recon-
structed in its +− ( = e, μ) decays, with its mass
constrained to the nominal value to improve the momen-
tum resolution. BB background is suppressed by requir-
ing p∗J/ψ > 2GeV/c, where p
∗
J/ψ is the J/ψ momentum in
the CM system. Backgrounds from QED e+e− → +−(γ)
processes are suppressed by requiring the number of tracks
in each event to be larger than 4. Unexpectedly, Belle
found that a signiﬁcant fraction of J/ψ ’s are produced
together with another charmonium state in two-body re-
actions of the type e+e− → J/ψηc (Fig. 18.2.17 (d)). More
often, charmed mesons are found in the events with recon-
structed J/ψ (Fig. 18.2.17 (c)). To identify the ﬁrst type
of process (with the double charmonium ﬁnal state) it
is not necessary to reconstruct both mesons, which in-
evitably leads to substantial eﬃciency loss. Relying on
four-momentum conservation, the mass of the system pro-
duced together with J/ψ can be calculated using only the
measured J/ψ momentum. The mass of the system re-
coiling against the J/ψ candidate—the “recoil mass”— is
deﬁned as
Mrecoil(J/ψ) =
[
(
√
s− E∗J/ψ )2 − p∗ 2J/ψ
]1/2
, (18.2.3)
where E∗J/ψ is the J/ψ energy in the CM system. A
clear peak was observed around the ηc mass; two more
peaks were seen around the masses of χc0 and ηc(2S).
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Table 18.2.7. Comparison of experimental cross sections (σ × B>2 in fb, see text for symbol deﬁnition) with theoretical
expectations that do not include the B>2 factor.
J/ψ cc ηc χc0 ηc(2S) Reference
Belle 25.6 ± 2.8± 3.4 6.4 ± 1.7± 1.0 16.5 ± 3.0± 2.4 Abe (2004g)
BABAR 17.6 ± 2.8+1.5−2.1 10.3 ± 2.5+1.4−1.8 16.4 ± 3.7+2.4−3.0 Aubert (2005n)
NRQCD 3.78± 1.26 2.40± 1.02 1.57± 0.52 Braaten and Lee (2003)
NRQCD 5.5 6.9 3.7 Liu, He, and Chao (2003)
Light cone 14.4 +11.2−9.8 − 13.0 +12.2−11.0 Braguta (2009)
NLO NRQCD 17.6 +10.7−8.3 − − Bodwin, Lee, and Yu (2008)
This observation was later conﬁrmed by subsequent
Belle (Fig. 18.2.18; Abe, 2004g) and BABAR analyses
(Fig. 18.2.4; Aubert, 2005n) using larger samples. The
most recent results are summarized in Table 18.2.7. Be-
cause of the selection criteria applied by both collabora-
tions the results are given in terms of the product of the
cross section and the branching fraction of the recoil char-
monium state into more than 2 charged tracks, σ × B>2.
The similar process involving ψ(2S) was also observed by
Belle (Fig. 18.2.18; Abe, 2004g). Surprisingly, the cross
sections of double charmonium production with ψ(2S) are
close to those with J/ψ .
Following the observation of double charmonium pro-
duction, the corresponding cross sections were calculated
using NRQCD to be an order of magnitude smaller than
experimental values (Braaten and Lee, 2003; Liu, He, and
Chao, 2003). Later the importance of relativistic correc-
tions was recognized by Ma and Si (2004) and Bondar
and Chernyak (2005); the relative momentum of the heavy
quarks in the charmonium was taken into account using
the light cone approximation. As a result, the calculated
cross sections are now close to the experimental values
though within a large uncertainty (Braguta, 2009). Alter-
natively, other authors (Bodwin, Lee, and Yu, 2008; He,
Fan, and Chao, 2007) suggested to resolve the discrep-
ancy within the NRQCD approach by the resummation
of the corrections of next-to-leading order (NLO) in αS,
relativistic corrections, and contributions from pure QED
diagrams. The theoretical expectations (not including the
B>2 factor) are summarized in comparison with the Belle
and BABAR measurements in Table 18.2.7.
Measuring the large double-cc fraction
In 2002 Belle also observed that J/ψ ’s are often accompa-
nied by D∗+ and D0-mesons (Abe, 2002j). Scatter plots
of the invariant mass of J/ψ candidates versus masses of
D∗+ and D0 candidates are shown in Fig. 18.2.19 (a), (c).
The charmed meson mass projections for the J/ψ signal
and sideband regions are shown in Fig. 18.2.19 (b), (d). A
signiﬁcant excess of D∗+ (ND∗+J/ψ = 10.1
+3.6
−3.0, with sig-
niﬁcance 5.3σ), and D0 mesons (ND0J/ψ = 14.9+5.4−4.8, with
signiﬁcance 3.7σ) in the events with J/ψ ’s above the kine-
matical limit for Υ (4S) decays demonstrates that another
cc pair is present. To calculate the e+e− → J/ψcc cross
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Figure 18.2.19. Results of a search for associated produc-
tion of J/ψ and charm mesons (Abe, 2002j): (a) the scatter
plot M(+−) vs M(D0π+); (b) projection onto the M(D0π+)
axis; (c) the scatter plot M(+−) vs M(K−π+(K+K−)); (d)
projection onto the M(K−π+(K+K−)) axis. Points with error
bars show the J/ψ signal region and the hatched histograms
show the scaled sidebands.
section, one needs to know how often the second cc-pair
fragments into D∗+ or D0-mesons. Using the Lund frag-
mentation model (Sjo¨strand, 1994) Belle calculated the
ratio of the J/ψ cc and inclusive J/ψ X production cross
sections to be equal to 0.59+0.15−0.13±0.12. This result clearly
demonstrates that, contrary to NRQCD predictions, the
dominant diagram for J/ψ production is e+e− → J/ψ cc.
In 2009, using an order of magnitude larger data
sample (673 fb−1) Belle measured the cross sections for
the processes e+e− → J/ψ cc in a model-independent
way (Pakhlov, 2009). In the study of associated produc-
tion of a J/ψ with charmed hadrons, all the ground state
charmed mesons (D0, D+, D+s ) and the Λc-baryon were
used. As two charmed hadrons are produced in cc frag-
mentation, the e+e− → J/ψ cc cross section is given by
the sum of double-charmonium e+e− → J/ψ (cc)res cross
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Figure 18.2.20. From Pakhlov (2009): (a) Diﬀerential cross
section for the e+e− → J/ψ cc (open squares) and e+e− →
J/ψ non-cc processes (ﬁlled triangles). The curves represent a
ﬁt to the Peterson fragmentation function (Peterson, Schlat-
ter, Schmitt, and Zerwas, 1983). Angular distributions (b)
| cos θhelicity| and (c) | cos θproduction| for inclusive (open circles),
e+e− → J/ψ cc (open squares), and e+e− → J/ψ non-cc pro-
cesses (ﬁlled triangles).
sections (for (cc)res states below open-charm threshold)
plus half the sum of the cross sections for production of
J/ψ with any of ground state charmed hadrons. Produc-
tion of the J/ψ via mechanisms other than e+e− → J/ψ cc
was also studied: the e+e− → J/ψ non-cc cross section was
calculated as the diﬀerence between inclusive e+e− →
J/ψ X and e+e− → J/ψ cc cross sections. Belle found
σ(e+e− → J/ψ cc) = (0.74± 0.08+0.09−0.08) pb and σ(e+e− →
J/ψ non-cc) = (0.43 ± 0.09 ± 0.09) pb, respectively, thus
conﬁrming the dominance of the e+e− → J/ψ cc produc-
tion mechanism. It should be noted that in this analysis
(unlike that of Abe, 2002n) no correction for the charged
track multiplicity (Nch > 4) requirement was applied for
any of the processes. For e+e− → J/ψ non-cc, such cor-
rections are only possible by relying on a model, while
for e+e− → J/ψ cc they are close to unity. A note on the
interpretation of these results follows in Section 18.2.4.3.
With the same technique Belle measured the J/ψ mo-
mentum (Fig. 18.2.20 (a)) and J/ψ helicity and production
angle distributions (Fig. 18.2.20 (b) and (c), respectively)
for both e+e− → J/ψ cc (open squares) and e+e− →
J/ψ non-cc (ﬁlled triangle) processes. For the e+e− →
J/ψ non-cc process, the J/ψ momentum spectrum is sig-
niﬁcantly softer than that for e+e− → J/ψ cc, and the
production angle distribution peaks along the beam axis.
Recently, both e+e− → J/ψ gg and J/ψ cc cross
sections have been recalculated including NLO correc-
tions (Gong, Wang, and Zhang, 2011; He, Fan, and Chao,
2010; Li, Song, Zhang, and Ma, 2011) and are in bet-
ter agreement with the experimental data than the ﬁrst
leading-order calculations. A complete discussion can be
found in Brambilla et al. (2011).
18.2.4.3 Special note: the e+e− → J/ψ X cross section
It is both important and diﬃcult to compare measure-
ments of the e+e− → J/ψ X cross section with theory.
This is especially true in the case where the recoil sys-
tem X does not include open or hidden charm (“e+e− →
J/ψ non-cc”), as this allows the NRQCD framework—
with universal matrix elements describing production in
e+e−, pp, and other environments—to be tested (Sec-
tion 18.1.4.1). The measurements are described in detail in
Section 18.2.4.2; here we treat problems of interpretation.
The main pitfall is the selection requiring more than
four reconstructed tracks. As described above, B Factory
e+e− → J/ψ X analyses impose such a requirement to
suppress low-multiplicity events of QED origin, which are
numerous and poorly understood. While the physics of
QED events is straightforward, practical measurement re-
quires control of cases where tracks are missed or misre-
constructed, and where beam-background tracks are added
to the event, together with photon conversions and brems-
strahlung. The lack of coverage close to the beamlines, and
the trigger conditions, are key limitations: see Chapter 2
for the design of the experiments; for the forward-peaked
cross-section of QED processes, in a simple case (initial
state radiation), see the discussion in Section 21.2.1.
The requirement of more than four reconstructed tracks
must be taken into account when comparing measure-
ments with theoretical predictions:
1. For double charmonium production, e+e− → J/ψ cc,
this is straightforward: both collaborations quote re-
sults for σ ×B>2 (Table 18.2.7), where the factor B>2
describes the fraction of cc decays to ﬁnal states with
more than two charged particles. (J/ψ is reconstructed
only in the decay to a lepton pair +−.)
2. The ﬁrst B Factory measurements of e+e− → J/ψ X
quoted the cross section directly, attempting to cor-
rect for the eﬀect of track requirements. The initial
BABAR analysis (Aubert, 2001b) required more than
four tracks in the J/ψ → e+e− case (i.e. not for
J/ψ → μ+μ−), with additional selections to suppress
e+e− → γISRJ/ψ and γISRψ(2S). The initial Belle
analysis (Abe, 2002n) required more than four tracks
in all events (the same condition used by more re-
cent analyses), with additional selections to suppress
e+e− → γψ(2S)(→ π+π−J/ψ ). Both experiments in-
corporated these requirements into their eﬃciency cal-
culations, making assumptions about the angular dis-
tribution and polarization of these events, the fraction
of recoil systems X containing charm, and the mix of
hadronic ﬁnal states within the system X in the light-
quark case. All of these were poorly known at the time;
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in the case of the fraction containing charm, prevailing
assumptions were incorrect. These early measurements
are thus subject to a signiﬁcant and poorly-controlled
model dependence.
3. The latest Belle measurement (Pakhlov, 2009) seeks
to minimize such problems, reconstructing a list of
states that exhausts most of the possibilities for X
systems containing charm: the omissions are systems
including the Ξc, Ωc, and their excitations. There is
thus only weak dependence on modelling of the system
X. Because the intrinsic reliance on models is so low,
Belle quotes cross-sections without correcting for the
number-of-tracks cut. As noted above, this has little
impact on the e+e− → J/ψ cc measurement: the cor-
rection approaches unity. For the important e+e− →
J/ψ non-cc cross-section, however, the Belle result is
an underestimate of the true value.
The remaining issue is the comparison of Belle and
BABAR results. The disagreement between the initial mea-
surements was much larger than their reported uncertain-
ties (Aubert, 2001b; Abe, 2002n); while the Belle result
has been superseded by Pakhlov (2009), there has been no
update of the BABAR cross section. (The successor analy-
sis Aubert, 2005n concentrated on the then-controversial
production of double cc ﬁnal states.) The systematic limi-
tations of the early measurements have been listed at point
2 above: while the two collaborations’ results formally dis-
agree, experimentalists do not interpret Aubert (2001b) as
casting doubt on the Pakhlov (2009) cross sections.
18.2.5 Concluding remarks
The last decade saw both an experimental and a theoreti-
cal revival in charmonium physics due to the B Factories,
with their large enriched charm sample, playing a lead-
ing role with the observation and study of dozens new
charmonium-like states. For most of them a charmonium
assignment has not been found so far: these states are re-
viewed in Section 18.3. Only a few of the new states match
the conventional charmonium level scheme and have been
discussed in this section. However even this selection of
new states reveals problems in the quantitative description
of the charmonium spectrum, since potential models can
not accurately predict masses above the DD threshold.
This suggests that the coupling between the charmonium
and two-charmed-meson sectors is not well described, and
B Factory measurements provide a stimulating input for
the development of theoretical models. In a complemen-
tary development, rigorous work at the B Factories on
accurate description of broad charmonium states in their
interference with non-resonant background has helped to
measure properly their masses and widths, which are also
of great importance for theory.
The majority of the results presented in this section
are illustrated by Fig. 18.2.21, which shows with colors the
signiﬁcant contribution of the B Factories to the study of
the charmonium spectrum.
Charmonium production is another case where the B
Factories managed to obtain surprising results. Observa-
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Figure 18.2.21. The charmonium spectrum and scheme of
charmonium transitions and decays. The red bands correspond
to states newly observed at the B Factories, blue bands show
states where the B Factories have made a substantial contri-
bution to the accurate measurement of parameters, while the
white bands represent yet unobserved states. The arrows show
charmonium transitions and decays: decay modes newly ob-
served at the B Factories are shown in red.
tion of unexpectedly large double cc continuum produc-
tion stimulated new methods to calculate charmonium
production. The importance of relativistic corrections and
large NLO contributions were recognized in attempts to
resolve this puzzling discrepancy.
In conclusion, the numerous results obtained by the B
Factories in the charmonium sector have triggered theo-
retical developments for better descriptions of the spec-
troscopy, decay and production of charmonium states.
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18.3 Exotic charmonium-like states
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As discussed in Section 18.1, the theory of bound states
of heavy quarks, such as charmonium, provides quanti-
tative predictions for masses and other properties of the
physically observable states with minimal ambiguity, pri-
marily because the velocities of the heavy quarks in these
bound states are low enough for relativistic eﬀects to be
treated as small perturbations to non-relativistic calcula-
tions. The quantum numbers that are most appropriate
to characterize a realizable state are, in decreasing order
of the energy-splitting among eigenstates: the radial exci-
tation n, the orbital angular momentum , the spin s, and
the total angular momentum J . Given this set of quantum
numbers, the parity and charge conjugation of cc¯ states107
are given by P = (−1)	+1 and C = (−1)	+s. States are
designated by the usual spectroscopic notation: n 2s+1J .
Figure 18.1.1 shows the mass and quantum number assign-
ments of the experimentally well established charmonium
states (see also Table 18.2.1).
All of the predicted cc¯ states with mass below the
open-charm threshold (i.e., M < 2mD) have been ob-
served with measured masses and other properties that
are in good agreement with theoretical predictions. This
suggests that the charmonium system is a good environ-
ment to search for “exotic” states, i.e. states containing a
cc¯ quark pair, as evidenced from its decay products, but
with properties that deviate from theoretical expectations
for cc¯ spectroscopy. Before the advent of the B Factories
no evidence for deviations from standard charmonium ex-
pectations was found.
In this section, we ﬁrst summarize the existing mod-
els that describe possible exotic states, then review the
experimental observations, reporting both the ﬁnal states
where the states have been observed and those where they
have not. Since the easiest quantum number to assign is
the charge-conjugation parity C, which is uniquely deter-
mined either by the production method or decay ﬁnal state
(see Section 18.2), we ﬁrst examine the C = +1 states
(Sections 18.3.2, 18.3.3, and 18.3.4) and then discuss the
JPC = 1−− states (Section 18.3.5). In addition, we dis-
cuss the evidence for candidates for states with non-zero
electric charge that contain a cc¯ pair among their con-
stituents. These play a crucial role since they can by no
means be regular charmonium states, which, by deﬁnition,
contain only a cc¯ pair and are, therefore, electrically neu-
tral. We conclude by summarizing the observations and
the remaining open issues (Section 18.3.7).
107 A complete discussion of quantum numbers can be found
in Section 18.1.1.
18.3.1 Theoretical models
Although the Standard Model is well established, QCD,
the fundamental theory of strong interactions, is only
amenable to analytic computation at very high energy
scales, where perturbation theory is eﬀective due to
asymptotic freedom. Lattice gauge theory has recently
reached the level where it is able to provide precision pre-
dictions of simple hadronic properties (Durr et al., 2008;
see also the discussion in Section 18.1.5). Nevertheless, a
comprehensive understanding of low energy phenomena
remains elusive.
Systems that include heavy quark-antiquark pairs
(quarkonia) are a unique and, in fact, ideal laboratory
for probing both the high energy regime of QCD and the
low energy regime, where non-perturbative eﬀects domi-
nate. For this reason, quarkonia have been the subject of
detailed experimental study for several decades. The accu-
racy of current models of quarkonia is such that a particle
which mimics quarkonia but does not ﬁt in the model spec-
trum is a likely candidate for a nonconventional, “exotic”
state.
Indeed, in the past years the B Factories and the Teva-
tron have provided evidence for states that do not admit
a conventional mesonic interpretation and that instead
could be made of a larger number of constituents. While
this possibility has been considered since the beginning of
the quark model (Gell-Mann, 1964), the actual identiﬁca-
tion of such states would represent a major revolution in
our understanding of elementary particles. It would also
imply the existence of a possibly large number of addi-
tional states that have not yet been observed.
Finally, the study of strong bound states could be of
relevance to understanding the Higgs boson. It could tran-
spire, for example, that the Higgs is a bound state, as
predicted by several technicolor models, with or without
extra dimensions (Contino, Kramer, Son, and Sundrum,
2007; Dietrich, Sannino, and Tuominen, 2005).
A short list of possible “exotic” bound states is:
hybrids: bound states of a quark-antiquark pair and a
number of constituent gluons. A signature of such
states is that they can have quantum numbers that
cannot be assumed by quarkonium states (e.g. JPC =
0+− or 1−+). Model and lattice computations indi-
cate that the 1−+ states are the lightest hybrid states
and thus should be easy to distinguish from conven-
tional quarkonia. Additional signatures are the pre-
dicted preference for decays to either a pair of open-
charm mesons, one S- and one P -wave (Kokoski and
Isgur, 1987) or to quarkonium plus pions; see e.g. Kou
and Pene (2005) and Close and Page (2005).
molecules: bound states of two mesons, usually repre-
sented as [Qq][q′Q], where Q is the heavy quark. The
system would be stable if the binding energy were suf-
ﬁcient to place the mass below all meson-meson con-
tinua that couple to the molecule. It is expected that
this can happen readily when Q = b. For Q = c model
computations indicate that resonant states are possi-
ble in certain channels. These states can decay strongly
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via conﬁguration mixing (Braaten and Kusunoki, 2004;
Braaten and Lu, 2009; Close and Page, 2004; Flem-
ing, Kusunoki, Mehen, and van Kolck, 2007; Swanson,
2006; Tornqvist, 2004; Voloshin, 2006).
tetraquarks: a bound quark pair, neutralizing its color
with a bound antiquark pair, usually represented as
[Qq][q′Q]. A full nonet of states is predicted for each
spin-parity, i.e. a large number of states are expected.
There is no need for these states to be close to any
threshold (Maiani, Piccinini, Polosa, and Riquer, 2006).
In addition, before the panorama of states is fully clar-
iﬁed, there is always the lurking possibility that some of
the observed states are misinterpretations of threshold ef-
fects: a given amplitude might be enhanced when new
hadronic ﬁnal states become energetically possible, even
in the absence of resonances.
18.3.2 The X(3872)
The X(3872) was the ﬁrst exotic charmonium-like state
discovered. As shown in Fig. 18.3.1, it was initially ob-
served decaying into J/ψπ+π− by the Belle experiment
in B → XK decays (Choi, 2003), and subsequently con-
ﬁrmed both in B decays (Aubert, 2005af) and in inclusive
pp¯ production (Abazov et al., 2004; Acosta et al., 2004).
Far more information is available on the X(3872) than on
any other state; this information will be reviewed here by
topic: quantum numbers, mass and width, and production
and decay.
18.3.2.1 Quantum numbers
The exotic nature of this state was initially signalled by
the narrowness of its width, ΓX(3872) < 2.3MeV/c2 at
90% conﬁdence (Choi, 2003), despite being above thresh-
old for decay to a pair of charmed mesons. Furthermore,
the π+π− invariant mass distribution ﬁrst (Choi, 2003;
Abulencia et al., 2006a), and a detailed angular analysis
next (Abulencia et al., 2007), showed that the dominant
decay is X(3872) → J/ψρ, which would be isospin vi-
olating if the X(3872) were a conventional charmonium
state.108
The above-mentioned angular analysis from the CDF
experiment (Abulencia et al., 2007) was able to discrim-
inate among the possible JPC assignments, excluding all
except JPC = 1++ and 2−+. Positive intrinsic charge con-
jugation had already been established, with the evidence
for the decay X → J/ψγ (Abe, 2005a; Aubert, 2006an)
and an upper limit on the branching fraction of the decay
X → χc1γ (Choi, 2003), thus conﬁrming positive intrinsic
charge conjugation.109
108 In this case, an isosinglet particle (the X(3872)) would be
decaying into an isovector state: the combination of an isosin-
glet (J/ψ) and an isovector (ρ) particle.
109 The χc1 has C = +1, while the γ has C = −1: the ﬁnal
state therefore has C = −1. If the X has positive charge con-
jugation it cannot decay via electromagnetic interactions into
a C = −1 ﬁnal state.
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Figure 18.3.1. Invariant mass spectrum of the J/ψπ+π− sys-
tem in B → J/ψππK decays as observed by Belle (Choi, 2003;
upper plot) and of the D∗0D0 system in B → D∗DK decays
as published by BABAR (Aubert, 2008bd; lower plot).
For years the most favored option has been to assume
that the X has JPC = 1++; a D∗0D molecule with L = 0
would have these quantum numbers. Such a deuteron-like
state, bound by pion exchange, was discussed by Tornqvist
(1994), and proposed as a model of the X(3872) structure
by Swanson (2004b), and many subsequent investigators.
However, deﬁnitive arguments against the 2−+ assignment
have been lacking.
The spin-2 hypothesis has been considered implausi-
ble from early studies onwards: the 2−+ decay to γJ/ψ
is not an electric dipole transition, and so should be sup-
pressed;110 for the charmonium state with these quantum
numbers, the 1 1D2 or ηc2, the isospin-violating transi-
tion ηc2 → π+π−J/ψ would be expected to have a small
rate, relative to isospin-conserving ηc2 → π+π−ηc (Olsen,
2005). However the BABAR study of X(3872)→ J/ψω (del
Amo Sanchez, 2010c) reported a (relatively weak) prefer-
ence for JPC = 2−+, and there has since been a renewed
discussion of this possibility (e.g. Burns, Piccinini, Polosa,
and Sabelli, 2010; Faccini, Pilloni, and Polosa, 2012; Han-
hart, Kalashnikova, Kudryavtsev, and Nefediev, 2012). If
the X(3872) has quantum numbers JPC = 2−+, it should
be produced by two-photon fusion (see Chapter 22).
110 This straightforward point is part of the commonly-
accepted wisdom about the X(3872). We are not aware of who
ﬁrst brought it to general attention.
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BABAR has searched for γγ → X(3872) → ηc(1S)π+π−
with the ηc(1S) decaying to K0SK
±π∓ (Lees, 2012t). No
signal events were found, and a 90% conﬁdence-level upper
limit σ(γγ → X(3872)) × B(X(3872) → ηc(1S)π+π−) <
48 fb was set on the product of the γγ → X(3872) cross
section and X(3872) → ηc(1S)π+π− branching fraction.
CLEO has searched for γγ → X(3872) → J/ψπ+π− and
has found no signiﬁcant signal (Dobbs et al., 2005).
The updated Belle analysis of X(3872) → π+π−J/ψ ,
using the full 711 fb−1 Υ (4S) → BB data sample (Choi,
2011), conﬁrmed two key CDF results: the M(π+π−) spec-
trum is consistent with X(3872) → ρ0J/ψ with either
L = 0 or L = 1, consistent with JPC = 1++ and 2−+
respectively (cf. Abulencia et al., 2006a); and the angu-
lar distribution of the decay allows both 1++ and 2−+
interpretations (cf. Abulencia et al., 2007). Decays B →
KX(3872)[→ π+π−J/ψ{→ +−}] are described in gen-
eral by a ﬁve-dimensional angular distribution; under cer-
tain assumptions, the 1++ distribution is ﬁxed, while there
are two free parameters for 2−+: the relative magnitude
and phase of two complex amplitudes.111 Due to this ex-
tra freedom for 2−+, and complementary limitations of
the Belle and CDF analyses, it is not possible to exclude
2−+. The Belle analysis, due to the limited size of the sam-
ple, considers three diﬀerent one-dimensional projections
of the full distribution; CDF works with a binned three-
dimensional distribution, as the other two quantities are
unmeasurable on the sample used (inclusive X(3872) pro-
duction from pp, without requiring B → KX).
While we were preparing this book, LHCb published
an analysis of a large and clean B+ → K+X(3872) sample
(313 ± 26 events), based on an event-by-event likelihood
ratio test of 1++ and 2−+ hypotheses on the full ﬁve-
dimensional angular distribution (Aaij et al., 2013a). This
study favored 1++ over 2−+ by more than eight standard
deviations; the complex ratio of amplitudes for the 2−+
hypothesis, which is treated as a nuisance parameter, is
found to be consistent with both the Belle result (Choi,
2011) and with the expectation for decays of a 1++ state.
It therefore appears that the JPC = 1++ assignment has
ﬁnally been established.
18.3.2.2 Mass, width, and hypothetical partner states
Measurements of the mass and width of the X(3872) have
been complicated by discussion of two further questions:
is the X a single particle, or a pair of neutral states; and,
even in the case of a single state, what lineshape do we
expect to observe in any given decay mode? These ques-
tions have been particularly important for the analysis
and interpretation of the decays X(3872)→ π0D0D0 and
111 A publicly available LHC note (Mangiafave, Dickens, and
Gibson, 2010), cited by Belle (Choi, 2011), lists the various
angular distributions but incorrectly represents the normalized
ratio of amplitudes for the 2−+ hypothesis, α = B11/(B11 +
B12), as a real number with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The corresponding
LHCb thesis (Mangiafave, 2011) notes that α is complex in
general.
γD0D0; at the time of writing, the default approach is
to exclude results of these decays from averages of mass
and width measurements (see for example Beringer et al.,
2012). In the following, we will brieﬂy sketch the history,
before presenting a summary of the results from the B
Factories and other experiments.
Partner states, and nontrivial lineshape
Models in which the X(3872) is a compact four-quark
state (a “tetraquark”; see Section 18.3.1) predict part-
ner states, in particular an additional neutral state. The
discovery process B+ → K+X(3872) and the isospin-
related decay B0 → K0SX(3872) in general produce both
states with diﬀerent branching ratios, see for example
Maiani, Piccinini, Polosa, and Riquer (2005). However,
it could happen that each B decays into a diﬀerent X
mass eigenstate. Both BABAR (Aubert, 2006ax, 2008d)
and Belle (Adachi, 2008c; Choi, 2011) have performed
analyses that distinguish the two samples, in order to
test this idea. The most recent results (Aubert, 2008d and
Choi, 2011; see Fig. 18.3.2) set the mass diﬀerence of the
states produced in B+ and B0 decay at
δM ≡M(X |B+ → K+X)−M(X |B0 → K0X)
= (+2.7± 1.6± 0.4)MeV/c2 (BABAR),
= (−0.7± 1.0± 0.2)MeV/c2 (Belle),
= (+0.2± 0.8)MeV/c2 (mean). (18.3.1)
A complementary analysis by CDF (Aaltonen et al.,
2009c), ﬁtting the inclusive π+π−J/ψ spectrum, yields no
evidence for any other neutral state and sets a limit on
the mass diﬀerence of 3.6MeV/c2 at the 95% C.L., to be
compared to the expectation
δM = (7± 2)/ cos(2θ)MeV/c2 (18.3.2)
from Maiani, Piccinini, Polosa, and Riquer (2005), where
θ is a (small) angle describing mixing between ﬂavor eigen-
states.
The same analyses provide measurements of the ratio
of product branching fractions,
R ≡ B(B
0 → K0X)× B(X → π+π−J/ψ )
B(B+ → K+X)× B(X → π+π−J/ψ ) ,
ﬁnding
R = 0.41± 0.24± 0.05 (BABAR),
= 0.50± 0.14± 0.04 (Belle). (18.3.3)
The expectation in the case of molecular models of the X
has been a source of confusion: an extensively-cited study
by Braaten and Kusunoki (2005) predicted R < 0.1, and
together with δM measurements prior to Choi (2011), this
led to a widespread interpretation that B Factory B+-
versus-B0 production results favored the tetraquark pic-
ture. Other estimates of R for D∗0D0 molecules exist: for
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Figure 18.3.2. Events from the B0 → K0Sπ+π−J/ψ analysis of Belle (Choi, 2011), with the results of a three-dimensional ﬁt
to Mbc ≡ mES, M(J/ψπ+π−), and ΔE shown (blue solid curve); the ﬁtted contributions of combinatorial background (red
dotted), and combinatorial plus peaking background (green dashed) are also shown.
example, Swanson (2006) found 0.06–0.29. Braaten and
Lu (2008) subsequently described the R < 0.1 prediction
as the result of a “conceptual error” and found that in the
molecular model R could be studied only together with
the lineshapes of X(3872) decays.
As no signiﬁcant separation is seen between the masses
of the peaks in the K+π+π−J/ψ and K0Sπ
+π−J/ψ ﬁnal
states, we assume in what follows that both are due to
the decay of a single X(3872) state. In the mass and
width measurements presented below, the results from
K+π+π−J/ψ dominate.
Belle observed the decay X(3872) → D∗0D0 in the
π0D0D0 ﬁnal state at the higher mass M = (3875.2 ±
0.7+0.3−1.6 ± 0.8)MeV/c2 (Gokhroo, 2006; the ﬁnal error re-
ﬂects the then-current uncertainty in the D0 mass). Subse-
quent analyses by both BABAR (Aubert, 2008bd) and Belle
(Aushev, 2010) conﬁrmed the observation, also adding the
γD0D0 ﬁnal state, and ﬁnding a mass of M = (3873.8 ±
0.5)MeV/c2 if the two results are averaged. As this is sig-
niﬁcantly larger than the value observed in the discovery
mode π+π−J/ψ (see below) there has been some specula-
tion that D∗0D0 and π+π−J/ψ are produced by the decay
of two distinct parent particles (see for example the dis-
cussion in Aubert, 2008bd). While this is possible a priori,
there are two related problems with using this model to
interpret the data:
– Expected lineshape: In a decay X(3872)→ D∗0D0 the
D∗0 will in general be oﬀ-shell, because of the proxim-
ity of the D∗0D0 threshold. The eﬀect on the decays is
pronounced if the X is below threshold, and study of
the π0D0D0 and γD0D0 lineshapes (which can have
a complicated structure in general) is required to dis-
tinguish between an X state which is below threshold
and an above-threshold “virtual state” (see for exam-
ple the discussions by Artoisenet, Braaten, and Kang,
2010, and Hanhart, Kalashnikova, and Nefediev, 2010,
2011).
– Analysis technique: The mature analyses of both col-
laborations impose a D∗ mass constraint on one of the
π0D0 (or γD0) combinations, to improve the resolu-
tion of the resulting B → KX candidates, and hence
the suppression of the background. This yields a re-
constructed X(3872) mass that is above threshold by
construction, and complicates the task of extracting
the π0D0D0 (or γD0D0) lineshape.
Within a model where a state above threshold is decay-
ing to on-shell D∗0 and D0, both collaborations resolve
a nonzero width for that state, with an average of Γ =
(3.4±1.5)MeV/c2. Some care is taken with the simulation
and ﬁtting in both measurements, including (in the Au-
bert, 2008bd analysis for example) simulations of X(3872)
with a range of masses and widths, rather than relying
on parameterization of the reconstructed mass. Aubert
(2008bd) also ﬁnds δM = (0.7± 1.9± 0.3)MeV/c2 for the
diﬀerence between masses observed in B+ and B0 decays
to D∗0D0.
For the reasons quoted above, and in common with
other recent reviews (e.g. Beringer et al., 2012), we exclude
these D∗0D0 results from averages of the X(3872) mass
and width below.
Searches for charged partner states have also been con-
ducted by both BABAR (Aubert, 2005aa) and Belle (Choi,
2011). No evidence for such a state is seen, with limits
from Belle (BABAR) on the product branching fractions of
B(B0 → K−X+)× B(X+ → ρ+J/ψ ) < 4.2(5.4)× 10−6,
B(B+ → K0X+)× B(X+ → ρ+J/ψ ) < 6.1(22)× 10−6,
(18.3.4)
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to be compared with
B(B+ → K+X)× B(X → ρ0J/ψ )
= (8.4± 1.5± 0.7)× 10−6 (BABAR),
= (8.6± 0.8± 0.5)× 10−6 (Belle)
(18.3.5)
for the discovery mode, from Aubert (2008d) and Choi
(2011) respectively. This excludes models in which the
X(3872) is the neutral member of an isospin triplet, where
decays to the charged states would be favored by a factor
of two. However, the tetraquark model of Maiani, Pic-
cinini, Polosa, and Riquer (2005) provides lower limits for
the rates in Eq. (18.3.4) which are still allowed by the
X(3872) rate in Eq. (18.3.5).
Mass measurements in J/ψ ﬁnal states
A summary of all available mass measurements is shown
in Fig. 18.3.3. The current world average, considering only
X(3872) decays to ﬁnal states including the J/ψ , is M =
(3871.68± 0.17)MeV/c2 (Beringer et al., 2012). The most
precise measurements are those of CDF (Aaltonen et al.,
2009c), Belle (Choi, 2011), the new measurement from
LHCb (Aaij et al., 2012k), and BABAR (Aubert, 2008d),
all eﬀectively π+π−J/ψ measurements; the hadron ma-
chines measure inclusive production in pp and pp respec-
tively, while the B Factory measurements are dominated
by B+ → K+π+π−J/ψ .
The D∗0D0 threshold is at (3871.84 ± 0.27)MeV/c2
(using the D0 mass and mD∗0 − mD0 diﬀerence values
from Beringer et al., 2012). If the X(3872) is interpreted
as a D∗0D0 “molecule” (see Section 18.3.1), bound by
pion exchange, then the binding is exceptionally weak,
mX −mD∗0 −mD0 = (0.16± 0.31)MeV, to be compared
to 2.2MeV for the deuteron. Although the B Factory (and
3867.0 3869.5 3872.0 3874.5 3877.0
Belle KJ/ψπ+π−
BABAR KJ/ψω
BABAR K+J/ψπ+π−
BABAR K0
S
J/ψπ+π−
LHCb J/ψπ+π−X
CDF J/ψπ+π−X
DØ J/ψπ+π−X
Average
3871.85± 0.27± 0.19
3873+1.8−1.6 ± 1.3
3871.4± 0.6± 0.1
3868.7± 1.5± 0.4
3871.95± 0.48± 0.12
3871.61± 0.16± 0.19
3871.8± 3.1± 3.0
3871.68± 0.17
Figure 18.3.3. Measured mass of the X(3872). We show
the measurements which contribute to the average in Berin-
ger et al. (2012).
LHCb) mass measurements for the X(3872) are statisti-
cally limited, the precision of the comparison with D∗0D0
threshold will only signiﬁcantly improve with better mea-
surements of the D0 mass, the D∗0 mass (or mD∗0 −mD0
diﬀerence), or the use of some new techniques.
Width measurements in J/ψ ﬁnal states
The X(3872) was known to be relatively narrow from the
discovery analysis, with a limit Γ < 2.3MeV/c2 at 90%
C.L. (Choi, 2003). The conﬁrmations by BABAR (Aubert,
2005af), CDF (Acosta et al., 2004), and DØ (Abazov et al.,
2004) each found a peak width consistent with the mea-
surement resolution, but did not present explicit width
measurements; subsequent analyses by BABAR (Aubert,
2006ax, 2008d) set upper limits on the width (4.1MeV/c2
and 3.3MeV/c2 respectively). The CDF analysis that set
limits on the two-neutral-state hypothesis, and provides
the best single measurement of the mass, used an X(3872)
intrinsic width of Γ = 1.34MeV/c2 (Aaltonen et al., 2009c),
based on an average of the central values of the (not statis-
tically signiﬁcant) width measurements from Belle (Choi,
2003) and BABAR (Aubert, 2008d); no independent deter-
mination of the width was performed.
The best current estimate of the width comes from
the recent Belle analysis (Choi, 2011), which ﬁnds Γ <
1.2MeV/c2 at 90% C.L. based on a three-dimensional ﬁt
to mES, ΔE, and M(π+π−J/ψ ). This is below the exper-
imental resolution. Simulation studies show that natural
widths in this range can be recovered; Belle attributes this
to constraints on the area of the peak in M(π+π−J/ψ )
provided by the distributions in mES and ΔE, which make
the peak height in M(π+π−J/ψ ) sensitive to the natural
width. Improved precision will presumably be possible if
this technique is applied in the future.
18.3.2.3 Production and decay
The X(3872) has been sought in a range of possible decays
B → KX, X → f : these are listed, together with the
measured product branching fractions (or upper limits)
in Table 18.3.1. Plots from a number of important decay
modes have been shown above in Figs 18.3.1 and 18.3.2;
results in two modes where no signal is seen are shown in
Fig. 18.3.4
The most important unresolved case is X(3872) →
γψ(2S), shown in Fig. 18.3.5, where BABAR (Aubert,
2009m) ﬁnds a signal with
B(B+ → K+X)× B(X → γψ(2S))
= (9.5± 2.7± 0.6)× 10−6, (18.3.6)
while Belle (Bhardwaj, 2011) sees no signiﬁcant signal and
ﬁnds
= (0.8+2.0−1.8 ± 0.4)× 10−6. (18.3.7)
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Figure 18.3.4. Invariant mass plots for representative
X(3872) searches where no signal is seen.
This is in contrast to the X(3872) → γJ/ψ decay, where
the same two analyses both ﬁnd a signal, with consistent
product branching fractions
B(B+ → K+X)× B(X → γJ/ψ )
= (2.8± 0.8± 0.1)× 10−6 (BABAR),
= (1.8+0.5−0.4 ± 0.1)× 10−6 (Belle).
(18.3.8)
The radiative decays are crucial for understanding the
structure of the X(3872): while the γJ/ψ decay is ex-
pected, the γψ(2S) decay should be heavily suppressed for
a molecular state; by contrast, decays of the 2 3P1 char-
monium state (χ′c1) to γψ(2S) should be enhanced over
those to γJ/ψ (Barnes and Godfrey, 2004; Suzuki, 2005;
Swanson, 2004a, 2006). And unlike other disputed exotic
charmonium measurements, where the two experiments
disagree on the signiﬁcance of a signal but make statisti-
cally compatible measurements of the rate, the measure-
ments in Eqs (18.3.6) and (18.3.7) are in apparent con-
tradiction. During the ﬁnal editing of this book, LHCb
found evidence for this decay (Aaij et al., 2014a), with
B(X → γψ(2S))/B(X → γJ/ψ ) = 2.46 ± 0.64 ± 0.29.
Critical study of the radiative decay modes will therefore
be an urgent priority for a super ﬂavor factory.
Measured product branching fractions can be trans-
lated into absolute branching fractions of the X(3872)
by exploiting the upper limit on B → KX(3872) mea-
sured by BABAR from the spectrum of the kaons recoiling
against fully reconstructed B mesons (Aubert, 2006ae),
B(B± → K±X(3872)) < 3.2 × 10−4 at 90% C.L.. Such
an analysis has been performed by Drenska et al. (2010),
who combine likelihoods for the various product branch-
ing fractions (using results available up to mid-2010), the
B → KX(3872) upper limit, and the X width measure-
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(d) γψ(2S) at Belle
Figure 18.3.5. Invariant mass plots for radiative decays of
the X(3872): (a,c) B+ → K+X[→ γJ/ψ ] and (b,d) B+ →
K+X[→ γψ(2S)], at (a,b) BABAR (Aubert, 2009m) and (c,d)
Belle (Bhardwaj, 2011). See the discussion in the text. The
BABAR analyses in (a,b) use the sPlot technique (Pivk and
Le Diberder, 2005) to extract the number of signal events.
The curves in the Belle plots show: in (c,d) the ﬁt to data
(blue solid) and ﬁtted yields for the signal (red dashed); in (c)
the background component (blue dotted); and in (d) the com-
binatorial background (black dotted), and background from
B → K∗ψ(2S) and B → Kψ(2S) (pink dot-dashed).
ment in the D∗0D0 channel of Aubert (2008bd) using a
Bayesian procedure. The resulting 68% conﬁdence inter-
vals are summarized in Table 18.3.1 for each of the decay
modes. The same analysis ﬁnds a B → KX(3872) branch-
ing fraction in the range (0.1–0.2)×10−3, to be compared
to the corresponding branching fractions for conventional
charmonium states, which are at least 5× 10−3 .
As far as other production mechanisms are concerned,
B0 → K+π−X(3872) decays have also been studied.
Such decays are seen, but with a smooth distribution in
K+π− invariant mass; an upper limit is set on B(B0 →
K∗(892)0X(3872)) (Adachi, 2008c; see the results in Ta-
ble 18.3.1). This is in contrast to other charmonium states,
where B → K∗cc and Kcc branching fractions are com-
parable, and K∗ dominates over nonresonant Kπ.
18.3.2.4 Summary
In summary, the X(3872) is the most studied of the exotic
hidden-charm states, and the only one observed in several
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Table 18.3.1. Measured X(3872) product branching fractions, separated by production and decay mechanism. The combined
results and ﬁtted values are taken from Drenska et al. (2010); see the text. When more than one publication is present, the
combination is performed assuming Gaussian uncorrelated errors. The last two columns report the results in terms of absolute
X(3872) branching fraction (Bfit) and in terms of the branching fraction normalized to J/ψππ (Rfit) as obtained from the
global likelihood ﬁt described in the text. Ranges and limits are provided at 68% and 90% C.L., respectively. Averages marked
with a dagger† include Belle results that have been superseded by subsequent publications: those from Adachi (2008c) by Choi
(2011); those from Gokhroo (2006) by Aushev (2010); and those from Abe (2005a) by Bhardwaj (2011). The γψ(2S) results in
particular are controversial: see the text. Concerning πππ0 results (marked with a double dagger‡): the B Factories ﬁnd that
the X(3872) → πππ0J/ψ process is dominated by ωJ/ψ , but set no limits on the nonresonant πππ0J/ψ rate; the unpublished
Belle result Abe (2005a) quotes only the ratio of πππ0J/ψ and ππJ/ψ branching fractions.
B Decay mode X decay mode product branching fraction (×105) Bfit Rfit
K±X X → ππJ/ψ 0.82± 0.09† (Aubert, 2008d; Adachi, 2008c) [0.035, 0.075] N/A
0.84± 0.15± 0.07 (Aubert, 2008d)
0.86± 0.08± 0.05 (Choi, 2011)
K0X X → ππJ/ψ 0.53± 0.13† (Aubert, 2008d; Adachi, 2008c)
0.35± 0.19± 0.04 (Aubert, 2008d)
0.43± 0.12± 0.04 (Choi, 2011)
(K+π+)NRX X → ππJ/ψ 0.81± 0.20+0.11−0.14 (Adachi, 2008c)
K∗0X X → ππJ/ψ < 0.34, 90% C.L. (Adachi, 2008c)
KX X → πππ0J/ψ {R = 1.0± 0.4± 0.3}‡ (Abe, 2005a) [0.015, 0.075] [0.42, 1.38]
K+X X → ωJ/ψ 0.6± 0.2± 0.1‡ (del Amo Sanchez, 2010c)
K0X 0.6± 0.3± 0.1‡ (del Amo Sanchez, 2010c)
K±X X → D∗0D0 13± 3† (Aubert, 2008bd; Gokhroo, 2006) [0.54, 0.8] [7.2, 16.2]
16.7± 3.6± 4.7 (Aubert, 2008bd)
7.7± 1.6± 1.0 (Aushev, 2010)
K0X X → D∗0D0 19± 6† (Aubert, 2008bd; Gokhroo, 2006)
22± 10± 4 (Aubert, 2008bd)
9.7± 4.6± 1.3 (Aushev, 2010)
KX X → γJ/ψ 0.22± 0.05† (Aubert, 2009m; Abe, 2005a) [0.0075, 0.0195] [0.19, 0.33]
K+X 0.28± 0.08± 0.01 (Aubert, 2009m)
0.18+0.05−0.04 ± 0.01 (Bhardwaj, 2011)
K0X 0.26± 0.18± 0.02 (Aubert, 2009m)
0.12+0.08−0.06 ± 0.01 (Bhardwaj, 2011)
KX X → γψ(2S) 1.0± 0.3† (Aubert, 2009m) [0.03, 0.09] [0.75, 1.55]
K+X 0.95± 0.27± 0.06 (Aubert, 2009m)
0.08+0.20−0.18 ± 0.04 (Bhardwaj, 2011)
K0X 1.14± 0.55± 0.10 (Aubert, 2009m)
0.11+0.36−0.29 ± 0.06 (Bhardwaj, 2011)
K+X X → γχc1 < 0.19 (Bhardwaj, 2013)
K+X X → γχc2 < 0.67 (Bhardwaj, 2013)
KX X → γγ < 0.024 (Abe, 2008a) < 0.0004 < 0.0078
KX X → ηJ/ψ < 0.77 (Aubert, 2004v) < 0.098 < 1.9
decay modes; estimates of its width and absolute branch-
ing fractions are also available. Some of the early ques-
tions about the state — such as its quantum numbers, and
whether charged or neutral partners exist — seem to have
been resolved. However the structure of theX(3872) is still
not fully understood. Outstanding experimental questions
are whether the disputed decay X(3872)→ γψ(2S) takes
place (and if so at what rate), and whether the X(3872)
lies above or below the D∗0D0 threshold. For the latter,
large and clean B+ → K+π0D0D0 and K+γD0D0 sam-
ples will be required; a super ﬂavor factory provides some
hope of performing these measurements.
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Table 18.3.2. Measured JPC , masses, and widths of the “3940 family” of states. The ﬁrst error is statistical, the second
systematic.
State Reference JPC Mass (MeV) Width (MeV) conventional
assignment
X(3940) (Pakhlov, 2008) 0±+ 3942+7−6 ± 6 37+26−15 ± 8 ηc(3S)
Y (3940) (Abe, 2005g) [0,1,2]±+ 3943± 11± 13 87± 22± 26 χc0(2P )?
Y (3940) (Aubert, 2008am) [0,1,2]±+ 3914.6+3.8−3.4 ± 1.9 33+12−8 ± 5 χc0(2P )?
Y (3915) (Uehara, 2010b) [0,1,2]±+ 3915± 3± 2 17± 10± 3 χc0(2P )?
Y (3915) (Lees, 2012ad) 0++ 3919± 2± 2 13± 6± 3 χc0(2P )?
Z(3930) (Uehara, 2006) 2++ 3929± 5± 2 29± 10± 2 χc2(2P )
Z(3930) (Aubert, 2010g) 2++ 3926± 2.7± 1.1 21.3± 6.8± 3.6 χc2(2P )
18.3.3 The 3940 family
A number of resonances have been reported by the Belle
Collaboration with masses near 3940MeV/c2: theX(3940),
Y (3940), Z(3930), and Y (3915). These states have some
possible, albeit not certain, interpretations as regular char-
monium states and are discussed in Section 18.2. We con-
centrate here on aspects related to possible exotic assign-
ments. The measured masses and widths of these states
are summarized in Table 18.3.2 and Fig. 18.3.6.
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Figure 18.3.6. Measured masses and widths of the “3940 fam-
ily” of states; the boxes represent ±1σ ranges of the measure-
ments.
18.3.3.1 The X(3940)
The X(3940) state was observed in association with a
J/ψ meson in double-charmonium production events (i.e.
not in Υ (4S) decays) (Abe, 2007f; Pakhlov, 2008). Sub-
sequently, by applying a partial reconstruction technique
to the same production channel, Belle measured the ab-
solute production rate and established that X(3940) →
D∗D is a prominent decay mode; searches were made for
X(3940) → DD and J/ψω without evidence for any sig-
nals. The lower and upper limits on the branching frac-
tions for these modes set in Abe (2007f) were withdrawn
by Belle in Pakhlov (2008), as the inclusive peak in the ear-
lier analysis, used to provide the denominator of the frac-
tion, may have contributions from more than one state.
Since the X(3940) is a candidate for a conventional char-
monium state, it is also discussed in Section 18.2.1.3.
The production mechanism constrains it to have positive
charge conjugation since this is an electromagnetic pro-
cess and the initial state virtual photon and the accom-
panying J/ψ have the same C. Furthermore, all of the
known states that are observed via this production mech-
anism have J = 0. Although the reason for this is not
understood, it is plausible that this state also has J = 0.
Thus, the most likely quantum numbers of the X(3940)
are JPC = 0++ or 0−+; the apparent absence of the DD
decay channel favors 0−+.
18.3.3.2 The Y (3940) and Y (3915)
A second state, named Y (3940), was observed as a near-
threshold peak in the J/ψω invariant mass spectrum in
B → J/ψωK decays (Abe, 2005g). The Y (3940) state is
not seen in B → D∗DK decays and a lower limit has
been set on the ratio B(Y (3940) → J/ψω)/B(Y (3940) →
D∗D) > 0.71 at 90% C.L. (Aushev, 2010); as the X(3940)
(discussed above) is seen in D∗D but not in J/ψω, this
strongly suggests that these two states are not the same.
The Y (3940) must have positive charge conjugation, while
J = 0, 1, 2 with either sign parity are possible. The
BABAR Collaboration conﬁrmed the Y (3940) → J/ψω
observation in B → J/ψωK decays (Aubert, 2008am),
but measure a lower mass and narrower width, which are
only marginally consistent with the Belle results (see Ta-
ble 18.3.2); there are various diﬀerences between the two
analyses, e.g. in the assumptions made about the shape
of the background. A Belle study of the γγ → J/ψω
reaction (Uehara, 2010b) observed a state, named the
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Figure 18.3.7. The J/ψω distribution in γγ events as mea-
sured by Belle (Uehara, 2010b). The black curve is the result
of a ﬁt to the data to determine the Y (3915) mass and width.
The dot-dashed curve (brown) represents the result of the ﬁt
without the resonant contribution.
Y (3915), with mass and width values consistent with those
for the Y (3940) measured by BABAR (see Fig. 18.3.7).
This observation was conﬁrmed by a BABAR analysis of
γγ → J/ψω events in which a peak with similar mass and
width is seen and an angular correlation study favors a
JPC = 0++ assignment (Lees, 2012ad).
A likely hypothesis is that the Y (3940) and Y (3915)
states coincide, in which case this is the only candidate for
an exotic state other than the X(3872) to be seen in two
diﬀerent production mechanisms. The weighted averages
of the mass and width measurements listed for Y (3940)
and Y (3915) in Table 18.3.2 are MY (3915) = (3918.4 ±
1.9)MeV/c2 and ΓY (3915) = (20 ± 5)MeV/c2. A BABAR
search for γγ → Y (3915)→ ηcπ+π− with ηc → K0SK±π∓
found no signal events and established an upper limit of
Γγγ(Y (3915)) × B(Y (3915) → ηcπ+π−) < 91 eV (Lees,
2012t).
18.3.3.3 The Z(3930)
Another state, named Z(3930), was seen by Belle in γγ
fusion into DD (Uehara, 2006). This state has been con-
ﬁrmed by the BABAR Collaboration (Aubert, 2010g), which
has also performed an angular analysis of the decay prod-
ucts that favors a JPC = 2++ assignment. This state
is generally accepted as the χ′c2, the 2
3P2 charmonium
state. Details of the relevant analyses can be found in Sec-
tion 18.2.1.2.
18.3.3.4 Charmonium assignments for the X(3940),
Y (3915) and Z(3930)?
The X(3940)’s prominent decay to D∗D taken together
with the lack of any evidence for DD is strongly sug-
gestive of JPC = 0−+ quantum numbers, which implies
that the most likely charmonium assignment is the 3 1S0,
commonly known as the ηc(3S). This assignment is some-
what problematic because the hyperﬁne partner state, the
3 3S1, or ψ(4040), has already been established with a mea-
sured mass of (4040 ± 4)MeV/c2 (Ablikim et al., 2007);
this would imply an n = 3 hyperﬁne splitting of (98 ±
8)MeV/c2, almost twice as large as the n = 2 splitting of
(47± 1)MeV/c2.
The BABAR study of the Y (3915) state favors a 0++
quantum number assignment, for which the closest char-
monium level is the 2 3P0 state, the so-called χ′c0. In this
case, its 2 3P2 multiplet partner is likely the Z(3930) with
a measured mass of (3927±3)MeV/c2, implying an anoma-
lously small 3P2-3P0 ﬁne splitting of only  10MeV/c2 for
the n = 2 triplet P -wave multiplet (an order of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding n = 1 splitting). More-
over, the χ′c0 is expected to have a partial decay width to
DD of order 30MeV/c2 (Barnes et al., 2005), which, by it-
self, is substantially wider than the measured total width
of the Y (3915). Even though no experimental limits on
B(Y (3915) → DD) have been reported to date, no signs
of a signal for Y (3915)→ DD are evident in the measured
DD invariant mass distributions for B → DDK decays
published by BABAR (Aubert, 2008bd) or Belle (Brodz-
icka, 2008), even though both studies see prominent sig-
nals for B → ψ(3770)K, ψ(3770)→ DD.
The Z(3930) has measured properties that match well
to the expectations for the 2 3P2 charmonium state and
has no need for an exotic interpretation.
18.3.4 Other C = +1 states
We review now the remaining C = +1 resonances. The
ﬁrst is called X(4160), and was discovered by Belle in
double charmonium events. It is produced in association
with a J/ψ meson and decays into D∗+D∗− (Pakhlov,
2008; see top panel of Fig. 18.3.8). The ﬁtted mass and
width are M = (4156+25−20±15)MeV/c2 and Γ = (139+111−61 ±
21)MeV/c2. The charge conjugation C = +1 is constrained
by the production mechanism, which favors also J = 0.
Hence, this state is a good candidate for a radial excita-
tion of the pseudoscalar charmonium, a ηc(nS) state. The
identiﬁcation is discussed in Section 18.2.1.3.
The CDF experiment announced a resonance close to
threshold in J/ψφ invariant mass, in the channel B →
J/ψφK (Aaltonen et al., 2009a). This state is called
Y (4140), and has mass and width M = (4143.0 ± 2.9 ±
1.2)MeV/c2 and Γ = (11.7+8.3−5.0±3.7)MeV/c2. The natural
quantum number would be JPC = 0++, but the exotic as-
signment JPC = 1−+ is not excluded. If the latter hypoth-
esis were conﬁrmed, this could be the hybrid ground state.
The measured mass is indeed close to lattice calculations
for the lightest hybrid meson (for instance, see Bernard
et al., 1997). The search for states in this production mech-
anism at the B Factories suﬀers from poor acceptance, and
thus does not have suﬃcient statistical power to be con-
clusive. Some models (Branz, Gutsche, and Lyubovitskij,
2009) predict a copious production of such state in γγ
fusion. Belle searched in this channel, but found no evi-
dence for a Y (4140). A limit Γγγ×B(φJ/ψ) < 41 (6) eV for
JP = 0+ (2+) was set at 90% C.L. for the Y (4140) (Shen,
2010a).
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(b) X(4350)→ J/ψφ from Belle (Shen, 2010a).
Figure 18.3.8. Invariant mass distributions of the most sig-
niﬁcant observations of states with C = +1 and mass above 4
GeV.
During the search for γγ → X → J/ψφ, Belle found
instead a 3.2σ peak with M = (4350.6+4.6−5.1 ± 0.7)MeV/c2
and Γ = (13+18−9 ±4)MeV/c2 (see Fig. 18.3.8, bottom plot).
This is possibly another state called X(4350), with C =
+1 and close in mass to one of the vector states we will
discuss in Section 18.3.5.
18.3.5 The 1−− family
The most unambiguous way to assign JPC quantum num-
bers a particle is when it is produced in e+e− annihilation,
so that its quantum numbers must be the same as the
photon ones: JPC = 1−−. The B Factories can investi-
gate a large range of masses for such particles by looking
for events where the emission of an energetic photon by
the initial state reduces the e+e− center-of-mass energy
down to the particle’s mass (so-called “ISR” events). Such
analyses are discussed in more detail in Chapter 21. Alter-
natively, dedicated e+e− machines, like CESR and BEPC
scan directly the center-of-mass energies of interest.
The ﬁrst new state to be observed via these pro-
cesses was the Y (4260) → J/ψπ+π− resonance seen
by BABAR (Aubert, 2005y) and promptly conﬁrmed by
CLEO both in ISR events (He et al., 2006) and in direct
production (Coan et al., 2006). The latter paper also re-
ported evidence for Y (4260)→ J/ψπ0π0 and some events
of Y (4260)→ J/ψK+K−.
A BABAR search for the Y (4260) in the ψ(2S)π+π− de-
cay channel found no evidence of a signal (Aubert, 2007m),
but, instead, saw a peak at a diﬀerent mass, the Y (4350).
While the absence of Y (4260)→ ψ(2S)π+π− decays might
be understood if the pion pair in the J/ψπ+π− decay were
concentrated in an intermediate state (such as f0(980)→
ππ) that is too massive to be produced with a ψ(2S),
the absence of any sign of the Y (4350) → J/ψπ+π− is
not so easily understood. Cotugno, Faccini, Polosa, and
Sabelli (2010) have shown this absence to be signiﬁcant:
B(Y (4350) → J/ψπ+π−)/B(Y (4350) → ψ(2S)π+π−) <
3.4× 10−3 at the 90% C.L..
Belle subsequently conﬁrmed both of these 1−−
states (Wang, 2007c; Yuan, 2007), and observed another
state in the ψ(2S)π+π− channel that was not visible
in BABAR data due to the size of the data sample: the
Y (4660). Figure 18.3.9 shows Belle’s published invariant
mass spectra for both the J/ψπ+π− and the ψ(2S)π+π−
channels.
An important question is whether or not the pion pair
comes from one or more resonant states. Figure 18.3.10
shows the di-pion invariant mass spectra from Belle for
events in the J/ψπ+π− and ψ(2S)π+π− invariant mass
peaks that correspond to each of the three resonances.
Although a subtraction of the continuum background has
not been performed, there is some indication that only
the Y (4660) has a well deﬁned intermediate state (most
likely the f0(980)); the other two peaks have a more com-
plex structure. In addition, the BABAR analysis of the
J/ψπ+π− channel (Lees, 2012ab) ﬁnds some evidence
of a J/ψf0(980) component. The observation of decays
involving an f0 is particularly interesting because the
scalar mesons have long been considered tetraquark can-
didates (Jaﬀe, 1977a).
The relative decay rate of these new states into lower-
mass charmonium states and into two charm mesons can
be used to distinguish between identiﬁcations as regular
charmonium states and other possibilities. Searches for
Y → D(∗)D(∗) decay channels carried out by Belle (Abe,
2007d; Pakhlova, 2008a) and BABAR (Aubert, 2007u) found
no evidence for a signal; 90% C.L. limits from BABAR are:
B(Y (4260)→ DD)/B(Y (4260)→ J/ψπ+π−) < 1.0,
B(Y (4260)→ D∗D)/B(Y (4260)→ J/ψπ+π−) < 34,
B(Y (4260)→ D∗D∗)/B(Y (4260)→ J/ψπ+π−) < 40.
(18.3.9)
BABAR also set 90% C.L. limits for the Y → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s
decay channels (del Amo Sanchez, 2010d):
B(Y (4260)→ D+s D−s )/B(Y (4260)→ J/ψπ+π−) < 0.7,
B(Y (4260)→ D−s D∗−s )/B(Y (4260)→ J/ψπ+π−) < 44,
B(Y (4260)→ D∗+s D∗−s )/B(Y (4260)→ J/ψπ+π−) < 30.
(18.3.10)
Analogously, Belle studied Y → D0D∗−π+ decays in
ISR events as described in Section 21.4.5. The signiﬁcances
for the Y (4260), Y (4350), Y (4660), and X(4630) signals
are 0.9σ, 1.4σ, 0.1σ, and 1.8σ, respectively, and the cor-
responding upper limits on the peak cross sections for
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Figure 18.3.9. Distributions of J/ψπ+π− (left; Yuan, 2007) and ψ(2S)π+π− (right; Wang, 2007c) invariant masses in ISR
production. The data points (left) and open histogram (right) show the data while the green histograms show the normalized
sidebands of the charmonium candidates. The curves show the best ﬁt with two coherent resonances together with a background
term; the dashed curve shows the contribution from each component. The interference between the two resonances is not shown.
In both cases the likelihood ﬁts to the spectra return two solutions of equally good quality as indicated by the two dashed
curves.
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Figure 18.3.10. The di-pion invariant mass distribution in Y (4260) → J/ψπ+π− (left; Yuan, 2007), Y (4350) → ψ(2S)π+π−
(center; Wang, 2007c), and Y (4660) → ψ(2S)π+π− decays (right; Wang, 2007c). Points are pure signal events, histograms are
MC simulations of phase space distributions.
e+e− → X(Y ) → DD∗−π+ processes are presented in
Table 18.3.3. The upper limits presented in the Table are
at the 90% C.L. and include systematic uncertainties.
A distinctive signature of tetraquarks would be the
observation of 1−− states decaying into two baryons since
it is easier to form two baryons starting from four con-
stituent quarks than from two (see Cotugno, Faccini,
Polosa, and Sabelli, 2010 for details). This motivated a
Belle search for the ISR production of resonant structures
decaying into ΛcΛc (Pakhlova, 2008b). A structure is seen
near threshold (see Fig. 18.3.11) that, when ﬁtted with
a Breit-Wigner line shape, has M = (4634+8+5−7−8)MeV/c
2
and Γtot = (92+40+10−24−12)MeV/c
2, values that are close to
those of the Y (4660). An analysis performed by using the
same model for the line-shape of the two measured spec-
tra concluded that the two structures are consistent with
the hypothesis that they are the same state with a strong
preference for the baryonic decay mode: B(Y (4660) →
ΛcΛc)/B(Y (4660) → ψ(2S)ππ) = 25 ± 7 (Cotugno, Fac-
cini, Polosa, and Sabelli, 2010).
18.3.5.1 Charmonium assignments for the Y (4260),
Y (4350) and Y (4660)?
The reasons that at least some of the Y (4260), Y (4350),
and Y (4660) are considered as exotic candidates are
the lack of unassigned 1−− charmonium levels below
4500MeV/c2, and the large apparent partial widths of
these states in π+π− transitions to the J/ψ or ψ(2S).
A comparison of the measured cross section for e+e− →
Y (4260) → J/ψπ+π− with limits on resonance produc-
tion in the hadron cross section at the same mass leads
to the 90% C.L. lower limit Γ (Y (4260)→ J/ψπ+π−) > 1
MeV/c2 (Mo et al., 2006). This is much larger than the
typical for 1−− charmonium states: for instance, the cor-
responding partial width for the ψ(3770) is 52± 8 keV/c2.
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Table 18.3.3. Upper limits on the peak cross section for the processes e+e− → Y → D0D∗−π+, Bee × B(Y → D0D∗−π+)
and B(Y → D0D∗−π+)/B(Y → π+π−J/ψ (ψ(2S))) at the 90% C.L., where Y = Y (4260), Y (4350), Y (4660), X(4630). From
Pakhlova (2009); this analysis is also brieﬂy discussed in Section 21.4.5 (especially Fig. 21.4.9) and Section 18.2.2.2.
Y (4260) Y (4350) Y (4660) X(4630)
σ(e+e− → Y )× B(Y → D0D∗−π+)) [nb] 0.36 0.55 0.25 0.45
Bee × B(Y → D0D∗−π+)) [×10−6] 0.42 0.72 0.37 0.66
B(Y → D0D∗−π+)/B(Y → π+π−J/ψ ) 9
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Figure 18.3.11. ΛcΛc invariant mass distribution in ISR
events from Belle (Pakhlova, 2008b): (a) using partial recon-
struction plus proton tags, and (b) background events with
wrong-sign proton tags. The histograms in each case show nor-
malized contributions from Λc sidebands. The superimposed
curve is the result of the ﬁt reported in the text.
18.3.6 Charged charmonium-like States
A signiﬁcant turning point in the quest for states beyond
the standard charmonium model would be the observation
of charged states decaying into charmonium plus accom-
panying charged hadrons. There is no way to explain such
an observation without at least four bound quarks (e.g.
cc¯du¯). There is evidence for three such charged states,
seen by Belle but not by BABAR: the Z(4430)+ state de-
caying into ψ(2S)π+ (Choi, 2008; see Section 18.3.6.1),
and the Z1(4050)+ and Z2(4250)+ states decaying into
χc1π
+ (Mizuk, 2008; see Section 18.3.6.2).
These states have been observed in B decays in as-
sociation with a charged kaon, i.e. in three-body B →
Xcc πK decays, where Xcc = ψ(2S) or χc1. Three-body
decays suﬀer from interference terms between strong am-
plitudes mediated by diﬀerent resonances. In these partic-
ular cases the Kπ system has several known resonances
that could cause signiﬁcant reﬂection eﬀects. Namely, the
decays B → XccK∗(892), B → XccK∗(1410), and, in
particular, their mutual interference constitute irreducible
sources of background which are diﬃcult to estimate.
Further developments on charged states (as this book
was being ﬁnalised), and some possible future studies, are
brieﬂy discussed in Section 18.3.6.3
18.3.6.1 Z(4430+)→ ψ(2S)π+
In the original Belle paper on the observation of the
Z(4430)+ → ψ(2S)π+ resonance in B → ψ(2S)π+K
decays (Choi, 2008), they report the distinct peak
in the M(ψ(2S)π+) invariant mass distribution near
4430MeV/c2 that is shown in the upper panel of
Fig. 18.3.12. Belle argued that this peak could not be
due to interference eﬀects in the Kπ channel because in
B → ψ(2S)π+K decays, events with M(ψ(2S)π+) near
4430MeV/c2 correspond to Kπ systems with a decay an-
gle θKπ in the region cos θKπ  0.25, an angular region
where interfering S-, P - and D-waves cannot create a peak
without other, much larger structures elsewhere.
The Belle analysis was the subject of scrutiny by the
BABAR Collaboration, which investigated the same ﬁnal
state by studying in detail the eﬃciency corrections and
the shape of the background, relying for the latter on the
data as much as possible (Aubert, 2009at). The search
resulted in hints of a structure close to Belle’s reported
peak, but after estimates of the background they reported
an 95% C.L. upper limit on the product branching frac-
tion:
B(B → Z+K−)× B(Z+ → ψ(2S)π+) < 3.1× 10−5,
(18.3.11)
to be compared with Belle’s non-zero value (Choi, 2008)
B(B → Z+K−)× B(Z+ → ψ(2S)π+) = (4.1+1.0−1.4)× 10−5.
(18.3.12)
Subsequent to the BABAR analysis, Belle made a de-
tailed Dalitz-plot analyses of B → ψ(2S)π+K events that
included interfering amplitudes for all known resonances
in the Kπ channel, both with and without a coherent am-
plitude for a resonance in the ψ(2S)π+ channel (Mizuk,
2009). The results of this Belle analysis conﬁrm those from
the original report of a signiﬁcant resonant structure in
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Figure 18.3.12. Invariant mass distributions from (top)
ψ(2S)π± (Choi, 2008), and (bottom) χc1π± (Mizuk, 2008), su-
perimposed with ﬁt result showing the charged resonances. In
both ﬁgures, events with M(Kπ) in the region of the K∗(890)
and K∗(1410) peaks are removed. The solid red histogram in
the lower ﬁgure shows the results of the ﬁt that includes coher-
ent Z1 and Z2 amplitudes; the dashed blue curve is the result
of the ﬁt using Kπ amplitudes only.
the ψ(2S)π+ channel near 4430MeV/c2. Although both
statistical and systematic uncertainties on the Z(4430)+
resonance parameters increased, the signiﬁcance of the ob-
served resonance signal remained the same; for the default
Dalitz distribution model it was found to be 6.4σ; the ﬁt-
ted mass and width of the Z(4430)+ → ψ(2S)π+ from the
Dalitz analysis are MZ(4430)+ = (4443
+15
−12
+19
−13)MeV/c
2 and
ΓZ(4430)+ = (109
+86
−43
+74
−56)MeV/c
2.
While we were preparing this book, LHCb performed
a four-dimensional ﬁt of the decay amplitude (Aaij et al.,
2014b). The Z(4430)+ is conﬁrmed with a signiﬁcance of
13.9 σ at least; the ﬁtted mass and width are MZ(4430)+ =
(4475±7+15−25)MeV/c2 and ΓZ(4430)+ = (172±13+37−34)MeV/c2,
consistent with Belle measurements. Moreover, an analy-
sis of the Argand diagram conﬁrms the resonant character
of the Z(4430)+.
18.3.6.2 States decaying to χc1π
+
In a Dalitz-plot analysis of three-body B → χc1π+K de-
cays, Belle was unable to get an acceptable ﬁt using only
resonances in the Kπ channel (Mizuk, 2008). The inclu-
sion of a single χc1π+ resonance improved the ﬁt sub-
stantially, but still did not reproduce the observed fea-
tures very accurately. Belle ﬁnally settled on a ﬁt that in-
cluded two resonances in the χc1π channel: the Z1(4050)+
and Z2(4250)+. The χc1π+ invariant-mass distribution for
events in the Dalitz-plot region between the K∗(980) and
K∗(1410) bands is shown as data points with the pro-
jected ﬁnal ﬁt shown as a red histogram in the lower
panel of Fig. 18.3.12. The ﬁtted masses and widths of the
two χc1π+ resonances are MZ+1 = (4051± 14
+20
−41)MeV/c
2,
MZ+2
= (4248+44+180−29−35 )MeV/c
2, ΓZ+1 = (82
+21+47
−17−22)MeV/c
2
and ΓZ+2 = (177
+54+316
−39−61 )MeV/c
2, respectively.
BABAR investigated B → χc1π+K decays using an
analysis that carefully studied the eﬀects of interference
between resonances in the Kπ system (Lees, 2012w). They
report adequate ﬁts to the data using interfering reso-
nances only in the Kπ channel. They set 95% C.L. upper
limits on the product branching fractions to the Z+1 and
Z+2 states by studying the eﬀects of adding incoherent
resonant amplitudes for these two states to their ﬁtting
model:
B(B → Z+1 K−)× B(Z+1 → χc1π+) < 1.8× 10−5,
B(B → Z+2 K−)× B(Z+2 → χc1π+) < 4.0× 10−5.
(18.3.13)
For comparison, the non-zero values from Belle for the
same quantities are
B(B → Z+1 K−)× B(Z+1 → χc1π+) = (3.0+1.2+3.7−0.8−1.6)× 10−5,
B(B → Z+2 K−)× B(Z+2 → χc1π+) = (4.0+2.3+19.7−0.9−0.5 )× 10−5.
(18.3.14)
Part of the discrepancy between the two experiments may
be due to the fact that in the Belle analysis, the Z+1 , Z
+
2
and Kπ amplitudes are all coherent and mutually inter-
fere, while in the BABAR analysis the Z+1 and Z
+
2 terms are
added incoherently and do not interfere with the Kπ am-
plitudes. In the Belle results shown in Fig. 18.3.12 (lower),
signiﬁcant constructive and destructive interference be-
tween the Z+1 and Z
+
2 amplitudes with the Kπ terms is
evident (see the dips and peaks of the solid red curve, rel-
ative to the dashed blue curve showing the Kπ amplitude
ﬁt result).
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18.3.6.3 Other candidates for charged charmonium-like
states
Both Belle (Liu, 2013) and BESIII (Ablikim et al., 2013a)
have claimed the observation of another charged reso-
nance, Z(3900)+, as a peak in the J/ψπ+ invariant mass
distribution in Y (4260) → π+π−J/ψ decay; the Belle
peak has Breit-Wigner parameters M = (3894.5 ± 6.6 ±
4.5)MeV/c2 and Γ = (63 ± 24 ± 26)MeV/c2. A structure
with similar parameters has also been seen by BESIII in
e+e− → (DD∗)+π− (Ablikim et al., 2014b). As this book
was being ﬁnalised, BESIII also presented evidence for a
structure Z(4020)+ in the hcπ+ invariant mass distribu-
tion in e+e− → π+π−hc (Ablikim et al., 2013b), with
parameters similar to those of a structure Z(4025)+ seen
in e+e− → (D∗D∗)±π∓ (Ablikim et al., 2014a). Note
that charged states Zb(10610)+ and Zb(10650)+ → hbπ+
have been seen by Belle in Υ (5S) → hbπ+π− (see Sec-
tion 18.4.5).
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Figure 18.3.13. The D∗0D∗− invariant mass spectrum from
B → D∗0D∗−K decays from BABAR (Aubert, 2003f). The
hatched histograms show the contribution expected from the
combinatorial background. The open histograms show the con-
tribution expected for the three-body decay generated with a
phase-space model.
A further step in the study of the currently-claimed
charged states would be to search for these, or other sim-
ilar states, in D(∗)D(∗) systems produced in three-body
B → D(∗)D(∗)K decays. For these the experimental eﬃ-
ciencies are lower and detailed three-body amplitude anal-
yses are of limited use with the currently available BABAR
and Belle data samples. Nevertheless, results based on ex-
isting data samples are intriguing, as can be seen, for ex-
ample, in the M(D∗0D∗−) invariant-mass distribution for
B → D∗0D∗−K decays in BABAR (shown in Fig. 18.3.13).
Here signs of structure can be seen, but with limited statis-
tical signiﬁcance. This will be a promising area of research
at future ﬂavor factories.
18.3.7 Summary and outlook
The status of experimental studies of exotic charmonium-
like states is shown below in tabular form, for the vari-
ous production mechanisms: B decay (Table 18.3.4), ini-
tial state radiation in e+e− annihilation (so-called radia-
tive return events; Table 18.3.5), double charmonium pro-
duction (Table 18.3.6), and two-photon production (Ta-
ble 18.3.7); studies of charged states are summarized in
Table 18.3.8.
As can be seen from the tables, our knowledge is quite
fragmentary, despite the large B Factory datasets. Apart
from the X(3872) (by far the best-studied state) and the
Y (3915), all of the candidate exotic mesons have been ob-
served in only one production mechanism. Most have been
observed in only one ﬁnal state, and none has been the ob-
ject of a systematic study in a range of ﬁnal states. Anal-
yses of particular combinations of production mechanism
and ﬁnal state are variously missing, or not performed in
the relevant range of invariant mass (“N” in the tables),
or lacking a ﬁt to the data to test for the presence of ex-
otic states (“MF”). To give some examples: the M(J/ψ γ)
spectra in Fig. 18.3.5 are focussed on the X(3872) region
and no information is provided for other masses; the J/ψη
invariant mass spectrum in Fig. 18.3.4(b) is published,
but not ﬁtted for all the candidate new states. To obtain
a more complete picture for any candidate would require
either an observation or a limit in many ﬁnal states, allow-
ing quantitative tests of diﬀerent models to be performed.
For a number of particles where the current data is sta-
tistically limited, new decay modes would also add to the
evidence for the existence of a new state, as opposed to
(say) a ﬁnal state interaction eﬀect.
States produced in B decays (Table 18.3.4) have been
the most studied, although many ﬁts are missing, espe-
cially of the baryonic ﬁnal states pp and ΛΛ which are
predicted to be important for tetraquark states. Among
the decays that have never been studied, B → ψ(2S)ππK
should be relatively clean, whereas D(∗)+s D
(∗)−
s modes suf-
fer from the low branching fractions of the usable decays
of the ﬁnal-state Ds mesons.
Analysis of states produced in conjunction with an ini-
tial state radiation (ISR) photon (Table 18.3.5) is rela-
tively straightforward, due to the unambigous JPC = 1−−
assignment, although the original exotic candidate of this
kind, the Y (4260), is still by far the best studied. A com-
plementary set of states, exclusively C = +1, is accessible
in recoil from a J/ψ in e+e− annihilation (Table 18.3.6)
an in production via γγ fusion (Table 18.3.7). Many of
these analyses are challenging, however, due to large back-
grounds and (in the case of γγ decays) large missing mo-
mentum; as a result, the C = +1 states seen only through
these production mechanisms are relatively poorly stud-
ied. Concerning the recoil analyses, production in recoil
against particles other than the J/ψ has not been system-
atically investigated: the available samples in B Factory
data are small. Studies of the system recoiling against the
χc0 and/or the χc2 would be particularly interesting, given
the selection rules.
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Table 18.3.4. Status of searches for the new states in the process B → XK, X → f , for several ﬁnal states f , adapted from
Drenska et al. (2010). Following the discussion in Section 18.3.3.2 we treat the state Y (3940) seen in B decay as a diﬀerent
state to the X(3940) seen in e+e− → X J/ψ (see Table 18.3.6 below). Final states where each exotic states were observed (S:
“seen”) or excluded (NS: “not seen”) are indicated. A ﬁnal state is marked as N (“not performed”) if the analysis has not been
performed in a given mass range and with MF (“missing ﬁt”) if the spectra are published but a ﬁt to a given state has not been
performed. Finally “—” indicates that, although no search has been performed in this mode, the known quantum numbers or
available energy forbid the decay; and “hard” that an analysis is experimentally too challenging.The same labels are used in
subsequent tables (18.3.5–18.3.8). In the headings, ψ denotes the J/ψ; ψ′ = ψ(2S), 2D∗ = D∗D∗, and 2D(∗)s = D
(∗)+
s D
(∗)−
s .
State JPC ψππ ψω ψγ ψφ ψη ψ′ππ ψ′ω ψ′γ χcγ pp ΛΛ ΛcΛc DD DD∗ 2D∗ 2D
(∗)
s γγ
X(3872) 1++ S S S — NS — — S NS MF MF — — S — — NS
Y(3940) JP+ MF S NS — — — — MF — MF MF — MF NS — N N
Z(3930) 2++ MF MF NS — — — — MF — MF MF — MF MF — N N
Y(4140) JP+ MF MF N S — N — N — MF MF — MF N N N N
X(4160) 0P+ MF MF N MF — N — N — MF MF — MF N N N N
Y(4260) 1−− NS — — — MF N — — N MF MF — N N N N —
X(4350) JP+ MF MF N MF — N N N — MF MF — N N N N N
Y(4350) 1−− MF — — — MF N — — N MF MF — N N N N —
Y(4660) 1−− N — — — MF N — — N MF MF MF N N N N —
Table 18.3.5. Status of searches for the new states in the process e+e− → γISRX, X → f , for several ﬁnal states f , adapted
from Drenska et al. (2010). The meaning of the symbols is explained in the caption of Table 18.3.4.
State JPC ψππ ψ′ππ ψη χcγ pp ΛΛ ΛcΛc DD DD∗ 2D∗ 2D
(∗)
s
Y(4260) 1−− S NS NS NS NS MF — NS NS NS NS
Y(4350) 1−− NS S MF MF MF MF — MF MF MF MF
Y(4660) 1−− NS S MF MF MF MF S MF MF MF MF
Table 18.3.6. Status of searches for the new states in the process e+e− → XJ/ψ, X → f , for several ﬁnal states f , adapted
from Drenska et al. (2010). The meaning of the symbols is explained in the caption of Table 18.3.4; as stated there, we treat
the X(3940) and Y (3940) as diﬀerent states.
State JPC ψππ ψω ψγ ψφ ψ′ππ ψ′ω ψ′γ χcγ pp ΛΛ ΛcΛc DD DD∗ 2D∗
X(3872) 1++ hard N hard — hard — hard hard hard hard — MF MF —
X(3940) 0−+ hard N hard — hard — hard hard hard hard — NS S —
Z(3930) 2++ hard N hard — hard — hard hard hard hard — MF MF —
Y(4140) JP+ hard N hard N hard — hard hard hard hard — MF MF MF
X(4160) 0P+ hard N hard N hard — hard hard hard hard — MF S MF
X(4350) JP+ hard N hard N hard N hard hard hard hard hard MF MF MF
Table 18.3.7. Status of searches for the new states in the process γγ → X, X → f , for several ﬁnal states f , adapted from
Drenska et al. (2010). The meaning of the symbols is explained in the caption of Table 18.3.4. The identiﬁcation of the Y (3915)
with the χc0(2P ) is problematic, for the reasons discussed in Section 18.3.3.4, so we retain the former notation. As discussed in
Section 18.3.3.2, the Y (3915) and the Y (3940) may be the same state.
State JPC ψππ ψω ψγ ψφ ψ′ππ ψ′ω ψ′γ pp ΛΛ ΛcΛc DD DD∗ 2D∗ 2D
(∗)
s
X(3872) 1++ N hard hard — — — hard MF MF — MF N — —
Y(3915) 0++ N S hard — — — hard MF MF — MF N — N
Z(3930) 2++ N MF hard — — — hard MF MF — S N — N
Y(4140) JP+ N MF hard NS N — hard N N — MF N N N
X(4160) 0P+ N MF hard NS N — hard N N — MF N N N
X(4350) JP+ N N hard S N N hard N N N N N N N
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Table 18.3.8. Status of searches for the new charged states in several ﬁnal states, adapted from Drenska et al. (2010). The
meaning of the symbols is explained in the caption of Table 18.3.4.
State ψπ ψππ0 ψ′π ψ′ππ0 χc1π hcπ DD DD∗ 2D∗
X(3872)+ MF NS MF N MF MF N MF —
Z(3900)+ S MF MF N MF NS N S —
Z(3930)+ MF N MF N MF MF N N —
Z(4020)+ NS N MF N MF S N N S
Z(4050)+ MF N MF N S MF N N MF
Y (4140)+ MF N MF N MF N N N MF
Z(4250)+ MF N MF N S N N N MF
X(4350)+ MF N MF N MF N N N MF
Z(4430)+ NS N S N MF N N N MF
Z(4660)+ MF N MF N MF N N N MF
Relatively few searches for charged exotic states — the
most striking signature of states made of more than two
quarks — have been conducted in B decays; as shown in
Table 18.3.8, searches have been accomplished for only ﬁve
combinations of ﬁnal states and exotic candidates. Ideally,
a search for charged partner states should be performed
for each neutral exotic meson. A general spectrum of four-
quark bound states would also include mesons containing
a single s quark, with distinctive strong decays to charmo-
nium plus a charged kaon. Searches for such states could
be conducted in B decays in association with an ss¯ state,
or inclusively at a hadron collider.
In conclusion, a systematic study of the exotic spec-
trum is required to form a global and deﬁnite picture of
these states and their structure. As well as ﬁnalizing stud-
ies with existing B Factory and Tevatron data, results
from newer, even higher luminosity machines such as the
LHC and the super ﬂavor factories are needed. The appar-
ent conﬁrmation of the Z(4430)+ by LHCb, just as this
book was being completed (Aaij et al., 2014b), is both
a welcome clariﬁcation of the experimental picture, and
a reminder that the exotic charmonium-like states — an
unexpected product of the bounty of data from the B
Factories— must be studied in larger data samples if they
are to be more fully understood.
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18.4.1 Introduction
At the advent of the B-factory experiments, measurements
of the spectrum of the bottomonium system were lim-
ited to only a few states — the Υ (nS) and χb(nP ) reso-
nances. However, the theoretical predictions for this spec-
trum were abundant and the bottomonium system oﬀered
open territory for scientiﬁc exploration. The spectrum of
the bottomonium system is illustrated in Fig. 18.4.1. Of
particular interest were the bottomonium ground state,
the ηb(1S), and its excitations (the S-wave singlet states,
e.g. ηb(2S)), the discovery of the hb(nP ) P -wave singlet
states, measurements of their properties and of transitions
between bottomonium states as tests of various theoretical
frameworks (Lattice QCD, NRQCD, pNRQCD, QCD po-
tential models, etc.). In addition, these measurements al-
lowed for searches for physics beyond the Standard Model
(such as violation of universal couplings to leptons, dark
matter, and low-mass Higgs bosons).
The bottomonium programs at BABAR and Belle yielded
a rich assortment of both discoveries and measurements.
The ground state of the bottomonium system was ﬁrst dis-
covered by BABAR and later conﬁrmed by Belle, yielding
multiple independent mass and branching fraction mea-
surements (Section 18.4.4.2). In addition, Belle discovered
the ηb(2S) and measured its mass. The BABAR Collabora-
tion was the ﬁrst to show evidence of the existence of the
P -wave singlet state, hb(1P ), and the Belle Collaboration
demonstrated clear discovery of this state and also of its
partner, the hb(2P ) (Section 18.4.4.3). Discovery of these
states required in parallel the measurement of transitions
between states, and these are detailed in the aforemen-
tioned sections. Independent measurements (unconnected
with searches for new resonances) of transitions between
bottomonium states, as well as decays to hadronic ﬁnal
states, are detailed in Section 18.4.6.
The bottomonium system yielded many surprises, how-
ever, when compared to the expectations from theoretical
predictions. The Belle conﬁrmation of the ηb(1S) and dis-
coveries of the ηb(2S) and hb(1P, 2P ) were all made possi-
ble in part by apparently large and anomalous π+π− tran-
sition rates from the Υ (5S) resonance. This is discussed in
Section 18.4.4.3. In addition, as a result of their investiga-
tions of these anomalous transition rates, two new states
were discovered by the Belle Collaboration just above the
open-bottom threshold (Fig. 18.4.1) - the charged Zb states
(Section 18.4.5).
Figure 18.4.1. The bottomonium spectrum. Solid lines cor-
respond to observed states while dashed lines indicate the lo-
cation of predicted ones. See also the upper plot of Fig. 18.1.1,
and the accompanying discussion.
Both collaborations pursued physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model using their bottomonium samples. The Belle
Collaboration, followed by the BABAR Collaboration, both
searched for invisible decays of the Υ (1S) meson; these
searches, and the theoretical work that motivated them,
are discussed in Section 18.4.7.2. The BABAR Collabora-
tion also searched for evidence of a low-mass Higgs boson
(Section 18.4.7.1), as well as lepton-ﬂavor-violating decays
(Section 18.4.7.3) and violation of the universality of cou-
plings to leptons (Section 18.4.7.4).
18.4.2 Common techniques
18.4.2.1 Transition Recoil Method
The use of transition particles between two resonances to
“tag” the presence of one of the resonances is a common
technique in the bottomonium analyses. Here, we describe
the method and its application.
Consider two resonances with masses M1 and M2,
and a transition between them involving the emission of
one or more transition particles, M1 → (trans) + M2.
If the transition particles can be reconstructed, and the
mass of either the parent or daughter resonance is known,
then the remaining mass, which may be said to “recoil”
against the transition particles, can be determined from
four-momentum conservation:
P (M1) = P (tr) + P (M2) (18.4.1)
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where P (tr) is the four-vector describing the entire
transition-particle energy and momentum. The mass re-
coiling against the transition particles, deﬁned here as ”re-
coil mass” (though sometimes the term ”missing mass” is
also used for the same quantity) is then determined by
M2recoil ≡ (P (M1)− P (tr))2 = P (M2)2 = M22 (18.4.2)
where Mrecoil is deﬁned as the “recoil mass.” This expres-
sion is valid in any reference frame. It is usually convenient
to then choose a reference frame that simpliﬁes the com-
putation while still giving access to the invariant quantity
in question.
The most common use of this technique is to deter-
mine the mass of a daughter resonance using the four-
momentum of the reconstructed transition particles and
that of the parent resonance, in the rest frame of the par-
ent resonance. In this case, the equation simpliﬁes to:
M2recoil = M
2
1 +m
2
tr − 2M1Etr (18.4.3)
where Etr is the total energy of the transition particles
in the parent resonance rest frame and m2tr is the total
invariant mass-squared of the transition particles.
In many instances, the parent resonance is produced
at rest in the center-of-mass (CM) frame of the collider,
and when this is true, the above calculation holds ex-
actly. When this is not true, the calculated recoil mass
using the transition particles’ four-momentum in the CM
frame will be shifted due to the presence, for instance,
of another intermediate resonance before the transition
particles are produced. For instance, if the transition par-
ticles are produced in the second of two transitions, e.g.
M1 → (undetected)+M2 followed by M2 → (trans)+M3,
then Lorentz boosting into the CM frame - the frame of
the original parent resonance - will yield a shifted recoil
mass.
Most often, sequential transitions in which a shifted re-
coil mass is observed are transitions in which each of states
1, 2 and 3 is a bottomonium state, and as such the emit-
ted transition particles have small masses and momenta.
In such cases transition particle energies and momenta are
small compared to the masses M1,M2, and M3. In these
cases the amount of the shift is nearly equal to M1 −M2.
When one calculates the recoil mass assuming the transi-
tion particles, which were emitted in the second transition,
were emitted from the initial state, then the shifted recoil
mass obtained is given by
M2shifted = (P (M1)− P (tr))2. (18.4.4)
This is not equal to M23 , which is properly calculated
as (P (M2) − P (tr))2, assuming both four-momenta are
boosted into the CM frame. In our approximation, then,
we ﬁnd (Ei and pi are the energies and the spatial com-
ponents of the four momenta P (Mi) and P (tr))
Mshifted =
√
(E1 − Etr)2 − (p1 − ptr)2)
=
√
(M1 − Etr)2 − (ptr)2)
= (M1 − Etr)
√
1− (ptr)2/(M1 − Etr)2
≈ (M1 − Etr)− p2tr/2(M1 − Etr) (18.4.5)
and
M3 =
√
(E2 − Etr)2 − (p2 − ptr)2)
= (E2 − Etr)
√
1− (p22 − ptr)2/(E2 − Etr)2
≈ (E2 − Etr)− (p22 − ptr)2/2(E2 − Etr). (18.4.6)
We then calculate the shift, ΔM = Mshifted −M3,
ΔM = (M1 − E2) + (p2 − p2tr)/2(M1 − Etr)
−p2tr/2(E2 − Etr)
≈ (M1 −M2), (18.4.7)
since in the cases we are discussing, E2 ≈M2 and p2, E2,
and ptr are all much smaller than either M1 or M2. Shifted
recoil masses of this kind will be observed in the plot of
the Mrecoil(π+π−) distribution in Figure 18.4.9.
18.4.3 e+e− energy scans
As is discussed in Section 18.3, the discovery of non-
baryonic charmonium states that behave in ways not pre-
dicted by two-quark-system models has yielded a renais-
sance of experimental and theoretical interplay in quarko-
nium. The observation of such exotic charmonium states
suggests that a similar search for exotic bottomonium
states is experimentally warranted. Such searches can be
conducted in at least a couple of ways: energy scans of
the accelerator across a range of center-of-mass energies,
or searches at speciﬁc center-of-mass energies. The former
will be discussed here, while a discussion of the latter ap-
proach can be found in Section 18.4.5.
An energy scan can be used to look for anomalous
features in the ratio of the bb(γ) and μ+μ− production
cross-sections. Exotic charmonium states with quantum
numbers JPC = 1−− have been observed and named
the Y (4260), Y (4350), and Y (4660). One can make na¨ıve
predictions for the bottomonium system by taking their
masses and scaling them up by the mass diﬀerence be-
tween the J/ψ and the Υ (1S), yielding predicted masses
above the Υ (4S) mass and below 11.2GeV/c2.
During the ﬁnal two weeks of data taking by the BABAR
experiment, March 28 – April 7, 2008, the experiment col-
lected 3.9 fb−1 of data at more than 300 diﬀerent center-
of-mass energies above the Υ (4S) resonance, with typical
spacing of 5 MeV. This is a factor of 30 more data than
earlier scans (Besson et al., 1985; Lovelock et al., 1985;
Aubert, 2009x). An additional 7.8 fb−1 sample recorded
at 10.54 GeV was used to study continuum background.
The quantity of interest is Rb(s) ≡ σb(s)/σ0μμ(s), the
ratio of the total cross section for e+e− → bb¯(γ) divided
by the lowest order cross section for e+e− → μ+μ−. Note
that σb includes Initial State Radiation (ISR) production
of Υ states.
The experimental quantities used to calculate Rb(s)
are the number of hadronic events and muon pairs at
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Figure 18.4.2. Measured Rb as a function of
√
s with the
position of the opening thresholds of the e+e− → B(∗)(s) B¯(∗)(s)
processes indicated by dotted lines (Aubert, 2009x).
center-of-mass energy
√
s and in the continuum sample.
Hadronic events are selected using criteria that preferen-
tially select events with open bottom (B) mesons. Muon
pairs are cleanly and eﬃciently selected using the track-
ing system and calorimeter only; the muon identiﬁcation
system is not required.
The 10.54 GeV data includes all event types that sat-
isfy the hadronic selection, other than open bottom: con-
tinuum e+e− → qq¯ (the dominant background), ISR pro-
duction of Υ , and two photon events. The ISR contribution
is calculated using simulated events. The two-photon com-
ponent, 2% of the continuum sample, is estimated from
the direction of the missing-momentum vector. The con-
tinuum component is obtained from the 10.54 GeV data
by subtracting the other two components.
The eﬃciency for open bottom events to satisfy the cri-
teria is obtained from simulation. It is taken to be the av-
erage of all possible two-body ﬁnal states. Half the spread
is taken as a systematic error.
The resulting values of Rb(s) are shown in Fig. 18.4.2.
Note that radiative corrections have not been applied. Not
shown in the ﬁgure are correlated systematic errors total-
ing 2.6%, with equal contributions from hadronic event
and muon pair eﬃciencies and μ+μ− radiative corrections.
The region 10.80–11.20 GeV is ﬁt with a model con-
taining two interfering relativistic Breit Wigner resonances
representing the Υ (10860) and the Υ (11020), a ﬂat inter-
fering component, plus an addition ﬂat component repre-
senting bb¯ continuum not interfering with the resonances
(Fig. 18.4.3). The resulting mass and widths are 10.876±
0.002 GeV/c2 and 43±4 MeV for the Υ (10860) and 10.996±
0.002 GeV/c2 and 37± 3 MeV for the Υ (11020) (Aubert,
2009x). These widths are considerably narrower than the
previous PDG values.
The results are sensitive to the details of the ﬁt model.
For example, using a threshold function instead of the ﬂat
non-resonant component gives a slightly diﬀerent mass
and a signiﬁcantly larger width (74 ± 4 MeV) for the
Υ (10860). A proper coupled channel approach including
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Figure 18.4.3. A zoom of Fig. 18.4.2 with the result of the
ﬁt superimposed (Aubert, 2009x). The errors on the data rep-
resent the statistical and uncorrelated systematic errors added
in quadrature.
the eﬀects of the various thresholds would undoubtedly
modify the results.
Finally it is noted that no evidence for exotic states
has been found in the scans.
The Belle Collaboration also conducted a scan above
the Υ (4S) resonance, in part in order to investigate possi-
ble causes for the anomalously large rates for the processes
Υ (10860)→ Υ (nS)π+π−) with (n = 1, 2, 3) that they had
observed (Chen, 2008b). These rates, if the Υ (10860) is in-
terpreted as the fourth radial excitation of the 1−− Υ (1S)
state, were up to two orders of magnitude larger than ex-
pectations.
Belle undertook a scan similar to that conducted by
the BABAR Collaboration of the cross section for e+e− →
Υ (nS)π+π− (n = 1, 2, 3) in the vicinity of the known mass
of the Υ (10860), taking data at center-of-mass energies
between 10.83 and 11.02 GeV (Chen, 2010). In this study,
they observed a peak in σ(e+e− → Υ (nS)π+π−) (n =
1, 2, 3) at an energy of (10888+2.7−2.6±1.2) MeV with a width
of (30.7+8.3−7.0± 3.1) MeV. The measured cross section with
the result of the ﬁt using the Breit Wigner function for
the signal is shown in Figure 18.4.4 (top).
The important thing to note is that this peak diﬀers
substantially in mass from the observed maximum in the
overall hadronic cross section (shown in the lower pannel
of Fig. 18.4.4) , and led to the suggestion that the peak
in the Υ (nS)π+π−) (n = 1, 2, 3) cross section may not, in
fact, be due to the Υ (10860) but rather some exotic state
(Liu and Ding, 2012).
18.4.4 Spectroscopy
18.4.4.1 Introduction to Bottomonium Spectroscopy
As discussed in Section 18.4.1, the BABAR and Belle Col-
laborations advanced signiﬁcantly the experimental mea-
surements of states within the predicted bottomonium
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Figure 18.4.4. Top: The energy dependence of the cross sec-
tion for e+e− → Υ (nS)π+π− (n = 1, 2, 3) normalized to the
leading order e+e− → μ+μ− cross section (Chen, 2010). The
dashed line shows the energy at which the hadronic cross sec-
tion is maximal. Bottom: Rb as a function of the energy.
spectrum. At the time that the ﬁrst Υ (3S) data sam-
ples were collected by the Belle and then the BABAR Col-
laborations, predictions of the mass splitting between the
lowest-mass S-wave pseudoscalar spin-singlet, ηb(1S), and
the lowest-mass S-wave vector spin-triplet, Υ (1S), ranged
from 36MeV/c2 to 100MeV/c2 (Godfrey and Rosner, 2001).
A measurement of this splitting was clearly critical in es-
tablishing which theoretical frameworks more accurately
predicted the properties of the bottomonium spectrum
and to help inform further developments in those frame-
works; a discussion on the theoretical framework of quarko-
nium physics can be found in Section 18.1. For instance, a
measurement of the hyperﬁne mass splitting would further
our understanding of non-relativistic QCD bound states
and shed light on the contribution of spin-spin interac-
tions in models of the bottomonium system (Burch and
Ehmann, 2007; Gray et al., 2005)
This line of argument also extended to the P -wave
spin-singlet states, the hb(nP ), and their properties as
predicted in various theoretical frameworks. Prior to their
discovery, it was recognized that measuring the hyper-
ﬁne splitting for the P -wave states was similarly impor-
tant for assessing the role of spin-spin interactions in po-
tential models for heavy quarks. Treating the bottomo-
nium system non-relativistically, the splitting can be de-
termined from the square of the wave function for the
system at the origin. This is expected to be a non-zero
quantity for states with L = 0; for the P -wave states
(L = 1), the splitting between the hb(1P ) and the spin-
averaged triplet state 〈χbJ(1P )〉 is expected to be approx-
imately zero; therefore, one can approximate the mass of
the hb(1P ) as the spin-weighted center-of-gravity of the
χbJ(1P ) system: M(hb(1P )) = (9899.87 ± 0.27)MeV/c2
(Beringer et al., 2012). If one takes into account higher-
order corrections to this approximation, one would expect
to observe deviations from this prediction; however, mea-
sured deviations from the prediction that correspond to
a hyperﬁne splitting larger than a few MeV/c2 would in-
dicate a vector component to the conﬁnement potential
(Rosner et al., 2005).
In addition to measuring the masses of these states,
measuring the branching fractions for the correspond-
ing transitions to and from these states is important
for testing theoretical frameworks of heavy quarkonium.
The branching fraction for the isospin-violating transi-
tion Υ (3S) → π0hb(1P ) was expected to be about 0.1%
(Godfrey, 2005a; Voloshin, 1986). The branching fraction
for the transition Υ (3S) → π+π−hb(1P ) was expected
to range between ∼ 10−4 (Godfrey, 2005a) and ∼ 10−3
(Kuang, Tuan, and Yan, 1988; Kuang and Yan, 1981, 1990;
Tuan, 1992). The branching fraction for the favored E1
transition hb(1P ) → γηb(1S) was expected to be large,
41.4% (Godfrey and Rosner, 2002).
18.4.4.2 Observation of the ηb(1S) and ηb(2S)
In the thirty years following the ﬁrst discovery of the
Υ (nS) bottomonium states (Herb et al., 1977), no evi-
dence for the spin-singlet ηb(nS) states had been found.
The previous best limits for the decays Υ (3, 2S) → γηb
were set by the CLEO experiment (Artuso et al., 2005b).
BABAR ﬁrst observed the ηb in 2008 via the Υ (3S)→ γηb
decay channel (Aubert, 2008ak). The discovery was con-
ﬁrmed in 2009 in the BABAR Υ (2S) data in decays of
Υ (2S)→ γηb (Aubert, 2009l). The CLEO experiment sub-
sequently veriﬁed the discovery in a re-analysis of its own
Υ (3S) data sample (Bonvicini et al., 2010).
These analyses performed ﬁts to the inclusive photon
CM energy (E∗γ) spectrum, searching above the smooth,
non-peaking background for evidence of a monochromatic
photon associated with a radiative transition to the ηb.
Two other peaking components were expected in the en-
ergy region close to this signal: one from photons from
Υ (1S) production in ISR (e+e− → γISRΥ (1S)), and a
merged triplet from the decays Υ (nS) → γχbJ(mP ),
χbJ(mP )→ γΥ (1S), where m = n− 1. The photons that
result from the decay χbJ(mP ) → γΥ (1S) have energies
in the range of the searches and thus serve to contribute
background photon energy peaks.
The data samples used in the BABAR analyses included
28 (14) fb−1 collected the Υ (3S) (Υ (2S)) resonance, with
approximately 9 (7)% of this data (refered to here as the
“test sample”) used for preliminary studies and later dis-
carded. A total number of (109 ± 1) × 106 Υ (3S) events
and (91.6 ± 0.9) × 106 Υ (2S) events were used in the ﬁ-
nal analysis. Additionally, “oﬀ-resonance” samples of 43.9
(2.4) fb−1 were taken approximately 40 (30) MeV below
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Table 18.4.1. Summary of the optimized variables used in the
ηb analyses (Aubert, 2008ak, 2009l).
Variable Υ (3S) Υ (2S)
γLAT < 0.55
cos(θγ,LAB) −0.762 < cos(θγ,LAB) < 0.890
NTRK > 3
| cos θT | < 0.7 < 0.8
|mγγ2 −mπ0 | > 15MeV
Eγ2 > 50MeV > 40MeV
Eﬃciency 37% 35.8%
the Υ (4S) (Υ (3S)) resonance energies for studies of ISR
production.
Candidate photons were single electromagnetic
calorimeter (EMC) bumps not matched to any track,
with a minimum lab energy of 30MeV and a lateral
moment (Section 15.1.4) less than 0.8. The selection
criteria for this analysis were optimized by maximizing
the ﬁgure of merit S/
√
B, where S represents the number
of signal events from Υ (nS) → γηb Monte Carlo (MC),
and B represents the number of background events
taken from the test sample. For optimization purposes,
the signal region was restricted to 850 < E∗γ < 950
(500 < E∗γ < 700) MeV for Υ (3S) (Υ (2S)). A summary
of the optimized selection criteria is given in Table 18.4.1,
with the individual variables described below.
To improve photon candidate quality, γLAT < 0.55 was
required, where “LAT” refers to the lateral moment of the
electromagnetic energy deposit. Furthermore, by requir-
ing the photon angle in the lab frame to satisfy −0.762 <
cos(θγ,LAB) < 0.890, only photon candidates with fully-
contained electromagnetic showers detected within the bar-
rel of the EMC were used in this analysis. To select hadronic
decays of the ηb, the number of charged tracks (NTRK) in
the event was required to be greater than or equal to 4, and
the ratio of the second to zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments
to be less than 0.98. This is typical of the way in which
high-multiplicity hadronic ﬁnal states of B meson decay
are selected in the B factories, c.f. Section 9. Background
from continuum events was rejected by imposing require-
ments on | cos θT |, the cosine of the angle in the CM frame
between the photon momentum and the thrust axis of the
rest of the event. The optimal requirement was found to
be | cos θT | < 0.7 (0.8). The dominant background to this
analysis, π0 → γγ decays, was reduced by vetoing photon
candidates that, when paired with another photon in the
event with a lab energy (Eγ2) greater than 50 (40) MeV,
formed an invariant mass (mγγ2) within 15MeV/c2 of the
nominal π0 mass (Beringer et al., 2012). The values for the
thrust angle and π0 veto were optimized simultaneously.
The signal eﬃciency resulting from these selection criteria
was 37% (35.8%). The eﬃciency and selection criteria val-
ues were independently veriﬁed using the signal yield of
the nearby χbJ → γΥ (1S) signal peaks as a cross-check.
To extract the ηb signal, a binned maximum likelihood
ﬁt of the E∗γ spectrum was performed over the range 0.5 <
E∗γ < 1.1 (0.27 < E
∗
γ < 0.80) GeV for the Υ (3S) (Υ (2S))
dataset. The ﬁt contained four components: non-peaking
background, χbJ → γΥ (1S), γISRΥ (1S), and the ηb signal.
For the Υ (3S) analysis, the non-peaking background
was parameterized with a smooth lineshape deﬁned as
f(E∗γ) = A(C + exp[−αE∗γ − βE∗2γ ]), where A, C, α, and
β were empirically-determined variables. The probability
density functions (p.d.f.s) for the χbJ(2P )→ γΥ (1S) tran-
sitions were parameterized using the Crystal Ball (CB)
function (Gaiser, 1982), a Gaussian distribution with an
extended, power-law tail on the low side. The relative
rates and peak positions for these three decays were ﬁxed
to their PDG values (Beringer et al., 2012). The values
of the CB parameters were determined from a ﬁt to the
background-subtracted data in 840 < E∗γ < 960MeV, and
are common to all three peaks. Based on MC-simulated
events, the ISR p.d.f. was parameterized by a CB func-
tion. The Υ (1S) production yield from ISR was measured
in the oﬀ-resonance Υ (4S) sample, conﬁrmed in Υ (3S)
oﬀ-resonance data, and extrapolated to ﬁx the size of the
contribution in the Υ (3S) on-resonance sample. The ηb
signal p.d.f. was a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner function
convolved with a CB function to account for the experi-
mental E∗γ resolution. The CB parameters were ﬁxed from
MC events generated with a width of zero, but a natural
width of 10MeV (within the range of theoretical predic-
tions based on expectations for two-photon widths was
assumed for the ﬁnal ﬁt to the data. In the ﬁt, the free
parameters were the ηb peak position and yield, the total
χbJ(2P ) yield and peak position, and values of the non-
peaking background p.d.f. parameters.
A similar approach was taken for the analysis of the
Υ (2S) decay modes. In this case, the non-peaking back-
ground was parameterized using the function g(E∗γ) =
D exp
(
Σ4i=1ciE
∗i
γ
)
, where D and ci were determined in
the ﬁt. A more sophisticated parameterization was used
for the χbJ(1P ) transition peaks. A CB function was an-
alytically convolved with a rectangular function with a
width accounting for the Doppler broadening due to the
motion of the χbJ(1P ) relative to the CM frame. The val-
ues of the half-width of the rectangular functions were 6.6,
5.5, and 4.9 MeV for the J = 0, 1, 2 states, respectively.
The CB tail parameters, taken as a free parameter in the
ﬁnal ﬁt, were common to all three peaks, and relative peak
positions were ﬁxed to the nominal values (Beringer et al.,
2012). The relative yields were ﬁxed to values determined
from a control sample of exclusive χbJ(1P ) → γΥ (1S),
Υ (1S) → μ+μ− decays. The ISR p.d.f. was determined
from MC-simulated events, with the extrapolated yield
from the Υ (4S) oﬀ-resonance data used only as a cross-
check. The ηb signal p.d.f. was parameterized in a fashion
identical to Υ (3S) analysis. For the ﬁnal ﬁt, the free pa-
rameters were the ηb peak position and yield, the ISR
yield, the total χbJ(1P ) yield, the χb1,2(1P ) CB resolu-
tions, the χbJ(1P ) CB transition point value, an overall
energy scale oﬀset based on the χbJ(1P ) and ISR peak po-
sitions, and the power law components for the non-peaking
background. The ﬁts to the E∗γ spectrum for both datasets
are shown in Fig. 18.4.5 and 18.4.6.
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Figure 18.4.5. (a) Inclusive photon spectrum from Υ (3S) de-
cays in the region 0.50 < E∗γ < 1.1GeV (Aubert, 2008ak). The
solid line indicates the total ﬁt to the data; the dotted line in-
dicates the non-peaking background component. (b) The same
spectrum after the non-peaking background component has
been subtracted, with the χbJ(2P ), ISR, and ηb signal compo-
nents of the ﬁt indicated from left to right on the plot.
In the Υ (3S) dataset, systematic uncertainties on the
yield due to varying the assumed ηb Breit-Wigner width,
the extrapolated ISR yield, and varying the p.d.f. param-
eters were estimated to produce an 11% eﬀect. By far
the largest uncertainty (10%) was due to the ηb width
assumption. In the Υ (2S) dataset, the largest systematic
uncertainties on the yield arise from varying the assumed
ηb width and the background shape (≈ 17% total).
The total systematic uncertainty due to assumptions
made on the eﬃciency calculation was estimated to be
5.5%(6.7%) at the Υ (3S) (Υ (2S)).
Combining the two BABAR results gave a ratio of branch-
ing fractions
B(Υ (2S)→ γηb)
B(Υ (3S)→ γηb) = 0.89
+0.25+0.12
−0.23−0.16. (18.4.8)
A new, unpredicted pathway to access the ηb(1S) and
ηb(2S) states from Υ (5S) energies allowed Belle to improve
substantially the ηb(1S) mass measurement, perform the
ﬁrst measurement of its width, and discover the ηb(2S).
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Figure 18.4.6. (a) Inclusive photon spectrum from Υ (2S) de-
cays in the region 0.27 < E∗γ < 0.80GeV (Aubert, 2009l). The
solid line indicates the total ﬁt to the data. (b) The same spec-
trum after the non-peaking background component has been
subtracted, with the χbJ(1P ) (cyan), ISR (red), and ηb (blue)
signal components from the ﬁt indicated from left to right on
the plot.
This progress followed the discovery of the hb(nP ) and
Zb states, which will be described in the following sec-
tions, and allowed Belle to access the ηb(1S) and ηb(2S)
states via E1 transitions from the hb(nP ) states. One
key development in Belle’s ability to study these tran-
sitions was the discovery that the hb(nP ) production in
e−e− collisions at the Υ (5S) resonance is essentially sat-
urated by charged pion cascades through the Zb states,
By requiring that the single charged pion missing mass
be consistent with the mass of the Zb states, signiﬁcant
improvement in the signal to background ratio for the in-
clusive Mmiss(π+π−) ≡ Mrecoil(π+π−) spectrum was re-
alizable. Using the resulting cleaner hb(nP ) signals and
adding the observation of a photon, Belle was able to
report the ﬁrst evidence for the ηb(2S) produced in the
hb(2P ) → ηb(2S)γ transition and the ﬁrst observation of
the hb(1P )→ ηb(1S)γ and hb(2P )→ ηb(1S)γ transitions
(Mizuk, 2012). The ηb(1S) samples obtained via this tran-
sition chain enabled to improve the mass measurement
with respect to the one obtained via M1 transitions, and
enabled the ηb(1S) width to be measured for the ﬁrst time.
In this analysis, Belle used a slightly larger data sam-
ple than was used in the two analyses which led to the
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Figure 18.4.7. The hb(1P ) yield vs. M
(1)
miss(π
+π−γ) (a), and
hb(2P ) yield vs. M
(2)
miss(π
+π−γ) in the ηb(1S) region (b) and in
the ηb(2S) region (c). The solid (dashed) histogram presents
the ﬁt result (background component of the ﬁt function). From
(Mizuk, 2012).
discovery of the hb(nP ) and of the Zb states, described in
the next sections: 121.4 fb−1 at the Υ (5S) resonance and
12.0 fb−1 of energy-scan data collected nearby. A pair of
charged pions, selected according to the same criteria as
described by Adachi (2012a), and then subject to the re-
quirement that the single charged pion missing mass sat-
isﬁes the relation:
10.59 GeV/c2 < Mrecoil(π±) < 10.67 GeV/c2.
(18.4.9)
This cut resulted in a reduction of the combinatorial back-
ground by a factor of 5 [1.6] for the hb(1P ) [hb(2P )] with-
out any signiﬁcant loss of the signal.
Clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter unassoci-
ated with any charged track and which could not be paired
with another photon in the event to form a π0 were iden-
tiﬁed as photon candidates. The missing mass against
π+π−γ was then used to form the variableM (n)miss(π
+π−γ) ≡
Table 18.4.2. Summary of the results on hb(1, 2P ) → ηb
(Mizuk, 2012).
Transition hb(1P )→ ηb(1S) hb(2P )→ ηb(1S)
Yield×10−3 23.5± 2.0 10.3± 1.3
B × 102 49.2± 5.7+5.6−3.3 22.3± 3.8+3.1−3.3
Signiﬁcance 15σ 9σ
mηb(1S)(MeV/c
2) 9402.4± 1.5± 1.8 (joint ﬁt)
Δmhf (MeV/c
2) 57.9± 2.3 (joint ﬁt)
Γ (ηb(1S)) (MeV) 11
+6
−4 (joint ﬁt)
Table 18.4.3. Summary of the results on hb(2P ) → ηb(2S)
(Mizuk, 2012).
Transition hb(2P )→ ηb(2S)
Yield×10−3 25.8± 4.9
B × 102 49.2± 5.7+5.6−3.3
Signiﬁcance 4.2σ
mηb(2S)(MeV/c
2) 9999.0± 3.5+2.8−1.9
Δmhf (MeV/c
2) 24.3+4.0−4.5
Mrecoil(π+π−γ)−Mrecoil(π+π−)+mhb(nP ), and the yield
of hb(nP ) radiative decays to ηb(mS) was obtained by de-
termining the yield of hb(nP ) as a function ofM
(n)
miss(π
+π−γ).
Fits to the Mmiss(π+π−) spectra for each
M
(n)
miss(π
+π−γ) bin were done using peak shapes for
the transitions observed in the inclusive study, keeping
the masses of the peaking components ﬁxed at the values
given in Table 18.4.5. The combinatorial background was
ﬁtted using a polynomial with parameters ﬁxed to the
values found in the overall ﬁt, multiplied by a lower-order
polynomial with ﬂoating coeﬃcients. The resulting
hb(1P ) and hb(2P ) yields as a function of M
(n)
miss(π
+π−γ)
are presented in Fig. 18.4.7. Clear peaks in M (n)miss(π
+π−γ)
at 9.4 GeV/c2 and 10.0 GeV/c2 were identiﬁed as signals
for the ηb(1S) and ηb(2S), respectively.
The branching fraction for these radiative transitions
was obtained by ﬁtting the hb(nP ) yield as a function of
M
(n)
miss(π
+π−γ) to the sum of the ηb(nS) signal compo-
nents described by the convolution of a non-relativistic
Breit-Wigner function with the resolution function and a
background parameterized as ef(x), where f(x) is a ﬁrst-
[second-] order polynomial, in the ηb(1S) [ηb(2S)] region.
The two M (n)miss(π
+π−γ) spectra [from the hb(1P ) and
hb(2P )] with ηb(1S) signals were ﬁtted simultaneously. In
this ﬁt, the width of the ηb(1S) Breit-Wigner function was
a variable parameter; the width of the ηb(2S) was ﬁxed
to a value obtained in perturbative calculations (Kwong,
Mackenzie, Rosenfeld, and Rosner, 1988):
Γηb(2S) = Γηb(1S)
Γ
Υ (2S)
ee
Γ
Υ (1S)
ee
= (4.9+2.7−1.9) MeV, (18.4.10)
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where the uncertainty is due to the experimental un-
certainty in Γηb(1S). If the ηb(2S) width was allowed to
ﬂoat in the ﬁt, a value of Γηb(2S) = (4
+12
−20) MeV or
Γηb(2S) < 24 MeV at 90% C.L. using the Feldman-Cousins
approach (Feldman and Cousins, 1998) was obtained. Re-
sults are given in Tables 18.4.2 and 18.4.3.
Systematic uncertainties in the ηb(nS) parameters were
evaluated due to the background ﬁt function choice, ﬁt
range and binning choice, as well as signal shape and con-
tributions from the experimental hb(nP ) mass uncertain-
ties and photon energy resolution. The various contribu-
tions in quadrature to estimate the total systematic un-
certainty.
The eﬃciencies used to normalize the above radiative
transition yields were determined using a combination of
Monte Carlo and data-driven studies (Mizuk, 2012)
18.4.4.3 Observation of the hb(1P, 2P )
Both the BABAR and Belle Collaborations pursued searches
for the lowest P -wave spin-singlet state, the hb(1P ) (Lees,
2011c) (Adachi, 2012a). These searches and their results
are described below.
The BABAR Collaboration searched for this state using
the experimentally favored transition, Υ (3S)→ π0hb(1P ),
with subsequent decay hb(1P ) → γηb(1S). This search
leveraged the measurement of the ηb mass to constrain the
expected energy of the photon. The invariant mass of the
system recoiling against the π0, Mrecoil(π0) was then used
to search for evidence of a resonance consistent with the
hb. The distribution of Mrecoil(π0) was binned, and in each
bin a ﬁt was performed to the π0 mass spectrum to deter-
mine the yield.This resulted in a Mrecoil(π0) spectrum due
only to the recoil against real π0 mesons. This distribution
was then modeled using a combination of a smooth com-
binatoric background and a peaking distribution resulting
from resonance like the hb (Fig. 18.4.8). The ﬁt to the
data determined that there was 3.3σ evidence for a reso-
nance recoiling against the π0. The mass of this resonance
was determined to be (9902±4±2)MeV/c2, which is con-
sistent with the prediction of the hb mass from the spin-
weighted average of the χbJ(1P ) states. The product of the
branching fractions B(Υ (3S)→ π0hb(1P ))×B(hb(1P )→
γηb(1S)) was determined to be (4.3±1.1(stat)±0.9(syst))×
10−4. This measurement established the ﬁrst evidence for
the existence of the hb(1P ) (Lees, 2011c).
Soon thereafter, the Belle Collaboration announced
ﬁrst observations of both hb(1P ) and its radial excita-
tion hb(2P ) in the reaction e+e− → hb(nP )π+π− using
their 121.4 fb−1 data sample collected at energies near the
Υ (5S) resonance (Adachi, 2012a). Among the observations
that prompted this search in Υ (5S) data were two anoma-
lous results in data taken above open ﬂavor threshold in
both charmonium and bottomonium. First was the ob-
servation by CLEO of the process e+e− → hcπ+π− at a
rate comparable to that for e+e− → J/ψπ+π− in data
taken above open charm threshold (Pedlar et al. (2011)).
Such a large rate was unexpected because the production
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Figure 18.4.8. The π0 recoil mass spectrum used by the
BABAR Collaboration (Lees, 2011c) to search for Υ (3S) →
π0hb(1P ), shown after subtracting the smooth combinatoric
background (black points). The green histogram represents the
best-ﬁt value from modeling the data with a signal component.
The red-colored square points represent the hb signal region,
and the blue-shaded area indicates the uncertainty in that re-
gion due to the background.
of hc requires a c-quark spin-ﬂip, while production of J/ψ
does not. Secondly, Belle had previously observed anoma-
lously high rates for e+e− → Υ (nS)π+π− (n = 1, 2, 3) at
energies near the Υ (5S) mass (Chen, 2008b). These ob-
servations motivated Belle to undertake a search for the
hb(nP ) states in data taken above open-bottom threshold
at and near the Υ (5S) resonance.
Belle undertook an inclusive search for the hb(nP )
states using the distribution of the mass recoiling against
π+π−, denoted Mmiss(π+π−) in what follows. Rather than
relying upon Monte Carlo simulations to determine the
shape of the Mmiss(π+π−) spectrum for signal events,
Belle used the π+π− transitions between Υ (nS) states,
reconstructed using μ+μ−π+π− combinations from well-
reconstructed four-track events having positively identi-
ﬁed μ+μ− and π+π− pairs. These μ+μ−π+π− events re-
vealed peaks corresponding to transitions to (and among)
the three Υ (nS) states below open-ﬂavor threshold, and
masses obtained for each of the Υ (nS) states were consis-
tent within ±1MeV/c2 with the world averages for those
states.
The search for the hb(nP ) states was performed inclu-
sively on hadronic events, wherein only π+π− candidate
pairs were considered. The inclusive Mmiss(π+π−) spec-
trum is dominated by combinatoric π+π− pairs and also,
in the region near Mmiss(π+π−) = M(Υ (3S)) a step in-
crease in the π+π− spectrum which occurs because of the
opening up of the threshold for K0S production. This sec-
ond background shape was obtained by ﬁtting the π+π−
invariant mass corresponding to bins ofMmiss(π+π−). The
ﬁt to the inclusiveMmiss(π+π−) spectrum included a poly-
nomial term for the combinatoric background, the K0S
shape as just described, and signal shapes for each of
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Figure 18.4.9. The spectrum of recoil mass Mmiss ≡Mrecoil(π+π−), used by the Belle Collaboration (Adachi, 2012a) to search
for Υ (5S)→ π+π−hb(nP ), shown after subtracting the smooth combinatoric background (black points).
the peaks seen in the μ+μ−π+π− data as well as those
arising from π+π− transitions to hb(nP ) and Υ (1D). The
Mmiss(π+π−) spectrum, after subtraction of both the com-
binatoric andK0S → π+π− contributions is shown with the
ﬁtted signal functions overlaid in Fig. 18.4.9. The yields
and masses obtained in the ﬁts are listed in Table 18.4.4.
Table 18.4.4. Yield and mass obtained in the ﬁt (Adachi,
2012a) to the inclusive Mmiss(π
+π−) distribution displayed in
Fig. 18.4.9. The ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical, while the second,
if present, is the sum of all systematic uncertainties.
Yield, 103 Mass, MeV/c2
Υ (1S) 105.0± 5.8± 3.0 9459.4± 0.5± 1.0
hb(1P ) 50.0± 7.8+4.5−9.1 9898.2+1.1−1.0+1.0−1.1
3S → 1S 55± 19 9973.01
Υ (2S) 143.8± 8.7± 6.8 10022.2± 0.4± 1.0
Υ (1D) 22.4± 7.8 10166.1± 2.6
hb(2P ) 84.0± 6.8+23.−10. 10259.8± 0.6+1.4−1.0
2S → 1S 151.3± 9.7+9.0−20. 10304.6± 0.6± 1.0
Υ (3S) 45.5± 5.2± 5.1 10356.7± 0.9± 1.1
Systematic uncertainties on the mass and yield of the
hb(nP ) states included contributions from the background
ﬁt polynomial order, range and bin size used in the ﬁt,
variation of selection criteria, and the signal shapes used.
By far the most signiﬁcant source of uncertainty on the
yield arose from the choice of signal shape - a relative un-
certainty of +9.0%−18.2% and
+27%
−12% on the hb(1P ) and hb(2P )
yields, respectively. The most signiﬁcant source of system-
atic uncertainty on the hb(nP ) masses (±1.0MeV) is es-
timated from the diﬀerences between the ﬁtted masses of
the known Υ (nS) states and the world average values. The
signal for the Υ (1D) is marginal (∼ 2.4σ statistical signif-
icance) and therefore systematic uncertainties on its yield
and mass were not evaluated.
The identity of the observed peaks as the hb(nP )
states is established as follows. The observed masses for
the hb(nP ) are more than 3σ from the χb1(nP ) states,
and the JPC for the hb(nP ) candidates can be inferred
from two observations. The observation by Belle of the
hb(nP ) → ηb(1S)γ decays (Section 18.4.4.2) establishes
the C−parity of the states as odd, while the χb1(nP )
states have even C−parity. Similarly, angular analysis of
the Υ (5S) → hb(1P )π+π− transition (Adachi, 2011) is
consistent with the hb(1P ) candidate having JP = 1+, as
required for hb(1P ) states.
The signiﬁcances of the hb(1P ) and hb(2P ) sig-
nals, with systematic uncertainties accounted for,
were, in this measurement, 5.5σ and 11.2σ, respec-
tively. The measured masses of hb(1P ) and hb(2P ),
M = (9898.2+1.1−1.0
+1.0
−1.1) MeV/c
2 and M = (10259.8 ±
0.6+1.4−1.0) MeV/c
2, respectively, correspond to hyperﬁne
splittings of ΔMHF = (+1.7 ± 1.5) MeV/c2 and
(+0.5+1.6−1.2) MeV/c
2, respectively, where statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties are combined in quadrature. As ex-
pected, then, the hyperﬁne splittings for both the 1P and
2P levels are consistent with zero.
The ratios R ≡ σ(hb(nP )π+π−)σ(Υ (2S)π+π−) were determined to be
R = 0.45 ± 0.08+0.07−0.12 for the hb(1P ) and R = 0.77 ±
0.08+0.22−0.17 for the hb(2P ). Thus Υ (5S)→ hb(nP )π+π− and
Υ (5S)→ Υ (2S)π+π− proceed at similar rates, despite the
fact that the production of hb(nP ) requires a spin-ﬂip of
a b quark. The measured rates for Υ (5S)→ hb(nP )π+π−
are much larger than the upper limit for that of Υ (3S)→
hb(nP )π+π− obtained by the BABAR Collaboration (Lees,
2011l). This is consistent with the similarly anomalously
high rates for Υ (5S) → Υ (mS)π+π− with m = 1, 2, 3.
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Figure 18.4.10. The Mmiss(π
+π−) spectrum with the com-
binatorial background and K0S contribution subtracted (points
with errors) and signal component of the ﬁt function over-
laid (smooth curve) in the hb(1P ) (a) and hb(2P ) (b) regions
(Mizuk, 2012).
Subsequent studies on this anomaly lead to the discovery
of the charged Zb states, which will be described later
in this chapter, and which mediate 100% of the π+π−
transitions to the hb(nP ) states. This observation allowed
a further reduction of the combinatorial background by a
factor of 5 [1.6] for the hb(1P ) [hb(2P )], by imposing the
requirement:
10.59GeV/c2 < Mrecoil(π+π−) < 10.67GeV/c2
(18.4.11)
on the mass recoiling against the single pion.
The Mmiss(π+π−) spectra in the hb(1P ) and
hb(2P ) regions, deﬁned as 9.8GeV/c2 − 10.1GeV/c2 and
10.1GeV/c2− 10.4GeV/c2, are shown in Fig. 18.4.10. The
ﬁt procedure was essentially identical to that described
before, using a ﬁt function that is the sum of peaking
Table 18.4.5. The yield and mass of peaking components from
the ﬁts to the Mmiss(π
+π−) (Mizuk, 2012). The ﬁrst quoted
uncertainty is statistical (unless stated otherwise) and the sec-
ond (if present) is systematic. Parameters without uncertain-
ties were ﬁxed in the ﬁt.
N, 103 Mass, MeV/c2
Υ (5S)→ hb(1P ) 70.3± 3.3+1.9−0.7 9899.1± 0.4± 1.0
Υ (3S)→ Υ (1S) 13± 7 9973.0
Υ (5S)→ Υ (2S) 61.3± 4.1 10021.3± 0.5
Υ (5S)→ Υ (1D) 14± 7 10169± 3
Υ (5S)→ hb(2P ) 89.5± 6.1+0.0−5.8 10259.8± 0.5± 1.1
Υ (2S)→ Υ (1S) 97± 12 10305.6± 1.2
Υ (5S)→ Υ (3S) 58± 8 10357.7± 1.0
components, a background shape due to the threshold for
K0S production, and a combinatorial background. The re-
sulting masses and yields are listed in Table 18.4.5.
Systematic uncertainties in the hb(nP ) parameters
arise from the ﬁtting procedure, including polynomial
order, ﬁt interval and signal shape. An additional
±1 MeV/c2 uncertainty in the mass measurements is
added, based on the observed deviations of the masses ob-
tained for previously known vector bottomonium states,
as in Adachi (2012a).
These updated mass measurements correspond to hy-
perﬁne splittings of ΔMHF(1P ) = (+0.8 ± 1.1) MeV/c2
and ΔMHF(2P ) = (+0.5± 1.2) MeV/c2, where statistical
and systematic uncertainties in mass are added in quadra-
ture.
18.4.4.4 Υ (1D)
The existence of the bottomonium D-wave states has been
established. The CLEO Collaboration reported observa-
tion of the D-wave triplet bottomonium state, Υ (1 3DJ),
where J = 1, 2, 3 (Bonvicini et al., 2004). They report
observation of a single member of the triplet, Υ (1 3D2),
using the decay Υ (1 3D2) → γγΥ (1S). They identify the
state in their analysis as corresponding to the Υ (1 3D2)
based on the fact that the mass and branching fractions
in question correspond well to the theoretical preductions;
however, they were not able to experimentally verify the
assignment of quantum numbers L and J .
The BABAR Collaboration reported in 2010 the ob-
servation of the J = 2 state of the Υ (1 3DJ) triplet us-
ing instead the hadronic decay transition Υ (1 3D2) →
π+π−Υ (1S), with subsequent leptonic decay of the Υ (1S)
state, Υ (1S) → +− (where  = e, μ) (del Amo San-
chez, 2010k). The analysis was performed using a sample
of (121.8 ± 1.2) × 106 Υ (3S) mesons. The parent Υ (3S)
was then subsequently observed to decay to the D-wave
state via a two-photon radiative transition, Υ (3S) →
γγΥ (1 3DJ). An intermediate χbJ ′(2P ) state is produced
between the radiation of the ﬁrst and second photon,
where J ′ = 0, 1, 2. The presence of these intermediate res-
onances implies a pattern of energies that one can use in
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Figure 18.4.11. The mass spectrum of the Υ (1 3DJ) candi-
dates, and the unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt to the spec-
trum. Background peaks from several sources are evident in
the spectrum and modeled in the ﬁt. A clear signal from the
D-wave triplet is also evident (del Amo Sanchez, 2010k).
the search to reject background and identify candidates
for the signal processes in question.
Events are required to contain exactly four good
charged tracks. Two of the tracks must be identiﬁed as
same-ﬂavor, opposite-charge leptons. The pion candidates
are taken to be the remaining two tracks and must fail an
electron requirement. Radiative Bhabha events, a back-
ground to this event topology, are rejected by requiring
that the electron satisfy a laboratory polar angle require-
ment, cos(θ) < 0.8.
The Υ (1S) candidate is selected by making ﬂavor-
dependent mass requirements on the lepton pairs:−0.35 <
me+e− − mΥ (1S)) < 0.2 GeV/c2 or |mμ+μ− − mΥ (1S))| <
0.2GeV/c2. The mass of the dilepton pair is then con-
strained to the nominal Υ (1S) mass. The pions can be
faked by a photon conversion in material. To reject this
background, the opening angle between the pions must
satisfy cos θπ+π− < 0.95 if mπ+π− < 0.050GeV/c2; for any
dipion mass, the angle between the dipion system and ei-
ther of the leptons must satisfy cos θπ+π−,± < 0.98.
The events are also required to contain at least two
photons, with minimum energy requirements (one with
CM energy > 0.070GeV and the other with CM energy
> 0.060GeV) consistent with the typical energies expected
from the transition photons. Final-state radiation photons
are rejected by requiring that cos θγ, < 0.98. If there is
more than one photon pair combination that satisﬁes these
requirements, the pair whose energies minimize a χ2 con-
structed from the measured and expected photon energies
is chosen as the best pair.
The Υ (1 3DJ) candidate is combined with the photon
pair to form the Υ (3S) candidate, whose momentum must
be < 0.3GeV/c. The Υ (3S) candidate mass is then con-
strained to the nominal mass value.
An extended unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt is then
performed on the mass of the π+π−+− system (Fig.
18.4.11). The ﬁt includes components for several expected
backgrounds, which were studied using MC simulation:
Υ (3S) decays to γχb(2PJ′) → γωΥ (1S), π+π−Υ (1S),
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Figure 18.4.12. The dipion mass spectrum for the
background-subtracted data in the region 10.155 <
mπ+π−+− < 10.68GeV/c
2. The shapes expected from S-
wave, D-wave, and 1P1 states are shown (del Amo Sanchez,
2010k).
ηΥ (1S), and γγ(π0π0)Υ (2S). The models for these and
signal are obtained from MC simulation. A clear excess
exists in the region where Υ (1 3DJ), and is ﬁtted with the
signal model.
Large data control samples of dipion transitions to
Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) ﬁnal states, directly from the parent
Υ (3S), are used to validate the p.d.f.s used in the ﬁt to
the spectrum. Where shifts are present between the p.d.f.
parameters determined from MC or data, the shifts are
applied as corrections. Only a small shift in the recon-
structed mass of the Υ (2S) is observed.
The yield of D-wave triplet states is as follows (deter-
mined from the ﬁt to the data): 10.6+5.7−4.9 Υ (1
3D1), 33.9+8.2−7.5
Υ (1 3D2), and 9.4+6.2−5.2 Υ (1
3D1). Fit biases for the yield of
signal events are determined by applying the data model
to 2000 data-sized MC samples with events randomly drawn
from the simulation subsamples. The biases are found to
typically be at the level of 1-2 events in the signal region,
and these biases are subtracted from the signal yields.
Multiplicative systematic uncertainties arise from var-
ious sources, with the largest of them being the photon
reconstruction eﬃciency (3.0%) and particle identiﬁcation
(2.0%). Additive systematic uncertainties arise from the
p.d.f. shapes, and total 1.5-2.0 events in the signal yields.
The statistical signiﬁcance of the signal yield for the
J = 2 D-wave triplet state is 6.5σ (5.8σ) including statis-
tical (statistical and systematic) uncertainties.
The quantum numbers of the state are determined by
studying the π+π− mass distribution after subtracting
the backgrounds in the region 10.155 < mπ+π−+− <
10.68GeV/c2. The dipion mass distribution is shown in
Fig. 18.4.12, compared to the shapes expected from an S-
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wave, D-wave, and 1P1 state. The data are observed to be
most consistent with the D-wave hypothesis.
18.4.5 Discovery of charged Zb states
In an eﬀort to explain the large rate of dipion transitions
to Υ (nS) and hb(nP ) states in e+e− annihilation at en-
ergies near Υ (5S), which suggest that exotic mechanisms
contribute to Υ (5S) decays, Belle searched for evidence
of resonant substructures in these decays (Bondar, 2012).
For the analysis of π+π− transitions to Υ (nS) states, the
Υ (nS) states were observed in their μ+μ− decays, which
led to a relatively background-free sample for investiga-
tion. Transitions to hb(nP ) states were investigated inclu-
sively by examining only the π+π− transition pairs.
Υ (nS) samples were obtained using four-track events,
positively identiﬁed as a π+π− and μ+μ− pair, subject
to the requirement that |Mmiss(π+π−) − M(μ+μ−)| <
0.2GeV/c2, where Mmiss(π+π−) is the missing mass recoil-
ing against the π+π− system, and that |Mmiss(π+π−) −
mΥ (nS)| < 0.05GeV/c2. Sideband regions for the study of
background were deﬁned as 0.05GeV/c2 < |Mmiss(π+π−)−
mΥ (nS)| < 0.10GeV/c2. The hb(nP ) samples utilized events
in which only the π+π− system was selected.
Amplitude analysis of the three-body Υ (5S) →
Υ (nS)π+π− employed unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁts
to the two-dimensional M2[Υ (nS)π+] vs. M2[Υ (nS)π−]
Dalitz distributions. Signal events were found to make up
more than 90% of the events in the signal region, and
the eﬃciency-corrected distribution of background events
(from Υ (nS) sidebands) was found to be featureless across
the Dalitz plot. As an example, the Dalitz distributions
of events in the Υ (2S) sidebands and signal regions are
shown in Fig. 18.4.13 where, for ease of visualization, the
square of the larger of the two Υ (nS)π masses is plotted vs.
the square of the dipion invariant mass. One-dimensional
invariant mass projections for events in each Υ (nS) sig-
nal region are shown in Fig. 18.4.14, where two peaks
are observed in the Υ (nS)π system near 10.61 GeV/c2
and 10.65 GeV/c2, and are subsequently referred to as
Zb(10610) and Zb(10650), respectively.
The parameterization of the Υ (5S) → Υ (nS)π+π−
three-body decay amplitude includes terms correspond-
ing to the Zb states as well as f0(980), f2(1270) and a
non-resonant contribution:
M = AZ1 +AZ2 +Af0 +Af2 +Anr. (18.4.12)
In performing the ﬁt, it was assumed that the dominant
contributions come from amplitudes that preserve the ori-
entation of the spin of the heavy quarkonium state and,
thus, both pions in the cascade decay Υ (5S) → Zbπ →
Υ (nS)π+π− are emitted in an S-wave with respect to the
heavy quarkonium system. Subsequent angular studies, as
outlined in Bondar (2012), support this assumption.
The Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) peaks were parameter-
ized with an S-wave Breit-Wigner function, and, to allow
for the Υ (5S) decay to both Z+b π
− and Z−b π
+, the ampli-
tudes AZ1 and AZ2 were symmetrized with respect to π
+
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Figure 18.4.13. Dalitz plots for Υ (2S)π+π− events in the
Υ (2S) sidebands (upper); Υ (2S) signal region (lower). Events
to the left of the vertical line are excluded. From (Bondar,
2012).
and π− transposition:
AZk = aZke
iδZk (BW (s1,Mk, Γk) +BW (s2,Mk, Γk)),
(18.4.13)
where s1 = M2[Υ (nS)π+], s2 = M2[Υ (nS)π−]. Results of
the ﬁts to Υ (5S) → Υ (nS)π+π− signal events are shown
in Fig. 18.4.14, and numerical results are summarized in
Table 18.4.6, where the relative normalization is deﬁned as
the ratio of amplitudes aZ2/aZ1 and the relative phase as
δZ2−δZ1 . The systematic uncertainties on the parameters
in Table 18.4.6 includes all evaluated sources - the greatest
of which is related to the parameterization of the decay
amplitude, and was studied by ﬁtting the data with several
modiﬁcations of the nominal model (Eq. 18.4.12).
For the study of Υ (5S)→ hb(nP )π+π− resonant sub-
structure (which is naturally a much more background-
dominated study given the inclusive nature of the π+π−
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Figure 18.4.14. Comparison of ﬁt results (open histogram)
with experimental data (points with error bars) for events in
the Υ (1S) (upper), Υ (2S) (middle), and Υ (3S) (lower) signal
regions. The hatched histogram shows the background compo-
nent. From (Bondar, 2012).
detection) the yield of Zb states contributing to hb(nP )
production is measured as a function of the hb(1P )π± in-
variant mass by ﬁtting the Mmiss(π+π−) spectra in bins
of Mmiss(π∓), the mass recoiling against π∓ (which is
equivalent to the hb(1P )π± invariant mass). The yields
of Υ (5S) → hb(nP )π+π− (n = 1, 2) decays as a func-
tion of the Mrecoil(π) (both signs of π are included) are
shown in Fig. 18.4.15. The distributions for the hb(nP )
exhibit a clear two-peak structure without a signiﬁcant
non-resonant contribution. To ﬁt the Mrecoil(π) distribu-
tions for Zb yields, a combination of P -wave Breit-Wigner
amplitudes is used:
|BW1(s,M1, Γ1) + aeiφBW1(s,M2, Γ2) + beiψ|2 qp√
s
.
(18.4.14)
where
√
s ≡ Mrecoil(π); the variables Mk, Γk (k = 1, 2),
a, φ, b and ψ are free parameters; qp√
s
is a phase-space
factor, where p (q) is the momentum of the pion origi-
nating from the Υ (5S) (Zb) decay measured in the rest
frame of the corresponding mother particle. The P -wave
Breit-Wigner amplitude is expressed as BW1(s,M, Γ ) =√
M Γ F (q/q0)
M2−s−iM Γ . Here F - is the P -wave Blatt-Weisskopf form
factor F =
√
1+(q0R)2
1+(qR)2 , q0 is a daughter momentum cal-
culated with pole mass of its mother, R = 1.6 GeV−1.
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Figure 18.4.15. The (a) hb(1P ) and (b) hb(2P ) yields as a
function of Mrecoil(π) (points with error bars) and results of
the ﬁt (histogram). From (Bondar, 2012).
The function (Eq. 18.4.14) is convolved with the detec-
tor resolution function (σ = 5.2 MeV/c2), integrated over
the 10 MeV/c2 histogram bin and corrected for the recon-
struction eﬃciency. The ﬁt results are shown as solid his-
tograms in Fig. 18.4.15 and the numerical results are sum-
marized in Table 18.4.6. The non-resonant contribution to
hb(nP ) production is consistent with zero [signiﬁcance is
0.3σ both for the hb(1P ) and hb(2P )], while the default ﬁt
hypothesis is favored over the phase-space ﬁt hypothesis
at the 18σ [6.7σ] level for the hb(1P ) [hb(2P )].
Systematic uncertainies were studied by evaluating con-
tributions from the background function used in ﬁts to
the Mmiss(π+π−) spectra, eﬀects of ﬁnite bin size in the
ﬁts, model uncertainties, and data-MC comparisons. An
additional 1 MeV/c2 uncertainty in mass measurements
was applied, as in the previous analysis, based on the dif-
ference between the observed Υ (nS) peak positions and
their world averages (Adachi, 2012a). The total system-
atic uncertainty presented in Table 18.4.6 is the sum in
quadrature of contributions from all sources. After inclu-
sion of systematic uncertainties, the signiﬁcance of the
Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) including systematic uncertain-
ties was 16.0σ [5.6σ] for the hb(1P ) [hb(2P )].
The two charged bottomonium-like resonances
Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) are hence ﬁrmly estab-
lished with signals in ﬁve diﬀerent decay channels,
Υ (nS)π± (n = 1, 2, 3) and hb(nP )π± (m = 1, 2).
The weighted averages over all ﬁve channels give
M = 10607.2 ± 2.0 MeV/c2, Γ = 18.4 ± 2.4 MeV
for the Zb(10610) and M = 10652.2 ± 1.5 MeV/c2,
Γ = 11.5 ± 2.2 MeV for the Zb(10650), where statistical
and systematic errors are added in quadrature. The
Zb(10610) production rate is similar to that of the
Zb(10650) for each of the ﬁve decay channels. Their
relative phase is consistent with zero for the ﬁnal states
with the Υ (nS) and consistent with 180 degrees for the
ﬁnal states with hb(nP ). Production of the Zb’s saturates
the Υ (5S) → hb(nP )π+π− transitions and accounts for
the high inclusive hb(mS) production rate reported in
Adachi (2012a). Analyses of charged pion angular distri-
butions (Bondar, 2012) favor the JP = 1+ spin-parity
assignment for both the Zb(10610) and Zb(10650). Since
the Υ (5S) has negative G-parity, the Zb states have
positive G-parity due to the emission of the pion.
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Table 18.4.6. Comparison of results on Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) parameters obtained from Υ (5S)→ Υ (nS)π+π− (n = 1, 2, 3)
and Υ (5S)→ hb(nP )π+π− (m = 1, 2) analyses (Bondar, 2012).
Final state Υ (1S)π+π− Υ (2S)π+π− Υ (3S)π+π− hb(1P )π+π− hb(2P )π+π−
M [Zb(10610)], MeV/c
2 10611± 4± 3 10609± 2± 3 10608± 2± 3 10605± 2+3−1 10599+6+5−3−4
Γ [Zb(10610)], MeV 22.3± 7.7+3.0−4.0 24.2± 3.1+2.0−3.0 17.6± 3.0± 3.0 11.4+4.5+2.1−3.9−1.2 13+10+9−8−7
M [Zb(10650)], MeV/c
2 10657± 6± 3 10651± 2± 3 10652± 1± 2 10654± 3+1−2 10651+2+3−3−2
Γ [Zb(10650)], MeV 16.3± 9.8+6.0−2.0 13.3± 3.3+4.0−3.0 8.4± 2.0± 2.0 20.9+5.4+2.1−4.7−5.7 19± 7+11−7
Rel. normalization 0.57± 0.21+0.19−0.04 0.86± 0.11+0.04−0.10 0.96± 0.14+0.08−0.05 1.39± 0.37+0.05−0.15 1.6+0.6+0.4−0.4−0.6
Rel. phase, degrees 58± 43+4−9 −13± 13+17−8 −9± 19+11−26 187+44+3−57−12 181+65+74−105−109
The minimal quark content of the Zb(10610) and
Zb(10650) is a four-quark combination. The masses of
these new states are a few MeV/c2 above the thresholds
for the open beauty channels B∗B (10604.6MeV/c2) and
B∗B
∗
(10650.2MeV/c2), which suggests a “molecular” nature of
these new states, which might explain most of their ob-
served properties (Bondar, Garmash, Milstein, Mizuk, and
Voloshin, 2011), although other possible interpretations
have also been oﬀered (Bugg, 2011; Cui, Liu, and Huang,
2012; Danilkin, Orlovsky, and Simonov, 2012; Guo, Cao,
Zhou, and Chen, 2011).
18.4.6 Transitions and decays
18.4.6.1 Introduction to transitions and decays
Measuring the transitions between bottomonium states,
independent of trying to discover new states, also pro-
vides important information for theoretical predictions of
heavy quarkonium systems. These transitions can be pre-
dicted by eﬀective potential models, and for existing mea-
surements of transitions in the bottomonium system the
data appeared well described (cf. Brambilla et al., 2004;
Eichten, Godfrey, Mahlke, and Rosner, 2008). At lead-
ing order, the dominant radiative decays (those involving
emission of a photon) are expected to be electric (E1) or
magnetic (M1) transitions. If the bottomonium system is
treated as a non-relativistic bound state, the predictions
are relatively straight-forward and well-characterized. The
picture is complicated, however, in transitions such as
Υ (nS)→ γηb(mS), where n > m, which are referred to as
“hindered” M1 transitions between the S-wave bottomo-
nium states. In the case of Υ (3S) → γχbJ(1P ), there is
an overlap between the wave functions of the initial state
and the ﬁnal state; this makes the calculation of such tran-
sitions more complex. One experimental goal in measur-
ing such transitions is to improve our understanding of
the non-relativistic eﬀects in heavy quarkonium systems,
which should in turn inform and improve the theoretical
calculations.
Charmonium spectroscopy is a ﬁeld revived after the
operation of the two B Factories. States with JPC = 1−−
may be studied using ISR in the large Υ (4S) data samples.
For a study of charge-parity-even charmonium states, ra-
diative decays of the Υ states below open-bottom thresh-
old may be used.
The production rates of the lowest-lying P -wave spin-
triplet (χcJ , J=0, 1, or 2) and S-wave spin-singlet (ηc)
states in Υ (1S) radiative decays are calculated (Gao, Zhang,
and Chao, 2007), where the former is at the part per mil-
lion level, and the latter is about 5 × 10−5. The rates in
Υ (2S) decays are estimated to be at the same level.
We know that the OZI-suppressed decays of J/ψ and
ψ(2S) to hadrons occur by annihilation of the charm
quarks into three gluons or a photon. In either case, pQCD
predicts (Appelquist and Politzer, 1975; De Rujula and
Glashow, 1975)
Qψ =
Bψ(2S)→h
BJ/ψ→h =
Bψ(2S)→e+e−
BJ/ψ→e+e−
≈ 12% .(18.4.15)
This relation is referred to as the “12% rule” which is
expected to hold to a reasonably good degree for both
inclusive and exclusive decays. But the measured exper-
imental data do not follow this rule. The prediction by
Eq. 18.4.15 is severely violated in the ρπ and several other
decay channels. This is the so-called “ρπ puzzle”. It was
ﬁrst observed by Mark-II Collaboration in 1983 (Franklin
et al., 1983). From then on many experimental studies and
theoretical explanations have been put forth to decipher
this puzzle (Mo, Yuan, and Wang, 2006).
As this so-called “12% rule” in ψ decays is derived
from the pQCD and potential models, it is expected to be
valid for the bottomonium family, namely, the Υ s. Since
there are three narrow Υ states below the bottom meson
threshold, we expect, using PDG average values of the
branching fractions:
Q21 =
BΥ (2S)→h
BΥ (1S)→h =
BΥ (2S)→e+e−
BΥ (1S)→e+e−
= 0.77± 0.07,
Q31 =
BΥ (3S)→h
BΥ (1S)→h =
BΥ (3S)→e+e−
BΥ (1S)→e+e−
= 0.88± 0.09,
Q32 =
BΥ (3S)→h
BΥ (2S)→h =
BΥ (3S)→e+e−
BΥ (2S)→e+e−
= 1.14± 0.15.
(18.4.16)
These “pQCD rules” should hold better than the 12% rule
in ψ decays, since the bottomonium states have higher
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Figure 18.4.16. The converted-photon energy spectrum, after
subtracting the smooth background (Lees, 2011m). These data
were taken at the Υ (2S) resonance.
masses, and pQCD and the potential models should work
better, as has been the case for calculations of the bot-
tomonium spectrum.
18.4.6.2 Radiative transitions between bottomonium states
The radiative transitions between Υ and χbJ states were a
background to the discovery of the bottomonium ground
state (c.f. Section 18.4.4.2). These transition rates are gen-
erally precisely predicted (Section 18.1); however, more
precise experimental measurements were needed to deter-
mine the accuracy of the methods used to make those
predictions. The method used to discover the ηb used pho-
tons reconstructed using only the BABAR electromagnetic
calorimeter. The resolution of the χbJ transitions is lim-
ited by the energy resolution of the calorimeter, which was
insuﬃcient to convincingly separate the transitions to and
from the three χbJ states.
For the BABAR Collaboration measurement discussed
in this section, photon transitions were reconstructed us-
ing photons that had converted in material. This results
in a much-improved photon energy resolution, reducing
it from 25MeV using calorimeter-only photons to 5MeV
using converted photons. The improved resolution allows
for the separation of many radiative transitions. The pho-
ton energy spectrum was analyzed (Lees, 2011m) using
data taken at the Υ (3S) in three diﬀerent energy regions:
E∗ = [180, 300]MeV, [300, 600]MeV, and [600, 1100]MeV.
This was done so that regions expected to contain diﬀer-
ent kinds of transitions could be separately studied. The
data taken at the Υ (2S) resonance was analyzed in a sin-
gle bin, E∗ = [300, 800]MeV. Besides studying prominent
transitions, a goal of this approach was to “re-discover”
the ηb and make an additional measurement of its using
an independent technique.
The primary background in these measurements arises
due to using a randomly chosen converted photon as the
candidate photon from a bottomonium transition. This
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Figure 18.4.17. The converted-photon energy spectrum, after
subtracting the smooth background (Lees, 2011m). These data
were taken at the Υ (3S) resonance. In the lower plot, χ denotes
χb2(2P ).
background is again modeled using a smooth function,
and is subtracted (as in Fig. 18.4.16 and 18.4.17). The
contributions from monochromatic photons are modeled
using functions that describe both their peak location and
detector resolution eﬀects.
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The Υ (3S) data in the range [180, 300]MeV were ex-
pected to contain three monochromatic peaks due to the
transitions χbJ(2P ) → γΥ (2S) and six monochromatic
peaks due to the transitions Υ (1DJ)→ γχbJ(1P ). Due to
the very low rates for these latter transitions, the prop-
erties of the models describing these transitions are ﬁxed
from existing measurements of the masses of the involved
states. The branching fractions for the χbJ(2P )→ γΥ (2S)
transitions are determined from the data and shown in Ta-
ble 18.4.7.
The Υ (3S) data in the range [300, 600]MeV were ex-
pected to contain photons from the six transitions Υ (3S)→
γχbJ(1P ) and χbJ(1P ) → γΥ (1S). The photons from
these transitions are all comparable in energy and were ex-
pected to overlap. In addition, this region could also con-
tain photons from the hb(1P ) → γηb(1S) transition. No
evidence was seen for this latter transition, and the mea-
sured rates for the transition Υ (3S)→ γχbJ(1P ) are given
in Table 18.4.7. The pattern of these transitions is unusual
for quarkonium, with the pattern for the relative rates to
the diﬀerent J = 0, 1, 2 χbJ states being J = 2 > 0 > 1.
A comment on the non-observation of hb(1P ) →
γηb(1S) in this search may be helpful, since in Sec-
tion 18.4.4.3 a discussion was made of the discovery by the
Belle Collaboration of the transition hb(1P ) → γηb(1S).
From Table 18.4.7, we can see that the smallest branching
fraction to which this search method had sensivity at the
Υ (3S) resonance was at the level of 0.03− 0.04% (limited
by the statistical uncertainty of the sample). The favored
transition for Υ (3S) → hb(1P ) is via radiation of a π0,
and the branching fraction for that process is expected to
be at the level of 0.1%, while the branching fraction for
hb(1P ) → γηb(1S) was measured by the Belle Collabo-
ration to be about 49%, (Mizuk, 2012) as mentioned in
Section 18.4.4.1.
The product of these two branching fractions, mark-
ing the rate at which hb(1P ) is expected to be produced
from the Υ (3S) in the BABAR data sample, is therefore
about 0.05%, comparable to the statistical uncertainty of
this technique. This product of branching fractions is con-
ﬁrmed by the evidence from the BABAR Collaboration for
Υ (3S) → π0hb(1P ), hb(1P ) → γηb(1S), discussed in Sec-
tion 18.4.4.3.
Another predicted leading process from the Υ (3S) that
can produce the hb(1P ) is Υ (3S) → π+π−hb(1P ), but
this has been found by the BABAR Collaboration to occur
with a branching fractiom < 2.5×10−4 at 90% conﬁdence
level (Lees, 2011l). In addition, the contribution of these
processes to the photon spectrum overlaps with the much
more signiﬁcant χb0(1P ) spectral line. Therefore, the non-
observation of this photon spectral line in the data from
this photon-conversion technique is consistent with inde-
pendent evidence that the rate is below or comparable
to the statistical sensitivity of this technique. In fact, in
this study the contribution from these two sources was a
ﬁxed component of the ﬁt, and found to be comparable to
statistical uncertainties in the region where such a signal
would be expected.
Table 18.4.7. Measured radiative transition rates, where the
ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical, the second is due to systematic
eﬀects, and the third (where present) is due to uncertainties
on secondary branching fractions (Lees, 2011m). Numbers in
parentheses are the 90% conﬁdence level upper limits.
Transition Branching Fraction in %
Υ (3S)→ γχb0(1P ) 0.27± 0.04± 0.02
Υ (3S)→ γχb1(1P ) 0.05± 0.03+0.02−0.01 (< 0.10)
Υ (3S)→ γχb2(1P ) 1.06± 0.03+0.07−0.06
χb0(1P )→ γΥ (1S) 2.2± 1.5+1.0−0.7 ± 0.2 (< 4.6)
χb1(1P )→ γΥ (1S) 34.9± 0.8± 2.2± 2.0
χb2(1P )→ γΥ (1S) 19.5± 0.7+1.31.5 ± 1.0
χb0(2P )→ γΥ (2S) −4.7± 2.8+0.7−0.8 ± 0.5(< 2.8)
χb1(2P )→ γΥ (2S) 18.9± 1.1± 1.2± 1.8
χb2(2P )→ γΥ (2S) 8.3± 0.8± 0.6± 1.0
χb0(2P )→ γΥ (1S) 0.7± 0.4+0.2−0.1 ± 0.1 (< 1.2)
χb1(2P )→ γΥ (1S) 9.9± 0.3+0.50.4 ± 0.9
χb2(2P )→ γΥ (1S) 7.0± 0.2± 0.3± 0.9
Finally, the Υ (3S) data in the range [600, 1100]MeV
were expected to contain photons due to the transitions
χbJ(2P ) → γΥ (1S) and Υ (3S) → γηb(1S). The latter
transition was seen, but only with a signiﬁcance of 2.7σ
and so no independent measurement of the ηb(1S) mass
was possible from this sample; more data is needed to
fully utilize this technique for measuring that transition.
However, the rates for the transitions χbJ(2P )→ γΥ (1S)
were measured and are reported in Table 18.4.7.
The Υ (2S) data in the range [300, 800]MeV were
expected to contain photons due to the transitions
χbJ(1P ) → γΥ (1S) and Υ (2S) → γηb(1S). No evidence
was seen for the latter transitions, and the rates of the
transitions χbJ(1P ) → γΥ (1S) are reported in Table
18.4.7.
18.4.6.3 Searches for Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) radiative transitions
to charmonium states
The Belle Collaboration searched for radiative transitions
from Υ (2S) (Shen, 2010b) and Υ (1S) (Wang, 2011) to
charmonium states using the following data samples : on-
resonance samples of 5.7 fb−1 at the Υ (1S) (102 million
Υ (1S) events) and a 24.7 fb−1 at the Υ (2S) (158 million
Υ (2S) events), and continuum samples of 1.8 fb−1 at
√
s =
9.43GeV and 1.7 fb−1 collected at
√
s = 9.993GeV.
The search for the χcJ was conducted using the γJ/ψ
mode, where J/ψ was observed in both μ+μ− and e+e−
decay modes. The μ+μ− mode shows a clear J/ψ signal,
while the e+e− mode has some residual radiative Bhabha
background. No clear χcJ signal is observed in both Υ (1S)
and Υ (2S) data samples, as shown in Fig. 18.4.18.
The search for ηc was done using full hadronic recon-
struction of the ηc in the modes: KSK±π∓, π+π−K+K−,
2(K+K−), 2(π+π−), and 3(π+π−). The combined mass
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Figure 18.4.18. The γJ/ψ invariant mass distributions in
(top) the Υ (1S) (Shen, 2010b) and (bottom) Υ (2S) (Wang,
2011) data samples. No clear χcJ signal is observed. The solid
curve is the best ﬁt, the dashed curve is the background, and
the shaded histogram is from the normalized J/ψ mass side-
bands.
distributions of the hadronic ﬁnal states are shown in
Fig. 18.4.19 for the ﬁve ηc decay modes from Υ (1S) and
Υ (2S) data, respectively. The large J/ψ signal is due to
the ISR process e+e− → γISRJ/ψ , while the accumulation
of events within the ηc mass region is small.
18.4.6.4 Searches for Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) radiative transitions
to charmonium-like states
In addition to many conventional charmonium states, a
number of charmonium-like states (the so-called “XY Z
particles”) have been discovered with unusual properties.
These may include exotic states, such as quark-gluon hy-
brids, meson molecules, and multi-quark states (Brambilla
et al., 2011). Many of these new states are established in
a single production mechanism or in a single decay mode
only. To better understand them, it is necessary to search
for such states in more production processes and/or decay
modes. For charge-parity-even charmonium-like states, ra-
diative decays of the narrow Υ states below the open bot-
tom threshold can be examined. There are no calculations
for radiative decays for “XY Z particles” due to the lim-
ited knowledge of their nature.
The Belle Collaboration searched for four of theseXY Z
states, the X(3872), X(3915), Y (4140) and X(4350), us-
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Figure 18.4.19. The mass distributions for a sum of the ﬁve
ηc decay modes (top) from Υ (1S) (Shen, 2010b) and (bottom)
Υ (2S) (Wang, 2011) data, respectively. The solid curve is a sum
of the corresponding functions obtained from a simultaneous
ﬁt to all the ηc decay modes, and the dashed curve is a sum of
the background functions from the ﬁt. The shaded histogram
is a sum of the continuum events (not normalized in Υ (2S)
data). The J/ψ signal is produced via ISR rather than from a
radiative decay of an Υ (nS) resonance.
ing the Υ (1S)(Shen, 2010b) and Υ (2S) (Wang, 2011) data
samples described in the previous section.
The X(3872) signal was searched for via X(3872) →
π+π−J/ψ and π+π−π0J/ψ . Except for a few residual ISR
produced ψ(2S) signal events, only a small number of
events appear in the π+π−J/ψ invariant mass distribu-
tions for both Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) decays. Belle observed
two events in the Υ (1S) data with masses of 3.67GeV/c2
and 4.23GeV/c2; only a few events were observed in the
Υ (2S) data.
The search for X(3915) was undertaken in the ωJ/ψ
mode. No events were observed within the X(3915) mass
region in Υ (1S) data. One event was observed with
m(π+π−π0J/ψ ) at 3.923GeV/c2 and m(π+π−π0) at
0.790GeV/c2 from Υ (2S) data.
Finally, the Y (4140) in both Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) data,
and X(4350) in Υ (2S) data only were searched for using
the φJ/ψ mode. No candidates were observed in either in
the Y (4140) or X(4350) mass regions.
Since there is no evidence for charmonium or
charmonium-like states signals in the modes studied, Belle
placed upper limits on the branching fractions of Υ (1S)
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Table 18.4.8. Summary of the limits on Υ (1S) and Υ (2S)
radiative decays to charmonium and charmonium-like states
R. Here BR is the upper limit at the 90% C.L. on the decay
branching fraction in the charmonium state case, and on the
product branching fraction in the case of a charmonium-like
state.
State (R) BR (Υ (1S)) BR (Υ (2S))
χc0 6.5× 10−4 1.0× 10−4
χc1 2.3× 10−5 3.6× 10−6
χc2 7.6× 10−6 1.5× 10−5
ηc 5.7× 10−5 2.7× 10−5
X(3872)→ π+π−J/ψ 1.6× 10−6 0.8× 10−6
X(3872)→ π+π−π0J/ψ 2.8× 10−6 2.4× 10−6
X(3915)→ ωJ/ψ 3.0× 10−6 2.8× 10−6
Y (4140)→ φJ/ψ 2.2× 10−6 1.2× 10−6
X(4350)→ φJ/ψ · · · 1.3× 10−6
and Υ (2S) radiative decays. Table 18.4.8 lists ﬁnal results
for the upper limits on the branching fractions. The results
obtained on the χcJ and ηc production rates are consis-
tent with the theoretical predictions of Gao, Zhang, and
Chao (2007). With much larger Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) data
samples in the future at super ﬂavor factories, we can ob-
tain better results for charmonium ﬁnal states which can
tell us if experimental results support or disfavor theoret-
ical predictions. If any one of charmonium-like states can
be observed, it will do much help to understand its nature.
18.4.6.5 Search for χb(1P ) exclusive decays to double
charmonium
The cross sections of the double-charmonium produc-
tion processes e+e− → J/ψηc, J/ψη′c, ψ(2S)ηc, ψ(2S)η′c,
J/ψχc0, and ψ(2S)χc0 measured at the Belle (Abe, 2002j,
2004g) and BABAR (Aubert, 2005n) experiments were
approximately an order of magnitude larger than the
leading order non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) predic-
tions (Braaten and Lee, 2003; Liu, He, and Chao, 2003,
2008). It was shown that the calculations are very sensi-
tive to the choices of the values of some parameters (Bod-
win, Lee, and Braaten, 2003; Bodwin, Lee, and Yu, 2008;
Braaten and Lee, 2003; He, Fan, and Chao, 2007; Zhang,
Gao, and Chao, 2006) and the agreement between theory
and experiment can be achieved if one takes into account
radiative and relativistic corrections.
Similar to the production in e+e− annihilation, double
charmonium ﬁnal states can also be produced in bottomo-
nium decays, which supplied a new test of the dynamics of
hard exclusive processes and the structure of the charmo-
nia. While ηb → J/ψJ/ψ has been calculated (Sun, Hao,
and Qiao, 2011), the P -wave spin-triplet bottomonium
states χbJ (J=0, 1, 2) decays into double charmonium
states were calculated using diﬀerent theoretical models.
Under the NRQCD factorization approach, Zhang,
Dong, and Feng (2011) calculated χbJ → J/ψJ/ψ to a
relativistic correction of the order v2c and considered a
small pure QED contribution. The branching fraction is
predicted to be of order 10−5 for χb0 or χb2 → J/ψJ/ψ,
and 10−11 for χb1 → J/ψJ/ψ; Sang, Rashidin, Kim, and
Lee (2011) considered the corrections to all orders in the
charm-quark velocity vc in the charmonium rest frame,
and found decay partial widths that are about a factor of
three larger than those determined by Zhang, Dong, and
Feng (2011). In the light cone (LC) formalism, however,
much larger production rates (with also large uncertain-
ties) are obtained by Braguta, Likhoded, and Luchinsky
(2009): B(χbJ → J/ψJ/ψ ) = 9.6 × 10−5 or 1.1 × 10−3,
B(χbJ → J/ψψ(2S)) = 1.6 × 10−4 or 1.6 × 10−3, and
B(χbJ → ψ(2S)ψ(2S)) = 6.6×10−5 or 5.9×10−4 for J=0
or 2, respectively. It is therefore very important to pin
down the source of such signiﬁcant discrepancies between
the NRQCD factorization and LC formalisms.
In perturbative QCD theory, the branching fraction of
B(χb0 → J/ψJ/ψ ) ≈ 3×10−5 and for χb1 decays, it is even
larger (Kartvelishvili and Likhoded, 1984). It has been
argued (Braguta, Likhoded, and Luchinsky, 2005) that
taking into account the relative motion of quarks in the
amplitude of the decay of χb meson to c-quarks increases
the branching fractions of the decays of χb0 (0++) and χb2
(2++) into a pair of J/ψ mesons by an order of magnitude.
Based on a 24.7 fb−1 Υ (2S) data sample collected by
the Belle Collaboration, no signiﬁcant signals are found for
the χbJ → J/ψJ/ψ , J/ψψ(2S), or ψ(2S)ψ(2S) ﬁnal states
(Shen, Yuan, Iijima, 2012). The upper limits on the χbJ
decay branching fractions are lower than the theoretical
predictions using LC formalism, while are not in contra-
diction with other calculations(Zhang, Dong, and Feng,
2011) using NRQCD factorization approach.
18.4.6.6 Two-body Hadronic Transitions: π0, η
In the charmonium system, single-meson transitions be-
tween states have been well-established; the transition
ψ′ → ηJ/ψ has a branching ratio of 3.3%, one tenth of
the dominant π+π− transition (Beringer et al., 2012). In
contrast, the ﬁrst such transition in the bottomonium sys-
tem, χb(2P )→ ωΥ (1S), was observed by the CLEO Col-
laboration in 2002 (Severini et al., 2004).
Generally, the hadronic transitions between heavy
quarkonia are described by the QCD multipole expansion
model (QCDME) (Kuang, 2006). In this framework the
ππ transitions are mediated by the emission of two gluons
in the E1 state, while the η transitions proceed either via
E1M2 or M1M1 terms. Such terms should be suppressed
by a factor which is inversely proportional to the mass of
the heavy quark. The suppression should be even larger
when the η is replaced by π0, and the transition violates
isospin. In the case of charmonium, the suppression fac-
tor is about 1/25. In the proximity of thresholds, coupled
channel eﬀects can provide diﬀerent mechanisms to evade
the spin ﬂip suppression.
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Figure 18.4.20. The distribution of M3π vs ΔMη = M3πll −
Mll for ηΥ (1S) candidate events, demonstrating the observed
signal (Aubert, 2008bc). Solid lines delimit the signal region,
while dashed lines delimit the sideband regions used for the
background estimate. Crosses represent the data from the
Υ (1S) → e+e− sample and dots the data from the Υ (1S) →
μ+μ− sample.
The BABAR Collaboration observed the transition
Υ (4S) → ηΥ (1S) (Aubert, 2008bc) using 347.5 fb−1 of
data taken at the Υ (4S) resonance. The observed rate was
2.5 times larger than that of the Υ (4S) → π+π−Υ (1S)
transition, which is the dominant hadronic transition in
both charmonium and bottomonium. The BABAR Col-
laboration performed the search for the hadronic transi-
tions π+π−Υ (1, 2S) and ηΥ (1S) using the η → π+π−π0
mode, where the Υ is decaying either to e+e− or to μ+μ−.
Candidate events were selected requiring at least four
charged tracks in acceptance; the lepton candidates are
required to have center-of-mass momentum between 4.20
and 5.25GeV/c, and the dilepton pair is required to have
invariant mass within ±200MeV (+200−350 MeV) of the nomi-
nal Υ (1S) (Υ (2S)) mass. The dipion and dilepton candi-
dates are constrained to have a common vertex.
The dominant background is due to e+e−γ and μ+μ−γ,
where a photon converts in material and creates an e+e−
pair that is misidentiﬁed as a pion pair. This background
is rejected by requiring the pion pair to have an open-
ing angle above 18◦ in the laboratory frame; in addition,
the invariant mass of the low momentum pair, calculated
assuming the e± mass hypothesis, is required to satisfy
me+e− > 100MeV/c2.
The two photons used in π0 reconstruction are required
to have Eγ > 50MeV and an invariant mass, mγγ , in the
range [110, 150] MeV/c2. The residual background, from
Υ (mS) → ππΥ (nS) transitions, is reduced by requiring
ΔM = Mππll −Mll to be at least 20MeV/c2 away from
Figure 18.4.21. Signal of Υ (2S) → ηΥ (1S) from the Belle
Collaboration result (Tamponi, 2013).
known transitions. The distribution of M3π vs ΔMη =
M3πll −Mll for ηΥ (1S) candidate events is shown in Fig.
18.4.20. Solid lines delimit the signal region, while dashed
lines delimit the sideband regions used for the background
estimate. The signal observed by BABAR has a signiﬁcance
of 11(6.2)σ in the μμ(ee) channel.
Shortly after the observation of the Υ (4S) → ηΥ (1S)
transition, the CLEO Collaboration reported the ﬁrst ob-
servation of Υ (2S)→ ηΥ (1S), with a signiﬁcance of 5.3 σ
(He et al., 2008). The observed branching ratio was about
two times smaller than the theoretical prediction. Using
their samples of Υ (2, 3S) decays, the BABAR (Lees, 2011n)
and Belle Collaborations (Tamponi, 2013) have studied
the η and π0 transitions between narrow bottomonium
states.
The dominant peaking backgrounds are due to the
favored neutral and charged dipion and diphoton (via
χb) transitions, and the continuum e+e− → e+e−(nγ),
μ+μ−(nγ) processes. The dominant transition Υ (2S) →
π−π+Υ (1S), which is expected to yield about O(103)
more events, can be used as normalization sample. By nor-
malizing the rate of η and π0 transitions to the rate of the
π+π− transition, the systematic error of the measurement
is reduced by cancellation of common uncertainties.
Both experiments detect the η meson in the γγ and
the π+π−π0 ﬁnal states. Due to the tighter requirements
imposed by the Bhabha veto at trigger level, the BABAR
Collaboration was only able to use the Υ → μ+μ− ﬁnal
state, while the Belle Collaboration uses both leptonic ﬁ-
nal states.
Charged tracks with momenta in the collider center-of-
mass frame are required to have be greater than 4GeV/c;
such tracks are selected as candidate leptons from Υ (1S)
decay. Particle identiﬁcation is applied to categorize events
as having electrons or muons in the ﬁnal state.
The momentum of all photons detected in the ECL in
the proximity of each leptonic track is added to its mo-
mentum, to reduce the eﬀect of ﬁnal state radiation (FSR)
and bremsstrahlung. In order to suppress the contribution
from continuum QED processes, a single-constraint kine-
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Table 18.4.9. Branching ratios (in units of 10−4 ) and upper limits (at 90% C.L.) for η and π0 transitions from BABAR (Aubert,
2008bc; Lees, 2011n) and Belle (Tamponi, 2013), compared to previous results from CLEO (He et al., 2008).
transition BABAR Belle CLEO
Υ (2S)→ ηΥ (1S) 2.39± 0.31± 0.14 3.57± 0.25± 0.21 2.10.70.6 ± 0.3
Υ (2S)→ π0Υ (1S) − < 0.41 < 1.8
Υ (3S)→ ηΥ (1S) < 1.0 − < 1.8
Υ (3S)→ π0hb(1P ) 7.4± 2.2± 1.4 − −
Υ (4S)→ ηΥ (1S) 1.96± 0.06± 0.09 − −
matic ﬁt with a constraint on the Υ (1S) mass is then
applied on the two lepton candidate momenta, corrected
for nearby photons, as described above. The threshold on
the conﬁdence level of this ﬁt has been optimized using
the Monte Carlo simulation for each speciﬁc channel.
A requirement on the polar angle of the e− track
with respect to the beam direction, cos(θ∗e−) < 0.5, is
imposed to further suppress singly or doubly radiative
Bhabha events, which represent the dominant QED back-
ground. The Bhabha requirement is not included in the
Υ (2S) → π0Υ (1S) analysis, since the Υ (1S) mass con-
straint provides already a good suppression of the QED
processes.
The π+π− candidate for the η → π+π−π0 decay (and
also for the Υ (2S) → π+π−Υ (1S) transition used by the
Belle Collaboration) is selected requiring the two tracks to
be oppositely charged, to originate from the primary in-
teraction point, and to have a large opening angle in the
e+e− CM frame (e.g. cos(θ∗ch+,ch−) < 0.6 in the Belle Col-
laboraton result), in order to reject the e+e− pairs com-
ing from photon conversions in the inner detector. In the
search for the Υ (3S) → ηΥ (1S) transition, an additional
requirement on ΔMππ = Mππll−Mll is imposed, to avoid
contamination from the Υ (2, 3S)→ π+π−Υ (1, 2S) transi-
tions.
A second kinematic ﬁt is then performed after the η or
π0 selection, constraining all ﬁnal state particles (i.e. the
dilepton, the dipion and/or the best photon pair) to have
an invariant mass equal to the Υ (2, 3S) mass, to generate
from the same vertex, and to have a total energy equal to
the sum of the beam energies.
An unbinned maximum-likelihood ﬁt to the measured
distribution of one (Belle, Fig. 18.4.21) or two (BABAR)
observables is then performed to extract the signal yields.
Each observed distribution is ﬁt to a sum of signal and
background components, with functional forms determined
from the simulations. The value of the branching fraction
for each mode is then extracted. The results of all analyses
are summarized in Table 18.4.9.
The branching ratio for the Υ (3S) → π0hb(1P ) tran-
sition is obtained by combining the product of branch-
ing ratio measured by BABAR in the study of the reac-
tion Υ (3S)→ π0hb(1P );hb → γηb(1S), with B(hb(1P )→
ηb(1S)), measured by Belle. The evidence of an isospin
violating transition at least one order of magnitude larger
than yet unobserved η transition from Υ (3S) is even more
surprising than the enhanced ηΥ (1S) rate from Υ (4S).
18.4.6.7 Exclusive Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) decays into light
hadrons
A number of channels in ψ decays have been studied,
most of which satisfy predictions about their properties
to within experimental errors. One example of a property
which does not conform to expectation arises from the
comparison of ψ decays into vector-pseudoscalar (VP) and
vector-tensor (VT) ﬁnal states: ρπ, K∗K¯, ρa2(1320) and
ωf2(1270). The rates of decay to these ﬁnal states devi-
ate from expectations, such as those implies by the “12%
rule” (Section 18.4.6.1). It is interesting, therefore, to see
if similar patterns of deviation occur in the bottomonium
system by studying similar ﬁnal states of Υ decay.
Although 82% of the Υ (1S) and 59% of the Υ (2S) de-
cays are expected to be light-hadron ﬁnal states, little ex-
perimental information exists on exclusive decays of the Υ
resonances below the BB threshold. This situation is very
diﬀerent in charmonium sector, where numerous channels
have been measured and used to perform model tests.
The Belle Collaboration published ﬁrst observations of
exclusive, light-hadron ﬁnal states of the Υ (1S) and Υ (2S)
(Shen, 2012). A large number of ﬁnal states were studied
and the key results are summarized in Table 18.4.10.
The measurements are mostly consistent with the pre-
diction from pQCD (Section 18.4.6.1), Q21 = 0.77± 0.07.
The one measured mode that demonstrates a deviation
from the prediction is ωπ+π−, which is consistent with
the prediction at the level of 2.6σ. For the ﬁnal states
measured so far, the predictions from pQCD appear to be
reliable within the experimental uncertainties.
18.4.6.8 Υ (4S) decays to BB¯
The Υ (4S)(10580) is a resonance state that has a mass
slightly above the BB threshold. It decays mostly into
B0B0 and B+B− pairs which are not available to the
lighter resonances due to the phase space.
Given the similar masses of B+ and B0, it is expected
that the branching fractions f00 ≡ B(Υ (4S) → B0B0)
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Table 18.4.10. Results from the Belle Collaboration (Shen, 2012) in the measurement of exclusive hadronic decays of the
Υ (1S) and Υ (2S) mesons. Here, B is the measured branching fraction (in units of 10−6), and where the signﬁcance of the result
is low BUP (the 90% conﬁdence level upper limit on the branching fraction) is also reported. Q21 is the computed ratio of
the Υ (2S) and Υ (1S) branching fractions. Where the signiﬁcance is small, QUP21 (the upper limit on the value of Q21) is also
reported. The ﬁrst error in B and Q21 is statistical, and the second systematic.
Channel Υ (1S) Υ (2S)
B BUP B BUP Q21 QUP21
φK+K− 2.36± 0.37± 0.29 1.58± 0.33± 0.18 0.67± 0.18± 0.11
ωπ+π− 4.46± 0.67± 0.72 1.32± 0.54± 0.45 2.58 0.30± 0.13± 0.11 0.55
K∗0K−π+ 4.42± 0.50± 0.58 2.32± 0.40± 0.54 0.52± 0.11± 0.14
φf ′2 0.64± 0.37± 0.14 1.63 0.50± 0.36± 0.19 1.33 0.77± 0.70± 0.33 2.54
ωf2 0.57± 0.44± 0.13 1.79 −0.03± 0.24± 0.01 0.57 −0.06± 0.42± 0.02 1.22
ρa2 1.15± 0.47± 0.18 2.24 0.27± 0.28± 0.14 0.88 0.23± 0.26± 0.12 0.82
K∗0K¯∗02 3.02± 0.68± 0.34 1.53± 0.52± 0.19 0.50± 0.21± 0.07
K1(1270)
+K− 0.54± 0.72± 0.21 2.41 1.06± 0.42± 0.32 3.22 1.96± 2.71± 0.84 4.73
K1(1400)
+K− 1.02± 0.35± 0.22 0.26± 0.23± 0.09 0.83 0.26± 0.25± 0.10 0.77
b1(1235)
+π− 0.47± 0.22± 0.13 1.25 0.02± 0.07± 0.01 0.40 0.05± 0.16± 0.03 0.35
and f+− ≡ B(Υ (4S) → B+B−) are around 0.5. How-
ever, predictions for the ratio R+/0 ≡ f+−/f00 range from
1.03 to 1.25 (Aubert, 2005r). This is due to the eﬀect of
the Coulomb force in the decays of Υ (4S) into B0B¯0 and
B+B− pairs. The kinematic aspects of the Υ (4S) decays
are treated as non-relativistic. The B meson velocity in
the Υ (4S) rest frame is relatively small,
β = v/c =
√
1− 4m
2
B
m 2Υ (4S)
≈ 0.065, (18.4.17)
where mB and mΥ (4S) are the masses of the B meson and
the Υ (4S) resonance, respectively.
Table 18.4.11 shows the experimental results on R+/0.
All measurements assumed the isospin invariance in
Γ (B+ → x+) = Γ (B0 → x0), where x+ and x0 are the
charged and neutral ﬁnal particles.
The only measurement that did not follow the above
assumption is the measurement from the Belle experi-
ment, Hastings, 2003. This measurement used dilepton
events, but assumed that there is isospin invariance,
Γ (B+ → +X) = Γ (B0 → +X). Therefore, this result is
treated slightly diﬀerently, described as follows:
– Using the corresponding lifetime ratio (Table 18.4.11),
each measurement from CLEO and BABAR is converted
into its original measurement of R+/0 × τ(B+)/τ(B0)
– No statistical and systematic correlation between the
measurements from CLEO and BABAR is assumed, and
a simple weighted average of R+/0 × τ(B+)/τ(B0) is
computed.
– This weighted average is converted into an average
value of R+/0 by dividing it by the latest average of
the lifetime ratio, τ(B+)/τ(B0) = 1.079± 0.007.
– The measurement of R+/0 from the Belle experiment
is adjusted using the current values of τ(B+)/τ(B0) =
1.079± 0.007 and τ(B0) = 1.519± 0.007 ps.
– The weighted-average value of R+/0 from CLEO and
BABAR is then averaged with the adjusted value of the
R+/0 from Belle, assuming there is 100% correlation of
the systematic uncertainty due to the limited knowl-
edge of the lifetime ratio of τ(B+)/τ(B0).
Most measurements of the R+/0 have been made as-
suming isospin symmetry in speciﬁc decay rates and re-
sulting in an average value of R+/0,
R+/0 = 1.056± 0.028 (total). (18.4.18)
This global average of R+/0 is in good agreement with
isospin invariance in the decay of Υ (4S) → BB¯ pairs at
the level of 2σ.
In 2005, the BABAR collaboration reported (Aubert,
2005r) the ﬁrst measurement of the branching fraction of
B(Υ (4S) → B0B0), f00, using a novel technique: the par-
tial reconstruction method (Section 17.5.1.4). This is a
direct measurement of the f00 that does not depend on
the isospin invariance nor requires the knowledge of the B
lifetime ratio, τ(B+)/τ(B0). The measurement is based on
the comparison between the number of events of a single-
and double-tag sample using the decay of B¯0 → D∗+−ν¯,
and yields
f00 = 0.487± 0.010(stat)± 0.008(syst) (18.4.19)
The two results in Equations 18.4.18 and 18.4.19 re-
sult from very diﬀerent approaches and are completely
independent. Combining the two results leads to f+− =
0.514 ± 0.019 and the sum of f00 and f+− is equal to
1.001± 0.030 which is consistent with unity.
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Table 18.4.11. Published measurements of R+/0 = f+−/f00 values in the decay of Υ (4S) resonance to BB¯ pairs. The assumed
lifetime ratio for each measurement is included.
Experiment Mode B → R+/0 Result τ(B+)/τ(B0)
CLEO (Alexander et al. (2001)) J/ψK∗ 1.04± 0.07± 0.04 1.066± 0.024
BABAR (Aubert, 2002c) (cc¯)K∗ 1.10± 0.06± 0.05 1.062± 0.029
CLEO (Athar et al. (2002)) D∗ν 1.058± 0.084± 0.136 1.074± 0.028
Belle (Hastings, 2003) dilepton events 1.01± 0.03± 0.09 1.083± 0.017
BABAR (Aubert, 2004j) J/ψK 1.006± 0.036± 0.031 1.083± 0.017
BABAR (Aubert, 2005k) (cc¯)K∗ 1.06± 0.02± 0.03 1.086± 0.017
Average 1.056± 0.028 (total) 1.079± 0.007
Assuming f00 + f+− = 1, the two results in Equa-
tions 18.4.18 and 18.4.19 lead to the most precise average
values of f00 and f+−,
f00 = 0.487± 0.006, (18.4.20)
f+− = 0.513± 0.006 (18.4.21)
and R+/0,
R+/0 = 1.055± 0.025 (18.4.22)
where the R+/0 ratio diﬀers from unity by 2.2σ.
18.4.7 Physics beyond the Standard Model
18.4.7.1 Light Higgs Searches
Motivation - low-mass, CP -odd Higgs boson
The existence of a low-mass Higgs boson (mA0 < mbb) be-
came one of the beyond-the-Standard Model search topics
for the bottomonium data sample of the BABAR Collab-
oration. This was motivated by extensions of the Stan-
dard Model, such as the next-to-minimal supersymmetric
Standard Model, or NMSSM, that was developed to solve
problems in the MSSM (cf. Dermisek and Gunion, 2005).
While the MSSM requires two Higgs ﬁeld doublets in order
to provide mass to all particles in the theory, the NMSSM
adds one more Higgs singlet ﬁeld for a total of seven phys-
ical Higgs bosons. One of these is a CP -odd state, and is
the lightest of the seven Higgs bosons (henceforth denoted
as A0). The purpose of this additional Higgs ﬁeld singlet is
to solve the “naturalness” problem in the MSSM (e.g. the
apparently ﬁne-tuned value of the μ parameter). Depend-
ing on the couplings and mass of this A0, it was possible
that the branching fraction for Υ → γA0 could have been
as high as 10−4 and thus easily accessible to the B Factory
experiments (Dermisek, Gunion, and McElrath, 2007).
Experimental searches
The BABAR collaboration has searched for low-mass Higgs
bosons produced in bottomonium decay using two decay
modes: A0 → μ+μ−, τ+τ− (Aubert, 2009ai,an). All of
these searches assume that the parent Upsilon meson de-
cays to the low-mass Higgs boson by radiating a photon,
Υ → γA0. (18.4.23)
Prior to the publication of the BABAR searches described
in this section, the CLEO Collaboration published searches
for the same ﬁnal states (Love et al., 2008) using 21.5×106
Υ (1S) decays. They obtained 90% conﬁdence level limits
on the branching fraction for A0 → τ+τ− decay covering
the range 2mτ < mA0 < 9.5 GeV/c2 (where mτ is the tau
lepton mass) that ranged between and (1 − 48) × 10−5.
They obtained 90% conﬁdence level limits on the branch-
ing fraction for A0 → μ+μ− decay covering the range
mA0 < 3.6GeV/c2 that ranged between (1− 20)× 10−6.
The BABAR searches use a data sample taken at a
collider energy corresponding in the CM frame to the
Υ (3S) mass. The sample contains (121.8±1.2)×106 Υ (3S)
mesons.
The BABAR searches proceed by selecting events con-
taining a good photon candidate and two opposite electric
charge tracks. The selection of these ﬁnal states diverge
after the deﬁntion of the topology due to the diﬀering
kinematics of the two di-lepton ﬁnal states.
A0→ μ+μ−
The A0 → μ+μ− ﬁnal state is selected by requiring that
the photon have a CM energy Eγ ≥ 0.5GeV. Other pho-
tons can be present in an event only if their individual
energies are below this threshold. The charged tracks are
assigned a muon mass hypothesis and are henceforth re-
ferred to as “muon candidates” independent of whether
additional particle identiﬁcation is required. The muon
candidates must original from a common point in space,
and the vertex of the two charged tracks must have a
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χ2 < 20 (for 1 degree of freedom) and be displaced by no
more than 2 cm from the nominal e+e− interaction region
in a plane transverse to the beams.
The dimuon system is combined with the highest-
energy photon candidate to build an Υ (3S) candidate. A
kinematic ﬁt is performed to the three particles, constrain-
ing the total energy of the three particles to be within the
beam-energy spread of the e+e− collision that should have
produced the Υ (3S), and the constraint that the particles
originate from the primary interaction region. The ﬁt is re-
quired to satisfy χ2 < 36 (for 6 degrees of freedom), which
corresponds to a probability of rejecting good kinematic
ﬁts that is less than 10−6.
Particle identiﬁcation is used in certain regions of pho-
ton energy in order to reject speciﬁc backgrounds. After
the above kinematic selection, the primary background is
determined from MC simulation to be e+e− → μ+μ−γ.
In a photon-energy region corresponding to mA0 <
1.05GeV/c2, contributions from φ → K+K− (where
K+ → μ+ν) and ρ → π+π− are suppressed by requiring
that both tracks be positively identiﬁed as muons using
particle identiﬁcation. In an mA0 region corresponding to
the location of the ηb mass, events are required to have no
additional photons with Eγ > 0.08GeV; this suppresses
radiative transitions of the Υ (3S) to the Υ (2S) through a
χb state.
The eﬃciency of the above selection of A0 → μ+μ− is
studied using a signal MC simulation and varies between
24-44%, depending on mA0 . The signal yield is extracted
from the data in the range 0.212 ≤ mA0 ≤ 9.3GeV/c2
using a maximum-likelihood ﬁt to the variable,
mR =
√
m2μμ − 4m2μ. (18.4.24)
This equation represents twice the momentum of the
muons in the rest frame of the parent particle. This is
used instead of just mμμ because it is a smooth function
of mμμ across the entire dimuon mass range, including
close to the threshold for dimuon production (mμμ ≈ 2mμ
corresponds to mR ≈ 0). The background distribution of
mμμ turns on sharply near threshold, whereas mR has
a more gradual rise and can be more easily empirically
modeled with a simple analytic function. Two functions
are developed for use in the maximum likelihood ﬁt: a
signal function (determined from signal MC simulation)
and a background function (determined from data taken
at
√
s = MΥ (4S)). The signal model is constructed from
a sum of two Crystal Ball functions; the parameters of
this model are determined from many independent sim-
ulations of an A0 whose mass varies across the range of
interest, and these parameters are cross-checked using a
sample of J/ψ mesons obtained from initial-state radia-
tion, e+e− → γISRJ/ψ . The background model has al-
ternative parameterizations in diﬀerent regions of mR; for
mR < 0.23GeV/c2, a threshold (hyperbolic) function is
used, while elsewhere the background is described by a
ﬁrst-order (mR < 9.3GeV/c2) or second-order (mR >
9.3GeV/c2) polynomial.
The ﬁt for signal and background is performed in steps
whose size varies by region. In addition to continuum back-
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Figure 18.4.22. Upper limits on the product of branching
fractions (at 90% C.L.) for Υ (nS) → γA0 and A0 → μ+μ−
for (a) Υ (3S) and (b) Υ (2S). The upper limit on the eﬀective
coupling, f2Y Bμμ, is shown in (c). From (Aubert, 2009an).
ground, speciﬁc backgrounds that contribute peaks to the
mass spectrum are accounted using the same model as
for signal. The J/ψ and ψ(2S) regions are excluded from
the ﬁt since those contributions overwhelm any possible
signals in those regions.
The BABAR Collaboration reports no evidence for de-
cay of a low-mass Higgs boson using these data and com-
putes upper limits on the branching fraction for Υ (3S)→
γA0 → γ(μ+μ−), shown in Fig. 18.4.22. These upper
limits, including systematic uncertainties, range between
(0.25− 5.2)× 10−6 depending on the value of mR (at the
90% conﬁdence level). These results constrain the branch-
ing fraction for ηb → μ+μ− to be < 0.8% at the 90%
conﬁdence level.
A0→ τ+ τ−
The search for A0 → τ+τ− proceeds similarly to the
dimuon search. Events must contain a photon satisfying
Eγ > 0.1GeV; any additional photons (up to nine are
allowed) must each satisfy E < 0.1GeV. The dominant
background processes in this search are due to e+e− →
γτ+τ−, e+e− → e+e−e+e−, e+e− → e+e−μ+μ−, and
e+e− → qq. These are rejected by using eight discriminat-
ing variables: the total CM energy calculated from the two
leptons and the most energetic photon; the squared miss-
ing mass obtained from the missing four-momentum; the
aplanarity of the photon and A0 candidate, which is the
cosine of the angle between the photon and the plane of
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the leptons; the largest cosine between the photon and one
of the tracks; the cosine of the polar angle of the highest-
momentum track; the transverse momentum of the event
calculated in the CM frame; the cosine of the polar an-
gle of the missing momentum vector; and the cosine of
the opening angle between the tracks in the photon recoil
frame. The selection on these variables is optimized si-
multaneously in order to achieve the best value of S/
√
B,
where S is the number of expected signal and B is the
number of expected background. The backgrounds vary
depending on the photon energy, so this optimization is
performed as a function of photon energy in ﬁve regions
which slightly overlap in order to reduce discontinuities in
performance between the regions.
The energy of the photon in the Υ (3S) rest frame is
used to deﬁne a range of A0 masses studied in this search,
using the relationship
m2A0 = m
2
Υ (3S) − 2mΥ (3S)Eγ (18.4.25)
where mΥ (3S) is the nominal Υ (3S) mass. The range
of photon energies studied corresponds to mA0 =
[4.03, 10.10]GeV/c2, excluding the region mA0 =
[9.52, 9.61]GeV/c2 due to an irreducible background from
photons produced in the process Υ (3S) → γχbJ(2P ),
χbJ(2P )→ γΥ (1S), where J = 0, 1, 2. The photon energy
resolution varies over the range in this search, increasing
from 8MeV at Eγ ≈ 0.2GeV to 55MeV at Eγ ≈ 4.5GeV.
The eﬃciency of event selection also varies with photon
energy, ranging as follows: 10-14% for the ττ → ee ﬁnal
state; 12-20% for ττ → eμ; and 22-26% for ττ → μμ
(neutrinos are not explicitly written in the ﬁnal states).
The photon energy spectrum is modeled using the com-
bination of a peaking function for signal and a predomi-
nantly smooth function for background. The data are ﬁrst
treated as purely background and ﬁt with only the latter
function. This allows the parameters of the background to
be determined as initial values for the next stage of the ﬁt
to the data.
Backgrounds causing real peaks in the photon spec-
trum are expected from radiative decays from the Υ (3S)
resonance to lower-mass bottomonium states, speciﬁcally
Υ (3S) → γχbJ(2P ), χbJ(2P ) → γΥ (nS), and Υ (nS) →
τ+τ− (J = 0, 1, 2; n = 1, 2). Peaks arise in the pho-
ton spectrum when the photon from the χbJ(2P ) decay is
used as the photon radiated by the Υ (3S) when it decays
to an A0. Each of the peaks is described using a Crystal
Ball function whose means are ﬁxed by the photon en-
ergies expected from the PDG values of the bottomonia
masses (Beringer et al., 2012) and whose widths are ﬁxed
from the MC predictions of the reconstructed widths of
the photon peaks. The other parameters of the Crystal
Ball functions are also ﬁxed from the MC simulation of
these decays.
The results of a ﬁt of the background model to the
photon energy spectrum in each ﬁnal state are shown in
Fig. 18.4.23. A complete ﬁt of the data including the sig-
nal model is performed by scanning the photon energy
in 307 steps and ﬁtting for signal and background yields
at each step. This procedure ﬁnds no signiﬁcant yield of
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Figure 18.4.23. (a), (c), (e): Photon energy distributions
for the diﬀerent ττ -decay modes (Aubert, 2009ai). Filled cir-
cles show the data; dotted lines represent contributions from
Υ (3S) → γχbJ(2P ), χbJ(2P ) → γΥ (2S); dotted-dashed lines
show contributions from Υ (3S) → γχbJ(2P ), χbJ(2P ) →
γΥ (1S); and solid lines show the total background function. For
each ττ -decay mode, the diﬀerence between the background
function and the data divided by the uncertainty in the data
is shown in (b), (d) and (f).
signal events anywhere in the spectrum. The branching
fraction product B(Υ (3S) → γA0)B(A0 → τ+τ−) is cal-
culated, along with the upper limit at the 90% C.L., both
as a function of Higgs mass, as shown in Fig. 18.4.24. The
upper limits on the product branching fraction range be-
tween (1.5 − 16) × 10−5 at 90% C.L. for a mass range of
4.03 < mA0 < 10.10GeV/c2, excluding 9.52 < mA0 < 9.61
GeV/c2 to veto the χbJ(2P ) with χbJ(2P )→ γΥ (1S).
Impact of the results
The low-mass Higgs boson models discussed earlier in this
section predicted that the branching fraction for Υ (1S)→
γA0 could range as high as ∼ 10−3 (the range of possible
branching fractions is dependent on the speciﬁc NMSSM
model used). The measurements from the BABAR collab-
oration put strong constraints on the upper range of this
kind of decay down to the level of 10−6, removing a few
orders of magnitude of possible range from the top level
of predicted branching fractions.
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Figure 18.4.24. (a) Product branching fractions as a function of the Higgs mass (Aubert, 2009ai). For each point, both the
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on the product of the branching fractions versus the Higgs mass values are shown, with total uncertainty (solid line) and
statistical uncertainty only (dashed line). The shaded vertical region represents the excluded mass range corresponding to the
χbJ(2P )→ γΥ (1S) states.
18.4.7.2 Invisible Final States of the Υ (1S)
Motivation - low-mass dark matter
The nature of dark matter is one of the great modern
physics puzzles. Assuming dark matter is composed of at
least one species of particle, the properties of this parti-
cle have not been measured (e.g. mass). If the mass of
dark matter is small (< mbb), then there is the possibility
of detecting it using rare processes involving undetectable
(invisible) ﬁnal states. One of these, Υ → invisible, was
motived by work by McElrath (2005), where it was sug-
gested that a new interaction that couples Standard Model
particles to dark matter particles could mediate the decay
of the Υ . Based on the interaction cross-section required
to achieve the “freeze-out” of dark matter annihilations
in the early universe (a process that is required to ex-
plain the signiﬁcant remnant of dark matter in today’s
universe), it was estimated that the branching fractions for
Υ → (γ+) invisible (the dominant decay mechanism de-
pended on the spin of the dark matter constituent) could
be as high as 0.41% — easily measured at the B-factories
with even a modest sample of Υ mesons.
The BABAR and Belle collaborations have both searched
for invisible ﬁnal states of Υ (1S) decay (Tajima, 2007;
Aubert, 2009b; del Amo Sanchez, 2011j). Both collabo-
rations produced results in the search for purely invisible
ﬁnal states, Υ → invisible while the BABAR collaboration
also produced results for radiative invisible ﬁnal states,
Υ → γ+invisible. These searches are sensitive to diﬀerent
possible angular momentum conﬁgurations of unknown in-
visible ﬁnal states.
Searches for Υ → invisible
The BABAR and Belle searches for purely invisible ﬁnal
states proceed similarly. The Belle search appeared ﬁrst
and used a sample of 11 × 106 Υ (3S) mesons (Tajima,
2007), while the BABAR search appeared later and used a
sample of 91.4×106 Υ (3S) mesons (Aubert, 2009b). Both
searches used the transition
Υ (3S)→ π+π−Υ (1S) (18.4.26)
to “tag” the presence of the Υ (1S) meson without recon-
structing it by using the kinematics of the dipion sys-
tem. Speciﬁcally, if the pions are both produced recoiling
against the Υ (1S) state then from four-momentum conser-
vation the mass of the system recoiling against the dipion
is given by
M2recoil(π
+π−) = s+M2π+π− − 2
√
sE∗π+π− (18.4.27)
where s is the square of the collider CM energy and
Mπ+π− (Eπ+π−) is the mass (energy) of the dipion sys-
tem. For a real dipion transition Υ (3S) → π+π−Υ (1S),
M2recoil(π
+π−) = M2Υ (1S).
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The major challenges in this search are the trigger ef-
ﬁciency for signal events and the large background from
pions that come from non-transition decays and from real
transition decays where the ﬁnal-state products of the
Υ (1S) are simply undetected due to detector eﬀects. The
trigger eﬃciency is a challenge due to the low transverse
momentum possessed by the pions; the energy from the
transition is shared between the two pions, typically lead-
ing to one low-momentum pion and one higher-momentum
pion.
Both the Belle and BABAR trigger systems require that
low-multiplicity events be triggered only when at least one
of the tracks has a suﬃcient pT to distinguish it from back-
ground, and that the opening-angle between the tracks in
the plane transverse to the beams satisfy a minimum re-
quirement. The Belle collaboration evaluated their trigger
eﬃciency by studying the eﬃciency with which events are
selected by a single-track trigger and then subsequently by
diﬀerent requirements on a second track in those events.
The BABAR collaboration evaluated their trigger eﬃciency
by explicitly reconstructing a control sample of events
where Υ (3S) → π+π−Υ (1S) and the Υ (1S) then decays
to a pair of leptons (either electrons or muons). The pi-
ons in this sample have identical kinematics to those in
an equivalent Υ (1S) → invisible decay, except that these
events are triggered by the high-momentum leptons and
not the lower-momentum pions. A selection similar to the
one applied by the BABAR trigger was then used on the pi-
ons to evaluate the eﬃciency with which the dipion system
is selected.
The backgrounds to this search come from the two
sources mentioned above: events with pions that come
from sources other than the Υ (3S)→ Υ (1S) dipion tran-
sition (combinatorial) and events with pions that come
from a real transition but where the Υ (1S) decay prod-
ucts are simply unreconstructed due to detector eﬀects
(peaking). The pions from combinatorial sources have no
peak at Mrecoil(π+π−) = MΥ (1S) but dominate the data
samples prior to any rejection after selection the pions.
Both collaboration use combinations of kinematic infor-
mation (Belle uses a Fisher discriminant while BABAR uses
a Random Forest of Decision Trees - see Chapter 4 for a
description of these tools) to reject this source of back-
ground. Any remaining background has a smooth distri-
bution through the signal region around the Υ (1S) mass
and is easily modeled using a polynomial function whose
parameters are determined by ﬁtting the data directly.
The peaking background from real dipion transitions
is studied using Monte Carlo simulations and the control
sample described above, where Υ (1S)→ +− is explicitly
reconstructed using electron and muon ﬁnal states. Both
collaborations compare the rate at which both ﬁnal-state
leptons, or just one ﬁnal-state lepton, are reconstructed
as a function of polar angle in the detector. This allows
them to correct the MC simulation of these backgrounds
using data measurements of the detector acceptance for
the Υ (1S) ﬁnal-state products. In addition to this tech-
nique, the BABAR collaboration studied the non-leptonic
Υ (1S) decay backgrounds by using a control sample where
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Figure 18.4.25. The ﬁts to the recoil mass spectra. (top) The
Belle ﬁt, where the solid curve shows the result of the ﬁt to
signal plus background distributions, the shaded area shows
the total background contribution, the dashed line shows the
combinatorial background contribution, and the dot-dashed
line shows the expected signal for B(Υ (1S) → invisible) =
6 × 10−3 (Tajima, 2007). (bottom) The BABAR ﬁt to Mrec ≡
Mrecoil(π
+π−), where the solid line shows the ﬁt including both
combinatorial and peaking contributions and the dash-dotted
line indicates the contribution only from combinatorial back-
ground (Aubert, 2009b).
a photon of energy Eγ > 0.250GeV is present in addition
to the pions; this selection is orthogonal to the nominal
signal selection. This sample is enriched in hadronic Υ (1S)
decays and was used to correct the modeling of acceptance
for such decays in the nominal selection.
The shape of the real transition background will be
identical to that of the signal because in both cases a real
Υ (1S) is recoiling against the dipion system. Thus the re-
coil mass shape of this background (and that of the signal)
can be determined from the Υ (1S)→ +− control sample
but the yield of the real transition backgrounds must be
determined from the aforementioned studies and ﬁxed in
the ﬁnal ﬁt to the data. The Belle collaboration estimated
their real transition background to be 133.2+19.7−14.69 events,
while the BABAR collaboration measured their peaking
background to be 2444 ± 123 events, with the dominant
contribution coming from Υ (1S) → +− decays where
the ﬁnal-state leptons are undetected.
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The ﬁts to the recoil mass spectra from both experi-
ments are shown in Fig. 18.4.25. Neither experiment ob-
served a signiﬁcant deviation from their expected yield
of peaking events due to background sources. Both ex-
periments set upper limits on the branching fraction for
Υ (1S) → invisible. Folding in the measured value for
Υ (3S)→ π+π−Υ (1S), the Belle collaboration determined
that
B(Υ (1S)→ invisible < 2.5× 10−3 (18.4.28)
at 90% C.L. and the BABAR collaboration determined that
B(Υ (1S)→ invisible < 3.0× 10−4 (18.4.29)
at 90% C.L.
Impact of the results
The measurements described here for Υ (1S) → invisible
leave only about an order-of-magnitude of branching frac-
tion space left before encountering the Standard Model
predicted rate for Υ (1S) → νν. This has closed much of
the space for low-mass dark matter, with mχ < mΥ (1S)/2,
to be produced in this way.
Search for Υ → γ + invisible
The search for radiative invisible ﬁnal states, Υ (1S) →
γ + invisible also proceeds from a dipion transition sam-
ple but uses a sample of 98.3 × 106 Υ (2S) mesons and
the transition Υ (2S) → π+π−Υ (1S) to tag the presence
of the Υ (1S) meson. Such a search has been performed
by BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2011j). The presence of a
photon in addition to the dipion system is then used the
tag the decay of the Υ (1S) via Υ (1S) → γ + invisible.
The analysis assumes that the invisible system recoiling
against the photon is a resonance (e.g. a low-mass Higgs),
denoted A0, that subsequently decays into a two-body in-
visible ﬁnal state, A0 → χχ¯, where χ denotes an unde-
tectable long-lived particle.
The signal events have a low multiplicity and are trig-
gered in two ways: either by the presence of a pair of tracks
each with pT > 0.25GeV/c or by the presence of a single
photon with energy in the CM frame E∗ > 0.8GeV. Be-
cause of the trigger selection depends on the energy of the
photon, the analysis is performed in regions corresponding
to the mass of the recoiling resonance. The two regions are
a high-mass region, 7.5 ≤ mA0 ≤ 9.2GeV/c2 (correspond-
ing to 3.5 ≤ mχ ≤ 4.5GeV/c2) and a low-mass region
mA0 ≤ 8.0GeV/c2 (mχ ≤ 4GeV/c2). The low-mass re-
gion relies entirely on the single-photon trigger, while the
high-mass region relies entirely on the track trigger.
The reconstructed dipion system is required to contain
two positively identiﬁed pion candidates (to reject electron
and muon contamination) and have pT < 0.5GeV/c. Nei-
ther pion can have momentum p > 1.0GeV/c. The pho-
ton must have a CM energy satisfying E∗ > 0.15GeV
and lie well within the central part of the electromagnetic
calorimeter. Additional photons can be present as long
as their individual energies are less than that of the sig-
nal photon and their total energy in the laboratory frame
does not exceed 0.14GeV. A multilayer perceptron neural
network is then used to combine kinematic variables from
the dipion system into a single discriminant that can re-
ject background. The neural network is trained on data
taken at a collider CM energy below the Υ (2S) resonance,
and on signal MC simulation. In the low-mass region, this
approach retains 87% of simulated signal events while re-
jecting 96% of events from non-Υ (2S) (continuum) events.
In the high-mass region, this approach retains 73% of sig-
nal while rejecting 98% of continuum background.
In addition to backgrounds from sources other than
the Υ (2S), there could be backgrounds from real Υ (1S)
radiative decays where the ﬁnal-state products are diﬃ-
cult to detect reliably. For instance, Υ (2S)→ π+π−Υ (1S),
where the Υ (1S) then decays to either Υ (1S) → γnn¯ or
Υ (1S)→ γK0LK0L, are allowed decays where the ﬁnal-state
hadrons are not eﬃciently reconstructed in the BABAR de-
tector. To reject these backgrounds, events are rejected
where there is activity in the BABAR instrumented ﬂux
return within a 20◦ window opposite the reconstructed
signal photon. This requirement is only applied in the
low-mass region for mA0 < 4GeV/c2. In the high-mass
region there is a potential contamination from the process
e+e− → e+e−γ∗γ∗ where γ∗γ∗ → η′ and η′ → γπ+π−
while the electron and positron escape detection at low-
angles to the beams. This is largely rejected by requiring
the opening angle between the photon and the dipion sys-
tem be no more than 160◦.
The signal is extracted from a maximum likelihood ﬁt
to two variables: the dipion recoil mass Mrecoil(π+π−) and
the “missing mass”, i.e. the mass of the system recoiling
against the reconstructed dipion and photon,
M2recoil(π
+π−γ) = (Pe+e− − Pπ+π− − Pγ)2. (18.4.30)
The ﬁt is performed in steps of M2recoil(π
+π−γ). The mod-
els contain contributions from multiple sources, including
signal (whose shape is determined from MC simulation),
continuum background, radiative Υ (1S) decays, and back-
ground from real Υ (3S)→ Υ (1S) transitions. Projections
of the ﬁts in each of the two dimensions are shown in
Fig. 18.4.26. No signiﬁcant yield of signal events is ob-
tained from any of the scan points in the ﬁts. The 90%
C.L. upper limits on the product of branching fraction
B(Υ (1S) → γA0) × B(A0 → invisible) are shown in Fig.
18.4.27 and ranges (1.9 − 4.5) × 10−6 for the low-mass
region and (2.7− 37)× 10−6 in the high-mass region, as-
suming a scalar A0.
The low-mass dark matter models cited earlier in this
section predicted that the branching fraction for the ra-
diative ﬁnal state could be as high as 10−5 − 10−4. The
experimental results discussed here cover well that upper
range of the predicted branching fractions and exclude the
largest possible rates predicted by these models.
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Figure 18.4.26. Projection plots from the ﬁt with Nsig = 0
onto (a,c,e) recoil mass Mrecoil ≡ Mrecoil(π+π−) and (b,d,f)
missing mass-squared M2X ≡ M2recoil(π+π−γ) (del Amo San-
chez, 2011j). (a,b): low-mass region with a veto on activity
in the BABAR instrumented ﬂux return (IFR); (c,d): low-mass
region without IFR veto; (e,f): high-mass region. Overlaid is
the ﬁt with Nsig = 0 (solid blue line), continuum background
(black dashed line), radiative leptonic Υ (1S) decays (green
dash-dotted line), and (c,d) radiative hadronic Υ (1S) decays
or (e,f) η′ background (magenta dotted line).
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Figure 18.4.27. 90% C.L. upper limits for B(Υ (1S)→ γA0)×
B(A0 → invisible) (del Amo Sanchez, 2011j).
18.4.7.3 Search for Lepton Flavor Violation
Motivation: new interactions
Lepton ﬂavor is an accidentally conserved quantum num-
ber in the original formulation of the Standard Model;
however, the observation of neutrino mixing implies that
charged lepton ﬂavor violation should occur, albeit at a
scale that is suppressed by a factor of (Δm2ν/M
2
W )
2 ≤
10−48, as discussed by Feinberg (1958), Bilenky and Pon-
tecorvo (1976), Strumia and Vissani (2006). An exper-
imental observation of such violation at present exper-
imental capabilities would be unambiguous evidence of
physics beyond the Standard Model, as discussed by El-
lis, Gomez, Leontaris, Lola, and Nanopoulos (2000), El-
lis, Raidal, and Yanagida (2004), Pati and Salam (1974),
Georgi and Glashow (1974). For instance, supersymmetry
includes mechanisms by which such violation naturally oc-
curs.
Experimental measurement
The BABAR Collaboration performed a search for lepton
ﬂavor violation using the decays Υ (nS) → (e±/μ±)τ∓,
where n = 2, 3. The searches were performed using (98.6±
0.9)×106 Υ (2S) decays and (116.7±1.2)×106 Υ (3S) de-
cays (Lees, 2010c). In addition, data from other resonances
and from runs taken away from Upsilon resonances were
used to characterize and study the backgrounds.
The search uses the fact that the collider is producing
the parent Upsilon resonance at rest in the CM frame; the
electron or muon that results directly from the Upsilon
decay (the “primary lepton”) will have energy very close
to the single-beam energy in the Upsilon rest frame, EB =√
s/2. The primary tau lepton will decay, and a second
lepton, or a charged pion, consistent with tau decay is
then searched for. If a second lepton is found, it is required
to have a diﬀerent ﬂavor from the primary lepton. If a
pion is found, one or two additional neutral pions must
also be reconstructed in the same event. These measures
are required in order to suppress Bhabha events or μ-pair
backgrounds.
The main source of background in this search is from
e+e− → τ+τ− events. The four individual search channels
each have other sources of background, arising primarily
from lepton and hadron misidentiﬁcation. Bhabha events
are further suppressed by requiring that the visible mass
in each candidate event has less than 95% of the collider
CM energy (indicating the presence of neutrinos, which
are not present in Bhabha events). In addition, the miss-
ing momentum in each event must not point close to the
beamline. Higher-order QED backgrounds, as from two-
photon fusion, are suppressed by requiring that the trans-
verse momentum component of the charge particles’ vec-
tor sum is more than 20% of the quantity
√
s−|p1|− |p2|,
where pi is the three-momentum of charged particle i.
The primary lepton momentum is deﬁned by the re-
quirement that x ≡ |p1|/EB > 0.75. For the hadronic tau
decays, the momentum of the tau daughter charged parti-
cle is required to satisfy |p2|/EB < 0.8, and the invariant
masses of the track and neutral pion(s) system must be
consistent with the mass of either the ρ± or the a±1 . The
μ-pair background in the μτ channel is suppressed by re-
quiring that the opening angle between the charged tracks
in the plane transverse to the beams is less than 172◦.
After all selection criteria are applied, the selection
eﬃciency determined from a signal MC simulation range
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Table 18.4.12. Branching fractions and 90% CL ULs for
lepton-ﬂavor violating Υ (nS) → ±τ∓ decays (Lees, 2010c).
The ﬁrst error is statistical and the second is systematic.
B (10−6) UL (10−6)
B(Υ (2S)→ e+τ−) 0.6+1.5+0.5−1.4−0.6 < 3.2
B(Υ (2S)→ μ+τ−) 0.2+1.5+1.0−1.3−1.2 < 3.3
B(Υ (3S)→ e+τ−) 1.8+1.7+0.8−1.4−0.7 < 4.2
B(Υ (3S)→ μ+τ−) −0.8+1.5+1.4−1.5−1.3 < 3.1
between (4−6)%, depending on the signal mode, including
the tau decay branching fractions.
The signal yield in the data is determined by an un-
binned extended maximum likelihood ﬁt to the distri-
bution of x, deﬁned earlier. Signal events are expected
to peak at x ≈ 0.97, while τ -pair background exhibits
a smoothly falling shape that cuts oﬀ at the kinematic
endpoint of x = 0.97 (the lepton kinematic endpoint for
charged leptons produced in tau decay). Bhabha and μ-
pair background exhibit a peak at x = 1, which is about
(2.5 − 3)σx above the signal, where σx ≈ 0.01 is the de-
tector resolution on x.
Probability density functions are obtained for each of
these components. The signal and Bhabha/μ-pair p.d.f.s
are obtained from MC simulation. Signal events are de-
scribed using a Crystal Ball function, while the Bhabha/μ-
pair backgrounds have a smooth component modeled us-
ing and ARGUS function and a peaking component mod-
eled using a Gaussian. The τ -pair background is modeled
using a polynomial convoluted with a detector resolution
function. The ﬁt procedure is validated by using Υ (4S)
and oﬀ-resonance data that are separated into samples
with comparable numbers of events to those expected at
the Υ (3S) and Υ (2S). No signiﬁcant signal yield is ob-
tained in these control tests.
The results of the ﬁts to the Υ (3S) and Υ (2S) data
are given in Table 18.4.12. No signiﬁcant signal yields
are obtained. These results are then used to place con-
straints on physics beyond the Standard Model. For exam-
ple, Domingo and Ellwanger (2011) use this measurement
to put limits on the decay of a Higgs boson to a pair of
low-mass CP -odd Higgs bosons, interpreting this result as
a limit on the mixing of the ηb meson with such a CP -odd
Higgs boson.
18.4.7.4 Test of Lepton Universality
Motivation - mass-dependent couplings
The Standard Model expresses no preference for the par-
tial width ΓΥ (1S)→ that depends on lepton ﬂavor, up to
corrections due to phase space (where  = e, μ, τ). This
is referred to as “lepton universality” in the decay of the
Υ (1S) meson. One can compute the ratio of partial widths
to diﬀerent ﬁnal states and measure those ratios in data to
see whether the Standard Model prediction is correct. For
instance, the ratio of the τ -to-μ partial widths is predicted
to be Rτμ(Υ (1S)) ≈ 0.992 in the Standard Model.
Experimental measurement
The BABAR Collaboration has searched for violation of
lepton universality in Υ decay using the Υ (3S) and Υ (2S)
data samples (del Amo Sanchez, 2010r). The analysis de-
termines the ratio of branching fractions,
B(Υ (1S)→ μ+μ−)
B(Υ (1S)→ τ+τ−) (18.4.31)
whose value is deﬁnitively predicted in the Standard
Model. For instance, work by Sanchis-Lozano (2004), Ful-
lana and Sanchis-Lozano (2007), and Domingo, Ellwanger,
Fullana, Hugonie, and Sanchis-Lozano (2009) calculate
the Standard Model rate and then discuss the implica-
tions of beyond-the-Standard Model physics on altering
this value. Deviation from the SM prediction would indi-
cate the presence of an interaction that couples diﬀerently
to the two lepton ﬂavors, such as the presence of a low-
mass CP -odd Higgs Boson like the one searched for in
18.4.7.1. The analysis uses the recoil method to tag the
presence of the Υ (1S) in the ﬁnal state and the presence
of leptons to indicate the ﬁnal-state decay of the Υ (1S).
The BABAR Collaboration has measured the above ra-
tio as a test of lepton universality (del Amo Sanchez,
2010r). The measurement uses a sample of (121.8±1.2)×
106 Υ (3S) mesons; 10% of the sample is used to tune the
analysis and the remaining 90% is used to obtain the ﬁnal
results. A previous measurement of Rτμ(Υ (1S)) was per-
formed by the CLEO Collaboration (Besson et al., 2007)
and found Rτμ(Υ (1S)) = 1.02± 0.02 (stat.)± 0.05 (syst.).
The BABAR measurement uses the transition Υ (3S)→
π+π−Υ (1S) to tag the existence of the Υ (1S) meson, fol-
lowed by Υ (1S)→ +−. Only τ decays to a single charged
particle and neutrinos are considered. Event selection is
optimized using MC simulations.
Events are required to contain exactly four charged
tracks, each with transverse momentum satisfying 0.1 <
pT < 10.0GeV/c. The four tracks are geometrically con-
strained to come from the same spatial location, and the
distance of closest approach of each track must lie within
10 cm of the interaction region along the beam axis and
within 1.5 cm in the plane transverse to the beam axis.
The ratio of the second-to-zeroth Fox-Wolfram moments
for the events must be < 0.97 in order to reject events like
radiative Bhabha scatters and μ+μ−γ, where the photon
converts to a pair of tracks. In addition, the absolute value
of the cosine of the polar angle of the event thrust axis
must be less than 0.96.
As in previous measurements using this topology, the
Υ (1S) candidate is formed from an opposite-charge lepton
pair which are constrained to arise from a common spa-
tial point. The Υ (1S) → μ+μ− and Υ (1S) → τ+τ− ﬁnal
states have diﬀerent background contributions. Due to the
presence of neutrinos in the tau ﬁnal states, backgrounds
from e+e− → τ+τ− and non-leptonic Υ (1S) decays are
possible.
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Figure 18.4.28. The recoil mass distribution for the dimuon (left) and di-tau (center) ﬁnal states, and the dilepton mass for
the dimuon ﬁnal state (right) (del Amo Sanchez, 2010r).
The Υ (1S) → μ+μ− ﬁnal state (denoted Dμ) is re-
quired to contain same-ﬂavor identiﬁed muons. The dif-
ference between the intial-state and ﬁnal-state energies is
required to be less than 0.5GeV, to select events where the
four tracks represent all of the ﬁnal-state particles (e.g. no
signiﬁcant missing energy from neutrinos). The magnitude
of the dipion momentum in the CM frame is required to
satisfy < 0.875GeV/c, and the cosine of the angle between
the two lepton candidates is required to satisfy < −0.96.
For the Υ (1S) → τ+τ− candidates (denoted Dτ ),
a tighter set of restrictions are required to reject back-
grounds mentioned above. The diﬀerence between the
intial-state and ﬁnal-state energies is required to be
greater than 5.0GeV, to select events with signiﬁcant
missing energy due to neutrinos. The magnitude of the
dipion momentum in the CM frame is required to sat-
isfy < 0.825GeV/c and each pion must have a CM mo-
mentum satisfying < 0.725GeV/c. The measured diﬀer-
ence in the energy of the Υ (3S) and Υ (1S) must satisfy
0.835 < ΔE∗ < 0.925GeV. A boosted decision tree (see
Chapter 4 for a description of this tool) is used to further
reject background, employing event-shape and kinematic
variables. The performance of the classiﬁer is assessed us-
ing data taken at a CM energy below the Υ (3S) mass.
In order to select events resulting from the dipion tran-
sition, a requirement is placed on the diﬀerence in the in-
variant mass of the Υ (3S) and Υ (1S) states; as determined
from the ﬁnal-state tracks, ΔM < 2.5GeV/c2. In addition,
the dipion mass is required to satisfy 0.28 < Mπ+π− <
0.90GeV/c2. For events with multiple track combinations
satisfying these cuts, the combination with the ΔM clos-
est to the nominal value is chosen.
An unbinned extended maximum likelihood ﬁt is used
to extract the signal yields. The ﬁt employs two variables:
for the Υ (1S) → μ+μ− ﬁnal state, the ﬁt used the mass
recoiling against the dipion system (Equation 18.4.3) and
the invariant mass of the lepton pair. Monte Carlo simu-
lations are used to verify these variables are uncorrelated,
and the total likelihood is the product of the likelihoods in
each dimension. For the Υ (1S) → τ+τ− ﬁnal state, only
the dipion recoil mass is used.
The use of a ratio of branching fraction to the two
possible ﬁnal states allows for the cancellation of common
systematic uncertainties. The two ﬁnal-state samples are
simultaneously ﬁtted using the likelihood functions, and
the result of the ﬁt is Rτμ = 1.006 ± 0.013 (statistical
uncertainty only). The projections of the ﬁts to the data
in the diﬀerent variables are shown in Fig. 18.4.28.
Residual systematic uncertainties that do not cancel in
the ratio are due to the trigger selection eﬃciency, event
selection, and muon selection. The event selection eﬃ-
ciency systematic uncertainty is determined by comparing
the shape of each variable in data and MC; the diﬀerence
in eﬃciency due to shape diﬀerences is determined to be
1.2%. The muon identiﬁcation systematic uncertainty is
determined in situ by comparison the data and MC rates
at which only one, or both, tracks are identiﬁed as muons.
This uncertainty is determined to be 1.2%, and a correc-
tion factor of 1.023 on the eﬃciency is also determined. A
correction to the di-tau ﬁnal-state trigger eﬃciency is de-
termined to be 1.020; the systematic uncertainty on the ef-
ﬁciency is determined to be 0.10%. For the di-muon mode,
the systematic uncertainty on the trigger eﬃciency is de-
termined to be 0.18%.
The p.d.f. shape uncertainty for the signal components
is determined by varying the parameters; the model pa-
rameters were determined from the 10% of data used for
developing the analysis. This uncertainty on the p.d.f.
shapes is determined to be 0.22%. The recoil mass shape
is assumed to be the same for the two ﬁnal states; shape
eﬀects due to trigger eﬃciency are assumed to be ne-
glectable, and this assumption incurs a systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.6%.
Taking into account correction factors and systematic
uncertainties, the ﬁnal measured ratio of branching frac-
tions is determined to be:
Rτμ = 1.005± 0.013 (stat.)± 0.022 (syst.). (18.4.32)
No signiﬁcant deviation from the Standard Model expec-
tation of one is observed.
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Chapter 19
Charm physics
In this chapter we proceed to the studies of open charm.
It is fair to say that charm physics — more precisely the
studies of hadrons containing a charm quark — under-
went a revival of interest, both experimentally and theo-
retically, during the time of the B Factories. The main
reasons for this are threefold; the ﬁrst reason may be
called experimental, the second electroweak, and the third
strong. The experimental reason is the awareness of the
community that B Factories are an abundant source of
charm hadrons as well as B mesons. The cross-section for
e+e− → Υ (4S) production at √s ≈ 10.58 GeV is around
1.1 nb, while that for the so-called continuum produc-
tion of charm quark pairs, e+e− → γ∗ → cc¯, is around
1.3 nb. For an integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1 this corre-
sponds to about 600×106 D∗+ mesons produced together
with another charmed hadron, available for study. The
electroweak reason is due to the ﬁrst experimental evi-
dence for mixing phenomena in the system of neutral D
mesons, which became available in 2007. At about that
time it became obvious that — on using the world av-
erages of the measured quantities including results from
hadron colliders — the mixing parameters can and will be
measured to sub-percent accuracy. Such measurements per
se represent a possible way to search for processes beyond
the SM. When it became clear that with the experimen-
tally determined values of parameters it would be diﬃcult
to make speciﬁc statements about the presence of New
Physics phenomena, experimental as well as theoretical ef-
forts turned to studies of CP violation in the charm sector.
This remains the focus of charm physics measurements to-
day. Last but certainly not least there has been a third,
strong-sector reason for the increased interest in charm
physics. The discovery of the X(3872) particle in 2003
(the observation of this particle has been conﬁrmed and
its properties studied by many experiments) with some
of its properties similar to the conventional charmonia,
but some in obvious disagreement with those, provides
strong evidence that QCD has a rich spectrum of states
beyond conventional mesons and baryons. Most of these
so-called exotic states (although not all of them) bear a
resemblance to hadrons composed of charm quarks. Sur-
prises in the spectroscopy of charm hadrons continued also
in the open charm sector with the discovery of D∗s0(2317)
+
and Ds1(2460)+ in 2003 and 2004, with their properties
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent than expected from the na¨ıve quark
model.
The topic of conventional and exotic charmonium-like
states is addressed in Chapter 18. This chapter focuses
on the studies of open charm: mesons and baryons with
a single charm quark. These states yield a number of in-
teresting results which are, in many ways, complementary
to results from B mesons. For any study of charm mesons
their decay modes must be known. The latter are the sub-
ject of the ﬁrst section in the chapter. The following sec-
tion discusses the electroweak aspect of the charm physics
with the results on mixing and CP violation parameters.
The strong-sector is in more details illuminated in the last
two sections on the charm meson and charm baryon spec-
troscopy.
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19.1.1 Introduction
The ﬁrst discovered weak decays of the charm hadrons
were D0 → K−π+, K−π+π+π− (Goldhaber et al., 1976)
and D+ → K−π+π+ (Peruzzi et al., 1976) observed
by MARK III at the SPEAR e+e− collider operating at
charm threshold. They allowed D mass measurements and
established the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mecha-
nism (Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani, 1970), which re-
quired existence of a charm quark to explain absence of
ﬂavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) at tree level, re-
sulting in large suppression of the strangeness-changing
kaon decays like K0 → μ+μ−. Later on, the D+s → φπ+
decay was discovered by CLEO at CESR (Chen et al.,
1983), and followed by the color-suppressedD+s → K¯∗0K+
observed by ARGUS at DORIS-II (Albrecht et al., 1986).
Since then, charm decay measurements have been thor-
oughly performed, and triggered oﬀ by searches for non-
standard weak interactions, as well as need for under-
standing of non-perturbative features in strong interac-
tions. Both aspects are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the b-
quark sector, making the measurements in general more
diﬃcult. Charm sector oﬀers however an unique way to
test the ﬂavor physics of up-type quarks,112 complemen-
tary to down-type quarks being investigated through mea-
surements of strange and bottom decays.
Short distance contributions to ﬂavor changing neutral
current processes of the charm quark are highly GIM sup-
pressed in the Standard Model, since the mass diﬀerences
of the down-type quarks are small compared to the weak
boson mass. A perturbative calculation of c → u FCNC
processes yield a suppression factor (m2b − m2d)/m2W ,
whereas FCNC in B and K decays are relatively strong
due to the factor (m2t−m2u)/m2W ; thus the heavy top quark
weakened the GIM suppression mechanism. However, due
to the fact that in D decays no particular suppression hap-
pens due to CKM factors, there are in general large long
distance contributions, making an analysis of the short-
distance dynamics diﬃcult. As an example, the short dis-
tance contribution to D0−D¯0 oscillation is very small, by
far exceeded by long distance contributions that are hard
to compute.
Consequently, long-distance dynamics, like ﬁnal state
interactions (FSI), play an important role, since they are
in general much larger in charm meson decays than for
B(s) decays. In many cases they exceed the short-distance
112 Top quarks due to their short lifetime do not hadronize,
thus many phenomena cannot be studied.
contributions even by a few order of magnitudes. Com-
pared to B decays there is a smaller energy release in D(s)
decays, resulting in production of slower daughter parti-
cles, which thus are more likely to inﬂuence each other
before they leave interaction region. Any precision elec-
troweak predictions require then theoretical improvement
in calculating long-distance QCD eﬀects to remove sub-
stantial hadronic uncertainties. Strategies for NP searches
and interpretation of measurements highly depend on quan-
titative information on hadronic eﬀects. Such eﬀects are
non-perturbative and their theoretical calculations are still
challenging for any approach/method. As charm quark
lies inbetween the light ﬂavours (mu,d,s ≤ ΛQCD) de-
scribed by chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) and heavy
quarks (mb  ΛQCD) treated by heavy-quark eﬀective
theory (HQET), charm decays can bring new insight into
non-perturbative QCD. Since heavy-quark mass expan-
sion does not work as well for charm decays, thus compu-
tation of hadronic eﬀects is more diﬃcult than for corre-
sponding B decays. Despite of this, charm decays can still
help to establish theoretical tools and allow their callibra-
tion for calculations inevitable for B(s) decays.
19.1.1.1 Quark diagrams for weak decays of charm mesons
Quark diagrams underlying hadronic, semileptonic and
leptonic decays of charm mesons are shown in Fig. 19.1.1.
Taking into account topology of these quark graphs, they
are either simple tree-level diagrams (Fig. 19.1.1(a-d,g,h))
or pengiun diagrams (Fig. 19.1.1(e,f)) representing higher-
order, loop-level processes.
Tree-level hadronic decays (Fig. 19.1.1(a-c)) and semi-
leptonic ones (Fig. 19.1.1(f)) proceed through c → W+s
current and thus have amplitudes governed by the CKM
matrix element |Vcs|  0.97. These decays are Cabibbo-
favored (CF ) processes, while the corresponding Cabibbo-
suppressed (CS) decays proceed via c→W+d and involve
|Vcd|  0.22. Unless W+ materializes into either l+νl lep-
tons (Fig. 19.1.1(g,h)) or ud¯ pair (Fig. 19.1.1(a,b,d)) in-
ducing the CKM factor of |Vud|, Cabibbo suppression may
arise from the light-quark us¯ vertex involving |Vus|. Thus
the CF modes at the tree level proceed through c →
sd¯u, singly Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS) ones through ei-
ther c→ dd¯u or c→ ss¯u, while doubly Cabibbo-suppresed
(DCS) modes via c→ ds¯u.
Figures 19.1.1(a,b,e,g) represent spectator decays, in
which a light constituent antiquark does not participate
in the weak interaction, contrary to non-spectator decays
shown in Fig. 19.1.1(c,d,f,h).
Decays of ground charmed mesons to ﬁnal states in-
volving leptons (Fig. 19.1.1(g,h)) are the simplest and the
cleanest channels and, as such, enable tests of the SM
predictions or the Lattice-QCD calculations in the charm
sector.
Semileptonic D(s) → Xl+νl decays (where l = e or
μ), comprise signiﬁcant fractions of D(s) total widths (see
Section 19.1.5); up to about for 6% D0, 16% for D+ and
6% for D+s mesons. In the underlying CF decay diagram
(Fig. 19.1.1(g)), a virtual W+ boson decays to the l+νl
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Figure 19.1.1. Quark diagrams for charm meson decays:
hadronic (a-f), semileptonic (g), leptonic (h). Diagrams un-
derlying hadronic decays: external W emission (a), internal
W emission (b), W exchange (c), W annihilation (d), W -loop
penguin (e) and W -loop penguin annihilation (f).
system, while the sq¯ pair hadronizes into a strange meson
independently of the leptonic current. This hadronization
is described by related form factors; single one for spin-0
hadron and three form factors for vector meson. The form
factors increase with momentum transfer q2 ≡ M2(l+νl),
as for maximal q2 value the ﬁnal state hadron is at rest in
the initial D rest frame and an overlap of wave functions
of initial and ﬁnal states is largest. Measurements of shape
of the form factor and its value at maximal q2 allow one to
test theoretical calculations performed with either HQET
based models or with LQCD. Since semileptonic decays
often serve as a reference for hadronic decays, it is impor-
tant to check whether the D+s semileptonic decays mirror
the D ones. Precision of D+s decays like D
+
s → η(
′)l+νl
and D+s → φl+νl (with uncertainties of ±6%-±20%), is
still lower than for CF D → K¯(∗)l+νl and CS D → πl+νl
or D → ρl+νl decays (with uncertainties of ±2%-±3%).
Hadronic analogue of the semileptonic process is
shown in Fig. 19.1.1(a) where an externally-emitted vir-
tual W+ materializes into quark pair forming the ﬁnal-
state hadron. The corresponding process with an inter-
nal W emission (Fig. 19.1.1(b)) has diﬀerent quark pair-
ings. Such a diagram represents a color-suppressed de-
cay, as it requires a color matching between the quarks
originating from diﬀerent decay vertices. In the simplest
approach based on analogy to semileptonic decays, pre-
sented hadronic decays are expressed as a product of two
hadronic currents describing formation of mesons out of
quark-antiquark pairs. In this approach, called na¨ıve fac-
torization, the hadronic currents for a two body decay
are expressed by the decay constants of the respective
meson and the form factors for the D → meson transi-
tion (see Section 19.1.1.3). Non-perturbative strong inter-
actions, like soft-gluon eﬀects and rescattering of the ﬁnal-
state particles, complicates the simple picture represented
by the quark diagrams, and thus renders factorization in-
valid. Measurements performed so far suggest that na¨ıve
factorization for D decays does not work as well as for
B decays, where a QCD based factorization has been for-
mulated using a 1/mb expansion. Overall it is fair to say
that there is no satisfactory theoretical framework for the
description of exclusive non-leptonic charm decays.
Leptonic D+(s) → l+νl decays (see Section 19.1.6),
proceed through W -annihilation diagram (Fig. 19.1.1(h)).
Due to helicity suppression which results in the m2l lepton-
mass dependence of the decay width, rate for light charged
leptons is small. Since D+s → l+νl decays involve Vcs, with
respect to Vcd underlying D+ → l+νl, leptonic D+s de-
cay rates are signiﬁcantly larger than those for D+. All
the strong interaction eﬀects, namely hadronic dynam-
ics of the initial meson, are factorized into its decay con-
stant fD+(s) , which is related to an overlap of wave func-
tions of the constituent quark and antiquark. Measure-
ment of D+(s) → l+νl allows ones to determine the product
fD+(s)
|Vcd(cs)|, thus to extract fD+(s) one needs the |Vcd(cs)|
value from other than leptonic decays.
Decay constants are fundamental parameters, and can
serve as a test how well we are able to model dynamics of,
in general, non-perturbative eﬀects of hadronic dynamics.
By measuring fD+(s) one can verify the Lattice-QCD cal-
culations used for calculation of B decay constants, which
are diﬃcult to measure as their leptonic decays are addi-
tionally suppressed by the tiny value of Vub. Also, having
both fD+ and fD+s measured one can directly estimate
SU(3)-ﬂavor symmetry breaking and compare it with the-
ory prediction. Such a test would help to estimate reliably
eﬀects of violation of the SU(3)-symmetry based fBs = fB
relation, as fBs cannot be directly measured and must rely
on fB measurement.
The W-annihilation hadronic decays
(Fig. 19.1.1(d)), although the helicity suppression is
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here mitigated by strong interactions, are still strongly
suppressed with respect to the tree-level spectator
processes; similar applies to W-exchange processes
(Fig. 19.1.1(c)). First signal for W -exchange decay was
D0 → K¯0φ (Albrecht et al., 1985a) owing to the fact
that helicity suppression does not apply to spin-0 meson
decays with vector particle in ﬁnal state. Though its large
branching ratio of 10−2 suggests that some QCD eﬀects,
like rescattering, are involved in the decay dynamics.
The CKM elements parameterizing the mixing of the
ﬁrst two families into the third are all at least of order
λ2 in the Wolfenstein parameterization, and hence charm
physics can be described to a good approximation by tak-
ing into account only the ﬁrst two families. To this end, we
have approximatively VusV ∗cs ≈ −VudV ∗cd which has the in-
teresting implication that the eﬀective interaction for SCS
c→ u transitions takes the form
Heﬀ =
GF√
2
VusV
∗
cs(c¯u)V−A[(s¯s)V−A − (d¯d)V−A] (19.1.1)
which vanishes in the SU(3) limit, i.e. once the strange
and the down quark have the same mass. However, SU(3)
is severely broken and hence this suppression due to the
SU(3) ﬂavor symmetry is not very eﬀective.
19.1.1.2 Hadronic decays; application of symmetries
D mesons decay dominantly (84%) into hadronic ﬁnal
states and, as a charm-quark mass is quite sizable, number
of hadronic D(s) decays is quite large. About 63% of the
total width are two-body modes, as multibody processes
are in fact quasi-two-body ones if intermediate resonances
are considered as a single particle. Study of dynamics of
multibody D(s) decays via either Dalitz plot or partial-
wave analysis (PWA), can bring important information
on light-ﬂavor hadron spectroscopy (see Section 19.1.4).
All the two-body hadronic decays of charm mesons
can be classiﬁed according to the six diagrams shown in
Fig. 19.1.1(a-f). Measurements of two-body exclusive D(s)
decays allow a quark-diagram analysis in which one de-
termines magnitudes and signs of the amplitudes corre-
sponding to the individual diagrams (Chau and Cheng,
1986) (Cheng and Chiang, 2010) (Bhattacharya and
Rosner, 2010) (Bhattacharya and Rosner, 2009) (Bhat-
tacharya, Gronau, and Rosner, 2012). Such decomposi-
tion allowed to understand important properties of charm
mesons. As an example, external and internal diagrams in
Fig. 19.1.1 (a,b) give rise to respectively the D0 → K−π+
and D0 → K¯0π0 decays, while they both can lead to
the D+ → K¯0π+ ﬁnal state. Destructive interference be-
tween CF external and internal amplitudes in D+ decays,
along with fewer CF D+ channels, increases signiﬁcantly
the D+ lifetime. Somewhat enhanced contribution from
the exchange diagram (Fig. 19.1.1(c)) to the D0 width
could also reduce the D0 lifetime. A pattern similar to
the one for the D → K¯π decays is also preferred by the
data for the decays with vector meson in the ﬁnal state,
D+ → K¯∗0π+ and D+ → K¯0ρ+. On the other hand,
τ(D0) < τ(D+s ) lifetime diﬀerence can be explained with
W -annihilation contribution to the Ds decay width, via
for example D+s → ρπ, as all the spectator diagrams con-
tribute similarly into D+s and D
0 decays.
These analyses also show that the measured rates of
the D → K¯π decays, and many other channels with ei-
ther two pseudoscalars or pseudoscalar and vector in ﬁnal
state, hardly can be ﬁtted if the contributing quark ampli-
tudes are real. This suggests that strong interactions mod-
ify the weak decay amplitudes, so that they carry phases
induced by, for example, rescattering eﬀects.
Using the ﬁtted amplitudes one can make predictions
for not yet measured decays based on their quark-diagram
structure. Precision measurements of certain D(s) chan-
nels, especially those involving vector mesons, can help
to determine better or/and ambiguously the suppressed
amplitudes: exchange amplitudes (D0 → K¯∗0K0, K¯0K∗0,
D0 → K¯∗0η(′)), annihilation amplitudes (D+s → η(
′)π+,
D+s → ρ+π0, D+s → ωπ+) and penguin amplitudes (D0 →
π0π0, D0 → K¯0K0).
A powerful method of studying rescattering is an isospin
analysis as isospin invariance holds to a very high accu-
racy. The isospin analysis requires an isospin decomposi-
tion of decay amplitudes for all possible charge states in
isospin-related ﬁnal states. For D → Kπ decays, the de-
cay amplitudes (A) for D0 → K−π+, D0 → K0π0 and
D+ → K¯0π+ are linear combinations of the partial-wave
isospin amplitudes (AI) with I = 1/2 and I = 3/2:
A(D0 → K−π+) =
√
1/3A3/2 +
√
2/3A1/2
A(D0 → K0π0) =
√
2/3A3/2 −
√
1/3A1/2
A(D+ → K0π+) =
√
3A3/2, (19.1.2)
decomposition of the D0 → π+π−, D0 → π0π0 and D+ →
π+π0 amplitudes into the I = 0 and I = 2 isospin ampli-
tudes gives:
A(D0 → π+π−) =
√
1/3A2 +
√
2/3A0
A(D0 → π0π0) =
√
2/3A2 −
√
1/3A0
A(D+ → π+π0) =
√
3/2A2, (19.1.3)
while the D0 → KK ﬁnal states form the isospin ampli-
tudes of I = 0 and I = 1 as:
A(D0 → K−K+) =
√
1/2A1 +
√
1/2A′0
A(D0 → K0K0) =
√
1/2A1 −
√
1/2A′0
A(D+ → K0K+) =
√
2A1. (19.1.4)
The amplitudes A(′)i are in general complex numbers;
however, only their relative phase is observable. This al-
lows us to introduces relative ﬁnal-state phase between
the isospin amplitudes in Eqs (19.1.2)–(19.1.4), deﬁned as
δKπ = arg(A3/2/A1/2), δππ = arg(A2/A0) and δKK =
arg(A1/A0).
Having measured partial widths for all three ﬁnal states
in each of Eqs (19.1.2)–(19.1.4), one can obtain magni-
tudes of isospin amplitudes and their relative phase. Old
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CLEO analyses (Bishai et al., 1997) (Selen et al., 1993)
showed that the isospin-amplitude relative phases for both,
D → Kπ and D → ππ decays were almost 90◦, implying
large FSI. Adding the isospin amplitudes with no phase
allowed estimation of the decay rates without rescattering:
B(D0 → K−π+)no FSI ≈ 1.3 B(D0 → K−π+), B(D0 →
π+π−)no FSI ≈ 1.6 B(D0 → π+π−). An isospin phase
shift for D → KK decays was however found to be con-
sistent with zero. Thus elastic FSI explains neither en-
hanced B(D0 → K−K+), nor the decay rate of about
10−4 for D0 → K0K0 which, if one neglects W -exchange
amplitude, should be in the SM forbidden. Therefore ei-
ther inelastic FSI or large W -exchange contribution could
explain the latter. Another issue emerging from the isospin
analyses is related to a large I = 2 amplitude for D → ππ
decays, |A2|/|A0| = 0.72± 0.17. This indicates that there
is no ΔI = 1/2 for the D decays into two pions, while it
is well known that for K → ππ decays A2 is very small.
Each of the Equations 19.1.2-19.1.4 leads to a trian-
gle relation among the decay amplitudes. Nonzero area
for the formed triangle would be an evidence for either a
diﬀerence in phases between the isospin amplitudes or con-
tributions from quark-diagram amplitudes with diﬀerent
weak (CKM) phases. The latter would be a sign of isospin
violation, possibly originating form a NP contribution.
Unlike the isospin symmetry, the SU(3)-ﬂavor symme-
try is heavily broken, and its long-standing indication in
charm decays comes from the D0 → K−K+ and D0 →
π+π− widths, which, without SU(3) violation and with
phase-space related factor removed, are expected to be
equal. The measured ratio is Γ (D0 → K−K+)/Γ (D0 →
π+π−)  3, although a phase-space allowed in a numer-
ator is smaller. An SU(3)-breaking eﬀect in a dominant,
external W -emission amplitude itself may arise from a dif-
ference in decay constants of pion and kaon, fK > fπ. It
implies a larger external amplitude for D0 → K−K+, but
is insuﬃcient to explain the measured ratio. Due to in-
elastic FSI the ππ mode can be converted into K¯K via
for example scalar resonances coupling to both these ﬁnal
states. To conﬁrm this scenario one needs quantitative es-
timation of inelastic rescattering.
Penguin diagram contributes to D0 → K−K+ and
D0 → π+π− with opposite relative signs, and for the KK
mode is destructive with respect to the tree amplitude, re-
ducing the expected width ratio and thus making the sit-
uation even worse. The penguin contribution is expected
to be small, however, similarly to the exchange amplitude,
the long-distance QCD eﬀects can enhance it signiﬁcantly
and make the theoretical calculations very diﬃcult. On
the other hand, knowledge of a size of the penguin am-
plitude is of great importance for estimation of the CP
violation expected in the charm sector within the SM (see
Section 19.2). Measurement of a width for D0 → π0π0,
containing the same penguin pollution as D0 → K−K+
and π+π−, will allow an estimation of the penguin contri-
bution.
19.1.1.3 Methods for estimating matrix elements
Theoretical description of charm-changing decay, D → f ,
exploits an (low-energy) eﬀective Hamiltonian constructed
with the help of an Operator Product Expansion (OPE)
(framework) in terms of local operators Oi and the (cou-
plings) Wilson coeﬃcients ci. Following the same line of
argument as for B decays, one obtains an eﬀective Hamil-
tonian of the form:
〈f |Heff |D〉 = GF√
2
VCKM 〈f |
∑
i
ci(μ)Oi(μ)|D〉, (19.1.5)
where GF is Fermi constant and VCKM is a factor re-
lated to the CKM matrix elements involved in the de-
cay. The renormalization scale μ separates contributions
from long-distance dynamics (with length scales above
1/μ) and short-distance interactions (with length scales
below 1/μ). All degrees of freedom with masses above μ
give rise to eﬀectively point-like interactions and are inte-
grated out into the coeﬃcents ci using perturbation the-
ory. Degrees of freedom having mass scales below μ remain
dynamical and are included in the operators Oi. Their
hadronic matrix elements (hadronic expectation values),
〈f |∑i ci(μ)Oi(μ)|D〉, involve non-perturbative dynamics.
Typically μ ≈ mc is used as it assures that μ  ΛQCD
and thus ci, which depends on the strong coupling con-
stant, can be treated perturbatively. Also such a choice
provides a resonable momentum cut-oﬀ for hadron wave
functions used to calculate the hadronic matrix elements.
These calculations, especially for nonleptonic transitions,
are still challenging.
The eﬀective Hamiltonian for the ΔC = 1 weak decay
is (Buchalla, Buras, and Lautenbacher, 1996):
HΔC=1eff =
GF√
2
[
∑
q=d,s
VuqV
∗
cq(c1O1 + c2O2)
−VubV ∗cb
6∑
i=3
ciOi + c8gO8g] + h.c.,
(19.1.6)
where O1 and O2 are the tree-level operators expressed as
the current products:
O1 = (q¯c)V−A(u¯q)V−A, O2 = (u¯c)V−A(q¯q)V−A. (19.1.7)
Although the weak decays are mainly driven by the opera-
tor O1, QCD eﬀects also induce other operators such as O2
and, in general, both terms contribute to the amplitudes
in Fig 19.1.1(a-d). The remaining operators correspond to
the penguin contributions in Fig 19.1.1(e-f):
O3,5 = (u¯c)V−A
∑
q′=u,d,s
(q¯′q′)V∓A,
O4,6 =
∑
q′=u,d,s
(u¯q′)V−A
∑
q′=u,d,s
(q¯′c)V∓A,
O8g = − gs8π2mcu¯σμν(1 + γ5)G
μνc, (19.1.8)
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where gs is the strong decay constant, Gμν denotes the
QCD ﬁeld strength tensor, while the (q¯q)V∓A current struc-
ture in Eq. (19.1.7)-(19.1.8) corresponds to (q¯γ(1∓ γ5)q).
The Wilson coeﬃcients evaluated at μ ≈ mc are c1  1.21,
c2 = −0.41, c3 = 0.02, c4 = −0.04, c5 = 0.01, c6 = −0.05
and c8g = −0.06 (Buchalla, Buras, and Lautenbacher,
1996).
The remaining task, namely the calculation if the ma-
trix elements of the eﬀective operators, is diﬃcult for charm
decays, since charm is neither heavy enough for a reliable
1/mc expansion, nor light enough to be described in terms
of chiral perturbation theory. Motivated by the form of
the eﬀective Hamiltonian, a pragmatic approach has been
suggested some decades ago (Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel,
1987) by introducing two parameters a1 and a2 according
to
A(D → f) ∼ a1〈f |(q¯c)H(u¯q)H |D〉+ a2〈f |(u¯c)H(q¯q)H |D〉,
(19.1.9)
where the subscripts H mean that the matrix element is
calculated in na¨ıve factorization:
〈f1f2|(q¯c)H(u¯q)H |D〉  〈f1|(q¯c)|0〉〈f2|(u¯q)|D〉,
〈f1f2|(u¯c)H(q¯q)H |D〉  〈f1|(u¯c)|0〉〈f2|(q¯q)|D〉.
(19.1.10)
The quantities a1 and a2 are scale-invariant, phe-
nomenological parameters, which are assumed to be uni-
versal for all the decays. Comparing with the QCD calcu-
lation of the eﬀective Hamiltonian, we write
a1 = c1 + ξc2, a2 = c2 + ξc1 (19.1.11)
where ξ parameterizes the long distance eﬀects that are
not correctly treated by na¨ıve factorization.
The matrix elements appearing in the na¨ıve factoriza-
tion (19.1.10) correspond to the meson decay constants
and form factors and can be taken from measurements of
the (semi)leptonic D(s) decays. The a1,2 can then be ﬁt-
ted from the experimental data and ﬁrst such a analysis,
the Bauer-Stech-Wirbel (BSW) analysis, was performed
for the D → Kπ decays (Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel, 1987)
and yielded a1 = 1.3±0.1 and a2 = −0.5±0.1. Once com-
pared with the theoretical expectations, a1 = 1.25−0.48ξ
and a2 = −0.48 + 1.25ξ, suggested ξ  0.
The non-spectator, exchange and annihilation diagrams
(Fig. 19.1.1(c-d)) are within the factorization described
using a vacuum insertion:
〈f1f2|(q¯c)H(u¯q)H |D〉  〈f1f2|(q¯c)H |0〉〈0|(u¯q)H |D〉,
(19.1.12)
and are in general a small correction with respect to the
decays determined by the a1 or/and a2. An impact of
the non-spectator diagrams on the two-body charm de-
cays was also studied in the BSW analysis (Bauer, Stech,
and Wirbel, 1987).
Na¨ıve factorization as deﬁned by BSW approach is
very simply and allows us to parameterize most of the
hadronic decays with just two parameters. However, this
simple ansatz is not satisfactory for the improved measure-
ments, and thus more sophisticated theoretical approaches
need to be developed.
19.1.2 Branching ratio measurements
The large statistics accumulated at B Factories and clean
environment of the e+e− experiment allowed precision
measurements of absolute branching fraction of favored
weak D(s) decays, previously obtained using sometimes
only a few hundred signal events. Such measurements re-
quire a knowledge of a total number of produced D(s)
mesons to normalize the D(s) signal reconstructed in the
decay mode of interest. That can be achieved either via
an exclusive reconstruction of e+e− → cc¯ events for mea-
surement of directly produced D(s) (Belle technique), or
through tagging selected B decays as a source of charmed
mesons (BABAR technique). The measured decays serve as
a reference for measurements of the branching fractions of
the D(s) to any other ﬁnal state, improve our knowledge of
most of the decays of the B(s) mesons, and of fundamental
parameters of the Standard Model.
The suppressed D(s) decays are measured with re-
spect to the favored processes having a similar topology.
Relative branching ratio measurements allow cancelation
of numerous systematic uncertainties. Precision measure-
ments of the suppressed charm decays give insight into
decay dynamics and allow tests of the various symmetries
assumed in the theoretical calculations.
19.1.2.1 Absolute Branching Fraction of D0 → K−π+
The D0 → K−π+ is a reference mode for many measure-
ments of the D decays. CLEO-c (He et al., 2005) published
its result on this branching fraction, the most precise at
the time, which was widely used (Yao et al., 2006). BABAR
using 210 fb−1 data, has produced even more precise mea-
surement based on a diﬀerent technique (Aubert, 2008p).
The D0 → K−π+ decays are identiﬁed in a sample of
D0 mesons produced in D∗+ → D0π+ decays and ob-
tained with partial reconstruction of B0 → D∗+(X)−ν¯
(see also Section 7.3.2). Such B candidates are selected
by retaining events containing a charged lepton ( = e, μ)
and a low momentum (soft) pion (π+s ) which may arise
from the decay D∗+ → D0π+s . Momenta of the lepton
and the soft pion must respectively satisfy the 1.4 < p− <
2.3GeV/c and 60 < pπ+s < 190MeV/c. The minimum p−
and pπ+s are optimized to minimize uncertainties due to
charm production in B decays and tracking errors, respec-
tively, while the maximum momenta are determined by
the available phase space. The two tracks must be consis-
tent with originating from a common vertex, constrained
to the beam-spot in the plane transverse to the beam axis.
Then they combine p− , pπ+s and the probability from the
vertex ﬁt into a likelihood ratio variable, optimized to re-
ject BB background. Using conservation of momentum
and energy, the invariant mass squared of the undetected
neutrino is calculated as:
M2ν ≡ (Ebeam − ED∗ − E)2 − (pD∗ + p)2,
(19.1.13)
where Ebeam is half the total center-of-mass (c.m.) energy
and E (ED∗) and p (pD∗) are the energy and momentum
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of the lepton (the D∗ meson) in the c.m. system. Since the
magnitude of the B meson momentum in the c.m. system
|pB |  |p|, |pD∗ |, they set pB = 0 in the above equation.
As a consequence of the limited phase space available in
the D∗+ decay, the soft pion is emitted nearly at rest in the
D∗+ rest frame. The D∗+ four-momentum can therefore
be computed by approximating its direction as that of the
soft pion, and parameterizing its momentum as a linear
function of the soft-pion momentum.
All events where D∗+ and − originate from the same
B meson, producing a peak near zero in the M2ν distri-
bution, are considered as signal candidates. This sample
of events is referred to as the inclusive sample. Sample of
events with the same charge of πs and lepton is also se-
lected for background studies and is referred to as wrong-
charge sample. Number of the inclusive signal events is
obtained from a minimum χ2 ﬁt to the M2ν distribution
in the interval −10 <M2ν < 2.5GeV2/c4. Figure 19.1.2(a)
shows the ﬁt result in the M2ν projection, with signal
and background shapes obtained with the MC simula-
tions, while theM2ν distribution of the wrong-charge sam-
ple that contains background candidates only is shown in
Fig. 19.1.2(b). The inclusive yield for M2ν > −2GeV2/c4
is N incl = (2171± 3± 18)× 103.
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Figure 19.1.2. From (Aubert, 2008p). The M 2ν distribution
of the inclusive sample, for right-charge (a) and wrong-charge
(b) samples. The data are represented by solid points with
uncertainty. The MC ﬁt results are overlaid on the data, as
explained in the ﬁgure.
To obtain the exclusive signal sample, D0 → K−π+
decays are reconstructed using all tracks in the event,
aside from the − and π+s , with momenta in the direction
transverse to the beam axis exceeding 0.2GeV/c. They
combine pairs of tracks with opposite charge and com-
pute the invariant mass m(Kπ) assigning the kaon mass
to the track with charge opposite the πs charge. D0 candi-
dates from the mass range 1.82 < m(Kπ) < 1.91GeV/c2
are combined with the π+s . Events having the mass dif-
ference, ΔM = m(K−π+π+s ) − m(K−π+), in the range
of 142.4 < ΔM < 149.9MeV/c2 are selected as the signal
candidates (see Fig. 19.1.3). The exclusive selection yields
N excl = (33.8 ± 0.3) × 103 signal events. The branching
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Figure 19.1.3. From (Aubert, 2008p). Continuum subtracted
ΔM distribution for data (points with error bars) and back-
grounds overlaid as explained in the ﬁgure.
fraction is computed as:
B(D0 → K−π+) = N excl/(N inclζε(K−π+)), (19.1.14)
where ε(K−π+) = (36.96±0.09)% is the D0 reconstruction
eﬃciency from MC simulation, and ζ = 1.033 ± 0.002 is
the selection bias introduced by the partial reconstruction.
The measured result is:
B(D0 → K−π+) = (4.007± 0.037± 0.072)%,
(19.1.15)
where the ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical and the second
uncertainty is systematic. This result is comparable in
precision with the so far the most precise measurement
by Cleo-c (Dobbs et al., 2007b) and is consistent with it
within one standard deviation.
19.1.2.2 Absolute Branching Fractions of D+s decays
Belle has measured absolute branching fractions of D+s →
K+K−π+,D+s → K¯0K+ andD+s → ηπ+ (Zupanc, 2013b)
being reference modes for the leptonic D+s decays (see Sec-
tion 19.1.6). The analysis is based on the 913 fb−1 and the
studied Ds mesons are produced in the following reaction:
e+e− → cc¯→ DtagKXfragD∗−s , D∗−s → D−s γ,
(19.1.16)
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where one of the charm quarks hadronizes into the Ds,
while the other into tagging charm hadron Dtag, which is
reconstructed as D(∗)+, D(∗)0 or Λ+c . The ground charmed
hadrons, D+, D0 and Λ+c , are reconstructed in 18 hadronic
decay modes in total, with up to one π0 in the ﬁnal state to
keep low background level. In order to reject background
from e+e− → BB events and combinatorial background
the e+e− center-of-mass Dtag momentum is required to be
greater than 2.3GeV/c2 (or 2.5GeV/c2 for less clean Dtag
modes). To further clean up the reconstructed sample of
the ground Dtag hadrons several variables being either
topological (the Dtag decay vertex quality, distance be-
tween production and decay vertices, angle between Dtag
momentum vector and production-to-decay vector), re-
lated to the dynamics (Dtag decay angle) or quality of the
decay products (charged hadron identiﬁcation, π0 qual-
ity) are combined into a single neural network output
variable (NBout), being a probability that a given Dtag
candidate is a correctly reconstructed signal. The NBout
selection is optimized using NeuroBayes neural network
(see Section B) trained on a small data sample; the opti-
mization procedure maximizes the signal signiﬁcance mea-
sured from the Dtag invariant-mass distribution. Within
the selected Dtag sample, D+ and D0 mesons originat-
ing from D∗+ → D0π+, D+π0 and D∗0 → D0π0, D0γ
decays are identiﬁed using the invariant-mass diﬀerence
ΔM(D∗) ≡M(Dπ/γ)−M(D).
An additional K in Eq. (19.1.16), detected as either
K+ orK0S , assures strangeness conservation in the event,
113
while Xfrag is a fragmentation system denoting additional
particles that can be created in the hadronization. The
Xfrag is formed from the remaining charged pions (up
to three) and up to one π0 candidate. The DtagKXfrag
combinations are required to have a common vertex, to-
tal electric charge of ±1 (giving inclusively reconstructed
D∗∓s ) and right sign of their charm and strangeness quan-
tum numbers relative to their total charge (charm in the
Dtag and strangeness of the primary K, if speciﬁed, are
required to be opposite to the charge of the D∗s).
The method uses only D+s mesons produced through
parent D∗+s , so one requires a photon consistent with
D∗+s → D+s γ. This provides a powerful constraint on the
D+s signal and improves a resolution of the missing mass
used to identify D+s signal and deﬁned as:
Mmiss(DtagKXfragγ) ≡
√
p2miss(DtagKXfragγ),
(19.1.17)
where pmiss is the missing four-momentum in the event
pmiss(DtagKXfragγ)=pe++pe−−pDtag−pK−pXfrag−pγ
(19.1.18)
For correctly reconstructed events described by Eq.
(19.1.16), the Mmiss(DtagKXfragγ) peaks at the nominal
Ds mass, while the corresponding Mmiss(DtagKXfrag)
at the nominal D∗s mass. To improve the Ds sig-
nal resolution, the D∗s candidates within the 2.0 <
113 In the case of tagging Λ+c an antiproton is also required to
balance the baryon number in the event.
Mmiss(DtagKXfrag) < 2.25GeV/c2 region are selected
and reﬁtted with a D∗s mass constraint.
To obtain a fully inclusive D+s sample used for normal-
ization in the branching fraction calculation, there are no
requirements on the D+s decay products. The inclusive D
+
s
signal yield is obtained from the ﬁt to the
Mmiss(DtagKXfragγ) spectrum for each Xfrag mode sep-
arately. Figs 19.1.4 show the ﬁtted spectra forXfrag modes
giving the largest yields, Xfrag = nothing, π±, and π+π−.
Signal component is modeled with histogram from the MC
simulations and is convolved with a Gaussian resolution
(of about 2MeV/c2) measured from real data using fully
reconstructed Ds → φπ decays. Background contributions
are: mis-reconstructed signal (K or Xfrag pion originating
from Ds decays), reﬂections from D∗0 → D0γ or D∗(s) →
D(s) → D0π0 (being sources of the signal photon), wrong
γ (wrongly reconstructed in the calorimeter) and γ com-
ing from π0 decays not originating from D∗(s). Their shapes
are histograms obtained from the generic MC, while nor-
malizations are mostly kept free in the ﬁt. Total inclusive
D+s yield is measured to be (94.4± 1.3± 1.4)× 103.
To obtain exclusive D+s sample within the inclusive
sample, all the tracks of D+s → K+K−π+ decays are
fully reconstructed using the events with exactly three
such charged tracks remaining. The exclusively recon-
structed D+s → K+K−π+ events are identiﬁed as a peak
at D∗+s nominal mass in the M(K
+K−π+γ) mass distri-
bution (Fig. 19.1.5). To increase reconstruction eﬃciency
for D+s → K¯0K+ and D+s → ηπ+, only the charged kaon
and pion, respectively, are explicitely reconstructed. The
D+s → K¯0K+ signal is identiﬁed in the missing mass
squared distribution M2miss(DtagKXfragγK) (Fig. 19.1.6)
and expected at mass squared of K0 nominal mass,
while the D+s → ηπ+ in the M2miss(DtagKXfragγπ)
(Fig. 19.1.7) at η nominal mass squared. All these spectra
are ﬁtted with signals parameterized using MC simula-
tions with data-based resolution taken into account. In the
background part, in addition to a smooth combinatorial
background, there are also peaking reﬂections, modeled
in the ﬁts with MC simulations and included in the ﬁts
(see Figs 19.1.5-19.1.7 for details). In the D+s → ηπ+ case
contribution from D+s → τ+ντ → π+ν¯τντ is suppressed
by requiring that extra neutral energy in the electromag-
netic calorimeter (not associated to the particles used in
the inclusive or exclusive D+s reconstruction) to be larger
than 1GeV, as signiﬁcant energy deposit is expected from
the η decay products while none from the tauonic decays.
The absolute B of D+s to given f ﬁnal state recon-
structed in the exclusive sample is:
B(Ds → f) = N
excl(D+s → f)
N incl(D+s ) · fbias · ε(D+s → f |incl D+s )
,
(19.1.19)
where N incl(Ds) is a number of inclusively reconstructed
Ds mesons, Nexcl(Ds → f) is the number of exclusively
reconstructed Ds → f decays, while ε(Ds → f |incl Ds)
is the eﬃciency of exclusive Ds → f reconstruction given
inclusively reconstructed Ds and is determined from MC
simulations of the events containing the signal decays. The
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Figure 19.1.4. From (Zupanc, 2013b). Inclusive Ds in Mmiss(DtagKXfragγ) for three out of seven possible Xfrag modes.
The solid blue (red) line shows the contribution of signal and background (background only) candidiates. The cumulative
contributions of candidates originating from diﬀerent background sources as described in the text are shown with diﬀerent gray
dashed lines. Dashed vertical lines indicate the signal region considered in further analysis.
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Figure 19.1.5. From (Zupanc, 2013b). M(K+K−π+γ) mass
distribution of exclusively reconstructed D+s → K+K−π+ de-
cays within the inclusive Ds sample, with the ﬁt result super-
imposed and including ﬁtted signal contribution (solid green
line), reﬂection from D∗s → Dsπ0 → K+K−π+γγ with one of
the photons missing (full dark gray histogram) and combina-
torial background (dashed red line).
eﬃciency of inclusive Ds reconstruction depends on the
Ds-decay mode and drops with increasing multiplicity of
the f ﬁnal state. It is accounted for by introducing a fac-
tor fbias which is a ratio of eﬃciency of inclusive Ds re-
construction for Ds → f and for Ds decaying generically
i.e. to all known decay modes. This number is further cor-
rected to account for a diﬀerent multiplicities of ﬁnal state
particles in Ds decays in MC and real data. Fitted exclu-
sive yields of the hadronic Ds decays and measured abso-
lute branching fractions are summarized in Table 19.1.1.
Precision of these measurements is approximately equal
to the precission of the curent world average values.
All the measured decays are Cabibbo-favored pro-
cesses. However, since the ﬂavor of neutral kaon in D+s →
K¯0K+ is not determined, the doubly Cabibbo suppressed
decays, D+s → K0K+, also contribute to the signal in
Fig. 19.1.6. Its expected contribution is at the level of
10−4, thus, much below the statistical uncertainty of the
measured B. The D+s → K+K−π+ decays entirely pro-
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Figure 19.1.6. From (Zupanc, 2013b).
M2miss(DtagKXfragγK) distribution of partially recon-
structed D+s → K¯0K+ decays within the inclusive Ds sample.
The ﬁt result is superimposed and includes ﬁtted signal
contribution (solid green line), reﬂections from charged kaon
originating from D+s → ηK+ and D+s → π0K+ (full grey
histograms) and other true Ds decays (for example D
+
s → ηπ+
with pion being misidentiﬁed as kaon) (full blue histogram),
and combinatorial background (dashed red line).
Table 19.1.1. Absolute B of D+s from (Zupanc, 2013b)
Decay mode Exclusive yield B [%]
D+s → K+K−π+ 4094± 123 5.06± 0.15± 0.21
D+s → K¯0K+ 2018± 75 2.95± 0.11± 0.09
D+s → ηπ+ 788± 59 1.82± 0.14± 0.07
ceed through resonances contributing to either the KK
or Kπ systems (see Section 19.1.4.9), which correspond
respectively to color-allowed and color-suppressed contri-
butions. A corresponding decay model is assumed in the
D+s → K+K−π+ MC simulations used for estimation the
eﬃciency for Eq. (19.1.19).
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Figure 19.1.7. From (Zupanc, 2013b).
M2miss(DtagKXfragγπ) distribution of partially recon-
structed D+s → ηπ+ decays within the inclusive Ds sample.
The ﬁt result is superimposed and includes ﬁtted signal
contribution (solid green line), reﬂections from charged pion
originating from D+s → K0π+ (full grey histograms) and other
true Ds decays (D
+
s → ρK+ → π+π−K+ and D+s → K¯0K+
due to K-π mis-reconstruction) (full blue histogram), and
combinatorial background (dashed red line).
19.1.2.3 The D∗+s and D
∗0 Branching Ratios
The decay of any excited cs¯ meson into D+s π
0 violates
isospin conservation,114 thus guaranteeing a small partial
width. The amount of suppression is a matter of large the-
oretical uncertainty according to most models of charm-
meson radiative decay (Goity and Roberts, 2001). One
such a model (Cho and Wise, 1994) suggests that the de-
cay D∗+s → D+s π0 may proceed via π0-η mixing. Even
including such considerations, the radiative decay D∗+s →
D+s γ is still expected to dominate. An existence of isospin-
violating decay modes, such as D∗+s → D+s π0, is partic-
ularly relevant given the observations of the new narrow
D+sJ states decaying dominantly into D
(∗)+
s π0 (see Section
19.3). In particular, in contrast to the D∗+s meson, there is
no experimental evidence for the electromagnetic decay of
the DsJ(2317)+. Besides the D+s π
0 and D+s γ ﬁnal states,
no other decay modes of the D∗+s have been observed and
none are expected to occur at a signiﬁcant level.
The decay D∗0 → D0π0, in contrast to D∗+s → D+s π0,
does not violate isospin conservation.115 As for the D∗+s ,
the D0π0 and D0γ decay modes are expected to saturate
the D∗0 decay width.
The BABAR analysis of the D∗(s) decays is based on
90.4 fb−1 (Aubert, 2005s). D+s mesons are reconstructed
via the decay sequence D+s → φπ+, φ→ K+K−, and the
scaled momentum must satisfy xp(D+s ) > 0.6. The D
+
s
signal sample is of (73.5 ± 0.3) × 103 events. In a search
for the D∗+s → D+s π0, the D+s and π0 are combined and
a ﬁt is applied to the distribution of the mass diﬀerence
Δm(D+s π
0) = m(K+K−π+π0) −m(K+K−π+). The re-
114 The D
(∗)
s has I = 0, while in the ﬁnal state there is I = 1
due to the pion.
115 The D(∗)0 has I = 1/2, so the ﬁnal state pion (I = 1) can
be combined with the D0 to a total of I = 1/2.
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Figure 19.1.8. From (Aubert, 2005s). The D∗+s signals in:
(a) Δm(D+s π
0) and (b) Δm(D+s γ). The dots represent data
points, the solid curve shows the ﬁtted function, the dashed
curve indicates the ﬁtted background.
sult of this ﬁt is shown in Fig. 19.1.8(a), and the obtained
signal yield is 560± 40. To obtain the D∗+s → D+s γ signal
event yield, a ﬁt is applied to the distribution of the mass
diﬀerence Δm(D+s γ) = m(K
+K−π+γ) − m(K+K−π+),
as shown in Fig. 19.1.8(b). The ﬁt function is a sum of
a third-order polynomial to model the background plus a
Crystal Ball function for the signal.
After correcting for eﬃciency, the measured branching
ratio is:
Γ (D∗+s → D+s π0)
Γ (D∗+s → D+s γ)
= 0.062± 0.005± 0.006 , (19.1.20)
and is consistent with the previous measurement (Gron-
berg et al., 1995), but has higher precision.
The ratio Γ (D∗0 → D0π0)/Γ (D∗0 → D0γ), where
D0 → K−π+, is measured using the same selection cri-
teria for the π0 and photon candidates as in the D∗+s re-
construction. The D0 → K−π+ signal sample consists
of (996.0 ± 1.5) × 103 events. These D0 candidates com-
bined with the π0 candidates result in the mass diﬀer-
ence Δm(D0π0) = m(K−π+π0) − m(K−π+) shown in
Fig. 19.1.9(a). A ﬁt, using a double Gaussian for the sig-
nal, yields (69.0± 0.5)× 103 signal events. The D0 candi-
dates combined with photons produce the distribution of
the mass diﬀerence Δm(D0γ) = m(K−π+γ)−m(K−π+)
shown in Fig. 19.1.9(b). In this case, a peak correspond-
ing to the D∗0 → D0γ signal is close to a large reﬂection
from D∗0 → D0π0 with one photon from π0 decay missing
(such a reﬂection appears also in D∗+s decay, but with a
lower rate and less distinctive shape). The D∗0 → D0γ
signal is modeled by the Crystal Ball function and the ﬁt-
ted signal yield is (67.9± 0.7)× 103 events. The resulting
branching ratio, corrected for eﬃciency, is:
Γ (D∗0 → D0π0)
Γ (D∗0 → D0γ) = 1.74± 0.02± 0.13. (19.1.21)
19.1.3 Cabibbo-suppressed decays
Cabibbo-suppressed (CS) charm decays oﬀer a good lab-
oratory for studying weak interactions. Branching ratio
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Figure 19.1.9. From (Aubert, 2005s). The D∗0 signals in:
(a) Δm(D0π0) and (b) Δm(D0γ). The dots represent data
points, the solid curve shows the ﬁtted function, the dashed
curve indicates the ﬁtted background.
measurements provide insight into charm decay dynamics
and sources of SU(3) ﬂavor symmetry breaking, as well
as allow to investigate beyond SM eﬀects aﬀecting decay
rates. The CS charm decays are very sensitive probes of
the CP violation and D0−D¯0 mixing, as described in Sec-
tion 19.2. Understanding the size of the SU(3)-violating
eﬀects in D(s) decays can help to disantangle New Physics
eﬀects from ones having origins in long-distance QCD ef-
fects.
While Cabibbo-favored (CF ) modes at the tree level
proceed through c→ sd¯u, the singly Cabibbo-suppressed
(SCS) decays are mediated by c → dd¯u or c → ss¯u,
and the underlying process for doubly Cabibbo-suppresed
(DCS) modes is c → ds¯u. The SCS decay rates are
na¨ıvely expected to be suppressed relative to CF decay
rate by tan2 θC , where tan θC =
|Vcd|
|Vcs| ≈ 0.23 and θC is the
Cabibbo angle. Correspondingly, the ratio of DCS and
CF decay rates is expected to be of tan4 θC . The SU(3)
symmetry can be however broken by strong ﬁnal-state in-
teractions, interference between diﬀerent contributing am-
plitudes and leading to the same ﬁnal states. In particular,
the two-body SCS decays of D0 meson have anomalous
rates. The D0 → π−π+ branching fraction is observed
to be suppressed relative to the D0 → K−K+ by a fac-
tor of almost three (Yao et al., 2006), even though the
phase space for the former is larger. On the other hand,
three-body decay rates have larger uncertainties but do
not exhibit such a suppression. Number of analyses of the
CS charm decays were previously performed mainly by
MARK III, Argus, CLEO and FOCUS.
19.1.3.1 The D+ → π+π0 and D+ → K+π0 Branching
Fractions
BABAR has measured branching fractions of the SCS
D+ → π+π0 and the DCS D+ → K+π0 decays with
respect to the well-measured D+ → K−π+π+ decay
mode, with a data sample of 124.3 fb−1 (Aubert, 2006v).
In order to reduce a large combinatorial background in
the D+ signal modes, only D+ mesons that originate
from D∗+ → D+π0 decays are considered. D+ candi-
dates for the signal modes are obtained by combining a
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Figure 19.1.10. From (Aubert, 2006v). M(π+π0) and
M(K+π0) with the likelihood ﬁt results. The dashed lines show
the projected backgrounds in the D+ signal region.
charged track, identiﬁed either as a pion or kaon, with
a reconstructed π0 candidate and requiring xp(D∗) >
0.6. The scaled momentum of the D∗+, xp(D∗), is de-
ﬁned as xp(D∗) ≡ p∗(D∗+)/p∗max(D∗+), where p∗(D∗+)
is the momentum of the D∗ in the e+e− c.m. frame
and p∗max(D
∗+) ≡ √s/4−m2D∗ is the maximal D∗ c.m.
momentum allowed, with s being the square of the en-
ergy of the initial e+e− system. The energy of the π0
in the laboratory frame (lab) is required to be greater
than 0.2GeV. Requirements on the D+ helicity angle θh,
−0.9 < cos θh < 0.8 for the D+ → π+π0 and −0.9 <
cos θh < 0.7 for the D+ → K+π0, are motivated by uni-
formly distributed cos θC expected for signal events and
peaking at ±1 for background. The θh is deﬁned as the
angle between the direction of the D+ charged daughter
and the direction of the D∗+ meson evaluated in the D+
rest frame. Figure 19.1.10 shows the measured invariant-
mass spectra, M(π+π0) and M(K+π0), with the ﬁt re-
sults superimposed. The signal yields for D+ → π+π0 and
D+ → K+π0 are respectively 1229±98 and 189±35, while
for the D+ → K−π+π+ reference mode is 101380 ± 415.
The branching ratio of the signal and reference modes is
obtained as a ratio of the measured yields (N) corrected
for the reconstruction eﬃciencies (ε):
B(D → signal)
B(D → reference) =
N(signal)
N(reference)
× ε(reference)
ε(signal)
.
(19.1.22)
The measured branching ratios:
B(D+ → π+π0)
B(D+ → K−π+π+) = (1.33± 0.11± 0.09)× 10
−2,
B(D+ → K+π0)
B(D+ → K−π+π+) = (2.68± 0.50± 0.26)× 10
−3,
(19.1.23)
combined with the world-average value of B(D+ →
K−π+π+) = (9.4±0.3)% yield in the following branching
fractions for the CS decays:
B(D+ → π+π0) = (1.25± 0.10± 0.09± 0.04)× 10−3,
B(D+ → K+π0) = (2.52± 0.47± 0.25± 0.08)× 10−4,
(19.1.24)
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where the last error is due to the uncertainty in the ref-
erence mode branching fraction. This represents the ﬁrst
observation of the DCS D+ → K+π0 decays and an im-
proved measurement of the SCS D+ → π+π0 branching
fraction.
19.1.3.2 The D+ → K0SK+ and D+s → K0Sπ+ Branching
Fractions
Both D+ → K¯0K+ and D+s → K¯0π+ are DCS decays
involving the color-favored tree, penguin and annihilation
diagrams, while the related CF modes are D+ → K¯0π+
and D+s → K¯0K+.
Belle has measured branching fractions of the corre-
sponding D+(s) decays including K
0
S in the ﬁnal states,
namely D+ → K0SK+ and D+s → K0Sπ+ with respect
to the D+ → K0Sπ+ and D+s → K0SK+ decays, using
605 fb−1 data collected at the Υ (4S) resonance (Won,
2009). An additional 60 fb−1 of the oﬀ-resonance data col-
lected below the Υ (4S) have been used for the optimiza-
tion procedures. They select the K0S → π+π− candidates
having daughter-pion tracks separated from the interac-
tion point (IP) in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis
and π+π− vertex displaced from the IP, whereas the direc-
tion of the K0S momentum must agree with the direction
of the decay vertex point from the IP. Selection criteria
on the related distances and angle are optimized, sepa-
rately for high-momentum (above 1.5 GeV/c) and the re-
maining K0S candidates, to maximize a signiﬁcance of the
K0S signal identiﬁed in the M(π
+π−) invariant-mass spec-
trum. The reconstructed D+(s) → K0Sh+ candidates, where
h+ = K+, π+, are required to have a good quality decay
vertex and the c.m. momentum greater than 2.6 GeV/c to
remove the D+(s) produced in B meson decays. Removing
the K0Sh
+ pairs with an invariant mass close to the nom-
inal D+(s) mass but having in the laboratory frame (lab)
highly asymmetrical momenta, has signiﬁcantly improved
signiﬁcance of the CS D+(s) signals.
The M(K0SK
+) and M(K0Sπ
+) invariant mass distri-
butions after the ﬁnal selections, shown in Fig 19.1.11,
exhibit clear signals for both CF and DCS decays in the
both decay channels. All the signals are parameterized
using double Gaussians with a common mean value. In
the maximum-likelihood ﬁts performed to the mass spec-
tra, all the signal parameters are kept free, except for
the broad Gaussian fraction and width for the D+s →
K0Sπ
+; those are ﬁxed to the values obtained for theD+ →
K0Sπ
+ mode. In addition to the smooth combinatorial
background, there is a peaking background due to parti-
cle misidentiﬁcation. It appears in the D+s → K0SK+ mass
region, when π+ from D+ → K0Sπ+ decays is misidenti-
ﬁed as K+. Similarly, when K+ is misidentiﬁed as π+ in
D+s → K0SK+ decays, a peaking structure appears under
the D+ → K0Sπ+. The shapes and yields of these peak-
ing backgrounds are obtained from the MC simulations in
which hadron momentum scale and resolution are tuned
with the data.
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Figure 19.1.11. From (Won, 2009). M(K0SK
+) (top) and
M(K0Sπ
+) (bottom) for the selected candidates. Points with
error bars show the data, the histograms represent the ﬁt re-
sults. Signals for D+(s) → K0SK+ (top) and D+(s) → K0Sπ+
(bottom), peaking backgrounds originating from misidentiﬁed
D+ → K0Sπ+ (top) and D+s → K0SK+ (bottom) decays, and
random combinatorial backgrounds are also shown. The inset
in the bottom plot is enlarged view of the D+s region.
Based on the ﬁtted signal yields and reconstruction
eﬃciencies (of about 12 − 15%) obtained with the tuned
MC, the measured branching ratios are:
B(D+ → K0SK+)
B(D+ → K0Sπ+)
= (18.99± 0.11± 0.22)%
B(D+s → K0Sπ+)
B(D+s → K0SK+)
= (8.03± 0.24± 0.19)%.
(19.1.25)
These are the most precise measurements to date and
agree with the present WA values of respectively (20.6 ±
1.4)% and (8.4± 0.9)%.
The ratio for D+ is larger than na¨ıve expectation
of tan2 θC due to destructive interference between color-
favored and color-suppressed tree diagrams contributing
to the CF D+ → K¯0π+ decay. Increase of the ratio
mesured for D+s over the tan
2 θC can be due to the color
suppression in the tree amplitude in the D+s → K¯0K+.
Using the WA values for CF modes, the branching frac-
tions for CS decays are:
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B(D+ → K0SK+) = (2.75± 0.08)× 10−3
B(D+s → K0Sπ+) = (1.20± 0.09)× 10−3,
(19.1.26)
with statistical and systematic uncertainties summed in
quadrature. However, experimentaly measured are D(s)
decays including K0S and converting them to the B involv-
ing K0 or K¯0 is not straightforward, as the corresponding
DCS and CF modes can interfere with the unknown in-
terference phase.
19.1.3.3 D+ → K+η(′) and D+ → π+η(′)
D+ decays into two-body ﬁnal states with η(
′) are all
the CS decays with poorly studied SU(3) ﬂavor sym-
metry structure. Such DCS decays, D+ → K+η(′), have
not been observed before, while their SCS counterparts,
D+ → π+η(′), are quite well measured by CLEO.
Belle analysis of the D+ → h+η(′) decays (Won, 2011),
with h+ = K+, π+, is based on the data sample of 791 fb−1
and exploits the decays η → π+π−π0 and η′ → ηπ+π−
with η → γγ. This allows reconstruction of the D+ de-
cay vertex formed using only charged tracks. The π0 and
η(
′) candidates are selected based on the invariant masses
of their decay products. For the ﬁnal selection the au-
thors optimize criteria to maximize signiﬁcance of the
D+ → K+η(′) signal studied with the MC simulations.
The following variables are considered in the optimiza-
tion: the D+ c.m. momentum, the η(
′) lab momentum, as
well as variables related to the decay topology: an angle
between momentum vector of the reconstructed D+ and
the vector joining its production and decay vertices, and
χ2 of the hypothesis that the candidate tracks forming
the D+ are isolated from the primary vertex, deﬁned as
a point of intersection of the D+ momentum vector with
the IP. Such an isolation is expected due to the ﬁnite D+
lifetime. The optimized selection cuts are also applied to
the normalization modes, D+ → π+η(′).
The measuredM(π+η(
′)) andM(K+η(
′)) distributions
are shown in Fig. 19.1.12. The signal function is modelled
with a sum of Gaussian and bifurcated Gaussian. In the
ﬁts for the DCS decays, widths of both Gaussians and
bifurcated Gaussian fraction are ﬁxed to the values ob-
tained for the SCS decays and scaled according to the
diﬀerence obtained with the MC simulations. Observed
background is purely combinatorial and smooth, no peak-
ing background has been detected. The signal yields of the
DCS modes amount to 166± 23 for the D+ → K+η and
188 ± 19 for the D+ → K+η′ , while reconstruction eﬃ-
ciencies are at the level of 1.5%. The measured branching
ratios are:
B(D+ → K+η)
B(D+ → π+η) = (3.06± 0.43± 0.14)× 10
−2
B(D+ → K+η′)
B(D+ → π+η′) = (3.77± 0.39± 0.10)× 10
−2.
(19.1.27)
The D+ → K+η(′) decays are observed for the ﬁrst
time and have completed a class of the DCS D+ decays
to pairs of light pseudoscalar mesons. The measured ratios
are within errors in agreement with SU(3) based expec-
tations. Using the measurements of the B(D+ → π+η(′))
from (Mendez et al., 2010), the absolute branching frac-
tions for the DCS modes are B(D+ → K+η) = (1.08 ±
0.17± 0.08)× 10−4 and B(D+ → K+η′) = (1.76± 0.22±
0.12)× 10−4.
Using relations from (Chiang and Rosner, 2002), the
measured B(D+ → K+η(′)) toghether with the WA value
B(D+ → K+π0) = (1.72±0.20)×10−4 (Chiang and Ros-
ner, 2002) are used to calculate a relative phase diﬀer-
ence between the contributing tree and annihilation am-
plitudes, δTA, to be (72±9)◦ or (288±9)◦. It is an impor-
tant information for ﬁnal-state interactions in D decays.
Similar measurement for penguin amplitudes is impossi-
ble, as they contribute to DCS decays involving K0, while
these are overwhelmed by CF decays involving K¯0 in the
detected K0S .
19.1.3.4 Branching Ratios of the Decays D0 → π−π+π0
and D0 → K−K+π0
The BABAR experiment has measuread the rates of three-
body CS decays D0 → π−π+π0 and D0 → K−K+π0 rela-
tive to the CF decay D0 → K−π+π0, using 232 fb−1 (Au-
bert, 2006ak). To reduce combinatorial backgrounds, the
D0 candidates are reconstructed in decays D∗+ → D0π+s .
The number of D0 signal events in each decay mode is
obtained by ﬁtting the observed D0 candidate mass dis-
tributions (Fig. 19.1.13) to the sum of signal and back-
ground components, where the latter has combinatorial
contributions and reﬂection contributions from real three-
body D0 decays where a kaon (pion) is misidentifed as a
pion (kaon). The reconstruction eﬃciency for each event
is calculated as a function of its position in the D0 Dalitz
plot. The resulting branching ratios,
B(D0 → π−π+π0)
B(D0 → K−π+π0) = (10.59± 0.06± 0.13)× 10
−2
B(D0 → K−K+π0)
B(D0 → K−π+π0) = (2.37± 0.03± 0.04)× 10
−2,
(19.1.28)
combined with B(D0 → K−π+π0) = (14.1 ± 0.5) ×
10−2 (Yao et al., 2006), give:
B(D0 → π−π+π0) = (1.493± 0.008± 0.018± 0.053)× 10−2,
B(D0 → K−K+π0) = (0.334± 0.004± 0.006± 0.012)× 10−2.
(19.1.29)
The measured branching ratios contain the phase space
factor which enters decay rate as116 Γ =
∫
dΦ|M|2 =
116 Branching fraction and decay width for given process D →
f are related through B(D → f) = Γ (D → f) × τD, where
τD ≡ 1/Γtotal is D lifetime
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Figure 19.1.12. From (Won, 2011). Invariant mass ditributions for the π+η, π+η
′
, K+η and K+η
′
ﬁnal states. Points with
error bars and histograms correspond respectively to the data and ﬁt result.
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Figure 19.1.13. From (Aubert, 2006ak). Fitted mass for the
π−π+π0, and K−K+π0 data samples. Dots are data points,
the solid curves are the ﬁt. The dot-dashed lines show the level
of combinatorial background, the shaded region represents the
total background.
Φ × 〈|M|2〉, where Φ is the phase space of a particular
ﬁnal state, M is the decay matrix element, and 〈|M|2〉
is average |M|2 value over the Dalitz plot and the three-
body phase space. The relative Φ for the studied decays is
π−π+π0 : K−π+π0 : K+K+π− = 5.0 : 3.2 : 1.7, which
gives:
〈|M|2〉(D0 → π−π+π0)
〈|M|2〉(D0 → K−π+π0) = (6.68± 0.04± 0.08)× 10
−2
(19.1.30)
〈|M|2〉(D0 → K−K+π0)
〈|M|2〉(D0 → K−π+π0) = (4.53± 0.06± 0.08)× 10
−2
(19.1.31)
〈|M|2〉(D0 → K−K+π0)
〈|M|2〉(D0 → π−π+π0) = (6.78± 0.14± 0.21)× 10
−1.
(19.1.32)
The deviations from the na¨ıve picture, in which the
ratios 19.1.30 and 19.1.31 are of the order tan2 θC ,
while 19.1.32 is of order unity, are less than 35% for
these three-body ﬁnal states. In contrast, the correspond-
ing ratios may be calculated for the two-body decays
D0 → π−π+, D0 → K−π+, and D0 → K−K+. Using
the WA values for these two-body branching ratios (Yao
et al., 2006), the ratios corresponding to Eqs (19.1.30)–
(19.1.32), are, respectively, 0.034±0.001, 0.111±0.002, and
3.53 ± 0.12. Thus the na¨ıve Cabibbo-suppression model
works well for three-body ﬁnal states, but not so good for
two-body decays.
19.1.3.5 Doubly-Cabibbo Suppressed D+s → K+K+π− and
D+ → K+π+π− Decays
The expected branching ratio for the DCS D+s →
K+K+π− with respect to its CF counterpart D+s →
K+K−π+ is about 12 tan
4 θC . A factor modiﬁng the SU(3)
based expectation arises from the phase space suppresion
for the D+s → K+K+π− due to the two identical kaons
in the ﬁnal state. For a similar reason, the ratio of de-
cays rates for corresponding DCS and CF D+ decays,
D+ → K+π+π− and D+ → K−π+π+, should be about
2 tan4 θC . Thus within SU(3) symmetry one expects
B(D+s → K+K+π−)
B(D+s → K+K−π+)
B(D+ → K+π+π−)
B(D+ → K−π+π+) = tan
8 θC ,
(19.1.33)
as the phase-space related factors cancel out (Lipkin, 2003).
In order to test this prediction, Belle has searched for the
DCS D+s → K+K+π− decays and studied the other de-
cays entering Eq. (19.1.33) with 605 fb−1 data (Ko, 2009).
All the D+(s) candidates are required to have the scaled
momentum xp greater than 0.5 and a good quality decay
vertex. In addition, track isolation and consistency of the
D+(s) momentum vector with its production-to-decay vec-
tor (see Section 19.1.3.3) are required, with related vari-
ables optimized for the CF decays using a small part of
the data further discarded from the measurement.
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Figure 19.1.14. From (Ko, 2009). Invariant mass ditribu-
tions for the K+π+π− and K−π+π+ ﬁnal states. Points with
error bars correspond to the data, histogram is ﬁt result and in-
clude signal, random (combinatorial) background and peaking
background from D+s → K+K−π+.
The measuredM(K+π+π−) andM(K−π+π+), shown
in Fig. 19.1.14, exibit the D+ signals, while M(K+K+π−)
and M(K+K−π+) in Fig. 19.1.15 the D+s signals. The
signals are parameterized with double Gaussians, with
the parameters for the DCS modes ﬁxed to the val-
ues ﬁtted for the CF decays. There are peaking back-
grounds detected coming from the K-π misidentiﬁcation:
D+s → K+K−π+ reﬂecting in D+ → K+π+π− and
D+ → K−π+π+, and D+ → K−π+π+ contributing to
D+s → K+K−π+. Shapes of the reﬂections are deter-
mined from the real data by assigning a nominal kaon
(pion) mass to pion (kaon) track, and their yields are kept
free in the ﬁts. The measured branching ratios are:
B(D+ → K+π+π−)
B(D+ → K−π+π+) = (0.569± 0.018± 0.014)× 10
−2
B(D+s → K+K+π−)
B(D+s → K+K−π+)
= (0.229± 0.028± 0.012)× 10−2.
(19.1.34)
Reconstruction eﬃciencies used for these B calculations
are based on the MC simulations which include interme-
diate resonances contributing to the D+ → K−π+π+,
D+ → K+π+π− and D+s → K+K−π+ decays (Amsler
et al., 2008; Anjos et al., 1993). As the Dalitz-plot model
for the D+s → K+K+π− is not known, it is generated ac-
cording to the phase space model, while the largest relative
diﬀerences obtained with various decay models assumed
are included in the sytematic uncertainty.
The double branching ratio in Eq. (19.1.33) is mea-
sured to be (1.57± 0.21) tan8 θC , with the error being the
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Figure 19.1.15. From (Ko, 2009). Invariant mass ditribu-
tions for the K+K+π− and K+K−π+ ﬁnal states. Points with
error bars correspond to the data, histogram is ﬁt result and
includes signal, random (combinatorial) background and peak-
ing background from D+ → K−π+π+ and D∗+ → D0π+ with
D0 → K+K−.
total uncertainty. Its slight deviation from the expected
value can be the eﬀect of diﬀerent resonant intermediate
state, which are not taken into account in the prediction
(Lipkin, 2003). Using the world average values for the CF
branching fractions (Amsler et al., 2008), the absolute B
for the DCS decays are:
B(D+ → K+π+π−) = (5.2± 0.2± 0.1)× 10−4,
B(D+s → K+K+π−) = (1.3± 0.2± 0.1)× 10−4.
(19.1.35)
The former is an improvement of the existing measure-
ment, the latter comprises the ﬁrst signiﬁcant measure-
ment.
19.1.3.6 Wrong-Sign Decays D0 → Kπ, D0 → Kππ0,
D0 → Kπππ
Some DCS D0 decays are measured for the sake of the
D0−D¯0 mixing phenomenon appearing in so called wrong-
sign (WS) decays (see Section 19.2), like D0 → K+π−,
D0 → K+π−π0 or D0 → K+π−π+π−, named after a
charge of the ﬁnal state kaon being opposite to the one
produced in counterpart CF processes: D0 → K−π+,
D0 → K−π+π0 or D0 → K−π+π−π−, and being called
right-sign (RS) decays. The WS process proceeds either
through direct DCS decay (for example D0 → K+π−)
or through D0 − D¯0 mixing followed by RS CF decays
(i.e. D0− D¯0 → K+π−). These two decays can be distin-
guished by the D0 decay-time distribution (Eq. 19.2.22),
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Table 19.1.2. RWS measurements from (Tian, 2005; Zhang,
2006) [10−3].
Decay mode Branching Ratio
D0→K+π−
D0→K−π+ 3.77± 0.08± 0.05
D0→K+π−π0
D0→K−π+π0 2.29± 0.15+0.13−0.09
D0→K+π−π+π−
D0→K−π+π+π− 3.20± 0.18+0.18−0.13
and the RD entering this formula is the ratio of the DCS
and CF decays.
In the Belle studies of the D0 → K+π− (Zhang, 2006)
and of the D0 → K+π−π0 and D0 → K+π−π+π− (Tian,
2005) the D0 mesons originating from D∗+ → D0π+ de-
cays are studied, and both RS and WS signals are ob-
tained from the two-dimensional ﬁt to invariant mass of
the D0 decay products, M(D0), and an energy release
in D∗+ decays, Q ≡ M(D∗+) −M(D0) −mπ. Measured
ratios of the WS to the RS signals are summarized in
Table 19.1.2. Eﬃciencies for both multi-body D0 decays
take into account that they are dominated by various in-
termediate resonances, that can be diﬀerent for the RS
and WS decays. The event yields are corrected for ac-
ceptance in multi-dimensional space comprised of the in-
variant mass squared for various Kπ and ππ subsystems.
Given that the mixing is small, RWS ≈ RD. Fit to distri-
bution of the WS D0 → K+π− proper decay time yields
RD = (3.64 ± 0.17) × 10−3, in agreement with the RWS .
Thus the RWS gives a good estimate of the branching ra-
tio of the DCS to CF rates. In terms of consistency with
the SU(3) symmetery based prediction, all the results in
Table 19.1.2 are consistent with the expected tan4 θC .
19.1.3.7 Summary of the CS decays
The measured ratios of CS to CF branching ratios are
summarized in Table 19.1.3, while branching fractions of
CS decays, extracted from measurements relative to ref-
erence modes are listed in Table 19.1.4.
19.1.4 Dalitz analysis of three-body charmed meson
decays
19.1.4.1 Introduction
Dalitz plot analyses of three-body charm decays can pro-
vide new information on the resonances that contribute to
observed three-body ﬁnal states. In addition, since the in-
termediate quasi-two-body modes are dominated by light
quark meson resonances, new information on light me-
son spectroscopy can be obtained. Comparison between
the production of resonances in decays of diﬀerently ﬂa-
vored charmed mesons D0(cu¯), D+(cd¯) and D+s (cs¯) can
yield new information on their possible quark composi-
tion. Another beneﬁt of studying charm decays is that, in
some cases, partial wave analyses are able to isolate the
Table 19.1.3. Branching ratios measured by Belle and BABAR.
Ratio type B [10−2]
D+→π+π0
D+→K−π+π+
SCS
CF
1.33± 0.11± 0.09
D+→K+π0
D+→K−π+π+
DCS
CF
0.268± 0.05± 0.026
D+→K0SK+
D+→K0
S
π+
DCS
CF
18.99± 0.11± 0.22
D+s →K0Sπ+
D+s →K0SK+
DCS
CF
8.03± 0.24± 0.19
D+→K+η
D+→π+η
DCS
SCS
3.06± 0.43± 0.14
D+→K+η′
D+→π+η′
DCS
SCS
3.77± 0.39± 0.10
D0→π−π+π0
D0→K−π+π0
SCS
CF
6.68± 0.04± 0.08
D0→K−K+π0
D0→K−π+π0
SCS
CF
4.53± 0.06± 0.08
D+→K+π+π−
D+→K−π+π+
DCS
CF
0.569± 0.018± 0.014
D+s →K+K+π−
D+s →K+K−π+
DCS
CF
0.229± 0.028± 0.012
Table 19.1.4. Branching fractions of CS decays, extracted
from measurements relative to reference modes. Errors are re-
spectively statistical, systematic and due to the uncertainty in
the reference mode branching fraction. If single error is quoted
it includes all these contributions.
Decay mode Branching Fraction
D+ → π+π0 (1.25± 0.10± 0.09± 0.04)× 10−3
D+ → K+π0 (2.52± 0.47± 0.25± 0.08)× 10−4
D+ → K0SK+ (2.75± 0.08)× 10−3
D+s → K0Sπ+ (1.20± 0.09)× 10−3
D+ → K+η (1.08± 0.17± 0.08)× 10−4
D+ → K+η′ (1.76± 0.22± 0.12)× 10−4
D+ → K+π+π− (5.2± 0.2± 0.1)× 10−4
D+s → K+K+π− (1.3± 0.2± 0.1)× 10−4
D0 → π−π+π0 (1.493± 0.008± 0.018± 0.053)× 10−2
D0 → K−K+π0 (0.334± 0.004± 0.006± 0.012)× 10−2
scalar contribution almost background free. A dedicated
description of the Dalitz analysis methods can be found
in Chapter 13. Table 19.1.5 gives a list of various three-
body charm Dalitz analyses performed by the B Factories
together with references and corresponding sections with
a detailed description.
19.1.4.2 Dalitz Plot Analysis of D0 → K0K+K−
The paper from BABAR (Aubert, 2005f) focuses on the
study of the three-body D0 meson decay
D0 → K0K+K−,
where the K0 is detected via the decay K0S → π+π−. The
D0 is tagged with a D∗. In a ﬁrst analysis BABAR made use
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Table 19.1.5. Dalitz analyses of three-body charm decays performed by the B Factories.
Decay Reference Section with description
D0 → K0K+K− (Aubert, 2005f, 2008l) 19.1.4.2
D0 → K0Sπ+π− (Aubert, 2008l; Zhang, 2006) 19.1.4.4
D0 → K+π−π0 (Aubert, 2009u) 19.1.4.5
D0 → π−π−π0 (Aubert, 2007w) 19.1.4.7
D+s → π−π+π+ (Aubert, 2009i) 19.1.4.8
D+s → K−K+π+ (del Amo Sanchez, 2011b) 19.1.4.9
Figure 19.1.16. From (Aubert, 2005f). Dalitz plot of D0 →
K0K+K−.
of 91.5 fb−1 collecting N=13536 ± 116 events with a 97.3%
purity. An additional analysis, with increased statistics (≈
69000 candidates) has been performed in with the aim of
measuring φ3. We ﬁrst describe the lower statistics anal-
ysis and in particular the partial wave analysis of the
K+K− threshold region.
The Dalitz plot for these D0 → K0K+K− candidates
is shown in Fig. 19.1.16.
In the K+K− threshold region, a strong φ(1020) sig-
nal is observed, together with a rather broad structure.
A large asymmetry with respect to the K0K+ axis can
also be seen in the vicinity of the φ(1020) signal, which
is the result of interference between S- and P -wave am-
plitude contributions to the K+K− system. The f0(980)
and a0(980) S-wave resonances are, in fact, just below the
K+K− threshold, and might be expected to contribute
in the vicinity of φ(1020). An accumulation of events due
to a charged a0(980)+ can be observed on the lower right
edge of the Dalitz plot. This contribution, however, does
not overlap with the φ(1020) region and this allows the
K+K− scalar and vector components to be separated us-
ing a partial wave analysis in the low mass K+K− region.
19.1.4.3 Partial Wave Analysis of D0 → K0K+K−.
It is assumed that near threshold the production of the
K+K− system can be described in terms of the diagram
shown in Fig. 19.1.17. The helicity angle, θK , is then de-
ﬁned as the angle between the K+ for D0 (or K− for
D0) in the K+K− rest frame and the K+K− direction
in the D0 (or K0) rest frame. The K+K− mass distribu-
tion has been modiﬁed by weighting each D0 candidate
by the spherical harmonic Y 0L (cos θK), L = 0− 4, divided
by its (Dalitz-plot-dependent) ﬁtted eﬃciency. The result-
ing distributions
〈
Y 0L
〉
are shown in Fig. 19.1.18 and are
proportional to the K+K− mass-dependent harmonic mo-
ments. It is found that all the
〈
Y 0L
〉
moments are small or
consistent with zero, except for
〈
Y 00
〉
,
〈
Y 01
〉
and
〈
Y 02
〉
.
Figure 19.1.17. The kinematics describing the production of
the K+K− system in the threshold region of the decay D0 →
K0K+K−.
In order to interpret these distributions a simple par-
tial wave analysis has been performed, involving only S-
and P -wave amplitudes. This results in the following set
of equations (Chung, 1997):
√
4π
〈
Y 00
〉
= S2 + P 2√
4π
〈
Y 01
〉
= 2 | S || P | cosφSP
√
4π
〈
Y 02
〉
=
2√
5
P 2, (19.1.36)
where S and P are proportional to the size of the S- and
P -wave contributions and φSP is their relative phase. Un-
der these assumptions, the
〈
Y 02
〉
moment is proportional
to P 2 so that it is natural that the φ(1020) appears free
of background, as is observed.
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Figure 19.1.18. From (Aubert, 2005f). The unnormalized
spherical harmonic moments
˙
Y 0L
¸
as functions of K+K− in-
variant mass. The histograms represent the result of the full
Dalitz plot analysis.
Figure 19.1.19. From (Aubert, 2005f). Results from the
K+K− Partial Wave Analysis corrected for phase space. (a)
P -wave strength, (b) S-wave strength. (c) m(K0K+) distribu-
tion, (d) cosφSP in the φ(1020) region. (e) φSP in the threshold
region after having subtracted the ﬁtted φ(1020) phase motion
shown in (d).
A strong S − P interference is evidenced by the rapid
motion of the
〈
Y 01
〉
moment in Fig. 19.1.18 in the φ(1020)
mass region.
Figure 19.1.20. (Aubert, 2005f). Comparison between the
phase-space-corrected K+K− and K0K+ normalised to the
same area in the mass region between 0.992 and 1.05GeV/c2.
The above system of equations 19.1.36 can be solved
directly for S2, P 2 and cosφSP . However, since these am-
plitudes are deﬁned in a D0 decay, it is necessary to cor-
rect for phase space. The corrected spectra are shown in
Fig. 19.1.19.
The distributions have been ﬁtted using the following
model:
– The P -wave is entirely due to the φ(1020) meson
(Fig.19.1.19(a)).
– The scalar contribution in the K+K− mass projection
is entirely due to the a0(980)0 (Fig. 19.1.19(b)).
– TheK0K+ mass distribution is entirely due to a0(980)+
(Fig. 19.1.19(c)).
– The angle φSP (Fig. 19.1.19(d)) is obtained ﬁtting the
S, P waves and cosφSP with ca0BWa0 + cφBWφe
iα.
Here BWa0 and BWφ are the Breit-Wigner functions
(BW) describing the a0(980) and φ(1020) resonances.
The a0(980) scalar resonance has a mass very close to
the KK threshold and decays mostly to ηπ. It has been
described by a coupled channel Breit-Wigner shape of the
form:
BWch(a0)(m) =
gKK
m20 −m2 − i(ρηπg2ηπ + ρKKg2KK)
(19.1.37)
where ρ(m) = 2q/m while gηπ and gKK describe the
a0(980) couplings to the ηπ and KK systems respectively.
Fixing m0 and gηπ to the Crystal Barrel measurements
(Abele et al., 1998) it is possible to measure:
gKK = (464± 29)MeV)1/2. (19.1.38)
Figure 19.1.19(e) shows the residual a0(980) phase, ob-
tained by ﬁrst computing φSP in the range (0,π) and then
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Table 19.1.6. From (Aubert, 2008l). Complex amplitudes are
iφr and ﬁt fractions, obtained from the ﬁt of the D0 → K0SK+K−
Dalitz plot distribution. The mass and width of the φ(1020), and the gKK coupling constant are simultaneously determined in
the ﬁt, yielding Mφ(1020) = 1.01943± 0.00002 GeV/c2, Γφ(1020) = 4.59319± 0.00004 MeV/c2, and gKK = 0.550± 0.010 GeV/c2.
Errors for amplitudes are statistical only. Uncertainties (largely dominated by systematic contributions) are not estimated for
the ﬁt fractions.
Component ar φr (deg) Fraction (%)
K0Sa0(980)
0 1 0 55.8
K0Sφ(1020) 0.227± 0.005 − 56.2± 1.0 44.9
K0Sf0(1370) 0.04± 0.06 − 2± 80 0.1
K0Sf2(1270) 0.261± 0.020 − 9± 6 0.3
K0Sa0(1450)
0 0.65± 0.09 − 95± 10 12.6
K−a0(980)+ 0.562± 0.015 179± 3 16.0
K−a0(1450)+ 0.84± 0.04 97± 4 21.8
K+a0(980)
− 0.118± 0.015 138± 7 0.7
)4/c2 (GeV2
-
m
1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.80
500
1000
1500
2000 d)
)4/c2 (GeV2+m
1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.80
500
1000
1500
2000 e)
)4/c2 (GeV20m
1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.80
5000
10000 f)
Figure 19.1.21. From (Aubert, 2008l). D0 → K0SK+K− Dalitz plot projections from D∗+ → D0π+ events on (d) m2−, (e)
m2+, and (f) m
2
0. The curves are the reference model ﬁt projections.
subtracting the known phase motion due to the φ(1020)
resonance.
In this ﬁt the possible presence of an f0(980) contri-
bution has not been considered. This assumption can be
tested by comparing the K+K− and K0K+ phase space
corrected mass distributions. Since the f0(980) has isospin
0, it cannot decay to K0K+. Therefore an excess in the
K+K− mass spectrum with respect to K0K+ would in-
dicate the presence of an f0(980) contribution.
Figure 19.1.20 compares the K+K− and K0K+ mass
distributions, normalised to the same area between 0.992
and 1.05GeV/c2 and corrected for phase space. It is pos-
sible to observe that the two distributions show a good
agreement, supporting the argument that the f0(980) con-
tribution is small.
We now refer to the higher statistics Dalitz plot anal-
ysis from BABAR (Aubert, 2008l). The description of the
D0 → K0SK+K− decay amplitude consists of ﬁve distinct
resonances leading to 8 two-body decays: K0Sa0(980)
0,
K0Sφ(1020), K
−a0(980)+, K0Sf0(1370), K
+a0(980)−,
K0Sf2(1270)
0, K0Sa0(1450)
0, and K−a0(1450)+. This iso-
bar model is essentially identical to that used in the pre-
vious analysis, but for the addition of the a0(1450) scalar,
whose contribution is strongly supported by the much
larger data sample, as well as of a D-wave contribution
parameterized with the f2(1270) tensor. Attempts to im-
prove the model quality by adding other contributions (in-
cluding the non-resonant term) did not give better results.
Table 19.1.6 summarizes the values obtained for all
free parameters of the D0 → K0SK+K− Dalitz model,
the complex amplitudes areiφr , the mass and width of the
φ(1020) and the coupling constant gKK , together with
the ﬁt fractions. The value of gKK is consistent with the
previous result, and diﬀers signiﬁcantly from the mea-
surement reported in (Abele et al., 1998). All amplitudes
are measured with respect to D0 → K0Sa0(980)0, which
gives the largest contribution. The sum of ﬁt fractions is
152.3%, and the reduced χ2 is 1.09 (with statistical er-
rors only) for 6856 degrees of freedom, estimated from
a binning of the Dalitz plot into square regions of size
0.045 GeV2/c4. Figure 19.1.21(d,e,f) shows the ﬁt pro-
jections overlaid with the data distributions. The Dalitz
plot distributions are well reproduced, with some small
discrepancies at the peaks of the m2− and m
2
+ projections.
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19.1.4.4 D0 → K0Sπ+π− Dalitz model
This analysis from BABAR is related to the measurement of
φ3 (Section 17.8) and makes use of 487 000D0 → K0Sπ+π−
events tagged with a D∗+ with 97.7% purity (Aubert,
2008l). The P - and D-waves of the D0 → K0Sπ+π− decay
amplitude are described using a total of 6 resonances lead-
ing to 8 two-body decay amplitudes: the Cabibbo allowed
(CA) K∗(892)−, K∗(1680)−, K∗2 (1430)
−, the doubly-
Cabibbo suppressed (DCS) K∗(892)+, K∗2 (1430)
+, and
the CP eigenstates ρ(770)0, ω(782), and f2(1270). Since
the Kπ P -wave is largely dominated by the K∗(892)∓, the
mass and width of this resonance are simultaneously deter-
mined from the ﬁt to the tagged D0 sample, MK∗(892)∓ =
893.61±0.08 MeV/c2 and ΓK∗(892)∓ = 46.34±0.16 MeV/c2
(errors are statistical only). The mass and width values of
the K∗(1680)− are taken from (Aston et al., 1988), where
the interference between the Kπ S- and P -waves is prop-
erly accounted for.
They adopt the same parameterizations for K, ρ, and
P as in Yao et al. (2006), Anisovich and Sarantsev (2003),
and Link et al. (2004a). The K matrix is written as
Kuv(s) =
(∑
α
gαug
α
v
m2α − s
+ f scattuv
1− sscatt0
s− sscatt0
)
fA0(s),
(19.1.39)
where gαu is the coupling constant of the K-matrix pole
mα to the uth channel. The parameters f scattuv and s
scatt
0
describe the slowly-varying part of the K-matrix. The fac-
tor
fA0(s) =
1− sA0
s− sA0
(
s− sAm
2
π
2
)
, (19.1.40)
suppresses the false kinematical singularity at s = 0
in the physical region near the ππ threshold (the Adler
zero (Adler, 1965)). The parameter values used in this
analysis are listed in Section 13, and are obtained from
a global analysis of the available ππ scattering data from
threshold up to 1900 MeV/c2 (Anisovich and Sarantsev,
2003). The parameters f scattuv , for u = 1, are all set to zero
since they are not related to the ππ scattering process.
Similarly, for the P vector we have
Pv(s) =
∑
α
βαg
α
v
m2α − s
+ fprod1v
1− sprod0
s− sprod0
.
(19.1.41)
Note that the P-vector has the same poles as the K-matrix,
otherwise the F1 vector would vanish (diverge) at the K-
matrix (P-vector) poles. The parameters βα, f
prod
1v and
sprod0 of the initial P-vector are obtained from the ﬁt to
the tagged D0 → K0Sπ+π− data sample.
For the Kπ S-wave contribution to Eq. (19.1.39)
they use a parameterization extracted from scattering
data (Aston et al., 1988) which consists of a K∗0 (1430)
−
or K∗0 (1430)
+ BW (for CA or DCS contribution, respec-
tively) together with an eﬀective range non-resonant com-
ponent with a phase shift,
AKπ L=0(m) = F sin δF eiδF +R sin δReiδRei2δF ,
(19.1.42)
with
δR = φR + tan−1
[
MΓ (m2Kπ)
M2 −m2Kπ
]
,
δF = φF + cot−1
[
1
aq
+
rq
2
]
. (19.1.43)
The parameters a and r play the role of a scattering length
and eﬀective interaction length, respectively, F (φF ) and
R (φR) are the amplitudes (phases) for the non-resonant
and resonant terms, and q is the momentum of the spec-
tator particle in the Kπ system rest frame. Note that the
phases δF and δR depend on m2Kπ. M and Γ (m
2
Kπ) are the
mass and running width of the resonant term. This param-
eterization corresponds to a K-matrix approach describing
a rapid phase shift coming from the resonant term and a
slow rising phase shift governed by the non-resonant term,
with relative strengths R and F . The parameters M , Γ ,
F , φF , R, φR, a and r are determined from the ﬁt to the
tagged D0 sample, along with the other parameters of the
model. Other recent experimental eﬀorts to improve the
description of the Kπ S-wave using K-matrix and model
independent parameterizations from high-statistics sam-
ples of D+ → K−π+π+ decays are described in Aitala
et al. (2006), Link et al. (2007), and Bonvicini et al. (2008).
Table 19.1.7 summarizes the values obtained for all free
parameters of theD0 → K0Sπ+π− Dalitz model: CA, DCS,
and CP eigenstates complex amplitudes areiφr , π+π− S-
wave P-vector parameters, and Kπ S-wave parameters,
along with the ﬁt fractions. The non-resonant term of
Eq. (19.1.42) has not been included since the ππ and
Kπ S-wave parameterizations naturally account for their
respective non-resonant contributions. The ﬁfth P-vector
channel and pole have also been excluded since the ηη′
threshold and the pole mass m5 are both far beyond our
ππ kinematic range, and thus there is little sensitivity to
the associated parameters, fprod15 and β5, respectively. The
amplitudes are measured with respect to D0 → K0Sρ(770)0
which gives the second largest contribution.
The Kπ and ππ P -waves dominate the decay, but sig-
niﬁcant contributions from the corresponding S-waves are
also observed (above 6 and 4 standard deviations, respec-
tively). They obtain a sum of ﬁt fractions of (103.6 ±
5.2)%, and the goodness-of-ﬁt is estimated through a two-
dimensional χ2 test performed binning the Dalitz plot into
square regions of size 0.015 GeV2/c4, yielding a reduced
χ2 of 1.11 (including statistical errors only) for 19274 de-
grees of freedom. The variation of the contribution to the
χ2 as a function of the Dalitz plot position is approx-
imately uniform. Figure 19.1.22(a,b,c) shows the Dalitz
ﬁt projections overlaid with the data distributions. The
Dalitz plot distributions are well reproduced, with some
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Table 19.1.7. From (Aubert, 2008l). CA, DCS, and CP eigenstates complex amplitudes are
iφr , ππ S-wave P -vector parameters,
Kπ S-wave parameters, and ﬁt fractions, as obtained from the ﬁt of the D0 → K0Sπ+π− Dalitz plot distribution from D∗+ →
D0π+. P-vector parameters f
′prod
1v , for v = 1, are deﬁned as fprod1v /fprod11 . Errors for amplitudes are statistical only, while for
ﬁt fractions include statistical and systematic uncertainties, largely dominated by the latter. Upper limits on ﬁt fractions are
quoted at 95% conﬁdence level.
Component ar φr (deg) Fraction (%)
K∗(892)− 1.740± 0.010 139.0± 0.3 55.7± 2.8
K∗0 (1430)
− 8.2± 0.7 153± 8 10.2± 1.5
K∗2 (1430)
− 1.410± 0.022 138.4± 1.0 2.2± 1.6
K∗(1680)− 1.46± 0.10 −174± 4 0.7± 1.9
K∗(892)+ 0.158± 0.003 − 42.7± 1.2 0.46± 0.23
K∗0 (1430)
+ 0.32± 0.06 143± 11 < 0.05
K∗2 (1430)
+ 0.091± 0.016 85± 11 < 0.12
ρ(770)0 1 0 21.0± 1.6
ω(782) 0.0527± 0.0007 126.5± 0.9 0.9± 1.0
f2(1270) 0.606± 0.026 157.4± 2.2 0.6± 0.7
β1 9.3± 0.4 − 78.7± 1.6
β2 10.89± 0.26 −159.1± 2.6
β3 24.2± 2.0 168± 4
β4 9.16± 0.24 90.5± 2.6
fprod11 7.94± 0.26 73.9± 1.1
f
′prod
12 2.0± 0.3 − 18± 9
f
′prod
13 5.1± 0.3 33± 3
f
′prod
14 3.23± 0.18 4.8± 2.5
sprod0 −0.07± 0.03
ππ S-wave 11.9± 2.6
M (GeV/c2) 1.463± 0.002
Γ (GeV/c2) 0.233± 0.005
F 0.80± 0.09
φF 2.33± 0.13
R 1
φR −5.31± 0.04
a 1.07± 0.11
r −1.8± 0.3
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Figure 19.1.22. From (Aubert, 2008l). D0 → K0Sπ+π− Dalitz plot projections from D∗+ → D0π+ events on (a) m2−, (b) m2+,
and (c) m20. The curves are the reference model ﬁt projections.
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Figure 19.1.23. From (Zhang, 2006). Dalitz plot distribution of D0 → K0Sπ+π−) and the projections for data (points with
error bars) and the ﬁt result (curve). Here, m2± corresponds to m
2(K0Sπ
±) for D0 decays and to m2(K0Sπ
∓) for D¯0 decays.
small discrepancies in low and high mass regions of the
m20 projection, and in the ρ(770)
0 − ω(782) interference
region.
As a cross-check, they alternatively parameterize the
ππ and Kπ S-waves using the isobar approximation with
the following BW amplitudes (plus the non-resonant con-
tribution): the CA K∗0 (1430)
−, the DCS K∗0 (1430)
+, and
the CP eigenstates f0(980), f0(1370), σ and an ad hoc σ′.
Masses and widths of the σ and σ′ scalars are obtained
from the ﬁt, Mσ = 528±5, Γσ = 512±9, Mσ′ = 1033±4,
and Γσ′ = 99 ± 6, given in MeV/c2. Mass and width val-
ues for the K∗0 (1430)
∓, f0(980), and f0(1370) are taken
from (Aitala et al., 2001b, 2002). They obtain a sum of ﬁt
fractions of 122.5%, and a reduced χ2 of 1.20 (with sta-
tistical errors only) for 19274 degrees of freedom, which
strongly disfavors the isobar approach in comparison to
the K-matrix formalism.
Belle study of the D0 → K0Sπ+π− decays, based on
540 fb−1 of the data, has been performed for the D0−D0
mixing measurement (Zhang, 2006). The reconstructed
signal yield of D0 mesons, tagged with D∗+ → D0π+
decays, is of (534.4± 0.8)× 103 events and the signal pu-
rity amounts to about 95%. The Dalitz distribution for
the D0 → K0Sπ+π− candidiates is modeled assuming an
isobar model in which the total D0 → K0Sπ+π− amplitude
is a sum of 18 quasi-two-body amplitudes, described with
relativistic Breit-Wigner functions, and a constant non-
resonant term. The amplitudes and their relative phases,
obtained from an unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt per-
formed to the Dalitz distribution, are summarized in Ta-
Table 19.1.8. From (Zhang, 2006). Fit results for Dalitz plot
parameters for D0 → K0Sπ+π−. The errors are statistical only.
Resonance Amplitude Phase (◦) Fraction
K∗(892)− 1.629± 0.006 134.3± 0.3 0.6227
K∗0 (1430)
− 2.12± 0.02 −0.9± 0.8 0.0724
K∗2 (1430)
− 0.87± 0.02 −47.3± 1.2 0.0133
K∗(1410)− 0.65± 0.03 111± 4 0.0048
K∗(1680)− 0.60± 0.25 147± 29 0.0002
K∗(892)+ 0.152± 0.003 −37.5± 1.3 0.0054
K∗0 (1430)
+ 0.541± 0.019 91.8± 2.1 0.0047
K∗2 (1430)
+ 0.276± 0.013 −106± 3 0.0013
K∗(1410)+ 0.33± 0.02 −102± 4 0.0013
K∗(1680)+ 0.73± 0.16 103± 11 0.0004
ρ(770) 1 (ﬁxed) 0 (ﬁxed) 0.2111
ω(782) 0.0380± 0.0007 115.1± 1.1 0.0063
f0(980) 0.380± 0.004 −147.1± 1.1 0.0452
f0(1370) 1.46± 0.05 98.6± 1.8 0.0162
f2(1270) 1.43± 0.02 −13.6± 1.2 0.0180
ρ(1450) 0.72± 0.04 41± 7 0.0024
σ1 1.39± 0.02 −146.6± 0.9 0.0914
σ2 0.267± 0.013 −157± 3 0.0088
NR 2.36± 0.07 155± 2 0.0615
ble 19.1.8. The main features of the Dalitz plot are well
reproduced as can be seen from the Dalitz plot and its
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Figure 19.1.24. From (Aubert, 2009u). Dalitz plots for the
(a) RS D0 → K−π+π0 and (b) WS D0 → K+π−π0 samples.
(c, d) m2K+π− and m
2
K+π0 projections with superimposed ﬁt
results (line). The light histogram represents the mistag back-
ground, while the dark histogram shows the combinatoric back-
ground;
projections shown, along with projections of the ﬁt result,
in Fig. 19.1.23. The goodness-of-ﬁt of the Dalitz plot is
estimated to be χ2/ndf = 2.1 for 3653 − 40 degrees of
freedom (ndf). The K-matrix formalism was used in ad-
dition to the above mentioned isobar model in estimation
of systematic uncertanties for the D0 − D0 mixing mea-
surement.
19.1.4.5 Dalitz Plot Analysis of three-body (wrong-sign)
D0 → K+π−π0 decays.
This analysis from BABAR (Aubert, 2009u) has been per-
formed on a data sample of 384 fb−1. The Dalitz analysis
is performed on the wrong-sign (WS) dataset only consist-
ing of D∗+ → D0(→ K+π−π0)π+ events. The right sign
(RS) sample (D∗+ → D0(→ K−π+π0)π+) is composed
of 658, 986 events with a purity of 99%, the WS by 3009
events with a purity of 50%. The eﬃciency of the signal
region selection is 54.6%. In the Dalitz plot analysis, the
ﬁt fraction of the non-resonant contribution to the K-π
S-wave is absorbed into the K∗+0 (1430) and K
∗0
0 (1430)
ﬁt fractions. Projections of the ﬁt results are shown in
Fig. 19.1.24(b-d), amplitudes, phases, and fractions are
given in Table 19.1.9.
19.1.4.6 Dalitz Plot Analysis of D0 → K−K+π0 decay.
Using 385 fb−1 of e+e− collisions, BABAR has performed
a Dalitz analysis of the singly Cabibbo-suppressed decay
D0 → K−K+π0 (Aubert, 2007d). Fig. 19.1.25 shows the
Table 19.1.9. From (Aubert, 2009u). Fit results for the WS
D0 → K+π−π0 data sample. The total ﬁt fraction is 102% and
the χ2/ndof is 188/215.
Resonance aDCSj δ
DCS
j (degrees) fj (%)
ρ(770) 1 (ﬁxed) 0 (ﬁxed) 39.8± 6.5
K∗02 (1430) 0.088± 0.017 −17.2± 12.9 2.0± 0.7
K∗+0 (1430) 6.78± 1.00 69.1± 10.9 13.1± 3.3
K∗+(892) 0.899± 0.005 −171.0± 5.9 35.6± 5.5
K∗00 (1430) 1.65± 0.59 −44.4± 18.5 2.8± 1.5
K∗0(892) 0.398± 0.038 24.1± 9.8 6.5± 1.4
ρ(1700) 5.4± 1.6 157.4± 20.3 2.0± 1.1
D0 → K−K+π0 Dalitz plot and mass projections, to-
gether with results from the Dalitz plot analysis. The
LASS Kπ S-wave amplitude gives the best agreement
with data and they use it in the nominal ﬁts. The Kπ
S-wave modeled by the combination of κ(800) (with pa-
rameters taken from Aitala et al., 2002), a nonresonant
term and K∗0 (1430) has a smaller ﬁt probability (χ
2 prob-
ability < 5%). The best ﬁt with this model (χ2 probabil-
ity 13%) yields a charged κ of mass (870 ± 30) MeV/c2,
and width (150 ± 20) MeV/c2, signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
those reported in Aitala et al. (2002) for the neutral state.
This does not support the hypothesis that production of
a charged, scalar κ is being observed. The E-791 ampli-
tude Aitala et al. (2006) describes the data well, except
near threshold (χ2 probability 23%).
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Figure 19.1.25. From (Aubert, 2007d). Dalitz plot for D0 →
K−K+π0 data (a), and the corresponding squared invariant
mass projections (b–d). The three-body invariant mass of the
D0 candidate is constrained to the nominal value. In plots (b–
d), the dots (with error bars, black) are data points and the
solid lines (blue) correspond to the best isobar ﬁt models.
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Table 19.1.10. From (Aubert, 2007d). The results obtained from the D0 → K−K+π0 Dalitz plot ﬁt. The amplitude coeﬃcients,
ar and φr, are computed relatively to those of the K
∗(892)+. The a0(980) contribution, when it is included in place of the
f0(980), is given in square brackets. The Kπ S-wave states are incicated as K
±π0(S). The LASS amplitude is used to describe
the Kπ S-wave states in both the isobar models (I and II).
Model I Model II
State Amplitude, ar Phase, φr (
◦) Fraction, fr (%) Amplitude, ar Phase, φr (◦) Fraction, fr (%)
K∗(892)+ 1.0 (ﬁxed) 0.0 (ﬁxed) 45.2±0.8±0.6 1.0 (ﬁxed) 0.0 (ﬁxed) 44.4±0.8±0.6
K∗(1410)+ 2.29±0.37±0.20 86.7±12.0±9.6 3.7±1.1±1.1
K+π0(S) 1.76±0.36±0.18 -179.8±21.3±12.3 16.3±3.4±2.1 3.66±0.11±0.09 -148.0±2.0±2.8 71.1±3.7±1.9
φ(1020) 0.69±0.01±0.02 -20.7±13.6±9.3 19.3±0.6±0.4 0.70±0.01±0.02 18.0±3.7±3.6 19.4±0.6±0.5
f0(980) 0.51±0.07±0.04 -177.5±13.7±8.6 6.7±1.4±1.2 0.64±0.04±0.03 -60.8±2.5±3.0 10.5±1.1±1.2ˆ
a0(980)
0˜ [0.48±0.08±0.04] [-154.0±14.1±8.6] [6.0±1.8±1.2] [0.68±0.06±0.03] [-38.5±4.3±3.0] [11.0±1.5±1.2]
f ′2(1525) 1.11±0.38±0.28 -18.7±19.3±13.6 0.08±0.04±0.05
K∗(892)− 0.601±0.011±0.011 -37.0±1.9±2.2 16.0±0.8±0.6 0.597±0.013±0.009 -34.1±1.9±2.2 15.9±0.7±0.6
K∗(1410)− 2.63±0.51±0.47 -172.0±6.6±6.2 4.8±1.8±1.2
K−π0(S) 0.70±0.27±0.24 133.2±22.5±25.2 2.7±1.4±0.8 0.85±0.09±0.11 108.4±7.8±8.9 3.9±0.9±1.0
Two diﬀerent isobar models describe the data well.
Both yield almost identical behavior in invariant mass
(Fig. 19.1.25b–19.1.25d). The results of the best ﬁts (Model
I: χ2/ν = 702.08/714, probability 61.9%; Model II: χ2/ν =
718.89/717, probability 47.3%) are summarized in Table
19.1.10. They ﬁnd that the Kπ S-wave is not in phase with
the P -wave at threshold as it was in the LASS scattering
data. Both ﬁtting models include signiﬁcant contributions
from K∗(892), and each indicates that D0 → K∗+K−
dominates overD0 → K∗−K+. This suggests that, in tree-
level diagrams, the form factor for D0 coupling to K∗− is
suppressed compared to the corresponding K− coupling.
While the measured ﬁt fraction for D0 → K∗+K− agrees
well with a phenomenological prediction (Buccella, Lusig-
noli, Miele, Pugliese, and Santorelli, 1995) based on a large
SU(3) symmetry breaking, the corresponding results for
D0 → K∗−K+ and the color-suppressed D0 → φπ0 de-
cays diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the predicted values.
In a limited mass range, from threshold up to
1.02 GeV/c2, they also measure the scalar amplitude us-
ing a model-independent partial-wave analysis. Agreement
with similar measurements from D0 → K−K+K¯0 de-
cay (Aubert, 2005f), and with the isobar models consid-
ered here, is excellent.
19.1.4.7 D0 → π+π−π0
This analysis from BABAR makes use of NS = 44780±250
signal and NB = 830 ± 70 background events (Aubert,
2007w). Table 19.1.11 summarizes the results of the Dalitz
plot analysis. The Dalitz plot distribution of the data is
shown in Fig. 19.1.26(a-c). The distribution is marked by
three destructively interfering ρπ amplitudes, suggesting
an I = 0-dominated ﬁnal state (Zemach, 1964).
19.1.4.8 D+s → π+π−π+
BABAR has performed a Dalitz plot analysis of D+s →
π+π−π+ (Aubert, 2009i) and D+s → K+K−π+ (del
Amo Sanchez, 2011b) using 380 fb−1. The selection of
the two channels is similar and it will be described only
once.
The three tracks are ﬁtted to a common vertex, and
the χ2 ﬁt probability (labeled P1) must be greater than
0.1 %. A separate kinematic ﬁt which makes use of the
D+s mass constraint, to be used in the Dalitz plot anal-
ysis, is also performed. To help discriminate signal from
background, an additional ﬁt which uses the constraint
that the three tracks originate from the e+e− luminous
region (beam spot) is performed. The χ2 probability of
this ﬁt is labeled as P2, and it is expected to be large
for background and small for D+s signal events, since in
general the latter will have a measurable ﬂight distance.
The combinatorial background is reduced by requiring
the D+s to originate from the decay
D∗+s → D+s γ (19.1.44)
using the mass diﬀerence Δm = m(π+π−π+γ) −
m(π+π−π+). Each D+s candidate is characterized by three
variables: the center-of-mass momentum p∗, the diﬀerence
in probability P1 − P2, and the signed decay distance dxy
between the D+s decay vertex and the beam spot pro-
jected in the plane normal to the beam collision axis.
The distributions for these variables for background are
inferred from the D+s → π+π−π+ invariant mass side-
bands. Since these variables are (to a good approxima-
tion) independent of the decay mode, the distributions
for the three-pion invariant mass signal, are inferred from
the D+s → K+K−π+ decay. These normalized distribu-
tions are then combined in a likelihood ratio test. The cut
on the likelihood ratio has been chosen in order to ob-
tain the largest statistics with background small enough
to perform a Dalitz plot analysis.
The distributions of these variables for the D+s →
K+K−π+ decay for signal and background are shown in
Fig. 19.1.27.
The resulting D+s signal region contains 13179 events
with a purity of 80%. The resulting Dalitz plot, sym-
metrized along the two axes, is shown in Fig. 19.1.28. We
observe a clear f0(980) signal, evidenced by the two nar-
row crossing bands. We also observe a broad accumulation
of events in the 1.9 GeV2/c4 region. The eﬃciency is found
to be almost uniform as a function of the π+π− invariant
mass with an average value of ≈ 1.6 %.
In the Dalitz plot analysis spin-1 and spin-2 resonances
are described by relativistic Breit-Wigner function. For
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Figure 19.1.26. From (Aubert, 2007w). (a,b) Projections of the D∗+ → D0(→ π+π−π0)π+ data events and p.d.f. onto the
Dalitz plot variables s+= m
2(π+π0) and s−= m2(π−π0). (c) The 2-dimensional (s+, s−) distribution of the D∗+ → D0π+ data.
Table 19.1.11. From (Aubert, 2007w). Result of the ﬁt to the D0 → π+π−π0 sample, showing the amplitudes ratios Rr ≡
ar/aρ+(770), phase diﬀerences Δφr ≡ φr − φρ+(770), and ﬁt fractions fr ≡
R |arAr(s+, s−)|2ds−ds+ (see 13.4.4). The ﬁrst
(second) errors are statistical (systematic). The mass (width) of the σ meson is taken as 400 (600) MeV/c2.
State Rr (%) Δφr (
◦) fr(%)
ρ+(770) 100 0 67.8±0.0±0.6
ρ0(770) 58.8±0.6±0.2 16.2±0.6±0.4 26.2±0.5±1.1
ρ−(770) 71.4±0.8±0.3 −2.0±0.6±0.6 34.6±0.8±0.3
ρ+(1450) 21±6±13 −146±18±24 0.11±0.07±0.12
ρ0(1450) 33±6±4 10±8±13 0.30±0.11±0.07
ρ−(1450) 82±5±4 16±3±3 1.79±0.22±0.12
ρ+(1700) 225±18±14 −17±2±3 4.1±0.7±0.7
ρ0(1700) 251±15±13 −17±2±2 5.0±0.6±1.0
ρ−(1700) 200±11±7 −50±3±3 3.2±0.4±0.6
f0(980) 1.50±0.12±0.17 −59±5±4 0.25±0.04±0.04
f0(1370) 6.3±0.9±0.9 156±9±6 0.37±0.11±0.09
f0(1500) 5.8±0.6±0.6 12±9±4 0.39±0.08±0.07
f0(1710) 11.2±1.4±1.7 51±8±7 0.31±0.07±0.08
f2(1270) 104±3±21 −171±3±4 1.32±0.08±0.10
σ(400) 6.9±0.6±1.2 8±4±8 0.82±0.10±0.10
Non-Res 57±7±8 −11±4±2 0.84±0.21±0.12
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Figure 19.1.27. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2011b). Normalized probability distribution functions for signal (solid) and back-
ground events (hatched) used in a likelihood-ratio test for the event selection of D+s → K+K−π+: (a) the center-of-mass
momentum p∗, (b) the signed decay distance dxy and (c) the diﬀerence in probability P1 − P2.
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Figure 19.1.28. From (Aubert, 2009i). Symmetrized D+s →
π+π−π+ Dalitz plot (two entries per event).
the π+π− S-wave amplitude, a diﬀerent approach is used
because:
– Scalar resonances have large uncertainties. In addition,
the existence of some states needs conﬁrmation.
– Modelling the S-wave as a superposition of Breit-
Wigner functions is unphysical since it leads to a vio-
lation of unitarity when broad resonances overlap.
To overcome these problems, the Model-Independent
Partial Wave Analysis introduced by the Fermilab E791
Collaboration (Aitala et al., 2006) has been used. Instead
of including the S-wave amplitude as a superposition of
relativistic Breit-Wigner functions, the π+π− mass spec-
trum is divided into 29 slices and the S-wave is param-
eterized by an interpolation between the 30 endpoints in
the complex plane:
AS−wave(mππ) = Interp(ck(mππ)eiφk(mππ))k=1,..,30.(19.1.45)
The amplitude and phase of each endpoint are free param-
eters. The width of each slice is tuned to get approximately
the same number of π+π− combinations ( 13179×2/29).
Interpolation is implemented by a Relaxed Cubic Spline.
The phase is not constrained in a speciﬁc range in order
to allow the spline to be a continuous function.
The background shape is obtained by ﬁtting the D+s
sidebands. In this ﬁt, resonances are assumed to be in-
coherent, i.e. are represented by Breit-Wigner intensity
terms only. A good representation of the background in-
cludes contributions from K0S , ρ
0(770) and three ad-hoc
scalar resonances with free parameters.
The resulting S-wave π+π− amplitude and phase is
shown in Fig. 19.1.29(a),(b). The results from the Dalitz
analysis are summarized in Table 19.1.12.
The Dalitz-plot projections together with the ﬁt re-
sults are shown in Fig. 19.1.30. The labels m2(π+π−)low
and m2(π+π−)high refer to the lower and higher values of
the two π+π− mass combinations.
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Figure 19.1.29. (a) S-wave amplitude extracted from the
D+s → π+π−π+ Dalitz plot analysis. (b) corresponding S-wave
phase.
Table 19.1.12. From (Aubert, 2009i). Results from the D+s →
π+π−π+ Dalitz plot analysis. The table reports the ﬁt frac-
tions, amplitudes and phases. Errors are statistical and sys-
tematic respectively.
Decay mode Fraction(%) Amplitude Phase(rad)
f2(1270)π
+ 10.1±1.5±1.1 1.(Fixed) 0.(Fixed)
ρ(770)π+ 1.8±0.5±1.0 0.19±0.02±0.12 1.1±0.1±0.2
ρ(1450)π+ 2.3±0.8±1.7 1.2±0.3±1.0 4.1±0.2±0.5
S-wave 83.0±0.9±1.9
Total 97.2±3.7±3.8
χ2/NDF 437
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Figure 19.1.30. From (Aubert, 2009i). Dalitz plot projec-
tions (points with error bars) and ﬁt results (solid histogram)
from D+s → π+π−π+ Dalitz plot analysis. (a) m2(π+π−)low,
(b) m2(π+π−)high, (c) total m2(π+π−), (d) m2(π+π+). The
hatched histograms show the background distribution.
The ﬁt χ2 is computed by dividing the Dalitz plot into
30×30 cells with 422 cells having entries.
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19.1.4.9 Dalitz plot analysis of D+s → K+K−π+
The Dalitz analysis ofD+s → K+K−π+ is described in (del
Amo Sanchez, 2011b). The selection of the channel is sim-
ilar to that of the D+s → π+π−π+ channel (see Sec-
tion 19.1.4.8). The resulting K+K−π+ mass distribution
contains 96307 ± 369 events with 95% purity. The D+s →
K+K−π+ Dalitz plot is shown in Fig. 19.1.31.
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Figure 19.1.31. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2011b). D+s →
K+K−π+ Dalitz plot.
Partial Wave Analysis of the K+K− threshold region for
D+s → K+K−π+.
In the K+K− threshold region both a0(980) and f0(980)
can be present, and both resonances have very similar pa-
rameters which suﬀer from large uncertainties. In this sec-
tion a model-independent information on the K+K− S-
wave is obtained by a performing a partial wave analysis
in the K+K− threshold region. The procedure is similar
to that reported in the analysis of the D0 → K0K+K−
decay (Section 19.1.4.2).
Figure 19.1.32 shows the K+K− mass spectrum up to
1.5GeV/c2 weighted by the spherical harmonics moments.
These distributions are corrected for eﬃciency and phase
space, and background is subtracted using the D+s side-
bands.
The results from the Partial Wave Analysis are shown
in Fig. 19.1.33. We observe a threshold enhancement in
the S-wave (Fig. 19.1.33(a)), and the expected φ(1020)
Breit-Wigner (BW) in the P -wave (Fig. 19.1.33(b)). We
also observe the expected S-P relative phase motion in
the φ(1020) region (Fig. 19.1.33(c)). In Fig. 19.1.33(c),
the S-P phase diﬀerence is plotted twice because of the
sign ambiguity associated with the value of φSP extracted
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Figure 19.1.34. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2011b). (a) Com-
parison between KK S-wave intensities from diﬀerent charmed
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sity from D+s → π+π−π+.
from cos(φSP). The lines represent the result from the ﬁt
performed using S-P interfering amplitudes.
The mass-dependent f0(980) phase is extracted by
adding the mass-dependent φ(1020) Breit-Wigner phase
to the φSP distributions of Fig. 19.1.33(c). The phase am-
biguity of Fig. 19.1.33(c) is resolved by choosing as the
physical solution the one which decreases rapidly in the
φ(1020) peak region, since this reﬂects the rapid forward
Breit-Wigner-phase motion associated with a narrow res-
onance. The result is shown in Fig. 19.1.33(d), where we
see that the S-wave phase is roughly constant, as would
be expected for the tail of a resonance.
In Fig. 19.1.34(a) the S-wave proﬁle from this analysis
is compared with the S-wave intensity values extracted
for Dalitz plot analyses of D0 → K0K+K− (Aubert,
2005f) and D0 → K+K−π0 (Aubert, 2007d). The four
distributions are normalized in the region from thresh-
old up to 1.05 GeV/c2 and show a substantial agreement.
As the a0(980) and f0(980) mesons couple mainly to the
uu¯/dd¯ and ss¯ systems respectively, the former is favored in
D0 → K0K+K− and the latter in D+s → K+K−π+. Both
resonances can contribute in D0 → K+K−π0. We con-
clude that the S-wave projections in the KK system for
both resonances are consistent in shape. It has been sug-
gested that this feature supports the hypothesis that the
a0(980) and f0(980) are 4-quark states (Maiani, Polosa,
and Riquer, 2007). Figure 19.1.34(b)) also compares the S-
wave proﬁle from this analysis with the π+π− S-wave pro-
ﬁle extracted from BABAR data in a Dalitz plot analysis of
D+s → π+π−π+ Aubert (2009i). The observed agreement
supports the argument that only the f0(980) is present in
this limited mass region.
Dalitz plot analysis of D+s → K+K−π+
In the full Dalitz plot analysis, the K∗(892)0 amplitude
is chosen as reference. The decay fractions, amplitudes,
and relative phase values are summarized in Table 19.1.13
where the ﬁrst error is statistical, and the second is sys-
tematic. We observe that the decay is dominated by the
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Figure 19.1.35. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2011b). D+s →
K+K−π+: Dalitz plot projections. The data are represented
by points with error bars, the ﬁt results by the histograms.
The upper right plot shows zoom of the m2(K+K−) in the φ
mass region.
K∗(892)0K+ and φ(1020)π+ amplitudes and that the ﬁt
quality is substantially improved by leaving the K∗(892)0
parameters free in the ﬁt. The ﬁtted parameters are:
mK∗(892)0 =(895.6± 0.2stat ± 0.3sys)MeV/c2
ΓK∗(892)0 =(45.1± 0.4stat ± 0.4sys)MeV
(19.1.46)
We notice that the width is about 5 MeV lower than
that in Amsler et al. (2008). However this measurement
is consistent with results from other Dalitz plot analy-
ses (Mitchell et al., 2009a) and measurements with semi-
leptonicD+ → K∗(892)0e+νe decays (see Section 19.1.5.6).
The f0(1370) contribution is also left free in the ﬁt,
and we obtain the following parameter values:
mf0(1370) =(1.22± 0.01stat ± 0.04sys)GeV/c2
Γf0(1370) =(0.21± 0.01stat ± 0.03sys)GeV
(19.1.47)
These values are within the broad range of values mea-
sured by other experiments (Amsler et al., 2008).
The nonresonant contribution is consistent with zero.
The results of the best ﬁt are superimposed on the
Dalitz plot projections in Fig. 19.1.35. The normalized ﬁt
residuals shown under each distribution (Fig. 19.1.35) are
deﬁned as (Ndata −Nﬁt)/
√
Ndata.
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Table 19.1.13. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2011b). Results from the D+s → K+K−π+ Dalitz plot analysis. The table gives ﬁt
fractions, amplitudes and phases from the best ﬁt. Quoted uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively.
Decay Mode Decay fraction (%) Amplitude Phase (radians)
K∗(892)0K+ 47.9± 0.5± 0.5 1.(Fixed) 0.(Fixed)
φ(1020)π+ 41.4± 0.8± 0.5 1.15± 0.01± 0.26 2.89± 0.02± 0.04
f0(980)π
+ 16.4± 0.7± 2.0 2.67± 0.05± 0.20 1.56± 0.02± 0.09
K∗0(1430)
0K+ 2.4± 0.3± 1.0 1.14± 0.06± 0.36 2.55± 0.05± 0.22
f0(1710)π
+ 1.1± 0.1± 0.1 0.65± 0.02± 0.06 1.36± 0.05± 0.20
f0(1370)π
+ 1.1± 0.1± 0.2 0.46± 0.03± 0.09 −0.45± 0.11± 0.52
Sum 110.2± 0.6± 2.0
χ2/NDF 2843/(2305− 14) = 1.24
P -wave/S-wave ratio in the φ(1020) region
The decay mode D+s → φ(1020)π+ is used often as the
normalizing mode for D+s decay branching fractions, typ-
ically by selecting a K+K− invariant mass region around
the φ(1020) peak. The observation of a signiﬁcant S-wave
contribution in the threshold region means that this con-
tribution must be taken into account in such a procedure.
BABAR has estimated the P -wave/S-wave ratio in an
almost model-independent way. Integrating the distribu-
tions of
√
4πpq′
〈
Y 00
〉
and
√
5πpq′
〈
Y 02
〉
(Fig. 19.1.32),
where p is the K+ momentum in the K+K− rest frame,
and q′ is the momentum of the bachelor π+ in the D+s
rest frame, in a region around the φ(1020) peak yields∫
(|S|2 + |P|2)pq′dmK+K− and
∫ |P|2pq′dmK+K− respec-
tively.
The S-P interference contribution integrates to zero,
and the P -wave and S-wave fractions are deﬁned as
fP−wave =
∫ |P |2pq′dmK+K−∫
(|S|2 + |P |2)pq′dmK+K−
(19.1.48)
fS−wave =
∫ |S|2pq′dmK+K−∫
(|S|2 + |P |2)pq′dmK+K−
= 1− fP−wave . (19.1.49)
The experimental mass resolution is estimated to be
 0.5 MeV/c2 at the φ mass peak. Table 19.1.14 gives
the resulting S-wave and P -wave fractions computed
for three K+K− mass regions. The last column of Ta-
ble 19.1.14 shows the measurements of the relative over-
all rate (N/Ntot) deﬁned as the number of events in the
Table 19.1.14. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2011b). S-wave
and P -wave fractions computed in three K+K− mass ranges
around the φ(1020) peak. Errors are statistical only.
mK+K− fS−wave fP−wave
N
Ntot
(MeV/c2) (%) (%) (%)
1019.456 ± 5 3.5 ± 1.0 96.5 ± 1.0 29.4 ± 0.2
1019.456 ± 10 5.6 ± 0.9 94.4 ± 0.9 35.1 ± 0.2
1019.456 ± 15 7.9 ± 0.9 92.1 ± 0.9 37.8 ± 0.2
K+K− mass interval over the number of events in the en-
tire Dalitz plot after eﬃciency correction and background
subtraction.
19.1.5 Semileptonic charm decays
19.1.5.1 Introduction
Exclusive semileptonic decays of B and D mesons are a
favored means of determining the weak interaction cou-
plings of quarks within the Standard Model because of
their relative abundance; in addition, the hadronic uncer-
tainties in their theoretical description are by far better
under control than in hadronic decays. Our knowledge of
the form factors parameterizing the hadronic current is
limiting the precision on extractions of the couplings |Vcb|
and |Vub|. Form factors from B and D meson semileptonic
decays have been calculated using lattice QCD techniques
whilst heavy quark symmetry relates the two form factors.
Measurements of D → K/π+ν are required to confront
the theoretical predictions.117
Charm meson semileptonic decays with two pseudo
scalar mesons (P1, P2) emitted in the ﬁnal state allow
also to study the strong interaction of the two pseudo-
scalar mesons in systems with well deﬁned values of isospin
and angular momentum, without parasitic eﬀects from the
presence of a third hadron as in Dalitz plot analyses. In
particular S-wave systems can be isolated and properties
of P -wave resonances can be accurately measured. Large
statistics are analyzed, exceeding previous analyses by two
orders of magnitude, in particular for the D+s meson.
19.1.5.2 D → K/π+ν decays
To measure D meson semileptonic decays with a pseudo
scalar particle emitted in the ﬁnal state (D3 decays), Belle
and BABAR have used completely diﬀerent techniques. In
Belle, events with all particles reconstructed are selected.
This allows to isolate signal events over a low background
117 Inclusion of charge-conjugate states is implied throughout
this section.
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level and a high resolution in q2 = (p + pν)
2, at the
price of a low eﬃciency. In BABAR, a more inclusive ap-
proach allows to have larger statistics at the price of a
higher background level and poorer q2 resolution. In this
case, additional measurements allow to control distribu-
tions from background events.
19.1.5.3 Belle measurement
To achieve good resolution in the neutrino momentum
and q2, the D0 is tagged by fully reconstructing the re-
mainder of the event (Widhalm, 2006). Events of the
type e+e− → D(∗)tagD∗−sigX with D∗−sig → D0sigπ−s are
seeked, where X may include additional π±, π0, or K±
mesons. Each candidate is assembled from a fully re-
constructed “tag-side” charm meson (D(∗)tag) which can
be D∗+ → D0π+, D+π0 or D∗0 → D0π0, D0γ with
D+/0 → K−(nπ)++/+, n = 1, 2, 3. To the (D(∗)tag) is
added a charged pion, that is kinematically consistent with
the π−s from D
∗−
sig decay, and the candidate X is formed
from combinations of unassigned π and K+K− pairs, con-
serving total event electric charge. The 4-momentum of
D∗−sig is found by energy-momentum conservation, assum-
ing a D(∗)tagD
∗−
sigX event. The candidate D
0
sig 4-momentum
is calculated from that of the D∗−sig and π
−
s . The corre-
sponding D0sig invariant mass distribution, obtained after
analyzing an integrated luminosity of 282 fb−1, contains
56461 ± 309 ± 830 signal over 39789 ± 830 background
events, the latter beeing estimated using wrong sign com-
binations in data and few corrections from the simulation.
Within this sample of D0sig tags, the semileptonic decay
D0sig → K+/π+−ν is reconstructed with K+/π+ and −
candidates from among the remaining tracks. The neu-
trino 4-momentum is reconstructed by energy-momentum
conservation, its invariant mass squared, m2ν , is required
to satisfy
∣∣m2ν∣∣ < 0.05GeV2/c4. About 1300 and 150 se-
mileptonic decays are isolated for each lepton ﬂavor (e
and μ) in Cabibbo-allowed and Cabibbo-suppressed de-
cays respectively. These numbers have to be corrected for
remaining background contributions from other semilep-
tonic and hadronic decays where a hadron is mis-identiﬁed
as a lepton. Corrections amount typically to 2% and 20%
respectively in Cabibbo-allowed and Cabibbo-suppressed
decays. The accuracy on branching fraction measurements
is limited by systematic uncertainties for Cabibbo-allowed
decays whereas systematic and statistical uncertainties are
similar in Cabibbo-suppressed events. The main contribu-
tion to systematic uncertainties comes from the evaluation
of fakeD0sig tags. The resolution in q
2 = (p+pν)
2 is found
to be 0.0145±0.0007stat GeV2/c2 in MC signal events. This
is much smaller than statistically reasonable bin widths,
which have been chosen as 0.067 (0.3)GeV2/c2 for kaon
(pion) modes, and hence no unfolding is necessary.
Measured hadronic form factors obtained by Belle are
given in Figure 19.1.36 where they are compared with sev-
eral theoretical expectations.
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Figure 19.1.36. From (Widhalm, 2006). Form factors for (a)
D0 → K−+ν, in q2 bins of 0.067GeV2/c2 and (b) D0 →
π−+ν, in q2 bins of 0.3GeV2/c2. Overlaid are the predictions
of the simple pole model using the physical pole mass (dashed)
(Amoros, Noguera, and Portoles, 2003) and a quenched (light
grey) (Abada et al., 2003) and unquenched (dark grey) LQCD
calculation (Aubin et al., 2005). The shaded band reﬂects the
theoretical uncertainty.
19.1.5.4 BABAR measurement
D0 → K−e+νe(γ) decays are reconstructed in e+e− →
cc events from the continuum where the D0 originates
from D∗+ → D0π+ (Aubert, 2007ab). The analyzed in-
tegrated luminosity is 75 fb−1 and semileptonic decays
with a muon are not selected. In each event, the direc-
tion of the thrust axis is used to deﬁne two hemispheres.
In each hemisphere, pairs of oppositely charged leptons
and kaons are searched. Since the νe momentum is un-
measured, a kinematic ﬁt is performed, constraining the
invariant mass of the candidate K−e+νe system to the D0
mass. In this ﬁt, the D0 momentum and the neutrino en-
ergy are estimated from the other particles measured in
the event. Each D0 candidate is retained if the χ2 proba-
bility of the kinematic ﬁt exceeds 10−3 and it is combined
with a charged pion, with the same charge as the lepton,
and situated in the same hemisphere. The mass diﬀerence
δ(m) = m(D0π+)−m(D0) is evaluated and signal events
accumulate at low values of this variable. Only events with
δ(m) < 0.16GeV/c2 are used in the analysis. Background
events are rejected by applying cuts on Fisher discriminant
variables against BB, other cc, and light quark events.
To improve the accuracy of the reconstructed D0 mo-
mentum, the nominal D∗+ mass is added as a constraint
in the previous ﬁt and only events with a χ2 probabil-
ity higher than 1% are kept. There are 85260 selected
D0 candidates containing an estimated number of 11280
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Figure 19.1.37. From (Aubert, 2007ab). Comparison of the
measured variation of fK+ (q
2)/fK+ (0) obtained in BABAR and in
the FOCUS experiment (Link et al., 2005). The band corre-
sponds to an estimate from LQCD (Aubin et al., 2005).
background events. The 4-momentum squared of the lep-
tonic system is obtained using the ﬁtted D0 and kaon
4-momenta: q2r = (pD0 − pK)2. The resolution on the re-
constructed q2 obtained from the simulation is found to
be around 0.16GeV/c2. To obtain the true q2 distribution,
the measured one is corrected for selection eﬃciency, de-
tector resolution and radiative eﬀects. This is done using
an unfolding algorithm based on MC simulation of these
eﬀects. Other data samples are used to validate the MC
simulation. Events with D∗+ → D0π+, D0 → K−π+ al-
lows to control the charm quark hadronization mechanism
and the reconstruction accuracy of the D0 4-momentum
from other particles in the event. A sample of D∗+ →
D0π+, D0 → K−π+π0 decays is used also to verify the
reconstruction accuracy on q2r and to deﬁne corrections.
To reduce systematic uncertainties on the semileptonic
decay branching fraction determination, this quantity is
measured relative to the D∗+ → D0π+, D0 → K−π+ de-
cay channel which is isolated in data and in the simulation
using, as much as possible, similar selection criteria. This
has also the advantage that future improvements in the
B(D0 → K−π+) determination can be incorporated (this
was indeed the case since results have been published).
The uncertainty on the branching fraction measurement is
dominated by systematic uncertainties which have diﬀer-
ent origins (reconstruction algorithm, electron identiﬁca-
tion, background subtraction, control of the discriminant
Fisher variable distribution and, counting of D∗+ events
in the normalization channel) of similar importance.
Figure 19.1.37 gives the measured variation versus q2
of the ratio fK+ (q
2)/fK+ (0) obtained in BABAR.
19.1.5.5 Comparison with theory and with other
experiments
InD0 → K−/π−e+νe decays, neglecting the electron mass,
the diﬀerential decay rate depends on only one form fac-
tor, fK/π+ (q
2):
dΓ
dq2
=
G2F
24π3
|Vcq|2
∣∣pP (q2)∣∣3 ∣∣fP+ (q2)∣∣2 , (19.1.50)
where GF is the Fermi constant, |Vcq| with q = s or d, re-
spectively for P = K or π, is the absolute value of the cor-
responding CKM element, and pP (q2) is the pseudoscalar
(P ) three-momentum in the D0 rest frame.
The unitarity of the ﬁrst line of the CKM matrix is
veriﬁed with high accuracy using beta decays of nuclei,
K3, and K2 decays (Antonelli et al., 2010b):
|Vud| = 0.97425(22), |Vus| = 0.2253(9), (19.1.51)
giving:
|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 − 1 = −0.0001(8). (19.1.52)
Note the the contribution from |Vub|2 is completely negli-
gible. The unitarity condition for the ﬁrst column reads:
|Vud|2 + |Vcd|2 + |Vtd|2 = 1. (19.1.53)
There could be large eﬀects from new physics in the present
value of |Vtd| but they will have essentially no contribu-
tion in the unitarity constraint as |Vtd| ∼ |Vub|. So, inde-
pendently of eﬀects from new physics in B0B0 oscillations,
one can use |Vcd| = |Vus| = 0.2253(9). Using this, together
with the unitarity condition of the second line of the CKM
matrix, one gets:
|Vcs| = |Vud| − |Vcb|
2
2
= 0.97343± 0.00023, (19.1.54)
using the value |Vcb| = (40.6 ± 1.3) × 10−3 (Nakamura
et al., 2010).D3 decays depend on the product |Vcq|
∣∣fP+ (q2)∣∣
and, as the CKM elements |Vcq| are precisely determined,
charm semileptonic decays allow to measure the absolute
values of the corresponding hadronic form factors and
their variation versus q2.
The most general expressions of the form factor fP+ (q
2)
are analytic functions satisfying the dispersion relation:
fP+ (q
2) =
Res(fP+ )q2=m2D∗q
m2D∗q − q2
+
1
π
∫ ∞
t+
dt
ImfP+ (t)
t− q2 − i .
(19.1.55)
The singularities in the complex t ≡ q2 plane originate
from the interaction of the charm and light s or d quarks
(for P = K and π, respectively) forming charmed hadron
vector states. They represent a pole, situated at the D∗q =
D∗+s or D
∗+ mass squared and a cut, along the positive
real axis, starting at threshold (t+ = (mD + mP )2) for
D0P production.
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This cut t-plane can be mapped onto the open unit
disk with center at t = t0 using the variable:
z(t, t0) =
√
t+ − t−√t+ − t0√
t+ − t+√t+ − t0 . (19.1.56)
In this variable, the physical region for the semileptonic
decay (0 < t < t− = q2max = (mD−mP )2) corresponds to a
real segment extending between ±zmax = ±0.051 for D →
K and ±0.17 for D → π. This value of zmax is obtained for
t0 = t+
(
1−√1− t−/t+), where t+ = (mD +mP )2. The
z expansion of fP+ is thus expected to converge quickly.
The most general parameterization (Hill, 2006), consistent
with constraints from QCD,
f+(t) =
1
P (t)Φ(t, t0)
∞∑
k=0
ak(t0) zk(t, t0), (19.1.57)
is based on earlier considerations by (Boyd and Savage,
1997) and other references quoted therein. For D0 →
K−e+νe, the function P (t) = z(t,m2D∗s ) has a zero at the
D∗s pole mass and |P | = 1 along the unit circle. For D0 →
π−e+νe, as the D∗+ mass is higher than (mD0 + mπ+),
P (t) = 1. The expression for Φ can be found in (Boyd and
Savage, 1997).
The choice of P and Φ is such that:
∞∑
k=0
a2k(t0) ≤ 1. (19.1.58)
Having measured the ﬁrst coeﬃcients of this expan-
sion, Eq. (19.1.58) can constrain the others. This con-
straint is used in B meson semileptonic decays and found
to be quite eﬀective. For charm, this approach is not really
justiﬁed because the charm quark mass is rather light ren-
dering the perturbative QCD determination of the func-
tion Φ questionable and because the z physical range is
quite limited. Numerically it appears that the ﬁrst mea-
sured coeﬃcients are quite small and no useful constraint
can be placed on higher order coeﬃcients (ak with k ≥ 3).
It seems preferable to consider phenomenological mod-
els to describe the q2 variation of fP+ (q
2) because they have
a simple physical interpretation. In the simple pole model,
f+(q2)simple pole =
f+(0)
1− q2
m2pole
. (19.1.59)
The pole mass value mpole = mD∗s (mD∗+) respectively
for D0 → K−(π−)+ν. When ﬁtting data, mpole is taken
as a free parameter and its value can be compared with
these expectations.
The q2 dependence of the form factor is non-
perturbative and the only ﬁrst-principles approaches
are lattice QCD calculations. Nevertheless, a vector-
dominance assumption would lead to a single pole form
with the pole located at q2 = m2D∗s for the D → K vec-
tor form factor. However, this does not take into account
contributions from other states, and so also double-pole
Table 19.1.15. Values of ﬁtted parameters for diﬀerent mod-
els of the hadronic form factor q2 dependence in D → K+ν
decays. The diﬀerent labels given in the ﬁrst column cor-
respond to the following references: Belle (Widhalm, 2006),
BABAR (Aubert, 2007ab), and CLEO-c (Besson et al., 2009).
The simple pole and ISGW2 models, with nominal values of
the parameters, are excluded.
Source Simple pole BK ISGW2
mpole (GeV/c
2) αBK αI (GeV
−2)
Belle(2006) 1.82(4)(3) 0.52(8)(6) 0.51(3)(3)
BABAR(2007) 1.884(12)(15) 0.38(2)(3) 0.226(5)(6)
CLEOc(2009) 1.93(2)(1) 0.30(3)(1) 0.211(5)(3)
Expectation 2.112 ∼ 0.5 0.104
structures have been suggested. The Isgur Scora Grinstein
Wise (ISGW2) quark model (Isgur, Scora, Grinstein, and
Wise, 1989; Scora and Isgur, 1995) belongs to this cate-
gory:
f+(q2)ISGW2 =
f+(q2max)
(1 + αI(q2max − q2))2
, αI =
1
12
r2.
(19.1.60)
This expression is normalized at q2 = q2max = (mD0 −
mP )2. For D → K, the predicted values of the parameters
are f+(q2max) = 1.23 and r = 1.12 GeV
−1.
The modiﬁed pole model of (Becirevic and Kaidalov,
2000) (BK model) has also two poles. The ﬁrst pole is at
the vector meson mass and the second accounts for higher
mass vector states:
f+(q2)BK =
f+(0)(
1− q2
m2
D∗s
)(
1− αBK q2m2
D∗s
) . (19.1.61)
The authors predict αBK ∼ 0.5.
All proposed ansatze ﬁt well the measured distribu-
tions. However, apart for the BK model (which doesn’t
have precisely determined expectations), predicted values
of the parameters diﬀer markedly from the measurements
as indicated in Table 19.1.15. Eﬀects from hadronic singu-
larities, in addition to the pole at the D∗s(d) mass, are thus
measurable. The simple pole and ISGW2 models, with
nominal values of the parameters, are excluded.
QCD based form-factor calculations can also be per-
formed in the framework of QCD sum rules. In particular,
light-cone QCD sum rules are well suited for the calcu-
lation of form factors especially for heavy-to-light tran-
sitions. The input into these sum rules is the light-cone
distribution of the quarks in the pion or kaon; a more
detailed description of this can be found in Section 17.1
where this is applied to the B → π form factor. A recent
discussion of the form factors for semileptonic charm de-
cays can be found in (Khodjamirian, Klein, Mannel, and
Oﬀen, 2009). It turns out that the QCD sum rule calcula-
tion yields a form factor which is compatible with lattice
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determinations as well as with the BK parameterization;
it can be used to perform an independent and competitive
extraction of Vcs and Vcd from semileptonic charm decays.
To compare absolute determinations of the form fac-
tors, obtained by several experiments and from LQCD,
results are evaluated at q2 = 0 in Table 19.1.16. Measure-
ments at B factories are ﬁve times more accurate than pre-
vious determinations. Corresponding results from CLEO-
c were published later with similar accuracy and central
values. The measurement accuracy on fK/π+ (0) combined
results reaches 1 and 3% respectively. They are in agree-
ment with LQCD recent expectations (Na, Davies, Fol-
lana, Lepage, and Shigemitsu, 2010; Na et al., 2011). In
spite of spectacular progress from lattice QCD, present
computations are still a factor three (two) less accurate
than actual measurements for D → K (D → π). In fu-
ture, detailed comparisons of the measured and expected
variations of the hadronic form factors versus q2 are ex-
pected. Combining experimental and theoretical uncer-
tainties, one can say also that, at present, the values of
|Vcs| and |Vcd| obtained from the measurements of Dl3 de-
cays and using the values of the corresponding hadronic
form factors from lattice QCD, agree with expectations
from unitarity with a relative uncertainty of 2.7% and 5%
respectively.
19.1.5.6 The D+ → K−π+e+νe decay
Detailed study of the D+ → K−π+e+νe decay channel
(del Amo Sanchez, 2011a) is of interest for three main
reasons:
– it allows measurements of the diﬀerent Kπ resonant
and non-resonant amplitudes that contribute to this
decay. In this respect, BABAR has measured the S-wave
contribution and searched for radially excited P -wave
and for D-wave components.
– high statistics allows accurate measurements of the
properties of the K
∗
(892)0 meson, the main contri-
bution to the decay. Both resonance parameters and
hadronic transition form factors are precisely measured.
The latter can be compared with hadronic model ex-
pectations and lattice QCD computations.
– variation of the Kπ S-wave phase versus the Kπ mass
can be determined, and compared with other experi-
mental determinations.
The approach used to reconstruct D+ mesons decaying
into K−π+e+νe is similar to that already explained in Sec-
tion 19.1.5.2. Charged and neutral particles are boosted
to the center-of-mass system and the event thrust axis is
determined. A plane perpendicular to this axis is used to
deﬁne two hemispheres.
A candidate D+ is represented by a positron, a charged
kaon, and a charged pion present in the same hemisphere.
A vertex is formed using these three tracks, and events
with the corresponding χ2 probability larger than 10−7
are kept. The value of this probability is used with other
Table 19.1.16. Summary of hadronic form factor measure-
ments at q2 = 0. Measurements from CLEOc(2009) supercede
those from CLEOc(2008). Results at B factories have an ac-
curacy similar to CLEOc and results are compatible. All pub-
lished results have been corrected for normalization branching
fractions, lifetimes, and assumed values for CKM matrix el-
ements if needed, using values quoted in (Nakamura et al.,
2010). The diﬀerent labels quoted in the ﬁrst column corre-
spond to the following references : E691 (Anjos et al., 1989),
CLEO (Crawford et al., 1991), CLEOII (Bean et al., 1993),
E687(1995) (Frabetti et al., 1995), E687(1996) (Frabetti et al.,
1996a), BES II (Ablikim et al., 2004a), CLEO III (Huang et al.,
2005), Belle (Widhalm, 2006), BABAR (Aubert, 2007ab),
CLEO-c (2008) (Dobbs et al., 2008), CLEO-c (2009) (Besson
et al., 2009), and HPQCD (Na, Davies, Follana, Lepage, and
Shigemitsu, 2010; Na et al., 2011). Combining measurements
from Belle , BABAR and CLEO-c, and assuming that uncertain-
ties are uncorrelated, the corresponding averaged values are ob-
tained. LQCD results obtained by the HPQCD collaboration
are given in the last line. They agree with the measurements.
Experiment (date) fK+ (0) f
π
+(0)
E691(1989) 0.70(5)(5)
CLEO(1991) 0.78(3)(3)
CLEOII(1993) 0.77(1)(4) 0.72(13)(5)
E687(1995) 0.70(3)(3)
E687(1996) 0.71(7)(2)
BESII(2004) 0.80(4)(3)
CLEOIII(2005) 0.62(6)(4)
Belle(2006) 0.695(7)(22) 0.624(20)(30)
BABAR(2007) 0.734(7)(7)
CLEOc(2008) 0.763(7)(6) 0.629(22)(7)(3)
CLEOc(2009) 0.739(7)(5) 0.666(19)(4)(3)
Our avg.(2012) 0.734(6) 0.657(17)(3)
HPQCD(2010− 11) 0.747(19) 0.666(29)
informations combined in two Fisher discriminant vari-
ables to reject, respectively, Υ (4S) decays and continuum
background events.
To estimate the neutrino momentum, the (K−π+e+νe)
system is constrained to the D+ mass. In this ﬁt, esti-
mates of the D+ direction and of the neutrino energy are
included from measurements obtained from all tracks reg-
istered in the event. The D+ direction estimate is taken
as the direction of the vector opposite to the momentum
sum of all reconstructed particles but the kaon, the pion,
and the positron. The neutrino energy is evaluated by sub-
tracting from the hemisphere energy the energy of recon-
structed particles contained in that hemisphere.
Analyzing an integrated luminosity of 347 fb−1, about
244 × 103 signal events are selected with a ratio Signal /
Background= 2.3.
As there are four particles in the ﬁnal state, the diﬀer-
ential decay rate has ﬁve degrees of freedom that can be
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expressed in the following variables (Cabibbo and Maksy-
mowicz, 1965; Pais and Treiman, 1968):
– m2, the mass squared of the Kπ system;
– q2, the mass squared of the e+νe system;
– cos (θK), where θK is the angle between the K three-
momentum in the Kπ rest frame and the line of ﬂight
of the Kπ in the D rest frame;
– cos (θe), where θe is the angle between the charged
lepton three-momentum in the eνe rest frame and the
line of ﬂight of the eνe in the D rest frame;
– χ, the angle between the normals to the planes deﬁned
in the D rest frame by the Kπ pair and the eνe pair.
χ is deﬁned between −π and +π.
For the diﬀerential decay partial width, we use the
formalism given in (Lee, Lu, and Wise, 1992). Apart for
the S-wave for which there is one hadronic form factor,
each higher spin component has three form factors associ-
ated. Using the conclusions of the D0 → K−e+νe analysis,
where we ﬁnd that all usual ansatze give a good param-
eterization of data, and noting that the q2 range is even
more limited, we use the simple pole model to describe
the q2 dependence of these form factors. As an example,
for the K
∗
(892)0 meson, we use:
V (q2) =
V (0)
1− q2
m2V
,
A1(q2) =
A1(0)
1− q2
m2A
, (19.1.62)
A2(q2) =
A2(0)
1− q2
m2A
.
Hadronic resonances are parameterized using relativis-
tic Breit-Wigner distributions with mass dependent widths
and a Blatt-Weisskopf damping factor. For the S-wave
component we ﬁt the amplitude and measure the phase in
several mass intervals.
A binned distribution of data events is analyzed. The
expected number of events in each bin depends on signal
and background estimates and the former is a function of
the values of the ﬁtted parameters. We perform a min-
imization of a negative log-likelihood distribution. This
distribution has two parts. One corresponds to the com-
parison between measured and expected number of events
in bins which span the ﬁve dimensional space of the dif-
ferential decay rate. The other part is used to measure
the fraction of background events and corresponds to the
distribution of the values of one of the Fisher discriminant
variables. There are 2800 bins in total.
19.1.5.7 Measured components
The K−π+ ﬁnal state is dominated by the K
∗
(892)0 me-
son (94.1%) and the S-wave component (5.8%). There
is marginal evidence for the ﬁrst radial excitation of
the P -wave (0.3%) and a stringent limit is placed on a
Table 19.1.17. Comparison between BABAR (del
Amo Sanchez, 2011a) measurements and present
world averages (Nakamura et al., 2010). Values for
B(D+ → K∗(1410)0/K∗2(1430)0e+νe) are corrected for
their respective branching fractions into K−π+.
Branching fraction BABAR PDG2010
B(D+ → K−π+e+νe)(%) 4.00(3)(4)(9) 4.1± 0.6
B(D+ → K−π+e+νe)K∗(892)0 (%) 3.77(4)(5)(9) 3.68± 0.21
B(D+ → K−π+e+νe)S−wave(%) 0.232(7)(7)(5) 0.21± 0.06
B(D+ → K∗(1410)0e+νe)(%) < 0.6 at 90%C.L.
B(D+ → K∗2(1430)0e+νe)(%) < 0.05 at 90%C.L.
D-wave contribution. The small K
∗
(1410)0 contribution
agrees with the na¨ıve expectation based on correspond-
ing measurements in τ decays and its phase relative to
the K
∗
(892)0 is compatible with zero. Branching frac-
tions for these components are obtained by reference to
the D+ → K−π+π+ channel which is measured using a
similar analysis, and are reported in Table 19.1.17.
The S-wave contribution is dominated by events with
a mass below the K
∗
0(1430) resonance pole and, for the
ﬁrst time, the S-wave phase is measured at several values
of the K−π+ mass. The Kπ hadronic system can have
two isospin components (I = 1/2, 3/2) however, in charm
semileptonic decays, the c → s transition corresponds to
ΔI = 0 and only the I = 1/2 component is produced.
The Kπ scattering S-wave, with isospin I = 1/2, remains
elastic up to the Kη threshold, but since the coupling to
this channel is weak, it is considered in practice to be
elastic up to the Kη′ threshold. In this elastic regime,
the Watson theorem (Watson, 1954) implies that, phases
measured in Kπ elastic scattering and in a decay channel
in which the Kπ system has no strong interaction with
other hadrons are equal modulo π radians for the same
values of isospin and angular momentum. The ambiguity
is solved by determining the sign of the S-wave amplitude
from data. This theorem does not provide any constraint
on the corresponding amplitude moduli. In particular, it is
not legitimate (though nonetheless frequently done) to as-
sume that the S-wave amplitude in a decay is proportional
to the elastic amplitude. In Figure 19.1.38 the K−π+ S-
wave phase with I = 1/2 measured in the elastic channel
(Aston et al., 1988; Estabrooks et al., 1978) and in D+
semileptonic decays, are compared. We measure that the
two amplitudes diﬀer by a negative sign and that phases
are compatible within uncertainties, in agreement with the
Watson theorem. Similar analyses of the D+ → K−π+π+
Dalitz plot (Aitala et al., 2006; Bonvicini et al., 2008; Link
et al., 2007, 2009) measure a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
the variation of the Kπ S-wave and of the elastic phases
versus the Kπ mass. This diﬀerence has thus to be at-
tributed to ﬁnal state interactions with the third hadron.
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Figure 19.1.38. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2011a). Points (red
crosses) give the S-wave phase variation assuming a signal con-
taining S-wave, K
∗
(892)0 and K
∗
(1410)0 components. The
S-wave phase is assumed to be constant within each consid-
ered mass interval. Error bars include systematic uncertain-
ties. The full line corresponds to the ﬁtted parameterized S-
wave phase variation expected from elastic scattering experi-
ments. The phase variation measured in Kπ scattering by (Es-
tabrooks et al., 1978) (triangles) and LASS (Aston et al., 1988)
(squares), after correcting for the I = 3/2 isospin component,
are given.
19.1.5.8 Detailed measurements of the K
∗
(892)0
Using a model for signal which includes S-wave, K
∗
(892)0
and K
∗
(1410)0 contributions, and the simple pole ansatz
for the q2 variation of hadronic form factors, parameters
of the K
∗
(892)0 component are obtained from a ﬁt to
the ﬁve-dimensional decay distribution. These parame-
ters, listed in Table 19.1.18, deﬁne the K
∗
(892)0 lineshape
and the relative contributions of the diﬀerent form factors:
r2 = A2(0)/A1(0) and rV = V (0)/A1(0). The analysis is
not sensitive to the q2 dependence of the vector form fac-
tor (V (q2)) but we measure, for the ﬁrst time the eﬀective
pole mass of the axial vector form factors (A1,2(q2)) and
ﬁnd a value compatible with expectations mpole ∼ mDs1 .
The branching fraction of D+ → K∗(892)0e+νe is
determined by normalizing the signal yield of D+ →
K−π+e+νe to the reconstructed yield of D+ → K−π+π+
(with the branching fraction as measured in (Dobbs et al.,
2007a)), after subtracting the S-wave and K
∗
(1410)0 con-
tributions, and after correcting for the eﬃciency diﬀer-
ence. The decay rate depends only on the value of A1(0).
In the zero-width approximation for the K
∗
(892)0 reso-
nance the measured decay rate corresponds to:
A1(0) = 0.6200± 0.0056± 0.0065± 0.0071. (19.1.63)
The last uncertainty includes the uncertianty of Br(D+ →
K−π+π+) as well as the systematic uncertainty due to ex-
ternal parameters used in the extraction of A1(0) (values
of |Vcs| and τ+D ).
Table 19.1.18. Measured properties (del Amo Sanchez,
2011a) of the D+ → K∗(892)0e+νe decay channel and of the
K
∗
(892)0 resonance are compared with corresponding world
averages (Nakamura et al., 2010). rBW is the Blatt-Weisskopf
damping parameter. mA is the pole mass of the axial vector
form factors.
Measured quantity BABAR PDG2010
mK∗(892)0(MeV/c
2) 895.4± 0.2± 0.2 895.94± 0.22
Γ 0K∗(892)0(MeV/c
2) 46.5± 0.3± 0.2 48.7± 0.8
rBW (GeV/c)
−1 2.1± 0.5± 0.5 2.72± 0.55
rV 1.463± 0.017± 0.031 1.62± 0.08
r2 0.801± 0.020± 0.020 0.83± 0.05
mA(GeV/c
2) 2.63± 0.10± 0.13 no result
In the present analysis, the measured distribution in
ﬁve dimensions is not unfolded and the experimental res-
olution expected from the simulation is controlled using
data. Because angular distributions are completely deter-
mined by the kinematics for each helicity component, mea-
surements are giving the decay rate variation versus the
remaining two variables, q2 and m2. The q2 dependence
of hadronic form factors is smooth and can be parame-
terized in a simple way as explained in Section 19.1.5.2.
For the mass measurement, the experimental resolution
is high. It results that the distribution, for which statisti-
cal and systematic error matrices on the ﬁtted parameters
are provided, can be compared with diﬀerent theoretical
expressions when they will be available.
19.1.5.9 Measured and expected values of the hadronic
form factors
The normalization and speciﬁc q2 behavior of the hadronic
form factors are obtained in some speciﬁc limits for which
intermediate scales are identiﬁed. When a heavy hadron
decays semileptonically into another heavy hadron a new
symmetry emerges which gives constraints on the behaviour
of the form factors. This symmetry is exact in the limit of
inﬁnite quark mass values, which can be formulated as an
eﬀective ﬁeld theory, the Heavy Quark Eﬀective Theory
(HQET) (Isgur and Wise, 1989; Shifman and Voloshin,
1988). For ﬁnite values of quark masses, and depending
on the form factors, corrections start at order 1/mQ or
1/m2Q. These properties are used to determine the value
of Vcb from measurements of B → D∗ν as corrections are
expected to be at order 1/m2Q for q
2 ∼ q2max. For charm,
the value of the charm-quark mass is of the order of 2− 3
times ΛQCD and the strange quark cannot be described as
a heavy quark. Considerations based on HQET are thus
expected not to hold for charm semileptonic decays; still
they may serve as a starting point, and hence we consider
it of interest to review the constraints on form factors, im-
plied by HQET, and to indicate how they are violated in
charm to eventually get insights for B decays. For inﬁnite
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Table 19.1.19. Comparison between measured and expected
values of the form factors in D+ → K∗(892)0e+νe decays,
evaluated at q2 = 0. Only measurements from BABAR (del
Amo Sanchez, 2011a) and FOCUS (Link et al., 2002) which
are corrected for the S-wave contribution are listed. Results
from PDG 2010 (Nakamura et al., 2010) include those from
FOCUS and all previous measurements. Expected values are
coming from the HMχT model (Fajfer and Kamenik, 2005)
and LQCD (Gill, 2002) computations.
FOCUS 2002 BABAR PDG2010 HMχT LQCD
rV 1.504(57)(39) 1.493(14)(21) 1.62(8) 1.6 1.23(10)
r2 0.875(49)(64) 0.775(11)(11) 0.83(5) 0.50 0.94(12)
A1(0) 0.6200(56)(65)(71) 0.62 0.65(3)
A2(0) 0.480(8)(10) 0.31 0.61(7)
V (0) 0.926(12)(19) 0.99 0.80(5)
quark masses one has the following equalities (Neubert,
1994b):
f+(q2) = V (q2) = A2(q2) =
A1(q2)
1− q2(mH+mV )2
= R−1ξ(q2)
(19.1.64)
The Isgur-Wise function ξ(q2) satisﬁes ξ(q2max) = 1. The
parameter R = 2√mH mP (V )/(mH+mP (V )) is equal to ∼
0.9(0.8) for B(D) semileptonic favored decays. MH is the
heavy hadron mass whereas mP (V ) are the pseudo scalar
and vector meson masses. In this limit, the ratio of form
factors are equal for q2 = q2max: rV (q
2
max) = r2(q
2
max) =
R−2. For other values of q2 they read:
rV (2)(q2) =
1
1− q2(mH+mV )2
R1(2)(q2) (19.1.65)
with R1(2)(q2max) = 1. Corrections to these expressions
correspond to expansions in 1/m, where m can take the
values of the masses of the two quarks involved in the
weak transition, and in the strong coupling constant, from
perturbative QCD. It is an unambiguous prediction of
HQET that R1(q2) > 1 as both the QCD and 1/m correc-
tions are positive. For R2(q2), QCD corrections are small
and 1/m corrections seem to decrease the value of the
ratio. HQET relates the form factors in semileptonic de-
cays to pseudoscalar and vector particles as expressed in
Equation (19.1.64). According to (Amundson and Ros-
ner, 1993), QCD corrections alone cannot explain the ra-
tio B(D → K∗e+νe)/B(D → K−e+νe) = 0.62 ± 0.02 as
they have rather similar eﬀects on all form factors.
In previous considerations it is assumed that the charm
and also the strange quark behave as a heavy quark in
c→ s+ν decays. It is also possible to relate form factors
in B and D semileptonic decays to light hadrons (Isgur
and Wise, 1990a).
Results on absolute values and on ratios of hadronic
form factors evaluated at q2 = 0 are compared in Ta-
ble 19.1.19. In this table, BABAR measurements are quoted
for ﬁxed values of the pole masses mV = 2.1 GeV/c2 and
mV = 2.5 GeV/c2, and only experimental results cor-
rected for the S-wave contribution are kept.
The HMχT model proposed by (Fajfer and Kamenik,
2005, 2006) generalizes the approach of Becirevic and
Kaidalov and satisﬁes the scaling laws of obtained in
the inﬁnite mass limit as well as the known scaling at
large energy of the outgoing kaon. Values from lattice
QCD (Abada et al., 2003; Gill, 2002) are obtained us-
ing the quenched approximation. The relative accuracy
of experimental measurements is typically 2% whereas it
is around 10% for lattice QCD. Theoretical expectations
agree with the general picture (A2(0) ≤ A1(0) < V (0))
but signiﬁcant diﬀerences are observed.
19.1.5.10 The D+s → K+K−e+νe decay
Using 214 fb−1 of data collected at the Υ (4S) resonance,
BABAR measure the D+s → K+K−e+νe channel decay
characteristics, for events produced in the continuum (Au-
bert, 2008be), in a similar manner as described above for
D+ → K−π+e+νe (Section 19.1.5.6).
The K+K− mass distribution is displayed in Figure
19.1.39(a). It contains about 25×103 signal events whereas
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Figure 19.1.39. From (Aubert, 2008be). a) K+K− invariant
mass distribution from D+s → K+K−e+νe data and simulated
events. MC events have been normalized to the data luminosity
according to the diﬀerent cross sections. The arrows indicate
the selected K+K− mass interval. In b), each event is weighted
by the measured value of cos θK . Negative entries are produced
by the cc¯ background asymmetry in cos θK .
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Table 19.1.20. Comparison between measured and expected
values of the form factors in D+s → φe+νe decays, evalu-
ated at q2 = 0. The diﬀerent labels listed in the ﬁrst col-
umn correspond to the following references: E653 (Kodama
et al., 1993), E687 (Frabetti et al., 1994b), CLEO II (Av-
ery et al., 1994a), E791 (Aitala et al., 1999a), FOCUS (Link
et al., 2004b), BABAR (Aubert, 2008be), HMχT (Fajfer and
Kamenik, 2005), UKQCD (Gill, 2002), and HPQCD (Donald,
Davies, and Koponen, 2011). Results for K∗e+νe correspond
to the BABAR measurement (del Amo Sanchez, 2011a).
A1(0) rV r2
E653(1993) 2.3+1.1−0.9 ± 0.4 2.1+0.6−0.5 ± 0.2
E687(1994) 1.8± 0.9± 0.2 1.1± 0.8± 0.1
CLEOII(1994) 0.9± 0.6± 0.3 1.4± 0.5± 0.3
E791(1999) 2.27(35)(22) 1.57(25)(19)
FOCUS(2004) 1.55(25)(15) 0.71(20)(28)
BABAR (2008) 0.607(11)(19)(18) 1.807(46)(65) 0.816(36)(30)
K∗e+νe 0.6200(56)(65)(71) 1.493(14)(21) 0.775(11)(11)
HMχT 0.61 1.80 0.52
UKQCD(2001) 0.63(2) 1.35(7) 0.98(8)
HPQCD(2011) 0.603(20) 1.52(12) 0.62(12)
previous experiments and CLEO-c have collected few hun-
dred events only. The analysis focuses on the φe+νe ﬁnal
state in the K+K− mass range between 1.01 and 1.03
GeV/c2 for which accurate hadronic form factors normal-
ization and q2 dependence are measured. These results
are given in Table 19.1.20 where they are compared with
previous measurements and those obtained for D+ →
K
∗
(892)0e+νe.
The accuracy of experimental measurements compared
to previous ones is improved by a factor ﬁve. The form
factors are deﬁned in an analogous way as for the D+ →
K
∗
(892)0e+νe decays in Section 19.1.5.6. Also the angular
variables are analogous, with a diﬀerence that θK is the
angle between the K+ meson direction in the K+K− rest
frame and the K+K− direction in the D+s rest frame. The
comparison between the values of the form factors mea-
sured in the two channelsD+ → K∗(892)0e+νe andD+s →
φe+νe shows that they are compatible within uncertain-
ties, apart for the parameter V (0). This indicates that
SU(3) violations are small. Recent unquenched LQCD
computations (Donald, Davies, and Koponen, 2011) are
in better agreement with data than previous unquenched
results (Gill, 2002).
The φ resonance is dominant in this K+K− mass re-
gion although a small S-wave component is measured, for
the ﬁrst time, through its interference with the φ (see Fig-
ure 19.1.39(b). After integration over the θe and χ angular
variables, the diﬀerential decay rate is proportional to:
|F1|2 + sin2 θK
(
|F2|2 + |F3|2
)
. (19.1.66)
The form factors Fi are function of q2, m2 and, θK . Con-
sidering contributions from S− and P−wave of theK+K−
system, only the form factor F1 depends on θK :
F1 = F10 + cos θKF11. (19.1.67)
Form factors F10 and F11 correspond respectively to S−
and P -wave contributions. Using this last expression, the
ﬁrst term in Eq. (19.1.66) generates an interference be-
tween the two wave components. The value of the pa-
rameter which quantiﬁes this interference, r0 = (15.1 ±
2.6 ± 1.0) GeV−1, is obtained with more than 5σ signiﬁ-
cance.118 This is the only experimental result on the con-
tribution from the S-wave component, precisely in the
K+K− mass region of the φ meson. D+s decays can be
used in B0s → J/ψφ analyses determining the CP violat-
ing phase βs. They can provide for an evaluation of the
S-wave contribution in the φ resonance region, as pro-
posed in (Stone and Zhang, 2009). Using measurements
from CLEO-c of D+s → f0e+νe, f0 → π+π−, they con-
clude that there could be, in the φ mass region, about
10% contribution from the f0 in the K+K− ﬁnal state.
Such a large S-wave component can add uncertainties in
the measurement of βs. The direct measurement done in
BABAR contradicts these expectations because they ob-
tain, within a range of ±10 MeV/c2 centered on the nom-
inal φ meson mass, a relative contribution of the S-wave
equal to (0.22+0.12−0.08 ± 0.03)%. The S-wave decay rate in
B0s → J/ψK+K− channel, within the same K+K− mass
interval is thus expected to be below 1%, in agreement
with the limit of 6% at 95%C.L. obtained by CDF (Aal-
tonen et al., 2012c). The recent measurement by LHCb
((4.2 ± 1.5 ± 1.8)% (Aaij et al., 2012h)) is less than 2σ
away form this limit.
19.1.6 D+s leptonic decays
19.1.6.1 Introduction
The cleanest transitions where a partial decay width can
show the manifestation of NP are D+(s) → +ν ( = μ, τ).
The decay partial widths depend on a single hadronic pa-
rameter, namely the decay constants fD(s) :
Γ (D+(s) → +ν) (19.1.68)
=
G2F
8π
f2D(s)m
2
mD(s)
(
1− m
2

m2D(s)
)2 ∣∣Vcd(s)∣∣2 ,
where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, m and mD(s)
are the masses of the charged lepton and of the D meson,
respectively. Vcd(s) is the corresponding CKM matrix ele-
ment. As these decay channels are suppressed by helicity
conservation, corresponding decay rates are proportional
to the square of the lepton mass. Decays into electrons are
not observable whereas decays into τ leptons are favored
in spite of the reduced phase-space.
118 The precise deﬁnition of the r0 parameter arises from
the parameterization of F10 assuming f0 production: F10 =
r0[pKKmDs/(1 − q
2
m2
A
)][mf0gπ/(m
2
f0 −m2 − imf0Γf0)], where
pKK is the momentum of the K
+K− system in the D+s rest
frame.
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D+ leptonic decays are Cabibbo suppressed and dif-
ﬁcult to measure at B factories meanwhile D+s leptonic
decays are measured in the muon and tau channels.
19.1.6.2 BABAR and Belle measurements
The approach pioneered by Belle (Widhalm, 2006) for
semileptonic decays of D0 mesons is used by the two
B-factory experiments to measure absolute leptonic de-
cay branching fractions of Ds mesons. As an example, in
the BABAR analysis, the Ds meson production is tagged
by considering events from the reaction e+e− → cc →
HcKXD
−
s γ; Hc is D
0, D+, D∗ or Λc exclusively recon-
structed, K a K+ or K0S and X a system of at most
three pions, including at most one π0 with a total elec-
tric charge appropriate to ensure the neutrality of the
overall ﬁnal state. The number of produced Ds mesons
is obtained by considering the distribution in the recoil
mass Mrecoil(HcKXγ) which has a peak at the Ds mass
for signal events. The hadron Hc is reconstructed using
15 modes. In addition to the size of the mass window,
several other properties of the Hc candidate are used.
The center-of-mass (CM) momentum of the Hc must be
at least 2.35 GeV/c in order to remove B meson back-
grounds. Particle identiﬁcation requirements are used on
the tracks, a cut is applied on the probability of the Hc
vertex ﬁt, and a minimum lab energy of π0 photons is re-
quested. Only HcKXγ candidates with a total charge, a
charm, and a strange quark content consistent with recoil-
ing from a D−s , are selected from which the signal yield
is extracted. A kinematic ﬁt to each HcKX candidate is
performed and the Hc mass is constrained to its nominal
value. The 4-momentum of the signal D∗−s is extracted
as the missing 4-momentum in the event. It is required
that the D∗−s candidate mass be within 2.5σ of the signal
peak. A similar kinematic ﬁt is performed with the signal
γ included and with the mass recoiling against the HcKX
constrained to the nominal D∗−s mass in order to deter-
mine the D−s 4-momentum. It is required that the D
−
s
momentum exceeds 3 GeV/c and that its mass be greater
than 1.82 GeV/c2. Having reconstructed the inclusive D−s
sample one proceeds to the selection of D−s → μ−νμ
events within that sample. The HcKXγ mass range be-
tween 1.934 and 2.012 GeV/c2 is used and it is required
that there be exactly one more charged particle in the re-
mainder of the event, and that it be identiﬁed as a μ−.
In addition it is required that the extra neutral energy
in the event, Eextra, be less than 1 GeV. Eextra is de-
ﬁned as the total energy of clusters in the electromag-
netic calorimeter with individual energy greater than 30
MeV and not overlapping with the HcKXγ candidate.
Since the only missing particle in the event should be the
neutrino, the distribution of Eextra is expected to peak
at zero for signal events. To extract the signal yield, the
distribution of the mass squared of the system recoiling
against the HcKXγμ− combination, M2recoil(HcKXγμ
−)
is used. The method is slightly modiﬁed in the updated
measurement by Belle (Zupanc, 2013b), as described in
Section 19.1.2.2. The result is shown in Fig. 19.1.40. To
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Figure 19.1.40. From (Zupanc, 2013b). M2recoil(HcKXγμ
−)
spectrum for D+s → μ+νμ candidates for the selected data
(points with error bars). The solid green line shows the contri-
bution of signal, the red dashed line the contribution of com-
binatorial background, while the contributions of D+s → τ+ντ
and D+s → K0K+ or ηπ+ are indicated by the full blue and
dark gray histograms, respectively.
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Figure 19.1.41. Eextra (EECL in case of Belle) distribution
for D−s → τ−ντ , τ− → e−ντνe (del Amo Sanchez, 2010g)
(top) and for D−s → τ−ντ , τ− → π−ντ (Zupanc, 2013b). The
points represent the data with statistical error bars. In the top
plot the open histogram is from the ﬁt, and the solid histogram
is the background component from the ﬁt. For the bottom plot
the lines represent diﬀerent components of the ﬁt.
ﬁnd D−s → τ−ντ , τ− → μ−(e−)ντνμ(e) decays, events
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Table 19.1.21. Statistics of D∗−s tag and signal events mea-
sured by Belle (Zupanc, 2013b) and BABAR (del Amo Sanchez,
2010g).
Belle BABAR
integrated lumi. 913 fb−1 521 fb−1
D∗−s tag (94.4± 1.3± 1.4)× 103 (67.2± 1.5)× 103
D−s → μ−νμ 492± 26 275± 17
D−s → τ−eννντ 952± 59 408± 42
D−s → τ−μννντ 758± 48 340± 32
D−s → τ−πνντ 496± 35
Table 19.1.22. Measured branching fractions of D+s → +ν
decays by Belle (Zupanc, 2013b) and BABAR (del Amo Sanchez,
2010g).
Belle BABAR
B(D+s → μ+νμ)[10−3] 5.31± 0.28± 0.20 6.02± 0.38± 0.34
B(D+s → τ+ντ )[10−2] 5.70± 0.21+0.31−0.30 5.00± 0.35± 0.49
associated with D−s → μ−νμ decays are removed by re-
quiring m2r > 0.5GeV
2/c4. The Eextra distribution is used
to extract the yield of signal events as illustrated in Fig-
ure 19.1.41 for the BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2010g) and
Belle (Zupanc, 2013b) analysis.
These analyses have a 100 times lower tagging eﬃ-
ciency than CLEO-c data collected at threshold. Yet this
small eﬃciency is compensated by the much higher reg-
istered integrated luminosity. Measured statistics for the
D∗−s tag and the signals are given in Table 19.1.21. From
the obtained Ds → ν signal yields the branching frac-
tions for individual modes are calculated and are given in
Table 19.1.22.
19.1.6.3 Measured and Expected fDs Values
Using Eq. (19.1.69), measured branching fractions of Ds
leptonic decays are used to extract the value of the de-
cay constant fexpt.,SMDs . Results obtained by the diﬀerent
experiments are compared in Table 19.1.23. While mea-
surements at CLEO-c are statistically limited, systematic
uncertainties related to the background control dominate
the methods developed at B factories which have a total
combined accuracy similar to CLEO-c. Having two results
with diﬀerent systematics and similar uncertainty is im-
portant to have conﬁdence in the ﬁnal result as it was al-
ready illustrated for the measurement of f+K(0) in charm
semileptonic decays. The averaged value of all measure-
ments is fDs = (257.5± 4.6)MeV.
New physics can change Eq. (19.1.69) and the value
of fexpt.,SMDs extracted previously from data, in the Stan-
dard Model framework, may diﬀer from QCD expecta-
tions. Several LQCD collaborations using an unquenched
formulation of QCD have computed the value of fQCDDs
(see Table 19.1.24). These are in agreement with the mea-
sured values within the uncertainties.
Among new physics models which can change the lep-
tonic charm meson decay rate, there are the Two Higgs
Doublet Model (2HDM) and the Minimal Supersymmet-
ric Model. (MSSM) In these models it is expected that the
leptonic decay partial width, given in Equation (19.1.69)
is modiﬁed according to expressions given in (Akeroyd and
Mahmoudi, 2009) where references to previous studies can
be found. For the D+, the correction is negligible, whereas
for the D+s the relative variation on fDs is expected to be
equal to:
ks =
δ(fDs)
fDs
= −ms
mc
(
mDs tanβ
mH
)2
(19.1.69)
for tanβ >
√
mc/ms  3. In this expression ms and mc
are respectively the strange and the charm quark mass,
mH is the charged Higgs boson mass and tanβ is the
ratio between the vacuum expectations of the two Higgs
doublets.
Because ks is negative, it is expected that f
expt.,SM
Ds
<
fQCDDs in these models. First measurements from CLEO-
c (fexpt.,SMDs = 274(11)MeV) (Ecklund et al., 2008) and
evaluations from the HPQCD collaboration (fQCDDs =
241(3)MeV) (Follana, Davies, Lepage, and Shigemitsu,
2008) were in the opposite direction. These circumstances
provide rather stringent limits on the parameters (mH and
tanβ) of the previous models. At present, measured and
expected values of fDs are more accurate and agree within
1.5 standard deviation. Derived limits on model parame-
ters are thus less impressive. To have evidence (3σ) for
Table 19.1.23. Measured averaged values of the Ds decay
constant (averaging μν and τν ﬁnal states) assuming that
corresponding decay rates are given by the Standard Model
(fexpt.,SMDs ). References for the measurements are the follow-
ing: Belle (Zupanc, 2013b), BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2010g),
and CLEO-c (Naik et al., 2009).
Belle BABAR CLEOc
255.5(4.2)(5.1) 258.6(6.4)(7.5) 259.0(6.2)(3.0)
Table 19.1.24. Expected values of the Ds decay constant from
unquenched LQCD (fQCDDs ). The diﬀerent labels correspond to
the following references: HPQCD (Davies et al., 2010), PACS-
CS (Namekawa et al., 2011), ETMC (Dimopoulos et al., 2012),
and Fermilab MILC (Bazavov et al., 2011). Results obtained
using QCD sum rules correspond to SR1 (Bordes, Penarrocha,
and Schilcher, 2005) and SR2 (Lucha, Melikhov, and Simula,
2011).
HPQCD PACS− CS ETMC FermilabMILC SR1 SR2
248.0(2.5) 257(5) 248(6) 260.1(10.8) 205(22) 245.3(16.3)
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new physics from these models, the following condition
must be satisﬁed:
mH
tanβ
< mDs
√
ms
mc
1
3σ
. (19.1.70)
The parameter σ is the total relative uncertainty on fDs
coming from theory and measurements. At present σ ∼
3% and evidence for new physics can be obtained if mHtan β <
2.1GeV/c2. In future, when precision of ∼ 1% can be
reached, this condition becomes: mHtan β < 3.6GeV/c
2. Un-
less the charged Higgs boson mass is rather low or the
value of tanβ quite large, no new physics contributions
are expected and measurements of leptonic charm decays
therefore provide stringent tests of lattice QCD calcula-
tions.
It should be noted also that relative uncertainties com-
ing from external parameters as the τ mass, the D+s mass,
the value of |Vcs|, and the D+s lifetime have a total con-
tribution of 0.7%. The largest contribution is from the
D+s lifetime which needs therefore to be more accurately
measured.
19.1.7 Rare or forbidden charmed meson decays
19.1.7.1 Measurement of the Branching Fractions of the
Radiative Charm Decays D0 → K¯∗0γ and D0 → φγ
In the b-quark sector, radiative decay processes have pro-
vided a rich ﬁeld to study the Standard Model of particle
physics. These decays are dominated by short-range elec-
troweak processes, whereas long-range contributions are
suppressed. The situation is reversed in the charm sec-
tor, where radiative decays are expected to be dominated
largely by non-perturbative processes, examples of which
are shown schematically in Fig. 19.1.42. Long-range con-
tributions to radiative charm decays are expected to in-
crease the branching fractions for these modes to values
of the order of 10−5, whereas short-range interactions are
predicted to yield rates at the 10−8 level. Given the ex-
pected dominance of long-range processes, radiative charm
decays provide a laboratory in which these QCD-based
calculations can be tested.
Numerous theoretical models have been developed to
describe these radiative charm decays. The two most com-
prehensive studies (Burdman, Golowich, Hewett, and Pak-
vasa, 1995; Fajfer, Prelovsek, and Singer, 1999) predict
very similar amplitudes for the dominant diagrams shown
in Fig. 19.1.42.
The ﬁrst observation of ﬂavor changing radiative de-
cay of charm mesons, D0 → φγ, was accomplished by
Belle using 78 fb−1 (Abe, 2004c). To reduce the combi-
natorial background the measurement is performed using
D∗+ → D0π+ decays, and the φ meson is reconstructed
in decays to K+K−. The photons are required to have
an energy in excess of 450MeV/c2 (and not yielding a
π0 mass with any additional photon in the event - the
π0 veto). Furthermore, the | cos θhel| < 0.4 requirement,
where θhel is the angle between the D0 and the K+ mesons
u
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φ
a s
s
D0 K¯P
c
D0 K¯D
d
0 0
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u
b
W+ d
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K
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γ γ
γ γ
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¯
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Figure 19.1.42. Feynman diagrams for the long-range elec-
tromagnetic contributions to D0 → V γ, V = K¯∗0, φ. Figures
(a) and (b) show sample vector dominance processes, while (c)
and (d) are examples of pole diagrams, where the circles signify
the weak transition and P represents a pseudoscalar meson.
in the φ meson rest frame, strongly suppresses contribu-
tion of D0 → π0γ/ηγ decays to the φγ ﬁnal state (for
the former, due to angular momentum conservation, the
distribution in cos θhel is proportional to cos2 θhel while
in the latter it is proportional to 1− cos2 θhel). The yield
of D0 → φγ decays, as extracted from the φγ invariant
mass distribution, is 27.6± 7.46.5 ± 0.51.0 with a signiﬁcance of
5.4 standard deviations. The branching fraction is deter-
mined using D0 → K+K− for normalization and is found
to be B(D0 → φγ) = (2.60 ± 0.700.61 ± 0.150.17 ) × 10−5. The
largest contribution to the systematic uncertainty is due
to the uncertainty of the B(D0 → K+K−) (±3.40%) and
the choice of the ﬁtting model and background estimation
(+2.46% -3.99%).
BABAR has performed a measurement of the branching
fractions for the Cabibbo-favored radiative decay, D0 →
K¯∗0γ, and the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative decay, D0 →
φγ (Aubert, 2008t).
The analysis is based on 387.1 fb−1 of data. They re-
construct radiative D0 → V γ, V = K¯∗0, φ decays using
the charged decay modes of the vector meson, K¯∗0 →
K−π+ (φ → K−K+). They form K¯∗0 (φ) candidates
from pairs of oppositely charged tracks identiﬁed asK−π+
(K−K+) and accept any K−π+ (K−K+) candidates with
invariant mass in the range 0.848 to 0.951GeV/c2 (1.01
to 1.03GeV/c2). The signiﬁcant background from π0 →
γγ decays is suppressed by rejecting a photon candidate
which, when paired with another photon in the event, re-
sults in an invariant mass consistent with the π0 mass,
(0.115 < M(γγ) < 0.150)GeV/c2. Background from ran-
dom D0 → V γ candidates is reduced by requiring that the
D0 candidate be a product of the decay D∗+ → D0π+s .
The mass diﬀerence, ΔM = M(V γπ+s ) − M(V γ) is re-
quired to be in the range (0.1435 < ΔM < 0.1475)GeV/c2.
Combinatoric background from BB¯ events is reduced to
a negligible level by requiring that the CM momentum of
the D∗+ candidate be greater than 2.62GeV/c.
The dominant background in the sample of D0 → K¯∗0γ
candidates results from D0 → K−π+π0 decays, where one
of the photons from the π0 decay is paired with the kaon
and pion from the D0 decay to closely mimic the signal
mode. As described above, the π0 veto suppresses such
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(a) The φγ invariant mass distribution.
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(b) The K¯∗0γ invariant mass distribution.
Figure 19.1.43. From (Aubert, 2008t). Invariant mass distri-
butions for data (points) and simulated events (histograms).
The curves show the ﬁt results and the individual signal and
background contributions. BG refers to the combinatoric back-
ground.
events but, given the large branching fraction of this mode,
B(D0 → K−π+π0) = (13.5±0.6)% (Beringer et al., 2012),
a signiﬁcant number of such candidates survives. It is pos-
sible to separate this background from signal on a statis-
tical basis because of diﬀerences in the K−π+γ invariant
mass distribution. An additional background arises from
D0 → K¯∗0η events where the η decays to two photons.
This contribution peaks well below the nominal D0 mass.
The impact of both D0 → K¯∗0π0 and D0 → K¯∗0η is
further reduced by using the K¯∗0 helicity angle θH . The
helicity angle is deﬁned as the angle between the momen-
tum of the K¯∗0 meson parent particle (D0) and the mo-
mentum of the K¯∗0 daughter kaon as measured in the
K¯∗0 rest frame. Based on a Monte Carlo study an asym-
metric selection of −0.30 < cos θH < 0.65 is chosen to
maximize the signal signiﬁcance. Similarly, but to a lesser
extent, the signal of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative de-
cay D0 → φγ is obscured by backgrounds from D0 → φπ0
and D0 → φη decays. The D0 → K¯∗0γ yield is extracted
using an unbinned extended maximum likelihood method
(E-MLM) 11 to ﬁt the M(K¯∗0γ) invariant mass spectrum.
The yield of D0 → φγ events is extracted using an E-MLM
to ﬁt the two dimensional distribution of invariant mass,
M(φγ), and helicity, cos θH .
A Crystal Ball line shape (see Chapter 7) is used to
model the invariant mass distributions for D0 → K¯∗0γ
(D0 → φγ) signal events, and background reﬂections
from D0 → K−π+π0 (D0 → φπ0) decays. The ﬁt re-
sults from data and expected signal and background con-
tributions from MC are shown in Fig. 19.1.43. The result-
ing branching fractions relative to the well-studied decay
D0 → K−π+ are B(D0 → K¯∗0γ)/B(D0 → K−π+) =
(8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70) × 10−3 and B(D0 → φγ)/B(D0 →
K−π+) = (7.15± 0.78± 0.69)× 10−4.
This is the ﬁrst measurement of B(D0 → K¯∗0γ). In the
context of the vector meson dominance (VMD) model the
largest contribution to radiative D0 decays is expected to
come from a virtual ρ0 coupling directly to a single pho-
ton, leading to the prediction that the branching ratios
B(D0 → φγ)/B(D0 → K¯∗0γ) and B(D0 → φρ0)/B(D0 →
K¯∗0ρ0) should be equal (Burdman, Golowich, Hewett, and
Pakvasa, 1995). Comparing these measurements of the ra-
diative D0 decays with the current world averages they
ﬁnd a good agreement with the prediction. Assuming all
contributions are from VMD type processes and under the
assumption that the ρ0 meson is transversely polarized,
as has been conﬁrmed experimentally for D0 → K¯∗0ρ0,
one expects B(D0 → V γ) ≈ αEMB(D0 → V ρ0) where
αEM = 1/137 is the ﬁne structure constant (Burdman,
Golowich, Hewett, and Pakvasa, 1995). However they ﬁnd,
for this branching fraction, about a factor of three larger
than the VMD prediction. This indicates that enhance-
ments from processes other than VMD are observed, which
might be explained by incomplete cancellation between
pole diagrams.
19.1.8 D0 → +−
In the Standard Model, the ﬂavor-changing neutral cur-
rent (FCNC) decays D0 → e+e− and D0 → μ+μ−
are highly suppressed by the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani
(GIM) mechanism (Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani,
1970) (Chapter 16). Their decay branching fractions have
been estimated to be less than 10−13 even with long-
distance processes included. This prediction is orders of
magnitude beyond the reach of current experiments. Fur-
thermore, the lepton-ﬂavor-violating (LFV) decay D0 →
e±μ∓ is forbidden in the SM in the limit of vanishing neu-
trino masses. These decays are in principle allowed due to
a non-zero neutrino mass, but branching fractions are ex-
pected to be even much smaller than those of D0 → +−.
Some extensions to the Standard Model can enhance
the FCNC processes by many orders of magnitude. For ex-
ample, R-parity violating supersymmetry can increase the
branching fractions of D0 → e+e− and D0 → μ+μ− to as
high as 10−10 and 10−6, respectively (Burdman, Golowich,
Hewett, and Pakvasa, 2002). The same model also predicts
the D0 → e±μ∓ branching fraction to be of the order of
10−6. The upper bounds on the predicted branching frac-
tions of D0 → μ+μ− and D0 → e±μ∓ are close to the
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current experimental sensitivities. As a result, searching
for the FCNC and LFV decays in the charm sector is a
potential way to test the SM and explore new physics.
Similar arguments hold for rare K and B decays, but the
charm decay is unique since it is sensitive to new physics
coupling to the up-quark sector (similar as the D0 mixing,
see Section 19.2).
Both BABAR and Belle performed a search for the de-
cay of D0 → e+e−, D0 → μ+μ−, and D0 → e±μ∓. A ﬁrst
analysis by BABAR was based on 122 fb−1 of data (Aubert,
2004z). Recently, a new anaysis has been performed using
468 fb−1 of data (Lees, 2012v). The measurement by Belle
uses 660 fb−1 of data (Petric, 2010).
The D0 → +− ( = e, μ) branching ratio is deter-
mined by
B(D0 → +−) = S(Nobs −Nbg), (19.1.71)
where Nobs is the number of D0 → +− candidates ob-
served, Nbg is the expected background and S is the sen-
sitivity factor, deﬁned as:
S ≡ B(D0 → π+π−) 1
Nππ
ππ

. (19.1.72)
Here B(D0 → π+π−) is the D0 → π+π− branching frac-
tion, Nππ is the number of reconstructed D0 → π+π−
decays,  and ππ are the eﬃciencies for the correspond-
ing decay mode. They choose D0 → π+π− as the nor-
malization mode because it is kinematically similar to
D0 → +− and therefore many common systematic un-
certainties cancel in the calculation of the eﬃciency ratio
ππ/.
A pair of oppositely charged tracks is selected to form
a D0 → +− or D0 → π+π− candidate with parti-
cle identiﬁcation applied 5. In BABAR, the average elec-
tron and muon eﬃciencies are about 95% and 60%, and
their hadron misidentiﬁcation probabilities are measured
from τ decay control samples to be around 0.2% and
2.0%. The corresponding single pion identiﬁcation eﬃ-
ciency is around 90%. At Belle, the average muon and
electron identiﬁcation eﬃciencies are around 90% with
less than 1.5% and 0.3% pion misidentiﬁcation, respec-
tively, whereas the pion identiﬁcation eﬃciency is around
83%. In the analysis, only D0 mesons originating from the
fragmentation of charm quark in the continuum e+e− →
cc are considered. The inclusion of D0 mesons from B
meson decays oﬀers no advantage because of their higher
combinatorial background. As a result, Belle (BABAR) re-
quires the momentum of each D0 (D∗+) candidate in the
center-of-mass frame of the collision to be larger than
2.5GeV/c (2.4GeV/c). In order to further reduce the back-
ground, the D0 candidate is required to originate from a
D∗+ → D0π+ decay.
Candidate D0 mesons are selected using two kinematic
observables: the invariant mass of the D0 decay product,
m, and the energy released in the D∗+ decay, δm =
mD∗+ −m −mπ, where mD∗+ is the invariant mass of
the D0π+ combination and mπ is the π+ mass. Additional
experimental observables are exploited in order to increase
the search sensitivities. The BABAR analysis makes use a
linear combination (Fisher discriminant 9) of the following
ﬁve variables to reduce the combinatorial BB background:
– The measured D0 ﬂight length divided by its uncer-
tainty.
– The value of cos θhel, where θhel is deﬁned as the angle
between the momentum of the positively-charged D0
daughter and the boost direction from the lab frame
to the D0 rest frame, all in the D0 rest frame.
– The missing transverse momentum with respect to the
beam axis.
– The ratio of the 2nd and 0th Fox-Wolfram moments.
– The D0 momentum in the CM frame.
The Belle analysis uses the maximum allowed missing en-
ergy Emiss in the event. MC study shows that the semi-
leptonic B decay, which represent one of the dominant
backgrounds, typically have large Emiss due to undetected
neutrino.
In order to avoid biases, a blind analysis techniques
(see Section 14) has been adopted. All events inside the D0
signal region are blinded until the ﬁnal event selection cri-
teria are established. The estimate of the number of combi-
natorial background in the signal window is done using the
observed event distribution in the control region. In the
BABAR analysis they use a sideband region above the sig-
nal region in the D0 mass ([1.90, 2.05]GeV) in a wide Δm
window ([0.141, 0.149]GeV) while the Belle measurement
makes use of the region deﬁned by Δm > 1 MeV/c2. The
peaking background in the signal region due to misidentiﬁ-
cation of D0 → π+π− decay is calculated by using the lep-
ton misidentiﬁcation rates measured from a control data
sample. Finally, they determine the optimal selection cri-
teria by maximizing the value /Nsens, where Nsens is the
averaged 90% conﬁdence level upper limit on the number
of observed signal events that would be obtained by an en-
semble of experiments with the expected background and
no real signal (Feldman and Cousins, 1998).
The number of D0 → π+π− candidates in the data,
Nππ, is extracted by ﬁtting their invariant mass distri-
bution with a binned maximum likelihood ﬁt. The signal
Table 19.1.25. From Lees (2012v) and Petric (2010). Sum-
mary of the number of expected background events (Nbg), the
sensitivity factor (S), number of observed events (Nobs), and
the branching fraction upper limits at the 90% C.L. for each
decay mode. The errors quoted include statistical and system-
atic uncertainties.
D0 → e+e− D0 → μ+μ− D0 → e±μ∓
BABAR
Nbg 1.01± 0.39 3.88± 0.35 1.42± 0.26
Nobs 1 8 2
S [10−9] 53.4± 0.22 80.6± 0.44 73.9± 0.4
UL 1.7× 10−7 [0.6, 8.1]× 10−7 3.3× 10−7
Belle
Nbg 1.7± 0.2 3.1± 0.1 2.6± 0.2
Nobs 0 2 3
S [10−9] 64.7(1± 6.4%) 48.4(1± 5.3%) 54.8(1± 4.8%)
UL 7.9× 10−8 1.4× 10−7 2.6× 10−7
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eﬃciencies of D0 → +− and D0 → π+π− are evaluated
using a Monte Carlo simulation.
The branching fraction upper limits (UL) have been
calculated including all uncertainties using an extended
version (Conrad, Botner, Hallgren, and Perez de los Heros,
2003) of the Feldman-Cousins method (Feldman and
Cousins, 1998). Systematic uncertainties are found to have
a negligible eﬀect on the limits. The results are listed in
Table 19.1.25.
19.1.8.1 Search for the decay D0 → γγ and Measurement
of the branching fraction for D0 → π0π0
In the Standard Model ﬂavor-changing neutral currents
(FCNC) are forbidden at tree level (Glashow, Iliopoulos,
and Maiani, 1970). These decays are allowed at higher or-
der (Hurth, 2003) and have been measured in the K and
B meson systems. In the charm sector, however, the small
mass diﬀerence between down-type quarks of the ﬁrst two
families translates to a large suppression at the loop level
from the GIM mechanism. To date, measurements of ra-
diative decays of charm mesons are consistent with results
of theoretical calculations that include both short-distance
and long-distance contributions and predict decay rates
several orders of magnitude below the sensitivity of cur-
rent experiments. While these rates are small, it has been
predicted that new physics (NP) processes can lead to sig-
niﬁcant enhancements (Prelovsek and Wyler, 2001).
BABAR has searched for the rare decay of the D0 meson
to two photons, D0 → γγ, and measured the branching
fraction for a D0 meson decaying to two neutral pions,
B(D0 → π0π0) (Lees, 2012u). The data sample analyzed
corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 470.5 fb−1.
TheD0 → K0Sπ0 decay is chosen for this purpose due to its
large branching fraction of (1.22±0.05)% (Beringer et al.,
2012) and partial cancellation of systematic uncertainties.
The invariant γγ mass distribution obtained from the
D0 → γγ analysis is shown in Fig. 19.1.44 together with
projections of the likelihood ﬁt and the individual signal
and background contributions. The signal yield is −6 ±
15, consistent with no D0 → γγ events. This result is
converted to a branching fraction for D0 → γγ relative to
the D0 → K0Sπ0 reference mode using
B(D0 → γγ) =
1
εγγ
N(D0 → γγ)
1
ε
D0→K0
S
π0
N(D0 → K0Sπ0)
×B(D0 → K0Sπ0), (19.1.73)
where N and ε are the yield and eﬃciency of the respec-
tive modes and B(D0 → K0Sπ0) is the known D0 → K0Sπ0
branching fraction. In this analysis the D0 → K0Sπ0 signal
yield is 126599 ± 568 events. They ﬁnd B(D0 → γγ) =
(−0.49 ± 1.23 ± 0.02) × 10−6 where the errors are the
statistical uncertainty and the uncertainty in the refer-
ence mode branching fraction, respectively. Therefore they
place an upper limit on the branching fraction for the
decay of a D0 meson to two photons, B(D0 → γγ) <
2.2× 10−6, at 90% conﬁdence level.
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Figure 19.1.44. From (Lees, 2012u). The γγ mass distribu-
tion for D0 → γγ candidates in data (data points). The curves
show the result of an unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt to the
measured mass distribution. The solid (blue) line shows the re-
sult of the ﬁt, indicating a slightly negative signal yield (consis-
tent with no signal). The long-dashed (red) curve corresponds
to combinatoric background component, and the small-dash
pink curve corresponds to the combinatoric background plus
D0 → π0π0 background shape. The χ2 value is determined
from binned data and is provided as a goodness-of-ﬁt measure.
The pull distribution shows diﬀerences between the data and
the solid blue curve with values and errors normalized to the
Poisson error.
The invariant mass distribution for events in the D0 →
π0π0 analysis is shown in Fig. 19.1.45. The signal yield for
D0 → π0π0 is 26010 ± 304 events. For D0 → K0Sπ0 the
signal yield is 103859± 392 events. Adjusting Eq. (19.1.73)
for the D0 → π0π0 case this yield can be converted to a
branching fraction and obtain B(D0 → π0π0) = (8.4 ±
0.1 ± 0.3) × 10−4. The ﬁrst error denotes the statistical
uncertainty and the second error reﬂects the uncertainties
in the reference mode branching fraction.
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Figure 19.1.45. From (Lees, 2012u). The π0π0 mass distri-
bution for D0 → π0π0 candidates in data (data points). The
curves show the result of the unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt
to the measured mass distribution. The solid (blue) line shows
the result of the ﬁt. The long-dashed (red) curve corresponds
to the combinatoric background component. The χ2 value is
determined from binned data and is provided as a goodness-
of-ﬁt measure. The pull distribution shows diﬀerences between
the data and the solid blue curve with values and errors nor-
malized to the Poisson error.
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Table 19.1.26. From (Lees, 2012u). Summary of predictions and measured values or limits for branching fractions for D0 → γγ
and D0 → π0π0.
Theoretical predictions
Mode Value Reference
D0 → γγ (SM,VMD) ≈ (3.5 +4.0−2.6)× 10−8 (Burdman, Golowich, Hewett, and Pakvasa, 2002)
D0 → γγ (SM,HQχPT) (1.0± 0.5)× 10−8 (Fajfer, Singer, and Zupan, 2001)
D0 → γγ (MSSM) 6× 10−6 (Prelovsek and Wyler, 2001)
Experimental results
Mode Value Reference
D0 → γγ (2002) < 2.9× 10−5 (Coan et al., 2003)
D0 → γγ (2012) < 2.2× 10−6 (Lees, 2012u)
D0 → π0π0 (2006) (7.9± 0.8)× 10−4 (Rubin et al., 2006)
D0 → π0π0 (2010) (8.1± 0.5)× 10−4 (Mendez et al., 2010)
D0 → π0π0 (2012) (8.4± 0.1)× 10−4 (Lees, 2012u)
A summary of the relevant branching fractions is shown
in Table 19.1.26.
19.1.9 Search for rare or forbidden semileptonic charm
decays
BABAR has performed a search for charm semileptonic de-
cays that are either forbidden or heavily suppressed in the
Standard Model (Lees, 2011k). The decays are of the form
X+c → h±∓(′)+, where X+c is a charm hadron (D+, D+s ,
or Λ+c ), and 
(′)± is an electron or muon. For D+ and D+s
modes, h± can be a pion or kaon, while for Λ+c modes it
is a proton. Decay modes with oppositely charged leptons
of the same lepton ﬂavor are examples of ﬂavor-changing
neutral current (FCNC) processes, which are expected to
be very rare because they cannot occur at tree level in
the SM. Decay modes with two oppositely charged lep-
tons of diﬀerent ﬂavor correspond to lepton-ﬂavor violat-
ing (LFV) decays and are essentially forbidden in the SM
because they can occur only through lepton mixing. De-
cay modes with two leptons of the same charge are lepton-
number violating (LNV) decays and are forbidden in the
SM. Hence, decays of the form X+c → h±∓(′)+ pro-
vide sensitive tools to investigate physics beyond the SM.
The most stringent existing upper limits on the branch-
ing fractions for X+c → h±∓(′)+ decays range from 1 to
700× 10−6 and do not exist for most of the Λ+c decays.
Charm hadron candidates are formed from one track
identiﬁed as either a pion, kaon, or proton (h) and two
tracks, each of which is identiﬁed as an electron or a muon
((′)). The total charge of the three tracks is required to
be ±1. For three-track combinations with a pion or kaon
track, the h(′) invariant mass is required to lie between
1.7 and 2.1GeV/c2; for combinations with a proton, the in-
variant mass is required to lie between 2.2 and 2.4GeV/c2.
The combinatorial background at low p∗ is very large
and they therefore select charm hadron candidates with
p∗ greater than 2.5GeV/c. The main backgrounds remain-
ing after this selection are QED events and semileptonic
B and charm decays, particularly events with two semi-
leptonic decays.
The QED events are mainly radiative Bhabha, initial-
state radiation, and two-photon events, which are all rich
in electrons. These events are easily identiﬁed by their low
multiplicity and/or highly jet-like topology. They strongly
suppress this background by requiring at least ﬁve tracks
in the event and that the hadron candidate be inconsis-
tent with the electron hypothesis. The background from
semileptonic B and charm decays is also suppressed by
requiring the two leptons to be consistent with a common
origin.
For low e+e− invariant mass there is a signiﬁcant
background contribution from photon conversions and π0
decays to e+e−γ. These are both removed by requiring
m(e+e−) > 200MeV/c2.
For the D+(s) → π++− decay modes, they exclude
events with 0.95 < m(e+e−) < 1.05GeV/c2 and 0.99 <
m(μ+μ−) < 1.05GeV/c2 to reject decays through the φ
resonance.
After the initial event selection, signiﬁcant combinato-
rial background contributions remain from semileptonic B
decays and other sources. The ﬁnal candidate selection is
performed by forming a likelihood ratio RL and requiring
the ratio to be greater than a minimum value RminL 4.
The following three discriminating variables are used
in the likelihood ratio: charm hadron candidate p∗, total
reconstructed energy in the event and ﬂight length signif-
icance.
Extended, unbinned, maximum-likelihood ﬁts are ap-
plied to the invariant-mass distributions for the h±∓(′)+
candidates. The measured signal yields are converted into
branching ratios by normalizing them to the yields of
known charm decays. For the D+ and D+s mesons, they
use decays to π+φ as normalization modes. For the Λ+c ,
they use Λ+c → pK−π+ as the normalization mode. The
upper limits are set using a Bayesian approach with a ﬂat
prior for the event yield in the physical region. The upper
limit on the signal yield is deﬁned as the number of signal
events for which the integral of the likelihood from zero
events to that number of events is 90% of the integral from
zero to inﬁnity. The systematic uncertainties are included
in the likelihood as additional nuisance parameters. Exam-
ples of h(′) invariant-mass distributions for signal can-
didates are in Figs 19.1.46 and 19.1.47. The signal yields
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Figure 19.1.46. From (Lees, 2011k). Invariant-mass distributions for Λ+c → p+(′)− candidates. The solid lines are the results
of the ﬁts. The background component for the dimuon mode in which muon candidates arise from hadrons misidentiﬁed is shown
as a dashed curve.
Table 19.1.27. From (Lees, 2011k). Signal yields for the ﬁts to the 35 X+c → h±∓(′)+ event samples. The ﬁrst error is the
statistical uncertainty and the second is the systematic uncertainty. The third column lists the estimated signal eﬃciency. The
fourth column gives for each signal mode the 90% C.L. upper limit (UL) on the ratio of the branching fraction of the signal
mode to that of the normalization mode (BR). The last column shows the 90% C.L. upper limit on the branching fraction for
each signal mode (BF). The upper limits include all systematic uncertainties.
BR UL BF UL
Yield Eﬀ. 90% C.L. 90% C.L.
Decay mode (events) (%) (10−4) (10−6)
D+ → π+e+e− −3.9± 1.6± 1.7 1.56 3.9 1.1
D+ → π+μ+μ− −0.2± 2.8± 0.9 0.46 24 6.5
D+ → π+e+μ− −2.9± 3.4± 2.4 1.21 11 2.9
D+ → π+μ+e− 3.6± 4.3± 1.3 1.54 13 3.6
D+s → π+e+e− 8± 34± 8 6.36 5.4 13
D+s → π+μ+μ− 20± 15± 4 1.21 18 43
D+s → π+e+μ− −3± 11± 3 2.16 4.9 12
D+s → π+μ+e− 9.3± 7.3± 2.8 1.50 8.4 20
D+ → K+e+e− −3.7± 2.9± 3.3 2.88 3.7 1.0
D+ → K+μ+μ− −1.3± 2.8± 1.1 0.65 16 4.3
D+ → K+e+μ− −4.3± 1.8± 0.6 1.44 4.3 1.2
D+ → K+μ+e− 3.2± 3.8± 1.2 1.74 9.9 2.8
D+s → K+e+e− −5.7± 5.8± 2.0 3.20 1.6 3.7
D+s → K+μ+μ− 4.8± 5.9± 1.2 0.85 9.1 21
D+s → K+e+μ− 9.1± 6.0± 2.8 1.74 5.7 14
D+s → K+μ+e− 3.4± 6.4± 3.5 2.08 4.2 9.7
Λ+c → pe+e− 4.0± 6.5± 2.8 5.52 0.8 5.5
Λ+c → pμ+μ− 11.1± 5.0± 2.5 0.86 6.4 44
Λ+c → pe+μ− −0.7± 2.9± 0.9 1.10 1.6 9.9
Λ+c → pμ+e− 6.2± 4.6± 1.8 1.37 2.9 19
D+ → π−e+e+ 4.7± 4.7± 0.5 3.16 6.8 1.9
D+ → π−μ+μ+ −3.1± 1.2± 0.5 0.70 7.5 2.0
D+ → π−μ+e+ −5.1± 4.2± 2.0 1.72 7.4 2.0
D+s → π−e+e+ −5.7± 14.± 3.4 6.84 1.8 4.1
D+s → π−μ+μ+ 0.6± 5.1± 2.7 1.05 6.2 14
D+s → π−μ+e+ −0.2± 7.9± 0.6 2.23 3.6 8.4
D+ → K−e+e+ −2.8± 2.4± 0.2 2.67 3.1 0.9
D+ → K−μ+μ+ 7.2± 5.4± 1.6 0.80 37 10
D+ → K−μ+e+ −11.6± 4.0± 3.1 1.52 6.8 1.9
D+s → K−e+e+ 2.3± 7.9± 3.3 4.10 2.1 5.2
D+s → K−μ+μ+ −2.3± 5.0± 2.8 0.98 5.3 13
D+s → K−μ+e+ −14.0± 8.4± 2.0 2.26 2.4 6.1
Λ+c → pe+e+ −1.5± 4.2± 1.5 5.14 0.4 2.7
Λ+c → pμ+μ+ −0.0± 2.1± 0.6 0.94 1.4 9.4
Λ+c → pμ+e+ 10.1± 5.8± 3.5 2.50 2.3 16
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Figure 19.1.47. From (Lees, 2011k). Invariant-mass distributions for D+ → K−+(′)+ (top) and D+s → K−+(′)+ (bottom)
candidates. The solid lines are the results of the ﬁts. The background components for the dimuon modes and D+(s) → K−μ+e+
in which candidates arise from misidentiﬁed hadrons are shown as dashed curves.
obtained from the unbinned likelihood ﬁts are listed in Ta-
ble 19.1.27 with statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Only systematic uncertainties associated with the signal
and background p.d.f.s are included in the systematic un-
certainty for the yields. The curves representing the ﬁts
are overlaid in the ﬁgures. The most signiﬁcant signal is
seen in the distribution for Λ+c → pμ+μ−; the signal yield
has a statistical-only signiﬁcance of 2.6σ as determined
from the change in log-likelihood with respect to zero as-
sumed signal events. With 35 diﬀerent measurements, a
2.6σ deviation is expected with about 25% probability.
19.1.10 Summary of charmed meson decays
Charm decays open the road to investigate the ﬂavor
physics of up-type quarks, which is complementary to the
weak interactions of the (bottom and strange) down type
quarks. Since the B decays are dominated by the b → c
transitions, and the e+e− → cc cross section is compara-
tively high, the B factories also generated plenty of charm
which allowed detailed measurements with highly compet-
itive precision.
FCNC processes of up-type quarks are predicted to be
heavily GIM suppressed, which motivated measurements
and searches of rare and even forbidden decays of charm
at the B factories. Although for many FCNC processes it
is diﬃcult to make a precise theoretical prediction, the B
factories added a lot of new information on these decays,
constraining signiﬁcantly the limits on physics beyond the
SM.
Aside from the weak interactions also many studies
of QCD related issues have been performed. The charm
quark is neither heavy enough to be cleanly treated within
the heavy quark expansion, nor is it light enough to be sen-
sibly included into chiral Lagrangians, and thus it nicely
covers the intermediate region between the two limits. For
this reason there has been a lot of eﬀort to measure multi-
body decays, where a lot of information on QCD has been
extracted from e.g. Dalitz analyses.
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19.2.1 Introduction
19.2.1.1 Brief overview
The mixing phenomenon in B, D and K neutral meson
system is an example of the ﬂavor changing neutral cur-
rent (FCNC) process. Within the SM, FCNC’s are ab-
sent at the tree level (ﬁrst order). However, mixing can
occur through box diagrams (second order), as shown in
Fig. 19.2.1.
cj
c d,s,b u
u d,s,b c
D0 D0W W+ −
V
ci Vuj*
V
ui
* V
Figure 19.2.1. Box diagram leading to D0 −D0 mixing.
The strong suppression of FCNC’s is a consequence
of the GIM mechanism (Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani,
1970) (see Chapter 16). In the past, measurements of mix-
ing provided a basis for important discoveries. The dis-
coveries of K0 − K0 and B0d − B0d mixing, for example,
enabled predictions of the masses of the charm and top
quarks, respectively, before the quarks were ﬁrst observed
at Brookhaven and SLAC (Aubert et al., 1974; Augustin
et al., 1974), and at Fermilab (Abachi et al., 1995b; Abe
et al., 1995). The probability for any of the above men-
tioned neutral mesons to transform into its anti-particle
in the course of its lifetime is described by the mixing
parameters x and y. The mixing parameters are deﬁned
as
Γ =
Γ1 + Γ2
2
x =
m1 −m2
Γ
y =
Γ1 − Γ2
2Γ
, (19.2.1)
where Γ1,2 are the widths of the two mass eigenstates. The
time integrated probability for a neutral meson initially
produced as P 0 to decay at a later time as P
0
is given by
(x2 + y2)/2(x2 + 1). By inspection of approximate values
for x and y in Table 19.2.1 it is clear that this probability
is by far the smallest for the system of neutral D mesons.
Table 19.2.1. Discoveries of neutral mesons and their mixing
Approximate values of the mixing parameters are listed as well.
Meson Discovery year and place Mixing parameter
K0 1950 Caltech
Mixing 1956 Columbia x ≈ 1, y ≈ 1
B0d 1983 CESR
Mixing 1987 DESY x ≈ 0.8, y ∼ 0
B0s 1992 LEP
Mixing 2006 Fermilab x ≈ 26, y ∼ 0.05
D0 1976 SLAC
Mixing 2007 KEK, SLAC x ∼ 0.01, y ∼ 0.01
The reason for the small rate of mixing of D0 mesons
lies in the fact that they are the only ﬂavored neutral
mesons composed of up-type quarks. The GIM mecha-
nism, as explained below, is even more eﬃcient for the case
of up-type quark FCNC’s. For the same reason measure-
ments of mixing in the D0 system yield complementary
constraints on possible contributions from new physics
(NP) processes beyond the SM to those arising from the
measurements of FCNC’s of down-type quarks (B or K
mesons). In 2007 the B Factories established evidence for
mixing in the neutral charm mesons system, and those
results were published back-to-back in Phys. Rev. Lett.
as (Aubert, 2007j) and (Staric, 2007). These results are
discussed in Sections 19.2.2 and 19.2.3, respectively.
19.2.1.2 Mixing
A general description of oscillations of pseudoscalar neu-
tral mesons is given in Section 10.1. In the following we
emphasize some of the speciﬁcs of the D0 system. The
mixing parameters are deﬁned in Eq. (19.2.1).
In the absence of CP violation (q = p = 1/
√
2 in Eq.
10.1.2), D1(2) is the CP -even (odd) state if one adopts the
phase convention CP |D0〉 = |D0〉 and CP |D0〉 = |D0〉.119
The amplitude for the process of Fig. 19.2.1,
〈D0|HΔC=2|D0〉, can be schematically written as∑
i,j=d,s,b
V ∗uiVciVcjV
∗
ujF(m2W ,m2i ,m2j ), (19.2.2)
119 For the mixing parameter x (y) one subtracts the mass
(width) of the CP -odd state (or in case of CP violation of the
state which has a larger CP -odd component) from that of the
CP -even state (or in case of CP violation of the state which
has a larger CP -even component).
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where the kinematic function F arises from the integration
over the momenta of particles exchanged in the loop. The
formulation above nicely reﬂects the GIM mechanism: if
masses of all (down-type) quarks exchanged in the loop
were equal, i.e. mi = mj , the function F would be a factor
common to all terms in the sum which would make the
amplitude zero due to the unitarity of the CKM matrix.
Based on dimensional arguments (Nachtmann, 1990)
the form of F is
F(m2W ,m2i ,m2j ) ∝ f0m2W (19.2.3)
+f1m2i + f2m
2
j + f3mimj +O(m−2W ) .
Due to the unitarity of the CKM matrix, only the mimj
terms survives in the sum (19.2.2), and hence
〈D0|HΔC=2|D0〉 ∝
∑
i,j=d,s,b
V ∗uiVciVcjV
∗
ujmimj . (19.2.4)
Furthermore, due to the small magnitude of the Vub cou-
pling, the b quark contribution is negligible. The ampli-
tude is proportional to V ∗usVcsVcdV
∗
ud, and vanishes in the
limit md ∼ ms. The D0 mixing thus arises only as a con-
sequence of the SU(3)ﬂavor symmetry breaking resulting
from the small diﬀerences between the masses of down-
type quarks.
The short distance contribution calculated from the
box diagrams (like the one in Fig. 19.2.1) is proportional
to the local ΔC = 2 operator uγμ(1−γ5)cuγμ(1−γ5)c and
reads (Bigi and Uraltsev, 2001b; Burdman and Shipsey,
2003; Georgi, 1992)
〈D0|HΔC=2|D0〉 = G
2
Fm
2
c
4π2
V ∗csV
∗
cdVudVus
(m2s −m2d)2
m4c
×
〈D0|uγμ(1− γ5)cuγμ(1− γ5)c|D0〉 .
(19.2.5)
Equation (19.2.5) shows that this amplitude is doubly-
Cabibbo suppressed. Furthermore, the factor (m2s −
m2d)
2/m4c shows explicitly that D
0 mixing vanishes in the
limit of exact SU(3)ﬂavor symmetry limit, when ms = md.
It has been discussed (Bigi and Uraltsev, 2001b; Georgi,
1992) that the contribution shown in Eq. (19.2.5) is the
ﬁrst term of systematic expansion in 1/mc. The peculiar
feature of this leading term is the strong suppression by
the factor (m2s −m2d)2/m4c , which is not present any more
in the subleading terms of the expansion. In fact, already
the ﬁrst subleading terms exhibits only a factor m2s/m
2
c .
This indicates that the leading term cannot properly de-
scribe D0 mixing, and that large long-distance contribu-
tions are present.
Taking into account the long-distance contributions by
adding the second order terms from HΔC=1 involving in-
termediate hadronic states |n〉 one obtains
(M − i
2
Γ )ij = mDδij + (19.2.6)
1
2mD
〈D0|HΔC=2|D0〉+
1
2mD
∑
n
〈D0|HΔC=1|n〉〈n|HΔC=1|D0〉
mD − En + i .
Neglecting, for the moment, the last term in the equa-
tion above and evaluating Mij , Γij from the box diagram
(〈D0|HΔC=2|D0〉), and taking into account the relations
for the eigenvalues of the eﬀective Hamiltonian Eq. (10.1.15),
it is possible to estimate the expected magnitude of the
mixing parameter, |x| ∼ O(10−5). Mixing with this rate
would be unobservable with the present experimental fa-
cilities.
However, the last term in Eq. (19.2.6) also contributes,
and represents the long distance contribution to the eﬀec-
tive Hamiltonian. The contribution arises from on- and oﬀ-
shell intermediate states |n〉 accessible to both D0 and D0
(see for example Fig. 19.2.2). Due to the non-perturbative
D0
K+
K−
D0
    
Figure 19.2.2. K+K− as an example of an intermediate state
accessible to both D0 and D0, contributing to D0−D0 mixing.
Black circles represent quark processes for D0 → K+K− and
its charge conjugate, similar to the process shown in Fig. 19.2.4.
quantum chromodynamic nature of these eﬀects, their con-
tribution is much more diﬃcult to evaluate than the short
distance contribution illustrated in Fig. 19.2.1. In general,
two methods have been exploited to estimate the mag-
nitude of the mixing parameters that consider these long
distance contributions: the exclusive approach (Donoghue,
Golowich, Holstein, and Trampetic, 1986; Falk, Grossman,
Ligeti, Nir, and Petrov, 2004), considering various possi-
ble exclusive intermediate states, and the Operator Prod-
uct Expansion (OPE) method (Bigi and Uraltsev, 2001b;
Georgi, 1992).
The former method is conceptually straightforward. If
we consider only the possible two-body pseudoscalar inter-
mediate states, K−π+, K−K+, π−π+ and K+π−, their
contributions are summarized in Table 19.2.2.
The second and third columns of the table show the
CKM elements for various states entering the expressions
|〈D0|HΔC=1|n〉|2 and 〈D0|HΔC=1|n〉〈n|HΔC=1|D0〉, ac-
cording to the Wolfenstein parameterization (see Chap-
ter 16). The minus signs in the third column are a conse-
quence of a relative sign between the Vus and Vcd elements
of the CKM matrix. Na¨ıvely one expects the contribution
to the mixing, when summed over the considered states,
to vanish, i.e.∑
n
〈D0|HΔC=1|n〉〈n|HΔC=1|D0〉 = 0. (19.2.7)
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Table 19.2.2. Pairs of pseudoscalar mesons accessible to D0 and D0. The CKM suppression factors entering two expressions
in Eq. (19.2.6) are listed in the second and the third column. Due to the SU(3)ﬂavor symmetry breaking the ratios of branching
fractions (B) diﬀer from the na¨ıve CKM expectation (fourth column). From these one can estimate the contributions important
for the mixing amplitude, listed in the ﬁfth column.
State |〈D0|HΔC=1|n〉|2 ∝ 〈D0|HΔC=1|n〉〈n|HΔC=1|D0〉 ∝ Measured B/B0 Contribution to mixing
K+π− 1 −λ2 r1 −√r1r4λ2
K−K+ λ2 λ2 r2λ2 r2λ2
π−π+ λ2 λ2 r3λ2 r3λ2
K−π+ λ4 −λ2 r4λ4 −√r1r4λ2
Σ = 0 Σ = λ2
`
r2 + r3 − 2√r1r4
´
However, SU(3)ﬂavor symmetry breaking causes diﬀer-
ences beyond those in the CKM factors contributing to the
various states. These can be estimated from the measured
branching fractions as given schematically in the fourth
column of the table. If one denotes the expected B for a
ﬁnal state i by λnBi0, the measured B is riλnBi0. The fac-
tors ri = 1 point to SU(3) symmetry breaking. The con-
tributions to the mixing amplitude as evaluated using the
measured branching fractions is given in the last column.
The sum over all the states yields λ2(r2 + r3 − 2√r1r4)
which is in general diﬀerent from zero. In order to precisely
calculate the mixing parameters, one would of course need
to take into account other possible intermediate states for
some of which the branching fractions are not well known.
Nevertheless it is possible to estimate the magnitude of the
mixing parameters to be |x| <∼ O(10−3) and |y| <∼ O(10−2)
(Falk, Grossman, Ligeti, Nir, and Petrov, 2004). These
are in rough agreement with the expectation of the OPE
method, |x|, |y| <∼ O(10−3) (Bigi and Uraltsev, 2001b).
In summary, theoretical expectations based on the SM
are that the mixing rate in the D0 system is small, aris-
ing mainly from long distance contributions that are dif-
ﬁcult to estimate. Despite this diﬃculty, the measure-
ment of mixing in this system over a wide range of decay
modes and with suﬃcient precision can provide important
constraints on possible NP parameters. Importantly and
uniquely, such constraints will be complementary to those
from down-type FCNC processes.
On the experimental side, observations of D0 mixing
come predominantly from measurements of the time evo-
lution of neutral D meson decays to ﬁnal states f that are
accessible to both D0 and D0. In such cases, as illustrated
in Fig. 19.2.3, direct decay and decay preceded by mix-
ing interfere. Mixing can, in principle, also be observed
in semi-leptonic decays of D0 mesons where the leptons
have the wrong sign. The only way, in the SM, for such
decays to occur is through D0-D0 mixing, with a tiny rate
∝ (x2 + y2)/2 ∼ 5× 10−5.
At the B Factories, cc pairs are produced in the
electroweak annihilation of electrons and positrons. In
the fragmentation of primary quarks various species of
charmed hadrons together with lighter hadrons are pro-
duced. In general, pairs of D0 and D0 mesons are not
f D 0
A f
D 0
A f
Figure 19.2.3. Illustration of interference between direct D
meson decays and decays through mixing into the ﬁnal state
f , accessible to either D0 or D0.
in a quantum correlated state.120 The time evolution of
the mass eigenstates D1,2 (i.e. of the eigenstates of the
eﬀective Hamiltonian, see Section 10.1) follows a simple
exponential form
|D1,2(t)〉 = e−i(m1,2−iΓ1,2/2)t|D1,2(t = 0)〉 , (19.2.8)
and the form of the experimentally accessible ﬂavor states
is
|D0(t)〉 = 1
2p
[|D1(t)〉+ |D2(t)〉]
|D0(t)〉 = 1
2q
[|D1(t)〉 − |D2(t)〉] . (19.2.9)
Writing out the time evolution of the mass eigenstates we
arrive at
|D0(t)〉 =
[
|D0〉 cosh
(
ix+ y
2
Γt
)
− (19.2.10)
−q
p
|D0〉 sinh
(
ix+ y
2
Γt
)]
e(−im−Γ/2)t
|D0(t)〉 =
[
|D0〉 cosh
(
ix+ y
2
Γt
)
−
−p
q
|D0〉 sinh
(
ix+ y
2
Γt
)]
e(−im−Γ/2)t .
120 This is diﬀerent from D0D0 production at the charm
threshold. There, the pair of D mesons from the decay of a
ψ(3770) is in a quantum correlated state similar to a pair of B
mesons produced in the decay of an Υ (4S).
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In the above equations we use the notation |D0〉 and |D0〉
for the two ﬂavor eigenstates.121 The time evolutions can
be simpliﬁed. Since |x|, |y|  1, the time dependent decay
rate of an initially produced D0 meson to a ﬁnal state f
can be written as
dΓ (D0 → f)
dt
∝
∣∣∣Af − q
p
ix+ y
2
AfΓt
∣∣∣2e−Γt . (19.2.11)
Af and Af denote the instantaneous decay amplitudes
〈f |D0〉 and 〈f |D0〉, respectively. Analogously, for an ini-
tially produced D0 one ﬁnds
dΓ (D0 → f)
dt
∝
∣∣∣Af − p
q
ix+ y
2
AfΓt
∣∣∣2e−Γt . (19.2.12)
Further simpliﬁcation arises if we ignore CP violation
in mixing and mixing-induced CP violation (see further
discussion in Section 19.2.1.3), i.e. assume that p = q =
1/
√
2:
dΓ (D0 → f)
dt
∝ [|Af |2 − |Af ||Af |(x sin δf + y cos δf )(Γt)
+|Af |2x
2 + y2
4
(Γt)2
]
e−Γt ,
dΓ (D0 → f)
dt
∝ [|Af |2 + |Af ||Af |(x sin δf − y cos δf )(Γt)
+|Af |2x
2 + y2
4
(Γt)2
]
e−Γt,
(19.2.13)
where δf is arg(Af/Af ). In Eqs (19.2.13), the ﬁrst terms
represent direct decay and the third terms describe decay
preceded by mixing. The middle terms, linear in t, encode
the interference between the two processes. They are also
linear in the small parameters x and y, and it is those
terms that make the time dependent decay rates sensitive
to the values of the mixing parameters.
The speciﬁc dependence on these quantities diﬀers for
various ﬁnal states f . When the amplitude for direct decay
is Cabibbo-favored (CF), the ﬁrst term dominates and
the decays are, eﬀectively, exponential and mixing can be
neglected. When, however, the direct decay amplitude is
doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS), all three terms are of
the same order of magnitude and such ﬁnal states oﬀer
the maximum sensitivity to the mixing parameters.
19.2.1.3 CP violation
For most BABAR and Belle measurements of D0−D0 me-
son mixing, results on the mixing parameters are extracted
ﬁrst assuming that CP violation can be neglected, using
Eq. (19.2.13). In some measurements a second ﬁt to the
data distributions is performed examining the possibility
121 The experimental identiﬁcation of these states is possible
through decays into ﬂavor speciﬁc ﬁnal states, for example
〈D0|K−+ν〉 = 0 while 〈D0|K−+ν〉 = 0.
for diﬀerences between D0 and D0, and CP asymmetries
are measured.
The decay rates in Eqs (19.2.11) and (19.2.12) depend
also on the CP violating parameter q/p (cf. Chapter 10).
In general, CP violation in the SM for processes involving
charmed hadrons is expected to be tiny. This is conve-
niently seen in the parameterization of the CKM matrix
given in Eq. (16.4.4). CP violation arises from the phase
in the CKM matrix, and the elements of the matrix re-
lated to the ﬁrst two generations of quarks, which appear
in the charmed hadron processes, are almost real. Hence
the magnitude of the CP violating eﬀect is expected to be
small. As an example, consider the Cabibbo suppressed
decay D0 → π+π−, shown in Fig. 19.2.4. The relevant
CKM phase entering the ratio of amplitudes for this de-
cay and its charge conjugate is
arg
〈π+π−|D0〉
〈π+π−|D0〉 = 2 arg(V
∗
cdVud) . (19.2.14)
To see the expected magnitude of the CP violation due to
this weak phase one needs to consider the parameteriza-
tion of the CKM matrix at least up to the order λ5. The
usually adopted Wolfenstein parameterization to order λ3
is given in Eq. (16.4.4) in Section 16. The parameteri-
zation including the order of λ5 reads (see for example
review “CP violation in meson decays” in Beringer et al.
(2012))
0
@ 1−λ2/2−λ4/8 λ Aλ3(ρ−iη)−λ+A2λ5[1−2(ρ+iη)]/2 1−λ2/2−λ4(1+4A2)/8 Aλ2
Aλ3[1−(1−λ2/2)(ρ+iη)] −Aλ2+Aλ4[1−2(ρ+iη)]/2 1−A2λ4/2
1
A
+O(λ6).
(19.2.15)
Evaluating Equation (19.2.14) yields
2 arg(V ∗cdVud) ≈ 2A2λ4η = 1.2× 10−3 , (19.2.16)
where in the last line we use values of parameters from
Charles et al. (2005). CP violation eﬀects in the charm
sector are thus of the order of 10−3. Recently some au-
thors have argued that the CP asymmetries in Cabibbo-
suppressed decays can be larger by some factor (Brod,
Kagan, and Zupan, 2011).
0
u u
+W u
D
c
*V
V
 
 
+π
−π
d
ud
cd
d
Figure 19.2.4. D0 → π+π− decay with the corresponding
CKM elements.
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In measurements of various observables sensitive to CP
violation, the parameterization∣∣∣∣qp
∣∣∣∣2 ≡ 1 +AM (19.2.17)
is often used. Three types of CP violating eﬀects can
be distinguished, as in any other neutral mesons system
(see Section 16.6). First, CP violation in mixing occurs
if AM = 0 (alternatively, |q/p| = 1). CP violation in de-
cay is present if |Af/Af | = 1. This eﬀect is sometimes
parameterized in terms of∣∣∣∣∣AfAf
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≡ 1 +AfD . (19.2.18)
It should be noted that while the parameter AM is univer-
sal for all D0 decays, the parameter AfD depends on the
ﬁnal state f . This type of CP violation can only occur in
decays to which at least two processes with diﬀerent weak
and strong phases contribute (see Eq. (16.6.5) in Chap-
ter 16). For D mesons this is only possible in Cabibbo
suppressed decays, where both tree (e.g. see Fig. 19.2.4)
and penguin (Fig. 19.2.5) diagrams are possible. Finally,
u
q
d,s,b
W uc
q
g
Figure 19.2.5. Penguin diagram contributing to Cabibbo sup-
pressed decays of D mesons.
there is a possibility of mixing-induced CP violation. This
is characterized by
Im
[
q
p
Af
Af
]
≡ Im[λf ] = 0 . (19.2.19)
Using previous parameterizations (and keeping only linear
terms in small quantities AM and A
f
D), λf is sometimes
expressed as
λf =
√
RfD(1 +AM/2)(1−AfD/2)e−i(δf−φ) . (19.2.20)
In the above expression, the parameter RfD is not related
to CP violation, but to the possible Cabibbo suppression,
RfD = |Af/Af |2 = |Af/Af |2. The phase δf includes a
possible strong phase as well as the weak phase diﬀerence
between the two amplitudes. For decays to CP eigenstates
(such as K+K−) RfD = 1 and the strong phase diﬀerence
is zero. If we neglect the weak phase diﬀerences of the
order of 10−3 then the only source of this type of CP
violation in decays to CP eigenstates is φ ≡ arg(q/p) = 0
which can arise due to some unknown NP processes.
In the following sections we neglect CP violation in
the neutral D meson system and address this important
phenomenon separately in Sections 19.2.6 and 19.2.7.
19.2.1.4 D0 Mixing in New Physics Models
Values of the mixing parameters for the D0 meson system
can diﬀer signiﬁcantly from SM estimates in several NP
models. In Golowich, Hewett, Pakvasa, and Petrov (2007)
the authors examined a large number of such models and
calculated the contributions of new particles and processes
to the mixing parameters x and y. Due to the large un-
certainties in SM calculations, the values are obtained for
speciﬁc NP contributions alone.122 In this approach the
parameters of a large majority of the models considered
are additionally constrained by the measured values of the
D0 mixing parameters. An example of the sensitivity of
the value of x to the mass and CKM elements of a possible
fourth generation b′ quark is shown in Fig. 19.2.6.123
Not only x but also y can be sensitive to some of the
NP models considered. As pointed out in Eq. (19.2.5),
the mixing parameters in the SM vanish in the exact
SU(3)ﬂavor limit. Moreover, the contribution to the mix-
ing parameters enters only as a second order eﬀect in the
SU(3)ﬂavor breaking. Hence the NP contributions to y
could be signiﬁcant for the models in which the contri-
butions do not vanish in the SU(3)ﬂavor symmetry limit
(Golowich, Pakvasa, and Petrov, 2007). An example is the
R-parity violating SUSY model, where the slepton medi-
ated interaction is not suppressed in the SU(3)ﬂavor sym-
metry limit and could lead to values as high as |y| ≈ 3.7%
for M˜ = 100 GeV/c
2. Section 25.2 is a more general dis-
cussion on how one can constrain benchmark NP models
using constraints from the B Factories.
19.2.1.5 General experimental remarks
Two experimental ingredients are necessary to exploit the
decay time distributions of Eqs (19.2.11) and (19.2.12) for
122 The neglection of the SM contribution leads to less restric-
tive limits in most cases. If there is also the SM contribution
to the magnitudes of the mixing parameters, then the contri-
bution from NP is smaller and hence the constraint gets more
severe.
123 Note that severe lower limits on the b′ mass arise also
from direct searches at the LHC. For example, the CMS col-
laboration ﬁnds m(b′) > 611 GeV at 95% C.L., assuming
B(b′ → Wt) = 100% and hence |Vub′Vcb′ | = 0 (Chatrchyan
et al., 2012c). The ATLAS collaboration provides lower mass
limits as a function of B(b′ →Wt) (Gauthier, 2013); for values
of the latter between 0.8 and 1.0 the limit is m(b′) > 700 GeV
at 95% C.L. This is complementary to the limit arising from
D0−D0 mixing, which provides an upper limit on the b′ mass
for a given value of |Vub′Vcb′ |.
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Figure 19.2.6. Contours of x in the fourth generation b′ quark
mass and CKM elements (|Vub′Vcb′ |) plane (see text for expla-
nation). Contours are shown for x = [15.0, 11.7, 8.0, 5.0, 3.0]×
10−3 (from right to left). From (Golowich, Hewett, Pakvasa,
and Petrov, 2007).
measuring the mixing parameters. The ﬁrst one is the de-
termination of the initial neutral D meson ﬂavor (“ﬂavor
tagging”), that is used to determine whether a D0 or a
D0 was produced at t = 0. The second ingredient is the
determination of the decay time of a the neutral D meson,
based on the measurement of its decay length between the
production and decay point.
The initial ﬂavor tagging is based on the decay chain
D∗+ → D0π+ → fπ+, and its charge conjugate D∗− →
D0π− → fπ−. The charge of the pion produced in the de-
cay of a D∗ determines the ﬂavor of the neutral daughter
D meson. It should be noted that the average laboratory
momentum of such pions is low, around 400MeV/c, and
hence they are usually denoted as “slow pions”, πs. The
use of D’s from D∗’s also reduces the amount of back-
ground in the event samples selected. The diﬀerence be-
tween the invariant masses of the D∗+ and the D0 meson,
Δm = m(fπ+) − m(f), is a powerful selection variable
that restricts the amount of combinatorial background
considerably. The eﬀectiveness is further enhanced by the
excellent experimental resolution in Δm arising from the
cancellation of experimental uncertainty in the determi-
nation of the momenta of particles comprising the D0. In
some measurements an equivalent variable Q = Δm−mπ
is used instead of Δm.124
The determination of the D meson decay length is il-
lustrated in Fig. 19.2.7 with typical dimensions indicated.
The accuracy depends critically on the silicon detectors
of the experiments, described in Chapter 2. The decay
point is obtained from ﬁtting the D meson decay products
to a single vertex. The D0 production point is obtained
by intersecting the D0 ﬂight direction, determined by its
momentum vector and decay vertex, with the e+e− in-
teraction region. The charged (“slow”) pion from the D∗
decay can be ﬁtted to a common space point together with
124 Sometimes in the literature the same variable is denoted as
q, not to be confused with q from Eq. (19.2.9), for example.
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Figure 19.2.7. Illustration of D meson decay length determi-
nation with some typical dimensions.
the D momentum and spatial constraints from the inter-
action region. This improves the momentum accuracy of
the slow pion and, thereby, the experimental resolution
in Δm. The average D0 decay length at the B Factories
is about 200 μm. The precision by which the interaction
region is known is given in Chapter 6. The resulting res-
olution on the decay length is approximately 100 μm, de-
pending on the ﬁnal state considered. The proper decay
time is obtained from the decay length l, momentum p
and nominal mass of the D mesons mD as mDl · p/p2.
In the measurement of the D0 decay times, it is as-
sumed that the D0’s are produced at the primary e+e−
production vertex. For D0’s from B meson decays, this
assumptions results in a biased measurement due to the
ﬁnite decay time of the B mesons and the correspond-
ing D0 decay time distribution cannot be described by
Eq. (19.2.13). This complication (and the related system-
atic uncertainties that would result from it) is avoided by
requiring the CM momentum of the tagging D∗ mesons to
exceed the kinematic limit for B → D∗X decays.125 The
typical minimal value required for the D∗ momentum is
2.5GeV/c.
To measure the mixing parameters from the decay time
distributions one needs an accurate description of the res-
olution, to be convolved with the expected distributions
of Eqs (19.2.11) and (19.2.12). The simplest way of de-
scribing the resolution is to use a Gaussian function with
an appropriate width, but this rarely turns out to be ac-
curate enough. In general, the resolution function is more
complicated since the resolution in an individual D meson
decay time measurement depends on the speciﬁc kinemat-
ics of the decay. In most cases the resolution function can
be successfully parameterized with two or three Gaussian
functions of diﬀerent widths. In an unbinned ﬁt to the
decay time distribution the width of the resolution func-
tion can be implemented on an event-by-event basis by
multiplying the estimated accuracy of the decay time as
obtained from the vertex ﬁts by a factor which is either a
free parameter in the ﬁt or determined from some control
sample of decays, if one exists. For a two Gaussian reso-
125 The largest momentum of a D∗, in a two body B → D∗π
decay in the CM system, where the B meson is approximately
at rest, is about 2.3GeV/c.
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lution parameterization, the likelihood value for the i-th
signal event is written as
Li(x, y) =
∫ ∞
0
dt′
dΓ
dt′
(t′;x, y)
[
fe(ti−t
′)2/2S1σ2i +
(1− f)e(ti−t′)2/2S2σ2i
]
. (19.2.21)
in which σi is the uncertainty reported by the vertex re-
construction code for this event, and where S1,2 are the
scale factors mentioned above.
In constructing the resolution function special care
should be devoted to possible biases in decay length mea-
surements. These can occur due to a combination of the
kinematic properties of decays (mainly arising from de-
pendence on the opening angle of the ﬁnal state tracks in
the laboratory frame) and small residual misalignments of
individual detector modules.126 Such eﬀects could result
in a biased measurement of the mixing parameters. These
eﬀects can be included in the resolution function through
various more sophisticated parameterizations, for exam-
ple by allowing the mean value of the Gaussian function
to deviate from zero. In some cases a further dependence
of the mean value on the kinematic properties of the decay
is required: for example, the bias can depend on the open-
ing angle of the two tracks in the case of D0 → K±π∓
decays; the opening angle is in turn strongly correlated
with the invariant mass and hence the bias can vary as
the invariant mass changes across the width of the sig-
nal peak, as shown in the example below in Fig. 19.2.18.
In multi-body decays the bias and hence the mean value
of the resolution function can also vary depending on the
position of the decay in the Dalitz plane.
The parameterization of the resolution function must
be studied to understand what eﬀect such biases have on
the determination of the mixing parameters. For this, a
number of special simulated samples of events are pro-
duced with non-zero values for x and y and then sub-
jected to the same selection, reconstruction and ﬁtting
procedures as the data to check for possible bias in these
mixing parameters. Another test is to ﬁt the Cabibbo-
favored decays (e.g. D0 → K−π+) where the eﬀects of
mixing are negligible to obtain the average decay lifetime.
The resulting values are compared to the current world
average of (410.1± 1.5) fs (Beringer et al., 2012) to check
for possible biases arising from the parameterization of the
resolution function.
19.2.2 Hadronic wrong-sign decays
The earliest attempts to ﬁnd evidence for D0−D0 mixing
at the B Factories have used limited samples of “wrong
sign” (WS) hadronic decays. The term WS decays is used
for decays to ﬂavor speciﬁc ﬁnal states which are either
DCS or can proceed through the mixing process. Both
126 For example, misalignment between the silicon vertex de-
vice and the central tracking chamber.
BABAR and Belle have carefully studied the time depen-
dence of the D0 → K+π− + c.c. decays. These stud-
ies initially set limits on the mixing parameters and ul-
timately provided evidence for charm mixing at the 3.9σ
level, as well as setting limits on CP violation (Zhang,
2006; Aubert, 2007j). These decays, expected to be par-
ticularly sensitive to mixing (Bigi and Uraltsev, 2001b;
Blaylock, Seiden, and Nir, 1995), were ﬁrst used to search
for this phenomenon by the E791 collaboration (Aitala
et al., 1998). This search resulted in the upper limit for the
ratio of decays with and without mixing of rmix < 0.85%
at 90% C.L. The CLEO experiment provided limits on
the mixing parameters using the same decay mode (see
below for the deﬁnitions of x′2 and y′), x′2 < 0.082% and
−5.5% < y′ < 1.0% at 95% C.L. (Godang et al., 2000).
Another type of WS decays that played important role
inD0−D0 mixing measurements is theD0 → K+π−π+π−
(K3π) decay mode. It has been used to search for charm
mixing since the earliest days of charm physics. In 1977,
the SLAC/LBL magnetic detector at SPEAR was used
to search for “same-sign” K3π events where the kaon in
the D0 decay had the same charge as the kaon in the re-
coil products opposite the D0 (Goldhaber et al., 1977).
The result was that less than 18% (at 90% C.L.) of the
observed D0 decays exhibited the same-sign signature,
which was consistent with the amount of charged particle
mis-identiﬁcation expected from their time-of-ﬂight sys-
tem. Other searches for wrong-sign decays also saw no
signal but did set limits on the wrong-sign rate. In 1995,
E791 (Aitala et al., 1998) reported a wrong-sign measure-
ment of D0 → K3π showing that the mixing rate is less
than 0.85% at 90% C.L. This result was soon followed
by evidence for the wrong-sign K3π decay from CLEO
with a relative rate with respect to the RS decays of
RK3πWS = [0.41
+0.12
−0.11 ± 0.04 ± 0.10]%, where the ﬁrst er-
ror is statistical, the second is systematic, and the third
is due to phase space (Dytman et al., 2001). The result
is consistent with the WS decays arising solely from DCS
decays.
19.2.2.1 Method
The time-dependence of mixing in the decays of neutral
mesons has been discussed in detail in Section 10.1 and,
for charm mesons, in Section 19.2.1. The term WS decays
is related to Eq. (19.2.13). If we select f = K−π+ the
D0 decays are CF and the second and third term in the
expression for dΓ(D0 → K−π+)/dt are negligible. On the
other hand, the D0 decays are DCS. Hence the contribu-
tion of direct decay (ﬁrst term of dΓ(D0 → K−π+)/dt)
is not much larger than the decay preceded by mixing
(D0 → D0 → K−π+, last term) and the interference
between the two (second term). Hence the decays of an
initially produced D0 to K−π+ (and analogously of an
initially produced D0 to K+π−), which are either DCS or
can proceed through the mixing process, are called WS de-
cays (as opposed to right sign (RS) decays, D0 → K+π−
and D0 → K−π+). Experimentally, the WS and RS de-
cays are selected based on the correlation between the
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charge of the slow pion from the tagging D∗± decay and
the charge of the kaon from the D meson decay.
Evaluating the expressions in Eqs (19.2.13), we get the
time dependence of the D0 → Kπ WS decays for small
values of the mixing parameters x and y, as deﬁned in
Eq. (19.2.1), and assuming that CP is conserved:
Γws
e−Γt
∝ RD +
√
RDy
′ Γt+
x′2 + y′2
4
(Γt)2 , (19.2.22)
where we used a short hand notation RD = RKπD . The
parameters x′ and y′ are the parameters x and y rotated
by a strong phase diﬀerence δKπ between the CF and DCS
decays:
x′ = x cos δKπ + y sin δKπ
y′ = y cos δKπ − x sin δKπ ; (19.2.23)
δKπ is deﬁned through AK−π+/AK−π+ = −
√
RKπD e
−iδKπ ,
c.f. Eq. (19.2.20). In the following, often the shorter no-
tation δ for δKπ is also used. Equation (19.2.22) reveals an
exponential decay modulated by terms linear and quadratic
in t. The diﬀering time development of the three terms —
constant, linear, and quadratic — can be used to separate
the contributions from DCS decays and decays with mix-
ing. In this approximation, the time-integrated rate, RWS,
is then
RWS = RD + y′
√
RD +
x2 + y2
2
. (19.2.24)
The mixing rate RM is deﬁned as RM = (x2 + y2)/2 =
(x′2 + y′2)/2. A mixing-only search (not allowing for CP
violation) combines D0 and D0 decays together. To in-
clude possible eﬀects from CP violation, both BABAR and
Belle apply Eq. (19.2.22) to D0 and D0 decays separately,
as discussed further in Section 19.2.7.
19.2.2.2 Measurements of D0 → K+π− decays
Belle and BABAR used 400 fb−1 and 384 fb−1, respec-
tively, in their 2006 and 2007 studies of Kπ WS mixing
(Zhang, 2006; Aubert, 2007j). Both experiments used the
decay chain D∗+ → π+s D0, D0 → K±π∓, using the large
statistics, RS decay D0 → K−π+ + c.c. to determine
most of the parameters in the p.d.f.s used to describe the
decay structure in four independent variables: the D0 can-
didate mass mKπ, the mass diﬀerence Δm (or q), the re-
constructed decay time t, and the event-by-event decay
time error, σt. Both, BABAR and Belle perform a “blind”
analysis (see Chapter 14), where the analysis procedure is
ﬁnalized before examining the mixing results.
In both measurements particle identiﬁcation criteria
on charged kaon and pion candidates are imposed, as well
as requirements on the quality of selected tracks and/or
momentum of slow pions. Belle requires the momentum
of the D0 candidate in the center-of-mass frame to be
> 2.7 GeV/c, which reduces the number of candidates
originating in combinatoric background and BB events.
BABAR uses a requirement of 2.5 GeV/c for the same pur-
pose.
Both experiments reconstruct the D∗ decay chain by
performing a vertex ﬁt of the K and π candidate tracks,
and extrapolating the ﬂight direction of the resulting D0
candidate back to the interaction region; the resulting in-
tersection is taken as the D∗ decay vertex (see Fig. 19.2.3).
The πs candidate is constrained to originate from the D∗
vertex. Requirements on the χ2 of all vertex ﬁts are im-
posed. The resulting decay time t along with its associated
uncertainty σt is calculated from the ﬁtted vertex posi-
tions and their uncertainties, and from the reconstructed
D0 momentum. A typical value of σt is (130-160) fs.
Some events have multiple D∗ candidates (about
5%).127 At Belle, the events in which at least two D∗ can-
didates with the opposite charge are found are rejected,
which reduces the random πs background (see below) by
about 30% and the signal by 1%. In the case of same-sign
D∗ candidates, the one with the best vertex ﬁt χ2 was
retained. At BABAR, if the D∗ candidate shared daughter
tracks with other D∗ candidates, only the one with the
largest P (χ2) was used.
There are several background components required in
order to correctly describe the two-dimensional RS and
WS (mKπ,Δm) or (mKπ, q) distributions in addition to
the signal components. BABAR deﬁnes three background
types: “random πs” background, where an unassociated
πs candidate is paired with a good D0 candidate; “mis-
reconstructed D0” background, where a πs candidate is
paired with a D0 that was reconstructed incorrectly, either
with an incorrect particle hypothesis for one of the daugh-
ter tracks, or a multi-body decay reconstructed as a two-
body decay; and combinatoric background. In RS events,
misreconstructed D0 candidates are primarily from semi-
leptonic decays; in WS events, from “swapped D0” candi-
dates which are RS D0 → Kπ decays with the K and π
particle identiﬁcations interchanged.
Belle deﬁnes four background types: random πs (rnd)
as above; those with a correct πs but with a misrecon-
structed D0 decaying to (≥ 3)-body ﬁnal states (d3b);
charged D+ and D+s decays (ds3); and combinatoric back-
ground (cmb).
Both Belle and BABAR determine the shape of the
background p.d.f.s from MC simulation and only their am-
plitudes are allowed to vary in the ﬁts. Signal events peak
in both mKπ and Δm (or q). Random πs events peak in
mKπ but not Δm (or q). Misreconstructed D0 decays peak
in Δm (or q) but not mKπ. Combinatoric events do not
peak in either mKπ or Δm (or q).
From the ﬁts to the (mKπ,Δm) or (mKπ, q) distribu-
tions Belle ﬁnds 1, 073, 993 ± 1108 RS signal events and
4024± 88 WS signal events. Fig. 19.2.8 shows mKπ and q
distributions from the Belle analysis for RS and WS data.
BABAR ﬁts the RS and WS (mKπ,Δm) plane simultane-
ously using shared parameters that describe the signal and
127 The largest fraction of multiple D∗ candidates results from
combinations of a single D0 candidate paired with multiple πs
candidates.
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random πs background. They ﬁnd 1, 141, 500 ± 1200 RS
signal events and 4030± 90 WS signal from the ﬁts. Pro-
jections of the WS ﬁt to data are shown in Fig. 19.2.9.
Figure 19.2.8. mKπ and q distributions (Zhang, 2006):
(a) RS mKπ for 0 MeV < q < 20 MeV; (b) RS q for
1.81 GeV/c2 < mKπ < 1.91 GeV/c
2; (c) WS mKπ for
5.3 MeV < q < 6.5 MeV; and (d) WS q for 1.845 MeV/c2 <
mKπ < 1.885 GeV/c
2. Points with error bars represent the
data and the histograms diﬀerent components of the ﬁt.
Figure 19.2.9. mKπ and Δm distributions (Aubert, 2007j):
(a) mKπ for WS candidates in a signal-enhanced region
(0.1445 GeV/c2 < Δm < 0.1465 GeV/c2); (b) Δm for WS can-
didates in a signal-enhanced region (0.1843 GeV/c2 < mKπ <
1.883 GeV/c2). Projections of the ﬁtted signal and background
p.d.f.s are shown.
The DCS decay parameter RD and the mixing parame-
ters x′2 and y′ are determined using unbinned, maximum-
likelihood ﬁts to the WS proper decay-time distribution.
The ﬁt is done in several stages in order to ﬁx some of
the parameters entering the ﬁnal ﬁt. The RS distribution
is ﬁtted ﬁrst providing the parameters of the resolution
functions to be used in the ﬁt to the WS decay-time dis-
tribution.
Figure 19.2.10. Belle (top, from Zhang, 2006) and BABAR
(bottom, from Aubert, 2007j) WS decay-time distributions
overlaid with projections of ﬁts assuming no CP violation.
Belle: Data distribution (points with error bars) for WS events
in the signal enhanced region |mKπ −mD0 | < 22 MeV/c2 and
|q − 5.9 MeV| < 1.5 MeV. BABAR: (a) Data distribution and
ﬁt projections for combined D0 and D0 candidates in the sig-
nal enhanced region 1.843 GeV/c2 < mKπ < 1.883 GeV/c
2
and 0.1445 GeV/c2 < Δm < 0.1465 GeV/c2. The ﬁt result
allowing (not allowing) mixing is shown as a solid (dashed)
line. (b) Points indicate the diﬀerence between the data and
the no-mixing ﬁt. The solid curve shows the diﬀerence between
ﬁts with and without mixing.
The Belle decay-time ﬁt uses a likelihood which is a
function of the DCS and mixing parameters RD, x′
2, and
y′. For event i, it is given by
dPi
dt′
=[
f isigPsig(t
′;RD, x′
2
, y′) + f irndPrnd(t
′)
]
⊗Rsig(ti − t′)
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Figure 19.2.11. Belle (Zhang, 2006) and BABAR (Aubert,
2007j) conﬁdence-level contours from the mixing ﬁts. Belle
(top): (x′2, y′) 95% conﬁdence-level regions showing the best
ﬁt result (point) assuming CP conservation. The statistical-
only (statistical plus systematic) contour for no CP violation
is shown as a dotted (dashed) line. The solid line is the statis-
tical plus systematic contour for the CP -allowed case. BABAR
(bottom): Conﬁdence-level contours and ﬁt result (point) for
1 − C.L. = 0.317(1σ), 4.55 × 10−2(2σ), 2.70 × 10−3(3σ),
6.33 × 10−5(4σ), and 5.73 × 10−7(5σ). The no-mixing point
is shown as a “+” sign.
+f id3bPd3b(t
′)⊗Rd3b(ti − t′)
+f ids3Pds3(t
′)⊗Rds3(ti − t′)
+f icmbδ(t
′)⊗Rcmb(ti − t′). (19.2.25)
The f i fractions are functions of mKπ, q, and σt, and are
determined on an event-by-event basis. Pj is the expected
decay-time distribution for event category j; it is given,
for example, by Eq. (19.2.22) for j = sig. Rj is the resolu-
tion function for the corresponding events and ⊗ denotes
the convolution. Signal and random πs background events
have the same resolution function since the slow pion is
not used in the vertex ﬁt. BABAR models the WS decay-
Figure 19.2.12. BABAR (Aubert, 2007j) WS branching frac-
tions RWS for disjoint regions of measured proper time from ﬁts
to the (mKπ,Δm) plane (points with error bars). The dashed
line shows the expected values of RWS for each slice in proper
time assuming the nominal mixing ﬁt results. The χ2 with
respect to the mixing ﬁt expectation is 1.5; assuming the no-
mixing hypotheses (a constant RWS for all time slices), the χ
2
is 24.
time behavior as given by Eq. (19.2.22) convolved with
the signal resolution function as determined in the RS
decay-time ﬁt. The background distribution is modeled in
a similar way as in the Belle case. The WS decay time dis-
tributions overlaid with the ﬁt projections for both Belle
and BABAR are shown in Fig. 19.2.10.
Both Belle and BABAR present results from ﬁts un-
der three diﬀerent assumptions: (1) that no mixing or CP
violation is present; (2) that mixing may be present, but
that there is no CP violation; and (3) that mixing and
CP violation may be present. The ﬁrst two sets of results
are shown in Table 19.2.3, while the last is discussed in
Section 19.2.7. A large correlation between x′2 and y′ is
seen in both experiments: −0.909 (Belle), −0.95 (BABAR).
BABAR ﬁnds the maximum-likelihood point to be
in the non-physical region x′2 < 0. Two-dimensional
conﬁdence-level contours (see Fig. 19.2.11) in x′2 and
y′ are calculated based on the change in negative log-
likelihood values with respect to the no-mixing point for
BABAR and using the Feldman-Cousins likelihood ratio or-
dering (Feldman and Cousins, 1998) for Belle.
Systematic uncertainties are included in the contour
evaluation as discussed below.
BABAR ﬁnds that the ﬁt allowing mixing provides a
substantially better result than the one without mixing,
as seen in Fig. 19.2.11. The likelihood maximum is at an
unphysical value (x′2 = −2.2×10−4, y′ = 9.7×10−3). The
diﬀerence in the χ2 between the most likely point in the
physically allowed region and the no-mixing point (x′2 =
0, y′ = 0) corresponds to a signiﬁcance for mixing of 3.9σ
(1− C.L. = 10−4) and provides evidence for mixing.128
128 Here evidence is regarded as a result with a signiﬁcance
of more than three standard deviations. For the explanation
about the signiﬁcance see Chapter 11.
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As a cross-check of the results, BABAR performs the
no-mixing ﬁt in slices in reconstructed decay time with
approximately equal numbers of events. The resulting val-
ues of RD increase with increasing decay time as seen in
Fig. 19.2.12. The rate of increase is consistent with the
measured mixing parameters and inconsistent with the
no-mixing hypothesis.
Table 19.2.3. D0 − D0 mixing results using D0 → Kπ WS
decays. When two uncertainties are given, the ﬁrst is statistical
and the second systematic. Results with a single uncertainty
have both statistical and systematic components combined.
Parameter Fit Results (×10−3)
BABAR Belle
(Aubert, 2007j) (Zhang, 2006)
Assuming no mixing or CP violation
RD 3.53± 0.08± 0.04 3.77± 0.08± 0.05
Assuming mixing but no CP violation
RD 3.03± 0.16± 0.10 3.64± 0.17
x′2 −0.22± 0.30± 0.21 0.18+0.21−0.23
y′ 9.7± 4.4± 3.1 0.6+4.0−3.9
Signiﬁcance 3.9 2.0
Some of the sources of systematic uncertainties investi-
gated are event yields, background modeling, and decay-
time p.d.f. models. Belle also investigated the eﬀects of
changing selection criteria such as particle-identiﬁcation
criteria, vertex ﬁt χ2 requirement, and D∗ momentum
selection, which cause the signal-to-background rates to
change.
The eﬀect of each individual systematic variation was
calculated from the change in −2Δ lnL evaluated in the
(x′2, y′) plane between the nominal ﬁt point and the new
ﬁt point of the variation under test. This value was scaled
by a factor of 2.3, χ2′ ≡ −2Δ lnL/2.3, to yield the 68%
conﬁdence level for a single variable. The largest Belle sys-
tematic is from the D∗ momentum requirement with χ2′ =
0.083. When shifts from all systematic checks are added in
quadrature, the overall scale factor is
√
1 +
∑
χ2′i = 1.12
which is used to scale the 95% C.L. contours as shown in
Fig. 19.2.11. As a cross-check, Belle ﬁnds the results for
the two SVD subsamples to be within 0.6σ of each other.
BABAR estimated systematic uncertainties and included
them in the evaluation of contours in a manner simi-
lar to that of Belle, ﬁnding the largest contribution to√
1 +
∑
χ2′i = 1.3 to be 0.06 from the modeling of the
long decay-time component of background D decays in
the signal region. A non-zero mean value of 3.6 fs for the
decay-time was found and is attributed to detector mis-
alignments; this contributes 0.05 to the systematic uncer-
tainty.
BABAR validated the ﬁtting procedure on MC data us-
ing both the full detector simulation and on ensembles of
large parameterized (simulated MC) samples. The ﬁt was
found to be unbiased in all cases. A ﬁt allowing for mixing
in the RS sample was performed and no signiﬁcant mixing
was observed, as expected. The staged ﬁtting procedure
was cross-checked by performing a single simultaneous ﬁt
in which all parameters were allowed to vary; results were
consistent with the nominal ﬁtting procedure.
19.2.2.3 Measurements of the D0 → K+π−π+π−
The advantages of the K3π mode relative to Kπ are its
larger branching fraction (about 8.1% compared to 3.9%
for Kπ) (Nakamura et al., 2010) and the improvement ob-
tained in decay vertex resolution with four charged tracks
instead of two (0.15–0.16 ps compared to 0.17–0.18 ps for
Kπ and KK).129 On the other hand, the strong phase dif-
ference of the decay varies over its four-body phase space,
making a simple interpretation of an average mixing rate
measured over all of the phase space problematic. Possible
approaches to this problem include limiting the measure-
ment to speciﬁc regions of interest in phase space or per-
forming a four-body, time-dependent ﬁt to the decay using
amplitude models. As with mixing studies using the Kπ
decay, CP violation can also be searched for by analyzing
the diﬀerence between D0 and D0 decays.
BABAR has reported preliminary results from a time-
dependent analysis of the four-body decay D0 →
K+π−π+π− using a 230 fb−1 data sample (Aubert,
2006ap). The analysis is very similar to time-dependent
analyses of D0 → Kπ. “Tagged” events (where the decay
chain D∗+ → πsD0 is reconstructed) are used to deter-
mine the production ﬂavor of the D0 candidate via the
charge of the slow pion πs. The variables of interest are
the reconstructed D0 candidate mass mKπππ, the mass
diﬀerence Δm between the reconstructed D∗+ and the
D0 candidate, and the decay time t and its uncertainty
σt.
The D∗+ and D0 candidate masses and vertices are
obtained from a vertex ﬁt to the decay chain using a
beam spot constraint. The ﬁt to the entire chain is re-
quired to have large enough probability calculated from
the ﬁt χ2, P (χ2) > 0.01. The D0 proper decay time t is
obtained from the vertex ﬁt along with its uncertainty σt.
A requirement is imposed on the decay time uncertainty
of σt < 0.5 ps. Unbinned extended maximum-likelihood
ﬁts are performed to both right-sign and wrong-sign can-
didates. Two-dimensional distributions in (mKπππ,Δm)
are ﬁtted to a combination of p.d.f.s that describe the
signal shapes and background contributions. The large
amount of right-sign signal is used to determine the sig-
nal shape parameters for the wrong-sign signal. Approxi-
mately 3.5×105 right-sign signal candidates are found are
found in each, D0 and D0 sample, and about 1100 wrong-
sign signal candidates for each. Backgrounds include “bad
slow pion” events, where a properly-reconstructed D0 has
been paired with an unassociated pion; this background
129 The improvement w.r.t. two body decays is less than a
factor of 1/
√
2 because of the lower momentum of the 4 tracks
and thus increased multiple scattering.
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source peaks in mKπππ but not in Δm. Another back-
ground comes from D0’s where the kaon and one of the
pions are interchanged, but the D∗+ is otherwise correctly
reconstructed. This source peaks in Δm only. The remain-
ing background component is combinatoric, which has no
peaking behavior.
Fits to the decay time distributions are performed.
Analogously to Eq. (19.2.22) the wrong-sign time-
dependence is ﬁtted to
ΓWS(t)
ΓRS(t)
= R˜D+αy˜′
√
R˜D(Γt)+
(x2 + y2)
4
(Γt2). (19.2.26)
Quantities that are integrated over all or part of phase
space are indicated by a tilde. α is a factor describing the
suppression due to the strong phase variation over the
phase space. Both a CP -conserving ﬁt which considers
D0 and D0 candidates together and a ﬁt that is poten-
tially sensitive to CP violation which treats them sepa-
rately are performed. A description of the latter is given
in Section 19.2.7.
Systematics are evaluated by changing various parts of
the analysis, including the σt selection, the p.d.f. param-
eterization of the decay time resolution function, back-
ground p.d.f. shapes, and the measured D0 lifetime value.
In the latter, the ﬁtted lifetime value is ﬁxed in the ﬁt to
the PDG value. Combined systematics are smaller than
the statistical errors on the measured quantities by about
a factor of ﬁve.
Assuming CP conservation, the BABAR preliminary
analysis (Aubert, 2006ap) yields a measurement of RM
and the interference term αy˜′ of
RM = [0.019+0.016−0.015(stat)± 0.002(syst)]%
αy˜′ = −0.006± 0.005(stat)± 0.001(syst) (19.2.27)
which are consistent with the no-mixing hypothesis at the
4.3% conﬁdence level. Results of the ﬁt allowing for CP
violation are given in Section 19.2.7.
Two-dimensional coverage probabilities of 68.3% and
95.0% (Δ logL = 1.15, 3.0, respectively) are shown in
Fig. 19.2.13 for the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed rate R˜D
vs. the mixing rate RM , and for the interference term
αy˜′/
√
x2 + y2 vs. RM .
19.2.2.4 Summary on hadronic wrong-sign decays
The measurements of decay time distributions in D0 →
K+π− decays played an important role in the initial
searches and ﬁnally in the experimental discovery of the
mixing phenomena in the neutral D meson system. It
should be noted that neither of the B Factory experi-
ments have performed measurements using their full data
set, this remains a task for the future. The uncertainties
of determinations of x′2 and y′ on measurements made
with larger data sets will be, most probably, dominated
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Figure 19.2.13. Likelihood contours for the CP conserving ﬁt
for eRD (top, from (Aubert, 2006ap)) and for the interference
term (bottom, BABAR internal, from the (Aubert, 2006ap) anal-
ysis) vs. the mixing rate RM . Solid line: Δ lnL = 1.15; dotted
line: Δ lnL = 3.0.
by experimental systematic uncertainties. The same mea-
surements provide important insights into a possible CP
violation in the D0 − D0 system as discussed further in
Section 19.2.7.
It should be noted that an analysis of wrong-sign de-
cays D0 → K+π−π0 has also been made by the BABAR
collaboration and is described in the section on decay time
dependent Dalitz analyses, Section 19.2.4.1.
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19.2.3 Decays to CP eigenstates
19.2.3.1 Method
If CP is conserved, q = p ≡ 1√
2
, and the mass eigenstates
|D1,2〉 = 1√2 (|D0〉 ± |D0〉) are CP -even and CP -odd; they
decay with the lifetimes τ1 = 1/Γ1 and τ2 = 1/Γ2, re-
spectively, into CP -even and CP -odd ﬁnal states, obey-
ing a simple exponential law, see Eq. (19.2.8). On the
other hand the time evolution of decays to ﬂavor spe-
ciﬁc ﬁnal states is approximately exponential only for the
Cabibbo-favored decays, like D0 → K−π+. In this case
Eqs (19.2.13) simplify due to the fact that |Af/Af |  1
(and |Af/Af |  1). Because of typically strong Cabibbo
suppression one can neglect the Γt and (Γt)2 terms in
Eqs (19.2.13).130 Hence the decay time distribution is ap-
proximately exponential with a lifetime of τFS = 1/Γ,
where τFS denotes the lifetime for decays into ﬂavor spe-
ciﬁc ﬁnal state.
The quantity which represents the relative lifetime dif-
ference between decays to CP and ﬂavor speciﬁc ﬁnal
states is obtained experimentally as:
yCP = ηCP
(
τFS
τCP
− 1
)
, (19.2.28)
where ηCP = +1 (−1) for CP -even (CP -odd) ﬁnal state,
and τCP is the lifetime of decays to a CP ﬁnal state. In
the limit of CP conservation τCP equals the lifetime of the
corresponding mass eigenstate, τ1 if ηCP = +1 or τ2 if
ηCP = −1, and hence yCP equals the mixing parameter y.
If CP is violated yCP obtains a contribution from x:
yCP = y cosφ− 12
(
AM −AfD
)
x sinφ, (19.2.29)
with AM and A
f
D deﬁned in Eqs (19.2.17) and (19.2.18)
and φ = arg(q/p). We assume here that CP violation is
small, i.e. AM , A
f
D  1, so that the time evolution is still
well described by an exponential law.
To derive equation (19.2.29) one starts with Eqs
(19.2.11) and (19.2.12); after squaring the modulus we ob-
tain:
dΓD0→f
dt
∝ (1− Re [λf (ix+ y)] Γt) e−Γt (19.2.30)
and
dΓD0→f
dt
∝
(
1− Re
[
λ−1f (ix+ y)
]
Γt
)
e−Γt, (19.2.31)
where
λf =
q
p
Af
Af
≈ ηCP
(
1 +
1
2
[
AM −AfD
])
eiφ. (19.2.32)
130 For example, in D0 → K−π+ decays |AK−π+/AK−π+ | =
(5.75 ± 0.07) × 10−2 (Amhis et al., 2012). The de-
cay time distribution [dΓ(D0 → K−π+) + dΓ(D0 →
K+π−)]/dt ∝ [1 − |AK−π+/AK−π+ | y cos δKπ Γt]e−Γt, where
|AK−π+/AK−π+ | y cos δKπ+ = 2.3×10−5 (Amhis et al., 2012).
Then, Eqs (19.2.30) and (19.2.31) are added together,
since in this particular measurement no distinction is made
between two possible initial D0 ﬂavors (for measurements
of CP violation in such decays, where one tags the ﬂavor
of the initial D0, see Section 19.2.7). We obtain:
dΓ
dt
∝
(
1− ηCP
[
y cosφ− 1
2
(
AM −AfD
)
x sinφ
]
Γt
)
e−Γt.
(19.2.33)
The expression in front of e−Γt can be regarded as a linear
expansion of another exponential function, since x, y  1.
Denoting the expression in the square brackets by yCP one
obtains
dΓ
dt
∝ e−ηCP yCPΓte−Γt = e−(1+ηCP yCP )Γt . (19.2.34)
Comparison of the decay time for decays into CP eigen-
states from the above equation, τCP = 1/[Γ(1+ ηCP yCP )],
to the average decay time for decays to ﬂavor speciﬁc ﬁnal
states τFS = 1/Γ yields Eq. (19.2.28).
The measured proper decay time distribution can be
written as:
dN
dt
=
N
τ
∫ ∞
0
R(t− t′)e−t′/τdt′ +B(t), (19.2.35)
where R is a resolution function and B(t) is a background
distribution.
The most suitable decays to measure yCP are the CP -
even decays D0 → K+K− and D0 → π+π−, because of
their relatively large branching fractions and since the ﬂa-
vor speciﬁc decay D0 → K−π+ is kinematically similar.
The latter is important in reducing the systematic uncer-
tainty due to resolution function parameterization. Both
BABAR and Belle have found that up to an overall scale
factor in the width, the resolution function has the same
shape for all three modes, including its oﬀset t0.
Among the CP -odd decays, D0 → K0sω with ω →
π+π−π0 and D0 → K0sφ with φ → K+K− have the
largest branching fractions. Both resonances are also nar-
row. The drawbacks of these decays are smaller recon-
struction eﬃciency due to K0s and π
0 reconstruction, a
contribution of other resonances which interfere with the
ω or φ, and large diﬀerences in the kinematics compared
to D0 → K−π+. Up to now only the measurement of
D0 → K0sφ has been reported (see Section 19.2.3.3).
19.2.3.2 Results for the D0 → KK/ππ
During the search for CP violation in charm decays, the
observable yCP has been measured by a number of exper-
iments. In 2000 the interest of the scientiﬁc community
was triggered by the result of the FOCUS collaboration,
which observed a high value of the parameter, albeit with
a rather large statistical uncertainty (Link et al., 2000).
The excitement subsided in 2002 following the measure-
ments from CLEO (Csorna et al., 2002) and Belle (Abe,
2002a) providing more precise values consistent with zero.
The latter measurement was performed on an untagged
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sample of D meson decays, the method is explained in
more detail below. The year 2007 marks the start of the
era of sub-percent accuracy measurements of yCP using
the large B Factories data samples resulting in a number
of statistically signiﬁcant results.
The Belle collaboration measured yCP (Staric, 2007)
using tagged samples. The D∗+ → D0π+s decays are re-
constructed with a slow pion πs, and D0 → K+K−,
K−π+, and π+π−.
The proper decay time of the D0 candidate is calcu-
lated as described in Section 19.2.1.5. Selection based on
the the D(∗) momentum in the CM system as described
there is also applied. The decay time uncertainty σt is
evaluated event-by-event from the covariance matrices of
the production and decay vertices, as explained in Sec-
tion 6. Candidate D0 mesons are selected using the in-
variant mass of the D0 decay products, M , and the energy
released in the D∗+ decay, q.
According to Monte Carlo simulated distributions of
t, M , and q, background events fall into four categories:
(1) combinatorial, with zero apparent lifetime; (2) true
D0 mesons combined with random slow pions (this has
the same apparent lifetime as the signal) (3) D0 decays
to three or more particles, and (4) other charm hadron
decays. The apparent lifetime of the latter two categories
is 10–30% larger than τD0 .
The sample of events for the lifetime measurements
is selected using |ΔM |/σM , where ΔM ≡ M − mD0 ;
|Δq| ≡ q − (mD∗+ −mD0 −mπ)c2; and σt. The invariant
mass resolution σM varies from 5.5–6.8MeV/c2, depend-
ing on the decay channel. Selection criteria are chosen to
minimize the expected statistical error on yCP , using the
MC: Belle requires |ΔM |/σM < 2.3, |Δq| < 0.80MeV, and
σt < 370 fs. Using 540 fb−1 of data, they ﬁnd 111 × 103
K+K−, 1.22 × 106 K−π+, and 49 × 103 π+π− signal
events, with purities of 98%, 99%, and 92% respectively.
The mixing parameter yCP is determined from the
binned maximum likelihood ﬁt performed simultaneously
to decay time distributions of all three decay modes. The
resolution function of a single event is determined from the
estimated accuracy of proper decay time σt as obtained
from the covariance matrices of the vertex ﬁts. Ideally, it
is described by a normalized Gaussian distribution with
a zero mean and with width equal to σt. However, such
a description is not suﬃcient because of multiple scatter-
ing of ﬁnal state particles in the detector material, which
causes the tails of the distribution to increase. To param-
eterize the tails, one or two additional Gaussian terms are
needed, which share a common mean t0 and have widths
proportional to σt. The common mean can be oﬀset from
zero due to detector misalignment. The parameterization
for a single event thus reads:
R(t) =
ng∑
k=1
wkG(t; t0, σk), (19.2.36)
where G(t; t0, σk) = 1√2πσk e
−(t−t0)2/2σ2k are the normal-
ized Gaussian distributions, σk = skσt are the widths,
wk are their fractions and ng is the number of Gaus-
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Figure 19.2.14. Normalized distribution of errors σt on the
decay time t showing the construction of the resolution func-
tion using the fraction fi in the bin with σt = σi. Belle internal,
from the Staric (2012a) analysis.
sian terms (usually ng = 3). This parameterization has
the following free parameters: t0, sk, k = 1, ..., ng and
wk, k = 1, ..., ng−1. Parameters sk and wk are highly cor-
related, causing the ﬁt to sometimes have problems con-
verging. In order to ensure stable ﬁtting the fractions wk
can be ﬁxed, using MC simulation, from a ﬁt to the distri-
bution of pulls, i.e. the normalized residuals (t− tgen)/σt,
where tgen is the generated proper decay time of an event.
The form Eq. (19.2.36) is suitable for use in an un-
binned maximum likelihood ﬁt (see Chapter 11). The equiv-
alent parameterization can be derived for a binned max-
imum likelihood ﬁt. In this case we ﬁrst construct the
normalized distribution of σt by binning the events in a
histogram. Such a distribution is shown in Fig. 19.2.14: a
bin i corresponds to a fraction fi of events with a time
resolution σt = σi. The resolution function for the binned
ﬁt is thus:
R(t) =
n∑
i=1
fi
ng∑
k=1
wkG(t; t0, σki), (19.2.37)
where σki = skσi and the ﬁrst sum runs over bins i of the
σt distribution. Note, that Eq. (19.2.37) has the same free
parameters as Eq. (19.2.36).
The resolution function shape including the oﬀset t0
is found to be the same for all three considered decay
modes. To account for small diﬀerences in the widths of
resolution functions among various decay modes, two pa-
rameters SKK and Sππ are introduced to scale the overall
width of the KK and ππ resolution functions relative to
the width of the Kπ resolution function. All other param-
eters can be shared among the diﬀerent modes and can be
determined by a simultaneous ﬁt to all modes together.
The background term in Eq. (19.2.35) is parameterized
assuming two lifetime components: an exponential and a
δ function, each convolved with corresponding resolution
functions as parameterized by Eq. (19.2.37). SeparateB(t)
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Figure 19.2.15. From (Staric, 2007). Belle results of the si-
multaneous ﬁt to decay time distributions of (a) D0 → K+K−,
(b) D0 → K−π+ and (c) D0 → π+π− decays. The cross-
hatched area represents background contributions, the shape
of which was ﬁtted using M sideband events. (d) Ratio of
decay time distributions between D0 → K+K−, π+π− and
D0 → K−π+ decays. The solid line is a ﬁt to the data points
and the dashed line represents the no-mixing hypothesis.
parameters for each ﬁnal state are determined by ﬁts to
the t distributions of events in M sidebands. The MC is
used to select the sideband region that best reproduces
the timing distribution of background events in the signal
region.
The results of a simultaneous ﬁt are shown in
Fig. 19.2.15. The ﬁtted lifetime of D0 → K−π+, τ =
(408.7±0.6(stat)) fs, is consistent with the world average
of (410.1 ± 1.5) fs. The value of yCP is determined to be
yCP = (1.31± 0.32(stat)± 0.25(syst))%.
This result and the BABAR result in the D0 → K+π−
decays, described in Section 19.2.2 represent the ﬁrst ex-
perimental evidence for D0 −D0 mixing.
Belle performed an updated measurement of D0 →
KK/ππ decay modes using the full available data sam-
ple (Staric, 2012a). Using a larger data sample a small
bias on the measured lifetime depending on the D me-
son polar angle in the CM system, θ∗, is observed. It is a
consequence of small residual misalignments between the
Belle tracking detectors. To reduce the systematic uncer-
tainty due to such eﬀects the measurement is performed
in bins of cos θ∗ and the ﬁnal value of yCP is obtained as
a weighted average of the values in individual bins. The
ﬁnal result is
yCP = (1.11± 0.22(stat)± 0.11(syst))%, (19.2.38)
the signiﬁcance of which is above ﬁve standard deviations
considering the statistical uncertainty alone, and 4.5 σ
including systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 19.2.16. From (Aubert, 2009v). BABAR results of the
simultaneous ﬁt to decay time distributions of untagged sam-
ples: D0 → K−π+ (left) and D0 → K+K− (right).
The BABAR analysis of the tagged samples (Aubert,
2008n) is similar to the Belle analysis. BABAR has used
384 fb−1 of data and an unbinned maximum likelihood
ﬁt performed simultaneously to the K+K−, K−π+ and
π+π− decay modes. The main diﬀerence with respect to
the Belle analysis is the form of the resolution function
used, Eq. (19.2.36). The result obtained is
yCP = (1.24± 0.39(stat)± 0.13(syst))%, (19.2.39)
which is also evidence for D0 −D0 mixing.
BABAR has also performed an additional method: here
yCP is measured using the untagged samples of D0 →
K+K− and D0 → K−π+ (Aubert, 2009v). The event se-
lection is similar to the tagged analysis except that the
D∗+ is not reconstructed. The background is much higher
compared to the tagged analysis, as can be seen by com-
paring Fig. 19.2.15 and Fig. 19.2.16 for the corresponding
decay modes. However, the signal yields compared to the
tagged analysis are about ﬁve times higher. BABAR uses
the same ﬁtting procedure as in the tagged analysis; the
ﬁt is shown in Fig. 19.2.16. The result on 384 fb−1 of
data is consistent with previous measurements, but with
smaller statistical and higher systematic errors: yCP =
(1.12 ± 0.26(stat) ± 0.22(syst))%. The signiﬁcance of the
result is 3.3 σ.
The above result is superseded by a similar analysis
using 468 fb−1 (Lees, 2013d) which uses both untagged
(for the yCP measurement) and tagged (for AΓ; see Section
19.2.7) D0 decays:
yCP = (0.72± 0.18(stat)± 0.12(syst))%. (19.2.40)
19.2.3.3 Results for the D0 → K0Sφ
A large fraction of D0 → K0SK+K− decays proceed via
intermediate CP -odd K0Sφ and CP -even K
0
Sa0 resonant
states. Measurement of the apparent lifetimes τK0Sφ and
τK0Sa0 of candidates populating the φ and a0 regions in
the Dalitz plot, respectively, allows for the extraction of
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Figure 19.2.17. From (Zupanc, 2009). Projections of time
integrated Dalitz distribution (solid black line) to s0 and con-
tributions of CP -even and CP -odd amplitudes, |A1|2 (dotted
blue line) and |A2|2 (dashed red line), respectively.
the mixing parameter yCP as
yCP ≡ ΓCP−even − ΓCP−oddΓCP−even + ΓCP−odd
=
τK0Sφ − τK0Sa0
τK0Sφ + τK0Sa0
. (19.2.41)
The above equation follows directly from the deﬁnition of
Eq. (19.2.28), noting that τCP=±1 = τ/(1± yCP ).
However, as shown in Fig. 19.2.17, it is impossible to
identify the CP value of the ﬁnal state of an individual
D0 → K0SK+K− decay, since the a0 contribution also
populates the region s0 ≡M2K+K− below the φ peak and
vice versa. In order to extract the yCP parameter correctly
the CP content of each region needs to be estimated.
The time-dependent decay amplitudes of three-body
decays of D0 and D0 mesons to self-conjugated ﬁnal states
are described in detail in Section 19.2.4 and are given by
dΓ(D0)
ds0ds+dt
= e−t/τ
[
|A1(s0, s+)|2 e(1+y) (19.2.42)
+ |A2(s0, s+)|2 e(1−y)
+2Re [A1(s0, s+)A∗2(s0, s+)] cos
(
xt
τ
)
+2Im [A1(s0, s+)A∗2(s0, s+)] sin
(
xt
τ
)]
dΓ(D0)
ds0ds+dt
= e−t/τ
[ ∣∣A1(s0, s+)∣∣2 e(1+y) (19.2.43)
+
∣∣A2(s0, s+)∣∣2 e(1−y)
+2Re
[
A1(s0, s+)A∗2(s0, s+)
]
cos
(
xt
τ
)
+2Im
[
A1(s0, s+)A∗2(s0, s+)
]
sin
(
xt
τ
)]
,
where τ = 1/Γ is the D0 lifetime, s0 and s+ are
the invariant masses squared of K+K− and KSK+
pairs, respectively. The decay amplitudes A1 and A2
can be expressed with D0 and D0 decay amplitudes A
and A as A1(s0, s+) = [A(s0, s+) + A(s0, s+)]/2 and
A2(s0, s+) = [A(s0, s+) − A(s0, s+)]/2. In the isobar
model (see Chapter 13) the amplitudes A and A are
written as the sum of intermediate decay channel ampli-
tudes (denoted by the subscript r) with the same ﬁnal
state, A(s0, s+) =
∑
r are
iφrAr(s0, s+) and A(s0, s+) =∑
r are
iφrAr(s0, s+) =
∑
r are
iφrAr(s0, s−), where CP
conservation in decay has been assumed in the ﬁnal step.
If r is a CP eigenstate, then Ar(s0, s−) = ±Ar(s0, s+),
where the sign +(−) holds for a CP -even(-odd) eigen-
state. Hence the amplitude A1 is CP -even, and the am-
plitude A2 is CP -odd. According to our current knowl-
edge of the decay dynamics of D0 → K0SK+K− decays,
their Dalitz model includes ﬁve CP -even intermediate
states: K0Sa
0
0(980), K
0
Sf0(1370), K
0
Sf2(1270), K
0
Sa
0
0(1450),
K0Sf0(980)); one CP -odd intermediate state (K
0
Sφ(1020));
and three ﬂavor-speciﬁc intermediate states (K−a+0 (980),
K−a+0 (1450), K
+a−0 (980) (Aubert, 2008l).
Upon squaring Eqs (19.2.42) and (19.2.43) and inte-
grating over s+, we obtain for the time-dependent decay
rates of initially produced D0 and D0 (e.g. untagged sam-
ple):
dΓ
dtds0
∝ a1(s0)e− tτ (1+y) + a2(s0)e− tτ (1−y),(19.2.44)
where a1,2(s0) =
∫ |A1,2(s0, s+)|2ds+. When in-
tegrating the time-dependent decay rate over s+, all
terms depending on the mixing parameter x (e.g.
Re [A1A∗2] cos(xt/τ)) drop out (see the Appendix in Zu-
panc, 2009). The two terms in Eq. (19.2.44) have a dif-
ferent time dependence as well as a diﬀerent s0 depen-
dence (see Fig. 19.2.17). In any given s0 interval, R, and
assuming y  1, the eﬀective D0 lifetime is
τR = τ [1 + (1− 2fR)yCP ] , (19.2.45)
where fR =
∫
R a1(s0)ds0/
∫
R(a1(s0) + a2(s0))ds0, which
represents the eﬀective fraction of the events in the in-
terval R due to the A1 amplitude. In Eq. (19.2.45) we
introduced the usual notation yCP for the mixing param-
eter y to indicate that we assumed CP conservation in
deriving Eq. (19.2.44).
The mixing parameter yCP can thus be determined
from the relative diﬀerence in the eﬀective lifetimes of the
two s0 intervals, one around the φ(1020) peak (interval
ON) and the other in the sideband (interval OFF). Using
Eq. (19.2.45) and taking into account the fact that [1 −
(fON + fOFF)]yCP  1, we obtain
yCP =
1
fON − fOFF
(
τOFF − τON
τOFF + τON
)
. (19.2.46)
According to the Dalitz model of D0 → K0SK+K− decays
given in (Aubert, 2008l), the diﬀerence in fON − fOFF is
−0.753 ± 0.004 for the ON region given by MK+K− ∈
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[1.015, 1.025]GeV/c2 and the OFF region given by the
union of intervals MK+K− ∈ [2mK± , 1.010]GeV/c2 and
MK+K− ∈ [1.033, 1.100]GeV/c2.
The advantage of this method over the time-dependent
Dalitz analysis (described in Section 19.2.4) is that it can
be performed on the much larger untagged sample of D0
decays providing better sensitivity on the mixing-related
parameter yCP . The disadvantage is that the sensitivity
to the mixing parameter x is lost.
Belle performed a measurement of yCP using this
method on a data sample corresponding to 673 fb−1 (Zu-
panc, 2009). They ﬁnd (72.3± 0.4)× 103 untagged signal
D0 candidates in the ON region and (62.3 ± 0.7) × 103
events in the OFF region. The proper decay time of the D0
candidate is reconstructed as described in Section 19.2.1.5.
However it is worth noting, that Belle determines the D0
decay position by ﬁtting only one of the charged kaons
with the neutral kaon to a common vertex. The reason
for using only K0SK
± pairs for the D0 decay vertex re-
construction, despite the worse resolution, is the strong
correlation between the K+K− invariant mass MK+K−
and the mean proper decay time t of D0 mesons that
has been observed around mφ in simulations if the ver-
tex was reconstructed from K0SK
+K− or from K+K−
pairs (see Fig. 19.2.18). If not accounted for, this corre-
lation could have biased the measurement of yCP , and it
may be explained as follows. Consider a K+K− pair from
the decay of a φ resonance. The reconstructed invariant
mass MK+K− of the pair is determined from the relation
M2K+K− = 2m
2
K±+2EK+EK−−2pK−pK+ cosαrec, where
pK± and EK± are the momenta and energies of K±, and
αrec is the reconstructed opening angle between K+ and
K−. If αrec is bigger (smaller) than the true opening angle
α because of, for example, the Coulomb multiple scatter-
ing of K± in the detector material, MK+K− is shifted to
higher (lower) values. Conversely, because of the narrow φ
resonance, m(K+K−) ≶ mφ implies αrec ≶ α for the ma-
jority of K+K− pairs from φ(1020). In addition, αrec ≶ α
also implies Lrec ≶ L and thus trec ≶ t, which then ex-
plains the correlation between MK+K− and t.
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Figure 19.2.18. The mean proper decay time dependence
on MK+K− , where the D
0 decay point is determined with a
(a) K0SK
+K− and (b) K0SK
± vertex constrained ﬁt for signal
D0 → K0SK+K− decays. The two vertical red dashed lines
indicate the borders of the ON m(K+K−) interval. Belle in-
ternal, from the (Zupanc, 2009) analysis.
The uncertainties on the vertices of the production and
decay of D0 mesons are reﬂected in the uncertainties on
the reconstructed decay time trec. The widths (RMS) of
the resolution function are 1.35τD0 and 1.65τD0 when us-
ing the K0SK
+K− vertex and the K0SK
± vertex, respec-
tively.
In Section 19.2.1.5 a typical p.d.f. used in a likelihood
ﬁt to the decay time distribution in charm mixing mea-
surements is given (see Eq. 19.2.21). There exists a sim-
pler and more robust method adopted in the analysis by
Belle which has similar statistical sensitivity but does not
require detailed knowledge of the resolution function or
the time distribution of backgrounds. The average of the
convolution is the sum of the averages of the convolved
functions. The mean of the proper decay time distribu-
tion of a sample consisting of signal decays with lifetime
τs and signal fraction p and of background is thus given
by
〈t〉 = p(τs + t0) + (1− p)〈t〉b, (19.2.47)
where 〈t〉 and 〈t〉b are the mean decay times of all and of
background events, respectively. The latter was estimated
using the events in the sideband regions in the plane of
D0 and K0S invariant masses. The parameter t0 represents
a possible non-zero mean of the signal resolution function.
Any eﬀect that may cause bias in the lifetime extraction
(t0 = 0) such as misalignment of the vertex detector is
canceled by the use of kinematically equal decays – those
in the ON and OFF region.
Belle measured τON+tON0 = (413.4±2.5) fs and τOFF+
tOFF0 = (412.7 ± 3.0) fs (Zupanc, 2009). The measured
values for τ + t0 are close to the world average for τD0 ,
and, since yCP  1, this implies t0/τ is ∼ 1% or less.
Since the topology of events in the ON and OFF intervals
is almost identical, Belle assumes tON0 = t
OFF
0 and includes
a systematic error to account for this assumption. Using
Eq. (19.2.46) Belle ﬁnds yCP = (+0.11 ± 0.61 ± 0.52)%,
where the ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical and the second
systematic. This is so far the only measurement of the
mixing parameter yCP using a CP -odd ﬁnal state in D0
decays. The value agrees with the measurements using
CP -even ﬁnal states described in Section 19.2.3.2.
19.2.3.4 Summary on yCP
Measurements of yCP have been at the forefront of the
searches and subsequently precise measurements of D0 −
D0 mixing. Recent individual measurements exhibit signif-
icances between three and ﬁve standard deviations. Fur-
thermore, they still exhibit larger statistical than system-
atic uncertainties. However, a good control of the system-
atic eﬀects will be needed in future measurements at su-
per ﬂavor factories to signiﬁcantly improve the accuracy
of results. Main sources of systematic errors have been
identiﬁed in the measurements performed at the B Fac-
tories and several methods used to reduce the errors were
successfully exploited.
Since the main systematic uncertainties are experimen-
tal, and method dependent, one can calculate the average
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value of the parameter yCP performed by the B Factories
assuming uncorrelated errors. The result is
yCP = (0.86± 0.16)% . (19.2.48)
In the limit of CP conservation yCP = y, and hence the
result points to a signiﬁcant decay width diﬀerence for the
two D meson mass eigenstates.
19.2.4 t-dependent Dalitz analyses
19.2.4.1 K+π−π0 ﬁnal state
For WS decays D0 → K+π−π0, with an additional π0,
the phase space of possible ﬁnal states is greatly in-
creased. Each state can be represented as a point in a
Dalitz plot with coordinates (s+, s0), where s+,0 are the
squared invariant masses for the Kπ+,0 systems. Ignor-
ing CP violation, each point is populated by decays with
a time evolution described by Eq. (19.2.13) with values
for δf and the ratio of |Af/Af | that are unique to that
point (i.e. they depend on s+,0). The interference term
in Eq. (19.2.13), linear in xt and yt, provides the great-
est sensitivity to x and y. As for all WS decay chan-
nels, the measurement proﬁts from the interference of the
doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) decay amplitude and
the Cabibbo-favored (CF) one preceded by mixing. The
interference term is, therefore, comparable in magnitude
to each of the other two terms. Furthermore, a model for
the Dalitz plane point-to-point variations in δ can be used
that allows, in principle, both x and y to be determined.
For the two-body WS decays discussed in Section 19.2.2.1,
there is just a single value for δ that allows a determina-
tion only of the combination y′ = y cos δ − x sin δ (and of
x′2).
Unfortunately, while a model can be found for the vari-
ations in δ across the separate Dalitz planes of D0 and D0
decays, no model exists for the unknown relative strong
phase (δKππ) between one point in the D0 and another
in the D0 Dalitz plane. Therefore, only values for x′ =
x cos δKππ + y sin δKππ and y′ = y cos δKππ − x sin δKππ,
rotated by this unknown phase, can be measured.
To date only BABAR has carried out a mixing analy-
sis of this channel (Aubert, 2009u). The models for the
complex decay amplitudes ADCS and ACF , respectively
for DCS and CF decays, are based on the isobar model
constructed from relativistic Breit-Wigner functions. The
Kπ S-wave components are described in a way suggested
by Kπ scattering in (Aston et al., 1988). This features
a Breit-Wigner phase variation for the scalar K∗0 (1430)
added to a slowly varying background phase. Parameters
(for the Kπ S-wave and the complex coeﬃcients for the
isobars K∗π, Kρ, etc.) are determined from ﬁts to the RS
and WS samples. For ACF a ﬁt to the time-integrated
Dalitz plot for RS decays D0 → K+π−π0 (dominated by
this amplitude) is used.
For ADCS , a full time-dependent ﬁt to the WS sam-
ple is made. The p.d.f. for this has the form given in
Eq. (19.2.13) with λf taken as
λ(s+, s0) = r0eiδKππ
ACF (s+, s0)
ADCS(s+, s0) . (19.2.49)
In this ﬁt, the mixing parameters are deﬁned in the form
(x′/r0 and y′/r0), where r0 is the ratio between the CF
and DCS amplitudes deﬁned above. These are allowed to
vary in the ﬁt.
The time-dependent p.d.f. for this ﬁt is convolved with
a decay time resolution function derived from a ﬁt to the
RS events. The D0 lifetime is also determined from RS
events, and is found to agree with the world average (Be-
ringer et al., 2012).
Signal samples consisting of 658, 986 RS (purity 99%)
and 3, 009 WS (purity 50%) candidates are selected. Ma-
jor sources of background come from a variety of wrongly
reconstructed D0 decays, wrongly associated slow pions
or from a combination of both. In the WS sample, a small
background also comes from events in which both K+
and π− are mis-identiﬁed in the PID detectors. Simulated
samples of these categories are used to determine the con-
tributions of each in the data. The shape of background
events in the RS and WS Dalitz plots are determined from
M and Δm sideband regions in the data.
For both the RS and WS ﬁts, eﬃciency variations over
the Dalitz plot are estimated from MC samples generated
uniformly over the phase space.
The Dalitz plots for the RS and WS samples, together
with the distributions ofM and Δm for the WS sample are
shown in Fig. 19.2.19. In each of the Dalitz plots, bands
due to charged and neutral states for K∗(890) and for
charged ρ are easily seen. CF modes preferentially decay
via K∗π while DCS modes preferentially decay via Kρ
amplitudes.
Values for x′ and y′ are obtained for the combined
D0 and D0 samples. Separate values are also obtained
from ﬁts to each of the two subsamples (for the latter see
more details in Section 19.2.7). In all cases, a value for
r0 is required. This is derived from the ratio NWS/NRS,
where NWS (NRS) is the number of wrong-sign (right-sign)
signal events observed and their respective time-integrated
p.d.f.s.
This procedure introduces a correlation between the
x′ and y′ values obtained from the ﬁt. Uncertainties in
these mixing parameters are, therefore derived from the
values obtained in a similar way for 106 pairs of values
for (x′/r0, y′/r0) randomly generated in accordance with
the ﬁt covariance matrix (assuming Gaussian errors and
including systematic uncertainties).
The major systematic uncertainties arise from uncer-
tainties in resonance masses and widths, and Kπ S-wave
parameters in the decay amplitude models, variations in
the estimates for the numbers of WS and RS signal events
and in parameters describing the time resolution.
The mixing parameter results obtained are
x′ = (+2.61+0.57−0.68 ± 0.39)% (19.2.50)
y′ = (−0.06+0.55−0.64 ± 0.34)% (19.2.51)
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Figure 19.2.19. From (Aubert, 2009u). Dalitz plots for (a) RS
decays D0 → K+π−π0 and (b) WS decays D0 → K+π−π0.
Invariant mass distributions for (c) M (D0 decay products)
and (d) Δm = (D∗− D0) mass diﬀerence for selected WS
event candidates are also shown. Arrows indicate the M −Δm
region selected for making the Dalitz plot ﬁts described in the
text.
where the ﬁrst uncertainties are statistical and the second
are systematic. A Bayesian approach is used to estimate
the signiﬁcance of these values. The data from the D0 and
D0 samples are consistent with a hypothesis of no mixing
(x′ = y′ = 0) at the 3.2σ level. This constitutes evidence
for mixing.
19.2.4.2 K0Sh
+h− ﬁnal state
Analyses of these channels are important because the ﬁ-
nal states are CP self-conjugate. This implies a vanishing
phase between two equal points in the Dalitz planes of D0
and D0 decays (analogous to δKππ for D0 → K+π−π0 de-
cays, δK0Sh+h− = 0). This allows a determination (modulo
sign) of both x and y, and of their relative sign, with no
unknown strong phase.
As for WS decays to D0 → K+π−π0, the phase space
of possible ﬁnal states is represented by points in a Dalitz
plot, with coordinates chosen as (s+, s−), where s+,− are
the squared invariant masses for the K0Sh
+,− systems, re-
spectively. Ignoring CP violation, each point is populated
by decays with a time evolution described by Eq. (19.2.13)
with values for δK0Sh+h− and |λ| = |AK0Sh+h−/AK0Sh+h− |
that are unique to that point. The largest sensitivity to
x and y arises from the interference term in Eq. (19.2.13)
which is linear in the two parameters. Unlike the WS decay
channel, however, these decays proceed either by a DCS
amplitude after mixing or by a CF one with no mixing
at all. They are therefore dominated by the latter process
and the interference term is very much smaller. The decay
amplitudes for a decay of D0 and D0 tagged at t = 0 are
written as
M(s+, s−, t) = 12p
[
p
(
e1(t) + e2(t)
)A(s+, s−)
+q
(
e1(t)− e2(t)
)A(s−, s+)]
M(s+, s−, t) = 12q
[
p
(
e1(t)− e2(t)
)A(s+, s−)
+q
(
e1(t) + e2(t)
)A(s−, s+)],(19.2.52)
where e1,2(t) = e−i(m1,2−(iΓ1,2/2))t. Both BABAR (using
486.5 fb−1, (del Amo Sanchez, 2010f)) and Belle (using
540 fb−1, (Abe, 2007b)) have analyzed these channels.
The model for the complex decay amplitude A(s+, s−),
contains CF and DCS terms. As before, these are based
on the isobar model constructed from relativistic Breit-
Wigner functions. The BABAR collaboration also used a
Kπ S-wave prescription similar to that outlined for the
WS channel, and also used a K-matrix parameterization
for the ππ S-wave. In the Belle analysis the latter was used
to estimate systematic uncertainties due to the assumed
Dalitz model. Details of these amplitudes are described in
Chapter 13. In calculating λ(s+, s−) in the standard ﬁt,
it is assumed that direct CP violation can be ignored so
that the amplitude A(s+, s−) can be taken as A(s−, s+).
Belle also performs a ﬁt, in which direct CP violation is
permitted, where separate isobar coeﬃcients are allowed
for the deﬁnition of A(s+, s−). They ﬁnd, however, no
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in these coeﬃcients.
As in the WSK+π−π0 mode, the time-dependent p.d.f.
is convolved with a decay time resolution function derived
from the combined D0 and D0 event samples. This ﬁt is
performed for both of these samples, each tagged by the
charge of the slow pion from D∗ decays.
Belle and BABAR each use approximately 540k
K0Sπ
+π− candidates, and BABAR also uses 80k K0SK
+K−
events. Event purities for these samples range from 95-
99%. Major sources of the small backgrounds come from
a variety of wrongly reconstructed D0 decays, wrongly
associated slow pions or from a combination of both. In
the K0Sππ mode, there is also a small, but signiﬁcant
background from D0 → K0SK0S decays and another from
D0 → 4π. Simulated samples of these backgrounds are
used to determine the contributions of each in the data.
Eﬃciency variations over the Dalitz plot are estimated
from MC samples generated uniformly in phase space.
The decay time distributions are shown in Fig. 19.2.20.
Results for the mixing parameters obtained are summa-
rized in Table 19.2.4. They are obtained from ﬁts neglect-
ing CP violation, i.e. setting q = p = 1/
√
2 in Eq. (19.2.52).
Separate ﬁts are performed taking into account the possi-
bility of CP violation, as discussed further in Section 19.2.7.
The BABAR values are the most precise at present. Neither
Belle nor BABAR show results more than 3σ from the “no
mixing” point x = y = 0. The 95% C.L. contour for (x, y)
parameters obtained by Belle is shown in Fig. 19.2.21.
Systematic uncertainties in the measurement can be
divided into two groups: uncertainties related to experi-
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Figure 19.2.20. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2010f). Decay time
distributions for (a) D0 → K0Sπ−π+, (b) D0 → K0SK+K−
decays with the time-dependent Dalitz plot ﬁts described in
the text.
Table 19.2.4. Results of ﬁts to K0Sh
+h− CP self-conjugate
states (del Amo Sanchez, 2010f; Abe, 2007b). The ﬁrst un-
certainties are statistical and the second are systematic. The
third uncertainties arise from uncertainties in the model for
A(s+, s−).
Experiment Sample Results [×103]
BABAR 486.5 fb−1 x = 1.6± 2.3± 1.2± 0.8
No CP Signal: 540× 103 y = 5.7± 2.0± 1.3± 0.7
violation Purity: 98.5%
Belle 540 fb−1 x = 8.0± 2.9+0.0+1.0−0.7−1.4
No CP Signal: 534× 103 y = 3.3± 2.4+0.8+0.6−1.2−0.8
violation Purity: 98.5%
x (%)
y 
(%
)
no CPV (stat. only)
no CPV
CPV (stat. only)
CPV
-1
0
1
2
-1 0 1 2
Figure 19.2.21. 95% C.L. contour for the mixing parameters
(x, y) as obtained from decay-time dependent analysis of Dalitz
distribution of D → K0Sπ+π−. From (Abe, 2007b).
mental eﬀects and those related to modeling the Dalitz
distribution. The contributions to the systematic error
related to the former group are related to the eﬃciency
variations across the DP, modeling of the DP and proper-
time distributions for background events, and the selec-
tion criteria. The misidentiﬁcation of the D0 ﬂavor from
incorrectly assigned slow pions and variations of the time
resolution function, including alternative ways to describe
the correlation between time and DP position also con-
tribute to this group of uncertainties. An important source
of the experimental systematic uncertainty is also the lim-
ited statistics of full detector simulations required to study
biases from event selection and instrumental eﬀects arising
from the small misalignment of the detector.
The second group of systematic uncertainties is esti-
mated using alternative models for the decay amplitudes
A(s+, s−). This introduces one of the largest systematic
uncertainties that would ultimately limit the precision of
these results. Further improvements should be possible,
however, using a model-independent method to analyze
the Dalitz distribution. The method is based on the mea-
surements of the strong phase variation over the Dalitz
plane as measured from the charm threshold data (Libby
et al., 2010) and does not require modelling of the Dalitz
distribution.
19.2.4.3 Summary
Study of the decay-time dependence of Dalitz distribu-
tions in multibody D0 decays provides an essential tool
in studying the charm mesons mixing properties. It is the
only method which is sensitive to linear order in both mix-
ing parameters, x and y. Especially the time-dependent
Dalitz analysis of self-conjugated states (K0Sh
+h−) en-
ables the determination of the parameters not rotated by
an unknown phase. On the other hand such measurements
carry a systematic uncertainty arising from modeling the
Dalitz distribution. With the increasing statistical power
of the data samples the models have been gaining in so-
phistication. Nevertheless in the future the most accurate
measurements of the mixing parameters can be expected
using a model independent approach (similar to the mea-
surement of φ3, see Section 17.8.4.3), which has not yet
been used by the B Factories.
19.2.5 Semileptonic decays
In the case of semileptonic decays, there are no Dou-
bly Cabibbo Suppressed (DCS) modes as with wrong-sign
hadronic decays, and only a pure mixing term modulates
the exponential lifetime. In the absence of CP violation,
from Eqs (19.2.13) one obtains 131
dΓ(D0 → X+ν)
dt
∼ |AX+ν |2e−Γt ,
dΓ(D0 → X+ν)
dt
∼ |AX+ν |2
[
x2 + y2
4
(Γt)2
]
e−Γt .
(19.2.53)
131 By taking f = X+ν, Af = Af = 0, Af = Af .
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Integrating dΓ(D0 → X+ν)/dt over all times t > 0
and normalizing to the integrated value of dΓ(D0 →
X+ν)/dt, one ﬁnds that the relative time-integrated
mixing rate is
RM =
Γ(D0 → X+ν)
Γ(D0 → X+ν) =
x2 + y2
2
. (19.2.54)
Both BABAR and Belle have searched for neutral D
mixing in semileptonic K(∗)ν ﬁnal states, setting up-
per limits with two conceptually diﬀerent analyses using
an integrated luminosity of 344 fb−1 in the 2007 BABAR
analysis (Aubert, 2007aq) and 492 fb−1 for the 2008 Belle
analysis (Bitenc, 2008). The BABAR analysis uses the ﬂa-
vor of fully reconstructed hadronic charm decays in the
hemisphere opposite the semileptonic signal to provide an
additional tag of the production ﬂavor of signal decays
(supplemental to the information from the slow pion in
the D∗ signal decay). This double ﬂavor tag very substan-
tially reduces the rate of incorrectly tagged signal candi-
dates, but it also greatly reduces the overall signal eﬃ-
ciency. Belle’s analysis does not use any additional ﬂavor
tagging information from the opposite hemisphere, relying
instead on a maximum likelihood ﬁt to search for mixed
signal events. In both analyses the eﬃciency corrected ra-
tio of mixed D0 → X−ν + D0 → X+ν to un-mixed
D0 → X+ν +D0 → X−ν events is used to determine
the constraints on x2 + y2.
19.2.5.1 Belle
Belle reconstructs the decay chain D∗+ → D0π+s , D0 →
K−l+νl, where l+ can be either an electron or a muon.
The charge of the slow pion π+s tags the production ﬂavor
of the neutral D, with unmixed decays having a lepton and
soft pion with identical charge (RS) and mixed decays hav-
ing a lepton and soft pion with opposite-sign charge (WS).
Although the neutrino is not directly detected, the uncer-
tainty due to the missing neutrino four-momentum can be
minimized by calculating the mass diﬀerence between the
D0 and its D∗+ parent
ΔM ≡M(Kνπs)−M(Kν). (19.2.55)
Since the Belle detector covers nearly the entire solid
angle surrounding the interaction point, the signal neu-
trino four-momentum can be estimated as
Pν = PCM − PK − PROE, (19.2.56)
where PCM denotes the CM four-momentum of the initial
e+e− frame of reference and ROE stands for the “rest of
the event”, i.e. the sum of the CM system four-momenta of
all detected neutral and charged candidates in an event ex-
cept for the signal kaon and lepton. Neutrals with energy
less than 70MeV/c2 and charged tracks with an impact pa-
rameter larger than 5 cm (2 cm) in z (xy) are not used in
this context, although they are used in the computation
of event-shape variables. Two kinematic constraints are
used to improve the resolution of the neutrino momentum.
The invariant mass squared M2(Kν) ≡ (Pν+PK)2/c2 is
computed, and only candidates with −25 < M2(Kν) <
64GeV2/c4 are kept. For these events, PROE is rescaled by
a correction factor ξ requiring that
M2(Kν) = (PCM − ξPROE)2/c2 ≡M2D0 . (19.2.57)
Having thus determined ξ, the neutrino four-momentum
is then recalculated as Pν = PCM−PK−ξPROE, and this
new neutrino momentum is used in the calculation of ΔM .
The most probable value for ξ is close to 1.0, although
there is a long tail in the distribution, which leads to an
average value of ∼ 1.3.
The square of the missing massM2ν ≡ P 2ν = 0 is used as
an additional kinematic constraint, where P 2ν now includes
the ξ correction factor. The squared missing mass can be
expressed in terms of the energies and magnitudes of the
three-momenta of the ﬁnal state particles, along with the
cosine of the angle between the vector momenta of the K
system and ξPROE. This angle is corrected by rotating
the vector PROE in the plane deﬁned by the vectors PROE
and pK so that the null mass condition is enforced. The
ﬁnal neutrino four-momentum is then calculated using the
original expression in Eq. (19.2.56) with a corrected PROE
term on the right-hand side, and this neutrino momentum
is used to compute the value of ΔM which is subsequently
used in the ﬁt to the data. The eﬀect of the kinematic
constraints on the ΔM distribution of the simulated WS
signal events is shown in Fig. 19.2.22.
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Figure 19.2.22. Left: The eﬀect of the kinematic constraints
on the ΔM distribution of the simulated D0 → K−e+νe de-
cays. Right: ΔM distribution for simulated associated signal
events (see text for the explanation). From (Bitenc, 2008).
The ratio of WS to RS events NWS/NRS = (x2+y2)/2
is small (n.b. x2 + y2 ∼ O(10−4), see Section 19.2.1), or
equivalently NWS  NRS. Hence the central value and the
statistical uncertainty of the ratio is mainly determined by
the number of WS events.132 The selection criteria for the
132 Note that in the ratio RM = NWS/NRS the statistical error
is given by σR = RM
p
(σWS/NWS)2 + (σRS/NWS)2; in case
NRS and NWS are simply Poissonian distributed numbers of
events σR = RM
p
(1/NWS) + (1/NRS) and the smaller of the
two numbers determines the uncertainty.
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WS events can thus be determined using a much larger
sample of kinematically equal RS decays in accordance
with blind analysis principles described in Chapter 14.
The selection criteria include the requirements on min-
imum invariant mass and momentum of the kaon and lep-
ton system, which suppress the backgrounds from various
B meson decays. Two important sources of background
are D0 → K+K− and π+π− decays, which in case of
misidentiﬁcation of one or both ﬁnal state mesons pro-
duce a peak in the ΔM distribution. These are eﬀectively
suppressed by calculating the invariant mass of the K
system, assigning an appropriate mass to the kaon and
lepton candidate,133 and requiring that the resulting value
is not consistent with the nominal D0 mass. The require-
ment on the magnitude of the CM momentum of the K
system, p∗(K) > 2.0GeV/c2, improves the resolution on
ΔM and rejects a majority of D0 mesons produced in B
meson decays. Events with γ → e+e− conversions are also
a source of background for electron and slow pion candi-
dates. These are suppressed by calculating the invariant
mass of the electron and the pion candidate, assigning the
electron mass to both tracks, and requiring the result to
be larger than 140MeV/c2.
Apart from the aforementioned backgrounds and gen-
uine signal there are other D meson decays with ΔM in
the signal region. Despite the fact that the measurement
method is not speciﬁcally aiming to reconstruct those de-
cays the charge correlation between the lepton and the πs
is the same as in the signal decays and hence they carry
similar information on the possible mixing parameters. For
this reason they are referred to as the associated signal:
– D0 → K−π0+ν,
– D0 → K∗−+ν, followed by K∗− → K−π0,
– D0 → π−+ν,
– D0 → ρ−+ν, followed by ρ− → π−π0,
– D0 → K∗−+ν, followed by K∗− → K0π−.
The mass diﬀerence distribution of simulated associated
signal events is shown in Fig. 19.2.22.
The mixed events have on average a larger decay time
than the background WS events. Hence requiring a larger
value of the decay time for selected events can improve
the sensitivity. This is illustrated in Fig. 19.2.23 showing
the decay time distribution of WS (signal) events.
The proper decay time scaled in units of the nominal
PDG D0 lifetime (Yao et al., 2006) is calculated from the
D0 momentum pD0 and ﬂight distance l:
tD0 =
mD0 l
τD0pD0
. (19.2.58)
The D0 ﬂight distance is the distance between the D0 pro-
duction and decay vertices, respectively rprod and rdec.
133 Speciﬁcally, the invariant mass is calculated assuming the
pion mass for the kaon candidate and the pion mass for the
lepton candidate, as well as with the kaon mass for the lepton
candidate.
The D0 momentum is calculated by summing the mo-
menta of the daughter particles. The decay vertex is ob-
tained by ﬁtting the kaon and lepton tracks to a com-
mon vertex. The production vertex is obtained by extrap-
olating the D0 momentum vector to the e+e− interaction
region. Given the relatively large longitudinal extent of
the interaction region as explained in Chapter 6, only the
transverse components (x, y) are used. The radial ﬂight
distance lxy is calculated as
lxy =
(rxdec − rxprod, rydec − ryprod) · (pxD0 , pyD0)√
(pxD0)
2 + (pyD0)
2
. (19.2.59)
The dimensionless proper decay time is then calculated as
txy =
mD0 lxy
τD0
√
(pxD0)
2 + (pyD0)
2
. (19.2.60)
Because of data recorded by two diﬀerent Belle SVD de-
tector conﬁgurations (Chapter 2) the selected sample is
divided into two subsamples. The subsamples are denoted
as − i, where  = e, μ determines the type of the lepton
and i = 1, 2 the SVD conﬁguration.
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Figure 19.2.23. Left: The distribution of the decay time in
the transverse plane for selected WS events (dots). The solid
line shows the simulated distribution of signal events and the
vertical arrows the interval selected for the signal. Right: An
example of the ﬁt to the ΔM data distribution (points) in a
single txy bin for the WS e−2 data subsample. The histogram
is the ﬁt to the distribution, with the contribution of signal
shown along the horizontal axis. From (Bitenc, 2008).
The relative rate of mixed events N iWS/N
i
RS is deter-
mined separately for i = 1, 6 in six intervals of txy for
decay times 1.6 < txy < 9.0. An example of the ﬁt to the
ΔM distribution of WS events in a single txy bin is shown
in Fig. 19.2.23. The shape of the signal is obtained from
the simulation. The background is divided into two cate-
gories: the correlated and the un-correlated background.
The former is deﬁned as a combination in which either
the lepton or the kaon candidate or both originate from
the same decay chain as the slow pion. The shape of this
background is obtained from MC simulation as well. The
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majority of events in the WS sample belong to the un-
correlated background. The shape of the ΔM distribution
for these events is obtained from real data by embedding a
slow pion candidate track into another event and following
the same analysis procedure as described above.
Averaging the (N iWS/N
i
RS)(
i
RS/
i
WS) values over the
txy bins, where iRS,WS are the relative acceptances for the
RS and WS events in the corresponding bins, one obtains
RM ≡ (x2+y2)/2 values for −i subsamples. Those values
are shown in Fig. 19.2.24.
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Figure 19.2.24. Values of RM ≡ (x2 + y2)/2 in subsamples
of selected D0 → K−+ν events (dots with error bars repre-
senting the statistical and systematic uncertainty). The dashed
and dotted lines represent the average value and its ±1σ in-
terval. The solid line corresponds to no mixing. From (Bitenc,
2008).
The average value of the measurement is
RM = (1.3± 2.2± 2.0)× 10−4 , (19.2.61)
including the statistical and systematic uncertainty. The
value is consistent with no-mixing and is close to the
boundary of the physical region (RM > 0). In order
to obtain the upper limit in the vicinity of the physi-
cal boundary a Feldman-Cousins (Feldman and Cousins,
1998) method is used. The 90% C.L. upper limit is found
to be RM < 6.1× 10−4.
One of the largest sources of systematic uncertainty
is the ﬁnite statistical signiﬁcance of the samples used to
obtain the shapes of the signal and background ΔM distri-
bution. The uncertainty is estimated by variation of those
shapes within their statistical uncertainties. Another im-
portant source of systematic error is the amount of the
correlated background in the WS sample. It is estimated
by conservatively varying the branching fractions of the
main decay mode contributions to this type of the back-
ground.
19.2.5.2 BABAR
In the BABAR analysis (Aubert, 2007aq), the initial ﬂa-
vor of the neutral D meson is tagged twice, once using
the slow pion from a charged D∗ decay whose neutral D
daughter decays semileptonically, and once using the ﬂa-
vor of a high-momentum D fully reconstructed in the CM
hemisphere opposite the semileptonic candidate. Tagging
the ﬂavor at production twice, rather than once, highly
suppresses the background from false WS slow pions, but
it also reduces the signal by an order of magnitude. Ad-
ditional signal candidate selection criteria similar to that
employed above by Belle are used to minimize the remain-
ing sources of background.
Five hadronic tagging samples are used, where three
samples explicitly require a reconstructed D∗+: D∗+ →
D0π+ with D0 → K−π+, D0 → K−π+π0, and D0 →
K−π+π+π−, and the other two samples are CF decays
with no D∗+ requirement: D0 → K−π+ and D+ →
K−π+π+. Candidates from the D∗+ sample are explic-
itly excluded from the inclusive D0 → K−π+ sample to
ensure that the tagging samples are disjoint.
The selection criteria for the tagging samples, such as
the ΔM ranges for the D∗ modes or the use of production
and decay vertex separation for the D+ mode, vary from
channel to channel to balance high purity against high
statistical signiﬁcance. To eliminate candidates from BB
events, the CM momentum of the tag-side D must be at
least 2.5GeV/c.
Using a method similar to that employed above by
Belle, the optimal proper decay time range in which to
search for mixed decays was similarly found to be ∼ 1.5−
9.5 nominal D0 lifetimes. The BABAR ﬁt to the ΔM distri-
bution for double-ﬂavor-tagged RS data events uses a ﬁt
model similar to Belle’s, which is shown in Figure 19.2.25
before and after additional kinematic selection exploiting
correlations between tag and signal hemispheres are ap-
plied. The ﬁnal RS signal yield is 4780 ± 94 events after
all event selections are imposed.
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Figure 19.2.25. From (Aubert, 2007aq). RS data ΔM dis-
tribution. The main plot shows the RS data (points) before
imposing the double-tag kinematic selection, and the projec-
tions of the total ﬁt p.d.f. (solid line) and the background p.d.f.
(dashed line). The inset plot shows the RS ΔM distribution
after the double-tag kinematic selection criteria are applied.
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Three regions of ΔM are considered to determine the
number of WS mixed events: the signal region, ΔM ≤
0.20GeV/c2; the near background region, 0.20 < ΔM ≤
0.25GeV/c2; and the far background region, 0.25 < ΔM ≤
0.35GeV/c2. These ΔM ranges are shown in Fig. 19.2.26,
and are respectively labeled “1”, “2” and “3” in the plot.
A blind analysis was performed where the signal region
was not examined until after all details of event selection,
ﬁt methodology and statistical procedures for setting up-
per limits were ﬁnalized. An estimated 2.85 background
events was expected in the signal region and, as shown
in Fig. 19.2.26, three events were found there, yielding a
net WS signal of 0.15 events. Note the diﬀerence in the
yields and purities of the selected samples using the Belle
single tag method (Fig. 19.2.23) and the BABAR double
tag method (Fig. 19.2.26).
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Figure 19.2.26. From (Aubert, 2007aq). WS data ΔM dis-
tribution. The dark histogram shows WS events in the data
passing all event selections. The light histogram shows WS
events passing all selections except the double-tag kinematic
selection. Region “1” is the signal region, “2” is the near side-
band, and “3” is the far sideband.
To calculate conﬁdence intervals for the number of
mixed events observed, a systematic uncertainty associ-
ated with the WS background estimate is determined us-
ing ten data/MC background control samples. The largest
discrepancy between the data and MC rates, 50%, is as-
signed as the systematic uncertainty associated with the
ratio between the MC estimate of the background rate
and its true value. To quantify conﬁdence intervals for
the number of WS mixed events, a likelihood function is
used, L(n, nb; s, b), for the number of events observed in
the signal region of the WS data sample, n, and the cor-
responding number observed in the MC sample, nb. The
likelihood L(n, nb; s, b) depends upon the true signal rate
s and the true background rate b in the signal region, and
also accounts for the systematic uncertainty in the ratio of
the true background rate in data to that estimated from
MC. The value of (s, b) which maximizes the likelihood
function, Lmax, is denoted by (ŝ, b̂). As one might na¨ıvely
expect, b̂ is equal to nb times the ratio of data and MC
luminosities, while ŝ = n− b̂. A scan is made for the val-
ues of s where −lnL(s) changes by 0.50 [1.35]; here L(s)
denotes the likelihood at s maximized with respect to b.
The lower and upper values of s which satisfy this con-
dition deﬁne the nominal 68% [90%] conﬁdence interval
for s, assuming Gaussian uncertainties. The conﬁdence in-
tervals produced using this procedure provide frequentist
coverage accurate to within a few percent. A central value
of RM = 0.4 × 10−4 is found, with 68% and 90% con-
ﬁdence intervals [−5.6, 7.4] × 10−4 and [−13, 12] × 10−4,
respectively.
19.2.5.3 Summary
In summary, semileptonic decays of D0 mesons can be
exploited to determine the time integrated mixing rate.
By determining the yield of WS decays D0 → X−ν
relative to the RS decays D0 → X+ν one determines
RM = NWS/NRS = (x2 + y2)/2. Both single and double
tagged event selections, thereby isolating samples diﬀer-
ing in their statistical power and purity, have been used
by Belle and BABAR. Averaging the two measurements
described results in
RM = (0.011± 0.027)% (19.2.62)
where the error contains statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties (all individual errors are assumed to be uncorre-
lated).
Though wrong-sign semileptonic decays are a sure sign
of mixing, the low mixing rate ( 10−5) and the need
to apply strong background suppression requirements will
continue to limit the use of these decays in the mixing
measurements for some time to come.
19.2.6 t-integrated CP violation measurements
In studies of CP violation in the decays of D mesons one
usually measures time-integrated asymmetries of partial
decay rates, deﬁned as
AfCP ≡
Γ(D → f)− Γ(D → f)
Γ(D → f) + Γ(D → f) . (19.2.63)
The underlying CP violating parameters, see Eqs (19.2.17,
19.2.18, and 19.2.19) upon which such asymmetries de-
pend are determined by the speciﬁc ﬁnal state f and by
the type of D meson. For charged D mesons, for example,
only mode speciﬁc CP violation in the decays is possible.
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On the other hand, for neutral D mesons, these asymme-
tries can include direct (afdir) and indirect (aind) asymme-
try contributions (see Section 19.2.1.3):
AfCP = a
f
dir + aind. (19.2.64)
The direct asymmetry term corresponds to the CP
violation in decays. The indirect asymmetry in decays to
CP eigenstates (like K+K− or π+π−) consists of the term
due to the CP violation in mixing, −ηf (y/2)AM cosφ,
and of the term due to the mixing induced CP violation,
ηfx sinφ. ηf denotes the CP eigenvalue of the ﬁnal state
(ηf = +1 for CP -even and ηf = −1 for CP odd states).
Hence
AfCP = a
f
dir − ηf (y/2)AM cosφ+ ηfx sinφ. (19.2.65)
As a result of D0 − D0 mixing, CP asymmetries for
D0 mesons depend upon the interval of decay time, t,
over which the asymmetry is integrated. At the B Facto-
ries, time resolution is comparable with the D0 lifetime,
τD0 . Therefore, no D0 decay vertex separation require-
ment is imposed on the samples used in any of the anal-
yses and integration times include t = 0. In contrast,
hadron collider experiments (CDF, LHCb, etc.) impose
decay length based selections to reduce large combinato-
rial backgrounds. There, the integration times begin at
t = tmin > 0. In all cases, the upper end of the range,
tmax is large and can be taken as inﬁnite. To ﬁrst order in
the small parameter y, the values for AfCP measured can
be approximated (see, for example Gersabeck, Alexander,
Borghi, Gligorov, and Parkes, 2012) as combinations of
afdir and aind that are linear in tmin, thereby allowing sep-
arate values for afdir and aind to be estimated.
134
The feasibility of using measurements of CP asymme-
tries as a function of time (as distinct from values ACP
integrated over ﬁnite time periods) has also been stud-
ied (Bevan, Inguglia, and Meadows, 2011). Many decay
modes can be used to study weak phases in D0 meson de-
cays in much the same way that such measurements were
used in the B Factory measurements of the CKM phases
φ1−3. Such measurements will be feasible using samples
about 100 times larger than those of the B Factory’s.
19.2.6.1 Using data to measure detector induced
asymmetries
In the experimental determination of the physics param-
eter AfCP other asymmetries not originating from the CP
violation may enter and have to be corrected for. These in-
clude detector induced asymmetries, for example an asym-
metry in the reconstruction eﬃciencies of positively and
negatively charged tracks, as well as the forward-backward
(FB) asymmetry due to the γ∗−Z0 interference in e+e− →
cc. The former may be induced by diﬀerent cross-sections
for the interaction of particles and anti-particles in the
134 For the ﬁnal states that are CP eigenstates aind does not
depend on decay mode f while afdir does.
material of the detector.135 Such subtle eﬀects are not
described to a suﬃcient accuracy in the simulated data
samples — note that as explained in Section 19.2.1.3 in
the search for the CP violation in the charm sector one
is interested in eﬀects of the order of 10−3 — and hence
they must be estimated using data control samples.
To explain ideas used in the corrections for the non-CP
violating asymmetries mentioned above let us ﬁrst con-
sider an example of a charged D meson decay, D± →
Xh±, where X denotes a neutral hadronic system which is
self-conjugated (and hence the same for the D+ and D−)
and h± represents a charged hadron. The experimentally
determined asymmetry is
Arec =
N(D+ → Xh+)−N(D− → Xh−)
N(D+ → Xh+) +N(D− → Xh−) , (19.2.66)
where N denotes the number of observed decays. Taking
into account small magnitudes of all CP and non-CP vi-
olating asymmetries (i.e. neglecting quadratic and higher
terms) the measured asymmetry can be expressed as the
sum of various contributions
Arec = ACP +AFB +Ah
+
 , (19.2.67)
where AFB and Ah
+
 are the forward-backward asymmetry
and the detection eﬃciency asymmetry between positively
and negatively charged tracks.
In order to correct for these one has to use real data
as much as possible to minimize systematic uncertainty
associated with the correction. The control samples and
the technique used vary from mode to mode. For exam-
ple, if two appropriate control samples can be found, for
which CP violation is negligible and the asymmetry due to
AFB is equal between the two (both assumptions must be
satisﬁed at least to the level below the ACP measurement
sensitivity), then
Acont1rec = A
cont1
FB +A
h+
 ,
Acont2rec = A
cont2
FB (19.2.68)
The above equation assumes that the second control sam-
ple does not receive a contribution from the detection eﬃ-
ciency asymmetry (for example the control sample con-
sists of neutral D meson decays). Hence from the dif-
ference Acont1rec − Acont2rec one can determine the detection
eﬃciency asymmetry Ah
+
 (with some additional compli-
cations as explained below).
After correcting for Ah
+
 using an appropriate control
data samples, one arrives at
Acorrrec = ACP +AFB , (19.2.69)
where the superscript corr denotes that the measured asym-
metry has already been corrected for Ah
+
 . The remaining
135 Note, for example, that the cross-section for π−p interac-
tion through the Δ0 resonance at pπ ≈ 1GeV/c is three times
smaller than the cross-section for the π+p interaction through
the Δ++, as can be easily seen using the isospin decomposition.
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two contributions can be separated using the fact that
AFB is antisymmetric with respect to the cosine of the
D meson production polar angle in CM system (cos θ∗),
while the intrinsic CP asymmetry ACP is independent of
this angle. At tree level the asymmetry in the number of
produced fermions (c quarks) and anti-fermions (c quarks)
as a function of the angle between the fermion and the in-
coming electron in the CM system, θc, is 136
Nc(cos θc)−Nc(cos θc)
Nc(cos θc) +Nc(cos θc)
=
8A0FB cos θc
3(1 + cos2 θc)
. (19.2.70)
A0FB is the forward-backward asymmetry parameter, de-
pending on the axial and vector weak couplings of the elec-
trons and charm quarks (Eidelman et al., 2004). Assum-
ing the fragmentation of the primary quark into a charmed
meson does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the angular distribution
(i.e. that θ∗ ≈ θc) the quark asymmetry above is just the
asymmetry AFB of Eq. (19.2.69) induced by the forward
backward asymmetry:
Acorrrec (cos θ
∗) = ACP +
8A0FB cos θ
∗
3(1 + cos2 θ∗)
. (19.2.71)
Hence one can determine AFB and ACP separately from
ACP = [Acorrrec (cos θ
∗) +Acorrrec (− cos θ∗)]/2
AFB = [Acorrrec (cos θ
∗)−Acorrrec (− cos θ∗)]/2.
(19.2.72)
The method of correction for the AFB assumes θ∗ = θc
and AcontFB = AFB . The expressions can, however, be modi-
ﬁed when instead of the quark direction one measures the
experimentally accessible polar angle of a D meson (in
other words, the assumption θ∗ = θc may not be com-
pletely justiﬁed). Also, the control data samples often in-
volve decays of diﬀerent charmed mesons from the ones
for which ACP is being measured. Hence another assump-
tion is that AFB is the same for all charmed mesons. Due
to slightly diﬀerent fragmentation when an initial c quark
hadronizes into various types of D mesons, the asymme-
try can also diﬀer slightly for diﬀerent D mesons. These
assumptions have been tested. The diﬀerences between
AFB ’s for diﬀerentD mesons are small (Staric, 2012b) jus-
tifying the method used to correct for the residual asym-
metry arising from AFB .
For measurements of ACP in D0 → K+K−, π+π−
decays, the ﬂavor of neutral D mesons at production is
tagged by reconstructing D+∗ → D0π+s decays. The mea-
sured asymmetry can be written as
Arec = ACP +AFB +Aπs . (19.2.73)
To determine Aπs (Staric, 2008; Aubert, 2008aq), one re-
constructs two D0 → K−π+ samples: one consisting of
D mesons with tagged initial ﬂavor, and one consisting of
136 The asymmetry follows from the angular distribution of
produced fermions in the e+e− collisions, dσ/d cos θf ∝ 1 +
cos2 θf + (8/3)A
0
FB cos θf (Eidelman et al., 2004).
untagged candidates. The measured asymmetries for these
modes can be written as
Atagrec = A
Kπ
CP +AFB +A
Kπ
 +A
πs
 ,
Auntagrec = A
Kπ
CP +AFB +A
Kπ
 . (19.2.74)
One ﬁrst uses the diﬀerence of the two measurements in
Eq. (19.2.74) to determine Aπs .
After correcting for Aπs , one corrects for AFB from
Eq. (19.2.73) as explained above. An additional complica-
tion arises due to the fact that Aπs , which at least partially
arises from the diﬀerence of charged particle interactions
in the detector material, depends on the momentum and
the laboratory polar angle of the pion. Hence Aπs is ex-
amined as a function of (pπs , cos θπ) which denote the
magnitude of the momentum and the cosine of the polar
angle of the slow pion, respectively. The asymmetry val-
ues for various decays are thus calculated in bins of (pπs ,
cos θπ), as well as in bins of the D meson polar angle, as
explained below.
Graphically the method of correction is illustrated in
Fig. 19.2.27. A similar method has been used in the anal-
ysis of D0 → K0SP 0 (P 0 = π0, η, or η′) decays (Ko, 2011).
An attentive reader may wonder why the treatment of the
Figure 19.2.27. Graphical presentation of the method to cor-
rect the measurement of the CP asymmetry in D meson de-
cays. In the case of D0 → h+h− the diﬀerence between the
measured asymmetries for D∗+ → D0(→ K−π+)π+s (a) and
D0 → K−π+ (b) decays in a given bin of πs momentum, its
polar angle θπs and the D meson polar angle in the CM sys-
tem θ∗, yields the detector induced asymmetry Aπs . This can
be used to correct the measured asymmetry for the decays
D∗+ → D0(→ h−h+)π+s (c) resulting in the sum ACP + AFB
(d). The latter can be distinguished according to their cos θ∗
dependence.
asymmetries as a function of the D meson polar angle in
the CM system, cos θ∗, is needed. The forward-backward
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asymmetry would vanish when integrated over this vari-
able. A subtle reason lies in the fact that the pion polar
angle in the laboratory frame, θπ, on which the detector
induced asymmetries depend upon 137 is correlated with
θ∗. Hence in a given bin of cos θπ the integration over
cos θ∗ does not assure a vanishing AFB contribution.
In D+(s) → K0Sh+ decays (h+=π+ or K+), the recon-
structed asymmetries can be written as
A
D+(s)→K0Sh+
rec = A
D+(s)→K0Sh+
CP + A
D+(s)
FB + A
h+
 . (19.2.75)
To correct for A
D+(s)
FB and A
h+
 , Belle (Ko, 2010) uses re-
constructed samples of D+s → φπ+ and D0 → K−π+
decays, assuming that ACP in Cabibbo favored decays
is negligibly small at the current experimental sensitiv-
ity (note that within the SM CP violation in charm de-
cays is expected only for Cabibbo suppressed decays, see
Section 19.2.1.3). Another assumption is that AFB is the
same for all charmed mesons.
The measured asymmetry for D+s → φπ+ is the sum
of AD
+
s
FB and A
π+
 . Hence one can extract the ACP value for
the K0Sπ
+ ﬁnal states by subtracting the measured asym-
metry for D+s → φπ+ from that for D+(s) → K0Sπ+. The
subtraction is performed in bins of π+ momentum, pπ,
and polar angle in the laboratory system, cos θπ and the
charmed meson’s polar angle in the center-of-mass sys-
tem, cos θ∗
D+(s)
. The three-dimensional (3D) binning is de-
termined in such a way to avoid large statistical ﬂuctua-
tions in each bin. The statistical precision of the D+s →
K0Sπ
+ sample is too low to allow for a 3D correction to
A
D+s →K0Sπ+
rec at present. For this mode one corrects for
the forward backward and detection eﬃciency asymme-
tries with an inclusive correction obtained by subtracting
A
D+→K0Sπ+
rec from A
D+→K0Sπ+
CP after integrating over the
entire (pπ, cos θπ, cos θ∗D+) space. This technique yields
a systematic uncertainty of 0.18%, which originates from
the statistical uncertainty of the selected D+s → φπ+ sam-
ple. Similar methods have been used in the analysis of
D+ → π+η(′) decays (Won, 2011).
Recently, the BABAR collaboration has developed an-
other data-driven method (del Amo Sanchez, 2011i) to
determine the charge asymmetry in the track reconstruc-
tion as a function of the magnitude of the track momen-
tum and its polar angle, in the analysis of D+ → K0Sπ+
decays. B mesons are produced in the process e+e− →
Υ (4S) → BB. This production mechanism is free of any
physics-induced charge or ﬂavor asymmetry. The CP vi-
olation in the later decays of B mesons must vanish if
one takes a completely inclusive sample of B meson de-
cay products. Hence the inclusive Υ (4S) → BB events
provide a very large control sample in which any asym-
metry is detector induced. However, data recorded at
the Υ (4S) resonance also include continuum production
e+e− → qq (q = u, d, s, c), where there is a non-negligible
137 More precisely, the amount of the material traversed by the
pion depends on this angle.
FB asymmetry due to the interference between the single
virtual photon process and other production processes, as
described above. The continuum contribution is estimated
using the oﬀ-resonance data rescaled to the same luminos-
ity as the on-resonance data sample. Subtracting the num-
ber of reconstructed tracks in the rescaled oﬀ-resonance
sample from the number of tracks in the on-resonance one,
BABAR obtains the number of tracks corresponding to the
B meson decays only. Therefore, the relative detection and
identiﬁcation eﬃciencies of the positively and negatively
charged particles for given selection criteria can be de-
termined using the numbers of positively and negatively
reconstructed tracks directly from data. This technique
yields a smaller systematic uncertainty of 0.08%. The ob-
tained π+/π− asymmetry map as a function of the pion
momentum and polar angle is shown in Fig. 19.2.28. De-
viations from unity are largest at low polar angles (due to
the amount of the material traversed by the pions) and at
relatively low momenta (where the diﬀerence between the
π+ and π− cross-sections for interactions with nucleons is
the largest).
Figure 19.2.28. Charged pion reconstruction eﬃciency ratio
(π+)/(π−) (top) obtained using the method of (del Amo San-
chez, 2011i) as described in the text, and the corresponding
statistical errors (bottom).
The method for the measurement of ACP in the K0SK
+
ﬁnal state is diﬀerent from that for the K0Sπ
+ ﬁnal state.
The A
D+(s)
FB and A
π+
 components in A
D+(s)→K0Sπ+
rec are ob-
tained directly from the D+s → φπ+ sample, but there
is no corresponding large statistics decay mode that can
be used to directly measure the A
D+(s)
FB and A
K+
 compo-
nents in A
D+(s)→K0SK+
rec . Thus, to correct the reconstructed
asymmetry in the K0SK
+ ﬁnal states, one uses samples of
D0 → K−π+ and D+s → φπ+ decays.
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The measured asymmetry for D0 → K−π+ is a sum
of AD
0
FB , A
K−
 , and A
π+
 . Thus, one can extract A
K−
 by
subtracting the measured asymmetry for D+s → φπ+ from
that for D0 → K−π+. An AK− correction map is obtained
as follows; ND
0→K−π+
rec and N
D0→K+π−
rec are corrected ac-
cording to the reconstructed asymmetry for D+s → φπ+
in bins of (pπ, cos θπ, cos θ∗D(s)). Subsequently, corrected
ND
0→K−π+
rec andN
D0→K+π−
rec values are determined in bins
ofK∓ momentum and polar angle in the laboratory frame,
(pK∓ , cos θK∓). From the corrected values of ND
0→K−π+
rec
and ND
0→K+π−
rec one obtains an A
K−
 map that is used
to correct for AK
+
 in the K
0
SK
+ ﬁnal state. By subtract-
ing AK
+
 from the reconstructed asymmetry of D
+
(s) →
K0SK
+, one obtains the corrected reconstruction asym-
metry A
D+(s)→K0SK+
rec,corr for D+(s) → K0SK+:
A
D+(s)→K0SK+
rec,corr = A
D+(s)→K0SK+
rec − AK+
= A
D+(s)
FB + A
D+(s)→K0SK+
CP .
(19.2.76)
As shown in Eq. (19.2.76), A
D+(s)→K0SK+corr
rec includes not
only an ACP component but also the AFB component.
Since ACP is independent of all kinematic variables, while
AFB is an odd function of cos θ∗D+(s)
, as explained above,
one extracts the two components from A
D+(s)→K0SK+corr
rec as
a function of cos θ∗
D+(s)
through Eq. (19.2.72).
In the most recent measurement of ACP (D+ → K0Sπ+)
Belle (Ko, 2012) uses two diﬀerent control samples instead
of D+s → φπ+, composed of selected D+ → K−π+π+
and D0 → K−π+π0 decays. These decays have larger
branching fractions and hence the systematic uncertainty
arising from the correction due to the charged pion eﬃ-
ciency asymmetry is reduced. The two aforementioned de-
cay modes are Cabibbo favored and hence one does not ex-
pect any observable CP violation (see Section 19.2.1.3).138
Writing out the detector and forward-backward induced
contributions to the measured asymmetries in D+ →
K−π+π+ and D0 → K−π+π0 (and assuming the latter
is the same for the two modes) it’s easy to see that the
comparison of the two yields the Aπ
+
 necessary to correct
the measured asymmetry in D+ → K0Sπ+:
AD
+→K−π+π+
rec = A
D+
FB +A
π+
1 +A
π+
2 +A
K−

138 The CP violation in decay is expected only in singly
Cabibbo suppressed decays, and this is the only possible type
of violation appearing in D+ decays. On the other hand for
D0 decays there’s also a possibility of CP violation in mix-
ing and mixing induced CP violation, as explained in Sec-
tion 16.6. Comparison of the decay-time integrated rates of
D0 → K−π+π0 and D0 → K+π−π0 shows that the contribu-
tion of this type of CP violation to the ACP measurement is
−y
q
RKππ
0
D sin δKππ0 sinφ. This small quantity is included as
one of the systematic uncertainties for this result.
AD
0→K−π+π0
rec = A
D0
FB +A
π+
1 +A
K−
 (19.2.77)
Aπ
+
2 = A
D+→K−π+π+
rec −AD
0→K−π+π0
rec ,
assuming AD
+
FB = A
D0
FB .
Another correction must be applied to the measured
asymmetries with a K0S in the ﬁnal state. In speciﬁc de-
cays of charm hadrons either K0 or K0 mesons are pro-
duced which propagate in time and are at some later time
reconstructed as a K0S decaying to π
+π−. The K0 and
K0 have, however, very diﬀerent cross-sections for inter-
actions with nucleons in the material of the detector that
they traverse (mainly the beam pipe and the material of
the silicon vertex detector, see Chapter 2 for the descrip-
tion of the detectors and (Beringer et al., 2012) for the
diﬀerences in the cross-sections). If a neutral kaon inter-
acts in the material, it normally cannot be reconstructed.
Hence the eﬃciency for the reconstruction of a K0S arising
in, for example, a D → K0X decay may diﬀer from the
eﬃciency of the K0S reconstruction arising in a D → K0X
decay. This asymmetry is not related to the CP violation
in charm meson decays and must be corrected for. The
asymmetry depends on the amount of material traversed
by the neutral kaon as well as (due to the energy depen-
dence of the cross-section) on its momentum. The eﬀect
is not included in the simulation packages used by Belle
and BABAR (Agostinelli et al., 2003) and hence a dedicated
study has been performed (Ko, Won, Golob, and Pakhlov,
2011) for various detector geometries. The additional con-
tribution to the asymmetry due to this source is found to
be of the order of 0.1% and is included in the measure-
ments with K0S in the ﬁnal state either as an additional
correction or a systematic uncertainty.
Furthermore, Grossman and Nir (2012) have pointed
out a non negligible eﬀect of the K0S −K0L interference in
decays with neutral kaons in the ﬁnal state. It depends
on the acceptance dependence on the neutral kaon decay
time. For the analysis in (Ko, 2012) this eﬀect results in a
correction factor of 1.022± 0.007 for ACP (D+ → K0Sπ+).
19.2.6.2 Results
All results of t-integrated CP violation measurements for
charm mesons together with the control data samples used
for various corrections are listed in Table 19.2.5. In the
following some speciﬁcs of selected measurements are de-
scribed.
D+ → K0Sπ+, D0 → K0SP 0
A time-integrated CP violation search in D+ → K0Sπ+
is carried out by both the Belle and BABAR collabora-
tions (Ko, 2012; del Amo Sanchez, 2011i). In both exper-
iments corrections for non-CP violating asymmetries are
performed as explained in the previous section. Speciﬁ-
cally, one expects a non-vanishing asymmetry due to the
presence of neutral kaons in the ﬁnal state. The asymme-
try measured by Belle is ACP (D+ → K0Sπ+) =(−0.363±
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0.094 ± 0.067)% where the main systematic uncertainty
(0.062%) is due to the statistical uncertainty of the con-
trol samples used for the Aπ
+
 correction. In contrast,
BABAR uses inclusive on- and oﬀ-resonance data for the
correction and this enables them to achieve a systematic
uncertainty of 0.08% despite the signiﬁcantly lower to-
tal integrated luminosity of the sample used for the mea-
surement. The corrected asymmetry value from BABAR
is ACP (D+ → K0Sπ+) = (−0.44 ± 0.13 ± 0.10)%. The
CP asymmetry from BABAR is shown in Fig. 19.2.29 as a
function of | cos θ∗D|.
If results from the two experiments are combined as-
suming uncorrelated systematic uncertainties, one obtains
ACP (D+ → K0Sπ+) = (−0.389± 0.094)% (where the last
error is combined statistical and systematic uncertainty)
and this is one of the ﬁrst hints of CP violation in charm
decays. It should be noted, however, that this is consis-
tent with CP violation due to neutral kaon mixing in the
ﬁnal state. Namely D+ → K0Sπ+ decays receive a con-
tribution from the CF process D+ → K0π+ as well as
from the DCS process D+ → K0π+. Either K0 or K0
at a later time decays as a K0S reconstructed through the
K0S → π+π− decay. Hence, even in the absence of any
CP violation in D meson decays, there is an additional
contribution to the measured asymmetry due to the CP
violation in the neutral kaon system. One expects
AK0 =
∣∣∣∣ 〈π+π−|K0〉|2 − |〈π+π−|K0〉|2〈π+π−|K0〉|2 + |〈π+π−|K0〉|2
∣∣∣∣2
 −1− |(p/q)K0 |
2
1 + |(p/q)K0 |2 = −
2Re()
1 + ||2 . (19.2.78)
The expected asymmetry in this decay mode due to the
CP violation in the neutral kaon system is (−0.332 ±
0.006)% (Beringer et al., 2012). The average result for
ACP (D+ → K0Sπ+) is in good agreement with this expec-
tation, implying no signiﬁcant CP violation in the charged
D meson sector. The results from both collaborations also
show a remarkable precision achieved despite the need for
signiﬁcant corrections (several corrections of the order of
0.1% to measure the ﬁnal central value of the same order)
in evaluating the intrinsic CP asymmetry.
ACP (D0 → K0SP 0), where P 0 is π0 or η(′) is measured
by the Belle experiment (Ko, 2011). Assuming no CP vi-
olation in decay for the K0Sπ
0 mode (a mixture of CF and
DCS decays) it can be used to test the universality of in-
direct CP violation, as explained further in Section 19.2.7.
D0 → KK/ππ
Searches for time-integrated CP -violating asymmetries in
decays D0 → K+K− and D0 → π+π− are carried out
by the BABAR and Belle collaborations (Aubert, 2008aq;
(Staric, 2008)) using 386 fb−1 and 540 fb−1 of data, re-
spectively. The analysis is similar in both cases, except
that the BABAR collaboration extracts the signal yields
by ﬁtting the mass distributions, while the Belle collabo-
ration uses the method of sideband-subtraction.
*
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Figure 19.2.29. CP asymmetries for D+ → K0Sπ+ candi-
dates as a function of | cos θ∗D|. The solid line represents the
central value of ACP and the hatched region is the ±1σ inter-
val, obtained from a minimization assuming no dependence on
| cos θ∗D| (del Amo Sanchez, 2011i).
As already discussed in Section 19.2.6.1 the measured
(or raw) asymmetry can be expressed with a sum of three
contributions Arec = ACP +AFB+Aπs , where the ﬁrst one
is constant, the second one is an odd function of cos θ∗
and the last one depends on the slow pion phase space
(pπs , cos θπs), since this asymmetry is due to detector ef-
fects. In Section 19.2.6.1 we also discussed that the term
Aπs can be obtained from data by using tagged and un-
tagged D0 → K−π+ decays. Both experiments use this
method; BABAR has determined the slow pion detection
asymmetry Aπs in 3 × 3 bins, while Belle uses a 5 × 5
binning in the same momentum range (0.1–0.6GeV/c).
The slow pion asymmetry map is used to correct the
raw asymmetry. This is done by weighting the D0/D0 can-
didates with the following weights:
wD0 = 1−Aπs (pπs , cos θπs) ,
wD0 = 1 +A
πs
 (pπs , cos θπs) . (19.2.79)
Note that only candidates in bins with valid Aπs mea-
surements are taken into account. This procedure results
in a corrected asymmetry Acorrec , which is free of the con-
tribution due to the slow pion detection asymmetry. It is
calculated as,
Acorrec(cos θ
∗) =
m(cos θ∗)−m(cos θ∗)
m(cos θ∗) +m(cos θ∗)
, (19.2.80)
where m(m) represent the sum of weights of the D0(D0)
candidates in each bin of cos θ∗.
Finally, taking into account their speciﬁc dependence
on cos θ∗, the asymmetries ACP and AFB are extracted by
adding or subtracting bins at ± cos θ∗, see Eq. (19.2.72).
The systematic uncertainties arise from the signal
counting method (BABAR: choice of p.d.f., Belle: non-
linear background shape), from slow pion corrections
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Figure 19.2.30. From (Staric, 2008). Measurement of CP -
violating asymmetries in (a) KK and (b) ππ ﬁnal states, and
forward-backward asymmetries in (c) KK and (d) ππ ﬁnal
states. The solid curves represent the central values obtained
from the least square minimizations; the dashed curves in (c)
and (d) show the leading order expectation.
(statistics of K−π+ samples, binning) and from the ACP
extraction procedure (binning, cos θ∗ range).
The results of both measurements are presented in Ta-
ble 19.2.5. Figure 19.2.30 is a graphical representation of
the Belle results. For individual decay modes the results
agree within the uncertainties. The BABAR-Belle averages
(assuming uncorrelated systematic uncertainties) are
ACP (ππ) = (+0.11± 0.39)%
ACP (KK) = (−0.24± 0.24)% . (19.2.81)
The measured values are consistent with no CP violation
at the level of ∼ 0.3%.
Both experiments obtain forward-backward asymme-
tries that are consistent with each other (see Fig. 19.2.30),
but do not agree well with the leading order calculations.
Similar is true for measurements of other decay modes.
Unfortunately due to lack of reliable predictions at ECM ≈
10 GeV it is diﬃcult to quantify the level of disagreement
in the AFB measurements.
Multibody decays
Direct CP violation is expected to depend on f , the ﬁnal
state for each decay. For multibody decays, therefore, the
phenomenon will depend on sub modes. BABAR, in per-
forming t-integrated measurements of D0 → K+K−π0
and D0 → π+π−π0 decays (Aubert, 2008ap) also ex-
ploited the possibility of normalizing D0 and D0 rates
separately to their total 3-body systems, thereby elimi-
nating the most signiﬁcant experimental uncertainty (the
charge asymmetry in eﬃciency).
They adopt four diﬀerent methods, three of which are
independent of any decay model. The model-dependent
method, introduced by the CLEO collaboration in a study
of D+ → K+K−π+ decays (Rubin et al., 2008) com-
pares results of ﬁts to the Dalitz plot distributions of D0
and D0 decays to a model based upon the isobar (quasi
two-body) approximation with Breit-Wigner parameteri-
zations for the various intermediate resonances (see Chap-
ter 13). Neither magnitude nor phase of any intermediate
2-body mode shows a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the
charge conjugated modes. As an illustration, the interme-
diate state with the largest contribution to the π+π−π0
ﬁnal state, ρ±(770)π∓, exhibits a relative diﬀerence of am-
plitude magnitudes of (−3.2 ± 1.7 ± 0.8)% and of phases
(−0.8± 1.0± 1.0)◦.
The ﬁrst model-independent method is, perhaps, the
most obvious. Bin by bin diﬀerences between eﬃciency
corrected, background subtracted yields of D0 and D0
Dalitz plot distributions (see Chapter 13) are examined.
The yields are normalized so that there are equal numbers
of D0 and D0 events. A χ2 is deﬁned as
χ2 =
∑
i
χ2i =
∑
i
(nD
0
i −RnD
0
i )
2
(σD0i )2 +R2(σ
D0
i )2
, (19.2.82)
where σD
0
i and σ
D0
i are the uncertainties of the corre-
sponding yields nD
0
i and n
D0
i in the i-th bin of the Dalitz
plot distribution. The renormalization factor R is intro-
duced to remove the possible overall asymmetry in the
total number of reconstructed D0 and D0 events. The
method is sensitive to possible diﬀerences in the shapes of
Dalitz distributions but not in the total populations. Us-
ing an ensemble of simulated experiments it is found that
the value of χ2/ν, where ν is the number of the Dalitz
plot bins, is consistent with no CP violation at the conﬁ-
dence levels of 33% and 17% for the D0 → π+π−π0 and
D0 → K+K−π0 decays, respectively. The normalized dif-
ferences in yields for the D0 → π+π−π0 decays are shown
in Fig. 19.2.31.139
In the second model independent method the angu-
lar distributions for the same, normalized, eﬃciency cor-
rected, background subtracted yields are studied to ex-
tract information on the partial wave content of any diﬀer-
ences between D0 and D0 decays. The diﬀerences (nD
0
i −
RnD
0
i ) are weighted by Legendre polynomial functions
P(cos θ) normalized over the range −1 < cos θ ≤ 1. For
the AB “channel” (quasi two-body mode D0 → r+C, r →
A + B) θ is the angle between the momenta of B and C
in the r rest frame. The resulting “Legendre diﬀerence
moments”,
X =
(P  −R · P)√
σ2
P 
+R2 · σ2P
, (19.2.83)
(where the σ2’s are variances for the indicated quantities)
are highly correlated. This is because any partial wave
139 An almost identical method is discussed in a later paper
(Bediaga et al., 2009) and is commonly referred to as the “Mi-
randa method”.
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Table 19.2.5. Summary of results of time-integrated CP violation measurements for charm mesons. The decay modes are
grouped to singly Cabibbo suppressed (SCS), Cabibbo favored (CF) and doubly Cabibbo suppressed (DCS) modes. The third
column lists the control data samples used to correct for non-CP asymmetries appearing in the measurements.
Decay mode Reference Control ACP [%] comment
SCS decays
D0 → K+K− (Staric, 2008) D∗+ → D0(→ K−π+)π+, −0.43± 0.30± 0.11
D0 → K−π+
(Aubert, 2008aq) same as above 0.00± 0.34± 0.13
D0 → π+π− (Staric, 2008) same as above 0.43± 0.52± 0.12
(Aubert, 2008aq) same as above −0.24± 0.52± 0.22
D0 → K+K−π0 (Aubert, 2008ap) same as above 1.00± 1.67± 0.25
D0 → π+π−π0 (Aubert, 2008ap) same as above −0.31± 0.41± 0.17
(Arinstein, 2008) partially reconstructed 0.43± 0.41± 1.23
D∗+ → D0(→ K0sπ+π−)π+
D+ → K0SK+ (Ko, 2013) D+s → φπ+ , D0 → K−π+ 0.25± 0.28± 0.14
D+s → K0Sπ+ (Ko, 2010) D+s → φπ+ 5.45± 2.50± 0.33
CF decays
D+ → K0Sπ+ (del Amo Sanchez, 2011i) inclusive on- and −0.44± 0.13± 0.10 signiﬁcant asymmetry due to
oﬀ-resonance data CP violation in the K0 system
(Ko, 2012) D+ → K−π+π+, −0.363± 0.094± 0.067 same as above
D0 → K−π+π0
D+s → K0SK+ (Ko, 2010) D+s → φπ+ , D0 → K−π+ 0.12± 0.36± 0.22
D0 → K0Sπ0 (Ko, 2011) D∗+ → D0(→ K−π+)π+, −0.28± 0.19± 0.10
D0 → K−π+
D0 → K0Sη (Ko, 2011) same as above 0.54± 0.51± 0.16
D0 → K0Sη′ (Ko, 2011) same as above 0.98± 0.67± 0.14
DCS decays
D0 → K+π−π0 (Tian, 2005) −0.6± 5.3 syst. uncertainty negligible
D0 → K+π−π−π+ (Tian, 2005) −1.8± 4.4 same as above
arising from CP violation in D decay to any of the reso-
nances in any of the three channels would stimulate non-
zero moments in several related values of .
A statistical test for CP violation estimates the prob-
ability for any moment (which is chosen to be within the
range 0− 7) to be inconsistent with no CP violation. For
this, the quantity
χ2/ν =
k∑
0
7∑
=0
7∑
m=0
(XρmXm)/ν (19.2.84)
summed over each of the k invariant mass ranges in various
channels is deﬁned. The number of degrees of freedom
ν = 8k.
Five hundred Dalitz plots consistent with no CP
violation are simulated from actual BABAR data in which
each event is taken randomly as either D0 or D0. The
resulting moments X and their correlations ρm are com-
puted for each sample. The χ2/ν for the actual BABAR
sample, with D∗-tagged assignments as D0 or D0 is then
compared with the distribution of 500 simulated samples
to obtain a one-sided Gaussian C.L. for no CP violation.
The C.L.’s obtained are 28.2% for the π+π− channel,
28.4% for π+π0, 63.1% for K+K−, and 23.8% for the
K+π0 channels, each consistent with no CP violation.
The ﬁnal method, also model independent, consists of
comparison of the total number of D0 and D0 decays in
the quoted modes and was also used by Belle for D0 →
π+π−π0 (Arinstein, 2008). The correction for Aπs is, in
the BABAR case, made as described in Section 19.2.6.1
while Belle uses partially reconstructed D∗+ → D0(→
K0sπ
+π−)π+ decays to estimate the tracking eﬃciency
systematics (see Chapter 15), but separately for the neg-
ative and positive pions. The values of ACP obtained by
this method are quoted in Table 19.2.5.
Figure 19.2.31. From (Aubert, 2008ap). χ2i deﬁned in
Eq. (19.2.82) calculated from eﬃciency corrected and back-
ground subtracted D0 → π+π−π0 and D0 → π+π−π0 yields
across the Dalitz plane.
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19.2.6.3 T -odd correlations
The study of T -odd correlations provides a powerful tool
to indirectly search for CP violation. It is straight forward
to show that any triple product of momenta (TP ), given by
v1 ·(v2×v3), is odd under the time-reversal symmetry op-
erator T . It is clearly also odd under the spatial inversion
(parity operator P ). The kinematics of a four-body decay
can be described by a TP , and so in the usual way one can
construct an asymmetry from T conjugate pairs of triple
products, namely v1 · (v2×v3) > 0 and v1 · (v2×v3) < 0.
The choice of T -odd correlations to search for CP viola-
tion is proposed by many authors (Bensalem, Datta, and
London, 2002a,b; Bensalem and London, 2001; Bigi, 2001;
Kayser, 1990; Valencia, 1989) and studies in D decays fol-
low on from similar measurements made for neutral kaon
decays.140 One can construct a T -odd observable using
the spin or the momentum (vi) of the ﬁnal state parti-
cles in the D CM frame. The TP asymmetry observable
of interest is
ATP =
Γ(v1 · (v2 × v3) > 0)− Γ(v1 · (v2 × v3) < 0)
Γ(v1 · (v2 × v3) > 0) + Γ(v1 · (v2 × v3) < 0)
(19.2.85)
where Γ represents the number of signal events and is
measured for D decays only.
However, this is not a true P violating observable, due
to ﬁnal state interaction (FSI) eﬀects that can introduce
asymmetries (Bigi and Li, 2009). In order to remove these
eﬀects one needs to measure the CP conjugate of this ob-
servable (ATP ) using the D decays and evaluate the CP
violating observable:
aTP ≡ 12(ATP −ATP ). (19.2.86)
This can be explained considering that the asymmetry
ATP has a phase that is the sum of a complex CP violating
weak phase and a real strong phase (introduced by FSI).
Under the operation of CP conjugation the weak phase
changes its sign, while the strong phase does not. Thus,
the diﬀerence between ATP and ATP removes the strong
phase and the factor 1/2 is required for normalization.
The exact deﬁnition of ATP is given in Eq. (19.2.89).
This method requires three independent momentum
vectors, thus at least four diﬀerent particles are recon-
structed in the ﬁnal state unless the spin of the decaying
particle is known. In this last case, the spin of the mother
can be used in Eq. (19.2.85).
140 Some of the literature refers to CP violating T -odd observ-
ables as T -violating observables; however, this is not a correct
nomenclature. T -violation in kaon decays is discussed in the
PDG (Beringer et al., 2012). Section 17.6 discusses T -violation
measurements by BABAR for B decays, and it has been pointed
out by Bevan, Inguglia, and Zoccali (2013) that similar mea-
surements are possible using pairs of entangled D mesons pro-
duced at the ψ(3770). A recent article discussing TP asymme-
tries in K, B and D decays has been written by Gronau and
Rosner (2011).
The search for CP violation by means of the T -odd
correlations at the B Factories has been performed by
BABAR in D0 → K+K−π+π−, D+ → K+K0Sπ+π− and
D+s → K+K0Sπ+π− decays. The latter is a Cabibbo fa-
vored decay and no eﬀect is expected, while the others
are Cabibbo suppressed decays and the eﬀect could be
as large as 0.1%, considering Standard Model processes
only (Buccella, Lusignoli, Miele, Pugliese, and Santorelli,
1995). The sensitivity reached at the B Factories for these
observables is comparable to the higher SM expectations.
Observing an asymmetry would be a signal for processes
beyond the SM.
The variable used to build the T -odd correlation ob-
servable is deﬁned using the momenta of the ﬁnal state
particles in the D CM frame:
CTP = pK+ · (pπ+ × pπ−). (19.2.87)
The asymmetry parameters to be measured are then:
ATP =
Γ(D,CTP > 0)− Γ(D,CTP < 0)
Γ(D,CTP > 0) + Γ(D,CTP < 0)
, (19.2.88)
ATP =
Γ(D,−CTP > 0)− Γ(D,−CTP < 0)
Γ(D,−CTP > 0) + Γ(D,−CTP < 0)
. (19.2.89)
All three analyses have measured the asymmetry pa-
rameters through a simultaneous maximum likelihood ﬁt
to the four samples obtained by splitting the data set us-
ing the D ﬂavor and the CTP (CTP ) value. Furthermore,
a blind analysis has been performed: the asymmetry pa-
rameters ATP andATP have been masked adding unknown
random oﬀsets, and all the selection criteria and system-
atic eﬀects have been evaluated before unveiling the ﬁnal
result.
The D0 → K+K−π+π− analysis (del Amo Sanchez,
2010n) makes use of 471 fb−1 data recorded by the BABAR
detector at the Υ (4S) energy and 40MeV below. The de-
cay chain
e+e− → XD∗+;D∗+ → π+s D0;D0 → K+K−π+π−,
where X indicates any system composed of charged and
neutral particles, has been reconstructed from the sample
of events having at least ﬁve charged tracks. At ﬁrst, the
D0 has been reconstructed, requiring the momentum in
the CM frame p∗(D0) > 2.5GeV/c to suppress the back-
ground. Then, the successful D0 candidate has been com-
bined with any charged track having momentum less than
0.65GeV/c (π+s ) to form the D
∗+ candidate. A contamina-
tion from D0 → K0SK+K− has been removed applying a
mass veto to the K0S → π+π− candidates. This procedure
selects about 50,000 signal events.
The two-dimensional distribution of m(K+K−π+π−)
vs. Δm = m(K+K−π+π−π+s ) − m(K+K−π+π−) has
been described by ﬁve components: (i) true D0 signal
originating from a D∗+ decay (signal); and backgrounds
comprised of (ii) random π+s events where a true D
0
is combined to an incorrect π+s (D
0-peaking); (iii) mis-
reconstructed D0 decays, where one or more of the D0 de-
cay products are either not reconstructed or reconstructed
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with the wrong particle hypothesis (Δm-peaking); (iv)
combinatorial; (v) D+s → K+K−π+π−π+ contamination.
The functional forms of the probability density functions
for the signal and background components are based on
studies of the generic e+e− → cc Monte Carlo (MC) sam-
ple. However, all parameters related to these functions
are determined from a two-dimensional likelihood ﬁt to
data over the full m(K+K−π+π−) vs. Δm region, shown
in Fig. 19.2.32. Combinations of Gaussian and Johnson
SU (Johnson, 1949) lineshapes are used for peaking dis-
tributions, and polynomials and threshold functions for
the non-peaking backgrounds.
Many possible sources of systematic eﬀect have been
considered in this analysis, for each of them the related
selection criteria have been varied by a small amount to
evaluate the deviations with respect to the asymmetries
obtained applying the nominal criteria. Among them, the
largest contributions to systematic error are due to the
particle identiﬁcation, the selection on p∗(D0) and the ﬁt
bias.
The results are
ATP (D0) = (−68.5± 7.3(stat)± 5.8(syst))× 10−3,
ATP (D0) = (−70.5± 7.3(stat)± 3.9(syst))× 10−3,
aTP (D0) = (1.0± 5.1(stat)± 4.4(syst))× 10−3.
(19.2.90)
No CP violation is found, even though ATP and ATP are
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero, indicating the eﬀect of
FSIs.
The reconstruction of the D+(s) → K+K0Sπ+π− de-
cays in the other BABAR analysis (Lees, 2011i), that used
520 fb−1 recorded around a CM energy of 10.6GeV, is
similar. After the reconstruction of the K0S → π+π− de-
cay, the K0S candidates are combined into a vertex with
three other charged tracks in the event to reconstruct in-
clusive D+(s) decays. A kinematic selection on p
∗(D+(s)) >
2.5GeV/c is required to suppress the background. Possible
background contamination from D+(s) → K+K0SK0S decays
have been removed by applying a K0S veto.
The signal to background ratio has been then opti-
mized using a likelihood ratio. The probability density
functions used to build the likelihood ratio are taken from
the distributions of three kinematic variables: (i) p∗(D+(s));
(ii) Δp = P1 − P2, the diﬀerence between the probability
of the nominal ﬁt (P1) and the probability of the ﬁt ob-
tained constraining the D+(s) vertex into the interaction
region (P2); and (iii) LT (D+(s)), the ﬂight distance of the
D+(s) meson in the transverse plane. The signal distribu-
tions are obtained from the signal regions of two control
samples, the Cabibbo favored D+ → K0Sπ+π+π− and
D+s → K−K0Sπ+π+ decays, for D+ and D+s , respectively.
The background distributions are taken from data side-
bands.
A likelihood ratio, optimized on S/
√
S +B (see Chap-
ter 4) for the signal region, has been applied to obtain the
best signiﬁcance of the mass peak. About 20,000 (30,000)
D+ (D+s ) signal events have been reconstructed.
The model to ﬁt the K+K0Sπ
+π− mass spectrum has
been developed and validated on large samples of inclusive
MC processed using the same reconstruction and analysis
chain as that used for real events. The mass spectrum
has been separated in two regions centered on D+ and
D+s peak, respectively, and the speciﬁc requirement on
likelihood ratio has been applied.
The model used to simultaneously ﬁt the four samples
obtained separating the events by charge and CTP (CTP )
value is composed of two Gaussians for the peak and a
second order polynomial for D+ (D+s ) background.
The simultaneous ﬁt on the four data subsamples al-
lows one to measure directly the asymmetries:
ATP (D+) = (+11.2± 14.1(stat)± 5.7(syst))× 10−3,
ATP (D−) = (+35.1± 14.3(stat)± 7.2(syst))× 10−3,
ATP (D+s ) = (−99.2± 10.7(stat)± 8.3(syst))× 10−3,
ATP (D−s ) = (−72.1± 10.9(stat)± 10.7(syst))× 10−3,
(19.2.91)
from which the CP violation parameters can be obtained
aTP (D+) = (−12.0± 10.0(stat)± 4.6(syst))× 10−3,
aTP (D+s ) = (−13.6± 7.7(stat)± 3.4(syst))× 10−3.
(19.2.92)
The sources of systematic error that have been con-
sidered are the ﬁt model, the particle identiﬁcation, the
ﬁt bias measured on MC and the selection based on the
likelihood ratio. The procedure to evaluate the system-
atic error follows the same strategy of the D0 analysis.
A slightly diﬀerent behavior is observed for the ATP and
ATP asymmetries in D+ and D+s . Even if the ﬁnal state
is the same, a diﬀerent resonant sub-structure may be re-
sponsible for this diﬀerence (Gronau and Rosner, 2011).
The CP violation results obtained at the B Factories in
four-body D decays are consistent with zero to a precision
of 0.5%. These results are in agreement with expectations
from SM predictions. Nevertheless, the relative simplicity
of the analyses based on T -odd correlations and the re-
sults that can be obtained allow one to consider this tool
as fundamental to search for CP violation in four-body de-
cays. Furthermore, the study of T -odd correlations allows
one to probe FSI in four-body D decays.
19.2.6.4 Summary
Numerous t-integrated searches for CP violation in charm
meson decays have been performed by the B Factories
and these show no signiﬁcant intrinsic eﬀect at the levels
of sensitivity achieved. These diﬀer from a few percent for
the DCS decays to over a few tenths of a percent for SCS
decays to 0.1% for CF decays (see Table 19.2.5). Because
of the various detector induced and physics (forward-
backward) asymmetries the measurements require careful
calibration of the data using control samples and hence
represent one of the most demanding measurements per-
formed at the B Factories. BABAR and Belle developed
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Figure 19.2.32. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2010n). The distribution of selected events in the m(K+K−π+π−) vs. Δm plane (a)
is shown together with the projections of the events with overlaid the ﬁt results for m(K+K−π+π−) (b) and Δm (c), with the
shaded areas indicating the diﬀerent contributions. In the bottom, the distribution of the normalized residuals (Pull), is shown
for each ﬁt projection.
several methods for such calibrations which assure a sat-
isfactory control of measurement uncertainties that are
applicable for the next generation of ﬂavor factories (note
that the main systematic uncertainties, arising from lim-
ited statistics of control data samples, will be reduced with
increased luminosity). It is a remarkable demonstration
that both experiments can measure subtle eﬀects such as
the asymmetry arising from the CP violation in the neu-
tral kaon system in charm meson decays involving K0
S ’s.
In combination with t-dependent measurements, CP vio-
lating asymmetries represent interesting tests of the SM,
as described further in Section 19.2.7.
19.2.7 t-dependent CP violating asymmetries
A general aspect of the possible CP violation eﬀects in
the charm sector as well as various parameterizations were
discussed in Section 19.2.1.3. In the time dependence of
D0 decays one can search for the eﬀects of all three types
of CP violation.
19.2.7.1 Decays to CP eigenstates
Let us start by examining the decays into CP eigenstates,
like K+K−. The measurements of the mixing-related pa-
rameter yCP in this decay mode are described in Sections
19.2.3.1 and 19.2.3.2. In order to search for CP violating
eﬀects one has to distinguish between decays of particles
and anti-particles. Squaring the modulus in Eqs (19.2.11)
and (19.2.12) (keeping the parameter q/p, i.e. not setting
q = p = 1/
√
2), and using the parameterization as deﬁned
in Eqs (19.2.17), (19.2.18) and (19.2.20), we arrive at the
time evolution of D0 → K+K− decays
|〈K+K−|D0(Γt)〉|2 = e−Γt|AKK |2
[1− (1 + AM −A
KK
D
2
)(x sinφ− y cosφ) Γt],
(19.2.93)
and an equivalent expression for |〈K+K−|D0(t)〉|2. It is
valid to linear order in the dimensionless decay time Γt.
One can see that in the above dependence parameters de-
scribing all three types of CP violation are present: AM
(CP violation in mixing), AKKD (CP violation in decay)
and φ (CP violation in the interference between decays
with and without mixing). If Eq. (19.2.93) is regarded as
the ﬁrst term in the expansion of an exponential func-
tion,141 we arrive at separate expressions for the inverse
of the eﬀective lifetime of neutral meson decays in this
mode:
1
τKK
=
1
τ
[
1∓ (1± (AM −AKKD )/2) (x sinφ∓ y cosφ)] ,
(19.2.94)
where the upper sign corresponds to D0 and the lower one
to D0 decays. Hence by measuring separately the eﬀective
lifetimes of neutral D meson decays (using tagging of the
initial D meson ﬂavor with D∗ mesons, as described in
Section 19.2.1.5) one can determine the lifetime asymme-
try:
AΓ ≡ τ(D
0 → KK)− τ(D0 → KK)
τ(D0 → KK) + τ(D0 → KK) =
=
AM −AKKD
2
y cosφ− x sinφ . (19.2.95)
A non-zero value of the asymmetry AΓ would be a sign of
CP violation in the D0 system - at least one parameter,
141 This is equivalent to the derivation of the yCP parameter,
see Eq. (19.2.30) – (19.2.34), but now separately for D0 and
D0 decays.
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AKKD , AM or φ, must be diﬀerent from zero. The sensitiv-
ity of AΓ to the CP violating parameters is limited by the
small magnitude of the mixing parameters x and y.
Measurements of this asymmetry were typically per-
formed together with the measurements of yCP . The av-
erage of measurements (Staric, 2012a; Lees, 2013d) using
the K+K− and π+π− ﬁnal states is found to be
AΓ = (0.02± 0.17)% , (19.2.96)
where the error includes statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties.142
The main contributions to the systematic uncertainty
on AΓ arise from similar sources as in the yCP measure-
ments, from possible biases in the acceptance dependence
on the decay time and the assumption of an equal mean
of the resolution function in both decay modes used (see
Section 19.2.3.1). From the AΓ value one can conclude
there is currently no signiﬁcant sign of CP violation at
the sensitivity level of 0.25%.
It should be noted that the decay time integrated CP
violating asymmetry, as deﬁned in Eq. (19.2.63) of Sec-
tion 19.2.6, also receives contributions from all the types of
CP violation, and the CP violation in decay (AfD) appears
in the linear order. Upon the summation of Eq. (19.2.65)
and Eq. (19.2.95) we get
AKKCP +AΓ = A
KK
D (19.2.97)
(in the above equation the CP violation in decays toK+K−
is denoted by AKKD ). Hence one can estimate the amount
of CP violation in decay by summing the two correspond-
ing results. Using the averages of the AKK(ππ)CP measure-
ments (see Section 19.2.6.2), and assuming the systematic
uncertainties due to completely diﬀerent methods of mea-
surements are uncorrelated, one obtains results for the
K+K− and π+π− ﬁnal states:
AKKD = (−0.22± 0.29)% ,
AππD = (+0.13± 0.43)% , (19.2.98)
including both types of uncertainties.
19.2.7.2 Hadronic wrong-sign decays
The measurements of the mixing parameters in this type
of decay are described in Section 19.2.2. Since the ﬁt to
the decay time dependence of the wrong-sign decays in-
volves parameters x′2 and y′, a similar ﬁt is repeated by
142 Note that AΓ can in principle diﬀer for various diﬀerent
ﬁnal states due to the AfD term in Eq. (19.2.95). Hence the
averaging of the AΓ values obtained in D meson decays to
K+K− and π+π− ﬁnal states is not justiﬁed. However, the
diﬀerence between (1/2)(AM − AKKD )y cosφ and (1/2)(AM −
AππD )y cosφ, i.e. (1/2)(A
ππ
D −AKKD )y cosφ, is only (1±1)×10−5
using the average values (Amhis et al., 2012) of parameters
involved. As long as the accuracy of AΓ measurement doesn’t
reach that level the approximation done in the averaging is
justiﬁed.
applying Eq. (19.2.22) separately for D0 and D0 decays.
One introduces separate parameters x′2± and y′±, where
+ and − denote parameters for D0 and D0 decays, respec-
tively. Any diﬀerence between corresponding parameters
denoted by + or − represents a sign of CP violation. Pa-
rameters x′2± and y′± can of course be related to the CP
violating parameters in mixing and in the interference in-
troduced in Section 19.2.1.3:
x′± =
[
1±AM
1∓AM
]1/4
(x′ cosφ± y′ sinφ),
y′± =
[
1±AM
1∓AM
]1/4
(y′ cosφ∓ x′ sinφ). (19.2.99)
Apart from the above parameters, RD is also dupli-
cated to R±D using an analogous notation. Any diﬀerence
between R+D and R
−
D is related to CP violation in decay:
AD =
R+D −R−D
R+D +R
−
D
. (19.2.100)
Inclusion of more free parameters to describe the CP
violation leads to a reduced statistical accuracy of the ob-
tained results. This can be seen in Fig. 19.2.11, comparing
the 95% C.L. regions of x′2 and y′ as obtained from the
ﬁts allowing or neglecting the CP violation.
Fits allowing for CP violation were performed by Zhang
(2006) and Aubert (2007j). They are given in Table 19.2.6.
Table 19.2.6. CP violation results using D0 → Kπ WS decays
from BABAR (Aubert, 2007j) and Belle (Zhang, 2006). When
two uncertainties are given, the ﬁrst is statistical and the sec-
ond systematic. Results with a single uncertainty have both
statistical and systematic components combined. Limits corre-
spond to 95% C.L.
Parameter Fit Results (×10−3)
BABAR Belle
Assuming both mixing and CP violation
RD 3.03± 0.16± 0.10 —
AD −21± 52± 15 23± 47
AM − 670± 1200
x′2+ −0.24± 0.43± 0.30 —
y′+ 9.8± 6.4± 4.5 —
x′2− −0.20± 0.41± 0.29 —
y′− 9.6± 6.1± 4.3 —
x′2 − < 0.72
y′ − −28 < y′ < 21
Taking the averages of the measurements 143 and as-
suming uncorrelated systematic errors one obtains
x′2+ − x′2− = (0.011± 0.041)%
143 Also converting the results from Belle to x′2± and y′±,
according to (Amhis et al., 2012).
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y′+ − y′− = (−0.19± 0.64)% , (19.2.101)
consistent with no CP violation.
In the study of the D0 → K+π−π+π− decays (see Sec-
tion 19.2.2.3) BABAR (Aubert, 2006ap) also performs a ﬁt
allowing for CP violation. The D0 and D0 decay-time dis-
tributions are treated separately, by making a substitution
in Eq. (19.2.26):
αy˜′ → |p/q|±1(αy˜′ cos φ˜± βx˜′ sin φ˜)
x2 + y2 → |p/q|±2(x2 + y2), (19.2.102)
choosing the “+” (“−”) sign for D0 (D0) candidate de-
cays, respectively. CP violation in mixing is parameterized
by |p/q| and a CP -violating phase φ˜ is introduced to ac-
count for CP violation in the interference between mixing
and DCS decay. The resulting values of the CP violating
parameters are consistent with no CP violation:
RM = [0.017+0.017−0.016(stat)± 0.003(syst)]%,
|p/q| = 1.1+4.0−0.6(stat)± 0.1(syst),
αy˜′ cos φ˜ = −0.006+0.008−0.006(stat)± 0.006(syst),
βx˜′ cos φ˜ = 0.002+0.005−0.003(stat)± 0.006(syst).
(19.2.103)
19.2.7.3 t-dependent Dalitz Analyses
Violation of the CP symmetry can also be searched for in
the analyses of the decay time dependence of the Dalitz
distributions in multi-body ﬁnal states. As for the hadronic
wrong-sign decays one can perform a ﬁt to separate D0
and D0 samples (see the previous section). Any diﬀer-
ence in the resulting mixing parameters can be ascribed
to CP violation. This is done in the measurement of the
K+π−π0 ﬁnal state (see Section 19.2.4.1) by BABAR (Au-
bert, 2009u). The resulting x′, y′ parameters are shown
in Table 19.2.7. Within the uncertainties they are consis-
tent between the two samples indicating no signiﬁcant CP
violation.
Table 19.2.7. CP violation results using separate D0 and D0
samples in the analysis of K+π−π0 ﬁnal state (Aubert, 2009u).
D0 only x′ = (+2.53+0.54−0.63 ± 0.39)%
y′ = (−0.05+0.63−0.67 ± 0.50)%
D0 only x′ = (+3.55+0.73−0.83 ± 0.65)%
y′ = (−0.54+0.40−1.16 ± 0.41)%
In the Belle search for CP violation in the K0Sπ
+π−
ﬁnal state (Abe, 2007b) the measurement consists of an
extension of the ﬁt procedure described in Section 19.2.4.2.
The time evolution of the Dalitz distribution as given in
Eq. (19.2.52) is used without setting q = p = 1/
√
2. The
possibility of CP violation in mixing and mixing induced
CP violation is parameterized by q/p = |q/p|eiφ with |q/p|
and φ as free parameters of the ﬁt. The CP violation in de-
cay would be manifest as a diﬀerence between the magni-
tudes or phases of the individual intermediate states con-
tributing. This type of the CP violation is searched for
ﬁrst by allowing these amplitudes to diﬀer for D0 and D0
decays, while not (yet) introducing additional parameters
describing the other two types of the CP violation. Such
an approach is used due to possible complications in the
ﬁtting procedure.144 In this measurement no signiﬁcant
deviations between the amplitudes of intermediate-state
contributions to D0 and D0 decays were found, and hence
one can conclude that no sign of CP violation in decay
was observed. Following this, the individual amplitudes
are ﬁxed to be the same for D0 and D0 and the parame-
ters |q/p| and φ are introduced. The results are listed in
Table 19.2.8.
BABAR (del Amo Sanchez, 2010f) uses the same ap-
proach for the K+π−π0 ﬁnal state, ﬁtting separately D0
and D0 tagged samples with duplicated mixing parame-
ters denoted as x+, y+ and x−, y−, respectively. The re-
sults are given in Table 19.2.8.
Table 19.2.8. Results of search for CP violation in time de-
pendent Dalitz analysis of K0Sh
+h− ﬁnal state (del Amo San-
chez, 2010f; Abe, 2007b).
Experiment Sample Results [×103]
BABAR 486.5 fb−1
CP violation Purity: 98.5% x+ = 0.0± 3.3
y+ = 5.5± 2.7
x− = 3.3± 3.3
y− = 5.9± 2.8
Belle 540 fb−1
CP violation Purity: 95.0% x = 8.1± 3.0+1.0+0.9−0.7−1.6
y = 3.7± 2.5+0.7+0.7−1.3−0.8
|q/p| = 0.86+0.30+0.06−0.29−0.03 ± 0.08
φ = (−14+16+5+2−18−3−4)◦
The results show that parameters x+, y+ are consistent
with x−, y−, |q/p| is consistent with unity and φ is consis-
tent with 0. Hence the measurements show no signiﬁcant
sign of CP violation.
19.2.8 Summary
Mixing of neutral charm mesons has been established by
theB Factories. The ﬁrst results were reported in 2007 and
published as back-to-back articles. Mixing was established
through the study of wrong sign decays by BABAR (Au-
bert, 2007j) (see Section 19.2.2), and via the measurement
of yCP by Belle (Staric, 2007) (see Section 19.2.3). The
accuracy achieved by the B Factories is well beyond the
expectations before the start of data taking in 1999. By
144 Note that by allowing magnitudes and phases of the D0
and D0 decays to diﬀer essentially doubles the number of free
parameters in the ﬁt.
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the time data taking was well under way, the full poten-
tial of B Factories as charm factories was realized and
interest in charm physics, especially in the FCNC’s of D
mesons, was greatly increased. The reason for this was
the physics interest in constraints on NP arising from an
up-type quark (charm) FCNC’s as well as the availability
of large samples of reconstructed charm hadrons. Mixing
parameters in the D0 −D0 system are now known to an
accuracy of O(10−3) from measurements done at the B
Factories. The average of results from B Factories on the
mixing parameters x and y, shown in the upper part of
Table 19.2.9, are
x = (0.59+0.21−0.22)%
y = (0.78± 0.12)% . (19.2.104)
Graphically they are depicted in Fig. 19.2.33. The no-
mixing hypothesis is rejected with a signiﬁcance ofO(10)σ.
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Figure 19.2.33. Likelihood contours of the HFAG-like ﬁt to
various measurements of mixing and CP violation parameters
in the D0 system, in the (x, y) plane.
The average is calculated according to the Heavy Fla-
vor Averaging Group (Amhis et al., 2012) method, using a
χ2 ﬁt assuming uncorrelated systematic errors, but taking
into account statistical correlations among the observables
as provided by the experiments. Free parameters of the ﬁt
are listed in the lower part of Table 19.2.9.
Because the long-distance contributions to the D0−D0
mixing amplitude are diﬃcult to calculate, the measured
values are diﬃcult to interpret. They may receive some
contribution from unknown NP processes, although the
measured values can be accommodated within the SM.
For several years observation of CP violating asym-
metries in the charm sector at the level of O(10−2) was
considered as rather clear signature for NP. Measurements
performed at the B Factories achieved the sensitivity level
of O(10−3). They are probably some of the most demand-
ing measurements as far as the systematic uncertainties
are concerned because one needs to control detector in-
duced asymmetries using various control data samples.
Several CP violating asymmetries are measured to be at
the few per mille level but consistent with no CP violation.
Averages of the most important CP violation parameters
are given in Table 19.2.9. In Fig. 19.2.34 the likelihood
contours of the average are shown in the (|q/p|, φ) plane.
No deviations from CP conservation in the charm sec-
tor have been observed. Measurements at the B Factories
have triggered an increased activity also on the theoretical
side providing more accurate predictions.
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Figure 19.2.34. Likelihood contours of the HFAG-like ﬁt to
various measurements of mixing and CP violation parameters
in the D0 system, in the (|q/p|, φ) plane.
Results on mixing and especially CP violation in the
charm sector have not dried up with the end of the data
taking at B Factories. The LHCb collaboration recently
presented a very precise measurement of the CP violation
in D0 → h+h− decays (Aaij et al., 2013c). One can hope
for more precise (statistically signiﬁcant) measurements
of CP violation in the charm sector from this and future
ﬂavor physics experiments.
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Table 19.2.9. Results on mixing and CP violation parameters for neutral charm mesons from B Factories. Averages are
calculated using the HFAG method assuming uncorrelated systematic errors.
Results
Decay mode Parameter Reference
K+K−, π+π− yCP = (0.72± 0.18± 0.12)% (Lees, 2013d)
AΓ = (0.09± 0.26± 0.06)%
yCP = (1.11± 0.22± 0.11)% (Staric, 2012a)
AΓ = (−0.03± 0.20± 0.08)%
AKKCP = (0.00± 0.34± 0.13)% (Aubert, 2008aq)
AππCP = (−0.24± 0.52± 0.22)%
AKKCP = (−0.43± 0.30± 0.11)% (Staric, 2008)
AππCP = (0.43± 0.52± 0.12)%
K0Sφ yCP = (0.11± 0.61± 0.52)% (Zupanc, 2009)
K±π∓ RKπD = (0.303± 0.0189)% (Aubert, 2007j)
AKπD = (−2.1± 5.4)%
x′2+ = (−0.024± 0.052)%
y′+ = (0.98± 0.78)%
x′2− = (−0.020± 0.050)%
y′− = (0.96± 0.75)%
RKπD = (0.364± 0.018)% (Zhang, 2006)
AKπD = (2.3± 4.7)%
x′2+ = (0.032± 0.037)%
y′+ = (−0.12± 0.58)%
x′2− = (0.006± 0.034)%
y′− = (0.20± 0.54)%
K±π∓π0 † x′′ = (2.61+0.57−0.68 ± 0.39)% (Aubert, 2006ap)
y′′ = (−0.06+0.55−0.64 ± 0.34)%
K0SK
+K−,K0Sπ
+π− x = (0.16± 0.23± 0.12± 0.08)% (del Amo Sanchez, 2010f)
y = (0.57± 0.20± 0.13± 0.07)%
x = (0.81± 0.30+0.13−0.17)% (Abe, 2007b)
y = (0.37± 0.25+0.10−0.15)%
|q/p| = 0.86± 0.30+0.10−0.09
φ = (−0.244± 0.31± 0.09) rad
D0 → K+π−π+π− RM = (0.017+0.017−0.016 ± 0.003)% (Aubert, 2006ap)
|p/q| = 1.1+4.0−0.6 ± 0.1
Averages
x = (0.59+0.21−0.22)%
y = (0.78± 0.12)%
δKπ = (26
+13
−14)
◦
δKππ0 = (22± 23)◦
RKπD = (0.332± 0.009)%
AKπD = (−1.9± 2.4)%
|q/p| = 0.87+0.18−0.16
φ = (−12+10−12)◦
AKKD = (−0.23± 0.26)%
AππD = (0.12± 0.40)%
†: x′′ = x cos δKππ0 + y sin δKππ0 , y
′′ = −x sin δKππ0 + y cos δKππ0
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19.3.1 Introduction
In ordinary conditions of temperature and baryon den-
sity, quantum chromodynamics (QCD) describes colored
quarks permanently bound in colorless hadrons. Account-
ing for the non-perturbative strong dynamics producing
the outstanding phenomenon of conﬁnement represents
a diﬃculty which has been faced in several ways, using
methods with various degrees of theoretical soundness, re-
liability and a variety of results. The main approaches to
describe bound states of quarks are the constituent quark
models, QCD sum rules and lattice QCD. Moreover, it
is possible to formulate eﬀective theories of QCD in lim-
its in which particular symmetries, not present in the full
QCD Lagrangian, become apparent and can be exploited.
Comparing the outcome of the various calculations (mass
spectra, decay rates, etc.) to the measurements has al-
lowed the interpretation of many experimental results. On
the other hand, it has been possible to test the accuracy of
the theoretical methods and of the procedures adopted to
obtain quantitative predictions. The wealth of new infor-
mation in charm spectroscopy collected at the B Factories
has allowed a remarkable progress in the description of the
strong dynamics of quarks, as it is brieﬂy described below.
A few puzzling features of the observed states deserve fur-
ther investigations.
19.3.1.1 Constituent quark models
Quark models are traditionally a method to compute
properties like hadron masses and couplings. In such
approaches the hadrons are approximately described in
terms of rest-frame valence quark conﬁgurations, the dy-
namics of which is governed by a Hamiltonian derived
from (or inspired by) QCD. In particular, quark con-
ﬁnement is implemented by a ﬂavor-independent, linearly
increasing Lorentz-scalar interquark interaction at large
distances, while the short-distance quark dynamics is de-
scribed by a one-gluon exchange interaction. For a system
comprising a heavy quark Q = c and a light antiquark
q¯ = u¯, d¯, s¯, the Hamiltonian is written as (Godfrey and
Isgur, 1985)
H = H0 + V, (19.3.1)
where
H0 = (p2 +m2Q)
1/2 + (p2 +m2q¯)
1/2 (19.3.2)
is the kinetic term, with p the modulus of the quark three-
momentum in the meson rest frame. The potential V in-
cludes spin-independent and spin-dependent terms:
V = V0 + V hyp + V so. (19.3.3)
V0 is the sum of the conﬁning and Coulomb potentials
V0 = −43
αs(r)
r
+ c+ σ2r (19.3.4)
with c and σ2 as free parameters. V hyp describes the spin-
spin interaction
V hyp =
4
3
αS(r)
mQmq¯
[8π
3
sQ · sq¯ δ3(r)
+
1
r3
(
3
(sQ · r)(sq¯ · r)
r2
− sQ · sq¯
)]
(19.3.5)
with sQ and sq¯ the heavy quark and light antiquark spin,
respectively. V so describes the spin-orbit interaction, ex-
pressed as a sum of the chromomagnetic and Thomas-
precession contributions:
V so(cm) =
4
3
αS(r)
r3
(
1
mQ
+
1
mq¯
)(
sQ
mQ
+
sq¯
mq¯
)
·L,
(19.3.6)
V so(Tp) = − 1
2r
(
∂
∂r
V0
)(
sQ
m2Q
+
sq¯
m2q¯
)
·L. (19.3.7)
L is the orbital angular momentum. The solution of a
Schro¨dinger-like equation with the Hamiltonian (19.3.1)
allows to obtain the mass spectrum and the wave func-
tions for the states n2J+1L2S+1 classiﬁed according to the
orbital angular momentum L, the total spin of the quarks
S = sQ+sq¯, the total angular momentum J = L+S, and
the radial quantum number n. From the wave functions,
other quantities can be computed, e.g. the meson decay
constants, form factors, the hadron strong couplings.
A few remarks are in order.
– The (“constituent”) quark masses in the wave equation
are input parameters, and do not coincide with the
(“current”) masses appearing in the QCD Lagrangian.
For the light u and d quarks the constituent masses are
ﬁxed to values of O(100 MeV), and of O(300 MeV) for
the strange quark, well above the values of the current
masses in the QCD Lagrangian.
– The running of the strong coupling αS can be imple-
mented as a dependence on the interquark distance,
αS = αS(r); each model is characterized by its imple-
mentation of αS(r).
– Spin dependent terms in the potential present singu-
larities of the type 1/rn with n > 1, corresponding to
“illegal” operators in the wave equation. This is a con-
sequence of reducing the relativistic quark-antiquark
interaction to an instantaneous potential. The treat-
ment of such singularities introduces a model depen-
dence in the calculation of the meson properties.
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– The eﬀect of nearby multi-hadron thresholds (or quark
unquenching) is not taken into account in the calcu-
lation of, e.g., the mass spectrum. Although such an
approximation is legitimate in the limit of large num-
ber of colors, in real QCD it represents a systematic
uncertainty aﬀecting, in particular, the determination
of the masses of the orbital and radial excitations.
In a quark model approach the cq¯ spectrum (q = u, d, s)
was already computed long ago with results shown in Ta-
ble 19.3.1, namely in (Godfrey and Isgur, 1985). These
are in rather close agreement (within 20–30MeV) with the
data in the case of the lightest S-wave (L = 0) states and
of two JP = 2+ and JP = 1+ P -wave (L = 1) states, as
one can argue considering the experimental measurements
reported in Tables 19.3.2 and 19.3.3. As for the state with
JP = 0+ and the second state with JP = 1+ (both with
L = 1), in the cs¯ case the predicted masses are larger
(by about 100MeV) than the masses of the scalar and
axial vector DsJ mesons discussed below in this chapter.
Several modiﬁcations and improvements have been im-
plemented, namely in models based on the expansion of
the Hamiltonian (19.3.1) in the inverse mass of the charm
quark, in the spirit of the heavy quark limit described
in Section 19.3.1.2 (Di Pierro and Eichten, 2001), and in
determinations of the cq¯ Regge trajectories (Ebert, Faus-
tov, and Galkin, 2010), but the resulting masses of the
scalar and of one of the axial vector DsJ mesons remain
larger than in the experiment. A few quark models also
predict spin-orbit inversion for the excited states (Godfrey
and Kokoski, 1991; Isgur, 1998), which is not observed in
data.
To quantitatively assess the accuracy of quark model
predictions is not an easy task, due to the assumptions
needed to formulate a wave equation for quark-antiquark
bound states starting from the QCD Lagrangian; in par-
ticular, the eﬀect of quark unquenching is poorly known.
Nevertheless, the discrepancy between the predictions of
various models and the mass measurements has prompted
Table 19.3.1. Masses (in GeV) of charmed mesons computed
in (Godfrey and Isgur, 1985). The corresponding L = 1 ex-
perimental ﬁndings for DJ and DsJ states are reported in Ta-
ble 19.3.2 and Table 19.3.3 respectively.
cq (L = 0) Mass cq (L = 1) Mass cq (L = 2) Mass
D(1S0) 1.88 D(
3P0) 2.40 D(
3D1) 2.82
D(3S1) 2.04 D(
3P1) 2.49 D(
3D3) 2.83
D(3P2) 2.50
D(1P1) 2.44
cs (L = 0) Mass cs (L = 1) Mass cs (L = 2) Mass
Ds(
1S0) 1.98 Ds(
3P0) 2.48 Ds(
3D1) 2.90
Ds(
3S1) 2.13 Ds(
3P1) 2.57 Ds(
3D3) 2.92
Ds(
3P2) 2.59
Ds(
1P1) 2.53
the idea that some observed states could not be simple
quark-antiquark conﬁgurations, but more complex struc-
tures, like bound state (“molecules”) of other mesons
(Barnes, Close, and Lipkin, 2003) or mixtures of conven-
tional quark-antiquark with four-quark components (Vi-
jande, Fernandez, and Valcarce, 2006). A discrimination
between the diﬀerent possibilities is feasible considering
the results not only for the masses, but also for the widths
of the various decay modes. Within the quark models the
calculation of the latter quantities presents further uncer-
tainties: in the inﬁnite heavy quark mass limit a diﬀer-
ent formalism can be developed to study the classiﬁca-
tion, the spectrum and some decay processes of heavy-
light hadrons, as discussed below.
19.3.1.2 Exploiting symmetries of QCD in particular limits:
the Heavy Quark Chiral Eﬀective Theory
In the limit in which the masses of the heavy quarks (i.e.
quarks with mQ  ΛQCD) is sent to inﬁnity, two symme-
tries emerge in the QCD Lagrangian. The ﬁrst one is a ﬂa-
vor symmetry, since the dependence on the ﬂavor in QCD
is only encoded in the quark mass, and for mQ → ∞ the
heavy ﬂavors are identically described. The second one is
a spin symmetry, arising from the decoupling of the spin of
a heavy quark from the spin of the light quarks and of the
gluons (usually denoted as light degrees of freedom) (Neu-
bert, 1994b). The two symmetries can be recognized at
a simple inspection of the Hamiltonian (19.3.1)-(19.3.7);
both spin and ﬂavor symmetries are commonly denoted
as the “heavy quark symmetry”.
A consequence of the heavy quark symmetry is that,
in the inﬁnite heavy quark mass limit, heavy-light Qq¯
mesons can be classiﬁed in doublets labeled by the value
of the total angular momentum jq of the light degrees of
freedom with respect to the heavy quark Q (Isgur and
Wise, 1991). The spin of each member of the doublet is
obtained combining the spin of the heavy quark with the
jq: J = sQ+jq; in the quark model jq would be given by
jq = sq¯ +L. Spin symmetry implies that in each doublet
the two states are degenerate in mass.
For L = 0 the doublet has jq =
1
2
and consists of two
states (P, P ∗) (P refers to a generic heavy meson) with
spin-parity JPjq = (0
−, 1−)1/2. P -wave states, with L = 1,
form two doublets: (P ∗0 , P
′
1) with J
P
jq
= (0+, 1+)1/2, and
(P1, P ∗2 ) with J
P
jq
= (1+, 2+)3/2. D-wave states give rise to
two other doublets: (P ∗1 , P2) with J
P
jq
= (1−, 2−)3/2, and
(P ′∗2 , P3) with J
P
jq
= (2−, 3−)5/2. Notice that the parity
of the doublets has been identiﬁed with the parity of the
corresponding mesons, P = (−1)L+1.
This construction is applied to both open beauty and
open charm mesons. In the case of charm, the (P, P ∗)
doublet is ﬁlled by the Dq and D∗q states, with q = u, d and
s. The ﬁnite heavy quark mass corrections are responsible
for removing the mass degeneracy in each doublet (which
holds in the light SU(3)F limit), and are larger in the case
of charm than in the case of beauty mesons.
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The conservation of angular momentum and parity in
strong interactions, together with the heavy quark sym-
metry, imposes constraints on the transitions between the
members of the various doublets with the emission of a
light pseudoscalar meson (Isgur and Wise, 1991). In par-
ticular, the transitions of the excited states with jPq =
1
2
+
into states with jPq =
1
2
− and a pion or kaon occur in
S-wave, while the transitions of the states with jPq =
3
2
+
into jPq =
1
2
− ones and a pion or kaon are in D-wave.
The consequence is that, if such transitions are kinemati-
cally allowed, the jPq =
1
2
+ resonances are expected to be
broader than the jPq =
3
2
+ ones. At the next-to-leading
order in the 1/mQ expansion, the axial vector states in
the jPq =
3
2
+ doublet can also decay in S-wave. An exam-
ple is provided by the D2 meson, which decays to Dπ in
D-wave; at the leading order in the heavy quark expan-
sion, its spin partner D1 decays to D∗π also in D-wave,
and their widths, which depend on the three momentum
of the emitted pion as |p|5π, are quite narrow.145 On the
other hand, the scalar D∗0 meson decays to Dπ in S-wave,
which explains its broad width.
The strong transitions between states belonging to the
various doublets or within the same doublet, can be stud-
ied in an eﬀective ﬁeld theory formalism. An eﬀective QCD
Lagrangian is constructed in the inﬁnite heavy quark mass
limit, hence exploiting the heavy quark symmetry, and
in the limit in which the light quark masses (u, d and s)
vanish and another symmetry holds for QCD, the chiral
SU(3)L × SU(3)R symmetry. The various heavy meson
doublets are represented by ﬁelds of 4 × 4 matrices. The
doublets with jPq =
1
2
− and jPq =
1
2
+ are described by
the ﬁelds Ha and Sa, respectively, while the doublets with
jPq =
3
2
+, jPq =
3
2
− and jPq =
5
2
− by the ﬁelds Tμa , X
μ
a and
X ′μνa (a is a light ﬂavor index):
Ha =
1 + v/
2
[P ∗aμγ
μ − Paγ5],
Sa =
1 + v/
2
[P ′μ1aγμγ5 − P ∗0a], (19.3.8)
Tμa =
1 + v/
2
×
{
P ∗μν2a γν − P1aν
√
3
2
γ5
[
gμν − γ
ν
3
(γμ − vμ)
]}
,
and analogous expressions for Xμa and X
′μν
a , with v the
meson four-velocity. The doublet with jPq =
1
2
− corre-
sponding to the ﬁrst radial excitations is described by H ′a
145 On very general grounds, the matrix element for the transi-
tion involving the orbital momentum L depends on the spatial
integration of a (kr)L term, where k = p/, p is the momen-
tum of the ﬁnal state particle in the rest frame of the decaying
particle, and L is the orbital momentum quantum number.
Hence the matrix element is proportional to pL. Furthermore
the phase space of a two-body decay is proportional to p. Hence
the decay width is proportional to |M|2 ∝ p2L+1.
with structure identical to Ha. The various operators Pi
in Eq. (19.3.8) annihilate mesons of four-velocity v which
is conserved in strong interaction processes.
The octet of light pseudoscalar mesons is introduced
through the ﬁelds ξ = e
iM
fπ , with M containing π,K and
η ﬁelds:
M =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
√
1
2π
0 +
√
1
6η π
+ K+
π− −
√
1
2π
0 +
√
1
6η K
0
K− K¯0 −
√
2
3η
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
(19.3.9)
and fπ = 132MeV the pion decay constant. The strong in-
teraction of the heavy mesons with the octet of light pseu-
doscalar mesons is described by an eﬀective Lagrangian
invariant under chiral transformations of the light ﬁelds,
and under heavy-quark spin-ﬂavor transformations of the
heavy ﬁelds. At the leading order in the heavy quark
mass and light meson momentum expansion, the transi-
tion F → HM (F = H,S and T , and M a light pseu-
doscalar meson) can be described by the Lagrangian terms
(Burdman and Donoghue, 1992; Wise, 1992; Yan et al.,
1992)
LH = gTr[H¯aHbγμγ5Aμba],
LS = hTr[H¯aSbγμγ5Aμba] + h.c., (19.3.10)
LT = h
′
Λχ
Tr[H¯aT
μ
b (iDμA/+ iD/Aμ)baγ5] + h.c.,
with Aμba = i2
(
ξ†∂μξ − ξ∂μξ†
)
ba
, D the covari-
ant derivative Dμba = −δba∂μ + Vμba and Vμba =
1
2
(
ξ†∂μξ + ξ∂μξ†
)
ba
. Λχ is a chiral symmetry-breaking
scale (which can be set to Λχ = 1GeV), and g , h
and h′ are eﬀective couplings, which can be determined
from experiment or from theoretical calculations (see Sec-
tion 19.3.1.4).
A set of other Lagrangian terms for the strong transi-
tions among the various heavy quark doublets can be con-
structed analogously, including a few O(m−1Q ) corrections
(Colangelo, De Fazio, and Ferrandes, 2006), from which
the decay widths and ratios of decay branching fractions
can be computed and compared to experiment. The re-
sults are useful to cast light on the Qq¯ spectrum, providing
support to the classiﬁcation of the observed resonances.
In the cq¯ (q = u, d) system, the mesons D+,0 and D∗+,0
ﬁll the JPjq = (0
−, 1−)1/2 doublets. The properties of the
positive parity states, collected in Table 19.3.5, follow the
expectations based on the classiﬁcation scheme outlined
above, with a mixing between the two JP = 1+ states. A
set of heavier states has been observed in the Dπ and
D∗π distributions: D(2550)0, D∗(2600)0, D∗(2600)0,+,
D(2750)0 and D∗(2760)0,+ (del Amo Sanchez, 2010i); for
them, a tentative assignment is proposed in the following.
Also the observed cs¯ mesons ﬁt in the classiﬁcation
scheme based on the heavy quark expansion. The two
lightest mesons Ds(1969) and D∗s(2112) ﬁll the J
P
jq
=
(0−, 1−)1/2 doublet. There are four positive parity states:
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Table 19.3.2. Properties of neutral L = 1 DJ mesons.
JP Mass (MeV) Width (MeV) Observed decays
D∗0 0
+ 2352± 50 261± 50 Dπ
D′1 1
+ 2427± 36 384+130−105 D∗π
D1 1
+ 2421.3± 0.6 27.1± 2.7 D∗π,D0π+π−
D∗2 2
+ 2462.6± 0.7 49.0± 1.4 D∗π,Dπ
D∗s0(2317) and D
′
s1(2460) which can be identiﬁed with
the members of the doublet JPjq = (0
+, 1+)1/2, and
Ds1(2536) and D∗s2(2573) ﬁlling the J
P
jq
= (1+, 2+)3/2
doublet (Becirevic, Fajfer, and Prelovsek, 2004; Colangelo
and De Fazio, 2003; Colangelo, De Fazio, and Ozpineci,
2005), with a O( 1mQ ) mixing between the two 1+ states.
Both the (0+, 1+)1/2 states have masses below the DK
and the D∗K thresholds, respectively, and this explains
their very narrow width (Swanson, 2006).146 Their prop-
erties are collected in Tables 19.3.7 and 19.3.8.
The meson DsJ(2710) has been observed in the
DK ﬁnal state, and its spin-parity JP = 1− has been
determined (Brodzicka, 2008). A resonance DsJ(2860)
has also been found in the DK spectrum (Aubert,
2006ag). Since both resonances also appear in the D∗K
spectrum (Aubert, 2009au), they have natural parity,
JP = 1−, 2+, 3−, · · · . The decay mode into D∗K excludes
the assignment JP = 0+ for DsJ(2860), and is compati-
ble with the assignment JP = 3− with radial quantum
number n = 1, so that DsJ(2860) could be a member of
the doublet JPjq = (2
−, 3−)5/2 (Colangelo, De Fazio, and
Nicotri, 2006). The rather narrow width of this resonance
would be justiﬁed by this assignment, since the two-body
decay to DK would occur in F -wave. The classiﬁcation of
the broad structure DsJ(3040) observed in the D∗K mass
spectrum (Aubert, 2009au), has to be done on the basis
of the available information on the mass, the width and
the decay modes, together with the full set of information
about the other doublets (Colangelo and De Fazio, 2010).
Important observables are ratios of branching fractions,
namely B(DsJ(2710)→ D∗K)/B(DsJ(2710)→ DK)
and B(DsJ(2860)→ D∗K)/B(DsJ(2860)→ DK) (with
D(∗)K the sum over D(∗)0K+ and D(∗)
+
K0S): the com-
parison of the measurement (Aubert, 2009au) with the
theoretical results favors the interpretation of DsJ(2710)
as the ﬁrst radial excitation of D∗s(2112) and a member
of the excited doublet JPjq = (0
−, 1−)1/2 with radial
quantum number n = 2 (Colangelo, De Fazio, Nicotri,
and Rizzi, 2008; Close, Thomas, Lakhina, and Swanson,
2007). In the case of DsJ(2860) the measured ratio
146 Other interpretations of D∗s0(2317) and D
′
s1(2460)
(molecules, multiquarks) are reviewed in (Colangelo, De Fazio,
and Ferrandes, 2004) and (Swanson, 2006); the dynamical gen-
eration of such states has been proposed in (Guo, Shen, Chiang,
Ping, and Zou, 2006; Guo, Shen, and Chiang, 2007).
of branching fractions is larger than the theoretical
prediction, leaving the classiﬁcation still an open issue.
Table 19.3.3. Properties of L = 1 DsJ mesons.
JP Mass (MeV) Width (MeV) Observed decays
D∗s0 0
+ 2317.8± 0.6 < 3.8 D+s π0
D′s1 1
+ 2459.5± 0.6 < 3.5 D∗+s π0, D+s γ,D+s π+π−
Ds1 1
+ 2535.28± 0.20 < 2.5 D∗+K0, D∗0K+
D∗s2 2
+ 2572.6± 0.9 20± 5 D0K+
The classiﬁcation of D∗s0(2317) and D
′
s1(2460) as mem-
bers of the spin doublet jPq =
1
2
+, together with the obser-
vation that the mass splitting M(D′s1)−M(D∗s0) coincides
with the mass splitting between Ds(1969) and D∗s(2112)
which belong to the negative parity jPq =
1
2
− doublet,
has inspired the notion of chiral heavy-light meson dou-
blets (Bardeen, Eichten, and Hill, 2003; Nowak, Rho, and
Zahed, 2004). The idea is that the hadrons comprising a
single heavy quark can be considered as “tethered” sys-
tems. In a scenario in which (explicitly and spontaneously
broken) chiral symmetry is restored in QCD maintain-
ing conﬁnement, the heavy-light hadrons might appear
in parity-doubled bound states which transform as linear
representations of the chiral symmetry. An eﬀective ﬁeld
theory, constrained by the heavy quark symmetry, can be
formulated for such parity-doubled states, and as a conse-
quence the mass diﬀerence ΔM between the jPq =
1
2
± par-
ity doublets can be related to gπ, the 0+ → 0−π coupling
constant, and to the pion decay constant fπ by a relation
similar to the Goldberger-Treiman formula: ΔM = gπfπ
(Bardeen, Eichten, and Hill, 2003).
The notion of heavy parity doublets needs to be further
explored and conﬁrmed, both in the case of the lightest
doublets and for the other excited states. It has various
consequences for the strong and radiative decay modes.
The radiative E1 transitions (1+, 0+)→ (1−, 0−)γ, for ex-
ample, as well as the (1+, 1−)→ (0+, 0−)γ M1 transitions,
are governed by similar combinations of the quark masses
and electric charges, so that predictions for the various
modes can be elaborated and compared to experiment. In
Table 19.3.4 a tentative classiﬁcation of all the observed
mesons with open charm in HQ doublets is shown (Colan-
gelo, De Fazio, Giannuzzi, and Nicotri, 2012).
As a last remark, the heavy quark symmetry allows to
use the information available in the charm sector to pre-
dict properties in the beauty sector. For example, a dou-
blet JPjq = (0
+, 1+)1/2 of narrow positive parity bs¯ mesons
is expected with masses M(B∗s0) = (5.71± 0.03)GeV and
M(B′s1) = (5.77 ± 0.03)GeV below the BK and B∗K
thresholds and possible decays into Bsπ0 and B∗sπ
0, re-
spectively (Colangelo, De Fazio, and Ferrandes, 2006).
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Table 19.3.4. Tentative classiﬁcation in HQ doublets of the observed mesons with open charm. States with uncertain assignment
are indicated with (∗).
Doublet jPq J
P cq¯ (n = 1) cq¯ (n = 2) cs¯ (n = 1) cs¯ (n = 2)
H 1
2
− 0
−
1−
D(1869)
D∗(2010)
D(2550) (∗)
D∗(2600) (∗)
Ds(1968)
D∗s (2112) D
∗
s1(2700)
S 1
2
+ 0
+
1+
D∗0(2400)
D′1(2430)
D∗s0(2317)
D′s1(2460) DsJ(3040) (∗)
T 3
2
+ 1
+
2+
D1(2420)
D∗2(2460)
Ds1(2536)
D∗s2(2573)
DsJ(3040) (∗)
X′ 5
2
− 2
−
3−
D(2750) (∗)
D(2760) (∗) DsJ(2860) (∗)
19.3.1.3 Results from QCD sum rules
The masses of the open charm mesons, as well as other
hadronic quantities like the decay constants, can be com-
puted in QCD by QCD Sum Rules. Two-point correlation
functions of quark currents with the quantum numbers
of the mesons of interest (Shifman, Vainshtein, and Za-
kharov, 1979),
Π(Q2) = i
∫
d4x eiq·x 〈T [J(x)J†(0)]〉 (19.3.11)
with J = Jcq¯, are expressed in QCD at short distances
(Q2 → ∞) in terms of the quark masses, the strong cou-
pling constant αS and of the vacuum matrix elements
〈On〉 of gauge-invariant quark and gluon operators (vac-
uum condensates). The latter parameters appear in the
1/(Q2)n corrections to the perturbative expression of the
correlation functions Πpert(Q2),
ΠQCD(Q2) = Πpert(Q2) +
∑
n
cn
〈On〉
(Q2)n
. (19.3.12)
The same correlation functions are represented in terms
of hadronic states,
Π(Q2) = Πhad(Q2), (19.3.13)
and the contributions of the lowest lying states are iso-
lated from the excited states and the hadronic continuum.
Matching the two (QCD and hadronic) representations on
the basis of analyticity and of (global) quark-hadron du-
ality, expressions can be worked out for, e.g., the meson
masses in terms of QCD parameters (Colangelo and Khod-
jamirian, 2000). The method can be formulated also for
the eﬀective theories of QCD, namely the Heavy Quark
Eﬀective Theory (Neubert, 1994b). The same approach
can be applied to investigate multiquark conﬁgurations,
using correlation functions of currents composed by sev-
eral quark ﬁelds.
The accuracy of the QCD Sum Rule predictions is re-
lated to the separation of the various particle contribu-
tions in the hadronic representation of the two-point cor-
relation functions, to the procedure of exploiting quark-
hadron duality and to the errors in the parameters, in
particular the vacuum condensates. Within the uncertain-
ties, the masses of the lightest cq¯ and cs¯ mesons have been
predicted in agreement with experiment (Reinders, Rubin-
stein, and Yazaki, 1985). Also the masses of the positive
parity open charm mesons turn out to be compatible with
measurement, and the main features of the radiative and
strong decays are reproduced if they are described as ordi-
nary quark-antiquark conﬁgurations (Colangelo, De Fazio,
and Ozpineci (2005); Dai, Li, Zhu, and Zuo (2008)).
19.3.1.4 Lattice QCD results
The hadron properties can be computed ab initio from
the QCD Lagrangian by lattice calculations, analyzing
correlation functions of quark currents of suitably chosen
quantum numbers. The resulting cq¯ and cs¯ mass spectrum
can be compared to the measurement, addressing the is-
sue of the classiﬁcation of the observed resonances. How-
ever, the calculation of hadronic quantities for dynamical
light quarks with masses close to the QCD values is still
a challenging task. Diﬀerent results for the meson masses
have been found by diﬀerent groups, leading to a diﬀerent
classiﬁcation of, e.g., D∗s0(2317) and D
′
s1(2460). In (Bali,
2003) the mass M(D∗s0) = 2.57(11)GeV is obtained for
the scalar cs¯ state, hence a value larger than the measured
mass of D∗s0(2317), suggesting a non quark-antiquark in-
terpretation for this state. On the other hand, in the cal-
culations in (Dougall, Kenway, Maynard, and McNeile,
2003) and (Lin, Ohta, Soni, and Yamada, 2006) the mass
splitting M(Ds(0+)−M(Ds(0−) turns out to be compat-
ible with experiment. The results of more recent analyses,
with overlap fermions for both light and heavy quarks and
only one lattice spacing, are consistent with the experi-
mental masses, in particular for D∗s0(2317) described as a
cs¯ state (Dong et al., 2009). The same conclusion is drawn
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in (Gong et al., 2011), where the tetraquark interpretation
of D∗s0(2317) is tested and found to be inconsistent with
data.
19.3.2 Production of charmed mesons at B Factories
Charmed mesons are copiously produced at B Factories
either directly in e+e− collisions or as products of B me-
son decays. Both mechanisms allow for complementary
measurements of the charmed multiplets.
Charm production in B decays is governed by the
CKM-favored b → c transition, thus B mesons are an
abundant source of charmed mesons. The restricted kine-
matics of BB production at the Υ (4S) enable a selection
of clean B meson samples, while the zero spin of the par-
ent B constrains possible quantum numbers of the daugh-
ter particles and makes their spin-parity measurements
easier. Depending on the quantum numbers of charmed
mesons, theory predicts certain patterns in their produc-
tion rates in B meson decays (Section 17.3), which is
helpful in clarifying the nature of the produced particles.
Charmed mesons bearing high spin or being highly excited
are suppressed in B meson decays, thus their studies with
e+e− → cc¯ continuum data are more feasible.
At the center-of-mass (CM) energy of the B Factories,
the cross-section of prompt cc¯ pair production provides a
large fraction of the total hadronic cross-section, resulting
in large samples of ground and excited charmed mesons
from the hadronization of the produced c quarks (see Sec-
tion 24.1). The produced hadrons are usually studied in-
clusively i.e. without reconstruction of the other parti-
cles in the event. Such an approach allows high eﬃciency
but often suﬀers from large background, while charmed
hadrons coming from strongly decaying excited states can-
not be distinguished from those originating directly from
the e+e− annihilation.
19.3.3 Non-strange charm spectroscopy
19.3.3.1 Introduction
Charm spectroscopy to this date has still not been fully
explored as there are many D meson states predicted
in the 1980s, which have not been observed experimen-
tally. Figure 19.3.1 shows the predicted spectrum for a cu¯
system (The spectrum of the cd¯ system is almost identi-
cal.). The ground states, D0,+ (Goldhaber et al., 1976; Pe-
ruzzi et al., 1976), and spin excitations, D∗(0,+) (Feldman
et al., 1977), were ﬁrst observed respectively in 1976 and
1977 by the Mark-I experiment at SLAC. Their properties
are quite well known, though they are still being studied
with increasing precision. Recent measurements of D0 and
D+ masses come from CLEO (Cawlﬁeld et al., 2007) and
KEDR (Anashin et al., 2010). As for the total widths, only
the D∗+ width has been measured (96± 22 keV), as it is
enlarged by strong D∗+ decays. The widths of the other D
and D∗ mesons are consistent with zero, because they de-
cay either mainly weakly, or in the case of the D∗0 mainly
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Figure 19.3.1. Modiﬁed Godfrey-Isgur predictions (Godfrey
and Isgur, 1985). The plot shows the cu¯ spectrum where the
masses have been scaled down so that the ground state matches
the D0 mass. Also, the 2− states, not shown in the original
paper, have been inserted following the splitting structure of
the 1P states.
radiatively. Therefore, experiments set only upper limits
for them. Decays of D(∗) mesons are described in detail in
Section 19.1. Spin-parities of D(∗) quoted in the PDG are
assigned based on the quark-model predictions, though
many studies performed, especially of D(∗) produced in
B decays, conﬁrm these assignments (Sections 17.3 and
17.6).
Within the L = 1 orbital excitations labeled as D∗∗,
the narrow doublet was not observed until 1989 owing to
its lower production rates and larger widths. Eventually
neutral D01 and D
∗0
2 mesons were observed in D
∗+π− ﬁnal
states by ARGUS (Albrecht et al., 1989d) and CLEO (Av-
ery et al., 1990). Their widths of about 20−30MeV/c2 and
masses around 2.4GeV/c2, were in agreement with the
model predictions (Rosner (1986); Godfrey and Kokoski
(1991); Falk and Peskin (1994)). The broad L = 1 states
have only recently been observed by Belle and BABAR in
B decays where they could be separated from the back-
ground, as it will be described in the following.
19.3.3.2 D∗∗ in B decays
B decays to the Dπ and D∗π ﬁnal states are two of the
dominant hadronic decays and have been measured quite
well (Section 17.3). Similar processes, B → D∗∗π, are ex-
pected to be a dominant source of D∗∗ mesons. At the
quark level such decays proceed through a b → cW− →
cu¯d transition for which the underlying diagrams are shown
in Fig. 19.3.2. As D∗∗ mesons are expected to decay dom-
inantly in the D(∗)π modes, processes like B → D(∗)ππ
provide the best way to study them.
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Figure 19.3.2. From (Kuzmin, 2007). Quark-line diagrams
for charged (left and middle) and neutral (right) B → D∗∗π
decays.
19.3.3.3 Neutral D∗∗ via B− → D(∗)+π−π− Dalitz analysis
The production of neutral D∗∗ resonances was studied
through a full Dalitz-plot analysis of the three-body de-
cay B− → D+π−π− (Abe, 2004f; Aubert, 2009g) and
B− → D∗+π−π− (Abe, 2004f). Thus, for the ﬁrst time,
interference between intermediate states is taken into ac-
count in measuring properties of the D∗∗ mesons. First
Belle performed such a Dalitz analysis using a data sample
of about 65×106 of BB pairs; a BABAR analysis, based on
383×106 BB pairs, followed. The D(∗)+ are reconstructed
in the clean decay modes: D+ → K−π+π+, D∗+ → D0π+
with D0 → K−π+ and K−π+π+π−, ensuring good purity
over the Dalitz diagram. Reconstructed B candidates are
identiﬁed by their ΔE and mES. In addition a thrust angle
requirement, cos θT < 0.8, is applied to suppress contin-
uum background (see Section 9). Signal yields, obtained
from ﬁts to the ΔE distributions, of about 1100 events
(Belle) and 3500 events (BABAR) for B− → D+π−π− and
560 events for B− → D∗+π−π− (Belle) have been ob-
tained.
The Dalitz plots for the B− → D+π−π− candidates
within the ΔE-mES signal region are shown in Fig. 19.3.3.
The plot from BABAR is symmetric in the Dπ masses be-
cause of the two identical pions. Belle used as the Dalitz
variables the lower and higher values of the two Dπ mass
combinations, denoted as m2min(Dπ) and m
2
max(Dπ); in-
termediate resonances emerge in m2min(Dπ). The distribu-
tions clearly display the structure of nodes characteristic
of the spin-2 resonance D∗(2460)0, while an accumulation
of events in the threshold mass region are attributed to
the scalar D∗00 .
Principles of Dalitz-plot analysis are described in de-
tail in Section 13. The signal density of the decay B− →
D+π−π− are parameterized as a coherent sum of ampli-
tudes corresponding to the following intermediate states
forming the D+π− system: D∗02 , D
∗0
0 and oﬀ-shell vector
D∗0 (labeled as D∗0v ). Also a virtual B
∗0, contributing as
B → B∗0v π with B∗0v → Dπ, and a constant amplitude
for a non-resonant component are included. Such virtual
contributions are of phenomenological origin and are in-
troduced to obtain a better description of the Dalitz dis-
tributions. Both Belle and BABAR analyses employed an
isobar model in which resonance amplitudes are param-
eterized with Breit-Wigner (BW) functions with a mass
dependent width and angular dependence related to res-
onance decay with given orbital momentum (L = 0, 1, 2
respectively for the D∗00 , D
∗0
v , D
∗0
2 ). The latter introduces
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Figure 19.3.3. Dalitz plot for B− → D+π−π− from Abe
(2004f) (left) and (Aubert, 2009g) (right).
an amplitude dependence on the helicity angle (Θh) de-
ﬁned as the angle between the momentum vectors of the
bachelor pion from the B decay and the pion of the Dπ
system in the Dπ rest frame. The signal parameterization
is convoluted with the experimental mass resolution, typ-
ically of order of a few MeV/c2. The background shape is
obtained from a ﬁt to the Dalitz distribution for the ΔE
sideband region.
With such models for signal and background densities,
an unbinned maximum-likelihood ﬁt to the Dalitz plot is
performed. The D∗∗ parameters, all the amplitudes and
relative phases are free parameters in the ﬁt. The ﬁt like-
lihood value is signiﬁcantly improved by the inclusion of
the broad scalar resonance, thus Belle claimed the ﬁrst
observation of the D∗00 meson (Abe, 2004f).
Figure 19.3.4 shows the m2min(Dπ), m
2
max(Dπ) and
m2(ππ) projections with the ﬁt result and contributions
from the intermediate resonances superimposed, as ob-
tained by BABAR. The D∗00 signal and the reﬂection of
D∗02 can easily be distinguished in the m
2
min(Dπ) and
m2max(Dπ) projections, respectively. The resonance masses
and widths as well as branching ratio products measured
in both analyses are very consistent, and are summarized
in Table 19.3.5.
Figure 19.3.5 shows M(D+π−)min (previously labeled
also as mmin(Dπ)) for diﬀerent helicity angle regions, as
measured by Belle. The D∗02 is clearly seen for | cosΘh| >
0.67 where the D-wave component peaks, the D∗00 is vis-
ible for 0.33 < | cosΘh| < 0.67 where the D-wave is sup-
pressed with respect to the S-wave, the range | cosΘh| <
0.33 demonstrates an interference pattern.
The B− → D∗+π−π− decay contains a vector parti-
cle in the ﬁnal state, therefore, assuming a negligible D∗
width, there are two more variables needed to specify the
ﬁnal state in addition to M2(D∗π)min and M2(D∗π)max.
The following ones are chosen in the analysis performed
by Belle (Abe, 2004f): the D∗ helicity angle (α) between
the momenta of pions from the D∗ and D∗∗ decays in the
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Table 19.3.5. From Abe (2004f) (A4), Kuzmin (2007) (K), (Abe, 2005i) (A5) and Aubert (2009g) (A9). The ﬁtted parameters
of the D∗∗ mesons and products of branching ratios B(B → D∗∗π)× B(D∗∗ → f). The ﬁrst error is statistical, the second one
is systematic and the third one is model related. World average (WA) values are taken from (Eidelman et al., 2004). “ﬁxed”
indicates parameters which were ﬁxed to values obtained from other ﬁts.
Ref. D∗∗ f Mass [MeV/c2] Width [MeV] B(B)× B(D∗∗) [10−4]
A4 D∗00 D
+π− 2308± 17± 15± 28 276± 21± 18± 60 6.1± 0.6± 0.9± 1.6
A4 D01 D
+π− 2421.4± 1.5± 0.4± 0.8 23.7± 2.7± 0.2± 4.0 6.8± 0.7± 1.3± 0.3
A4 D
′0
1 D
+π− 2427± 26± 20± 15 384+107−75 ± 24± 70 5.0± 0.4± 1.0± 0.4
A4 D∗02
D+π−
D+π−
2461.6± 2.1± 0.5± 3.3
2461.6(ﬁxed)
45.6± 4.4± 6.5± 1.6
45.6(ﬁxed)
3.4± 0.3± 0.6± 0.4
1.8± 0.3± 0.3± 0.2
A9 D∗02 D
+π− 2460.4± 1.2± 1.2± 1.9 41.8± 2.5± 2.1± 2.0 3.5± 0.2± 0.2± 0.4
A9 D∗00 D
+π− 2297± 8± 5± 19 273± 12± 17± 45 6.8± 0.3± 0.4± 2.0
K D∗+0 D
0π+ 2308(ﬁxed) 276(ﬁxed) 0.6± 0.1± 0.1± 0.2
K D+1 D
0π+ 2428.2± 2.9± 1.6± 0.6 34.9± 6.6+4.1−0.9 ± 4.1 3.7± 0.6+0.7 +0.6−0.4 −0.3
K D
′+
1 D
0π+ 2427(ﬁxed) 384(ﬁxed) < 0.7 @ 90%C.L.
K D∗+2
D0π+
D0π+
2465.7± 1.8± 0.8+1.2−4.7
2465.7(ﬁxed)
49.7± 3.8± 4.1± 4.9
49.7(ﬁxed)
2.1± 0.2± 0.3± 0.1
2.4± 0.4+0.3 +0.4−0.4 −0.2
A5
A5
D01
D0π+π−
D0π+π−
2426± 3± 1
2422.2(ﬁxed to WA)
24± 7± 8
18.9(ﬁxed to WA)
1.85± 0.29± 0.35+0.0−0.43
< 0.06 @ 90%C.L.
A5 D∗02 D
0π+π− 2458.9(ﬁxed to WA) 23(ﬁxed to WA) < 0.22 @ 90%C.L.
A5
A5
D+1
D+π+π−
D+π+π−
2421± 2± 1
2422.2(ﬁxed to WA)
21± 5± 8
18.9(ﬁxed to WA)
0.89± 0.15± 0.17+0.0−0.27
< 0.33 @ 90%C.L.
A5 D∗+2 D
+π+π− 2459(ﬁxed to WA) 25(ﬁxed to WA) < 0.24 @ 90%C.L.
D∗ rest frame and the azimuthal angle (γ) of the pion
from the D∗ relative to the B → D∗ππ decay plane.
Figure 19.3.6 shows the Dalitz distribution,
M2(D∗π)min vs. M2(D∗π)max, for the ΔE-mES sig-
nal region B candidates. The signiﬁcant increase of
the event density in M2(D∗π)min at about 5.8GeV2/c4
corresponds to the narrow D1 and D∗2 states. The
broad D′1 meson, unobserved at the time the analysis
was performed, can also contribute to the D∗π. The
B− → D∗+π−π− signal is thus parameterized as a
coherent sum of the relativistic Breit-Wigner amplitudes
of these three intermediate states.
The HQET predicts that the two 1+ mesons, with
jq = 12 and jq =
3
2 , decay into the D
∗π ﬁnal state via
S- and D-wave, respectively. Due to the ﬁnite c-quark
mass, the observed (physical) states can be a mixture of
such pure states. The mixing can occur for instance via
the common D∗π decay channel and the resulting D′1 and
D1 amplitudes are superpositions of the S- and D-wave
amplitudes:
|D′1〉 = |1S〉 cosω − e+iψ|1D〉 sinω
|D1〉 = |1S〉 sinω + e−iψ|1D〉 cosω, (19.3.14)
where ω is a mixing angle and ψ is a complex phase. Such
an amplitude representation is used in the signal model.
Like in the B− → D+π−π− analysis, virtual D∗0v and B∗0v
components, as well as the constant term are also included
in the signal function, while the background is estimated
with events from the ΔE sidebands.
Amplitudes and phases of the intermediate states are
extracted through an unbinned maximum-likelihood ﬁt
in the four-dimensional (M2(D∗π)min, M2(D∗π)max, α,
γ) phase space. The broad 1+ meson signiﬁcantly im-
proves the ﬁt likelihood and, thus, Belle claimed its dis-
covery. Figure 19.3.6 shows the background-subtracted
M(D∗+π−)min distribution with the resonance contribu-
tions obtained from the ﬁt. The ﬁtted parameters of
the axial mesons are summarized in Table 19.3.5, along
with the branching ratio products. The mixing angle be-
tween the two 1+ mesons and their relative phase were
measured as ω = (−0.10 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 ± 0.02) rad and
ψ = (0.05±0.20±0.04±0.06) rad. Such a measurement is
performed for the ﬁrst time for the charmed mesons. De-
composition of the S- and D-waves was before attempted
for the D1(2420) → D∗π by CLEO. They set a limit on
the S-wave contribution to the total width as a function
of the relative phase (Avery et al., 1994b; Bergfeld et al.,
1994).
For better illustration of the ﬁt results, the measured
angular distributions along with MC simulations performed
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Figure 19.3.4. From (Aubert, 2009g). Result of the Dalitz
plot ﬁt to the B− → D+π−π− signal candidates: projections
on (a) m2min(Dπ), (b) m
2
max(Dπ) and (c) m
2(ππ). The points
with error bars are data, the solid curves represent the nominal
ﬁt. The shaded areas show the D∗02 contribution, the dashed
curves show the D∗00 signal, the dash-dotted curves show the
D∗v andB
∗
v signals, and the dotted curves show the background.
with the ﬁtted parameters, are shown in Fig. 19.3.7 for the
M2(D∗π)min regions populated by the D′01 or D
0
1.
19.3.3.4 Charged D∗∗ via B0 → D(∗)0π+π− Dalitz analysis
The Dalitz analysis of the B0 → D0π+π− decay has been
performed by Belle (Kuzmin, 2007) using 388 × 106 BB
pairs. After excluding a subsample of the B0 → D∗+π−
with D∗+ → D0π+, Belle obtains a signal yield of about
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Figure 19.3.5. From (Abe, 2004f). Eﬃciency-corrected
M(D+π−)min distribution in B− → D+π−π− for diﬀerent he-
licity angle ranges. Curves correspond to the ﬁt to the total
distribution (upper blue) and background (lower black) com-
ponent.
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Figure 19.3.6. From (Abe, 2004f). Left: Dalitz plot for
the B− → D∗+π−π− signal candidates. Right: Background-
subtracted M(D∗π)min spectrum. Points with error bars cor-
respond to data, hatched histograms show ﬁtted resonance con-
tributions and the open histogram is a coherent sum of all the
contributions. In the ﬁgure the D′1 is indicated as D
∗
1 .
2900 events. As intermediate resonances decaying toD0π+
as well as resonances decaying to π+π− can contribute to
the B0 → D0π+π− reaction, its kinematics is described
with the M2(D0π+) and M2(π+π−) invariant masses.
The distribution for the reconstructed ΔE-mES signal re-
gion events is shown in Fig. 19.3.8. The p.d.f. is comprised
of D∗+0 , D
∗+
2 , D
∗
v and B
∗+
v components contributing to
the D0π+ system, whereas ρ(770), ω, f2(1270), f0(600),
f0(980) and f0(1370) states can be present in the π+π−
projection. Parameters of the D∗+0 are ﬁxed to the one
from the neutral D∗00 → D−π+ measurement, while light
scalar mesons are included in the ﬁt with their param-
eters ﬁxed to the PDG values (Beringer et al., 2012).
An unbinned ﬁt to the Dalitz distribution gives signiﬁ-
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cant contributions from both the charged D∗+0 , observed
for the ﬁrst time, as well as the D∗+2 . Fig. 19.3.8 shows
the M(D0π+) spectrum with the ﬁtted function superim-
posed, for the cosΘh > 0 helicity angle region, where the
ππ resonance contributions and background are low. Fit-
ted D∗∗+ parameters and measured branching ratio prod-
ucts are presented in Table 19.3.5. It can be seen that the
production branching fraction for the D∗+0 is much smaller
than for the D∗+2 .
19.3.3.5 The D∗∗ production rates
Measurements of the charmed meson production rates in
B decays provide tests of HQET and QCD sum rules.
The measured branching ratio products (Table 19.3.5)
show that the narrow mesons comprise (36 ± 6)% of the
B− → D+π−π− and (63 ± 6)% of the B− → D∗+π−π−
decays, thus the production rates of the jq = 12 and jq =
3
2
cu¯ mesons are similar. This is inconsistent with the QCD
sum rule which predicts the dominance of the narrow,
jq = 32 states. However, if the color-suppressed amplitude
(left diagram in Fig. 19.3.2) contributes signiﬁcantly, it
would be enhanced for the jq = 12 states. This seems to be
supported by the Belle measurements of the color-allowed
B0 → D(∗)0π+π− decays, where production rates of the
jq = 32 states are similar to the ones measured in charged
B decays, but are much lower for the broad jq = 12 states.
The measured production rates (Table 19.3.5) give:
B(B−→D∗02 π−)B(D∗02 →D+π−)
B(B−→D∗02 π−)B(D∗02 →D∗+π−)
=
B(D∗02 →D+π−)
B(D∗02 →D∗+π−)
= 1.9± 0.5, (19.3.15)
which is consistent with a value predicted by theoretical
models (Rosner, 1986; Godfrey and Kokoski, 1991; Falk
and Peskin, 1994). Assuming that D∗2 decay is saturated
by the D(∗)π transitions, whereas the D1 decay is satu-
rated by the D∗π mode, one gets:
B(B−→D∗02 π−)B(D∗02 →D+π−, D∗+π−)
B(B−→D01π−)B(D01→D∗+π−)
=0.77± 0.15,
(19.3.16)
which is by a factor of two larger than the HQET predic-
tion calculated in the factorization approximation (Lei-
bovich, Ligeti, Stewart, and Wise, 1998; Neubert, 1998).
From these measurements it is impossible to determine
the size of the nonfactorized part for the tensor and axial
mesons or whether higher order corrections to the leading
factorized terms should be taken into account. More accu-
rate measurements of the semileptonic B → D∗∗lν decays
(Section 17.1), which are free of nonfactorized contribu-
tions, may help to resolve this problem.
19.3.3.6 Other D∗∗ decays
Studies of subleading decay modes of the D∗∗ mesons are
important for understanding heavy-light mesons and to
further test theoretical models. Subleading decays could
modify the ratio in Eq. (19.3.16). Belle observed the D1 →
Dπ+π− decays in B → (D(∗)π+π−)π−, where D = D0
or D+, in a sample of 152 × 106 BB pairs (Abe, 2005i).
To suppress the large continuum background, the analysis
uses a Fisher discriminant (see Section 9), that is based
on the B production angle, the thrust angle, as well as pa-
rameters characterizing the momentum ﬂow in the event,
originally developed by CLEO (Asner et al., 1996). The
M(Dπ+π−) spectra for the B candidates in the ΔE-mES
signal region, shown in Fig. 19.3.9, demonstrate the promi-
nent D1 signals. No signiﬁcant signals are observed for nei-
ther D1 → D∗π+π− nor D∗2 → D(∗)π+π−. Except for the
D1 peak, the signal-region data are consistent with the
mass distributions for the ΔE sidebands. This suggests
that there is no signiﬁcant contribution from the broad
D∗∗ mesons. The results of the ﬁts to the M(D(∗)π+π−)
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Figure 19.3.9. From (Abe, 2005i): M(Dπ+π−) distributions
for the B → (Dπ+π−)π− candidates in the signal region (open
histogram) and ΔE sidebands (hatched-yellow).
distributions and the measured B products are summa-
rized in Table 19.3.5. The observed D1 → Dπ+π− decays
lower the ratio in Eq. (19.3.16) to 0.54±0.18 which, thus,
becomes consistent with the HQET predictions (see Sec-
tion 19.3.3.5).
The dynamics of the D1 → Dπ+π− decays are ex-
amined in a simpliﬁed way by studying one-dimensional
projections of mass and angular variables. The data, com-
pared with MC simulations of various D1 decays models,
are found to be well described by the D1 → D∗0π− decay.
19.3.3.7 New excited charmed mesons
To search for new excited charmed mesons, labeled as DJ ,
BABAR analyzed the inclusive production of the D+π−,
D0π+, and D∗+π− ﬁnal states in the reaction e+e− →
cc¯ → D(∗)πX, where X is any additional system (del
Amo Sanchez, 2010i). They use a data sample consisting
of approximately 590 × 106 cc¯ events. In the Dπ system,
the D+ → K−π+π+ and D0 → K−π+ decays are recon-
structed. The D0 candidates, when being combined with
any additional pion in the event form a D∗, are rejected.
To improve the signal purity for D0 → K−π+, it is re-
quired that cos θK > −0.9, where θK is the angle between
the K− direction and the direction opposite to the e+e−
CM system in the D0 rest frame. The D∗+π− system is
reconstructed using the D∗+ → D0π+, D0 → K−π+ and
K−π+π−π+ decay modes. Background from e+e− → BB
events and much of the combinatorial background, are re-
moved by requiring the CM momentum of the D(∗)π to
be greater than 3.0 GeV/c.
The measured D+π− and D0π+ mass spectra are pre-
sented in Fig. 19.3.10 and show similar features:
– Prominent D∗2 peaks.
– The M(D+π−) shows a peaking background at about
2.3 GeV/c2 due to D01 and D
∗0
2 decays to D
∗+π−,
with the π0 from the D∗+ → D+π0 missing. Simi-
larly, M(D0π+) shows feeddown due to the D+1 and
D∗+2 decaying to D
∗0π+ where D∗0 → D0π0.
– Both D+π− and D0π+ mass distributions show new
structures around 2.60 and 2.76 GeV/c2, labeled re-
spectively as D∗(2600) and D∗(2760).
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Figure 19.3.10. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2010i). Mass dis-
tribution for D+π− (top) and D0π+ (bottom) candidates pro-
duced in the process e+e− → cc¯ → DπX, Points correspond
to data, with the total ﬁt overlaid as a solid curve. The dot-
ted curves are the signal components. The lower solid curves
correspond to the smooth combinatoric background and to the
peaking backgrounds at 2.3 GeV/c2. The inset plots show the
distributions after subtraction of the combinatoric background.
The M(Dπ) spectra are ﬁtted with contributions from
the D∗2 , D
∗(2600) and D∗(2760) described with relativis-
tic BW distributions. The smooth background is modeled
using an exponential function multiplied by a two-body
phase-space factor dropping toward the Dπ mass thresh-
old. The feeddown is described by convolving BW func-
tions with a function describing the resolution and mass
shift obtained from the MC simulation. The masses and
widths of the D1 and D∗2 feeddowns are ﬁxed to the values
obtained respectively from the same M(Dπ) distribution
and from the M(D∗+π−) study described below. Finally,
although not visible in the M(D+π−) mass distribution,
a BW function is included to account for the broad D∗0 .
The D∗+π− mass distribution is shown in Fig. 19.3.11
and exhibits the following features:
– Prominent D01 and D
∗0
2 peaks.
– Two enhancements at 2.60 GeV/c2 and 2.75 GeV/c2,
which are denoted as D∗(2600)0 and D(2750)0.
The angular analysis of the M(D∗+π−) ≈ 2.6GeV/c2
region shows that it could not be described by a single
resonance, instead two resonances with diﬀerent helicity-
angle distributions could be present. Thus, a new compo-
nent, labeled as D(2550)0, is included in the M(D∗+π−)
ﬁt. The D(2550)0 parameters are obtained by requiring
| cos θH | > 0.75 in order to suppress the other resonances
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Table 19.3.6. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2010i). Summary of the measurements of the old and newly discovered DJ resonances.
The ﬁrst error is statistical and the second is systematic; “ﬁxed” indicates parameters which were ﬁxed to values obtained from
other ﬁts. The signiﬁcance is deﬁned as the yield divided by its total error.
Resonance Channel Mass (MeV/c2) Width (MeV) Signiﬁcance
D1(2420)
0 D∗+π− 2420.1±0.1±0.8 31.4±0.5±1.3
D∗2(2460)
0 D+π− 2462.2±0.1±0.8 50.5±0.6±0.7
D(2550)0 D∗+π− 2539.4±4.5±6.8 130±12±13 3.0σ
D∗(2600)0 D+π− 2608.7±2.4±2.5 93±6±13 3.9σ
D(2750)0 D∗+π− 2752.4±1.7±2.7 71±6±11 4.2σ
D∗(2760)0 D+π− 2763.3±2.3±2.3 60.9±5.1±3.6 8.9σ
D∗2(2460)
+ D0π+ 2465.4±0.2±1.1 50.5 (ﬁxed)
D∗(2600)+ D0π+ 2621.3±3.7±4.2 93 (ﬁxed) 2.8σ
D∗(2760)+ D0π+ 2769.7±3.8±1.5 60.9 (ﬁxed) 3.5σ
(Fig. 19.3.11, top), where the helicity angle (θH) is de-
ﬁned in the rest frame of the D∗ as the angle between
the primary pion and the slow pion from the D∗ decay.
In this ﬁt, the parameters of the D∗02 and D
∗(2600)0 are
ﬁxed to those measured in the D+π−. This ﬁt also de-
termined the parameters of the D01. A complementary ﬁt
with | cos θH | < 0.5, shown in Fig. 19.3.11 (middle), is
performed to discriminate in favor of the D∗(2600)0. To
determine the ﬁnal parameters of the D(2750)0 signal the
total D∗+π− sample is reﬁtted (Fig. 19.3.11 (bottom)),
while ﬁxing the parameters of all other BW components
to the values determined in the previous ﬁts. The broad
resonance D′01 is known to decay to this ﬁnal state, how-
ever, these ﬁts were insensitive to its contribution due to
its large width and because the background parameters
are free. The ﬁt results are summarized in Table 19.3.6.
The D∗(2760)0 signal observed in its decay to D+π−
is very close in mass to the D(2750)0 signal observed in
D∗+π−.
To have information on the spin of the observed res-
onances, the data are divided into 10 sub-samples corre-
sponding to cos θH intervals of 0.2. Each sample is ﬁt-
ted with all shape parameters ﬁxed to the values de-
termined from the ﬁts to the total samples. The yields
extracted from these ﬁts are plotted for each resonance
in Fig. 19.3.12. The cos θH distributions of the D∗2 and
D∗(2600) are consistent with the expectations for natural
parity, deﬁned by P = (−1)J , and leading to a sin2 θH -
like distribution. This observation supports the assump-
tion that the enhancement assigned to the D∗(2600) ob-
served in the D+π− and D∗+π− mass spectra belong to
the same state, as only states with natural parity can de-
cay to both D+π− and D∗+π−. The cos θH distribution
for the D(2550)0 is consistent with pure cos2 θH as ex-
pected for a JP = 0− state.
The branching fraction ratios, B(DJ→D
+π−)
B(DJ→D∗+π−) , may be
used in the identiﬁcation of the new states. Such ratios,
computed using the yields obtained from the ﬁts to the to-
tal samples and corrected for the reconstruction eﬃciency,
are measured to be:
B(D∗2(2460)0 → D+π−)
B(D∗2(2460)0 → D∗+π−)
= 1.47± 0.03± 0.16,
B(D∗(2600)0 → D+π−)
B(D∗(2600)0 → D∗+π−) = 0.32± 0.02± 0.09,
B(D∗(2760)0 → D+π−)
B(D(2750)0 → D∗+π−) = 0.42± 0.05± 0.11.
(19.3.17)
The D(2550)0 and the D∗(2600)0 have mass values and
cos θH distributions that are consistent with the predicted
radial excitationsD10(2S) andD
3
1(2S). TheD
∗(2760)0 and
the D(2750)0 (assuming these are two diﬀerent states)
could be some of the four L = 2 states, predicted to lie in
this mass region.
19.3.4 Charmed-strange mesons
19.3.4.1 Introduction
The unexpected discovery of a narrow state,
D∗s0(2317)
+ → D+s π0, by the BABAR experiment
(Aubert, 2003j), and a subsequent discovery of yet
another narrow particle, Ds1(2460)+ → D∗s(2112)+π0
by CLEO (Besson et al., 2003), Belle (Abe, 2004a) and
BABAR (Aubert, 2004t) raised considerable interest in the
spectroscopy of charmed mesons. These discoveries were
a surprise because they contradicted the expectations
of HQET which, till then, had been a very successful
approach in describing the spectroscopy of D(s) and
B(s) mesons. The expected spectrum for the cs¯ states
is sketched in Fig. 19.3.13. In this scheme, L = 1 cs¯
excitations consist of a JP = (0+, 1+) doublet carrying
the total light-quark angular momentum jq = 12 and a
(1+, 2+) doublet having jq = 32 . Figure 19.3.13 shows
also a comparison between HQET calculations and
experimental measurements of Ds meson masses. The
two jq = 32 states are expected to be narrow and are
identiﬁed as the 1+ Ds1(2536) and the 2+ D∗s2(2573) seen
in D∗K and DK decays, respectively. These states were
ﬁrst observed in the 1980-90s (Albrecht et al., 1989c;
Alexander et al., 1993; Kubota et al., 1994).
Before the observations reported here became avail-
able, the two jq = 12 states were predicted to have masses
above the DK and D∗K thresholds, respectively, and
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Figure 19.3.12. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2010i). Distribution in cos θH for each signal observed in the D
∗+π− ﬁnal state. The
error bars include statistical and correlated systematic uncertainties. The curve is a ﬁt using the function Y shown in the plot;
εH is the eﬃciency as a function of cos θH .
rather large widths of order of a few 100MeV/c2. The lat-
ter was blamed for making their detection hard.
As it can be seen from Fig. 19.3.13, the newly dis-
covered states at 2.32 and 2.46 GeV/c2 do not ﬁt these
predictions. Their masses are considerably lower and are
below their relative D(∗)K thresholds. The observed de-
cay modes violates isospin conservation and is therefore
likely to be of electromagnetic origin. This makes their
widths extremely narrow (consistent with zero). Two pos-
sibilities then arise: the calculations are ﬂawed, or these
states have a parton composition other than the assumed
conventional heavy-light cs¯ quark-antiquark pair.
19.3.4.2 Discovery of D∗s0(2317)
+ and Ds1(2460)+
BABAR ﬁrst investigated the D+s π
0 mass spectrum inclu-
sively produced from e+e− interactions, with 92 fb−1 of
data used (Aubert, 2003j). The D+s is reconstructed in
the K+K−π+ decay mode, with K+K− mass near the
φ(1020) mass or K−π+ mass near the K∗(892) mass. The
decay products of the φ(1020) and K∗(892) vector states
exhibit a cos2 θh helicity angle behavior and the signal-to-
background ratio is improved by requiring | cos θh| > 0.5.
Candidates for π0 → γγ are reconstructed using photons
which do not belong to another acceptable π0 candidate
(“π0 veto”). Only D+s π
0 candidates with their CM mo-
menta p∗ > 3.5GeV/c are retained to eliminate back-
ground from B decays and reduce combinatorial back-
ground.
The resulting D+s π
0 mass spectrum, shown in
Fig. 19.3.14a, exhibits a clear, narrow signal at a mass
near 2.32GeV/c2, labeled as D∗s0(2317)
+. No such signal
is observed in the M(D+s π
0) distribution obtained using
candidates from either the D+s or the π
0 mass sidebands.
The same analysis procedure is applied to MC simulations
of e+e− → cc¯ events which include all known charm states
and decays, and yields no 2.32GeV/c2 peak. This proves
that the D∗s0(2317)
+ is not due to reﬂection from other
charmed states.
The M(D+s π
0) spectrum in Fig. 19.3.14a is ﬁtted us-
ing a Gaussian function describing the D∗s0(2317)
+ sig-
nal and a polynomial background, and yields about 1300
signal events with a mass of (2316.8 ± 0.4)MeV/c2 and
an experimental resolution of (8.6 ± 0.4)MeV/c2. A clear
D∗s0(2317)
+ → D+s π0 signal is also observed for D+s →
K+K−π+π0 (see Fig. 19.3.14b).
Using 13.5 fb−1 of data, the D∗s0(2317)
+ was read-
ily conﬁrmed by CLEO (Besson et al., 2003); in the
same analysis they also claimed the discovery of the
Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s π0. In the original paper (Aubert,
2003j), BABAR also reports a narrow signal of 2.46GeV/c2
in the M(D+s π
0γ) spectrum, with most of the peak events
having D+s γ masses consistent with the D
∗+
s . However,
MC simulations showed a complex kinematic superposi-
tion of signals and reﬂections between Ds1(2460)+ and
D∗s0(2317)
+ (see below), and for this reason BABAR did
not claim immediately the 2.46GeV/c2 structure being a
new resonance.
A few months later, Belle conﬁrmed both D∗s0(2317)
+
and Ds1(2460)+ using 70 fb−1 of data sample (Abe,
2004a). The DsJ signals are studied in the ΔM(D
(∗)+
s π0)
≡ M(D(∗)+s π0) − M(D(∗)+s ) mass diﬀerence spectra
(shown in Fig. 19.3.15) as they have a better resolution
than the invariant masses, while the secondary particles
are reconstructed as D∗+s → D+s γ and D+s → φπ+.
Like in the BABAR study, MC simulation reveals that
Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s π0 decays produce a reﬂection in the
ΔM(D+s π
0) distribution slightly below the D∗s0(2317)
+
signal. On the other hand, the D∗s0(2317)
+ → D+s π0 com-
bined with a random photon passing the D∗+s selection,
causes a peaking background to the Ds1(2460)+. Another
feed-down source is the Ds1(2460)+ producing a wide
structure at its nominal mass, which is due to a random
γ in the D∗+s reconstruction. Both these feed-downs are
visible in the ΔM(D∗+s π
0) distributions for the D∗+s side-
bands in the right upper plot of Fig. 19.3.15.
In the D∗s0(2317)
+ ﬁt (left bottom plot in Fig. 19.3.15),
both the signal and the feed-down are represented as Gaus-
sian shapes, parameters of the latter are ﬁxed accord-
ing to MC expectation and normalized by the measured
Ds1(2460)+ signal. A ﬁt to the Ds1(2460)+ mass distri-
bution is performed for the data with the D∗+s sideband
subtracted bin-by-bin (right bottom plot in Fig. 19.3.15).
Masses corresponding to the ﬁtted peak positions and the
upper limits set on the meson widths are summarized in
Table 19.3.7.
BABAR developed a diﬀerent method for solving
an overlap between Ds1(2460)+ and D∗s0(2317)
+ (Au-
bert, 2004t). Considering the ﬁnal state D+s π
0γ, the
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Figure 19.3.11. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2010i). Mass distri-
butions for D∗+π− candidates produced in the process e+e− →
cc¯ → D∗πX. Top: candidates with | cos θH | > 0.75. Middle:
candidates with | cos θH | < 0.5. Bottom: all candidates. Points
correspond to data, with the total ﬁt overlaid as a solid curve.
The lower solid curve is the combinatoric background, and the
dotted curves are the signal components. The inset plots show
the distributions after subtraction of the combinatoric back-
ground.
Ds1(2460)+ may decay through either D∗+s π
0 or
D∗s0(2317)
+γ. To disentangle these modes and reliably
extract the parameters of the signal, BABAR applies
an unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt simultaneously to
the M(D+s π
0γ), M(D+s π
0) and M(D+s γ) spectra of all
the D+s π
0γ combinations, using the channel likelihood
method (Condon and Cowell, 1974). This ﬁt describes
the probability density function of the two Ds1(2460)+
decay channels as the product of a Gaussian shape in
the M(D+s π
0γ) distribution and a Gaussian shape pro-
jected into the M(D+s π
0) or M(D+s γ) axes, as appropri-
ate. Background sources included in the ﬁt are: purely
combinatorial background, D∗+s → D+s γ decay combined
with an unassociated π0, D∗s0(2317)
+ → D+s π0 decay
Figure 19.3.13. The cs¯ spectrum according to the HQET
scheme. The P -wave multiplet is shaded. Expectations on the
masses according to HQET calculations (lines) are compared
with experimental results (dots).
Figure 19.3.14. From (Aubert, 2003j). a) D+s π
0 mass spec-
trum for D+s → K+K−π+ superimposed with the ﬁt described
in the text. b) D+s π
0 mass distribution for D+s → K+K−π+π0.
The structure at 2.32GeV is due to the D∗s0(2317)
+ resonance.
The narrow peak at threshold is due to the D∗+s → D+s π0 de-
cay. The broad structure is due to reﬂections from other states
(see Section 19.3.4.3).
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Figure 19.3.15. From (Abe, 2004a): Distributions of
ΔM(D+s π
0) (left) and ΔM(D∗+s π
0) (right). In the upper
plots data from mass sidebands are also shown: the D+s (left)
and D∗+s (right) sideband regions (solid lines), π
0 sidebands
(dashed). The bottom plots show ﬁts to the ΔM(D+s π
0) (left)
and ΔM(D∗+s π
0) distributions after subtraction of the D∗+s
sidebands.
combined with a random γ, and a contribution from
Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s π0 decay with a random γ in D∗+s
decay. The Ds1(2460)+ signal for a particular decay mode
is extracted by calculating for each D+s π
0γ combination a
weight proportional to the relative likelihood contributed
by the decay mode of interest. Distributions of events so
weighted, as well as the unweighted M(D+s π
0γ) spectrum,
are compared to the likelihood function in Fig. 19.3.16.
The decay Ds1(2460)+ → D∗s0(2317)+γ is found to be
negligible, whereas the decay Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s π0 satu-
rated the D+s π
0γ ﬁnal state. The results of this study were
later superseded by (Aubert, 2006e) described below.
19.3.4.3 High statistics study of D∗s0(2317)
+ and
Ds1(2460)+
BABAR performed a complete analysis of theD(∗)+s π0 spec-
trum using 232 fb−1 of data and with some of the selection
criteria from the previous analyses reoptimized (Aubert,
2006e).
The invariant mass distribution of the D+s π
0 combi-
nations is shown in Fig. 19.3.17. The π0 momentum re-
quirement to be greater than 350 MeV/c, removes the
majority of the D∗+s → D+s π0 decays, while keeping the
entire D∗s0(2317)
+ signal. The unbinned likelihood ﬁt ap-
plied to the M(D+s π
0) distribution includes the D∗+s and
D∗s0(2317)
+ signals and the following peaking components:
a reﬂection at 2.17 GeV/c2 from D∗+s → D+s γ in which an
Figure 19.3.16. From (Aubert, 2004t). Maximum likelihood
ﬁt results overlaid on the D+s π
0γ mass distribution with a)
no weights and after applying weights corresponding to b) the
D∗+s π
0 and c) the D∗s0(2317)
+γ decays.
unassociated γ forms a false π0 candidate, as well as a re-
ﬂection appearing directly under the D∗s0(2317)
+ signal.
The latter originates from Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s π0 with a
missing photon from D∗+s decay. Parameters used to de-
scribe the former feed-down are determined directly from
the data, while the shape of the latter one is based on
the MC simulation of the Ds1(2460)+ → D+s π0γ Dalitz
distribution. The D∗s0(2317)
+ line shape used in the ﬁt
is derived from MC simulation conﬁgured with an intrin-
sic width (0.1 MeV/c2) nearly indistinguishable from zero.
Larger intrinsic widths assumed in the MC do not result
in any signiﬁcant improvement of the ﬁt.
A study of the D+s π
0γ mass (see Fig. 19.3.18) is
performed with the D+s γ mass required to be close to
the D∗+s mass. Similarly to the Belle analysis, there
were two reﬂections peaking near the Ds1(2460)+: from
D∗s0(2317)
+ → D+s π0 decays combined with a random γ,
and from Ds1(2460)+ → D+s π0γ with a wrong γ chosen.
In the ﬁt to the M(D+s π
0γ), these components are com-
bined and described using MC simulations with the rates
as measured in the previous analysis. A broad reﬂection at
2.34 MeV/c2, coming from D∗+s → D+s γ decays combined
with an unassociated γ, is also considered in the ﬁt. The
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Figure 19.3.17. From (Aubert, 2006e). The invariant mass
distribution for D+s π
0 candidates (solid points) and the equiv-
alent using the D+s sidebands (open points). The curve rep-
resents the likelihood ﬁt described in the text and includes a
contribution from combinatorial background (light shade) and
the reﬂection from Ds1(2460)
+ → D∗+s π0 decay (dark shade).
The insert highlights the details near the D∗s0(2317)
+ mass.
The narrow peak at threshold is due to the D∗+s → D+s π0
decay.
Ds1(2460)+ signal shape is obtained using MC, similarly
to the D∗s0(2317)
+ case.
The resulting D∗s0(2317)
+ and Ds1(2460)+ masses and
upper limits on their widths are given in Table 19.3.7. The
Ds1(2460)+ mass is the average obtained from the D+s π
0γ,
D+s γ and D
+
s π
+π− ﬁnal states (see Section 19.3.4.4). The
limit on the intrinsic Ds1(2460)+ width is taken as the
best limit obtained from these three decay modes.
19.3.4.4 Other decay modes
TheDs1(2460)+ decays to theD+s γ and theD
+
s π
+π− ﬁnal
states were ﬁrst observed by Belle (Abe, 2004a) and fur-
ther conﬁrmed by BABAR (Aubert, 2006e). Selected pho-
tons are required to pass the π0 veto, while the π+π− pairs
are taken outside of the K0S mass window. The left plot in
Fig. 19.3.19 shows the ΔM(D+s γ) = M(D
+
s γ) −M(D+s )
distribution measured by Belle. A peak at 490 MeV/c2 cor-
responds to the Ds1(2460)+, whereas no peak is present in
the D∗s0(2317)
+ region at 350MeV/c2. The observation of
the radiative decay of the Ds1(2460)+ rules out its spin-
parity of 0±.
The invariant mass distribution of the D+s π
+π− candi-
dates from BABAR presented in right plot in Fig. 19.3.19,
shows clear signals from Ds1(2460)+ and Ds1(2536)+ and
Figure 19.3.18. From (Aubert, 2006e). The M(D+s π
0γ) in-
variant mass distribution of candidates in the (a) upper, (b)
signal, and (c) lower D+s γ mass selection windows for (solid
points) the D+s signal and (open points) D
+
s sideband samples.
The curves represent the ﬁts described in the text. The gray re-
gions correspond to the predicted reﬂections from D∗s0(2317)
+
(dark) and D∗s (2112)
+ (light).
Table 19.3.7. From (Aubert, 2006e) and (Abe, 2004a). The
ﬁrst section summarizes the combined mass and width results
from BABAR. The D∗s0(2317)
+ and Ds1(2536)
+ mesons are ob-
served in only one decay mode covered by this analysis. The
Ds1(2460)
+ mass is the average of that obtained from the D+s γ,
D+s π
0γ, and D+s π
+π− ﬁnal states, although the latter mea-
surement dominates in the average due to superior systematic
uncertainties. The second section gives Belle results based on
the D
(∗)+
s π
0 modes.
Particle Mass (MeV/c2) Γ (MeV/c2)
D∗s0(2317)
+ 2319.6± 0.2± 1.4 < 3.8 @ 95 % C.L.
Ds1(2460)
+ 2460.1± 0.2± 0.8 < 3.5 @ 95 % C.L.
Ds1(2536)
+ 2534.6± 0.3± 0.7 < 2.5 @ 95 % C.L.
D∗s0(2317)
+ 2317.2± 0.5± 0.9 < 4.6 @ 90 % C.L.
Ds1(2460)
+ 2456.5± 1.3± 1.3 < 5.5 @ 90 % C.L.
negligible contribution from D∗s0(2317)
+. Searches for the
decays of D∗s0(2317)
+ and Ds1(2460)+ to D+s π
0π0 and
D∗+s γ give no positive results. The branching fraction ra-
tios for the studied channels, given in Table 19.3.8, are
measured based on the ﬁtted yields and detection eﬃcien-
cies estimated with an assumption of the same fragmen-
tation functions for the DsJ states.
The dominant decays observed, D∗s0(2317)
+ → D+s π0
and Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s π0, violate isospin conservation;
that is often considered as a property of four-quark states,
which have long been proposed (Jaﬀe, 1977b; Lipkin, 1977).
The most unambiguous signature of a molecular interpre-
tation of the D∗s0(2317)
+ and the Ds1(2460)+ would be an
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Figure 19.3.19. Left: The ΔM(D+s γ) distribution from (Abe,
2004a). Right: The M(D+s π
+π−) spectrum from (Aubert,
2006e). The insert focuses on the D∗s0(2317)
+ region. The spec-
tra for the D+s sideband candidates are plotted with solid his-
togram in the left plot and open points in the right one.
Table 19.3.8. A summary of D∗∗s branching fraction ra-
tios from Belle (ﬁrst line) and BABAR (second line). For
the D∗s0(2317)
+ meson, only one decay mode has been ob-
served; this is used as the denominator when calculating the
D∗s0(2317)
+ branching ratios. For the Ds1(2460)
+ meson, the
D+s π
0γ decay mode (consisting of possible decay through ei-
ther D∗s (2112)
+π0 or D∗s0(2317)
+γ) is chosen for this role.
Ratio Fraction or Limit
B(Ds1(2460)+→D+s π0)
B(Ds1(2460)+→D∗+s π0)
< 0.21 @ 90 % C.L.
< 0.042 @ 95 % C.L.
B(Ds1(2460)+→D+s γ)
B(Ds1(2460)+→D∗+s π0)
= 0.55± 0.13± 0.08
= 0.34± 0.04± 0.04
B(Ds1(2460)+→D+s π+π−)
B(Ds1(2460)+→D∗+s π0)
= 0.14± 0.04± 0.02
= 0.077± 0.013± 0.008
B(Ds1(2460)+→D∗+s γ)
B(Ds1(2460)+→D∗+s π0)
< 0.31 @ 90 % C.L.
< 0.24 @ 95 % C.L.
B(D∗s0(2317)+→D+s γ)
B(D∗s0(2317)+→D
+
s π0)
< 0.05 @ 90 % C.L.
< 0.14 @ 95 % C.L.
B(D∗s0(2317)+→D+s π+π−)
B(D∗s0(2317)+→D
+
s π0)
< 0.004 @ 90 % C.L.
< 0.005 @ 95 % C.L.
B(D∗s0(2317)+→D∗+s γ)
B(D∗s0(2317)+→D
+
s π0)
< 0.18 @ 90 % C.L.
< 0.16 @ 95 % C.L.
observation of their neutral and doubly-charged partners
decaying to D(∗)+s π±. However a search for the D∗s0(2317)
partners decaying to D+s π
+ and D+s π
− resulted in no ev-
idence (Aubert, 2006e).
The observed decay pattern is consistent with the JP
assignments for theD∗s0(2317)
+ andDs1(2460)+ of respec-
tively 0+ and 1+, as expected by the potential models for
the P -wave cs¯ mesons with jq = 12 .
19.3.4.5 DsJ production in B decays
To clarify the nature of the D∗s0(2317)
+ and Ds1(2460)+
states, Belle and BABAR searched for their production in
B → DDsJ decays. These reactions proceed via b¯ →
c¯W+ → c¯cs¯ transition and are expected to be the domi-
nant exclusive cs¯ production mechanism. QCD sum rules
predict that P -wave charmed mesons with jq = 12 should
be more readily produced in B decays than ones having
jq = 32 (Le Yaouanc, Oliver, Pe`ne, Raynal, and Morenas,
2001). Thus observation of the B → DD∗s0(2317)+ and
B → DDs1(2460)+ would provide a conﬁrmation of the
P -wave nature of these DsJ states. Moreover, measure-
ments of B decays to the ﬁnal states including the jq = 32
DsJ mesons, or higher orbital or radial cs¯ excitations could
be a further test of the theoretical predictions on the cs¯
spectroscopy.
In a Belle study of the B → DDsJ decays, with
124 × 106 BB pairs used, the D is reconstructed as:
D0 → K+π−, K+π−π−π+, K+π−π0, D− → K+π−π−.
The DsJ states are studied in the D
(∗)+
s π0, D
(∗)+
s γ and
D
(∗)+
s π+π− ﬁnal states, with D∗+s → D+s γ and D+s →
φπ+,K(∗)0K+ reconstructed (Krokovny, 2003b). To re-
duce background the B candidates are required to have
their mES consistent with the nominal B mass (see Sec-
tions 9 and 7), while the signal events are identiﬁed in
the ΔE-M(DsJ) space. The left plots in Fig. 19.3.20
show invariant mass distributions of the DsJ candidates
within the ΔE signal region, for all the D modes com-
bined. The presented spectra are for the DsJ decay ﬁ-
nal states with signiﬁcant signals found: D∗s0(2317)
+ →
D+s π
0, Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s π0 and Ds1(2460)+ → D+s γ.
Unlike the continuum based DsJ studies, cross-feeds be-
tween the DsJ decay modes were not found, and thus
the M(DsJ) spectra are ﬁtted with signal and back-
ground described respectively with a Gaussian and linear
function. The measured masses of the D∗s0(2317)
+ and
Ds1(2460)+ are respectively 2319.8±2.1±2.0MeV/c2 and
2459.2± 1.6± 2.0MeV/c2, while the ﬁtted widths are con-
sistent with the experimental resolution.
The ΔE distributions shown in Fig. 19.3.20, are pro-
jections for the B candidates having the M(DsJ) within
the observed DsJ signals. Branching fractions given in Ta-
ble 19.3.9, are extracted from the ΔE ﬁts of the com-
bined B → D0D+sJ and B → D−D+sJ modes, with
eﬃciencies of the individual modes taken into account
and isospin invariance assumed. The determined ratio,
B(Ds1(2460)+→D+s γ)
B(Ds1(2460)+→D∗+s π0) = 0.38 ± 0.11 ± 0.04, is consistent
with the one obtained from Ds1(2460)+ produced in the
continuum (see Table 19.3.8).
A helicity angle (θDsγ) study is performed for the
Ds1(2460)+ → D+s γ decay, where θDsγ is deﬁned as the
angle between the D+s momentum and the opposite to the
B meson momentum in the Ds1(2460)+ rest frame. Fig-
ure 19.3.21 shows the background-subtracted cos(θDsγ)
distribution, where the data points represent signal yields
from the ΔE ﬁts performed in respective cos(θDsγ) bins.
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Figure 19.3.20. From (Krokovny, 2003b): The M(DsJ) dis-
tribution for the ΔE signal region (left) and the ΔE distribu-
tion for the M(DsJ) signal region (right) for the B → DDsJ
candidates with (a) D∗s0(2317)
+ → D+s π0, (b) Ds1(2460)+ →
D∗+s π
0 and (c) Ds1(2460)
+ → D+s γ decays observed. Hatched
histograms in a given variable distribution show the sidebands
of the other variable, lines represent the ﬁt result.
Table 19.3.9. From (Krokovny, 2003b). Measured branching
fraction products B(B → DDsJ)× B(DsJ → f) or 90 % C.L.
limits. f is the label of a given ﬁnal state.
Decay mode Product B [10−4]
B→DD∗s0(2317)+, D∗s0(2317)+→D+s π0 8.5+2.1−1.9 ± 2.6
B→DD∗s0(2317)+, D∗s0(2317)+→D∗+s γ 2.5+2.0−1.8(< 7.5)
B→DDs1(2460)+, Ds1(2460)+→D∗+s π0 17.8+4.5−3.9 ± 5.3
B→DDs1(2460)+, Ds1(2460)+→D+s γ 6.7+1.3−1.2 ± 2.0
B→DDs1(2460)+, Ds1(2460)+→D∗+s γ 2.7+1.8−1.5(< 7.3)
B→DDs1(2460)+, Ds1(2460)+→D+s π+π− < 1.6
B→DDs1(2460)+, Ds1(2460)+→D+s π0 < 1.8
As it can be seen from the ﬁgure, the J = 1 hypothesis
ﬁts much better the data than the J = 2 hypothesis.
In the BABAR approach to the B → D(∗)D+sJ study
(Aubert, 2006aw), the D(∗) = D(∗)0, D(∗)− mesons are
fully reconstructed (Dmeas), while the invariant mass of
the DsJ is inferred from the kinematics of the two-body
B decay, as well as the kinematics of the accompanying B.
The analysis used the Υ (4S)→ BB events in which the B
meson (Brec) decays into fully reconstructed hadronic ﬁnal
state Brec → D(∗)Y −, with the system Y − composed of
combinations of kaons and pions (see Section 7). The DsJ
invariant mass is derived from a missing four-momentum
(pmiss) as:
mX ≡
√
p2miss =
√
(pΥ (4S) − pBrec − pDmeas)2,
(19.3.18)
with all the momenta measured in the laboratory system.
Such a method allows measurements of absolute B →
D(∗)D+sJ branching fractions, without any assumptions on
the D+sJ decays, at the cost of full reconstruction eﬃ-
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Figure 19.3.21. From (Krokovny, 2003b): Background-
subtracted helicity distribution for the Ds1(2460)
+ → D+s γ.
Lines show MC expectations for spin hypotheses J = 1 (solid)
and J = 2 (dashed); J = 0 is forbidden.
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Figure 19.3.22. From (Aubert, 2006aw). Distributions of the
DsJ invariant mass mX(deﬁned in the text). Fitted B →
D(∗)+,0D(∗)−s and B → D(∗)+,0Ds1(2460)− signal contribu-
tions and background components are overlaid to the data
points.
ciency of about 0.3 % for B0B0 and 0.2 % for B+B−,
and the mX resolution being typically a few times worse
than in a direct reconstruction. In the mX spectra, shown
in Fig. 19.3.22, in addition to the D(∗)+s , BABAR observes
the Ds1(2460)+ signal.
The measured B → D(∗)Ds1(2460)+ branching frac-
tions, calculated using PDG values of the D(∗) decay rates,
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Table 19.3.10. From (Aubert, 2006aw). Absolute branching
fractions of the B → D(∗)Ds1(2460)+ decays.
Decay mode B [%]
B0 → D−Ds1(2460)+ 0.26± 0.15± 0.07
B0 → D∗−Ds1(2460)+ 0.88± 0.20± 0.14
B+ → D0Ds1(2460)+ 0.43± 0.16± 0.13
B+ → D∗0Ds1(2460)+ 1.12± 0.26± 0.20
are summarized in Table 19.3.10. BABAR further combined
these results with their measurements of the product B of
the B → D(∗)Ds1(2460)+ decays (Aubert, 2004ad), mea-
sured similarly to the described Belle analysis. This al-
lowed a ﬁrst measurement of the Ds1(2460)+ decay rates:
B(Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s π0) = (56± 13 ± 9)%,
B(Ds1(2460)+ → D+s γ) = (16± 4 ± 3)%.
(19.3.19)
Belle studied the production of the Ds1(2536)+ me-
son in B → D(∗)Ds1(2536)+ decays, with D(∗) being ei-
ther D0 or D(∗)−, using a data sample of 657 × 106 BB
pairs (Aushev, 2011). The Ds1(2536)+ is reconstructed
in its dominant decay modes, D∗+K0S and D
∗0K+. Fig-
ure 19.3.23 shows the M(Ds1(2536)) spectra for the B
candidates satisfying the ΔE-mES selection, for each D(∗)
ﬂavor and the Ds1(2536)+ decay mode separately. All
these distributions are ﬁtted simultaneously, with the sig-
nal Ds1(2536)+ described as a BW function convolved
with a double Gaussian function describing the mass res-
olution. The measured Ds1(2536)+ mass and width were
respectively 2534.1 ± 0.6MeV/c2 and 0.75 ± 0.23MeV/c2,
consistent with their PDG values (Beringer et al., 2012).
A ﬁt with the Ds1(2536)+ partial width ratio kept as a
free parameter, yields:
B(Ds1(2536)+ → D∗0K+)
B(Ds1(2536)+ → D∗+K0) = 0.88± 0.24± 0.08,
(19.3.20)
in agreement with the BABAR study (Aubert, 2008bd).
Table 19.3.11 summarizes ratios of branching fractions,
calculated using the latest measurements of the B →
D(∗)D(∗)+s(J) branching fractions, as well as the Ds1(2536)
+
measurements by Belle (Aushev, 2011) and BABAR (Au-
bert, 2008bd). In these calculations, 100% branching frac-
tions are assumed for the D∗s0(2317)
+ → D+s π0 and
Ds1(2536)+ → D∗K decay modes. Within the factor-
ization model and in the heavy quark limit, these ra-
tios should be of order unity for the D∗s0(2317)
+ and
Ds1(2460)+, whereas for the Ds1(2536)+ they are pre-
dicted to be very small (Datta and O’Donnell, 2003b;
Le Yaouanc, Oliver, Pe`ne, and Raynal, 1996). The de-
cay pattern for the Ds1(2536)+ follows these expectations,
whereas for the D∗s0(2317)
+ and Ds1(2460)+ the ratios are
rather diﬀerent from unity and therefore such an approach
Table 19.3.11. Ratios of B decay branching ratios measured
by Belle (Aushev, 2011) and BABAR (Aubert, 2008bd).
Ratio Fraction
B(B → DDs1(2536)+)/B(B → DD∗s ) 0.05± 0.01
B(B → D∗Ds1(2536)+)/B(B → D∗D∗s ) 0.04± 0.01
B(B → DDs1(2460)+)/B(B → DD∗s ) 0.44± 0.11
B(B → D∗Ds1(2460)+)/B(B → D∗D∗s ) 0.58± 0.12
B(B → DD∗s0(2317)+)/B(B → DDs) 0.10± 0.03
B(B → D∗D∗s0(2317)+)/B(B → D∗Ds) 0.15± 0.06
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Figure 19.3.23. From (Aushev, 2011): The Ds1(2536)
+
mass distributions for: B+ → D0Ds1(2536)+ (a,b,c), B0 →
D−Ds1(2536)+ (d,e,f), B0 → D∗−Ds1(2536)+ (g,h,i) decays
followed by the Ds1(2536)
+ decays to: D∗0K+ with D∗0 →
D0γ (a,d,g); D∗0K+ with D∗0 → D0π0 (b,e,h) and D∗+K0S
with D∗+ → D0π+ (c,f,i). The curves show results of the si-
multaneous ﬁt.
Table 19.3.12. From (Aushev, 2011). Fitted product B:
B(B → D(∗)Ds1(2536)+) × B(Ds1(2536)+ → D∗+K0S +
D∗0K+).
Decay mode Product B [10−4]
B+ → D0Ds1(2536)+ 3.97± 0.85± 0.56
B0 → D−Ds1(2536)+ 2.75± 0.62± 0.36
B0 → D∗−Ds1(2536)+ 5.01± 1.21± 0.70
does not really work. One possibility is that these states
are not canonical cs¯. However, the agreement with theory
would be improved for the D∗s0(2317)
+, if other prominent
decay modes existed in addition to the D+s π
0.
19.3.4.6 Precision measurements of Ds1(2536)+ properties
BABAR measured the mass of the Ds1(2536)+ with a sig-
niﬁcant improvement compared to the world average, and,
for the ﬁrst time, measured directly its decay width, in-
stead of reporting an upper limit only (Lees, 2011d).
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Figure 19.3.24. From (Lees, 2011d). Δm(Ds1(2536)
+) dis-
tribution for (left) the D0 → K−π+ and (right) the D0 →
K−π+π+π− decay modes. The solid line is the ﬁt function as
described in the text, the dotted line indicates the background
contribution. The normalized ﬁt residuals are shown on top.
Table 19.3.13. From (Lees, 2011d). Combined results for
mass and width of the Ds1(2536)
+.
Parameter Value [MeV/c2]
M(Ds1(2536)
+) 2535.08± 0.01± 0.15
M(Ds1(2536)
+)−M(D∗+) 524.83± 0.01± 0.04
Γ(Ds1(2536)
+) 0.92± 0.03± 0.04
The Ds1(2536)+ is reconstructed in D∗+K0S , with
D∗+ → D0π+ and D0 → K−π+, K−π+π+π−.
To improve the resolution, the mass diﬀerence
Δm(Ds1(2536)+) = M(Ds1(2536)+)−M(D∗+)−M(K0S)
is examined. Combinatorial background and events from
B decays are suppressed by requiring a CM momentum
p∗ > 2.7 GeV/c.
The samples for the two D0 decays are examined sepa-
rately, the Δm(Ds1(2536)+) spectrum for the K−π+ and
D0 → K−π+π+π− modes are shown in Fig. 19.3.24. The
signal is described with a convolution of a relativistic BW
lineshape and a p∗ dependent, multi-Gaussian detector
resolution parameterization. The dominant systematic un-
certainties are related to track reconstruction, the signal
lineshape modeling and detector resolution parameteriza-
tion. Results from the ﬁts to the two Δm(Ds1(2536)+)
spectra are combined, and the ﬁnal numbers are given in
Table 19.3.13.
The large and clean sample of Ds1(2536)+ signal can-
didates reconstructed by BABAR, enables a study of the
spin-parity and decay properties of the Ds1(2536)+. In
this analysis the D∗+K0S system is produced inclusively,
and therefore the origin of the Ds1(2536)+ is not known.
Thus, for the JP study, the decay angle of the D∗+ (θ′)
is examined. The θ′ is measured between the D0 mo-
mentum in the D∗+ CM system and the D∗+ momen-
tum in the Ds1(2536)+ system; the resulting angular dis-
tribution is inﬂuenced by the spin of the Ds1(2536)+.
The cos θ′ distribution for both subsamples combined, is
shown in Fig. 19.3.25 (left). Fits with several models used,
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Figure 19.3.25. From (Lees, 2011d). Left: Eﬃciency-
corrected Ds1(2536)
+ signal yield as function of D∗+ decay
angle θ′. Lines correspond to the following hypotheses ﬁtted
to the data: JP = 1+, 2−, 3+, . . . with S- and D-wave (solid);
1+, 2−, 3+, . . . with S-wave only (dash-dotted); 0− (dashed);
1−, 2+, 3−, . . . (dotted). 0+ is forbidden. Right: Eﬃciency-
corrected Ds1(2536)
+ signal yield as function of Ds1(2536)
+
decay angle θ. Assuming JP = 1+, the data are ﬁtted with
hypotheses of pure S-wave (dotted line); S- and D-wave (solid
line) Ds1(2536)
+ decays.
show a clear preference for unnatural spin-parity values
(JP = 1+, 2−, 3+, . . .), described by a distribution propor-
tional to cos2 θ′+β sin2 θ′. The parameter β is the squared
ratio of the D∗+ amplitudes with helicities 0 and ±1, and
its measured value of 0.23±0.02 clearly indicates a D-wave
contribution to the decay Ds1(2536)+ → D∗+K0S (β = 1
is the case of a pure S-wave decay.).
The Ds1(2536)+ decay angle (θ), deﬁned as the angle
between the D∗+ momentum in the Ds1(2536)+ CM sys-
tem and the Ds1(2536)+ momentum in the e+e− system,
is shown in Fig. 19.3.25. It supports the hypothesis with
both S- and D-wave contributing to the Ds1(2536)+ de-
cay amplitude. Assuming JP = 1+ for the Ds1(2536)+,
the data are expected to have a distribution proportional
to 1+ t cos2 θ. The ﬁtted coeﬃcient t in combination with
the measured β, yields ρ00 = 0.48± 0.03, consistent with
the Belle result (see below), with ρ00 giving the probabil-
ity that the Ds1(2536)+ helicity is zero.
Belle studied the Ds1(2536)+ state, inclusively pro-
duced in the e+e− → cc¯ continuum, using 462 fb−1 of
data (Balagura, 2008). A new decay mode, Ds1(2536)+ →
D+π−K+ is observed, with the D+π− and K+π− two-
body systems consistent with phase-space distributions.
Its branching fractions is measured with respect to the
normalization mode Ds1(2536)+ → D∗+K0S as:
B(Ds1(2536)+ → D+π−K+)
B(Ds1(2536)+ → D∗+K0) = (3.27± 0.18± 0.37)%.
(19.3.21)
This ratio is obtained from the Ds1(2536)+ signal yields
measured from the M(D+π−K+) and M(D∗+K0S) mass
spectra, shown in Figure 19.3.26, with the secondary parti-
cles reconstructed as: D+ → K−π+π+ and K0Sπ+, D∗+ →
D0π+, D0 → K−π+, K−π+π+π− and K0sπ+π−. Instead
of the common p∗ cut, the analysts applies a requirement
on the scaled momentum (xp) of the Ds1(2536) candidates
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Figure 19.3.26. From (Balagura, 2008): Mass spectra of
the D+π−K+ (top) and D∗+K0S (bottom) ﬁnal states. The
hatched histogram shows a spectrum of the wrong-sign
D+π+K− combinations.
to be larger than 0.8. The scaled momentum is deﬁned as
xp ≡ p∗/p∗max, where p∗ is the Ds1(2536) momentum in
the e+e− CM frame, while p∗max indicates the maximum
kinematically allowed momentum in this frame.
The mass distributions in Fig. 19.3.26 are ﬁtted inde-
pendently with a double Gaussian describing theDs1(2536)
signal. The Ds1(2536) mass, measured with respect to its
PDG value of 2535.35 ± 0.34 ± 0.50MeV/c2, is −0.57 ±
0.04MeV/c2 for the Ds1(2536)→ D+π−K+ and −0.43±
0.02MeV/c2 for the Ds1(2536)→ D∗+K0S . The mass reso-
lution is about 1.5 MeV/c2, thus too large to measure the
Ds1(2536) width.
For the Ds1(2536)+ → D∗+K0S sample as shown in
Fig. 19.3.26, Belle performed a full three-dimensional an-
gular analysis. Such an analysis allows to study the partial
wave structure of the Ds1(2536) decay. Assuming JP = 1+
for the Ds1(2536), the kinematics of the Ds1(2536) →
D∗+K0S decay can be described by three angles α, β and
γ, deﬁned as shown in Fig. 19.3.27. Then the angular dis-
tribution in the helicity formalism is expressed as:
N(α, β, γ) = 94π(1+2RΛ) ×
(
cos2γ
[
ρ00 cos2α+ 1−ρ002 sin
2α
]
+RΛ sin2γ
[
1−ρ00
2 sin
2β + cos2β
(
ρ00 sin2α+ 1−ρ002 cos
2α
) ]
+
√
RΛ(1−3ρ00)
4 sin2α sin2γ cosβ cosξ
)
,
(19.3.22)
where ρ00 is the longitudinal Ds1(2536) polarization, and√
RΛe
iξ ≡ A1,0A0,0 denotes the ratio of the D∗+ amplitudes
with helicities of respectively ±1 and 0, which are related
Figure 19.3.27. Deﬁnitions of the angles: α is the Ds1(2536)
helicity angle measured in the Ds1(2536) CM frame as the
angle between the boost direction in the e+e− CM frame and
the K0S momentum; β is the angle between the plane formed
by these two vectors and the Ds1(2536) decay plane measured
also in the Ds1(2536) rest frame; γ is the D
∗+ helicity angle
between the π+ and K0S momenta in the D
∗+ rest frame.
to S- and D-wave amplitudes in the Ds1(2536) decay:
A1,0 = (S +D/
√
2)/
√
3 A0,0 = (S −
√
2D)/
√
3.
(19.3.23)
To measure the phase ξ and, thus, unambiguously deter-
mine the partial widths, the full three-dimensional angular
analysis is necessary, as after integration over any of the
angles, the cos ξ interference term in Eq. (19.3.22) van-
ishes.
The probability density function for the Ds1(2536) sig-
nal is given by Eq. (19.3.22) which includes eﬃciency cor-
rections obtained in the (cosα, β, cos γ) angular space de-
termined from MC simulation; the background contribu-
tion is modeled in that space using the M(D∗+K0S) side-
band regions. The three-dimensional unbinned maximum
likelihood ﬁt to the Ds1(2536) → D∗+K0S signal region
data yields:
A1,0
A0,0
≡
√
RΛe
iξ = a e±i·b (19.3.24)
where a =
√
3.6± 0.3± 0.1, b = 1.27 ± 0.15 ± 0.05, and
ρ00 = 0.490 ± 0.012 ± 0.004, showing that the Ds1(2536)
spin prefers to align transversely to the momentum in the
xp > 0.8 region. Figure 19.3.28 shows one-dimensional
projections of the ﬁtted data together with the ﬁt result.
The good agreement of the data with theoretical predic-
tions for the angular distribution of the axial meson, iden-
tiﬁes the spin-parity of the Ds1(2536) to be 1+. The ﬁt re-
sults given in Eq. (19.3.24) translate into the partial-wave
amplitude ratio of:
D
S
= ce±i·d, (19.3.25)
where c = 0.63 ± 0.07 ± 0.02 and d = 0.76 ± 0.03 ± 0.01.
This shows that the S-wave amplitude dominates and its
contribution to the total width is ΓSΓS+ΓD =
1
1+|D/S|2 =
0.72 ± 0.05 ± 0.01, where ΓS and ΓD denote the S- and
D-wave partial widths.
The result in Eq. (19.3.25) disagrees with HQET which
predicts the pure D-wave decay of the Ds1(2536). How-
ever, HQET breaking caused by ﬁnite c-quark mass, can
lead to mixing between the axial cs¯ states having jq = 12
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Figure 19.3.28. From (Balagura, 2008): Background-
subtracted, eﬃciency-corrected and normalized one-
dimensional projections of (cosα, β, cos γ) described in
the text. The solid curves show projections of the three-
dimensional ﬁt.
and jq = 32 . Then, similarly to Eq. (19.3.14), the physi-
cal states, Ds1(2460)+ and Ds1(2536)+, can be expressed
as linear combinations of S- and D-wave amplitudes. As
a result, the Ds1(2536) can contain an admixture of the
JP = 1+ state with jq = 12 and decaying in pure S wave.
Since the energy release in the Ds1(2536)+ → D∗+K0S
decay is small, the D-wave is strongly suppressed by the
centrifugal barrier factor (q/q0)5 and the S-wave contribu-
tion, proportional to q/q0, can be signiﬁcantly enhanced
even if the mixing itself is small. Here q denotes the rel-
ative momentum of the Ds1(2536) decay products in the
Ds1(2536) rest frame, while q0 is a characteristic momen-
tum scale of this reaction. Based on the measured D/S
and input on the parameter q0, theoretical models can
calculate the cs¯ mixing angle (Godfrey, 2005b).
Some information on the mixing could be also inferred
from the ratio of branching fractions of the radiative de-
cays Ds1(2460)+ → D+s γ and Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s γ. How-
ever, only evidence exists for the Ds1(2460)+ → D∗+s γ
(see Section 19.3.4.4), and an average of Belle results
B(Ds1(2460)+→D∗+s γ)
B(Ds1(2460)+→D+s γ) = 0.31± 0.14 (Abe, 2004a; Krokovny,
2003b), gives a constraint of tan (ω + ω0) = 0.8 ± 0.4,
where ω is the mixing angle, while ω0 is a rotation an-
gle between the jq and (2S+1)P1 bases, and tanω0 = −
√
2.
The (2S+1)P1 basis is convenient here, as only the 1P1 state
in Ds1(2460)+ undergoes an electric dipole transition to
the D+s , while only the
3P1 one to the D∗+s (Godfrey,
2005b; Yamada, Suzuki, Kazuyama, and Kimura, 2005).
19.3.4.7 New D+sJ mesons decaying to D
(∗)K.
The potential models predict higher orbitally-excited cs¯
states, as well as a spectrum of states belonging to the next
level (n = 2) of radial excitations. Within the cs¯ spectrum
above the D(∗)K threshold, the radially-excited states
2 3S1 and 3 2S1 (possibly with admixtures of D-waves)
are predicted to lie respectively at about 2.73GeV/c2 and
3.1GeV/c2 (Godfrey and Isgur, 1985). One expects a large
total production rate of these 2S and 3S states in B de-
cays, respectively at a level of about 1% and 0.1% (Close
and Swanson, 2005). However, since the potential model
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Figure 19.3.29. From (Brodzicka, 2008). Left: Background-
subtracted M(D0K+) distribution for B+ → D0D0K+
with contribution from D∗s1(2710)
+ (blue , cross shaded his-
togram), reﬂections from ψ(3770) (green, horizontal shaded)
and ψ(4160) (yellow, full light) and non-resonant contribu-
tions (brown (dark) and red (vertical shaded) obtained from
MC simulations based on the ﬁt results. Right: Background-
subtracted and eﬃciency corrected D∗s1(2710)
+ helicity-angle
distribution compared to predictions for J = 0 (green, dashed),
1 (red, full line) and 2 (blue, large dash).
predictions for the P -wave cs¯ states have failed, their eval-
uations must be revised to provide reliable masses and
widths of the higher excitations.
The mentioned excitations could appear as intermedi-
ate resonances in B → D(∗)D(∗)K decays. Belle, in the
study of the decay B+ → D0D0K+, observed a new cs¯
resonance, the D∗s1(2710)
+, decaying to D0K+ (Brodz-
icka, 2008). The D∗s1(2710)
+ peak is clearly visible in
Figure 19.3.29, showing the M(D0K+) distribution of
the B signal candidates, which is obtained from ﬁts to
the ΔE-mES distributions for a given M(D0K+) bin. A
limited reconstructed B signal yield does not allow for
a full Dalitz-plot analysis, instead the D∗s1(2710)
+ pa-
rameters are measured from the ﬁt to the background-
subtracted M(D0K+) spectrum, where reﬂections from
charmonia decaying to D0D0, ψ(3770) and ψ(4160), are
also taken into account. The charmonium yields are esti-
mated from ﬁts to the M(D0D0) projection, while their
shapes are based on B+ → ψK+ MC simulations. The
D∗s1(2710)
+ mass is measured to be (2708±9+11−10)MeV/c2,
its width (108 ± 23+36−31)MeV/c2. The systematic uncer-
tainties include eﬀects of possible interference between
the D∗s1(2710)
+ and the ψ(4160). The spin-parity of the
D∗s1(2710)
+ is established to be 1− from the helicity-angle
distribution presented in Figure 19.3.29.
BABAR explored the DK mass spectrum ﬁrst using
240 fb−1 (Aubert, 2006ag) and then, with 470 fb−1,
studied also the D∗K system (Aubert, 2009au). In these
analyses ﬁrst observations of D∗s1(2710)
+, D∗sJ(2860)
+
and DsJ(3040)+ resonances were reported. The measured
D∗s1(2710)
+ parameters and properties are in agreement
with those obtained for this state in B decays, as reported
above. The BABAR study is performed inclusively, with
the D(∗)K systems separated from the BB background
by means of the CM momentum p∗ > 3.5 GeV/c. To re-
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Figure 19.3.30. From (Aubert, 2009au). Sideband-subtracted
DK invariant mass distributions for (a) D0K+, (c) D+K0S ; (b)
and (d) show the background-subtracted mass spectra, respec-
tively.
move combinations of the K and D(∗) mesons originating
from opposite-side jets, cos θK > −0.8 is required, with
θK deﬁned as the angle between the K direction and the
direction opposite to the laboratory frame in the D(∗)K
rest frame.
In a study of the D0K+ and D+K0S ﬁnal states,
D0 → K−π+ and D+ → K−π+π+ are reconstructed. The
D0K+ and D+K0S mass spectra, with D sidebands sub-
tracted, are shown in Fig. 19.3.30(a,c). A single bin peak
at 2.4 GeV/c2 is a reﬂection from decays of Ds1(2536)+
to D∗K in which the π0 or γ from the D∗ decay is
missed; the Ds1(2536)+ decay to DK is forbidden. In
addition to a prominent D∗s2(2573)
+ signal, there are
also broad structures associated with the D∗s1(2710)
+ and
D∗sJ(2860)
+ mesons. A simultaneous binned χ2 ﬁt was
performed to the two mass spectra, with the background
described by a threshold function and the D∗s2(2573)
+,
D∗s1(2710)
+ and D∗sJ(2860)
+ peaks parameterized with
relativistic BW lineshapes where spin 2 was assumed for
D∗s2(2573)
+, 1 for D∗s1(2710)
+ and spin 0 for D∗sJ(2860)
+.
Figures 19.3.30(b,d) show the M(D0K+) and M(D+K0S)
mass distributions with ﬁtted background subtracted. The
ﬁt gives the parameters listed in Table 19.3.14.
In a study of the D∗K system, D∗ resonances are re-
constructed as D∗0 → D0π0, D∗+ → D+π0 and D∗+ →
D0π+, with D0 → K−π+, D0 → K−π+π+π− and D+ →
K−π+π+. The total D∗K mass spectrum, D∗ sideband-
subtracted and summed over all the channels, is shown
in Fig. 19.3.31, where above the Ds1(2536)+ signal (not
shown because out of scale in the ﬁgure), there are struc-
tures present around 2.71, 2.86 and 3.04 GeV/c2. A binned
Table 19.3.14. From (Aubert, 2009au). Resonance param-
eters obtained from the ﬁts to the DK and the D∗K mass
spectra. Masses and widths are given in units of MeV/c2. Un-
certainties are statistical only.
System D∗s1(2710)
+ D∗sJ(2860)
+ DsJ(3040)
+
D K m=2710.0± 3.3 m=2860.0± 2.3
Γ=178± 19 Γ=53± 6
D∗K m=2712± 3 m=2865.2± 3.5 m=3042± 9
Γ=103± 8 Γ=44± 8.3 Γ=214± 34
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Figure 19.3.31. From (Aubert, 2009au). (a) Fit to the D∗K
invariant mass spectrum, (b) residuals after subtraction of the
ﬁtted background.
minimum χ2 ﬁt is performed to the combined D∗K mass
spectrum in the region 2.58-3.48 GeV/c2, with the back-
ground parameterized with an exponential function pro-
viding a good description of the MC in the same mass
range. The D+sJ peaks are described with relativistic BW
lineshapes, with JP = 1− and JP = 3− assumed respec-
tively for D∗s1(2710)
+ and D∗sJ(2860)
+, and an angular
momentum L = 1, L = 3, and L = 0 for D∗s1(2710)
+,
D∗sJ(2860)
+ andDsJ(3040)+, respectively. Since the width
values for the resonances are much larger than the mass
resolutions, eﬀects of the latter are ignored in the ﬁt.
The resonance parameters resulting from the ﬁt are given
in Table 19.3.14 and the corresponding ﬁtted curves are
shown in Fig. 19.3.31. The width of the D∗s1(2710)
+ diﬀers
somewhat between the M(DK) and M(D∗K) ﬁts, while
the parameter of the D∗sJ(2860)
+ are consistent for both
decay modes.
The observation of both D∗s1(2710)
+ and D∗sJ(2860)
+
decays to both DK and D∗K, implies that they have nat-
ural parity JP = 1−, 2+, 3−, . . . (JP = 0+ is ruled out
because of the D∗K decay). A further test of the quan-
tum numbers was performed through analysis of the helic-
ity angle (θh), computed as the angle between the π from
the D∗ decay and the kaon, in the D∗ rest frame. The
eﬃciency-correctedD∗s1(2710)
+ andD∗sJ(2860)
+ yields are
plotted in Fig. 19.3.32, together with the normalized ex-
pectations for the natural parity i.e. 1−cos2 θh, which give
χ2/NDF of 18.7/5 and 6.3/5, respectively. The large value
for the D∗s1(2710)
+ is related to the large uncertainties in
the background parameterization.
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BABAR measures the following branching fraction ra-
tios:
B(D∗s1(2710)+ → D∗K)
B(D∗s1(2710)+ → DK)
= 0.91± 0.13± 0.12 (19.3.26)
B(D∗sJ(2860)+ → D∗K)
B(D∗sJ(2860)+ → DK)
= 1.10± 0.15± 0.19, (19.3.27)
using the selected decay channels: D∗0K+ with D∗0 →
D0π0, D0 → K−π+, and D∗+K0S with D∗+ → D+π0,
D+ → K−π+π+, to reduce systematic uncertainties.
The D∗s1(2710)
+ can be either a radial excitation or
an L = 2 orbital excitation, which are both predicted
in this mass region. Observation of the D∗s1(2710)
+ →
D∗K decay with rate comparable to that for the DK,
suggests that the D∗s1(2710)
+ is a radial excitation of the
D∗s state (Colangelo, De Fazio, Nicotri, and Rizzi, 2008).
Interpretations of the D∗sJ(2860)
+ and DsJ(3040)+ are
still unknown.
19.3.5 Conclusions
Results from the B Factories have given an important in-
put to the experimental status of the charm meson spec-
troscopy. The observation of the broad states belonging
to the L = 1 cu¯ multiplets has validated outstanding pre-
dictions of the potential models. Properties of this multi-
plet need to be reﬁned with higher statistics, while their
production has to be studied in various processes. Find-
ing new decay modes, especially radiative ones, could pro-
vide further tests of the theory. On the other hand, the
cs¯ spectroscopy has revealed some surprises. At the mo-
ment, it is still not completely clear if the Ds1(2460)+ and
D∗s0(2317)
+ are fully understood in terms of Qq¯ mesons, or
if we need to include more complex quark conﬁgurations
to understand their properties. In the simplest scenario,
where the Ds1(2460)+ and D∗s0(2317)
+ are the conven-
tional L = 1 cs¯ mesons, the potential models may need
some serious modiﬁcations.
The large data samples collected by Belle and BABAR
also allowed for precision measurements of already known
mesons, like the Ds1(2536)+. The new excited DJ and DsJ
mesons observed open a spectrum of the higher orbital and
radial excitations that can be studied. They however need
conﬁrmation and more studies to allow their ﬁnal assign-
ment. The LHCb experiment, dedicated charm factories
like BES III, and super ﬂavor factories could shed more
light on this sector in the future.
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19.4 Charmed baryon spectroscopy and
decays
Editors:
Matthew Charles (BABAR)
Ruslan Chistov (Belle)
In this section we discuss the physics of charmed bary-
ons at the B Factories. We begin with the spectroscopy of
these states, then turn to the weak decays of their lowest-
lying ground states. Finally, we consider the use of these
decays to study the properties of light baryons.
The data samples analysed include both baryons pro-
duced in the decays of B mesons (see Section 17.12) and
from the e+e− → cc continuum (see Section 24.1). Both
produce large samples of charmed baryons. In practice,
most of the inclusive analyses discussed in this section use
only the continuum sample, since a cut on the center-of-
mass momentum of the charmed baryon, p∗, of around
ECM/4 is very eﬀective at suppressing combinatoric back-
ground, but also removes the entire B sample in the pro-
cess. However, there is an important exception: exclusive
B meson decays provide an initial state with known JP ,
which is extremely helpful for measuring the JP quantum
numbers of charmed baryons.
19.4.1 Spectroscopy
19.4.1.1 Introduction
Overview
The spectroscopy of charmed baryons is beautiful and in-
tricate. With three quarks there are numerous degrees
of freedom, giving rise to many more states than in the
charmed meson sector. At the same time, the large dif-
ference in mass between the charm quark and the light
quarks provides a natural way to classify and understand
these states by making use of the symmetries emerging in
Heavy Quark Eﬀective Theory (HQET). The spectrum of
known singly-charmed states can be thought of in three
broad regimes: the ground states, which are a vindica-
tion of the constituent quark model; the low-lying excited
states, which are described well by heavy quark symme-
tries; and higher excited states, where the situation is
murkier.
The naming convention for charmed baryons is to take
a light baryon, replace one or more s quarks with c quarks,
and add a c subscript for every quark replaced. Isospin is
unchanged. For example, Λ denotes an sud baryon with
isospin zero, and so Λ+c denotes a cud baryon with isospin
zero. Likewise, Ξ0c denotes a csd baryon and Ξ
+
cc denotes a
ccd baryon. A summary of charmed baryon states is given
in Table 19.4.1. Following this convention, the experimen-
tally known C = 1 baryon states147 are summarized in
147 Strongly-decaying states are distinguished by their mass
following the PDG convention, e.g. Ξc(2645). The Ξ
′
c and
Ω∗c do not decay strongly and are therefore not labelled by
Fig. 19.4.1. Spin-parity assignments follow the PDG (Be-
ringer et al. (2012)); note that in many cases these are
assigned based on quark model expectations rather than
measurements.
Table 19.4.1. Baryon ﬂavor states, isospin, and quark con-
tent. The symbol q denotes a u or d quark. Baryons with beauty
are not included for brevity, but follow a similar pattern.
Symbol I Content
N (p,n) 1/2 udq
Δ 3/2 qqq
Λ 0 sud
Σ 1 sqq
Ξ 1/2 ssq
Ω 0 sss
Λc 0 cud
Σc 1 cqq
Ξc 1/2 csq
Ωc 0 css
Ξcc 1/2 ccq
Ωcc 0 ccs
Ωccc 0 ccc
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Figure 19.4.1. Summary of the known charmed baryon
states. The spin-parity JP is given, or marked “?” if not known.
States whose existence is unclear (one-star rating in PDG) are
marked with a dashed line.
their mass, although the latter is sometimes referred to as the
Ωc(2770) in the literature.
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Quark model for ground states
In the constituent quark model (Gell-Mann, 1964; Zweig,
1964a,b), baryons composed of u, d, s, c quarks can be clas-
siﬁed into SU(4) multiplets according to the symmetry of
their ﬂavor, spin, and spatial wavefunctions. All states in a
given SU(4) multiplet have the same angular momentum
J , and parity P , but can have diﬀerent quark ﬂavors. For
excited states with multiple units of orbital angular mo-
mentum the number of possible multiplets becomes large,
but for the ground states the picture is much simpler.
This SU(4) symmetry is badly broken due to the large
charm mass. and thus diﬀerent states with the same con-
served quantum numbers will mix, and baryons are not
pure three-quark objects—but it works remarkably well
for the ground states.
Quarks are fermions, so the baryon wavefunction must
be overall antisymmetric under quark interchange.148 Bar-
yons are color singlets, and so have an antisymmetric color
wavefunction. In the ground state, the orbital angular mo-
mentum L is zero (S-wave) and the spatial wavefunction is
symmetric. Therefore, the product of the spin and ﬂavor
wavefunctions must also be symmetric for ground-state
baryons. There are two ways this can be accomplished:
both wavefunctions can be fully symmetric, or both can
have mixed symmetry with the product being symmetric.
In concrete terms, we can consider a singly-charmed
baryon to consist of a heavy c quark and a light diquark
with spin-parity jp. Assuming isospin symmetry and let-
ting q denote a u or d quark, there are four possibilities
for the ﬂavor content of the diquark:
– qq with isospin 0 (ﬂavor antisymmetric);
– qq with isospin 1 (ﬂavor symmetric);
– sq with isospin 1/2 (either);
– ss with isospin 0 (ﬂavor symmetric).
These correspond to the Λc, Σc, Ξc, and Ωc states, respec-
tively. The diquark wavefunction must be antisymmetric
under quark interchange. Its color wavefunction is anti-
symmetric and in the ground state its spatial wavefunc-
tion is symmetric, so it may be either ﬂavor-symmetric
and spin-symmetric (jp = 1+) or ﬂavor-antisymmetric
and spin-antisymmetric (jp = 0+). Combining the diquark
with the charm quark gives rise to the possible states set
out in Table 19.4.2 and illustrated in Fig. 19.4.2, where the
multiplets of the full SU(3) symmetry (formed by the u,
d, and s quarks) are shown. Those with JP = 1/2+ are all
members of the same multiplet as the proton, and those
with JP = 3/2+ are all members of the same multiplet
as the Δ and Ω (Fig. 19.4.3). Note that there is a second
isospin doublet of Ξc states with JP = 1/2+, denoted Ξ ′c.
The constituent quark model predicts relations be-
tween the masses of these states as well as their exis-
tence and quantum numbers. These were expressed for the
light baryons as sum rules (see Gell-Mann (1962); Okubo
148 Strictly, it only needs to be antisymmetric under inter-
change of equal-mass quarks, but in order to build the model
we assume SU(4) is a good symmetry.
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Figure 19.4.2. The SU(3) multiplets containing the ground
state baryons, grouped according to the spin j of the light
diquark and the spin-parity JP of the baryon.
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Figure 19.4.3. The SU(4) multiplets containing the ground
state baryons, arranged by spin-parity (JP ), isospin projection
(I3), strangeness (S), and charm (C). A double ring indicates
that two states have the same JP , I3, S, and C quantum num-
bers.
(1962)):
(mN +mΞ)/2 = (3mΛ +mΣ)/4, (19.4.1)
mΣ∗ −mΔ = mΞ∗ −mΣ∗ = mΩ −mΞ∗ ,(19.4.2)
mΣ∗ −mΣ = mΞ∗ −mΞ , (19.4.3)
of which the ﬁrst is the famous Gell-Mann-Okubo rule.
These can be thought of as expressing the mass as the sum
of the valence quark masses plus a hyperﬁne (spin-spin)
coupling. This can be parameterized in various ways,149
such as (De Rujula, Georgi, and Glashow (1975)):
M = A+B′
∑
i
Δmi +C ′
∑
i>j
si · sj (mq −Δmi −Δmj) ,
(19.4.4)
where A, B′, and C ′ are constants, mq is the mass of a
light quark, Δmi = mi − mq is the mass diﬀerence of
the ith quark compared to mq, and si is the spin of the
149 See also Gasiorowicz and Rosner (1981) for a nice review
with a diﬀerent hyperﬁne interaction term.
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Table 19.4.2. Summary of the ground state singly-charmed baryons. S denotes a wavefunction that is fully symmetric under
interchange of any two quarks; MS and MA denote mixed overall symmetry with interchange of the two light quarks being
symmetric or antisymmetric, respectively; and A would denote a fully antisymmetric wavefunction.
Baryon Diquark Diquark I Diquark jp Baryon ﬂavor symmetry Baryon spin symmetry Baryon JP
Λc qq 0 0
+ MA MA 1/2
+
Σc qq 1 1
+ MS MS 1/2
+
Σ∗c qq 1 1
+ S S 3/2+
Ξc sq 1/2 0
+ MA MA 1/2
+
Ξ ′c sq 1/2 1
+ MS MS 1/2
+
Ξ∗c sq 1/2 1
+ S S 3/2+
Ωc ss 0 1
+ MS MS 1/2
+
Ω∗c ss 0 1
+ S S 3/2+
ith quark. When evaluated for the ground state baryons,
the sum rules given in Eq. 19.4.1–19.4.3 are recovered.
This simple model can also be extended to baryons with
heavy quarks. To illustrate its eﬀectiveness, we note that
the spectrum and decay pattern of singly-charmed baryon
ground states was mapped out in an essentially correct
way within about three months of the discovery of charm
but it took three decades before all of the states were
seen experimentally (Beringer et al., 2012). The last to be
discovered was the Ω∗c . The equal-spacing mass rule still
holds for the singly-charmed J = 3/2+ multiplet:
mΩ∗c −mΞ∗c = mΞ∗c −mΣ∗c , (19.4.5)
but with additional ﬂavors the hyperﬁne terms become
more complicated so the analog of Eq. 19.4.3 is:
mΩ∗c −mΩc = 2
(
mΞ∗c −mΞ′c
)− (mΣ∗c −mΣc) . (19.4.6)
Substituting in the current world-average experimental
masses for states other than the Ω∗c (Beringer et al., 2012),
one would calculatemΩ∗c to be approximately 2774MeV/c
2
from Eq. 19.4.5 or 2770MeV/c2 from Eq. 19.4.6. As we will
show in Section 19.4.1.4, these simple estimates are in re-
markably good agreement with the observed mass.
Higher states
Baryons can be given orbital (l) or radial (k) excitations.
Since in the simplest quark model they are three-body
systems there are two degrees of freedom in each case (de-
noted ρ, λ). For baryons with one heavy quark (mass M)
and two light quarks (mass m), a natural way to specify
these is to divide the system into a light diquark and the
heavy quark. Taking a simple potential model based on the
harmonic oscillator, the energy levels are given by (Klempt
and Richard (2010)):
E =
√
K
m
(3 + 2lρ + 4kρ) +
√
K
μ
(3 + 2lλ + 4kλ) ,
(19.4.7)
where lρ,λ = 0, 1, 2, ... and kρ,λ = 0, 1, 2, ..., and K is
a constant describing the potential and μ = (2/3M +
1/3m)−1 ≈ 3m in the heavy quark limit. Thus, the ρ ex-
citations (within the diquark) require roughly three times
as much energy as the corresponding λ excitations (be-
tween quark and diquark). Therefore the lowest-lying ex-
citations are those with lλ = 1 and the other quantum
numbers zero, i.e. L = 1. (Within this band there will
be further splitting, e.g. due to spin-spin and spin-orbit
couplings.) The second band will consist of two groups of
states that have comparable energy: those with lλ = 2
(L = 2) and those with kλ = 1 (L = 0), with the other
quantum numbers being zero. Beyond the second band the
degeneracy grows further, but we lack useful experimental
data in this region in any case.
We can take this quark-diquark separation one step
further for singly-heavy baryons by considering the heavy
quark to be essentially a spectator and treating the di-
quark as a distinct object with its own conserved quan-
tum numbers jp that is the main actor in decays (in
HQET, jp is the total angular momentum of all light de-
grees of freedom, see Isgur and Wise (1991)). As a con-
sequence, some transitions that would otherwise be al-
lowed are now forbidden. For example, consider a heavier
state with (JP , jp) = (1/2−, 1−) and a lighter state with
(1/2+, 0+). If we considered only the overall JP , an S-
wave (L = 0) strong decay of the heavier state to the
lighter state plus a pion, (1/2− → 1/2+ 0−), would be
allowed. This channel would dominate and, if well above
threshold, would lead to a large width for the resonance.
However, conservation of angular momentum forbids the
corresponding S-wave diquark transition: (1− → 0+ 0−).
AD-wave (L = 2) transition is allowed, but would be kine-
matically suppressed. The HQET constraints thus have a
concrete eﬀect on the decay pattern of excited states, and
imply that some will be narrow.
All this said, it is important to bear in mind that
states which share all conserved, external quantum num-
bers (J , P , I, C, S) can mix. Therefore we should be
careful when interpreting observed resonances as speciﬁc
expected states, particularly for higher excitations.
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19.4.1.2 Λc, Σc families
The known Λc and Σc states are shown in Fig. 19.4.1. The
lowest-lying is the Λ+c ground state, which decays weakly
(see next section). The most precise measurement of the
Λ+c mass was made by BABAR (Aubert, 2005a). Since
Λ+c are produced copiously at the B Factories, the key
challenge is control of the systematic uncertainties. These
arise from eﬀects which could change the momentum scale,
principally uncertainties in the magnetic ﬁeld and energy
loss in material. By selecting Λ+c decay modes with low
energy release (Q value), a large fraction of the recon-
structed Λ+c mass comes directly from the rest masses of
the ﬁnal-state daughters, which are known to high pre-
cision, and only a small fraction from the measured 3-
momenta. Thus, the eﬀect of the momentum uncertainty
on the Λ+c is reduced. Using the modes Λ
+
c → ΛK0SK+
and Λ+c → Σ0K0SK+, the mass is found to be m(Λ+c ) =
(2286.46±0.14)MeV/c2. At the time of writing, this is the
most precise measurement of an open charm hadron mass
and has signiﬁcantly lower uncertainty than existing the-
oretical calculations based upon lattice QCD or advanced
potential models.
In order of increasing mass, the next states are the
ground states Σc(2455) and Σc(2520). In both cases these
are isotriplets, and the only kinematically allowed strong
decay is Σc → Λ+c π. The Σc(2455) is one of the few
charmed baryons whose angular momentum has been mea-
sured. This was accomplished with a sample of fully re-
constructed B− → Λ+c pπ− decays proceeding via an in-
termediate Σc(2455)0 (Aubert, 2008aa). In this exclusive
production environment where the initial state is known to
have J = 0, the angular distributions for diﬀerent spin hy-
potheses are fully determined (see Sections 12.1 and 19.4.3
for more on the helicity formalism). In this case the helic-
ity angle, θh, is deﬁned as the angle between the direction
of the Λ+c in the Σc rest frame and the direction of the Σc
in the B− rest frame. BABAR found that the Σc(2455)0 is
consistent with J = 1/2 and inconsistent with J = 3/2 as
shown in Fig. 19.4.4, in line with the quark model predic-
tions (Section 19.4.1.1).
The lowest-lying excited states are a pair of Λ+c not far
above the Λ+c π
+π− threshold, the Λc(2595) and Λc(2625).
These are interpreted as a doublet with the light diquark
in a spin-antisymmetric state and one unit of orbital angu-
lar momentum between the diquark and the heavy quark
(L = 1), so that the total jp of the light degrees of freedom
is 1−. Adding in the spin-1/2 heavy quark, the total JP
of the baryon is 1/2− for the Λc(2595) and 3/2− for the
Λc(2625) as shown in the ﬁrst two rows of Table 19.4.3.
The pattern of decays seen by ARGUS (Albrecht et al.,
1993b, 1997), E687 (Frabetti et al., 1994a, 1996b), and
CLEO (Edwards et al., 1995) leads to the following con-
clusions:
– The states decay to Λ+c π
+π− but not to Λ+c π
0, so they
have isospin 0 (Λc) and not 1 (Σc).
– The Λc(2595) decays predominantly to Σc(2455)0π+,
which is a favored S-wave decay:
(1−, 1/2−)→ (1+, 1/2+)(0−).
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Figure 19.4.4. The helicity angle distribution for Σc(2455)
0
candidates in B− → Σc(2455)0p at BABAR, corrected for ef-
ﬁciency (Aubert, 2008aa). The distributions expected for the
spin-1/2 hypothesis (solid, horizontal line) and spin-3/2 hy-
pothesis (dashed curve) are shown. The data are consistent
with J = 1/2 and exclude J = 3/2 at the 4σ level.
– The Λc(2625) does not decay to the kinematically-
allowed Σc(2455)0π+ ﬁnal state, since this would re-
quire a D-wave decay: (1−, 3/2−) → (1+, 3/2+)(0−).
Instead, it decays to the 3-body ﬁnal state Λ+c π
+π− via
a P -wave transition: (1−, 3/2−)→ (0+, 1/2+)(0−)(0−).
Table 19.4.3. Possible low-lying excited states in HQET, clas-
siﬁed according to the spin-alignment of the two light quarks,
the spin-parity of the light degrees of freedom jp, and the spin-
parity of the baryon JP .
Diquark spin jp JP
0 1− 1/2−
0 1− 3/2−
1 0− 1/2−
1 1− 1/2−
1 1− 3/2−
1 2− 3/2−
1 2− 5/2−
Following Table 19.4.3, we would then expect to see
a set of ﬁve Λc states in which the light diquark is in a
spin-symmetric arrangement. In these conﬁgurations the
unit of orbital angular momentum is between the two light
quarks (lρ in the notation of Eq. 19.4.7) and so the energy
levels will be higher than those of the ﬁrst two L = 1 Λc
states discussed above. These heavier states are often de-
noted Λ′c in the literature. We would also expect to see
seven corresponding Σc states, with an inverted hierarchy
due to the diﬀerent symmetry of the light ﬂavor wavefunc-
tion (i.e. ﬁve lower Σc isotriplets with j = 1 followed by
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two higher Σ′c isotriplets with j = 0). However, looking at
Fig. 19.4.1 we see only a handful of known states at higher
masses. By implication, the unobserved states either have
too small a production cross-section or are too broad to be
visible as distinct structures in the current data. Future
ﬂavor factories with larger data samples may be able to
shed light on them.
Of the remaining known states, two are close in mass:
the Λc/Σc(2765), seen by CLEO and Belle in the Λ+c π
+π−
ﬁnal state (Artuso et al., 2001; Mizuk, 2007) and the
Σc(2800) isotriplet, seen in Λ+c π
+,0,− by Belle (Mizuk,
2005). The isospin of the former state is not known exper-
imentally: the Λ+c π
+π− ﬁnal state is accessible to both
I = 0 and I = 1, and no results are available for the re-
lated Λ+c π
±π0 ﬁnal states which would be populated for
a Σc state but not a Λc. The peak is also rather broad
and could even be due to multiple overlapping resonances
(see Fig. 19.4.5). A Σc resonance in this region was also
observed by BABAR in the analysis of B− → Λ+c pπ− de-
cays mentioned previously. However, the ﬁtted mass was
(2846±8±10)MeV/c2, higher than the world-average mass
of the Σc(2800)0, (2802+4−7)MeV/c
2 by about 3σ. If this
diﬀerence is genuine and the states are distinct, the state
seen by BABAR would be one of the missing Σc states.
Finally, we turn to the last states: the Λc(2880) and
Λc(2940), which were studied by both BABAR and Belle
and are shown in Fig. 19.4.5. (Aubert, 2007ai; Mizuk,
2007). CLEO discovered the Λc(2880) in the Λ+c π
+π− ﬁ-
nal state (Artuso et al., 2001) but did not establish its
quantum numbers. BABAR observed both states in the
D0p channel. This is notable as the ﬁrst observation of the
strong decay of a charmed baryon to a charmed meson and
a light baryon. It also allowed the isospin to be determined
straightforwardly: no corresponding resonances were seen
in the isospin partner channel D+p, thus excluding a Σc
interpretation.
Belle studied the same two resonances in the Λ+c π
−π+
ﬁnal state. The spin of the Λc(2880), J , was measured
by Belle in another application of the helicity formalism
(Section 12.1)—but this time with an inclusive production
environment. Because the initial state is not ﬁxed, the el-
ements of the density matrix were not known a priori.
In the case that all diagonal elements were equal (unbi-
ased production environment), one would get a ﬂat dis-
tribution independent of J . However, if they were not
equal, the result would be an even polynomial in cos θh
of order ≤ (2J − 1), where θh is the angle between the
direction of the Λ+c in the Σc rest frame and the direc-
tion of the Σc in the Λc(2880)+ rest frame. Thus, a ﬂat
distribution would give no discrimination between spins
but a higher-order polynomial would exclude lower spins.
Belle found that a polynomial of order at least 4 was re-
quired, excluding J = 1/2 and 3/2 but consistent with
J = 5/2 (or higher). They also showed that the rela-
tive branching fractions of Λc(2880) → Σc(2520)π and
Λc(2880)→ Σc(2455)π were more consistent with HQET
predictions for JP = 5/2+ than 5/2−, favoring even par-
ity. This would make the Λc(2880) an L = 2 state from
the second excitation band—though, as noted earlier, an
admixture of states with the same external quantum num-
bers cannot be excluded (see Cheng and Chua (2007) for
one example).
19.4.1.3 Ξc family
Since all three quark ﬂavors are diﬀerent for the Ξc, there
are many allowed conﬁgurations. These may be divided
into states for which the light diquark wavefunction is
ﬂavor-antisymmetric (analogous to Λc) or ﬂavor-symmetric
(analogous to Σc)—for the ground states, we saw this divi-
sion between the j = 0 Ξc and the j = 1 Ξ ′c and Ξ
∗
c (2645)
in Table 19.4.2
The masses of the weakly-decaying Ξ0c and Ξ
+
c were
measured by Belle in several decay modes (Lesiak, 2005),
and these results now dominate the current world-average.
Several decay modes were considered, and as with the Λ+c
mass measurement those with smaller energy release (no-
tably Ξ0c → pK−K−π+) generally had smaller systematic
uncertainties. Combining the decay modes, the mass val-
ues obtained were mΞ+c = (2468.1 ± 0.4+0.2−1.4)MeV/c2 and
mΞ0c = (2471.0 ± 0.3+0.2−1.4)MeV/c2, where the ﬁrst uncer-
tainty is due to statistical, ﬁtting, and selection eﬀects
and the second is due to mass scale uncertainty (evalu-
ated with kinematically similar control modes and with
Monte Carlo simulation). The mass splitting was mea-
sured to be mΞ0c −mΞ+c = (2.9 ± 0.5)MeV/c2. Belle and
BABAR also performed mass measurements of several of
the higher states in a variety of decay modes, summarized
in Table 19.4.4.
The Ξ ′c and Ξc(2645) ground states form a doublet
analogous to the Σc(2455) and Σc(2520) with expected
(jp, JP ) of (1+, 1/2+) and (1+, 3/2+), respectively. The
former is too light to decay strongly, but the electromag-
netic transition Ξ ′c → Ξcγ is allowed. BABAR performed
an angular analysis of Ξ ′0c → Ξ0c (Ξ−π+)γ in the helicity
formalism, similar to the Λc(2880) discussed above, and
found the data to be consistent with J = 1/2 (Aubert,
2006ba). However, due to the inclusive production envi-
ronment higher spins could not be ruled out.
The low-lying excited states Ξc(2790) and Ξc(2815)
are analogous to the Λc(2595) and Λc(2625), and their
decays follow a corresponding pattern: Ξc(2790) → Ξ ′cπ,
Ξc(2815)→ Ξc(2645)π. They were therefore identiﬁed as
the 1/2−, 3/2− doublet with jp = 1− and the diquark
in a ﬂavor-antisymmetric conﬁguration (Alexander et al.,
1999; Csorna et al., 2001). Following the Λc/Σc analogy,
we would then expect to see ﬁve low-lying L = 1 states
with a ﬂavor-symmetric diquark, followed by a small ex-
plosion of L = 2 states, radially excited states, and higher
L = 1 states. We have a number of candidates for these
states in Fig. 19.4.1, but less information to classify them
this time since we cannot use isospin to distinguish them
as we do for Λc/Σc.
The lightest of these, the Ξc(2930), was seen in B− →
Λ+c Λ
−
c K
− decays (Aubert, 2008e). The Dalitz plot150 is
clearly not ﬂat and the Λ+c K
− projection is consistent
150 See Section 13 for more on Dalitz plots.
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Figure 19.4.5. The Λc(2880)
+ and Λc(2940)
+. The two states are visible in the D0p mass spectrum (left, BABAR) and the
Λ+c π
−π+ mass spectrum (center, Belle). The Λc/Σc(2765) enhancement is also seen at the lower edge of the m(Λ+c π
−π+)
spectrum. The helicity angle distribution for Λc(2880) → Σc(2455)π (right, Belle) is ﬁtted assuming diﬀerent spin hypotheses
for the Λc(2880): spin-1/2 (dotted line), spin-3/2 (dashed curve), and spin-5/2 (solid curve). The data are consistent with
J = 5/2 and exclude J = 1/2 and J = 3/2 at the 5.5σ and 4.8σ levels, respectively. (Aubert, 2007ai; Mizuk, 2007)
Table 19.4.4. Mass and width measurements for strongly-decaying Ξc states performed at the B Factories. An asterisk indicates
that the measurement has statistical signiﬁcance below 5σ, and a double-asterisk that the signiﬁcance is below 3σ.
State Decay mode Mass (MeV/c2) Width (MeV) Source
Ξc(2645)
0 Ξ+c π
− 2465.7± 0.2+0.6−0.7 neg. Lesiak (2008)
Ξc(2645)
+ Ξ0cπ
+ 2465.7± 0.2+0.6−0.7 neg. Lesiak (2008)
Ξc(2815)
+ Ξc(2645)
0π+ 2817.0± 1.2+0.7−0.8 neg. Lesiak (2008)
Ξc(2815)
0 Ξc(2645)
+π− 2820.4± 1.4+0.9−1.0 neg. Lesiak (2008)
Ξc(2930)
0 Λ+c K
− 2931± 3± 5 36± 7± 11 Aubert (2008e)
Ξc(2980)
0 Λ+c K
0
Sπ
− 2977.1± 8.8± 3.5 43.5 (ﬁxed) Chistov (2006b)∗∗
Ξc(2980)
0 Λ+c K
0
Sπ
− 2972.9± 4.4± 1.6 31± 7± 8 Aubert (2008f)∗∗
Ξc(2980)
0 Ξc(2645)
+π− 2965.7± 2.4+1.1−1.2 15± 6± 3 Lesiak (2008)
Ξc(2980)
+ Λ+c K
−π+ 2978.5± 2.1± 2.0 43.5± 7.5± 7.0 Chistov (2006b)
Ξc(2980)
+ Λ+c K
−π+ 2969.3± 2.2± 1.7 27± 8± 2 Aubert (2008f)
Ξc(2980)
+ Ξc(2645)
0π+ 2967.7± 2.3+1.1−1.2 18± 6± 3 Lesiak (2008)
Ξc(3055)
+ Λ+c K
−π+ 3054.2± 1.2± 0.5 17± 6± 11 Aubert (2008f)
Ξc(3077)
0 Λ+c K
0
Sπ
− 3082.8± 1.8± 1.5 5.2± 3.1± 1.8 Chistov (2006b)∗
Ξc(3077)
0 Λ+c K
0
Sπ
− 3079.3± 1.1± 0.2 5.9± 2.3± 1.5 Aubert (2008f)∗
Ξc(3077)
+ Λ+c K
−π+ 3076.7± 0.9± 0.5 6.2± 1.2± 0.8 Chistov (2006b)
Ξc(3077)
+ Λ+c K
−π+ 3077.0± 0.4± 0.2 5.5± 1.3± 0.6 Aubert (2008f)
Ξc(3123)
+ Λ+c K
−π+ 3122.9± 1.3± 0.3 4.4± 3.4± 1.7 Aubert (2008f)∗
with a single resonance with the parameters given in Ta-
ble 19.4.4. However, given the small sample size and the
inability to rule out other explanations (such as two over-
lapping Ξc resonances or a complicated interference pat-
tern between Ξc and charmonium resonances) this is con-
sidered unconﬁrmed.
The remaining resonances were all seen in the Λ+c Kπ
+
isodoublet of ﬁnal states (and, in the case of the Ξc(2980),
in Ξc(2645)π). The Ξc(2980) and Ξc(3077) were discov-
ered by Belle in Λ+c Kπ (see Fig. 19.4.6) and conﬁrmed by
BABAR. Since this is a three-body decay it could proceed
via an intermediate Σc. BABAR tested this by ﬁtting a two-
dimensional p.d.f. in m(Λ+c π),m(Λ
+
c Kπ). It was found
that approximately half of the Ξc(2980) decays to this ﬁ-
nal state proceed through an intermediate Σc(2455) with
the rest non-resonant. By contrast, most if not all of the
Ξc(3077) decays to this ﬁnal state proceed via Σc(2455)
or Σc(2520) with approximately equal branching fractions
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to each. Because the Ξc(2980) is close to threshold on
the scale of its natural width, especially with an interme-
diate Σc, the available phase space changes signiﬁcantly
across the resonance. Diﬀerent handling of this threshold
behavior is the reason for the mild tension in the ﬁtted
Ξc(2980) masses between (Chistov, 2006b) and (Aubert,
2008f). The masses measured in the Ξc(2645)π+ ﬁnal state
(Lesiak, 2008), which is far from threshold, are consis-
tent with the BABAR treatment, although the widths are
smaller than either experiment saw in Λ+c Kπ. Requiring
an intermediate Σc reduces the background levels, and by
doing this BABAR was able to identify two further candi-
date states, the Ξc(3055) and Ξc(3123). The latter had a
limited statistical signiﬁcance (3σ), and needs conﬁrma-
tion.
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Figure 19.4.6. The m(Λ+c K
−π+) invariant mass spectrum
at Belle. The Ξc(2980) and Ξc(3077) resonances are visible.
(Chistov, 2006b)
No direct measurements of the JP of any of the ex-
cited Ξc states are available. Mild constraints on the quan-
tum numbers can be inferred from the decay pattern. For
example, the observation of the Ξc(3077) in Σc(2455)K
and Σc(2455)K excludes states with diquark jp = 0−
(0− → 1+0− for any L). However, many quantum num-
bers are still allowed for these states and there is a range of
opinions on the best match to the data—see e.g. (Alexan-
der et al., 1999; Cheng and Chua, 2007; Rosner, 2007).
19.4.1.4 Ωc family
The available experimental data on the Ωc ground states
were limited before the B Factories, in contrast to the
Λc, Σc, and Ξc families. The weakly-decaying J = 1/2+
Ω0c had been seen in a number of diﬀerent decay modes
and production environments but with only limited statis-
tics (typically samples of order 10 events in a given decay
mode, and never more than 100) and the J = 3/2+ Ω∗0c
had not been observed.
Belle carried out a precise measurement of the Ω0c mass
using a sample of 725 decays to the Ω−π+ ﬁnal state
(Solovieva, 2009), obtaining (2693.6±0.3+1.8−1.5)MeV/c2. This
decay channel was chosen because it is the most copious
and cleanest; due to the limited production rate, it was
not possible to employ low-rate modes close to threshold
as was done for the Λ+c in Section 19.4.1.2. As a result,
the uncertainty is dominated by the mass scale uncertainty
(evaluated based on the observed variation of the mass as
a function of kinematic variables).
The Ω∗0c is too light to undergo strong decay and so
decays purely to Ω0cγ (see Fig. 19.4.7). It was discov-
ered by BABAR and conﬁrmed by Belle (Aubert, 2006ah;
Solovieva, 2009). Both measured the mass diﬀerence
m(Ω∗0c ) − m(Ω0c ), and the two results are in excellent
agreement. The PDG average for the mass diﬀerence is
(70.7+0.8−1.0)MeV/c
2. As we saw in equation 19.4.6, the na¨ıve
quark model prediction for this is:
mΩ∗c −mΩc = 2
(
mΞ∗c −mΞ′c
)− (mΣ∗c −mΣc) ,
(19.4.8)
which we evaluate as (74.0±4.3)MeV/c2 based on current
world-average measurements of Ξc and Σc mass diﬀer-
ences (Beringer et al., 2012). This is in beautiful agree-
ment with the experimental result.
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Figure 19.4.7. The m(Ω0cγ) invariant mass spectrum at
BABAR, combining four decay modes of the Ω0c : Ω
−π+,
Ω−π+π0, Ω−π+π−π+, Ξ−K−π+π+. The Ω∗c resonance is
visible. The shaded histogram represents the combinatoric
background estimated from the Ω0c mass sidebands. (Aubert,
2006ah)
No radially or orbitally excited Ωc have yet been dis-
covered, but we would expect their masses to follow a simi-
lar pattern to the Σc states discussed previously. However,
there are fewer options for their decay: transitions of the
form Ωc → Ωcπ are isospin-suppressed (whereas ΞcK and
Ωcππ are allowed). This could result in Ωc states that are
narrow but whose Σc analogs are too broad to resolve—
this will be an interesting area for future ﬂavor factories
to search.
19.4.1.5 Searches for Ξcc
The quark model also predicts baryons with two charm
quarks and one lighter quark, as shown in Fig. 19.4.2. Be-
cause two quark ﬂavors are identical, fewer distinct con-
ﬁgurations are possible than for the C = 1 baryons. We
expect three weakly-decaying ground states with JP = 12
+
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(Ξ+cc, Ξ
++
cc , Ω
+
cc) and three further states with J
P = 32
+
(Ξ∗+cc , Ξ
∗++
cc , Ω
∗+
cc ). In the baryon mass parameterization
of Eq. 19.4.4, the mass splittings between these states can
be related to those of singly-charmed baryons:
mΞ∗cc −mΞcc = mΣ∗c −mΣc ≈ 64MeV/c2 (19.4.9)
mΩ∗cc −mΩcc = mΩ∗c −mΩc ≈ 71MeV/c2.(19.4.10)
This is well below threshold for strong decay, so the Ξ∗cc
and Ω∗cc states should decay electromagnetically like the
Ω∗c .
More ambitiously, we can attempt to relate the masses
of the weakly decaying ground states. Applying Eq. 19.4.4
to the Ξcc, Σc, Λc, and nucleon, we can write:
mΞcc = mN + 2(mΛc −mN ) +
1
2
(mΣc −mΛc), (19.4.11)
where the terms represent the base nucleon mass, the mass
oﬀset for two charm quarks, and a hyperﬁne correction.
Evaluating this we obtain mΞcc ≈ 3720MeV/c2. However,
this estimate should be treated with some skepticism: we
have assumed that the coeﬃcients A, B′, and C ′ are the
same for all baryons, but in practice these terms have
some scale dependence (e.g. on the spatial extent of the
wavefunction). There are numerous more rigorous theo-
retical predictions (see, e.g., Roberts and Pervin (2008)
and the references therein), including increasingly pre-
cise estimates from Lattice QCD (Liu, Lin, Orginos, and
Walker-Loud, 2010). Most estimates lie between 3600 and
3700MeV/c2.
To date, sightings of Ξcc states have been reported
only at the SELEX experiment, a forward spectrometer
in which a hyperon151 beam (composed of Σ−, p, and
π−) struck a ﬁxed target of copper or diamond. SELEX
claimed observation of Ξ+cc at a mass of 3519MeV/c
2 in
the Λ+c K
−π+ and pD+K− ﬁnal states (Mattson et al.,
2002; Ocherashvili et al., 2005). In each case the signa-
ture is a small, narrow signal on top of a smaller back-
ground: an excess of 15.9 events above an estimated back-
ground of 6.1±0.5 for Λ+c K−π+, and of 5.4 above 1.6±0.4
for pD+K−. The observations were controversial (Kiselev
and Likhoded, 2002), primarily because the lifetime and
the production rate of Ξcc at SELEX were far from ex-
pectations. The theory expectation for the Ξ+cc lifetime
is approximately 200–250 fs across a number of models
(Chang, Li, Li, and Wang, 2008), compared to a reported
upper limit of 33 fs. Even more surprising, by comparing
the relative yields of Λ+c and Ξ
+
cc and correcting for accep-
tance and additional decay modes, SELEX estimated that
20% of its sample of 1,630 Λ+c came from Ξ
+
cc decays (pre-
sumably with a further contribution of similar order from
Ξ++cc ). This runs counter to expectations: it is much more
diﬃcult to produce a baryon with more than one unit
of ﬂavor because two heavy quark-antiquark pairs need
to be created within a narrow enough kinematic window
151 A hyperon is a baryon containing at least one strange
quark. The term predates the discovery of charm and is not
normally used to refer to baryons with heavy ﬂavor.
for them to coalesce into a baryon.152 SELEX also re-
ported preliminary observations of several other peaks in
the Λ+c K
−π+ and Λ+c K
−π+π+ mass spectra, claiming a
further Ξ+cc state at 3443MeV/c
2 and Ξ++cc states at 3460,
3540, and 3780MeV/c2 (Russ, 2002, 2003), but did not
publish these results.
BABAR, Belle, and the FOCUS photoproduction exper-
iment carried out searches for Ξcc in an attempt to repro-
duce the published SELEX observation (Aubert, 2006ao;
Chistov, 2006b; Ratti, 2003). All three examined Λ+c K
−π+
along with a variety of other ﬁnal states. None found any
signal. Since the integrated luminosity and the production
cross-section vary between experiments, upper limits were
quoted in the form of a production rate relative to Λ+c . At
the B Factories this ratio is deﬁned as
RΞ+cc/Λ+c ≡
σ(e+e− → Ξ+ccX)B(Ξ+cc → Λ+c K−π+)
σ(e+e− → Λ+c X)
,
(19.4.12)
where X represents the rest of the event and B the branch-
ing fraction, and the ratio is deﬁned in an analogous way
for FOCUS. The limits obtained are shown in Table 19.4.5.
In each case, the samples of Λ+c events used were much
larger than that of SELEX: yields of 19k for FOCUS, 600k
for BABAR, and 840k for Belle. However, because the pro-
duction environments diﬀer from that of SELEX it cannot
be excluded that the double-charm baryon cross-section is
dramatically higher with a hyperon in the initial state for
reasons that are not understood theoretically.
Table 19.4.5. Upper limits on the production ratio R
Ξ+cc/Λ
+
c
deﬁned in Eq. 19.4.12. SELEX reported a ratio of 9.6%.
Experiment Limit on R
Ξ+cc/Λ
+
c
Kinematic cuts
BABAR 6.9× 10−4 @ 95% C.L. —
BABAR 2.7× 10−4 @ 95% C.L. p∗ > 2.3GeV/c
Belle 1.5× 10−4 @ 90% C.L. p∗ > 2.5GeV/c
FOCUS 2.3× 10−3 @ 90% C.L. —
There is one further twist: several of the excited Ξc
states discussed in Section 19.4.1.3, notably the Ξc(2980)
and Ξc(3077), were discovered in the Λ+c K
−π+ ﬁnal state.
None of these states were reported by SELEX (although
they were not speciﬁcally excluded either). This poses a
further challenge: if the production cross-section at SE-
LEX were much larger for these excited Ξc states than
for Ξcc they should have been seen clearly, so their non-
observation raises questions about the Ξcc signals; con-
versely, if the cross-section for the excited Ξc is smaller
than for Ξcc the mechanism must be highly exotic since
the Ξc states are not only lighter than Ξcc but also closer
in ﬂavor content to the initial-state Σ−.
Ultimately, the nature of the Ξcc states will become
clear only when they are observed with high statistics at a
152 For example, the production rates of Λ and Λ+c in e
+e−
annihilation events are typically an order of magnitude larger
than that of Ξ− (Beringer et al., 2012).
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ﬂavor factory, either vindicating or excluding the SELEX
results.
19.4.1.6 Conclusions
The spectroscopy of the ground state C = 1 baryons is
now well established, and the lowest-lying Λc, Σc, and Ξc
excitations are reasonably well understood. There are still
question marks about the nature of higher states which
have been observed, and about the many states which are
predicted but have not yet been seen. To extend our un-
derstanding, we need experimental information from three
sources: from inclusive production with higher statistics
(e.g. to be able to see the next Ωc states, whose produc-
tion cross-section at the B Factories is bound to be small),
from exclusive production in b-meson decays, and from
exclusive production in b-baryon decays. The latter will
open up angular analyses for some charmed baryon states
that are diﬃcult to produce in quasi-two-body decays of
B mesons (see Section 17.12), in much the same way that
charmed baryon decays allow light baryons to be stud-
ied (see Section 19.4.3). We can look forward to results
from these studies, as well as searches for doubly-charmed
baryons, at LHCb and at future e+e− ﬂavor factories.
19.4.2 Weak decays
19.4.2.1 Introduction
The investigation of charmed baryon weak decays is more
diﬃcult then for charmed mesons due to their shorter life-
times and smaller production rate. The reconstruction ef-
ﬁciency is often lower too, due to the frequent presence of
hyperons in the ﬁnal state which are long-lived and com-
monly have decay modes with a secondary neutron or π0.
The lightest charmed baryon Λ+c was discovered long be-
fore the B Factory era. Subsequently, many weak decay
modes, mostly Cabibbo-favored tree diagrams, were ob-
served for the Λ+c and Ξ
0,+
c baryons. By contrast, little
was known about Cabibbo-suppressed and W-exchange
decays153 measurements with more than a dozen signal
events had been made even in the early 2000’s. Due to
this lack of statistics, it was diﬃcult to make deﬁnitive
tests between theoretical models that predicted charmed
baryon decay rates (Korner, Kramer, and Willrodt, 1979;
Korner and Kramer, 1992; Uppal, Verma, and Khanna,
1994). Both current data and theoretical models point to
non-factorizable amplitudes (e.g. W -exchange diagrams)
having a signiﬁcant impact on individual decay rates as
well as the total widths and hierarchy of charmed baryon
lifetimes. It is therefore important to gather as many mea-
surements as possible on charmed baryon weak decays.
In this section we discuss the many new results on Λ+c ,
Ξ0,+c , and Ω
0
c weak decays obtained by Belle and BABAR.
153 Fig. 17.4.1(E) illustrates the W-exchange decay of a meson;
the baryon diagram is the same apart from a second spectator
quark.
These measurements make use of the high statistics and
the excellent pion-kaon-proton separation, secondary ver-
tex reconstruction, and photon energy resolution available
at the B Factories.
19.4.2.2 Results and discussion
Λ+c decays
Belle and BABAR measured several ratios of branching
fractions, in many cases Cabibbo-suppressed orW -exchange
Λ+c decay modes taken relative to topologically similar un-
suppressed modes. The numerical results for the analyses
discussed below are given in Table 19.4.6.
With the initial 32.6 fb−1 of data, Belle observed two
new Cabibbo-suppressed decays of Λ+c : Λ
+
c → ΛK+ and
Λ+c → Σ0K+ (Abe, 2002h). The Λ+c signals for these
modes are shown in Fig. 19.4.8. BABAR subsequently con-
ﬁrmed these observarions with 125 fb−1 of data, and set
limits on two related four-body modes with the same sam-
ple: Λ+c → ΛK+π+π− and Λ+c → Σ0K+π+π− (Aubert,
2007ag). Both experiments measured the branching frac-
tions relative to the Cabibbo-favored decay modes Λ+c →
Λπ+ and Λ+c → Σ0π+. The results were broadly consis-
tent with predictions based on a ﬂavor symmetry approach
(Sharma and Verma, 1997):
B(Λ+c → ΛK+)
B(Λ+c → Λπ+)
= [0.025− 0.177], (19.4.13)
B(Λ+c → Σ0K+)
B(Λ+c → Σ0π+)
= [0.069− 0.78] (19.4.14)
and on the constituent quark model approach (Uppal,
Verma, and Khanna, 1994):
B(Λ+c → ΛK+)
B(Λ+c → Λπ+)
= [0.039− 0.056], (19.4.15)
B(Λ+c → Σ0K+)
B(Λ+c → Σ0π+)
= [0.08− 0.145] (19.4.16)
although both models overshoot the second ratio.
Belle also made the ﬁrst observation of the Cabibbo-
suppressed mode Λ+c → Σ+K+π− (Abe, 2002h), measur-
ing the branching fraction relative to Λ+c → Σ+π+π−.
The invariant mass distribution of the suppressed mode
is shown in Fig. 19.4.9. Belle also investigated another
Cabibbo-suppressed ﬁnal state in the same paper: Λ+c →
pK+K−. This was analysed inclusively and also separated
into pφ and p(K+K−)non-φ. Finally, BABAR measured
the Cabibbo-favored decays Λ+c → Σ0π+, Ξ−K+π+, and
ΛK¯0K+ relative to Λ+c → Λπ+ (Aubert, 2007ag).
Belle also investigated Cabibbo-favored, W -exchange
Λ+c decays to the ﬁnal stateΣ
+K+K− (Abe, 2002h) which
had previously been observed by CLEO (Avery et al.,
1993). As well as measuring the overall branching fraction,
they also extracted the rate of Λ+c → Σ+φ. Further, they
observed a signiﬁcant contribution of Λ+c → Ξ(1690)0K+
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with Ξ(1690)0 → Σ+K−, and conﬁrmed this with the re-
lated decay Λ+c → Ξ(1690)0K+, Ξ(1690)0 → ΛK0S . These
demonstrate that W -exchange decays of charmed baryons
occur at a non-negligible rate.
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Figure 19.4.8. The invariant mass distribution of the selected
ΛK+ (upper) and Σ0K+ (lower) combinations at Belle. The
bumps to the right of the Λ+c signal are due to the reﬂections
from Λ+c → Λπ+ and Λ+c → Σ0π+, where π+ is missidentiﬁed
as K+. (Abe, 2002h)
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Figure 19.4.9. The invariant mass distribution of selected
Σ+K+π− combinations at Belle, showing the Λ+c signal. The
shaded histogram presents the contribution from the Σ+ side-
bands. (Abe, 2002h)
Ξ0c and Ξ
+
c decays
In the charm strange baryon sector, Belle measured ratios
of branching fractions for a suite of ﬁnal states: Ξ+c →
Ξ−π+π+, ΛK−π+π+, and pK0SK
0
S ;Ξ
0
c → Ξ−π+, ΛK−π+,
ΛK0S , and pK
−K−π+ (Lesiak, 2005). The numerical re-
sults are given in Table 19.4.7. For the four-body de-
cay Ξ0c → pK−K−π+, Belle found that the 3-body reso-
nant mode Ξ0c → pK−K¯∗(892)0 was responsible for fully
0.51± 0.03± 0.01 of the yield.
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Figure 19.4.10. Invariant mass distribution for the Ξ0c candi-
dates reconstructed in the Ξ−π+ (upper) and Ω−K+ (lower)
decay modes at BABAR. (Aubert, 2005z)
BABAR studied the two decay modes Ξ0c → Ω−K+ and
Ξ0c → Ξ−π+. Both are Cabibbo-favored, but the former
proceeds through a W -exchange diagram and the latter
through a tree diagram. Fig. 19.4.10 shows the invariant
mass distribution for Ξ0c candidates in these two modes.
The ratio B(Ξ0c → Ω−K+)/B(Ξ0c → Ξ−π+) was mea-
sured to be 0.294± 0.018± 0.016 (Aubert, 2005z), and is
consistent with a quark model prediction of 0.32 (Korner
and Kramer, 1992). Note that this ratio is large, especially
when considering that the diﬀerence in phase space favors
Ξ0c → Ξ−π+ by a factor of 1.7, showing again that contri-
butions from W -exchange processes cannot be neglected.
Using these modes BABAR measured the Ξ0c produc-
tion momentum spectrum in two data samples, one at
the Υ (4S) resonance and one 40MeV below. From these
spectra the production rate of Ξ0c baryon from B decays
was measured to be B(B → Ξ0cX) × B(Ξ0c → Ξ−π+) =
(2.11±0.19±0.25)×10−4 (see Section 17.12) and the pro-
duction cross-section from the continuum was measured to
be σ(e+e− → Ξ0cX)×B(Ξ0c → Ξ−π+) = (388±39±41) fb
at
√
s = 10.58GeV (see Section 24.1.2.2). One practical
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consequence is that the production rates of Ξc from B de-
cays and from the cc continuuum are comparable, opening
up the possibility of studying these states in B decays.
Ω0c decays
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Figure 19.4.11. The invariant mass distributions of Ω0c candi-
dates with 4 diﬀerent decay modes at BABAR. (Aubert, 2007ao)
A thorough experimental study of the Ωc, the heaviest
weakly-decaying C = 1, B = 0 hadron, was long overdue.
Because of its heavy mass and triple ﬂavor content, the
production rate of Ω0c is low in comparison with other
ground state charmed baryons.
BABAR studied four Cabibbo-favored decay modes with
230.5 fb−1 of data: Ω0c → Ω−π+, Ω−π+π0, Ω−π+π+π−,
and Ξ−K−π+π+ (Aubert, 2007ao). Fig. 19.4.11 shows
the Ω0c invariant mass distributions. The number of re-
constructed events and the branching fractions relative to
Ω−π+ mode are presented in Table 19.4.7. These mea-
surements represent a signiﬁcant improvement upon the
previous values. The Ω0c → Ω−π+ mode was also used by
BABAR to study the Ω0c momentum spectrum. The pattern
was similar to that seen for Ξ0c : comparable production
rates of Ω0c baryons in the continuum and in the B me-
son decays (see Fig. 19.4.12), although with overall yields
a factor of ∼ 40 smaller. At the time of writing, this re-
mains the only observation of Ω0c in B decays.
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Figure 19.4.12. The background-subtracted and eﬃciency-
corrected Ω0c yield in p
∗(Ω0c ) bins at BABAR. The histogram
shows continuum contribution from Monte Carlo modelling.
The double-peak structure in this spectrum signalizing about
two production mechanisms. Lower p∗ peak is due to Ω0c pro-
duction in B decays. Higher-p∗ peak is due to Ω0c production
in cc¯ continuum. (Aubert, 2007ao)
19.4.2.3 Comments on absolute branching fractions
In the preceeding discussion, branching fractions of
charmed baryon weak decays were quoted relative to ref-
erence modes. However, at present, there is limited ex-
perimental information on the absolute branching frac-
tions of those reference modes for Λ+c and none at all for
Ξ0c , Ξ
+
c , and Ω
0
c . Determining these branching fractions
is highly important. At present, this limits many mea-
surements involving charmed baryons, such as production
cross-sections and branching fractions of B decays.
The situation for Λ+c is covered in the PDG review (Be-
ringer et al., 2012), which obtains B(Λ+c → pK−π+) =
(5.0± 1.3)%. This was last updated in 2002 and there has
been little progress since. The techniques outlined in the
review are limited by systematic or theory uncertainties
rather than statistical ones, as are many proposed meth-
ods. However, this is not universally true, and we discuss
a few possibilities below.
The most direct method would be to operate an e+e−
collider at the Λ+c Λ
−
c threshold. In this environment, ob-
serving a Λ+c necessarily implies the existence of a recoil-
ing Λ−c with fully determined kinematics, so the branch-
ing fraction can simply be taken as the fraction of cases
in which this decays to a particular ﬁnal state.
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Table 19.4.6. Summary of Belle and BABAR results on Λ+c Cabibbo-favored (CF), Cabibbo-suppressed (CS) and W -exchange
(WE) decays.
Λ+c mode Experiment Yield Λ
+
c reference mode Bsignal/Bref.
ΛK+ (CS) Belle 265± 35 Λπ+ 0.074± 0.010± 0.012
Σ0K+ (CS) Belle 75± 18 Σ0π+ 0.056± 0.014± 0.008
ΛK+ (CS) BABAR 1162± 101 Λπ+ 0.044± 0.004± 0.003
Σ0K+ (CS) BABAR 366± 52 Σ0π+ 0.038± 0.005± 0.003
ΛK+π+π− (CS) BABAR 160± 62 Λπ+ < 4.1× 10−2 @90% CL
Σ0K+π+π− (CS) BABAR 21± 24 Σ0π+ < 2.0× 10−2 @90% CL
Σ+K+π− (CS) Belle 105± 24 Σ+π+π− 0.047± 0.011± 0.008
Σ+K+K− (WE) Belle 246± 20 Σ+π+π− 0.076± 0.007± 0.009
Σ+φ (WE) Belle 129± 17 Σ+π+π− 0.085± 0.012± 0.012
Ξ(1690)0K+, Ξ(1690)0 → Σ+K− (WE) Belle 75± 16 Σ+π+π− 0.023± 0.005± 0.005
Ξ(1690)0K+, Ξ(1690)0 → ΛK¯0 (WE) Belle 93± 26 ΛK¯0K+ 0.26± 0.08± 0.03
Σ+K+K− (non-res) (WE) Belle 11± 16 Σ+π+π− < 0.018 @90% CL
pK+K− (CS) Belle 676± 89 pK−π+ 0.014± 0.002± 0.002
pφ (CS) Belle 345± 43 pK−π+ 0.015± 0.002± 0.002
pK+K− (non-φ) Belle 344± 81 pK−π+ 0.007± 0.002± 0.002
Σ0π+ (CF) BABAR 32693± 324 Λπ+ 0.977± 0.015± 0.051
Ξ−K+π+ (CF) BABAR 2665± 84 Λπ+ 0.480± 0.016± 0.039
ΛK¯0K+ (CF) BABAR 460± 30 Λπ+ 0.395± 0.026± 0.036
Table 19.4.7. Summary of Belle and BABAR results on Ξ+,0c and Ω
0
c decays.
Decay mode Experiment Yield Reference mode Bsignal/Bref.
Ξ+c → ΛK−π+π+ Belle 1117± 55 Ξ+c → Ξ−π+π+ 0.32± 0.03± 0.02
Ξ+c → pK0SK0S Belle 168± 27 Ξ+c → Ξ−π+π+ 0.087± 0.016± 0.014
Ξ0c → pK−K−π+ Belle 1908± 62 Ξ0c → Ξ−π+ 0.33± 0.03± 0.03
Ξ0c → ΛK0S Belle 465± 37 Ξ0c → Ξ−π+ 0.21± 0.02± 0.02
Ξ0c → ΛK−π+ Belle 3268± 276 Ξ0c → Ξ−π+ 1.07± 0.12± 0.07
Ξ0c → Ω−K+ BABAR ≈ 650 Ξ0c → Ξ−π+ 0.294± 0.018± 0.016
Ω0c → Ω−π+π0 BABAR 64± 15 Ω0c → Ω−π+ 1.27± 0.31± 0.11
Ω0c → Ω−π+π+π− BABAR 25± 8 Ω0c → Ω−π+ 0.28± 0.09± 0.01
Ω0c → Ξ−K−π+π− BABAR 45± 12 Ω0c → Ω−π+ 0.46± 0.13± 0.03
A related method, applicable at B Factories operat-
ing at the Υ (4S), is to identify events with baryon and
charm content and then look for a recoiling Λ−c . This ap-
proach was used by CLEO, requiring both a D and a p in
the event and inferring that a Λ−c is present (Jaﬀe et al.,
2000). However, this comes with two disadvantages: the
kinematics of the Λ−c are not known, and there is a prob-
lematic background from other event types with the same
signature (e.g. e+e− → DpDNX, DpΞcKX).154 Alter-
natively, it is possible to use e+e− → Λ+c Λ−c X events in
154 While we were ﬁnalising this book Belle submitted an
absolute branching fraction analysis for publication, using
a further development of this approach: reconstruction of
D(∗)−pπ+ events, identiﬁcation of inclusive Λ+c decays using
the missing mass spectrum (the mass of the system recoiling
against D(∗)−pπ+), and reconstruction of the subset decaying
to pK−π+ (Zupanc, 2013a). The result, B(Λ+c → pK−π+) =
(6.84 ± 0.24+0.21−0.27)%, represents a signiﬁcant advance on the
which the Λ+c and the X system are fully reconstructed—
the “popcorn” sample identiﬁed by BABAR in which X
consists of a small number of pions and has zero baryon
and strangeness content is promising (Aubert, 2010b).
19.4.2.4 Conclusions
The experimental and theoretical investigation of charmed
baryon weak decays remains one step behind that of
charmed mesons, where both experimental data and theo-
retical models are more abundant. Nonetheless, the results
on charmed baryon weak decays obtained by BABAR and
Belle could stimulate the development of theoretical mod-
els describing charmed baryon weak decays. They could
also provide a roadmap for further studies of the charmed
baryon sector at future super ﬂavor factories.
precision of this quantity. At the time of writing, this analysis
has not yet been published.
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Table 19.4.8. Angular distributions for the decay chain Xc → RP, R → HP for diﬀerent spin hypotheses JR. It is assumed
that Xc and H have spin 1/2, that P has spin 0
−, and that there is no polarization in the initial state. (Aubert, 2006z)
JR dN/d cos θh ∝
1/2 1 + β cos θh
3/2 1 + 3 cos2 θh + β cos θh(5− 9 cos2 θh)
5/2 1− 2 cos2 θh + 5 cos4 θh + β cos θh(5− 26 cos2 θh + 25 cos4 θh)
19.4.3 Applications to light baryon spectroscopy
19.4.3.1 Introduction
A fully exclusive production environment is very helpful
for determining the spin or parity of a resonance. We saw
this used in Section 19.4.1.2 to measure the spin of the
Σc(2455) in quasi-two-body B decays, for example. In the
same way, charmed baryons may be used as a laboratory
to study light baryons that are produced as intermediate
resonances in their decays. The helicity formalism, dis-
cussed in Section 12.1, is used here; for more detail the
reader is referred to Jacob and Wick (1959), Chung (1971),
Richman (1984), and Ziegler (2007).
In the cases considered below, the decay chain is of the
form Xc → RP, R→ HP , where Xc is a weakly decaying
charmed baryon with JP = 1/2+, R is the intermediate
resonance to be studied, H is a hyperon with JP = 1/2+,
and P are pseudoscalars.155 The decay helicity angle θh is
deﬁned as the angle between the direction of H in the rest
frame of R and the direction of R in the rest frame of Xc,
as illustrated in Fig. 19.4.13. The angular distributions
expected under spin hypotheses JR = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 are
given in Table 19.4.8. Parity violation is allowed in weak
decays and introduces an asymmetry in the distributions,
expressed by the parameter β:
β =
[
ρ 1
2 ,
1
2
− ρ− 12 ,− 12
ρ 1
2 ,
1
2
+ ρ− 12 ,− 12
][ |AJ1
2
|2 − |AJ− 12 |
2
|AJ1
2
|2 + |AJ− 12 |
2
]
, (19.4.17)
where the transition matrix element AJλf represents the
coupling of R to the ﬁnal state with net helicity λf , and ρi,i
are the diagonal density matrix elements inherited from
the charmed baryon. If R → HP is a strong decay then
|AJ1
2
| = |AJ− 12 | and so β vanishes.
In addition to the technique outlined above for mea-
suring the spin of a resonance, charmed baryon decays can
be used more generally to measure properties such as the
mass and width of intermediate resonances in multi-body
decays.
19.4.3.2 Spin of the Ω−
The method introduced in Section 19.4.3.1 was used by
BABAR in an elegant way to measure the spin of the Ω−
155 Strictly speaking, the spin-parity of the charmed baryons
themselves has not been measured—and indeed, some of the
papers cited in this section allow for spins other than 1/2. But
we do not consider that possibility here.
K+1 Ξ0c = 0
Ω−1
Λ1
K−1
a) All decay products in the Ξ0c rest-frame.
Ω−1
Ω−2 = 0
) θh
Λ2
K−2
b) All decay products in the Ω− rest-frame;
in this frame, Ω−1 → Ω−2 = 0, Λ1 → Λ2, K−1 → K−2 .
Figure 19.4.13. Illustration of the helicity angle θh for the
case of Ξ0c → Ω−K+, Ω− → ΛK−. θh is deﬁned as the angle
between the Λ direction in the Ω− rest frame and the Ω− in
the Ξ0c rest frame. (Aubert, 2006z)
(Aubert, 2006z). JΩ = 3/2 is a key prediction of the
quark model and was assumed to be correct, but had
proved diﬃcult to test deﬁnitively. A sample of approx-
imately 770 decays of the form Ξ0c → Ω−K+, Ω− →
ΛK− was selected. The mass distribution of these events
is shown in Fig. 19.4.14(a), and the helicity angle distri-
bution of these events after background subtraction and
eﬃciency correction is shown in Fig. 19.4.14(b) and (c).
The data are fully consistent with the JΩ = 3/2 hypoth-
esis, and are highly inconsistent with the JΩ = 1/2 and
5/2 hypotheses. Higher spins would correspond to an even
higher-order polynomial, which would not match the data.
BABAR therefore concluded that JΩ = 3/2, as predicted.
As part of the analysis, BABAR tested for polarization
of the Ξ0c in the lab frame. Polarization would not di-
rectly aﬀect the angular distribution, since the angle θh
is Lorentz-invariant—but a large polarization could aﬀect
the weighted eﬃciency as a function of cos θh (in particular
because the BABAR detector is forward-backward asym-
metric in the collision center-of-mass frame). In practice,
no measureable polarization was found and this simpliﬁed
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Figure 19.4.14. Ξ0c → Ω−K+, Ω− → ΛK− events at BABAR, showing the invariant mass distribution in (a) and the
background-subtracted, eﬃciency-corrected angular distribution in (b) and (c). The curves in (b) show the distribution ex-
pected for JΩ = 3/2, with the asymmetry parameter β ﬁxed to zero (solid line, p-value 0.69) or ﬂoated (dashed line, p-value
0.64). The curves in (c) show other spin hypotheses: JΩ = 1/2 (solid line, p-value 1× 10−17), JΩ = 5/2 (dashed curve, p-value
3× 10−7). (Aubert, 2006z)
the analysis considerably. However, similar measurements
at colliders such as the Tevatron and LHC would need to
take polarization into account.
19.4.3.3 Properties of Ξ(1530) and Ξ(1690)
BABAR also applied the method to study the Ξ(1530) res-
onance, which is predicted by the quark model to have
JP = 3/2+, in the decay Λ+c → Ξ−π+K+ (Aubert,
2008w). In the limit that the decay is pure quasi-two-body,
the formalism described above applies—and superﬁcially
it is indeed quasi-two-body, as shown in Fig. 19.4.15(a)
where the Ξ(1530)0 is the only visible resonance. How-
ever, while the angular distribution is roughly quadratic
and is clearly inconsistent with spin-1/2 or spin-5/2, it is
not fully described by the spin-3/2 hypothesis either, as
shown in Fig. 19.4.15(b). This implies interference with
another resonance, which the paper speculates may be a
high-mass Λ or Σ0 in the Ξ−K+ channel. The spin-3/2
hypothesis is corroborated with studies of the moments of
the m(Ξ−π+) distribution (weighting candidates by the
nth-order Legendre polynomial in cos θh).
A similar study of the Ξ(1690) resonance was made
in Λ+c → ΛK0K+ (Aubert, 2006y). As with the Ξ(1530)
analysis, interference from other resonances in the Dalitz
plot was found to be signiﬁcant and diluted the power of
the angular analysis. Correcting for these eﬀects, it was
found that J = 1/2 was favored (p-value 0.30), but that
higher spins could not be excluded (p-value 0.02 for 3/2,
0.01 for 5/2).
19.4.3.4 Conclusions
As illustrated in the previous sections, charmed baryons
can be used as a clean, exclusive production environment
to study the properties of light baryons. This allows angu-
lar analyses which would be nigh impossible in inclusive
production. When applied to strongly decaying resonances
in multi-body charmed baryon decays, however, interfer-
ence eﬀects cannot be neglected even for narrow states.
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Figure 19.4.15. Λ+c → Ξ−π+K+ events at BABAR, showing
(a) the Dalitz plot, and (b) the angular distribution in the
Ξ(1530) region. Curves are superimposed for the Ξ(1530) spin
hypotheses J = 3/2 (solid, p-value 3 × 10−4) and J = 5/2
(dashed, p-value 6 × 10−44). The hypothesis J = 1/2 would
correspond to a ﬂat distribution. Color online. (Aubert, 2008w)
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Chapter 20
Tau physics
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berto Lusiani, Boris Shwartz
The e+e− B Factories, owing to the large cross sec-
tion for producing tau lepton pairs, are also de facto “tau
factories”. The contributions to our understanding of a
variety of sectors of the Standard Model and Beyond-the-
Standard Model theories from studies of the tau lepton at
Belle and BABAR are presented here. Following an intro-
ductory section that reviews the history of the tau lep-
ton and some basics of its production and decay, this
chapter proceeds with discussions of the status of tests
of CPT and charged current lepton universality involving
the tau in Section 20.2 and Section 20.3. We then discuss
searches for new physics via lepton ﬂavor violating pro-
cesses in Section 20.4 and CP violation in tau production
and decay in Section 20.5. Section 20.6 presents studies
of hadronic decays of the tau. That section begins with
a theoretical introduction before proceeding with presen-
tations of measurements of branching fractions, measure-
ments of hadronic mass spectra and spectral functions,
and searches for second-class currents. These results are
then interpreted in terms of tests of the Conserved Vector
Current(CVC) hypothesis and used to extract the hadron
vacuum polarization contribution to muonic g − 2 in Sec-
tion 20.7. Section 20.8 summarises values of |Vus| extracted
from strange decays of the tau. We close with a brief sum-
mary.156
20.1 Introduction
In this section, we give a brief history of the tau from
its discovery to the status before B Factory experiments.
We also discuss the cross section of the tau-pair produc-
tion in the e+e− collisions, e+e− → τ+τ− as well as the
commonly used techniques to select tau-pair events.
The tau lepton discovery was reported in 1974 by Mar-
tin Perl et al. (1975) using the SPEAR electron-positron
collider at SLAC scanning over center-of-mass (CM) en-
ergies of 3 GeV to 7.8 GeV. The group initially observed
86 e+e− → e±μ∓ +missing energy events above 3.8 GeV
in CM with an expected background of 22 events from
known non-tau sources using the “SLAC-LBL magnetic
detector” (later called Mark I), which had a full 2π az-
imuthal angle and 50◦ ≤ θ ≤ 130◦ polar angle acceptance.
It consisted of barrels of “trigger counters” at two radii,
156 Through out this section, charge-conjugate τ decays are
implied if it is not speciﬁed explicitly.
cylindrical wire chambers inside a 0.4 T solenoidal mag-
netic ﬁeld, lead-scintillator shower counters outside the
3 m×3 m long magnet coil and muon wire chambers sur-
rounding the iron return-yoke of the magnet. The group
collected more data and the following year published the
cross section and lepton spectra from 105 signal events
(above 34 background events) with which they demon-
strated that the events were most economically described
by e+e− → U+U− where U± is a heavy lepton with a
mass between 1.6 GeV/c2 and 1.8 GeV/c2 decaying via
U− → νU −ν (Perl et al., 1976). Under that hypothesis
they also reported a value of the leptonic branching frac-
tion, which was in excellent agreement with Paul Tsai’s
calculations for a third generation heavy lepton published
a few years earlier in the classic and ﬁrst comprehensive
paper on tau physics (Tsai, 1971). Conﬁrmation of the
discovery came over the next two years. The Maryland-
Princeton-Pavia magnetic detector group operating a sin-
gle arm spectrometer at SPEAR reported an anomalous
muon event rate (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1976). (Snow, 1976)
analysed the charged multiplicity of their “anomalous”
events and concluded that a new heavy lepton was the sim-
plest explanation. In 1977 the PLUTO (Burmester et al.,
1977a,b) and DASP (Brandelik et al., 1977) groups re-
ported conﬁrmations of the discovery with their experi-
ments operating at DESY’s DORIS electron-positron col-
lider in Hamburg. By early 1977 the new particle was be-
ing considered a sequential lepton and was ﬁrst named the
τ : “Since there is now substantial evidence that it is a lep-
ton, we wish to designate it by a lower case Greek letter.
We use τ± because it appears to be the third charged lep-
ton to be found and τριτος means third in Greek.” (Perl,
1977). Martin Perl was awarded the 1995 Nobel Prize in
physics for this discovery.
Since its discovery, properties of the tau have primarily
been determined with precision using the e+e− → τ+τ−
process as a source of tau leptons. The cross section for
this process at
√
s = 10.58 GeV is 0.919±0.003 nb (Baner-
jee, Pietrzyk, Roney, and Wa¸s, 2008).
The text book (Stahl, 2000) is useful to learn more
about the history of tau lepton physics.
20.2 Mass of the tau lepton
Masses of quarks and leptons are fundamental parame-
ters of the Standard Model. They cannot be determined
by the theory and must be measured. High precision mea-
surements of the mass of the tau lepton are important for
testing lepton universality and for calculating branching
fractions that depend on the tau mass. Uncertainties in the
tau mass have important consequences on the accuracy of
the calculated leptonic-decay rate of the tau lepton, since
it is proportional to m5τ :
Γ(τ− → −ντν) =
G2μm
5
τ
192π3
f
(
m2
m2τ
)(
1 +
3
5
m2τ
m2W
)
(
1 +
α(mτ )
2π
[
25
4
− π2
])
, (20.2.1)
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f(x) = 1− 8x+ 8x3 − x4 − 12x2 lnx, (20.2.2)
where  = e, μ and α−1(mτ ) = 133.3. Gμ is the Fermi cou-
pling constant determined precisely from the muon life-
time (Marciano and Sirlin, 1988).
In addition to the fundamental importance of the tau
lepton mass in the Standard Model, separate measure-
ments of the masses of the τ+ and τ− in B Factory ex-
periments allow us to test the CPT theorem. CPT invari-
ance is a fundamental symmetry of any local ﬁeld theory,
including the Standard Model. Any evidence of CPT vio-
lation would be evidence of local Lorentz violation and a
sign of physics beyond the Standard Model.
At present the precision of the tau mass is dominated
by the KEDR (Shamov et al., 2009) and BES (Bai et al.,
1996a) measurements where the mass value was derived
from the energy dependence of the e+e− → τ+τ− cross
section near production threshold. However, both B Fac-
tories performed the tau mass determination using a dif-
ferent technique, the so called pseudomass method origi-
nally introduced by the ARGUS collaboration (Albrecht
et al., 1992a).
In this technique, the pseudomass is deﬁned in terms of
the mass, energy and momenta of the tau decay products.
For the hadronic decays of the τ− ( τ− → h−ντ and its
charge conjugate), the tau mass, mτ , is given by
mτ =
√
M2h + 2(E∗τ − E∗h)(E∗h − P ∗h cos θ∗),(20.2.3)
where Mh, E∗h, P
∗
h are the invariant mass, energy and the
magnitude of the three-momentum of the hadronic system
h in the e+e− CM frame, respectively. The energy of the
tau lepton is given by E∗τ =
√
s/2, where
√
s = 10.58 GeV.
θ∗ is the angle between the hadronic system and the ντ
direction. Since the neutrino is undetected, one can not
measure the angle θ∗; thus one deﬁnes the pseudomass
Mmin by setting θ∗ = 0:
Mmin =
√
M2h + 2(Ebeam − E∗h)(E∗h − P ∗h ), (20.2.4)
which is less than or equal to the tau lepton mass.
Figure 20.2.1 shows the typical pseudomass distribu-
tion of the combined τ+ and τ− samples for τ± → π±π+π−
ντ candidates. A sharp kinematic cutoﬀ is seen at Mmin ∼
mτ . The smearing of the endpoint is caused by the initial
and ﬁnal state radiation and the detector resolution.
To determine the endpoint from the pseudomass distri-
bution, a ﬁt was performed to the data with an empirical
function of the form
F (x) = (p3 + p4x) tan−1
(
p1 − x
p2
)
+ p5 + p6x,
(20.2.5)
where x is the pseudomass, and the pi are free parameters
of the ﬁt. Only the position of the endpoint, p1, is impor-
tant in determining the tau mass. The relation between
the estimator p1 and the true tau lepton mass is obtained
by using several Monte Carlo (MC) samples with diﬀerent
Figure 20.2.1. Pseudomass Mmin distribution for τ
± →
π±π+π−ντ candidates measured by the Belle, shown sepa-
rately for positively and negatively charged tau decays. The
solid points with error bars correspond to τ+ decays, while the
open points with error bars are τ− decays. The solid curve is
the result of the ﬁt to the τ+ pseudomass distribution (Abe,
2007c).
values of tau mass. In the absence of initial and ﬁnal state
radiation (ISR/FSR) and with perfect detector resolution
one expects the relation between the p1 ﬁt result and the
generated tau mass to be linear with a slope of unity and
zero oﬀset. With the inclusion of ISR/FSR eﬀects and de-
tector resolution non-zero oﬀset is expected.
The current status of the tau mass measurements is
summarized in Table 20.2.1 (see also Figure 20.2.2). In
this table, we also include the results from the measure-
ments by the BES and KEDR experiments, where the tau
mass is measured from the τ+τ− cross section around the
production threshold. The systematics in the pseudomass
technique and the threshold scan are quite diﬀerent. Nev-
ertheless, the results from the two methods are in good
agreement with similar size of errors. The world average
of the tau lepton mass is (Asner et al., 2010)
mτ = (1776.77± 0.15)MeV. (20.2.6)
Table 20.2.1. Summary of recent tau mass measurements.
Experiment mτ , MeV Ref.
BES 1776.96+0.18+0.25−0.21−0.17 Bai et al. (1996a)
KEDR 1776.69+0.17−0.19 ± 0.15 Shamov et al. (2009)
Belle 1776.61± 0.13± 0.35 Abe (2007c)
BABAR 1776.68± 0.12± 0.41 Aubert (2009ac)
Average 1776.77± 0.15 Asner et al. (2010)
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Figure 20.2.2. Measurements and average value of mτ (Asner
et al., 2010).
The mass diﬀerence between τ+ and τ−,m = mτ+−
mτ− , can be measured precisely since many sources of
systematic error are common for τ+ and τ− and cancel
out in m. The values of m measured by Belle and
BABAR collaborations are
m = ( 0.05± 0.23(stat)± 0.14(syst)) MeV (Belle),
m = (−0.61± 0.23(stat)± 0.06(syst)) MeV (BABAR).
(20.2.7)
The values of m obtained for both experiments are con-
sistent with zero within the errors, where the precisions are
dominated by statistical uncertainty. The systematic shift
in the mass diﬀerence has been estimated from the mass
diﬀerences for charged D and Ds mesons. The BABAR re-
sult shows some deviation, however this is interpreted as
having a 1.2% chance of obtaining a result as diﬀerent
from zero as this under the condition of no CPT viola-
tion, which has been ascertained using MC simulation.
Combining both Belle and BABAR results, we obtain a
mass diﬀerence of
m = (−0.24± 0.18) MeV, (20.2.8)
where the error is obtained by adding statistical and sys-
tematic errors from both experiments in quadrature. The
mean value is the weighted average of the two experiments.
From these results, we obtain an upper limit on the mass
diﬀerence,
|mτ+ −mτ−|/mτAVG < 3.0× 10−4, (20.2.9)
at 90% C.L. Where mτAVG is the averaged mass of mτ+
and mτ−. The results improve upon the previous OPAL
constraint (Abbiendi et al., 2000a) by one order of mag-
nitude (see Table 20.2.2).
(In addition to tau mass, a precise measurement of the
tau-lepton lifetime is reported recently by the Belle collab-
oration (Belous, 2014). For the measurement, they use an
Table 20.2.2. Measured upper limit of the τ+ and τ− mass
diﬀerence at 90% C.L.
Experiment |m+τ −m−τ |/mτAV G Ref
OPAL < 3.0× 10−3 Abbiendi et al. (2000a)
Belle < 2.8× 10−4 Abe (2007c)
BABAR < 5.5× 10−4 Aubert (2009ac)
unique method that is only applicable in the asymmetric-
energy e+e− colliders.)
20.3 Tests of lepton universality
20.3.1 Charged current universality between μ-e
Tests of μ− e universality can be expressed as(
gμ
ge
)2
=
B(τ− → μ−νμντ )
B(τ− → e−νeντ )
f(m2e/m
2
τ )
f(m2μ/m2τ )
, (20.3.1)
where f(x) is given by Eq. (20.2.2), assuming that the
neutrino masses are negligible (Tsai, 1971). Also, in this
equation, small corrections of the order m2e,μ/m
2
W and
the diﬀerence between α(me) and α(mμ) are ignored, see
Eq. (20.2.2). The relation between the weak coupling con-
stant gl and the Fermi coupling constant Gl, for the lepton
l, is given by
Gl =
g2l
4
√
2M2W
. (20.3.2)
The HFAG group has performed a constrained ﬁt
(Amhis et al., 2012) using 157 branching fraction measure-
ments and 47 constraint equations that ﬁt 86 quantities.
For example, there are measurements of the total branch-
ing fraction of all decays to three charged pions or kaons
plus any number of neutrals. In addition, there are sepa-
rate measurements of exclusive branching fractions to spe-
ciﬁc ﬁnal states that have three identiﬁed charged mesons.
One constraint is that the sum of exclusive 3-prong decays,
the decays involving three charged particles in their ﬁnal
statess, must equal the inclusive 3-prong measurement.
The ﬁt is statistically consistent with the constraint that
the sum of all base modes is equal to one, referred to as
the “unitarity constraint”, but the unitarity constraint is
not explicitly applied. From that ﬁt, which uses all avail-
able data including the recent BABAR’s results (Aubert,
2010f), we obtain B(τ− → μ− νμντ )/B(τ− → e−νeντ ) =
0.9761 ± 0.0028, which includes a correlation coeﬃcient of
23% between the branching fractions. This yields a value
of
(
gμ
ge
)
= 1.0018 ± 0.0014, which is consistent with the
SM value.
This prediction from tau decays is more precise than
the other determinations:
– We average the measurements of B(π →
eνe(γ))/B(π → μνμ(γ)) = (1.2265 ± 0.0034 (stat) ±
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0.0044 (syst)) × 10−4 from TRIUMF (Britton et al.,
1992) and = (1.2346 ± 0.0035 (stat) ± 0.0036 (syst))
× 10−4 from PSI (Czapek et al., 1993), to obtain a
value of (1.2310 ± 0.0037) × 10−4. Comparing this
with the prediction of (1.2352 ± 0.0001)× 10−4 from
recent theoretical calculations (Cirigliano and Rosell,
2007), we obtain a value of
(
gμ
ge
)
= 1.0017 ± 0.0015.
– The ratio B(K → eνe(γ))/B(K → μνμ(γ)) has
recently been measured very precisely by the
KLOE (Ambrosino et al., 2009b) and the NA62 (Goud-
zovski, 2011) collaborations. Using the new world
average value of (2.487 ± 0.012) × 10−5 from
Goudzovski (2010), and the predicted value of
(2.477 ± 0.001) × 10−5 from Cirigliano and Rosell
(2007), we obtain
(
gμ
ge
)
= 0.9980 ± 0.0025.
– From the report of the FlaviaNet Working Group on
Kaon Decays (Antonelli et al., 2010b), we obtain
(
gμ
ge
)
= 1.0010 ± 0.0025 using measurements of
B(K → πμν)/B(K → πeν).
– From the report of the LEP Electroweak Work-
ing Group (Alcaraz et al., 2006), we obtain
(
gμ
ge
)
= 0.997 ± 0.010 using measurements of B(W →
μνμ)/B(W → eνe).
20.3.2 Charged current universality between τ -μ
Tau-muon universality is tested with(
gτ
gμ
)2
=
B(τ− → h−ντ )
B(h− → μ−νμ)
2mhm2μτh
(1 + δh)m3τττ
(
1−m2μ/m2h
1−m2h/m2τ
)2
(20.3.3)
where h = π or K and the radiative corrections are δπ =
(0.16 ± 0.14)% and δK = (0.90 ± 0.22)% (Decker and
Finkemeier, 1994, 1995; Marciano and Sirlin, 1993).
Using the world average mass and lifetime values and
meson decay rates (Nakamura et al., 2010) and our uni-
tarity constrained ﬁt including recent BABAR results (Au-
bert, 2010f), we determine
(
gτ
gμ
)
= 0.9966 ± 0.0030 and
0.9860 ± 0.0073 from the pionic and kaonic branching
fractions, respectively, where the correlation coeﬃcient be-
tween these values is 13.10%. Combining these results, we
obtain
(
gτ
gμ
)
= 0.9954 ± 0.0029, which is 1.6 σ below the
SM expectation.
We also test lepton universality between τ and μ (e),
by comparing the average electronic (muonic) branching
fractions of the tau lepton with the predicted branching
fractions from measurements of the τ and μ lifetimes and
their respective masses (Nakamura et al., 2010), using
known electroweak and radiative corrections (Marciano
and Sirlin, 1993). This gives
(
gτ
gμ
)
= 1.0011 ± 0.0021
and
(
gτ
ge
)
= 1.0030 ± 0.0021. The correlation coeﬃcients
between the determination of
(
gτ
gμ
)
from the electronic
branching fraction with the ones obtained from pionic and
kaonic branching fractions are 48.16% and 21.82%, respec-
tively. Averaging these three values, we obtain
(
gτ
gμ
)
=
1.0001 ± 0.0020, which is consistent with the SM value.
In Fig. 20.3.1, we compare these above determinations
with each other and with the values obtained from W
decays (Alcaraz et al., 2006).
20.4 Search for lepton ﬂavor violation in tau
decays
In order to progress beyond the Standard Model it is nec-
essary to incorporate results from many diﬀerent measure-
ments and interpret them within a cohesive theoretical
framework. This will include results from direct searches
(and discoveries) of new particles at the energy frontier
of the LHC, neutrino oscillation measurements, g− 2 and
electric dipole moment measurements, as well as searches
(and discoveries) of LFV in the decays of leptons and
mesons. Discoveries at the LHC alone will be insuﬃcient
to determine the underlying theoretical structures respon-
sible for New Physics. Moreover, a discovery of μ+ → e+γ
alone will not provide suﬃcient information to nail down
the underlying LFV mechanism or even to identify an un-
derlying theory: it is critical to probe all LFV modes and
searches for μ+ → e+γ search need to be augmented by
studies of τ± → μ±γ as well as τ± → e±γ . Even in
the presence of the existing and projected μ+ → e+γ
bounds, τ± → μ±γ decays are predicted to occur at
rates that are accessible at current experiments in many
models (Aushev et al., 2010; Bona et al., 2007b). In fact,
the full set of measurements of μ and τ LFV processes
are required as in many models there are strong correla-
tions between the expected rates of the diﬀerent channels.
In a supersymmetric seesaw model describing potential
LFV (Babu and Kolda, 2002; Sher, 2002), for example,
there is an expectation that the speciﬁc relative rates of
B(τ± → μ±γ) : B(τ± → μ±μ+μ−) : B(τ → μη) are de-
pendent on the model parameters. In the unconstrained
minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM), which includes
various correlations between the τ and μ LFV rates, τ
LFV branching fractions can be as high as 10−7 (Brig-
nole and Rossi, 2004; Goto, Okada, Shindou, and Tanaka,
2008) even with the strong experimental bounds on muon
LFV.
20.4.1 Tau lepton data samples and search strategies
With 1,550 fb−1 of data currently collected between the
Belle and BABAR experiments and the e+e− → τ+τ− cross
section of 0.919 nb (Banerjee, Pietrzyk, Roney, and Wa¸s,
2008), the world sample of τ -leptons produced at the e+e−
colliders now exceeds 109 which allows for experimental
probing of LFV processes at the O(10−7) to O(10−8) lev-
els.
The analyses typically select τ -pair events with the ap-
propriate charged-particle topology, removing non-τ events
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Figure 20.3.1. Measurements of lepton universality from W,
kaon, pion, and tau decays.
with an impact as minimal as possible on the signal eﬃ-
ciency. A candidate event is divided into hemispheres in
the center-of-mass frame where each hemisphere contains
either the τ+ or τ− decay products. The τ decay asso-
ciated with each hemisphere is then considered a possi-
ble candidate for the LFV decay under consideration, as
can be seen in the BABAR detector display of a simulated
e+e− → τ+τ−; τ+ → e+ν¯τνe; τ− → μ−γ event depicted
in Figure 20.4.1. Whereas Standard Model τ -decays have
at least one neutrino, the LFV decay products have a com-
bined energy, EX , equal to the energy of the τ which is
approximately equal to the beam energy in the center-of-
mass,
√
s/2, and a mass (mX) equal to that of the τ .
Using a two dimensional signal region in the mX vs ΔE
plane, the signal is separated from the Standard Model τ -
decay backgrounds with minimal loss of eﬃciency, where
ΔE = EX −
√
s/2. The distributions for the τ± → e±γ
and τ± → μ±γ decays in that plane are shown in Fig-
ure 20.4.2 for the BABAR analysis, where the peaking at
ΔE = 0 and mX = mτ = 1777MeV/c2 is evident. For
the lepton-photon invariant mass BABAR calculates mEC,
which is obtained from a kinematic ﬁt that requires the
center-of-mass tau energy to be
√
s/2 after assigning the
origin of the γ candidate to the point of closest approach
of the signal lepton track to the e+e− collision axis. Use
of a “signal box” in the ΔE-mX plane encompassing
events within approximately two standard deviations of
ΔE = 0 and mX = mτ = 1777MeV/c2 serves as the
most powerful requirement in the searches for LFV in τ
decay. The signal peaks near zero in the distribution of
ΔE = EX−
√
s/2 and typically has a standard deviation
of around 50MeV. Using a beam-energy constrained mass
and constraining photons to come from the same primary
vertex as the charged particles in the event enables a res-
olution on mX of 9MeV to be achieved.
The analyses are normally optimized to give the best
“expected upper limit” using MC simulations of the signal
and backgrounds. Signal eﬃciency () is initially estimated
using simulated events and typically lies between 2% and
10%, depending on the channel under study. The com-
ponents of a generic τ LFV decay selection eﬃciency are
roughly: trigger (90%), acceptance/reconstruction (70%),
charged-particle hemisphere topology (1-vs-1 or 1-vs-3:
70%), particle identiﬁcation (50%), requirements apart
from those on ΔE and mX (50%), ΔE vs mX signal
box requirements (50%). Data-driven corrections are ap-
plied to the simulated signal eﬃciencies using the results
of comparisons between data and simulated control sam-
ples.
Estimates of the expected number of background events
(Nbkd) are usually estimated using the distribution shapes
from the Monte Carlo simulation of backgrounds with the
normalization obtained from the data in the regions out-
side the signal box. These BABAR and Belle analyses are
“blind” in the sense that the analysts have no knowledge
of the data in the signal region when optimizing for a best
“expected upper limit” and estimating systematic uncer-
tainties. The data in the signal region is “unblinded” only
after these steps are completed, and the analyst learns the
number of events observed in the signal region (Nobs), ei-
ther making a discovery, or - as has been the case to date
- setting an upper limit on the process (see Chapter 14 for
a general discussion of blind analysis techniques).
Nobs and Nbkd together gives the number of signal
events (Nsig). When Nobs-Nbkd is consistent with zero,
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Figure 20.4.1. A BABAR event display with a simulated LFV τ± → μ±γ decay opposite a Standard Model τ+ → e+ν¯τνe
decay
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Figure 20.4.2. The 2σ elliptical signal-box for τ± → e±γ (Left) and τ± → μ±γ (Right) decays in the mEC vs. ΔE plane in
the BABAR analysis. mEC is the invariant mass of the lepton-photon pair as discussed in the text. Data are shown as red dots
and contours containing 90% (50%) of signal MC events are shown as the yellow (green) shaded regions (Aubert, 2010i).
an upper limit on Nsig (NUL90 ) is established. Conceptu-
ally, the 90%C.L. branching ratio upper limit is obtained
from:
BUL90 =
NUL90
2Nττ 
=
NUL90
2Lσττ  , (20.4.1)
where Nττ = Lσττ is the number of τ -pairs produced in
e+e− collisions obtained from the integrated luminosity,
L, and τ -pair production cross section, σττ . In practice,
when Nbkd is more than a few events, Nsig and Nbkd are
determined from a ﬁt.
20.4.2 Results on LFV decays of the tau from Belle
and BABAR
In performing searches, LFV decays can be conveniently
classiﬁed as τ± → ±γ, τ± → ±1 +2 −3 and τ± → ±h0
where  is either an electron or muon and h0 represents a
hadronic system. For the BABAR and Belle searches, the
h0 has been categorized in three ways: i) a pseudoscalar
meson: e.g. π0, η, η′, K0S ; ii) a neutral vector meson: e.g.
ρ, ω,K∗(892), φ; and iii) inclusive two charged meson de-
cays, h0 = h+1 h
−
2 where h
±
1(2) is either π
± or K±.
The most recent τ± → μ±γ and τ± → e±γ results re-
ported by Belle (Hayasaka, 2008) use a data sample having
an integrated luminosity of 535 fb−1 which corresponds to
492×106 τ -pair events. Figure 20.4.3 shows the distribu-
tion in the mγ vs ΔE plane for the selected sample in
the Belle experiment. The main τ± → μ±γ backgrounds
in these searches arise from e+e− → μ+μ−γ events and
e+e− → τ+τ−γ events where one of the τ ’s decays via
τ → μνν. In both cases the photon, from initial state
radiation in the latter and initial or ﬁnal state radiation
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Figure 20.4.3. The distribution in the mγ vs ΔE plane for (a) τ
± → μ±γ and (b) τ± → e±γ for the selected sample in the
Belle analysis. The solid circles and the shaded boxes show the data and the signal MC, respectively. The outer (inner) ellipse
shows the 3 (2)σ signal region (Hayasaka, 2008).
Table 20.4.1. Summary of 90% C.L. upper limits on B(τ− → −γ) and B(τ− → −1 +2 −3 ) LFV τ
decays. Nobs and Nbkg are the number of events observed in the signal region and the estimated
background, respectively. BF is the upper limit (90% C.L.) on the branching fraction.
Channel Belle BABAR
(Hayasaka, 2008, 2010) (Aubert, 2010i; Lees, 2010a)
Nobs (Nbkg) BF Nobs (Nbkg) BF
events (10−8) events (10−8)
τ− → μ−γ 10 (13.9+6.0−4.8) 4.5 2 (3.6± 0.7) 4.4
τ− → e−γ 5 (5.14+3.86−2.81) 12 0 (1.6± 0.4) 3.3
τ− → μ−e+e− 0 (0.04±0.04) 1.8 0 (0.64±0.19) 2.2
τ− → μ−μ+μ− 0 (0.13±0.06) 2.1 0 (0.44±0.17) 3.3
τ− → e−μ+μ− 0 (0.10±0.04) 2.7 0 (0.54±0.14) 3.2
τ− → e−e+e− 0 (0.21±0.15) 2.7 0 (0.12±0.02) 2.9
τ− → e−μ+e− 0 (0.01±0.01) 1.5 0 (0.34±0.12) 1.8
τ− → μ−e+μ− 0 (0.02±0.02) 1.7 0 (0.03±0.02) 2.6
in the former, combines with a muon to accidentally fall
within the signal box. The e+e− → τ+τ−γ; τ− → μ−ντνμ
events can be classiﬁed as “irreducible” because the events
are genuine τ -pair events and the μ and γ are correctly
identiﬁed and measured. A similar irreducible background
source from e+e− → τ+τ−γ; τ− → e−ντνe exists. Belle
set a 90% C.L. upper limit on the number of signal events
for τ → μγ (τ → eγ) of 2.0 (3.34) events. These yield
upper limits of B(τ → μγ) < 4.5 × 10−8 and B(τ →
eγ) < 1.2 × 10−7. BABAR’s 2009 published 90% C.L. up-
per limits using a 534 fb−1 data sample are 4.4×10−8 and
3.3×10−8 on B(τ → μγ) and B(τ → eγ), respectively (Au-
bert, 2010i). Both experiments report classical frequentist
conﬁdence intervals. These are reported in Table 20.4.1.
Belle (Hayasaka, 2010) and BABAR (Lees, 2010a) also
searched for τ → 123. Fig. 20.4.4 shows the distribu-
tions in the m vs ΔE plane for the τ → 123 candi-
date events before the ﬁnal selection. There is essentially
no background in these samples, since the requirement for
three leptons is tight and can reduce the background eﬀec-
tively. No evidence for a signal is seen by either experiment
and the 90% C.L. upper limits on the branching fractions
are presented in Table 20.4.1. Unlike the τ± → μ±γ and
τ± → e±γ searches, there is no irreducible background
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Table 20.4.2. Summary of 90% C.L. upper limit on B(τ− → −h0) in units of (10−8) where
 = μ or e and h0 is either a pseudoscalar (upper half) or vector meson (lower half) from the
Belle (Hayasaka, 2011; Miyazaki, 2006, 2010, 2011; Nishio, 2008) and BABAR (Aubert, 2007ar,
2008au, 2009o,ao) experiments.
Channel  = e (10−8)  = μ (10−8)
Belle BABAR Belle BABAR
τ− → −π0 2.2 13 2.7 11
τ− → −η 4.4 16 2.3 15
τ− → −η′ 3.6 24 3.8 14
τ− → −K0S 2.6 3.3 2.3 4.0
τ− → −φ 3.1 3.1 8.4 19.0
τ− → −ρ0 1.8 4.6 1.2 2.6
τ− → −ω 4.8 11 4.7 10
τ− → −K∗0 3.2 5.9 7.2 17.0
τ− → −K∗0 3.4 4.6 7.0 7.3
at the current luminosities. The Belle τ → 123 analy-
sis uses 719×106 τ -pairs whereas BABAR reports on an
analysis using 431×106 τ -pairs. Note that, in addition
to the reactions violating ﬂavor, Table Table 20.4.1 also
lists bounds of similar magnitude on τ− → e−μ+e− and
τ− → μ−e+μ−, which simultaneously violate the lepton-
ﬂavors, Le, Lμ and Lτ , but the total lepton number is
conserved.
Both Belle, using 901 fb−1 (Hayasaka, 2011), and
BABAR, using 339 fb−1 (Aubert, 2007ar), have published
bounds on LFV τ decays involving a lepton and a π0, η or
η′ pseudoscalar. Belle has also published on searches for
τ → K0S and τ → K0SK0S (Miyazaki, 2010). Searches
for LFV involving the ω vector meson, τ → ω, have been
reported by both experiments with BABAR employing a
data set of 384 fb−1(Aubert, 2008au) whereas Belle used
854 fb−1(Miyazaki, 2011). From the same data set Belle
has also searched for τ → ρ, τ → φ, τ → K∗0 and
τ → K∗0. The 90% C.L. upper limits on these processes
are typically around 5×10−8 and are listed in Table 20.4.2.
BABAR, using a 221 fb−1, sets limits on LFV inclusive de-
cays with two charged mesons, τ± → ±h+1 h−2 , where no
assumptions are made on the resonance structure of the
hadronic ﬁnal state (Aubert, 2005ab). These bounds range
from 1 × 10−7 to 5 × 10−7, depending on the ﬁnal state.
Belle’s equivalent analysis used 854 fb−1 and set bounds
ranging from 2.0× 10−8 to 8.4× 10−8 (Miyazaki, 2013).
The status of searches for lepton ﬂavor violation in τ
decays is summarized in Figure 20.4.5. A table of these
results and the corresponding references are provided by
the HFAG report of Amhis et al. (2012).
20.4.3 Future Prospects
By the end of 2010 Belle and BABAR had collected a com-
bined data sample of roughly 1.5 ab−1, corresponding to
the production of about 1.4×109 τ pairs, and those exper-
iments can be expected to update their analyses with their
complete data sets over the next year or two. However, Su-
perKEKB, a new signiﬁcantly higher luminosity e+e− col-
lider designed to operate at the Υ resonances, but mainly
on the Υ (4S), is on the horizon. It will provide exciting
new opportunities for the discovery and potential study
of LFV decays of the τ lepton. The physics potential of a
super ﬂavor factory operating with a luminosity of about
1036cm−2s−1 has been discussed extensively in (Aushev
et al., 2010; Bona et al., 2007b) Such a facility is expected
to probe LFV τ± → ±+− and τ± → ±h0 decays,
which have no irreducible backgrounds, at the O(10−10)
level. However, the initial state photon accidental back-
ground will prevent the τ± → ±γ decays from being
probed below the level of a few 10−9. However it should
be noted that this irreducible background can be removed
if one were to accumulate a large sample of tau leptons
near production threshold (below about 4GeV).
20.5 CP violation in the tau lepton system
Understanding the origin of CP violation is one of the
most important outstanding questions in particle physics.
To date CP violation has been observed only in the K and
B meson system157. In the Standard Model, all observed
CP violation eﬀects can be accommodated by a single irre-
ducible, complex phase in the CKM quark mixing matrix.
157 The LHCb collaboration reported in 2011 the 3.5σ sig-
niﬁcance for the diﬀerence of the direct CP asymmetry
ΔACP = ACP (K
+K−)−ACP (π+π−), where ACP (K+K−) and
ACP (π
+π−) are the CP asymmetry for D0(D0)→ K+K− and
D0(D0) → π+π−, respectively (Aaij et al., 2012c). However,
their recent update does not conﬁrm this observation (Aaij
et al., 2013e). So more data are needed to establish CP
violation in the D meson system.
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Figure 20.4.4. Distributions in the M vs ΔE plane for the selected events for (a) τ
± → e±e+e−, (b) τ± → μ±μ+μ−, (c)
τ± → e±μ+μ− and (d) τ± → μ±e+e− modes in the Belle analysis (Hayasaka, 2010). The solid circles are data. The shaded
boxes show the MC signal distribution with arbitrary normalization. The ellipse is the signal region used for evaluating the
signal yield.
The CKM mechanism alone is however not suﬃcient
enough to explain the observed matter-antimatter asym-
metry in the universe, and thus new sources of CP viola-
tion are necessary. In this regard, one important area is
the lepton sector. In the neutral lepton sector, the 3 × 3
neutrino mixing matrix can accommodate CP violation.
A search for signs of CP violation in the neutrino sector is
thus a primary task in future neutrino experiments. While
in the charged lepton sector, there is no such mixing, so
mixing-induced CP violation is not expected. However,
physics beyond the Standard Model could produce CP
violation in processes involving charged leptons; we would
expect such eﬀects to be enhanced for tau leptons because
of their large mass.
In this section, we ﬁrst discuss CP violation in tau-
pair production, which is usually parameterized in terms
of the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the tau lepton.
We then describe various searches for the CP violation in
tau decays.
20.5.1 Electric dipole moment of the tau lepton
If a particle has an EDM value of d, the Hamiltonian H
describing a non-relativistic particle of spin S placed in a
electric ﬁeld E can be given by
H = −dE · S
S
. (20.5.1)
This interaction violates both parity and time-reversal in-
variance. Therefore, a non-zero d can exist if and only if
both parity and time-reversal invariance (or CP invariance
under the CPT theorem) are broken.
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Figure 20.4.5. (color online) Limits on the branching fraction at 90 % C.L., obtained from searches for lepton ﬂavor violation
in τ decays. Results from CLEO (closed circle), BABAR (triangle-down), Belle (triangle-up) and LHCb (square) experiments are
shown. The LHCb result is taken from Aaij et al. (2013f).
There are extensive studies of the EDM for electron,
muon, neutron and various nuclei such as 199Hg,205Tl,
that provide stringent constraints on new CP -violating
physics (Czarnecki and Marciano, 2010; Roberts and Mar-
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ciano, 2010). The current limit on the tau EDM, dτ , is
many orders of magnitude less than that of the electron
and nucleons, since it is diﬃcult to measure its EDM
due to the short lifetime. However, its size is interesting
both theoretically and experimentally. In the Standard
Model, the EDM of the tau can arise at the multi-loop
level through CKM type quark mixing and is extremely
small, dτ < 10−34e cm, (Hoogeveen, 1990; Pospelov and
Khriplovich, 1991). A much larger contribution to the tau
EDM is however predicted by various SM extensions such
as supersymmetry (Pospelov and Ritz, 2005), unparticle
physics (Moyotl, Rosado, and Tavares-Velasco, 2011), and
mirror leptons (Ibrahim and Nath, 2010).
Experimentally, one can measure the tau EDM by us-
ing the momentum correlation of decay products in the
tau-pair production e+e− → τ+τ− as explained below.
The relativistic generalization of the interaction dE · S
for a tau lepton (spin 1/2 particle) Ψ can be expressed by
an eﬀective Lagrangian as
LCP = −dτ i2Ψσ
μνγ5Ψ Fμν , (20.5.2)
where dτ is the electric dipole moment of the tau lepton.
Furthermore, Fμν is the electric ﬁeld tensor and σμν =
i
2 (γ
μγν − γνγμ). From this Lagrangian and the Standard
Model one, the squared matrix element, M = MSM +
dτMEDM, for the tau-pair production
e+(p) + e−(−p)→ τ+(k,S+) + τ−(−k,S−)(20.5.3)
is given by the sum of the SM term |M|2SM, the EDM term|dτ |2|M|2EDM and the interference between them
|M|2 = (M†SM + d†τM†EDM)(MSM + dτMEDM)
= |M|2SM +Re(dτ )M2Re + Im(dτ )M2Im
+|dτ |2|M|2EDM, (20.5.4)
where Re(dτ ) [Im(dτ )] is the real [imaginary] part of the
EDM. Since these terms vanish for the total integrated
cross section, one needs to study CP -odd observables. The
interference termsMRe/Im, being proportional to real and
imaginary part of dτ , contain the following combination
of spin-momentum correlations:158
M2Re : (S+ × S−) · k̂ and (S+ × S−) · p̂ (20.5.5)
M2Im : (S+ − S−) · k̂ and (S+ − S−) · p̂, (20.5.6)
where p̂ (k̂) is the unit momentum vector of e+(τ+) in
the CM frame and S± are the spin vectors for τ±. To
measure Re(dτ ) one needs a CP -odd and T -odd (CPT -
even) operator, as shown in the ﬁrst line. To measure
Im(dτ ) one needs a CP -odd and T -even (CPT -odd) oper-
ator, as shown in the second equation (20.5.6).159 These
158 The complete form is given by Bernreuther, Nachtmann,
and Overmann (1993).
159 Even in the absence of CPT violation, a non-zero value of
Im(dτ ) could be generated through absorptive contributions,
i.e., rescattering corrections from on-shell intermediate states.
terms change their sign for the CP transformation (i.e.
CP -odd terms). So if one of these terms is non-zero, the
process violates CP .
In order to optimize the sensitivity to dτ , Belle employs
a so-called optimal observable method, ﬁrst proposed by
Atwood and Soni (1992). In this method, the optimal ob-
servables can be deﬁned as
ORe = M
2
Re
|MSM|2 , OIm =
M2Im
|MSM|2 . (20.5.7)
The mean value of the observable ORe is given by
< ORe >∝
∫
ORe|M|2dφ
=
∫
M2Redφ+Re(dτ )
∫
(M2Re)2
|MSM|2 dφ, (20.5.8)
where the integration is over the phase space (φ) spanned
by the relevant kinematic variables. The expression for the
imaginary part is similar. The ﬁrst term containing the in-
tegral of M2Re and M2Im drops out because of their sym-
metry properties. The means of the observables < ORe >
and < OIm > are therefore linear functions of dτ ,
< ORe >= aRe ·Re(dτ ), < ORe >= aIm · Im(dτ ).
(20.5.9)
Eight diﬀerent ﬁnal states in the decays of τ -pairs,
(e+νeντ )(μ−νμντ ) , (e+νeντ )(π−ντ ),
(μ+νμντ ), (π−ντ ) , (e+νeντ )(ρ−ντ ),
(μ+νμντ )(ρ−ντ ) , (π−ντ )(ρ+ντ ),
(ρ−ντ )(ρ+ντ ) , (π−ντ )(π+ντ ) (20.5.10)
and their charge-conjugate modes are analyzed.
Because of the undetectable particles (neutrinos), one
can not fully reconstruct the quantities S± and k̂. There-
fore, for each event the mean values of |MSM|2, M2Re andM2Im are obtained by averaging over all possible kine-
matic conﬁgurations. In the case when both tau leptons
decay hadronically, the tau ﬂight direction can be deter-
mined with a two-hold ambiguity. In the case of leptonic
tau decays, there is an additional ambiguity from the ef-
fective mass of the two daughter neutrinos. A Monte Carlo
treatment is adopted to take into account the additional
ambiguity in the eﬀective mass of the νν¯ system. Explicit
formulae for reconstructing the tau’s ﬂight direction and
the spin vectors are provided in Posthaus and Overmann
(1998) and Ackerstaﬀ et al. (1997b).
The obtained optimal observable distributions for the
τ+τ− → (πντ )(ρντ ) mode in the Belle experiment (In-
ami, 2003) are shown in Fig. 20.5.1 (a) and (b) for real
and imaginary part, respectively. Note that the width of
the distribution is proportional to the sensitivity. The dis-
tributions do not show any apparent asymmetry.
The values of the EDM obtained from the mean values
of the optimal observables are plotted in Figure 20.5.2 (a)
and (b). All results are consistent with the EDM of zero
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Figure 20.5.1. Distribution of optimal observables, (a) ORe
and (b) OIm, for πρ events τ−τ+ → (π−ν¯τ )(ρ+ντ ) (Inami,
2003). Dots are Belle data and white and shaded histograms
show the MC simulation for signal and background, respec-
tively. If CP is violated, mean values < ORe >, < OIm > are
diﬀer from zero.
within statistical errors. Taking the weighted average of
eight diﬀerent modes, Belle sets the 95% conﬁdence level
interval for the tau-lepton EDM (Inami, 2003) as
−2.2 × 10−17e cm < Re(dτ ) < 4.5 × 10−17e cm
(20.5.11)
and
−2.5 × 10−17e cm < Im(dτ ) < 0.8 × 10−17e cm.
(20.5.12)
These limits are ten times more stringent than the pre-
vious results given by L3 Acciarri et al. (1998), OPAL
(Ackerstaﬀ et al., 1998) and DELPHI (Abdallah et al.,
2004) experiments:
|dτ | < 3.1× 10−16 e cm (L3), (20.5.13)
|dτ | < 3.7× 10−16 e cm (OPAL), (20.5.14)
|dτ | < 3.7× 10−16 e cm (DELPHI). (20.5.15)
20.5.2 CP violation in tau decay
In the Standard Model, no observable CP violation is ex-
pected in the hadronic decays of tau leptons except for
the known CP violation in the neutral kaon system. Ob-
serving a signal would then be manifestation of some kind
of new physics. For example, the CP violation could orig-
inate from the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) (Calderon, Delepine, and Castro, 2007; Ibrahim
and Nath, 2008) or from multi-Higgs doublet models (MH-
DM) (Grossman, 1994; Kiers, Soni, and Wu, 2000; Wein-
berg, 1976). The charged Higgs bosons in these models
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Figure 20.5.2. Results of the tau-lepton EDM for eight modes
and the weighted mean for the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts.
The error bars include both statistical and systematic errors.
The small ticks on the error bars show the statistical errors
(Inami, 2003).
play an important role in strangeness changing (Cabibbo-
suppressed) processes withS = 1. In the τ− → K0Sπ−ντ
mode, a Standard Model CP asymmetry of 0.3%, due to
the CP violation in KL → π+π−, is expected in the decay
rates (Bigi and Sanda, 2005; Calderon, Delepine, and Cas-
tro, 2007). While in new physics models such as MSSM or
MHDM, a non-zero CP asymmetry is not expected in the
decay rates of τ± even if the intermediate scalar bosons
have CP violating couplings, but the bosons in the models
introduce a CP asymmetry in the angular distribution of
the tau decays.
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20.5.2.1 Decay rate asymmetry
A ﬁrst search for CP violation in the decay rate of the
tau lepton is carried out by BABAR. They use a dataset
of 437 million tau lepton pairs (Lees, 2012q) and measure
the decay-rate asymmetry
ACP =
Γ(τ+ → K0Sπ+ντ )− Γ(τ− → K0Sπ−ντ )
Γ(τ+ → K0Sπ+ντ ) + Γ(τ− → K0Sπ−ντ )
(20.5.16)
for a τ− → K0Sπ−(≥ 0π0)ντ sample. The signal candidates
are selected by dividing the event into two hemispheres
using the event thrust axis in the e+e− CM system. BABAR
selects events with a charged track identiﬁed as a pion, a
K0S → π+π− and up to three π0 candidates in the “signal”
hemisphere. To reduce background from qq¯ continuum,
BABAR require that the momentum of the charged track
in the “tag” hemisphere be less than 4 GeV/c in the CM
system and be identiﬁed as an electron or muon and the
magnitude of the event thrust be between 0.92 and 0.99.
After all selection criteria are applied, a total of 199,064
(140,602) candidates are obtained in the e-tag (μ-tag)
sample, of which there are 99842 (70369) in the τ− and
99222 (70233) in the τ+ sample. The background is esti-
mated to be at the 1% level. After the subtraction of back-
ground composed of qq and non-K0S tau decays, the decay-
rate asymmetry is measured to be (−0.32± 0.23± 0.13)%
for the e-tag sample and (−0.05 ± 0.27 ± 0.10)% for the
μ-tag sample, where the ﬁrst errors are statistical and the
second are systematic.
To these measured rate-asymmetries, two corrections
are applied. One is the correction for the diﬀerent nuclear-
interaction cross section of the K0 and K0 mesons with
the material in the detector. A correction to the asym-
metry is calculated using the momentum and polar angle
of the K0S candidate together with the nuclear-interaction
cross section for the neutral kaons. The correction is found
to be (0.07±0.01)% for both the e-tag and μ-tag samples.
The other is a correction for the dilution eﬀect. The ﬁ-
nal sample includes other tau decay modes with one K0S .
The decay-rate asymmetry for τ− → K−K0Sντ is oppo-
site to that of τ− → K0Sπ−(≥ 0π0)ντ in the Standard
Model because the K0S in the τ
− → K0Sπ−(≥ 0π0)ντ is
produced via a K0, whereas the K0S in τ
− → K−K0Sντ
is produced via a K0. In addition, the decay asymmetry
is zero in the Standard Model for the τ → K0K0ντ de-
cay, because the asymmetries due to the K0 and K0 will
cancel each other. To obtain the genuine rate asymmetry
for τ− → K0Sπ−(≥ 0π0)ντ , the measured asymmetry is
divided by 0.75± 0.04.
Finally, by applying these corrections and combining
both the e-tag and μ-tag samples, BABAR obtain the decay-
rate asymmetry for the τ− → K0Sπ−(≥ 0π0)ντ decay to
be
ACP = (−0.36± 0.23± 0.11)%. (20.5.17)
As pointed out by Grossman and Nir (2012), the pre-
dicted decay-rate asymmetry is aﬀected by the K0S de-
cay time dependence of the event selection eﬃciency. By
taking into account the eﬃciency correction (1.08± 0.01)
caused by the ﬁnite acceptance as a function of K0S decay
in the BABAR detector, the Standard Model decay-rate
asymmetry is predicted to be (0.36 ± 0.01)% (Bigi and
Sanda, 2005). The sign of the asymmetry is diﬀerent be-
tween experiment and the prediction. The measured value
is 2.8 standard deviations from the Standard Model pre-
diction.
20.5.2.2 Asymmetry in angular distribution
A ﬁrst search for the CP asymmetry in the angular distri-
bution has been carried out by the CLEO collaboration for
the τ− → K0Sπ−ντ mode using 13 fb−1 data (Bonvicini
et al., 2002). Belle performs a similar search in the same
mode using a data sample of 699 fb−1 (Bischofberger,
2011).
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the generic formula
for the CP asymmetry in the angular distribution of the
tau decays and how the CP violating parameters are re-
lated to the observables. The relevant SM Hamiltonian for
the Cabibbo-suppressed decays τ± → X±s ντ , is given by
HSM = GF√
2
sin θc[ντγμ(1− γ5)τ ][sγμ(1− γ5)u] + h.c.,
(20.5.18)
where the form is determined by the vector-boson W± ex-
change. On the other hand, the Hamiltonian with scalar-
or pseudoscalar-boson exchange has a form
HNP = GF√
2
sin θc[ντ (1 + γ5)τ ][s(ηS + ηP γ5)u] + h.c.
(20.5.19)
where ηP and ηS are the complex parameters, in general,
relevant for the pseudoscalar and scalar hadronic system,
respectively. If either ηP or ηS has a non-zero imaginary
part, CP is violated in this process (Ku¨hn and Mirkes,
1997).
Among them, the scalar ηS term can be measured in
the modes decaying to two pseudoscalars such as τ− →
K0Sπ
−ντ . For τ− → K0Sπ−ντ , the full diﬀerential decay
width, in the hadronic rest frame (q1 + q2 = 0), is given
by
dΓτ− =
G2F
2mτ
sin2 θc
1
(4π)3
(m2τ −Q2)2
m2τ
|q1|
× 1
2
(∑
X
LXWX
)
dQ2√
Q2
dcos θ
2
dcosβ
2
,
(20.5.20)
whereGF is the Fermi coupling constant, θc is the Cabibbo
angle, mτ is the mass of the tau lepton, q1 and q2 denote
the three-momenta of K0S and π
−, respectively, and Q2 =
(q1 + q2)2 is the invariant mass squared of the K0Sπ
± sys-
tem. β is the helicity angle of K0S in the K
0
Sπ
± rest frame
while θ is the helicity angle of the KSπ± system in the tau
rest frame. The angular coeﬃcients LX with X = 1 to 4
are known functions related to the leptonic current. The
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four hadronic functions WX are formed from the vector
and scalar form factors F (Q2) and FS(Q2) and are pro-
portional to |F |2, |FS |2, Re(FFS), and Im(FFS), respec-
tively. Among them the last term Im(FFS) is most impor-
tant for a CP measurement, which involves the CP -odd
term proportional to Im(ηS) (Ku¨hn and Mirkes, 1997).
This term has an angular dependence of cosβ cosψ, where
ψ is the helicity angle of the tau lepton in the KSπ± rest-
frame. Note that the angles θ and ψ are correlated and
their cosine can be determined from the energy of the
KSπ
± system without measuring the tau direction (Ku¨hn
and Mirkes, 1997).
In order to extract the CP violating term proportional
to Im(FFS), Belle measure the asymmetry, in bins of Q2,
deﬁned as the diﬀerence of the diﬀerential τ+ and τ− de-
cay width weighted by cosβ cosψ:
ACPi =
∫
cosβ cosψ
(
dΓτ−
dω −
dΓτ+
dω
)
dω
1
2
∫ (dΓτ−
dQ2 +
dΓτ+
dQ2
)
dQ2
 〈cosβ cosψ〉τ− − 〈cosβ cosψ〉τ+ (20.5.21)
with dω = dQ2dcos θdcosβ. The asymmetry ACPi is just
the diﬀerence between the mean values 〈cosβ cosψ〉 for
τ+ and τ− events evaluated in bins of Q2.
The measured CP asymmetry ACPi is related to the
CP parameter Im(ηS) by
ACPi = 〈cosβ cosψ〉iτ− − 〈cosβ cosψ〉iτ+
=
Ns
ni
1
totΓ
∫∫∫ Q22,i
Q21,i
(Q2, cosβ, cos θ)
× cosβ cosψ
[
dΓ(τ−)
dω
− dΓ(τ
+)
dω
]
dω
 Im(ηS)Ns
ni
∫ Q22,i
Q21,i
C(Q2)
Im(FF ∗H)
mτ
dQ2,
(20.5.22)
with ni = (n−i + n
+
i )/2. Where n
±
i denotes the observed
number of τ− → K0Sπ−ντ events in the i-th Q2 bin,
(Q2 ∈ [Q21,i, Q22,i]), and Ns =
∑
i ni. The function C(Q
2)
contains model-independent terms and detector eﬃciency
eﬀects, and is obtained after numerical integration over
cosβ and cos θ:
C(Q2) = − 1
Γ
G2F
2mτ
sin2 θc
1
(4π)3
(m2τ −Q2)2
Q2
|q1|2
(20.5.23)
×
∫∫
(Q2, cosβ, cosψ)
tot
cos2 β cos2 ψ dcos θ dcosβ,
here the coeﬃcients tot and (Q2, cosβ, cosψ) are the to-
tal and the three-dimensional detector eﬃciencies and Γ
is the total τ− → K0Sπ−ντ decay width.
Belle selects events with a charged track identiﬁed as a
pion, K0S → π+π− and no additional photons with energy
greater than 0.2 GeV in the signal hemisphere, and one
charged track with the number of photons above 0.1GeV
less than ﬁve in the tag hemisphere. After all selection cri-
teria are applied, a total of 162000 ± 403 τ− → K0Sπ−ντ
and 162200± 403 τ+ → K0Sπ+ντ candidates are selected
from a 699 fb−1 data sample. The background subtracted
asymmetry as a function of
√
Q2 is shown in Fig. 20.5.3
(a) and (b). The asymmetry is within two standard devi-
ations (σ) from zero for all mass bins.
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Figure 20.5.3. (a) Measured CP asymmetry as a function of
the mass of the hadron system W =
p
Q2. The closed squares
are data. The triangles indicate the expected asymmetry for
Im(ηS) = 0.1 [Re(ηS) = 0]. (b) The same data with a zoomed
vertical scale (×5) for the higher mass bins. The vertical lines
indicate statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature
(Bischofberger, 2011).
In the most precisely measured mass region, 0.9 GeV <√
Q2 < 1.1 GeV, the asymmetry is measured to be
ACP = (1.8± 2.1± 1.4)× 10−3. (20.5.24)
From the measured values of ACP , the parameter Im(ηS)
can be extracted from Eq. (20.5.22), where the results on
the KSπ± mass spectra obtained by Epifanov (2007) are
used for the values of the form factors F and FS . The
resultant upper limit for the parameter Im(ηS) is
|Im(ηS)| < (0.012 to 0.026) (20.5.25)
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at 90% C.L., where the range of the upper limit is due to
the uncertainty of the parameterization used to describe
the hadronic form factors and the unknown relative phase
between the spin-one |F | and the spin-zero |FS | form fac-
tors. The results improve upon the previous limit from the
CLEO experiment (Bonvicini et al., 2002) by one order of
magnitude.
Theoretical predictions for Im(ηS) are available in the
context of MHDMwith three or more Higgs doublets (Choi,
Hagiwara, and Tanabashi, 1995; Grossman, 1994). In such
models ηS is related to the model parameters as (Choi,
Hagiwara, and Tanabashi, 1995),
ηS  mτms
M2H±
·X∗Z (20.5.26)
if numerically small terms proportional to mu are ig-
nored. Here, MH± is the mass of the lightest charged Higgs
boson and X and Z are the complex coupling constants
shown in Fig. 20.5.4 (a). The limits for the |Im(ηS)| result
in the exclusion region shown in Fig. 20.5.4 (b). For the
limit |Im(ηS)| < 0.026, this is equivalent to |Im(XZ∗)| <
0.15×M2H± .
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Figure 20.5.4. (a) Feynman diagram for a tau decay via
exchange of a Higgs boson in Multi-Higgs-Doublet models.
(b) Excluded region of the parameter space in Multi-Higgs-
Doublet model from limits for |Im(ηS)| (Bischofberger, 2011).
20.6 Hadronic tau decays
20.6.1 Theory
The hadronic tau decays turn out to be a beautiful labora-
tory for studying strong interaction eﬀects at low energies
(Pich, 1998). The tau is the only known lepton massive
enough to decay into hadrons. Its semileptonic decays are
then ideally suited to investigate the hadronic weak cur-
rents. The τ− → ντh− decay amplitude,
M(τ− → ντh−) = GF√
2
Hμh [ντγμ(1− γ5)τ ] , (20.6.1)
probes the matrix element of the left-handed charged cur-
rent between the vacuum and the ﬁnal hadronic state h−,
Hμh ≡ 〈h−|
(
V ∗ud d γ
μ(1− γ5)u + V ∗us s γμ(1− γ5)u
) |0〉 .
(20.6.2)
For the decay modes with lowest multiplicity, τ− →
ντπ
− and τ− → ντK−, the relevant hadronic matrix
elements are already known from the measured decays
π− → μ−νμ and K− → μ−νμ:
〈π−| d γμu |0〉 = −i fπ pμπ ,
〈K−| s γμu |0〉 = −i fK pμK , (20.6.3)
where fπ = (130.4±0.2) MeV and fK = (156.1±0.8) MeV
are the so-called pion and kaon decay constants (Berin-
ger et al., 2012). The corresponding tau decay widths can
then be accurately predicted. The predictions are in good
agreement with the measured values and provide a test
of lepton universality. Assuming universality in the quark
couplings, muonic decays of the pion and kaon determine
the ratio (Cirigliano, Ecker, Neufeld, Pich, and Portoles,
2012)
|Vus| fK
|Vcd| fπ = 0.2763± 0.0005 (20.6.4)
to a higher precision than is currently obtained with tau
decays. The determination of this ratio by tau decays is
presently limited by the measurement of Γ(τ− → ντK−),
but BABAR has signiﬁcantly improved the precision of this
mode, as discussed in Section 20.8.
For the two-pion ﬁnal state, the hadronic matrix ele-
ment is parameterized in terms of the so-called pion form
factor Fπ(s), deﬁned through [s ≡ (pπ−+ pπ0)2]
〈π−π0|dγμu|0〉 ≡
√
2Fπ(s) (pπ− − pπ0)μ . (20.6.5)
Isospin symmetry relates this quantity to the analogous
form factor measured in e+e− → π+π−. Accurate mea-
surements of Fπ(s) are a critical ingredient of the Standard
Model prediction for the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon.
Owing to the diﬀerent quarks involved, two form fac-
tors are needed to characterize the decays τ → ντKπ,
〈K0π−|sγμu|0〉≡fKπ+ (s) (pK − pπ)μ+fKπ− (s) (pK + pπ)μ
(20.6.6)
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with s ≡ (pπ + pK)2. The form factor fKπ+ (s) corresponds
to a hadronic ﬁnal state with JP = 1−, while the scalar
(0+) combination fKπ0 (s) = f
Kπ
+ (s)+s f
Kπ
− (s)/(m
2
K−m2π)
vanishes in the SU(3) limit because the vector current
is conserved for equal quark masses. In K → πν (K3)
decays one also measures the form factors in the timelike
region. More precisely, in the kinematical region m2 <
q2 < (MK −Mπ)2. In tau decays this is extended up to
the tau mass.
Higher-multiplicity modes involve a richer dynamical
structure, providing a very valuable experimental window
into the non-perturbative hadronization of the QCD cur-
rents. While e+e− data only test the electromagnetic vec-
tor current, tau decays are sensitive to the vector and
axial-vector currents, both in the Cabibbo-allowed and
Cabibbo-suppressed channels.
A dynamical understanding of the hadronic matrix el-
ements can be achieved using analyticity, unitarity and
some general properties of QCD, such as chiral symmetry
, the short-distance asymptotic behavior and the limit of
a large number of QCD colors (Pich, 2007). The high-
statistics B Factory data samples provide very impor-
tant information on the hadronic structure, allowing one
to improve theoretical tools and get a better control of
the strong interaction in the resonance region. These data
have already triggered extensive theoretical activity (Boito,
Escribano, and Jamin, 2009, 2010; Go´mez Dumm, Pich,
and Portole´s, 2004; Go´mez Dumm, Roig, Pich, and Por-
tole´s, 2010a,b; Guerrero and Pich, 1997; Guo and Roig,
2010; Jamin, Pich, and Portole´s, 2006, 2008; Pich and
Portole´s, 2001). As a result, there has been considerable
progress towards the development of a quantum ﬁeld the-
ory description of the resonance dynamics at the energy
scales accessible through tau decays.
20.6.1.1 Inclusive tau decay width
The inclusive character of the total tau hadronic width
renders possible an accurate calculation of the ratio
(Braaten, 1988, 1989; Braaten, Narison, and Pich, 1992;
Le Diberder and Pich, 1992b; Narison and Pich, 1988)
Rτ ≡ Γ(τ
− → ντ hadrons)
Γ(τ− → ντe−νe) = Rτ,V +Rτ,A +Rτ,S .
(20.6.7)
Rτ,V (Rτ,A) is the Cabibbo-allowed decay width into ﬁnal
states with JP = 1−, 0+ (1+, 0−), while Rτ,S accounts for
decays into states with strangeness S = −1.
The inclusive hadronic width,
Γ(τ− → ντ hadrons) ∝ Lμν
∑
h
∫
dQh HμhHν†h ,
(20.6.8)
involves a sum over all possible ﬁnal hadronic states h−
with the corresponding phase-space integration dQh. Uni-
tarity and analyticity (optical theorem) relate this spectral
distribution with the imaginary parts of the two-point cor-
relation functions for the vector V μij = ψjγ
μψi and axial-
vector Aμij = ψjγ
μγ5ψi color-singlet quark currents,
Πμνij,J (q) ≡ i
∫
d4x eiqx 〈0|T (J μij(x)J νij(0)†)|0〉 , (20.6.9)
which have the Lorentz decomposition (J = V,A),
Πμνij,J (q) =
(−gμνq2 + qμqν) Π(1)ij,J (q2) + qμqν Π(0)ij,J (q2) .
(20.6.10)
The superscript J = 0, 1 denotes the angular momentum
in the hadronic rest frame and i, j = u, d, s.
The imaginary parts of Π(J)ij,J (q
2) are proportional to
the spectral functions for hadrons with the corresponding
quantum numbers. The hadronic decay rate of the tau can
be written as an integral of these spectral functions over
the invariant mass s = q2 of the ﬁnal-state hadrons:
Rτ = 12π
∫ m2τ
0
ds
m2τ
(
1− s
m2τ
)2
×
[(
1 + 2
s
m2τ
)
ImΠ(1)(s) + ImΠ(0)(s)
]
,
(20.6.11)
where
Π(J)(s) ≡ |Vud|2
(
Π
(J)
ud,V (s) +Π
(J)
ud,A(s)
)
+ |Vus|2
(
Π
(J)
us,V (s) +Π
(J)
us,A(s)
)
.
(20.6.12)
The contributions coming from the ﬁrst two terms corre-
spond to Rτ,V and Rτ,A, respectively, while Rτ,S contains
the remaining Cabibbo-suppressed contributions.
The integrand in Eq. (20.6.11) cannot be calculated at
present from QCD. Nevertheless the integral itself can be
calculated systematically by exploiting the analytic prop-
erties of the correlators Π(J)(s). They are analytic func-
tions of s except along the positive real s-axis, where their
imaginary parts have discontinuities. Rτ can then be writ-
ten as a contour integral in the complex s-plane running
counter-clockwise around the circle |s| = m2τ (Braaten,
Narison, and Pich, 1992):
Rτ = 6πi
∮
|s|=m2τ
ds
m2τ
(
1− s
m2τ
)2
×
[(
1 + 2
s
m2τ
)
Π(0+1)(s)− 2 s
m2τ
Π(0)(s)
]
.
(20.6.13)
Cauchy’s theorem guarantees that the integration along
the closed contour shown in Fig. 20.6.1 gives zero. Up to
a sign the integral along the circle is then equal to the
sum of the integrals above and below the real axis, which
reproduces Eq. (20.6.11) because Π(J)(s+ i)−Π(J)(s−
i) = 2i ImΠ(J)(s).
To compute the contour integral Eq. (20.6.13) we only
need to know the correlators Π(J)(s) for complex values
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Im(s)
m
Re(s)
2
τ
Figure 20.6.1. Integration contour used to derive
Eq. (20.6.13).
of s, with |s| = m2τ which is larger than the scale associ-
ated with non-perturbative eﬀects. Therefore, the Oper-
ator Product Expansion (OPE) can be used to organize
the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions into
a systematic expansion in powers of 1/s:
Π(J)(s) =
∑
D=0,2,4,...
C
(J)
D
(−s)D/2 . (20.6.14)
C
(J)
D parameterizes the contributions from operators with
dimension D. Since parity is a symmetry of the strong in-
teractions, only operators with even dimension contribute.
The leading D = 0 term is the perturbative contribution,
while the corrections correspond to non-perturbative ef-
fects from operators with dimension D ≥ 4. Since there
are no gauge-invariant operators with D=2, the dominant
non-perturbative eﬀects appear at D=4 through the so-
called gluon, 〈αSGμνGμν〉, and quark, 〈mqqq〉, vacuum
condensates.
Inserting Eq. (20.6.14) into the contour integral, Rτ
can be expressed as an expansion in powers of 1/m2τ . The
uncertainties associated with the use of the OPE near the
timelike axis are heavily suppressed by the presence of a
double zero at s = m2τ in Eq. (20.6.13).
In the chiral limit (mu,d,s = 0), the vector and axial-
vector currents are conserved. This implies sΠ(0)(s) = 0.
Therefore, only the correlator Π(0+1)(s) contributes to
Eq. (20.6.13). Since (1 − x)2(1 + 2x) = 1 − 3x2 + 2x3
[x ≡ s/m2τ ], up to tiny logarithmic running corrections,
the only non-perturbative contributions to the contour
integration in Eq. (20.6.13) originate from operators of
dimensions D = 6 and 8. The usually leading D = 4
operators can only contribute to Rτ with an additional
suppression factor of O(α2S), which makes their eﬀect neg-
ligible (Braaten, Narison, and Pich, 1992).
20.6.1.2 Determination of αS(mτ )
The Cabibbo-allowed combination Rτ,V+A can be written
as (Braaten, Narison, and Pich, 1992)
Rτ,V+A = NC |Vud|2 SEW {1 + δP + δNP} , (20.6.15)
where NC = 3 is the number of quark colors and SEW =
1.0201± 0.0003 contains the electroweak radiative correc-
tions (Braaten and Li, 1990; Erler, 2004; Marciano and
Sirlin, 1988). The dominant correction (∼ 20%) is the per-
turbative QCD contribution δP, which is already known
to O(α4S) (Baikov, Chetyrkin, and Ku¨hn, 2008; Braaten,
Narison, and Pich, 1992). Quark mass eﬀects are tiny for
the Cabibbo-allowed current and amount to a negligible
correction smaller than 10−4.
Non-perturbative contributions δNP, are suppressed
by six powers of the tau mass and, therefore, are very
small. Their numerical size has been determined from the
invariant-mass distribution of the ﬁnal hadrons in tau de-
cay, through the study of weighted integrals (Le Diberder
and Pich, 1992a),
Rklτ ≡
∫ m2τ
0
ds
(
1− s
m2τ
)k (
s
m2τ
)l
dRτ
ds
, (20.6.16)
which can be calculated theoretically in the same way as
Rτ , but are more sensitive to OPE corrections. The pre-
dicted suppression of the non-perturbative contribution to
Rτ has been conﬁrmed by ALEPH (Barate et al., 1998;
Buskulic et al., 1993a; Schael et al., 2005), CLEO (Coan
et al., 1995) and OPAL (Ackerstaﬀ et al., 1999). The most
recent analysis gives (Davier, Hoecker, and Zhang, 2006)
δNP = −0.0059± 0.0014 , (20.6.17)
showing that non-perturbative corrections are below 1%.
The QCD prediction for Rτ,V+A is then completely
dominated by δP; non-perturbative eﬀects being smaller
than the perturbative uncertainties from unknown higher-
order corrections. Using |Vud| = 0.97425±0.00022 (Hardy
and Towner, 2009) and Eq. (20.6.17), the present exper-
imental value Rτ,V+A = 3.4671 ± 0.0084 (Amhis et al.,
2012), determines the purely perturbative contribution to
Rτ to be
δP = 0.1995± 0.0033 . (20.6.18)
The predicted value of δP turns out to be very sen-
sitive to αS(m2τ ), allowing for an accurate determination
of the fundamental QCD coupling (Braaten, Narison, and
Pich, 1992; Narison and Pich, 1988). The calculation of
the O(α4S) contribution (Baikov, Chetyrkin, and Ku¨hn,
2008) has triggered a renewed theoretical interest on the
αS(m2τ ) determination, since it allows one to improve the
accuracy to the four-loop level (Beneke and Jamin, 2008;
Caprini and Fischer, 2009, 2011; Cvetic, Loewe, Martinez,
and Valenzuela, 2010; Davier, Descotes-Genon, Ho¨cker,
Malaescu, and Zhang, 2008; Maltman and Yavin, 2008;
Menke, 2009; Pich, 2011a). The value of δP in Eq. (20.6.18)
implies (Pich, 2011b)
αS(m2τ ) = 0.329± 0.013 , (20.6.19)
which is signiﬁcantly larger than the values obtained at
higher energies. After evolution up to the scale MZ (Ro-
drigo, Pich, and Santamaria, 1998), the strong coupling
decreases to
αS(M2Z) = 0.1198± 0.0015 , (20.6.20)
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in excellent agreement with the direct measurements at
the Z peak and with a better accuracy. The comparison
of these two determinations of αS in two very diﬀerent en-
ergy regimes, mτ and MZ , provides a beautiful test of the
predicted running of the QCD coupling; i.e., a very sig-
niﬁcant experimental veriﬁcation of asymptotic freedom.
20.6.1.3 |Vus| Determination
A separate measurement of the |ΔS| = 0 and |ΔS| = 1
tau decay widths provides a very clean determination of
Vus (Gamiz, Jamin, Pich, Prades, and Schwab, 2003, 2005,
2008). To a ﬁrst approximation the Cabibbo mixing can be
directly obtained from experimental measurements, with-
out any theoretical input. Neglecting the small SU(3)-
breaking corrections from the ms−md quark-mass diﬀer-
ence, the measured ratio Rτ,S = 0.1612 ± 0.0028 (Amhis
et al., 2012) implies
|Vus|SU(3) = |Vud|
(
Rτ,S
Rτ,V+A
)1/2
= 0.210± 0.002 .
(20.6.21)
The new branching ratios measured by BABAR and Belle
are all smaller than the previous world averages, which
translate into a smaller value of Rτ,S and |Vus|. For com-
parison, the previous valueRτ,S = 0.1686±0.0047 (Davier,
Hoecker, and Zhang, 2006) resulted in |Vus|SU(3) = 0.215±
0.003.
This rather remarkable determination is only slightly
shifted by the small SU(3)-breaking contributions induced
by the strange quark mass. These eﬀects can be esti-
mated through a QCD analysis of the diﬀerences (Baikov,
Chetyrkin, and Ku¨hn, 2005; Chen et al., 2001a; Chetyrkin,
Ku¨hn, and Pivovarov, 1998; Gamiz, Jamin, Pich, Prades,
and Schwab, 2003, 2005, 2008; Kambor and Maltman,
2000; Korner, Krajewski, and Pivovarov, 2001; Maltman
and Kambor, 2001; Maltman and Wolfe, 2006, 2007; Pich
and Prades, 1998, 1999)
δRklτ ≡
Rklτ,V+A
|Vud|2 −
Rklτ,S
|Vus|2 . (20.6.22)
The only non-zero contributions are proportional to the
mass-squared diﬀerence m2s −m2d or to vacuum expecta-
tion values of SU(3)-breaking operators such as δO4 ≡
〈0|msss − mddd|0〉 ≈ (−1.4 ± 0.4) · 10−3 GeV4 (Gamiz,
Jamin, Pich, Prades, and Schwab, 2003; Pich and Prades,
1998, 1999). The dimensions of these operators are com-
pensated by corresponding powers of m2τ , which implies a
strong suppression of δRklτ (Pich and Prades, 1998, 1999),
δRklτ ≈ 24SEW
{
m2s(m
2
τ )
m2τ
(
1− 2d
)
Δkl(αS)
−2π2 δO4
m4τ
Qkl(αS)
}
, (20.6.23)
where d ≡ md/ms = 0.053±0.002 (Leutwyler, 1996). The
perturbative corrections Δkl(αS) and Qkl(αS) are known
to O(α3S) and O(α
2
S), respectively (Baikov, Chetyrkin, and
Ku¨hn, 2005; Pich and Prades, 1998, 1999).
The J = 0 contribution to Δ00(αS) shows a rather
pathological behavior, with clear signs of being a non-
convergent perturbative series. Fortunately, the corre-
sponding longitudinal contribution to δRτ ≡ δR00τ can
be estimated phenomenologically with a much better ac-
curacy, δRτ |L = 0.1544 ± 0.0037 (Gamiz, Jamin, Pich,
Prades, and Schwab, 2003, 2005, 2008; Jamin, Oller, and
Pich, 2006), because it is dominated by far by the well-
known τ → ντπ and τ → ντK contributions. To estimate
the remaining transverse component, one needs an input
value for the strange quark mass. Taking the conservative
value δRτ,th = 0.239± 0.030 (Gamiz, 2013), one obtains
|Vus| =
(
Rτ,S
Rτ,V +A
|Vud|2 − δRτ,th
)1/2
= 0.2173± 0.0020 exp ± 0.0010 th. (20.6.24)
A larger central value, |Vus| = 0.2217±0.0032, is obtained
with the old world average for Rτ,S , i.e. Rτ,S = 0.1686±
0.0047 (Davier, Hoecker, and Zhang, 2006).
Sizeable changes on the experimental determination of
Rτ,S could be expected from future analyses. In particu-
lar, the high-multiplicity decay modes are not well known
at present. The recent decrease of several experimental tau
branching ratios is also worrisome, since it could indicate
some uncontrolled systematic eﬀect. As pointed out by the
PDG (Beringer et al., 2012), 18 of the 20 branching frac-
tions measured at the B Factories for which older non-B
Factory measurements exist are smaller than the previous
non-B Factory values. The average normalized diﬀerence
between the two sets of measurements is −1.30σ. Thus,
the result in Eq. (20.6.24) could easily ﬂuctuate in the
near future. In fact, combining the measured Cabibbo-
suppressed tau distribution with hadronic e+e− data, a
slightly larger value of |Vus| is obtained (Maltman, 2009;
Maltman, Wolfe, Banerjee, Nugent, and Roney, 2009).
The ﬁnal error of the |Vus| determination from tau de-
cay is dominated by the experimental uncertainties. This
is in contrast with the standard determination from K3
decays, where the achievable precision is limited by the-
oretical errors (Cirigliano, Ecker, Neufeld, Pich, and Por-
toles, 2012). If Rτ,S is measured with a 1% precision,
the resulting |Vus| uncertainty will get reduced to around
0.6%, i.e. ±0.0013, making tau decay the best source of
information on |Vus|.
An accurate measurement of the invariant-mass distri-
bution of the ﬁnal hadrons could allow one to perform a
simultaneous determination of |Vus| and the strange quark
mass, through a correlated analysis of several weighted dif-
ferences δRklτ . However, the extraction of ms suﬀers from
theoretical uncertainties related to the convergence of the
perturbative series Δkl(αS). A better understanding of
these corrections is needed.
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20.6.1.4 Spectral Functions
The invariant-mass distribution of the ﬁnal state hadrons
in tau decay contains very important information on the
low-energy dynamics of QCD. While the separate mea-
surement of each decay mode allows one to study the res-
onance structure of hadronic form factors with diﬀerent
JP and strangeness quantum numbers, the inclusive and
semi-inclusive distributions associated with the diﬀerent
quark currents provide direct access to relevant perturba-
tive and non-perturbative QCD parameters.
The precise determination of αS(m2τ ) requires that one
pins down the small non-perturbative contribution to
Rτ,V+A in Eq. (20.6.17), which can only be done through
an accurate measurement of the corresponding spectral
distribution. Similarly, a precise experimental determina-
tion of the Cabibbo-suppressed distribution would help to
improve the extraction of |Vus|, which at present is mainly
obtained from the total decay width. The inclusive distri-
bution of hadrons with JP = 1− provides complementary
information, which is needed to predict the hadronic con-
tribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
and the running of the electromagnetic coupling from low
energies to the electroweak scale. While the present dis-
crepancies between e+e− and tau data are limiting the
interpretation of the measured muon g−2, the uncertain-
ties induced by this hadronic distribution on α(M2Z) are
the largest source of error in the Higgs mass value ex-
tracted from precision electroweak tests, to be compared
with its direct measurement at the LHC.
Moreover, the separate measurement of the vector and
axial-vector spectral functions allows us to extract valu-
able information on the dynamical breaking of chiral sym-
metry. The chiral invariance of massless QCD guarantees
that the two-point correlation function of a left-handed
and a right-handed quark current vanishes identically to
all orders in perturbation theory. The spontaneous break-
ing of chiral symmetry by the QCD vacuum generates a
non-zero value of ΠLR(s) = Π
(0+1)
ud,V (s)−Π(0+1)ud,A (s), which
at large momenta manifests in its OPE through opera-
tors with dimension D ≥ 6. At very low momenta, Chiral
Perturbation Theory (χPT) dictates the low-energy ex-
pansion of ΠLR(s) in terms of the pion decay constant
and some χPT couplings (for a basic review of χPT, see
Ecker (1995); Pich (1995)). Analyticity relates the short-
and long-distance regimes through the dispersion relation
1
2πi
∮
|s|=s0
dsw(s)ΠLR(s) = −
∫ s0
sth
dsw(s) ρ(s)
+ 2f2π w(m
2
π) + Res[w(s)ΠLR(s), s = 0] ,
(20.6.25)
where ρ(s) ≡ 1π ImΠLR(s) and w(s) is an arbitrary weight
function that is analytic in the whole complex plane except
at the origin (where it can have poles). The last term
in Eq. (20.6.25) accounts for the possible residue at the
origin.
For s0 ≤ m2τ , the integral along the real axis can
be evaluated with the measured tau spectral functions.
The residues at zero are determined by the χPT low-
energy couplings and, taking s0 large enough, the OPE
can be applied in the entire circle |s| = s0. Therefore,
taking diﬀerent weight functions one can determine the
χPT couplings and the OPE coeﬃcients from the tau
spectral data (Davier, Girlanda, Ho¨cker, and Stern, 1998;
Gonzalez-Alonso, Pich, and Prades, 2008, 2010a,b). More-
over, one can explicitly check the predicted QCD asymp-
totic behavior (absence of D < 6 contributions in the
OPE), which is reﬂected in the celebrated ﬁrst and second
Weinberg (1967) sum rules. The absence of perturbative
contributions makes Eq. (20.6.25) an ideal tool to also in-
vestigate possible violations of quark-hadron duality,i.e.
small departures from the OPE behavior at small values
of s0 (Cata, Golterman, and Peris, 2005; Shifman, 2000).
It is worth noting that the information extracted from
ΠLR(s) through Eq. (20.6.25) is needed to calculate the
electromagnetic penguin contribution to the CP -violating
ratio ε′K/εK in neutral kaon decays. Moreover, since the
spontaneous breaking of the Standard Model electroweak
symmetry has the same formal pattern as the QCD chiral
symmetry breaking, ΠLR(s) can also be used to investi-
gate strongly-coupled scenarios of electroweak symmetry
breaking (Peskin and Takeuchi, 1990, 1992).
Since we lack a B Factory analysis of these spectral dis-
tributions, the ALEPH (Barate et al., 1999; Schael et al.,
2005) and OPAL (Abbiendi et al., 2004; Ackerstaﬀ et al.,
1999) measurements are still being used at present. A
change of this unfortunate situation is certainly possible
and appears to be mandatory. Signiﬁcant improvement of
the LEP measurements should be possible with the much
larger data samples collected at the B Factories .
20.6.2 Tau lepton branching fractions
The B Factories, thanks to the large and clean recorded
tau pairs sample, provide improved measurements of
hadronic branching fractions for many modes and also
provide ﬁrst measurements of several modes which have
small branching fractions.
Table 20.6.1 shows the B Factories results that have
been included in the early 2012 HFAG report (Amhis
et al., 2012), while Table 20.6.2 shows the results from
two recent papers, which have not yet been included in
the HFAG averages. The corresponding averages are also
listed.
20.6.3 Hadronic spectral functions: Cabibbo-favored
modes
A separate measurement of the mass distribution for each
decay mode allows one to study the resonance structure
of hadronic form factors with diﬀerent JP and strange-
ness quantum numbers. In addition, as discussed in Sec-
tions 20.6.1.1 to 20.6.1.4, inclusive invariant-mass distri-
butions of the ﬁnal state hadrons in tau decay are very im-
portant for the determination of fundamental constants,
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Table 20.6.1. Hadronic tau lepton branching fractions, B, measured by the B Factory experiments that were used in the
early 2012 HFAG report (Amhis et al., 2012). The notation (ex.) K0 means the branching fraction excludes the contribution
K0S → π+π− to a π+π− contained in its ﬁnal state.
Decay mode Source B Reference
B(τ → π−ντ )/B(τ → e−νeντ ) BABAR (59.45± 0.57± 0.25)% Aubert (2010f)
HFAG (60.675± 0.321)% Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → h−π0ντ Belle (25.67± 0.01± 0.39)% Fujikawa (2008)
HFAG (25.93± 0.09)% Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−π0ντ Belle (25.24± 0.01± 0.39)% Fujikawa (2008)
HFAG (25.504± 0.092) · 10−2 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → K−π0ντ BABAR (0.416± 0.003± 0.18)% Aubert (2007ac)
HFAG (0.432± 0.015) · 10−2 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−K0ντ Belle (0.808± 0.004± 0.026)% Epifanov (2007)
BABAR (0.840± 0.004± 0.023)% Aubert (2009s)
HFAG (0.8206± 0.0182) · 10−2 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−K0π0ντ BABAR (0.342± 0.006± 0.015)% Paramesvaran (2009)
Belle (0.384± 0.004± 0.016)% Ryu (2012)
HFAG (0.365± 0.011) · 10−2 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → K−π0K0ντ Belle (0.148± 0.002± 0.008)% Ryu (2012)
HFAG (0.145± 0.007) · 10−2 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−π−π+ντ (ex. K0) BABAR (8.833± 0.007± 0.127)% Aubert (2008k)
Belle (8.420± 0.003± 0.259)% Lee (2010)
HFAG (9.002± 0.051) · 10−2 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → K−π−π+ντ (ex. K0) BABAR (0.272± 0.0018± 0.0092)% Aubert (2008k)
Belle (0.330± 0.0012± 0.017)% Lee (2010)
HFAG (0.293± 0.007) · 10−2 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−K−K+ντ BABAR (1.346± 0.010± 0.036) · 10−3 Aubert (2008k)
Belle (1.550± 0.007± 0.056) · 10−3 Lee (2010)
HFAG (1.435± 0.027) · 10−3 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → K−K−K+ντ BABAR (1.58± 0.13± 0.12) · 10−5 Aubert (2008k)
Belle (3.29± 0.17± 0.20) · 10−5 Lee (2010)
HFAG (2.18± 0.80) · 10−5 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−φντ BABAR (3.42± 0.55± 0.25) · 10−5 Aubert (2008k)
τ → K−φντ Belle (4.05± 0.25± 0.26) · 10−5 Inami (2006)
BABAR (3.39± 0.20± 0.28) · 10−5 Aubert (2008k)
τ → 3h−2h+ντ (ex. K0) BABAR (8.56± 0.05± 0.42) · 10−4 Aubert (2005ag)
HFAG (8.23± 0.31) · 10−4 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−π0ηντ Belle (1.35± 0.03± 0.07) · 10−3 Inami (2009)
HFAG (1.39± 0.07) · 10−3 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → K−ηντ BABAR (1.42± 0.11± 0.07) · 10−4 del Amo Sanchez (2011m)
Belle (1.58± 0.05± 0.09) · 10−4 Inami (2009)
HFAG (1.528± 0.081) · 10−4 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → K−π0ηντ Belle (4.6± 1.1± 0.4) · 10−5 Inami (2009)
HFAG (4.8± 1.2) · 10−5 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−K0ηντ Belle (8.8± 1.4± 0.6) · 10−5 Inami (2009)
HFAG (9.4± 1.5) · 10−5 Amhis et al. (2012)
such as αS(mτ ) and |Vus|. They also contain very impor-
tant information about the low-energy dynamics of QCD.
To measure the inclusive mass distribution experimen-
tally, one needs to separate vector and axial vector ﬁnal
states based on the number of pions, while the Cabibbo-
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Table 20.6.2. Recent hadronic tau lepton branching fractions, B, measured by the BABAR and Belle experiments that are not
yet used in the early 2012 HFAG report (Amhis et al., 2012). The reported HFAG averages do not use the measurements listed
here. The notation (ex.)K0 means the branching fraction excludes the contribution K0S → π+π− to a π+π− contained in its
ﬁnal state.
Decay mode Source B Reference
τ → π−K0ντ Belle (0.832± 0.002± 0.016)% Ryu (2014)
τ → K−K0ντ Belle (0.148± 0.0014± 0.0054)% Ryu (2014)
τ → π−K0π0ντ Belle (0.386± 0.004± 0.014)% Ryu (2014)
τ → K−K0π0ντ Belle (0.150± 0.002± 0.008)% Ryu (2014)
τ → π−KSKSντ BABAR (2.31± 0.04± 0.08) · 10−4 Lees (2012ae)
Belle (2.33± 0.03± 0.09) · 10−4 Ryu (2014)
HFAG (2.4± 0.5) · 10−4 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−KSKSπ0ντ BABAR (1.60± 0.20± 0.22) · 10−5 Lees (2012ae)
Belle (2.00± 0.22± 0.20) · 10−5 Ryu (2014)
τ → 3π−2π+ντ (ex. K0) BABAR (8.33± 0.04± 0.43) · 10−4 Lees (2012z)
τ → 3π−2π+π0ντ (ex. K0) BABAR (1.65± 0.05± 0.09) · 10−4 Lees (2012z)
τ → π−π−π+ηντ (ex. K0) BABAR (2.25± 0.07± 0.12) · 10−4 Lees (2012z)
HFAG (1.492± 0.097) · 10−4 Amhis et al. (2012)
τ → π−π0π0ηντ BABAR (2.01± 0.34± 0.22) · 10−4 Lees (2012z)
τ → π−π−π+ωντ (ex. K0) BABAR (8.4± 0.4± 0.6) · 10−5 Lees (2012z)
τ → π−π0π0ωντ BABAR (7.3± 1.2± 1.2) · 10−5 Lees (2012z)
favored and Cabibbo-suppressed modes with kaons are
distinguished by an odd or even number of kaons.
20.6.3.1 τ− → π−π0ντ
Among the decay channels of the tau lepton, τ− → π−π0ντ
has the largest branching fraction. From the CVC theo-
rem, the π−π0 mass spectrum can be related to the cross
section of the process e+e− → π+π− and thus used to
improve a theoretical error on the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon aμ = (gμ − 2)/2.
Using a sample of 5,430,000 τ− → π−π0ντ decays,
Belle measures the branching fraction and the ππ0 mass
spectrum (Fujikawa, 2010). After unfolding performed us-
ing the singular-value-decomposition method (Ho¨cker and
Kartvelishvili, 1996), the distribution for the ππ0 mass
spectrum shown in Fig. 20.6.2(a) is obtained. This pre-
cisely measured spectrum has a shape formed by ρ(770),
ρ(1450) and ρ(1700) resonances and their interference.
Figure 20.6.2(b) shows the pion form factor in the ρ(770)
region obtained from the ππ0 mass spectrum. The mea-
sured branching fraction is
B(τ− → π−π0ντ ) = (25.24± 0.01(stat)± 0.39(syst))%.
(20.6.26)
The discussion of the CVC relation and the evaluation
of aμ using tau-lepton data including this Belle measure-
ment are provided in Section 20.7.
20.6.3.2 τ− → (3π)−ντ
The three-pion ﬁnal states form a dominant fraction of
the axial-vector current. The unfolded 3π mass spectrum
given by (1/Γ)(dΓ/dM), measured in τ− → π−π+π−ντ
by Belle (Lee, 2010), is shown in Fig. 20.6.3(a). The solid
histogram is the spectrum implemented in the current
TAUOLA program (Go´mez Dumm, Roig, Pich, and Por-
tole´s, 2010a). A systematic diﬀerence between data and
MC is observed at the peak region of the a1(1260) reso-
nance. Belle (red circle) and ALEPH (solid circles) show
very good agreement in this peak region as can be seen in
Fig. 20.6.3(b) and (c). This indicates that the model in
the current TAUOLA should be updated. Figure 20.6.3(d)
shows the ratio ALEPH/Belle−1. Both data show very
good agreement for M2 between 0.7 and 2.0GeV2/c4. Out-
side this range diﬀerences of up to 20% between the ex-
periments have been observed. This can be attributed to
the imperfect modeling of the background or the detector
eﬀects. Further studies are needed for the high mass re-
gion, where the mass spectrum plays an important role as
the spectral function of the axial-vector current (see the
discussion in Section 20.6.1.4, and 20.6.5 for the recent
status).
20.6.3.3 τ− → (KKπ)−ντ
The KKπ mode has both vector and axial-vector compo-
nents. The axial-vector component arises from the Wess-
Zumino-Witten chiral-anomalous term (Wess and Zumino,
1971; Witten, 1983) and the non-anomalous odd-intrinsic-
parity amplitude (Ruiz-Femenia, Pich, and Portoles, 2003).
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Figure 20.6.2. (a) Unfolded π±π0 mass spectrum for τ± →
π±π0ντ obtained by the Belle experiment (Fujikawa, 2008).
Solid circles are the data and the solid line is a ﬁt based on
the Gounaris-Sakurai (G&S) parameterization (Gounaris and
Sakurai, 1968). The error bars include both statistical and sys-
tematic errors. (b) Pion form factor |Fπ(s)|2 in the ρ(770) re-
gion derived from the π±π0 mass spectrum.
See Shekhovtsova, Przedzinski, Roig, and Wa¸s (2012) for
more details.
The unfolded KKπ mass spectrum measured by Belle
(Lee, 2010) for the τ− → K−K+π−ντ is shown in Fig.
20.6.4 (a). In this process there are contributions from
both vector and axial-vector currents. The current TAUOLA
output (histogram) does not give a satisfactory description
of the data. In Fig. 20.6.4 (b), the result is compared with
a model prediction based on resonance chiral perturbation
theory (Go´mez Dumm, Roig, Pich, and Portole´s, 2010a).
The comparison indicates that a larger axial-vector com-
ponent than the current prediction is needed to improve
the agreement between the data and model.
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Figure 20.6.3. (color online) (a) Unfolded mass spectrum
(1/N)dN/dM for the π−π+π− system in τ− → π−π+π−ντ
measured by Belle (Lee, 2010). Solid circles with error bars
are the data with statistical errors; solid-red histogram is the
spectra implemented in the current TAUOLA program; the hor-
izontal green band at the zero entry line shows the size of the
systematic uncertainties for data. (b) Comparison of π−π−π+
mass spectra as a function of mass-squared between Belle (red
circle) and ALEPH (black circles). (c) in log-scale, (d) the ratio
ALEPH/Belle−1.
20.6.3.4 τ− → π−π0ηντ
Using a data sample of 490 fb−1, Belle has studied the
τ− → π−π0ηντ decay where the η meson is reconstructed
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Figure 20.6.4. (color online) (a) Unfolded mass spectrum
(1/N)dN/dM for the K−K+π− system in τ− → K−K+π−ντ
measured by Belle (Lee, 2010). Solid circles with error bars
are the data with statistical errors; solid-red histogram is the
spectra implemented in the current TAUOLA program; the hor-
izontal green band at the zero entry line shows the size of
the systematic uncertainties for data. (b) Comparison of the
result with the theoretical model based on resonance chiral-
perturbation theory. Closed circles are Belle data, red-dashed
and blue-dashed lines are the axial-vector and vector com-
ponents from the chiral-perturbation theory, respectively. the
pink-solid line is the sum of axial-vector and vector compo-
nents. While the red-solid line is the model implemented in
the TAUOLA progarm (Go´mez Dumm, Roig, Pich, and Portole´s,
2010a).
through its decay into γγ or π+π−π0 (Inami, 2009) and
obtained the new world-average branching fraction of
(0.139 ± 0.008)%. The branching fraction and the mass
spectrum are compared with the prediction from the CVC
theorem by Cherepanov and Eidelman (2011), using the
data from the process e+e− → ηπ+π− including the recent
results from BABAR (Aubert, 2007bb) and SND (Achasov
et al., 2010) collaborations. Belle found that the expected
branching fraction (0.153±0.018)% is compatible with the
tau result and that the mass spectra of the ηπ+π− system
in e+e− annihilation and tau decay are consistent with the
CVC expectation.
20.6.4 Hadronic spectral functions:
Cabibbo-suppressed modes
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Figure 20.6.5. KSπ mass distribution measured by (a)
Belle (Epifanov, 2007) and by (b) BABAR (Adametz, 2011).
Points with error bars in both ﬁgures are data, the histogram
shows the ﬁtted result for the spectrum expected in the model
incorporating the K∗(892) + K∗0 (800) + K
∗(1410) model. In
Belle data, diﬀerent types of background are also shown, while
in the BABAR plot, the background is already subtracted.
20.6.4.1 τ− → (Kπ)−ντ
A data sample of 351 fb−1 has been used by Belle to study
the KSπ−ντ ﬁnal state (Epifanov, 2007). As a result of
the analysis, 53,110 lepton-tagged signal events have been
selected. The measured branching fraction obtained is
B(τ− → KSπ−ντ ) = (0.404± 0.002± 0.013)%
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which is the most precise among all the published mea-
surements and is somewhat lower than all of them al-
though within errors consistent with the other results.
An analysis of the KSπ− invariant mass spectrum
shown in Fig. 20.6.5 (top) reveals the dominant contri-
bution from the K∗(892)− with additional contributions
of higher-mass states at 1400 MeV. A satisfactory ﬁt is
obtained only if the existence of a broad scalar state,
K∗0 (800), is assumed. For the ﬁrst time the K
∗(892)−
mass and width have been measured in tau decay:
M(K∗(892)−) =(895.47± 0.20± 0.44± 0.59) MeV,
Γ(K∗(892)−) =(46.2± 0.6± 1.0± 0.7) MeV,
(20.6.28)
where the ﬁrst uncertainty is the statistical and the sec-
ond systematic. The third uncertainty is model-based. The
K∗(892)− mass is signiﬁcantly higher than the world-
average value based on various hadronic experiments and
is much closer to the world average for the neutralK∗(892)
(Nakamura et al., 2010).
Recently the BABAR collaboration presented the KSπ−
invariant mass spectrum in the KSπ−ντ decay
(Adametz, 2011). Figure 20.6.5 (bottom) shows theKSπ−-
invariant mass distribution and the ﬁt result. The mass
and width of the K∗(892)− resonance determined using a
K∗(892) +K∗0 (800) +K
∗(1410) model yield
M(K∗(892)−) = (894.57± 0.19± 0.19) MeV,
Γ(K∗(892)−) = (45.56± 0.43± 0.57) MeV.
(20.6.29)
The values of the K∗(892)− mass and width obtained by
the B Factories are in agreement with each other. How-
ever, it should be noted that BABAR did not present an
uncertainty induced by the ambiguity in the model used
for the mass spectrum ﬁt.
20.6.4.2 τ− → (Kππ)−ντ
The unfolded K−π+π− mass spectrum measured by Belle
(Lee, 2010), shown in Fig. 20.6.6 (a), has a peak at
1.25GeV/c2 and shoulder at 1.4GeV/c2, corresponding to
K1(1270) and K1(1400), respectively. The model in the
TAUOLA reproduces the qualitative features of the mass
spectra but fails to reproduce their detail.
20.6.5 Inclusive non-strange spectral function
As was discussed in Section 20.6.1.2, the inclusive non-
strange (Cabibbo-favored) spectral function plays an im-
portant role for the determination of αS and various theo-
retical tests of QCD in the transition region between per-
turbative QCD and resonances. The results obtained by
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Figure 20.6.6. (color online) (a) Unfolded mass spectrum
(1/N)dN/dM for the K−π+π− system in τ− → K−π+π−ντ
measured by Belle (Lee, 2010). Solid circles with error bars are
the data with statistical errors; solid-red histogram is the spec-
tra implemented in the current TAUOLA program. (b) K−π+π−
spectral function exstructed from the unfolded mass spectrum.
The horizontal green band at the zero entry line shown in the
both ﬁgures indicate the size of the systematic uncertainties
for data.
LEP experiments are shown in Fig. 20.6.7 for the vec-
tor current, and in Fig. 20.6.8, for the axial-vector cur-
rent. The statistical errors in the high mass region above
2GeV2/c4, where perturbative QCD plays an important
role, are large. Mass spectra data can contribute signiﬁ-
cantly to the improvement of our knowledge of this region.
See Boito et al. (2012) for a recent discussion of the im-
portance of the new data in this region.
20.6.6 Inclusive strange spectral functions
An accurate measurement of strange (Cabibbo-suppressed)
spectral function plays an important role in the simulta-
neous determination of |Vus| and the strange quark mass
ms (see Section 20.6.1.3). The strange spectral function
available now is obtained from the ALEPH and OPAL
experiments at LEP (see Fig. 20.6.9) and has large er-
rors with coarse binning. Exclusive spectral functions for
K−K+π− (Fig. 20.6.4 (b)) and K−π+π− (Fig. 20.6.6 (b))
measured by the Belle, show a signiﬁcant improvement
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Figure 20.6.7. Vector spectral functions measured by (a)
ALEPH (Davier, Hoecker, and Zhang, 2006; Schael et al., 2005)
and (b) OPAL (Ackerstaﬀ et al., 1999) experiments.
over the previous LEP experiments. The measurements
for all Cabibbo-suppressed modes, and their sum, to ob-
tain the total inclusive spectral function are in progress.
20.6.7 Search for second-class currents
Standard Model processes that are mediated by the
charged hadronic weak current, such as semihadronic tau
decays, produce hadronic systems with a well-deﬁned
set of allowed quantum numbers for spin, parity and
G-parity. In tau decays these so-called ﬁrst-class cur-
rents (Weinberg, 1958) yield hadronic systems with
JPG = 0++, 0−−, 1+− or 1−+.
The quantum numbers JPG = 0+−, 0−+, 1++ and 1−−
would be associated with second-class currents. Small con-
tributions to second-class currents, at the level of order
10−5 to 10−6, are expected from isospin violation (and
hence G-parity violation) due to the mass diﬀerence be-
tween the up and down quarks (Berger and Lipkin, 1987;
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Figure 20.6.8. Axial Vector spectral functions measured by
(a) ALEPH (Davier, Hoecker, and Zhang, 2006; Schael et al.,
2005) and (b) OPAL (Ackerstaﬀ et al., 1999) experiments.
Nussinov and Soﬀer, 2008, 2009; Pich, 1987). However,
second-class currents have not been seen to date in tau de-
cays, nor indeed in any processes mediated by the hadronic
weak current. Observation at a level signiﬁcantly above
that expected from isospin violation would be a signal for
new physics contributions (Langacker, 1977).
Tau decay modes that have the quantum numbers as-
sociated with second-class currents include: τ− → ηπ−ντ
and τ− → η′(958)π−ντ , both of which correspond to
JPG = 0+− or 1−−; and τ → ω(782)π−ντ with the ω
and π− in a relative S-wave or D-wave. However, the
ω(782)π−ντ mode is dominated by the P -wave JPG =
1−+ τ− → ρ(770)−ντ and ρ′ντ decays, and an angular
analysis is required to search for any S-wave or D-wave
(second-class) contribution.
Before the B Factory experiments, the best upper lim-
its on second-class currents in tau decays came from CLEO
for the η and η′ modes (Bartelt et al., 1996) and from
ALEPH for the ωπ− mode (Buskulic et al., 1997). BABAR
has published results for all of the above modes, providing
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signiﬁcant improvements in upper limits for the branching
fractions, but continues to see no evidence for the existence
of second-class currents.
The τ− → ηπ−ντ channel has been studied by BABAR,
using the η → π+π−π0 decay mode (del Amo Sanchez,
2011m). The basic method is to select a sample of can-
didate τ− → π−π−π+π0ντ decays and to ﬁt the inclu-
sive π+π−π0 mass spectrum for the contribution from η.
The limiting factors in this analysis are the relatively large
combinatorial background in the 3π spectrum from tau de-
cays to ω(782)π−ντ and ρππντ , and the background from
τ− → ηπ−π0ντ where the additional π0 is undetected.
The former background cannot be removed without pro-
ducing signiﬁcant distortions of the phase space, and intro-
ducing a strong model dependence in any limit. For these
reasons, the limit on the branching fraction obtained by
BABAR, < 0.9× 10−4 at 95% C.L., was dominated by sys-
tematic errors and represented only a small improvement
over the previously existing limit from CLEO (Bartelt
et al., 1996). It may be possible to improve limits further
at both BABAR and Belle using the η → γγ decay mode,
but here again large backgrounds may be expected, par-
ticularly from τ− → ηπ−π0ντ and τ− → π−π0ντ .
BABAR has also looked for the second-class current
mode τ− → η′(958)π−ντ , with the decay mode η′ →
ηπ+π− and η → π+π−π0 (Lees, 2012z). A ﬁt for a possi-
ble η′ contribution in the inclusive ηπ+π− mass spectrum
gave no signiﬁcant signal above the expected background,
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Figure 20.6.10. Distribution of cos θωπ from τ → ω(782)π−ντ
events in BABAR (Aubert, 2009ap). Here θωπ is the angle, in
the ωπ− rest frame, between the normal to the ω → π+π−π0
decay plane and the direction of the pion. The curve shows a
ﬁt to determine the relative contributions from ﬁrst-class and
second-class currents.
allowing a limit to be set on the branching fraction at
< 4.0 × 10−6 at a 90% C.L.. This is the lowest limit ob-
tained for any possible second-class decay mode of the tau
and is at the level where the eﬀects of isospin violation
may be expected to appear.
Figure 20.6.10 is taken from the BABAR analysis of the
channel τ → ω(782)π−ντ (Aubert, 2009ap), and shows
the distribution of cos θωπ, where θωπ is the angle, in the
ωπ− rest frame, between the normal to the ω → π+π−π0
decay plane and the direction of the pion. This distribu-
tion has been corrected for the combinatorial background,
using distributions from the ω mass sidebands. The curve
is a ﬁt to a sum of S-wave and P -wave contributions. It
is apparent that the data correspond to an almost pure
sin2 θωπ distribution, as expected from a P -wave decay.
The ﬁt allows a limit to be put on an possible S-wave
(i.e. second-class current) contribution to this mode at
a level of < 0.0069 at a 95% C.L.. This corresponds to
an absolute limit on the branching fraction for the decay
τ → ω(782)π−ντ via a second-class current of < 1.4×10−4
at 95% C.L.
20.7 Tests of CVC and vacuum hadronic
polarization determination
The hypotheses of the CVC and isospin symmetry relate
the isovector part of e+e− → hadrons and correspond-
ing (vector current JP = 1−) hadronic decay of the tau
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lepton. This follows from the deep relation between weak
and electromagnetic interactions. The weak vector cur-
rent and the isovector part of the electromagnetic vector
current are diﬀerent components of the same vector cur-
rent, so that the matrix element of these currents must
be identical assuming SU(2) symmetry. In this case the
weak isovector current is assumed to be conserved in anal-
ogy with the electromagnetic current. This assumption is
the CVC hypothesis and was ﬁrst introduced by Feyn-
man and Gell-Mann into their theory of weak interaction
(Feynman and Gell-Mann, 1958).
As a consequence, hadronic currents describing the
Cabibbo-allowed vector part of the tau hadronic decays,
such as 2π, 4π, ππη and πω channels, and low-energy e+e−
annihilation are closely related to each other (Gilman and
Rhie, 1985). In fact, this relation was used to predict the
decays of a heavy lepton even before the discovery of the
tau lepton (Thacker and Sakurai, 1971; Tsai, 1971).
20.7.1 CVC and vacuum hadronic polarization
contribution in (g − 2)μ
In addition, the CVC relations allow one to use an in-
dependent high-statistics data sample from tau decays
for increasing accuracy of the prediction of the hadronic
contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic moments
aμ = (g − 2)/2 (Alemany, Davier, and Hoecker, 1998).
Here, we brieﬂy review the basic formula required for this.
The leading-order hadronic contribution ahad,LOμ can
be obtained by using a combination of experimental data
and perturbative QCD for the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion (HVP) of the photon. At low energies, where QCD
does not provide a reliable calculation, the HVP can be
obtained as a sum over the production cross section of
each e+e− → X0 channel (Jegerlehner and Nyﬀeler, 2009;
Miller, de Rafael, and Roberts, 2007).
ahad,LOμ (e
+e−) =
α2
3π2
∫ ∞
4m2π
ds
K(s)
s
R
(0)
X0(s), (20.7.1)
where s is the CM energy squared of the hadron system
and R(0)X0 is the ratio of hadronic X
0 to point-like μ+μ−
bare cross sections in e+e− annihilation given by
R
(0)
X0(s) =
3sσX0(s)
4πα2
= 3v0(s). (20.7.2)
The behavior of the QED kernel K(s) ∼ 1/s enhances
the low-energy contributions to ahad,LOμ (Jegerlehner and
Nyﬀeler, 2009).
In the limit of isospin invariance (v0 = v1) and taking
into account the isospin breaking eﬀects, the spectral func-
tion of the vector current decay τ → X−ντ is related to
the e+e− → X0 cross section of the corresponding isovec-
tor ﬁnal sate X0,
σX0(s) =
4πα2
s
v1,X−(s), (20.7.3)
where s is the invariant mass squared of the tau ﬁnal state
X− and α is the electromagnetic ﬁne structure constant.
The term v1,X−(s) is the vector spectral function in the
Cabibbo-allowed decays, which is given by
v1,X−(s) = 3Im
[
Π
(1)
V (s)
]
=
m2τ
6|Vud|2
BX−
Be
1
NX
dNx
ds
(20.7.4)
×
(
1− s
m2τ
)−2(
1 +
2s
m2τ
)−1
RIB(s)
SEW
,
where, (1/NX)dNX/ds is the normalized invariant mass
spectrum of the hadronic ﬁnal state, BX− denotes the
branching fraction of τ− → X−ντ . The values of other
parameters, tau mass mτ , the CKM matrix element |Vud|
and the electron branching fraction Be are known pre-
cisely.
The last term RIB(s)/SEW represents the correction
for the isospin-breaking (IB) eﬀects. Short-distance elec-
troweak radiative eﬀects lead to the correction SEW =
1.0235 ± 0.0003 (Davier, Eidelman, Hoecker, and Zhang,
2003b). All the s-dependent isospin-breaking corrections
are included inRIB(s). In the dominant π+π− decay chan-
nel, RIB(s) is given by
RIB(s) =
FSR(s)
GEM (s)
β30(s)
β3−(s)
∣∣∣∣ F0(s)F−(s)
∣∣∣∣2 , (20.7.5)
where the subscripts i = 0,− refer to the electric charge of
the 2π system produced in e+e− annihilation, and in τ−
lepton decay, respectively. FSR(s) refers to the ﬁnal state
radiative corrections in the e+e− → π−π− channel, and
GEM (s) denotes the long-distance radiative corrections to
the inclusive π−π0 spectrum in τ → π−π0ντ . The second
correction of the ratio of the pion velocities, β30(s)/β
3
−(s),
arises from π± − π0 mass diﬀerence. The third IB correc-
tion term |F0/F−|2 involves the ratio of electromagnetic
(F0) to weak (F−) form factors and needs to be considered
carefully. This ratio involves two sources of IB: (a) ρ− ω
mixing eﬀects and (b) the mass and width diﬀerence of
neutral and charged ρ mesons.
Taking these IB corrections into account, the shift in
the lowest order hadronic contribution to the muon g − 2
using tau data in the dominant ππ channel can be evalu-
ated as
ahad,LOμ [π+π−, τ ] =
α2
3π2
∫ ∞
4m2π
ds
K(s)
s
3v−(s)
×
[
RIB(s)
SEW
− 1
]
. (20.7.6)
The most recent estimates for these eﬀects are summarized
in Table 20.7.1 (Castro, 2010; Davier et al., 2010). In the
table, the last term, the radiative corrections for photon-
inclusive ρ → ππ is diﬀerent from the previous estimate
in (Davier, Eidelman, Hoecker, and Zhang, 2003b).
Using all available π+π− data from tau lepton decays,
ALEPH, CLEO, OPAL and Belle, and applying these IB
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Table 20.7.1. Contributions toahad,LOμ [ππ, τ ](×10−10) from
the isospin-breaking correction RIB(s). Corrections shown in
two separate columns correspond to the results obtained us-
ing the Gounaris and Sakurai (1968)(GS), and Kuhn and
Santamaria (1990)(KS) parameterization of pion form factors
(Davier et al., 2010).
Source ahad,LOμ [ππ, τ ](10−10)
GS model KS model
SEW −12.21± 0.15
GEM −1.92± 0.90
FSR +4.67± 0.47
ρ− ω interference +2.80± 0.19 +2.80± 0.15
mπ± −mπ0 eﬀect on σ −7.88
mρ± −mρ0 0.20+0.27−0.19 0.11+0.19−0.11
mπ± −mπ0 eﬀect on Γρ +4.09 +4.02
ρ → ππγ corr. −5.91± 0.59 −6.39± 0.64
Total −16.07± 1.22 −16.70± 1.23
−16.07± 1.85
corrections, the lowest order hadronic contributions ob-
tained are summarized in the 2nd column of Table 20.7.2.
The new tau-based estimate of ahad,LOμ is found to be 1.9
σ lower than the results based on the e+e− data. This up-
dated estimate makes the diﬀerence between tau and e+e−
based estimates closer than the previous ones reported by
Davier, Eidelman, Hoecker, and Zhang (2003b).
In addition to these IB corrections, the importance of
the other eﬀect that was not discussed is recently demon-
strated by Jegerlehner and Szafron (2011). They argue
that, in addition to ρ − ω mixing, ρ − γ interference ex-
ists in the e+e− reaction and they contribute to ahad,LOμ ,
but that eﬀect does not exist in tau-lepton decays. The
size of the ρ − γ interference eﬀects is about 5% to 10%
in the ρ-resonance region and changes the sign in the
lower and upper side of the ρ mass peak (see Fig.6 in
Jegerlehner and Szafron (2011)). After taking this eﬀect
into account, the results of ahad,LOμ obtained from e
+e−-
based and tau-based data are summarized in the 3rd col-
umn of Table 20.7.2. The table shows a good agreement
between the e+e− and tau-based results, if the ρ − γ ef-
fects are taken into account. A similar estimation based
on a Hidden Local Symmetry model is given by Benayoun,
David, DelBuono, and Jegerlehner (2012). To conﬁrm this
interesting proposal, further investigation at the higher 2π
mass region as well as precise experimental tests of the
CVC relation for other modes such as 4π, ωπ and ηππ are
important.
20.7.2 CVC and ππ branching fraction
The CVC relation allows one to predict the branching frac-
tion of the decay τ → ππ0ντ (Bππ) in terms of the isovec-
tor part of the e+e− → π+π− cross section after taking
into account the IB correction:
BCV Cππ =
3
2
Be|Vud|2
πα2m2τ
∫ m2τ
smin
ds sσ0π+π−(s)
Table 20.7.2. Lowest order hadronic (vacuum polarization)
contribution ahad,LOμ [ππ, τ ](×10−10 based on all e+e− data in-
cluding recent BABAR (Lees, 2012n) and KLOE (Ambrosino
et al., 2009a; Babusci et al., 2013) results, and all tau data in-
cluding recent Belle data (Fujikawa, 2010), obtained by Davier
et al. (2010) and Jegerlehner and Szafron (2011).
Davier et al. Jegerlehner and Szafron
ahad,LOμ [ee] 690.9± 5.2 690.8± 4.7
ahad,LOμ [τ, ee] 705.3± 4.5 691.0± 4.7
×
(
1− 2
m2τ
)2(
1 +
2s
m2τ
)
SEW
RIB
, (20.7.7)
where smin = (mπ− + mπ0)2. The meaning of the other
parameters is the same as for Eq. (20.7.5). The result us-
ing all e+e− data including recent BABAR (Lees, 2012n)
and KLOE (Ambrosino et al., 2009a; Babusci et al., 2013)
results is
BCV Cππ = (24.78± 0.17± 0.22)%, (20.7.8)
while the average of the measured Bππ is (25.42± 0.10)%
(Davier et al., 2010). The diﬀerence is (0.64±0.10±0.28)%,
which is still substantial, but less signiﬁcant than the
previous results (Davier, Eidelman, Hoecker, and Zhang,
2003b).
If the ρ − γ mixing eﬀect is included, the result is
BCV Cππ = (25.20± 0.17± 0.28)% (Jegerlehner and Szafron,
2011), which is in good agreement with the measured
branching fraction.
20.8 Measurement of |Vus|
Here we describe three ways to determine |Vus| using tau
decays : B(τ− → K−ντ ), B(τ− → K−ντ )/B(τ− → π−ντ ),
and the inclusive sum of tau branching fractions having
net strangeness of unity in the ﬁnal state:
1) We use the lattice QCD value of the kaon decay con-
stant fK = 157 ± 2MeV (Follana, Davies, Lepage, and
Shigemitsu, 2008), and our value of
B(τ− → K−ντ ) = G
2
F f
2
K |Vus|2m3τττ
16π
×
(
1− m
2
K
m2τ
)2
SEW , (20.8.1)
where SEW = 1.0201 ± 0.0003 (Erler, 2004), to de-
termine |Vus| = 0.2204 ± 0.0032 from results of the
unitarity constrained ﬁt. This value is consistent with
the estimate of |Vus| = 0.2255 ± 0.0010 obtained using
the unitarity constraint on the ﬁrst row of the CKM
matrix.
2) We use fK/fπ = 1.189 ± 0.007 from lattice QCD (Fol-
lana, Davies, Lepage, and Shigemitsu, 2008), |Vud| =
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0.97425 ± 0.00022 (Hardy and Towner, 2009), and the
long-distance correction δLD = (0.03 ± 0.44)%, esti-
mated (Banerjee, 2008) using corrections to τ → hντ
and h → μνμ (Decker and Finkemeier, 1994, 1995;
Marciano, 2004; Marciano and Sirlin, 1993), for the
ratio
B(τ− → K−ντ )
B(τ− → π−ντ ) =
f2K |Vus|2
f2π |Vud|2
(
1− m2Km2τ
)2
(
1− m2πm2τ
)2 (1 + δLD),
(20.8.2)
where short-distance electroweak corrections cancel in
this ratio.
From the unitarity constrained ﬁt, we obtain
B(τ− → K−ντ )/B(τ− → π−ντ ) = 0.0643 ± 0.0009,
which includes a small correlation (coeﬃcient of−0.5%)
between the branching fractions. This yields |Vus| =
0.2229± 0.0021, which is also consistent with the value
of |Vus| from the CKM unitarity prediction.
3) The total hadronic width of the τ normalized to the
electronic branching fraction, Rhad = Bhad/Be, can be
written as Rhad = Rnon−strange+Rstrange. We can then
measure
|Vus| =
√
Rstrange/
[
Rnon-strange
|Vud|2 − δRtheory
]
.
(20.8.3)
Here, we use |Vud| = 0.97425 ± 0.00022 (Hardy and
Towner, 2009), and δRtheory = 0.240 ± 0.032 (Gamiz,
Jamin, Pich, Prades, and Schwab, 2007) obtained with
the updated average value of ms(2GeV) = 94± 6 MeV
(Jamin, Oller, and Pich, 2006), which contributes to
an error of 0.0010 on |Vus|. We note that this error is
equivalent to half the diﬀerence between calculations
of |Vus| obtained using ﬁxed order perturbation the-
ory and contour improved perturbation theory calcula-
tions of δRtheory (Maltman, 2010), and twice as large as
the theoretical error proposed in Gamiz, Jamin, Pich,
Prades, and Schwab (2008).
As in Davier, Hoecker, and Zhang (2006), we improve
upon the estimate of the electronic branching fraction
by averaging its direct measurement with its estimates
of (17.899 ± 0.040)% and (17.794 ± 0.062)% obtained
from the averaged values of muonic branching fractions
and the averaged value of the lifetime of the tau lepton
= (290.6 ± 1.0)× 10−15 s (Nakamura et al., 2010), as-
suming lepton universality and taking into account the
correlation between the leptonic branching fractions.
This gives a more precise estimate for the electronic
branching fraction: Bunie = (17.852 ± 0.027)%.
Assuming lepton universality, the total hadronic branch-
ing fraction can be written as: Bhad = 1−1.972558 Bunie ,
which gives a value for the total τ hadronic width nor-
malized to the electronic branching fraction as Rhad =
3.6291 ± 0.0086.
The non-strange width isRnon−strange = Rhad−Rstrange,
where the estimate for the strange width Rstrange =
0.1613± 0.0028 is obtained from the sum of the strange
branching fractions with the unitarity constrained ﬁt
as listed in Table 199 in the HFAG report (Amhis et al.,
2012). This gives a value of |Vus| = 0.2174 ± 0.0022,
which is 3.3 σ lower than the CKM unitarity predic-
tion.
A similar estimation using results from the uncon-
strained ﬁt to the branching fractions gives |Vus| =
0.2166 ± 0.0023, which is 3.6 σ lower than the CKM
unitarity prediction. Since the sum of base modes from
our unconstrained ﬁt is less than unity by 1.6 σ, in-
stead of using Bnon−strange = 1 − Bleptonic − Bstrange,
we also evaluate |Vus| from the sum of the averaged
non-strange branching fractions. This gives |Vus| =
0.2169 ± 0.0023, which is 3.5 σ lower than the CKM
unitarity prediction.
|
us
|V
0.2 0.21 0.22 0.23
CKM Unitarity
 0.0010±0.2255 
 s inclusive)→ τHFAG Fit (
 0.0022±0.2174 
)τν π → τ)/(τν K → τHFAG Fit (
 0.0022±0.2238 
)τν K → τHFAG Fit (
 0.0032±0.2204 
Hyperon decays
 0.0050±0.2260 
 decaysl2FlaviaNet K
 0.0013±0.2252 
 decaysl3FlaviaNet K
 0.0013±0.2254 
HFAG-Tau
Summer 2010
Figure 20.8.1. Measurements of |Vus| from kaon, hyperon and
tau decays (Asner et al., 2010).
A summary of these |Vus| values is shown in Figure 20.8.1,
where we also include values from kaon decays obtained
from Antonelli et al. (2010b) and from hyperon decays ob-
tained from Jamin (2007). The |Vus| determination from
hyperon decays was done in Mateu and Pich (2005).
20.9 Summary of the tau section
In summary, B Factory experiments contribute to various
aspects of physics related to tau leptons: The tau mass
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is measured with an accuracy of 0.15 MeV, and the mass
diﬀerence of τ+ and τ− is tested at the level of 0.03%. The
charged current universality is tested at the level of 0.1
− 0.2 %. Two orders of magnitude more stringent limits
are set for 50 lepton ﬂavor violating tau-lepton decays.
Measurements of the tau-EDM and tau mass-diﬀerence
are improved signiﬁcantly. For the CP violation of tau-
lepton decays, the BABAR result shows a 2.8σ deviation
from the Standard Model prediction for τ− → K0Sπ−ντ ,
while Belle ﬁnd no indication of CP asymmetry in the
decay angular distribution.
The hadronic tau decays provide a beautiful labora-
tory to measure the CKM matrix Vus and to study the
strong interactions. The values of Vus have been estimated
via various methods. The value derived from the inclu-
sive strange branching fraction provides a result some-
what smaller than the one obtained from kaon decays. The
branching fractions and the precise spectral functions have
been measured for various decay modes. The second-class
current has been searched for at the level of < 4.0× 10−6
in the mode τ → η′(958)π−ντ .
Yet, there are several on-going analyses, which include
precise measurements of the tau-lepton lifetime, Michel
parameters and Cabibbo-allowed and Cabibbo-suppressed
inclusive spectral functions.
In addition, a set of form factors based on “Reso-
nance Chiral Theory”(RχT ) is recently implemented in
the TAUOLAMC program (Shekhovtsova, Przedzinski, Roig,
and Wa¸s, 2012). The formulae of RχT is designed to re-
produce chiral perturbation theory at the low energy limit
and has a smooth transition to the perturbative QCD re-
sults in the high energy region. They rely on the large-NC
expansion of QCD. It is nice since these formulae are de-
signed so that one can ﬁt the data without violating the
basic requirements of QCD. Tests ofRχT and the determi-
nation of the model parameters by the data may provide
a new insight into the resonance region from QCD (see
references in Shekhovtsova, Przedzinski, Roig, and Wa¸s
(2012) for detailed discussion).
In the near future, an additional two orders of mag-
nitude increase in available data sets is expected to be
accumulated by future ﬂavor factories.
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21.1 Introduction
Low energy e+e− annihilation are among the most pow-
erful ways to study the nature of hadrons, because of the
very clean environment — with the perfectly known initial
state and the low multiplicity of the produced ﬁnal states
— as has been shown since the ﬁrst e+e− accumulation
ring, ADA, was built in Frascati (Bernardini, Corazza,
Ghigo, and Touschek, 1960; Cabibbo and Gatto, 1961).
At low energies, the hadrons observed in the ﬁnal state
come from the hadronization of the original quark pair
produced by the e+e− annihilation via a single interme-
diate virtual photon. The process of hadronization is well
described by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) for a rel-
atively high center-of-mass (CM) energy of the e+e− sys-
tem. However, QCD fails to describe the low energy re-
gion, which is characterized by intense ﬁnal state interac-
tions and rich production of resonant states. Experimental
data in this energy region are of fundamental importance
both as an input and as validation for the various QCD-
based theoretical models of hadronic interactions.
The total cross section of e+e− annihilation into had-
rons is also the experimental input to the calculation of
the hadronic contribution to both the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon and the value of the running ﬁne-
structure constant at the Z0 pole. Therefore, it provides
high precision tests of the Standard Model and searches
for New Physics eﬀects.
Studies of the nature of known light and heavy vector
mesons, and searches for new resonant states, can be per-
formed measuring exclusive ﬁnal states over a wide energy
range.
A novel method of studying e+e− annihilation using
initial state radiation (ISR) has been developed in the last
decade at various high-luminosity e+e− colliders. Most
of the results presented in this chapter rely on the ISR
technique (exceptions include D(∗)+D(∗)− production far
from threshold, Section 21.4.1, and dark force searches,
Section 21.6). The experimental method, with its theo-
retical foundations, is described in the next section. Sec-
tion 21.3 reports on the measurement of a number of
light meson ﬁnal states, with implications for the value of
(g−2)μ discussed in Section 21.3.2. Measurements of time-
like baryon form factors are presented in Section 21.3.7,
while Sections 21.4 and 21.5 report on the studies of open-
charm production via e+e− annihilation and the searches
for new, possibly exotic, vector states, respectively. A de-
tailed discussion of the results of these two sections can
be found in sections 18.2 and 18.3. Finally, Section 21.6
presents a search for e+e− annihilation into multi-lepton
ﬁnal states at a CM energy of ∼ 10.6 GeV, which could
be a manifestation of dark boson decays.
21.2 The Initial State Radiation method
The e+e− annihilation process is described at lowest order
by the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 21.2.1. The center-
of-mass energy squared is given by s = 4E∗2b , for a collider
operating with beams of CM energy E∗b . Exclusive and
total hadronic cross sections as a function of s have usually
been obtained by scanning the accessible energy range,
and collecting a certain amount of data at each value of
the beam energies.
e+
hadrons
e-
Figure 21.2.1. The lowest-order Feynman diagram describing
the process of e+e− annihilation into hadrons.
However, the colliding electrons can emit one or se-
veral photons from the initial state, so that the eﬀective
CM energy of the e+e− collision can take any value from
mth, the production threshold of the hadronic system,
up to
√
s = 2E∗b . The process eﬀectively studied is thus
e+e− → f + nγ, n = 0, 1, 2, ..., where f is a given ﬁnal
state; the cross section depends on the Born cross section
at all energies below
√
s (Kuraev and Fadin, 1985):
σ(s) =
1−m2th/s∫
0
W (s, x)σ0(s(1− x)) dx . (21.2.1)
Here, x is the fraction of the beam energy carried by the
photons emitted from the initial state, the radiator func-
tion W (s, x) is the photon emission probability density
function, which is fully calculable in QED (see e.g. Actis
et al. (2010) and references therein), and σ0(s(1 − x)) is
the Born cross section for the process e+e− → f at the
reduced center-of-mass energy squared
s′ = s(1− x). (21.2.2)
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In energy-scan experiments, the contribution of ISR is
normally suppressed by requiring energy and momentum
balance between the ﬁnal hadronic state and the initial
e+e− state. This limits the fraction of energy carried by
radiated photons within the experimental resolution, and
Eq.(21.2.1) can then be written as
σ(s) = σ0(s) (1 + δ(s)), (21.2.3)
where the factor 1 + δ(s) summarizes the QED radiative
corrections, which can be as large as 10% for slowly vary-
ing cross sections.
On the other hand, the emission of initial state radia-
tion allows the study of e+e− annihilation for a continu-
ous spectrum of energies below the nominal beam energy,
without changing the operating conditions of the collider,
as outlined long ago (Baier and Khoze, 1965; Bonneau
and Martin, 1971). This becomes clear when we write the
diﬀerential form of the cross section
dσ(s, x)
dx
= W (s, x)σ0(s(1− x)), (21.2.4)
and note that the reduced CM energy after photon emis-
sion is just the invariant mass of the hadronic system:
m =
√
s(1− x). In terms of m, the diﬀerential cross sec-
tion becomes
dσ(s,m)
dm
=
2m
s
W (s,m)σ0(m). (21.2.5)
It should also be noted that the dominant contribu-
tion from ISR processes comes from the diagram shown in
Fig. 21.2.2, with a single photon emitted. From the experi-
mental point of view, the Born diﬀerential cross section for
the process e+e− → f as a function of m is obtained from
the measurement of the cross section for e+e− → γISR+f .
e+
hadrons
e- ?
Figure 21.2.2. The lowest-order Feynman diagram describing
the process of e+e− → γISR + hadrons.
The experimental method, and the potential for pre-
cise measurements of the hadronic cross sections and for
low-energy spectroscopy at the forthcoming φ- and B Fac-
tories, were discussed in several papers at the end of the
90’s: Arbuzov, Kuraev, Merenkov, and Trentadue (1998);
Benayoun, Eidelman, Ivanchenko, and Silagadze (1999);
Binner, Ku¨hn, and Melnikov (1999); Konchatnij and Me-
renkov (1999). The high luminosities reached in these col-
liders provide substantial datasets despite the suppression
due to the additional QED vertex in Fig. 21.2.2.
21.2.1 Radiator function and Monte Carlo generators
The dependence of the radiator function on the polar angle
of the ISR photon with respect to the beam axis in the CM
system is given at lowest order by (Bonneau and Martin,
1971)
W0(s, x, θ) =
α
πx
⎡⎢⎣ (2− 2x+ x2) sin2 θ − x22 sin4 θ(
sin2 θ + 4m
2
e
s cos
2 θ
)2
−4m
2
e
s
(1− 2x) sin2 θ − x2 cos4 θ(
sin2 θ + 4m
2
e
s cos
2 θ
)2
⎤⎥⎦ , (21.2.6)
where α is the ﬁne-structure constant, and me is the elec-
tron mass. The ISR photons are emitted predominantly at
small angles, however a signiﬁcant fraction of them have
large angles. In particular, at CM energies
√
s ∼ 10 GeV
more than 10% of the high-energy ISR photons are emit-
ted within the ﬁducial volume of the detector. These fea-
tures provide the basis for two diﬀerent experimental ap-
proaches to the study of ISR processes: The tagged ap-
proach, with detection of the ISR photon, and the un-
tagged one, where the detection of the ISR photon is not
explicitly required. These two approaches will be discussed
in detail in Section 21.2.4.
The radiator function at lowest order is obtained by
integration of Eq.(21.2.6) over the polar angle in the CM
frame, in the range appropriate to the experimental sit-
uation. In the tagged approach, θ0 < θ < π − θ0, where
θ0  me/
√
s is chosen to cover the ﬁducial volume of
the electromagnetic calorimeter. Writing C = cos θ0, the
radiator function becomes
W0(s, x, θ0) =
α
πx
[
(2−2x+x2) ln 1 + C
1− C−x
2C
]
, (21.2.7)
while for an untagged analysis (0<θ<π)
W0(s, x) =
α
πx
(2− 2x+ x2)
[
ln
s
m2e
− 1
]
. (21.2.8)
Radiative corrections to W0 are as large as 15% (Ku-
raev and Fadin, 1985). It is therefore necessary to include
higher-order diagrams to reach the desired level of accu-
racy in the calculation of W (s, x). The study of radiative
corrections to ISR processes has been pursued in several
theoretical works, some of which have been used as the ba-
sis for Monte Carlo (MC) generators to be used in analysis
of experimental data.
Two diﬀerent MC generators are used at the B Facto-
ries: AfkQed and PHOKHARA . The AfkQed package is based
on the EVA event generator (Binner, Ku¨hn, and Melnikov,
1999; Czyz and Ku¨hn, 2001). It was initially designed to
simulate 2π and 4π production with the ISR photon emit-
ted at large angles. Soft multi-photon emission in the ini-
tial state is generated with the structure function tech-
nique (Caﬀo, Czyz, and Remiddi, 1994), while ﬁnal state
radiation (FSR) is generated using the PHOTOS simulation
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package (Barberio, van Eijk, and Wa¸s, 1991). The AfkQed
package provides the generation of a number of hadronic
ﬁnal states, including π+π−, π+π−π0, 4π, 5π, 6π, and
modes with kaons and light baryons. Additional modes
can be easily implemented. It also includes the process
e+e− → μ+μ−γ, for which both ISR and FSR diagrams
and their interference are taken into account. This gener-
ator is used by BABAR, for all the analyses where a tagged
ISR photon is required. In order to properly calculate the
radiator function the ISR photon is generated in an angu-
lar range slightly larger than the acceptance of the electro-
magnetic calorimeter, typically with 20◦ < θ < 160◦. The
achieved accuracy, of the order of 1%, is suﬃcient for all
the measured ﬁnal states, with the exception of the π+π−
channel, for which sub-percent precision is required. This
particular case will be discussed in detail in Section 21.3.3
The PHOKHARA event generator is based on theoreti-
cal work by Rodrigo, Czyz, Ku¨hn, and Szopa (2002) and
Czyz, Grzelinska, Ku¨hn, and Rodrigo (2003). The calcu-
lations include one-loop corrections and next-to-leading
order (NLO) ISR radiative corrections: that is, up to two
hard ISR photons are generated. For the processes e+e− →
π+π−γ, e+e− → K+K−γ, and e+e− → μ+μ−γ, NLO
FSR corrections are also implemented, with interference
between ISR and FSR. The accuracy in the determination
of the radiator function is estimated to be about 0.5%. The
PHOKHARA generator is used for both tagged and untagged
ISR studies, and it is particularly appropriate for mea-
surement of the π+π− and K+K− ﬁnal states. It is used
in both B Factory experiments, as well as in the KLOE
experiment at the φ factory DAΦNE.
In the latest PHOKHARA version, several multi-hadron
ﬁnal states are implemented. However it should be noted
that for these more complex channels the main theoretical
uncertainty does not come from the treatment of the ra-
diative corrections, but from the dependence of the matrix
element on the hadronic model used to describe the pro-
cess. Detection eﬃciencies estimated via MC simulation
depend in fact on the angular and momentum distribu-
tions generated by the chosen model. In order to deter-
mine a systematic uncertainty due to the model depen-
dence, the hadron distributions from MC simulations are
reweighted with those from data, and the detection ef-
ﬁciencies resulting from diﬀerent theoretical models are
compared.
21.2.2 Cross section
Experimentally, the Born cross section as a function of
m for the process e+e− → f , σ0(m), is obtained from
the measured mass spectrum of the corresponding ISR
process e+e− → γISRf , taking into account the detection
eﬃciency ε(s,m), and the integrated luminosity L:
dN(s,m)
dm
= ε(s,m)
dσ(s,m)
dm
L. (21.2.9)
Replacing the diﬀerential cross section by the expres-
sion in Eq. (21.2.5), we obtain
dN(s,m)
dm
= ε(s,m) (1 + δr(s,m))σ0(m)
dLISR(m)
dm
,
(21.2.10)
where 1 + δr(s,m) = W (s,m)/W0(s,m) is the radiative
correction factor mentioned in the previous subsection,
and we have introduced the so-called eﬀective ISR diﬀer-
ential luminosity:
dLISR(m)
dm
=
2m
s
W0(s,m)L. (21.2.11)
The Born radiator function is given by Eq.(21.2.7) or
Eq.(21.2.8) depending on the experimental conditions.
The mass spectrum is then subdivided in small mass
bins of width Δm, within which both W and σ0 vary little,
and the cross section is extracted for each bin from the
number of events ΔN falling in that bin:
σ0(mi) =
ΔN(mi)
Δm
1
ε(s,mi) (1 + δr) dLISR(mi)/dm.
(21.2.12)
The ISR luminosity is the quantity to be compared
with the luminosity integrated by previous experiments
via conventional energy scan. The solid line in Fig. 21.2.3
reports the mass dependence of the ISR diﬀerential lumi-
nosity calculated at an e+e− CM energy of 10.58 GeV,
for a tagged analysis, assuming a typical acceptance of
10% and the integrated luminosity of the BABAR data set
of 470 fb−1. The ISR luminosity, calculated considering
an energy-bin width of 0.02 GeV, increases from about
0.2 pb−1 at the π+π− production threshold up to more
than 3 pb−1 at 3.5 GeV. Only part of this range has been
covered by energy scans at previous experiments. In par-
ticular the region below
√
s = 1.4 GeV has been inves-
tigated with high precision by the SND and CMD-2 ex-
periments at the VEPP-2M collider in Novosibirsk. They
have collected a sample similar in size to that available
at BABAR, in particular in the regions around the peaks
of the vector meson resonances. There is much less data
available at energies above 1.4GeV, most of it collected
by the experiments DM1 and DM2 at the DCI collider in
Orsay. The histograms in the ﬁgure report the luminosity
integrated by CMD-2 and DM2. Precise measurements of
the e+e− → π+π− cross section have also been performed
by the KLOE experiment by means of both ISR untagged
and tagged analyses. Information about the data collected
by energy scan experiments has been extracted from sev-
eral published papers, whose main results are reported in
comparison with B Factories results in the following sec-
tions.
In the mass region of charm production the ISR
luminosity ranges from tens to hundreds of pb−1 per
100 MeV/c2 wide mass bin, signiﬁcantly exceeding the in-
tegrated luminosity collected by direct e+e− experiments.
By comparison the recent CLEO-c (Cronin-Hennessy
et al., 2009) energy scan collected a total of 60 pb−1 in
twelve points between 3.97 and 4.26 GeV, and BESIII ac-
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Figure 21.2.3. BABAR ISR luminosity versus equivalent CM
energy calculated in energy bins 20 MeV wide, for an inte-
grated machine luminosity of 470 fb−1 and an angular accep-
tance for the ISR photon between 0.35 and 2.4 rad. For com-
parison, the histogram reports the luminosity integrated by the
CMD-2 and DM2 experiment with a conventional energy scan,
at energies below and above 1.4 GeV, respectively; these data
are presented in many separate papers, as discussed in the text.
The two high, narrow peaks correspond to the energy regions
around the mass of the ρ and φ resonances, where most of the
data were collected.
cumulated 53 pb−1 data at 3.900 GeV and 482 pb−1 data
at 4.009 GeV (Ablikim et al., 2013b).
In conclusion, the current data samples of ISR events
available at the B Factories are larger than those pro-
duced directly in e+e− collisions for all masses with the
exceptions of the regions around the narrow resonances
(ω, φ, J/ψ , and ψ(2S)). In particular, the data in the
mass regions above 1.4 GeV/c2 for light quarks, and in
the charm region, are unique both in terms of quantity
and quality.
21.2.3 Mass resolution and energy scale
Mass resolution and absolute energy scale have to be kept
under control in order to assess the accuracy of the cross
sections measured with the ISR method.
The mass resolution is determined by the precision of
the measurement of the parameters (angles and momenta)
of the reconstructed tracks, and of the energy and direc-
tion of the photons from π0 and η decays. It is therefore
expected that the mass resolution is best in the vicin-
ity of the production threshold, due to the lower particle
momenta, and degrades with increasing mass. The mass
resolution is measured with simulated events, ﬁtting the
distribution of the diﬀerence between the reconstructed
and generated invariant masses. It is then checked with
experimental data by ﬁtting the line shape of narrow res-
onances, such as the φ or the J/ψ .
For multi-hadron systems with only charged particles,
typical values of the invariant mass resolution obtained
at the B Factories range from 4 up to 7 MeV/c2, when
the mass increases from 1.5 to 3 GeV/c2. The presence of
neutral pions worsens the resolution by a few MeV/c2.
The width of the mass bin chosen for the majority of the
analyses in this energy region is 25 MeV/c2, reducing in
this way the eﬀect of the mass resolution on the mea-
sured mass spectrum. A bin size of only 2 MeV/c2 has
been used by BABAR for the π+π− ﬁnal state close to the
peak of the ρ meson (Aubert, 2009ah), requiring a spe-
ciﬁc procedure for unfolding the resolution eﬀects from
the π+π− mass-spectrum (Malaescu, 2009). A small bin
size of 5 MeV/c2 was also used for the process e+e− → ppγ
in the pp mass region close to the production threshold,
where the resolution is less than 2 MeV/c2, as shown in
Fig. 21.2.4, allowing the study of the proton electromag-
netic form factor with unprecedented accuracy (Aubert,
2005ah; see also the discussion in Section 21.3.7.3 below).
In the charm mass region, the ﬁnal-state hadrons have
smaller momenta, and the mass resolution is of the order
of 5 MeV/c2, which is much smaller than the typical bin
sizes used of 20–25 MeV/c2.
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Figure 21.2.4. Mass resolution of the pp system as a function
of the reconstructed pp mass obtained by BABAR for the process
e+e− → ppγISR. BABAR internal, prepared for (Aubert, 2006d)
analysis.
The absolute mass scale is calibrated by comparison of
the reconstructed mass values for known resonances with
their nominal peak positions. In all cases a relative accu-
racy signiﬁcantly better than 10−3 has been measured.
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21.2.4 Comparison of tagged and untagged ISR
measurements with direct e+e− measurements
As already outlined, analyses of processes with hard pho-
ton emission in the initial state can be performed with or
without detection of the ISR photon. In this section we
discuss the general features of the two approaches, and
compare them to direct e+e− measurements.
One of the main issues with measurements of exclu-
sive cross sections at e+e− experiments is that each col-
lider is able to scan only a limited range of center-of-mass
energies. Signiﬁcant normalization uncertainties are there-
fore present when data from diﬀerent experiments, or even
data from the same experiment at diﬀerent energies, are
combined. In the ISR technique, by contrast, exclusive
cross sections are measured simultaneously over a con-
tinuous and very wide range of energies, with the same
experimental conditions.
The requirement that the ISR photon is emitted within
the detector angular acceptance results in an eﬃciency
loss of about an order of magnitude relative to the full
ISR production. In some cases, tagging of the ISR pho-
ton allows for analyses with partial reconstruction of the
hadronic system, increasing the global detection eﬃciency
while keeping the background at an aﬀordable level.
In untagged analyses, the detection of the ISR pho-
ton is not required, while the hadronic system must be
fully reconstructed. The detection eﬃciency is typically
higher in this case with respect to the tagged analyses;
however this is not true for all experimental conditions.
In particular, for low invariant masses the hadronic sys-
tem is subject to a strong boost, and the hadrons are
produced in a narrow cone centered around the direction
opposite to the ISR photon momentum. As a consequence,
most of the events with the ISR photon emitted roughly
collinear with the beam axis are rejected also in the case
of an untagged analysis, because a fraction of the hadrons
falls outside the detector acceptances. The overall detec-
tion eﬃciencies are therefore very similar for the tagged
and untagged approach up to an invariant mass of about
3−3.5GeV/c2, where the ﬁnal state hadrons are emitted at
large enough angles to be within the angular acceptance of
the calorimeter and tracking system, and the small-angle
ISR begins to contribute signiﬁcantly.
The previous considerations about detection eﬃcien-
cies constitute the main reason why, at the B Factories,
the untagged approach is used for measurements of ex-
clusive cross sections of hadronic ﬁnal states with an in-
variant mass above 3.5 GeV/c2, in particular to study the
production of open charm and charmonium. By contrast,
all the studies of e+e− annihilation into light hadrons are
performed requiring the detection of the ISR photon.
In ISR events, the ﬁnal state hadrons have a measur-
able momentum even at production threshold, because of
the boost of the hadronic system recoiling against the ra-
diated high-energy photon. As a consequence, the detec-
tion eﬃciency diﬀers from zero at threshold and, generally,
varies smoothly over the whole measured range of inva-
riant masses, unlike in direct e+e− measurements where
the detection eﬃciency drops to zero close to threshold. As
an example, Fig. 21.2.5 shows the detection eﬃciency as
a function of the pp mass, obtained at BABAR for the pro-
cess e+e− → ppγISR with the photon detected (Aubert,
2006d).
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Figure 21.2.5. The detection eﬃciency, as measured by
BABAR for the process e+e− → ppγISR in a tagged analysis,
varies slowly as a function of the reconstructed pp mass (Au-
bert, 2006d).
As we have already observed, for tagged ISR analy-
ses the hadrons, produced in a cone around the direc-
tion opposite to the tagged photon, generally fall in an
instrumented region of the detector. The detection eﬃ-
ciency is thus only weakly dependent on the ﬁnal state
hadrons’ angular distribution in the reference frame where
the hadronic system is at rest, and the uncertainties re-
lated to the theoretical models used for simulation are sig-
niﬁcantly reduced. This is in contrast with both untagged
ISR analyses and direct e+e− measurements, for which
the region at small polar angles is largely inaccessible.
There are also prices to pay for using the ISR tech-
nique. As discussed in Section 21.2.3, a good mass reso-
lution and absolute mass scale are obtained in ISR anal-
yses, but in direct e+e− measurements these quantities
are given respectively by the beam energy spread and by
the beam energy setting, which are determined far more
precisely.
The sources of background events for ISR measure-
ments are signiﬁcantly larger than those for direct e+e−
measurements. In the latter case, the main backgrounds
to a given ﬁnal state come from other e+e− → hadrons
reactions, due to undetected low momentum particles or
to wrong particle identiﬁcation, but such backgrounds are
limited by the requirement of four-momentum conserva-
tion. For ISR events, a source of background of the same
kind is due to mis-reconstructed events from other ISR
processes where one or more particles escape detection.
The constraint of four-momentum conservation is much
less eﬀective in this case because of the relatively poor
resolution on the measurement of the energy of the ISR
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photon and the emission of secondary photons, which de-
grade the kinematic ﬁts in both the tagged and untagged
analyses.
A background source aﬀecting mainly the tagged anal-
yses comes from e+e− annihilations at full energy (that
is, without the emission of an ISR photon) but contain-
ing a high-energy π0. If the π0 is not correctly recon-
structed because the two decay-photons are not resolved
and therefore merged by the reconstruction algorithm, or
one of them is undetected, the process e+e− → Xπ0 can
mimic the ISR process e+e− → XγISR. The contribution
of this background to distributions needed in an analy-
sis is estimated for each process from generic light quark
continuum MC samples using for normalization a sample
of e+e− → Xπ0 with a reconstructed π0 selected from
data. The background contribution is then subtracted.
This is the dominant source of background at masses of
the hadronic system higher than about 2 GeV/c2, and lim-
its the measurable mass range for light hadron ﬁnal states
to m < 4.0–4.5 GeV/c2.
For untagged analyses, the background due to non-
ISR events only partially reconstructed can be suppressed
by requiring that the missing momentum of the event is
collinear with the beam axis. Another signiﬁcant source
of background for untagged analysis is due to two-photon
processes e+e− → e+e−γ∗γ∗ → e+e−X, where the col-
liding electron and positron are scattered predominantly
at small angles, and are therefore undetected (see Chap-
ter 22 for a discussion of the two-photon reactions). In such
events the missing momentum is roughly along the beam
axis, but the missing mass is large, so eﬀective suppression
of this kind of background is obtained requiring a missing
mass close to zero, as expected if the only missing particle
is the hard ISR photon.
21.3 Exclusive hadronic cross-sections
The precision of the Standard Model calculation of the
muon anomalous magnetic moment is limited by the un-
certainty on the hadronic contribution; for many years this
contribution was determined using only data from e+e−
scan experiments (Davier, Eidelman, Hoecker, and Zhang,
2003b). The discrepancy between (g−2)μ calculations and
the direct measurement by the E821 experiment (Bennett
et al., 2006), on the order of three standard deviations,
called for new and more precise measurements of the e+e−
hadronic cross section.
This has been the main physics motivation for the
intensive BABAR program of measurements of exclusive
e+e− annihilation to light-quark hadrons, using ISR. In
addition, the large data sample and good detector per-
formance enable spectroscopic studies of unprecedented
accuracy in the energy region below 3 GeV.
Many ﬁnal states have already been studied at BABAR:
from π+π− (Aubert, 2009ah), the most important chan-
nel for (g−2)μ, to almost all of the possible channels with
up to six hadrons in the ﬁnal state. Exclusive production
e+e− → BB (where B = p, Λ,Σ) has also been measured
in order to extract the time-like electromagnetic form fac-
tors of the corresponding baryons. Belle investigated the
φπ+π− (φ→ K+K−) ﬁnal state (Shen, 2009). A few more
states are under study at the time of writing of this book,
which are essential to complete the main part of the pro-
gram for the estimate of the hadronic contribution to the
value of (g−2)μ, namely π+π− π0 π0, K+K−, K0SK0L+nπ,
and K0SK
±π∓ + nπ0, with n = 0, 1, 2.
This section is organized as follows. The general fea-
tures common to most of these analyses are described in
Section 21.3.1. The hadronic contribution to (g− 2)μ, the
measurement of the π+π− cross-section, and the impact of
this and other ISR results on (g− 2)μ and α(MZ) are dis-
cussed in Sections 21.3.2–21.3.4 respectively. Light meson
spectroscopy results from the study of multi-hadron ﬁnal
states are presented in Section 21.3.5; the search for the
fJ(2220) is discussed separately in Section 21.3.6. Finally,
time-like baryon form factor measurements are described
in Section 21.3.7.
21.3.1 Common analysis strategy
All the aforementioned analyses are performed with the
ISR tagged approach. A loose pre-selection is applied to
ﬁlter out ISR candidate events: The ISR event is tagged
by the detection of a photon of CM energy E∗γ > 3 GeV.
A rough balance between the beam energies and the en-
ergy of the reconstructed event, and a well reconstructed
primary vertex from the charged tracks are required. Ad-
ditional photons are considered only if they have an en-
ergy above 0.03 GeV. In any case, the photon with high-
est energy is assumed to be the ISR photon. The above
pre-selection works for most of the ﬁnal states with a few
exceptions, such as processes with long-lived particles or
with only neutral particles in the ﬁnal state, for which a
dedicated selection has been implemented.
Each candidate event is then subject to a set of con-
strained kinematic ﬁts, under diﬀerent hypotheses for the
ﬁnal state. The ﬁt results, along with information on char-
ged-particle identiﬁcation, are used to both select the ﬁ-
nal states of interest and measure backgrounds from other
processes. The kinematic ﬁts use the ISR photon direc-
tion and energy along with the four-momenta and covari-
ance matrices of the colliding electrons and of the selected
tracks and photons in the ﬁnal state. Masses of narrow
resonances, such as π0, η and φ mesons, are constrained
in the ﬁt to their nominal values.
In general, the main background at low invariant mas-
ses comes from other ISR processes; at higher masses the
background is due to continuum qq production, as ex-
plained in Section 21.2.4 above.
21.3.2 Hadronic vacuum polarization
Here we brieﬂy describe polarization of the vacuum due to
ﬂuctuations (Section 21.3.2.1), and its eﬀects on the run-
ning of the electromagnetic coupling (Section 21.3.2.2) and
on the muon magnetic anomaly (Section 21.3.2.3). The
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hadronic cross section in e+e− annihilation is a crucial
input to the calculation of both quantities. The measure-
ment of the e+e− → π+π− cross section, and the eﬀect
of this and other ISR exclusive results on (g − 2)μ and
α(MZ), are then discussed in Sections 21.3.3 and 21.3.4
respectively.
21.3.2.1 Quantum ﬂuctuations
A virtual photon exchanged in an electromagnetic pro-
cess can ﬂuctuate into particle-antiparticle pairs leading
to a polarization of the vacuum. While the eﬀect of lepton
pairs can be readily calculated with QED, hadronic eﬀects
can be treated with QCD only at large energies (quark-
antiquark pairs). At low energies perturbative QCD can-
not be employed any more, but fortunately hadronic vac-
uum polarization can still be evaluated with a dispersion
integral (Bouchiat and Michel, 1961) involving experimen-
tal data on the cross section for e+e− → hadrons, usually
expressed in terms of its ratio R to the point like cross
section. This technique applies to two situations of great
importance in particle physics: the running of the elec-
tromagnetic coupling α(s), particularly its value at the Z
pole where precision tests of the electroweak physics are
performed, and the calculation of the Standard Model pre-
diction for the lepton magnetic anomaly, especially in the
case of the muon because of its sensitivity to new physics.
The conservation of the vector current (CVC) allows
one to use τ decay data to compute the dispersion inte-
gral (Alemany, Davier, and Hoecker, 1998), but in this
case small corrections must be applied in order to take
into account isospin symmetry breaking between the weak
charged and electromagnetic hadronic currents. This sub-
ject is discussed in Section 20.7.
21.3.2.2 The running of the electromagnetic coupling
The running of the electromagnetic fine structure constant
α(s) is governed by the renormalized vacuum polarization
function, Πγ(s). For the spin 1 photon, Πγ(s) is given by
the Fourier transform of the time-ordered product of the
electromagnetic currents jμem(s) in the vacuum:
(qμqν−q2gμν)Πγ(q2) = i
∫
d4x eiqx〈0|T (jμem(x)jνem(0))|0〉.
(21.3.1)
With Δα(s) = −4παRe [Πγ(s)−Πγ(0)] and Δα(s) =
Δαlep(s) + Δαhad(s), which subdivides the running con-
tributions into a leptonic and a hadronic part, one has
α(s) =
α(0)
1−Δαlep(s)−Δαhad(s) , (21.3.2)
where 4πα(0) is the square of the electron charge in the
long-wavelength Thomson limit.
The leptonic contribution at s = M2Z is known pre-
cisely at three-loop order (Steinhauser, 1998):Δαlep(M2Z) =
314.98×10−4. Using analyticity and unitarity, the disper-
sion integral for the contribution from the hadronic vac-
uum polarization reads
Δαhad(M2Z) = −
α(0)M2Z
3π
Re
∫ ∞
4m2π
ds
R(s)
s(s−M2Z)− i
,
(21.3.3)
and, employing the identity 1/(x′−x−i)→0 = P{1/(x′−
x)} + iπδ(x′ − x), the above integral is evaluated using
the principal value integration technique. Here, R(s) ≡
R(0)(s), denotes the ratio of the ‘bare’ cross section for
e+e− annihilation into hadrons to the point like muon-
pair cross section. The ‘bare’ cross section, σ(0)(s) = σ(s)[
α(0)/α(s)
]
, is deﬁned as the measured cross section with
vacuum polarization eﬀects from the photon propagator
removed.
21.3.2.3 The muon magnetic anomaly
A prediction from Dirac theory is that charged leptons
have a magnetic moment equal to the Bohr magneton
(e/2m), corresponding to a gyromagnetic ratio g = 2.
However the magnetic anomaly, deﬁned as a = (g − 2)/2,
deviates from zero because of virtual corrections from higher
orders in QED and from other interactions. It is conve-
nient to separate the Standard Model prediction for the
anomalous magnetic moment of the muon aSMμ into its
different contributions,
aSMμ = a
QED
μ + a
had
μ + a
weak
μ ; (21.3.4)
the hadronic term is dominated by lowest-order (LO) vac-
uum polarization (VP), whose Feynman diagram is shown
in Fig. 21.3.1. But ahadμ receives further contributions,
smaller by a factor ∼ 30, from higher-order (HO) vacuum
polarization (several loops in photon propagators includ-
ing at least one hadronic loop) and the so-called light-
by-light (LBL) contribution, where the hadronic loop is
connected to the QED part by four photon legs.
μ+ μ−
γ
γ γ
Figure 21.3.1. The Feynman diagram for the lowest-order
contribution of hadronic vacuum polarization to the muon
magnetic anomaly.
As in the case of α(MZ), by virtue of the analyticity of
the vacuum polarization correlator, the LO contribution of
the hadronic vacuum polarization to aμ can be calculated
via a dispersion integral
ahad,LOμ =
α2(0)
3π2
∫ ∞
4m2π
ds
K(s)
s
R(s) . (21.3.5)
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The QED kernel,K(s) is given by (Brodsky and De Rafael,
1968)
K(s) = x2
(
1− x
2
2
)
+ (1 + x)2
(
1 +
1
x2
)
×
(
ln(1 + x)− x+ x
2
2
)
+
(1 + x)
(1− x)x
2 lnx ,
(21.3.6)
with x = (1−βμ)/(1+βμ) and βμ = (1− 4m2μ/s)1/2. The
function K(s) decreases monotonically with increasing s.
It gives a strong weight to the low energy part of the
integral (21.3.5). About 92% of the total contribution to
ahadμ is accumulated at CM energies
√
s below 1.8 GeV,
and 73% of ahadμ is covered by the two-pion final state
which is dominated by the ρ(770) resonance.
21.3.3 Measurement of e+e− → π+π−(γ)
Precise results on the e+e− → π+π−(γ) cross section
have been obtained by BABAR (Aubert, 2009ah), using
232 fb−1 of recorded data. In this analysis, two-body ISR
processes e+e− → γISRX with ﬁnal states X = π+π−(γ)
and X = μ+μ−(γ) are measured, where the charged par-
ticle pair can be accompanied by a ﬁnal state radiation
(FSR) photon. The ππ cross section is obtained from the
ratio of pion to muon yields, thereby signiﬁcantly reduc-
ing the systematic uncertainty. Furthermore the measured
muon cross section can be compared to the QED predic-
tion, providing a powerful cross check of the analysis.
In this approach the measurement of the cross sec-
tion σππ(γ) uses the eﬀective ISR luminosity provided by
the measured mass spectrum of μμγISR(γ) events. For the
muon QED test, the measurement of σμμ(γ) uses the ISR
luminosity calculated from the e+e− integrated luminosity
and the radiator function obtained from PHOKHARA .
In addition to the pre-selection requirements, two-body
ISR events are selected requiring exactly two tracks of op-
posite charge, each with a momentum p > 1GeV/c and
within the polar angle range 0.40 to 2.45 rad in the labo-
ratory frame. The charged-particle tracks are required to
have at least 15 hits in the DCH, to originate within 5mm
of the collision axis, and to extrapolate to DIRC and IFR
active areas, excluding low-eﬃciency regions.
MC simulation is used to compute acceptance and
mass-dependent eﬃciencies for trigger, reconstruction, PID,
and event selection. Corrections for diﬀerences between
data and MC eﬃciencies amount to at most a few percent
and are known to the few permill level or better.
The precision aimed for by this analysis requires ded-
icated studies of the detector performance, particularly
regarding track reconstruction and particle identiﬁcation
eﬃciencies. These are determined taking advantage of the
kinematic constraints of pair production. Two-prong ISR
candidates are selected on the basis of the ISR photon and
one detected track, and subjected to a kinematic ﬁt to es-
timate the expected parameters of the second track. Com-
parison with the sample of reconstructed second-track can-
didates allows the measurement of the track reconstruc-
tion eﬃciency.
Pure samples of muon, pion, and kaon pairs are ob-
tained from two-prong ISR events where one track is se-
lected as a μ-, π-, or K-candidate respectively, according
to the output of cut-based and likelihood selectors (see
Section 5.2). The other track is used to determine the
eﬃciency and misidentiﬁcation probabilities of the PID
algorithm under test, as a function of momentum and po-
sition in the IFR or the DIRC. The eﬃciencies for μ are of
the order of 90%, with 10% misidentiﬁed as π. The π eﬃ-
ciency depends strongly on momentum, with the fraction
of pions misidentiﬁed as K increasing from 1% at 1GeV/c
to 20% at 6GeV/c; the fraction misidentiﬁed as μ is 5–6%,
and that as e around 2%.
The multi-hadronic background from e+e− → qq is es-
timated as explained in Section 21.2.4. The background
from other ISR processes is dominated by the e+e− →
π+π−π0γISR and e+e− → π+π−2π0γISR reactions, which
are estimated using MC simulation. Residual background
sources from the e+e− → γγ process with photon conver-
sion and radiative Bhabha events are studied and taken
into account.
The analysis allows for one additional ISR or FSR pho-
ton, and is thus eﬀectively performed at NLO in α. Each
event is subjected to two kinematic ﬁts to the e+e− →
XγISR hypothesis, where X allows for an additional pho-
ton from the initial or ﬁnal state, detected or not. The
ﬁrst ﬁt, called the ‘ISR’ ﬁt, tests the consistency of the
reconstructed event with the presence of an undetected
ISR photon collinear with the collision axis. The second
ﬁt, called the ‘FSR’ ﬁt, is performed only if an additional
photon with Eγ > 25MeV is detected, and tests the hy-
pothesis that this photon is radiated by the ﬁnal state
tracks. Misreconstructed events and residual background
generally have large χ2 values for both ﬁts, and can be sep-
arated from signal events. If the ‘FSR’ ﬁt has the smaller
χ2, the mass of the hadronic ﬁnal state is calculated in-
cluding the 4-momentum of the additional detected pho-
ton.
The computed detector acceptance and the selection
eﬃciency of the kinematic ﬁt procedure are sensitive to
an imperfect description of radiative eﬀects in the gener-
ator. The estimated rates of FSR for data and MC sim-
ulation are found to be consistent at better than the one
permill level. The AfkQed generator simulates additional
ISR production in the collinear approximation and ap-
plies an energy cut-oﬀ for very hard photons. The eﬀects
of these approximations are estimated by comparing the
AfkQed generator at four-vector level with the PHOKHARA
generator, which gives a full description of the process
at next-to-leading order. Corrections to the acceptance of
the order of a few percent are found for the individual
π+π−(γ) and μ+μ−(γ) processes, but since photon emis-
sion from the initial state is common to the two channels,
the π+π−(γ)/μ+μ−(γ) ratio is aﬀected only at the few
permill level. Therefore the measurement of the pion cross
section is to a large extent insensitive to the description
of NLO eﬀects in the generator.
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A QED test is performed by comparing the μ+μ−(γ)
mass spectrum in data with that in MC-simulated events.
In particular, the distribution of the data is background-
subtracted, and the distribution of the AfkQed-based full
simulation, normalized to the data luminosity, is corrected
for all known data/MC detector and reconstruction diﬀer-
ences and for the generator NLO limitations determined
from the comparison between PHOKHARA and AfkQed. The
ratio, shown in Fig. 21.3.2, is rather ﬂat from threshold to
3GeV/c2 and consistent with unity, as found by a ﬁt to a
constant value which returns
σdataμμγ(γ)
σNLO QEDμμγ(γ)
− 1 = (40± 20± 55± 94)× 10−4 , (21.3.7)
with χ2/ndof = 55.4/54; the errors are statistical, sys-
tematic from this analysis, and systematic from the in-
tegrated luminosity respectively. The QED test is thus
satisﬁed within an overall accuracy of 1.1%.
0.9
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NLO QED test
Figure 21.3.2. The ratio of the e+e− → μ+μ−γ(γ) cross
section measured by BABAR to the NLO QED prediction (Au-
bert, 2009ah). The solid line and the shaded band represent
the central value and errors given in Eq. (21.3.7).
Before extraction of the ﬁnal cross section, an un-
folding procedure, described in detail in Malaescu (2009),
is applied to the background-subtracted and eﬃciency-
corrected mππ spectrum. A mass-transfer matrix obtained
using simulation provides the probability that an event
generated in an interval i of the reduced e+e− CM en-
ergy
√
s′ is reconstructed in a mππ interval j. In the en-
ergy region around the ρ peak, where the cross section is
measured in energy intervals 2 MeV wide, the signiﬁcant
elements of the mass-transfer matrix lie near the diagonal
over a typical range of 6 MeV, which corresponds to the
energy resolution.
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Figure 21.3.3. The bare cross section for e+e− → π+π−(γ)
measured by BABAR (Aubert, 2009ah) in the full energy range.
The inset shows an enlarged view of the energy region around
the ρ and ω masses. Total uncertainties are shown.
Figure 21.3.3 shows the e+e− → π+π−(γ) bare cross
section including FSR measured by BABAR as a function
of the CM energy. It is dominated by the ρ resonance,
and shows the eﬀect of the ρ−ω interference at 0.78GeV,
a clear dip at 1.6GeV resulting from interference with a
heavier ρ state, and additional structure above 2GeV. The
systematic uncertainty ranges from 0.5% in the energy re-
gion around the ρ mass, up to 5% at the highest measured
energies, and is smaller than the statistical error in the cor-
responding energy interval over the whole spectrum. The
contributions of the various sources to the systematic un-
certainties are shown in Table 21.3.1 for the central energy
region 0.4 <
√
s′ < 1.2GeV.
The square of the pion form factor is deﬁned as usual
by the ratio of the dressed cross section without FSR, and
Table 21.3.1. Relative systematic uncertainties (in 10−3)
in the e+e− → π+π−(γ) cross section by √s′ intervals up to
1.2GeV (Aubert, 2009ah). The statistical part of the eﬃciency
uncertainties is included in the total statistical uncertainty in
each interval, and, therefore, it is not reported in the table.
source of uncertainty
√
s′ (GeV)
0.4–0.5 0.5–0.6 0.6–0.9 0.9–1.2
trigger/ ﬁlter 2.7 1.9 1.0 0.5
tracking 2.1 2.1 1.1 1.7
π-ID 2.5 6.2 2.4 4.2
background 4.3 5.2 1.0 3.0
acceptance 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.6
kinematic ﬁt (χ2) 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.9
correlated μμ ID loss 2.0 3.0 1.3 2.0
ππ/μμ non-cancel. 1.4 1.6 1.1 1.3
unfolding 2.7 2.7 1.0 1.3
ISR luminosity (μμ) 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4
total uncertainty 8.1 10.2 5.0 6.5
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the lowest-order cross section for point-like spin 0 charged
particles. Thus,
|Fπ|2(s′) = 3s
′
πα2(0)β3π
σππ(s′) , (21.3.8)
with the pion velocity βπ =
√
1− 4m2π/s′. A vector-me-
son-dominance (VMD) model is used to ﬁt the BABAR
pion form factor, correlating the observed structures to
the eﬀects from higher-mass isovector vector mesons. In
addition to the ρ and ω (isoscalar, but interfering with the
ρ through its isospin-violating π+π− decay), three higher
ρ states at (1493± 15) MeV/c2, (1861± 17) MeV/c2, and
(2254± 22) MeV/c2 are required to ﬁt the data. The ﬁt is
shown in Fig. 21.3.4.
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Figure 21.3.4. The pion form factor squared measured by
BABAR (Aubert, 2009ah) as a function of
√
s′ in the full range,
with details of the ρ−ω interference region shown in the inset.
The line represents a VMD ﬁt with the ρ, the ω, and three
higher ρ states.
21.3.4 Impact of ISR results on (g − 2)μ and α(MZ)
21.3.4.1 The BABAR π+π− contribution
The BABAR 2π results discussed above can be used in a
straightforward way to compute the dispersion integral of
Eq. 21.3.5. The errors are computed using the full statis-
tical and systematic covariance matrices. The systematic
uncertainties for each source are taken to be fully corre-
lated over all mass regions. The upper range of integration
(1.8GeV) is chosen in accordance with previous evalua-
tions (Davier, Eidelman, Hoecker, and Zhang, 2003a,b)
in which the contribution of the higher energy region was
computed using QCD. This procedure was justiﬁed by de-
tailed studies using τ decay data (Barate et al., 1998). The
contribution to aμ in the 1.8–3GeV range, obtained with
the present BABAR data, is (0.21±0.01)×10−10, thus neg-
ligible with respect to the uncertainty in the main region.
The contribution from threshold to 1.8 GeV is obtained
for the ﬁrst time from a single experiment:
aππ(γ),LOμ = (514.1± 2.2± 3.1)× 10−10 , (21.3.9)
where the errors are statistical and systematic.
21.3.4.2 Comparison to other determinations
Direct comparison with the results from other experiments
is complicated by two facts: (i) e+e− scan experiments
provide cross section measurements at discrete and un-
equally spaced energy values, while the ISR method pro-
vides a continuous spectrum and, (ii) unlike BABAR no
other experiment covers the complete mass spectrum from
threshold up to energies where the contributions become
negligible. Wherever gaps remain, they have been ﬁlled by
using the weighted-average cross section values from the
other experiments. This approach has been followed by
Davier, Hoecker, Malaescu, Yuan, and Zhang (2010) from
which the relevant integrals are extracted.
Correlations between systematic uncertainties have been
taken into account, particularly for radiative corrections,
when combining the results from all experiments. The
combination is performed in small energy bins at the cross
section level, taking into account possible disagreements
leading to an increased uncertainty of the resulting av-
erage. The contribution of the π+π− channel to aμ ob-
tained from the combination of all measurements of the
e+e− → π+π− cross section is (507.8± 3.2)× 10−10. It is
compared in Fig. 21.3.5 with the determinations of aμ cal-
culated using the data form the individual experiments.
All determinations are indeed consistent within the un-
certainties, BABAR and CMD-2 (Akhmetshin et al., 2006,
2007; Aulchenko et al., 2005) being almost a factor of two
more precise than SND (Achasov et al., 2006) and KLOE
(Ambrosino et al., 2009a, 2011).
The BABAR result is also consistent with determina-
tions using τ decay with isospin-breaking corrections from
Davier et al. (2010), which are also reported in Fig. 21.3.5.
This reduces the previous tension between e+e− and τ val-
ues (Davier, Eidelman, Hoecker, and Zhang, 2003a). Look-
ing at the full picture it is important to note that the four
inputs (CMD-2/SND, KLOE, BABAR, τ) have completely
independent systematic uncertainties.
21.3.4.3 Other exclusive channels
Remaining contributions from other exclusive channels up
to 1.8 GeV amount to about 18% of ahad,LOμ . Previous re-
sults were obtained by CMD-2/SND from the ω and φ
resonances, and from multihadrons up to 1.4 GeV. Data
between 1.4 GeV and 2 GeV from the DM2 experiment
were rather poor. However it was shown by the LEP exper-
iments that perturbative QCD could be used at the τ mass
scale with accuracies of about 1% (Ackerstaﬀ et al., 1999;
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Figure 21.3.5. Evaluation of LO hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion 2π contributions to the muon magnetic anomaly in the
energy range [2mπ, 1.8GeV] from BABAR, other e
+e− exper-
iments (Davier, Hoecker, Malaescu, Yuan, and Zhang, 2010),
and τ experiments (Davier et al., 2010); see the text for details.
The errors include both statistical and systematic sources.
For the τ values, a common systematic error of 1.9 is in-
cluded to account for uncertainties in the isospin-breaking cor-
rections. The vertical bands represent the combined result,
which amount to (507.8 ± 3.2) × 10−10 for the ππ value, and
(515.2±3.0±1.9)×10−10 for the τ value. They are not obtained
as the weighted average of the diﬀerent values, but originate
from a local combination of the respective spectral functions.
Barate et al., 1998), so it became advantageous (Davier
and Hoecker, 1998) to use theory above 1.8 GeV.
The situation between 1 GeV and 1.8 GeV changed
drastically with the advent of ISR BABAR data. In fact
an almost complete set of precise measurements is avail-
able and a few remaining channels are being analyzed.
These measurements beneﬁt from the excellent particle
identiﬁcation, providing access to many previously unmea-
sured cross sections. They help to discriminate between
older, less precise and sometimes contradictory results.
Figure 21.3.6 gives a few examples of measured cross sec-
tions and demonstrates the impact of the BABAR results.
The band shown on all these plots represents the combi-
nation by Davier, Hoecker, Malaescu, and Zhang (2011)
of all existing data using the HVPTools package (Davier,
Hoecker, Malaescu, Yuan, and Zhang, 2010): it is clearly
dominated by the BABAR results.
The measurement using the full available data set of
the production cross section for several ﬁnal states are in
progress at BABAR. Particularly relevant for the calcula-
tion of the muon anomaly are π+π−π0π0, K+K−, KSKL,
and KSKLπ+π−. Some channels involving π0 multiplici-
ties larger than 2 will probably remain unmeasured. The
estimate of the missing channels, obtained using isospin
relations or inequalities (Davier, Hoecker, Malaescu, and
Zhang, 2011), is greatly facilitated by the studies of pro-
duced ﬁnal states performed by BABAR on the related
channels as discussed in the following sections.
21.3.4.4 The complete muon anomaly prediction
Measurements from all experiments have been combined
in the recent analysis of Davier, Hoecker, Malaescu, and
Zhang (2011). The weight of the ISR BABAR data in
the combination is the largest of all experiments: 41%
for 2π and from 58 to 100% for the other measured ex-
clusive channels below 1.8 GeV. More recently an in-
dependent analysis using the same data has been pre-
sented (Hagiwara, Liao, Martin, Nomura, and Teubner,
2011) with similar results. Adding all contributions (QED,
electroweak, hadronic LO VP, hadronic HO VP, hadronic
light-by-light) as given in Davier, Hoecker, Malaescu, and
Zhang (2011), using for hadronic LO VP the combined
result, one obtains the predicted value
aSMμ = (11 659 180.2±4.2±2.6±0.2)×10−10 , (21.3.10)
where the three uncertainties come from hadronic VP
(e+e− data), the LBL calculations, and the sum of QED
and Weak contributions, respectively, for a total uncer-
tainty of±4.9×10−10. The Standard Model prediction can
be compared to the direct measurement (Bennett et al.,
2006), slightly updated in (Nakamura et al., 2010):
aexpμ = (11 659 208.9± 6.3)× 10−10 . (21.3.11)
The experimental value exceeds the theory prediction
by (28.7 ± 8.0) × 10−10, i.e. 3.6 standard deviations. Al-
though the deviation is not signiﬁcant enough to claim a
departure from the Standard Model, it conﬁrms the trend
of earlier results using previous data (Davier, Eidelman,
Hoecker, and Zhang, 2003b; Hagiwara, Martin, Nomura,
and Teubner, 2007; Jegerlehner and Nyﬀeler, 2009).
Such a deviation could originate from new physics be-
yond the Standard Model. One possibility, much discussed
in the literature, is the eﬀect of contributions from super-
symmetry (SUSY) involving scalar muons or neutrinos,
and gauginos at a few hundred GeV mass scale. For the
moment this explanation is not conﬁrmed by the early
LHC results as no evidence has yet been found for new
particles in this mass range. While under tension this sce-
nario is not yet ruled out as many SUSY versions can still
be considered.
However it is clear that the muon (g − 2) discrep-
ancy should be further explored. The progress will follow
two lines. First, projects are considered at FNAL and J-
PARC to extend the direct measurement to higher pre-
cision. Second, more precise measurements of e+e− →
hadrons are possible with VEPP2000 and in the longer
term with the new generation of B Factories using the ISR
method. Combining the two approaches could produce a
very signiﬁcant deviation which would unambiguously sig-
nal physics beyond the Standard Model.
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Figure 21.3.6. Cross sections versus center-of-mass energy for e+e− → π+π−π+π−, e+e− → π+π−π0π0, e+e− →
K+K−π+π−, e+e− → 2π+2π−π0, e+e− → 3π+3π−, e+e− → 2π+2π−2π0. The open circles show data from BABAR which
dominate in precision. The references for the earlier results displayed are given in Davier, Hoecker, Malaescu, and Zhang (2011).
The error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The shaded (green online) band is the
combined result ±1σ taking all experiments into account using the HVPTools package (Davier, Hoecker, Malaescu, Yuan, and
Zhang, 2010).
21.3.4.5 The prediction for α(M2Z)
All hadronic contributions considered above are used as
input to compute the dispersion relation in Eq. (21.3.3)
with the result
Δαhad(M2Z) = (275.0± 1.0)× 10−4 , (21.3.12)
which, contrary to the evaluation of ahad,LOμ , is not dom-
inated by the uncertainty in the experimental low-energy
data, but by contributions from all energy regions, where
both experimental and theoretical errors have similar mag-
nitude. Nevertheless the new ISR data provided by BABAR
permits a signiﬁcant improvement in precision. The result
in Eq. (21.3.12) can be compared with the value obtained
in Hagiwara, Liao, Martin, Nomura, and Teubner (2011),
(276.3± 1.4)× 10−4.
Adding the leptonic contributionΔαlep(M2Z), one ﬁnds
α−1(M2Z) = 128.952± 0.014 . (21.3.13)
The running electromagnetic coupling at MZ enters
at various levels the global SM ﬁt to electroweak precision
data. It contributes to the radiator functions that modify
the vector and axial-vector couplings in the partial Z bo-
son widths to fermions, and also to the SM prediction of
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Figure 21.3.7. Overall χ2 for the Standard Gﬁtter elec-
troweak ﬁt (Baak et al., 2012; green shaded band) with the
result obtained for the new evaluation of Δαhad(M
2
Z). The
shaded areas represent the excluded regions at 95% C.L. from
the LEP and LHC experiments, leaving only a small window
near 126 GeV where a very signiﬁcant signal is observed by
the ATLAS (Aad et al., 2012) and CMS (Chatrchyan et al.,
2012b) experiments.
the W mass and the eﬀective weak mixing angle. Overall,
the ﬁt exhibits a−39% correlation between the Higgs mass
(MH) and Δαhad(M2Z) (Baak et al., 2012), so that the de-
crease in the value given in Eq.(21.3.12) and thus in the
running electromagnetic coupling strength, with respect
to earlier evaluations, leads to an increase in the most
probable value of MH returned by the ﬁt. Figure 21.3.7
shows the standard Gﬁtter result (green shaded band;
Baak et al., 2012), using as the hadronic contribution the
result obtained by using Eq. (21.3.12). The ﬁtted Higgs
mass shifts from (84+30−23) GeV/c
2 to (91+30−23) GeV/c
2. The
stationary error of the latter value, in spite of the im-
proved accuracy, is due to the logarithmic MH dependence
of the ﬁt observables. The new 95% upper limit on MH is
163 GeV/c2. A new boson with properties compatible with
the Higgs particle has been discovered by the ATLAS (Aad
et al., 2012) and CMS (Chatrchyan et al., 2012b) experi-
ments at the LHC. The fact that its mass of 126 GeV/c2 is
consistent with the range allowed above can be considered
as a triumph for the Standard Model in the so-far hidden
sector of gauge symmetry breaking.
21.3.5 Light meson spectroscopy
Most of the multi-hadron ﬁnal states feature a variety of
internal sub-processes, with formation of several interme-
diate states, whose properties can be measured thanks to
the large available statistics at the B Factories.
In some cases, however, these studies are made diﬃcult
by the presence of broad interfering intermediate states,
and have been performed only in a qualitative way. As
an example, the study of the two- and three-pion invari-
ant mass distributions of the process e+e− → π+π−π0π0
shows important contributions from ω(780)π, a1(1260)π,
and ρ+ρ− intermediate states, which strongly interfere.
A partial-wave analysis combining the data of e+e− →
π+π−π0π0 and e+e− → π+π−π+π− is required in order
to separate the diﬀerent sub-processes and to study the
two excited ρ states, ρ(1450) and ρ(1700), decaying into
four pions.
In many other cases, more quantitative results have
been obtained. A non-exhaustive summary of these results
is presented below.
21.3.5.1 Study of ω-like resonances
The e+e− → π+π−π0 cross section is dominated by the
production of the well-known vector states ω, φ, and J/ψ .
Between 1 and 2 GeV the cross section is generally de-
scribed as the sum of two ω-like resonances: ω(1420) or ω′,
and ω(1650) or ω′′, whose parameters are not yet well es-
tablished. The published BABAR results (Aubert, 2004af)
are based on an integrated luminosity of only 89.3 fb−1.
Therefore, an update of the study using the full avail-
able dataset is desirable. The measured cross section in
the 1.05–3.0 GeV/c2 mass region is shown in Fig. 21.3.8.
There is good agreement with previous results by the SND
experiment (Achasov et al., 2002) below 1.4 GeV/c2; sig-
niﬁcant disagreement with DM2 results (Antonelli et al.,
1992) is observed at higher energies.
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Figure 21.3.8. The e+e− → π+π−π0 cross section measured
by the BABAR experiment (Aubert, 2004af; full circles) in the 1-
3 GeV/c2 range compared with the SND (Achasov et al., 2002;
open circles) and DM2 (Antonelli et al., 1992; triangles) data.
The inset shows the result of a ﬁt to the mass distribution as
explained in the text.
The three pion mass spectrum below 1.8 GeV/c2, ob-
tained by BABAR, is ﬁtted as the sum of the four known
vector resonances ω, φ, ω′, and ω′′. The ﬁt result in the
ω′ and ω′′ mass region is shown in the inset to Fig. 21.3.8,
superimposed on the experimental data. The resonance
parameters from the ﬁt are reported in the ﬁrst column of
Table 21.3.2, together with the corresponding values from
studies of ISR processes with ﬁve and six hadrons in the
ﬁnal state.
Clear η → 3π and ω → 3π signals are observed in
the e+e− → 2(π+π−)π0 process. The cross sections for
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Figure 21.3.9. The e+e− → ηπ+π− (top) and e+e− →
ωπ+π− (bottom) cross sections measured by BABAR (Aubert,
2007bb) in comparison with direct e+e− measurements.
production of the ηπ+π− and ωπ+π− ﬁnal states, mea-
sured by BABAR (Aubert, 2007bb), are compared to pre-
vious, less precise data (Akhmetshin et al., 2000; Antonelli
et al., 1988; Cordier et al., 1981; Druzhinin et al., 1986)
in Fig. 21.3.9. Several new features are revealed by the
BABAR data. In particular, the study of the π+π− mass
distribution shows a clear contribution of the intermediate
state ωf0(980) to the ωπ+π− cross section. In addition,
the ωπ+π− cross section has been ﬁtted, after removal of
the ωf0(980) contribution, with a sum of two BW func-
tions, referring to the ω′ and ω′′, as in the case of the
π+π−π0 ﬁnal state. The ﬁtted parameters are reported in
the third column Table 21.3.2.
Finally, further structure compatible with ω excita-
tions has been observed in e+e− → 2(π+π−π0) (Aubert,
2006az). In fact, in addition to clear η → π+π−π0 and
ω → π+π−π0 signals, a small associated production of η
and ω is observed in this channel. The cross section for
the e+e− → ωη reaction, reported in Fig. 21.3.10, shows
a peak in the ω(1650) energy region, which is ﬁtted with
a Breit-Wigner function.
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Figure 21.3.10. The e+e− → ωη cross section extracted
from the 2(π+π−π0) ﬁnal state measured by BABAR (Aubert,
2006az). The solid line is the result of the ﬁt with a Breit-
Wigner function.
As can be seen from Table 21.3.2, there is general con-
sistency among the ω′ and ω′′ parameters measured in the
diﬀerent channels. An update of the three pion ﬁnal state
measurement with the full available BABAR data set, and a
combined ﬁt to all channels, could give information on rel-
ative decay rates and signiﬁcantly improve the knowledge
of these states.
21.3.5.2 Study of excited ρ and φ states in the KKπ and
KKη ﬁnal states
By studying the Dalitz plots of the e+e− → K0SK±π∓
and e+e− → K+K−π0 ﬁnal states, the DM1 and DM2
experiments have identiﬁed e+e− → KK∗(892) and its
charge conjugate as the dominant sub-process, and mea-
sured the contributions of the diﬀerent isospin (I = 0, 1)
components. They also observed a resonant structure in
the isoscalar component, which was interpreted as the
ﬁrst excitation of the φ resonance, thereafter called the
φ(1680) or φ′ (Bisello et al., 1991; Buon et al., 1982).
BABAR performs a similar study of the K0SK
±π∓ and
K+K−π0 ﬁnal states, using a  220 fb−1 sample (Aubert,
2008ab). The large amount of data allows the measure-
ment of the cross sections up to a CM energy of 4.5 GeV,
and a much more accurate study of the Dalitz plots of
the two processes, shown in Fig. 21.3.11. It can be seen
that in both processes, the main contributions come from
the KK∗(892) and KK∗2 (1430) intermediate states, and
that the Dalitz plot population for the K0SK
±π∓ channel
is strongly asymmetric. This is because both the neutral
K0K∗0 and charged K±K∗∓ combinations are involved,
and these are produced by, respectively, the sum and the
diﬀerence of the iso-scalar and iso-vector amplitudes. By
studying the Dalitz plots, the moduli and relative phase
of the isospin components for both the KK∗(892) and
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Table 21.3.2. Summary of the ω(1420) (or ω′) and ω(1650) (or ω′′) resonance parameters obtained from the ﬁts described in
the text. mi and Γi are the mass and the full width of state i, respectively, σ0i is the peak cross section, ΓeeBif the dielectron
width multiplied by the branching fraction for decays into the ﬁnal state f , and φi is the phase w.r.t. the ω amplitude. The
errors shown are combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties. The values without errors were ﬁxed in the ﬁts.
Fit 3π (Aubert, 2004af) ωη (Aubert, 2006az) ωπ+π− (Aubert, 2007bb) PDG (Amsler et al., 2008)
σ0ω′ (nb) – – 1.01± 0.29 –
ΓeeBω′f (eV) 369 – 17.5± 5.4 –
mω′(GeV/c
2) 1.350± 0.03 – 1.38± 0.07 1.40 – 1.45
Γω′(GeV) 0.450± 0.10 – 0.13± 0.05 0.180 – 0.250
φω′ (rad) π – π –
σ0ω′′ (nb) – 3.08± 0.33 2.47± 0.18 –
ΓeeBω′′f (eV) 286 – 103.5± 8.3 –
mω′′(GeV/c
2) 1.660± 0.010 1.645± 0.008 1.667± 0.014 1.670± 0.030
Γω′′(GeV) 0.220± 0.036 0.114± 0.014 0.222± 0.032 0.315± 0.035
φω′′ (rad) 0 0 0 –
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Figure 21.3.11. The Dalitz plot distribution for the K+K−π0 (left) and K0SKπ ﬁnal state (right) measured by BABAR (Aubert,
2008ab).
KK∗2 (1430) cross sections have been obtained as a func-
tion of the CM energy. The isoscalar σ0 and isovector
σ1 cross sections for e+e− → KK∗(892) are shown in
Fig. 21.3.12(a,b). The isoscalar component is dominant,
and shows a clear resonant peak at a CM energy of ∼
1.7GeV, consistent with the φ(1680) meson. The isovector
component is also incompatible with a pure phase space
shape, and shows a resonant structure, as can be deduced
by a study including the information on the relative phase
between σ0 and σ1.
A global ﬁt has been performed using six diﬀerent
sources of information: σ0, σ1 and their relative phase; the
K+K−π0 cross section shown in Fig. 21.3.12(c), and the
φη cross section measured reconstructing two diﬀerent η
decay modes: η → γγ (Aubert, 2008ab), and η → π+π−π0
(Aubert, 2007bb). The e+e− → φη reaction is well suited
to study excited φ states, because the production of any
ω-like state, even if allowed by quantum-number conser-
vation, is strongly suppressed by the OZI rule. The mea-
sured φη cross section reported in Fig. 21.3.12(d) shows a
broad peak at a CM energy of about 1.7GeV, which can
be identiﬁed as a new decay channel of the φ(1680) me-
son. The same dominant resonance φ′ is therefore assumed
to ﬁt both the φη and the isoscalar KK∗(892) cross sec-
tions. An additional resonance, φ′′ is included to account
for a small peak seen at a CM energy of about 2.15GeV
in the φη cross section. The ﬁt results are superimposed
on the cross section data in Fig. 21.3.12 and are listed
in Table 21.3.3. The parameters obtained for the φ′ and
ρ′ are compatible with previous measurements (Amsler
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Figure 21.3.12. Isoscalar (a) and isovector (b) components of the e+e− → K0SKπ cross section; the e+e− → K±K∗(892)∓
cross section obtained by the BABAR experiment, using e+e− → K+K−π0 events (c), and the e+e− → φη cross section (d). The
points with error bars are data and the gray bands represent the ﬁt and its uncertainty (Aubert, 2008ab).
et al., 2008). Concerning the φ′′ resonance, which is seen
only in the φη channel with a signiﬁcance of about 2.5σ,
the ﬁtted parameters are close to those for the Y (2175)
state observed in the φf0(980) ﬁnal state (Aubert, 2006c),
discussed in Section 21.3.5.3.
An interesting sub-process of the K+K−γγ ﬁnal state
measured for the ﬁrst time by BABAR is e+e− → φπ0 (Au-
bert, 2008ab). The decays of ordinary isovector resonances
to φπ0 are suppressed by the OZI rule, so structure in this
channel could serve as a signal for exotic resonant states.
Two possible descriptions are considered to ﬁt the φπ0
cross section, assuming respectively the presence of one
or two radial excitations of the ρ meson (despite being
OZI suppressed).160 In the ﬁrst case, the parameters ob-
tained for the unique isovector state are 1593±32 MeV/c2
for the mass and 203 ± 97 MeV for the width, which
are compatible with those of the ρ(1700) (Amsler et al.,
2008). A slightly better ﬁt quality is obtained if two reso-
nances are assumed, as seen from the results shown in Ta-
ble 21.3.3. The parameters obtained for the ﬁrst resonance
(indicated by ρ′′ in the Table) are consistent with those
of the C(1480) state observed in π−p → φπ0n charge-
160 It should be noted that in the region 1 GeV to 2 GeV
several wide resonances, mixtures of ss, uu and dd states, are
present and hence the OZI rule may not be directly applicable.
exchange reaction (Bityukov et al., 1987). However, a ﬁrm
conclusion cannot be drawn, and an OZI-violating decay
of the ρ(1700) is not excluded. The second structure, the
ρ(1900), is compatible with the “dip” already observed in
other experiments, predominantly in multi-hadron ﬁnal
states (Antonelli et al., 1996; Frabetti et al., 2001), and
by BABAR in the ISR production of six-pion ﬁnal states
(Aubert, 2006az). In the last-cited result, however, a sig-
niﬁcantly larger width has been measured, so the situation
is still uncertain.
21.3.5.3 The discovery of the Y (2175) in K+K−ππ ﬁnal
states.
The e+e− → K+K−π+π− and e+e− → K+K−π0π0
reactions proceed through the production of numer-
ous intermediate states. The invariant mass distribu-
tions of the two- and three-particle combinations indi-
cate that the intermediate states K∗(892)0K±π∓ and
K∗(892)∓K±π0 dominate in these reactions. A small
K∗2 (1430)Kπ contribution is also seen, while states with
two K∗, namely K∗(892)K∗(892), K∗(892)K∗2(1430), and
K∗2 (1430)K
∗
2(1430), account for less than 1% of the total
reaction yield.
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Table 21.3.3. Summary of parameters obtained for the ρ and φ radial excitation from the study of the KKπ and KKη ﬁnal
states (Aubert, 2008ab), including the data on the φη cross section from Aubert (2007bb). The parameters for the ρ′′ are taken
from the ﬁt to the φπ0 cross section with two resonances (see the text).
Isospin R ΓReeBRKK∗ (eV) ΓReeBRφη (eV) MR (MeV) ΓR (MeV)
0 φ′ 369± 53± 1 138± 33± 28 1709± 20± 43 322± 77± 160
0 φ′′ − 1.7± 0.7± 1.3 2125± 22± 10 61± 50± 13
1 ρ′ 127± 15± 6 − 1505± 19± 7 418± 25± 4
1 ρ′′ − 3.5± 0.9± 0.3 1570± 36± 62 144± 75± 43
1 ρ(1900) − 2.0± 0.6± 0.4 1909± 17± 25 48± 17± 2
Among the most interesting studies of this ﬁnal state
performed by BABAR is the extraction of the relatively
small contributions of the φπ+π− and φπ0π0 (φ →
K+K−) intermediate states (Aubert, 2006c, 2007bc). The
original motivation was the search for decays of the then
recently-discovered vector meson Y (4260). As discussed
in Section 18.3, the Y (4260) was discovered by BABAR in
the process e+e− → γISRY (4260) → γISRJ/ψπ+π−, but
was not seen to decay to D(∗)D(∗), although this was ex-
pected for a wide conventional charmonium state with a
mass well above the DD production threshold. A certain
exotic-structure model for the Y (4260) predicted a large
branching fraction for the decay into φππ (Zhu, 2005).
Since the φ resonance is relatively narrow, a clean
sample of φππ events can be easily separated. The scat-
ter plot of the reconstructed masses, m(π+π−) versus
m(K+K−), for selected events in a data sample corre-
sponding to 232 fb−1 is shown in Fig. 21.3.13(a) (Aubert,
2006c): a clear φ→ K+K− vertical band is visible, as well
as an accumulation of events indicating correlated pro-
duction of the φ and f0(980) → ππ resonances. A wide
horizontal band corresponding to ρ0 → π+π− produc-
tion is also seen. The invariant mass distribution of the
ππ system in φππ events is obtained using the condition
|m(K+K−)−mφ| < 10 MeV/c2, where mφ is the nominal
φ-mass. The background from true K+K−ππ events with
non-resonant K+K− pair is subtracted using the φ mass
sidebands 10 < |m(K+K−)−mφ| < 20 MeV/c2; other
backgrounds are subtracted based on MC simulation. The
ﬁnal mass spectrum for ππ pairs associated with φ produc-
tion is shown in Fig. 21.3.13(b)(Aubert, 2007bc). Besides
the clear f0(980) signal, and a concentration consistent
with the f2(1270) resonance, a broad bump at lower mass
values is observed, which can be interpreted as the con-
troversial f0(600) scalar meson.
The e+e− → φππ mass spectrum is measured in
25 MeV/c2 wide bins by extracting the number of re-
constructed φ → K+K− decays from a ﬁt to the K+K−
mass spectrum. The corresponding cross section is then
obtained applying Eq. (21.2.12) and taking into account
the φ → K+K− branching fraction. With an analogous
procedure, but requiring in addition that 0.85 < m(ππ) <
1.1 GeV/c2, a 90% pure sample of φf0(980) is selected,
and, assuming a decay rate B(f0(980) → π+π−) = 2/3,
the cross section is measured. Similar distributions and
results are obtained for the φπ0π0 ﬁnal state.
The cross section for the two f0(980) decay modes are
consistent with each other; both are shown in Fig. 21.3.14.
The data are successfully described by a relatively nar-
row resonance, called the Y (2175), interfering with a non-
resonant term. The result of the ﬁt is shown as the solid
line in the ﬁgure. By contrast, the attempt to ﬁt the data
with only the non-resonant term, accounting for the ﬁ-
nite width of the φ and f0(980), and for their spin and
phase space, is clearly unsatisfactory (see the dashed red
line). The histogram is the result of a simulation of the
non-resonant e+e− → φ(1020)f0(980) reaction, which also
fails to reproduce the features seen in the data.
The Y (2175) was conﬁrmed by the BES Collabora-
tion in the φf0(980) invariant mass spectrum from J/ψ →
ηφf0(980) decays (Ablikim et al., 2008b), as well as in
subsequent measurements making use of the full data sets
now available to Belle and BABAR.
The new analyses at the two B Factories select the
φππ and φf0(980) ﬁnal states in a way similar to the
previous BABAR analysis and measure rather consistent
cross sections, and, thanks to the larger data samples
(674 fb−1 for Belle, and 475 fb−1 for BABAR), a more
precise study of the e+e− → φππ cross section and of
the intermediate states involved is possible. In both cases,
the e+e− → φ(1020)π+π− cross section shows two clear
peaks: the ﬁrst, at about 1.7 GeV, can be attributed to the
φ(1680), and the second, above 2 GeV, to the Y (2175).
Diﬀerent models have been used by the two collaborations
to ﬁt the cross section distributions.
Belle (Shen, 2009) uses an incoherent sum of two Breit-
Wigner functions, one for the φ(1680), which is assumed
to decay into φπ+π−, and the other for the Y (2175) which
decays predominantly into φf0(980). The result of the ﬁt
is shown as the solid line in Fig. 21.3.15, while the separate
contributions of the two ﬁtted resonances are given by the
dotted lines.
In the BABAR analysis (Lees, 2012d), it is also noted
that the second structure, associated to the Y (2175), com-
pletely disappears if events with a dipion mass under the
f0(980) peak are removed. Figure 21.3.16 shows the BABAR
data and the result of a ﬁt to a VMD-based model. This as-
sumes that two vector mesons contribute to the cross sec-
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Figure 21.3.13. (a) The reconstructed m(π+π−) vs
m(K+K−) distribution for the e+e− → K+K−π+π− reac-
tion measured by BABAR (Aubert, 2006c). The vertical lines
identify the selected region around the φ mass peak. (b) Back-
ground subtracted m(π+π−) distribution of selected e+e− →
φ(1020)π+π− events (Aubert, 2007bc). The solid line is the
results of the ﬁt to the data with a coherent sum of two Breit-
Wigner functions, referring to the f0(600) and f0(980).
tion: the φ(1680) decaying both to φf0(600) and φf0(980),
and the Y (2175) decaying to φf0(980) only. Since the nom-
inal φ(1680) mass lies below the φf0(980) threshold, the
φ(1680) → φf0(980) decay will reveal itself as a smooth
bump in the energy dependence of the e+e− → φf0(980)
cross section above 2 GeV, as shown by the dotted line in
the plot. The solid line is the result of the total ﬁt to the
φππ cross section, which clearly indicates the need for an
additional resonance centered at about 2.2 GeV, on top
of the dashed line showing the φ(1680) contribution.
Both collaborations also ﬁtted the selected samples of
φf0(980) events, ﬁnding results consistent with the ﬁts to
the whole φπ+π− sample. The ﬁnal quoted values for the
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Figure 21.3.14. The e+e− → φf0(980) cross sections mea-
sured in the K+K−π+π− (circles) and K+K−π0π0 (squares)
ﬁnal states using an integrated luminosity of 232 fb−1 by
BABAR (Aubert, 2007bc). The hatched histogram shows the
simulated cross section in the no-resonance hypothesis, which
is consistent with a ﬁt to the data with only a non-resonant
component (dashed line). The solid line represents the result
of the ﬁt described in the text assuming the presence of the
Y (2175).
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Figure 21.3.15. The e+e− → φπ+π− cross section mea-
sured by Belle (Shen, 2009). The solid line is the result of a
ﬁt with two incoherent BW functions, one for the φ(1680) and
the other for the Y (2175). The dashed lines show the individual
contributions of the two resonances.
parameters of the φ(1680) and Y (2175) resonances are in
reasonable agreement between Belle and BABAR (consider-
ing slightly diﬀerent modelling, for example (in)coherence
of contributing amplitudes). In particular, for the mass
and the width of the Y (2175), Belle ﬁnds, respectively,
mY = (2.079 ± 0.013+0.079−0.028) GeV/c2 and ΓY = (192 ±
23+25−61) MeV, while BABAR ﬁnds a higher mass, mY =
(2.180±0.008±0.008) GeV/c2, and a smaller width, ΓY =
(77± 15± 10) MeV.
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Figure 21.3.16. The ﬁt to the e+e− → φπ+π− cross section
measured by BABAR (Lees, 2012d) in the two-resonance model
described in the text (solid curve). The contribution of the
ﬁrst resonance (φ(1680)) is shown by the dashed line. The dot-
ted line shows the ﬁrst resonance contribution in the φf0(980)
decay mode only.
The nature of the Y (2175) is still uncertain. The simi-
lar width (≈ 200 MeV) measured by Belle for the φ(1680)
and the Y (2175), even if with large uncertainties, may
suggest that the Y (2175) is a radially excited ss vec-
tor state. On the other hand, the signiﬁcantly smaller
width reported by BABAR and BES, and the diﬀerent
decay modes observed for the φ(1680) and the Y (2175),
do not favor this solution (Napsuciale, Oset, Sasaki, and
Vaquera-Araujo, 2007). Several other interpretations have
been proposed, such as a ssss four-quark state, or a gluon
hybrid ssg. For a review of this and other recently discov-
ered hadrons see (Zhu, 2008) and references therein. The
study of the Y (2175) in other decay modes is needed to
distinguish between the diﬀerent possibilities.
21.3.5.4 Summary of studies of J/ψ and ψ(2S) decays.
The clear J/ψ and ψ(2S) signals observed in the cross
sections for e+e− annihilation to almost all the ﬁnal states
presented in the previous sections allowed a systematic
study of the decays of the two charmonium states to light
hadrons with the BABAR detector.
The Born cross section for the production via ISR of
a narrow resonance such as a ψ, and its subsequent decay
to the ﬁnal state X, is given by
σψ =
12π2Γ(ψ → e+e−)B(ψ → X)
smψ
W0(s, xψ, θ0) ,
(21.3.14)
where mψ, Γ(ψ → e+e−), and B(ψ → X) are the mass
of the ψ, its partial width to electrons, and its branch-
ing fraction to the ﬁnal state X respectively. The radi-
ator function W0 has been introduced in Section 21.2.1,
and xψ = 1 − m2ψ/s is the fraction of the CM energy
carried by the photon in the case of radiative return to
the ψ mass. Therefore, for a given ﬁnal state X, the pro-
duct of the electronic width and the branching fraction
Γ(ψ → e+e−)B(ψ → X) can be obtained by measuring
the number of ψ decays in the e+e− → X mass spectrum.
The samples of J/ψ and ψ(2S) available for these stud-
ies are signiﬁcantly smaller than those collected at other
facilities. The total cross section for e+e− → γISRJ/ψ with
a tagged ISR photon is about 3.4 pb, corresponding to 1.7
million J/ψ ’s for an integrated luminosity of ∼ 500 fb−1;
about 60 million J/ψ ’s have been produced in the BES
II experiment at the BEPC e+e− collider. However, sys-
tematic uncertainties are signiﬁcantly smaller at BABAR
(typically 3–5%, compared to 10–15% at BES II), due in
particular to superior particle identiﬁcation.161 As a re-
sult BABAR measurements are competitive and in many
cases more accurate than previous data for all decays with
branching fractions O(10−3) and higher, and many decays
to ﬁnal states containing charged kaons have been stud-
ied for the ﬁrst time. In summary, using the ISR method,
the BABAR experiment has improved the precision on the
measurement of a few tens of J/ψ and ψ(2S) branching
fractions, and has observed about 20 new decay modes.
A complete list of these results is found in the Review of
Particle Physics (Beringer et al., 2012).
21.3.6 Search for fJ(2220)
Evidence for the fJ(2220), a narrow resonance with a mass
around 2.2GeV/c2 also known as ξ(2230), was ﬁrst pre-
sented by the Mark III Collaboration (Baltrusaitis et al.,
1986). The fJ(2220) was seen as a narrow signal above a
broad enhancement in both J/ψ → γfJ(2220), fJ(2220)→
K+K− and fJ(2220) → K0SK0S decays with signiﬁcance
of 3.6 and 4.7 standard deviations, respectively. The BES
Collaboration has also subsequently reported evidence in
radiative J/ψ decays at a comparable level of signiﬁcance
(Bai et al., 1996b), while searches for direct formation
in pp¯ collisions or two-photon processes were inconclusive
(see for example Crede and Meyer, 2009, for an experi-
mental review).
The unexpectedly narrow width of the fJ(2220), ap-
proximately 20 MeV, triggered many conjectures about
its nature (see for example Blundell and Godfrey, 1996).
The possibility of a glueball (Ward, 1985), a bound state
of gluons, is particularly attractive as several lattice QCD
calculations predict a mass for the ground state 2++ glue-
ball close to 2.2GeV/c2 (Chen and Su, 2004; Morningstar
and Peardon, 1997). No glueball candidate has been un-
ambiguously observed to date.
Based on a sample of 16 million J/ψ mesons produced
in ISR events, BABAR performed a search for fJ(2220) pro-
duction in radiative J/ψ → γfJ(2220) decays (del Amo San-
161 In 2009, the upgraded BESIII experiment at BEPCII has
collected 225 million J/ψ and 106 million ψ(2S) events. The
systematic error is signiﬁcantly improved over BESII experi-
ment (Ablikim et al., 2012b).
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chez, 2010o). The fJ(2220) is identiﬁed through its subse-
quent decay into a K+K− or K0SK
0
S pair. The ISR photon
is not required to be detected.
Requirements on particle identiﬁcation, secondary ver-
tex reconstruction, decay angles and global event infor-
mation are used to improve the signal purity. The J/ψ
candidates are then ﬁtted, constraining their mass and
decay products to a common vertex. The ﬁtted K+K−
and K0SK
0
S mass spectra are shown in Fig. 21.3.17, to-
gether with the expected contributions of the inclusive
e+e− → qq(γ) (q = u, d, s, c) background as well as J/ψ →
γf ′2(1525) and γf0(1710) channels. A possible contribu-
tion from J/ψ → K∗±K∓ decays was found to be neg-
ligible. Sideband data from the unconstrained J/ψ mass
distributions are used to model the non-resonant back-
ground. The sum of these components reproduces the data
well at a global level. Remaining events are due mainly
to generic J/ψ decays producing additional undetected
particles, mostly with pions misidentiﬁed as kaons in the
charged mode.
The number of signal events is determined using an un-
binned maximum likelihood ﬁt in the range 1.9GeV/c2 <
mKK < 2.6GeV/c2, ﬁxing the mass and width of the
fJ(2220) to 2.231GeV/c2 and 23MeV, respectively. No
evidence of a fJ(2220) signal is observed. Upper limits
on the J/ψ → γfJ(2220), fJ(2220) → K+K− and K0SK0S
product branching fractions are derived at the 90% conﬁ-
dence level as a function of the spin and helicity assumed
for the fJ(2220). For all hypotheses of spin and helicity,
these limits are below the central values reported by Mark
III. Only one hypothesis (spin J = 2 and helicity h = 0)
is compatible with the BES results for both ﬁnal states,
while all other possibilities are excluded.
21.3.7 Measurement of time-like baryon form factors
Electromagnetic form factors (FFs) describe the modiﬁca-
tions of pointlike photon-hadron vertices due to the struc-
ture of hadrons. The e+e− annihilation in two hadrons or
the electron scattering oﬀ a nucleon are described in QED
by a product of an electronic and a hadronic electroma-
gnetic currents. While the coupling of the photon with the
electron is exactly calculable in QED, the coupling with
the hadron is not. The dynamical content of the hadronic
vertex can be however described with a set of form factors,
and can be directly extracted from data.
21.3.7.1 Nucleon Form Factors
The elastic scattering of an electron by a nucleon
e−N → e−N is represented, in the Born approximation,
by Fig. 21.3.18, with time ﬂowing from the bottom to
the top of the diagram. In this kinematic region the 4-
momentum of the virtual photon is space-like and hence
its squared value is negative: q2 = −2ω1ω2(1−cos θe) ≤ 0,
where ω1(2) is the energy of the incoming (outgoing) elec-
tron and θe is the scattering angle. The same diagram, but
with time ﬂowing left to right (right to left), represents the
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Figure 21.3.17. The K+K− (top) and K0SK
0
S (bottom) mass
spectra obtained by BABAR in selected J/ψ → γK+K− and
J/ψ → γK0SK0S decays, together with the expected contribu-
tions of the non-resonant background, J/ψ → γf ′2(1525) and
J/ψ → γf0(1710) reactions. The results of the ﬁt to the data
are shown in the inset (del Amo Sanchez, 2010o).
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Figure 21.3.18. One-photon exchange Feynman diagram for
scattering e−N → e−N and annihilation e+e− → NN .
annihilation e+e− → NN (NN → e+e−). For these pro-
cesses the 4-momentum q is time-like: q2 = (2ω)2 ≥ 0,
where ω ≡ ω1 = ω2 is the common value of the lepton
energy in the e+e− center-of-mass frame.
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The Feynman amplitude for the elastic scattering is
M = 1
q2
[
e u(k2)γμu(k1)
][
eU(p2)Γμ(p1, p2)U(p1)
]
,
(21.3.15)
where ki = (ωi, ki) and pi (i = 1, 2) are the electron and
nucleon four-vectors, u and U are the electron and nucleon
spinors, and Γμ is a non-constant matrix which describes
the nucleon vertex. Using gauge and Lorentz invariance
the most general form of such a matrix is (Foldy, 1952)
Γμ = γμF1(q2) +
iσμνqν
2m
F2(q2) , (21.3.16)
where m is the nucleon mass. Γμ depends on two Lorentz
scalar functions of q2, the Dirac (F1(q2)) and Pauli FFs
(F2(q2)), that describe the helicity-conserving and the heli-
city-reversing parts of the hadronic current, respectively.
Normalizations at q2 = 0 follow from total charge and
magnetic moment of the nucleon: F1(0) = QN and F2(0) =
aN respectively, where QN is the electric charge (in units
of e) and aN the anomalous magnetic moment of the nu-
cleon N , in units of the nuclear magneton e/2m.162
Other pairs of FFs can be deﬁned as combinations of
F1 and F2: of particular interest are the so-called Sachs
FFs GE and GM (Hand, 1963), deﬁned as
GE = F1 +
q2
4m2
F2,
GM = F1 + F2 .
(21.3.17)
These expressions are obtained by considering the hadronic
current in the Breit frame: the Fourier transformations of
GE and GM give the spatial distributions of charge and
magnetic moment of the nucleon; the normalizations are
GE(0) = QN , GM (0) = μN , (21.3.18)
where μN is the nucleon magnetic moment in units of the
nuclear magneton.163
21.3.7.2 Cross sections and data
The diﬀerential cross section of the annihilation process
e+e− → NN , for unpolarized colliding beams, is given in
the e+e− CM by (Zichichi, Berman, Cabibbo, and Gatto,
1962)
dσ
dΩ
=
α2β C
4 q2
[
(1 + cos2 θ)
∣∣GM (q2)∣∣2+ 1
τ
sin2 θ
∣∣GE(q2)∣∣2] ,
(21.3.19)
162 For proton F1(0) = 1, F2(0) = 1.7928, and for neutron
F1(0) = 0, F2(0) = −1.9130.
163 For proton GM (0) = 2.7928 and for neutron GM (0) =
−1.9130.
where τ = q2/4m2, β =
√
1− 1/τ is the velocity of the
outgoing nucleon, and C is the so-called Coulomb fac-
tor (Sakharov, 1948)
C =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
πα/β
1− exp(−πα/β) for QN = 1
1 for QN = 0 ,
(21.3.20)
which accounts for electromagneticNN ﬁnal state interac-
tions; C corresponds to the squared value of the Coulomb
scattering wave function at the origin. Integration of Eq.
(21.3.19) over the polar angle gives the total cross section:
σ(q2) =
4πα2β C
3 q2
[∣∣GM (q2)∣∣2 + 12τ ∣∣GE(q2)∣∣2
]
.
(21.3.21)
At production threshold |GE(4m2)| = |GM (4m2)|, while
at high q2 the contribution of GE to the cross sec-
tion becomes negligible because of the suppression from
the 1/2τ term. Experiments usually quote measurements
of |GM (q2)| under the working hypothesis |GE(q2)| =
|GM (q2)|, which is exactly true only at threshold. BABAR
introduces an eﬀective FF deﬁned as
|F (q2)|2 = 2τ |GM (q
2)|2 + |GE(q2)|2
2τ + 1
, (21.3.22)
which can be directly compared to the previous measure-
ments of |GM (q2)|. The total cross section is thus written
as
σ(q2) =
4πα2βC
3q2
(
1 +
1
2τ
)
|F (q2)|2 . (21.3.23)
Simultaneous extraction of |GE | and |GM | requires precise
determination of the |GE/GM | ratio, which is possible in
principle by measuring the angular distributions of the
outgoing particles, using Eq. (21.3.19). A |GE/GM | mea-
surement for the proton is discussed in Section 21.3.7.4
below.
21.3.7.3 Measurement of e+e− → pp
The BABAR experiment performed an ISR tagged analy-
sis of e+e− → γISRpp based on a sample of 232 fb−1 of
data, and selected more than 4000 events, measuring the
e+e− → pp cross section with highest accuracy in the
range of pp invariant mass from threshold up to about
M2pp = 4.5 GeV/c
2 (Aubert, 2006d). As for the other ISR
processes previously discussed, the reconstructed hadronic
mass gives the CM energy of the hadronic process: M2pp =
q2. Figure 21.3.19 shows a comparison of the measured
cross section for Mpp < 2.9 GeV/c2 with previous mea-
surements performed with lower precision by Castellano
et al. (1973) and the Fenice experiment (Antonelli et al.,
1998) at Adone, by DM1 (Delcourt et al., 1979) and DM2
(Bisello et al., 1990), and more recently by CLEO (Pedlar
et al., 2005) and BES (Ablikim et al., 2005a).
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Figure 21.3.19. The e+e− → pp cross section measured by
BABAR (Aubert, 2006d) in the energy region from threshold to
about 3 GeV. Data from previous experiments are shown for
comparison.
One interesting feature, now apparent due to the preci-
sion of the data, is that the pp cross section is nearly con-
stant at 0.8 nb for energies up to around 200 MeV above
the threshold, before falling with increasing energy. The
corresponding eﬀective form factor results are presented in
Fig. 21.3.20 as a function of Mpp, together with results ob-
tained from the pp → e+e− experiments PS170 (Bardin
et al., 1994), E760 (Armstrong et al., 1993), and E835
(Ambrogiani et al., 1999; Andreotti et al., 2003). General
consistency among all these data is observed: in particular
the precise data from BABAR and from the PS170 exper-
iment (pp annihilation at LEAR) show a similar rise in
the form factor when the energy approaches pp thresh-
old. Several explanations of this intriguing feature have
been proposed, such as that the sharp rise is due to ﬁ-
nal state interaction of the proton and antiproton (see
Dmitriev and Milstein, 2007, and references therein); or
that it is due to a contribution from a vector-meson reso-
nance with a mass of about 1.9 GeV/c2, just below the pp
production threshold (such a state is observed as a dip
in the cross section of the e+e− → 6π processes: Au-
bert, 2006az; Frabetti et al., 2001). The hypothesis of
an incorrect evaluation of the Coulomb factor has also
been advanced: see for example Ferroli, Pacetti, and Za-
llo (2012). The dashed line in Fig. 21.3.20 is the result
of a ﬁt of the form factor data according to the function
FQCD = A/(m4 log2(m2/Λ2)), which correspond to the
perturbative QCD prediction for the asymptotic behav-
ior of the baryon form factors (Chernyak and Zhitnitsky,
1977; Lepage and Brodsky, 1979b). Here, Λ = 0.3 GeV
and A is a free parameter of the ﬁt. It is seen that the
asymptotic result provides a reasonable description of the
data even at these energies.
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Figure 21.3.20. The proton form factor measured by BABAR
(Aubert, 2006d) compared to data from previous e+e− → pp
(blue online) and pp → e+e− (red online) experiments. The
dashed line is the ﬁt to all available data according to the
perturbative QCD prediction. The bottom plot shows an ex-
panded view of the energy region below 3 GeV.
21.3.7.4 Measurement of |GpE/GpM |
The distribution of the proton helicity angle in the pp
rest frame for e+e− → γISRpp events can be written as
a function of the ratio of the electric and magnetic form
factors:
dN
d cos θp
= A
(
HM (cos θp, q2) +
∣∣∣∣GEGM
∣∣∣∣2 HE(cos θp, q2)
)
.
(21.3.24)
The functions HE and HM , which are determined us-
ing MC simulation, do not strongly diﬀer from the terms
sin2 θp and 1 + cos2 θp that appear in Eq. (21.3.19). The
mass region from pp threshold up to 3 GeV/c2 is divided
into six intervals. The angular distribution in each inter-
val is then ﬁtted to Eq. (21.3.24), with A and |GE/GM | as
free parameters. The functions HE and HM are modeled
with the histograms obtained from MC simulation with
the pp selection applied. The values of the ratio |GE/GM |
obtained by Aubert (2005ah) are signiﬁcantly larger than
unity, as shown in Fig. 21.3.21, in disagreement with pre-
vious results from PS170 at LEAR (Bardin et al., 1994).
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Figure 21.3.21. The proton |GE/GM | ratio measured by
BABAR (Aubert, 2006d; solid points) compared with PS170 data
(Bardin et al., 1994; open circles). The curve is a result of a ﬁt
to BABAR data with the function (1 + ax/(1 + bx2)).
We should note that the PS170 data were limited by in-
complete angular acceptance (| cos θp| < 0.8) and were
aﬀected by strong angular dependence of the detection ef-
ﬁciency: this limitation is not present when a tagged ISR
analysis is performed.
21.3.7.5 Measurement of strange baryon form factors.
The BABAR Collaboration has also studied the produc-
tion via ISR of several ﬁnal states made of strange baryon
pairs, namely e+e− → ΛΛ, ΣΣ, and ΛΣ0 (Σ0Λ) (Aubert,
2007az). Only a single measurement of ΛΛ production at
2.386 GeV, by the DM2 Collaboration, and upper lim-
its on the other process, were previously available. The
Λ is reconstructed in the pπ− decay, while for the Σ the
decay chain Σ → Λπ, Λ → pπ− is used. The cross sec-
tion measured for e+e− → ΛΛ, based on about 200 se-
lected events, after background subtraction, is shown in
Fig. 21.3.22. The measured cross section is consistent with
a behavior similar to that in pp production: an almost ﬂat
distribution from threshold over a ∼ 200 MeV range, and
in particular a value diﬀerent from zero at threshold. This
behavior is contrary to expectations, as the Coulomb fac-
tor plays no role for neutral ﬁnal-state particles. However,
the large uncertainties due to the limited sample can not
exclude a vanishing cross section at threshold.
The study of the angular distribution of produced Λ’s
allows the measurement of |GE/GM |: the ratio is consis-
tent with unity within the large statistical uncertainty.
Should the relative phase φ between GE and GM be
diﬀerent from zero, polarization of the outgoing bary-
ons, perpendicular to the scattering plane of the process
e+e− → BB, is expected (see Dubnickova, Dubnicka, and
Rekalo, 1996, and Czyz, Grzelinska, and Ku¨hn, 2007, for
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Figure 21.3.22. The e+e− → ΛΛ cross section measured by
BABAR (Aubert, 2007az) in comparison with the DM2 measure-
ment (Bisello et al., 1990).
the speciﬁc case of ISR production). While the polariza-
tion of the outgoing protons in the pp production case
cannot be measured in BABAR, the Λ polarization ζ can
be extracted from the proton angular distribution in the
Λ→ pπ− decay,
dN
d cos θpζ
= A (1 + αΛζ cos θpζ) , (21.3.25)
where θpζ is the angle between the polarization axis and
the proton momentum in the Λ rest frame, and αΛ =
0.642 ± 0.013 (Yao et al., 2006) the decays asymmetry
parameter, with αΛ = −αΛ. For unpolarized events in the
MC simulation, the distribution is consistent with being
isotropic (ﬂat in cos θpζ), as expected.
The ﬁt to the background subtracted data distribution
returns a slope of 0.020± 0.097. Under the assumption of
|GE | = |GM | this measurement can be converted into a
90%C.L. interval for the relative phase of the two form
factors: −0.76 < sinφ < 0.98. The obtained limits are very
weak, but the method has been proven to work and could
give interesting results when signiﬁcantly larger samples
become available.
Fig. 21.3.23 shows the strange-baryon eﬀective form
factors measured by BABAR. About 20 candidate events
have been selected for both e+e− → ΣΣ and e+e− →
Σ0Λ. It is seen that the Λ, Σ0, and Σ0Λ form factors are of
the same order. For comparison, the proton FF measured
by BABAR is also shown: the energy-dependence of the Λ
and proton FFs diﬀer. A ﬁt to the Λ FF with the power-
law function F (Q2) ∼ Q−n returns n  9, showing that
the asymptotic regime (n = 4) predicted by perturbative-
QCD is not reached in the measured energy range below
3 GeV.
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Figure 21.3.23. The baryon form factors measured by BABAR
versus the dibaryon invariant mass. Data taken from Aubert
(2005ah, 2007az).
21.4 Open charm production
Due to intriguing discoveries of exotic charmonium like
states (see Secs. 21.5 and 18.3) with masses at which con-
ventional charmonium states are expected to decay pre-
dominantly into pairs of open charm mesons it is of great
interest to explore the ISR production of these ﬁnal states.
Exclusive production of open charm has been stud-
ied in two diﬀerent regimes at the B Factories: far from
threshold, in e+e− annihilation at the CM energy of the
collider (Section 21.4.1), and from threshold up to 5–6GeV,
depending on the ﬁnal state, using the ISR technique (Sec-
tions 21.4.2–21.4.6). There is no general approach to these
measurements: the method that yields maximum signiﬁ-
cance needs to be determined case-by-case. The measure-
ment of e+e− → D(∗)+D(∗)− production at the CM en-
ergy (Section 21.4.1) introduced a partial reconstruction
method that exploits the special properties of the D∗ de-
cay. Here D(∗) denotes a D or D∗ meson. Measurement
of DD production in ISR events, on the other hand, was
performed by full reconstruction of both charmed mesons
(Section 21.4.2). Analyses of D(∗)+D∗− (Section 21.4.3),
charmed-strange (Section 21.4.4), and three-body charmed
meson cross sections (Section 21.4.5), and a study of charmed
baryon production (Section 21.4.6), use variants of these
techniques.
In ISR events of this type, the continuous spectrum
of photons emitted from the initial state provides access
to a range of energies above open charm threshold. This
allows the measurement of cross sections without the ad-
ditional systematic uncertainties due to variation of the
detector and machine conditions from one energy point to
another during the relatively long time of the data col-
lection. However, the electromagnetic suppression of ISR
processes and the reduced reconstruction eﬃciency due
to the event topology present considerable challenges. Re-
construction of exclusive production at the CM energy
does not face these problems, but in this regime the cross
section itself is low. Together with the very high luminosi-
ties available at the B Factories, careful choice of analy-
sis methods has allowed many exclusive charmed hadron
cross sections to be measured over a wide energy range,
with good accuracy.
21.4.1 Measurement of exclusive D(∗)+D(∗)−
production far from threshold
Knowledge of exclusive charmed meson production in e+e−
annihilation is rather poor. The only exception is the near-
threshold region, where the small phase space limits the
number of particles in the ﬁnal state. Heavy quark eﬀec-
tive theory (HQET), based on heavy-quark spin symme-
try, provides a description of these processes in terms of a
universal form factor called the Isgur-Wise function. For
large q2, however, the leading-twist contribution, violating
this symmetry, becomes dominant. In the intermediate-q2
region the contribution of the symmetry-violating terms
remains signiﬁcant. A calculation that takes this eﬀect
into account (Grozin and Neubert, 1997) predicts cross
sections of about 2.5 pb−1 for the e+e− → D∗TD∗L and
e+e− → DD∗ processes, where the subscripts T and L in-
dicate transverse and longitudinal polarization of the D∗,
respectively. The cross section of the e+e− → DD process
is estimated to be at least 1000 times smaller.
Exclusive meson production in e+e− annihilation is
diﬃcult to study experimentally due to its extremely
low cross-section and reconstruction eﬃciency. A partial
reconstruction method is therefore used: one D(∗) me-
son is fully reconstructed while the other remains unre-
constructed. For deﬁniteness, suppose the D(∗)+ is the
fully reconstructed meson. The distribution of recoil mass
Mrecoil, where
M2recoil(D
(∗)+) = (ECM − E(D(∗)+))2 − p2(D(∗)+),
(21.4.1)
can be used for identiﬁcation of the process. Signal events
are expected to cluster around the mass of the unrecon-
structed D(∗)− meson. This method provides better re-
construction eﬃciency than the exclusive reconstruction
of the event, but the background level is also much higher.
If the unreconstructed meson is a D∗, one can recon-
struct one of its decay products—usually the pion, π−slow,
in D∗− → D0π−slow—and construct the recoil mass diﬀer-
ence
ΔMrecoil = Mrecoil(D(∗)+)−Mrecoil(D(∗)+π−slow).
(21.4.2)
Since most of the uncertainties cancel in the diﬀerence,
the peak at the nominal mass diﬀerence mD∗ − mD in
the ΔMrecoil distribution remains narrow (∼ 1MeV/c2).
The width is determined mostly by the slow pion recon-
struction accuracy. The use of the recoil mass diﬀerence
as a discriminating or a signal variable is a powerful tool
for background suppression. It was used by the Belle col-
laboration in ISR analyses (see Section 21.4.3) and in the
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study of D-meson semileptonic decays (Widhalm, 2006;
see Section 19.1.5).
Exclusive e+e− → D(∗)+D(∗)− processes have been
studied by the Belle collaboration using 89 fb−1 of data
(Uglov, 2004). Recoil mass spectra for events with re-
coil mass diﬀerence lying within 2MeV/c2 of the nomi-
nal value are shown in Fig. 21.4.1(a) and (b) for D∗+D∗−
and D+D∗− ﬁnal states. The recoil mass spectrum for the
e+e− → D+D− process is shown in Fig. 21.4.1(c). The
spectra are ﬁtted with a sum of signal and background
functions. ISR photon emission produces a tail in Mrecoil,
which must be taken into account. The approach used
is to divide events in the Monte Carlo into those with
(EISR > 10MeV) and without (EISR < 10MeV) an ISR
photon of signiﬁcant energy, and to determine separate
signal shapes for the two categories. The ﬁnal measure-
ment is of the Born cross-section, which does not depend
on the ISR photon cutoﬀ value, although experimental
estimation of the ISR fraction does contribute to the sys-
tematic uncertainty.
The signal is parameterized as a sum of a signal Gaus-
sian and a Monte Carlo-based shape for events with sign-
ﬁcant ISR. The background is described by a threshold
function α · (x−mD∗− −mπ0)β , where α and β are ﬁt pa-
rameters. Both signal and background contributions are
convolved with the detector resolution. In the D∗+D∗−
and D+D∗− ﬁnal states, the D∗ mesons can have either
longitudinal or transverse polarization. To distinguish these
cases the angular distributions of the D∗ decays are ﬁtted
with the sum of the Monte Carlo shapes for all possible
polarizations. The ﬁt results and extracted cross sections
are summarized in Table 21.4.1.
Systematic uncertainties for D∗+D∗− and D+D∗− ﬁ-
nal states, shown in Table 21.4.2, are dominated by the
uncertainty in the tracking eﬃciency, and the estimation
of the fraction of events with a hard ISR photon. The main
uncertainty in the e+e− → D+D− cross-section is due to
the non-resonant e+e− → D+Dπ process and cannot be
reliably estimated.
The measured e+e− → D∗+T D∗−L and D+D∗−T cross
sections are 3–4 times smaller than predicted in Grozin
and Neubert (1997). The upper limits set for the e+e− →
D∗+L D
∗−
L and D
∗+
T D
∗−
T processes are also lower than the
HQET prediction; the limit on the e+e− → D+D− pro-
cess does not contradict the prediction. Unlike the abso-
lute values, the cross-section ratios (on which the theoreti-
cal uncertainties are much smaller) are in agreement with
the measured values. Calculations in the pQCD frame-
work (Liu, He, Zhang, and Chao, 2010) are in agreement
with the measured e+e− → D∗+D∗− and D+D∗− cross-
sections, although the predicted D∗ polarizations are far
from the measured values. Another pQCD calculation tak-
ing into account the hard part of the meson wave function
only (Berezhnoy and Likhoded, 2005) represents the data
well, but being a rough estimation, requires a more accu-
rate approach.
Table 21.4.1. Fit results and Born cross-sections for e+e− →
D(∗)+D(∗)− from Uglov (2004). Upper limits are determined at
the 90% conﬁdence level. HQET predictions, which are approx-
imate, are taken from Grozin and Neubert (1997); the D∗+L D
−
ﬁnal state is forbidden within this scheme. The pQCD predic-
tion is from Liu, He, Zhang, and Chao (2010).
ﬁnal state signal cross-section HQET pQCD
events (pb) (pb) (pb)
D∗+T D
∗−
T 5
+15
−13 < 0.02 0.05
D∗+T D
∗−
L 708± 36 0.55± 0.03 3.0 0.347
D∗+L D
∗−
L 4
+18
−17 < 0.02 0.1
D∗+T D
− 433± 24 0.62± 0.03 3.0 0.699
D∗+L D
− −1.5± 2.2 < 0.006 –
D+D− −13± 24 < 0.04 0.006 0.098
Table 21.4.2. Systematic uncertainty in the D(∗)+D∗− cross-
sections. From Uglov (2004).
Source D∗+D∗− D+D∗−
Tracking eﬃciency 9% 8%
Estimation of ISR-events fraction 5% 5%
B(D(∗)) 4% 8%
K/π misidentiﬁcation 2% 2%
Background estimation +1−0%
+1
−0%
Form-factor energy dependence 0.8% 0.8%
Total 11% 13%
21.4.2 Measurement of the DD cross section via full
reconstruction
The simplest way to select signal events in the e+e− →
DDγISR process (where D = D0 or D+) is a full recon-
struction of the ﬁnal state, i.e. reconstruction of both D
and D mesons, and the ISR photon. Although this tagged
ISR method provides almost complete background sup-
pression due to the speciﬁc event topology (the ﬁnal state
contains an energetic photon of (4 − 5)GeV and a pair
of charmed mesons), the eﬃciency is low as the photon
escapes detection in ∼ 90% of events. To increase the
eﬃciency the presence of the ISR photon is inferred us-
ing energy-momentum conservation. The γISR signature
in this case is a peak at zero in the spectrum of the square
of the mass recoiling against the reconstructed DD sys-
tem:
M2recoil(DD) = (ECM − EDD)2 − p2DD. (21.4.3)
Here EDD and pDD are the CM energy and momen-
tum of the DD combination, respectively. Good momen-
tum resolution of the reconstructed charmed mesons pro-
vides a narrow peak in the recoil mass squared distribu-
tion, and a low background level. The remaining back-
ground contribution from e+e− → DD(n)πγISR pro-
cesses can be strongly suppressed by excluding events
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Figure 21.4.1. Recoil mass spectra for: a) e+e− → D∗+D∗−
and b) e+e− → D+D∗− processes with a ΔMrecoil require-
ment, respectively; c) e+e− → D+D−. Points with error bars
represent the data. The solid curve corresponds to the ﬁt de-
scribed in the text; the hatched histogram shows the back-
ground contribution estimated from the sidebands; the dotted
curve stands for the background fraction found by the ﬁt. The
dashed curve represents fraction of the events with signiﬁcant
ISR correction. From (Uglov, 2004).
containing additional charged tracks not used in the
D or D reconstruction. To suppress the tail of the
e+e− → D(∗)D(∗)(n)π0γISR spectrum, a tight require-
ment on |M2recoil(DD)| is applied.
Both BABAR and Belle collaborations use this method.
The BABAR analysis is based on a 384 fb−1 data sam-
ple (Aubert, 2009n) in which DD candidates are recon-
structed in seven combinations ofD0 andD+ decay modes.
Aside from π0’s from D0 decays, it is required that there
be no more than one other π0 candidate in the event. The
tracks of each D candidate are geometrically constrained
to come from a common vertex. Subsequently, each DD
pair is reﬁtted to a common vertex with the constraint
that they originate from the e+e− interaction region.
The distribution of M2recoil(DD), summed over all DD
channels, is shown in Fig. 21.4.2. The large bump to the
right of the signal peak is due to e+e− → DDπ0γISR
events. The inset shows the distribution of the DD CM
polar angle θ for events with |M2recoil(DD)| < 1GeV2/c4.
The sharp peak at cos(θDD) = −1 is typical for ISR pro-
duction and agrees with Monte Carlo simulations.
Figure 21.4.2. From BABAR (Aubert, 2009n). Recoil mass
squared, summed over all DD channels for e+e− → DDγISR
event candidates. The shaded (yellow) histogram corresponds
to combinatorial background estimated from the DD mass
sidebands. The small inset shows the distribution of the center-
of-mass polar angle of the DD system in the ISR region,
|M2recoil(DD)| < 1GeV2/c4.
The e+e− → DD cross sections (Fig. 21.4.3) are ex-
tracted from the DD mass distributions after background
subtraction, using the method described in Section 21.2.2.
The combinatorial background contribution is determin-
ed using DD sideband regions and amounts to 17.5% for
D0D0, and 7.1% for D+D−, of the signal candidates with
|M2recoil(DD)| < 1GeV2/c4; this is the dominant source
of background. Eﬃciencies and DD mass resolution are
obtained from Monte Carlo simulation. The mass reso-
lution determined from the diﬀerence between generated
and reconstructed DD mass is found to be similar for all
channels, and increases from 1.5 MeV/c2 at threshold to
5 MeV/c2 at MDD = 6.0 GeV/c
2.
The Belle analysis of the e+e− → DDγISR process
(Pakhlova, 2008a), based on a 673.8 fb−1 data sample, is
similar. Belle deﬁnes a signal region by the requirement
|M2recoil(DD)| < 0.7GeV2/c4. In cases when the ISR pho-
ton falls within the detector acceptance (| cos(θDD)| <
0.9), its detection is required and the diﬀerence between
the CM energy and the invariant mass of the DDγISR
combination must be smaller than 0.58GeV/c2.
The resulting e+e− → D0D0 and D+D− exclusive
cross sections, averaged over each bin width, are shown
in Fig. 21.4.3 with statistical uncertainties only. The total
systematic uncertainties are 10% (BABAR obtained 10.9%
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Figure 21.4.3. Exclusive cross sections vs.
√
s for (upper plot)
e+e− → D0D0 and (lower plot) e+e− → D+D−, measured
by Belle (solid squares) and BABAR (open circles). The region
immediately above the ψ(3770) is shown inset on an expanded
scale. Prepared from the Pakhlova (2008a) and Aubert (2009n)
data.
for D0D0 and 8.1% for D+D−) and comparable with the
statistical errors in the cross section around the ψ(3770)
peak; elsewhere, statistical errors dominate.
The e+e− → DD exclusive cross sections observed by
the two collaborations are in a good agreement. Both con-
tain a clear ψ(3770) signal and structures near the ψ(4040)
and ψ(4415) masses. A signiﬁcant peak at 3.9GeV/c2,
called G(3900), is in qualitative agreement with predic-
tions of the coupled-channel model (Eichten, Gottfried,
Kinoshita, Lane, and Yan, 1980).
The cross section ratio σ(e+e− → D+D−)/σ(e+e− →
D0D0) for MDD ≈ Mψ(3770) is measured by Belle (in
the bin (3.76 − 3.78) GeV/c2) and by BABAR ((3.74 −
3.80)GeV/c2) to be 1.39±0.31±0.12 and 1.78±0.33±0.24
respectively. These values are in agreement with the world
average value of 1.28± 0.14 (Beringer et al., 2012).
21.4.3 Partial reconstruction of D(∗)+D∗− ﬁnal states
In the case of D(∗)+D∗− ﬁnal states,164 the full recon-
struction method discussed in the previous section turns
out to be too ineﬃcient. The main reason for this is the
very low reconstruction eﬃciency of the D∗± when the
ISR photon is emitted at small polar angles, due to the
low reconstruction eﬃciency for slow pions from D∗± de-
cays. If the photon is emitted along the beam axis and the
D(∗)+D∗− system is close to threshold, the D(∗)+ and D∗−
meson transverse momenta are low. Because of the small
energy release in D∗− → Dπ−slow decay, the π−slow trans-
verse momentum is also very low, and such pions do not
reach the instrumented parts of the detector. Therefore,
reconstructable D∗± mesons correspond to the γISR emit-
ted at large angles, i.e. both the γISR and the D(∗)+D∗−
pair possess large transverse momenta. The reconstruction
eﬃciency of such isolated energetic photons is high, and
it is worth requiring the γISR to be detected.
The signal eﬃciency can be increased further by se-
lecting events without explicitly reconstructing one of the
charm mesons. In particular, full reconstruction of only
the D(∗)+, together with the γISR, allows the D∗− meson
to be identiﬁed using the peak around the D∗− mass in
the spectrum of masses recoiling against the D(∗)+γISR
system:
Mrecoil(D(∗)+γISR) =
√
(ECM−ED(∗)+γISR)2−p2D(∗)+γISR .
(21.4.4)
Here ED(∗)+γISR and pD(∗)+γISR are the CM energy and
momentum, respectively, of the D(∗)+γISR combination.
This peak is expected to be wide and asymmetric due to
the γISR energy resolution and higher-order corrections
to ISR cross section. The resolution of this peak (esti-
mated to be ∼ 300MeV/c2) is not suﬃcient to separate
the DD∗, D∗D∗, and D(∗)D∗π ﬁnal states. To disentangle
these various contributions and to suppress combinatorial
backgrounds, one can use the slow pion from the unrecon-
structed D∗−. The diﬀerence between the masses recoiling
against D(∗)+γISR and D(∗)+π−slowγISR (recoil mass diﬀer-
ence),
ΔMrecoil = Mrecoil(D(∗)+γISR)−Mrecoil(D(∗)+π−slowγISR) ,
(21.4.5)
has a narrow distribution for signal events (σ∼1.4MeV/c2)
around mD∗−−mD0 , since the uncertainty in the γISR mo-
mentum partially cancels out.
The eﬃciency gain using the described partial recon-
struction method over the full reconstruction method is
∼ 1/D0 and ∼ 2/D0 , for D+D∗− and D∗+D∗− ﬁnal
states respectively, where D0 is the D0 reconstruction ef-
ﬁciency.
In the case of full reconstruction, exclusive cross sec-
tions are obtained from D(∗)+D∗− mass spectra. In the
partial reconstruction case D∗− is not reconstructed and
the D(∗)+D∗− mass can not be calculated directly. How-
ever, it is equivalent to Mrecoil(γISR), the mass recoiling
164 The notation represents the sum of D+D∗− and D∗+D∗−
ﬁnal states.
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against the ISR photon (ignoring higher-order QED pro-
cesses). The problem of poor photon energy resolution
(and, thus poor Mrecoil(γISR) resolution) is solved by ap-
plying a ﬁt constraining Mrecoil(D(∗)+γISR) to the D∗−
mass. This reﬁt procedure corrects the γISR momentum
and as a result, the Mrecoil(γISR) = M(D(∗)+D∗−) resolu-
tion is improved by a factor ∼ 10: it varies from ∼ 6MeV
at D(∗)+D∗− threshold to ∼ 12MeV at M(D(∗)+D∗−) =
5GeV/c2. In addition the resolution of the recoil mass dif-
ference after the reﬁt procedure (ΔMﬁtrecoil) is improved by
a factor ∼ 2.
This method, developed by Belle, is applied to the
e+e− → D(∗)+D∗− cross section measurement using a
data sample of 673.8 fb−1 (Abe, 2007d). The signal region
is deﬁned by the requirement that Mrecoil(D∗+γISR) lie
within ±0.2GeV/c2 of the D∗− mass and that ΔMﬁtrecoil be
within±2MeV/c2 ofmD∗−−mD0 . The e+e− → D(∗)+D∗−
cross sections are extracted from the Mrecoil(γISR) dis-
tributions after background subtraction. All background
contributions are estimated from the data and the combi-
natorial background is found to be the dominant source.
The resulting exclusive e+e− → D(∗)+D∗− cross sec-
tions are shown in Figs 21.4.4 and 21.4.5 with statistical
uncertainties only. The total systematic uncertainties are
11% for D+D∗− and 10% for D∗+D∗−, comparable to the
statistical errors in the cross section.
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Figure 21.4.4. The exclusive cross sections for e+e− →
D+D∗− measured by Belle (Abe, 2007d; solid squares) and
BABAR (Aubert, 2009n; open triangles); e+e− → D0D∗0 mea-
sured by BABAR (open circles).
The results of the BABAR measurements (Aubert, 2009n)
based on 384 fb−1 of data are shown in the same plots.
Because the full reconstruction method was used, the sta-
tistical uncertainties in these measurements are signiﬁ-
cantly larger than those of Belle. The cross sections for
D0D∗0, D+D∗−, and D∗D∗ (the latter being the sum of
the neutral and charged modes, i.e. D∗0D∗0 and D∗+D∗−)
are presented in Fig. 21.4.4 and Fig. 21.4.5 respectively.
The systematic uncertainties in the cross sections are es-
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Figure 21.4.5. The exclusive cross sections for e+e− →
D∗+D∗− measured by Belle (Abe, 2007d; solid squares) and
e+e− → D∗D∗ measured by BABAR (Aubert, 2009n; open cir-
cles).
timated to be 10.9% for D0D∗0, 9.3% for D+D∗−, and
12.4% for D∗D∗.
Belle and BABAR measurements are in good agreement,
and compatible with the DD∗ and D∗D∗ exclusive cross
sections measured by CLEO-c (Cronin-Hennessy et al.,
2009); the CLEO-c measurements are more precise; they
include, however, only the narrow energy range from 3.97
to 4.26 GeV. Aside from a prominent excess near the
ψ(4040) resonance, the e+e− → D+D∗− cross section is
relatively featureless. Integrating the cross sections from
threshold to 6GeV/c2, BABAR obtained
σ(D+D∗−)
σ(D0D∗0)
= 0.95± 0.09± 0.10, (21.4.6)
consistent with unity. The shape of the e+e− → D∗+D∗−
cross section is complicated, with several local maxima
and minima. Reliable interpretation will require more data.
21.4.4 e+e− → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s
Both BABAR and Belle use the full reconstruction tech-
nique to measure e+e− → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s cross sections. Par-
tial reconstruction of D∗+s decaying to D
+
s γ is impractical
because of a huge combinatorial background.
BABAR results based on a 525 fb−1 data sample (del
Amo Sanchez, 2010d) are presented in Fig. 21.4.6. For
each candidate event BABAR reconstructs a D+s D
−
s pair.
While one of the D+s is required to decay to K
+K−π+, the
second D−s meson is reconstructed in three decay modes:
K+K−π−, K+K−π−π0, and K0SK
−. Belle measurements
of the exclusive e+e− → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s cross sections (Pakh-
lova, 2011) based on a 967 fb−1 data sample are shown in
Fig. 21.4.7. To increase the sample size Belle reconstructs
both D+s (+ c.c.) mesons in six decay modes: K
0
SK
+,
K−K+π+, K−K+π+π0, K0SK
−π+π+, ηπ+ and η′π+.
The presented cross sections are averaged over the bin
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Figure 21.4.7. Exclusive cross sections for (a) e+e− → D+s D−s , (b) e+e− → D+s D∗−s (and charge conjugate), and (c) e+e− →
D∗+s D
∗−
s , from Belle data (Pakhlova, 2011). Error bars show statistical uncertainties only. The dotted lines show the masses of
the ψ(4040), ψ(4160) and ψ(4415) states.
Figure 21.4.6. Exclusive cross sections for (a) e+e− →
D+s D
−
s , (b) e
+e− → D+s D∗−s (and charge conjugate), and (c)
e+e− → D∗+s D∗−s , from BABAR data (del Amo Sanchez, 2010d).
The error bars correspond to statistical errors only.
width; error bars show statistical uncertainties only. The
systematic uncertainties are evaluated by BABAR (Belle)
to be 23%(11%) for D+s D
−
s , 13%(17%) for D
+
s D
∗−
s and
13%(31%) for D∗+s D
∗−
s .
The identiﬁcation of relatively narrow ψ states in
BABAR spectra is complicated by the large bin size of
100 MeV. Nevertheless BABAR results are consistent with
the more precise Belle measurements (in 40 MeV bins).
A clear peak at threshold, around the ψ(4040) mass, is
seen in the e+e− → D+s D−s cross section. In the e+e− →
D+s D
∗−
s cross section two peaks are evident, around the
ψ(4160) and the ψ(4415) masses. The e+e− → D∗+s D∗−s
data sample is small, and there is no clear structure in
the cross section. Both the e+e− → D+s D∗−s cross section
and the sum of the exclusive e+e− → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s cross
sections exhibit a dip near the Y (4260) mass (see Section
18.3.5), similar to what is seen in e+e− → D∗+D∗− and
in the total cross section for charm production.
21.4.5 Three-body charm ﬁnal states
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Figure 21.4.8. The exclusive cross section for e+e− →
D0D−π+ measured by Belle (Pakhlova, 2008c). The dotted
line corresponds to the mass of the ψ(4415).
The ﬁrst measurements of three-body open charm ﬁnal
states in e+e− annihilation have been performed using the
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full reconstruction method by Belle. The cross section for
e+e− → D0D−π+ measured using a 673 fb−1 data sam-
ple (Pakhlova, 2008c) is shown in Fig. 21.4.8. A prominent
ψ(4415) peak is observed. From a study of the resonant
structure in ψ(4415) decays (discussed in Section 18.2.2.2)
Belle concludes that the ψ(4415) → D0D−π+ pro-
cess is dominated by ψ(4415) → DD∗2(2460). It was
found that B(ψ(4415) → D0D−π+non−res)/B(ψ(4415 →
DD∗2(2460) → D0D−π+) < 0.22 at the 90% C.L.
The peak cross section for the e+e− → ψ(4415) →
DD∗2(2460) process at ECM = mψ(4415)c
2 is calculated
to be σ(e+e− → ψ(4415))× B(ψ(4415) → DD∗2(2460))×
B(D∗2(2460)→ Dπ+) = (0.74± 0.17± 0.08) nb.
The e+e− → D0D∗−π+ exclusive cross section, based
on a 695 fb−1 data sample (Pakhlova, 2009), is shown
in Fig. 21.4.9. The main motivation of this study is
the search for Y (4260) → D0D∗−π+ decays discussed
in Section 18.3.5. An estimate of the branching fraction
for ψ(4415) → D0D∗−π+ decay can be found in Sec-
tion 18.2.2.2.
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Figure 21.4.9. The exclusive cross section for e+e− →
D0D∗−π+ averaged over the bin width with statistical un-
certainties only from Belle data (Pakhlova, 2009). The total
systematic uncertainty is 10%. The ﬁt function corresponds to
the 90% C.L. upper limit on ψ(4415) taking into account sys-
tematic uncertainties. The solid line represents the sum of the
signal and threshold contributions. The threshold function is
shown by the dashed line.
21.4.6 Charm baryon production in e+e− annihilation
The ﬁrst measurement of the e+e− → Λ+c Λ−c process near
threshold has been performed by Belle in ISR events, us-
ing 695 fb−1 of data (Pakhlova, 2008b), with the partial
reconstruction technique. Full reconstruction of both the
Λ+c and Λ
−
c baryons suﬀers from the low Λc reconstruc-
tion eﬃciency, and the small branching fractions for de-
cays to accessible ﬁnal states; Belle requires reconstruction
of only one of the Λc baryons (using pK0S , pKπ and Λπ
ﬁnal states) and the ISR photon. The exclusive e+e− →
Λ+c Λ
−
c cross section is determined from the recoil mass
Mrecoil(γISR). A reﬁt constraining Mrecoil(Λ+c γISR) to the
nominal Λ−c mass improves the Mrecoil(γISR) resolution:
the ﬁnal resolution varies from ∼ 3MeV/c2 just above
threshold to ∼ 8MeV/c2 at MΛ+c Λ−c ∼ 5.4GeV/c2. Com-
binatorial background is suppressed by a factor ∼ 10 by
requiring the presence of at least one p in the event from
the decay of the unreconstructed Λ−c ; this requirement re-
duces the signal eﬃciency by ∼ 40%.
The resulting cross section is shown in Fig. 21.4.10.
A signiﬁcant enhancement, called X(4630) by Belle, is
seen at threshold, with a peak cross section σ(e+e− →
X(4630)) × B(X(4630) → Λ+c Λ−c ) = (0.47+0.11−0.10+0.05−0.08 ±
0.19) nb. Belle obtains Γee/Γtot×B(X(4630)→ Λ+c Λ−c ) =
(0.68+0.16−0.15
+0.07
−0.11±0.28)×10−6. The last error is due to the
uncertainties of Λc branching fractions.
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Figure 21.4.10. The exclusive cross section for e+e− →
Λ+c Λ
−
c measured by Belle (Pakhlova, 2008b).
The nature of the observed enhancement remains un-
clear. More details on its parameters and corresponding
discussion can be found in Section 18.3.5.
21.4.7 Sum of exclusive vs inclusive cross section
In conclusion, using the ISR method allows the measure-
ment of nine cross sections for e+e− annihilation to open
charm ﬁnal states over a wide energy range, beginning at
threshold. For the ﬁrst time the inclusive cross section to
charm hadrons is decomposed into the sum of the exclu-
sive components e+e− → DD, DD∗, D∗D∗, DDπ, DD∗π,
D+s D
−
s , D
+
s D
∗−
s , D
∗+
s D
∗−
s , and Λ
+
c Λ
−
c . This sum, shown
in Fig. 21.4.11, almost saturates the inclusive cross sec-
tion; the DD∗ and D∗D∗ ﬁnal states dominate.
21.5 Search for exotic charmonium
Initial state radiation events provide an ideal environment
to study known vector states as well as search for addi-
tional such states. Searches for new vector mesons have
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Figure 21.4.11. Inclusive measurements of R − Ruds, where
R = σ(e+e− → hadrons)/σ(e+e− → μ+μ−) and Ruds =
2.121 ± 0.023 ± 0.083 by BES II (Ablikim et al., 2007; open
circles), compared to the sum of exclusive cross sections (solid
squares) measured by Belle.
commonly proceeded by looking for their decay to conven-
tional charmonium states plus additional light hadrons.
The study of the π+π−J/ψ and π+π−ψ(2S) ﬁnal states is
presented in Sections 21.5.1 and 21.5.2 respectively. Pos-
sible vector decays to open charm ﬁnal states are treated
in Section 21.4 above. A general discussion of the new,
and possibly exotic vector states is presented elsewhere
(Section 18.3.5).
21.5.1 Y family states in ISR π+π−J/ψ
An important exotic charmonium candidate, the Y (4260),
has been observed in the π+π−J/ψ ﬁnal state. The discov-
ery and subsequent studies are reported in Sections 21.5.1.1
and 21.5.1.2 respectively. The claimed broad structure
Y (4008) is discussed in the latter section.
21.5.1.1 The Y (4260) discovery
The discovery by Belle of the surprisingly narrow X(3872)
resonance from the study of B → J/ψπ+π−K decays
(Choi, 2003), discussed in Section 18.3.2, renewed experi-
mental interest in charmonium spectroscopy. In order to
understand the X(3872) when its quantum numbers were
hardly known in 2004, BABAR searched for X(3872) →
π+π−J/ψ in the ISR process e+e− → γISRπ+π−J/ψ , where
J/ψ decays to +−, using a data sample corresponding to
232 fb−1 (Aubert, 2005y). The analysis was performed re-
quiring exclusive reconstruction of the hadronic ﬁnal state,
but not explicit detection of the ISR photon. The large and
clean ISR ψ(2S) → π+π−J/ψ sample provides a good
control sample for validation and selection criteria opti-
mization. In a subsample of 123 fb−1 of data, as shown in
Fig. 21.5.1, no evidence for the X(3872) was found, but
an enhancement was seen around 4.3 GeV/c2.
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Figure 21.5.1. The scatter plot of m(+−) − m(J/ψ )
vs. m(π+π−J/ψ ) for ISR produced π+π−J/ψ events col-
lected by BABAR in 123 fb−1. (a) low m(π+π−J/ψ ) range
[3.4, 4.0]GeV/c2 (log scale): A clean ψ(2S) signal is observed
while no evidence of a X(3872) signal is seen. (b) high
m(π+π−J/ψ ) range [3.8, 7.0]GeV/c2 (linear scale): An en-
hancement around 4.3GeV/c2 is found. BABAR internal, from
(Aubert, 2005y) analysis.
In order to avoid any possible bias and to ﬁrmly es-
tablish this observation, the BABAR analysis blinds the en-
hancement region [4.2, 4.4] GeV/c2, and optimizes the se-
lection criteria by maximizing the quantity N/(3/2+
√
B)
(Punzi, 2003b), where 3/2 corresponds to the search for a
3σ signal, N is the total number of γISRψ(2S), ψ(2S) →
π+π−J/ψ candidates in the 20MeV/c2 π+π−J/ψ mass
range that brackets the ψ(2S) nominal mass, and B is the
number of (background) events in the π+π−J/ψ mass re-
gions [3.8, 4.2] GeV/c2 and [4.4, 4.8] GeV/c2, scaled to the
width of the excluded region. The selection criteria are op-
timized taking advantage of the features of ISR emission,
that is, a recoil mass close to zero, and a small transverse
component of the visible momentum in the e+e− CM, in-
cluding the ISR photon when it is reconstructed. Exactly
four tracks consistent with production at the e+e− inter-
action point are allowed: two oppositely charged tracks
identiﬁed as pions, and a pair of identiﬁed leptons (ei-
ther e+e− or μ+μ−) whose reconstructed invariant mass
is within an optimized interval around the J/ψ peak. Ad-
ditional cuts on kinematic variables of the hadronic system
are applied to further reject background sources.
In order to improve the mass resolution, the four tracks
are reﬁtted with a constraint to a common vertex, and the
lepton pair kinematically constrained to the J/ψ mass.
The resulting π+π−J/ψ mass-resolution function is well-
described by a Breit-Wigner distribution with a full width
at half maximum increasing from 4.2MeV/c2 at the ψ(2S)
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Figure 21.5.2. The π+π−J/ψ invariant mass spectrum in the
range 3.8−5.0GeV/c2 and (inset) over a wider range that in-
cludes the ψ(2S), obtained from BABAR with a data sample
of 232 fb−1 (Aubert, 2005y). The points with error bars repre-
sent the selected data and the shaded histogram represents the
scaled data from neighboring J/ψ sidebands. A ﬁt to the mass
spectrum with a single Breit-Wigner and a polynomial func-
tion, shown as the solid line, clearly identiﬁes the new Y (4260)
resonance. The dashed curve represents the background poly-
nomial component.
to 5.3MeV/c2 at 4.3GeV/c2. The π+π−J/ψ invariant mass
spectrum for candidates passing all criteria is shown in
Fig. 21.5.2 as points with error bars. A signal of 11802±
110 ψ(2S) events is observed, consistent with the expec-
tation. An enhancement near 4.26GeV/c2, now known as
the Y (4260), is clearly observed; no other structures are
evident at the masses of the known JPC = 1−− charmo-
nium states (i.e. the ψ(4040), ψ(4160), and ψ(4415)), or
at the X(3872).
An unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt to the π+π−J/ψ
mass spectrum in the range [3.8, 5.0] GeV/c2 is performed
assuming only one broad resonance is present (Fig. 21.5.2).
The ﬁtting function consists of a relativistic Breit-Wigner
function describing the peak, and a second-order poly-
nomial background, convolved with a Cauchy resolution
function. The ﬁt ﬁnds (125±23) events in the peak, with a
mass of (4259±8)MeV/c2 and a width of (88±23)MeV/c2.
the signiﬁcance of the Y (4260) signal is above 8 σ.
The ISR photon is reconstructed in (24 ± 8)% of the
Y (4260) events, within the uncertainty the same as 25%
observed for ISR ψ(2S) events. Kinematic distributions for
a sample of background subtracted data are compared to
analogous quantities obtained for simulated ISR events,
and found in good agreement, conﬁrming that the ISR-
production hypothesis – essential in order to assign the
JPC = 1−− quantum numbers for the new resonant state
– is correct.
21.5.1.2 Subsequent Y (4260) analyses
After the discovery of the Y (4260), CLEO (Coan et al.,
2006) performed an energy scan around
√
s = 4.26GeV,
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Figure 21.5.3. (upper) The π+π−J/ψ mass spectrum mea-
sured by Belle (Yuan, 2007). Points with errors show selected
events in the J/ψ signal region, while the histogram shows the
scaled J/ψ sideband distribution. The curves show the best ﬁt
(solid line) and the contribution from each component for the
two solutions, as described in the text. (lower) The π+π−J/ψ
mass spectrum measured by BABAR in a 454 fb−1 data sample
(Lees, 2012ab). The solid curve shows the result of a simultane-
ous ﬁt to the data (points with errors) and to the background
control sample obtained from the J/ψ sidebands (shaded his-
togram).
and were able to conﬁrm the process Y (4260)→ π+π−J/ψ
and observed also Y (4260)→ π0π0J/ψ . The measured ra-
tio, B(Y (4260) → π0π0J/ψ )/ B(Y (4260) → π+π−J/ψ ) ≈
0.5, implies that the Y (4260) has isospin zero. They also
found the ﬁrst evidence for Y (4260) → K+K−J/ψ , and
set upper limits on many other decay modes. These re-
sults are based on measurements at discrete energies, and
do not resolve the Y (4260) lineshape; it is assumed that
the Y (4260) saturates the π+π−J/ψ and related cross-
sections at the peak.
The observation of the Y (4260)→ π+π−J/ψ decay in
ISR-untagged studies has been conﬁrmed by CLEO (He
et al., 2006), by analysing a data sample of about 13.3
fb−1, and with much more data by Belle (Yuan, 2007)
and BABAR (Lees, 2012ab) . The selection criteria in the
Belle and BABAR analyses are similar to those in the orig-
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inal BABAR measurement with some exceptions.165 The
resulting mass spectra shown in Fig. 21.5.3 present a clear
peak at ∼ 4.26 GeV/c2, but have diﬀerences elsewhere in
the analyzed energy region. The analysts of the two Col-
laborations have adopted diﬀerent ﬁt models to describe
the data.
Table 21.5.1. Results of the best ﬁt to the π+π−J/ψ mass
spectrum obtained by the Belle experiment (Yuan, 2007). M ,
Γtot, and B × Γe+e− are respectively the mass, total width,
and product of the branching fraction to π+π−J/ψ and e+e−
partial width of the two interfering resonances R1 and R2,
while φ is their relative phase. The results for both destructive
and constructive interference solutions are reported.
Parameters Solution I Solution II
R1 : M (MeV/c
2) 4008 ± 40+114−28
Γtot (MeV) 226 ± 44 ± 87
B × Γe+e− (eV) 5.0± 1.4+6.1−0.9 12.4± 2.4+14.8−1.1
R2 : M (MeV/c
2) 4247 ± 12+17−32
Γtot (MeV) 108 ± 19 ± 10
B × Γe+e− (eV) 6.0± 1.2+4.7−0.5 20.6± 2.3+9.1−1.7
φ (◦) +12± 29+7−98 −111± 7+28−31
In particular, an accumulation of events at a mass
of about 4.01 GeV/c2 is observed in about 548 fb−1 of
data analyzed by Belle. An unbinned maximum likelihood
ﬁt is performed to the mass spectrum corrected for the
mass-dependent eﬃciency and normalized to the eﬀective
ISR luminosity, for masses above 3.8 GeV/c2, as shown
in Fig. 21.5.3 (top). The ﬁt model consists of a coherent
sum of two Breit-Wigner resonance functions (see Section
13.2.1), and assumes that there is no continuum produc-
tion of e+e− → π+π−J/ψ . The background is estimated
from J/ψ sidebands and ﬁxed in the ﬁt, while contribu-
tions from the tail of the ψ(2S) and ψ(3770) are estimated
from the world average values of their parameters, added
incoherently, and ﬁxed. Two solutions with equally good
ﬁt quality are found, corresponding to constructive and
destructive interference between the two resonances. They
present equal masses and widths for the two resonances,
but diﬀerent partial widths and relative phase. The qual-
ity of the ﬁt determined from the binned distribution is
χ2/ndof = 81/78.
The results are summarized in Table 21.5.1. The sig-
niﬁcance of the resonance at lower mass is larger than 5σ.
Although its mass is close to that of the ψ(4040), the ﬁtted
width is larger than the world average value (80±10MeV)
of the latter. The ﬁt using two interfering resonances yields
a much better description of the observed distribution
than a ﬁt with a single resonance. Using the same func-
tional form of the ﬁtted function as in Aubert (2005y) the
165 For example, Belle did not use the J/ψ mass constraint
and hence the sideband events can be used to estimate the
background.
parameters of the state at higher mass are consistent with
those reported by BABAR (see Table 21.5.2).
The BABAR update on the study of the ISR-produced
π+π−J/ψ ﬁnal state is based on a data sample cor-
responding to 454 fb−1 (Lees, 2012ab). An unbinned,
extended-maximum likelihood ﬁt is performed in the re-
gion [3.74, 5.5] GeV/c2 to the π+π−J/ψ mass distribution
from the J/ψ signal region, shown in Fig. 21.5.3(bottom),
and simultaneously to the background distribution from
the J/ψ sidebands. The shape of the background mass
distribution is described by a third order polynomial func-
tion. The signal function consists of a coherent sum of a
Breit-Wigner function for the Y (4260), and an exponen-
tial function, which provides an empirical description of
the ψ(2S) tail and possible continuum production of the
π+π−J/ψ ﬁnal state. Also in this case, the signal function
accounts for the mass-dependency of the reconstruction
eﬃciency and eﬀective ISR luminosity, and is convolved
with a Gaussian resolution function obtained from MC
simulation. The parameters of the Y (4260) resulting from
the ﬁt are in agreement with the previous measurements,
and are reported in Table 21.5.2, which summarizes the
ISR Y (4260) → π+π−J/ψ analyses from various exper-
iments performed under the single-resonance hypothesis.
The BABAR data do not support the Belle observation of
a broad structure at 4.08 GeV/c2.
The invariant mass distribution of the dipion system
for events with a π+π−J/ψ mass close to the Y (4260) is
found to deviate signiﬁcantly from phase space in both
BABAR and Belle data samples (see Fig. 18.3.10). It shows
an accumulation around 0.95 GeV/c2, followed by an abrupt
fall to near zero at ∼ 1 GeV/c2, and then rises again. Such
behavior is reproduced by BABAR (Lees, 2012ab) with a
model assuming a coherent sum of a nonresonant π+π− S-
wave amplitude and a resonant amplitude describing the
f0(980). The ﬁt to the data sample assuming this simple
model shows that the f0(980) contribution is produced
in a fraction 0.17 ± 0.13 of Y (4260) → π+π−J/ψ decays,
where only the statistical error is quoted.
In another study Belle observes also a signiﬁcant ac-
cumulation of events in the J/ψπ± invariant mass of the
Y (4260) → π+π−J/ψ decays (Liu, 2013). The state de-
noted as Z(3900)±, which is clearly not a charmonium
state (charge), is observed with a signiﬁcance larger than
5 σ, and is in Y (4260) decays produced with a branch-
ing ratio of B(Y (4260) → Z(3900)±π∓)B(Z(3900)± →
π±J/ψ )/B(Y (4260)→ π+π−J/ψ ) = (29.0± 8.9)%, where
the uncertainty is statistical only. The properties of the
state are consistent with the one observed by BESIII (Ab-
likim et al., 2013a).
Beside the J/ψππγISR ﬁnal state Belle studied also the
ISR process with the production of J/ψKK (Yuan, 2008)
and J/ψη (Wang, Han, Yuan, Shen, and Wang, 2013).
The former measurement is the ﬁrst observation of that
ﬁnal state in the ISR process. No evidence for the Y (4260)
is found and the upper limit on the product of the two-
electron width and the branching fraction is determined
to be Γ(Y (4260) → e+e−)B(Y (4260) → K+K−J/ψ ) <
1.2 eV/ with 90% C.L. In the J/ψη ﬁnal state clear signals
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Table 21.5.2. Summary of ISR π+π−J/ψ measurements by various experiments under the single-resonance hypothesis, where
Y stands for Y (4260). The ﬁrst uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic (if only one is given it is the statistical
uncertainty only).
Experiments L (fb−1) NY mass (MeV/c2) Γtot (MeV) B(Y → π+π−J/ψ )ΓY→e+e− (eV)
CLEO (He et al., 2006) 13.3 37 4284+17−16 ± 4 73+39−25 ± 5 8.9+3.9−3.1 ± 1.8
Belle (Yuan, 2007) 548 324± 21 4263± 6 126± 18 9.7± 1.1
BABAR (Lees, 2012ab) 454 344± 39 4244± 5± 4 114+16−15 ± 7 9.2± 0.8± 0.7
of ψ(4040) and ψ(4160) are observed, and no signal of
Y (4260). For the latter the upper limit is Γ(Y (4260) →
e+e−)B(Y (4260)→ ηJ/ψ ) < 14.2 eV at 90% C.L.
21.5.2 Y family states in ISR π+π−ψ(2S)
Since the Y (4260) is above the mass threshold for ψ(2S)
plus π+π−, it is natural to ask if Y (4260) also decays to
π+π−ψ(2S). In order to further clarify the nature of the
Y (4260), and search for similar states, BABAR (Aubert,
2007m) and Belle (Wang, 2007c) have studied the ISR pro-
cess e+e− → γISRπ+π−ψ(2S). The ψ(2S) is reconstructed
in the π+π−J/ψ decay mode, with J/ψ → +−. The anal-
ysis procedure is similar to the case of the π+π−J/ψ ﬁ-
nal state. An additional background source, produced by
diﬀerent combinations within the same 2(π+π−)J/ψ sys-
tem where at least one of the primary pions is combined
with the J/ψ to form a π+π−J/ψ candidate, must be sub-
tracted from the selected sample. The clean sample of se-
lected ψ(2S) decays is used for signal estimation, while
the sidebands of the ψ(2S) mass distribution are used for
background subtraction.
The BABAR analysis (Aubert, 2007m) is based on a
sample of 298 fb−1. The π+π−ψ(2S) mass spectrum of
78 events selected within the ψ(2S) mass window is rep-
resented by data points in Fig. 21.5.4. The dashed curve
shows the result of the ﬁt to the Y (4260) using resonance
parameters ﬁxed to those of Aubert (2005y). The χ2/ndof
of 21.3/8 quantiﬁes the inconsistency of the data with
the decay of Y (4260) to this ﬁnal state. However, a clear
accumulation of events is seen at a mass of about 4.35
GeV/c2, and a ﬁt to a single resonance with free mass
and width parameters returns m = (4324 ± 24) MeV/c2
and Γ = (172± 33) MeV, with a much better ﬁt quality:
χ2/ndof = 7.3/7 (the errors are statistical only). A ﬁt to
the known ψ(4415) with ﬁxed parameters is also of poor
quality, supporting the hypothesis of a new state.
In a similar analysis, performed using twice the dataset,
Belle (Wang, 2007c) conﬁrms the state at about 4.35 GeV/c2,
and observes another structure at higher masses. A ﬁt
to the π+π−ψ(2S) invariant-mass spectrum of selected
events with two coherent vector resonances returns for
the lower-mass resonance m = (4361± 9± 9) MeV/c2 and
Γ = (74± 15± 10) MeV, and for the state at higher mass
m = (4664± 11± 5) MeV/c2 and Γ = (48± 15± 3) MeV.
A small enhancement around 4685MeV/c2 in a single 50
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Figure 21.5.4. Invariant mass spectrum up to 5.7 GeV/c2 for
selected ISR-produced 2(π+π−)J/ψ candidates in 298 fb−1 of
BABAR data (Aubert, 2007m). The shaded histogram represents
the background estimated from the sidebands of the ψ(2S)
mass spectrum, and the curves represent ﬁts to the data (see
the text).
MeV/c2 bin was visible also in the BABAR measurement,
but not signiﬁcant due to the lower integrated luminos-
ity. A recent analysis performed by BABAR (Lees, 2012ac)
using the whole data set conﬁrms the state, now named
Y (4660), with parameters consistent with those measured
by Belle.
21.6 Dark force searches
While the astrophysical evidence for dark matter is now
overwhelming, its precise nature and origin remain elu-
sive. Recent results from terrestrial and satellite exper-
iments have motivated an interesting proposal in which
WIMP-like dark matter particles carry charge of a new yet
unknown force (Arkani-Hamed, Finkbeiner, Slatyer, and
Weiner, 2009; Fayet, 2007; Pospelov, Ritz, and Voloshin,
2008). The corresponding gauge boson, the so-called dark
photon A′, couples to the Standard Model photon through
mixing between the photon and dark photon ﬁelds (kinetic
mixing) with mixing strength .
This opens the possibility of dark matter annihilation
into a pair of dark photons which subsequently decay to
SM particles. The mass of the dark photon is constrained
to be at most a few GeV, to be compatible with the
electron/positron excess observed by PAMELA (Adriani
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Figure 21.5.5. The π+π−ψ(2S) invariant mass distribution
for events that pass the ψ(2S) selection in Belle 673 fb−1 data
(Wang, 2007c). The open histogram is the data while the
shaded histogram is the normalized ψ(2S) sidebands. The solid
curve shows the result of the the best ﬁt with two coherent
P -wave resonances together with a constant incoherent back-
ground term. The two dashed curves at each peak show the
two solutions for constructive and destructive interference.
et al., 2010, 2009) and FERMI (Abdo et al., 2009; Ack-
ermann et al., 2012), without a comparable anti-proton
signal. Dark photons decay almost exclusively to lepton-
pairs if their mass is below ∼ 500MeV, while the contri-
bution of pion pairs is signiﬁcant between ∼ 500MeV and
∼ 1GeV, and multi-hadron channels become dominant at
higher masses. The dark boson masses are usually gener-
ated via the Higgs mechanism, adding one or more dark
Higgs bosons (h′) to the theory.
21.6.1 Searches for a dark photon
A dark photon can be readily produced in the reaction
e+e− → γA′, A′ → +−. The signature is similar to that
of a light CP -odd Higgs boson, A0, in Υ (2S, 3S) → γA0,
A0 → +− (Aubert, 2009an). The Υ (2S, 3S) candidates
are reconstructed by combining two oppositely-charged
tracks with a photon. At least one track must be iden-
tiﬁed as a muon and the energy of the photon in the CM
frame is required to be larger than 0.5GeV. No additional
tracks or photons must be detected in the event. The sig-
nal yield is extracted as a function of the A0 mass by a
series of unbinned extended maximum likelihood ﬁts to
the distribution of the dimuon mass. No signiﬁcant sig-
nal is observed, and upper limits on the branching frac-
tion Υ (2S, 3S) → γA0, A0 → +− are derived. These
results have been reinterpreted (Bjorken, Essig, Schuster,
and Toro, 2009) as limits on the mixing strength  at the
level 10−3 − 10−2 (Fig. 21.6.1).
Additional searches have been performed which may
be reinterpreted as limits on dark photon production, such
as e+e− → γ invisible (Aubert, 2008at), e+e− → γ hadrons
(Lees, 2011j), or e+e− → γτ+τ− (see Section 18.4.7.1, and
Aubert, 2009ai).
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Figure 21.6.1. Adopted from (Bjorken, Essig, Schuster, and
Toro, 2009). Constraints on the mixing strength, , as a func-
tion of the dark photon mass. The red line shows the value
of the coupling required to explain the discrepancy between
the calculated and measured anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon (Pospelov, 2009). The excluded regions obtained
by reinterpreting the upper limits on the Y (2S, 3S) → A0γ,
A0 → +− (Aubert, 2009an) branching fractions are shown
as a yellow band.
21.6.2 A search for dark gauge bosons
Non-Abelian extensions of dark sectors introduce addi-
tional dark gauge bosons, generically denoted W ′,W ′′, ....
The detailed phenomenology depends on the structure of
the model, but heavy dark bosons decay to lighter states
if kinematically accessible, while the lightest bosons are
metastable and decay to SM fermions via their mixing
with the dark photon (Baumgart, Cheung, Ruderman,
Wang, and Yavin, 2009; Essig, Schuster, and Toro, 2009).
BABAR has performed a search for di-boson produc-
tion in the four lepton ﬁnal state, e+e− → A′∗ →W ′W ′′,
W ′ → +−, W ′′ → ′+′− with , ′ = e, μ (Aubert,
2009aj). The study, based on 513 fb−1 of data collected
mostly at the Υ (4S) resonance, has been performed in
the context of inelastic dark matter models (Tucker-Smith
and Weiner, 2001), searching for two bosons with similar
masses. Events containing four leptons originating from
the interaction point with a total invariant mass greater
than 10GeV are selected. Additional selection criteria on
the boson decay angles and the angle between the decay
planes of the two bosons are applied to further reject the
background.
The signal is extracted as a function of the average
dileptonic mass in the range 0.24 − 5.3GeV in 10MeV
steps. No signiﬁcant signal is observed and 90% C.L. up-
per limits on the mixing strength at the 10−3 level have
been set, assuming a dark sector coupling constant αD =
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gD/4π = O(10−2), and equal branching fractions of a dark
gauge boson to e+e− and μ+μ−.
21.6.3 A search for dark Higgs bosons
The Higgsstrahlung process, e+e− → A′h′, h′ → A′A′, of-
fers another gateway to dark sectors, as this process is one
of the few suppressed by only a single power of the mix-
ing strength, and the background is expected to be almost
negligible (Batell, Pospelov, and Ritz, 2009). A search for
dark Higgs boson production has been performed in the
range 0.8 < mh′ < 10.0GeV and 0.25 < mA′ < 3.0GeV
with the constraint mh′ > 2mA′ (Lees, 2012s). The sig-
nal events are either fully reconstructed using A′ → +−
and A′ → π+π− decays (exclusive mode), or partially re-
constructed (inclusive mode). In the latter case, only two
of the three dark photons are identiﬁed as dilepton res-
onances, with the four-momentum of the remaining dark
photon identiﬁed with that of the recoiling system. The ex-
clusive modes contain six tracks having an invariant mass
close to
√
s, forming three dark photon candidates of sim-
ilar mass. The six pion ﬁnal state has a signiﬁcantly larger
background than the other channels and is excluded from
the search. Inclusive modes are ﬁrst identiﬁed by selecting
two dileptonic resonances with similar mass, and requir-
ing the mass of the recoiling system to be compatible with
the dark photon hypothesis.
No signiﬁcant signal is observed, and 90% C.L. upper
limits on the product of the dark sector coupling con-
stant and the mixing strength, αD2, are derived. The
results are displayed in Fig. 21.6.2 as a function of the
dark photon mass for selected values of the dark Higgs
boson masses. Values as low as 10−10− 10−8 are excluded
for a large range of dark photon and dark Higgs masses.
Assuming αD = αEM, these measurements translate into
limits on the mixing strength in the range 10−4 − 10−3.
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Figure 21.6.2. Upper limit at 90% C.L. set by BABAR (Lees,
2012s) on the product αD
2 as a function of the dark photon
mass for selected values of dark Higgs boson masses. The peak-
ing structure arising near mA′ ∼ 0.8GeV and mA′ ∼ 1.0GeV
reﬂects the presence of the ω and φ resonances. At these
masses, dark photons decay predominantly to 3(π+π−π0) and
3(K+K−) ﬁnal states, not included in the search.
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22.1 Descriptions of two-photon topics to be
covered
22.1.1 Introduction for two-photon physics
An electron-positron collider is also a photon-photon col-
lider. Since the photon couples directly to the electric
charge of quarks, we can study hadron structures and
QCD physics, eﬀectively, in hadron production induced
by two-photon collisions. The even C-parity of the two-
photon system is complementary with the odd C-parity
in e+e− collisions. In an e+e− collider, a virtual photon
is emitted from each lepton; a collision of these photons
produces ﬁnal-state particles as shown in Figure 22.1.1.
The two-photon center-of-mass (CM) energy, W , which is
the same as the invariant mass of the ﬁnal-state system,
is continuously distributed between zero and just below
the e+e− CM energy. For practical purposes, the usable
range is between a few 100 MeV and ∼ 4.5 GeV. The
lower side is limited by experimental trigger conditions
and the upper by the luminosity and backgrounds from
e+e− annihilation events.
e+
e-
X
Figure 22.1.1. A Feynman diagram illustrating hadron pro-
duction in two-photon collisions e+e− → e+e−X.
The study of hadron production in two-photon pro-
cesses at the B Factories has contributed to better under-
standing of non-perturbative QCD and light-quark meson
spectroscopy at low and intermediate energies. It also con-
tributes to searches and measurements of charmonium(-
like) states as well as a test of perturbative-QCD models
for exclusive meson production at high energies (Brodsky
and Lepage, 1981; Chernyak and Zhitnitsky, 1984).
22.1.2 Cross section for γγ collisions (zero-tag)
In hadron production via two-photon collisions,
e+e− → e+e−X, (22.1.1)
the cross sections of the processes are given as a function
of W and the Q2 value of each incident photon, where Q2
is the negative of the mass squared of the virtual photon
and is the same as the absolute value of four-momentum
transfer squared between the incident (pe,ini) and recoiled
electron or positron (pe,rec), Q2 = −(pe,rec−pe.ini)2. Here-
after we refer to both electrons and positrons as electrons
for brevity.
Roughly speaking for the B Factory energies, the size
of the cross section is a comparable order of magnitude
with that for e+e− annihilation. The cross section is largest
in the kinematic regions where the Q2 value is very close
to zero and W is small when compared with the beam en-
ergy. In contrast, in regions where either W or Q2 is much
larger than the typical QCD energy scale (∼ 1 GeV), the
cross section decreases rapidly so that statistical uncer-
tainty dominates the measurement errors at the B Facto-
ries.
We discuss here the zero-tag method used to measure
and derive the cross section corresponding to real two-
photon collisions, where neither of the recoiling electrons
are detected. The Q2 of the emitted virtual photons has a
continuous distribution and peaks very close to zero (i.e.
smaller than the electron mass squared). Most events have
Q2 much smaller than the QCD scale or any hadron-mass
squared, say (100 MeV)2, so the measured cross section
approximates that of the collisions of real photons.
We approximate a real photon in γγ cross-section mea-
surements with a virtual photon having a small Q2 and
extrapolate the cross section measured with ﬁnite Q2 pho-
tons to the Q2 = 0 limit, using an appropriate Q2 de-
pendence of the cross section that is interpreted as a
photon-hadron form factor eﬀect. In addition, when we
adopt an equivalent-photon approximation (EPA), the ef-
fect from each photon is separated and factorized; also,
the real two-photon cross section is decoupled from the
photon-emission part (Berger and Wagner, 1987; Bud-
nev, Ginzburg, Meledin, and Serbo, 1975). With these
approximations, we can deﬁne and calculate a universal
two-photon luminosity function Lγγ as a function of W :
Lγγ(W ) =
d
dW
(∫
N(k1, Eb)N(k2, Eb)
1
Q21
1
Q22
F (Q21,W )F (Q
2
2,W )dk1dk2dQ
2
1dQ
2
2
)
,
(22.1.2)
where N(ki, Eb) is the probability density function (ob-
tained from QED) for the virtual photon with index
i = 1, 2 and energy ki emitted from the incident lepton
with energy Eb, and F (Q2i ,W ) is the factorized form fac-
tor eﬀect for this photon (normalized to the real photon
F (0,W )= 1). The two-photon luminosity function is used
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to translate the e+e−-based cross section σee at given W
to the corresponding γγ cross section σγγ(W ) by the re-
lation
σγγ(W ) =
1
Lγγ(W )
dσee
dW
. (22.1.3)
We also use several diﬀerential cross sections in the
measurement of the angular and momentum distributions
of the ﬁnal-state particles, accounting for the eﬃciencies
as a function of the measured variables. For example, the
diﬀerential cross section for a process with a two-body
ﬁnal state is given by the following formula:
dσγγ
d| cos θ∗| =
ΔN
ΔWΔ| cos θ∗|  Lγγ(W )
∫ Ldt ,(22.1.4)
where θ∗ is the scattering angle of a ﬁnal-state particle in
the two-photon CM frame, ΔN is the number of signal
events in a two-dimensional bin with a bin size of ΔW ×
Δ| cos θ∗|,  is the eﬃciency for the bin and ∫ Ldt is the
integrated luminosity for e+e− incident beams.
22.1.3 Resonance production
The single meson formation process γγ → R, in which
only one meson R is produced from the two-photon col-
lision, is one of the most important processes in two-
photon physics. The quantum numbers of the meson R
are limited: it must be electrically neutral and have even
C-parity; the spin-parity of J = 1± or JP =(odd)− are
prohibited in collisions of real photons. There are other
restrictions for the helicity for the produced meson R.
This process allows us to measure the two-photon par-
tial width of the ﬁnal-state meson R. The cross section
can be written as:
σ(W ) = 8π(2J + 1)
ΓγγΓB(R→ ﬁnal state)
(W 2 −M2R)2 +M2RΓ2
, (22.1.5)
where MR, Γγγ and Γ are the mass, two-photon decay
width, and total width of the meson resonance R, respec-
tively. B(R → ﬁnal state) is the branching fraction for
the decay of the meson R. Here we assume that the res-
onance shape is represented by a conventional relativis-
tic Breit-Wigner function (see Chapter 13). If we know
the branching fraction of the meson’s decay mode used in
the measurement, then we can extract the two-photon de-
cay width; otherwise, we measure the product of the two-
photon decay width and the branching fraction. The two-
photon partial decay width is a fundamental and direct
observable to explore the qq or exotic nature of the neu-
tral meson. Even for a non-exotic meson, the two-photon
decay width is useful to study the quarks’ quantum state
inside the meson and to test QCD models (Munz, 1996).
In a zero-tag measurement, we can make the signal
events almost free from other processes by applying a
rather stringent transverse-momentum balance. This is a
great advantage in searches for new resonances as well as
new decay modes of known hadrons. The requirement for
the transverse-momentum balance also restricts the Q2 of
the incident photon and ensures the processes originates
from real photon collisions. Similar requirements are also
useful in the single-tag cases described below to ensure a
small Q2 for the untagged photon.
22.1.4 Single-tag measurements
When one of the scattered electrons is detected, we re-
fer to these two-photon processes as single-tag modes. In
the single-tag process, we can probe the structure of the
real photon or a hadron with a high-Q2 photon; this pro-
cess is very useful for studies of hadron and QCD physics
such as meson transition form factors (Brodsky and Lep-
age, 1981). The Q2 of the virtual photon is determined
by measuring the scattering angle and energy of the recoil
electron with the following Lorentz-invariant formula:
Q2 = 4EbE′ sin2
θ
2
, (22.1.6)
where Eb and E′ are the energies of the incident and re-
coiling (tagged) electrons and θ is the scattering angle of
the tagged electron.
The formation of a resonance in the single-tag process
is a fertile ﬁeld of study at the B Factories, especially in
the high-Q2 region where the production cross section is
highly suppressed. We impose a kinematic requirement on
the single-tag mode that all the ﬁnal state particles be ob-
served except for the non-tagged incident electron (which
can be inferred from a missing-mass constraint). In the
B Factory experiments, the pseudoscalar transition form
factors have been measured in single-tag modes, and are
discussed in section 22.7. It is also possible to produce
spin-1 (axial-vector) mesons in the single-tag process, al-
though such measurements have not been reported from
the B Factories.
22.1.5 Monte-Carlo Techniques
No general-purpose Monte-Carlo (MC) generator for two-
photon processes was available during the running of the
B Factories. For exclusive two-photon processes, we can
explicitly specify the combination of the ﬁnal-state parti-
cles exclusively as well as the W distribution used in the
event generation. In addition, angular distributions must
be speciﬁed in the event generation.
For these purposes, several MC generators to simu-
late a resonance or an exclusive ﬁnal-state system from
two-photon collisions, such as TREPS (Uehara, 1996),
GGRESRC (Druzhinin, Kardapoltsev, and Tayursky, 2010),
Gamgam (Aubert, 2010g) etc., are prepared and are used
in the analysis. In these generators, one can specify func-
tional shapes of distributions for W , Q2 and angles of
ﬁnal-state particles, or they can be generated by built-in
default functions. Usually, an equivalent-photon approx-
imation is adopted for zero-tag event generation while a
Q2 distribution not based on EPA is sometimes used for
the single-tag cases. Even for the non-EPA cases, we can
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obtain the conversion factor to obtain the γγ∗ physics vari-
able, such as the square of a transition form factor, from
the e+e−-based cross section through the MC calculations.
TheQ2 dependence or its maximum limit aﬀects values
or deﬁnitions of the luminosity function, the cross section
on the e+e−-incident basis and the eﬃciency in the mea-
surements of the zero-tag mode; hence consistency among
these quantities must be considered in the analysis.
Background processes are modeled using generators
which take into account the higher-order QED processes,
parton-distribution functions and/or soft hadrons, such as
Pythia (Sjo¨strand, Mrenna, and Skands, 2006).
22.2 Pseudoscalar meson-pair production
The energy region of meson-pair production through two-
photon processes can be naturally divided into a low en-
ergy region, where resonance production is dominant, and
a high energy region, where cross sections tend to show
asymptotic behavior and can be compared to QCD pre-
dictions.
In this section, we restrict ourselves to the pair pro-
duction of pseudoscalar mesons (denoted as P1 and P2).
Belle has made extensive studies of these processes for
both charged-meson pairs,
(1) γγ → π+π− (Mori, 2007a,b; Nakazawa, 2005),
(2) γγ → K+K− (Abe, 2003d; Nakazawa, 2005),
and neutral-meson pairs,
(3) γγ → K0SK0S (Chen, 2007c; Uehara, 2013),
(4) γγ → π0π0 (Uehara, 2008a, 2009b),
(5) γγ → ηπ0 (Uehara, 2009a),
(6) γγ → ηη (Uehara, 2010a).
The polar angle (θ∗) coverage is typically restricted to
| cos θ∗| < 0.6; for neutral pairs decaying into photons this
range is extended to | cos θ∗| < 0.8 or | cos θ∗| < 1.0, be-
cause small angle photons can be detected by the endcap
calorimeters. The wider coverage provides better separa-
tion of the partial waves as discussed in Section 22.2.1.1.
As an example of the high statistics in raw data that
have been recorded at the B Factories, we show the W
dependence of the experimental yields for the γγ → π+π−
and γγ → ηπ0 candidate events in Fig. 22.2.1 (a) and (b),
respectively.
22.2.1 Light-quark meson resonances
A measurement of a meson resonance (denoted as R) de-
caying into two pseudoscalar mesons through two-photon
production allows the determination of its parameters such
as the mass, total width and, in particular, the product of
the two-photon width and the branching fraction to the
meson pair, ΓγγB(R→ P1P2). If B(R→ P1P2) is known,
a two-photon width is derived, which is otherwise diﬃcult
to obtain. The two-photon width of a meson is intimately
related to its charge structure, giving in turn valuable in-
formation on its quark content and structure.
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Figure 22.2.1. Invariant mass, W , distribution for (a) γγ →
π+π− and (b) γγ → ηπ0 candidate events. The distribution
in (a) includes the γγ → μ+μ− background. In (b), the solid
curve shows the background from other processes; that is deter-
mined experimentally from the transverse-momentum-balance
distribution. Taken from (Mori, 2007a; Uehara, 2009a).
One of the longstanding puzzles of QCD is the low
mass scalar nonet: f0(500), K∗0 (800), f0(980) and a0(980),
whose masses must be higher than 1.2 GeV/c2 if they
are ordinary qq bound states (Close and Tornqvist, 2002;
’t Hooft, Isidori, Maiani, Polosa, and Riquer, 2008). One
possible explanation exploits the attractive force between
a quark pair (di-quark) in the color anti-triplet state. In
this picture, a di-quark anti-di-quark pair forms a nonet
with lower masses for the scalar states. In such a state,
its two-photon width is expected to be an order of mag-
nitude smaller compared to that of the qq state (Amsler
and Tornqvist, 2004). 166
166 The typical size of the two-photon width for the usual
qq state is given, for example, for f2(1270) meson; that is
Γγγ(f2(1270) = 3.03± 0.35 keV (Beringer et al., 2012).
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22.2.1.1 Diﬀerential cross sections and partial wave analysis
In this subsection, we present the formalism of the diﬀer-
ential cross section for two-photon production of a meson
pair in terms of partial waves and then discuss a possible
method to extract the resonance parameters.
In the energy region W ≤ 3 GeV, the partial waves
with spin J > 4 may be neglected so that only S-, D-
and G- waves need be considered. The diﬀerential cross
section can be expressed as:
dσ
dΩ
(γγ → P1P2) = (22.2.1)∣∣S Y 00 +D0 Y 02 +G0 Y 04 ∣∣2 + ∣∣D2 Y 22 +G2 Y 24 ∣∣2 ,
where D0 and G0 (D2 and G2) denote the helicity 0 (2)
components of the D- and G- wave, respectively,167 and
Y λJ are the spherical harmonics in which the helicity λ
is quantized for the γγ axis. The angular dependence of
the cross section is governed by the spherical harmonics,
while the energy dependence is determined by the partial
waves. Since the absolute value of harmonics |Y λJ | are not
independent, the partial waves cannot be separated from
the information on the diﬀerential cross sections alone.
We write Eq. (22.2.1) as
dσ
4πd| cos θ∗| ( γγ → P1P2) = (22.2.2)
Ŝ2 |Y 00 |2 + D̂20 |Y 02 |2 + D̂22 |Y 22 |2
+Ĝ20 |Y 04 |2 + Ĝ22 |Y 24 |2 .
The amplitudes Ŝ2, D̂20, D̂
2
2, Ĝ
2
0 and Ĝ
2
2 can be expressed
in terms of S, D0, D2, G0 and G2 (Uehara, 2008a). Since
the squares of the spherical harmonics are orthogonal, we
can ﬁt diﬀerential cross sections to obtain Ŝ2, D̂20, D̂
2
2, Ĝ
2
0
and Ĝ22 for each W bin. Two types of ﬁt are used: the
“SD” ﬁt and “SDG” ﬁt; G-waves are neglected in the SD
ﬁt.
As an example of the analysis, we discuss the Belle re-
sults for γγ → ηπ0 (Uehara, 2009a). The spectra of Ŝ2, D̂20
and D̂22 obtained by the SD ﬁt for this process are shown
in Fig. 22.2.2. The spectrum for Ŝ2 shows a clear peak of
the spin zero a0(980) with a shoulder that may be due to
the a0(1450) while the spectrum for D̂22 is dominated by
the spin two a2(1320) with a hint of the a2(1700). There
is no clear structure for the D̂20 component. The SDG ﬁt
reveals that G-waves are negligible in this energy region.
22.2.1.2 Resonance parameter extraction by partial wave
analysis
Here, we describe a method to derive information from
resonances by parameterizing partial wave amplitudes and
then ﬁtting diﬀerential cross sections. Note that we do not
167 In this chapter we denote individual partial waves by Ro-
man style and parameterized waves by italics.
f
Figure 22.2.2. Spectra of (top) bS2, (middle) bD20 and (bottom)bD22 for γγ → ηπ0. The solid lines are the results of the partial-
wave analysis discussed in Section 22.2.1.2. The error bars show
the diagonal components of error matrix for the ﬁt parameters.
From (Uehara, 2009a).
ﬁt the obtained Ŝ2, D̂20 and D̂
2
2 spectra; instead, we ﬁt
the diﬀerential cross sections directly, but the results are
shown in the Ŝ2, D̂20, D̂
2
2 spectra. Two to three orders of
magnitude higher statistics are available at B Factories
compared to pre-B Factory experiments which permits
such a luxury.168
Once the functional forms of the amplitudes are pre-
pared, we use Eq. (22.2.1) to ﬁt the diﬀerential cross sec-
tions. The fundamental diﬃculty is the presence of inter-
ference among resonances and non-resonant amplitudes
that are basically unknown. A ﬁt with many free param-
eters often results in multiple solutions corresponding to
constructive and destructive interference. Thus, one has
to minimize the number of parameters to obtain a stable
and unique solution. The eﬀects of parameterization de-
pendence are incorporated in the systematic uncertainties,
which are typically obtained by changing the parameteri-
zation.
In the partial wave analysis for the low energy region
W < 1.5 GeV where the J > 2 waves can be neglected
safely, the a2(1320) contribution is assumed only in the
168 See Whalley (2001) for a compilation for pre-B Factory
experiments.
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D2 wave, since D̂22 is dominated by the a2(1320) reso-
nance and the D̂20 component is small. For the S-wave,
the shoulder in the Ŝ2 spectrum above the a0(980) peak
may be understood due to the a0(1450). However, in the
ﬁt Belle introduces a new resonance a0(Y ), since the res-
onance parameters are found to be quite diﬀerent from
those of the a0(1450).
As a result, Belle uses the following parameterization
for the S-, D0 and D2 waves:
S = Aa0(980)e
iφs0 +Aa0(Y )e
iφs1 +BS ,
D0 = BD0 ,
D2 = Aa2(1320)e
iφd2 +BD2 , (22.2.3)
where Aa0(980), Aa0(Y ) and Aa2(1320) are the amplitudes
of the a0(980), a0(Y ) and a2(1320), respectively; BS , BD0
andBD2 are non-resonant (hereafter called “background”)
amplitudes for S-, D0 and D2 waves; and φs0, φs1, and φd2
are the phases of resonances relative to background am-
plitudes. The goal of the analysis is to obtain parameters
of the a0(980) and a0(Y ) and to check the consistency of
the a2(1320) parameters that have been measured well in
the past.
The background amplitudes are parameterized as sec-
ond order polynomials in W for both the real and imag-
inary parts of all waves. The arbitrary phases are ﬁxed
by choosing φs0 = φd2 = 0. for S- and D- waves. We
constrain all the background amplitudes to be zero at
the threshold in accordance with the expectation that the
cross section vanishes in the Thomson limit which was
originally discussed in the context of low-energy Compton
scattering. The relativistic Breit-Wigner resonance ampli-
tude (see Chapter 13) is used for a resonance.
The data are ﬁt using the minimizer Minuit (James
and Roos, 1975). Many ﬁts are done using diﬀerent, ran-
domly chosen starting parameters. In this way, Belle search
for a global minimum and locate ambiguous solutions.
The resulting best ﬁt obtained is displayed in Fig. 22.2.2.
The measured spectra, Ŝ2, D̂20 and D̂
2
2, are reproduced
fairly well by the ﬁt.
Table 22.2.1 summarizes the ﬁt results for γγ → ηπ0
as well as the other processes measured by Belle: γγ →
π+π−, γγ → K+K−, γγ → K0SK0S , γγ → π0π0 and γγ →
ηη.
The main results in this table are as follows. Belle
measures the two-photon widths for the scalar resonances
f0(980) and a0(980) for the ﬁrst time with signiﬁcant
statistics; the f0(980) is observed as a clear peak both
in the π+π− and π0π0 modes; the a0(980) is measured
clearly in the ηπ0 mode. The measured two-photon widths
are small compared to those of the f2(1270) and a2(1320).
This supports the di-quark anti-di-quark hypothesis for
these mesons. In addition, Belle ﬁnds several resonance
states in the range 1.3–2.4 GeV with substantial cou-
pling to two photons. Belle perform a generic partial wave
analysis including possible interferences with non-resonant
terms. Systematic errors for some resonance parameters
are large, resulting from a preference for destructive in-
terference between the resonance and other components.
For example see S and D2 in Eq. 22.2.3, which tends to
enhance variations of parameters. In addition, this generic
analysis results in multiple solutions in some cases.
The Belle results provide good-quality unfolded data
on the diﬀerential cross sections for six pseudoscalar modes,
γγ → π+π−, K+K−, π0π0, K0SK0S , ηπ0 and ηη. These
high-statistics data can be used to update partial wave
analyses that employ low energy constraints and incorpo-
rate all available hadron data (Pennington, Mori, Uehara,
and Watanabe, 2008). We expect that these high-statistics
data will be used to derive more accurate resonance pa-
rameters.
22.2.2 Comparison with QCD predictions at high
energy
Two-photon production of exclusive hadronic ﬁnal states
provides useful information about resonances, perturba-
tive QCD, and non-perturbative QCD. From the theo-
retical point of view, a two-photon process is attractive
because of the absence of strong interactions in the initial
state.
Brodsky and Lepage (1981) (BL) numerically calcu-
lated the amplitude for the hard exclusive γγ → M1M2
processes within the context of the perturbative-QCD
(pQCD) for the ﬁrst time. A similar formula is also dis-
cussed by Chernyak and Zhitnitsky (1984). In this pQCD
framework, the amplitude for γγ → M1M2 can be de-
scribed in a factorized form:
Mλ1λ2(s, θ∗) = (22.2.4)∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
dxdyφM (x,Qx)φM (y,Qy)Tλ1λ2(x, y, θ
∗),
where s is the squared invariant mass of the di-meson sys-
tem, φM (x,Qx) is a single-meson distribution amplitude
for a meson M . The squared amplitude |φM (x,Qx)|2 is
proportional to a probability for ﬁnding a valence quark
and antiquark in the meson, carrying a fraction x and
1 − x, respectively, of the meson’s momentum. Qx is the
typical momentum scale in the process, ∼ min(x, 1 −
x)
√
s sin θ∗. The term Tλ1λ2 is a hard scattering ampli-
tude for γλ1γλ2 → qqqq with photon helicities λ1 and λ2.
From the sum rule, the overall normalization is ﬁxed as∫ 1
0
dxφM (x, 0) = fM/2
√
3, (22.2.5)
where fM is the decay constant for meson M .
For mesons with helicity zero the leading-term calcu-
lation gives the following dependence on s and scattering
angle θ∗:
dσ
d| cos θ∗| = 16πα
2 |FM (s)|2
s
{
[(e1 − e2)2]2
(1− cos2 θ∗)2
+
2(e1e2)[(e1 − e2)2]
1− cos2 θ∗ g(θ
∗)
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Table 22.2.1. Summary of partial wave analyses in the energy region below 2.4 GeV. If two values are given for the two-photon
partial decay width Γγγ , the upper value is the one for the spin-helicity assignment (J, λ) = (2, 2) and the lower one for (0, 0).
B is the branching fraction of the resonance to the corresponding decay mode otherwise explicitly noted. For the π0π0 mode,
we provide the value B(f2 → γγ) instead of Γγγ since the total width is known for f2(1270). The resonances f0(Y ), a0(X) and
f2(X) correspond to signals of new or unidentiﬁed resonances found. In the K
+K− mode, fJ/f0/a2 and fJ/f2 mean that there
are ambiguities in the signal assignment. Quoted upper limits are at 90% conﬁdence level.
Mode Resonance Mass (MeV/c2) Width (MeV) Γγγ (eV), (J, λ)=
(
(2, 2)
(0, 0)
Reference
π+π−
f0(980) 985.6
+1.2+1.1
−1.5−1.6 34.2
+13.9+8.8
−11.8−2.5 205
+95+147
−83−117 Mori (2007b)
η′(958) B(π+π−)<2.9×10−3 (with interference), 3.3×10−4 (without)
K+K−
f ′2(1525) 1518±1±3 82±2±3 28.2±2.4±5.8/B
Abe (2003d)
fJ/f0/a2 1737±5±7 151±22±24
(
10.3±2.1±2.3/B
76±15±17/B
f2(2010) 1980±2±14 297±12±6 61±2±3/B
fJ/f2 2327±9±6 275±36±20
(
22±3±6/B
161±22±48/B
K0SK
0
S
f ′2(1525) 1525.3
+1.2+3.7
−1.4−2.1 82.9
+2.1+3.1
−2.2−2.0 48
+67+108
−8−12 /B(KK)
Uehara (2013)
f0(1710) 1750
+6+29
−7−18 139
+11+96
−12−50 12
+3+227
−2−8 /B(KK)
f2(2200) 2243
+7+3
−6−29 145±12+27−34 3.2+0.5+1.3−0.4−2.2/B(KK)
f0(2500) 2539±14+38−14 274+77+126−61−163 40+9+17−7−40/B(KK)
π0π0
f0(980) 982.2±1.0+8.1−8.0 286±17+211−70
Uehara (2008a)
f2(1270) ﬁxed ﬁxed
B(f2 → γγ) = (1.57± 0.01+1.39−0.14)× 10−5
f0(Y ) 1470
+6+72
−7−255 90
+2+50
−1−22 11
+4+603
−2−7 /B
f2(1950) 2038
+13
−11 441
+27
−25 54
+23
−14/B Uehara (2009b)
f4(2050) 1884
+14+218
−13−25 453±20+31−129 136+24+415−22−91
ηπ0
a0(980) 982.3
+0.6+3.1
−0.7−4.7 75.6±1.6+17.4−10.0 128+3+502−2−43 /B
Uehara (2009a)
a0(Y ) 1316.8
+0.7+24.7
−1.0−4.6 65.0
+2.1+99.1
−5.4−32.6 432±6+1073−256 /B
a2(1320) ﬁxed ﬁxed 145
+97
−34/B
ηη
f0(Y ) 1262
+51+82
−78−103 484
+246+246
−170−263 121
+133+169
−53−106 /B
Uehara (2010a)
f2(1270) ﬁxed ﬁxed 11.5
+1.8+4.5
−2.0−3.7/B
f2(X) 1737±9+198−65 228+21+234−20−153 5.2+0.9+37.3−0.8−4.5 /B
+2(e1e2)2g2(θ∗)
}
, (22.2.6)
where e1 and e2 are the quark charges and FM is the me-
son’s electromagnetic form factor. Finally, g(θ∗) is a func-
tion of order one expressing the additional θ∗ dependence.
169 In principle, both FM and g(θ∗) can be obtained from
the meson wave function φM (x,Qx). However, at present
they are unknown since the function φM (x,Qx) is a non-
perturbative quantity with an unknown x dependence.
169 See the original paper (Brodsky and Lepage, 1981) for the
explicit formula.
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Under the assumption that φK and φπ are similar in
shape, the diﬀerential cross section ratio for production
of K+K− and π+π− depends only on the meson decay
constants f4K/f
4
π . Benayoun and Chernyak (1990) (BC)
employ diﬀerent wave functions for φπ(x) and φK(x), tak-
ing into account SU(3) symmetry breaking eﬀects. The
next-to-leading order calculation is done by Duplancic and
Nizic (2006).
As an alternative model for the meson-pair produc-
tion in the two-photon processes, Diehl, Kroll, and Vogt
(2002) (DKV) proposed a “handbag model”. In the hand-
bag model, the diﬀerential cross section for the process is
given by
dσ
d| cos θ∗| (γγ →MM) =
8πα2
s
1
sin4 θ∗
|RMM (s)|2,
(22.2.7)
where the transition amplitude is expressed as a hard scat-
tering γγ → qq times a form factor RMM (s) describing the
soft transition qq → MM . The main dynamical assump-
tion of this model is that, at present energies W ≤ 4GeV,
all amplitudes for γγ →MM are still dominated by “soft”
components. In this model, the angular distribution is pro-
portional to 1/ sin4 θ∗ for both charged and neutral meson
pairs.
22.2.2.1 Angular Dependence of Diﬀerential Cross Section
As can be seen from Eq. (22.2.6), there is distinct dif-
ference for charged and neutral meson pair production in
pQCD. For charged meson pairs, the angular distribution
is given by 1/ sin4 θ∗, since the ﬁrst (leading) term domi-
nates. This angular dependence is expected to be realized
in a certain large |t| region of the Mandelstam variable.
Meanwhile, for neutral meson pairs, the ﬁrst and the sec-
ond terms are zero since the quark charges are the same
(e1 = e2), so the angular dependence is given by the third
(non-leading) term ∝ g2(θ∗). As a result, a complicated
angular distribution depending on the meson wave ampli-
tude is expected for the neutral meson pairs. On the other
hand, the handbag model predicts a 1/ sin4 θ∗ dependence
for large W for both charged and neutral meson pairs.
The measured results from Belle are summarized in
Table 22.2.2. For the charged meson pairs, γγ → π+π−,
K+K−, the angular distributions are described by the
1/ sin4 θ∗ form quite well. On the other hand, for the neu-
tral meson pairs, γγ → π0π0, K0SK0S , ηπ0 and ηη, the an-
gular distributions show more complicated behavior. 170
22.2.2.2 Energy Dependence of Cross Section and ratio of
Cross Sections
Other important predictions for the hard exclusive pro-
cesses in QCD are the power-law dependence of the cross
170 An update analysis for γγ → K0SK0S using full Belle data
shows clearly that the angular distribution for this mode can
not be described by a 1/ sin4 θ∗ form. See Uehara (2013).
section, σ0 ∼W−n, and the ratio of the cross sections for
the diﬀerent processes. These results are summarized in
Table 22.2.3.
For the W dependence, pQCD predicts n = 6 for the
charged meson pairs, and n = 10 for the neutral meson
pairs in the energy region accessible in the B Factory ex-
periments (Benayoun and Chernyak, 1990). The data for
γγ → π+π−, K+K− show slightly higher n than the pre-
dicted value of n = 6 but within the systematic errors as
shown in Figs 22.2.3(a) and (b).
On the other hand, for the neutral meson pairs, the
processes γγ → K0SK0S shows a steeper W dependence
than that for the charged meson pairs as can be seen in
Fig. 22.2.3(d). The measured value of the slope n = 11.0±
0.4±0.4 (Uehara, 2013) shows a good agreement with the
pQCD prediction by Chernyak (Chernyak, 2006, 2012).
For the ratio of the cross sections, pQCD predicts a
large suppression for the neutral mesons compared to the
charged mesons. In contrast, in the handbag model, the
ratio is determined by soft dynamics such as the iso-spin,
SU(3) relation. As can be seen in Fig. 22.2.3(e), the data
show a large suppression for the ratio
σ(γγ → K0SK0S)
σ(γγ → K+K−) . (22.2.8)
This is consistent with the pQCD expectation, but does
not agree with the handbag model. In addition, the ratio
σ(γγ → K+K−) over σ(γγ → π+π−) is consistent with
pQCD prediction by Benayoun and Chernyak (1990) [BC],
where the diﬀerence of wave functions for pion and kaon
is taken into account (see Fig. 22.2.3(c)).
One exception is the ratio
σ(γγ → π0π0)
σ(γγ → π+π−) . (22.2.9)
This neutral to charged ratio is rather large as shown in
Table 22.2.3. This result is inconsistent with the pQCD
predictions where the neutral modes are expected to be
suppressed. The result, however, can be explained by the
handbag model (Diehl and Kroll, 2010) quite well.
Further study of the diﬀerential cross section data is
needed to clarify these unresolved problems.
22.3 Vector meson-pair production
A clear signal for the production of a new state via
the γγ process, X(3915) → ωJ/ψ (Uehara, 2010b),(Lees,
2012ad), and evidence for another state X(4350) →
φJ/ψ (Shen, 2010a) have been reported, thereby introduc-
ing new puzzles in charmonium(-like) spectroscopy (see
also Sections 18.2 and 18.3). It is natural to extend the
above theoretical picture to similar states coupling to ωφ,
ωω or φφ.
Measurements of the cross sections for γγ → V V (Liu,
2012), where V is a vector particle,in particular V V =
ωφ, φφ and ωω, are based on an analysis of the 870 fb−1
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Table 22.2.2. Angular dependence of diﬀerential cross sections in comparison with 1/ sin4 θ∗ dependence.
mode 1/ sin4 θ∗ energy range | cos θ∗| range reference
π+π− Match well. 3.0 - 4.1 < 0.6 Nakazawa (2005)
K+K− Match well. 3.0 - 4.1 < 0.6 Nakazawa (2005)
K0SK
0
S α varies from 4–8 for 1/ sin
α θ∗ 2.6 - 3.3 < 0.8 Uehara (2013)
π0π0
1/ sin4 θ∗+ b cos θ∗ better.
2.4 - 4.1† < 0.8 Uehara (2008a)
Approaches 1/ sin4 θ∗ above 3.1 GeV.
ηπ0 Good agreement above 2.7 GeV. 3.1 - 4.1 < 0.8 Uehara (2009a)
ηη
Poor agreement.
2.4 - 3.3 < 0.9 Uehara (2010a)
1/ sin6 θ∗ better above 3.0 GeV.
† χcJ region, 3.3 - 3.6 GeV is excluded.
Table 22.2.3. The value of n of σ0 ∝ W−n in various reactions ﬁtted in the W and | cos θ∗| ranges indicated and the ratio of
the cross sections in comparison with QCD predictions from Brodsky and Lepage (1981) [BL], Benayoun and Chernyak (1990)
[BC], and Diehl, Kroll, and Vogt (2002) [DKV]. The ﬁrst and second errors are statistical and systematic, respectively.
Process n W (GeV) | cos θ∗| BL BC DKV
π+π− 7.9± 0.4± 1.5 3.0 - 4.1 < 0.6 6 6
K+K− 7.3± 0.3± 1.5 3.0 - 4.1 < 0.6 6 6
K0SK
0
S
#
10.5± 0.6± 0.5 2.4 - 4.0† < 0.6 - 10
K0SK
0
S
##
11.0± 0.4± 0.4 2.6 - 4.0† < 0.8 - 10
π0π0 8.0± 0.5± 0.4 3.1 - 4.1† < 0.8 - 10
ηπ0 10.5± 1.2± 0.5 3.1 - 4.1 < 0.8 - 10
ηη 7.8± 0.6± 0.4 2.4 – 3.3 < 0.8 - 10
Process σ0 ratio W (GeV) | cos θ∗| BL BC DKV
K+K−/π+π− 0.89± 0.04± 0.15 3.0 - 4.1 < 0.6 2.3 1.06
K0SK
0
S/K
+K−
# ∼ 0.13 to ∼ 0.01 2.4 - 4.0 < 0.6† 0.005 2/25
π0π0/π+π− 0.32± 0.03± 0.06 3.1 - 4.1 < 0.6† 0.04-0.07 0.5
ηπ0/π0π0 0.48± 0.05± 0.04 3.1 - 4.0 < 0.8† 0.24Rf (0.46Rf )‡
ηη/π0π0 0.37± 0.02± 0.03 2.4 - 3.3 < 0.8 0.36R2f (0.62R2f )‡
† χcJ region, 3.3 – 3.6 GeV is excluded.
‡ η meson as a pure SU(3) octet (mixture of octet and singlet with θp = −18◦), Rf = f2η/f2π0 .
# From Chen (2007c).
## From Uehara (2013).
data sample taken at or near the Υ (nS) (n = 1, ..., 5)
resonances with the Belle detector.
After event selections, clear ω and φ signals are ob-
served. We obtain the number of V V events in each V V
invariant mass bin by ﬁtting the |∑P ∗t | distribution be-
tween zero and 0.9 GeV/c, where |∑P ∗t | is the magni-
tude of the vector sum of the ﬁnal transverse momenta of
the particle in the e+e− CM frame. The resulting V V in-
variant mass distributions are shown in Fig. 22.3.1; some
obvious structures are observed in the low V V invariant
mass region.
Two-dimensional (2D) angular distributions are inves-
tigated to obtain the JP quantum numbers of the struc-
tures. In the process γγ → V V , ﬁve angular variables are
kinematically independent: z, z∗, z∗∗, φ∗, and φ∗∗. Using
ωφ as an example, z is the cosine of the scattering polar
angle of the φ meson in the γγ CM system; z∗ and φ∗
are the cosine of the helicity angle of K+ in the φ decay
and the azimuthal angle deﬁned in the φ rest frame with
respect to the γγ → ωφ scattering plane; z∗∗ and φ∗∗ are
the cosine of the helicity angle of normal direction to the
decay plane of the ω → π+π−π0 and the azimuthal angle
deﬁned in the ω rest frame. We use the transversity angle
(φT ) and polar-angle product (Πθ) to analyze the angu-
lar distributions. They are deﬁned as φT = |φ∗+φ∗∗|/2π,
Πθ = [1− (z∗)2][1− (z∗∗)2].
The number of signal events is obtained by ﬁtting the
|∑P ∗t | distribution in each φT and Πθ bin in the 2D
space. The 2D space is divided into 4×4, 5×5, and 10×10
bins for ωφ, φφ, and ωω, respectively, in several wide V V
mass bins as shown in Fig. 22.3.2. The resulting 2D an-
gular distributions are ﬁtted with the signal shapes from
MC-simulated samples with diﬀerent JP assumptions (0+,
0−, 2+, 2−). The following features are found: (1) for ωφ:
0+ (S-wave) or 2+ (S-wave) can describe the data with
χ2/ndf = 1.1 or 1.2, while a mixture of 0+ (S-wave) and
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Figure 22.2.3. Cross section for the processes (a) γγ →
π+π−, (b) γγ → K+K− and (d) γγ → K0SK0S , integrated
over | cos(θ∗| < 0.6, as a function of W . The solid line in (a)
and (b) is the prediction n = 6, while that in (d) is the best
ﬁt. The ﬁgures (c) and (e) show the ratio of the cross section
among these processes. The solid line in (c) is a ﬁt with a
constant. The horizontal lines in (e) show various theoretical
predictions. From (Chen, 2007c; Nakazawa, 2005).
2+ (S-wave) describes the data with χ2/ndf = 0.9 (ndf
being the number of degrees of freedom); (2) for φφ: a
mixture of 0+ (S-wave) and 2− (P -wave) describes the
data with χ2/ndf = 1.3; and (3) for ωω: a mixture of
0+ (S-wave) and 2+ (S-wave) describes the data with
χ2/ndf = 1.3.
The γγ → V V cross sections are shown in Fig. 22.3.2.
The cross sections for diﬀerent JP values as a function
of M(V V ) are also shown in this ﬁgure. While there are
substantial spin-zero components in all three modes, there
are also signiﬁcant spin-two components, certainly in the
φφ and ωω modes.
The cross sections for γγ → ωφ are much lower than
the prediction of the q2q2 tetraquark model (Achasov and
Shestakov, 1991) of 1 nb. The resonant structure in the
γγ → φφ mode is found nearly at the predicted mass
from the model. However, the φφ cross section is an or-
der of magnitude lower than the expectation. On the other
hand, the t-channel factorization model (Alexander, Levy,
and Maor, 1986) predicts that the φφ cross sections vary
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Figure 22.3.1. The (a) ωφ, (b) φφ and (c) ωω invariant mass
distributions. The shaded histograms are from the correspond-
ing normalized sidebands. From (Liu, 2012).
between 0.001 nb and 0.05 nb in the mass region of 2.0
GeV/c2 to 5.0 GeV/c2, which are much lower than the
experimental data. For γγ → ωω, the t-channel factoriza-
tion model predicts a broad structure between 1.8 GeV/c2
and 3.0 GeV/c2 with a peak cross section of 10-30 nb near
2.2 GeV/c2, while the one-pion-exchange model (Achasov,
Karnakov, and Shestakov, 1987) predicts an enhancement
near threshold around 1.6 GeV/c2 with a peak cross sec-
tion of 13 nb using their preferred value of the slope pa-
rameter. Both the peak position and the peak height pre-
dictions from these models disagree with the Belle mea-
surements. Therefore none of the models discussed here
can explain the data (Chernyak, 2012).
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Figure 22.3.2. The cross sections of γγ → ωφ (a), φφ (b), and
ωω (c) are shown as points with error bars. The cross sections
for diﬀerent JP values as a function of M(V V ) are shown as
the triangles and squares with error bars. The inset also shows
the cross section on a semi-logarithmic scale. In the high energy
region, the solid curve shows a ﬁt to a W−nγγ dependence for the
cross section after the signiﬁcant charmonium contributions
(ηc, χc0 and χc2) were excluded. From (Liu, 2012).
As shown Belle ﬁts the W dependence of the cross
section with a form W−nγγ . The results are shown, in the
inset of Fig. 22.3.2 with solid curves. The ﬁt gives n =
7.2± 0.6, 8.4± 1.1, and 9.1± 0.6 for the ωφ, ωω, and φφ
modes, respectively. These results are consistent with the
predictions from pQCD (Chernyak, 2010).
22.4 η′π+π− production
The invariant mass spectrum of the η′π+π− ﬁnal state
produced in two-photon collisions is obtained using a 673
fb−1 data sample by the Belle experiment. In addition to
the prominent ηc signal, an enhanced shoulder is evident
in the mass region below 2 GeV/c2 in the background-
subtracted distribution of Fig. 22.4.1 (Zhang, 2012).
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Figure 22.4.1. Background subtracted invariant mass distri-
bution for the η′π+π− candidates from (Zhang, 2012). The
points with error bars are the η′π+π− yields extracted from
ﬁtting the |Pp ∗t | distribution in each sliced mass bin. Here,
|Pp ∗t | is determined by taking the absolute value of the vec-
tor sum of the transverse momenta of η′ and the π+π− tracks
in the e+e− CM system.
The ﬁrst evidence for decays of η(1760) to η′π+π− is
reported, showing two solutions for its parameters, de-
pending on the inclusion or not of the X(1835) (Ablikim
et al., 2005b, 2011), whose existence is marginal in our
ﬁts. The decay η(1760) → η′π+π− is found with a sig-
niﬁcance of 4.7σ, with the assumption that the X(1835)
is not produced; the η(1760) mass and width are de-
termined to be M = (1768+24−25 ± 10) MeV/c2 and Γ =
(224+62−56 ± 25) MeV/c2. The ﬁtted η(1760) mass is consis-
tent with the existing measurements (Ablikim et al., 2006;
Bai et al., 1999; Bisello et al., 1987, 1989). The product
of the two-photon decay width and the branching frac-
tion for the η(1760) decay to η′π+π− is determined to be
ΓγγB(η(1760)→ η′π+π−) = (28.2+7.9−7.5±3.7) eV/c2. When
the mass spectrum is ﬁtted with two coherent resonances,
the η(1760) and X(1835), the η(1760) mass and width
are found to be M = (1703+12−11 ± 1.8) MeV/c2 and Γ =
(42+36−22±15) MeV/c2. The signal signiﬁcances including the
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systematic error are estimated to be 4.1σ for the η(1760)
and 2.8σ for the X(1835). Upper limits on the product
ΓγγB for the X(1835) decay to η′π+π− at the 90% conﬁ-
dence level for the two ﬁt solutions are ΓγγB(X(1835)→
η′π+π−) < 35.6 eV/c2 with φ = (287+42−51)
◦ for construc-
tive interference and ΓγγB(X(1835) → η′π+π−) < 83
eV/c2 with φ = (139+19−9 )
◦ for destructive interference.
Here φ is the relative phase between X(1835) and η(1760).
The ﬁt results provide a marginal preference for the in-
terpretation of the X(1835) as a radial excitation of the
η′ (Huang and Zhu, 2006; Klempt and Zaitsev, 2007).
22.5 Baryon-pair production
Two-photon collisions provide a clean environment for
baryon pair production, which is a useful laboratory to
study baryon production mechanisms and the perturba-
tive QCD prediction. A measurement of the simplest pro-
cess, γγ → pp, has been reported by the Belle experi-
ment (Kuo, 2005).
General theories of hard exclusive processes in QCD
predict the dimensional counting rule (Sivers, Brodsky,
and Blankenbecler, 1976) in the two-photon production
processes of both meson and baryon pairs:
dσ
dt
= s2−ncf(θ∗) (22.5.1)
at suﬃciently high energy. Where s is the invariant-mass
square of the γγ system and t is the Mandelstam variable
between incident γ and p in the ﬁnal state; θ∗ is the meson
scattering angle in the two-photon CM system as deﬁned
previously. The coeﬃcient nc is the number of elementary
constituents participating in the hard interaction. For the
two-photonic baryon-pair production, nc is nc = 8, which
leads171 to σ ∼ W−10 (for meson-pair production, nc =
6 leads to σ ∼ W−6). The cross section is predicted to
fall rapidly at high energies, and thus, its measurement is
useful to test this behavior.
As another approach, the handbag model (Diehl, Kroll,
and Vogt, 2003) — discussed earlier for meson-pair pro-
duction — also provides a prediction for the baryon pro-
duction process. Thus, we can apply the same models
for both meson and baryon production phenomena from
the vacuum. Quasi-elementary diquark (qq) models might
have the potential to modify these predictions.
In Belle analysis, careful calibration of the trigger ef-
ﬁciency for both track and energy triggers and a base ad-
justment for time-of-ﬂight measurement is needed in order
to cope with the particular experimental conditions for an
exclusive ﬁnal state of a proton and an antiproton.
The cross section integrated over the CM angle in the
range | cos θ∗| < 0.6 has been obtained. The ﬁt, accord-
ing to the power low (σ ∼ W−n), provides n = 15.1+0.8−1.1
and n = 12.4+2.4−2.3 in the range of W = 2.5− 2.9 GeV and
3.2−4.0 GeV, respectively, as shown in Fig. 22.5.1. These
171 Note that integration over t results in an additional factor
of W 2.
numbers are signiﬁcantly larger than the meson-pair pro-
duction case, and support the dimensional counting rule.
The result for the higher energy region is consistent with
the prediction with n = 10. While the measured cross
section is more compatible with the calculation based on
the diquark model with only helicity conserved ampli-
tudes (Berger and Schweiger, 2003). Since precise data are
available for baryon-pair production in two-photon pro-
cesses at high energy, improved theoretical understanding
is needed.
As for the angular dependence of the diﬀerential cross
section, existing models can reproduce the general ten-
dency, which shows a large-angle enhancement near the
threshold (below 2.4 GeV) and a small-angle enhancement
at the high energies (above 2.7 GeV). However, at the in-
termediate and the available highest energies, agreement
between the model predictions and the results remains
unsatisfactory.
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Figure 22.5.1. Cross section for γγ → pp¯. The solid and
dotted lines show the results of separate ﬁts with σ ∝ W−n
to the data in the range of W = 2.5 − 2.9 GeV and 3.2 −
4.0 GeV, respectively. The error bars include statistical and
systematic errors. The χ2/ndf values for each ﬁt are indicated
in the ﬁgure. From (Kuo, 2005).
22.6 Charmonium formation
In this section, we discuss only the two-photon decay width
(Γγγ) measurements of the charmonium(-like) states pro-
duced by photon-photon formation. Related studies of new
Charmonia or exotic charmonium-like particles and the
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other properties of known or newly discovered states are
discussed in other sections (18.2, 18.3).
The two-photon width of a charmonium(-like) parti-
cle probes the internal structure of the resonance because
it is sensitive to electric charge of the constituents and
the wave function near the central point. As a result,
such measurements test QCD models that describe heavy
quarkonia and help to identify possible exotic particles.
Measurements of production from two-photon collisions
give a direct way to measure this quantity in the presence
of relatively small backgrounds.
The cross section for a single-resonance formation is
proportional to the product of the two-photon decay width
and the branching fraction to the ﬁnal state(s) where the
charmonium is identiﬁed, Γγγ(R)B(R → ﬁnal state) (see
Eq. (22.1.5)). This is the direct observable from such mea-
surements. Then, knowledge of either Γγγ(R) or B(R →
ﬁnal state) with a reasonable accuracy from independent
measurements permits us to extract the other property.
We summarize the measurements from the zero-tag
modes in Tables 22.6.1 and 22.6.2. The three well known
Charmonia, ηc, χc0 and χc2, have been measured exten-
sively in various decay modes. According to Beringer et al.
(2012), the two-photon decay widths of these states, ﬁt-
ted to these measurements as well as branching fraction
measurements in other processes, are more or less estab-
lished and are dominated by the contributions from the B
Factory two-photon measurements. Inconsistencies among
diﬀerent kinds of measurement remain in some decay modes
of the ηc. In addition, several new decay modes have been
measured for the ﬁrst time. For example, a new decay
mode of ηc(2S) to K+K−π+π−π0 was reported by BABAR
in the production process γγ → ηc(2S) (Lees, 2010b).
The new states χc2(2P ), also denoted by Z(3930) (Ue-
hara, 2006; Aubert, 2010g),X(3915) (Uehara, 2010b),(Lees,
2012ad); and X(4350) (Shen, 2010a) were found in the
two-photon process and thus proved that this test bed
is useful in searching for new states. Table 22.6.2 shows
an upper limit for the Y (4140) production (Shen, 2010a),
which was observed in B decays by CDF (Aaltonen et al.,
2009a). It also shows the ﬁrst-ever measurement reported
by CLEO for the ηc(2S) state (Asner et al., 2004a).
The measured size of ΓγγB for χc2(2P ) → DD is
consistent with the theoretical prediction (Uehara, 2006),
(Aubert, 2010g). The measured ΓγγB values for the χc2(2P )
and ηc(2S) have been cited as evidence of their identiﬁca-
tion as radially excited states of the sequential Charmo-
nia. In contrast, the large value of ΓγγB for X(3915) →
ωJ/ψ (Uehara, 2010b),(Lees, 2012ad) has attracted inter-
est in exploring the true nature of this state.
22.7 Form factor measurements with
single-tag processes
Two-photon production of the pseudoscalar mesons π0 (Au-
bert, 2009y), η (del Amo Sanchez, 2011f), η′ (del Amo San-
chez, 2011f), and ηc (Lees, 2010b) in the single-tag mode
has been studied by BABAR. Following these publications,
Table 22.6.1. Measurements of the product of the two-photon
decay width and branching fraction (ΓγγB) for charmonium
states. Upper limits correspond to a 90% conﬁdence level.
Decay ΓγγB (eV) Reference
ηc
pp 7.20± 1.53 +0.67−0.75 Kuo (2005)
KKπ 386± 8± 21 Lees (2010b)
η′π+π− 50.5+4.2−4.1 ± 5.6 Zhang (2012)
π+π−π+π− 40.7± 3.7± 5.3 Uehara (2008b)
K+K−π+π− 25.7± 3.2± 4.9 Uehara (2008b)
K+K−K+K− 5.6± 1.1± 1.6 Uehara (2008b)
ρρ < 39 Uehara (2008b)
f2f2 69± 17± 12 Uehara (2008b)
K∗K∗ 32.4± 4.2± 5.8 Uehara (2008b)
f2f
′
2 49± 9± 13 Uehara (2008b)
φφ 7.75± 0.66± 0.62 Liu (2012)
ωω 8.67± 2.86± 0.96 Liu (2012)
ωφ < 0.49 Liu (2012)
K+K−π+π−π0 190± 6± 28 del Amo Sanchez†
χc0
π+π− 15.1± 2.1± 2.3 Nakazawa (2005)
π0π0 9.7± 1.5± 1.2 Uehara (2009b)
K+K− 14.3± 1.6± 2.3 Nakazawa (2005)
K0SK
0
S 5.57± 0.56± 0.39 Chen (2007c)
ηη 9.4± 2.3± 1.2 Uehara (2010a)
π+π−π+π− 44.7± 3.6± 4.9 Uehara (2008b)
K+K−π+π− 38.8± 3.7± 4.7 Uehara (2008b)
K+K−K+K− 7.9± 1.3± 1.1 Uehara (2008b)
K∗0K−π+or c.c. 16.7± 6.1± 3.0 Uehara (2008b)
ρρ < 12 Uehara (2008b)
K∗K∗ < 18 Uehara (2008b)
φφ 1.72± 0.33± 0.14 Liu (2012)
ωω < 3.9 Liu (2012)
ωφ < 0.34 Liu (2012)
K+K−π+π−π0 26± 4± 4 del Amo Sanchez†
χc2
π+π− 0.76± 0.14± 0.11 Nakazawa (2005)
π0π0 0.18 +0.15−0.14 ± 0.08 Uehara (2009b)
K+K− 0.44± 0.11± 0.07 Nakazawa (2005)
K0SK
0
S 0.24± 0.05± 0.02 Chen (2007c)
ηη 0.53± 0.22± 0.09 Uehara (2010a)
π+π−π+π− 5.01± 0.44± 0.55 Uehara (2008b)
K+K−π+π− 4.42± 0.42± 0.53 Uehara (2008b)
K+K−K+K− 1.10± 0.21± 0.15 Uehara (2008b)
ρ0π+π− 3.2± 1.9± 0.5 Uehara (2008b)
ρρ < 7.8 Uehara (2008b)
K∗K∗ 2.4± 0.5± 0.8 Uehara (2008b)
φφ 0.62± 0.07± 0.05 Liu (2012)
ωω < 0.64 Liu (2012)
ωφ < 0.04 Liu (2012)
KKπ 1.8± 0.5± 0.2 del Amo Sanchez†
K+K−π+π−π0 6.5± 0.9± 1.5 del Amo Sanchez†
† del Amo Sanchez (2011h)
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Table 22.6.2. Measurements of the product of the two-photon
decay width and branching fraction (ΓγγB) for charmonium-
like states. Some results depend on the assumption of the
spin-parity (JP ) assignments shown. Upper limits shown cor-
respond to a 90% conﬁdence level.
Decay ΓγγB (eV) Reference
ηc(2S):
KKπ 73± 20± 8 CLEO∗
41± 4± 6 del Amo Sanchez†
π+π−π+π− < 6.5 Uehara (2008b)
K+K−π+π− < 5.0 Uehara (2008b)
K+K−K+K− < 2.9 Uehara (2008b)
K+K−π+π−π0 30± 6± 5 del Amo Sanchez†
χc2(2P )(Z(3930)):
DD 180± 50± 30 Uehara (2006)
240± 50± 40 Aubert (2010g)
KKπ < 2.1 del Amo Sanchez†
K+K−π+π−π0 < 3.4 del Amo Sanchez†
others:
X(3915)→ ωJ/ψ 61± 17± 8 (0+) Uehara (2010b)
52± 10± 3 (0+) Lees (2012ad)
18± 5± 2 (2+) Uehara (2010b)
10.5±1.9±0.6 (2+) Lees (2012ad)
Y (4140)→ φJ/ψ < 36 (0+) Shen (2010a)
< 5.3 (2+) Shen (2010a)
X(4350)→ φJ/ψ 6.7 +3.2−2.4 (0+) Shen (2010a)
1.5 +0.7−0.6 (2
+) Shen (2010a)
† del Amo Sanchez (2011h)
∗ derived from Asner et al. (2004a)
Belle reported their measurement of the π0 production (Ue-
hara, 2012). The amplitude of two-photon production of
a pseudoscalar meson is written as follows
A = e2εμναβe
μ
1e
ν
2q
α
1 q
β
2F (q
2
1 , q
2
2), (22.7.1)
where εμναβ is a Levi-Civita antisymmetric tensor and ei
and qi are the polarization four-vectors and four-momenta
of the photons. The eﬀect of strong interactions in this
process is described by the photon-meson transition form
factor F (q21 , q
2
2), which depends on the photon virtuali-
ties q21 and q
2
2 . In the single-tag mode, one of the photons
is quasi-real, q22 ≈ 0. The form factor is measured as a
function of the squared momentum transfer to the tagged
(detected) electron Q2 = −q21 .
In theory, the transition form factor F (Q2) ≡
F (−Q2, 0) for the π0 is calculated from ﬁrst principles only
in two extreme cases: at Q2 = 0 from the axial anomaly
in the chiral limit of QCD, F (0) =
√
2/(4π2fπ) (Adler,
1969; Bell and Jackiw, 1969), and at Q2 → ∞ from per-
turbative QCD (pQCD), Q2F (Q2) =
√
2fπ (Lepage and
Brodsky, 1980), where fπ ≈ 0.131 GeV is the pion de-
cay constant. At large Q2 (Q2  Λ2QCD) in the frame-
work of pQCD, the transition form factor can be repre-
sented as the convolution of a calculable amplitude for
γγ∗ → qq with a non-perturbative meson distribution am-
plitude (DA) φπ(x,Q2) (Lepage and Brodsky, 1980). The
latter describes the transition of the meson with momen-
tum P into two quarks with momenta Px and P (1 − x).
In lowest order pQCD, the photon-pion transition form
factor is given by
Q2F (Q2) =
√
2fπ
3
∫ 1
0
dx
x
φπ(x,Q2)+O(αs)+O
(
Λ2QCD
Q2
)
,
(22.7.2)
where ΛQCD is the QCD scale parameter.
The meson DA plays an important role in theoretical
descriptions of many QCD processes (γ∗ → π+π−, γγ →
π+π−, and B → πlνl, for example). The shape of DA (i.e.,
the x dependence) is unknown, but its evolution with Q2
is predicted by pQCD. The models for DA’s can be tested
using data on the photon meson transition form-factors.
It is instructive to estimate the sizes of the NLO
pQCD and power corrections for Eq. (22.7.2). For this,
we use results of the form-factor calculation with the
asymptotic DA φASY(x) = 6x(1 − x) (Lepage and Brod-
sky, 1979a) from Bakulev, Mikhailov, and Stefanis (2003,
2004). The NLO contribution (Braaten, 1983; del Aguila
and Chase, 1981) varies from 15% to 10% in the Q2
range of 4 to 50 GeV2 in the BABAR measurements. The
power correction, estimated using the light-cone sum rule
method (Khodjamirian, 1999; Schmedding and Yakovlev,
2000) (where the twist-4 contribution is also taken into ac-
count), is about 15% at 4 GeV2 and falls to about 2% at
Q2 = 20 GeV2. The calculation of the power correction
is model-dependent. It is diﬃcult to estimate the corre-
sponding model uncertainty so it is important to perform
form-factor measurements at the largest possible values
of Q2. At the center-of-mass energy
√
s = 10.6 GeV, the
e+e− → e+e−π0 diﬀerential cross section dσ/dQ2 is about
10 fb/GeV2 at Q2 = 10 GeV2. It falls with increasing Q2
as Q−6. The most precise measurement of the form factors
prior to BABAR was made by CLEO using data collected
at Υ (4S) with an integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1. The
γγ∗π0 form factor was measured for Q2 up to 8 GeV2.
The B Factory measurements have extended the Q2 re-
gion up to 40 GeV2. These measurements are described
in the following section.
22.7.1 The γγ∗π0 transition form factor
The process e+e− → e+e−π0 in the single-tag mode has
speciﬁc features that complicate its experimental study.
The event contains only three detectable particles: two
photons from π0 decay and an electron. Such events, with
only one charged track and low multiplicity, are rejected
by the standard BABAR trigger and oﬄine ﬁlters. Fortu-
nately, a special trigger line was designed at BABAR to
select so-called virtual Compton scattering (VCS) events
for electromagnetic-calorimeter calibration. VCS is the
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e+e− → e+e−γ process in the speciﬁc kinematical con-
ﬁguration in which one of the ﬁnal electrons moves along
the collision axis while the other electron and photon are
emitted at large angles. The VCS trigger selects events
in which the detected electron plus photon system has a
small transverse momentum and the recoil mass close to
zero. For most of e+e− → e+e−π0 events, the close pho-
tons from π0 decay cannot be separated by the trigger
cluster algorithm and are identiﬁed as a single photon.
Therefore, the VCS trigger has relatively large eﬃciency
for events of the process under study (50–80%, depending
on the π0 energy).
The second feature is the large QED background. The
main background source is VCS. There is also a sizable
background from the e+e− → e+e−γγ process in which
one of the ﬁnal electrons is soft and one of the photons is
emitted along the beam axis. The photon from the QED
process, together with a soft photon (from beam back-
ground, for example) may give the invariant mass close to
the π0 mass. Special selection criteria described in detail in
Aubert (2009y) are applied to suppress QED background.
After QED background suppression, the signal events
are selected by the requirements that there are electron
and π0 candidates in an event with energies above 2.0 and
1.5 GeV, respectively, and that the electron plus π0 sys-
tem has a small transverse momentum and a recoil mass
close to zero. To avoid systematic uncertainty due to pos-
sible data-simulation diﬀerences in detector response near
the detector edges, the e+e− → e+e−π0 cross section is
measured in the region Q2 > 4 GeV2, where the detection
eﬃciency for signal events is greater than 5%. The Q2 re-
gion from 4 to 40 GeV2 is divided into 17 intervals. For
each interval, the number of signal events is determined
from the ﬁt to the two-photon invariant mass spectrum
with a sum of a π0 resolution function and a polynomial
background distribution. For Q2 > 40 GeV2, no evidence
of a signal over background is found in the two-photon
invariant mass distribution. The total number of events
with a π0 in the Q2 range 4–40 GeV2 is about 14000.
Some events containing a π0 may arise from back-
ground processes such as e+e− annihilation, vector-meson
bremsstrahlung e+e− → e+e−V , and two-photon pro-
cesses with higher multiplicity ﬁnal states such as e+e− →
e+e−π0π0.
The e+e− annihilation background is estimated us-
ing the diﬀerence in the distributions of the e±π0 mo-
mentum z-component for signal and background. In two-
photon events with a tagged positron (electron), the mo-
mentum z-component is negative (positive), while anni-
hilation events are produced symmetrically. The annihi-
lation background is assumed to be equal to the number
events with the wrong sign of the e±π0 momentum z-
component and is found to be negligible.
The largest bremsstrahlung background is expected to
arise from the process e+e− → e+e−ω with ω decaying
to π0γ. The background is estimated from the number of
data events with an extra photon, in which the invari-
ant mass of the π0γ system is close to the ω mass. This
background is also found to be negligible.
The main source of the peaking background is the pro-
cess e+e− → e+e−π0π0. To estimate this background,
events with an extra π0 are selected in data. The number
of selected e+e− → e+e−π0π0 data events is then scaled
to the standard selection using a scale factor determined
from MC simulation for the e+e− → e+e−π0π0 process.
The fraction of two-photon background events in the eπ0
data sample is found to be about 13% for Q2 < 10 GeV2
and decreases to 6–7% for Q2 > 10 GeV2.
The Q2 dependence of the detection eﬃciency is de-
termined from MC simulation. The MC eﬃciency is cor-
rected for a possible data-MC simulation diﬀerence in elec-
tron identiﬁcation, trigger ineﬃciency, π0 detection ef-
ﬁciency, recoil-mass and transverse-momentum distribu-
tions. The identiﬁcation and trigger corrections are de-
termined from the control sample of VCS events. The
π0 eﬃciency is studied by using events of the process
e+e− → ωγ, ω → π+π−π0, which are selected and re-
constructed using measured parameters of only the two
charged tracks and the photon. A total eﬃciency correc-
tion is found to be about 7% and depends weakly on Q2.
The systematic uncertainty associated with the eﬃciency
correction is about 2.5%.
The transition form factor F (Q2) is extracted by com-
paring the measured and calculated values of the diﬀeren-
tial cross section dσ/dQ2. The cross-section measurement
is performed at small (less than 0.18 GeV2) but non-zero
values of the momentum transfer to the untagged elec-
tron, |q22 |. This leads to a model uncertainty in the F (Q2)
values extracted from the experiment due to the unknown
dependence of the transition form factor on q22 . This model
uncertainty is estimated from comparison of the F (Q2)
values obtained with two diﬀerent models for the q22 depen-
dence: the QCD-inspired model F (q21 , q
2
2) ∝ 1/(q21 + q22) ≈
1/q21 with the form factor practically independent of q
2
2 ,
and the vector dominance model F (q22) ∝ 1/(1− q22/m2ρ),
where mρ is the ρ meson mass. The model uncertainty in
the form factor is estimated to be 1.8%.
TheQ2 dependence of the scaled γγ∗π0 transition form
factor Q2F (Q2) obtained in the BABAR experiment, to-
gether with the CLEO (Gronberg et al., 1998) and CELLO
(Behrend et al., 1991) results, is shown in Fig. 22.7.1.
The errors shown are statistical and Q2-dependent sys-
tematic uncertainties combined in quadrature. The Q2-
dependent systematic uncertainty, which is of the same
order of magnitude as the statistical one, is dominated
by the uncertainties from the ﬁtting procedure and back-
ground subtraction. The Q2-independent systematic un-
certainty, not shown in Fig. 22.7.1, is equal to 2.3% and
includes uncertainties in the eﬃciency correction, radia-
tive correction, integrated luminosity, and the model un-
certainty discussed above. In the Q2 region 4-9 GeV2 the
BABAR results are in reasonable agreement with the CLEO
measurements (Gronberg et al., 1998), but have signiﬁ-
cantly better precision.
At Q2 > 10 GeV2, the measured form factor exceeds
the asymptotic limit predicted by pQCD (Lepage and
Brodsky, 1980), which is indicated in Fig. 22.7.1 by the
horizontal line. Such behavior is speciﬁc for a “wide” pion
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Figure 22.7.1. The scaled γγ∗π0 transition form factor. The
dashed line indicates the asymptotic limit. The solid line, dot-
ted line, and shaded band represent the predictions for the
form factor (Bakulev, Mikhailov, and Stefanis, 2003, 2004) for
the Chernyak and Zhitnitsky (1982) [CZ], asymptotic (Lepage
and Brodsky, 1979a) [ASY], and Bakulev, Mikhailov, and Ste-
fanis (2001) [BMS] models for the pion distribution amplitude,
respectively.
DA. The shapes of three selected DA’s [asymptotic (Lep-
age and Brodsky, 1979a); Chernyak and Zhitnitsky (1982);
and Bakulev, Mikhailov, and Stefanis (2001)] with dif-
ferent widths are shown in Fig. 22.7.2 for Q2 = 5.76
GeV2. The values of the Gegenbauer coeﬃcients a2 and a4
used for calculation of the DA’s are taken from Bakulev,
Mikhailov, and Stefanis (2003, 2004). The form factors
corresponding to these DA’s (Bakulev, Mikhailov, and
Stefanis, 2003, 2004) are presented in Fig. 22.7.1. None of
these models describe the data satisfactorily in the full Q2
range of the BABAR measurement. From the three mod-
els only one — with the widest Chernyak-Zhitnitsky DA
— gives the form factor exceeding the asymptotic limit.
The prediction of this model is not inconsistent with the
BABAR data in the region Q2 > 15 GeV2, where power
corrections are expected to be small.
Many theoretical papers devoted to the γγ∗π0 tran-
sition form factor appeared after the BABAR publication.
There is no consensus on the theoretical description of
the BABAR data at the time of writing. Some publications
— for example, Bakulev, Mikhailov, Pimikov, and Stefa-
nis (2011); Roberts, Roberts, Bashir, Gutierrez-Guerrero,
and Tandy (2010)—argue that the form-factor data can-
not be described by theory in the full Q2 region cov-
ered by the CLEO and BABAR experiments, and that
the BABAR data are likely to be incorrect for Q2 > 9
GeV2. Other authors obtain reasonable descriptions of the
data using relatively wide DA’s: see, for example, Agaev,
Braun, Oﬀen, and Porkert (2011); Kroll (2011). Note
that Bakulev, Mikhailov, Pimikov, and Stefanis (2011)
and Agaev, Braun, Oﬀen, and Porkert (2011) use the
same light-cone sum rule method to estimate power cor-
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Figure 22.7.2. The pion distribution amplitudes at Q2 =
5.76GeV2 for three models: asymptotic (Lepage and Brodsky,
1979a) [solid line], Chernyak and Zhitnitsky (1982) [dashed
line], and Bakulev, Mikhailov, and Stefanis (2001) [dotted line].
rections but draw completely diﬀerent conclusions. The
third group of theoretical evaluations, Dorokhov (2010);
Polyakov (2009); Radyushkin (2009), suggests the use of
an unconventional pion DA, which is non-zero at the end
points x = 0, 1. The transition form factor obtained with
such DA increases logarithmically with increasing Q2 and
describes data well.
The BABAR measurement (Aubert, 2009y) covers the
Q2 region above 10 GeV2 for the ﬁrst time and, in this
region, the form factor goes above the prediction of the
asymptotic QCD value with a rather steep increase. This
result has attracted the interest of many theoretical physi-
cists as described above. An independent measurement of
the pion form factor was much desired and was provided
by Belle (Uehara, 2012) using data corresponding to an in-
tegrated luminosity of 759 fb−1. The selection of the signal
events, the background reduction, and the analysis were
made using methods similar to those used in the BABAR
analysis.
In this Belle analysis, event triggers to collect the sig-
nal events are provided by the electromagnetic calorimeter
system. The main trigger, the total energy trigger with a
high-energy threshold (high-energy trigger), is vetoed by
the Bhabha trigger logic (the Bhabha trigger, to detect
Bhabha events) to avoid polluting the high-energy trigger
with Bhabha events. This mechanism brings a signiﬁcant
loss of the eﬃciency for the signal process e+e− → e(e)π0
and has the side eﬀect of reducing a fraction of the ac-
ceptance. Here the symbol (e) indicates the electron scat-
tered in the forward direction and then is not detected.
This condition in Belle is in contrast to the BABAR mea-
surement, where a special salvaging mechanism for such
events was used. Due to this situation in Belle, a compli-
cated selection condition for the polar-angle combinations
of the electron and the two-photon system were imposed
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to reduce the uncertainty of the trigger ineﬃciency caused
by the Bhabha veto.
Radiative-Bhabha events with a VCS conﬁguration
were used for the calibration of the trigger system. Com-
bining event samples collected by the high-energy trig-
ger and by the Bhabha trigger (the latter taken with a
prescale factor 50) and compensating for the eﬀect from
the Bhabha veto statistically, the trigger eﬃciency was
determined as a function of the energy deposit. The MC
events, generated by the Rabhat program (Tobimatsu
and Shimizu, 1989) for the radiative-Bhabha process, are
fed to the trigger simulator code. The thresholds of the
Bhabha trigger have thus been tuned to reproduce the
experimentally determined eﬃciencies. The cross section
from the Rabhat program has also enabled a comparison
of the absolute experimental yields with those of the MC
sample after the tuning of the trigger simulation to ver-
ify the eﬃciency determination. This study validates the
trigger eﬃciency at the 10% level.
In the Belle analysis, background contributions from
both e+e− → e(e)π0π0 and e+e− → e(e)π0γ production
processes are anticipated by studies. Belle actively collect
these backgrounds and measures the yield of these pro-
cesses by requiring the detection of an additional pion or
photon. The observed yields are introduced into a MC
generator for the background processes, and the contam-
ination in the signal sample is estimated. The result is
about 2% for the e+e− → e(e)π0π0, and is 0.8% – 3% de-
pending on Q2 for e+e− → e(e)π0γ. These contributions
are subtracted from the measured signal yield.
Among systematic uncertainties from diﬀerent sources
that are assigned to the cross section, the biggest con-
tributions come from the extraction of the π0 yield with
the ﬁt and the uncertainty of the trigger eﬃciency; they
depend largely on the Q2 regions. The total systematic
uncertainty for the combined cross section is between 8%
and 14% (and between 4% and 7% for the form factor),
depending on the Q2 region.
The Belle result for the transition form factor is shown
in Fig. 22.7.3 together the results of the previous measure-
ments. It is compared with the asymptotic QCD predic-
tion shown by the dashed line. Belle has applied a ﬁt to a
parameterization with an asymptotic limit, Q2|F (Q2)| =
BQ2/(Q2 + C). The obtained result for the asymptotic
value, B = 0.209± 0.016 GeV, is slightly larger than the
QCD prediction but still consistent with it. The ﬁt curve
is shown in the ﬁgure.
The values of Q2|F (Q2)| measured by Belle agree with
the previous measurements (Aubert (2009y), Behrend et al.
(1991); Gronberg et al. (1998)), for Q2 <∼ 9 GeV2. The
apparent systematic shift between Belle and BABAR cor-
responds to a 2.3σ diﬀerence in the Q2 region between
9 GeV2 and 20 GeV2, taking into account both statisti-
cal and systematic uncertainties in the two measurements.
The Belle result does not show a rapid growth of the form
factor beyond the asymptotic prediction of QCD, in con-
trast to the BABAR result, and is closer to the theoretical
predictions.
Figure 22.7.3. Comparison of the results for the product
Q2|F (Q2)| for the π0 from diﬀerent experiments. The curves
are from the ﬁts (A) to ∼ (Q2/10GeV2)β and (B) to ∼
Q2/(Q2+C). The dashed line shows the asymptotic prediction
from pQCD (∼ 0.185 GeV).
22.7.2 The γγ∗η and γγ∗η′ transition form factors
The meson-photon transition form factors for η and
η′ have been measured by BABAR in the e+e− →
e+e−η(′) (del Amo Sanchez, 2011f) and e+e− →
η(′)γ (Aubert, 2006w) reactions. The decay modes η′ →
π+π−η, η → γγ and η → π+π+π0 are used to re-
construct η′ and η mesons, respectively. For single-tag
e+e− → e+e−η events, η → π+π−π0 is the only decay
mode available for analysis. The events with neutral η de-
cays, to 2γ and to 3π0, do not pass the BABAR trigger and
background ﬁlters.
In contrast to the e+e− → e+e−π0 process, the QED
background for the processes e+e− → e+e−η(′) is almost
fully rejected by the requirement that charged-pion can-
didates be identiﬁed as pions. The hadron background
from e+e− annihilation is suppressed by the requirement
of electron identiﬁcation. As a result, after applying the
transverse-momentum and recoil-mass conditions e+e− →
e+e−η(′) events are selected with low non-peaking back-
ground. The numbers of events containing true η and η′
are determined from the ﬁt to the π+π+π0 and π+π−η
mass distributions with a sum of an η(′) resolution func-
tion and a linear non-peaking background distribution.
The ﬁt is performed in 11 Q2 intervals from the Q2 range
4–40 GeV2. Above 40 GeV2 all observed η(′) candidates
are expected to originate from background. The ﬁtted
number of η and η′ events in the Q2 range 4–40 GeV2
is about 3000 and 5000, respectively.
For η′ events the only observed source of peaking back-
ground is e+e− annihilation. The contribution of e+e− an-
nihilation is estimated using events with the wrong sign of
the e±η′ momentum z-component, and subtracted. This
background is important only in the two highest-Q2 inter-
vals (Q2 > 25 GeV2), where it reaches about 10%.
For η events, three sources of peaking background are
studied and subtracted. These are the e+e− annihilation
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and the two-photon processes e+e− → e+e−ηπ0 and e+e−
→ e+e−η′ with η′ decaying to π0π0η. The contributions
of the e+e− annihilation and the e+e− → e+e−ηπ0 back-
ground are estimated using the diﬀerence between signal
and background events in the distribution of the e±η recoil
mass and are found to be about 15% of signal events.
The measured scaled γγ∗η and γγ∗η′ transition form
factors are shown in Fig. 22.7.4 as functions of Q2. The
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Figure 22.7.4. Scaled (a) γγ∗η and (b) γγ∗η′ transition form
factors. The dashed lines indicate the asymptotic limits for
the form factors. From (del Amo Sanchez, 2011f) and (Aubert,
2006w).
quoted errors are statistical and Q2-dependent system-
atic uncertainty combined in quadrature. The latter in-
clude the systematic uncertainty in the number of signal
events due to the ﬁtting procedure and background sub-
traction as well as the statistical errors on the eﬃciency
correction and MC simulation, and do not exceed 50% of
the statistical error. The Q2-independent systematic error
is about 3% and includes uncertainties in the eﬃciency
correction, radiative correction, integrated luminosity, η(′)
decay branching fractions, and the model uncertainty due
to the unknown dependence of the transition form fac-
tor on the momentum transfer to the untagged electron.
Figure 22.7.4 shows also results of the CLEO measure-
ment (Gronberg et al., 1998). BABAR has improved sig-
niﬁcantly the precision and has extended the Q2 region
for form factor measurements relative to CLEO. For η′,
the BABAR and CLEO data are in good agreement. For η,
the agreement is worse. The CLEO point at 7 GeV2 lies
higher than the BABAR data by about 3σ.
The e+e− → η(′)γ reactions can also be used to de-
termine the transition form factors in the time-like region
(q2 > 0). The form factors at Q2 = 14.2 GeV2 are ob-
tained from the values of the e+e− → η(′)γ cross sections
measured by CLEO (Pedlar et al., 2009) near the maxi-
mum of the ψ(3770) resonance. The assumption is used
that the contributions of the ψ(3770) → η(′)γ decays to
the cross sections are negligible. The CLEO form factors
in both the time-like and space-like q2 regions are com-
pared in Fig. 22.7.4; they are expected to be close to each
other at high Q2. The CLEO measurements support this
hypothesis. Therefore, the BABAR measurements of the
e+e− → η(′)γ cross sections (Aubert, 2006w) near the
maximum of the Υ (4S) resonance can be used to extend
the Q2 region for the η and η′ form-factor measurements
up to 112 GeV2. The time-like form-factor values at 112
GeV2 are shown in Fig. 22.7.4.
Theoretical interpretation of the results on the η and
η′ form factors takes into account the η − η′ mixing and
an admixture of the gluon component in the SU(3)-singlet
state. The dashed lines in Fig. 22.7.4 indicate the asymp-
totic limits for the scaled η and η′ form factors. They are
calculated using mixing parameters from Kroll (2011). It
is seen that Q2 dependencies of the form factors for η and
η′ diﬀer from those for π0. On the other hand, there is an
indication that the η form factor exceeds the asymptotic
limit at large Q2. The theoretical analyses (see, for exam-
ple, Agaev (2010); Brodsky, Cao, and de Teramond (2011);
Kroll (2011); Noguera and Scopetta (2012)) show that the
η and η′ form-factor data are reasonably well reproduced
by models with DA’s not very diﬀerent from the asymp-
totic one. The BABAR results on the meson-photon transi-
tion form factors for light pseudoscalars indicate that the
pion DA is signiﬁcantly wider than the DA’s of η and η′
mesons. However, Belle results do not exhibit such rapid
growth in the higher Q2 region seen in the BABAR. So fur-
ther investigations are very important for understanding
of the pion DA.
22.7.3 The γγ∗ηc transition form factor
The meson-photon transition form factor for ηc has been
measured by BABAR (Lees, 2010b) using single-tag events
of the e+e− → e+e−ηc process. The ηc is reconstructed
via its decay to KSK−π+. Since the branching fraction
for ηc → KSK−π+ is known with low accuracy, it is
impossible to perform an absolute measurement of the
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form factor. Therefore, the Q2 distribution for selected
ηc events is divided by the number of no-tag two-photon
ηc → KSK−π+ events, and the normalized form factor
F (Q2)/F (0) is measured.
The number of single-tag events containing ηc me-
son is determined from the ﬁt to the KSK−π+ invariant
mass distributions with a sum of an ηc resolution func-
tion, a J/ψ resolution function, and a quadratic back-
ground distribution. The J/ψ’s are produced in the pro-
cess e+e− → e+e−J/ψ. The ﬁtted number of ηc events in
the Q2 region from 2 to 50 GeV2 is about 500. To obtain
the Q2 distribution this region is divided into 11 intervals.
The process e+e− → e+e−J/ψ with J/ψ decaying to
ηcγ is the dominant source of background peaking at ηc
mass. The background is estimated from the Q2 distribu-
tion for e+e− → e+e−J/ψ events with J/ψ → KSK−π+.
Its fraction changes from about 1.0% for Q2 < 10 GeV2
to about 5% at Q2 ∼ 30 GeV2.
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Figure 22.7.5. The normalized γγ∗ηc transition form factor
measured by BABAR. The curve shows the ﬁt with a monopole
function. From (Lees, 2010b).
The normalized ηc transition form factor is shown in
Fig. 22.7.5. The errors shown are combined statistical and
Q2-dependent systematic uncertainty. There is also a Q2-
independent error equal to 4.3%. The main source of the
systematic error is an uncertainty on the detection eﬃ-
ciency.
For the ηc meson, the leading order formula for the
light-meson transition form factor is modiﬁed to take into
account the large mass of the c-quark. The term 1/x in
Eq. (22.7.2) should be replaced with Q2/[xQ2 + m2c(1 +
4xx)], where x = 1− x, and mc is the c-quark mass. As a
consequence, the γγ∗ηc transition form factor can be pre-
dicted by pQCD starting from Q2 = 0. However, the Q2
dependence of the form factor becomes rather insensitive
to the shape of the ηc DA, and is described by a monopole
function with a pole parameter Λ ∼ 10 GeV2 (Feldmann
and Kroll, 1997). This value is close to the vector-meson
dominance model (VDM) prediction Λ = m2J/ψ = 9.6
GeV2.
The result of the ﬁt to the BABAR data on the normal-
ized ηc form factor with a monopole function is shown in
Fig. 22.7.5. The extracted pole parameter Λ = 8.5± 0.6±
0.7 GeV2 is in agreement with both VDM and QCD (Feld-
mann and Kroll, 1997) predictions, and with the result of
the lattice QCD calculation Λ = 8.4 ± 0.4 GeV2 (Dudek
and Edwards, 2006).
22.7.4 Summary
Two-photon physics has entered a completely new level of
maturity as a result of the B Factory experiments. Prior
to the B Factories, two-photon couplings of resonances
have been measured for a limited number of mesons only,
and many of those were only known approximately. The B
Factory experiments have provided precise measurements
and opened a path to the systematic study of spectroscopy
including classiﬁcation of mesons and exploration of exotic
and new states.
In addition, the measurements of exclusive processes
of hadron-pair production and of two-photon meson tran-
sition form factors have become practical tests of QCD
using data from the the B Factory experiments.
While many phenomena have been investigated, some
subjects are still left to be clariﬁed because of systematic
uncertainties in experiments or yet-to-be developed the-
oretical frameworks. In some other subjects, insuﬃcient
statistics prevent us from obtaining a clear view. It is ex-
pected that future projects will be able to signiﬁcantly
advance our understanding in this area.
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23.1 Introduction
In this section we discuss the results of B0s meson stud-
ies using BABAR and Belle data collected with a center-of-
mass (CM) energy in the region of the Υ (5S) resonance.172
The experimental exploration of this region was started in
1985 by the CUSB Collaboration (Lovelock et al., 1985)
and since then much has been learned about B0s decays
using data from the Υ (5S). Future super ﬂavor factories
include B0s studies in their physics proposals as an impor-
tant part of their research program.
Experimental determination of the B0s meson began
circa 1990 at CUSB II (Lee-Franzini et al., 1990). Subse-
quently B0s mesons were studied by the LEP experiments
in e+e− collisions at the CM energy of the Z0 boson mass,
however the statistical signiﬁcance of those results is lim-
ited. Later, B0s physics was explored with improved accu-
racy at the Tevatron experiments using pp collision data
with a 1.8 TeV CM energy taken during the ﬁrst run pe-
riod, 1990–1995, and later with higher statistics during the
run II period at 1.96 TeV. The Tevatron experiments CDF
and DØ measure several B0s decay branching fractions, de-
termined for the ﬁrst time the mixing parameter Δms, as
opposed to placing lower bounds on this frequency, and
obtained many other interesting results in this area.
Historically, e+e− colliders near open beauty threshold
were designed to run at the Υ (4S) resonance and focused
on studies of B0d and B
+ mesons. In particular, Belle and
BABAR were designed to take data with asymmetric en-
ergy e+e− beam collisions at a CM energy of 10.58 GeV.
However, the new territory of B0s physics could also be ex-
plored at the B Factories. The B0sB
0
s production threshold
lies only about 150 MeV higher than the Υ (4S) produc-
tion energy, and therefore, is reachable by B Factories
without signiﬁcant modiﬁcation. Fig. 23.1.1 shows the ra-
tio of hadronic to e+e− → μ+μ− cross-sections as a func-
tion of the CM energy in the region just above the Υ (4S),
where two further resonances are clearly seen. These are
usually called the Υ (5S) and Υ (6S). As the Υ (5S) has a
bb quark content, e+e− collisions at the Υ (5S) CM energy
are expected to be an eﬀective source of the B0s meson
production. However a very high luminosity must be de-
livered by the B Factories to provide a suﬃcient number of
B0s mesons, for statistically signiﬁcant measurements. The
172 The Υ (5S) resonance is also referred to as the Υ (10860) in
the literature.
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Figure 23.1.1. Measured ratio of hadronic to e+e− → μ+μ−
cross-sections, Rb, as a function of the CM energy, from an
energy scan performed by the BABAR collaboration (Aubert,
2009x). The result of a ﬁt to a function including background
and Υ (5S) and Υ (6S) resonances is shown by the curve. The
error bars represent the statistical and the uncorrelated sys-
tematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
cross section for B0s production at the Υ (5S) is measured
to be (0.340± 0.016) nb (see Section 23.2.4).
The opportunity to perform detailed studies of the B
and B0s mesons using data collected at the Υ (5S) was dis-
cussed by theorists many years ago (Atwood and Soni,
2002; Falk and Petrov, 2000; Lee-Franzini, Ono, Sanda,
and Tornqvist, 1985; Lellouch, Randall, and Sather, 1993).
These ideas were explored experimentally from the outset,
however the ﬁrst signiﬁcant tests were made in 2003 when
the CLEO collaboration collected a small Υ (5S) data sam-
ple of 0.42 fb−1. Using these data, CLEO found evidence
of B0s production at the Υ (5S) (Artuso et al., 2005a; Bon-
vicini et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2007). In 2005 the Belle
collaboration collected 1.86 fb−1 of data at the Υ (5S) and
obtained statistically signiﬁcant estimates of the B0s pro-
duction parameters (Drutskoy, 2007a,b) that established
the feasibility of physics studies of B0s mesons at Belle.
Motivated by these results Belle started to accumulate
data at the Υ (5S), collecting ∼ 22 fb−1 in 2006, ∼ 27 fb−1
in 2008 and ∼ 71 fb−1 in 2009. In the last periods of run-
ning both Belle and BABAR performed energy scans in the
region of the Υ (5S) and Υ (6S) resonances. Details of data
taking for these experiments are found in Chapter 3, and
the energy scan results are discussed in Section 18.4.3.
There are many reasons to develop a comprehensive
physics program for the study of B0s mesons at Belle. In
2005 the available information regarding B0s decays was
very limited, with only a few decay branching fractions
measured. Studies of B0s decays are important to build a
more complete picture of B physics: any signiﬁcant dif-
ference between the behavior of B0s decays and the corre-
sponding decays of B0 and B+ mesons could indicate ad-
ditional SM contributions such as annihilation penguins or
large W -exchange topologies that play an important role.
Formulae relatingB0s ,B
0, andB+ production or decay pa-
rameters are tested and SU(3) symmetry violating eﬀects
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are estimated. B0s decays are well suited for precise tests
of the Standard Model, in particular there are unique fea-
tures and processes that can be studied, such as the large
lifetime diﬀerence between the short-lived and long-lived
states and processes described by a penguin annihilation
diagram.
In this chapter we discuss measurements of B0s decays
at the Υ (5S) that have been performed by the Belle collab-
oration since 2005. Currently the Belle sample comprises
121 fb−1 of data, which is the world’s largest dataset at
the Υ (5S). At the time of writing most of the published
Belle results were obtained using only 23.6 fb−1 of data.
However, it is worth noting that several measurements
are in the process of being updated. The BABAR collabo-
ration performed an energy scan in the range 10.54GeV to
11.20GeV, however BABAR did not take a large data sam-
ple of a ﬁxed energy at the Υ (5S) peak. Section 23.3.1
discusses the BABAR measurement of the B0s semileptonic
branching fraction.
23.2 Basic Υ (5S) properties and beauty
hadronization
In this section we give a classiﬁcation of the basic processes
which take place in e+e− annihilation with CM energy
close to the Υ (5S) mass peak (Section 23.2.1). The choice
of the CM energy optimal for B0s studies is then explained
(Section 23.2.2). Then the procedures used to calculate the
number of B0s mesons in a data sample (Section 23.2.3)
and to measure the bb cross section (Section 23.2.4) are
discussed. We describe the method used to reconstruct B
and B0s mesons exclusively in Section 23.2.6. The rates
determined for speciﬁc Υ (5S) decay channels with the B
and B0s mesons in the ﬁnal states are summarized in Sec-
tions 23.2.5 and 23.2.7.
23.2.1 Event classiﬁcation
The classiﬁcation of hadronic events produced at the Υ (5S)
is shown in Fig. 23.2.1: for simplicity, non-hadronic pro-
cesses are not included. Final states withB andB0s mesons
(designated as bb events) are formed through both reso-
nant Υ (5S) production and bb continuum production. As
these two event classes have the same ﬁnal states, an indi-
vidual event cannot be attributed to a speciﬁc class. The
existence of two possible sources of B and B0s event pro-
duction should always be taken into account in theoretical
calculations. The uu, dd, ss, and cc continuum is usually
a signiﬁcant source of background, when a speciﬁc B or
B0s decay mode is reconstructed.
Thus bb events are divided into three categories:
events containing B0s mesons, B mesons, and bottomo-
nium states. A bottomonium state should have allowed
quantum numbers and is accompanied by a light parti-
cle or a combination of light particles, such as π0, η, γ,
π+π−, K+K−, and so on. Taking into account the lim-
ited phase-space, only three ﬁnal states with B0s mesons
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Figure 23.2.1. Classiﬁcation of hadronic events produced in
e+e− collisions at a CM energy close to the Υ (5S) peak po-
sition. As noted in the text it is possible to have initial state
radiation production of the lower mass states for CM energy
collisions in the region of the Υ (5S) resonance, signiﬁed by the
ISR term circled twice in this schematic.
are possible: B0sB
0
s, B
∗0
s B
0
s + B
0
sB
∗0
s , and B
∗0
s B
∗0
s . Here
the B∗0s B
0
s and B
0
sB
∗0
s states have the same mass com-
bination and are almost indistinguishable experimentally,
and are therefore counted as a single ﬁnal state. For B
ﬁnal states there is enough energy to produce three two-
body ﬁnal states, three three-body ﬁnal states, and one
four-body ﬁnal state (see Fig. 23.2.1). Here the neutral
B0 and charged B+ mesons are treated together as a B.
Resonant states decay with ∼ 100% probability via the
modes B∗0s → B0sγ and B∗0 → B0γ. Additionally e+e−
collisions with a center-of-mass energy corresponding to
the Υ (5S) resonance undergoing Initial State Radiation
(ISR) can result in direct production of B or B0s mesons
in association with an ISR photon.
Non-hadronic processes are not included in the above
classiﬁcation. Some of these processes have large cross-
sections, in particular e+e− → e+e−, μ+μ−, τ+τ−,
e+e+e−e−, γγ, and γγX. However these processes are
strongly suppressed by the Belle trigger and HadronBJ
(see Section 3.5.3) event selections, and therefore their
residual contributions are negligible in most studies. The
proposed classiﬁcation reﬂects our best knowledge of pos-
sible mechanisms, and does not include some rare pro-
cesses that have very low probabilities. For example, the
strongly suppressed transition e+e− → ss→ B0sB0s is due
to ss continuum production with subsequent bb pair cre-
ation, however here it is classiﬁed as bb continuum. The
process of bb annihilation to lighter quarks also has a very
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low probability and is treated as non-bb continuum in the
following.
23.2.2 Choice of CM energy for data taking at the
Υ (5S)
To maximize the bb and B0s event production an opti-
mal CM energy is chosen for taking data in the region of
the Υ (5S). The suitable CM energy region was approxi-
mately known from the data collected by CLEO (Besson
et al., 1985) and CUSB (Lovelock et al., 1985). However,
to optimize the choice of CM energy, an energy scan in
the region of the peak position of the Υ (5S) resonance
was performed by Belle as a precursor to taking data at
the Υ (5S) resonance. For technical reasons both KEKB
beam energies were changed simultaneously, keeping the
CM boost unchanged with respect to Υ (4S) running.
An integrated luminosity of ∼ 30 pb−1 was collected at
ﬁve values with an e+e− CM energy between 10825MeV
and 10905MeV. The ratio of the number of hadronic
events with second-to-zeroth Fox-Wolfram moment R2 <
0.2 (see Chapter 9 for a deﬁnition of R2) to the num-
ber of Bhabha events is measured as a function of the
CM energy (Fig. 23.2.2). This ratio is expected to have
a shape close to that of a Breit-Wigner function in the
region of the Υ (5S) resonance, above a ﬂat background.
As a systematic check, the mean value of the mass ob-
tained from the ﬁt, M = (10868 ± 6 ± 14)MeV/c2, was
found to be in good agreement with the PDG 2006 value
MΥ (5S) = (10865 ± 8)MeV/c2 (Yao et al., 2006). Finally,
the energy of 10869MeV was chosen for subsequent Υ (5S)
runs.
The accuracy of the CM energy measurement based
on the collider magnet currents is about ± 6 MeV. Three
methods are employed in order to measure the CM en-
ergy more precisely, all of these have an accuracy of about
1MeV. The original method applied for data samples of
10 fb−1 or larger measures the energy by reconstructing
e+e− → Υ (1S)π+π− and e+e− → Υ (2S)π+π− decays.
As the masses of these Υ resonances are known to a pre-
cision better that 1MeV/c2, these mass constraints are
used to signiﬁcantly improve the CM energy resolution
relative to the collider measurement. Subsequent methods
that are used include reconstructing speciﬁc B and B0s de-
cay modes, and using e+e− → μ+μ−. This last method
requires that ISR corrections be determined accurately
using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.
The ﬁrst two methods are applied post factum to ob-
tain the CM energy; however, to keep the same energy
from run to run, we need to know the energy accurately
before taking data. Due to the proximity of the B0s pro-
duction threshold (in particular the B∗0s B
∗0
s channel opens
up only ∼ 40MeV below the chosen CM energy) even a
few MeV CM energy shift can result in sizable variations
of production rates of individual channels. Unfortunately,
hysteresis can aﬀect the CM energy setup process based
on the magnet currents (taking into account the large un-
certainty of the energy deﬁnition), even when the set-up
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Figure 23.2.2. The ratio of the number of hadronic events
(R2 < 0.2) to the number of Bhabha events as a function of
the e+e− CM energy, from Drutskoy (2007a). Only statistical
errors are shown. The curve is the result of the ﬁt to a sum of
a Breit-Wigner function and a constant.
procedure used to reach the same CM energy is similar
for all data taking periods. To maximize luminosity the
CM energy must be chosen at the beginning of a run. The
e+e− → μ+μ− method is expected to provide the most
robust and accurate value of the CM energy for future
experiments.
23.2.3 Calculation of the number of B0s mesons in a
data sample
It is important to determine the number of B0s mesons
in a data sample with high precision because the corre-
sponding uncertainty is usually the dominant systematic
uncertainty in B0s branching fraction measurements. Tak-
ing into account the hadronic event classiﬁcation discussed
above, the following parameters are required in order to
obtain the number of B0s mesons in a data sample taken
at a given CM energy:
1. The integrated luminosity of the data sample Lint.
2. The bb production cross section σ (e+e− → bb), also
denoted as σbb.
3. The fraction of bb events containing a B(∗)0s B
(∗)0
s pair,
usually referred to as fs.
4. The fractions of events produced through speciﬁc pro-
duction channels over all B(∗)0s B
(∗)0
s events: fB0sB0s ,
fB∗0s B0s
, and fB∗0s B∗0s .
These parameters are measured experimentally. The
integrated luminosity of a data sample is precisely deter-
mined using the standard Belle procedure brieﬂy discussed
in Section 3.2.1. In the following two subsections we dis-
cuss the method used for the σbb cross section measure-
ment and the experimental technique used to obtain fs.
Using these parameters the number of B0s mesons in a
data sample is calculated:
N(B0s ) = 2× Lint × σbb × fs. (23.2.1)
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The number of B0s mesons produced through a speciﬁc
production channel is obtained by multiplying the num-
ber of B0s mesons N(B
0
s ) by the corresponding channel
fractions fB0sB0s , fB∗0s B0s , or fB∗0s B∗0s .
Similar to the B0s fraction fs, the fractions of events
with B mesons (fB) and a bottomonium (fbot) over all bb
events is introduced. The sum of these parameters is ﬁxed
to unity: fs + fB + fbot = 1. Additionally the fractions
of charged and neutral B mesons produced per bb event,
f(B+) and f(B0), is deﬁned. As two B mesons are pro-
duced per Υ (5S) decay and some channels include both
charged and neutral B mesons (such as B0B−π+), a factor
2 is included in the deﬁnition, resulting in the equality
fB =
f(B+) + f(B0)
2
. (23.2.2)
23.2.4 bb cross section at the Υ (5S)
The bb production cross section at a ﬁxed CM energy is
obtained from the formula
σbb = N
bb
5S / L5S, (23.2.3)
where N bb5S is the number of bb events in the Υ (5S) data
sample and L5S is the integrated luminosity of the sample.
To obtain the number of bb events in a Υ (5S) data sam-
ple the uu, dd, ss, and cc continuum are subtracted from
the full number of hadronic events. The uu+ dd+ ss+ cc
continuum contribution is estimated using the data col-
lected at a CM energy 60 MeV below the Υ (4S) resonance
(so-called “oﬀ-resonance” data). As the continuum cross
section decreases with energy as 1/E2CM, the correspond-
ing factor has to be applied to correct for the CM energy
diﬀerence. Belle measured the bb cross section (Drutskoy,
2007a) using a data sample of 1.86 fb−1 taken at the Υ (5S)
energy of ∼ 10869MeV and a data sample of 3.67 fb−1 col-
lected at the oﬀ-resonance energy 10520MeV.
The number of bb events is obtained from the formula
N bb5S =
1
bb5S
(
Nhad5S −Nhadoﬀ ·
L5S
Loﬀ ·
E 2oﬀ
E 25S
· 
con
5S
conoﬀ
)
, (23.2.4)
where Nhad5S and N
had
oﬀ are the numbers of hadronic events
in the Υ (5S) and oﬀ-resonance continuum data samples,
respectively. Here bb5S is the eﬃciency to select a bb event
in the Υ (5S) data sample, which was estimated from MC
simulation and found to be bb5S = (99± 1)%. The ratio of
eﬃciencies to reconstruct continuum events in the Υ (5S)
and oﬀ-resonance data samples (each one is around 79%)
was also obtained from MC: con5S /
con
oﬀ = 1.007 ± 0.003.
The CM energy ratio Eoﬀ/E5S is known with high ac-
curacy, as discussed above. The integrated luminosity ra-
tio L5S/Loﬀ = 0.5061 ± 0.0020 is calculated using the
standard Belle luminosity measurement procedure with
Bhabha events (Section 3.2.1).
The number of bb events obtained is very sensitive to
these ratios of luminosities, energies, and eﬃciencies. The
corresponding uncertainties are 0.4% for the luminosity
ratio, 0.3% for the eﬃciency ratio, and less than 0.1% for
the energy ratio. The combined uncertainty is about 0.5%
and it is diﬃcult to reduce this systematic uncertainty fur-
ther. As the two terms in the subtraction are of the same
order and about 10 times larger than the result (since con-
tinuum is about 10 times larger than bb production), the
uncertainty of the bb event deﬁnition is dominated by the
0.5% uncertainty multiplied by a factor 10: ∼ 5% in total.
An improvement in the determination of the luminosity
ratio is required if one is to reduce the total uncertainty
of this method.
Potentially a precise luminosity ratio measurement is
directly obtained from the ratio of normalized momentum
distributions (for these two datasets) of high momentum
charged pions, charged kaons, and D0 mesons (Drutskoy,
2007a), however non-hadronic backgrounds must be ac-
curately subtracted. Here the normalized momentum of a
particle h is deﬁned as x(h) = P (h)/Pmax(h), where P (h)
is the measured momentum of the particle, and Pmax(h)
is the expected value of its momentum if it were produced
in the process e+e− → hh¯ at the same CM energy.
Using Eqs (23.2.3) and (23.2.4) Belle obtains the bb
production cross section σbb = (0.302 ± 0.015) nb using
1.86 fb−1 Υ (5S) data sample (Drutskoy, 2007a). This num-
ber is used in the initial Belle B0s studies based on the
23.6 fb−1 data sample. Later with the full data sample of
121.4 fb−1 a slightly higher bb production cross section was
obtained, σbb = (0.340±0.016) nb, and is used in analyses
of the full dataset.
23.2.5 Fraction of bb events with B0s mesons
A method also used in inclusive particle spectra analyses
is adopted to obtain the fraction of bb events resulting in ﬁ-
nal states with B0s mesons in the Υ (5S) data. This method
was developed by CLEO and was applied to the analysis
of inclusive D+(s) production (Artuso et al., 2005a), then
later for the study of φ production (Huang et al., 2007).
Belle measures the D+(s) and D
0 inclusive spectra (Drut-
skoy, 2007a) and an estimate for fs is obtained from these
studies. The inclusive spectra analysis method is based on
the fact that the inclusive production rate of the D+(s), D
0,
and φ mesons is very diﬀerent in B0s and B decays.
The analysis of the D+(s) inclusive spectra will be dis-
cussed below to illustrate the method; the D0 and φ spec-
tra analyses are very similar. As Belle combines results of
D+(s) and D
0 production spectra to reduce the systematic
uncertainty obtained for fs, additional detail is given for
the D0 spectra analysis. The Belle measurement of fs was
made using data samples of 1.86 fb−1 taken at the Υ (5S)
and 3.67 fb−1 at the oﬀ-resonance energy of 10520MeV.
To avoid large backgrounds, only the clean decay mode
D+(s) → φπ+, where φ → K+K−, is used in this analysis;
similarly in order to select D0, the decay D0 → K−π+ is
used.
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Figure 23.2.3. TheD+s normalized momentum x(D
+
s ) (a) and
the D0 normalized momentum x(D0) (b). The points with er-
ror bars are the Υ (5S) data, while the histograms show the nor-
malized oﬀ-resonance data. Plots are from Drutskoy (2007a).
As the CM energy is diﬀerent for the Υ (5S) and oﬀ-
resonance data samples, a momentum scale normaliza-
tion is applied when comparing the inclusive spectra. The
normalized D+(s) momentum distributions (as deﬁned in
the previous subsection) obtained for the Υ (5S) and oﬀ-
resonance data samples are shown in Fig. 23.2.3(a). To
obtain these distributions the D+(s) signal yields were ex-
tracted from a ﬁt in each bin of x(D+s ). The continuum
distribution is normalized to the Υ (5S) distribution us-
ing the energy-corrected luminosity ratio. As we can see
in Fig. 23.2.3(a) the Υ (5S) and oﬀ-resonance distribu-
tions agree well in the region x(D+s ) > 0.5, where bb
events cannot contribute. The excess of events in the re-
gion x(D+s ) < 0.5 corresponds to inclusive D
+
(s) produc-
tion in bb events. Similar behavior is observed for the D0
inclusive spectra as shown in Fig. 23.2.3(b).
After continuum subtraction and a bin-by-bin eﬃciency
correction, the sum of events over all bins within the in-
terval x(D+s ) < 0.5 is divided by the D
+
(s) and φ decay
branching fractions and by the number of bb events in the
Υ (5S) data sample to obtain the inclusive branching frac-
tion:
B(Υ (5S) → DsX) = ∑
N bbbin(Ds)/bin
N bb5S · B(D+s → φπ+) · B(φ→ K+K−)
.
(23.2.5)
From this formula Belle obtains the value B(Υ (5S)→
D+s X)/2 = (23.6± 1.2± 3.6)%, which includes a factor of
1/2 to compare with B(s) branching fractions. This inclu-
sive branching fraction gives the average number of D+s
mesons produced in bb events at the Υ (5S) energy.
The value of B(Υ (5S) → D+s X)/2 is signiﬁcantly larger
than the branching fraction for D+s production in B de-
cays, which was calculated in Drutskoy (2007a) as B(B →
D+s X) = (8.7±1.2)%. The signiﬁcant increase of D+s pro-
duction at the Υ (5S) compared to that at the Υ (4S) in-
dicates a sizable B0s production rate.
The fraction fs of B
(∗)0
s B
(∗)0
s events in all bb events
produced at the Υ (5S) is extracted from the following
relation:
B(Υ (5S) → D+s X)/2 = fs · B(B0s → D+s X) +
(1− fs) · B(B → D+s X), (23.2.6)
where B(B0s → D+s X) and B(B → D+s X) are the average
fractions of D+s mesons produced in B
0
s and B decays, re-
spectively. Using the measurement of B(Υ (5S)→ D+s X),
the measured value of B(B → D+s X) = (8.7 ± 1.2)%,
and the model-dependent estimate B(B0s → D+s X) =
(92 ± 11)% (Artuso et al., 2005a), Belle determines fs =
(17.9 ± 1.4 ± 4.1)%. The systematic uncertainty on fs is
obtained by propagating the systematic uncertainties on
the branching fractions included in Eq. (23.2.6), taking
into account the correlation induced by B(D+(s) → φπ+).
Bottomonium production in Υ (5S) decays, which occurs
at the few percent level, is neglected in Eq. (23.2.6).
A similar procedure is applied to D0 inclusive spectra
and the inclusive branching fraction
B(Υ (5S) → D0X)/2 = (53.8± 2.0± 3.4)% (23.2.7)
is determined. Using the inclusive D0 production branch-
ing fractions of the Υ (5S), B, and B0s decays and replac-
ing D+s by D
0 in Eq. (23.2.6), the ratio fs = (18.1± 3.6±
7.5)% of B(∗)0s B
(∗)0
s events to all bb events at the Υ (5S)
is obtained. Combining these two fs measurements and
taking into account the anti-correlated systematic uncer-
tainty due to the number of bb events, an average value
fs = (18.0 ± 1.3 ± 3.2)% is obtained. This measurement
is in good agreement with the CLEO measurement fs =
(16.0± 2.6± 5.8)% (Artuso et al., 2005a).173 In the Belle
measurements based on 23.6 fb−1 of data the value fs =
(19.5+3.0−2.3)% is used, which was the PDG average of all fs
measurements obtained at that time. The Belle analyses
173 Subsequently CLEO used several methods to measure fs
(Huang et al., 2007); however, all of these measurements have
large uncertainties.
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with the full data sample of 121.4 fb−1 use run-dependent
measurements of fs, which are obtained from D+(s) inclu-
sive spectra studies.
The uncertainty due to fs is currently the dominant
systematic uncertainty on B0s decay branching fraction
measurements at the Υ (5S). There are several methods
that can be used to potentially reduce this uncertainty to
less than (4–5)%, however the choice of the most precise
method requires further study. For the next generation of
B Factories this uncertainty is expected to be reduced to
(2–3)%, which would result in a total systematic uncer-
tainty of ≈ 5% for B0s branching fraction measurements.
23.2.6 Exclusive B0s and B decay reconstruction
technique
The technique used for exclusive B0s and B meson re-
construction at the Υ (5S) is similar to the one used at
the Υ (4S). However additional complexity appears at the
Υ (5S) due to many new intermediate channels that open
up at the increased CM energy. For a given B0s or B decay
channel the energy and momenta for all ﬁnal state parti-
cles are calculated in the CM system. Usually the low-
momentum photons from B∗0s and B
∗ decays are not re-
constructed because of their low reconstruction eﬃciency.
Two kinematic variables are used to reconstruct and iden-
tify exclusive B (or B0s ) signals at the Υ (5S) using a tech-
nique similar to that used at the Υ (4S) for isolating Bu,d
mesons (see Chapter 7). The ﬁrst is the energy diﬀerence
ΔE given by
ΔE = EB − Ebeam, (23.2.8)
and the second is the beam-energy-substituted mass
mES =
√
E2beam − p2B , (23.2.9)
called “Mbc” in Belle publications, where EB and p

B are
the energy and momentum of the B0s or B candidate in
the e+e− CM system, and Ebeam is the CM beam energy.
Figure 23.2.4 shows the B0s and B signal distributions
in the mES and ΔE plane for diﬀerent intermediate Υ (5S)
decay channels. The events shown are obtained from MC
simulation of B0s → D−s π+ and B0 → D− π+ decays.
The three ellipsoidal regions on the right side of Figure
23.2.4 correspond to the intermediate Υ (5S) decay chan-
nels B∗0s B
∗0
s , B
∗0
s B
0
s + B
0
sB
∗0
s , and B
0
sB
0
s. These three
B0s signal regions are well separated, reﬂecting changes in
kinematics corresponding to the cases where both, only
one, or neither of the B0s mesons originate from a B
∗0
s
decay. A MC simulation indicates that the correlation be-
tween the reconstructed mES and ΔE variables within the
ellipses is small and can usually be neglected. The central
point of each ellipse corresponds to the decay parameters
M cenbc = M(B
0
s ) and ΔE
cen = 0 for the channel B0sB
0
s,
and M cenbc = M(B
∗0
s ) and ΔE
cen = −E(γ) for the channel
B∗0s B
∗0
s , with the central value for the B
∗0
s B
0
s + B
0
sB
∗0
s
channel as the midpoint between the two individual con-
tributions.
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Figure 23.2.4. The Mbc = mES and ΔE scatter plot obtained
from MC simulations of diﬀerent intermediate Υ (5S) decay
channels with B0s → D−s π+ and B0 → D−π+ decays. The
ellipses show the signal regions for the intermediate B∗0s B
∗0
s
(top, blue), B∗0s B
0
s and B
0
sB
∗0
s (middle, green), and B
0
sB
0
s (bot-
tom, red) channels. The band region includes (from bottom to
top) the signals from BB (red), B∗B and BB∗ (green), B∗B∗
(blue), three-body B(∗)B(∗)π (violet), and four-body BBππ
(turquoise) channels.
The band in the center of Fig. 23.2.4 corresponds to
the intermediate Υ (5S) decay channels with non-strange
B mesons. The channels are located inside the band in the
following order with increasing mES: BB, B∗B + BB∗,
B∗B∗, three-body B(∗)B(∗)π, and four-body BBππ. The
two-body channels are well separated from each other in
mES (for B decays with only a few reconstructed photons).
In contrast, the mES distributions of the three three-body
channels overlap signiﬁcantly with each other and par-
tially overlap the distribution for the four-body channel.
The numbers of events inside and outside the ellipti-
cal regions is used to estimate the number of B0s signal
and background events. However, in general an unbinned
extended maximum likelihood ﬁt to mES and ΔE is ap-
plied to extract the number of signal events. The prob-
ability density functions used for this are adjusted using
MC simulation and sideband data.
As for studies of B mesons at the Υ (4S), the B0s sig-
nal shapes at the Υ (5S) are usually modeled with a single
Gaussian for mES and a double Gaussian with common
mean for ΔE. More complicated shapes have to be used
to describe an electromagnetic tail, which appears if pho-
tons or electrons are present in the reconstructed B0s ﬁnal
state of interest. Light quark continuum backgrounds are
usually modeled with an ARGUS function (see Chapter 7)
for mES and a polynomial function for ΔE. Potentially it
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is possible to simultaneously ﬁt all three B0s signal regions
(three intermediate channels, i.e. the three types of ﬁnal
state containing B0s mesons introduced in Section 23.2.1).
However, as shown below the rate of the channel B∗0s B
∗0
s
is about 90% of all B0s channels (if the CM energy is close
to the Υ (5S) peak position), and in many cases it is rea-
sonable to only include the region corresponding to this
ﬁnal state in the ﬁt.
23.2.7 Fractions of events with B mesons
Measurements of event fractions containing B0s mesons in
the ﬁnal state produced at the CM energy of the Υ (5S)
resonance (see Fig. 23.2.1) provide information about b-
quark dynamics. Moreover, these fractions have to be pre-
cisely known to build a reliable MC model of Υ (5S) de-
cays, which is required in order to make accurate back-
ground estimates in B(s) decay studies. Several measure-
ments of the B channel fractions at the Υ (5S) have been
performed by Belle (Drutskoy, 2010). The experimental
techniques used in these measurements are described be-
low, and ﬁnally all results obtained are summarized in
Table 23.2.1 and discussed together with the results of B0s
branching fraction measurements.
The measurements are based on a 23.6 fb−1 data sam-
ple. The ﬁve decay modes B+ → J/ψK+, B0 → J/ψK∗0,
B+ → D0π+ (with D0 → K+π− and K+π+π−π−), and
B0 → D−π+ (D− → K+π−π−) were used to reconstruct
B mesons. These modes were chosen because they have
large and precisely measured branching fractions and con-
tain only charged particles in the ﬁnal state; these char-
acteristics result in small systematic uncertainties.
Belle measures the charged and neutral B production
rates normalized to the number of bb events. To obtain
the sum of all possible channels, the ΔE + mES − mB
projections of the two-dimensional scatter plots for all
events within the allowed range 5.268GeV/c2 < mES <
5.440GeV/c2 are used. The ΔE + mES − mB projec-
tion works as a rotation in the ΔE and mES plane (see
Fig. 23.2.4 for an illustration). Therefore all signal events
from the inclined band contribute to the ΔE+mES−mB
distribution as a single Gaussian peak. These inclined pro-
jections are ﬁt to obtain the integrated B decay event
yields with a function including two terms: a Gaussian to
describe the signal and a ﬁrst-order polynomial to describe
background.
Using the ﬁt results, the charged and neutral B pro-
duction rates per bb event are obtained from the formula
f(B+,0) =
Y ﬁtB→X
(N bb5S × B→X × BB→X)
, (23.2.10)
where Y ﬁtB→X is the event yield obtained from the ﬁt for a
speciﬁc mode B → X, N bb5S is the full number of bb events
in the dataset, B→X is the reconstruction eﬃciency in-
cluding all types of strange B meson branching fractions,
and BB→X is the corresponding B decay branching frac-
tion taken from the PDG (Beringer et al., 2012). The av-
erage production rates obtained for charged and neutral B
Table 23.2.1. The B and B0s channel fractions at the CM
energy of the Υ (5S).
Channel % / bb event % / B0s event
All B0s events 19.5
+3.0
−2.3
B∗0s B
∗0
s 90.1
+3.8
−4.0 ± 0.2
B∗0s B
0
s + B
0
sB
∗0
s 7.3
+3.3
−3.0 ± 0.1
B0sB
0
s 2.6
+2.6
−2.5
All B events 73.7± 3.2± 5.1
B+ mesons 72.1+3.9−3.8 ± 5.0
B0 mesons 77.0+5.8−5.6 ± 6.1
BB 5.5+1.0−0.9 ± 0.4
BB∗+B∗B 13.7± 1.3± 1.1
B∗B∗ 37.5+2.1−1.9 ± 3.0
BB π 0.0± 1.2± 0.3
BB∗π +B∗Bπ 7.3+2.3−2.1 ± 0.8
B∗B∗ π 1.0+1.4−1.3 ± 0.4
ISR to ﬁnal B 9.2+3.0−2.8 ± 1.0
mesons are shown in Table 23.2.1. The f(B+) and f(B0)
values are equal within uncertainties, which is consistent
with isospin symmetry. The average of the charged and
neutral B modes is (73.7± 3.2± 5.1)%.
The two-body channel branching fractions are mea-
sured; values are averaged over charged and neutral B
mesons. The mES projections are obtained for events in
the signal band (shown in Fig. 23.2.5(a)) and the projec-
tions are ﬁt with a function including signal and back-
ground terms (Fig. 23.2.5(b)). The shapes of the signal
components are taken from MC simulation, and those
of combinatorial background are modeled using sideband
data. The ﬁt region is restricted to the interval mES ∈
[5.268, 5.348]GeV/c2. The three peaks corresponding to
the BB, BB∗+B∗B and B∗B∗ channels (from left to
right) are clearly seen in Fig. 23.2.5(b). The matrix el-
ements responsible for three- and four-body decays are
not known, and the rates of three- and four-body contri-
butions cannot be obtained in a model-independent way
from a ﬁt to these mES distributions. The ﬁt results are
given in Table 23.2.1.
In order to reconstruct the three-body channels, an ad-
ditional charged pion produced directly via B(∗)B(∗) π+
is combined with two B(∗) mesons. For each charged pion
not included in the reconstructed B candidate, right-sign
B+π−, B0π−, B0π+, or B−π+ combinations are formed.
The reconstructed B candidates are selected from the
three-body signal region given by 5.37GeV/c2 < mES <
5.44GeV/c2 and |ΔE + mES − mB | < 0.03GeV. Then a
special variable ΔX = ΔEmis+mmisES −mB was calculated
for all selected Bπ candidates, where the variables mmisES
and ΔEmis are obtained for the missing B meson using
the energy and momentum of the reconstructed Bπ com-
bination in the CM frame. The ΔX variable reﬂects the
missing mass in the reconstructed Bπ system.
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Figure 23.2.5. (a) The Mbc = mES and ΔE scatter plot for
the B+ → J/ψK+ mode (data) from Drutskoy (2010). The
band indicates the signal region corresponding to the intervals
5.268GeV/c2 < mES < 5.440GeV/c
2 and |ΔE +mES −mB | <
0.03GeV. (b) The mES distribution in data after background
subtraction. The sum of the ﬁve signiﬁcant B decays (points
with error bars, see Table 23.2.1) and results of the ﬁt (his-
togram) used to extract the two-body channel fractions are
shown.
Figure 23.2.6(a) shows the ΔX distributions obtained
for MC simulatedBBπ+,BB∗π++B∗Bπ+,B∗B∗π+, and
BBππ events where the B+ → J/ψK+ mode is generated.
The background due to random charged tracks from the
unobserved B meson is also shown. The studied channel
contributions are well separated as seen in Fig. 23.2.6(a).
The reconstruction eﬃciency for the four-body channel
(the small peak on the rightmost part of Fig. 23.2.6(a)) is
small and model dependent.
Finally, the ΔX distribution obtained from the data
is shown in Fig. 23.2.6(b). This distribution is ﬁtted with
a function including four terms: three Gaussian distribu-
tions with ﬁxed shapes in order to describe the BBπ+,
BB∗π+ + B∗Bπ+, and B∗B∗π+ contributions, and a
second-order polynomial to describe the background. The
four-body channel contribution is negligible and is not in-
cluded in the ﬁt. The three-body channel fractions ob-
tained from the ﬁt are given in Table 23.2.1.
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Figure 23.2.6. (a) The ΔX = ΔEmis+mmisES −mB distribution
normalized to unity for MC simulated B+ → J/ψK+ decays
in the (peaks from left to right) BBπ+, BB∗π+ + B∗B π+,
B∗B∗π+, and BBππ channels. (b) The ΔX = ΔEmis+mmisES −
mB data distribution for right-sign B
−/0 π+ combinations for
the sum of the ﬁve studied B modes. Plots are from Drutskoy
(2010).
All results obtained on B and B0s channel fraction mea-
surements are summarized in Table 23.2.1. The fractions
for speciﬁc B0s channels for all events with B
0
s mesons
are taken from Louvot (2009). The diﬀerence between the
number of B events and the sum of all two-body or three-
body channels is assumed to be due to ISR producing
a system of lower CM energy with subsequent BB-pair
production. The ISR rate obtained using this assumption
agrees with theoretical expectations.
The measurement of fractions for speciﬁc B0s chan-
nels of all events with B0s mesons is discussed in the next
section. An unexpected feature of B0s production at the
Υ (5S) is the strong dominance of the B∗0s B
∗0
s channel.
The observed value is close to 90%, although initial the-
oretical estimates gives values of about 70%. Taking into
account the B event rate of (73.7±3.2±5.1)% and the B0s
event rate of fs = (19.5+3.0−2.2)% at the Υ (5S), there is still
room for unobserved transitions to non-BB ﬁnal states
with a bottomonium meson. The large fraction for the
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three-body BB∗π+B∗Bπ channel was not predicted theo-
retically and is not yet understood. The channel BBπ was
not observed and its production is probably suppressed
due to the 0− quantum numbers of all three ﬁnal particles
produced from the 1− initial state, which results in two
P -wave amplitudes.
23.3 Measurements of B0s decays at Υ (5S)
Branching fraction measurements discussed here are or-
dered in terms of decreasing value and cover semi-leptonic
B0s decays (Section 23.3.1); the Cabibbo favored de-
cays B0s → D(∗)−s π+(ρ+) and B0s → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s (Sec-
tions 23.3.2 and 23.3.3, respectively); color suppressed de-
cays (Section 23.3.4); charmless two-body decays (Sec-
tion 23.3.5); and ﬁnally loop (or penguin) decays (Sec-
tion 23.3.6).
23.3.1 B0s semileptonic branching fraction
Although BABAR performed no dedicated Υ (5S) running,
a scan was performed in 2008 in 5MeV steps covering the
CM energy (ECM) range 10.54GeV ≤ ECM ≤ 11.2GeV,
integrating a total of 4.25 fb−1 of data. These data are
used to study B0s production in this region and to obtain
a measurement of the inclusive B0s semileptonic branch-
ing fraction B(B0s → νX). Semileptonic decays of B0d
mesons have a large branching fraction to ﬁnal states in-
cluding a charm meson. Similarly semileptonic decays of
B0s mesons have large transition rates to ﬁnal states in-
cluding a Ds meson, which subsequently decays (15.7% of
the time (Beringer et al., 2012)) into a φ+anything ﬁnal
state. The BABAR analysis exploits the existence of the
Cabibbo-favored decay chain Bs → Ds → φ.
In 15MeV wide bins of ECM, BABAR measures the
yields of three inclusive processes in the scan data: the
yield of multi-hadronic events containing at least three
charged tracks and with Fox-Wolfram moment less than
or equal to 0.2 (the event yield), the inclusive yield of
events containing φ mesons (the φ yield), and the inclu-
sive yield of events containing a φ in coincidence with a
well-identiﬁed e or μ having a CM momentum exceeding
900MeV (the φ-lepton yield). The φ candidates are re-
constructed in the decay mode φ → K+K− from pairs
of tracks, with the highest probability to be kaons, that
are ﬁtted to a common vertex. Yields are determined by
binned maximum likelihood ﬁts to the K+K− invariant
mass distribution of the selected candidates in events with
(φ-lepton) and without (φ) a track passing the lepton se-
lection. The p.d.f. used to ﬁt the distribution consists of
a Voigt proﬁle174 signal peak on top of a background con-
sisting of the product of a threshold function opening at
2mK± and a linear factor. Each yield is normalized to
the number of events in the ECM bin which pass criteria
identifying them as e+e− → μ+μ− events.
174 The convolution of a Breit-Wigner with a Gaussian resolu-
tion function.
In order to remove the contribution from continuum
e+e− → qq events, where q = u, d, s, c, BABAR performs
the same measurements in a 7.89 fb−1 sample of data
taken 40MeV below the Υ (4S) mass and subtracts the oﬀ-
resonance yields from the yields obtained in each bin. The
value to be subtracted is corrected as a function of ECM
for the variation of the selection eﬃciency with energy as
deduced from simulation. With continuum contributions
to the yields removed, the remaining yield is the sum of
contributions from BB and B0sB
0
s events as follows:
Ch = RB [fssh + (1− fs)h] (23.3.1)
Cφ = RB
[
fs
s
φP (BsBs → φX)
+(1− fs)φP (BB → φX)
]
(23.3.2)
Cφ= RB
[
fs
s
φP (BsBs → φX)
+(1− fs)φP (BB → φX)
]
, (23.3.3)
where
fs ≡ NBs
NBu +NBd +NBs
(23.3.4)
is the ratio of B0s events to all b hadron events, RB =
σ(e+e− → B(s)B(s))/σ(e+e− → μ+μ−), and the eﬃcien-
cies (s)X and probabilities P (B(s)B(s) → φ()X) are pre-
sented schematically. The values of Ch, Cφ and Cφ across
the scanned region are shown in Fig. 23.3.1.
The ratio fs is obtained from the combination of Eqs
(23.3.1) and (23.3.2). The probability that a BB pair pro-
duces a φ meson scaled by the corresponding eﬃciency,
φP (BB → φX), is obtained by direct measurement of
the event and φ yields in an 18.55 fb−1 sample of data
taken at the Υ (4S) resonance, followed by the applica-
tion of Eqs (23.3.1) and (23.3.2) with fs = 0. The corre-
sponding probability in B0s events is estimated from previ-
ously measured branching fractions plus small corrections
from estimated Bs → ccφ and Bs → DDsX (followed
by D → φ) rates. The result, presented in 45MeV wide
bins, is seen in Fig. 23.3.2. The ratio, above threshold,
is observed to peak around the Υ (5S) mass and is small
elsewhere.
In order to extract the semileptonic branching frac-
tion, an estimate of P (B0sB
0
s → φX) as a function of
B(Bs → νX) is constructed using known branching frac-
tions plus the estimated ones mentioned earlier. This es-
timate separately treats leptons from events with one B0s
semileptonic decay, events with two B0s semileptonic de-
cays, and events in which neither B0s has decayed semi-
leptonically but instead a lepton from a charmed meson
has passed the lepton momentum selection. For the lat-
ter BABAR includes contributions from events with up to
two leptons coming from D±, D0, or D±s decays. Selec-
tion eﬃciencies for each case are determined separately
from simulation. Again the Υ (4S) data mentioned earlier
are used to obtain φP (BB → φX). With these esti-
mates, BABAR constructs a χ2 from the expected value of
φP (BsBs → φX), estimated as a function of B(Bs →
νX), and the value obtained by the measured quanti-
ties and Eqs (23.3.1) and (23.3.3). Minimization of this
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Figure 23.3.1. Relative values of the (a) event, (b) φ, and
(c) φ-lepton yields after continuum subtraction is performed.
Corrections for detector eﬃciency have not been applied. The
B0s production threshold is located at the dotted line. From
Lees (2012a).
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Figure 23.3.2. fs in 45MeV wide bins of ECM. The larger
blue error bars represent the sum in quadrature of statistical
and systematic uncertainties, while the inner ones show the
statistical uncertainty alone. The broken line denotes the B0s
threshold. From Lees (2012a).
χ2 with respect to the branching fraction yields B(Bs →
νX) = (9.5+2.5−2.0)%.
The dominant contribution to the systematic uncer-
tainty comes from the poor knowledge of the inclusive rate
B(Bs → DsX) (+8.72−13.58 events). Other sources include un-
certainties due to biases in the technique found using en-
sembles of simulated experiments (+0.39−10.00 events), see Sec-
tion 11.5.2; the impact of neglecting ISR and two-photon
contributions to the event subtraction (+1.57−7.14 events); es-
timated branching fractions used (±3.4 events); uncer-
tainties due to the use of particle identiﬁcation (±3.21
events); statistical uncertainties in the quantities deter-
mined from Υ (4S) data and daughter branching fractions
(±3.1 events); uncertainties in the selection eﬃciency ob-
tained by variation of the R2 and lepton momentum re-
quirements (+1.99−2.85 events); sensitivity to the background
parameterization and possible presence of scalar contri-
butions in the threshold region (±0.93 events); the un-
certainty in other world-average branching fractions used
(+0.52−0.54 events); and ﬁxed parameters used in the ﬁt to the
K+K− invariant mass distribution (+0.49−0.15 events).
With systematic uncertainties included, the ﬁnal re-
sult is found to be B(Bs → νX) = (9.5+2.5+1.1−2.0−1.9)%, in
good agreement with expectations from spectator pro-
cesses that would predict a similar branching fraction for
the B0 and the B0s . A more complete overview may be
found in Lees (2012a).
23.3.2 Cabibbo favored decays B0s → D(∗)−s π+(ρ+)
The B0s → D(∗)−s π+ and B0s → D(∗)−s ρ+ decays were
the ﬁrst processes studied by Belle at the Υ (5S). These
decays are described by Cabibbo-favored tree diagrams,
which have no suppression factors; therefore, relatively
large branching fractions are expected for these decays.
The decayB0s → D−s π+ was previously observed and stud-
ied with high statistics at the Tevatron experiments. How-
ever to identify the other three modes the neutral parti-
cles (γ from D∗−s and π
0 from ρ) have to be reconstructed,
which was not possible at other experiments; LHCb was
not in operation at that time. These decay modes were
the primary goals for observation at Belle.
Although the theoretical models used to describe these
decays are relatively simple, any experimental results on
these modes are welcome because they test the applica-
bility and accuracy of the basic approaches of B meson
theoretical calculations. In particular these decays are well
suited to test heavy-quark theories that predict, based on
SU(3) symmetry, similarities between the decay param-
eters of B0s mesons and their corresponding B
0 counter-
parts. These include the unitarized quark model (Torn-
qvist, 1984), heavy quark eﬀective theory (HQET; De-
andrea, Di Bartolomeo, Gatto, and Nardulli, 1993), and a
more recent approach based on chiral symmetry (Bardeen,
Eichten, and Hill, 2003).
Moreover, because of their large branching fractions,
these decays can be used to measure parameters in Υ (5S)
decays, such as the masses of the B0s and B
∗0
s mesons
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Figure 23.3.3. (a) Mbc = mES distribution of the
B0s → D−s π+ candidates with ΔE in the B∗0s B∗0s signal
region [−80,−17]MeV. (b) ΔE distribution of the B0s →
D−s π
+ candidates with Mbc in the B
∗0
s B
∗0
s signal region
[5.41, 5.43]GeV/c2. The diﬀerent ﬁtted components are shown
with dashed curves for the signal, dotted curves for the B0s →
D∗−s π
+ background, and dash-dotted curves for the contin-
uum. The total ﬁt is shown as a solid line. Plots are from
Louvot (2009).
and the relative fractions of diﬀerent Υ (5S) decay chan-
nels. Precisely measured branching fractions of these de-
cay modes can also be used as a primary normalization at
hadron colliders, where the absolute branching fractions
are diﬃcult to measure.
The B0s → D(∗)−s π+ and B0s → D(∗)−s ρ+ decays are
observed and studied by Belle using 23.6 fb−1 of data col-
lected at the Υ (5S) resonance CM energy region (Louvot,
2009, 2010). Evidence for theB0s → D(∗)∓s K± decay is also
found, at the level of 3.5σ, in these studies. The technique
used to identify B0s signals is described in Section 23.2
and only ﬁnal results are discussed here. Details of the
analyses are found in the original papers.
Two-dimensional unbinned extended maximum likeli-
hood ﬁts are applied to obtain the B0s → D(∗)−s π+ and
B0s → D(∗)−s ρ+ decay branching fractions. The mES and
ΔE projections of the two-dimensional distribution for
the decay B0s → D−s π+ are shown in Fig. 23.3.3 to-
gether with the ﬁt projections. Five additional parame-
ters were measured using this decay mode: the fractions
of the B0s pair production modes at the Υ (5S) energy,
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Figure 23.3.4. Left (right): Mbc = mES (ΔE) distributions
for B0s → D∗−s π+ (top) and B0s → D−s ρ+ (bottom) candidates
with ΔE (mES) restricted to the ±2.5σ B∗0s B∗0s signal region.
The blue solid curve is the total ﬁtted p.d.f., while the green
(black) dotted curve is the peaking (continuum) background
and the red dashed curve is the signal. Plots are from Louvot
(2010).
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Figure 23.3.5. Distributions for theB0s → D∗−s ρ+ candidates.
Top: Mbc = mES and ΔE distributions, as in the previous
ﬁgure. Bottom: distributions of the cosine of the helicity angles
of the D∗−s (left) and ρ
+ (right) with mES and ΔE restricted
to the B∗0s B
∗0
s kinematic region. The components of the total
p.d.f. (blue solid line) are shown separately: the black-dotted
curve is the background and the two red-dashed curves are the
signal. The large (small) signal component corresponds to the
longitudinal (transverse) signal. Plots are from Louvot (2010).
fB∗0s B∗0s
=
(
90.1+3.8−4.0 ± 0.2
)
%, fB∗0s B0s =
(
7.3+3.3−3.0 ± 0.1
)
%,
fB0sB0s
=
(
2.6+2.6−2.5
)
%, and the masses mB∗0s = (5416.4 ±
0.4± 0.5)MeV/c2 and mB0s = (5364.4± 1.3± 0.7)MeV/c2.
The Υ (5S)→ B∗0s B∗0s channel fraction is found to be large
and this channel strongly dominates over other channels.
A similar method is used to extract the branching frac-
tions for the other three decay modes. The mES and ΔE
projections of the two-dimensional distributions for the
decays B0s → D∗−s π+ and B0s → D−s ρ+ are shown in
Fig. 23.3.4. The mES and ΔE projections and helicity dis-
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Table 23.3.1. Top: measured branching fractions with sta-
tistical, systematic (without fs), and fs uncertainties, and
HQET predictions from the factorization hypothesis (Dean-
drea, Di Bartolomeo, Gatto, and Nardulli, 1993). Bottom:
branching fraction ratios where several systematic uncertain-
ties cancel out.
Mode B (10−3) BHQET (10−3)
B0s → D−s π+ 3.67+0.35−0.33+0.43−0.42 ± 0.49 2.8
B0s → D∗−s π+ 2.4+0.5−0.4 ± 0.3± 0.4 2.8
B0s → D−s ρ+ 8.5+1.3−1.2 ± 1.1± 1.3 7.5
B0s → D∗−s ρ+ 11.8+2.2−2.0 ± 1.7± 1.8 8.9
B0s → D∓s K± 0.24+0.12−0.10 ± 0.03± 0.03
Ratios
B(B0s → D∗−s π+)/B(B0s → D−s π+) = 0.65+0.15−0.13 ± 0.07
B(B0s → D−s ρ+)/B(B0s → D−s π+) = 2.3± 0.4± 0.2
B(B0s → D∗−s ρ+)/B(B0s → D−s π+) = 3.2± 0.6± 0.3
B(B0s → D∗−s ρ+)/B(B0s → D−s ρ+) = 1.4± 0.3± 0.1
tributions for the D∗−s and ρ are shown in Fig. 23.3.5 for
the decay B0s → D∗−s ρ+. As the latter decay is that of
a B0s meson decaying into a ﬁnal state with two vector
particles, one can perform an angular analysis of the ﬁnal
state in terms of the helicity angles (and angle between
decay planes) of the intermediate vector particles as de-
scribed in Chapter 12. A simpliﬁed angular analysis (in-
tegrating over the angle between the two decay planes) of
B0s → D∗−s ρ+ indicates strong dominance of the longitudi-
nal polarization: the obtained fraction of this component
is fL = 1.05+0.08−0.10(stat)
+0.03
−0.04(syst). This result is compati-
ble with expectations from HQET and na¨ıve factorization
computed for some Bu,d to two-vector particle ﬁnal states
(see Sections 17.3 and 17.4 for discussions of such states).
All branching fractions measured and their ratios are sum-
marized in Table 23.3.1. The results obtained are consis-
tent with theoretical predictions based on HQET (Dean-
drea, Di Bartolomeo, Gatto, and Nardulli, 1993) and are
similar to the corresponding B0 decay branching fractions.
23.3.3 Cabibbo favored decays B0s → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s
Belle has also used Υ (5S) data to measure B0s →
D
(∗)+
s D
(∗)−
s decays. An initial study was done using
23.6 fb−1 of data (Esen, 2010), while a subsequent study
uses the full 121.4 fb−1 data set (Esen, 2013). The ﬁ-
nal states reconstructed consist of D+(s)D
−
s , D
∗+
s D
−
s +
D∗−s D
+
(s) (≡ D∗±s D∓s ), and D∗+s D∗−s . These are expected
to be mostly CP -even, and their partial widths are ex-
pected to dominate the diﬀerence in widths between the
two B0s CP eigenstates, ΔΓ
CP
s (Aleksan, Le Yaouanc,
Oliver, Pe`ne, and Raynal, 1993). This parameter is equal
to ΔΓs/ cosφ12, where ΔΓs is the decay width diﬀer-
ence between the mass eigenstates, and φ12 is the CP -
violating phase in B0s -B
0
s mixing.
175 Thus the branch-
ing fraction gives a constraint in the ΔΓs-φ12 parame-
ter space. Both parameters can receive contributions from
new physics (Buras, Carlucci, Gori, and Isidori, 2010;
Lenz and Nierste, 2011; Ligeti, Papucci, Perez, and Zu-
pan, 2010).
The decays B0s → D+(s)D−s , D∗±s D∓s , and D∗+s D∗−s are
reconstructed via D+(s) → φπ+, K0S K+, K∗0K+, φρ+,
K0S K
∗+, and K∗0K∗+; charge-conjugate modes are im-
plicitly included. The daughter mesons are reconstructed
via K0S → π+π−, K∗0 → K+π−, K∗+ → K0Sπ+, φ →
K+K−, ρ+ → π+π0, and π0 → γγ. For the three vector-
pseudoscalar ﬁnal states, it is required that | cos θhel| >
0.20, where θhel is the angle between the momentum of
the charged daughter of the vector particle and the direc-
tion opposite the D+s momentum, evaluated in the rest
frame of the vector particle.
Belle combines D+(s) candidates with photon candi-
dates to reconstruct D∗+s → D+(s)γ decays. The mass dif-
ference M
D+s γ
−M
D+s
must be within 12.0 MeV/c2 of the
nominal value. Events are required to satisfy 5.25GeV/c2 <
mES < 5.45GeV/c2 and −0.15GeV < ΔE < 0.10 GeV.
Only small contributions from B0sB
0
s and B
0
sB
∗0
s events
are expected, and these contributions are ﬁxed relative
to B∗0s B
∗0
s according to the Belle measurement of B
0
s →
D−s π
+ decays (Louvot, 2009). Belle quotes ﬁtted signal
yields from B∗0s B
∗0
s only and uses these to determine the
branching fractions. Approximately half of the selected
events have multiple B0s → D(∗)+s D(∗)−s candidates. These
typically arise from photons produced via π0 → γγ that
are wrongly assigned as D∗+s daughters. For these events
the candidate that minimizes a χ2 constructed from the
reconstructed D+s and (if present) D
∗+
s masses is selected.
Background from e+e− → qq (q = u, d, s, c) is rejected
by using a Fisher discriminant based on a set of modi-
ﬁed Fox-Wolfram moments (see Section 9.5). The remain-
ing background consists of Υ (5S) → B(∗)s B(∗)s → D+s X,
Υ (5S) → BBX (bb hadronizes to B0, B0, or B±), and
B0s → D±sJ(2317)D(∗)s , D±sJ(2460)D(∗)s , or D±s D∓s π0. The
last three processes peak at negative ΔE, and their yields
are estimated to be small using analogous B0d → D±sJD(∗)
branching fractions. They are considered only when eval-
uating the systematic uncertainty due to backgrounds.
The signal yields are determined via a two-dimensional
unbinned maximum-likelihood ﬁt to the mES-ΔE dis-
tributions. The signal p.d.f.s have components for cor-
rectly reconstructed decays, “wrong combination” decays
in which a non-signal track or γ is included, and “cross-
feed” decays in which a D∗±s D
∓
s (D
∗+
s D
∗−
s ) is recon-
structed as a D+s D
−
s (D
+
s D
−
s or D
∗±
s D
∓
s ), or a D
+
s D
−
s
(D∗±s D
∓
s ) is reconstructed as a D
∗±
s D
∓
s or D
∗+
s D
∗−
s
(D∗+s D
∗−
s ). All signal shape parameters are taken from the
MC simulation and calibrated using B0s → D(∗)−s π+ and
175 Speciﬁcally, φ12=arg(−M12/Γ12), where M12 and Γ12 are
the oﬀ-diagonal elements of the B0s -B
0
s mass and decay matri-
ces. Also see Chapter 10.
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Table 23.3.2. The fractions of B0s signal events in % (from
MC simulation) reconstructed as correctly reconstructed (CR)
and wrong combination (WC) signal, and cross-feed events.
Cross-feed up and down are denoted by † and ‡, respectively.
Mode CR WC Cross-feed
D+s D
−
s 76.1 6.0 17.1 (D
∗±
s D
∓
s )
‡; 0.8 (D∗+s D
∗−
s )
‡
D∗±s D
∓
s 44.4 38.5 8.2 (D
+
s D
−
s )
†; 8.9 (D∗+s D
∗−
s )
‡
D∗+s D
∗−
s 31.8 37.6 2.0 (D
+
s D
−
s )
†; 28.6 (D∗±s D
∓
s )
†
Table 23.3.3. B∗0s B
∗0
s correctly reconstructed signal yield (Y )
and eﬃciency (ε), including intermediate branching fractions,
and resulting branching fraction (B). The ﬁrst uncertainties
listed are statistical; the others are systematic. The last error
for the sum is due to external factors (Υ (5S) → B∗0s B∗0s and
D+s branching fractions).
Mode Y ε B
(events) (×10−4) (%)
D+(s)D
−
s 33.1
+6.0
−5.4 4.72 0.58
+0.11
−0.09 ± 0.13
D∗±s D
∓
s 44.5
+5.8
−5.5 2.08 1.76
+0.23
−0.22 ± 0.40
D∗+s D
∗−
s 24.4
+4.1
−3.8 1.01 1.98
+0.33
−0.31
+0.52
−0.50
Sum 102.0+9.3−8.6 4.32
+0.42
−0.39
+0.56
−0.54 ± 0.88
B0 → D(∗)+s D− decays. The fractions of wrong combina-
tion signal and cross-feed down events are taken from MC
(see Table 23.3.2); the fractions of cross-feed up events are
ﬂoated as they are diﬃcult to simulate accurately (many
B0s partial widths are unmeasured).
176 As the cross-feed
down fractions are ﬁxed, the separate D+s D
−
s , D
∗±
s D
∓
s ,
and D∗+s D
∗−
s samples are ﬁtted simultaneously.
The projections of the ﬁt are shown in Fig. 23.3.6. The
ﬁtted correctly reconstructed signal yields are listed in Ta-
ble 23.3.3 along with signal eﬃciencies (including interme-
diate branching fractions from Nakamura et al., 2010) and
the resulting branching fractions. The signiﬁcance is cal-
culated as
√
2 ln(Lmax/L0), where Lmax and L0 are the
likelihood values when the signal yield is ﬂoated and when
it is set to zero, respectively. Systematic uncertainties on
the yield are included in the signiﬁcance by smearing the
likelihood function by a Gaussian distribution with width
corresponding to the total additive systematic uncertainty.
The signiﬁcance computed for D+(s)D
−
s , D
∗±
s D
∓
s , and
D∗+s D
∗−
s , is 11.5σ, 10.1σ and 7.8σ, respectively.
The systematic uncertainties are dominated by fac-
tors external to the analysis, i.e., fs (18%) and the D+(s)
branching fractions (8.6%). The uncertainty due to the
wrong combination and cross-feed fractions, which are taken
from the MC simulation, is ∼ 4.6% for D∗±s D∓s and ∼ 10%
176 Cross-feed up/down corresponds to a background event
type that is mis-reconstructed so as to move upward/downward
in ΔE in order to overlap with signal. For example a D+s D
−
s
ﬁnal state would have to be mis-reconstructed, including an
extra photon, in order to be reconstructed under the D∗+s D
−
s
peak in ΔE. This is an example of cross-feed up.
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Figure 23.3.6. (left) ΔE ﬁt projections for events satisfy-
ing Mbc = mES ∈ [5.41, 5.43]GeV/c2, and (right) mES ﬁt
projections for events satisfying ΔE ∈ [−0.08,−0.02]GeV.
The top row shows B0s → D+(s)D−s ; the middle row shows
B0s → D∗±s D∓s ; and the bottom row shows B0s → D∗+s D∗−s .
The red dashed curves show correctly reconstructed and wrong
combination signal; the blue dash-dotted curves show cross-
feed; the magenta dotted curves show background; and the
black solid curves show the total. Plots are from Esen (2013).
for D∗+s D
∗−
s . The fraction of longitudinal D
∗+
s D
∗−
s polar-
ization fL for this measurement is taken to be the value
from the analogous decay B0d → D∗+s D∗−: 0.52± 0.05 (Be-
ringer et al., 2012). The systematic error is taken to be the
change in signal yield when fL is varied over a wide range:
from 2σ higher than 0.52 down to the low central value
measured by Belle (see below). This error is less than three
events on each of the modes.
In the limits of mb,c →∞ with (mb−2mc)→ 0 and Nc
(number of colors)→∞, the D∗±s D∓s and D∗+s D∗−s modes
are CP -even and (along with D+s D
−
s ) saturate the width
diﬀerence ΔΓCPs (Aleksan, Le Yaouanc, Oliver, Pe`ne, and
Raynal, 1993). Assuming negligible CP violation (φs ≈ 0),
the branching fraction is related to ΔΓs via ΔΓs/Γs =
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2B/(1− B). Inserting the total B from Table 23.3.3 gives
ΔΓs/Γs = 0.090± 0.009(stat)± 0.023(syst), which is con-
sistent with the HFAG average (Asner et al., 2011). This
result has similar precision to that of recent measure-
ments (Aaij et al., 2012h; Aaltonen et al., 2012b). The
central value is consistent with, but lower than, the the-
oretical prediction (Lenz and Nierste, 2011); the diﬀer-
ence may be due to the unknown CP -odd component in
B0s → D∗+s D∗−s , and contributions from three-body ﬁnal
states. The former is estimated to be only 6% for analo-
gous B0 → D∗+s D∗− decays (Rosner, 1990), but the latter
are expected to be signiﬁcant: Chua, Hou, and Shen (2011)
calculate
ΔΓ(B0s → D(∗)s D(∗)K(∗))/Γs = 0.064 ± 0.047. This cal-
culation predicts ΔΓs/Γs from D
(∗)+
s D
(∗)−
s alone to be
0.102± 0.030, which agrees well with the Belle result.
In addition to measuring the branching fractions,
Belle also measures the longitudinal polarization frac-
tion (fL) of B
0
s → D∗+s D∗−s . To measure fL, Belle per-
forms an unbinned maximum likelihood ﬁt to the co-
sine of the helicity angles θ1 and θ2, where θ1,2 are
the angles between the daughter γ momentum and the
direction opposite to the B0s momentum in the D
∗+
s
and D∗−s rest frames, respectively. The angular dis-
tribution is
(|A+|2 + |A−|2) (cos2 θ1 + 1) (cos2 θ2 + 1) +
|A0|24 sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2, where A+, A−, and A0 are the three
polarization amplitudes in the helicity basis (see Chap-
ter 12). The fraction fL equals |A0|2/(|A0|2 + |A+|2 +|A−|2). To account for resolution and eﬃciency variation,
the signal p.d.f.s are taken from MC. The result is
fL = 0.06
+0.18
−0.17 ± 0.03 , (23.3.5)
where the systematic errors are dominated by the ﬁxed
wrong combination signal fractions (+0.013,−0.015) and
the ﬁxed background level (±0.022). The helicity angle
distributions and ﬁt projections are shown in Fig. 23.3.7.
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Figure 23.3.7. Helicity angle distributions and projections of
the ﬁt result for B0s → D∗+s D∗−s . The red dashed (blue dash-
dotted) curves show the transverse (longitudinal) components;
the magenta dotted curves show background; and the black
solid curves show the total. Plots are from Esen (2013).
23.3.4 Color suppressed decays B0s → J/ψη(′) and
B0s → J/ψf0(980)
Belle uses 121.4 fb−1 of data accumulated at the Υ (5S)
resonance to search for, and observe, exclusive color-
suppressed B0s decays with an underlying b → ccs
quark transition. Among these, the pure CP -eigenstate
ﬁnal state decays B0s → J/ψf0(980) and B0s → J/ψη(′)
are of special interest. These decays, which were not yet
observed, could be used in the future to study time-
dependent CP asymmetries. In addition the ratio of the
B0s → J/ψη′ and J/ψη branching fractions constitutes a
test of η − η′ mixing.
The study of the B0s → J/ψf0(980) decay is described
in detail in Li (2011). The reconstruction of the decay
mode B0s → J/ψf0(980) includes f0(980) decaying into
two charged pions. The main backgrounds are from the
inclusive decays B0s , B
0
d, and B
+ → J/ψX, where the con-
tributions from B0s → J/ψη′ and B+ → J/ψ(K+, π+) are
modeled exclusively and set to their known branching frac-
tions. Since the f0(980) resonance is wide, ∼ 60MeV/c2,
we need to describe the Mππ spectrum using the Flatte´
formula with a phase-space factor, and the f0(1370) line-
shape is described using a relativistic Breit-Wigner. Both
of these line shapes are described in Section 13.2.1. A two-
dimensional ﬁt with the variables ΔE and Mππ is per-
formed to extract the signal yield, where the mES signal
region corresponding to the B∗0s B
∗0
s channel was chosen.
The data surprisingly also show an enhancement around
Mππ ∼ 1400MeV/c2, where the ΔE distribution is also
strongly peaked (see Fig. 23.3.8). Thus Belle includes the
contribution from the f0(1370) resonance coherently with
the f0(980) resonance in the Mππ signal ﬁt model.
Studies of the decay modes B0s → J/ψη and J/ψη′
are described in (Li, 2012). Five η and η′ sub-channels are
reconstructed, η → γγ, η → π+π−π0, η′ → η(γγ)π+π−,
η′ → η(π+π−π0)π+π− and η′ → ρ0γ. To use as much
information as possible, a simultaneous ﬁt to the two-
dimensional ΔE -mES distributions of all ﬁve sub-channels
is performed in order to extract the branching fraction.
The signal includes contributions from all three B0s pro-
duction channels Υ (5S) → B(∗)0s B(∗)0s . The ﬁt results are
shown in Fig. 23.3.8.
Belle observes the three decay modes and measures
their branching fractions:
B(B0s → J/ψf0(980); f0(980)→ π+π−)
= (1.16+0.31−0.19
+0.15
−0.17
+0.26
−0.18)× 10−4,
B(B0s → J/ψη) = (5.10± 0.50± 0.25+1.14−0.79)× 10−4,
B(B0s → J/ψη′) = (3.71± 0.61± 0.18+0.83−0.57)× 10−4,
(23.3.6)
where the three quoted uncertainties are statistical, sys-
tematic, and from N
B
(∗)0
s B
(∗)0
s
. Evidence for the decay with
the f0(1370) is also found and the branching fraction
B(B0s → J/ψf0(1370); f0(1370)→ π+π−)
= (0.34+0.11−0.14
+0.03
−0.02
+0.08
−0.05)× 10−4 (23.3.7)
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Figure 23.3.8. Data ﬁt projections for B0s → J/ψ π+π− (top
two plots), B0s → J/ψ η (η → γγ) and B0s → J/ψ η′ (η′ → ργ)
(bottom two plots, respectively). The J/ψ π+π− Mππ (ΔE)
distributions are for events in the ΔE (f0(980)) signal region.
The J/ψ η(′) ΔE distributions are for events in the mES signal
region. The dotted curves show the total background contri-
bution. Plots are from Li (2011, 2012).
is measured, where the signiﬁcance of the signal is 4.2σ.
The quoted uncertainties are statistical, systematic, and
from N
B
(∗)0
s B
(∗)0
s
, respectively. The observed J/ψ helicity
distributions corresponding to f0(980) and f0(1370) sig-
nals are consistent with scalar ππ resonances.
The ratio obtained for the two branching fractions
B(B0s → J/ψη′)
B(B0s → J/ψη)
= 0.73± 0.14(stat)± 0.02(syst)
(23.3.8)
is smaller than the expected value 1.04 ± 0.04 calculated
from other η−η′ mixing measurements at the level of 2.1σ.
The measured production channel fractions fB∗0s B∗0s and
fB∗0s B0s
from the Bs → J/ψη(′) study are consistent with
averages from other measurements.
23.3.5 Charmless decays B0s → hh, h = π,K
Belle uses 23.6 fb−1 of data to search for the two-body
charmless decays B0s → K+K−, B0s → K0K0, B0s →
K−π+, and B0s → π+π−. The branching fractions for
these modes may exhibit direct CP asymmetries, as has
been observed for B0d → K±π∓ decays. In addition, mea-
surement of the K+K− and π+π− time-dependent CP
asymmetries yields information on the CKM phases φ1
and φ3 . While the all-charged ﬁnal states have also been
studied at hadron collider experiments (Aaij et al., 2012d;
Aaltonen et al., 2009b; Abulencia et al., 2006c; Morello,
2007), the K0K0 ﬁnal state is diﬃcult to reconstruct at a
hadron collider but is well-suited to an e+e− experiment.
Details of the analysis are found in Peng (2010). To
select B0s decays, events are required to satisfy mES ∈
[5.35, 5.45]GeV/c2 and ΔE ∈ [−0.20, 0.20]GeV; this re-
gion is referred to as the ﬁtting region. Within this region a
smaller signal region is deﬁned: mES ∈ [5.40, 5.43]GeV/c2
and ΔE ∈ [−0.10, 0.00]GeV. The signal region corresponds
to e+e− → B∗0s B∗0s production.
To suppress the large backgrounds from e+e− → qq
continuum production, a Fisher discriminant based on a
set of modiﬁed Fox-Wolfram moments is used. This dis-
criminant is used to calculate the likelihood that an event
is signal (Ls) or background (Lqq). A requirement is then
made on the ratio Ls/Lqq. After this requirement, there
are 300, 444, 188, and 345 candidates remaining in the ﬁt-
ting regions for K+K−, K−π+, π+π−, and K0K0 modes,
respectively.
The signal yields are obtained from an unbinned ex-
tended maximum likelihood ﬁt to the mES and ΔE distri-
butions. Projections of the ﬁt are shown in Fig. 23.3.9, and
the ﬁt results along with corresponding branching frac-
tions or 90% C.L. upper limits are listed in Table 23.3.4.
A signiﬁcant signal is observed for the K+K− ﬁnal
state; the signiﬁcance is 5.8σ. Systematic uncertainty is
included in the signiﬁcance by convolving the likelihood
function with a Gaussian having a width equal to the total
systematic uncertainty associated with the ﬁtting proce-
dure. The 90% C.L. upper limits (B90%) in Table 23.3.4
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Figure 23.3.9. Distributions of ΔE (left) and Mbc = mES
(right) with ﬁtted distributions superimposed for K+K− (a,b),
K+π− (c,d), π+π− (e,f), and K0K0 (g,h) events. The ΔE
(mES) distributions are for events within the signal region for
mES (ΔE). The red dot-dashed curves show the signal com-
ponent; the grey dashed curves show the qq background; the
green dotted curves in the K−π+ plots show the K+K− cross-
feed; and the blue solid curves show the total. Plots are from
Peng (2010).
Table 23.3.4. Signal yields, signiﬁcances (Σ), reconstruction
eﬃciencies (), and either the branching fraction or 90% C.L.
upper limit for charmless two-body B0s decays. The ﬁrst error
listed is statistical, the second error is systematic, and the third
error is due to the B
(∗)0
s B
(∗)0
s fraction fs.
Mode Yield Σ (%) B (10−5)
K+K− 23.4+5.5−6.3 5.8 24.5 3.8
+1.0
−0.9 ± 0.5± 0.5
K−π+ 5.4+5.1−4.3 1.2 21.0 < 2.6
π+π− −2.0+2.3−1.5 − 14.4 < 1.2
K0K0 5.2+5.0−4.3 1.2 8.0 < 6.6
are obtained by integrating the likelihood function:∫ B90%
0
L(B) dB = 0.9×
∫ 1
0
L(B) dB . (23.3.9)
This method assumes a uniform prior distribution for B.
The K−π+ and π+π− limits are consistent with, but have
less sensitivity than, results from CDF (Aaltonen et al.,
2009b; Morello, 2007). At the time of writing, there were
no other limits on B0s → K0K0.
23.3.6 Penguin decays B0s → φγ, B0s → γγ
Belle uses 23.6 fb−1 of data to search for the radiative
penguin decay B0s → φγ and the penguin annihilation de-
cay B0s → γγ. The Standard Model predictions for these
processes are (3 − 6) × 10−5 and (5 − 10) × 10−7, re-
spectively (Ali, Pecjak, and Greub, 2008; Ball, Jones, and
Zwicky, 2007; Bosch and Buchalla, 2002a; Chang, Lin, and
Yao, 1997; Reina, Ricciardi, and Soni, 1997). Both decays
proceed via internal loop diagrams and thus are sensitive
to new physics at high energy scales occurring within the
loops. For example, supersymmetric models with broken
R parity (Gemintern, Bar-Shalom, and Eilam, 2004) and
two-Higgs doublet models (Aliev and Iltan, 1998) can in-
crease the B0s → γγ branching fraction by an order of
magnitude over the Standard Model prediction. As dis-
cussed in Section 17.2, a branching ratio measurement of
B0s → γγ could be used in the determination of |Vtd/Vts|.
Details of these analyses are found in Wicht (2008).
Neutral φ mesons are reconstructed via φ → K+K−, in
which the K+K− invariant mass is required to be within
12MeV/c2 (∼ 2.5σ) of the nominal φ mass. For the B0s →
γγ decay, only photons reconstructed within the barrel re-
gion of the ECL (33◦ < θ < 128◦) are used. To select B0s
decays, events are required to satisfy mES > 5.3GeV/c2,
ΔE < 0.40GeV, and either ΔE > −0.40GeV for B0s →
φγ or ΔE > −0.70GeV for B0s → γγ. To reject large back-
grounds from continuum production, especially e+e− →
qqγ in which a high energy γ is produced, a Fisher dis-
criminant based on a set of Fox-Wolfram moments is used.
The signal yields are obtained from an unbinned ex-
tended maximum likelihood ﬁt to the mES, ΔE, and, for
B0s → φγ, cos θhel distributions. The helicity angle θhel is
deﬁned as the angle between the B0s and the K
+ in the
φ rest frame. Signal events should follow a 1 − cos2 θhel
distribution, while qq continuum background events tend
to be distributed ﬂat in cos θhel. The ﬁt obtains separate
signal yields for e+e− → B0sB0s, B∗sB0s , and B∗sB∗s produc-
tion, but only the last of these is used to determine the
branching fractions. The projections of the ﬁt are shown
in Figs 23.3.10 and 23.3.11, and the ﬁt results are listed
in Table 23.3.5.
A signiﬁcant signal is observed for B0s → φγ. The
signiﬁcance is calculated as
√
2 ln(Lmax/L0), where Lmax
and L0 are the likelihood values when the signal yield is
ﬂoated and when it is set to zero, respectively; the result
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solid curves show the signal contribution; the dashed curves
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plane; the dashed lines denote the signal region used to calcu-
late the branching fraction. Plots are from Wicht (2008).
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Figure 23.3.11. Mbc = mES and ΔE projections for B
0
s →
γγ. The points with error bars show the data; the thin solid
curves show the signal contribution; the dashed curves show
the continuum contribution; and the thick solid curves show
the total. In the mES ﬁgure, the signals (negative) from
e+e− → B0sB0s, B∗0s B0s, and B∗0s B∗0s appear from left to right.
Plots are from Wicht (2008).
is 5.5σ. Systematic uncertainties are evaluated by vary-
ing ﬁxed parameters in the ﬁt by ±1σ, reﬁtting, and tak-
ing the resulting change in the branching fraction as the
systematic uncertainty associated with that parameter.
The systematic uncertainty is included in the signiﬁcance
by calculating the signiﬁcance using the lowest value of
Lmax obtained when evaluating individual systematic un-
certainties. The resulting 5.5σ signiﬁcance constitutes the
Table 23.3.5. Fitted signal yields, and either the branching
fraction or 90% C.L. upper limit. The ﬁrst error listed is sta-
tistical, and the second is systematic.
Mode SB0sB0s SB∗0s B0s SB∗0s B∗0s B (10
−6)
φγ −0.7+2.5−1.6 0.5+2.9−1.9 18+6−5 57+18−15+12−11
γγ −4.7+3.9−2.8 −0.8+4.8−3.8 −7.3+2.4−2.0 < 8.7
observation of a radiative decay of the B0s meson. The
measured branching fraction is in agreement with theo-
retical predictions.
The 90% C.L. upper limit for the B0s → γγ branching
fraction (B90%) is obtained using the same method as for
the two-body decays (see Eq. 23.3.9) by integrating the
likelihood function assuming a uniform prior in B. Sys-
tematic uncertainties are included by convolving the like-
lihood function with Gaussian distributions corresponding
to each systematic error contribution. The resulting up-
per limit of 8.7 × 10−6 is a signiﬁcant improvement over
previous limits and about one order of magnitude above
the SM prediction.
23.4 Conclusion
B0s mesons were studied using data collected in the Υ (5S)
energy region with an e+e− collider by the B Factories.
Many new B0s decays are observed, and branching frac-
tions for several B0s decays are measured with a precision
comparable with that of existing results.
B0s measurements at the Υ (5S), when compared with
the measurements at hadron-hadron colliders, have the
following advantages:
1. Channels with neutral particles, such as photons, π0’s,
or η mesons are precisely measured. The beneﬁt is most
prominent in the case of reconstruction of low energy
photons or several neutral particles in an event.
2. Missing mass methods are used with the partial recon-
struction technique, due to the low momenta of the B0s
mesons in the Υ (5S) rest frame.
3. The almost 100% trigger eﬃciency is an advantage of
the B Factory experiments. No special procedures have
to be used to estimate the trigger eﬃciencies.
4. The full number of B0s mesons in a data sample is
calculated with a small systematic uncertainty. This
allows one to measure absolute -rather than relative-
branching fractions.
The most important disadvantages of B0s meson stud-
ies at the Υ (5S) are the smaller initial number of B0s
mesons, the lack of ability to resolve B0s oscillations (hence
it is not possible to perform time-dependent CP analyses),
and the necessity to choose between data taking at the
Υ (5S) and Υ (4S). In general B0s meson studies with e
+e−
colliders at the Υ (5S) and at hadron-hadron machines are
complementary and together provide the best coverage of
the whole spectrum of the most interesting decay chan-
nels.
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Table 23.4.1. Measured B0s branching fractions with statistical, systematic (without fs), and fs uncertainties are shown. If
no signiﬁcant signal is observed the 90% C.L. upper limit is given. If the third uncertainty is absent, the second uncertainty
includes both systematic uncertainties. The corresponding B0 branching fractions from PDG Beringer et al. (2012) are also
shown for comparison.
B0s mode B B0 mode B [PDG]
B0s → D−s π+ (3.67+0.35−0.33+0.43−0.42 ± 0.49)× 10−3 B0 → D−π+ (2.68± 0.13)× 10−3
B0s → D∗−s π+ (2.4+0.5−0.4 ± 0.3± 0.4)× 10−3 B0 → D∗−π+ (2.76± 0.13)× 10−3
B0s → D−s ρ+ (8.5+1.3−1.2 ± 1.1± 1.3)× 10−3 B0 → D−ρ+ (7.8± 1.3)× 10−3
B0s → D∗−s ρ+ (11.8+2.2−2.0 ± 1.7± 1.8)× 10−3 B0 → D∗−ρ+ (6.8± 0.9)× 10−3
B0s → D∓s K± (2.4+1.2−1.0 ± 0.3± 0.3)× 10−4 B0 → D−K+ (1.97± 0.21)× 10−4
B0s → D+s D−s B0 → D−D+s (7.2± 0.8)× 10−3
B0s → D∗±s D∓s B0 → D∗±D∓s (1.54± 0.19)× 10−2
B0s → D∗+s D∗−s B0 → D∗−D∗+s (1.77± 0.14)× 10−2
B0s → J/ψη (5.10± 0.50± 0.25+1.14−0.79)× 10−4 B0 → J/ψK0 (8.74± 0.32)× 10−4
B0s → J/ψη′ (3.71± 0.61± 0.18+0.83−0.57)× 10−4 B0 → J/ψK0 (8.74± 0.32)× 10−4
B0s → J/ψf0(980), (1.16+0.31−0.19+0.15−0.17+0.26−0.18)× 10−4
f0(980)→ π+π−
B0s → K+K− (3.8+1.0−0.9 ± 0.5± 0.5)× 10−5 B0 → K+π− (1.94± 0.06)× 10−5
B0s → K−π+ < 2.6× 10−5
B0s → π+π− < 1.2× 10−5
B0s → K0K¯0 < 6.6× 10−5
B0s → φγ (5.7+1.8−1.5+1.2−1.1)× 10−5 B0 → K∗0γ (4.33± 0.15)× 10−5
B0s → γγ < 8.7× 10−6
The B0s decay branching fractions measured at the
Υ (5S) are summarized in Table 23.4.1. The branching
fractions of the corresponding B0 decays are also shown
for comparison.
The results obtained demonstrate that the B0s and B
0
meson branching fractions are consistent within uncertain-
ties. The B0s branching fractions with η and η
′ mesons in
the ﬁnal state are expected to be about 1/3 of the corre-
sponding B0 branching fractions with a K0, because the
η(′) meson is assumed to be approximately one third ss¯.
The results indicate that the larger mass of the s-quark,
compared with the mass of the d-quark, does not result
in signiﬁcant rearrangement of the intrinsic structure of
the B meson, consisting of both heavy and light quarks. It
should also be noted that Belle did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant
deviations of the experimentally measured B0s branching
fractions from the corresponding theoretical predictions.
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Chapter 24
QCD-related physics
Although the main objective of the B Factories is the
study of ﬂavor physics and weak decays, some additional
insights on QCD-related physics have been gained. From
the data of both BABAR and Belle, the functions for the
fragmentation of light quarks into light hadrons and for
the fragmentation of the charm quark into charmed mesons
and baryons have been extracted with improved precision.
Not only the unpolarized, but also the spin-dependent
fragmentation functions have been measured, adding a
crucial input to studies of transverse quark polarization
in the nucleon.
Another QCD-related issue is the search for exotic
states. While charmonium-like exotic states are discussed
in Section 18.3, searches for exotic states composed of light
quarks are described in Section 24.2. Searches for such
states have been performed by BABAR and Belle, showing
no evidence for any of the previously claimed pentaquark
states nor for any other member of the pentaquark family.
24.1 Fragmentation
Editors:
Fabio Anulli (BABAR)
Ralf Seidl (Belle)
Shunzo Kumano (theory)
Additional section writers:
Dave Muller
24.1.1 Introduction
A consequence of the conﬁning property of the strong in-
teraction is that energetic quarks and gluons produced
in high-energy collisions appear as collimated “jets” of
hadrons. The process by which this occurs, called frag-
mentation, is understood qualitatively, but there are few
quantitative theoretical predictions. A better understand-
ing of this process is desirable as a probe of the strong
interaction, and an empirical understanding is essential to
the interpretation of much current and future high-energy
data, in which the observable products of interactions and
decays of heavy particles, known and yet to be discov-
ered, appear as hadronic jets. The intrinsic properties of
jets are best studied in e+e− annihilation, where hadrons
originate from primordial quarks and antiquarks, which
are produced back-to-back in the CM frame. This kind of
process leads to ﬁnal sates with two jets, in case hard glu-
ons are emitted by the quarks three and more jet events
emerge.
Jets can be characterized by their overall structure,
e.g. shape, energy ﬂow, etc., and by the number, types
and momentum spectra of hadrons produced. These prop-
erties depend on the energy, mass, charge and spin of the
quark or gluon that initiated the jet. The initial quark is
contained in a leading hadron that carries its ﬂavor, per-
haps its spin, and a fraction of its energy that is higher,
on average, for heavier quarks. Additional qq pairs are
produced from the vacuum to form the other hadrons in
the jet, with probabilities that depend strongly on the
quark mass, with ss pairs being suppressed with respect
to uu and dd pairs by a factor of roughly three, and heav-
ier quarks by much larger factors. In this way, c and b
jets generally contain a single D or B hadron with typi-
cally more than half the jet energy, along with a few softer
hadrons. However, the leading heavy hadron decays into a
number of softer particles that inﬂuence the jet structure.
Lighter ﬂavor jets contain more primary hadrons with a
broader range of momentum.
Hadron-production processes in high-energy reactions
are also important for investigating properties of quark-
hadron matter in heavy-ion collisions and for ﬁnding the
origin of the nucleon spin in polarized lepton-nucleon and
nucleon-nucleon reactions. In describing the hadron-pro-
duction cross sections in high-energy reactions, fragmen-
tation functions (FFs) are essential quantities. A fragmen-
tation function quantiﬁes the probability of producing a
particular hadron h in a jet initiated by a particular par-
ton. They are measured most directly by the hadron pro-
ductions in electron-positron annihilation, e+e− → hX,
where h is the hadron under investigation and X is the
rest of the hadronic ﬁnal state.
In e+e− annihilation the initial partonic state is rather
simple and can be described by a quark-antiquark pair at
leading order in the strong coupling αS. In single γ ex-
change (see Fig. 24.1.1), the relative production of quark
ﬂavors is given by the charge squared of the quarks. At en-
ergy scales below the open bottom threshold the produc-
tion of uu and cc pairs amounts to 40% each, and that of
dd and ss pairs to 10% each. The cross section for hadron
production e+ + e− → h + X is described by a quark-
antiquark pair creation by the reaction e+e− → qq¯ and
higher-order corrections such as e+e− → qq¯g, and then by
a fragmentation process to create a hadron h from quark
(q), antiquark (q¯), or gluon (g). The hadron multiplicity177
is deﬁned by the hadron-production cross section and the
total hadronic cross section (Ellis, Stirling, and Webber,
1996) σtot = σe+e−→qq¯:
Fh(z,Q2) =
1
σtot
dσ(e+e− → hX)
dz
, (24.1.1)
where the variable Q2 is the virtual photon momentum
squared in e+e− → γ, and it is given by Q2 = s, with √s
being the CM energy. The variable z is the hadron energy
Eh scaled to the beam energy
√
s/2:
z ≡ Eh√
s/2
=
2Eh
Q
. (24.1.2)
177 The hadron multiplicity is often also called fragmentation
function despite being a diﬀerent object.
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Figure 24.1.1. Typical hadron-production process in
electron-positron annihilation (e+ + e− → h+X).
The total cross section is described by the qq¯-pair creation
processes, e+e− → γ → qq¯ and higher-order corrections:
σtot =
4πα2
s
∑
q
e2q
[
1 +
αS(Q2)
π
+ · · ·
]
. (24.1.3)
At CM energies higher than those available at B factories,
Z0 exchange must be taken into account, as it modiﬁes the
total cross section and the ﬂavor composition, but not the
FF for a given ﬂavor.
The hadron multiplicities are related to the actual frag-
mentation functions which are deﬁned as parton densities
for inclusively detecting a hadron h with fractional energy
z from an initial state parton q. Sometimes FFs are also
obtained as a diﬀerential in the fractional energy and the
hadron transverse momentum Ph,⊥ relative to the initial
parton energy and can also depend on the parton and
hadron spin orientations, d2σ/dzdPh,⊥. The fragmenta-
tion process is described by the sum of hadrons produced
from primary quarks, antiquarks, and gluons (Ellis, Stir-
ling, and Webber, 1996):
Fh(z,Q2) =
∑
i
Ci(z, αS)⊗Dhi (z,Q2). (24.1.4)
Here, Dhi (z,Q
2) is a fragmentation function of the hadron
h created by a parton i (= u, d, s, ···, g), and it indicates
the probability of producing the hadron h, from the parton
i with the energy fraction z at the momentum squared
scale Q2. The convolution integral ⊗ is deﬁned by
f(z)⊗ g(z) =
∫ 1
z
dy
y
f(y)g
(
z
y
)
. (24.1.5)
The simplest FF is this unpolarized FF Dhi (z,Q
2). Po-
larized FFs also exist and are discussed in Section 24.1.3.
Although the FF has the meaning of the production prob-
ability in the leading order (LO) of the running coupling
constant αS, it is a scheme-dependent quantity if higher-
order corrections are taken into account. The coeﬃcient
function Ci(z, αS) is trivial at leading order. At next-to-
leading order (NLO), quark-gluon splitting appears, the
corresponding coeﬃcient functions are needed, and the
gluon FF appears. The NLO results are listed, for exam-
ple, in Kretzer (2000) and Albino, Kniehl, and Kramer
(2005, 2008) for the modiﬁed minimal subtraction (MS)
scheme. The coeﬃcient functions are now known to the
NNLO level for the unpolarized case (Mitov, Moch, and
Vogt, 2006).
A sum rule exists for the FFs because of energy con-
servation. As the variable z is the energy fraction for the
produced hadron, its sum weighted by the fragmentation
functions should be unity:
∑
h
∫ 1
0
dz z Dhi (z,Q
2) ≡
∑
h
Mhi = 1, (24.1.6)
where Mhi is the second moment of D
h
i (z,Q
2). The mean-
ing of this result is that the sum of all ﬁnal state hadrons’
fractional energies integrated over the energy fraction has
to retain the initial parton’s energy. Not all of the hadrons
are observed experimentally, so that in practice it is not
possible to conﬁrm this sum rule precisely from measure-
ments. However, it is a useful relation in determining the
FFs when performing a global analysis by providing a con-
straint on their magnitude.
As this hadron formation takes place at small
masses and low energies it can only be described non-
perturbatively. In the parton model, the fragmentation
function is deﬁned by (Brock et al., 1995; Collins, 1993)
Dhi (x) =
∑
X
∫
dy−
24π
eik
+y−Tr
[
γ+
〈
0
∣∣ψi(0, y−, 0⊥)∣∣h,X〉
× 〈h,X∣∣ψ¯i(0)∣∣ 0 〉] ,
(24.1.7)
where k is the parent quark momentum, the light-cone no-
tation is deﬁned by a± = (a0 ± a3)/√2, the variable z is
then given by z = p+h /k
+ with the hadron momentum ph,
and ⊥ is the transverse direction to the third coordinate.
To be precise, a gauge link needs to be introduced in Eq.
(24.1.7) so as to satisfy color gauge invariance. In the par-
ton model, fragmentation functions are generally deﬁned
in a similar way as the parton distribution functions, how-
ever they cannot be calculated by lattice simulations due
to the hadron in the ﬁnal state.
The Q2 evolution for the fragmentation functions is
calculated by perturbative QCD in the same way as the
one for the parton distribution functions. It is given by the
time-like DGLAP (Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-
Parisi) evolution equations (Ellis, Stirling, and Webber,
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1996; Hirai and Kumano, 2011):
∂
∂ lnQ2
Dh
q+i
(z,Q2) =
αS(Q2)
2π
[∑
j
Pqjqi(z)⊗Dhq+j (z,Q
2)
+ 2Pgq(z)⊗Dhg (z,Q2)
]
,
∂
∂ lnQ2
Dhg (z,Q
2) =
αS(Q2)
2π
[
Pqg(z)⊗
∑
j
Dh
q+j
(z,Q2)
+ Pgg(z)⊗Dhg (z,Q2)
]
,
(24.1.8)
where Dhq+(x,Q
2) denotes the fragmentation-function
combination Dhq (x,Q
2) + Dhq¯ (x,Q
2). The functions
Pqjqi(z), Pgq(z), Pqg(z), and Pgg(z) are splitting func-
tions, where the oﬀ-diagonal elements Pgq(z) and Pqg(z)
are interchanged in the splitting-function matrix from the
parton distribution function case (Ellis, Stirling, and Web-
ber, 1996). One should note that the time-like functions
are slightly diﬀerent from the space-like ones in the next-
to-leading order (Ellis, Stirling, and Webber, 1996).
There are measurements of the FFs in electron-positron
annihilation at various center-of-mass energies. However,
they are not accurate enough to determine precise func-
tional forms. Data were taken mainly in the Z-mass region
at the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) and Large Electron-
Positron Collider (LEP), which means that the scaling vio-
lation has not been determined precisely for the multiplic-
ities. The FFs still have large uncertainties, particularly
for the so-called disfavored functions (such as Dπ
−
u (z,Q
2),
i.e. the function describing a π− creation from an initial
u quark - as opposed to the favored FF Dπ
+
u (x,Q
2)), even
for the pion, and there are large discrepancies among the
obtained FFs from diﬀerent global analysis groups.
The Belle and BABAR data play an important role in
the accurate determination of the FFs by extending the
kinematical region of z due to high-statistics measure-
ments. The Belle and BABAR measurements are performed
at CM energies around 10 GeV. Together with the ac-
curate measurements at the Z mass the scaling behavior
of FFs can be studied. The knowledge of the energy de-
pendence will improve the physics results of high-energy
experiments at LHC and RHIC, and other high-energy
facilities.
Generally, fragmentation functions can be deﬁned for
any kind of ﬁnal state hadron as long as it has been pro-
duced in strong processes only. Hadrons being produced
in weak decays should in principle not be included, but
given the diﬃculty of determining their relative fractions
experimentally they are often included. So far, most of
the fragmentation functions were obtained from e+e− an-
nihilation alone (Albino, Kniehl, and Kramer, 2008; Hirai,
Kumano, Nagai, Oka, and Sudoh, 2007) due to their clean
initial state. However, as the unpolarized parton distribu-
tion functions in the intermediate xBjorken range, where
xBjorken is the momentum fraction a parton carries rela-
tive to the nucleon, are relatively well known, recent ex-
tractions of FFs from the world data also include some
semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering and proton-proton
collision data, such as in de Florian, Sassot, and Strat-
mann (2008). Given its non-perturbative nature and the
need for a DGLAP evolution to obtain all components,
FFs are generally obtained from a global analysis of the
world data where available. In such a global analysis the
fragmentation functions are parameterized at an initial
scale which is ﬁt to all existing data. While the e+e−
data is usually quite precise, it is generally limited to
the sum of quark and antiquark FFs as it is not known
from which side a ﬁnal state hadron emerged. Also, as
mentioned above, the gluon FF only appears in NLO and
therefore can only be obtained from e+e− data by com-
paring very diﬀerent scales via the evolution. Therefore
the data from semi-inclusive DIS and proton-proton scat-
tering gives some valuable additions to the global analysis,
but also the large lever arm between data obtained close
to the Z0 resonance and the B Factories’ data is quite
useful.
Belle and BABAR have studied the inclusive momen-
tum spectra of a number of light and charmed hadrons in
e+e− annihilation. They have also studied spin-induced
correlations between particles in opposite jets. These are
described in the subsections below.
24.1.2 Unpolarized fragmentation functions
The production rate of a particular type of hadron in jets
of a particular (set of) ﬂavor(s) can be quantiﬁed by the
multiplicities Fh(z,Q2) (see Eq. 24.1.1), which is the av-
erage number of hadrons of type h produced per unit z
in a jet, and z is a measure of the fraction of the quark’s
energy carried by the hadron. Apart from the normalized
hadron energy z, a number of other deﬁnitions xh related
to normalized momenta are in use, and the relevant one
is deﬁned below in each case.
FFs cannot be calculated perturbatively in QCD, so
there are no ﬁrm theoretical predictions. The ansatz of lo-
cal parton-hadron duality (LPHD) combined with calcula-
tions of gluon radiation in the modiﬁed leading logarithm
approximation (MLLA) (Azimov, Dokshitzer, Khoze, and
Troyan, 1985) predicts properties of the distributions of
the dimensionless variable ξ=ln(
√
s/2p∗) for light hadrons,
where p∗ is the magnitude of the hadron momentum in
the CM system. The parameters depend on the hadron
mass and the jet energy. There are several phenomeno-
logical models of fragmentation, involving three diﬀerent
hadron production methods. Here we consider represen-
tatives of each, the HERWIG 5.8 (Marchesini et al., 1992),
Jetset 7.4 (Sjo¨strand, 1994) and UCLA 4.1 (Chun and
Buchanan, 1998) event generators.
For suﬃciently heavy quarks q, the high mass pro-
vides a convenient cut-oﬀ point in the perturbative regime
and the multiplicity F q(xq) of the heavy quark before
hadronization can be calculated (Braaten, Cheung, Flem-
ing, and Yuan, 1995; Colangelo and Nason, 1992; Collins
and Spiller, 1986; Dokshitzer, Khoze, and Troian, 1996;
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Mele and Nason, 1991). The observable heavy hadron mul-
tiplicity FH(xH) is thought to be related by a simple con-
volution or hadronization model. Several phenomenologi-
cal models of heavy-quark fragmentation have been pro-
posed (Andersson, Gustafson, Ingelman, and Sjo¨strand,
1983; Bowler, 1981; Kartvelishvili, Likhoded, and Petrov,
1978; Peterson, Schlatter, Schmitt, and Zerwas, 1983).
Predictions depend on the quark mass, with FH(xp) being
much harder for b hadrons than c hadrons, and in some
cases on the mass and quantum numbers of H. Hadrons
containing the same heavy quark type are generally pre-
dicted to have similar FH(xH), although diﬀerences be-
tween mesons and baryons have been suggested (Chun and
Buchanan, 1998; Kartvelishvili and Likhoded, 1979).
The scaling properties, or
√
s dependences, of hadron
production are of particular interest. Since QCD is only
weakly scale dependent, distributions of xh should be al-
most independent of
√
s, except for the eﬀects of hadron
masses/phase space and the running of αS. However, the
quark ﬂavor composition varies with
√
s in e+e− annihila-
tion, and must be modeled for light hadrons. This provides
a nice test of models and MLLA QCD.
So far, Belle and BABAR have measured multiplicities
for several of the lightest and heaviest particles produced
at around 10.5 GeV. These include the light, non-strange
mesons π± and η, the lightest strange meson K±, and the
lightest baryon p/p, which can be used to test MLLA QCD
and hadronization models. The ﬁve charmed mesons D0,
D+, D+s , D
∗0 and D∗+, and three charmed baryons Λ+c ,
Ξ0c and Ω
0
c can be used to test models and calculations
for heavy quarks. In addition, the correlated production
of Λ+c and Λ
−
c has been studied, providing a stringent test
of models in an extreme region. These are discussed in the
following subsections.
24.1.2.1 Light hadrons π±, K±, p/p
BABAR and Belle have measured the inclusive production
cross sections of charged pions and kaons in e+e−→ qq
events at the oﬀ-resonance CM energies of 10.54 GeV and
10.52 GeV, respectively, while BABAR also measured pro-
tons and neutral η meson at 10.54 GeV. The data sets used
contain integrated luminosities of 0.91 fb−1 for BABAR
and 68.0 fb−1 for Belle. Uncertainties of inclusive mea-
surements of fragmentation are dominated by systematic
uncertainties even in relatively small samples of data with
good running conditions. Hence the data are selected from
runs with very stable running conditions.
Inclusive measurements such as these require a clean
sample of multihadron events with low bias against parti-
cles of any particular type, multiplicity or momentum. All
results reported in this Section are displayed as a function
of the normalized hadron energy z.
For the charged π/K/p analyses, BABAR (Muller, 2004)
requires: three or more well reconstructed charged tracks
that form a good vertex located within 5 mm of the beam
axis and within 5 cm of the center of the collision region
along the beam axis; a sum of charged plus neutral energy
Etot in the range 5–14 GeV; R2 (see Section 9.3) less than
0.9; the polar angle θ∗thrust of the event thrust axis with
respect to the electron beam direction in the CM frame
to satisfy178 | cos θ∗thrust| < 0.8; the track with the highest
momentum in the laboratory frame p, not to be identiﬁed
as an electron in events with fewer than six good tracks,
and neither of the two highest-p tracks to be identiﬁed as
an electron in events with only three tracks.
The requirements on Etot and cos θ∗thrust select events
well contained within the sensitive volume of the detector
with low bias on the momentum spectra. The eﬃciency
of this selection is determined on a simulated sample of
events, and corrected for diﬀerences between data and sim-
ulation. The result is 68% for uu¯, dd¯ and ss¯ events, and
73% for cc¯ events. Similarly, they estimate backgrounds
of 5.1% and 0.1%, respectively, from τ -pair and radiative
Bhabha events, which contribute up to 20% and 8% of the
charged tracks at the highest momenta. The background
from two-photon processes is below 1%, and backgrounds
from μ-pairs, hard initial state radiation (i.e. photon ener-
gies of more than several 100 MeV), beam-gas and beam-
wall interactions are negligible.
High quality charged tracks are selected and identiﬁed
as pions, kaons or protons using the momentum and ion-
ization energy loss measured in the DCH and the velocity
measured via the Cherenkov angle in the DIRC (see Chap-
ter 2). A global likelihood algorithm is used that considers
the set of dE/dx values for the reconstructed tracks in
each event, along with the set of Cherenkov angles mea-
sured from photons detected in the DIRC (Chapter 5).
The likelihood is optimized to keep the misidentiﬁcation
rates as low as reasonably possible, while maintaining high
identiﬁcation eﬃciencies that vary slowly with both mo-
mentum and polar angle. It identiﬁes pions and kaons
(protons) with eﬃciencies of over 99% for p below 0.7
(1.0) GeV/c, over 90% for p below 1.5 (4.5) GeV/c, and
over 50% for p below 4.0 (6.5) GeV/c. Misidentiﬁcation
rates are below 1%, 6% and 4% in these three regions.
Since the e+e− system is boosted in the laboratory
frame of reference, the analysis is performed separately
for tracks in six diﬀerent polar angle regions. The tracks
in each region span diﬀerent ranges of p, but each is trans-
formed into the same range of momenta in the CM frame,
p∗. This provides a set of powerful cross checks on the de-
tector performance and material interactions, backgrounds,
the true polar angle and p∗ distributions, and the boost
value itself. In each region, the full matrix of hadron iden-
tiﬁcation eﬃciencies (π±,K±, p±) is calibrated from the
data as a function of p using a set of control samples
(Chapter 5). The corrected eﬃciency matrices are inverted
and used to convert the numbers of identiﬁed pions, kaons
and protons into diﬀerential production cross sections per
178 The event thrust axis is calculated using all particles in
the event, or all charged tracks in the case of the BABAR light
hadron analysis; it approximates the back-to-back direction of
the two leading jets typically produced in events from contin-
uum. We note that the thrust deﬁned in Section 9.3, is instead
built upon the decay products of the reconstructed B meson,
with θT the angle between the thrust of the B decay products
and the thrust of the rest of the event.
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hadronic event per unit momentum in the laboratory frame,
(1/Nevt)dni/dp, i = π,K, p. Each corrected cross section
is then transformed into the e+e− CM frame. Results
from the six regions are compared as a cross check, and
then combined to give the ﬁnal measured cross sections,
(1/Nevt) dni/dp∗. There is a small correction for residual
lepton contamination, and results are given in two ways,
including or excluding the contributions from decays of
K0S and weakly decaying strange baryons; here we con-
sider the latter.
The total systematic uncertainty on the pion cross sec-
tion is at the level of a few percent in the full momentum
range. It is dominated at low momenta by tracking eﬃ-
ciencies, by background contamination between 0.75 and
about 3 GeV/c, and by particle identiﬁcation at the high-
est momenta. The uncertainties on the kaon and proton
cross sections have similar patterns, but are signiﬁcantly
larger, in particular for momenta below 0.2 GeV/c and
above 4 GeV/c.
The uncertainties all have large point to point corre-
lations. There is an overall normalization uncertainty of
0.9% that does not aﬀect the shape of any cross section.
Several uncertainties are fully correlated over the entire
p∗ range, but vary slowly with p∗ and can have broad ef-
fects on the shape. The uncertainties from the calibration
of the particle ID are correlated over ranges of a few bins,
and can lead to apparent structures.
The Belle analysis (Leitgab, 2012, 2013) similarly re-
quires events with at least 3 charged tracks, a visible en-
ergy above 7 GeV and either jet mass179 above 1.8 GeV or
the jet mass normalized by the visible energy to be above
0.25. Tracks are selected within the central detector with
−0.511 ≤ cos θ < 0.842, where the polar angle θ is calcu-
lated in the laboratory frame, with a minimum momen-
tum of a track of 500 MeV and at least three hits in the
vertex detector. Tracks are also required to originate from
within distances of 1.3 cm radially and 4 cm longitudi-
nally from the interaction point. The particles were iden-
tiﬁed as pions, kaons, protons, electrons or muons via like-
lihood ratios obtained from the information of the CDC,
ACC, TOF, ECL, and KLM (see Chapter 2). The charge
separated particle identiﬁcation eﬃciencies and fake rates
were evaluated using a data driven method by relying on
known decays of D∗, Λ and J/ψ ’s (see Chapter 5). These
matrices for π,K, p, μ and e were obtained in a ﬁne 17
× 9 (p, cos θ) binning. Where not completely deﬁned by
data, an interpolation between adjacent bins or extrapo-
lation based on MC simulation (Pythia 6.2 for u, d, s, c
production, a dedicated τ+τ− and electro-magnetic pro-
cess generators) was used. The extracted matrices were
inverted; the uncertainties arising from the limited size
of the data control samples were assigned as systematic
uncertainties. Another important uncertainty in the Belle
analysis arises from momentum smearing which migrates
the contents of a certain z-bin over several, mostly adja-
179 The jet mass squared is deﬁned as the square of the sum of
all particle four-momenta in one hemisphere: M2 =
`P
i pi
´2
where the hemisphere is deﬁned by the normal to the thrust
axis.
cent bins. Smearing was evaluated using MC and corrected
for by inverting the smearing matrix (from generated z
bin a to reconstructed z bin). The statistical uncertainties
on the matrix elements were converted into systematic
uncertainties of the multiplicities. Further corrections in-
clude in-ﬂight decays, detector interactions as well as re-
construction eﬃciencies. Furthermore backgrounds from
non-QCD processes were estimated using MC and sub-
tracted. The eﬀects of ISR events were removed by eval-
uating the fraction of events with center-of-mass energies
less than 0.5% below the nominal energy in the MC and
removing that fraction from the data sample. As the frac-
tion might depend on how well the MC describes the data
various MC parameter settings were considered and the
spread obtained was assigned as systematic uncertainty.
Acceptance eﬀects were corrected by ﬁtting both, data
and MC cos θ distributions within the measured range, to
estimate the fraction of non-reconstructed tracks.
The BABAR analysis of the momentum spectrum of the
η meson begins with a similar hadronic event selection.
The η mesons are reconstructed in the γγ decay mode:
high quality neutral clusters with energy above 0.15 GeV
are selected, and all pairs of such photon candidates are
considered. If any pair has an invariant mass in the range
0.11 < Mγγ < 0.155 GeV/c2, consistent with a π0 decay,
then both photon candidates are rejected. A pair is also
rejected if | cos θγ | > 0.8, where θγ is the angle between
either photon momentum and the boost direction of the
laboratory system in the η rest frame.
Surviving pairs of photons are binned by the pair mo-
mentum in the CM frame p∗, and the invariant mass
distribution in each bin is ﬁtted with a sum of signal
and background functions over the range 0.35 < Mγγ <
0.75 GeV/c2. The signal function is the sum of a Gaussian
distribution and Novosibirsk180 distribution whose param-
eters depend on p∗ in such a way as to reproduce the
line-shape induced by photon energy loss in front of the
EMC. The eﬃciency, deﬁned as the ratio of the yield ﬁtted
for the MC sample to the true number of η→ γγ decays
produced, ranges between 24% and 34%. The relative sys-
tematic uncertainty includes a component due to normal-
ization of 6.2%, arising from the single photon eﬃciency,
the event selection and the η→γγ branching fraction. Ad-
ditional point-to-point systematic uncertainties arise from
the ﬁtting procedure and signal and background shapes.
They are 27% at p∗ = 0, where backgrounds are very high,
but then drop rapidly to well below 6% at 1 GeV/c. Rel-
ative statistical uncertainty drops from 15% at low p∗ to
2% above 1.5 GeV/c.
Results
Both BABAR (Lees, 2013f) and Belle (Leitgab, 2013) pub-
lished results of the light hadron fragmentation recently,
180 The Novosibirsk function is an empirical p.d.f. deﬁned as
f(Mγγ) =
1√
2πσ
exp
ˆ−0.5 `ln2(1 + Λ · (Mγγ − μ)/στ2) + τ2´˜,
where Λ = sinh(τ
√
ln 4)/
√
ln 4, μ is the peak position, and τ
is the tail parameter.
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Figure 24.1.2. Comparison of the multiplicities for π±, K±,
p/p, and η, measured by BABAR at
√
s = 10.54GeV (compiled
from Muller, 2004 and Lees, 2013f), Belle at 10.52GeV (com-
piled from Leitgab, 2012 and Leitgab, 2013), and ARGUS at
9.98GeV (Albrecht et al., 1989a, 1990b).
in the form of diﬀerential particles multiplicities ((1/Nevt)
dN/dz) and in the form of diﬀerential cross sections
((1/σhad) dσ/dz), respectively. The results presented in
this section are compiled from earlier results leading to
these publications. The measured particle spectra normal-
ized to the number Nevt of hadronic events are shown as
a function of z in Figs 24.1.2 and 24.1.3 with linear and
logarithmic vertical scales, respectively. The measured η
spectrum covers almost full kinematic range, and the oth-
ers cover the range of z from around 0.1 for pions and
kaons and 0.15 for protons to the kinematic limit, which
includes the bulk of the kaon and proton spectra, as well
as the peak and high side of the pion spectrum. The only
previous measurements at a nearby energy, from the AR-
GUS experiment at
√
s=9.98 GeV (Albrecht et al., 1989a,
1990b), are also shown in Fig. 24.1.2. Only statistical er-
rors are shown for the BABAR data, as the correlated 3-6%
systematic uncertainties are dominated by normalization.
The results from the three experiments are in fair agree-
ment within uncertainties, and the B Factory results are
far more precise in most ranges and extend the coverage
signiﬁcantly when compared with previous experiments.
For pions, the total uncertainties are comparable and are
correlated over signiﬁcant z ranges in the BABAR and AR-
GUS cases while they are signiﬁcantly more precise in the
Belle case. The ARGUS data extend to lower z values, so
that the majority of the spectrum is covered between the
three experiments. At low z, BABAR and ARGUS data
sets diﬀer by up to (7 ± 4)%, which might indicate the
expected small scaling violation.
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Figure 24.1.3. Comparison of the BABAR (Muller, 2004; Lees,
2013f), Belle (Leitgab, 2012, 2013), and ARGUS (Albrecht
et al., 1989a, 1990b) π±, K±, p/p, and η multiplicities with
the predictions of the UCLA (blue), Jetset/Pythia (red), and
HERWIG (green) fragmentation models.
Figure 24.1.3 compares the BABAR, Belle and ARGUS
multiplicities with the predictions of the three fragmen-
tation models discussed above. Default parameter values
are used, which have been chosen based on previous data,
mostly at higher energies. The shape of the bulk of the
π± spectrum is described qualitatively by all three mod-
els, but no model describes the spectrum well in detail.
Jetset/Pythia and UCLA also describe the K± cross
section reasonably well, whereas HERWIG peaks at lower
z value. Jetset and UCLA also describe the η cross sec-
tion fairly well, though UCLA’s spectrum is slightly too
soft and Jetset’s spectrum predicts higher multiplicity
than the data both around the peak and at very high z
values. HERWIG’s spectrum shape does not agree with the
data. The proton spectrum is quite problematic: Jetset
describes the shape qualitatively, but is consistently above
the data (i.e. predicts higher multiplicity); UCLA describes
the shape in the peak region, but then falls much too
slowly, rising above the data at high z; HERWIG also de-
scribes the shape in the peak region, but is far too high
overall and exhibits an experimentally unobserved struc-
ture at high z values.
Similar deﬁciencies in these models have been reported
at higher energies (Abe et al., 1999; Abreu et al., 1998; Ai-
hara et al., 1988; Akers et al., 1994a; Braunschweig et al.,
1989; Buskulic et al., 1995; Itoh et al., 1995), although ear-
lier MC versions were used and parameter values varied.
One should note that the deviations of predictions from
the data had the same sign at higher energies, suggest-
ing that the scaling properties might be well simulated.
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Figure 24.1.4. π±, K±, p/p and η multiplicities measured
at three diﬀerent CM energies, compared with the predictions
of the simulations described in the text. BABAR data are from
Muller (2004).
To test the scaling properties of the models, each was run
with its current default parameters at various energies and
compared with the available data.
Figure 24.1.4 shows a scaling test of the Jetset model
using π± cross sections from BABAR, TASSO (Braun-
schweig et al., 1989) and SLD (Abe et al., 1999). The latter
two experiments provide the best precision and/or high-z
coverage at
√
s near 30 GeV and at the Z0, respectively.
Data from other experiments are consistent and yield the
same conclusions. Strong scaling violations are evident,
both at low z due to the pion mass and at high z from the
running of the strong coupling αS.Jetset provides an ex-
cellent description of all three data sets, with diﬀerences
of only few percent at very low and very high z values.
UCLA and HERWIG also describe the scaling violation well,
although they do not reproduce the spectrum as well at
any energy.
Figure 24.1.4 also shows a similar test of the UCLA
model for K± cross sections. UCLA describes the BABAR
and Belle results best, and similar scaling is predicted by
the other models. Here, the diﬀerent ﬂavor composition of
the three samples modiﬁes the expected scaling violation.
Charged kaons from bb events, which are absent from the
BABAR data, raise the TASSO cross section in the 0.1–0.3
region, but do not contribute at high z. At the Z0, the
relative production of up- and down-type quarks changes
dramatically, and the larger bb and ss event fractions raise
the simulated cross section to nearly the same level as at
35 GeV for z above about 0.2. The ﬂavor dependence has
been shown (Abe et al., 1999; Abreu et al., 1998) to be
modeled at the Z0 at the level of about 10%. The change
in the measured cross sections is about 15% less than pre-
dicted, but this could be due to issues with the ﬂavor
dependence.
Similar results are obtained for the η meson from
ALEPH and L3 data at 91 GeV (Adriani et al., 1992;
Barate et al., 2000), and compared with the Jetset pre-
dictions. Again, other data and models give the same con-
clusions. The ﬂavor dependence is smaller, and the dis-
crepancy at the Z0 is larger than for K±, perhaps indi-
cating a failure of the models.
For protons, also shown in Fig. 24.1.4, the Jetset
model is tested with one parameter value changed, the
probability for a given string break to produce a diquark-
antidiquark, rather than quark-antiquark, pair, from 0.1
to 0.085, which provides a good description of the higher-
energy data. Here, the simulated high-xp scaling violation
between 10.54 and 34 GeV is about the same as for the
pions, but that between 34 and 91 GeV is slightly larger
since fast protons are expected to be produced predomi-
nantly in uu and dd events. The prediction for 10.54 GeV
rises well above the BABAR data, exceeding it by as much
as a factor of 4.5 at z =0.9. Similar behavior is seen for
Jetset with default parameters, HERWIG, and UCLA at high
xp. This indicates that we do not understand the scaling
properties of protons, or perhaps of baryons or heavier
hadrons in general.
These data can be used to test the predictions of MLLA
QCD combined with the ansatz of LPHD (Azimov, Dok-
shitzer, Khoze, and Troyan, 1985), by transforming to the
variable ξ = ln(
√
s/2p∗). This representation emphasizes
the low momentum region (large ξ). It is predicted that:
the ξ distribution would be approximately Gaussian over a
range of ∼ 1 unit around it’s peak position ξ∗; a distorted
Gaussian should describe the distribution over a wider
range; ξ∗ should decrease exponentially with hadron mass
at a given CM energy
√
s and ξ∗ should increase logarith-
mically with
√
s for a given hadron. Conventionally, ξ∗ is
found by ﬁtting a Gaussian distribution to the data over
sets of points within 0.5–1 units of the approximate peak
position. Next, the widest roughly symmetric range about
this position is found in which a Gaussian ﬁt gives a good
χ2, and this range is then extended as far as possible in
one direction. Results of such ﬁts and the ranges are listed
in Table 24.1.1. Acceptable ﬁts were found over ranges at
least 1 unit wide, consistent with the prediction.
Table 24.1.1. Results of the Gaussian and distorted Gaussian
(where a skewness term and a kurtosis term are added) ﬁts to
the ξ distributions. The ﬁt ranges and the peak positions ξ∗
are reported (Muller, 2004).
Particle Gaussian Distorted Gaussian
Fit range ξ∗ Fit range ξ∗
π± 1.7 - 3.0 2.36±0.01 0.0 - 3.2 2.36±0.01
K± 1.0 - 2.2 1.64±0.01 0.0 - 3.2 1.64±0.01
η 0.9 - 2.2 1.48±0.02
p/p¯ 1.0 - 2.2 1.61±0.01 0.0 - 2.8 1.61±0.01
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Table 24.1.2. The fraction of each particle’s spectrum covered by the BABAR (Muller, 2004) measurement is given in the second
column. The total multiplicity per e+e−→ qq event at 10.54 GeV measured by BABAR in the third column are compared with
the predictions of fragmentation models and previous results from CLEO (at 10.49 GeV; Behrends et al., 1985) and ARGUS (at
9.98 GeV; Albrecht et al., 1989a). The ﬁrst error on each BABAR result is experimental and the second is from the extrapolation
procedure.
Particle Coverage BABAR Jetset UCLA HERWIG CLEO ARGUS
π± 0.878±0.015 6.405±0.134±0.106 6.22 6.44 6.31 8.3±0.4 6.38±0.12
K± 0.985±0.006 0.910±0.017±0.006 0.934 1.010 1.010 1.3±0.2 0.888±0.030
η 1.0 0.276±0.017±0.000 0.354 0.278 0.233 – 0.19±0.06
p/p 0.966±0.008 0.235±0.011±0.002 0.336 0.217 0.46 0.40±0.06 0.271±0.018
Table 24.1.1 reports also the results of the ﬁts per-
formed adding small skewness s and kurtosis κ terms to
the Gaussian distribution.
G′(ξ) =
N
σ
√
2π
exp
(
κ
8
+
sδ
2
− (2 + κ)δ
2
4
+
sδ3
6
+
κδ4
24
)
,
(24.1.9)
where δ=(ξ − ξ∗)/σ, σ is the square root of the variance.
The ﬁtted ranges are signiﬁcantly larger, consistent with
the MLLA QCD prediction. The values of ξ∗ measured by
BABAR and previous experiments at higher energies for
the diﬀerent particles are shown in Fig. 24.1.5. The lines
simply connect the precise points at the Z0 with those
from BABAR. The other data points are consistent with
these lines, and hence with the expected logarithmic en-
ergy dependence, but more precise data at other energies
are needed to test this prediction. There is a clear diﬀer-
ence between the pions and kaons that increases slowly
with energy; the values for η (measured only at BABAR
and at the Z0), are slightly below those for K±. However,
the proton data are inconsistent with an overall decrease
with hadron mass.
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Figure 24.1.5. Peak position ξ∗ vs e+e− CM energy for
charged pions, kaons, and protons from various experiments.
The lines connect the precise points at the Z0 with those from
BABAR (Muller, 2004).
Total multiplicities of each particle type per event are
calculated by integrating the diﬀerential rates, taking all
uncertainties and their correlations into account, and ex-
trapolating into any unmeasured regions. The second step
is model dependent: correction factors are evaluated us-
ing a combination of the three models and a number of
ﬁts to the ξ distributions, and have large uncertainties
when substantial fractions of the spectrum are not mea-
sured. The η spectrum is measured over the full kinematic
range, so this is not an issue. The good coverage for kaons
and protons makes their corrections and their uncertain-
ties fairly small. The coverage for pions at low momenta
does not extend much below the peak (see Fig. 24.1.2),
requiring large correction and giving the dominant uncer-
tainty. The correction factors and the total rates are listed
in Table 24.1.2, along with previous results from CLEO
(Behrends et al., 1985) and ARGUS (Albrecht et al., 1989a)
and the predictions of the three models. BABAR and AR-
GUS results are in good agreement, while CLEO measures
signiﬁcantly higher rates for all particle types.
Diﬀerential production ratios for pairs of particles are
sensitive to speciﬁc features of the hadronization process,
and many of the systematic uncertainties cancel at least
partially. It is equivalent and conventional to report the
fractions fπ, fK and fp of all charged hadrons that are pi-
ons, kaons and protons, respectively. Pions dominate the
charged hadron production at low z, as is expected from
their lower mass and the contributions from many decays
of heavier hadrons. As z increases, the pion fraction drops
as the kaon and proton fractions rise toward values of
about 35% and 8%, respectively. At higher z, the trend
reverses due to kinematics, especially for protons which
must be produced along with an anti-baryon. The three
models describe the general trend of the data, but none
describes either the shape or the magnitude at all mo-
menta.
Global analysis for fragmentation functions
Since there were measurements of the multiplicities given
by Eq. (24.1.1) at various facilities, global analyses have
been made using the available world data. From the anal-
yses, the optimum FFs were determined, and even their
uncertainties were estimated.
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In the same way as global analyses for the parton dis-
tribution functions are determined, the FFs are expressed
in terms of a number of parameters at the initial scale Q2
(≡ Q20). Usually, a simple polynomial form is used:
Dhi (z,Q
2
0) = N
h
i z
αhi (1− z)βhi , (24.1.10)
because the functions should vanish at z = 1. Here, Nhi ,
αhi , and β
h
i are parameters to be determined by a χ
2 min-
imization of e+ + e− → h + X data. The initial scale
Q20 is arbitrary. However, it is, for example, assumed that
Q20 = 1GeV
2 for light quark and gluon functions, and
above the mass thresholds m2c and m
2
b for charm and bot-
tom functions, where mc and mb are charm- and bottom-
quark masses, respectively. For light hadrons (h), one typ-
ically separates pions (π+ + π−), kaons (K+ + K−), and
protons/anti-protons (p+p¯). Because the second moments
Mhi should satisfy the sum rule of Eq. (24.1.6), it is useful
to take Mhi as one of the parameters instead of N
h
i . The
parameters are related with each other by the relation
Nhi =
Mhi
B(αhi + 2, β
h
i + 1)
, (24.1.11)
where B(αhi + 2, β
h
i + 1) is the beta function.
In analyzing the light hadrons, a common function
is assumed for favored fragmentation functions (see Sec-
tion 24.1.1) from up and down quarks while diﬀerent pa-
rameters are allowed for a favored FF from a strange quark
by considering the mass diﬀerence. Also diﬀerent param-
eters are assigned for disfavored FFs. A ﬂavor symmetric
form is assumed for disfavored FFs from light quarks (up,
down, and strange quarks) due to lack of experimental in-
formation, although the light antiquark distributions are
not ﬂavor symmetric in the unpolarized parton distribu-
tion functions (Kumano, 1998).
In Fig. 24.1.6, FFs for (π+ + π−)/2 determined by
“HKNS” (Hirai, Kumano, Nagai, and Sudoh, 2007a,b)
are shown, together with other parameterizations: “KKP”
(Kniehl, Kramer, and Potter, 2000), “Kretzer” (Kretzer,
2000), “AKK” (Albino, Kniehl, and Kramer, 2005, 2008),
and “DSS” (de Florian, Sassot, and Stratmann, 2007a,b;
Epele, Llubaroﬀ, Sassot, and Stratmann, 2012). Since nei-
ther BABAR and Belle results have been published at the
time of this analysis, they were not yet taken into ac-
count. These functions were obtained in the NLO (MS)
scheme and the uncertainty bands were obtained in the
HKNS analysis by using the Hessian method (Pumplin,
Stump, and Tung, 2001). The gluon and light-quark func-
tions are shown at Q2 = 2GeV2, where the uncertain-
ties are generally large. The charm- and bottom-quark
functions are shown at the scale of their mass thresholds
Q2 = m2c or m
2
b . Disfavored-quark and gluon functions,
for example s-quark functions of Kretzer and AKK, are
completely diﬀerent between the analysis groups; how-
ever, they agree within the uncertainties. One can notice
that the disfavored-quark and gluon FFs have large un-
certainties, which should be signiﬁcantly improved by the
recently published Belle and BABAR measurements once
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Figure 24.1.6. Determined fragmentation functions for the
pion and their comparison with other parameterizations (Hi-
rai, Kumano, Nagai, and Sudoh, 2007a,b). The shaded bands
indicate estimated uncertainties of the HKNS.
they are included. There are available codes from the dif-
ferent analysis groups for calculating the FFs at a given
kinematical condition of z and Q2. A summary of the sta-
tus of the various FFs is given by Albino et al. (2008); an
online generator is provided by Arleo and Guillet (2008).
Recent works on the analyses of the FFs can be found in
Christova and Leader (2009) and Albino and Christova
(2010).
The favored and disfavored FFs reﬂect internal ﬂavor
content of a hadron, which leads to an interesting sugges-
tion that exotic hadrons could be found by investigating
their FFs (Hirai, Kumano, Oka, and Sudoh, 2008). As an
example, internal structure of the controversial f0(980)
meson, which is possibly qq¯ or tetra-quark (qqq¯q¯), could
be determined if accurate data become available. For ex-
ample, a future super ﬂavor factory with forty times higher
luminosity could provide the accurate information needed
to distinguish the disfavored functions from the favored
ones of the f0 meson.
24.1.2.2 Charmed hadrons
Belle and BABAR have measured fragmentation functions
for several charmed hadrons, the heaviest particles avail-
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able for study below the Υ (4S). These are generally ex-
pressed in terms of xp=p∗/pmax, where pmax=
√
s/4−m2h
is the maximum momentum for production via the e+e−→
qq process. In this variable, all hadrons have the same
kinematic range, 0 ≤ xp ≤ 1. In B Factories where pairs
of B mesons decay nearly at rest in the CM system the
xp for hadrons from B decay cannot exceed 0.5 Charmed
hadrons must be reconstructed in a particular decay mode.
By convention, an analysis is described for a particular
hadron and decay mode, but the inclusion of the charge
conjugate state and decay mode is always implied.
Belle (Seuster, 2006) have studied several charmed me-
sons, the ground state D0, D±, D±s and the excited D
∗0
and D∗±, as well as the lowest-mass charmed baryon Λ±c .
Events are selected by requiring at least three charged
tracks and a calorimeter energy sum between 10% and
80% of the CM energy. There are also requirements on
the average cluster energy, the invariant mass of the par-
ticles in each thrust hemisphere, and the position of the
event vertex. This selection is 87% eﬃcient for cc events.
Charged tracks are required to be consistent with orig-
inating from the event vertex, and are identiﬁed as π±,
K± or pp using a combination of information from the
drift chamber, time-of-ﬂight and Cherenkov systems (see
Chapter 5). A loose selection is used, in which identiﬁ-
cation eﬃciencies are above 95% (80% for protons) and
misidentiﬁcation rates are at most 26% (7%). Candidate
π0 mesons are formed from pairs of photon candidates
with energy above 30 MeV and invariant mass near the
π0 mass.
Candidate D0 → K−π+ decays are formed by com-
bining an identiﬁed K− with an identiﬁed π+. Similarly,
D+→K−π+π+ and Λ+c →pK−π+ candidates are formed
by combining three identiﬁed tracks, and D+s →K+K−π+
candidates are selected in which the K+K− combination
has an invariant mass within 7 MeV/c2 of the nominal φ
meson mass. Candidates of each type are binned in xp,
and the number of true charmed hadrons in each bin is
estimated by ﬁtting their invariant mass distribution in
the region near the relevant hadron mass.
Candidate D∗+→D0π+ decays are formed from those
D0 candidates with an invariant mass within 15 MeV/c2 of
the nominal D0 mass, combined with each slow, positively
charged track, assumed to be a π+. Similarly, D∗+ →
D+π0 and D∗0 → D0π0 candidates are formed from D
candidates with a mass within 15 MeV/c2 of the relevant
nominal mass, combined with a soft π0 candidate. These
D∗ candidates are binned in xp, and the number of true
D∗ mesons in each bin is extracted from a ﬁt to the dis-
tribution of the mass diﬀerence Δm between the D∗ and
D candidates. Since the true mass diﬀerence is close to
threshold, Δm has better resolution than any individual
invariant mass. The yields are divided by the reconstruc-
tion eﬃciency and the relevant branching fraction(s) to
give diﬀerential cross sections as functions of xp.
BABAR have studied the charmed baryons Λ±c (Au-
bert, 2007p), Ξ0c (Aubert, 2005z), Ω
0
c (Aubert, 2007ao),
containing zero, one and two strange valence quarks, re-
spectively, in addition to the charm quark. Since charmed
baryons can only be produced in e+e−→ cc events, there
is no event selection other than the requirement of enough
tracks in the event to reconstruct the particle in question
in its target decay mode.
The Λ±c study uses a sample of 9.5 fb
−1 of oﬀ-
resonance data and reconstructs the 3-body decay mode
Λ+c →pK−π+. High quality tracks are selected and identi-
ﬁed as described in Section 24.1.2.1. Each set of an identi-
ﬁed p, K− and π+ is considered a Λ+c candidate, and each
track’s momentum at its point of closest approach to the
beam axis is corrected for energy loss using the correct
mass. The invariant mass is calculated with a resolution
that varies from 3.75 MeV/c2 at low xp to 5.75 MeV/c2
at high xp.
The reconstruction eﬃciency varies rapidly near the
edges of the detector acceptance, so a tight ﬁducial re-
quirement is made that the polar angle of the Λ±c candi-
date θΛ in the e+e− CM frame satisﬁes −0.7<cos θΛ<0.2
This rejects all candidates in regions with eﬃciency below
5%, including those with momentum below 0.7 GeV/c in
the laboratory frame. A feature of the boosted CM system
is that soft Λ±c are boosted forward in the laboratory and
often have all three decay tracks within the acceptance,
giving access to the full range of xp with good eﬃciency
and resolution. The eﬃciency for low-(high-)xp Λ±c aver-
ages to 8% (17%).
In order to reduce model dependence, each candidate
is given a weight equal to the inverse of its eﬃciency. The
distribution of weighted invariant mass is then ﬁtted in
several bins of xp to extract a signal yield. Comparisons
of results for Λ+c and Λ
−
c and of results from diﬀerent
regions of cos θΛ provide powerful consistency checks and
constraints on systematic errors.
The Ξ0c study uses a sample of 10.7 (105.4) fb
−1 of oﬀ-
(on-)resonance data and reconstructs the two decay modes
Ξ0c →Ω−K+ and Ξ−π+, where Ω−→Λ0K−, Ξ−→Λ0π−
and Λ0→pπ−. Identiﬁed protons are combined with neg-
atively charged tracks, assumed to be pions, to form Λ0
candidates. Those with an invariant mass within 3σ, where
σ is the ﬁtted mass resolution, of the nominal Λ0 mass,
are accepted, and a kinematic ﬁt is performed to each pair
of tracks, in which their mass is constrained to the nomi-
nal value. Each of these reconstructed Λ0 objects is then
combined with all identiﬁed K− to form Ω− (Ξ−) candi-
dates. Again, those with an invariant mass within 3σ of
the nominal value are accepted, and subjected to a mass
constrained ﬁt (see Section 6.3). They are then combined
with identiﬁed K+ to form Ξ0c candidates.
The position of the ﬁtted Ω− (Ξ−) decay vertex must
be at least 1.5 mm (2.5 mm) from the beamline, and the
Ω− and Λ0 decay vertices must be separated by at least
3 mm. The Ξ− vertex must be farther from the beam-
line than the Λ0 vertex, and the scalar product of the Λ0
momentum vector and the displacement vector from its
production vertex to its decay vertex must be positive.
The surviving Ξ0c candidates are binned in xp, and signal
yields are extracted by counting those with invariant mass
in a signal window about the nominal Ξ0c mass and sub-
tracting backgrounds estimated from mass sidebands. The
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yields are divided by the simulated eﬃciency in each bin
to give diﬀerential cross sections. Measurements are made
using the on-resonance data for xp above 0.46, to remove
the contribution of B decays to Ξc production. 181 Below
the kinematic limit, the oﬀ-resonance data must be used,
but are statistics limited and consistent with zero.
The Ω0c study uses a sample of 21.6 (208.9) fb
−1
of oﬀ-(on-)resonance data and reconstructs the four de-
cay modes Ω0c → Ω−π+, Ω−π+π0, Ω−π+π−π+, and
Ξ−K−π+π+. Candidate Ω− and Ξ− hyperons are recon-
structed as above, with slightly diﬀerent selection criteria.
Photon clusters with energy above 80 MeV are paired,
and those with total energy above 200 MeV and invari-
ant mass in the range 120-150 MeV/c2 are retained as π0
candidates. The Ω− and Ξ− candidates are then com-
bined with identiﬁed π±, K− and π0 candidates to form
Ωc candidates in the four modes.
A likelihood is formed from the simulated signal and
background distributions of: the ﬂight distance of the Ω−
or Ξ− divided by its uncertainty; its momentum in the
CM frame; the total momentum recoiling against it in
the CM frame; and the π0 momentum in the laboratory
frame. This likelihood must exceed a threshold that de-
pends on momentum. The surviving Ω0c candidates are
binned in xp, and signal yields are extracted and divided
by the simulated eﬃciency. Measurements are made only
for on-resonance data, assumed to be free from BB events
above the kinematic limit of 0.44. The oﬀ-resonance data
are statistics limited and consistent with zero below this
momentum. There is a normalization uncertainty of 6.5%,
and the statistical uncertainties are much larger than the
remaining systematic uncertainties.
Results
The diﬀerential cross sections measured for several
charmed hadrons are shown as a function of xp in
Fig. 24.1.7 and are not corrected for branching ratios into
the displayed decay channels. Those for the Ξc and Ωc are
for on-resonance data, and the low-xp regions left of the
vertical lines are dominated by BB decays. D+s mesons
were also studied earlier in Aubert (2002d) but due to
lack of numerical values for individual xp bins they were
not included in this ﬁgure. These are ﬁrst measurements
for the D+s , Ξc, and Ωc; the others are consistent with
previous measurements, but much more precise, except
for similarly precise D(∗)0 and D(∗)+ results from CLEO.
The Λ+c spectra from Belle and BABAR are consistent.
In all cases, the cross section is very low at low xp,
rises steadily toward a broad peak near 0.6, then drops to
zero as xp→1. The contrast between this shape and those
for the π±, K± and p/p seen above is both striking and
expected. The position of the peak at rather high xp is
due to the large charm quark mass, and the low values at
181 The maximal momentum of Ξ0c in a B meson decay con-
serving the baryon number would be achieved in a 2-body
B → Ξ0c p¯ decay and would correspond to xp = 0.41 for Ξ0c .
low xp is consistent with leading charmed hadrons from
e+e−→cc events being dominant.
A few D(∗) mesons are observed with xp very near
(and above) unity. These are due to the exclusive pro-
cesses e+e−→D(∗)D(∗), involving several combinations of
ground state and excited D mesons. Such events are in-
teresting in their own right, but are a small minority, and
not considered to be from the jet fragmentation process.
There is no sign of the exclusive production of a charmed
baryon and antibaryon.
The D∗0 and D∗+ spectra are consistent with each
other, as expected due to the isospin symmetry and due to
the fact that the mass diﬀerence amounts to only 3 MeV/c2.
They are similar in shape to the D0 and D+ spectra, but
shifted to higher xp values by about 0.04 units, as ex-
pected since the D∗0 mesons are 40 MeV/c2 heavier. The
D0 is produced twice as often as the D+ and its spec-
trum peaks at a slightly lower xp than the D+ spectrum.
This is due to the fact that the D∗0 is too light to decay
into D+π−, so its decays produce more D0 mesons with
a softer spectrum.
The D+s accounts for 10% of the ground state mesons
and their spectrum is both more strongly peaked and
peaks at higher xp than any of the D or D∗ spectra. This
is not expected in current fragmentation models. The Ξc
and Λc spectra have similar shapes, with the Ξc spectrum
shifted toward higher xp values, as shown in Fig. 24.1.7.
The Ωc spectrum is consistent with similar behavior, but
statistics are low. From the distributions it is also clear
that the baryon spectra have diﬀerent shapes from the
meson spectra: they are more sharply peaked, and fall to
zero more rapidly at high xp. Also, the meson and baryon
spectra peak in the same region of xp, even though the
baryons are much heavier. Such diﬀerences are predicted
by some fragmentation models.
The total cross sections for the continuum production
e+e− → XcY are summarized in Table 24.1.3.
Several fragmentation models exist with diﬀerent as-
sumptions on the functional form in the fractional energy
z and the transverse momentum relative to the initial par-
ton.
Belle tested the models by Bowler (1981), Lund
(Andersson, Gustafson, Ingelman, and Sjo¨strand, 1983),
“KLP” (Kartvelishvili, Likhoded, and Petrov, 1978),
“CS” (Collins and Spiller, 1985), and Peterson (Peterson,
Schlatter, Schmitt, and Zerwas, 1983). The model pre-
dictions were tested against both Λ+c and meson spectra,
and several model parameters were optimized in order to
achieve a better agreement. No model gives a good χ2
for all of the spectra, but for most mesons, Bowler and
Lund give reasonable qualitative descriptions, KLP and
CS are somewhat worse, and Peterson is quite poor. Con-
sequently, the Belle data ruled out the Peterson model
which was widely used before while KLP and CS are rather
disfavored. In both the Jetset (Lund) and UCLA models,
the ﬁtted parameter values diﬀer substantially from the
default values which give the best description of lighter
hadron data.
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Figure 24.1.7. Fragmentation functions times branching ratios for charmed mesons and baryons as a function of the fractional
momentum xp. The Belle measurements (Seuster, 2006) are displayed in blue (triangles), while the BABAR measurements (Aubert,
2005z, 2007p,ao) are displayed in red (circles). Some measurements were performed on the Υ (4S) resonance and therefore contain
B decays at xp values below the vertical lines displayed.
The models have also been tested directly against the
data in BABAR for the Λ+c spectrum (Aubert, 2007p).
Eight models are tested within Jetset by re-weighting
with varying parameter values so as to minimize the χ2
of a comparison with the data. The UCLAmodel (Chun and
Buchanan, 1998) is ﬁtted similarly, whereas HERWIG (March-
esini et al., 1992) has no relevant free parameters. In gen-
eral, the ﬁtted parameters are diﬀerent between mesons
and baryons, and between light and heavy hadrons.
These results indicate the need for diﬀerent treatment
of heavier hadrons and provide new, precise input for the
development and tuning of such models. One has to keep
in mind, however, that models contain a relatively large
number of parameters which might aﬀect the light and
heavy hadron fragmentation descriptions.
Λ+c Λ
−
c X Events
BABAR has studied events containing both a Λ+c and a Λ
−
c
(Aubert, 2010b), following a study by the CLEO collab-
oration (Bornheim et al., 2001). CLEO found ∼4 times
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Table 24.1.3. The total production cross-sections from Belle (Seuster, 2006) and BABAR (Aubert, 2002d, 2007p) for e+e− →
XcY (or Λ
+
c X). The uncertainties are statistical, systematic and the uncertainty due to the knowledge of the branching ratios
at the time of the measurement. The branching fractions used in Belle and BABAR measurements are listed in second rows of
results. Older measurements by CLEO (Artuso et al., 2004; Bortoletto et al., 1988) are also given taking into account the world
average of the respective product branching fractions at the time of the Belle publication.
Xc σPROD(Belle) [ pb ] σPROD(BABAR) [ pb ] σPROD(CLEO) [ pb ]
B used
D0 → K− π+ 1449± 2± 64± 38 - 1521± 16± 62± 36
B(D0 → K−π+) = 0.0380± 0.009
D+ → K− π+ π+ 654± 1± 36± 46 - 640± 14± 35± 43
B(D+ → K−π+π+) = 0.092± 0.006
D+s → Φπ+ 231± 2± 92± 77 210± 6± 9± 52 -
B(D+s → Φπ+) = 0.036± 0.009
B(Φ→ K−K+) = 0.491± 0.006
Λ+c → p K− π+ 189± 1± 66± 66 188± 3± 6± 49 270± 90± 70
B(Λ+c → pK−π+) = 0.050± 0.013
D∗0 → D0 π0 510± 3± 84± 39 - 559± 24± 35± 39
B(D∗0 → D0π0) = 0.619± 0.029
D∗+ → D0 π+ 598± 2± 77± 20 - 583± 8± 33± 14
B(D∗+ → D0π+) = 0.677± 0.005
D∗+ → D+ π0 590± 5± 78± 53 - -
B(D∗+ → D+π0) = 0.619± 0.029
average D∗+ 597± 2± 78± 25 - -
more events than expected from the Jetset model, in
which the Λ+c and Λ
−
c are always accompanied by an an-
tibaryon and baryon in their respective jets (4−baryon
events). They interpreted this excess as evidence for a
long-range baryon number correlation, but could not ex-
clude either 4-baryon events or few-body processes, such
as charmed pentaquark pair production, as a possible pro-
duction mechanism.
Candidate Λ+c are reconstructed in the pK
−π+ (as in
the BABAR study of inclusive Λ+c production described
above) and pK0S decay modes. Additional decay modes
were considered, but did not improve the result. Events
with both a Λ+c and Λ
−
c candidate with invariant mass
within 190 MeV/c2 of the nominal Λ+c mass are selected
if the opening angle between their momenta is over 90◦.
The invariant mass distributions of the candidates and
the two-dimensional distribution of the Λ−c vs. Λ
+
c candi-
date masses are shown in Fig. 24.1.8. There are clear verti-
cal and horizontal bands corresponding to single Λ+c and
Λ−c production, respectively, and an enhancement where
they overlap. The signal region is considered by a circle of
12 MeV/c2 radius around the two nominal masses, events
well outside the two bands are used to characterize the
combinatorial background, and events within the bands
to characterize the background from events with either a
real Λ+c or a real Λ
−
c . Of the 919 entries in the signal circle,
649± 31 are estimated to be Λ+c Λ−c X events.
If the charmed and anticharmed hadrons in a cc event
are uncorrelated, then roughly 155 signal events would be
expected, given the numbers of cc events in the sample
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Figure 24.1.8. (a) Invariant mass distributions for Λ+c →
pK−π+ (gray) and Λ+c → pK0S (black) candidates in events
with both a Λ+c and a Λ
−
c candidate. (b) Invariant mass of
the Λ−c candidate vs. that of the Λ
+
c candidate, in 5 MeV/c
2
× 5 MeV/c2 bins (Aubert, 2010b).
and reconstructed Λ+c /Λ
−
c . This estimate is independent
of the branching fractions and average reconstruction eﬃ-
ciencies, but has ∼30% model dependence in the correla-
tion between the two eﬃciencies in an event. Fragmenta-
tion models predict a 10–15% suppression of such events,
due to the combined mass of the four baryons. The ob-
served number of events is well above 155, by a factor of
4.2, consistent with the ratio reported by CLEO.
The additional tracks, not from the Λ+c or Λ
−
c decay,
are studied in order to characterize these events. The dis-
tribution of their multiplicity is shown in Fig. 24.1.9(a),
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Figure 24.1.9. Background-subtracted distributions for
Λ+c Λ
−
c X events of (a) the numbers of additional tracks in the
event and those identiﬁed as K± or pp, and (b) the missing
mass in the event, with imaginary masses given negative real
values. Most events have no identiﬁed K± or pp, and the cor-
responding zero-multiplicity points are oﬀ the vertical scale in
(a) (Aubert, 2010b).
along with those of identiﬁed K± and p/p. The distribu-
tion of the missing mass per event is shown in Fig. 24.1.9(b),
and can accommodate very few events with both a neutron
and an antineutron. This, along with the small number of
identiﬁed protons (anti-protons), leads to the conclusion
that 4-baryon events are suppressed much more strongly
than in the models, and that the selected sample is dom-
inated by a new type of event containing a charmed bar-
yon, a charmed antibaryon, several mesons, and no other
(anti)baryons.
The events containing an identiﬁed pp are used to esti-
mate and subtract the contribution from 4-baryon events,
and the features of the remaining 619±39 events are stud-
ied. The broad multiplicity distribution and the distribu-
tions of energies, (transverse) momenta and rapidities of
both the Λ+c /Λ
−
c and the additional tracks are similar to
those in all hadronic events, the single-Λ+c /Λ
−
c sidebands,
and models. Correcting for the decays of known heavier
charmed baryons and tracking eﬃciency, an average of
2.63±0.21 tracks per event is estimated. These tracks are
combined, and only very small signals for K0S , K
∗0 and
ρ mesons are observed. Along with the small number of
K± observed, this indicates that fewer strange and vector
mesons are produced than in normal fragmentation. As-
suming that about half as many π0 as π± are produced,
which is consistent with the missing mass and total energy
distributions, there is an average of about 4 additional
mesons in these events.
It can be concluded that these events are indeed from a
fragmenting cc system with a long-range baryon number
correlation. Such events are not produced by Jetset or
HERWIG. They are produced by UCLA, which also predicts
an enhanced rate and suppressions of kaons and vector
mesons. However, the predicted enhancements and sup-
pressions are all of the wrong size, and the multiplicity
distribution has the wrong shape and average value.
24.1.3 Polarized fragmentation functions
A second class of fragmentation functions depends on the
spin of the fragmenting parton. In particular, in the case of
transverse quark polarization this opens up a powerful tool
to use such spin dependent fragmentation functions as an
analyzer of transverse quark polarization in the nucleon,
transversity. Transversity can be deﬁned as the number
density of transversely polarized partons inside a trans-
versely polarized nucleon. It is a chiral odd distribution
function, which means that there are mixed left-handed
and right-handed quark ﬁelds and because of this spin-ﬂip
has been hard to access. The integrated transversity dis-
tribution provides the tensor charge of the nucleon, a fun-
damental charge just like the electric or the axial charge.
In the non-relativistic case, the axial charge and the ten-
sor charge are identical. Before the advent of spin depen-
dent fragmentation functions the access to the transverse
quark polarization of the nucleon was only possible via
the Drell Yan process (Ralston and Soper, 1979). The rea-
son is that the chiral-odd transversity parton distribution
function needs to couple with another chiral-odd function
to become observable as QCD conserves chirality. In the
Drell Yan process that could be the antiquark transversity
distribution from the second nucleon. In contrast, in the
deep inelastic scattering process (DIS), which is the most
abundant source for unpolarized and longitudinally polar-
ized distribution functions of the nucleon transversity is
not directly accessible. Using chiral-odd, transverse quark
spin dependent fragmentation functions, it became possi-
ble to access quark transversity in transversely polarized
semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) processes
as well as in transversely polarized proton-proton colli-
sions. In these cases one chiral-odd distribution function
and one chiral-odd fragmentation function make the pro-
cess chiral-even and thus observable. The e+e− annihila-
tion process allows one to cleanly study the fragmentation
functions, including the transversely polarized fragmenta-
tion functions. However, due to the chiral-odd nature of
this FF, one needs to couple it with another chiral-odd
object, which in this case is a second chiral-odd fragmen-
tation function. One therefore measures the product of
two chiral-odd fragmentation functions, one related to the
quark side and the other to the antiquark side. This com-
bination of two chiral-odd fragmentation functions can
be understood by the requirement that the initial quark-
antiquark pair has its spins transverse to their momentum.
Since this orientation is not directly observable, one can
use the chiral-odd fragmentation function on one side to
ﬁx the spin direction via its spin dependence and ana-
lyze the other side with the second chiral-odd fragmen-
tation function. The most prominent chiral-odd fragmen-
tation functions are the Collins FF and the interference
fragmentation function (IFF) which will be described be-
low in Sections 24.1.3.1 and 24.1.3.2 respectively. Both
were only proposed during the 90’s and they remained
unmeasured until recent transversely polarized DIS mea-
surements (Airapetian et al., 2005, 2008; Alexakhin et al.,
2005) and the B Factories’ (Abe, 2006a) measurements.
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24.1.3.1 Collins fragmentation function
The most prominent transverse spin dependent fragmen-
tation function is the Collins fragmentation function,
H⊥1,q(z, Ph⊥), which Collins (1993) initially suggested as
a possible way to explain the surprisingly large single spin
asymmetries seen by the E704 experiment (Adams et al.,
1991) in transversely polarized p p collisions. The Collins
fragmentation function translates the transverse spin of a
quark Sq with momentum k into the azimuthal yield of
ﬁnal state hadrons with transverse momentum Ph⊥ and
fractional energy z. According to the Trento conventions
(Bacchetta, D’Alesio, Diehl, and Miller, 2004) the overall
number density for ﬁnding a hadron h (with mass Mh)
produced in the process q↑ → hX can be deﬁned as:
Dhq↑(z, P
2
h⊥)=D
h
1,q(z, P
2
h⊥)+H
⊥h
1,q (z, P
2
h⊥)
(kˆ×Ph⊥) · Sq
zMh
,
(24.1.12)
where the ﬁrst term is the unpolarized fragmentation func-
tion described in Section 24.1.2.1 before integration of
the transverse momentum. The second term contains the
Collins function H⊥h1,q (z, P
2
h⊥) and correlates the spin ori-
entation of the quark Sq, its momentum kˆ and the trans-
verse momentum of the hadron Ph⊥. Upon ﬂipping the
quark spin this product changes sign and thus generates
a single spin asymmetry proportional to a cosφ modula-
tion of the azimuthal angle spanned by the vectors kˆ,Ph⊥
and Sq. In an unpolarized case the second term vanishes
and the conventional, unpolarized fragmentation function
deﬁnition is recovered. The existence of the spin depen-
dent term was found by the HERMES experiment when
single spin asymmetries attributed to a convolution of
quark transversity and the Collins function turned out
to be nonzero (Airapetian et al., 2005). However, in or-
der to explicitly measure it, e+e− annihilation is used. A
ﬁrst study was performed on DELPHI data by Efremov,
Smirnova, and Tkachev (1999), before the large amount
of data accumulated by the B Factories became avail-
able. The method which is used in both B Factory ex-
periments closely follows the prescription given by Boer
(2009). The experimental selection requirements are also
similar in the measurements Abe (2006a), Seidl (2008),
and Garzia (2013). A product of Collins functions is ac-
cessed by selecting two charged pions in opposite hemi-
spheres where the hemisphere is deﬁned by the thrust axis
(see Chapter 9). Experimentally this corresponds to the
process e+e− → (π±)(π±,∓)X where the brackets indi-
cate the diﬀerent hemispheres and X is the remainder of
the ﬁnal state. To select two-jet like events a minimum
thrust value of 0.8 is required with the thrust axis being
well within the barrel acceptance (cos θT < 0.75). Further
selection criteria require the charged particles to be in the
barrel part of the detector as well (for example, in Seidl,
2008, −0.6 < cos(θlab) < 0.9 is used) with minimum frac-
tional energies z = 2Eh/
√
s > 0.2. The azimuthal asym-
metries are observed in a cos(φ1 + φ2) modulation in the
normalized two-hadron yields, R = N(φ1 + φ2)/〈N12〉,
where φ1,2 are the azimuthal angles deﬁned in the CM by
Figure 24.1.10. Azimuthal angles φ1 and φ2 deﬁned for the
two hadrons relative to the plane spanned by the lepton and
thrust axis.
the two planes of hadrons relative to the plane contain-
ing both the e+e− pair and the thrust axis as shown in
Fig. 24.1.10. N(φ1 + φ2) is the number of pion pairs with
the sum of the azimuthal angles φ1 +φ2, and 〈N12〉 is the
average number of pion pairs over the whole φ1+φ2 inter-
val. Similar deﬁnitions can be obtained where the refer-
ence axis is deﬁned by the plane containing the e+e− pair
and the second hadron in which case only one angle φ0
appears and the modulation becomes a cos(2φ0) modula-
tion (and the corresponding normalized yields are denoted
R0).
Acceptance eﬀects and gluon radiation can also gen-
erate fake azimuthal modulations and were found to be
substantial in MC (Pythia 6.2 and GEANT3 ). To isolate
the spin dependent fragmentation eﬀect from these back-
ground eﬀects, the method of double ratios was applied us-
ing ratios of diﬀerent pion charge combinations. The nor-
malized yields for opposite-sign pion pairs as a function of
the azimuthal angle RU (cos(φ1 + φ2)) (or RU0 (cos(2φ0)))
were divided by the normalized yields of like-sign pairs,
RU(0)/R
L
(0) and ﬁtted. Similar ratios between unlike sign
pion pairs and any charged pion pairs (RU(0)/R
C
(0)) were
also extracted. As both background eﬀects are expected
to be proportional to the unpolarized fragmentation func-
tions, their contributions to the normalized yields are the
same for both charge sign combinations and they can-
cel when building the double ratio. As the Collins func-
tions are expected to be diﬀerent for favored and dis-
favored fragmentation, a net asymmetry related to the
Collins functions should remain. The double ratios as a
function of the azimuthal angles were then ﬁt with az-
imuthal modulations RU/RL = AUL12 cos(φ1 + φ2) +B (or
RU0 /R
L
0 = A
UL
0 cos(2φ0) + B0) of which the cos(φ1 + φ2)
(or cos(2φ0)) part is proportional to the Collins functions.
In case of the any charge pion pairs the corresponding
amplitudes are denoted AUC12(0). An example of the nor-
malized raw yield, double ratio and its modulation can be
seen in Fig. 24.1.11 using the φ0 angle. The normalized
raw yields are paremetrized similarly as the double ratios
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Figure 24.1.11. From Abe (2006a). Top: Example of uncor-
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di-pion normalized rate R0 vs. 2φ0 in the bin z1(z2) ∈ [0.5, 0.7],
z2(z1) ∈ [0.3, 0.5]. Bottom: The di-pion double ratio RU0 /RL0
vs. 2φ0 in the same z1, z2 bin. Resulting parameters of the ﬁt
described in the text (full and dashed lines) are also shown.
for like- and unlike-sign pairs. In order to distinguish the
parameters the latter are labeled by a, b instead of A,B.
The double ratio method was tested using a sample of
generic light quark MC production, where all eﬀects ex-
cept those by the Collins fragmentation were present and
it was found, that the resulting raw asymmetries canceled
as expected. Further tests include destroying the correla-
tion between quark and anti-quark side by mixing pions
from diﬀerent events. Those were found to be consistent
with zero as expected. Also artiﬁcial asymmetries were in-
troduced in the MC to study the reconstruction eﬃciency.
Some underestimation of the reconstructed asymmetries
was found to be caused by the resolution smearing of the
reconstructed thrust axis and the resulting azimuthal an-
gles. The reason is that experimentally one cannot directly
obtain the actual quark-antiquark axis, but has to rely on
obtaining an approximate axis via the event shape variable
thrust. As this is performed using the thrust algorithm
summing over all reconstructed particles this experimen-
tal approximation reproduces the actual quark-antiquark
axis with a ﬁnite accuracy. It is found that even on the
generator level there is some discrepancy, which is fur-
ther enhanced by detector resolutions. In the Belle experi-
ment the average cosine of the angle formed by the recon-
structed thrust axis and the generated quark-antiquark
pair axis for light quarks is 0.990 with an RMS of 0.015
(Seidl, 2008), as obtained from a Pythia (Sjo¨strand, 1995)
simulated sample of events and GEANT (Brun, Bruyant,
Maire, McPherson, and Zanarini, 1987) detector simula-
tion. The resulting reduction of the extracted cos(φ1+φ2)
asymmetries was corrected for by scaling them with a fac-
tor 1.66 ± 0.04 (Seidl, 2008) which was obtained from the
weighted MC simulation asymmetry studies.
The contribution to the asymmetries by light quarks
and charm quarks (the latter representing background for
the light quark fragmentation measurements) were sepa-
rated using, in addition to the main data sample, a charm
enhanced data sample. In the latter candidate π K pairs
with the invariant mass in the range of D meson and D πs
combinations consistent with a D∗ meson were selected.
The initial measurement (Abe, 2006a) was performed on
29.1 fb−1 of data obtained 60 MeV below the Υ (4S) reso-
nance, while the second publication (Seidl, 2008) utilized
551 fb−1 of data including the resonance data. It was
found that the thrust selection mentioned above removes
most of the B decay events (the remaining pollution of the
sample with B meson decays is around 2%). The results
of the latter measurement are shown in Fig. 24.1.12.
It can be seen that the asymmetries are of the order
of several percent and are rising with increasing fractional
energy. The direct interpretation is not straightforward
since the asymmetries are diﬀerences of products of fa-
vored and disfavored Collins and unpolarized fragmenta-
tion functions:
RU12
RC12
= 1 + cos(φ1 + φ2)AUC12 ,
AUC12 =
sin2 θ
1 + cos2 θ
×
{
f
(
H⊥,fav1 H¯
⊥,fav
2 +H
⊥,dis
1 H¯
⊥,dis
2
)
(
Dfav1 D¯
fav
2 +D
dis
1 D¯
dis
2
)
−
f
(
(H⊥,fav1 +H
⊥,dis
1 )(H¯
⊥,fav
2 + H¯
⊥,dis
2 )
)
(
(Dfav1 +D
dis
1 )(D¯
fav
2 + D¯
dis
2 )
) },
(24.1.13)
where a shorthand notation was used for the fragmenta-
tion functions of hemispheres 1 and 2, i.e. H⊥2 = H
⊥h
1,q (z2)
and similarly for the unpolarized fragmentation functions
D2 = Dh1,q(z2); also the favored and disfavored FF’s are
denoted by superscripts fav and dis, respectively. A simi-
lar notation holds for the AUL12 amplitude. Anselmino et al.
(2007) extracted the corresponding favored and disfavored
Collins fragmentation functions from the Belle data and
found that they are both sizeable and of opposite sign. Us-
ing this they were able to extract the quark transversity
distribution from the HERMES (Airapetian et al., 2005)
and COMPASS (Alexakhin et al., 2005) data for the ﬁrst
time.
In this extraction some improvements in the knowledge
of the Collins function are still needed. For example, the
intrinsic transverse momentum dependence is not known
and was only estimated. Recent results have been shown
by BABAR (Garzia, 2013), with an analysis similar to that
performed by Belle and based on a data sample corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of about 468 fb−1
collected at the Υ (4S) and 40 MeV below. A general con-
sistency between the BABAR and Belle asymmetries mea-
sured as a function of the fractional energies is observed.
The z-range explored by BABAR extends from 0.15 to 0.9.
In addition, BABAR performed a study of the azimuthal
asymmetries as a function of the transverse momentum of
the pions with respect to the thrust axis. As an example,
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Figure 24.1.12. Azimuthal cos(φ1 + φ2) amplitude A12 of
the normalized yield ratios of unlike-sign pion pairs over like-
sign pion pairs AUL (triangles), and of unlike-sign pion pairs
over any charged pion pairs AUC (squares) as a function of the
fractional energy z2 for 4 diﬀerent bins of z1, from top left to
bottom right, as measured by Belle (Seidl, 2008). The error
bars represent the statistical errors, while systematic uncer-
tainties are given as bands for each amplitude, the top band
for AUL, the bottom band for AUC .
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Figure 24.1.13. Preliminary BABAR results (Garzia, 2013)
on azimuthal asymmetries measured from ﬁts to the RU/RL
(A12,UL), and R
U/RC (A12,UC) ratios, as functions of the
transverse momentum pt2 for four bins of pt1, from top left
to bottom right. Statistical and systematic errors are shown as
errors bars and shaded bands respectively.
Fig. 24.1.13 shows the azimuthal asymmetries measured in
the thrust reference frame. The energy and transverse mo-
mentum dependence of the Collins asymmetries obtained
by BABAR can be combined with the Belle data and the
results from SIDIS experiments for an improved global
analysis as done in Anselmino et al. (2007).
Collins functions for other ﬁnal state hadrons still need
to be extracted to improve the sensitivity for diﬀerent
quark ﬂavors and to match the extracted asymmetries in
SIDIS experiments. Also, an important test of the mecha-
nism which creates this transverse spin eﬀect (Collins ef-
fect) still needs to be performed. According to a model by
Artru and Mekhﬁ (1990) which follows string fragmenta-
tion, the Collins eﬀect for a transversely polarized vector
meson should be of diﬀerent sign as that for pseudoscalar
mesons. Results from those studies are not yet available.
24.1.3.2 Interference fragmentation function
The second chiral-odd fragmentation function is the in-
terference fragmentation function (IFF), H1 (z,m), which
describes the fragmentation of a transversely polarized
quark into a pair of hadrons of diﬀerent charge with total
fractional energy z and an invariant mass m. A nonzero
IFF can be created by the interference of two hadrons in
a relative S- or P -wave state. For charged pion pairs this
could therefore be either a simple S-wave (which might
be related to the σ resonance) interfering with the P -wave
state related to the ρ meson (which is observed as a di-
pion resonance). This potential interference also governs
the invariant mass dependence according to theory pre-
dictions. Based on pion-pion phase shift analysis of data,
Jaﬀe, Jin, and Tang (1998) suggest a sign change of the
two-pion interference fragmentation function is required
at the invariant mass of the ρ meson. Radici, Jakob, and
Bianconi (2002) suggest no sign change but the maximum
of the IFF magnitude at the same mass. The diﬀerence
between the interference fragmentation function and the
Collins fragmentation function is that intrinsic transverse
momenta of hadrons created in the fragmentation are in-
tegrated over in the former case, which enables the use
Figure 24.1.14. Azimuthal angles φ1 and φ2 deﬁned for the
two hadron pairs’s planes (denoted by the yellow planes) rela-
tive to plane spanned by the lepton and thrust axis (blue).
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Figure 24.1.15. Azimuthal cos(φ1+φ2) modulations a12 of normalized yield of charged pion pairs as a function of the fractional
energy z2 for 9 diﬀerent bins of z1 from top left to bottom right as measured by Belle (Vossen, 2011). The ﬁlled areas represent
the systematic uncertainties.
of collinear factorization. This in turn leads to the QCD
evolution of the interference fragmentation function being
known and makes it easily applicable at various energies
and in diﬀerent processes such as in SIDIS or p p collisions.
IFF measurements were performed by HERMES
(Airapetian et al., 2008), Compass (Adolph et al., 2012;
Wollny, 2009), PHENIX (Yang, 2009) and STAR (Vossen,
2012). These measurements determine the product of two
unknown quantities: quark transversity and the interfer-
ence fragmentation functions. Therefore the measurement
of the interference fragmentation function alone in e+e−
annihilation enable the access to quark transversity, inde-
pendent of the methods using Collins FF. Similar to the
Collins analysis, the interference fragmentation function
can be reconstructed at B Factories using the combination
of two chiral-odd fragmentation functions in each hemi-
sphere (Boer, Jakob, and Radici, 2003). Therefore, one
measures inclusively two hadron pairs in opposite hemi-
spheres in e+e− annihilation. Again the two hemispheres
are deﬁned by the thrust axis and a thrust > 0.8 ensures
two-jet like topology (Vossen, 2011). All four hadrons are
required to be detected in the central part of the detector
and to have a minimal fractional energy of 0.1. In ad-
dition, the invariant mass of each pair is required to be
in the range of 0.25 to 2 GeV/c2. To avoid acceptance
eﬀects at the edges of the detector, hadrons were only se-
lected if they originated in a cone around the thrust axis
of nˆ · Ph > 0.8 where the thrust axis was again limited
to the barrel parts of the detector, identical to the Collins
analysis. Two azimuthal angles φ1,2 are calculated, de-
ﬁned by the plane of each hadron pair relative to the plane
spanned by the e+e− pair and the thrust axis, as displayed
in Fig. 24.1.14.
Again the normalized yields as a function of the az-
imuthal angles are ﬁtted. The cos(φ1 + φ2) modulation is
proportional to the product of the interference fragmen-
tation functions for the quark and antiquark sides nor-
malized by the corresponding unpolarized fragmentation
functions. After the application of the opening angle selec-
tion around the thrust axis, nearly vanishing acceptance
eﬀects (< 0.1%) were observed in MC simulations of light
quark production. Therefore it is possible to directly ob-
tain the IFFs without the need for double ratios. The azi-
muthal modulation is again ﬁtted by b12+a12 cos(φ1+φ2)
of which the cosine modulation can be interpreted as
a12 ∝ − sin
2 θ
1 + cos2 θ
∑
q e
2
qH
,q
1 (z1,m1)H
,q¯
1 (z2,m2) + c.c.∑
q e
2
qD
q
1(z1,m1)D
q¯
1(z2,m2) + c.c.
,
(24.1.14)
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Figure 24.1.16. Azimuthal cos(φ1 + φ2) modulations a12 of the normalized yield of charged pion pairs as a function of the
invariant mass m2 for 8 diﬀerent bins of m1 from top left to bottom right as measured by Belle (Vossen, 2011). The ﬁlled areas
represent the systematic uncertainties.
where θ is the polar angle between the lepton and the
thrust axis. Similar systematic studies as in the Collins
analysis were performed, such as mixed-event tests where
the two hadron pairs were selected from diﬀerent events,
the zero tests in MC simulations without any spin eﬀects
present as well as studies of the bias of the asymmetries for
certain opening angle and thrust selections. The stability
over various data-taking periods for on- and oﬀ-resonance
data were also studied and found to be consistent. Again
the thrust axis smearing reduces the magnitude of the
asymmetries to 92% of the generated value as found in
simulations (less than in the case of Collins FF measure-
ment).
Results have been obtained so far by Belle, for charged
pion pairs, using 672 fb−1 (Vossen, 2011). The asymme-
tries are displayed, for example, as a function of the two
fractional energies of the two pairs in Fig. 24.1.15. It can
be seen that the asymmetries are increasing with frac-
tional energy. This can again be explained if more of the
quarks’ spin information is contained at the highest frac-
tional energies. The overall magnitude of the asymmetries
is quite remarkable, reaching more than 10%. Given that
the asymmetry parameter a12 is proportional to the prod-
uct of two IFFs (see Eq. 24.1.14) this means that the eﬀect
of a single IFF can be as large as 30%.
Figure 24.1.16 shows the asymmetries as a function
of the invariant mass of the pion pairs. Here one sees
an increase in the magnitude of asymmetries up to and
slightly above the ρ mass, where the asymmetries seem
to level oﬀ. At the highest invariant masses, the frac-
tion of charm events according to MC is largest, such
that some eﬀect might originate from charm events. How-
ever eﬀorts to separate charm and uds events showed lit-
tle diﬀerence between the extracted uds and all events.
The asymmetries also show clearly that no sign change
of the interference fragmentation function occurs at the
invariant mass of the ρ meson and therefore rules out
Jaﬀe’s prediction (Jaﬀe, Jin, and Tang, 1998). Theoret-
ical eﬀorts to obtain the quark transversity by combining
the e+e− IFF results with the corresponding SIDIS re-
sults performed by Bacchetta, Courtoy, and Radici (2011)
and Courtoy, Bacchetta, Radici, and Bianconi (2012) show
a quark transversity distribution similar to the one ex-
tracted using the Collins fragmentation functions, although
uncertainties are currently still rather large. A recent up-
date of that analysis by Courtoy, Bacchetta, and Radici
(2012) shows excellent agreement when the recent COM-
PASS data (Adolph et al., 2012) are included. The simi-
larity of the extracted transversity distributions suggests
that the unknown QCD evolution of the Collins func-
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tion is not too diﬀerent from the regular DGLAP evo-
lution, otherwise the magnitudes at as diﬀerent scales of
Q2 = 110GeV2 (B Factories) and 2.4GeV2 (HERMES)
would also have been rather diﬀerent.
Future measurements of IFF should include π0π±,
π±,0K and KK, as well as combinations of diﬀerent pairs
in diﬀerent hemispheres to gain additional information on
the two hadron equivalents of favored and disfavored frag-
mentation.
24.1.4 Summary on fragmentation functions
Belle and BABAR have extracted high precision unpolar-
ized fragmentation functions for light and charmed mesons
and some of the charmed baryons. While light hadrons
contain a relatively small energy fraction of the initial par-
tons the same fraction for charmed hadrons amounts to
about 60%. The measured light quark fragmentation func-
tions will be used to signiﬁcantly improve the global QCD
ﬁts on fragmentation and will in turn provide further ac-
cess to the ﬂavor structure of the nucleon in semi-inclusive
DIS and pp experiments. Spin dependent Collins and in-
terference fragmentation functions were directly obtained
for the ﬁrst time and found to be sizeable. They give ac-
cess to the transverse spin structure of the nucleon since
they act as quark spin analyzers. They have also been used
together with SIDIS world data to obtain the transversity
distribution functions of the nucleon.
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Since the early years of the quark model, there has
been speculation concerning states with unusual valence
quark content: something other than qqq or qq. Other
color-singlet conﬁgurations are allowed by SU(3), so the
question becomes whether the dynamics of the strong in-
teraction allows such states to form and to be at least
metastable. So-called pentaquark states, with valence con-
tent qqqqq (or charge conjugate), are an important ex-
ample. Theoretical work on pentaquark states is brieﬂy
summarized in Section 24.2.1.
The subject became important for the B Factories due
to positive claims in 2003, initially from experiments work-
ing at the boundary of particle and nuclear physics. The
original Θ(1540)+ evidence was from a search in photo-
production by LEPS (Nakano et al., 2003), and an analy-
sis of kaon interaction data from DIANA (Barmin et al.,
2003). Many other positive claims for the Θ(1540)+ and
other pentaquark states followed. These are summarized
in Section 24.2.2.
A programme of searches then followed at both Belle
and BABAR, which may be roughly divided by production
mechanism: inclusive production (Section 24.2.3), searches
in B decays (Section 24.2.4), and interaction of primary
particles in the material of the detector (Section 24.2.5).
The latter provide the most direct challenge to the original
pentaquark claims. The lessons from B Factory data are
summarized in Section 24.2.6.
24.2.1 Theoretical studies on pentaquarks
In the light-quark baryon sector, spin and ﬂavor are com-
bined to yield a ﬂavor-spin SU(6) representation of the
spectroscopy. The baryon states are composed of three
quarks, each of which is assumed to be a color triplet, with
all baryons assumed to be color singlets. The allowed state
vectors are thus anti-symmetric in color, and symmetric in
space-spin-ﬂavor, and in this way the quark conﬁgurations
satisfy Fermi statistics. All of the known baryon states up
to ∼ 2GeV, i.e. those with at least 3 stars in the Parti-
cle Data Group (PDG) evaluation, are accommodated in
this scheme, and the non-relativistic three-quark potential
model of Isgur and Karl can also explain the occurrence
of “missing states” on the basis of their highly inelastic
decay characteristics (Koniuk and Isgur, 1980). In fact, in
the review article by Hey and Kelly (1983) it is pointed out
that the successful description of the known baryon states
in terms of conﬁned triplets of spin-half quarks with a hid-
den color degree of freedom is perhaps the most signiﬁcant
outcome of all the attempts at describing the spectroscopy
(and couplings) of the baryonic excitations. However, in
the context of QCD, the apparent absence of baryons with
composition qqqqq or qqqg is not understood.
24.2.1.1 Early partial wave analyses
The most obvious way to prove the existence of qqqqq
states is to identify resonant structure in the KN sys-
tem, since an S = +1 baryon must at minimum contain
ﬁve quarks. Since the early days of the quark model, such
evidence has been sought in the Partial Wave Analysis
(PWA) of KN elastic, charge exchange, and inelastic scat-
tering data. The results of these searches for Z∗ states, as
they were called, are summarized brieﬂy in Hey and Kelly
(1983). Only the P01 and P13 amplitudes show hints of
structure (in the mass region 1.8–1.9GeV/c2), but it was
then concluded that there is no convincing evidence of res-
onant behavior. In its 1986 review (Aguilar-Benitez et al.,
1986) the PDG drew a line under these studies with the
following comment:
. . . the [PWA] results permit no deﬁnite conclusion
— the same story heard for 15 years. The stan-
dards of proof must simply be much more severe
here than in a channel in which many resonances
are already known to exist. The general prejudice
against baryons not made of three quarks and the
lack of any experimental activity in this area make
it likely that it will be another 15 years before the
issue is decided.
The Z∗ listings appeared for the last time in that issue,
and starting with the following review (Yost et al., 1988),
only a reference to the 1986 edition was included. After
that, the subject of exotic baryons did not receive much
attention except from a few theorists motivated by the old
chiral soliton ideas due to Skyrme (1962).
24.2.1.2 The pentaquark revival; prediction of the
Θ(1540)+
A decade later Diakonov, Petrov, and Polyakov (1997)
made a remarkable prediction concerning the existence of
a positive strangeness baryon state just above KN thresh-
old in mass (∼ 1.53GeV/c2) and of extremely narrow
width (Γ < 15MeV). Such a state would be manifestly ex-
otic since it would have a minimal content of four quarks
and an anti-quark (s). The predictions were based on the
generalization of a chiral soliton model (Skyrme, 1962),
in which nucleons are viewed as solitons of the pion ﬁeld.
Quantization of the rotations of this ﬁeld in ordinary and
ﬂavor SU(3) space leads to a baryon ground state which
is an octet with spin 1/2, and to a ﬁrst excited state which
is a spin 3/2 decuplet, just as happens to be the case in
nature. In the case of three ﬂavors, the next excitation
corresponds to an anti-decuplet with spin 1/2. The struc-
ture of this anti-decuplet is shown in Fig. 24.2.1, with the
exotic S = +1 state occupying the apex of the triangle.
The states at the extreme edges of the base of the trian-
gle are also manifestly exotic with minimal quark content
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Figure 24.2.1. The anti-decuplet (annuli) and octet (ﬁlled
circles) that are generally assumed for the lowest mass pen-
taquarks. The vertical axis is the strangeness and the horizon-
tal axis is the isospin. The quark content of the anti-decuplet
members is shown. (Reproduced from Aubert, 2004aa.)
as shown. As indicated, the mass splitting between the
isospin multiplets of diﬀerent strangeness is linear; in Di-
akonov, Petrov, and Polyakov (1997), it is estimated to be
∼ 180MeV/c2. The overall mass scale was deﬁned by iden-
tifying the nucleon member of the anti-decuplet with the
N(1710) resonance (Eidelman et al., 2004), and this led
to an estimation of the Θ(1540)+ mass of ∼ 1.53GeV/c2.
A subsequent calculation of the width of this state led to
the estimate that it should be ∼ 15MeV, which, if correct,
should make it amenable to experimental detection pro-
vided that the cross section for production is large enough.
On page 312 of Diakonov, Petrov, and Polyakov (1997),
there is a comment that the data from the LASS exper-
iment might be used to look for the Θ(1540)+. This was
in fact done in 1997 using data selected for the reaction
K+p→ π+K+n at an incident momentum 11GeV/c, but
no signal was observed. The result shown at the 7th Inter-
national Symposium on Meson-Nucleon Physics and the
Structure of the Nucleon in 1997 can be found in Napoli-
tano, Cummings, and Witkowski (2004). Old, but high
quality, bubble chamber data selected for the reaction
K+p→ π+K0p in the momentum region around 1GeV/c
(Berthon et al., 1973) also fail to reveal a signal, and sug-
gest cross section values less than 10μb. Representative
Dalitz plots in the Θ(1540)+ region reported in the 2004
PDG review article by George Trilling (Eidelman et al.,
2004) are quite clear: there is no evidence of Θ(1540)+
production.
For more than ﬁve years after the publication of the
Diakonov et al. paper there was no experimental evidence
to support the prediction of the Θ(1540)+ but the situ-
ation changed dramatically in the fall of 2002 when the
LEPS Collaboration claimed to have observed photopro-
duction of a Θ(1540)+ candidate (Nakano et al., 2003).
Then, during a pentaquark workshop at Jeﬀerson Lab
(JLab) in November 2003, K.Kadija, representing the
NA49 Collaboration, presented evidence for the produc-
tion of a Ξ5(1860)++ pentaquark candidate and a neutral
partner in p− p interactions at a CM energy of 17.2GeV
(later published in Alt et al., 2004). If this state is inter-
preted as belonging to the anti-decuplet of Diakonov et
al., the mass (∼ 1.862GeV/c2) and width (< 18MeV) val-
ues are much smaller than those predicted (2.07GeV/c2
and > 140MeV, respectively). In a subsequent paper, Di-
akonov and Petrov (2004) no longer used the N(1710)
to set the absolute mass scale for their predictions, but
used the mass values of the Θ(1540)+ and Ξ5(1860) to
deﬁne a new anti-decuplet central mass and mass split-
ting (∼ 108MeV/c2). The reduction of the splitting from
the 180MeV/c2 value of Diakonov, Petrov, and Polyakov
(1997) could be reproduced by increasing the value of
the nucleon sigma term used in the calculation, and ar-
guments were given to indicate that the NA49 width limit
was reasonable if the true width of the Θ(1540)+ was
< 3MeV, and the two states were members of the same
anti-decuplet.
24.2.1.3 Subsequent studies
Stimulated by the ﬂurry of experimental activity on the
pentaquark front, other models of the “quark cluster” type
soon appeared. The ﬁrst of these, due to Karliner and
Lipkin (2003), divided the pentaquark constituents into a
di-quark and a tri-quark cluster with the quarks of iden-
tical ﬂavor in diﬀerent clusters. Each cluster has isospin
zero and is a color non-singlet (separating the pairs of
identical ﬂavor); one unit of orbital angular momentum
then yields IJP = 0 12
+ as expected for the lowest anti-
decuplet, and the centrifugal barrier keeps the clusters
beyond the range of the repulsive color-magnetic force.
The individual clusters bind together as a result of color-
electric forces. The model yields a Θ(1540)+ mass esti-
mate of ∼ 1.59GeV/c2, and an anti-decuplet mass split-
ting which is only ∼ 50MeV/c2. This is a quark-based
model which led to a resonant S = +1 baryon state in the
vicinity of KN threshold.
A second model of this type is due to Jaﬀe and Wilczek
(2003). The Θ(1540)+ is described in terms of two ud di-
quarks and a bachelor s quark. The ground state diquark-
diquark-antiquark conﬁguration leads to a degenerate octet
and anti-decuplet whose symmetry is broken as a result of
the strange quark mass, leading to mixing of the two mul-
tiplets. Incorporating the Θ(1540)+ as the Y = 2 member
of the anti-decuplet leads to a somewhat diﬀerent spec-
troscopy than that of Diakonov, Petrov, and Polyakov
(1997), and in particular yields a JP = 1/2+ nucleon
state at a mass lower than the Θ(1540)+ which is asso-
ciated with the broad Roper resonance.182 However, the
predicted mass of the Ξ5(1860) state is more than 100MeV
below the mass of the state claimed by the NA49 experi-
ment.
182 A Roper resonance is a broad baryon state with a mass
circa 1440MeV, denoted by P11(1440), see Alvarez-Ruso (2010)
and references therein for more details.
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Finally, it should be possible to employ Lattice Gauge
techniques to investigate the hypothetical existence of an
exotic pentaquark resonant state in the vicinity of KN
threshold. Holland and Juge (2006) discussed the status of
such calculations, and concluded that there was as yet no
evidence favoring the existence of any such state. However
the paper cautions that “absence of evidence” should not
be considered to be “evidence of absence” at the present
early stage of these eﬀorts.
Since the claim of evidence for Θ(1540)+ production,
many models generating estimates of production cross sec-
tion rates in photoproduction and hadroproduction reac-
tions have been presented in the literature. Cross section
estimates range from a fraction of a nanobarn to sev-
eral hundred nb in photoproduction, and from a fraction
of a microbarn to several millibarns in hadroproduction,
depending on the reaction and details of the model. A
sampling of such calculations can be found in Oh, Kim,
and Lee (2004a,b), and in some of the references listed
in these papers. Some of the calculations yield unaccept-
able results: e.g. for the reaction K+p→ π+Θ(1540)+ the
predicted cross section is ∼ 1.5mb at low beam momen-
tum, clearly inconsistent with the published data (Berthon
et al., 1973).
24.2.2 Positive claims in 2003–2005
24.2.2.1 Θ(1540)+
Table 24.2.1 is adapted from Dzierba, Meyer, and Szczepa-
niak (2005), and summarizes the various claims for the
observation of the Θ(1540)+ pentaquark state. The cor-
responding collaborations and reactions studied are sum-
marized; also listed are the mass and width estimates, and
claimed signiﬁcance.
The ﬁrst three rows of the table result from photopro-
duction of the same exclusive ﬁnal state, with the signal
appearing in theK+n invariant mass distribution (Nakano
et al., 2003; Stepanyan et al., 2003). The next two rows
are from photoproduction of diﬀerent exclusive ﬁnal states
on a proton target, with the signal again appearing in
the K+n invariant mass distribution (Barth et al., 2003;
Kubarovsky et al., 2004). The quoted mass and width val-
ues appear to be consistent.
The remaining measurements are for the K0Sp system.
Only for the exclusive ﬁnal states of Abdel-Bary et al.
(2004) and Barmin et al. (2003) is it known with certainty
that the K0S is produced as a K
0. These eight measure-
ments are obtained using a variety of incident particles
(K+, p, neutrino, and e±) and targets, and six of them
are from inclusive production processes. These measure-
ments yield a discrepancy of at least 3σ between the mass
values from the K+n and K0Sp systems.
The overall mean value of the mass from these mea-
surements is 1535.3± 2.6MeV/c2, where the error is esti-
mated from the spread in the individual values, since this
is larger than would be expected from the quoted errors
on the measurements.
If the Θ(1540)+ exists, its eﬀects should be seen in
K+d scattering data for incident K+ laboratory momenta
around 440MeV/c, unless its width is very small. Since
the CM energy in this region is below pion production
threshold, the cross section reaches the unitarity limit at
resonance, and for spin 1/2 is Bi × Bf × 68mb, where Bi
and Bf are the branching fractions to the initial and ﬁnal
states. These branching fractions are equal to 0.5 for the
Θ(1540)+. Integrating over the resonance peak, the net
eﬀect results in a contribution Γ × (Bi × Bf × 107mb),
where Γ is the width of the resonance. Several studies
of the rather sparse scattering data in this region (Arndt,
Strakovsky, and Workman, 2003; Cahn and Trilling, 2004;
Haidenbauer and Krein, 2003; Nussinov, 2003, 2004) con-
clude that Γ must be less than 5 MeV. In addition, in Cahn
and Trilling (2004) the Xe bubble chamber data of Barmin
et al. (2003), when interpreted in terms of K+n charge
exchange scattering, yield the value Γ = (0.9± 0.3)MeV,
with no estimate of systematic uncertainty. The conclu-
sion therefore is that if the Θ(1540)+ exists its width must
be < 5MeV, and may even be as small as ∼ 1MeV. The
width estimates in Table 24.2.1 are consistent with such
values.
Since the mass distributions of the claimed signals were
obtained in many diﬀerent contexts, it is diﬃcult to be-
lieve that the signals might be spurious. However, the fact
that the mass value estimates are spread over a range
which seems too large for the uncertainties quoted, and the
observation that in all of the distributions, the peak signal
bin contains only 0–50 events above background, indicate
the need to exercise caution. This is especially relevant in
light of JLab results (DeVita, 2005) in what is essentially
a much higher statistics repetition of the SAPHIR exper-
iment. Cross section estimates for Θ(1540)+ production
are either non-existent, unclear, or unreliable.
The COSY experiment (Abdel-Bary et al., 2004) quotes
a cross section of (0.4±0.1±0.1)μb but does not indicate
clearly whether all branching fraction values and isospin
Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients have been taken into account.
The SAPHIR experiment (Barth et al., 2003) initially
quoted a cross section for the reaction γp→ K0Θ(1540)+
of 300 nb, but this has since been reduced to 50 nb, and
JLab measurements of the same reaction (DeVita, 2005)
yield a 95% C.L. upper limit in the range 1–4 nb for the
relevant region of photon laboratory energy. As of 2005,
when the B Factory studies were being performed, there
was no other useful information.
24.2.2.2 Ξ5(1860)
These are the states contributing the base of the anti-
decuplet triangle in Fig. 24.2.1. Only one observation has
been claimed to date, from the NA49 Collaboration study-
ing the interactions of a 158 GeV/c proton beam in a liquid
hydrogen target (Alt et al., 2004). The combined invari-
ant mass distributions for the systems Ξ−π−, Ξ−π+, and
their anti-particle counterparts reveal a narrow signal of
∼ 68 events over a background of ∼ 77 events; the width is
consistent with the detector resolution (18MeV/c2). The
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Table 24.2.1. Results from experiments reporting the observation of the Θ(1540)+ in a K+n or K0Sp invariant mass distri-
bution, expanded from Table 3 of Dzierba, Meyer, and Szczepaniak (2005). Seven of these experiments involve real or virtual
photoproduction (denoted by *), and four more involve hadroproduction on a hydrogen or nuclear target. (Xe)′ denotes a
recoiling Xe. The second LEPS result (Nakano, 2004) was a conference presentation that did not include a mass and width.
Experiment Reaction Mass Width Signiﬁcance Reference
(MeV) (MeV) (σ)
LEPS(1)* γ12C → K+K−X 1540± 10 < 25 4.6 Nakano et al. (2003)
LEPS(2)* γd→ K+K−X – −− – Nakano (2004)
CLAS(d)* γd→ K+K−(n)p 1542± 5 < 21 5.2 Stepanyan et al. (2003)
CLAS(p)* γp→ K+K−(n) 1555± 10 < 26 7.8 Kubarovsky et al. (2004)
SAPHIR* γp→ K0K+(n) 1540± 6 < 25 4.8 Barth et al. (2003)
COSY pp→ Σ+K0p 1530± 5 < 18 4–6 Abdel-Bary et al. (2004)
JINR p(C3H8)→ K0SpX 1530± 5 9.2± 1.8 5.5 Aslanyan et al. (2005)†
SVD pA→ K0SpX, (A = C, Si, Pb) 1540± 8 < 24 5.6 Aleev et al. (2005)
DIANA K+Xe → K0p(Xe)′ 1539± 2 < 9 4.4 Barmin et al. (2003)
νBC(ITEP) νNe → K0SpX 1533± 5 < 20 6.7 Asratyan et al. (2004)‡
NOMAD νμA→ K0SpX, (A = Fe, Al, Pb) 1528.7± 2.5 < 21 4.4 Camilleri (2005)
HERMES* e+d→ K0SpX 1528± 3 13± 9 ∼ 5 Airapetian et al. (2004)
ZEUS* e−p→ e−K0SpX 1522± 3 8± 4 ∼ 5 Chekanov et al. (2004a)
† Aslanyan, Emelyanenko, and Rikhkvitzkaya (2005)
‡ Asratyan, Dolgolenko, and Kubantsev (2004)
ﬁtted mass value is (1.862±0.002)GeV/c2. A Ξ5(1860)++
baryon is manifestly exotic; it occupies the lower-left ver-
tex of the anti-decuplet, with the minimal quark compo-
sition shown. It is troubling that there have been no other
observations of this state to date, but even more trou-
bling that members of the same collaboration have pub-
licly questioned the analysis (Fischer and Wenig, 2004).
24.2.2.3 Θc(3100)
Again there was only one experiment claiming evidence
for this anti-charm baryon state (Aktas et al., 2004). The
signal is observed by the H1 Collaboration at HERA in the
D∗−p and D∗+p invariant mass distributions; the ﬁtted
mass value is (3.099±0.003±0.005)GeV/c2 and the width
is consistent with detector resolution (∼ 12MeV/c2). The
minimal quark content is uuddc, so that the state is a
manifestly exotic pentaquark candidate. There has been
no corroboration of this state to date; in particular, the
ZEUS experiment operating under the same conditions at
HERA has found no evidence of a signal (Chekanov et al.,
2004b). The H1 result was later retracted.
24.2.2.4 Negative searches
The experiments which have searched in vain for evidence
of the three pentaquark states are summarized in Dzierba,
Meyer, and Szczepaniak (2005). There is a fairly detailed
discussion of the various non-observations in the reference,
which we do not repeat here.
24.2.3 Inclusive production searches
24.2.3.1 Strange pentaquark candidates
A dedicated search for inclusive production of theΘ(1540)+
was performed by BABAR (Aubert, 2005ac); searches for
the doubly-strange states Ξ5(1860)0 and Ξ5(1860)++, re-
ported by NA49 (Alt et al., 2004) and supposed to be
partners of the Θ(1540)+ within a pentaquark 10 multi-
plet, were presented in the same paper.
In this analysis, the pK0S system, with K
0
S → π+π−,
was investigated for evidence of Θ(1540)+ production in
e+e− collisions at a CM energy of 10.58GeV, and 0.04GeV
below.
The pK0S invariant mass distribution showed a large
(∼100,000 events) signal corresponding to the produc-
tion of the Λ(2285)+ charmed baryon, and this was used
to verify that the dependence of mass resolution upon
CM momentum p∗ was well reproduced in Monte Carlo
simulation. The same simulation in the mass region of
the Θ(1540)+ yields mass resolution values in the range
1.7–2.2MeV/c2. The excellent agreement obtained for the
Λ(2285)+ data demonstrates that these resolution esti-
mates are reliable. No Θ(1540)+ signal was observed, nei-
ther when the pK0S mass distribution was taken as a whole,
nor when it was examined as a function of p∗. This re-
mained true for sub-samples of the data for which each
event was required to contain an identiﬁed K− (in order
to bias the K0S sample toward K
0 rather than K0), and/or
an anti-proton (in order to bias the sample toward con-
served baryon number).
For a ﬁxed Θ(1540)+ mass value of 1.54GeV/c2, and
ﬁxed total width values of 1MeV and 8MeV, resolution-
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Figure 24.2.2. From Aubert (2004aa): Compilation of light
(no c or b quarks) baryon production rates in e+e− to hadrons
from the PDG. Limits from BABAR on pentaquark production
in e+e− → hadrons are shown, at least an order of magnitude
below the expected trend for “normal” baryons.
smeared P -wave Breit-Wigner lineshapes were used to ob-
tain 95% C.L. cross section upper limits for each 0.5GeV/c
momentum interval in the range 0–5GeV/c.
Limits for the integrated cross section values of 80 fb
and 60 fb were extracted for width values 1MeV and 8MeV,
respectively. The values obtained for a mass choice of
1.53GeV/c2 were virtually identical to these. These upper
limit values are signiﬁcantly below the cross section values
which would be expected for a particle of mass 1.54GeV/c2
on the basis of the observed production rates for “ordi-
nary” hadrons (see Fig. 24.2.2). This suggests that, if the
Θ(1540)+ pentaquark state does in fact exist, its produc-
tion is highly suppressed in e+e− interactions at 10.58GeV
with respect to that of well-established hadrons.
Two CLAS results testing for the possible existence of
the Θ(1540)+ were found to be in disagreement with each
other (McKinnon et al., 2006; Stepanyan et al., 2003). The
2003 result claimed observation of a narrow K+n reso-
nance in the process γd → K+K−pn. The 2006 paper is
the result of a dedicated high luminosity run by the CLAS
collaboration designed speciﬁcally to test the validity of
former publication in a data sample over 30 times larger
than the original one. This subsequent paper found no ev-
idence for a narrow resonance. In 2007 CLAS re-analysed
their data using a consistent Bayesian methodology (Ire-
land et al., 2008) in order to understand if those previous
results were compatible with each other or not, and to ver-
ify if there was any evidence for a Θ(1540)+ signal. They
conclude that the results are indeed compatible, however
that there is insuﬃcient information in the 2003 data to
support the original claim of the existence of a new state.
24.2.3.2 The charmed pentaquark candidate Θc(3100)
Searches for the charmed pentaquark candidate Θc(3100)0
were performed in inclusive production by BABAR (Au-
bert, 2006ar), and in B decays by Belle (Abe, 2004e).
In BABAR, no evidence for the production of the
Θc(3100)0 state in a sample of over 125,000 pD∗ com-
binations was found. Upper limits on the product of the
inclusive Θc(3100)0 production cross section times branch-
ing fraction to this mode for two assumptions of its nat-
ural width, which are valid for any state in the vicin-
ity of 3100MeV/c2, were set. It would be interesting to
compare these limits with the rate expected for an or-
dinary charmed baryon of mass 3100MeV/c2. However,
rates had been measured for only two charmed baryons,
the Λ+c (2285) (Seuster, 2006; see also Eidelman et al.,
2004), and Σc(2455) (Eidelman et al., 2004) at the time
of publication, with a precision that does not allow a
meaningful estimate of the mass dependence. The mass
dependence observed (Eidelman et al., 2004) for non-
charmed baryons in e+e− annihilations predicts a rate
for a 3100MeV/c2 baryon about 1,000 times smaller than
that of the Λ+c (2285). Belle limits for a narrow state in
both e+e− → cc and Υ (4S) events are roughly 1,000 and
500 times below the Λ+c (2285) and Σc(2455) rates, respec-
tively.
As a result the existence of an ordinary charmed bar-
yon with this mass and decay mode cannot be excluded.
24.2.4 Searches in B decays
Parasitic searches were performed at the B Factories for
the Θ(1540)+ and a hypothetical partner Θ∗++ (Wang,
2005; Aubert, 2005p), through analyses of B → ppK de-
cays (Section 17.12). These searches failed to provide any
indication of either of these pentaquark candidates. Belle
concludes from their data that a quark fragmentation in-
terpretation is supported, while a resonant gluonic state
origin is disfavored.
24.2.5 Searches using interactions in the detector
material
If they exist, pentaquarks are thought to be produced at
low energy, and as a result low energy searches are of
paramount importance. To access the low energy domain,
Belle performed a detailed investigation using secondary
interactions of hadrons in the detector material. The pro-
tons and kaons that do not originate from the e+e− inter-
action point were selected and pK pairs that form high-
quality vertices with the radial distance R > 1 cm were
considered. The spatial distribution of the pK0S pairs for
the central part of the Belle detector is shown in Fig. 24.2.3
for the two running periods with diﬀerent conﬁgurations
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Figure 24.2.3. Distribution of reconstructed secondary pK0S vertices in the Belle detector for both the SVD1 (left) and SVD2
(right) data samples, from Mizuk, Danilov (2006).
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Figure 24.2.4. (a) Mass spectra of pK± (points with error bars) and pK0S (histogram) of secondary pairs, and (b) secondary
pK0S pairs (small dots with error bars) and expected yield of the charge exchange reaction per 2 MeV/c
2 (open dots). The
dashed line in (b) corresponds to the result of a ﬁt to a third order polynomial and the Θ(1540)+ contribution expected from
the DIANA result is shown (solid line). Figures are reproduced from Mizuk, Danilov (2006).
of the inner detectors. The beam pipe, the layers of sili-
con vertex detector (three layers for SVD1 and four layers
for SVD2) and inner support of the central drift chamber
are clearly seen, which demonstrates that the secondary
interactions are the dominant source of the selected pK0S
vertices. Similar “detector tomography” pictures were ob-
tained for the pK− and pK+ vertices.
Belle performed the search both for inclusive produc-
tion and for formation of the Θ(1540)+ (Mizuk, Danilov,
2006). The invariant mass distributions for the secondary
pK− and pK0S vertices are shown in Figure 24.2.4. There
is a clear Λ(1520) signal in the pK− distribution while
there is no Θ(1540)+ signal in the K0S distribution. Belle
used the Λ(1520) signal as a reference and placed a 90%
C.L. upper limit on the ratio
σ(KN → Θ(1540)+X)
σ(KN → Λ(1520)X < 2.5%. (24.2.1)
Belle ﬁnds that it is very rarely that there is an addi-
tional kaon track from the secondary pK vertex. Therefore
the interactions are induced by strange particles, primar-
ily kaons, with the contribution of hyperons estimated
to be negligible. Given that the typical projectile kaon
momentum is only 1GeV, this is a unique null result in
the low energy domain. The upper limit is much smaller
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(b) Comparison with ZEUS (Chekanov et al., 2004a),
using ZEUS data below 1.48GeV/c2 for normalization.
Figure 24.2.5. From Coleman (2005): BABAR K0S p mass distributions from electroproduction in Be, compared with results
from previous experiments. In each case, the BABAR distribution is normalized to that of the other experiment in the region
shown.
than the corresponding values from experiments with pos-
itive results, however, its interpretation remains model-
dependent.
To obtain a model-independent constraint on the
Θ(1540)+ parameters Belle searched for the formation of
the Θ(1540)+ using the exclusive charge-exchange reac-
tion K+p → pK0S . The yield of Θ(1540)+ formed in s-
channel transitions is directly related to its width. In this
search the projectile K+ was not reconstructed and its
momentum was determined from the energy-momentum
of the secondary pK0S pair and from the vertex con-
straints. The Fermi momentum of the struck neutron was
also determined. The procedure was veriﬁed and cali-
brated using D∗+ → π+D0(→ π−K+) decays in which
the K+ had interacted in the detector material. To sup-
press the background from inelastic K+n→ pK0S X scat-
tering, Belle applied veto on additional charged tracks
from the secondary vertex and required that the Fermi
momentum be in the range 50 to 300MeV. These re-
quirements suppress inelastic reactions by a factor of
four. The charge exchange reaction accounts for about
10% of the resulting sample. No Θ(1540)+ signal is ob-
served and an upper limit on the Θ(1540)+ width is set
Γ(K+p → Θ(1540)+ → pKs) < 0.64MeV at 90% C.L.
for a Θ(1540)+ mass of 1539MeV. This upper limit is
marginally consistent with the measurement by the DI-
ANA experiment (0.9 ± 0.3)MeV (Barmin et al., 2003)
and does not support the evidence reported by DIANA.
Likewise, the search for the Θ(1540)+ was extended to
the interactions of secondary hadrons, background tracks
of every type, and beam halo electrons and positrons in
the material of the inner BABAR detector (Coleman, 2005).
It was demonstrated that the candidate (K0S , p) vertices
reproduce the detector geometry very well, however the
inclusive K0Sp mass distribution shows no pentaquark sig-
nal.
Sub-samples of the candidates with at least one associ-
ated charged track, and also those remaining after reject-
ing (K0S , p) vertices with at least one associated baryon
were examined. The study has been restricted to the re-
gions which can be interpreted as corresponding to electro-
production in Be (mainly) and Ta, and has been repeated
including in addition a small sample of vertices with an
associated electron. Again, no Θ(1540)+ signal has been
observed. Since there is no quantitative information on the
ﬂux of oﬀ-beam electrons and positrons, it is not possible
to estimate upper limits for the production cross section
as was done in Aubert (2004aa, 2005ac).
The BABAR electroproduction results have been com-
pared to those of the HERMES (Airapetian et al., 2004)
and ZEUS (Chekanov et al., 2004a) experiments, the re-
sults of which are shown in Fig. 24.2.5. These compar-
isons seem to indicate a signiﬁcant loss of acceptance for
the HERMES experiment in the K0Sp mass region below
∼ 1.52GeV/c2. There is no evidence for the Λ(1480) and
Θ(1540)+ signals of the ZEUS analysis, and this creates
serious reservations about the signiﬁcance of the Θ(1540)+
observations claimed by HERMES and ZEUS. A subse-
quent search by H1 for the Θ(1540)+also found no evi-
dence for a signal (Aktas et al., 2006).
Finally, the BABAR results on the electroproduction of
the K0SpK system have been compared to the SAPHIR
(Barth et al., 2003) results on the photoproduction of
the K+nK0 ﬁnal state. A crude attempt at normalizing
the production of Λ(1520) observed in both analyses leads
to the conclusion that a Θ(1540)+ signal as observed by
SAPHIR would not be signiﬁcant in the corresponding
BABAR K0Sp mass distribution. The BABAR results are in
complete accord with those presented by the CLAS Col-
laboration (DeVita, 2005).
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24.2.6 Summary
In summary, the ﬁnal result of the high statistics searches
at the B Factories summarized above is that no experi-
ment has yielded any evidence for the production of the
Θ(1540)+ or other members of the pentaquark family. Fur-
thermore, a comparison of the BABAR results on electro-
production in Be to those from the HERMES (e+D) and
ZEUS (e+p) experiments leads to the conclusion that prior
claims for the observation of Θ(1540)+ in electroproduc-
tion are not convincing. The inclusive and exclusive K+p
interaction searches from Belle also result in the conclu-
sion that claims for the observation of Θ(1540)+ are un-
convincing. In light of these results it would seem clear
that the only way to clarify the issue brought about by the
experiments which still claim a signal is for those experi-
ments to collect and analyse signiﬁcantly more data. How-
ever, many of the analyses have been carried out in exper-
iments which are now decommissioned. Nevertheless, for
those which can be repeated, there is a clear need for new
high statistics data to be collected with well-calibrated,
large-acceptance detectors. Proof of principle has been
amply provided by the results from CLAS (DeVita, 2005),
which so convincingly refute the earlier claim of Θ(1540)+
observation from SAPHIR (Barth et al., 2003).
The whole saga is succinctly summed up by the 2006
and 2008 PDG reports as given below. The 2006 Review
of Particle Physics concluded (Yao et al., 2006):
. . . there has not been a high-statistics conﬁrmation
of any of the original experiments that claimed to
see the Θ(1540)+; there have been two high-statistics
repeats from Jeﬀerson Lab that have clearly shown
the original positive claims in those two cases to
be wrong; there have been a number of other high-
statistics experiments, none of which have found
any evidence for the Θ(1540)+; and all attempts
to conﬁrm the two other claimed pentaquark states
have led to negative results. The conclusion that
pentaquarks in general, and the Θ(1540)+, in par-
ticular, do not exist, appears compelling.
The 2008 Review of Particle Physics went even fur-
ther (Amsler et al., 2008):
There are two or three recent experiments that ﬁnd
weak evidence for signals near the nominal masses,
but there is simply no point in tabulating them in
view of the overwhelming evidence that the claimed
pentaquarks do not exist. The only advance in par-
ticle physics thought worthy of mention in the Amer-
ican Institute of Physics “Physics News in 2003”
was a false alarm. The whole story — the discover-
ies themselves, the tidal wave of papers by theorists
and phenomenologists that followed, and the even-
tual “undiscovery” — is a curious episode in the
history of science.
Despite these null results, LEPS results as of 2009 con-
tinue to claim the existence of a narrow state with a mass
of 1524± 4MeV/c2, with a statistical signiﬁcance of 5.1 σ
(Nakano et al., 2009).
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Chapter 25
Global interpretation
The chapters in this book have described a wide range of
measurements that have been made by the B Factories.
It is possible to relate a number of these to either expec-
tations from Standard Model (SM) based calculations, or
hypothesized scenarios of physics beyond the SM. This
chapter describes in detail how key measurements from
the B Factories can be combined in order to constrain our
understanding of the CKM matrix, and the role of the KM
mechanism in the SM (Section 25.1); and how one may be
able to go beyond the SM and constrain features and parts
of the parameter space for postulated new physics models
(Section 25.2).
Prior to the B Factories there had already been a va-
riety of results on ﬂavor physics, which had produced a
reference point to be improved upon by the B Factories.
The measurement of K as well as measurements in the
charm sector provided indirect constraints on B decays. In
particular, the charm physics performed at CLEO-c, run-
ning at the open charm threshold, produced some results
that would not be surpassed by BABAR or Belle and gave
some tight constraints. ARGUS, CLEO, and the LEP ex-
periments investigated bottom hadrons directly and gave
a ﬁrst picture of what to expect in terms of the SM picture
of the Unitarity Triangle. However, the question remained:
would the SM expectation be borne out experimentally?
There are two requirements for an observable to be
of interest for global ﬁts. Firstly the observable must be
something that is “theoretically clean”, meaning that the
theoretical uncertainties in predicting this quantity in the
SM are negligible or at least small. If this is not satisﬁed,
then one will have trouble incorporating theoretical un-
certainties into the comparison of data with the model.
The result may be apparent deviations from the SM that
in reality have a more mundane origin, since they are re-
ally a manifestation of an approximate calculation in a
SM framework. The second requirement is that one can
make a signiﬁcant measurement of the observable of in-
terest. When looking for CP violation in order to test the
KM mechanism this translates into ﬁnding evidence for a
non-zero level of indirect CP violation. While direct CP
violation is also of interest, hadronic uncertainties arising
from strong phase diﬀerences, which are diﬃcult to calcu-
late, limit the constraints that can be placed on the SM
using direct CP asymmetries.
In the context of searching for physics beyond the SM
the requirement that an observable be theoretically clean
is, again, of paramount importance. However, the require-
ment that one can perform a signiﬁcant measurement may
be relaxed in some circumstances. Broadly speaking there
are two extremes that one can focus on. The ﬁrst is to
search for eﬀects of forbidden or rare decays that would
otherwise be absent or unobservable within the SM. If a
large signal were to be found in such a mode, then that
would unequivocally point to new physics. The second
type of study requires the measurement of a process that
is sensitive to new physics and in addition has a measur-
able SM contribution. Here one aims to compare a pre-
cisely measured observable with the SM expectation to
see if there is agreement or not. A signiﬁcant deviation
from the SM would indicate new physics, and compatibil-
ity with the SM can be used to infer constraints on new
physics models or even exclude them. Any deviation from
the SM expectation can be used to constrain the ratio of
the complex coupling divided by the square of the energy
scale of the new physics appearing in the Lagrangian. This
approach is complementary to direct searches at the LHC
where one constrains the energy scale directly.
In recent years the focus on constraining benchmark
new physics scenarios has matured with the realization
that individual searches have so far failed to produce an
unambiguous discovery. By combining constraints from a
number of diﬀerent modes one can learn about the allowed
structure of beyond-SM scenarios — that is, which pat-
terns of new physics predictions are compatible with the
data. This aspect of the B Factory program remains a
focus for the next generation of experiments.
Experimental guidance is required in order to help the-
orists understand what possible behavior could be allowed
by new physics, while still being compatible with the exist-
ing constraints on the SM. For this reason it is important
to understand the SM description of CP violation, which
is discussed in Section 25.1, and also to explore benchmark
new physics models (Section 25.2), until such time as an
experimental discovery is made that can be used to guide
us toward an improved understanding of nature.
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25.1 Global CKM ﬁts
Editors:
Gerald Eigen (BABAR)
Ryosuke Itoh (Belle)
Marcella Bona (theory)
25.1.1 Introduction
The previous sections of this book present a plethora of
analyses that provide measurements of various observ-
ables, which in turn can be related to fundamental the-
ory parameters. In particular, some observables are con-
nected with the elements of the CKM matrix, which for
three quark families is speciﬁed by four independent pa-
rameters as discussed in detail in Section 16.4. One con-
venient parameterization of the CKM matrix is the small-
angle approximation by Wolfenstein, Eq. (16.4.4). In this
approximation, following the Wolfenstein-Buras redeﬁni-
tion, there are four parameters, A, λ, ρ and η, that fully
determine the CKM matrix, see Eqns (16.4.5), (16.4.6),
and (16.4.8).
The parameter A is of order one and is determined
by Vcb, λ is the expansion parameter and is related to
the Cabibbo angle by λ = sin θc, and ρ and η represent
the apex of the Unitarity Triangle (see Section 16.5). A
non-zero value of η indicates CP violation in the Stan-
dard Model. These four parameters are simultaneously de-
termined by combining various experimental results and
theory parameters connecting the observables to the CKM
formulation in a global CKM ﬁt.
This section gives a brief overview of CP violation in
the era of the B Factories (Section 25.1.2) before describ-
ing two global ﬁt strategies that were continually updated
during that time (Section 25.1.3). Experimental and theo-
retical inputs required in order to perform a global ﬁt are
discussed in Sections 25.1.4 and 25.1.5, respectively. Re-
sults of SM-based global ﬁts are given in Section 25.1.6,
and concluding remarks can be found in Section 25.1.7.
25.1.2 CP violation in the era of the B Factories
One of the most important results of theB Factory physics
program is the observation that CP violation in quark
ﬂavor-changing processes is described by the Kobayashi-
Maskawa (KM) mechanism. The KM mechanism has been
tested to ∼ O(10%) by current measurements from the
B Factories. In the KM mechanism, only one funda-
mental weak phase (the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase δ in
Eq. (16.4.3)) is present and δ is the single source of CP
violation in the SM in the quark sector. The consistency of
εK with the observed CP violation in Bd decays and mea-
surements of sides and angles of the Unitarity Triangle all
point to this common origin of CP violation. In addition,
both the value of Δms and the recent LHCb measure-
ments of the weak phase describing mixing-induced CP vi-
olation in Bs decays agree with the KM mechanism within
errors. This agreement between b → d, b → s and s → d
transitions is nicely illustrated in Fig. 25.1.1. Another im-
portant conﬁrmation of the KM mechanism is the obser-
vation that a global CKM ﬁt with only CP -conserving
observables and one with only CP -violating observables
yield the same values of ρ and η, as shown in Figs 25.1.2
and 25.1.3.
25.1.3 Methodology
Two main collaborations have performed global CKM ﬁts,
periodically releasing new results in concert with updated
measurements from the B Factories. Therefore the im-
pact of new measurements from BABAR and Belle were
constantly discussed in terms of their constraints on the
SM, and of possible tensions that could point toward new
physics. The methodologies employed by these two groups,
CKMﬁtter and UTﬁt, are discussed below. Detailed refer-
ences to the various global ﬁt analyses performed are given
in the sections concerned with the experimental and theo-
retical inputs later in this chapter. For the purpose of this
book, the two groups used a uniﬁed set of inputs coming
from the book averages of B Factory data in the context of
the Standard Model description of quark ﬂavor-changing
processes.
A third approach, called the scan method, has been de-
scribed in a recent paper (Eigen, Dubois-Felsmann, Hitlin,
and Porter, 2013). This method makes minimal assump-
tions as to the distribution of theory errors in ﬁtting for
the Unitarity Triangle parameters, instead scanning over
a large range of theoretical parameters for ﬁts found to
have an acceptable χ2 value. It also extends the global ﬁt,
allowing the determination of correlations in the ﬁt be-
tween underlying physical parameters that are related to
more than one observable, e.g. φ1 and φ2. The statistical
procedure used in the scan method follows the approach
adopted in the BABAR physics book (Harrison and Quinn,
1998).
25.1.3.1 CKMﬁtter
The CKMﬁtter group (Charles et al., 2005), a collabora-
tion of experimental and theoretical physicists, performs
phenomenological studies related to ﬂavor physics and CP
violation. To quantify the impact of measurements on the
SM parameters as well as on some postulated extensions
of the SM, they developed a global ﬁt package based on a
frequentist statistical approach. They use a speciﬁc model
for theoretical uncertainties (most often related to the as-
sessment of hadronic quantities) as biases bounded in a
range, Rﬁt (Ho¨cker, Lacker, Laplace, and Le Diberder,
2001).
The CKMﬁtter group adopted the following frame-
work. They constrain a certain number of parameters in
the model such as the Wolfenstein parameters describing
the CKM matrix, quark masses, or hadronic quantities
in order to compare a set of observations xobs with their
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theoretical predictions in a given model. The unknown pa-
rameters entering the theoretical predictions are split into
two sets, parameters of interest such as (ρ, η) denoted by
μ, and those of no interest called nuisance parameters,
such as hadronic quantities, which are denoted by ν.
A general approach to constrain the fundamental pa-
rameters of interest is a hypothesis test, quantifying the
compatibility of the data with the null hypothesis that
the true value of a fundamental parameter μt is equal to a
particular value μ. In order to interpret the distribution of
observables under the null hypothesis, a test statistic mea-
suring whether the data are compatible or not is deﬁned.
In analogy with the case of simple hypotheses for which
all the values of the fundamental parameters are deﬁned,
the CKMﬁtter framework uses the maximum likelihood
ratio deﬁned as
Λ(x,μ) =
supν Lx(μ,ν)
supμ,ν Lx(μ,ν)
, Δχ2 = −2 ln(Λ),
(25.1.1)
where Lx(μ,ν) denotes the likelihood built from exper-
imental data and theoretical inputs x, and sup refers to
the supremum, otherwise known as least upper bound.
Note that the Δχ2 of the test statistic does not necessar-
ily follow a χ2 distribution, especially if the distributions
of the observables exhibit signiﬁcant non-Gaussian prop-
erties. In the asymptotic regime, however, Wilks’ theorem
states that the distribution of Δχ2 should converge to a χ2
distribution depending only on the number of parameters
tested (Wilks, 1938).
From this test statistic, a p-value for the observations
xobs is built under the null hypothesis μt = μ correspond-
ing to the probability that the test statistic is as large as,
or larger than, that observed
p(xobs;μ) = P[Δχ2 ≥ Δχ2(xobs;μ)]. (25.1.2)
Small p-values provide evidence against the null hypoth-
esis. This p-value can be computed using pseudo experi-
ments with Monte Carlo methods, or directly in terms of
incomplete Γ functions if one assumes that the asymptotic
regime has been reached. After having computed the p-
value associated with each value of μ, conﬁdence intervals
for a given conﬁdence level can be deﬁned by considering
the region where 1− C.L. ≤ p(x;μ).
Practically the ﬁt is performed by scanning μ, min-
imizing the likelihood Lx with respect to the other pa-
rameters, and identifying the “best-ﬁt” value. Unless ex-
plicitly provided by the experiments, the likelihoods are
built assuming the uncertainties in the experimental mea-
surements are Gaussian, whereas the theoretical errors are
treated in the Rﬁt scheme as constrained in a strict range.
The p-values are extracted from the scan of the test statis-
tic and are analyzed to provide conﬁdence intervals or con-
ﬁdence regions for the fundamental parameters of interest.
25.1.3.2 UTﬁt
The UTﬁt Collaboration is formed of experimental and
theoretical physicists performing the Unitarity Triangle
analysis following the method described in Ciuchini et al.
(2001) and Bona et al. (2005). This section summarizes
the basic ingredients of the UTﬁt analysis method that is
developed in the framework of a Bayesian approach.
In the following sections, several equations are given
that relate a constraint cj (where cj stands for one of M
constraints such as |Vub/Vcb|, Δmd, Δms, |εK | and etc.,
for j = 1, . . . ,M) to the Unitarity Triangle parameters ρ
and η, via a set of N ancillary parameters x, where x =
{x1, x2, . . . , xN} stand for all experimentally determined
or theoretically calculated quantities on which the various
cj depend:
cj ≡ cj(ρ, η;x). (25.1.3)
In the ideal case of exact knowledge of cj and x, each
of the constraints provides a curve in the (ρ, η) plane.
In such a case, there would be no reason to favor any
of the points on the curve, unless one has some further
information or physical prejudice, which might exclude
points outside a determined physical region, or, in general,
assign diﬀerent weights to diﬀerent points. In reality one
suﬀers from several uncertainties on the quantities cj and
x. However, there are values for cj and x which can be
considered as ruled out. For example if one considers the
measurement of φ3 = (67 ± 11)◦, the value of this angle
is currently constrained to lie within some almost certain
range, 45◦ < φ3 < 89◦, and so a value of φ3 ∼ 20◦ is
excluded. Moreover, it is much more probable that the
value of φ3 lies between 56◦ and 78◦ rather than in the
rest of the interval, in spite of the fact that the two sub-
intervals have the same widths. This means that, instead
of a single curve in the (ρ, η) plane, one has a family of
curves which depends on the distributions of cj and x. As
a result, diﬀerent points in the (ρ, η) plane have diﬀerent
weights (even if they were taken to be equally probable a
priori) and our conﬁdence on the values of ρ and η clusters
in a region of the plane.
The above considerations can be formalized using the
Bayesian approach: the uncertainty is described in terms
of a probability density function (p.d.f.) which quantiﬁes
our conﬁdence on the values of a given quantity. The in-
ference of ρ and η becomes a straightforward application
of probability theory. In the following, all the p.d.f.s are
called f(. . . ) assuming a diﬀerent functional form that de-
pends on the speciﬁed arguments.
We can deﬁne the p.d.f. f(ρ, η) that takes into account
the uncertainties on cj and x:
f(ρ, η) ∝
∫
1√
2π σ(cj)
exp
[
− (cj(ρ, η,x)− ĉj)
2
2σ2(cj)
]
·
·f(x1) · f(x2) · · · f(xN ) dx , (25.1.4)
where ĉj is the experimental best estimate of cj , with un-
certainty σ(cj). For simplicity, a Gaussian distribution can
be assumed as an individual p.d.f. for each constraint cj .
In principle we should consider a joint f(cj ,x), but we
split it into the product of the individual p.d.f.s, assum-
ing quantities are independent.
Although the above derivation of Eq. (25.1.4) is proba-
bly the most intuitive one, UTﬁt choose to deﬁne a global
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inference relating ρ, η, cj and x, which is the usual way
of performing Bayesian inference. This method is followed
by a second step where marginalization is performed over
those quantities which are not of interest. In this case
Bayes theorem can be used to give
f(cj , ρ, η,x | ĉj) ∝ f(ĉj | cj , ρ, η,x) · f(cj , ρ, η,x)
∝ f(ĉj | cj) · f(cj | ρ, η,x) · f(x, ρ, η)
∝ f(ĉj | cj) · δ(cj − cj(ρ, η,x)) ·
·f(x) · f◦(ρ, η) , (25.1.5)
where f◦(ρ, η) denotes the prior probability distribution.
Equation (25.1.4) can be recovered by i) assuming a Gaus-
sian error function for ĉj around cj ; ii) considering the
various xi as independent; iii) taking a ﬂat a priori dis-
tribution for ρ and η; and iv) by integrating Eq. (25.1.5)
over cj and x.
At this point, the extension of the formalism to several
constraints is straightforward. One can rewrite Eq. (25.1.5)
as
f(ρ, η,x | ĉ1, ..., ĉM ) ∝
∏
j=1,M
fj(ĉj | ρ, η,x)×
∏
i=1,N
fi(xi)×
×f◦(ρ, η) , (25.1.6)
where the conditioning on fj from the cj have been re-
moved, since the cj act as intermediate variables which
are integrated away to obtain a marginal probability dis-
tribution.
Integrating Eq. (25.1.6) over x, one can rewrite the
global inference in the following way:
f(ρ, η | ĉ, f) ∝ L(ĉ | ρ, η, f)× f◦(ρ, η) , (25.1.7)
where ĉ stands for the set of measured constraints, f in-
dicates the dependence from the set of p.d.f.s that can be
explicitly written as:
L(ĉ | ρ, η, f) =
∫ ∏
j=1,M
fj(ĉj | ρ, η,x)
∏
i=1,N
fi(xi) dxi
(25.1.8)
which is the eﬀective overall likelihood taking into account
all possible values of xj , properly weighted. Hence the
overall likelihood depends on the best knowledge of all
xi, described by f(x).
In conclusion, while a priori all values for ρ and η
are considered equally likely, a posteriori the probability
clusters around the point which maximizes the likelihood.
The ﬁnal (unnormalized) p.d.f. obtained starting from a
ﬂat distribution of ρ and η is
f(ρ, η) ∝
∫ ∏
j=1,M
fj(ĉj | ρ, η,x)
∏
i=1,N
fi(xi) dxi,
(25.1.9)
where the integration can be performed using Monte Carlo
methods.
25.1.4 Experimental inputs
The following sections discuss the observables that are
used in global ﬁts in order to extract CKM parameters.
The input values used for these observables are taken from
the averages performed for this book and they are sum-
marized in Tables 25.1.1 and 25.1.2.
25.1.4.1 |Vud| and |Vus|
The magnitudes of the CKM elements Vud and Vus re-
quired in the CKM global ﬁts are extracted from semi-
leptonic u → d and u → s transitions that are not mea-
sured at the B Factories. These two CKM matrix elements
are the most precisely measured parameters. The deter-
mination of Vud involves super-allowed 0+ → 0+ nuclear
beta decays and π+ → π0e+ν decays. The determina-
tion of Vus is based on semileptonic kaon decays. Results
are provided by the Flavianet working group (Antonelli
et al., 2010b). For the extraction of Vus, various structure
constants are needed, which are calculated using lattice
QCD analyses by averaging the latest Nf = 2 + 1 calcu-
lations by BMW (Durr et al., 2010), MILC’09 (Bazavov
et al., 2009) and HPQCD/UKQCD (Follana, Davies, Lep-
age, and Shigemitsu, 2008). The latest results yield (Be-
ringer et al., 2012)
|Vud| = 0.97425± 0.00022, (25.1.10)
|Vus| = 0.2252± 0.0009. (25.1.11)
25.1.4.2 B Factory results
The experimental inputs from the B Factories are:
Unitarity Triangle sides (see Section 16.5):
The sides of the Unitarity Triangle are:
Ru =
|Vud||Vub|
|Vcd||Vcb| =
√
ρ2 + η2 (25.1.12)
and
Rt =
|Vtd||Vtb|
|Vcd||Vcb| =
√
(1− ρ)2 + η2. (25.1.13)
Since |Vtb|  1 and |Vcd| ∼ |Vus|, we just need to focus
on measurements of |Vcb|, |Vub| and |Vtd|.
– |Vcb|: this CKM matrix element is measured in
semileptonic b→ c transitions as described in Sec-
tion 17.1. The present average over inclusive and
exclusive decays yields |Vcb| = [41.67 (1±0.009exp±
0.012th)]× 10−3.
– |Vub|: this is the CKM matrix element measured in
semileptonic b→ u transitions as described in Sec-
tion 17.1. The present average over inclusive and
exclusive decays yields |Vub| = [3.95 (1±0.096exp±
0.099th)]× 10−3.
– |Vtd|: this CKM matrix element is extracted from
the oscillation frequency Δmd in B0dB
0
d mixing
as shown in Eq. (17.2.1). The deﬁnition of Δmd
from ﬁrst principles is given in Section 10.1, while
its experimental extraction is described in Sec-
tion 17.5.2. To relate Δmd to |Vtd|, we need to
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know several other quantities: the Inami-Lim func-
tion S0(xt) (Buras and Fleischer, 1998; Inami and
Lim, 1981) with xt = m2t/M
2
W , the top mass mt
taken in the MS scheme (mt, see below), the per-
turbative QCD short-distance NLO correction ηB ,
and the non-perturbative QCD parameters fBd and
BBd . Table 25.1.3 lists the latest lattice QCD cal-
culations for the latter two parameters (see Sec-
tion 25.1.5), while mt is listed in Table 25.1.2.
Unitarity Triangle angles:
– φ1: this weak phase is deﬁned in terms of CKM ma-
trix elements in Eq. (16.5.3). The most precise mea-
surements of this quantity are obtained via time-
dependent CP analyses of b → ccs processes. The
analyses contributing to φ1 measurements are de-
scribed in detail in Section 17.6 and yield sin 2φ1 =
0.677 ± 0.020. The ambiguities from the sin 2φ1
measurements are resolved via measurements of ﬁ-
nal states that have an asymmetry dependence on
cos 2φ1 (see Section 17.6.8).
– φ2: this weak phase is deﬁned in terms of CKM
matrix elements in Eq. (16.5.4) and is measured
in b → uud processes. The analyses contributing
to φ2 measurement are described in detail in Sec-
tion 17.7. Averaging results from charmless two-
body B decays into ππ, ρρ, and ρπ ﬁnal states
yields φ2 = (88± 5)◦.
– φ3: this weak phase is deﬁned in terms of CKM
matrix elements in Eq. (16.5.5) and is extracted in
B → D(∗)K and B → DK∗ decays using various
methods. The individual analyses are described in
detail in Section 17.8. The present average from the
B Factories is φ3 = (67± 11)◦.
Leptonic decays:
– B(B → τντ ): this branching fraction is linked to
the CKM matrix elements |Vub| and the B decay
constant fBd via Eq. (17.10.4). Including the recent
Belle results as discussed in Section 17.10.2.2, the
present world average is (1.15± 0.23)× 10−4.
25.1.4.3 Other measurement inputs
A number of other experimental inputs are required in or-
der to perform global ﬁts. The values of these experimen-
tal inputs can be found in the review of particle physics
compiled by the PDG (Beringer et al., 2012). The most
relevant of these other observables are εK , Δms and the
quark masses. They are described in the following:
– εK : this parameter represents indirect CP violation in
the mixing in the K0K0 system. Deﬁning the ratios of
decay amplitudes of KS and KL into two pions as
η00 ≡ A(KL → π
0π0)
A(KS → π0π0) , η+− ≡
A(KL → π+π−)
A(KS → π+π−) ,
(25.1.14)
indirect (in the mixing) and direct (in the amplitudes)
CP violation can be parameterized by
εK =
η00 + 2η+−
3
, ε′K =
−η00 + η+−
3
, (25.1.15)
respectively.
Using the eﬀective ΔS = 2 Hamiltonian, εK is related
to CKM parameters by
|εK | = G
2
Fm
2
WmKf
2
K
12
√
2π2ΔmK
B̂K
(
ηccS(xc, xc)Im[(VcsV ∗cd)
2]
+ηttS(xt, xt)Im[(VtsV ∗td)
2]
+2ηtcS(xc, xt)Im[VcsV ∗cdVtsV
∗
td]
)
, (25.1.16)
where ΔmK is the K0K0 oscillation frequency, fK is
the kaon decay constant, mK is the kaon mass, B̂K pa-
rameterizes the value of the hadronic matrix element
(bag parameter), S(xq, xq′) are Inami-Lim functions
for top quark and charm quark contributions that in-
troduce QCD correction factors ηtt, ηtc and ηcc and all
other parameters are the same as those in Eq. (17.2.1).
As for Δmd, the quantity xq = mq(mq)2/m2W where
q = c, t and the quark masses are determined in the
MS scheme discussed below.
While ε′K suﬀers from theory uncertainties that are too
large to provide a useful constraint in the (ρ, η) plane,
εK provides a hyperbolic dependence between ρ and
η. This can be shown by rearranging the Wolfenstein
parameters in Eq. (25.1.16):
|εK | ∝ η
[(
1− ρ)+ P (A, λ)] (25.1.17)
where P is a function ofA and λ and it does not depend
on η or ρ. A ﬁt to K → ππ data yields (Beringer et al.,
2012)
|εK | = (2.228± 0.011)× 10−3. (25.1.18)
– Δms: this parameter is the oscillation frequency mea-
sured in B0sB
0
s mixing and it provides a determination
of the CKM matrix element |Vts|. It is calculated in
a similar way to Δmd, using the ΔB = 2 eﬀective
Hamiltonian, yielding
Δms =
G2F
6π2
ηBM
2
WmBsf
2
BsB̂BsS0(xt)|VtsV ∗tb|2,
(25.1.19)
where mBs is the B
0
s mass, fBs is the Bs-decay con-
stant, B̂Bs is the bag parameter and all other pa-
rameters are the same as those for Δmd listed in
Eq. (17.2.1). The numerical values of the theoretical
input parameters are summarized in Table 25.1.3. The
ratio Δms/Δmd provides a more accurate measure-
ment of the Unitarity Triangle side Rt than Δmd since
the ratios of QCD parameters have smaller theory un-
certainties than fBs and BBs themselves. The CDF
experiment was the ﬁrst to measure Δms, obtaining a
value (Abulencia et al., 2006b) of:
17.77± 0.10± 0.07 ps−1. (25.1.20)
This result has been subsequently conﬁrmed by LHCb
that obtains now an improved precision (Aaij et al.,
2013d). Combining these results yields the present
world average of Δms = 17.719 ± 0.043 shown in Ta-
ble 25.1.2.
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Table 25.1.1. Input values for the global ﬁt from B Factory measurements.
Input Value Reference
sin 2φ1 0.677± 0.020 Section 17.6.
φ2 [
◦] 88± 5 Section 17.7
φ3 [
◦] 67± 11 Section 17.8
Δmd [ps
−1] 0.508± 0.003± 0.003 Section 17.5.2
|Vcb| [10−3] 41.67 (1± 0.009± 0.012) Section 17.1.6.1
|Vub| [10−3] 3.95 (1± 0.096± 0.099) Section 17.1.6.2
B(B → τντ ) (1.15± 0.23)× 10−4 Section 17.10.2.2
– top mass: the mass of the top quark mt has been mea-
sured by the Tevatron and the LHC experiments with
a combined precision of about 0.6%, and its current av-
erage value is mt = (173.18± 0.94) GeV/c2 (Aaltonen
et al., 2012a). Whatever the analysis method adopted,
the quantity measured in data corresponds to the top
quark mass scheme assumed in the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation used. As a consequence, there is no immediate
connection between this measured value and any other
mass scheme, such as the pole or MS mass scheme.
In QED the position of the pole in the propagator is
the deﬁnition of the particle mass, while in QCD the
quark propagator has no pole because the quarks are
conﬁned. So the problem of the deﬁnition of the quark
mass can be addressed from two perspectives: the long-
distance behavior which corresponds to the pole-mass
scheme, and the short-distance behavior, which, for ex-
ample, can be represented by the MS mass scheme.
The relation between the pole mass and any other mass
scheme mt(R,μ) is expressed as a perturbative series
in αS(mt) and it can be written as m
pole
t = mt(R,μ)+
δmt(R,μ) (Hoang and Stewart, 2008) where
δmt(R,μ) = R
∞∑
n=1
n∑
k=0
ank
[
αS(μ)
4π
]n
lnk
( μ
R
)
(25.1.21)
with R being a dimension-one scale intrinsic to the
scheme, ank ﬁnite numerical coeﬃcients and μ is the
renormalization scale. An example of this conversion
can be found in Beringer et al. (2012).
The experimentally measured mt is considered to be
close to the pole mass and in some analyses it is as-
sumed that mt measured is indeed equal to m
pole
t (see
for example ALEPH, CDF, D0, DELPHI, L3, OPAL,
SLD and the LEP, Tevatron and SLD Electroweak and
Heavy Flavour Working Groups, 2010). Conversely,
the input value mt used for the global ﬁts is the top
running mass calculated in the MS renormalization
scheme and its value is obtained by pole-to-MS match-
ing. At the 3-loop level with ﬁve quark ﬂavors the re-
lation is (Broadhurst, Gray, and Schilcher, 1991; Gray,
Broadhurst, and Schilcher, 1990; Melnikov and van
Ritbergen, 2000)
mt(mt) = mt
(
1− 4
3
(
αS(mt)
π
)
− 9.12530
(
αS(mt)
π
)2
−80.4045
(
αS(mt)
π
)3)
, (25.1.22)
where αS(mt) = 0.1068 ± 0.0018. This yields an MS
mass of mt(mt) = 163.3 ± 0.9 GeV/c2. One can com-
pare this result with the top mass obtained using the
measured cross section, which has a similar central
value, but slightly larger uncertainty mt(mt) = 163.3±
2.7 GeV/c2, for example see (Moch, 2012).
– mb(mb), mc(mc), ms(ms): these are the running quark
masses evaluated in the MS scheme and at the scale
indicated. The values used are given in Table 25.1.2.
25.1.5 Theoretical inputs: derivation of hadronic
observables
Most of the experimental inputs described above for the
global ﬁt rely upon knowledge of hadronic matrix ele-
ments that parameterize the non-perturbative QCD con-
tributions to weak decays and mixing. These contributions
represent the connection between the quark-level funda-
mental quantities and the hadronic-level experimental ob-
servables.
These hadronic matrix elements are obtained from nu-
merical lattice QCD calculations. State-of-the-art lattice
computations now regularly include the eﬀects of the sea
up, down and strange quarks. They also typically use sim-
ulations at pion masses below 300 MeV/c2, or even below
200 MeV/c2, in order to control the extrapolation to the
physical pion mass. For many hadronic matrix elements
of interest, there are now at least two or more reliable
lattice calculation results. In order to use the lattice in-
puts in a global ﬁt, it is necessary to average diﬀerent
results. However as there are potentially signiﬁcant corre-
lations between various lattice uncertainties, averaging is
not straightforward, and correlations must be taken into
account. Statistical and systematic errors may be corre-
lated, and one needs to be suﬃciently familiar with the lat-
tice computational methods used in order to understand
how to treat a given result in the averaging procedure.
A complete review of lattice techniques is beyond the
scope of this book. We therefore rely on the averaging
work of Laiho, Lunghi, and Van de Water (2010). They
average the latest LQCD results for leptonic decay con-
stants, meson mixing parameters, and semileptonic form
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Table 25.1.2. Input values for the global ﬁt from other experimental measurements (non-B Factory). The quark masses are
the running MS quark masses as explained in the text.
Input Value Reference
αS(mZ) 0.1184± 0.0007 (Beringer et al., 2012)
mt [ GeV/c
2 ] 163.3± 0.9 Determined for this book
mb [ GeV/c
2 ] 4.18± 0.03 (Beringer et al., 2012)
mc [ GeV/c
2 ] 1.275± 0.025 (Beringer et al., 2012)
ms [ GeV/c
2 ] 0.0935± 0.0025 (Beringer et al., 2012)
τBd [ps] 1.519± 0.007 (Amhis et al., 2012)
τB+ [ps] 1.642± 0.008 (Amhis et al., 2012)
τBs [ps] 1.503± 0.010 (Amhis et al., 2012)
εK 0.002228± 0.000011 (Beringer et al., 2012)
Δms 17.719± 0.043 (Amhis et al., 2012)
factors. Only results from simulations with three dynam-
ical quark ﬂavors are included in the averages if there are
associated proceedings or publications that include com-
prehensive error budgets. When computing averages, they
assume that all errors are normally distributed and follow
the prescription outlined by Schmelling (1995) to take the
correlations into account. Moreover, they assume that any
correlated source of error for two lattice calculations is
100% correlated. This assumption is conservative and will
lead to an overestimate of the total error of the lattice av-
erages; nevertheless, it is the most systematic treatment
possible without knowledge of the correlation matrices,
which do not exist, between the various calculations. Fi-
nally, they adopt the PDG prescription to combine several
measurements whose spread is wider than that expected
from the quoted errors: the error on the average is multi-
plied by the square root of the χ2 per degree of freedom.
The global ﬁts use four inputs that depend on these
hadronic observables: εK , Δmd, Δms, and B(B → τντ ).
These are related to two decay constants (fBd , fBs) and
three hadronic matrix elements (BK , BBd , BBs). The
preferred choice of minimally correlated inputs is BK ,
fBs/fBd , BBs/BBd , BBs and fBs . In general the quanti-
ties related to B0sB
0
s mixing are preferred as current lattice
QCD calculations can simulate directly at the physical s-
quark mass, but must extrapolate to the u- and d-quark
masses. Therefore the chiral extrapolation error, which is
often the dominant systematic, is smaller for BBs and fBs
than for the lighter B meson parameters. The ratios are
chosen in order to beneﬁt from cancellations of uncertain-
ties done on the lattice. A basic description of the hadronic
quantities that must be included in the global ﬁts follows:
– BK is related to the parameter εK as deﬁned in Sec-
tion 25.1.4.3. When strong interactions are considered,
ΔS = 2 transitions can no longer be discussed at the
quark level. Instead, an eﬀective Hamiltonian must be
considered between mesonic initial and ﬁnal states.
Since the strong coupling constant is large at typical
hadronic scales, the resulting matrix element cannot be
calculated in perturbation theory. However the OPE
does factorize long- and short-distance eﬀects.
The dependence on the renormalization scheme and
scale μ is canceled by that of the hadronic matrix el-
ement 〈K0|QΔS=2R (μ)|K0〉. The latter corresponds to
the long-distance eﬀects of the eﬀective Hamiltonian
and must be computed non-perturbatively. For histor-
ical, as well as technical reasons, it is convenient to
express it in terms of the parameter BK , deﬁned as:
BK(μ) =
〈K0|QΔS=2R (μ)|K0〉
8
3m
2
Kf
2
K
. (25.1.23)
The four-quark operator QΔS=2(μ) is renormalized at
the scale μ in some regularization scheme, usually taken
to be the na¨ıve dimensional regularization. The renor-
malization group independent parameter B̂K is related
to BK(μ) by a function of the renormalized gauge cou-
pling (g(μ)) and perturbative coeﬃcients (β0, β1, γ0,
and γ1):
B̂K =
(
g(μ)2
4π
)− γ02β0 [
1+
g(μ)2
(4π)2
(
β1γ0−β0γ1
2β0
)]
BK(μ).
(25.1.24)
A more detailed discussion can be found in (Colangelo
et al., 2011) and references therein.
– for Bs, the parameter of the renormalized operator is
deﬁned as
BBs(μ) =
〈Bs|QΔB=2d (μ)|Bs〉
8
3m
2
Bs
f2Bs
, (25.1.25)
where QΔB=2s = (bγ
μ(1− γ5)s)(bγμ(1− γ5)s) and μ is
the renormalization scale. This deﬁnition stems from
the vacuum saturation approximation in which BBs =
1. One can deﬁne BBd in a similar way.
The renormalization group invariant parameter B̂Bs of
Eq. (25.1.19) is deﬁned as
B̂Bs = αS(μ)
− γ02β0
(
1 +
αS(μ)
4π
J
)
BBs(μ). (25.1.26)
In all schemes γ0 = 4, whereas J depends on the
scheme used for renormalizing QΔB=2s (μ). In the theo-
retical expressions, the physical amplitudes are always
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deﬁned in terms of B̂Bs . The advantage is that this
quantity is both renormalization scale and scheme in-
dependent.
However, the important quantities are not the B pa-
rameters themselves but the combinations f2xBx (where x
can be K or Bd,s) which are simply related to the physical
amplitudes by the factors 8m2x/3. In the case of the kaon
system, the decay constant is derived from experiments
as one measures the product |Vus|fK , while for the Bd,s
mesons, we rely on lattice QCD determinations.
The hadronic parameters from lattice QCD discussed
above and used as inputs for the global ﬁts can be found
in Table 25.1.3.
25.1.6 Results from the global ﬁts
Here we report the results for the global ﬁts from the
two main collaborations described in Section 25.1.3. Us-
ing all the inputs described in the previous sections and
the statistical techniques speciﬁc to the two ﬁtting groups,
it is possible to extract the CKM matrix parameters from
global ﬁts to the set of relevant measurements. Particular
attention is paid to the least precisely determined param-
eters ρ and η, especially in light of their importance with
regard to CP violation in the SM.
Table 25.1.4 shows the numerical results obtained from
the two global ﬁts performed using the inputs given in Ta-
bles 25.1.1, 25.1.2 and 25.1.3. Fig. 25.1.1 shows the (ρ, η)
plane illustrating the constraints used along with the re-
sults from the two global ﬁts. These results are consistent,
indicating that there is suﬃcient experimental data to
draw meaningful conclusions regarding the CKM matrix
picture using either frequentist or Bayesian approaches.
The combination of all the constraints gives a single pre-
ferred area, illustrating the exceptional agreement of mea-
surements with SM predictions.
Table 25.1.4. Results from the global ﬁts.
Parameter Output Value
CKMﬁtter UTﬁt
ρ 0.129+0.027−0.022 0.130± 0.020
η 0.345± 0.014 0.348± 0.013
sin 2φ1 0.684± 0.019 0.689± 0.018
φ2 [
◦] 88.8+4.2−3.6 88.4± 2.8
φ3 [
◦] 68.9+3.5−4.2 69.5± 3.0
The compatibility of the constraints used can be eval-
uated in each of the two ﬁt methods by excluding a single
given constraint at a time and evaluating the value for
that observable from the global ﬁt performed using all
the other constraints. The comparison between this in-
ferred (or predicted) value and the value of the excluded
constraint can be used to test the agreement of each indi-
vidual constraint with respect to all the others, assuming
that the SM is an adequate description of the underlying
physics. These predictions are shown in Table 25.1.5.
A few small tensions are currently present in the global
ﬁts. None of these are statistically signiﬁcant, however
they should be kept in mind in light of future updates. The
value of sin 2φ1 is now obtained with such a small uncer-
tainty that it is driving the other predictions, thus high-
lighting some inconsistencies. For example, εK is showing
some tension through the less precise determination of the
B̂K parameter. Moreover, the two determinations of |Vub|
and |Vcb| still present marginal agreement between the in-
clusive and exclusive values and in particular the inclusive
values show more signiﬁcant discrepancies in the context
of the global ﬁt. Future improvements in lattice QCD de-
terminations will be extremely interesting to assess these
eﬀects.
Historically there has been tension between the B →
τν branching fraction and other constraints on the CKM
matrix. For a number of years this tension was interpreted
by the community as being a possible hint for new physics.
At the time of writing, the experimental situation is com-
patible with the SM, and there is no signiﬁcant tension
evident between the constraints. The results shown in Ta-
ble 25.1.4 include the branching fraction of B → τν as an
input, however very similar results are obtained when this
input is removed from the global ﬁt. See Section 17.10 for
more details regarding the experimental determination of
the branching fraction of B → τν, and the subsequent
interpretation of this observable.
As stated at the start of this chapter, it is also pos-
sible to illustrate the success of the SM in describing the
measurements of the B Factories by comparing the values
obtained for ρ and η for CP -conserving and CP -violating
quantities. These constraints are shown in Figs 25.1.2 and
25.1.3. The agreement between these determinations of
the apex of the Unitarity Triangle is good, and is taken
as evidence that the CKM matrix and KM mechanism
give the leading order description of quark mixing and
CP violation in the SM. The dominant CP -violating con-
straints come from charmonium decay measurements of
φ1 = β (Section 17.6) and charmless B decay measure-
ments of φ2 = α (Section 17.7). Such a coherent picture is
of course possible only after more than a decade of precise
measurement by experimentalists and the corresponding
improvement in theoretical control and understanding.
25.1.7 Conclusions
Data from the B Factories have enabled the KM mech-
anism to be tested in a comprehensive way using direct
measurements of CP -violating observables. The constraints
from CP -violating observables alone is suﬃcient to verify
that the KM mechanism is the dominant source of CP vi-
olation in the SM. The level of CP violation measured via
Unitarity Triangle angles in B decays is consistent with
that obtained from other tests of the CKM matrix (sides:
Vub, Vcb, mixing parameters, and εK). The set of non-
angle constraints related to the Unitarity Triangle in the
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Table 25.1.3. Input values for the global ﬁt from Lattice QCD.
Input Value Reference
|Vud| 0.97425± 0.00022 (Colangelo et al., 2011)
|Vus| 0.2208± 0.0039 (Colangelo et al., 2011)
fBs [MeV ] 227.6± 2.2± 4.5 (Laiho, Lunghi, and Van de Water, 2010)
fBs/fBd 1.201± 0.012± 0.012 (Laiho, Lunghi, and Van de Water, 2010)bBBs 1.33± 0.06 (Laiho, Lunghi, and Van de Water, 2010)
BBs/BBd 1.05± 0.07 (Laiho, Lunghi, and Van de Water, 2010)bBK 0.7643± 0.0034± 0.0091 (Laiho, Lunghi, and Van de Water, 2010)
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Figure 25.1.1. Results of global ﬁts in the (ρ, η) plane, from CKMﬁtter and UTﬁt, showing the consistency of b → d, b → s
and s → d ﬂavor-changing transitions with the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism for the common origin of the observed CP
violation. The inputs of Tables 25.1.1 through 25.1.3 are used to obtain these plots. The second solution for the value of φ1 is
suppressed using the measurements of ﬁnal states that have an asymmetry dependence on cos 2φ1. The corresponding numerical
results from these ﬁts can be found in Table 25.1.4.
Table 25.1.5. Compatibility of the individual inputs with their prediction from the global ﬁt.
Input Input value Predicted value
UTﬁt [#σ]
sin 2φ1 0.677± 0.020 0.756± 0.041 [1.7σ]
φ2 [
◦] 88± 5 88.7± 3.3 [0.1σ]
φ3 [
◦] 67± 11 69.7± 3.1 [0.2σ]
Δms [ ps
−1] 17.719± 0.043 17.35± 1.05 [0.7σ]
|Vcb| [10−3] 41.67± 0.63 42.45± 0.65 [0.8σ]
|Vub| [10−3] 3.95± 0.54 3.61± 0.11 [0.6σ]bBK 0.7643± 0.0034± 0.0091 0.810± 0.061 [0.3σ]
B(B → τντ ) 10−4 (1.15± 0.23) 0.818± 0.062 [1.4σ]
SM provides a complementary test of the CKM mecha-
nism, however those constraints require theoretical input
in order to translate measurements into a constraint on
the apex of the Unitarity Triangle. Hence the B factories
provided an experimentally and theoretically clean set of
tests of the Standard Model in the measurements of the
angles of the Unitarity Triangle. M. Kobayashi and T.
Maskawa shared the 2008 Nobel Prize for their model of
CP violation that inspired several generations of experi-
mental exploration. During the lifetime of the B Factories
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Figure 25.1.2. The consistency between the ﬁt to CP -conserving observables (left) and CP -violating observables (right) from
the CKMﬁtter group. The CP -conserving observables are the B0−B0 and B0s−B0s mass diﬀerences, Δmd and Δms, respectively,
and the measurement of |Vub| from semileptonic b → dlνl decays. The CP -violating observables are from K (εK) and B (φ1,
φ2, φ3) decays.
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Figure 25.1.3. The consistency between the ﬁt to CP -conserving observables and from K measurements (on the left) and the
angles (B Factory-dominated on the right) from the UTﬁt group. The constraints used in the left plot are the B0 − B0 and
B0s − B0s mass diﬀerences, Δmd and Δms, respectively, the measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb| from semileptonic B decays, and
the CP -violation parameter εK . The constraints used in the right plot are the “angles” observables, i.e. measurements of φ1
(= β), φ2 (= α), and φ3 (= γ).
a number of constraints have been found to be in not-so-
good agreement, and such tensions in the data have led
to speculation of possible new physics scenarios, however
the Standard Model persists.
The Tevatron and LHC experiments (CDF, DØ, AT-
LAS, CMS, and LHCb) have also produced results that
can be used to test the CP -violating ﬂavor parameters
related to the Standard Model description of B meson
decays. While a detailed discussion is beyond the scope
of this book, it should be noted that measurements from
these experiments are compatible with results from the B
Factories. At the time of writing this book, there is no
signiﬁcant evidence for a departure from the KM picture
of CP violation and the CKM matrix description of quark
mixing.
It should be noted that it is still possible for sources
of new physics to exist. Indeed given our understanding
of the cosmological model of the Big Bang, it is thought
that new sources of CP violation must exist. Any higher
order contributions to CP violation in the quark sector
that might be manifest in a hypothetical new physics sce-
nario are constrained by the results discussed in this sec-
tion: i.e. CP violation in the quark sector beyond the SM
cannot be O(1). In the absence of experimental indica-
tions of a departure from the CKM picture the particle
physics community chooses to explore the space of possi-
ble new physics models. Given the variety of such models,
one has to focus on the predictions and behavior of spe-
ciﬁc benchmark models, a number of which are discussed
in Section 25.2.
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25.2 Benchmark new physics models
Editors:
Emi Kou, Jure Zupan (theory)
In this section we review the impact of the B Factories
on our understanding of the ﬂavor structure in the Stan-
dard Model (SM) and on constraining new physics (NP)
models. The most important overall result of the B Fac-
tories physics program is the fact that the CP violation
observed in ﬂavor changing processes with quarks is due
to the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) mechanism (Kobayashi
and Maskawa, 1973). For instance, prior to the B Fac-
tories, the kaon sector was the only system where CP
violation was observed (see Section 16.1). The observed
strength of the CP violation in mixing, K  2.3 × 10−3,
was consistent with the KM mechanism with an O(1) CP
phase in the CKM matrix. While encouraging, this by no
means constituted a proof that the KM mechanism was re-
ally the origin of the observed CP violation. The ﬁrst test
of the KM mechanism was then done by the measurement
of sin 2φ1 by the B Factories.
By now the KM mechanism has been tested at the
level of ∼ O(10%), while deviations from its predictions
at levels smaller than this are still allowed. In the KM
mechanism there is only one weak phase, providing a sin-
gle source of CP violation. The consistency of K with the
observed CP violation in B0d−B0d mixing and the measure-
ments of the sides and angles of the standard CKM Uni-
tarity Triangle all point to this common origin of CP vio-
lation. In addition, the size of Δms and the recent LHCb
bound on the size of the weak phase in B0s − B0s mixing
both agree with the KM mechanism within errors. This
agreement between b→ d, b→ s and s→ d transitions is
nicely summarized in the CKM ﬁt plot (see Fig. 25.1.1).
Another important indicator that the CP violation we are
observing in ﬂavor changing processes of quarks is due to
the KM mechanism, comes from a comparison of a ﬁt with
only CP conserving observables with a ﬁt with only CP
violating observables. Both ﬁts point to the same region
in the ρ¯ and η¯ plane, which is a strong test of KM nature
of CP violation (see Fig. 25.1.2).
The measurements at the B Factories also had a direct
impact on new physics models. For instance, a measure-
ment that sin 2φ1 is O(1) immediately excluded approxi-
mate CP models. In these models all the couplings which
govern the low energy phenomena are real or almost real,
with imaginary components always much smaller than the
real ones. In the SM, the observed K and ′, represent-
ing the CP violation in the kaon sector, are small, which
can be explained by the smallness of the CKM matrix ele-
ments entering into the description of these observables. In
the approximate CP models it would be small because CP
symmetry is only slightly broken and thus all CP violat-
ing phases are small. A set of well motivated realizations
in the SUSY framework was put forward (Abel and Frere,
1997; Babu and Barr, 1994; Babu, Dutta, and Mohapa-
tra, 2000; Eyal, Masiero, Nir, and Silvestrini, 1999; Eyal
and Nir, 1998). For instance approximate CP conservation
could naturally solve the “SUSY CP problem” explaining
why EDMs are so small. All these models were excluded
once sin 2φ1 was measured and its value turned out to be
large, i.e. O(1).
Another set of models that was excluded by the fact
that sin 2φ1 was found to be bigger than 0.1, were the left-
right symmetric models with spontaneous CP breaking
(Ball and Fleischer, 2000; Ball, Frere, and Matias, 2000;
Bergmann and Perez, 2001). In these models Yukawa in-
teractions are CP conserving, while the CP violation arises
from the complex vacuum expectation values of the Higgs
ﬁelds. Because of this the value of the CKM phase δ can-
not take any value, but is found to be restricted to be
below |δmodπ| < 0.25 (Ball, Frere, and Matias, 2000).
This was experimentally excluded as soon as sin 2φ1 was
measured with some precision.
After the measurement of sin 2φ1 it was still possible
that the observed large sin 2φ1 value was due to a new
superweak-like four fermion interaction and that direct
CP violation is small, just as it is small in kaon decays
(Wolfenstein, 2002). This (somewhat artiﬁcial) possibility
was excluded by the discovery of direct CP violation in
B → K+π− decays (Aubert, 2004u; Chao, 2005).
The constraints on general NP are best illustrated on
the case of mixing. The NP contributions to B0d,s − B0d,s
mixing can be completely generally parameterized by
Md,s12 =
(
Md,s12
)SM (1 + hd,s e2iσd,s) , (25.2.1)
where
(
Md,s12
)SM are the matrix elements of the SM eﬀec-
tive weak Hamiltonian for B0d,s − B0d,s mixing. The mag-
nitudes of NP contributions relative to the SM are given
by hd and hs for B0d − B0d and B0s − B0s mixing, respec-
tively, while σd,s are the corresponding NP weak phases. If
NP models do not lead to diagrams which can induce the
B0d −B0d and B0s −B0s mixing, then we have hs = hd = 0.
Fig. 25.2.1 shows the present experimental constraints on
the parameters hd,s and σd,s. One sees that contributions
at the level of ∼ 10%−20% are allowed for any weak phase
(if one includes B → τν in the ﬁt there is a slight pref-
erence for a nonzero phase), but corrections larger than
50% are also still possible.
Note that the SM contributions to the meson mixing
are both loop and CKM suppressed. The CKM suppres-
sion for B0d −B0d mixing is |V ∗tdVtb|2 ∼ O(λ6). The expan-
sion parameter, λ  0.23, in the Wolfenstein parameteri-
zation of the CKM matrix equals the sine of the Cabibbo
angle. Similarly, there is a CKM suppression of B0s − B0s
mixing of |V ∗tsVtb|2 ∼ O(λ4) and a CKM suppression of
K0 −K0 mixing proportional to |V ∗tdVts|2 ∼ O(λ10). This
means that, if there is new physics at the TeV scale which
contributes to the mixing amplitudes at tree level or at the
loop level, it has to have a very non-generic ﬂavor struc-
ture. The upper bounds on the coupling strengths for a 1
TeV suppression scale are given in Table 25.2.1. The same
table also shows the alternative interpretation of the data
– giving the lower bounds on NP scale, if the coupling
strengths are assumed to be large, O(1).
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Figure 25.2.1. The present constraints on contributions from NP processes in B0s mixing (left) and B
0
d mixing (right), nor-
malized to the SM contributions. From (Ligeti, 2011).
Table 25.2.1. Bounds on ΔF = 2 operators of the form (C/Λ2)O, with O given in the ﬁrst column. The bounds on Λ assume
C = 1, and the bounds on C assume Λ = 1TeV. From (Hewett et al., 2012).
Operator Bounds on Λ [TeV] (C = 1) Bounds on C (Λ = 1TeV) Observables
Re Im Re Im
(s¯Lγ
μdL)
2 9.8× 102 1.6× 104 9.0× 10−7 3.4× 10−9 ΔmK ; K
(s¯R dL)(s¯LdR) 1.8× 104 3.2× 105 6.9× 10−9 2.6× 10−11 ΔmK ; K
(c¯Lγ
μuL)
2 1.2× 103 2.9× 103 5.6× 10−7 1.0× 10−7 ΔmD; |q/p|, φD
(c¯R uL)(c¯LuR) 6.2× 103 1.5× 104 5.7× 10−8 1.1× 10−8 ΔmD; |q/p|, φD
(b¯Lγ
μdL)
2 5.1× 102 9.3× 102 3.3× 10−6 1.0× 10−6 Δmd; SψK0
S
(b¯R dL)(b¯LdR) 1.9× 103 3.6× 103 5.6× 10−7 1.7× 10−7 Δmd; SψK0
S
(b¯Lγ
μsL)
2 1.1× 102 2.2× 102 7.6× 10−5 1.7× 10−5 Δms; Sψφ
(b¯R sL)(b¯LsR) 3.7× 102 7.4× 102 1.3× 10−5 3.0× 10−6 Δms; Sψφ
25.2.1 Short description of NP models
We ﬁrst quickly describe the NP models we will consider.
These are the models which could induce a signiﬁcant
deviation from the SM in the various observables mea-
sured at the B Factories and thus, have been considered
as benchmark NP models. The expected deviations in B
meson observables and the results from the B Factories
are described in the next section, where one can also ﬁnd
detailed references for further reading.
Fourth generation
Since the origin of the three generations in the SM is un-
clear, it is natural to consider a possibility that additional
generations exist. An extension of the SM by a 4th gen-
eration means that in addition to the particles in the SM
there is an extra pair of heavy quarks, the t′ (up-type) and
b′ (down-type), as well as a new heavy charged lepton and
an additional heavy neutrino. We focus on the eﬀects due
to additional heavy quarks. The CKM matrix described in
Chapter 16 is now a 4×4 unitary matrix. With three gen-
erations there are four physical parameters in the CKM
matrix: three rotation angles and a single complex phase,
where the phase is responsible for CP violation. In a four
generation model there are 3 extra rotation angles and
2 new CP violating phases compared to the SM.183 In
this model, the CKM elements obey quadrilateral and not
triangle unitarity relations as in the SM. The new CP vi-
olating phases can lead to additional CP violation beyond
the SM predictions (e.g. in the penguin b→ s transitions).
The violation of Unitarity Triangle relations is checked by
global CKM ﬁts (see Section 25.1, the ﬁts were also ex-
tended to include the 4th generation).
183 An n×n unitary matrix contains 2n2− (n+(n2−n)) = n2
real parameters while we can absorb 2n− 1 phases in the deﬁ-
nition of the quark ﬁelds, which results in (n−1)2 real param-
eters. Here we assign the n(n − 1)/2 parameters as rotation
angles and the rest as phases.
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Two Higgs Doublet Models
In the SM, the so-called Higgs ﬁeld, an SU(2) doublet
scalar ﬁeld, is introduced. The electroweak symmetry is
broken spontaneously by its non-zero vacuum expectation
value, which leads to the particle masses. This feature is
retained also, if there is more than one Higgs doublet. The
Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) is the simplest ex-
tension of this kind, introducing one more Higgs doublet.
In the particle spectrum we then have three neutral and
one charged scalar. For B physics the form of the Yukawa
couplings is especially important. Several interesting lim-
its are discussed in the literature. Here we mostly focus
on the so-called Type II 2HDM where each of the two
Higgs doublets only couple to down or up quarks. In this
way phenomenologically unacceptable FCNCs due to tree
level neutral Higgs exchanges do not arise. As a result,
the main eﬀects in ﬂavor physics are due to the charged
Higgs contributions. Even though the LHC searches for
the charged Higgs directly, the constraints on the proper-
ties of this new particle, its mass and its couplings, come
mainly indirectly from B decays. Note that Type II 2HDM
also describes the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersym-
metric Standard Model at tree level.
Minimal Flavor Violation
Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV) is a general hypothesis
that can apply to a large class of NP models. The central
assumption is that the only source of ﬂavor violation – also
in the NP sector – are the SM Yukawa coupling matrices,
YU,D. This is the minimal amount of ﬂavor breaking in
any NP model. The ﬂavor breaking due to YU,D will at
least through loop corrections then also propagate to other
sectors of the NP theory.
For MFV NP, generically the FCNCs are of the same
order as in the SM (but can be smaller, if NP particles
involved in the FCNC process are heavy). In MFV the
form of ﬂavor violation is ﬁxed, implying strict correlations
between diﬀerent processes. This is especially true for the
constrained MFV (cMFV) where CP violation is only due
to the CKM phase and the eﬀective weak Hamiltonian
has exactly the same form as in the SM. For instance, in
the cMFV the NP contributions to B0d − B0d mixing and
B0s −B0s mixing, when normalized to the SM, are exactly
the same. A sign of cMFV would be a deviation from
the SM that can be described without new CP violating
phases and without enlarging the SM operator basis. A
discrepancy in φ1 determined from B → J/ψK0S and the
global Unitarity Triangle ﬁt, on the other hand, would rule
out the cMFV framework.
Extensions of MFV
One can have viable TeV NP with not too large FCNCs
even, if the ﬂavor breaking is not just due to the SM
Yukawa couplings. It suﬃces that all the ﬂavor breaking
has a structure similar to the SM one. The most impor-
tant feature is that there is a hierarchy similar to the one
in the quark ﬂavor sector of the SM. The ﬁrst two genera-
tions are much lighter than the third generation. Also, the
mixing between the third and the ﬁrst two generations is
much smaller than the one between the ﬁrst two genera-
tions (i.e. Vcb, Vub  Vus). If this pattern is also present
in NP with roughly the same hierarchies and directions
of ﬂavor breaking as in the SM, then FCNCs generated
by NP will not be dangerously large. This insight can be
formalized using symmetries and goes by the name of gen-
eral MFV (GMFV). It is more general than cMFV, but
coincides with the most general form of MFV, if Yukawa
couplings are perturbative. Since GMFV is more general,
there are also less correlations between observables. For in-
stance, depending on which operators dominate, the new
CP violating phases in B0d −B0d and B0s −B0s mixing are
either exactly the same or there is a new CP violating
phase only in B0s −B0s mixing as we will see below.
Supersymmetry
The supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the SM are
some of the most popular NP models. SUSY relates fermi-
ons and bosons. For example, the gauge bosons have their
fermion superpartners and fermions have their scalar su-
perpartners. SUSY at the TeV scale is motivated by the
fact that it solves the SM hierarchy problem. The quan-
tum corrections to the Higgs mass are quadratically di-
vergent and would drive the Higgs mass to the Planck
scale ∼ 1019 GeV, unless the contributions are canceled.
In SUSY models they are canceled by the virtual correc-
tions from the superpartners. The minimal SUSY exten-
sion of the SM refers to the scenario where all the SM
ﬁelds obtain superpartners but there are no other addi-
tional ﬁelds. This is the Minimal Supersymmetric Stan-
dard Model (MSSM). SUSY cannot be an exact symme-
try since in that case superpartners would have the same
masses as the SM particles, in clear conﬂict with observa-
tions. Diﬀerent mechanisms of SUSY breaking have very
diﬀerent consequences for ﬂavor observables. In complete
generality the MSSM has more than a hundred parame-
ters, most of them coming from the so-called soft SUSY
breaking terms (the SUSY breaking terms with dimension-
ful couplings, such as e.g. masses, so that the divergence
is at most logarithmic). If superpartners exist at the TeV
scale the most general form with O(1) ﬂavor breaking co-
eﬃcients is excluded due to ﬂavor constraints. This has
been dubbed the SUSY ﬂavor problem (or in general the
NP ﬂavor problem).
MFV SUSY
A popular solution to the SUSY ﬂavor problem is to as-
sume that the SUSY breaking mechanism and the induced
interactions are ﬂavor “universal”. The ﬂavor universal-
ity is often imposed at a very high scale corresponding
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to the SUSY breaking mechanism. It could be at, for in-
stance, the Planck scale (∼ 1019 GeV), the GUT scale
(∼ 1016 GeV) or some intermediate scale such as the
gauge mediation scale (∼ 106 GeV). The ﬂavor breaking
can then be transferred only from the SM Yukawa cou-
plings to the other interactions through renormalization
group running from the higher scale to the weak scale.
As a result, the ﬂavor breaking comes entirely from the
SM Yukawa couplings (thus, an example of a concrete
MFV NP scenario). Since the soft SUSY breaking terms
are ﬂavor-blind, the squark masses are degenerate at the
high energy scale. The squark mass splitting occurs only
due to quark Yukawa couplings, where only top Yukawa
and potentially bottom Yukawa couplings are large. Thus
the ﬁrst two generation squarks remain degenerate to very
good approximation, while the third generation squarks
are split.
nonMFV-SUSY
While ﬂavor blind SUSY breaking is well motivated, it
is important to keep track of other possibilities – with
more general ﬂavor breaking patterns. A very useful ap-
proach is the mass insertion approximation (MIA). The
approximation is easiest to explain in the basis, where the
SM fermions have diagonal masses, while the sfermions
have undergone exactly the same ﬂavor transformations
as their SM fermion partners (this is the so-called super-
CKM basis). All neutral gauge interactions are still ﬂa-
vor diagonal, charged currents are proportional to the
CKM elements, while the sfermion mass matrices have
also oﬀ-diagonal ﬂavor violating entries. Phenomenologi-
cally, the oﬀ-diagonal entries need to be small. They can
thus be treated as perturbations, compared to the diago-
nal ones. The size of the resulting ﬂavor violation is usually
parametrized by dimensionless ratios of oﬀ-diagonal and
(the average of) diagonal entries in mass matrices, (δqAB)ij ,
where A,B are the chiralities (L,R) and q indicates the
(u, d) type. In principle (δqAB)ij are only bounded by the
experiments, but are otherwise completely general.
SUSY alignment models
If the squark mass basis is almost the same as the quark
mass basis, then the FCNCs due to squarks and gluinos
running in the loops are suppressed. Alignment of squark
and quark mass matrices is easily achieved in ﬂavor model
building and could be a remnant of the underlying sym-
metry. The alignment models are very close in spirit to
MFV models – that there is a relation between the ﬂavor
breaking in squark and quark sectors – but diﬀer in de-
tails. For instance, in alignment models the squark matri-
ces can carry arbitrary phases, the relation between squark
and quark mass eigenstate bases is only approximate and
most importantly, the ﬁrst two generations squarks need
not be degenerate but can have O(1) splitting in their
mass spectra.
The bounds on FCNCs in up and down quark sectors
put strong constraints on alignment models. For instance
the measured values of D0 − D0 and K0 − K0 mixing
require that the splitting between the ﬁrst two generations
of left-handed squarks is less than O(0.1) for TeV squarks
masses.
Randall-Sundrum models of ﬂavor
The Randall-Sundrum (RS) model introduces a “warped”
extra dimension, i.e. a ﬁfth dimension for which the metric
of the ﬁve dimensional space time contains an exponential
“warp” factor. The Higgs of the SM is conﬁned to a four
dimensional subspace, the “TeV brane”, while the full ﬁve
dimensional space is called the “bulk”. This idea provides
an interesting solution to the hierarchy problem by gen-
erating the weak scale from the Planck scale through this
exponential warp factor. The RS model can also explain
the hierarchy of fermion masses. The fermionic wave func-
tions extend in the bulk with the heavier particles located
closer to the TeV brane. Then, the fermion wave func-
tion proﬁles (locations of diﬀerent fermions in the bulk)
can also provide the exponential warp factor and an O(1)
change in the parameters in the 5 dimensional theory can
lead to the hierarchical ﬂavor structure in the 4 dimen-
sional theory. The existence of an extra dimension results
in each SM particle to be accompanied by a whole tower of
excited “Kaluza-Klein” (KK) states. The exchanges of KK
excitations of gluons and the distortion of the Z boson’s
5D proﬁle then generate FCNCs at tree level. These eﬀects
are naturally suppressed, however, by the same mecha-
nism that explains the hierarchy of fermion masses. The
resulting FCNCs are not too large for the light quarks,
with the exception of K0−K0 mixing, where modest can-
cellations between diﬀerent contributions are required if
the KK mass scale is 2-3 TeV. In this case large eﬀects in
several B physics observables are also expected. The 5D
masses are complex in general, so that there are many new
sources of CP violation. O(1) NP weak phases in B0d−B0d
mixing and B0s −B0s mixing would thus be expected.
Little Higgs Models
Little Higgs models are an alternative way to solve the
hierarchy problem. The mass of a scalar particle is stabi-
lized, if it is a Goldstone boson of a spontaneously broken
global symmetry. The Goldstone boson is massless, if the
original global symmetry is exact, and has a small nonzero
mass, if there is already a small explicit breaking of the
global symmetry. Little Higgs models implement this idea
by constructing an extension of the SM such that the SM
Higgs particle is the Goldstone mode of an enlarged sym-
metry. This symmetry is also explicitly broken in order
to achieve a small mass for the Goldstone modes. Un-
like SUSY, the solution to the hierarchy problem in Little
Higgs models is only partial – just for 1-loop corrections
to the Higgs mass. The models therefore require UV com-
pletion at a scale of a few TeV, i.e. the models are not
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valid to arbitrary high energies but need to be supple-
mented with extra ﬁelds and/or interactions. One of the
more interesting realizations is the Littlest Higgs model
with T parity. In it the SM ﬁelds are supplemented by a
new heavy top quark (T+), a triplet of heavy scalars (Φ)
as well as a new set of heavy gauge bosons W±H , Z
0
H , AH .
It has an interesting non-MFV ﬂavor structure with only
10 new parameters in the quark sector. As a result there
are still correlations between FCNC processes in the down
and up-quark sectors. The constraints from B → Xsγ are
easily satisﬁed, while signiﬁcant eﬀects would be expected
in Bs mixing and in K → πνν¯ and KL → π0+− decays.
25.2.2 Detailed description of NP models
We now give a more detailed description of the models, fo-
cusing especially on the impact the B Factory observables
had on constraining the models. We highlight the follow-
ing observables in particular, sin 2φ1, B → Xsγ, B → τν,
D0 −D0 mixing, B → φK0S , all of which are listed in Ta-
ble 25.2.2. We also include the anomalous moment of the
muon, (g − 2)μ, as another important observable. Even
though it was not measured at the B Factories, the ISR
results obtained at the B Factories provide crucial inputs
to the SM predictions (see Section 21.3.4 for detailed dis-
cussions on the impact of the B Factories ISR result on
the muon g − 2). For ease of comparison a star system
is used in Table 25.2.2, where more stars mean that the
generic predictions of the model agree better with the ob-
servations (from 1 to 3 stars).
25.2.2.1 Fourth generation
There is no compelling theoretical reason for having only
three generations of fermions. It is thus important to search
for additional heavier quarks. The simplest possibility is
a sequential 4th generation, where new heavy quarks have
the same quantum numbers as in the SM – the left-handed
t′ and b′ form an SU(2)L doublet, while the right-handed
t′ and b′ are singlets (for a review see (Frampton, Hung,
and Sher, 2000)). In this model the 3× 3 CKM matrix is
no longer unitary since it is only a part of the full 4 × 4
matrix ⎛⎜⎝ Vud Vus Vub Vub
′
Vcd Vcs Vcb Vcb′
Vtd Vts Vtb Vtb′
Vt′d Vt′s Vt′b Vt′b′
⎞⎟⎠ . (25.2.2)
This means that the global ﬁts of the CKM unitarity must
be supplemented with 3 × 3 unitarity relaxed, see, e.g.,
(Bobrowski, Lenz, Riedl, and Rohrwild, 2009).
The heavy quarks can contribute to any loop type di-
agrams. In particular, since the loop function of the box
and the penguin diagrams grow with the mass of the heavy
quark in the loop, these contributions can be large. There-
fore, the precise measurements obtained by the B Facto-
ries lead to very strong constraints on the fourth row and
column of the enlarged 4× 4 quark mixing matrix.
We ﬁrst focus on the impact of the sin 2φ1 measure-
ment by the B Factories. The B0d −B0d box diagram now
also has a heavy top quark, t′, running in the loop. After
imposing the 4× 4 unitarity the mixing matrix element is
given by
M12 =
G2Fm
2
W
6π2
ηˆBmBBˆBdf
2
Bd
[
λ2tS0(xt)+
2λtλt′S0(xt, xt′) + λ2t′S0(xt′)
]
,
(25.2.3)
where the Inami-Lim functions, S0, describe the t and t′
quark contributions in the loop in terms of their masses
xi ≡ m2i /m2W (Inami and Lim, 1981). The CKM matrix
elements are included in λi ≡ V ∗ibVid and the NLO QCD
correction ηˆB is taken as ηˆB = 0.55 (Buchalla, Buras, and
Lautenbacher, 1996). The non-perturbative QCD eﬀects
are absorbed in the bag parameter BˆBd and the decay
constant fBd , for which we use (BˆBd)
1/2fBd = (216± 16)
MeV (Nakamura et al., 2010). Introduction of the fourth
generation quarks has two eﬀects. First, the value of the
CKM element λt multiplying the top contribution can dif-
fer from the one obtained from the CKM ﬁts where 3× 3
unitarity is assumed. Second, there is an additional con-
tribution from the t′ in the loop.
The two eﬀects are related through the 4 × 4 unitar-
ity condition, λu + λc + λt + λt′ = 0 with λu = (3.8 ±
0.5) × 10−3ei(−68±10)◦ and λc = (−9.4 ± 0.5) × 10−3 ex-
tracted from the processes involving only tree level dia-
grams (Nakamura et al., 2010). The predictions
Δmd = 2|M4SM12 |, Sb→cc¯s = −Im
√
M∗4SM12
M4SM12
, (25.2.4)
then depend only one complex parameter, λt′ (or
equivalently λt by using the unitarity relation), and the
mass of t′. The experimental world averages, Δmd =
(0.510 ± 0.004) ps−1 and Sb→cc¯s = 0.677 ± 0.020 (see
Sections 17.5.2 and 17.6 for the experimental extrac-
tion of these values), are consistent with the SM pre-
dictions within errors, ΔmSMd = (0.51 ± 0.12) ps−1 and
Sb→cc¯s = 0.74 ± 0.09. Fixing the mass of t′ to 600 GeV
the constraints on λt′ are shown in Fig. 25.2.2. The dashed
line is the constraint from the mass diﬀerence Δmd, which
was known before the B Factories but with much larger
uncertainty. The sin 2φ1 measurement (solid line) gives a
strong constraint |λt′ | < 0.005. Combined constraints ex-
clude the colored regions.
The next example is the B → Xsγ branching ratio,
which also receives a contribution from a t′ quark running
in the loop. The experimental measurements agree with
the SM prediction from up, charm and top quarks running
in the loop. However, as in the case of B0 − B0 mixing,
the top contribution in the 4th generation scenario can
diﬀer from the SM due to a diﬀerent V ∗tbVts obtained from
4 × 4 CKM ﬁts. This can then leave some more space
for the non-zero t′ contribution. The obtained constraint
on V ∗t′bVt′s is not so strong since the branching ratio is
dominated by the tree level O2 contributions which are
proportional to V ∗cbVcs. The B → Xsγ branching ratio
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Table 25.2.2. The agreement of NP models and the SM with the experimental results including the measurements from the B
Factories (more stars means better agreement). See text for further explanations. The − sign means there is no clear expectation.
Observable 4th gen. 2HDM MFV eMFV MFV-SUSY genSUSY aligSUSY RS Little H SM
sin 2φ1          
B → Xsγ          
B → τν          
D0 −D0 mixing          
B → φK0S          
(g − 2)μ   − −   −   
allows V ∗t′bVt′s ∼ O(λ) which is a much weaker bound
than the constraints obtained from other measurements
such as B0s −B0s oscillation.
Another example is D0−D0 mixing where the b′ quark
could contribute in the loop diagram in addition to the SM
particles. Saturating the experimental value of xD gives
|V ∗cb′Vub′ |2 <∼ 10−2, (25.2.5)
for a 600 GeV b′.
The other observables receive some contributions from
the 4th generation, though so far, the constraints are not
as strong as from B0 − B0 mixing and D0 − D0 mix-
ing. Namely, the CP asymmetry of B → φK0S , to which
t′ can contribute both in B0 − B0 oscillations (box di-
agram) and the b → s decay (gluon penguin diagram).
The oscillation part is constrained very strongly by the
B → J/ψK0S channel. The decay part could constrain the
4th generation parameters although it turns out that the
obtained constraint is not very strong. Another observ-
able, the decay B → τν is tree dominated. Thus, the 4th
generation contribution appears only through the modiﬁ-
cation of the CKM matrix element, namely, Vub, due to
the broken unitarity. This can be detected by observing
diﬀerent values of Vub in the measurements through tree
and loop processes. So far, the observed diﬀerence is not
statistically signiﬁcant. The muon g−2 can receive a con-
tribution from the 4th generation neutrino (Lynch, 2001).
However, the contribution is not large enough to explain
the observed deviation from the SM.
The main message of this section is that the CKM ma-
trix elements for the heavy fermions can be very strongly
constrained from the B Factory observables. A sizable
mixing of SM quarks with 4th generation quarks is ex-
cluded. If, on the other hand, one na¨ıvely extrapolates the
Wolfenstein structure of the CKM to 4 generations, one
may expect that λt′ ∼ λ4 so that an order of magnitude
improvement in precision of ﬂavor observables would be
most welcome. Also, the direct searches at the LHC now
exclude heavy fermions with masses below ∼ 600 GeV.
This limit is high enough that the unitarity mass limit
has been reached – the fermion-fermion scattering ampli-
tude becomes larger than one and the fermions become
strongly coupled. This means that the loop corrections we
discussed above must be taken with a grain of salt as they
were obtained using perturbative calculations. Finally, the
discovery of the Higgs-like particle with a mass of about
Re(V ∗t′bVt′d)
I
m
(V
∗ t′ b
V
t′
d
)
PBF
Figure 25.2.2. Constraints on the real and imaginary parts
of V ∗t′bVt′d from Δmd (dashed) and sin 2φ1 (solid) are shown
for mt′ = 600 GeV. The blue regions are excluded at 1σ, 2σ
and 3σ (from lighter to darker) assuming Gaussian errors.
125 GeV also excludes the perturbative 4th generation,
since in that case the production and decays of the Higgs
would be modiﬁed signiﬁcantly (Eberhardt et al., 2012;
Kuﬂik, Nir, and Volansky, 2012).
25.2.2.2 Two Higgs Doublet Models
A simple extension of the Standard Model is to add an ex-
tra Higgs doublet to the ﬁeld content. Despite being a very
simple modiﬁcation, it can lead to drastic changes in low
energy ﬂavor phenomenology. If all Yukawa interactions
between the two Higgs doublets and quarks are allowed,
then this leads to FCNCs from neutral Higgs exchanges
that are orders of magnitude above the experimentally
allowed values. No FCNCs arise if only one Higgs dou-
blet couples to quarks, while the other is inert (this is the
Type I 2HDM). The other option is that one of the Higgs
doublets, H1, couples to the right-handed down quarks,
while the other Higgs doublet, H2 couples to the right-
handed up quarks only. This is the Type II 2HDM, and
corresponds to the Higgs sector of the MSSM when loop
corrections from sparticles are neglected. A more general
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way to avoid tree-level FCNCs is to require alignment be-
tween the Yukawa couplings of the two Higgs doublets.
Alignment is parameterized by three complex parameters
and covers the above two types of the 2HDM models as
special cases (Pich and Tuzon, 2009).
From now on we focus on the Type II 2HDM for which
the expectations regarding ﬂavor observables are collected
in Table 25.2.2. In the 2HDM there are 3 real scalars, two
CP -even and one CP -odd neutral Higgs bosons, and one
charged Higgs boson H±. In Type II 2HDM the interac-
tions of the neutral Higgses are ﬂavor diagonal, so that the
ﬂavor violation arises only at loop level like in the SM. The
exchange of a charged Higgs, H±, can lead to signiﬁcant
contributions to the B physics observables. The interac-
tions with quarks are given by
L =(2
√
2GF )1/2
3∑
i,j=1
ui
(
AumuiVijPL
−AdVijmdiPR
)
djH
+ + h.c.,
(25.2.6)
where PL,R ≡ (1∓γ5)/2. ui and dj are the mass eigenstate
ﬁelds, i, j the generation indices, mu,d the diagonal quark
mass matrices and Vij the CKM matrix elements. In the
Type II 2HDM the coeﬃcients Au,d depend only on the
ratio of the H2 and H1 Higgs vacuum expectation values,
tanβ = v2/v1,
Au = cotβ, Ad = − tanβ. (25.2.7)
We expect a signiﬁcant contribution from the loop induced
diagrams with a charged Higgs and a top quark in the
loop such as Bd−Bd oscillation and the decay B → Xsγ.
A large enhancement of the charged Higgs contribution
is possible because of the ﬁrst term in Eq. (25.2.6) with
ui = t due to the large top quark mass. While the experi-
mental measurements of the Bd−Bd oscillation frequency
can constrain part of the parameter space, in particular for
small tanβ, the constraint from B → Xsγ is generically
more important. At LO the Wilson coeﬃcient relevant for
B → Xsγ including the NP contributions is (Ciuchini, De-
grassi, Gambino, and Giudice, 1998b; Grinstein, Springer,
and Wise, 1990; Hou and Willey, 1988)
C7,8(MW ) = CSM7,8
(
m2t
m2W±
)
+
A2u
3
G7,8
(
m2t
m2H±
)
−AuAdF7,8
(
m2t
m2H±
)
.
(25.2.8)
The second and the third terms give charged Higgs contri-
butions and are enhanced by m2t , as expected. The signs of
Au and Ad are opposite in Type II 2HDM (see Eq. 25.2.7)
so that both terms interfere constructively with the SM
term. The term proportional to A2u is relevant only for
small tanβ, while the term proportional to AuAd is im-
portant almost independently of tanβ.
The SM prediction for the branching ratio of B →
Xsγ has been drastically improved in the past 10 years.
The NNLO predictions are available both for the SM and
for the charged Higgs contributions (Misiak et al., 2007).
The most recent analysis shows that the SM prediction
is roughly 1 sigma below the experimental value (see Sec-
tion 17.9 for more details) and the following lower limit on
the charged Higgs mass is obtained for any value of tanβ
mH± > 295 GeV. (25.2.9)
Another very important constraint on the Type II
2HDM has been obtained from the B Factory measure-
ments of B(B → τν) (see Section 17.10 for more discus-
sions on this process). This tree level process occurs in the
SM with a diagram in which the B meson annihilates into
a W boson followed by its decay into τν. In the 2HDM,
a similar process is possible but the W is replaced with
the charged Higgs. The resulting branching ratio can be
expressed as
B(B → τν) = B(B → τν)SM
(
1− tan2 β m
2
B
m2H±
)2
,
(25.2.10)
where
B(B → τν)SM = G
2
FmBm
2
τ
8π
(
1− m
2
τ
m2B
)2
f2B |Vub|2τB .
(25.2.11)
The second term in the parenthesis of Eq. (25.2.10) is due
to the charged Higgs.
Replacing the left hand side of Eq. (25.2.10) with the
experimental bound obtained by the B Factories, a combi-
nation of the parameters mH±/ tanβ can be constrained.
The two solutions
mH±
mB tanβ
=
(
1±
√
rB→τνexp
)−1/2
, (25.2.12)
with
rB→τνexp =
B(B → τν)exp
B(B → τν)SM (25.2.13)
are plotted, respectively, as grey and black lines in
Fig. 25.2.3. Here we use the SM prediction for the branch-
ing ratio, B(B → τν)SM = (1.01±0.29)×10−4, as quoted
in Section 17.10. The vertical lines indicate the current
world average (see also Section 17.10)
B(B → τν)exp = (1.15± 0.23)× 10−6, (25.2.14)
with 1σ (dotted), 2σ (dashed) and 3σ (solid) errors. The
two vertical yellow regions are excluded at 95% C.L. Note
that the theoretical error to the SM prediction denoted
above is indicated in the right top corner of Fig. 25.2.3.
It results in additional uncertainties on top of the exper-
imental ones. The horizontal yellow region is excluded by
the B(B → Xsγ) measurement.
The ﬁrst solution (gray lines) are already excluded by
the constraints from B → Xsγ as well as from B → Dτν.
The second solutions (black lines) can give a constraint on
m±H stronger than B(B → Xsγ). By taking into account
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the 3σ experimental error, for instance, one obtains a lower
bound mH± ≥ 370 (556) GeV for tanβ = 40 (60). Note
that this bound is very sensitive to the theoretical input
and could be lowered by over 100 (150) GeV by taking
into account the theoretical uncertainty discussed above.
It is clear that further reduction of both theoretical and
experimental errors will shed light on the charged Higgs
searches in this model in the future.
We discuss next brieﬂy the other observables, for
details see (Barger, Hewett, and Phillips, 1990; Gross-
man, 1994; Krawczyk and Pokorski, 1991; Wahab El Kaf-
fas, Osland, and Ogreid, 2007). For the ΔF = 2 (F is
strangeness or bottomness) processes, the impact on the
B0 − B0 mixing frequency and phase is small while the
D0−D0 mixing could receive a large contribution, in par-
ticular for large tanβ (Golowich, Hewett, Pakvasa, and
Petrov, 2007). However, since the SM value of the D0−D0
mixing parameter is not well determined it is diﬃcult to
obtain a strict constraint, even though order of magnitude
estimates are already interesting. Since this model does
not include a large CP violating phase in the b→ s transi-
tion part, the CP violation in B → φK0S does not receive a
signiﬁcant NP contribution. The recent BABAR measure-
ment of the ratio R(D(∗)) ≡ B(B → D(∗)τν)/B(B →
D(∗)lν) shows some deviation from the SM (Lees, 2012e).
The charged Higgs can contribute to this process, however,
the deviation in R(D) and R(D∗) cannot be explained si-
multaneously within Type II 2HDM (Lees, 2012e) (see
Section 17.10 for more details). It is, however, possible
to explain the observed pattern using 2HDM with more
general ﬂavor structure (Fajfer, Kamenik, Nisandzic, and
Zupan, 2012). The muon magnetic moment, (g − 2)μ, is
found not to provide a signiﬁcant contribution after tak-
ing into account the constraints discussed in this Sec-
tion (Jegerlehner and Nyﬀeler, 2009; Krawczyk, 2002; Wa-
hab El Kaﬀas, Osland, and Ogreid, 2007).
25.2.2.3 Minimal Flavor Violation
The MFV hypothesis states that ﬂavor violation in NP
comes from the same source as in the SM, the SM Yukawa
couplings (Buras, 2003; Buras, Gambino, Gorbahn, Jager,
and Silvestrini, 2001; Chivukula and Georgi, 1987; Ciu-
chini, Degrassi, Gambino, and Giudice, 1998a; D’Ambrosio,
Giudice, Isidori, and Strumia, 2002; Hall and Randall,
1990). The reasoning behind this hypothesis on one hand
is that this is the minimal amount of ﬂavor breaking that
needs to be present, since it is already seen in the SM. On
the other hand, it also leads to relatively small deviations
from the SM in ﬂavor observables and is not excluded ex-
perimentally. In principle many diﬀerent NP models can
be of MFV type, but the best known example is low en-
ergy SUSY with gauge mediated SUSY breaking (that we
discuss separately below). Another example are universal
extra dimensions with universal boundary conditions. In
both cases the only source of ﬂavor violation are the SM
Yukawa couplings.
An important beneﬁt of the MFV hypothesis is that
the eﬀects of NP on ﬂavor observables can be worked out
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Figure 25.2.3. Constraints on the charged Higgs mass in
the Type II 2HDM from the B Factory measurements of
B(B → τν) and B(B → Xsγ). The x-axis represents the
present experimental value of B(B → τν) normalized to the
SM prediction (see text for details). The vertical yellow re-
gions are excluded by the current world average experimental
value, B(B → τν)exp = (1.15 ± 0.23) × 10−6, at 95% C.L.,
while the 1σ, 2σ, 3σ errors on the same experimental value are
denoted by the dotted, dashed, and solid lines, respectively.
The horizontal yellow region is excluded by the B(B → Xsγ)
measurement (see Eq. 25.2.9). The grey and the black lines
correspond to the predictions of the Type II 2HDM given in
Eq. (25.2.12), respectively, with labels denoting the diﬀerent
values of tanβ.
without committing to a concrete model. This is done
using a so-called spurion analysis (D’Ambrosio, Giudice,
Isidori, and Strumia, 2002), which we review quickly. The
SM Yukawa interactions for quarks are
LY = Q¯LYDdRH + Q¯LYUuRHc + h.c., (25.2.15)
where the generation indices i on the left-handed
quarks Qi = (uL, dL)i, and on right-handed quarks
(uR)i, (dR)i were suppressed, while Hc ≡ iτ2H∗, where τ2
is the SU(2) generator, was used. If the Yukawa coupling
matrices YD, YU were zero, it would not be possible to dis-
tinguish the three generations of quarks. Thus, the theory
would have a global symmetry,GF = SU(3)Q×SU(3)UR×
SU(3)DR , since any of the quark ﬁelds QL, uR, dR can be
rotated independently. In other words, the global sym-
metry GF is explicitly broken by the fact that Yukawa
couplings are not zero – quarks have nonzero masses in
the SM. One can then use a formal trick and pretend
that Yukawa coupling matrices do transform under GF as
YU ∼ (3, 3¯, 1), YD ∼ (3, 1, 3¯) (The jargon used is that YU,D
are promoted to be spurions, where the name comes from
the fact that these are now ﬁctitious or spurious auxiliary
ﬁelds.). All the interactions are then formally invariant un-
der GF . Under the MFV hypothesis also NP is assumed
to be invariant under GF .
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Integrating out NP particles we obtain corrections to
the eﬀective weak Hamiltonian. However, since NP is for-
mally invariant under GF we know its ﬂavor structure. We
just need to construct an eﬀective weak Hamiltonian that
is GF invariant, and all the breaking comes from YU and
YD. This then also ﬁxes the allowed ﬂavor breaking. The
Yukawa coupling matrices YU and YD are not aligned and
are diagonal in diﬀerent bases for QL. The misalignment
leads to ﬂavor changing charged currents, JμC = u¯Lγ
μV dL,
with V being the same as the CKM matrix.
In this section we focus on a particular realization of
MFV – the so-called constrained minimal ﬂavor viola-
tion (cMFV) (Blanke, Buras, Guadagnoli, and Tarantino,
2006; Buras, Gambino, Gorbahn, Jager, and Silvestrini,
2001). The assumptions that underlie cMFV are (i) the
SM ﬁelds are the only light degrees of freedom in the the-
ory, (ii) there is only one light Higgs and (iii) the SM
Yukawa couplings are the only sources of ﬂavor violation.
The NP eﬀective Hamiltonian for qj → qi processes fol-
lowing from these assumptions thus has exactly the same
CKM suppression and form of the eﬀective operators as
in the SM. This is sometimes taken to be the deﬁnition of
cMFV (Blanke, Buras, Guadagnoli, and Tarantino, 2006;
Buras, 2003; Buras, Gambino, Gorbahn, Jager, and Sil-
vestrini, 2001). For instance, the eﬀective Hamiltonian for
the ΔF = 2 transitions is
HNPeﬀ =
CNP
Λ2NP
(
V ∗tiVtj
)2
Qij , (25.2.16)
where the Wilson coeﬃcient CNP is real, while Qij are
exactly the same operators as in the SM eﬀective weak
Hamiltonian. For B0d −B0d this is Qbd = (b¯LγμdL)2. Note
that CNP is universal – it is the same for K0 −K0, B0d −
B0d and B
0
s − B0s mixing. The relative sizes of the NP
contributions are given entirely by the CKM matrix el-
ements which are the same as in the SM. As a conse-
quence Eq. (25.2.16) provides a very strong constraint on
the scale of NP masses. Note that two-Higgs doublet mod-
els or MFV MSSM even with small tanβ does not ﬁt in
the cMFV and sizable contributions from operators with
non-SM chiral structures in addition to Eq. (25.2.16) are
possible.
Because cMFV is a very constrained modiﬁcation of
the weak Hamiltonian, Eq. (25.2.16), one can experimen-
tally distinguish it from the other BSM scenarios by look-
ing at the correlations between observables in K and B
decays. A sign of cMFV would be a deviation from the
SM predictions that can be described without new CP
violating phases and without enlarging the SM operator
basis. For instance, in B0d − B0d and B0s − B0s mixing ob-
servables the discrepancy from the SM is possible only
in the value of Δmd and Δms and not in the mixing
phases. Furthermore, the corrections normalized to the
SM are universal, so that hs = hd in Eq. (25.2.1), while
the additional weak phases are zero, i.e. σs = σd = 0
or σs = σd = π/2. A discrepancy in φ1 determined from
B → J/ψK0S and the global Unitarity Triangle ﬁt would
rule out the cMFV framework. Similarly, a sizable B0s−B0s
mixing phase would rule out cMFV NP.
Since the CKM-like suppression is automatically en-
coded in the NP contributions to ﬂavor transitions, no
large ﬂavor violations are expected from TeV scale NP.
The results from the B Factories are precise enough, how-
ever, that the energy scale probed is in the multi-TeV
regime already. The most stringent constraints are coming
from b→ sγ and b→ sl+l− decays. Setting the NP Wilson
coeﬃcients CNPi = 1 in Eq. (25.2.16), one has ΛNP > 6.1
TeV (Hurth, Isidori, Kamenik, and Mescia, 2009 and up-
date by Hurth and Mahmoudi, 2012). If the NP states
are exchanged at tree level, this would mean that they
need to be heavier than about 6 TeV. If they only con-
tribute through loops, they need to be heavier than about
∼ 6 TeV/4π = 0.5 TeV for O(1) couplings. The precise
value depends on the spin and charge of the exchanged
particle.
Similarly, one has a bound ΛNP > 5.9 TeV for contri-
butions to meson mixing (Bona et al., 2006, 2008). The
NP modiﬁcations to K0 − K0, D0 − D0, B0d − B0d and
B0s − B0s are rigidly related in cMFV. There is only one
operator, (q¯LjγμqLj)2, and the ﬂavors of quarks ﬁx the
CKM suppressions. The bound on ΛNP is predominantly
due to the K constraint. This means that no eﬀects in
D0 − D0, B0d − B0d and B0s − B0s mixing are expected in
cMFV with the present experimental precision. Similarly,
since there are no new CP violating phases beyond the
CKM phase, the φ1 phase determined from b → s pen-
guin transitions B → φK0S is expected to be the same as
obtained from B → J/ψK0S .
The MFV also relates the b → uτν and b → cτν
charged current transitions. In the SM the amplitudes for
these two transitions are proportional to the Vub and Vcb
matrix elements. The same is true for NP contributions.
Normalized to the SM the deviations in both of these two
transitions thus need to be the same, if NP is of MFV
type. There are indications of deviations from the SM in
B− → τ−ν and in B → D(∗)τν (Lees, 2012e), which pro-
ceed through b → uτν and b → cτν quark level transi-
tions, respectively, (see Sections 17.10 and 25.1). The rel-
ative sizes of the two discrepancies, however, diﬀer from
the universal behavior predicted by the MFV. Therefore
MFV is not preferred as an explanation of the anomalies
(Fajfer, Kamenik, Nisandzic, and Zupan, 2012).
Finally, the minimal incarnation of MFV – cMFV – is
a hypothesis about the ﬂavor violation in the quark sector.
Therefore there is no clear prediction about the size of the
muon anomalous magnetic moment, (g − 2)μ.
25.2.2.4 Extensions of MFV
The phenomenologically most important extensions of
cMFV hypothesis are: i) relaxing the assumption that
the CP violation is only due to the CKM phase, allow-
ing also for nonzero ﬂavor diagonal weak phases, and ii)
to allow for larger higher order terms in the spurion expan-
sion. This General MFV (GMFV) hypothesis was formal-
ized by Kagan, Perez, Volansky, and Zupan (2009), who
identiﬁed the new small spurions: the oﬀ-diagonal CKM
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matrix elements and the masses of the ﬁrst two genera-
tion quarks. For an earlier discussion of ﬂavor diagonal
CP phases within the MSSM see (Colangelo, Nikolidakis,
and Smith, 2009), for a nonlinear realization of MFV see
(Albrecht, Feldmann, and Mannel, 2010; Feldmann, Jung,
and Mannel, 2009; Feldmann and Mannel, 2008)
The important diﬀerence between cMFV and GMFV
is that in cMFV there are relations between s↔ d, b↔ d
and b ↔ s transitions, in GMFV only b ↔ d and b ↔ s
transitions are directly related. There are two classes of
NP contributions. Class-1 operators do not contain light
right-handed quarks, and class-2 operators do. An exam-
ple of a class-1 operator is, for instance, (q¯LγμbL)2, and
an example of a class-2 operator is (q¯LbR)(q¯RbL). The dis-
tinction is phenomenologically important, since the Wil-
son coeﬃcients of the class-2 operators are proportional to
light-quark masses. In B0d,s−B0d,s mixing then the class-2
operators only contribute to B0s−B0s mixing (up to md/ms
corrections) and would give hd  hs. Thus one would ex-
pect a deviation from the SM in the CP violating phase
of the Bs oscillation measurements but not in measure-
ments of sin 2φ1 from B → J/ψK0S . In contrast, class-1
operators contribute universally to both (relative to the
SM) and would give hd = hs and σd = σs in Eq. (25.2.1).
In many realistic models we would expect both class-1
and class-2 NP contributions, so the predictions would be
somewhere in between: smaller eﬀects in B0d −B0d mixing
than in B0s −B0s mixing, yet still nonzero.
An example of such GMFV NP is MSSM with U(2)3
ﬂavor symmetry (Barbieri, Isidori, Jones-Perez, Lodone,
and Straub, 2011), which is broken by the light-quark
masses and the oﬀ-diagonal CKM elements. Gluino medi-
ated amplitudes are the dominant non-standard eﬀect in
ΔF = 2 observables and are of class-1. All class-2 contri-
butions are suppressed. As a result the size of the correc-
tion is proportional to the CKM combination of the corre-
sponding SM amplitude, a signature of class-1 MFV con-
tributions. The proportionality coeﬃcients are the same
for the Bd and Bs systems, while it may be diﬀerent in
the kaon system – a signature of GMFV. Another GMFV
characteristic is that new CP violating phases can only
appear in the Bd and Bs systems. Since in the U(2)3
symmetric MSSM they would come from class-1 contri-
butions, the phase shifts would be universal. From the
still allowed deviations in SBd→ψK0S from sin 2φ1 Barbi-
eri, Isidori, Jones-Perez, Lodone, and Straub (2011) de-
duce that 0.05  SBs→ψφ  0.2.
The expectation for the B → Xsγ branching ratio are
the same as in cMFV, discussed in Section 25.2.2.3. For
weak scale NP particles with masses of a few 100 GeV
we would thus expect a deviation in B → Xsγ already
in the present measurements, even though the particles
only enter in loops. On top of this, in GMFV there are
additional CP violating phases, which can lead to an en-
hanced direct CP asymmetry in B → Xd,sγ. The CP
violating eﬀects are also expected in D0 − D0 mixing,
with arg(M12/Γ12) ∼ O(5%) for ΛGMFV = 1 TeV (Ka-
gan, Perez, Volansky, and Zupan, 2009). At present, the
experimental error is roughly twice as large as this ex-
pectation. There is also no clear prediction for the ﬂavor
diagonal observable (g − 2)μ.
There are also other extensions of the MFV hypothesis,
beside GMFV. At the practical level the GMFV is equiva-
lent to the Next-to-Minimal Flavor Violation (NMFV) hy-
pothesis, even though the original motivations were diﬀer-
ent. NMFV was put forward in (Agashe, Papucci, Perez,
and Pirjol, 2005) by demanding that NP contributions
only roughly obey the CKM hierarchy, and in particu-
lar can have O(1) new weak phases. The consequences of
spurions that transform diﬀerently under GF than the SM
Yukawa coupling matrices have been worked out by Feld-
mann and Mannel (2007). The MFV hypothesis has also
been extended to the leptonic sector (MLFV) in (Cirigliano
and Grinstein, 2006; Cirigliano, Grinstein, Isidori, and
Wise, 2005). In MLFV the most sensitive FCNC probe
in the leptonic sector is μ → eγ, while τ → μγ could
be suppressed below the sensitivity of future super ﬂavor
factories.
25.2.2.5 MFV SUSY
Low energy supersymmetry (SUSY), where the superpart-
ners have ∼TeV scale masses is one of the most popu-
lar solutions to the hierarchy problem. Since this model
is perturbative one can make reliable predictions. This
aids the popularity of SUSY among theorists. Already
its minimal incarnation – the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model – has the salient features of gauge cou-
pling uniﬁcation and contains a viable dark matter can-
didate. The “Minimal” in the MSSM refers to the ﬁeld
content. Each SM particle obtains only one superpartner,
and also the extension of the Higgs sector is minimal. How-
ever, the ﬂavor structure need not be minimal. The pa-
rameters that describe the supersymmetry breaking, e.g.,
the squark masses and trilinear couplings can in principle
carry very diﬀerent ﬂavor structures from the one seen in
the quark sector of the SM. In total there are 124 param-
eters in the MSSM, much more than the 19 parameters
of the SM (Berger and Grossman, 2009; Dimopoulos and
Sutter, 1995; Haber, 2001). Of these parameters, 110 are
in the ﬂavor sector: 30 masses, 39 real mixing angles and
41 phases. If all of the mixing angles and phases were
O(1) this would lead to FCNCs that are orders of mag-
nitude larger than the experimental bounds. The SUSY
breaking does have to be non-generic and further assump-
tions about its structure are required in order to have
an acceptable phenomenology. An attractive hypothesis is
MFV, which we discussed in general terms in the previ-
ous subsections. The ﬂavor breaking is assumed to arise
only from the Yukawa interactions (in this case from the
superpotential), while the SUSY breaking is ﬂavor blind.
This means that the squark masses can be written as
m˜2qL =m˜
2(a11 + b1YUY
†
U + b2YDY
†
D
b3YDY
†
DYUY
†
U + b4YUY
†
UYDY
†
D + · · · ),
(25.2.17)
and similarly for right-handed squarks. The coeﬃcients
a1, b1,2 are real from the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian,
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while b3 and b4 can in general be complex and be sources
of additional CP violating weak phases. For small tanβ
these terms are negligible since YD is much smaller than
YU . The values of the coeﬃcients are ﬁxed by the model
of the SUSY breaking. They can be zero at some high
scale M , but are then generated due to the renormaliza-
tion group running eﬀect from this high scale to the low
scale bi ∼ (1/4π2) log(M2/m˜2). In gauge-mediated SUSY
breaking the scale M would be given by the masses of the
messengers particles between the SUSY breaking sector
and low energy sector.
Since MFV SUSY is an example of the MFV theory our
general discussion in the previous two subsections applies.
The superpartners can be integrated out and matched
onto the eﬀective weak Hamiltonian. Because MFV MSSM
is a concrete model the predictions can in fact be more pre-
cise (for a review see, e.g., Isidori and Straub, 2012). For
tanβ  1 and/or if the μ parameter, the coupling of bi-
linear term of the MSSM Higgs sector, is large enough, the
resulting low energy operator basis does not contain only
the SM operators. This means that in this limit it is not
a cMFV model. In the large tanβ limit the most sensitive
observables are the branching fractions for Bs → μ+μ−
and B → τν. For most of the parameter space B(B → τν)
is reduced by the charged Higgs correction compared to
the SM.
An interesting prediction of MFV MSSM is that the
contributions to Δmd,s are always positive and increase
the oscillation frequency above the SM (Altmannshofer,
Buras, and Guadagnoli, 2007). However, the NP eﬀects
in SJ/ψK0S and Δmd/Δms are very small and thus do
not disrupt the Unitarity Triangle of the SM. There are
also only small eﬀects in Bs → J/ψφ expected. Simi-
larly, the contributions to D0−D0 mixing are small (Alt-
mannshofer, Buras, Gori, Paradisi, and Straub, 2010). If
the ﬂavor blind phases are nonzero, then EDMs and B(b→
sγ) are the strongest constraints (Altmannshofer, Buras,
and Paradisi, 2008). The dominant NP source in SφK0S
arises from the chromomagnetic operator CNP8g , and the ef-
fects in SφK0S are expected to be signiﬁcantly larger than
in Sη′K0S (both in the same direction), with even O(1)
corrections not too hard to achieve. The eﬀect is also
strongly correlated with the size of the direct CP asym-
metry ACP (b → sγ), with an eﬀect of up to 0.05 typical.
There is also a natural explanation of the small devia-
tion from the SM observed in the muon-magnetic moment
(g − 2)μ as long as sleptons are not much heavier than
squarks (see e.g. Jegerlehner and Nyﬀeler, 2009).
25.2.2.6 non-MFV SUSY
In investigations of SUSY models, strong assumptions
(such as the MFV ansatz discussed in the previous section)
are often imposed in order to reduce the large number of
parameters introduced by the unknown SUSY breaking
mechanism. A common motivation behind the assump-
tions is to avoid an unwanted excess of CP violation and
FCNC. However, by working within those assumptions,
one could potentially also miss a signal of SUSY particles.
In this section we follow a more model independent ap-
proach – the mass insertion approximation (MIA) (Hall,
Kostelecky´, and Raby, 1986). In this approach the ﬂavor
oﬀ-diagonal part of the squark mass matrix in the Super-
CKM basis is parameterized by the mass insertion param-
eter, (δqAB)ij , where A,B denote the chirality (L,R) and
q indicates the (u, d) type. Assuming that the oﬀ-diagonal
elements are smaller than the diagonal ones, the sfermion
propagator can be expanded as
〈q˜Aiq˜∗Bj〉 = i(k21− m˜21− m˜2δqAB)−1ij (25.2.18)
 iδij
k2 − m˜2 +
im˜2(δqAB)ij
(k2 − m˜2)2 + · · · ,
where 1 is the unit matrix and m˜ is the averaged squark
mass, used also to normalize the oﬀ-diagonal mass matrix
elements, so that (δqAB)ij are dimensionless. In a general
analysis all the mass insertion parameters (δqAB)ij should
be taken into account and are then only constrained from
various ﬂavor experiments.
The B Factory observables are particularly sensitive
to the down type mass insertion elements with ij = 13
(b → d transitions) and ij = 23 (b → s transitions). We
also note that the source of ﬂavor violation in this frame-
work comes from the loop diagrams with gluinos and neu-
tralinos whereas the former is dominant due to the large
strong coupling constant.
For a general ﬂavor structure signiﬁcant excesses in
FCNC and CP violation are possible for various B Factory
observables. The non-observation of large deviations from
the SM therefore stringently constrains the mass insertion
parameters. As an example let us take the (δdAB)13 mass
insertions. These are constrained by the Δmd and sin 2φ1
measurements. The mg˜  mq˜ = 500 GeV gluino contribu-
tion to Δmd normalized to the SM is (Gabbiani, Gabrielli,
Masiero, and Silvestrini, 1996; Gabrielli and Khalil, 2003)
MSUSY12
MSM12
 1
(VtbV ∗td)2
{
4.0× 10−3 [(δd23)2LL + (δd23)2RR]
+ 8.1× 10−2 [(δd23)2LR + (δd23)2RL]
− 1.3× 10−1 [(δd23)LR(δd23)RL]
− 5.0× 10−1 [(δd23)LL(δd23)RR] }. (25.2.19)
Note that in terms of observables one has
Δmd = 2|MSM12 +MSUSY12 |, (25.2.20)
Sb→cc¯s = −Im
(M∗SM12 +M∗SUSY12
MSM12 +M
SUSY
12
)1/2
. (25.2.21)
The resulting constraints following from the experi-
mental world averages Δmd = (0.510 ± 0.004) ps−1 and
Sb→cc¯s = 0.677 ± 0.020 (see Section 17.5.2 and Sec-
tion 17.6 for the experimental extraction of these values)
are shown in Fig. 25.2.4 (top panels). We use VtbV ∗td =
(8.7± 0.8)× 10−3ei(0.41±0.06), which is obtained in a simi-
lar way as in Section 25.2.2.1 by using the unitarity condi-
tion with VcbV ∗cd and VubV
∗
ud extracted from the tree level
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Figure 25.2.4. Top: constraints on the down type ij = 13
mass insertions from B0d −B0d oscillation measurements at the
B Factories. The dashed lines represent 3σ bounds from Δmd
and the solid lines from sin 2φ1. Bottom: constraints on the
down type ij = 23 mass insertions from the B(B → Xsγ) mea-
surement (dashed lines) and the time-dependent CP asymme-
try in the penguin-dominated B → φK0S transition (solid line).
The colored regions are excluded at 1, 2 and 3 σ combining the
corresponding two measurements.
processes. We assume that only one of four mass inser-
tions is nonzero, and show the constraints on LL and LR
mass insertions as representative examples. The RR and
RL mass insertion have similar constraints, respectively.
The dashed lines show the constraints from Δmd mea-
surements, while the solid lines show the constraints from
the latest sin 2φ1 measurement from the B Factories. One
ﬁnds that typically the chirality preserving mass inser-
tions, (δd13)LL/RR <∼ 10−1, are less constrained than the
chirality ﬂipping ones, (δd13)LR/RL <∼ 10−2, (for both their
real and imaginary parts).
In the lower panels of Fig. 25.2.4 we show the impact
that the B Factory measurements of the B → Xsγ branch-
ing ratio have on the chirality ﬂipping (AB = LR/RL)
mass insertions for b → s transitions. Again, the con-
straints are at the O(0.01) level. The (δdAB)23 mass in-
sertions are also constrained by the B0s − B0s oscillation
measurement. However, as we show below, for the case
of AB = LR/RL the chiral enhancement makes the B →
Xsγ constraints much stronger than the ones from B0s−B0s
oscillations.
The gluino contribution to the b → s (ΔB = 1)
transition is described by the following eﬀective Hamil-
tonian (Khalil and Kou, 2003)
HΔB=1eﬀ = −
GF√
2
VtbV
∗
ts
[
6∑
i=3
CiOi (25.2.22)
+ CγOγ + CgOg +
6∑
i=3
C˜iO˜i + C˜γO˜γ + C˜gO˜g
]
,
with
O3/4 =
(
sα/αbα/β
)
V−A
(
sβ/βsβ/α
)
V−A, (25.2.23)
O5/6 =
(
sα/αbα/β
)
V−A
(
sβ/βsβ/α)V+A, (25.2.24)
Oγ =
−1
3
e
4π2
mb
(
sασ
μνPRbα
)
Fμν , (25.2.25)
Og =
gs
4π2
mb
(
sασ
μνPRT
A
αβbβ
)
GAμν , (25.2.26)
where the Dirac structure of four-fermion operators is(
sb
)
V−A
(
ss
)
V∓A = 4
(
sγμPLb
)(
sγμPRs
)
, and the sum-
mation over the color indices α, β is understood. The terms
with a tilde are obtained from Ci,g and Oi,g through a
L ↔ R replacement. The B → Xsγ branching fraction
receives SUSY contributions mainly from Oγ , O˜γ , O˜g and
Og. These dimension 5 operators are chirality ﬂipping –
the external b and s quark ﬁelds have diﬀerent chiralities.
In the SM, the W boson couples only to the left-handed
fermions (V − A current) so that the chirality ﬂip comes
from the quark mass insertion on the external quark ﬁelds.
TheOγ andOg operators are thus suppressed in the SM by
one power of mb/mW . In non-MFV SUSY, on the other
hand, there are additional interactions that can induce
the chirality ﬂip inside the loop. The mb factor is then re-
placed by the internal heavy particle masses and the chi-
rality ﬂipping coupling (in MIA these will be (δqLR)ij). The
resulting Wilson coeﬃcients from the gluino-squark loop
are (Gabbiani, Gabrielli, Masiero, and Silvestrini, 1996):
C g˜γ (MS) = −
√
2αSπ
2GFVtbV ∗tsm2q˜
(25.2.27)
×
{
(δdLR)23
mg˜
mb
8
3
M1(x) + (δdLL)23
8
3
M3(x)
}
.
C g˜g (MS) = −
√
2αSπ
2GFVtbV ∗tsm2q˜
(25.2.28)
×
{
(δdLR)23
mg˜
mb
[
1
3
M1(x) + 3M2(x)
]
+(δdLL)23
[
1
3
M3(x) + 3M4(x)
]}
.
The C˜γ and C˜g coeﬃcients are obtained by making the
L ↔ R replacement. One can see that indeed the terms
with the chirality-ﬂipping LR/RL mass insertions are en-
hanced by the mg˜/mb factor. This term could potentially
induce large contributions to b → s penguin transition
processes. On the bottom panels of Fig 25.2.4, we present
the constraints on the LR and RL mass insertions (dashed
line) from the B(B → Xsγ) measurement. The diﬀerence
between the two cases comes from the fact that the LR
contribution adds coherently to the SM at the amplitude
level while the RL contribution does not interfere with the
SM and adds in the amplitudes squared.
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The corrections to the chromo-magnetic operators Og
and O˜g can also have signiﬁcant eﬀects on the hadronic B
decays. An important additional constraint on (δdLR/RL)23
is thus obtained from the penguin-dominated B → φK0S
decay. In the SM, the time dependent CP asymmetry for
this channel is the same as the one obtained from the
decay B → cc¯K0S (where cc¯ represents any charmonium
state such as J/ψ). If SφK0S = Scc¯K0S is found, this would
be an indication of new physics. The deviation needs to be
larger than the theoretical errors on the diﬀerence. A list
of estimates for the theory errors on SφK0S − Scc¯K0S and
for other b → s penguin transition dominated channels,
e.g., Sη′K0S , etc., can be found in (Zupan, 2007). Histori-
cally there was an indication for a deviation from the SM,
however by now, the deviation has diminished and the
current world averages (see Section 17.6.6 for details of
experimental extraction of these values),
SφK0S − Scc¯K0S = 0.06± 0.12, (25.2.29)
Sη′K0S − Scc¯K0S = −0.09± 0.07, (25.2.30)
are consistent with the SM, though the experimental er-
rors are still relatively large. The constraints on the LR
and RL mass insertions are nontrivial and are comparable
to the ones following from B → Xsγ, see lower panels in
Fig. 25.2.4. The regions excluded by combining the mea-
surements of the B → Xsγ branching fraction and SφK0S
are also shown in Fig. 25.2.4 as colored regions.
Further constraints on the corresponding mass inser-
tions can be obtained from the other loop-induced observ-
ables. For instance, D0−D0 mixing constrains the up-type
mass insertions (δuAB)12, while (g−2)μ constrains the slep-
ton mass insertions (δlAB)22, see, e.g., (Chang, Chang, Ke-
ung, Sinha, and Sinha, 2002; Chankowski, Lebedev, and
Pokorski, 2005; Gabbiani, Gabrielli, Masiero, and Silves-
trini, 1996; Hisano and Tobe, 2001).
25.2.2.7 SUSY Alignment models
The measurement of D0−D0 mixing at Belle and BABAR
had important implications for the ﬂavor structure of the
MSSM (Ciuchini et al., 2007; Nir, 2007a,b). The squark
contributions to ΔF = 2 processes involving the ﬁrst two
generations, i.e. toK0−K0 and toD0−D0 mixing, have to
be suﬃciently suppressed in order not to generate contri-
butions to the mixing larger than what is experimentally
observed. The contributions arising from the box diagram
with a gluino and the ﬁrst two generation squark doublets
Q˜L1,2 are given by, see e.g. (Raz, 2002),
MD12 ∝
1
m2u˜
(Δm2u˜)
2
m4u˜
(Ku21K
u∗
11 )
2, (25.2.31)
MK12 ∝
1
m2
d˜
(Δm2
d˜
)2
m4
d˜
(Kd21∗K
d
11)
2. (25.2.32)
Here mu˜,d˜ are the averaged squark masses of the ﬁrst
two up and down generation squarks, Δm2
u˜,d˜
are the cor-
responding mass squared diﬀerences, while Ku(d) is the
mixing matrix for the gluino coupling to left-handed up
(down) quarks and the squark partners. The proportion-
ality coeﬃcients depend on the D and K decay constants,
the bag parameters and a function of mq˜/mu˜,d˜.
There are three generic ways how these contributions
can be suppressed. The ﬁrst possibility is that the ﬁrst
two generation squarks are heavy, mq˜  1 TeV. Since
they contribute to dimension 6 operators, these contribu-
tions scale as ∝ 1/m2q˜ and become irrelevant when squarks
are much heavier than the weak scale. The second pos-
sibility is that the squarks are degenerate, i.e. that the
mass splitting between the ﬁrst two generations is small,
Δm2q˜  m2q˜. If they were exactly degenerate, one would
be free to choose the ﬂavor basis for squarks anyway one
wants – in particular to coincide with the mass basis of
ﬁrst two generation quarks. The ﬂavor breaking eﬀects
thus need to be proportional to the splitting between the
squarks. Finally, the squarks could be aligned with the
quarks, so that the mass eigenstate basis for squarks al-
most coincides with the mass eigenstate basis of quarks
and thus Kd,u21  1.
Alignment naturally arises in Froggatt-Nielsen type
ﬂavor models of squark masses (Leurer, Nir, and Seiberg,
1994; Nir and Seiberg, 1993). For left-handed squarks there
is also a relation between the matrices that diagonalize up
and down squarks. Up to corrections of m2c/m
2
q˜ ∼ O(10−5)
one has
KuKd† = VCKM. (25.2.33)
For the mixing between the ﬁrst two generations this means
that
Ku21 −Kd21  sin θC = 0.23. (25.2.34)
Therefore the 21 entries in the quark-squark-gluino cou-
pling matrices cannot be smaller than the mixing between
the ﬁrst two generations in the SM. If squarks have masses
of around 1 TeV and non-degenerate this is at odds with
either K0−K0 mixing and D0−D0 mixing. Barring can-
cellations there are two possibilities. The ﬁrst one is that
squarks are quasi-degenerate. The level of degeneracy re-
quired is Δmq˜/mq˜  0.12 (Gedalia, Grossman, Nir, and
Perez, 2009; Nir, 2007b). The other option is that squarks
are heavy. If one sets Ku21 = 0.23 and K
d
12  0 as in the
original alignment model by Nir and Seiberg (1993), then
mq˜  2 TeV, and much heavier, ifKd12 is nonzero. We thus,
can state model-independently that barring cancellations,
if the squarks are light enough to be observed at the LHC,
then they must be quasi-degenerate. Note that, in order
to reach this conclusion the experimental information on
D0 −D0 mixing parameters provided by the B Factories
(in particular that they are small, x, y ∼ O(1%)), was es-
sential. In the original alignment model the gluino-squark
loop induced FCNCs are absent in the down quark sector.
Therefore among the observables in Table 25.2.2 the only
place we would expect deviations is D0 −D0 mixing.
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25.2.2.8 Randall-Sundrum models of ﬂavor
The Randall-Sundrum (RS) models of ﬂavor have an am-
bitious goal. They strive to simultaneously solve the hi-
erarchy problem, the ﬂavor problem of new physics and
explain the ﬂavor structure in the SM. The hierarchy prob-
lem refers to the Planck scale ∼ 1019 GeV being so much
bigger than the electroweak scale ∼ 1 TeV. The ﬂavor
problem of new physics is that new physics at 1 TeV
(which solves the hierarchy problem) must not enhance
FCNCs above the SM level. At the same time the RS
models of ﬂavor also provide an explanation for the ﬂa-
vor structure in the Standard Model – the origin of the
hierarchy of masses and mixing – through localization of
quark ﬁelds in the 5th dimension (Gherghetta and Po-
marol, 2000; Grossman and Neubert, 2000).
The RS models are extra dimensional models where a
slice of 5-dimensional (5D) space-time (bulk) is truncated
by ﬂat 4-dimensional boundaries – the two 4-dimensional
(4D) branes. The Planck brane is on the UV side of the
bulk, while the TeV brane is on the IR side of the bulk.
This setup results in a warped metric for the bulk (Randall
and Sundrum, 1999)
ds2 = e−2krc|φ|ημνdxμdxν − r2cdφ2, (25.2.35)
where k is the 5D curvature scale, rc the compactiﬁcation
radius, and φ ∈ [−π, π] the coordinate along the 5th di-
mension. The hierarchy problem is solved by the presence
of the warp factor e−2krc|φ|, which suppresses the funda-
mental Planck scale ∼ 1019 GeV down to the weak scale
∼ 1 TeV for krc ≈ 12.
In the initial RS models all the SM ﬁelds were as-
sumed to be localized on the IR brane and only gravity
propagated in the bulk (Davoudiasl, Hewett, and Rizzo,
2000). This immediately lead to phenomenological prob-
lems, because the cut-oﬀ of the eﬀective 4D theory is also
warped down to TeV scale. A viable model is obtained, if
the fermions and gauge bosons are allowed to propagate
in the bulk, while only the Higgs boson is localized on the
IR brane. The 5D proﬁles of the SM fermions (the zero
modes) have an exponential form
f
(0)
i ∼ e(1/2−ci)krcφ. (25.2.36)
The light fermions have bulk mass parameters ci > 1/2,
and are thus localized near the Planck brane. This has
two beneﬁcial consequences. On one hand it suppresses
FCNCs due to virtual exchanges of Kaluza-Klein (KK)
states – the excitations of the SM ﬁelds that arise because
of the compact extra dimension. The suppression is due
to diﬀerent localizations of zero mode fermions, that peak
near the UV brane, and KK modes that peak near the
IR brane. Therefore there is only a small overlap between
the two (Gherghetta and Pomarol, 2000). Since the Higgs
boson is localized on the IR brane this also explains the
smallness of the masses of UV localized light fermions –
it is due to the fact that they have only a small overlap
with the Higgs wave function. The 4D Yukawa coupling
matrices are given by
(Y 4Du,d )ij = (Y
5D
u,d )ijfQifuj ,dj , (25.2.37)
with fQi (fuj ,dj ) the values of wave functions for the left-
handed (right-handed) fermions at the IR brane, where
the Higgs is situated, cf. Eq. (25.2.36). The hierarchy of
the SM quark masses is naturally obtained for O(1) val-
ues of 5D Yukawa parameters (Y 5Du,d )ij and values of ci,
where an order unity change in ci results in an exponential
change in the value of quark masses (Gherghetta and Po-
marol, 2000; Grossman and Neubert, 2000; Huber, 2003).
The zero mode (i.e. SM) gluons and photons have
ﬂat wave functions in the φ direction due to unbroken
SU(3)C ×U(1)EM gauge invariance. The Z and W± wave
functions, on the other hand, are distorted near the IR
brane, since electroweak symmetry is spontaneously bro-
ken. This generates tree level FCNCs mediated by the Z
and the KK gauge bosons. This is in contrast to the SM,
where due to the GIM mechanism the FCNCs arise only at
the one loop level. Still, the FCNCs in the RS models are
suppressed despite the fact that they arise at tree level.
The reason is that the light quarks are localized at the UV
brane, while both the KK modes and the distortion of the
Z shape function are all localized near the IR brane. The
FCNCs are then suppressed by the small wave function
overlaps. This so-called “RS-GIM mechanism” suﬃces to
avoid disastrously large FCNCs, but with some tension in
the kaon sector (Agashe, Perez, and Soni, 2004).
The above setup has several phenomenological impli-
cations. Because the SM gauge bosons and fermions mix
with the corresponding KK modes, the CKM matrix is no
longer unitary. The corrections to CKM unitarity are of
order O(v2/m2KK). For KK masses in the few TeV range
these corrections are thus very small, at percent level or
smaller.
Easier to observe are eﬀects due to additional ﬂavor
and CP violating sources in the model. The 5D mass ma-
trices CQ, Cu, Cd have 18 new mixing angles and 9 com-
plex phases beyond the SM Yukawa couplings (Agashe,
Perez, and Soni, 2005). The new CP violating weak phases
can aﬀect low energy CP violating observables. For a low
KK mass scale, mKK  3 TeV, the tree level KK gluon ex-
changes lead to contributions to B0d−B0d and B0s−B0s mix-
ing that are roughly of the same size as the SM contribu-
tions, but with arbitrary weak phases (Agashe, Perez, and
Soni, 2005). The possibility of such large contributions to
the B0d−B0d mixing was excluded by the B Factories, while
large phases in B0s−B0s mixing are severely constrained by
the LHCb results. For K0−K0 mixing by far the most im-
portant is the generation of operators with the left-right
(LR) chiral structure from KK gluon exchanges. These
are enhanced by the renormalization group running and
by chirally enhanced matrix elements. They give a contri-
bution that is a factor 140 larger than the SM LL opera-
tor, if the KK scale is around 3 TeV (Bauer, Casagrande,
Haisch, and Neubert, 2010; Blanke, Buras, Duling, Gori,
and Weiler, 2009; Casagrande, Goertz, Haisch, Neubert,
and Pfoh, 2008; Csaki, Falkowski, and Weiler, 2008).
The KK masses below 3 TeV would be allowed by the
RS models with additional custodial symmetry which can
satisfy the electroweak precision data constraints. (Agashe,
Contino, Da Rold, and Pomarol, 2006; Agashe, Delgado,
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May, and Sundrum, 2003; Csaki, Grojean, Pilo, and Tern-
ing, 2004). In contrast the data on K imply a generic
lower bound on MKK of roughly 20 TeV for anarchic 5D
masses ci with O(1) coeﬃcients (Csaki, Falkowski, and
Weiler, 2008). With modest ﬁne tuning KK mass scales
of 2 to 3 TeV are still allowed (Blanke, Buras, Duling,
Gori, and Weiler, 2009), or if additional ﬂavor symme-
tries are introduced in the 5D Yukawa coupling matrices
(Cacciapaglia et al., 2008; Csaki, Falkowski, and Weiler,
2009; Csaki, Perez, Surujon, and Weiler, 2010; Fitzpatrick,
Perez, and Randall, 2007). Constraints from K0−K0 mix-
ing are also reduced in “soft wall” RS models, where the
IR brane is removed and the Higgs is free to propagate in
the bulk (Archer, Huber, and Jager, 2011).
In RS models there are also potential eﬀects in ΔF = 1
modes (Bauer, Casagrande, Haisch, and Neubert, 2010;
Blanke, Buras, Duling, Gori, and Weiler, 2009). Rare
Bs,d → μ+μ− and Bs,d → Xs,dνν¯ are not aﬀected much
and remain SM like, with the corrections to the branching
fractions below 15%. Larger eﬀects in B(B → Xsγ) are in
principle possible from contributions to dipole operators
for a somewhat tuned parameter set, which however, are
excluded by the data from B Factories. The contributions
to EDMs are also generically large, about a factor 20 above
the present experimental bounds, leading to additional
constraints on RS parameter space. The branching frac-
tions B(K → π0νν¯) and B(K+ → π+νν¯) can be enhanced
by a factor ∼ 2 compared to the SM, however simultane-
ous enhancements of SBs→J/ψφ and K → πνν¯ branching
ratios are not likely. The corrections to the CKM matrix
are dominated by the eﬀects due to the mixing with the
KK gauge bosons. The deviations from the SM are small:
even for the largest eﬀects for the CKM elements involv-
ing third generation quarks, they can be up to 1 − 2%.
Modest eﬀects at the order of O(5%) are expected on
SB→φK0S and other b → s penguin transitions (Agashe,
Perez, and Soni, 2005; Bauer, Casagrande, Haisch, and
Neubert, 2010). The constraints from Z → bb¯, K and
B0−B0 mixing also suﬃce to predict the mass diﬀerence
in D0 − D0 mixing to be not much larger then what is
observed, however a signiﬁcant spread in the CP violat-
ing mixing phase is possible, with the bulk of the predic-
tions on the phase | arg(MD12/ΓD12)|  90◦. The B Factories
constraints from D0 −D0 mixing are thus nontrivial and
exclude a signiﬁcant part of the parameter space (Bauer,
Casagrande, Haisch, and Neubert, 2010). The corrections
toB → τν can be at most 1% (Bauer, Casagrande, Haisch,
and Neubert, 2010). The ﬁrst complete calculation of one
loop contributions to (g − 2)μ was completed recently by
Beneke, Dey, and Rohrwild (2012), and the result is about
an order of magnitude below the present experimental er-
ror.
25.2.2.9 Little Higgs models
The Little Higgs models present another direction for a
potential solution to the hierarchy problem (for a pedagog-
ical review see Schmaltz and Tucker-Smith, 2005). We fo-
cus on a particular model – the Littlest Higgs Model with
T -parity (Cheng and Low, 2003, 2004; Low, 2004) – whose
ﬂavor structure was studied in detail by the Munich group
(Bigi, Blanke, Buras, and Recksiegel, 2009; Blanke, Buras,
Duling, Poschenrieder, and Tarantino, 2007; Blanke, Buras,
Duling, Recksiegel, and Tarantino, 2010; Blanke et al.,
2007, 2006; Blanke, Buras, Recksiegel, and Tarantino, 2008;
Blanke, Buras, Recksiegel, Tarantino, and Uhlig, 2007a,b)
and supplemented by Goto, Okada, and Yamamoto (2009)
and by del Aguila, Illana, and Jenkins (2009).
The Littlest Higgs Model with T -parity (LHT) has a
relatively small number of new parameters that describe
the ﬂavor sector – 10 in the quark sector (Blanke, Buras,
Duling, Recksiegel, and Tarantino, 2010). The relevant op-
erators in the eﬀective weak Hamiltonian that are gener-
ated by integrating out NP contributions are the same as
in the SM. The fact that the model has T -parity means
that the NP scale f can be quite low, f = 500 GeV. This
is quite diﬀerent from for instance the RS models that
were described in the previous section (where even in the
models with custodial protection the KK scale is in the
range of 2 − 3 TeV). Another interesting diﬀerence with
the RS models is that the constraints from B → Xsγ and
neutron electric dipole moment are not very strong and
are easily satisﬁed.
In the LHT there are new ﬂavor interactions beyond
the CKM matrix VCKM. These new interactions involve
the heavy gauge bosons W±H , ZH , AH which get emitted
from the SM quarks when they convert to a mirror quark.
These interactions of mirror and SM quarks are described
by the two 3 × 3 unitary mixing matrices VHd and VHu
that are related by V †HuVHd = VCKM. This means that the
FCNCs in down-quark and up-quark sectors are related.
The main phenomenological features of LHT contri-
butions in the ﬂavor observables are as follows (Buras,
2009). The rare B decays are SM-like to a good extend.
For instance Bs,d → μ+μ− can be enhanced by O(30%)
compared to the SM, where the largest corrections come
from the T -even sector. Typical deviations in SJ/ψφ are
at the order of O(5− 10%), with the details depending on
the spectrum of the mirror fermions. They are thus smaller
then in RS. Similar eﬀects would be expected in sin 2φ1
determination from B → J/ψK0S with the corrections to
a large extend uncorrelated with the ones in B0s−B0s mix-
ing (Blanke, Buras, Recksiegel, and Tarantino, 2008). The
contributions to B(B → Xsγ) are relatively small, at the
order of up to about 3% of the SM value, which is smaller
than the theoretical uncertainty on the SM prediction.
The corrections to B → τν are very small since there are
no tree level contributions. The eﬀects in SφK0S are also
expected to be small, since both b → sg and electroweak
penguin corrections are not sizable.
The B(μ → eγ) can reach 2 × 10−11 so that some
ﬁne tuning of the parameters is required to satisfy MEG
bounds (Adam et al., 2013). Also, the contributions in
the lepton ﬂavor violating decays, μ− e conversion, μ− →
e−e+e−, τ → μγ, τ → 3μ clearly distinguish LHT
from SUSY. The contributions to (g − 2)μ are negligi-
ble (see (Jegerlehner and Nyﬀeler, 2009) and references
therein). There are CP violating contributions to the
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D0 −D0 mixing amplitudes. The weak phase in the mix-
ing can still be large (and would be even much larger if
the K constraint is omitted). It can lead to eﬀects in
D0 −D0 mixing that are of several percent, e.g. −0.02 
SD→K0Sφ  +0.01 (Bigi, Blanke, Buras, and Recksiegel,
2009).
25.2.3 Summary
Flavor physics has a signiﬁcant potential to discover new
physics by its sensitivity to high energy scales through
virtual eﬀects. At present, there is no solid experimental
hint of an eﬀect beyond the SM. Lacking any preferred
theoretical foundation for the observed ﬂavor structure,
an analysis of the new physics eﬀects in low energy preci-
sion observables must thus make use of well deﬁned and
commonly agreed benchmark models. While clearly it is
not possible to cover all the possibilities, a large enough
set of representative benchmark models gives a picture of
what kind of eﬀects are possible. Many of the currently
discussed scenarios are already highly constrained or can
be strongly constrained at the currently planned experi-
ments.
One of the main motivations to extend the Standard
Model with new particles with TeV masses is to solve
the hierarchy problem – to stabilize the electroweak scale
against radiative corrections. The ﬂavor structure in most
cases is not ﬁxed by the rationale behind the model and
hence remains mostly arbitrary from the theoretical con-
siderations. Experimentally, on the other hand, the ﬂavor
structure in the new physics sector is tightly constrained.
The legacy of the B Factories program is that in low en-
ergy ﬂavor violating processes the dominant contributions
are from the SM. The low energy eﬀects of a viable new
physics model have to be minimally ﬂavor violating, or at
least have to be close to this limit. In fact, mainly due to
the data of the two B Factories, the corners of phase space
for non-MFV eﬀects in low energy processes have become
very sparse.
Both BABAR and Belle have performed a test of the
ﬂavor structure, in many cases at a precision level. In this
respect the two experiments have performed a similar task
in the ﬂavor sector as LEP did for the gauge couplings;
still we do not have any substantial hint for a crack in the
structure of the SM, neither in the gauge nor in the ﬂavor
sector.
Future experiments at both the energy as well as the
intensity frontier will have an extended reach and a larger
sensitivity. In particular, super ﬂavor factories will re-
ﬁne many of the measurements performed at BABAR and
Belle and thus improve the reach for new physics. Com-
plementary to this, there will be measurements of leptonic
processes at dedicated experiments, focusing especially
on lepton-number and lepton-ﬂavor violating processes.
These eﬀorts will be augmented further by experiments
at the energy frontier, which will be mainly the LHC ex-
periments ATLAS and CMS for the next decade. A direct
discovery of new degrees of freedom at the energy frontier
– beyond the discovery of a single Higgs particle – will
clearly have a signiﬁcant impact on our understanding of
ﬂavor physics in the future.
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Appendix A
Glossary of terms
This part of the book summarizes commonly used terms,
abbreviations, quantities, and acronyms found elsewhere
in the book as a quick reference. References to places
where terms are ﬁrst introduced have been made. Where
appropriate the second cross reference is given to sections
in which a term is described in more details.
ACC : The Belle aerogel Cherenkov counter (1.4.4; 2.2.3).
Acoplanarity : The acoplanarity of a two-particle ﬁnal
state is deﬁned as φ2 − φ1 − π. The azimuthal angles of
the ﬁnal state particles are φi, where i = 1, 2 (17.4.3).
AWG : Analysis Working Group; a physics sub-group
within the BABAR Collaboration (2.1).
basf : Belle Analysis and Simulation Framework (3.1).
BDT : Boosted (or bagged) decision tree. This is an MVA
classiﬁcation algorithm used widely in the latter years of
data analysis at the B Factories (5; 4).
BSM : Beyond the Standard Model (18.1; 25.2).
CDC : The Belle central drift chamber (1.4.4; 2.2.2).
CLEO Fisher : The CLEO Fisher discriminant formed
of nine energy ﬂow cones. This has been widely used as
a variable to discriminate between B meson signal-like
events and light quark continuum background. Also see
Fisher discriminant (9.3).
CKM matrix : Cabibbo-Kobayashi Maskawa quark mix-
ing matrix (1; 16).
CM : Centre of mass (1.2.2).
Continuum background : This is the term given to
backgrounds from e+e− transitions to light fermion anti-
fermion pairs in collisions. Typically continuum background
refers to light-quark pairs qq, where q = u, d, s, and c
(2.2.5).
cos θB : Cosine of the angle between beam axis and B
momentum in the Υ (4S) rest frame (9.3).
cos θS : Cosine of the angle between sphericity axes of
ROE and B candidate (9.3).
cos θT : Cosine of the angle between beam and B thrust
axes (9.3).
DAQ : Data acquisition (1.4.3.1; 2.2.7).
DCH : The BABAR drift chamber (2.1; 2.2.2).
DIRC : The BABAR detector of internally reﬂected Che-
renkov light, used for charged particle identiﬁcation (in
particular the π/K separation) in the barrel region (1.4;
2.2.3).
ECOC : Error-correcting output codes (5.2).
ECL : The Belle electromagnetic calorimeter (1.4.4.2; 2.2.4).
EMC : The BABAR electromagnetic calorimeter (2.1; 2.2.4).
EML : Extended maximum likelihood (11).
Experiment : An Experiment, with an upper case “E”,
is the name given in Belle to the diﬀerent data taking peri-
ods. BABAR analogy of an Experiment is a Run. Only odd
numbers were used for Experiments, there are 31 Belle
Experiments. See also Run (3.2).
F : Generic Fisher discriminant: a linear combination of
variables (4).
Fisher discriminant : A linear combination of variables
which is often used to compute a variable to discriminate
between signal-like B meson events and light quark con-
tinuum background; see also CLEO Fisher (4).
FPGA : Field-Programmable Gate Array, a conﬁgurable
integrated circuit (2.2.2).
FOM : Figure of merit, a test statistic often used dur-
ing optimization (4.3).
FSR : Final state radiation (17.4.4).
Hi : The ith Fox-Wolfram moments (9).
hkl : Normalized Fox-Wolfram moments given by Eq. (9.5.2).
HER : High energy ring (1.4.3.1).
HQET : Heavy Quark Eﬀective Theory (17.1; 17.9.1.2).
IFR : The instrumented ﬂux return of BABAR, used for
K0L and muon detection (1.4.3.1; 2.2.5).
IP : The interaction point (2.1).
IR : The interaction region (1.3).
ISR : Initial state radiation (15.1.1).
KLM : The instrumented ﬂux return of Belle, used for
K0L and muon detection (1.4.4; 2.2.5).
KSFW : Fisher discriminant: a linear combination of
modiﬁed Fox-Wolfram moments given by Eq. (9.5.3).
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Li : The ith ‘monomial’ corresponding to an angle-weighted
energy ﬂow variable given by Eq. (9.4.1).
L1, L3 : The ﬁrst (hardware-based) and the second (software-
based) trigger level, respectively (2.1; 2.2.6).
LCSR : Light cone sum rule, a formulation of QCD sum
rules speciﬁcally suited for the calculation of heavy-to-
light form factors. (17.1).
LER : Low energy ring (1.4.3.1).
Local operator : In quantum ﬁeld theory local opera-
tors are the product of ﬁeld operators evaluated at the
same space-time point (17.1.3).
LQCD : Lattice QCD (17.1).
LST : Limited Streamer Mode, the technology selected
by BABAR to replace the whole IFR barrel because of a
dramatic decrease in performance of the original RPCs
(1.4; 2.2.5).
LTDA : BABAR long-term data analysis system (3.7).
MC : Monte Carlo (3.1).
MFV : Minimal ﬂavor violation model (25.2).
ML : Maximum likelihood (11).
MLP : A multi-layer perceptron is a common type of
artiﬁcial neural network used in particle physics. Neural
networks have been used widely at the B Factories, most
notably in terms of ﬂavor tagging (4; 8).
MSSM : Minimal super-symmetric standard model (25.2).
MVA : A multi-variate analysis is the study of a multi-
dimensional problem space in the context of discriminat-
ing between diﬀerent types of event. Practical demonstra-
tions of the use of MVA techniques can be found through-
out this book, in particular in the context of PID (4; 5; 9).
NN : Neural Network : multi-layered combination of vari-
ables. See also MLP (4; 9).
NP : “New physics”, which is any physics not described
by the Standard Model (2.2.6; 17.2).
NRQCD : Non-relativistic QCD (17.1.1).
OPE : Operator Product Expansion (17.1.1).
p.d.f. : Probability density function (7.4.4; 11.1).
Penguin : Loop contribution mediating a ﬂavour chang-
ing neutral current (7.4).
Penguin pollution : Penguin contributions which carry
a weak phase diﬀerent form the tree contribution, thereby
introducing a “pollution” (i,e, hadronic uncertainties) into
the extraction of CKM phases. (17.4.4; 17.7).
PID : Charged particle identiﬁcation (2.1; 2.2.3).
PV : Primary Vertex (6.4).
Planarity : The planarity (or aplanarity) of the event
is a measure of the transverse component of momentum
of of the event plane. This is related ot the smallest eigen-
value of the sphericity tensor λ3, where the aplanarity A
is 3λ3/2. For a planar event A = 0. For an isotropic event
A = 1/2 (17.4.3).
QCDF : QCD Factorization (17.4; 17.9.1).
Quasi-Two-Body : For a decay to a ﬁnal state with on
resonance and a long-lived particle e.g. B0 → ρ+π−, the
quasi-two-body approximation is sometimes invoked. This
approximation is the assumption that the resonance can
be treated as a particle with deﬁnite mass. In practice this
means that any interference between the reconstructed
resonance of interest and other amplitudes contributing
to a same body ﬁnal state is not explicitly accounted for
in a ﬁt to data using a Dalitz plot, but is treated as a sys-
tematic eﬀect, or if deemed appropriate neglected. This
approximation is commonly used in the study of charm-
less B decays (17.4).
R : Signal-to-background likelihood ratio used by Belle
and given by Eq. (9.5.11).
Ri : Normalized Fox-Wolfram moments (BABAR notation;
9).
Rs0l , R
00
l : Modiﬁed Fox-Wolfram moments (9).
ROE : Rest of the event: Particles found in the detec-
tor that are not associated with the reconstructed signal
candidate (6.5).
RPC : Resistive plate chamber, the technology selected
by BABAR and Belle to instrument their muon detectors
(1.4; 2.2.5).
Run : A Run, with an upper case “R”, is the name given
in BABAR to the diﬀerent data taking periods. An analogy
of Run at Belle is an Experiment. There are seven BABAR
Runs, each several month-long. See also Experiment (3.2).
run : A run, with a lower case “r”, is the basic unit of
BABAR and Belle data collection. The full BABAR physics
dataset contains more than 38,000 such runs (3.2).
SCET : Soft Collinear Eﬀective Theory (17.4; 17.9.1.4).
SFW : Fisher discriminant : linear combination of Fox-
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Wolfram moments given by Eq. (9.5.1).
SM : Standard Model of Particle Physics (1).
SNNS : Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator, an imple-
mentation of a neural network algorithm (4).
Spectator : A quark, which does not change its ﬂavor
in a weak decay process (17.4.4; 17.7)
SOB : The so-called stand oﬀ box of the BABAR DIRC
(2.1).
Sphericity : Tensorial representation of energy ﬂow, given
by Eq. 9.3.2,
sPlot : The sPlot technique is an event re-weighting tech-
nique that is used in order to project out ﬁt components,
such as signal or background. The technique was devel-
oped at the B Factories. This technique has often been
used when presenting results from BABAR (11; 11.2.3).
SPR : StatPatternRecognition, a ROOT-based package
with a number of implemented multivariate methods (4).
Strong phase : A phase that is invariant under the op-
erator CP (13.2.4).
SVT : The BABAR silicon vertex tracker (2.1; 2.2.1).
SVTRAD : The BABAR silicon vertex radiation moni-
toring system (2.2.1).
SVD : The Belle silicon vertex detector (2.1; 2.2.1).
Three-Body : Decay to a ﬁnal state with three long-
lived particles e.g. B+ → π+π+π− (9.4.2).
Thrust : Vectorial representation of energy ﬂow, given
by Eq. 9.3.1.
Tree : Contribution to a decay which is mediated by Feyn-
man diagrams without loops. (17.4.4; 17.7)
Two-Body : Decay to a ﬁnal state with two long-lived
particles e.g. B0 → π+π− (7.1.1).
TMVA : Toolkit for Multivariate Analysis, a ROOT-
based package with a number of implemented multivariate
methods (4.4.4; 4.5).
TOF : The Belle time-of-ﬂight detector (1.4.4.1; 2.2.3).
Twist : In quantum ﬁeld theory the twist of an opera-
tor is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between its dimension and
its spin (17.1.4.1).
2HDM : Two-Higgs doublet model (17.10.2.1; 25.2).
VM : Virtual Machine (3.7).
Weak phase : A phase that changes sign under the op-
erator CP (13.2.4).
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206, 211, 231, 242–244, 266, 280, 282, 284–287,
295, 296, 308–310, 333–335, 337, 340, 346, 348,
371–373, 380, 397, 399, 401, 402, 406, 431, 449,
457, 478, 486, 487, 489, 507, 511, 544, 547, 550,
556, 603–605, 608, 632, 633, 649, 672, 735, 736
Continuum suppression, 84, 94, 95, 109, 187, 308, 309,
315–317, 340, 346, 371, 372, 397, 399, 424
Cornell, 1, 4, 274
Cosmic ray, 16, 31, 41, 48, 50, 54, 74, 75
COSY, 762
Coulomb potential, 16, 190, 442, 505, 577, 599, 687
Coupled bunch instabilities, 6
Covariance matrix, 59, 62, 75, 78, 129, 131, 163, 192,
231, 458, 574, 578, 672, 676
CP violation
τ decay, 637, 644, 645, 648, 666
B decay, see φ1, φ2, φ3, CP violation in decay and
CP violation in mixing
D decay, 165, 182, 345, 519, 525, 561
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in decay, 143, 162, 173, 174, 179, 183, 184, 223, 236,
237, 239–241, 245, 250, 271, 272, 311, 316, 317,
320, 321, 323, 327, 329, 330, 345, 346, 356, 371,
375, 382, 384, 387, 389, 438, 565, 579, 585, 590,
644, 771, 777, 786, 787
in mixing, 119, 154, 179, 236, 245, 250, 260, 272,
274, 292, 323, 370, 561, 585, 771, 774, 777
mixing induced, 173, 183, 302, 328, 774
super-weak model, 179, 236, 302, 777
time-dependent, 2, 3, 17, 18, 79, 80, 100, 134, 140,
142, 172, 185, 227, 230, 250, 274, 276, 279,
281, 289, 302, 328, 365, 377, 379, 385, 594,
735, 771, 788
CP violation in interference between mixing and decay,
see CP violation, mixing induced
CP violation, direct, see CP violation, in decay
CP -even, 122, 140, 142, 147, 175, 304–306, 308, 310–
312, 315, 316, 331, 345, 346, 573, 576, 585,
732, 733, 783
CP -odd, 122, 140, 144, 147, 175, 304–306, 310–312, 345,
346, 506, 513, 573, 576, 585, 647, 650, 734, 783
CPT , 119, 180, 185, 274, 289, 292, 294, 295, 297–299,
322, 637–639, 645, 647
Cross feed, 155, 205, 231, 243, 359, 405, 406, 431, 615,
732, 736
Cross section
e+e−, 722
γγ, 703
μ+μ−, 55, 486, 721, 722
qq, 55, 667
τ+τ−, 637, 640, 722
bb, 486, 722–724
cc, 690, 696
tt, 216
Crossing angle, 6, 18, 21
Crystal Ball, 93, 449, 453, 463, 489, 507, 508, 513, 524,
555
Crystal Barrel, 532
CUSB, 721, 723
CUSB II, 721
CVC, see Conserved vector current
D-wave, 140, 151, 350, 437, 441, 450, 461, 480, 494, 495,
533, 534, 547, 548, 600, 601, 605, 606, 618–620,
625, 626, 661, 706, 707
Ds1(2460), 225, 226, 602, 603, 620, 696, 732
Ds1(2536), 320, 321, 602, 610, 617, 619, 622
D∗sJ(2317), 228, 524, 610, 611, 613–615, 622, 732
ΔΓd, 120, 122, 154, 173, 288, 297, 323
ΔΓs, 288
Δmd, 2, 17, 101, 120, 142, 154, 173, 179, 183, 216, 274,
276, 279, 281, 288, 290–292, 302, 769–771, 773,
781, 785, 787, 788
Δms, 280, 281, 288, 291, 768, 771, 777, 785
Δt, see Proper time diﬀerence
dE/dx, see Speciﬁc energy loss
DØ, 216, 277, 280, 288, 296, 441, 473, 721, 776
DAΦNE, 669
Dalitz plot, 113, 149, 161, 171, 226, 244, 263, 268, 271,
272, 303, 315–317, 319, 327–329, 331, 338, 342,
345, 350, 358, 363, 379, 463, 480, 496, 518, 527,
528, 530, 536–538, 541, 542, 575, 578, 579, 590,
605, 607, 613, 636
model, 149, 350, 356, 358, 359, 363, 464, 481, 529,
533, 534, 576, 578, 579, 590, 593
model independent analysis, 158, 159, 358, 590
square, 154, 155, 317, 533, 534
Dark force, 667, 700
dark Higgs, 701, 702
dark photon, 700, 701
Dark gauge boson, see Dark force
Dark matter, 413, 441, 485, 509, 511, 700, 786
DASP, 637
Data quality, 35, 40, 46, 52, 53
Data summary tape, 47
DCH, see Drift chamber
DCI, 669
ΔE, 85, 87, 135, 147, 171, 187, 205, 231, 232, 242, 248,
264, 267, 277, 285, 286, 305, 310, 313, 315–317,
320, 321, 333, 334, 336, 337, 340, 346, 348, 353,
359, 374, 375, 377–381, 388, 392, 421, 431, 449,
457, 463, 473, 642, 726, 727, 731, 732, 734, 736
Decay chain, 2, 48, 73, 83, 88, 91, 140, 141, 146, 166,
191, 227, 320, 374, 392, 635, 729
Decay constant, 204, 216, 222, 223, 238, 239, 281, 333,
361, 362, 395, 396, 400, 404, 410, 517, 519, 520,
551, 553, 599, 601–603, 651, 655, 664, 707, 709,
715, 771–774, 781, 789
Decay length, see Flight length
Decay time diﬀerence, see Proper time diﬀerence
Deep inelastic scattering, 741, 752
DELPHI, 15, 280, 648, 753
DESY, 1, 561, 637
Detector of internally reﬂected Cherenkov light, 7, 11,
14, 19, 21, 26, 28, 31, 38, 43, 67, 68, 334, 380,
421, 674, 742
Detector resolution, see Resolution
DGE, see Dressed-gluon exponentiation
DGLAP evolution, 740, 758
DIANA, 759, 762
Diﬀerential decay probability, 141, 149, 190, 191, 206,
209, 215, 389, 432, 436, 440, 545, 547, 548,
551, 649
Dilepton events, 111, 220, 232, 282, 368, 419, 495, 503–
505, 701, 702
Dilution, see Tagging, mistag
Dip angle, 73
Diquark model, 426, 427
Dirac theory, 370, 673
DIRC, see Detector of internally reﬂected Cherenkov
light
Direct CP violation, see CP violation, in decay
DIS, see Deep inelastic scattering
Dispersion relation, see Hadronic dispersion relation
DM1, 669, 680, 687
DM2, 669, 679, 687
DONUT, 179
DORIS, 6, 185, 637
DORIS-II, 1, 3, 516
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Double tagged event, 97, 505, 581, 584
DQM, see Data quality monitor
Dressed-gluon exponentiation, 210, 214, 369, 377
Drift chamber, 7, 10, 11, 14, 19, 21, 23, 26, 34, 43, 45,
46, 67, 68, 74, 674, 742
DST, see Data summary tape
Duality violation, 195, 655
Dunnington, 160
Duty cycle, 35, 44
EECL, see Eextra
Eextra, 92, 394, 397, 398, 403, 406, 407, 412, 414, 418,
522, 552
, 161, 302, 768, 769, 771, 773
′, 161, 302, 771
E653, see Fermilab E653
E687, see Fermilab E687
E691, see Fermilab E691
E704, see Fermilab E704
E760, see Fermilab E760
E787, see BNL E787
E791, see BNL E791, see Fermilab E791
E797, see BNL E797
E821, see BNL E821
E835, see Fermilab E835
E888, see BNL 888
ECL, see Electromagnetic calorimeter
ECOC, see Error-correcting output code
EDM, see Electric dipole moment
Eﬀective phase, 308, 316, 329
Eigenstate
CP , 1, 2, 122, 140, 175, 250, 281, 289, 294, 296, 298,
302–305, 311, 312, 314, 315, 319, 320, 323, 324,
332, 334, 338, 339, 345–348, 358, 359, 377, 384,
387, 534, 536, 565, 573, 585, 594, 732, 734
ﬂavor, 120, 281, 324, 564
helicity, 140
mass, 122, 216, 280, 288, 293, 323, 561, 563, 573,
578, 783, 789
transversity, 140
Electric dipole moment, 181, 322, 640, 645, 791
Electromagnetic calorimeter, 7, 11, 15, 18, 19, 30, 96,
168, 170, 305, 371, 397, 489, 491, 499, 511,
522, 552, 668, 669, 717
Electron cloud instability, 6, 12, 16
Electroweak baryogenesis, 180
Electroweak penguin, 330, 365, 410, 440
EMC, see Electromagnetic calorimeter
EML, see Maximum-likelihood, extended
Energy ﬂow, 110, 243, 739
Energy scan, 17, 34, 42, 54, 55, 457, 461, 486, 491, 669,
721–723, 729
Entanglement, see Quantum entanglement
EPR correlation, see Quantum entanglement
Equivalent-photon approximation, 703, 704
Error-correcting output code, 64, 67
Estimator, 59, 64, 75, 101, 128–130, 165, 346, 638
ηb, 17, 447, 448, 492, 498, 499, 502
ηb(1S), 60, 485, 488, 490, 500, 504
ηb(2S), 60, 485, 490
η, 182, 183, 768
ηc, 126, 140, 232, 302, 305, 441, 448, 477, 498, 500, 502,
714, 719
Event migration, 155, 264, 266, 359
Event reconstruction, 46, 48, 54, 83, 277, 315, 333, 395,
397, 480, 520, 567, 585, 588, 593, 674, 690
Event shape variable, 55, 94, 109, 114, 187, 205, 242,
264, 282, 311, 315, 334, 346, 348, 372, 377,
397, 399, 401, 403, 406, 411, 412, 419, 431,
449, 457, 514, 581, 754
Exclusive B meson reconstruction, 83, 227, 374, 377,
387, 405, 424, 520, 722, 726
Exhaustive matrix, 64, 68
Exotic state, 232, 258, 441, 469, 486, 501, 667, 682, 697,
704, 713, 739, 759
Experiment, see Run
Extra dimensions, see New physics
F -wave, 497, 602
φ1, 2, 10, 17, 123, 172, 175, 182–185, 219, 227, 289, 292,
298, 302, 326, 328, 330, 344, 345, 735, 768, 771,
774, 777, 781, 785, 786, 791
φeﬀ1 , 308, 310, 316, 317
φ2, 123, 175, 182, 183, 185, 218, 292, 303, 328, 345, 768,
771, 774
φeﬀ2 , 328, 329, 332, 339, 341, 344
φ3, 123, 159, 174, 175, 182–185, 292, 303, 328, 332, 345,
735, 769, 771
ADS method, 345, 347
GGSZ method, 345, 350
GLW method, 345
Model independent approach, 159, 358
Factorization, 186, 221, 225, 237, 238, 310, 366, 370,
438, 462, 608, 617, 711, 756
na¨ıve, 221, 234, 241, 260, 331, 435, 463, 517, 520,
732
QCD, 218, 221, 239, 250, 260, 341, 367, 379, 396,
444, 446, 448, 502, 517
Fast pion, 88, 103
FCNC, see Flavor Changing Neutral Current
Feed-across, 431
Feed-down, 206, 244, 280, 424, 431, 452, 455, 463, 611,
613, 733
Feed-up, 733
Feldman-Cousins method, 356, 411, 426, 556, 570, 583
FERMI, 701
Fermi constant, 120, 186, 216, 222, 237, 275, 366, 395,
410, 519, 545, 562, 638, 639, 649, 651, 771, 781
Fermi motion, 197
Fermilab, 1, 4, 160, 179, 191, 208, 441, 540, 677
Fermilab E653, 551
Fermilab E687, 547, 551, 626
Fermilab E691, 547
Fermilab E704, 753
Fermilab E760, 688
Fermilab E791, 159, 160, 537, 540, 551, 567
Fermilab E835, 688
FESR, see Finite energy sum rule
FF, see Fragmentation function
Fierz identity, 222
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Figure of merit, 59, 115, 346, 489
Final state interaction, 143, 153, 224, 322, 432, 435,
516, 548, 592, 667, 687, 688
Final state radiation, 79, 232, 248, 373, 495, 503, 638,
642, 668, 674
Fine-tuning, 791
Finite energy sum rule, 197
Fisher discriminant, 62, 110, 111, 242, 308, 311, 313,
316, 334, 335, 337, 346, 353, 401, 402, 411,
457, 510, 544, 545, 547, 548, 608, 732, 735,
736
Fit fraction, 158, 264, 267, 271, 272, 351, 352, 458, 533,
534, 536–538
fL, see Longitudinal, polarization
Flatte´, 150, 734
Flavianet, 770
Flavor Changing Neutral Current, 178, 179, 182, 216,
219, 236, 410, 416, 516, 555–558, 561, 563, 597,
779–782, 786, 787, 789–791
Flavor singlet, 250
Flavor speciﬁc ﬁnal state, 2, 100–102, 116, 122, 126,
289, 298, 317, 318, 322, 384, 386, 564, 567,
573
Flavor tagging, see tagging
Flight length, 2, 29, 73, 77–80, 168, 276, 282, 286, 538,
556, 558, 566, 567
Fluka, 50
FNAL, see Fermilab
Fock space, 445
FOCUS, 525, 545, 550, 551, 573, 630
FOM, see Figure of merit
Form factor, 150, 151, 158, 186, 187, 189–192, 194, 201,
203, 205, 217, 218, 222, 223, 238–240, 260, 267,
351, 357, 361, 369, 370, 378–382, 390, 391, 395,
396, 404–406, 430, 437, 440, 460, 517, 520, 538,
543–549, 551, 599, 650–652, 655, 657, 658, 663,
666, 667, 670, 672, 675, 686, 689, 703–705, 708,
709, 714, 715, 718, 719, 773
Forward backward asymmetry, 387, 390–393, 585–587,
593, 635
Four-quark operator, 274, 366, 444, 773
Fox-Wolfram moment, 55, 94, 110, 187, 242, 284, 285,
309, 313, 335, 397, 415, 419, 489, 513, 556,
723, 729, 732, 735, 736
Fraction of longitudinally polarized events, see Longi-
tudinal polarization
Fragmentation, 103, 109, 126, 211, 219, 225, 276, 371,
375, 381, 422, 425, 434, 437–439, 462, 463, 466,
517, 522, 556, 563, 586, 604, 652, 667, 722, 739,
741, 746, 749
Collins function, 753
function, 445, 614, 741, 747, 752
interference function, 755
Peterson function, 467
polarized function, 752
unpolarized function, 741
FSI, see Final state interaction
FSR, see Final state radiation
G-wave, 706
G(3900), 462, 693
GF , see Fermi constant
γ, see φ3
g − 2, 637, 640, 655, 663, 673, 677, 781, 782, 784–787,
789, 791
G parity, 236, 258, 260, 272, 497, 661
GEANT, 40, 49, 50, 753
Gell-Mann-Okubo rule, 624
Genetic algorithm, 267
Gﬁtter, 679
γγ, see Two-photon
GIM mechanism, 120, 178, 179, 383, 516, 555, 557, 561,
790
Gini index, 60, 63
Global Fit, 147, 183, 196, 200, 289, 298, 319, 341, 396,
446, 678, 681, 758, 767
CKM ﬁtter, 768
scan method, 768
UTﬁt, 768, 769
Glueball, 258, 434, 437, 685
Gluonium, 250
GMFV, see New physics, general minimal ﬂavor viola-
tion
GOF, see Goodness-of-ﬁt
Golden mode, 2, 175, 184, 185, 232, 250, 289, 302, 303,
305, 327
Goodness-of-ﬁt, 138, 171, 534, 537, 557
Gounaris-Sakurai lineshape, 150, 351, 357, 658, 664
Grand uniﬁed theories, 180, 420, 780
Grid computing, 13, 41, 51
GSI, 441
GUT, see New physics, Grand uniﬁed theory
H±, see Higgs, charged
hb(1P ), 490, 492, 497
hb(2P ), 490, 492, 497
H1, 762
Hadron collider, 100, 411, 421, 446, 731, 735, 737
Hadron multiplicity, 52, 53, 489, 739, 740, 742
HadronBJ, 52, 56, 722
Hadronic B reconstruction, 63, 83, 88, 92, 212, 397,
412–414, 416, 417, 500
Hadronic dispersion relation, 187, 201, 204
Hadronic mass, 187, 195, 196, 198, 199, 211, 392, 663,
668, 672, 674, 687
Hadronic mass moment, 195, 196, 198, 199
Hadronic matrix element, 186, 203, 216, 219, 237, 274,
276, 302, 367, 369, 519, 651, 652, 771–773
Hadronic tag, 92, 100, 174, 189, 303, 374, 394, 397–399,
402, 405, 408, 412–414, 416, 417, 583
Hadronization, see Fragmentation
Hamiltonian, 119, 186, 222, 223, 237, 238, 281, 322, 365,
369, 395, 448, 519, 562, 563, 599, 600, 645, 649,
771, 777, 779, 785, 786, 791
Hamming distance, 64
Handbag model, 709
Hard kernel, 218, 239, 370
Hard scale, 194, 239, 369, 370, 443, 445, 447
Hard-scattering kernel, see Hard kernel
Hardware trigger, see Trigger, L1
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Heavy-quark expansion, 187, 238, 239, 241, 274, 275,
516, 517, 520
Heavy-to-light form-factor, 201, 546, 600
Helicity, 88, 140, 151, 156, 172, 205, 239, 241, 243, 280,
310, 319, 337, 340, 357, 361, 378, 385, 390, 395,
410, 426, 453, 465, 467, 517, 531, 549, 551, 555,
605, 608, 610, 611, 615, 620, 621, 626, 635, 649,
686, 688, 704, 706–708, 710, 731, 734–736
Helicity suppression, 395, 410, 413, 518
HERA, 4, 762
HERA-B, 4
HERMES, 753, 756, 758, 762, 765, 766
HESSE, 129, 131, 134, 137
Hessian method, 747
Hidden local symmetry, 664
Higgs
boson, 117, 179, 410, 469, 679, 780, 790
charged, 186, 365, 395, 396, 410, 506, 553, 554, 651
dark, see Dark force
ﬁeld, 299, 506, 777, 779
low mass, 506, 701, 702, 785
mass, 377, 395, 508, 679, 779
vacuum expectation value, 395, 783
Higgsstrahlung, 702
HQE, see Heavy-quark expansion
HQET, see Heavy-quark eﬀective theory
Hybrid state, 97, 98, 211, 442, 469, 477, 501, 685
Hyperﬁne mass splitting, 195, 442, 447, 477, 493, 494,
624, 630
IFR, see Instrumented ﬂux return
Impact parameter, 23, 26, 74, 103, 274, 285, 581
Importance sampling, 191
Indirect CP violation, see CP violation, mixing-induced
Infrared divergence, 239, 240, 445
Initial state radiation, 48, 169, 441, 455, 462, 467, 482,
667, 722, 742
Injectable, 27, 35, 44
Instrumented ﬂux return, 11, 12, 14, 19, 28, 34, 38, 43,
55, 67–69, 305, 421, 674
Interaction length, 33, 152, 534
Interaction point, 5, 18, 23, 29, 31, 33, 52, 53, 67, 73–
75, 81, 83, 167, 172, 313, 315, 504, 516, 526,
581, 582, 697, 701, 743
Interaction region, see Interaction point
Interference CP violation, see CP violation, in interfer-
ence
Interference fragmentation function, see Fragmentation
Invisible decays, 34, 42, 410, 413, 485, 509, 701
IP, see Interaction point
IR, see Interaction point
Isgur-Wise function, 404, 550, 690
Isobar model, 150, 151, 153, 158, 263, 320, 350, 359,
533, 536–538, 576, 578, 579, 605
Isospin, 178, 192, 202, 217, 223, 250, 258, 260, 333, 361,
375, 378, 380–383, 388, 406, 425, 437, 438, 470,
471, 488, 502, 504, 505, 518, 524, 585, 611, 614,
615, 623, 624, 626, 627, 629, 651, 661–663, 673,
676, 680, 698, 727, 760, 761
analysis, 328, 329, 331, 333, 338, 342, 518, 519, 524,
585
breaking, 250, 260, 344, 382, 390, 470, 488, 502,
504, 524, 661–663, 673, 676
triangle, 330, 342
Isospin decomposition, see Isospin
ISR, see Initial state radiation
Jacobian, 74, 156, 265
Jarlskog, 182
Jeﬀerson Laboratory, 760, 761
Jet, 52, 109, 110, 154, 205, 239, 240, 242, 266, 333, 337,
422, 431, 558, 621, 739, 741–743, 749, 751, 753,
756
Jetset, 48, 211, 219, 375, 381, 741, 744, 745, 749, 751,
752
JLab, see Jeﬀerson Laboratory
K-matrix formalism, 151, 264, 351, 356, 534, 579
Kalman ﬁlter, 74, 76
KEDR, 441, 462, 604, 638
KEK, 3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 21, 25, 36, 58, 441
KEKB, 1, 4–6, 15, 19, 21, 26, 35, 41, 42, 45, 723
Kinematic approximation, 125, 278
Kinetic scheme, 190, 195, 196, 200, 210
K0L and muon detection system, 15, 19, 20, 32, 34, 50,
67, 68, 305, 743
KLM, see K0L and muon detection system
KLOE, 640, 664, 669, 676
KM mechanism, see Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism
Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism, 1, 6, 178, 179, 302,
327, 768, 775, 777
KTeV, 160
L0, 111–113, 187, 308, 334, 353
L2, 112, 113, 187, 205, 308, 334, 353
Λ/mb expansion, 218, 237, 239, 241, 367, 368, 370, 382
ΛQCD, 366, 367, 369, 389, 390, 516, 519, 688, 703, 715
L3 (experiment), 280, 648, 745
Lagrange multiplier, 76
Lagrangian, 180, 197, 223, 239, 444, 446, 447, 599–601,
603, 647
Lamb shift, 443
λ (Wolfenstein parameter), 181, 219, 518, 563, 564, 768,
777, 782
LASS, 153, 537, 538, 549, 760
LAT, see Lateral moment
Lateral moment, 67, 168, 403, 489
Lattice QCD, 183, 186, 187, 191, 197, 201–203, 208,
216, 217, 219, 362, 396, 441, 443, 444, 447,
449, 460, 461, 469, 477, 485, 543, 546, 547,
551, 553, 599, 603, 626, 630, 664, 685, 720,
740, 770–774
LBL, 4, 567, 637
LCSR, see Light-cone sum rule
Leaf by leaf ﬁt, see Vertex, ﬁt
LEAR, 688
Left-right symmetric models, 777, 790
LEP, 179, 185, 276, 281, 288, 561, 640, 655, 660, 661,
676, 721, 741, 767, 792
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LEP electroweak working group, 640
LEPS, 759, 760, 762
Leptogenesis, 180
Lepton energy moment, 195, 198, 199
Lepton ﬂavor violation, 410, 416, 512, 640
Lepton number violation, 180, 410
Lepton universality, 388, 485, 513, 637, 651, 665
Leptonic decays, 186, 395, 413, 422, 426, 494, 512, 637,
647, 771
Leptoquark, 411
LESR, see Low-energy sum rule
Letter of intent, 4, 6, 8–10, 15
Level 1 trigger, see Trigger, L1
Level 3 trigger, see Trigger, L3
LFV, see Lepton ﬂavor violation
LHC, 4, 13, 216, 219, 292, 411, 441, 484, 636, 640, 655,
677, 679, 741, 772, 776, 779, 782, 792
LHCb, 4, 216, 217, 288, 289, 296, 379, 388, 390, 393,
426, 471, 473, 481, 551, 585, 597, 622, 631,
644, 730, 734, 768, 771, 776, 777, 790
LHT, see New physics, Little Higgs with T -parity
Light-by-light contribution, 673, 677
Light-cone distribution amplitude, 223, 239, 240, 370
Light-cone sum rule, 186, 201, 203, 370, 546, 715, 717
Likelihood, 61, 128
ﬁt bias, 164, 171
joint, 111, 136
Likelihood ratio, 62, 67, 114, 115, 117, 129, 138
Likelihood ratio plot, 133
Limited streamer tube, 7, 14, 15, 19, 32, 43, 44
LINAC, see Linear accelerator
Linear accelerator, 5
LLNL, 4
LNV, see Lepton number violation
Local operator, 120, 194, 209, 210, 367, 369, 444, 519
Local parton-hadron duality, 741
Long distance, 119, 120, 187, 190, 194, 209, 222, 237,
239, 303, 312, 365, 368, 385, 437, 442, 516, 519,
520, 525, 555, 557, 562, 655, 663, 665, 772, 773
Long term data access, 57
Longitudinal polarization, 140, 143, 146, 147, 227, 236,
239, 241, 244, 252, 260, 263, 272, 328, 330,
335, 337, 370, 390, 619, 654, 690, 732, 734
Lorentz boost, 18, 80, 124, 125, 277, 282, 486
Lorentz covariance, 119, 300
Lorentz invariance, 180, 222, 290, 292, 298, 687
Low-energy sum rule, 197
LowMult, 52, 53
LQCD, see Lattice QCD
LST, see Limited streamer tube
LTDA, see Long term data access
Luminosity, 2, 4–7, 11–14, 16, 18, 25, 26, 30, 32–35, 38,
41–45, 48, 171, 723
mH , 395, 396, 406, 550, 553, 679, 783
mτ , 637
mb, 197, 200, 204, 209, 212, 215, 365, 747
Mbc, 85
mES, 85, 726
MAC, 274
Machine detector interface, 11, 20
Magnetic moment, 190, 275, 366, 599, 651, 655, 663,
667, 672, 687, 784, 785, 787
Majorana neutrino, 410, 418, 419
Mandelstam variable, 430
MARK I, 461
MARK II, 274
MARK III, 516, 525
Masks (movable), 6, 16
Mass constraint, 75, 76, 200, 215, 397, 418, 504, 522,
704, 723
Mass diﬀerence, 77, 84, 120, 142, 179, 216, 286, 292,
297, 298, 321, 463, 471, 486, 493, 514, 516,
521, 522, 524, 538, 544, 554, 557, 568, 571,
581, 582, 602, 611, 618, 629, 639, 661, 663,
666, 690, 691, 693, 694, 732, 747–749, 781, 791
Matter-antimatter asymmetry, see CP violation
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xd, 101, 281, 291, 297
XRootD, 41, 46
xs, 291
XTC ﬁle, see Raw data
x(′), see Charm mixing
“XYZ” state, 230, 441, 469, 501
Y (3915), 476, 477
Y (3940), 476
Y (4008), 697
Y (4140), 477, 501, 714
Y (4260), 458, 478, 479, 486, 683, 695, 697, 698, 700
Y (4350), 478, 479, 486
Y (4660), 478, 479, 486, 700
yCP , 573, 596
Yukawa couplings, 779, 780, 783, 784, 790
Yukawa interactions, 777
y(′), see Charm mixing
Z(3900), 482
Z(3930), 453, 476, 477, 714
Z(4020), 482
Z(4050)+, 480, 481
Z(4250)+, 480, 481
Z(4430)+, 480, 481, 484
Z ′ boson, 271
Zb(10610), 496, 497
Zb(10650), 496, 497
Zeemach tensor, 357
Zernike moment, 67
ZEUS, 762, 765, 766
zlib, 47
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